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THE DETENTION AND JAILING OF JUVENILES

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1973

U.S. SENATE,
SUB(-OM13NIrI'TEF To INVESTIGATE ,IuVENILE 1)FLiNQUENCY,

COMMITTEE ON TIlE JUDICIARY.
Wahington, D.C.

Tie su1b6oininittee (composed of Senators Bayh. Hart, Burdick,
K011i \dv. Cook. Jiruska. Fong. and Mathias) met. 1ilrsuant to notice,
at 10:10 a.m., in room 2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator
Birch Bayh, (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senator Bayh.
.A]W) prlecSent: Johtn M. lector. stail (lirtetor alll chief counsel and

Ma i v . .Joll. editorial director and chief clerk.
Senator BAYTH. We will convene our hearings. I would like to insert

at this point in the record the text of the subcommittee's enabling
Ies,,lOltion. S. Res. 56, section 12.

[1Te (ocu('IIIent was marked "lhibit No. 1" and is as follows :]

EXHIBIT I
[S. Re,. 56, 93d Cung., 1 t sess.]

RESOLUTION Authorizing additional expenditures by the Committee on the Judiciary for
inquiries and Investigations

Resolrcd, That in holding hearings, reporting such hearings, aid making in-
ve.stigations as authorized by sections 134 (a) and 136 of the Legislative Reorga-
nization Act of 1946, as amended, and in accordance with its jurisdiction under
rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the Senate so far as applicable, the Commit-
tee on the Judiciary, or any subcommittee thereof, is authorized from March 1,
1973. through February 28, 1974, for the purposes stated and within the limita-
tions imlposed by the following sections. in Its discretion (1) to make expendi-
tures from the contingent fund of the Senate, (2) to employ personnel, and (3)
with the prior consent of the Government department or agency concerned and
the Committee on Rules and Administration, to use on a reimbursable basis the
services or personnel of any such department or agency.

SEc. 2. The Committee on the Judiciary, or any subcommittee thereof, Is au-
thorized frrn, March 1, 1973, through February 28, 1974, to expend not to exceed
$3,946.800 to examine, investigate, and make a complete study of any and all
matters pertaining to each of the subjects set forth below in succeeding sections
of this resolution, said funds to be allocated to the respective specific Inquiries
and to the procurement of the services of individual consultants or organizations
thereof (as authorized by section 202(1) of the Legislative Reorganization Act
of 1946. as amended) in accordance with succeeding sections of this resolution.

Snc. 3. Not to exceed $377.800 shall be available for a study or investigation
of administrative practice and procedure, of which amount not to exceed $3,000
may be expended for the procurement of individual consultants or organizations
thereof.

SEt'. 4. Not to exceed $767,000 shall be available for a study or Investigation
of antitrust and monopoly, of which amount not to exceed $10,000 may be ex-
pended for the procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.

(1)
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SEa. 5. Not to exceed $239,790 shall be available for a study or Investigation
of constitutional amendments, of which amount not to exceed $12,000 may be
expended for the procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.

SEa. 6. Not to exceed $299,900 shall be available for a study or Investigation
of constitutional rights, of which amount not to exceed $10,000 may be expended
for the procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.

Szo. 7. Not to exceed $210,200 shall be available for a study or investigation
of criminal laws and procedures.*

Szo. & Not to exceed $14,500 shall be available for a study or investigation of
Federal charters, holidays, and celebrations.

Sac. 9. Not to exceed $240,000 shall be available for a study or Investigation
of immigration and naturalization.

Sac. 10. Not to exceed $223,000 shall be available for a study or Investigation
of improvements in Judicial machinery.

SEC. 11. Not to exceed $532,500 shall be available for a complete and con-
tinuing study and Investigation of (1) the administration, operation, and en-
forcement of the Internal Security Act of 1950, as amended, (2) the adminis-
tration, operation, and enforcement of other laws relating to espionage, sabotage,
and the protection of the Internal security of the United States, and (3) the
extent, nature, and effect of subversive activities In the United States, its terri-
tories and possessions, Including, but not limited to, espionage, sabotage, and
Infiltration by persons who are or may be under the domination of the foreign
government or organization controlling the world Communist movement or any
other movement seeking to overthrow the Government of the United States by
force and violence or otherwise threatening the Internal security of the United
States. Of such $532,500, not to exceed $3,785 may be expended for the procure-
ment of Individual consultants or organizations thereof.

SEc. 12. Not to exceed $335,400 shall be available for a study or investigation of
juvenile delinquency, of which amount not to exceed $14,000 may be expended for
the procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.

SEC. 13. Not to exceed $143,000 shall be available for a study or investigation
of patents, trademarks, and copyrights.

SEC. 14. Not to exceed $79,000 shall be available for a study or investigation of
national penitentiaries, of which amount not to exceed $1,000 may be expended
for the procurement of Individual consultants or organizations thereof.

Smo 15. Not to exceed $172,500 shall be available for a study or investigation
of refugees and escapees, of which amount not to exceed $2,000 may be expended
for the procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.

SEC. 16. Not to exceed $62,300 shall be available for a study of investigation of
revision and codification.

SEC. 17. Not to exceed $250,000 shall be available for a study or investigation
of separation of powers between the executive, judicial, and legislative branches
of Government, of which amount not to exceed $10,000 may be expended for the
procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.

SEC. 1S. The committee shall report its findings, together with such recom-
mendations for legislation as it deems advisable with respect to each study
or investigation for which expenditure Is authorized by this resolution, to the
Senate at the earliest practicable date, but not later than February 28, 1974.

Sac. 19. Expenses of the committee under his resolution shall fe paid from
the contingent fund of the Senate upon vouchers approved by the chairman of
the committee.

Senator BAY1T. Since the last hearing of this Juvenile Delinquency
Subcommittee, the Nation has been shocked to learn of the tragic loss
of life and the brutal torturing of, at last count, 27 young men in a
Texas city. We may never know all the reasons that led to these
tragic deaths, but they have made the Nation at last aware of the
problems confronting many of our young people. As tragic as the

exas situation is, it is even more tragic that such horrors have been
going on in a less glamorous less publicized manner for a long time,
but people just don't become alarmed by it.

Our subcommittee has been studying the problems of young people
for a number of years, and this morning we continue our study. We
are trying to learn, not only why 27 young men lost their lives by
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sordid sexual assault, but' also why the tragedy continues of many
young people losing their lives while in the custody of public au-
thorities. This morning we begin an intense study of what part in-
carceration of young people in jails plays, not only in the problem of
law enforcement, but in the problem ofcreating conditions in which
young people can lead constructive lives.

why, I ask, did a 15:year-old boy recently hang himself in the city
jail in Niles, Mich., or in a county jail in Maine? Why would a youth
who is in the jail in Alexandria, Va., set fire to his mattress and kill
himself on his 18th birthday? Why would we permit such conditions
to exist as those in a Louisiana parish jail where a 17-year-old was
gang-raped by 4 cellmates? This type of occurrence, these attacks
and deaths, have been going on year after year without public outcry.
.The problem is of national significance and the statistics are stagger-

Mn the period of a year there are over 100,000 youths who spend
at least 1 day and 1 night incarcerated in a jail or a police lockup.
There are over 500,000 young people held in various detention centers
throughout the country. We must ask ourselves, what can we do?
How can we tolerate the continued practice of locking up young people
in a jail cell with adults? There is.no magic answer to the problems
for young people. One of the temporary solutions would be the Run-
away Youth Act which I had the goo fortune to author and which
was reported by this subcommittee and passed by the Senate by a
voice vote both last year and again this summer. No action was taken
in the House last year. Next month, hearings are scheduled to com-
mence in the House to study the problem of runaway youngsters and
the Runaway Youth Act.

We have in the past had testimony from young people about run-
ning away. One young girl ran away from home and was incarcerated
for 10 or 11 months in an adult jail. She ran away because she was
tired of being sexually molested by her stepfather: Now, we have to
give to the authorities-the judges and the police officials of this
country-an alternative to locking a young runaway up for.almost a
year in the county jail.

The wisdom of incarceration in jail will be the immediate thrust
of this week's hearings. In a broader sense, we are going to ask if
detention or incarceration in any facility is addressing the problems
that cause young people to get into trouble. We want to find a way
we can give the authorities a wide array of alternatives designed to
meet the needs of the individual problem child, including, the means
to deal with the problem home, and the problem parents, which more
often than not lead to the problem child.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BIRCH BAYH

Today, as part of the Subcommittee's continuing study of the quality of juvenile
justice in the Nation, we begin hearings to investigate the extent, necessity and
conditions of the detention, in jails and detention facilities, of juveniles who
are alleged to be delinquent or for some other vague legal reason to come under
the jurisdiction of the state. A further purpose of these hearings is to examine
the need for Federal legislation to improve or change present methods of detain-
Ing youth.

The period of detention for Juveniles is critical because it is frequently the
juvenile's first contact with the juvenile justice system. Detention generally
refers to the incarceration of a juvenile in a secure facility prior to adjudication
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or disposition of his case. The institutions involved may range from ultra-modern
detention facilities to ancient city and county jails. Youth locked up in these
Institutions may frequently spend long periods of enforced idleness without edu-
cational, recreational or counselling facilities. Worse still, some juveniles in de-
tention are brutalized, beaten and exposed to vicious sexual attacks. Neglect,
abuse, isolation and punishment in detention facilities or jail often destroy any
possibility of subsequent rehabilitation. This Is doubly-tragic when we consider
that many of the detained children have committed no crime but are locked up
because -they are runaways, truants or not wanted at home, or -have no other
place to go.

The enormity of the problems of juvenile detention is staggering. On any
given day, there are close to 8,000 juveniles held in jails in the United States.
It is estimated that more than 100,000 youths spend one or more days each'year
in adult jails or police lock-ups. In addition. the average daily population in
juvenile detention facilities is over 12.000, with close to 500,000 held annually
in such facilities. We intend to consider in these hearings not only the conditions
of such jailing and detention but whether this amount of incarceration is
necessary.

Our first two days of hearings will focus on the problems presented by juveniles
in jails. In many jails, contrary to most recommended standards, and often con-
trary to state law, juveniles are not separated from adults. Tossed in jails with
hardened criminals, a ninaway may learn how to steal a car or a truant may be
taught how to shut off a burglar alarm. Innocent teenagers emerge from jail
street-wise. Even a brief stay In jail. rather than deterring crime. amy just
make a juvenile more sophisticated and less likely to be caught at his next
offense. Whether or not the juvenile learns actual criminal skills, young leople
may often be held weeks or longer in jails lacking adequate medical services and
ill-equipped to provide educational, recreational or rehabilitative programs for
youth.

The inability of jails to provide adequate supervision of inmates. py rticularly
those in isolation. 1nay result in tragedy. A 15 year-old boy recently hung him-
self in the city jail in Niles. Mic.higan as did another juvenile in Androcez~im
County. Maine. A youth detained in the Alexandria. Virginia city jail set lire to
his mattress and killed himself on his 18th birthday. In Central L)ckup of
Orleans Parish. Louisiana. a 17 year-old was gang-raped by four cellmate ,. Such
events are not uncommon, particularly in jails which are not set-up to cope with
juveniles.

The Subcommittee received testimony on detaining juveniles in jail during
hearings in 1969. The John Howard Association told about the detention of
juveniles in the Cook County Jails in Chicago. including extensive reports on
suicides and sexual attacks. The jailing of juveniles in Minnesota. where the
practice has now been largely eliminated, was also described. Perhaps the most
shocking testimony about detention during those hearings involved a report on
sexual assaults in tht Philadelphia jails and sheriff's vans. A report by the
Police Department and the District Attorney estimated that 2,000 sexual assaults
had occurred in the jails and vans over a 26 month period. One story related
how a juvenile was raled five times while being transported in the Sheriff's van.
Conditions in many areas have changed in recent years. Through the hearings
we hope to determine the trends over the last decade in the jailing of juveniles
and what can he done by the Federal government to change present practices.

Criminal justice and law enforcement groups which have considered the
issue oppose the use of jails for detention of juveniles. The National Association
of Sheriffs have condemned the practice. Standlards promulgated by the Natimal
Council on Crime and Delinquency would prohilit jailing of juveniles. Both the
1973 Report of the National Advisory (oninissitin on Criminal JTustice Standarrdts
and Goals set up lkv the Law Enforcement A,sistance Admninitration. anl lhe
l,4Wi Report of the President's ommniscion ol Law Enforcement and the dminis-
tration of Justice have recommended eliminating the practice. Yet 46 state. con-
tinues to permit the detention of juveniles in jail, under certain cireumstaln.es.
and 34 of these states do not even reqllIire a siiecial court order or alproval by
soc al services departments for such jailing.

The use of jails is rationalized in many ways. Somer believe that juvenile
facilities are not sufficiently secure to detain those accllsed of certain offenses.
Others explain that juvenile facilities are often not available or are over-crowded.
Many persons, of course, still believe that a few nights in jail will scare a vay-
ward youth away from further criminal activity. As these hearings progress
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we hope to assess the validity of these and other justifications for placing
juveniles In jail.

The issues involved in the detention of juveniles are not limited, however, to
the use of jails. Next week we will hear testimony on the conditions that prevail
in juvenile detentidn centers.

Detention of juveniles is generally predicated on the belief that such detention
is required to assure the juveniles' appearance in court, or that the juveniles
present a danger to the community or to themselves. These concerns are, of
course, genuine, but the extent to which detention is actually based upon such
criteria has been questioned by studies of the widely varying detention practices
in different cities and states. Many juveniles are detained merely because there
is no place for them to go and there are no alternative services available. Over
40% of detained children arq released after their court appearance, frequently
after many (lays or weeks in detention. For these youth, and for those com-
mitted to open institutions after adjudication, detention was clearly inappro-
priate. Juvenile detention also raises a number of unresolved legal issues. many
of which involve constitutional rights; the right to a probable cause hearing. the
right to hail., the right to a speedy trial, and the right to treatment are but a
few examples. The conditions in which adjudicated delinquents, alleged de-
linquents. status offenders, and neglected children can be detained also raises
questions of due I)rocess. equal protection, and cruel and unusual punishment.
We plan to explore these issues in the hearings.

Following our exploration of the problems involved detaining youth, the sec-
ond phase of the Subcommittee's investigation will explore the iany innovative
and successful alternatives to detention developed in different states and cities.
including home release under court supervision, half-way houses, residential
treatment centers, and secure psychiatric facilities for juveniles requiring such
care.

Some of the problems of juvenile detention are addressed in the Juvenile Jus-
tice and I)elinquency Prevention Act of 1973, S. 821. which I introduced along
with Senator Cook, the ranking minority member of this Subcommittee. Nine
days of hearings which the Subcommittee has recently concluded on this bill
demonstrated the need for Federal legislation to provide funds to the states for
the creation of community-based facilities as alternatives to detention instito-
tions and jails. As a condition for obtaining funds. the states are required to
develop a plan including provision for the elimination of the jailing of juveniles;
and for the phasing out of the secure detention of alleged status offenders. Other
provisions of S. 821 provide for the personnel training desperately needed in.
detention centers and for the implementation by the Federal government of
standards of juvenile detention. There are many other provisions in the bill
which are relevant to the issue of detention of juveniles which will be exl)lore(d
in these hearings and for this reason I ask that S. 821 le put in the record at
this time. S. 821 builds on the best e:;i:,ting knowledge of the ways to help chil-
dren in trouble. These hearings will give further guidance to the Subcommittee
on the questions involving detention and inform many Americans of the ditticul-
ties involved in detaining juveniles.

Our fil4t witness this morning is Prof. Rosenmiar Sari. project
director of the National Assessiment of .luvemile orrections. A111
Arbor, Mich.. who is accompanied by two juveniles, lvmini and
Kenneth.

STATEMENT OF PROF. ROSEMARY SARRI, PROJECT CODIRECTOR,
NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF JUVENILE CORRECTIONS, ANN AR-
BOR, MICH., ACCOMPANIED BY LYNN AND KENNETH

Senator B.\y'ii. Di. Sarri. is that, the vay you pronounce it. "Sorr" ?
. s.."m'r. light.
Senator B.YJI. Many people are very sorry in pronouncing Bayh,

and I didn't want them to make the same mistake with your name.
Thank you for' being with us. We appreciate it.

Mru. Shlam. There are a few statements that I wo ld like to make
to sort of locate the problem in the context, and then I think the com.
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ments that both Kenneth and Lynn will have will probably be most
helpful to you in really understanding what happens to young people
injails ay, and some that are staying in detention facilities

it is strange to think that as long ago as 1923, Joseph Fishman
referred to jails as "giant crucibles of crime" and advocated their
abolition. Even earlier, Edith Abbott, in 1916 advocated the abolition
of county jails because of their failure during the previous 50 years.
Now, almost 100 years later we are still confronted with this problem
and it seems to me with little, if any, progress toward a solution.
More recently, similar accommodations were made in 1967 and 1973
by national commissions appointed to formudate policy recommenda-
tions on criminal justice There is, however, I am sorry to say no rea-
son to be optimistic today about reductions in the jailing of children
unless dramatic efforts are made and legislation is implemented that
will require significant changes in current practice. Regardless of the
reasons that might be put forth to justify jailing juveniles, the. prac-
tice is destructive for the child who is incarcerated and dangerous for
the community that permits youth to be handled in clearly harmful

A accurate portrait of the extent of juvenile jailing in the United

States does not exist. Furthermore, it is difficult to develop one because
of the lack of reliable and comparable information from the cities,
counties, States and Federal Governments, all of whom are in various
ways involved in the jailing of youth. But we do know that the jailing
of juveniles occurs both in rural areas, where available alternatives
for custody of children are limited, as well as in large metropolitan
communities where the volume of children detained is high, even
though the range of alternative facilities is greater.

The only comprehensive information available today about jailing
practices is that contained in the National Jail Census conducted by
the Department of Justice in 1970. The census, as Senator Bayh indi-
cated, reported a total of 7,800 juveniles in more than 4,000 jails on a
given day in March of 1970.

Now, in addition to knowing how many are in jail on a given day, we
also need to have a picture of how many juenviles are confined over a
period of a year and thus a much more difficult statistics to arrive at.
More recently, the picture looks as if the jailing of juveniles, if any-
thing, is increasing rather, than decreasing. In one State in which
there was a survey conducted in 1968, the projection, based on that
surev, indicated that there would be approximately 10,000 children
in jal in that State in 1 year.

Senator BAYH. Pardon me, Doctor. When you say the jailing of
children is increasing, do you mean the incarceration of juveniles in
adult facilities?

Mrs. SARRI. That is what I mean.
Senator BATH. Are you going to tell us why this is happening or

isn't there any answer?
Mrs. SARRI. I don't think there is an obvious answer. I have some

ideas as to why it may be happening. I think part of it has to be the
whole notion of the generalized surveillance, and we are just picking
up more children in a variety of communities and holding them in
various kinds of custodial facilities rather than using alternatives.
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This is particularly so in the cities where jailing seems to be increasing,
more than in the rural areas and small towns.

Senator BAYH. Here we are in an age of relative enlightenment, and
yet despite the enlightenment which exists in many parts of our so-
ciety, we are incarcerating more and-more young people in adult jails
than we did in previous years?

Mrs. S~uu. Yes, in this one State, which is an urban, Middle Western
State, it appears that between 1968 and 1972, if we can trust the data
that it went from 10,000 to 25,000 children in jail per year in that 4-
year period of time. So, that represents a substantial increase, and at
a time 75years after the founding of the juvenile court, which was
established to remove children from the adult criminal justice system,
we in fact, have a very, very large number of youths in jail.

Now, despite this fact, there are some States who have been able to
eliminate it. There are seven States who at the time of the jail census
had no children in jail and several States who had no children in jail
or detenticn, so that it is possible to achieve a different kind of situa-
tion than that which does exist at the present time.

The other problem with regard to jailing is that not only are chil-
dren held in jail who are pretrial or preadjudication, there are juven-
iles even sentenced to jail after adjudication, and there were 67
facilities in 24 States which held 2,218 juveniles serving sentences of
up to 1 year or even longer than 1 year in some cases. Now, it seems to
me, one, you know, might argue, that although it is extremely unde-
sirable, at times you might have to confine a child to jail. Even though
I don't support the argument, I can see how one might make the ar-
guiment. But, it seems to me that it is impossible to believe that there
is any rationale for sentencing minors to adult jail under any
circumstances.

A recent survey in Illinois done by Mattick indicated there are also
serious problems in trying to separate juveniles from adults. Many
Sates require that there be separate facilities. If children are to be
held in adult jails that there be separate facilities for juveniles and
adults. In the Mattick survey of 160 jails in Illinois, he found 142 of
those jails held juveniles, but only 9 out of 142, in fact, had facilities
for the segregation of juveniles from adult offenders. So, there is more
fiction than fact if we look at the survey that Mattick completed, and
there is no reason to believe that the Illinois survey represents a devi-
ant case as far as the other States are concerned.

The other problem with regard to the holding of children in jail is
that seldom is there any kind of medical examination with regard to
the holding of children. Less than 50 percent of the Illinois jails had
any type of routine medical examination, despite the frequent asser-
tions that juveniles who were likely to be confined in jail are more
likely to be mentally or physical( an other detainees. Further-
more, 82 percent of these jails had less than 45 square feet of space per
person, and it seems to me this is particularly problematic for juveniles
because it means, it presents, problems with regard to the supervision
of inmates. If juveniles are frequently subjected to adult abuse in
jails, and when jails are very crowded, this problem is seriously
aggravated.

Now, another problem is the fact that those children who are held in
jail are very frequently not children who would represent any kind of
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serious danger for the community. A recent. survey ill npper New York
State by the NCCI) indicated that 43 percent of the children who
were held in jail were what we call status offenders, they are referred to
as PINS, CINS, and MINS, in various States. They have not been
charged with any violation of law as it might be, for an adult but
rather with truancy or incorrigibility, curfew violation, and so on.

Senator BAYnI. Forty three percent?
Mrs. SARRT. Forty-three percent of the children in upper New York

State held in jail were status offenders. Child suicide in jail becomes all
the more tragic when it is apparent that many juveniles are incarcer-
ated who 0pos- no threat to society but rather need help. That, in fact.
was the case with the young juvenile who committed suicide in tile
Niles. Mich., jail recently.

Furthermore. the large majority of juveniles who are held in jail
are males, but the ones who are held longest are females Females are.
more likely to be. detained for status offenses than are males and for
longer periods of time, as the Pennsylvania AAUW Study indicated.

Another survey done by Pawlak indicated tremendous variations in
juvenile court caseloads from one county to the next, and he surveyed
all of the juvenile courts in a large Eastern urban State and found the
variation iit detention or jail varied from 0.2 percent in one county to
72 percentt of thw caseload in another county. So. there is tremendous
variability. This variability oftentimes is not related to the presence
of alternative detention facilities because when he interviews several
judges in that State, judges indicated that they made an explicit choice
of jails for juveniles, even when detention facilities existed because
they wanted to teach them a lesson.

Pawlak also noted that the number of prior court contacts was more
highly correlated with detention and jail than the type of offense that
led to the particular holding at that point in time. Those who were
charged with crimes against persons were more lik, y to be detained
than those who committed property or victimless crimes, but the people
who committed crimes against persons were detained less than
juveniles who committed status offenses.

Senator B.%yji. Would you say that once more for impact?
Mrs. SARar. The juveniles who committed crimes against persons

were. held less often in jail than those ,, .'o committed status offenses
and/or were. charged with status offenses.

Senator BAyn. Let me explore the distinction. You are saying that
someone could get involved in a crime )nvolving an attack on a person.,
like a mugging. and be treated less sevei ,'y than someone who drol)ped
out of school or who wouldn't attend school regularly or who ran,
away?

,Mfrs. SAmIN. Right. And one of the youngsters who is here today,
Kenneth. will tell you and report sonic of his incidents with regard to
ri-ning away.

A Western State survey which was completed last year indicated
that dependent, an(l neglected children were held in jail when necessary
in more than 50 percent of the counties in that State and. furtlheImore,
imore than half of the jails reported they placed juveniles in jail as a
(leterrient even though there was not any formal charge. For example,
on the weekend they might say if they suspected a juvenile might ell-
gage in certain kinds of illegal behavior, he would be put in jail in
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advance. It, is a strange kind of a twist on preventive (icrcVltion. But.
as a deterrent. even though there was no formal charge, these juveniles
(10111d be held for indefinite periods of time, since there are only a few
counties or cities which had any type of mechanism for controlling
nmximum number of days a juvenile could be, held in jail. And this is
from the States and survey of the facility. There really were in only
two counties in this particular State, any kinds of mechanism for
controlling the time that a juvenile might be held in jail, so that hold-
inig for 3 Or 6 months is possible.

WNtih regard to physical conditions in jail, these oftenitimies are very
p~roblemlatic for the reasons that you mentioned earlier, because. jails
are very old, dilapidated, and the majority are more than 50 years
ol across the country. Sanitary conditions, food, exercise facilities, fire
control. and so on, almost. never meet basic minimum public health
standards.

Furthermore, ty[)ically in j il people are only fed twice a day., in
tle morning and in the' evening, and when one thinks of juveniles,
12-, 13-, 14-year-old youngsters. this kind of problem is very severe
cause they get very hungry. and malnutrition is a very serious prob-
leiti. There are seldom any facilities for handling suicides or physical
assaults to protect human life so that as a result there are numerous
accounts of inhumane, unjust conditions, and we do know, from the
work done by 'Movers and Flvnn and others how to build detention
facilities so that tley are not inhumane, but certainly they do not exist
at the present time.

I realize that the hearings today are focused largely on jails. but I
want to indicate that I think there are both sides of the coin when one
thinks about jailing and detention, and one cannot see detention as an
obvious solution to elimination of juveniles in jail because it might, he,
and there are, in many cases, an overuse of incarceration as a means for
intervening in the lives of juveniles. I think there is much very over-
whelming negative outcomes that occur from detention as well. The
one thing that is characteristic of detention facility, and on any given
dlay there are approximately 10.000 children held in detention or the
1.900 that are held in jail, so there are about approximately a third
more children that will be held in detention on a given day as con-
trasted with the jails, but. the thing that is particularly shocking with
regard to the detention facility is that very often very young children
are, held.

About 2 percent of the census of detention facilities indicated that
the lOlulation were under 18 months of age, and recently the John
fHoward Society reported with regard to Cook County Detention
Facility that there was a child 18 months of age that was charged as
being a minor in need of supervision on his petition. And while it
seems very ironic, these things. in fact, are happening.

Senator B.tym. That was probably an accurate description, but a
poor remedy.

Mrs. SmRr. Right, but it is a rather horrible remedy.
The highest proportion of young children are found in the largest

cities, in metrol)olitan areas, suggesting that these areas apparently
lack or fail to develop formal and informal resources for children
without, homes. The average length of stay in jail is a very difficult
figure to arrive at, but most of the NCCI) surveys and so on indicate
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that it is approximately, it is less than 2 weeks, as contrasted to the
average length'of stay in a detention facility which is approximately a
month, which indicates that children, if they are assigned to detention,
stay-much longer and there is no reason for this longer period of stay,
because adjudication hearings could be expedited much more than they
are.

Senator BAYI. You are talking about the stay of juveniles in deten-
tion centers before any determination of guilt or innocence?

Mrs. S.ALn. That is right. For the most part, the large proportion
are preadjudication. There will be a smaller proportion who will be
held there awaiting assignment to a State training school and so on.
But, the large bulk of the juveniles will be in preadjudication stages.

Senator BAYH. Is it fair to say that a significant number of young
people who are detained pending trial are affected emotionally or
physically in a way which warps their entire lives, and that cannot
really be erased after determining that they are innocent?

Mrs. SARa1. I recently was on a census field trip in several Western
States and talked with a number of juveniles who had been in a vari-
ety of different correctional facilities. And without exception, these
are juveniles who are now in training schools and private institutions
and so on for delinquents. Without exception, all of them pointed to
their experience in detention and jail as being the most traumatic
experience of their lives. I also talked to a man who is now the State
director of a crime commission in one of the Western States who had
been jailed when he was a 14-year-old and he said he still recalls it.
HIe is a man of about 45 to 50 now, and he said being in jail was the
most terrible experience of his life, so it is apparently a kind of expe-
rience tlt leaves a real mark on people.

I think one other question I would like to raise is what are the dif-
ferences in rates among the States in jailing and detention. 'We have
tried to compare jail populations, detention populations relative to
the child population in those States, and we have found that there is a
tremendous variation. The State of Maine, to show the rate of jailing
varies, is 1 per 100,000 as contrasted with 27 per 100,000 in Wyoming.
When one thinks of 27 per 100,000 it does not sound like a lot of chil-
dren, but 27 times is a variation in rate and both of these are rural
States. I expect, in many ways, it is similar with regard to the kinds
of facilities that are available for juveniles. The two largest States of
this country, California and New York, both had high rates of deten-
tion. But, for juveniles, for example, the detention facilities are used
extensively in California as contrasteA with New York, which rarely
uses them. So, we have tremendous variations among the various
States and I think this problem has to be understood as a national
problem. There is no way to say that there are only certain States in
which this is problematic and if we eliminate the problem in most
States, we eliminate. the problem of jailing. With the exception of
seven States where there are no children held in jails, it is a very seri-
ous national problem.

We recently-well, in fact, we are still in the process of doing a
sample. survey of correctional programs in 16 States. We are goingin and interviewing and talking with the staff and juveniles. Thus far,

we have interviewed 700 youths in correctional programs in these 16
States; 60 percent of these youths report having been in jail one or
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more times. In fact, a medium jailing was 2.6 for youths who were in
institutions and 2 for youths who were in community-based pro-
grams. So, there is not a great deal of difference in terms of jailing.
Both of them are reporting a considerable amount of jailing.
The present median age of these youngsters is 15.8. They also report
having been in detention facilities 3.6 times, on the average, in the
institutions, 4 times in the community-based programs. They report
having been in training schools, and they report very little us of pro-
bation and group or foster home'placement. So, my conclusions from
looldng at this survey of youths that we have thus far, indicate that
communities are not using the less stringent alternatives for inter-
vention, but rather are using the most stringent, because one would
think those youths would have had much better experiences, probation,
or youth in foster homes rather than in jails and in secure kinds of
custody.

Also, it was interesting to note that again females tend to be held
more frequently in jails and for a longer period of time than the males,
even though the number of males that are held are more frequent.

One last comment that I would like to make has to do with the stat-
utory provisions in the various States. We did an analysis of the
juvenile code in all 50 States, and I suppose the thing that one can
conclude fr63W-t-s analysis with regard to detention is that only in 5
States is there a prohibition that has teeth in it against the jailing of
youngsters, and in 5 States it says in the statute that juveniles shall
be held in jail under no circumstances. There are some States that at
any time, any place, a juvenile can't be held in jail. So, obviously, one
of the first things that has to be done is to have very tight statutes
with regard to jailing of youths and, similarly, that hearings would be.
called. I think one of the problems with regard to the jailing of young-
sters is that a policeman or a sheriff can put a youngster in jail and
there will be no hearing conducted as to probable cause whether or
not, in fact, he is guiltv of the charge that is made. And he can be held
for several months without any kind of hearing. Obviously, statutes
could provide mechanisms whereby these hearings would be manda-
tory within a 24-hour, no longer than a 48-hour, period of time.

I would like to make just a few recommendations before concluding,
and then getting into the discussion by Kenneth and Lynn. with
regard to what seems to me, from looking at this picture of jailing
and detention of youth, what some solutions might be, might possibly
be. Most of these solutions pertain to the States because our system of
Government gives a great deal of discretion authority to the States.
But, I think that the Federal Government could do a lot to stimulate
positive change through the provisions of resources where such are
needed and in the juvenile area there is a real need for greater re-
sources being allocated to juvenile programs and to juvenile criminal
justice system, as was attempted in the last session of Congress. It
certainly needs to be repeated.

Senator BAYM Are you familiar with the amendment that I offered
to the extensiongfthe Law Enforcement Assistance Administration?

It would have increased the percentage of LEAA money devoted to
juveniles. Is that the kind of approach you think we need?

Mrs. SABRE. Right. I think that is certainly necessary because as you
know approximately 50 percent of the crime in the United States is

25-218---74--2
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committed by juveniles and yet,.only about 19 percent was the amount
of money allocated to juvenile programs, according to the latest report
from LENA. So, there is a sharp discrepancy between the crime situa-
tion and actual funding of resources.

It seems to me one otler thing may be needed to be done. We need to
provide resources but we also need to withhold resources when abuses
are being observed. In those States where, in fact, they are jailing
youngsters, there needs to be a withholding of resources. So, the Fed-
oral Government can cooperate in both ways, it seems to me, in stimu-
lating a good deal of change. here. It can also help in the drafting of
legislation. Juvenile laws tend to be very ambiguous, archaic, have few
protections of rights of children. The Gault decision was an important
decision, but it certainly has not. gone far enough to insure the rights
of children in a number of different areas. It pertained to the adjudi-
catol, it did not pertain to detention, hearings, and jailing, and a
lot could be done in helping States in drafting model legislation or
providing for training for State legislators and supreme court ad-
ministrators* offices and so on, so that statutes would be milch more
adequate to insure the rights of children. Criteria for detention should,
it seems to me, be absolutely explicit and limited solely to acts which
would be criminal felonies if committed by adults. There have been a
number of proposals that special civil actions and quasi-judicial
mechanisms be substituted for juvenile court action in cases of tru-
ancy, incorrigibility, and other status offenses. Proposals of this tyl)e
would require effective community resources but it seems to me this
can be accomplished.

Rapid development of alternatives to incarceration of juveniles
charged with criminal violations must also be given high priority.
Foster and shelter homes can provide alternative 24-hour supervision
and, likewise, home detention with supervision and consultation to
parents can be provided. We have had a number of experiences in
Sacramento, St. Louis, and Louisville, of very successful programs
which have indicated that we can have viable alternatives to detention.

Youngsters will not abscond. The overwhelming majority will ap'-
1pear for trial. In almost all of these cases, less than 5 percent of the
juveniles who were released either to foster homes or to their own
homes, failed to appear at the time of their hearing.

We must keep in mind that very frequently the notion that children
are to be held in jail or detention because something worse might hap-
pen to them on te streets is really a fallacious kind of reasoning. The

cure in this case is very frequently worse than the disease that it is
meant to remedy, and this is not at all adequately faced across the
country.

What I would like to do now is to havee Lynn and Kenneth tell you
something about the experiences that they have had in jails and-in
detention facilities. They came from two very different States. Lynn
has experienced largely in an urban State, and Kenneth comes from a
Western, more rural, State. They would like to tell a little bit about
some of their first experiences. Both of them have had many experi-
ences in jails and detention, and are looking forward to telling you
about them.

Lynn, do you want to start off ?
Senator Blymi Lynn and Kenneth, we appreciate your willingness

to come and tell us your personal experic.aces. If I were you, I would
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be a bit nervous. In fact, I am me, and I am a bit nervous. I hope you
tell us exactly what your experiences were. That is the only way we
are going to be able to come lip with new laws so that other young
people do not have the same kind of experience as you.

LYNNX. OK. All of the jails I am talking about are in the city.
Senator BAYnI. How old are you, Lynn?
LYN.,. Sixteen.
Senator BAYH. OK. I would like you to tell us how old you were

when you first had this kind of experience. Then we can better under-
stand how a great proportion of very young people get involved. OK?

LYNN. OK. Well, the first time I went to jail I was 12 years old. I
went for about 24 hours, a day and a night. I went for a drug charge
with some other people. We were released home. We didn't have to go to
any detention J)laces or anything, and I would have gone home the
night before except they couldn't get anybody at my house. So that's
why I was kept tIhere. I was treated pretty fair. We just, you know,
stayed in the room with a cot and toilet'facilities and stuff, and it
wasn't all that bad.

But the longest time I spent in jail was in the jail in Detroit. I spent
17 days their, and I didn't like it. We were pretty isolated, you know,
even the rest of the convicts, not just the juveniles. We were all in a
room all day. They brought us out like once a day to brush and stuff,
and then to clean up the place, and once in awhile they would have us
omit. They would check us down for knives and stuff, you know, for sui-
cides andl stuff. All it was, was a room, just facilities--a sink and a
bathroom, you know-and we just sat there all day. They didn't give us
any recreation; 1 mean, no books, no magazines, and you just kind of
had to think.

Senator B.AYT. Whv were you put in jail in Detroit?
LYN'. Sale and possession of heroin and barbiturates.
Senator BAY!. Sale and possession of heroin and barbiturates? How

old were you?
LYNN. Thitee.
Senator BAY!. You were put in jail for how many days?
LYNN. Seventeen days.
Senator B.Y!!. Then what happened ?
LY.x. Then I went to the detention home, and I was kept there for,

well-do you want to know about detention, too?
Senator BAtYJ. Yes, I would. Did you learn anything there?
LYNN. No.
Senator BAYi!. What type of recreation or educational programs

were available'
LYNN. At the detention home?
Senator BAY!!. Yes.
LYNN. WYell, they had a schoolroom for the people at the detention

home that I was in, and we went there and you learned kind of on
your own. The teacher sat there or gave you a book. Lots of girls didn't
work or anything. Most of the time we just sat around in this room
and put puzzles together or something. But, there was nobody who
came and talked to us about any of our problems. Mostly we worked it
out ourselves if we felt like working it out. Then we all vent together
to a dining room, and we were searched afterward for knives and stuff.

I was in this jail up North and it was pretty nice. I was there for
5 days because. there was no place to pit me after I was leaving'the
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group home. They gave me a radio and everything, and that is a priv-
ilege, you know. There are other comforts at night, like they locked the
doors with the key on the inside and the outside, and they let you walk
around. If you are really good, you get TV's and stuff in your room.
They didn't treat minors the same as the adults, but, if you are an adult
and you are there for 30 days, and if you have perfect behavior, you
get 5 days out of the jail. But, I stayed in it and we didn't get no time.
We didn't get to walk around like the others, like the adults. We just
sat in a room but they gave us a lot to do. It was a pretty nice jail; it
was the sheriff's department.

Senator BAYH. When you were first sent to jail, were you put in a
jail cell alone or a cell block with others who had been convicted several
times before?

LYNN. No. It was not a very big city, the first time, but I have been
in jails where there have been others.

Another time I was in Wayne County Jail; it was just like a big room
and all of these other people were there. There were three of us minors,
you know, that went in together, and a bunch of other ladies that were
in there for various reasons. They liked to talk to us and told us ways
how not to get caught doing things. They didn't do anything to help.
it was just making things worse.

Senator BAY!!. How old were you then?
LYN.-. About 14.
Senator BAYH. You were 14 and you were put in a jail where other

adult women taught you all of the tricks of the trade?
LY.N. Yeah..
Senator BAY!! What were your thoughts after you got out of there?
LY NN. I went to a detention home and I didn't really think about

it too much, but, I remember telling them-like there was some there
for prostitution and stuff, and she said, if you are doing anything like
that, this is the way not to get caught. They would tell us stuff like that.

Senator BARy. It isn't a very good training ground, is it?
LYN. No.
Senator BAY. May I ask you a personal question? Are your mother

and father alive?
LYNN. Yes.
Senator BAYn. Were you living with them when you were first

apprehended at age 12 or 13 for the drug offense?
LYN;. Yes.

. Senator BAYI. Whatwas their response?
LYN N. It wasn't too good. The first time I was just with people

that had drugs and so I had to go, too. My mother, just talked to me
about, you know, what was wrong with drugs and stuff and she kind
of looked out for me after that. But then, when I got caught myself
with narcotics, she kind of didn't want me. She wanted me in deten-
tion for awhile, to learn what I was doing wrong. I don't think it
helped.

Senator BAYr. Do you have any brothers and sisters How many?
LYNN. Yes. Five brothers and two sisters.
Senator BAYr. Five brothers and two sisters, and what does your

father do for a. living?
LY.N. My father doesn't live at our house. What does he do?

He works on the railroad.
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Senator BAYH. Well, were your father and mother living together
when you first got in trouble?

LYN N. No; they just got separated.
Senator BAYH. Thank you.
Why don't we hear from Kenneth?
Mrs. SARRI. Maybe we can have Kenneth tell us something and

then we can go back to Lynn. Kenneth was in jail repeatedly in several
Western States, primarily because of running away from home. Doyou want to tell us about that

KENNETH. Well, the first time I ran away I was about 12, maybe
13, .and I had been hitchhiking. Two girls picked me up and took
me to the police station, and they threw me in the cage and left me in
there. They just kept throwing other people in there, you know, for
being drunk and things like that.

Senator BAYH. Were these adult men?
KENNETH. Yes.
Senator BAYH. And you were 12?
KENNETH. Yes. One of the drunks decided to take off after me and

the cage wasn't that big. They finally remembered I was in there and
they called up my dad and got me out of there.

Senator BAYH. How long were you there?
KENNETH. Two or three hours. They knew who I was and every-

thing, they just wouldn't call up my dad.
Senator BAYH. Were you in your own home community?
KENNET. Yeah, this was my own community.
Senator BAYH. Where was that?
KENNETH. In Colorado Springs.
Senator BAYH. Had you been before a judge?
KENNETH. Had I been before a jhdge?
Senator BAYH. At that particular time, when you were 12 years

old and thrown in the jail cell with a bunch of drunks, had you
seen a judge, or just the arresting officer?

KENNETH. Just the arresting officer.
Senator BAYH. What does it feel like, being in there with a drunk

chasing you around?
KE.NNVETH. It gives you an eerie feeling. All they do is they take

knives and everything off of you and they still leave you with your.
matches and cigarettes and things like that, because you can't get
out of that cage with them. Yot have got to go to two or three rooms
to get, out of the cage. They figure you can't get out of it so they just
leave you with 'matches and belts like he was ;winging at me.'

One time I stayed in jail for a week and a half for loping a box-
car. I was planning to hop a boxcar just to ride up a couple of blocks
and jiunp off, but they locked me in it, and they finally unlocked it
when I was going through Kansas. I managed to pry it open and I
jumped out. I had gone without food for 21/2 days. I walked back to
town and turned myself in tothe sheriff there. He was pretty nice,
and he gave me some food and then he called up some other county
sheriff who picked me up and threw tne in jail for a) week and a half.
I was the only person in that whole jail.

Senator BAYH. How old were you then?
KENNETH. Fourteen.
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Senator BAYH. What did your parents think about all of this?
Where did they think you were for the 21/2 days you were locked in a
boxcar?

KEN FTI. I wasn't living with mv parents at the time.
Senator BAYH. W ho were you living with?
KENETH. I was living in a group home.
Senator BAYH. Were your parents living together when you first

started runnin(r away ?
KENNETH. Yes.
Senator BAYH. Were you living in their home?
KENNETH. Yes.
Senator BAY-H. Do you have any brothels and sisters?
KENNETH. I have two sisters.
Senator BAYH. How old are they, Kenneth?
KENNETH. Seven alld eleven.
Senator BRiH. Are they living with your mother and father?
KExNNTH. Yes. I have been in jail all over around Colorado. One

time they picked me up, they thought I was an escaped convict.
Senator BXiH. How old were you when they picked you up as 'j"

escaped convict? You bately look 14 right now.
KENNETH. I was 14 at the time.
Senator BnLir. What sort of person woul(l make the kind of deter-

inination that a 14-year-old was an ex-convict ?
KENNETH. I don't know. They shined a big old light on me and

some dude came walking over wiih a rifle. He made me have my hands
up all the way over the car. When I got in the car they searched
me and then he held the gun at my head until they dragged me to
this little bitty town where they threw me in jail and left me in there
a couple of hours. Then they came back and handcuffed me again and
they left me sitting in the chair for awhile, and then they unhand-
cuffed me and they threw me in a pickup truck and they rehand-
cuffed me and drove me to another town and threw me in jail.

Senator BATH. What. sort of crime had you committed to get this
sort of treatment?

KENNETI. I was just a runaway an(l I wouldn't tell them my name.
Senator B. ii. Was it wise not to tell them your name?
KENETIT. No; but they kept on thinking I was an escaped convict.
Senator BAir. Well, you have to look at, the other side of this.

It was not too wise of you not to tell them your name.
KE -- N ETH. NO.
They threw me in jail in a big old hall that had all of the cells in

the hall. They just locked me up.at the end of the hall and I went in
all of the cells. It was freezinc up there. and it was dirty and smelled.
No toilet paper. no nothing. The bunk didn't even have a mattress on
it. All they gave you was a bunk, with ju, t a sheet of metal, and your
sheet, and you had your toilet and it was-I wouldn't have even sat
on it if I had to. That's how dirty it was. They left. me in there about
5 or 6 hours and my dad finally came and picked mei up.

Senator BATH. Why did you run away?
KENNETH. Because my parents and I (lon't get along.
Senator BATH. Whqay don't you get along?
KENxETH. My parents and I have different ideas about things.
Senator BAYH. Could you tell me just what kind of different

ideas?
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KENNETH. Everything. I haven't lived with my parents for about
8 months now.

Senator BAYh. Is it any better where you are?
KENNETH. Yeah.
Senator BAYH. Where are you living now?
KENNET. I am living at a place that helps kids solve problems

and things like that. I got kicked out of my group home until I
could solve my problems and then I can go back.

Senator BAYJ. What was the group home like?
KENNET H. The group home? It was all right You could stay out

until 11:30 at night and you had freedom. Y)u had to go to school
and then when you came home from school you could go out until
5 p.m. Then you had to come home for supper and then you could
go back out.

Senator BAYR. Can you try and be a little more descriptive of your
experience when you were locked in the jail cell with a drunken man
chasing you? What goes through your mind? What do you do to keep
that from happening?

KENNETH. I was scared.
Senator BAYTI. What did you do, scream ? Did you fight?
KENNE 'TH. Well. first I ran and then, finally. I started screaming

and finally the jailer did-come and answer my screams. He took the
dulde out and threw him in the drunk tank. But, I was so scared be-
cause the cage, it wasn't that big around, it was about 10 feet by
15 feet.

Senator IIAYIr. How old ar you now, Kenneth?
KENNET1L I am 141/2.
Senator BAYrr. What do you want to do when you grow older?
KENN.ETH. Probably end up working. a scientist or something.
Senator B.YiT. Do you like to run away?
KEN NETH. I don't run away that often any more.
Senator BAYIT. When you were running away, how did you live?

How did you provide for enough food and clothing?
KENXETH. Well, when I ran away, I usually either took no money,

or I remember one time I ran away and all I had on me was 75 cents
and that lasted me .3 days.

Senator BAYiT. llow did you live? You can't live for 3 days on 75
cents and enjoy it very much, can you?_

KEXETH. Well. I did.
Senator ltxvi. 1(d you pick up food in the stores?
KENNETH. No, I was walking cross country and before I started

walking I bought a great big candy bar and that, lasted me 3 days.
Mrs. SARni. You might be interested, I think, that Lynn stayed Out

,S months running away to different parts of the country, with a
group of people.

LYNN-. When I ran from the detention -home. I was gone for S
months. One of the guys that was with us had a van and he was
into carpentry work and so we went around and in every State that
we went to we found like odd jobs. We never had to panhandle or
anything. We always had money and just traveled around seeing
tie west coast. It was pretty nice: Then after 8 months we went back
to Michigan and I turned myself in.

Senator BYit. Why?
LYNN. Whly did I turn my. elf in?
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Senator BAY. Yes. Why bother?
LY-NN. I just didn't like the idea of running away, you know, but

I thought I was doing OK out of my own. My problems were pretty
much cleared up but ever since I turned myself in, they still haven't
released me. I don't have the problems that I had before and they
don't give me a chance. I don't think that that's right either.

Mrs. SARm. Lynn has essentially been in custody for almost 4 years
now; right?

LyNx. Three.
Mrs. SARm. Three years.
Senator BAyn. Lynn, did you have enough to eat in the jails where

you were confined? Were they dirty or clean? Were they warm or
cold? You pointed out that in most cases you just sat there and there
wasn't anything to do. What were the living conditions?

LyNN. "Well, in some, like in the jail up North, we ate the same
food that the sheriff did, because it was a sheriff's department, and
we ate really good food there. But, in some jails we had two meals,
some one. One jail I was in for 24 hours and they didn't give me
anything to eat. And then the jail I was in, in another city, just about
8 weeks ago, I was there for 24 hours because the detention home
wouldn't take me back because I was a State ward or that is what
they told me.

Senator BA=?. Let me ask you this: Yofi said a moment ago that
they had not released you yet because you did not have the problems
you once had. Yet 8 weeks'ago, you tell me you were in another jail?

LYN.. I went to a group home. They were making it an all-male
group home because it was coed. They opened up another one but I
never had any weekends off, because I did not have a caseworker. So,
I took a weekend to see my parents. When I came back, they told
me I was discharged. They did not release me to another place. They
did not send me to the training school or anything. So I called around
and asked the jail there what the warrant was after me because I did
not want to stay out. If they want me I am going to go back. They
said that the department of social services had a pickup warrant out
after me, so I went to the jail and told them who I was. The detention
home. would not take me. So they sent me to jail for 24 hours and
did not give me anything to eat. The detention home there would not
take me or else I would have went there that night. The next day
I went to the detention home and since I am a ward of the State, they
would not keep me there, so they sent me to the training school in
Michigan.

But. about the jail that I was in that night, I sat in this room like
almost all night iong. I told them I was tired and, you know, it's
the middle of the summer, so they said, well, you can come in this
room and lay down, and I went in this room and I just turned into a
piece of ice it was so cold in there. I said, could I have a blanket or
something and he said, just go over there and lay down and go to
sleep. Well, it was a cement block that was sticking out of the wall,
you know, and I had a book of matches and a couple of cigarettes.
I lit the cigarettes to keep me warm, and I lit matches to keep me
warm. it was so cold.

Senator BA h. Thank you, both.
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Professor, in talking about runaways, we were tallng about ap-
proximately 1 million young people like Kenneth and Lynn that
just take off for sometimes understandable and, sometimes unexplain-
able reasons. Society's response so far has been very much like that
described by Kenneth when he was running away and he ended up
being thrown in a dirty, rotten, filthy old jail with a drunk after him.
Maybe he gets something to eat, maybe not. I 'would like to talk about
how this kind of treatment of runaways or other children relates to
the adult crime problem. Understandably, I think, society is very
disturbed about law and order, about crime, rape, robbery, muging,
and theft, but for some reason we have not been able to tie in the
problem child with the problem of adult crime.

Now, you pointed out a moment ago, that half of the serious, not
just petty, crimes in America today are committed by youngsters under
21. I would like your professional opinion of whether our inability
to treat the problems of the youngsters in a way which actually
rehabilitates them is related to the tremendous increase in crime
and lawlessness. Is there a direct relationship between the treat-
ment of a problem child who is thrown in a drunk tank, of a
runaway who is thrown in an adult jail, or of a young lady who is a
runaway and is thrown in a cell in which there are women who are
there for prostitution and other adult crimes and the fact that the
adult crime rate continues to rise?

Mrs. SARP. I am quite sure there is. It is a little bit difficult to
pinpoint, you know, the exact relationship and trace out the cause-
effect. I think both Lynn and Kenneth in their descriptions about
their own experiences, indicated that part of their being held in jail
socialized them to adult crime. Both of them learned something about
how adult criminals behave as very young juveniles in jails; Lynn
learning from adult women and Ken seeing how adult men behave
vis-a-vis juveniles and vis-a-vis each other, so that they are socialized
to crime through these experiences with a total lack of any kind of
rehabilitative effort.

I recently talked with a youngster who was being held in a maximum
security cell in a Western State. She was lying on a cot, covered up
with a blanket, had talked with no adult for 6 days and had nothing
in the cell-nothing to read, no radio, an almost total sensory depri-
vation. And from what we know about this kind of experience, it
can't have anything but a tremendously negative effect. There is no
rehabilitation provided. The charge then is subsequently made against
the training school or the reformatory or so on, that theycan't reha-
bilitate. Part of the reason may be the fact that the person has been
exposed to such traumatic custodial experience that it almost becomes
hard to overcome this. -

Senator BAYH. Those youth have been exposed to that kind of
treatment or custody without having been convicted of anything?

Mrs. SARR. Right., because there is nothing in the juvenile law
that requires that hearings be conducted. By and large probable
cause is seldom, if ever, an issue, except in a very small num-
ber of cases. It tends to be much more frequently the idea that the
child is to be protected against himself. Well, many of these young-
sters would be better off on the street than they are being held in
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facilities where they are going to be grossly abused, so severely iso-
lated, so that they may commit suicide or hurt themselves.

Senator BAYn. Let me ask your opinion on specific legislation. I
authored a bill some time ago which would permit the establishment of
a Federal program to make available small grants of $50,000, to local
communities or volunteer organizations to provide the financial re-
sources by. which local 1-unaway homes can be maintained for young
runaways. The Runaway Youth Act passed the Senate on June 8.
Now there is a great outcry about the prol)lems of runaways. Is that
the kind of levislation that can provide some of the alternatives we
are looking for?

M -s. SARR. I think there is no doubt. Part of what we have to do is
to offer services to young people. I am not going to argue that young
people who violate curfews or are truant or incorrigible should be
ignored but what we should do is to offer them services and to help
assist them. There are a number of such services available in many
1)1l0cbs, operated through the YMCA. nonprofit organizations, com-

uinity groups. the United Services or Community Services. Some of
them have (levelope(1 small runaway centers which offer services to
people who are in need of assistance and help them. I think Lynn's
comment and also Kennetifs is pertinent,, namely, that somebody must
hell) them deal with their, problems. Instead, all they received was
secure custody and no dealing with their problems.

Senator BArr. One of the criticisms directed at the Runaway Youth
Act or similar efforts is that to create facilities in which young people
can be given shelter and have their health and nutrition -needs satis-
fied. while staff try to communicate with them, reestablish some kind
of communication' with their homes, and perhaps create a better en-
vironment so that they won't need to run away, is to create additional
incent-ive for young-sters to run away. Does that make sense, to you?

rt.. S.iRYi. No; I don't think there would be any evidence that
would show that you would encourage that. The rate of runaways is
very high.

Senator Bkyr. We estimate 1 million runaways each year.
',r['S. SAIT. I think we should offer services to the people who are

there right now. We do have. by analogy, the creation of comnumity
mental health centers which are providing various kinds of services
and I (i0 not think that there would be any evidence to show that the
act of 1954 has in any way aggravated the problem of mental illness.
It lhs alleviated it. I do not think because you have a community
health program with more and more people coming that we have ag-
gravated the problem, and I do not thirtk we will aggravate the prob-
1om of runaways by offering services in local communities.

Senator BAYn. YoU mentioned a moment ago that we need to pro-
vide and incentive for States and localities to develop alternatives and
we need to provide resources. The JuvenilP Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act, S. 821, which has been endorsed by a wide array of
youth-oriented organizations, establishes certain cd~iteria for a State
plan which must be submitted by a State before it can receive any
funds under the act. One of the criteria is an absolute prohibition of
commingling juveniles with adults. The act also provides resources to
develop alternatives. Do the provisions of S. 821 make sense to you?
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Mrs. SARRI. I think that there is no doubt about it and I think wenot
only have to provide resources but we also have to provide some con-
trois for abuses. Again, recently, just in talking with people at the
State level and in a whole variety of States, I have asked the question:
Of all of the children who go to training schools, about how many
spend one or more nights in jail before they go to the training school?
And the usual answer I got was more than 90 percent. IYell, we do
have very excellent evidence from, vou. know, 3- and 5-year studies in
St. Louis and Louisville that youing people do not al)scond while
they are awaiting being sent to training schools or awaiting adjudica-
tion. It seems to me to provide resource&at the same time. there should
be some penalties for using the facilities that do not need to be used
in this case because the evidence just does not indicate that you have
to (10 this.

Senator BArY. One of the things that we are trying to do in S. 821
is deal with the problem presented by the superintendent of Indiana's
Training School for Boys, who pointed out that most of the youth in
that training school are not being trained, hd can be better treated
and trained elsewhere. We are trying to provide a judge different
alternatives. You mentioned Louisu-ille. We have had a iuyenile court
j IIdge from Clark County, just across the river from Louisville,testify.
Tie now. unfortunately, has passed away. In the year about which he
was re)orting, the initial year of an intensive probation and foster
care project. they had a 95-percent success ratio. I am not talking about
juveniles leaving the premises during detention, but about a year in
which 95 percent of those who after appearance before the juvenile
court were assigned to various foster home setups did not get involved
in any other type of criminal activity. If you compare this with 74- or
75-percent recidivism rate for juveniles in most jurisdictions, it seems
that this success story ought to be a compelling reason to change what
we are doing.

Is unenlightened treatment of juveniles a consistent problem?
Mrs. RSumr. I think there is no doubt abont that. and a survey that

we are in the lpror-ess of doing of juveniles across the country also
indicate that people are not using rotationn. and group and foster
homes. They are not ui.ing these alternatives and yet these alternatives
are far cheaper, they are easier to use. There is no reason why rural
area% as well as cities, cannot have local group and foster homes. But,
they are not being used as extensively as the more stringent kind of
public intervention and they could be. It seems to me that it is a terrible
travesty of justice when' the juvenile report on the average being held
2.6 times in jail versus 1.6 times for probation, when they are only 15
yeal of age.Senator BAYTh. I talk to many very well intentioned people. They
want to do the right thing as tar as youngsters are concerned, but
they are very frightened about the entire scope of the crime problem
and how they can keep their cities, their small towns, and their families
safe and secure. The normal response is that these are troubled youth,
thev are problem youths, we need to teach them a lesson. People believe
that a short stay in the county jail or locking them up with 500 other
youngsters in a detention home will teach them a lesson. Those who
recommend this kind of program do so with the feeling that this is the
way to diminish juvenile delinquency.
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I have worked with my staff and we have introduced a number of
legislative proposals. We have held many investigations and hear-
ings. One of the bills-the Runaway Youth Act-passed the Senate
and, hopefully, it will pass the House. I don't have any panacea. I
don't know whether my Runaway Youth Act will help. I think it will.
I don't know whether the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act, will help but I hope and I think it will. Now, however, we
are faced. with the existing system. Has the present p ogram workedI

Mrs. S.Apu. No; the present program hasn't worked at all. I can
say the same thing that Edith Abbott said in 1916, when she said the
jails weren't working and should be abolished. We keep using them.
We have never really tried service and rehabilitation efforts in termsof the requirements that are necessary to provide service to people. We
have only really tried custody. I think Lynn, who is only 16 years
of age, hias been in something like 26 jails and detention facilities
which is exemplaryo oF very undesirable" circumstances that didn't
work. The same thing was true in Kenneth's case. If it was to teach
them a lesson, to put them in a custodial environment, there is no
evidence that it worked at all. If you take a pragmatic approach it is
just not the answer, but we have never tried rehabilitation.

Senator BATH. The evidence is that it failed dismally. Maybe we
don't have a magic formula in some of our new programs, ma7ybe we
can't predict with absolute certainty that they are going to be success-
ful 100 percent, or even 50 percent of the time, but we can say with
absolute certainty that what we have been doing has been failing better
than 70 percent of the time. So, it only stands to reason that we must
find some different way of solving the problems before us.

Mrs. SARM. I think there is also evidence of what happened in a num-
ber of European countries to juveniles where the intervention of the
state is much less frequent and much less stringent. You can't con-
fine a juvenile in jail in England or Scandinavia and they tend to have
lower rates of juvenile crime. It looks like if we can use by analogy
some of the evidence from other countries that they have similar levels
of industrialization and types of family life but other alternatives work
far better. I think that'there is no reason for the community to be
alarmed. Most of these juveniles we see started out by running away,
or with truancy, or incorrigibility, and they are no threat. These are
not the people that we talk about'in street crime but they are put into
jail. and they are socialized to crime. And then as Ollie Keller, the head
of the Youth Services in Florida, said, "we have good reason to be
concerned about them when they come out of jails and detention
facilities."

Senator BAYT. It is an oversimplification, but all too often when we
find a child that is a problem child, whether because of the problem
home, the problem parents, or just the abnormality of the child, in-
stead of actually correcting, reforming, or rehabilitating that child,
as our correctional reformatory institutions are intended to do, we put
them in an institutionalized setup where they learn more about crime
than they possibly could on the street. As Lynn points out: How in
the Sam Hill are you going to help a 14-year-old problem child by
putting her in a jail cell with prostitutes ?

Mrs. SAmu. Nothing could happen. The lesson can't be learned.
Lyx-. I think, as far as detention places and stuff, I think there

are some pretty good programs that have helped me, but there are sme
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that really made me want to go back on the street again and start
doing the things that I did wrong before. But right now, this pro-
gram I am in at the training school that everybody says is so
bad is not as bad as that. The girls work with each other's problems.
I am not into, that because before I went there my problems had been
already dealt with. But, I have seen a lot of girls that are doing better,
and the girls decide when a girl is ready to leave. She goes up in front
of the parole board with the girls and not just, you know, with the
house parents or whoever is in charge. They just watch to see how the
girl was doing because the girls all sit together and talk out their
problems afd then each of the girls works on it.When the girls feel
you are ready to leave, all, not just one. girl, you know, the whole
group of girls, then they all get together and say, well, I think she
should have a weekend, I think she should leave. That progTam is
really working out pretty good. A lot of girls are learning, and a lot
of girls I knew that went there have gone into the program, and
they are out going to school and some are going to college and it is
a ood program.

'ut then I have been to places like I said, the detention home,
where we just sat around for maybe 6 months at a time and didn't
do anything but sit around. You go to school and the teacher gives
you a book and you don't learn anything. You don't have to do it
and nobody talks to you about your problems.

Senator BAYII. Lynn, I would like to spend half a day just sharing
your experiences. Professor, you have been very kind. I want to thank
you very much. Kenneth and Lynn, I want to thank you very much
also. I appreciate your sharing your experiences with us.

[Mrs. Sarri's prepared statement is as follows:]

PREPARED REMARKS By ROSEMARY C. SABRI

DETENrION OF YOUTH IN JAILS AND JUVENILE DETENTiON FACILITIES

Dispite frequent and tragic stories of suicide, rape, and abuse of youth, the
placement of juveniles in jail has not abated in recent years. The overuse of jails
for adults and juveniles has been denounced by justice system personnel and
lay critics, but this criticism has not produced any significant change in the vast
majority of states. In 1923 Joseph Fishman referred to jails as "giant crucibles of
crime" (Fishman, 1923) ; certainly today, fifty years later, no one would disagree
with that characterization of the average jail in every state. Even earlier, in
1916, Edith Abbott advocated the abolition of county jails because of their failure
during the previous fifty years. More recently, similar statements were made
in 1967 and 1973 by National Commissions appointed to formulate policy recom-
mendations on criminal justice. There is, however, no reason to be optimistic today
about reductions in the jailing of children unless dramatic efforts are made and
legislation is implemented that will require significant changes in current prac-
tices. Regardless of the reasons that might be put forth to justify jailing juveniles,
the practice is destructive for the child who is incarcerated and dangerous for
the community that permits youth to be handled in clearly harmful ways.

An accurate portrait of the extent of juvenile jailing in the United States does
not exist. Furthermore, it is difficult to develop one because of the lack of reliable
and comparable information from the cities, counties, states, and federal govern-
ment. But, we do know that the jailing of Juveniles occurs both in rural areas
where available alternatives for custody of children are limited, and in larger
metropolitan communities where the valume of children detained is high even
metropolitan communities where the volume of children detained Is high even

The only comprehensive information avaielable today about jailing practice
is that contained in the National Jail Census conducted by the Department of
Justice In 1970. That census reported a total of 7,800 juveniles in 4,037 American
jails on a given day in March (LEAA, 1970). This total, however, included
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only those children in facilities that held persons for forty-hours or more. Not
included were police lock-ups or "drunk-tanks," which normally detain persons
including children, for shorter periods (of time). Data about these latter facilities
are nearly impossible to obtain because of the lack of adequate record-keeping.'

It is not sufficient to know the number of children in jail on a given day. One
also needs to know the total number who are confined within a. year. A survey
by NCCD in 1965 reported an estimate of 87,951 juveniles jailed in that year. More
recent comparable data are not presently available, but most knowledgeable
persons would today estimate a far higher number-in some cases as high as
300,000 minors in one year. For example, a survey completed in 1968 in one urban
state, which had a below average rate of juvenile jailing In 1970, projected a total
of 10,000 children in jail that year. Actual data available for that same state in
1972 indicated that a total of 25,332 juveniles (19,313 male, 6,019 female) had
been processed through municipal and county jails. This represents a substantial
incresae in a relatively short period of time. If we assume that the changes that
occurred in this state are not atypical (and we have no reason to believe that
they are), then it is probable that 200 to 300,000 children will be processed
through local jails this year in the United States. And, this is the last quarter of
the Century that opened with the founding of the Juvenile Court, which vas to
remove minors from jails and the adult criminal justice system.

Although we lack adequate information about recent trends in jailing juveniles,
some information is available about relative utilization among the states. In the
National Census jails holding juveniles were found in nearly all states- except
Hawaii, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont, and three other states not
included because all maintain state systems rather than local city or county
jails-Connecticut, Delaware and Rhode Island Although the number of jailN
that held juveniles varied in each state, It is nevertheless clear that the problem
of jail detention of juveniles is a national problem-not a regional phenomenon.

Of the 7,800 juveniles in jail, 66% were awaiting trial, compared to 50.9%
of the total adult population in jail who were awaiting trial on other legal action.
Regional comparisons of the percentages of juveniles detained in jails Prior to;
hearing and adjudication show considerable variation. Il the Northeast. 54%
of juveniles in jail were awaiting trial; in the North Central region, 83% ; in
the South, 87%; and in the West, 90%.' Most juveniles (7,687) were jailed In
cities with populations exceeding 25,000. From a total of 4,037 jails included in
the survey, 2,822 received juveniles according to various types of retention anu-
thority, with the largest number permitted to hold only juveniles who were
unarraigned or awaiting trial."

Not all juveniles located in the Census we. e in Jails for the purpose of detezl-
tion prior to a hearing or trial as the findings in Table 1 reveal. 856 jails held
juveniles who had been convicted and were awaiting further legal action. 765
jails in forty-four states.and the District of Columbia held juveniles serving
sentences of one year or less, and, even more surprisingly, 67 institutions in 24
states held 2,218 juveniles serving sentences up to one year or mote. Some may
argue that. although undesirable, it may be necessary to confine children in jail
because of the total lack of any other alternative, but it is impossible to believe
that there could be a rationale for sentencing minors to jail under any
circumstances.

1 There are almost no data available about the number of juveniles held In lock-ups or
the length of time which they are detained. Various estimates have been made, but it is
probable that they underestimate the use of this practice.

2 These data do not indicate that persons Including juveniles are not held in jail-like
facilities in these states. The national census covered only locally-administered jails: thus,
it cannot be determined whether persons were held In facilities to jails in Connecticut,
Rhode Island, and Delaware.

3 The large number of juveniles sentenced to Jail in the New York City Reformatory and
the New York City Adolescent Remand Shelter account for this distribution In the
Northeast.

4 "Retention authority" refers to thp authority to hold persons In various stages from
pre-arraignment through sentence ipriods of more than one year.
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TABLE I.-JUVENILES IN JAIL: MARCH 19701

Number of jails
by type of

Number of retention
Status juveniles authority

Unarraigned or held for others --------------..................... ------------ 2.104 2,785
Awaiting trial ............................ . .......................... 3,054 2,289
Convicted, awaiting action-------------- ..........---------------------- - 424 856
Serving sentence:

I yr. or less --------------------------.----------------------- --------- 1,365 765
More than I yr --------------------------------------------------------- 853 67

Total -------------------------------------------------------------- 7,800 4,037

I Data from the National Criminal'Justice Information and Statistics Service, LEAA, U.S. Department of Justice, "1970
National Jail Census," pp. 10-14.

' Jails may have retention authority that covers several statuses. Thus, the total exceeds 4,037 if the categories are
added together.

These national data can be better understood if we examine further infor-
nation about jailing practices in one or more states. A recent survey In Illinois
indicated that juveniles comprised 6% of the total jail population (some 10,000
youths) (1-Mattick and Sweet, 1969). The findings also showed that the juvenile
jail population was relatively stable over a two-year period-in fact, It evidenced
the least fluctuation of any of the inmate groups. Of the 160 jails included in
this census, 142 held juveniles, but of these, only n ine Jails had facilities for
the segregation of juveniles from adult offenders. There was no marked difference
in the use of county or city facilities, for 5,580 were held in county jails and
4,671 were In city facilities. Programmatic information about the Illinois jails
is of concern in the handling of juveniles. Less than 50% of the Illinois jails had
any routine medical examination or care, despite frequent assertions that juve-
niles who are detained are more likely to be mentally or physically ill than adult
detainees. Eighty-two percent of the jails had less than 45 square feet of space
per person, far below the ACA recommendation of 75 square feet per person.
Only 15% had active supervision of Inmates. The latter is particularly problem-
atic for juveniles may be subjected to adult abuse, with little interference vhlen
stiff-supervision is lacking.
Offense characteristics

It is difficult to categorize the percentages of jailed juveniles by the offenses
they have allegedly committed. In upper New York state, according to a recent
NC('D survey, -43% of the children held in local jails were allegedly PINS
offenders ("persons in need of supervision"), who had not been charged with a
misdemeanor or felony (NCCD: New York, 1971). Nevertheless, it was asserted
that the m.9jority of these youth were being held because there were no avail-
able detention facilities. Obviously insufficient consideration had been given
to alternative means of providing assistance to them. Child suicide In jail lIe-
comes all the more tragic when It is apparent that many juveniles are incarcerated
who pose no threat to society, but, rather, need help.

Although the large majority of juveniles who are jailed or held in juvenile
detention facilities are males, the types of offenses for which they are held are
generally quite different from those of females. Females are more likely to lie
detained for status offenses than are males, and for longer periods of time
(Velimesis, 1969). The Pennsylvania AAUW study of women and girls in jail
in that state reporteC that most were held for offenses against the public order,
family, or administrative officials. Substantially intercounty variations were
also observed: several counties had no juveniles among the female offenders,
while in other counties, the rate was as high as 18/.

In a study in another eastern state, Pawlak (1972) observed that juvenile
status offenders, especially females, were detained more often than were those
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who committed crimes against property or persons. The presence of juvenile
detention facilities did not prevent the utilization of jails In many counties in
that state. Moreover, judges reported explicit choice of jails for juveniles in
order to "teach them a lesson." Pawlak also noted that the number of prior
court contacts was more highly correlated with detention in jail than the type
of offense. Those who were charged with crimes against persons were more
likely to be detained than those charged with property or victimless crimes, but
the former were generally detained less than youth charged with status offenses.

A Montana Jail Survey (1972) reported that dependent and neglected children
were held in jail "when necessary," and more than 50% stated that juveniles
were placed in jail as a "deterrent" even though there was no formal charge
of any type. These juveniles could be held for indefinite periods of time since
only a few counties or cities had any type of mechanism for controlling the
maximum number of days a juvenile could be held in jail.
Physical con ditions in jails

For an assessment of physical conditions in jails one must rely on (several)
surveys that have been completed in a few states. Mattick (1969) reported that
most jails were more than fifty years old, dilapidated, and designed to service
only the most dangerous offenders. Almost none have been constructed to permit
humane segregation of Juveniles from adults or of unsentenced from sentenced
offenders. Sanitary conditions, food, exercise facilities, fire control, and so forth
almost never met basic minimal public health requirements.

A 1971 survey in Montana by the Governor's Crime Control Commission dra-
matically highlights the inadequate physical conditions of nearly every jail in
that state. Furthermore, these conditions tended on the average to be even worse
for juveniles because only a relatively small proportion of the total Jail popula-
tion in that state consisted of juveniles. Food expenditures seldom exceeded $2.25
per day and two meals a day was a typical pattern for juveniles as well as for
adults. In both of these accounts the lack of any medical or dental examination
or care was particularly noteworthy. Moreover, there were no facilities for han-
dling suicides or physical assaults so as to protect human life. These findings are
further corroborated by the numerous accounts in the media of inhumane, unjust,
and unhealthful conditions. Solutions to more effective and humane conditions
have been developed by Moyers and Flynn (1971) and others, but for Juveniles
the most obvious first solution is to prevent their experiencing such conditions
under any circumstances.
Jut'cnile detention

It is obvious that jailing juveniles Is a substantial problem in the United
States, but it is insufficient to castigate the "Jailers" without examining the
entire question of detention. Detention is probably the most significant phase in
the criminal justice process because it is the initial critical contact for many
juveniles. The detention process, however, has been largely ignored, and little
effort has been directed toward study, change, or innovation. As a result, there
is little awareness of the overwhelmingly negative outcome that most juveniles
experience from detention.

Detention in physically restricting facilities built for the exclusive use of
juveniles has been characterized generally as positive when contrasted to juve-
niles in adult jails. Although many juvenile facilities may be more healthful or
humane than their jail counterparts, they still are jail-like facilities and are
often even located adjacent to the jail. Confinement in such a facility may be
equally harmful, particularly In cases where the person has not committed a
criminal violation. A report of the findings of a committee appointed to investi-
gate New York City's three juvenile detention centers stated: "At the Spof-
frod Juvenile Center . . . it found inadequate light and heat, a dangerously
warped gymnasium floor, and a fire alarm system in disrepair. It also reported
finding weak and falling plaster, cracked ceilings, faulty plumbing and poor
lighting at the Monida Juvenile Center . . . (NCCD, 1971).
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Although there has been little court action regarding juvenile detention, two
recent court decisions. In Re Baltinore Detention Center and Patterson vs.
Hopkins, have sharply criticized conditions In juvenile detention facilities.
Judges' opinions Indicate that conditions must be modified or children will not
be detained in such facilities. Needless to say, however, these decisions are not
as significant as Jones vs. Wittenberg or Vayne County Jail Inmates vs. Wayne
County Board of Supervisors, which also have a substantial impact regarding
the jailing of adults.

It has been estimated that between 400,000 and 488,000 juvenIles are held an-
nually in juvenile detention facilities, with an average daily population esti-
mated at 13,000 (NCCD, 1971). Thus more juveniles are held in juvenile deten-
tion than in jails and lock-ups. In 1965, it was reported that two-thirds of all
juveniles in detention remained there an average of twelve days (NCCD, 1965).
This time period varies markedly among jurisdictions; for example,, a Louis-
ville study reported an average length of stay of four days (Haarman, 1972).
Intake pressure is also likely to be a factor in length of stay because many
facilities report serious overcrowding-far beyond rated or bed capacities. The
overall average rate of detention has been estimated at about 35% of court
caseload size (NCCD, 1971). Guidelines from NCCD, however, recommend that
no more than 10% of the caseload need to be in detention at any time.

Pappenfort et al. (1970) compiled a census of juvenile detention facilities that
is the most comprehensive survey available. They found 10,875 juveniles in 242
juvenile detention units on a given day in March, 1966. Of these, 6,260 were
children between the ages of 12-15 (the median age of all detainees being 14.7) ;
2,490 were between 16-20; 800 were 6-11; and 81 children were under the age
of two. Obviously, many of these facilities held dependent and neglected as well
as delinquent youth. Nearly 7,000 of these children were in 37- institutions that
held 76 or more' juveniles. Some 3,000 were in 71 institutions with 25-75 each,
and some 1,500 were in 134 units with 25 or less juveniles. Children In the
smaller units tended to be in the 15-20 year age group, while the majority of
children in the large units were in the 12-15 age group. The highest proportions
of young children were found in the largest agencies in the metropolitan areas
suggesting that these areas apparently lack both formal and informal resources
for children without homes.

The number of males was more than twice the number of females in these
facilities. It was also observed, however, that females appeared to have longer
average lengths of stay than males and that females were much more likely to
be detained for status offenses. The average length of stay was one month for
the total population.

Eighty percent of the facilities were In metropolitan areas and these units
held 93% of all detainees. Although these areas held one-half of the detained
youth of the country, the facilities themselves were in only 7% of the counties.
Thus, most juvenile courts do not have a detention facility for which they are
primarily or solely responsible.

Few professionally trained staff were observed in the detention facilities sur-
veyed. Only 26% of them had full-time professionals trained in psychiatry,
psychology, social work, or education. For the most part, professional services
were contracted for and were provided on a part-time basis by persons not di-
rectly responsible to the administrator of the facility. Thus, the detention facil-
ity could not be assured of having professional services available when they were
Ileded.

Nearly all (216 out of 242) were operated by county governments with eleven
state, nine municipal, and six private units. Regional detention centers were op-
erated In eight states, and two other states provided state subsidies for detention.
In only twenty states was any type of consultation provided by the state to the
local units even though many localities had few resources and lacked knowledge
of new developments In detention programming.

Although 80% of the juveniles received some type of physical exam at admis-
sion, 29% of the units had no examination of any type. Less than one-half

25-218-74- 3
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had psychiatric or psychological examinations despite the assertion that nearly
80% of the juveniles were emotionally disturbed or ill. No arrangements were
made for education in 23% of the units. Thus, if the purpose of detention is to
provide secure custody for those requiring it and to facilitate observation and
study so as to prepare the detained youth for later efforts at rehabilitation, then
these data suggest that the goals are not being met. Determination is a "waiting
period of enforced idleness that is destructive to the child and of little utility to
the criminal justice system (Pappenfort, 1972).

Findings similar to those of Pappenfort were obtained by Sumner (1971) in a
survey of California juvenile detention facilities. This Is particularly noteworthy
because California instituted detention hearings in the early 196Os and has been
active in innovation of detention practices. Summer observed that few juveniles
bad defense counsel in detention hearings despite their right to it. Most hearings
took less than three minutes. The overall rate of detention was 36% of the case-
load witl counties varying between 19% and 66%. Although police were not
allowed to make detention decisions, they claimed that they, in fact, made more
decisions than anyone else. Probation officers and other court personnel appeared
to give tacit approval to this police behavior.

Blacks were detained more frequently than whites as were juveniles from
broken homes and those with prior records. In fact, decision-makers reported
that the prior record and history of running away were their main concerns in
arriving at detention decisions. Few courts had even minimally adequate
information systems so that accountability and quality control of decision-
making were almost impossible.

Within states, detention practices vary widely, as the findings from a study
of an Eastern seaboard state by Pawlak (1972) indicate. He observed rates of
detention varying between .2% to 72% of the caseload. Moreover, little or no
relationship existed between the presence of a juvenile detention facility and
the jailing of youth. In accord with other studies, he observed that females
had a higher probability of being detained than males; furthermore. they were
more likely to be detained if they committed a status offense than if they coin-
mitted a crime against person or property. Those juveniles who had prior
court contact were likely to receive jail detention even when they were charged
with offenses that were not a threat to the community. Race was a factor in
differential detention, but, typically, it interacted with sex and social class
so that a clear-cut pattern was difficult to discern.

The findings from these several studies of juvenile detention do permit some
tentative conclusions about the facilities and the programs. They indicate quite
clearly that many children are detained who do not require detention; that metro-
politan areas appear to be particularly lacking in alternative means for the care
of children; that conditions and programs in most detention facilities do not
meet minimum levels of adequacy; that extreme variations in rates of detention
among counties are not solely related to the presence of detention facilities; and
that agencies lack information about their practices, so evaluation is almost
impossible.
Jail and Detention Rates

An obvious question is what is the rate of detention relative to the need in the
various states? Are there substantial variations in the rates of jailings and de-
tention in juvenile facilities among the states? Are there variations within states
even when population differences are taken into consideration? Any attempt
at comparisons among the states Is difficult because of the lack of adequate data
collected at the same point in time. Examination of numerous surveys, done over
the past quarter century, however, suggest that there has been notable stability
in the population of Jails and detention facilities. There are two censuses avail-
able that provide some basis for comparison. One is the National Jail Census
that was completed by the Department of Justice in March 1970, which we have
already considered, and the other is the Pappenfort et al. census of juvenile
detention facilities completed in March 1966 (Pappenfort, 1970).
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TABLE 2.-NUMBER OF JUVENILES IN JAIL AND DETENTION, BY STATE

State (ranked Number in juvenile
according to Number in jail I detention 2
child

opulatiorn Rate per
to 17, 190) Number 100,000 3 Number

Rate per
100,0'0

California -------- 188 3.76 3,914 84.40
New York ----- 4,550 -04.47 790 18.71
Texas ----------- 169 5.63 205 7. 15
Pennsylvania-. 254 8. 69 454 15.98
Illinois ---------- 106 3. 70 473 17.75
Michigan -------- 29 1.18 610 26.60
Ohio ------------ 203 7.20 593 21.77
New Jersey_... 126 7.01 389 23.63
Florida .......... 142 8.83 641 45.17
Massachusetts --------------------- 122 7.56
Indiana .......... 249 17.97 225 17.40
North Carolina. - 37 2.79 73 5.49
Georgia .---------- 32 10. 79 282 23.67
Wisconsin- .--. -- 79 6. 57 78 7. 06
Virginia ......... 172 14.38 146 12.62
Mssouri ....... . 55 4.65 163 14.69
Minnesota ------- 73 6.95 49 5.05
Louisiana ........ 61 5.87 83 8. 16
Maryland ........ 106 10.22 104 11. 12
Tennessee ------- 79 7. 89 53 5. 31
Alabana --------- 87 9.33 60 6.23
Washington ...... 40 4.55 229 29.58
Kentucky ........ 78 9. 25 73 8. 69
Connecticut ' ---------------------- 29 4. 1t
Iowa ............ 41 5.52 10 1.39

State (ranked
according to Number in jail I
child

Number in juvenile
detention I

opufation, Rate per
to 17, 1970) Number 100,000 Number

Rate per
100,000 4

South Carolina. .. 41 5. 70 ..............
Oklahoma ........ 48 7.51 19 3. 14
Mississippi -----. 71 11.67 ................
Colorado --------- 47 7.99 101 19.27
Kansas .......... 75 13.13 77 13.20
Oregon ---------- 59 11.04 158 31.60
Arkansas ........ 45 9.05 18 3.58
Arizona --------- 33 6.80 112 25.57
West Virginia .. 52 11.76 24 5.01
Nebraska ........ 44 11.36 35 9.33
Utah ............ 10 3.20 68 22.59
New Mexico -... 46 14.83 57 18.56
Maine ........... 2 .77 ................
Rhode Isa3nd A ---------------------------------------
Hawaii --------------------------- 36 18.27
Idaho ----------- 42 21.10 .................
Montana ......... 53 27.04 4 2.05
New Hampshire .....................................
South Dakota - 26 13.90 ................
North Dakota ----- 3 1.71 ................
Delaware A ------------------------ 22 16.29
Nevada .......... 15 11.90 21 19.09
Vermont ............................................
Wyoming -------- 25 27. 17 ................
Alaska ---------- 2 2.27 7 9.09

I LEAA jail census, March 1970.
3 Pappenfort et al, Census of Children's Institutions, March 1966.
a Rates were calculated per thousand population, ages 5 to 17, U.S. Census publication, "General Population Charac-

teristics: Final Report" PC (I)-B, 1970.
4 Rates were calculated per thousand population, ages 5 to 17, estimates of the population of States, by age: July 1.

1965, with provisional estimates for July 1, 1966, "Current Population Reports: Population Estimates, Series P-25." No
35L1, U.S. GPO (166).

I Jails are not locally administered, but rather are operated by the State government.

The findings in Table 2 indicate that there are markedly different rates of
detention when controls are imposed for size of the child population In the
state. In seven states all children detained were held in jail, but the rate of
jailing among these states varied from 1 per 100,000 in Maine to 27 per 100,000
in Wyoming. The two largest states, California and New York, both have high
rates of child detention, but juvenile facilities are utilized extensively in the
former state, while the latter has a large number of juveniles in jail. At the op-
posite extreme, there were seven states with no juveniles in jail and three of
that number had no children detained in any facility. Some of these states may
use state training schools for detention, but we have no information about this
utilization, if any.8 There are twenty-one states in which comparisons Indicate
more juveniles were held in jail than in detention, and several other states in
which the distribution was nearly equal. Thus, the use of jailing was extensive.

At the present time we are in the midst of a survey of a representative sample
of correctional programs of varioits types in sixteen states. Of the more thana
700 youth responses analyzed thus far, 60% report having been In jail one or
more times. Females rather than males report more frequently jailing despite the
fact that the commitment offense for the majority of females is a juvenile status
violation, not a misdemeanor or felony. Although more older youth reported
having been In jail. 50% of those now between the ages of 13-15 report having
been In jail one or more times In the past. As might be expected also, these youth

5 There are statutory provisions in the Juvenilp Codes in 24 states which permit detention
in state training schools; only 8 prohibit such detention and In 18, there is no provision
In the code.
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disproportionately represented the minority and working class population of the
states in which they were located. These data obtained in 193i are entirely
consistent with earlier data which we have already discussed. Thus, the picture
appears to be of little change or perhaps negative change with respect to the
jailing of youth.

Other responses from these same youth suggest that alternatives other than
secure incarceration are insufficiently utilized. The data In Table 3 indicate that
juveniles more frequently experience institutionalization than probation, foster
home and other less stringent forms of intervention. It is also apparent from
these findings that youth in institutions differ little from youth in community-
based programs in terms of their experiences in jails and detention. Thus, there
is little support in these data for the assertion that juveniles with more extensive
experience in the criminal justice system are those who are institutionalized.
Lastly, given the average age of the youth, approximately 16, these data point
to a great deal of prior experience In the criminal justice system. A pessimistic
prognosis for their future behavior and experience would, therefore, not be un-
usual. If we are to achieve higher rates of successful rehabilitation of juvenile
delinquents, early intervention by the state into the lives of children will have to
be rehabilitative rather than incarceration in jail where rehabilitation cannot
take place.

TABLE 3.-CORRECTIONAL EXPERIENCES REPORTED BY JUVENILESt

Average number of times

Youth in corn-
Institutionalized munity based

Type of correctional unit youth programs

'Jail ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2.6 2.0
Detention hall ------------------------------------------------------------- 3.6 4.1
Training school ---------------------------------------------------------- 1.4 .5
Probation --------------------------------------------- ..................... 1.7 1.5
Group or foster home -------------------------------------------------------. 8 1.0
Juvenile court -------------------------------------------------------- 4.4 4.6
Police arrest .....................................................-- _------ 6.5 6.2

N .................................................................. 628 136
Average age .......................................................... 15.8 2 16.0

1 Youth were asked: How many times in your life has each of the following happened to you?
2 Years.

These comparison of state rates of detention and jailing and responses of
youth about their experience are not conclusive evidence about utilization and
outcome of jailing, but they do indicate that ,the problem is complex with few
generalizations possible as to why minors are detained. Urbanized states have
both high and low rates as do rural states. There is no clear pattern by region
of the country, nor according to size of the child population. As we shall note
subsequently In a discussion of juvenile codes, statutory provisions will not
solely explain the pattern or rate. It appears instead that these patterns are an
outgrowth of localism and tradition. The local community in the United States
has much autonomy and discretion in the detention of adults and juveniles.
Only in those states where state government has taken an active role in the ad-
ministration and/or supervision of jails does the pattern show a consistent differ-
ence. In the other states it Is possible for organizational practices to develop and
endure with much variation from one community to the next. Lack of resources,
lack of effort in trying to develop alternatives to detention, lack of accountability
by decision-makers, and lack of adequate information systems that could monitor
the jailing of juveniles and the reasons for detention, all contribute to the
persistent use of frequent and unnecessary Incarceration. Obviously, we have
only scratched the surface In developing means for reducing the population of
children detained in nearly all of the states.
Statutory Provisions re Jailing and Detention

Jailing. Statutory limitations can be an important constraint on the elimina-
tion of juveniles from Jails. Although most statutes recommend against place-
ment of children in jails, in only five states is there an explicit prohibition against
.Jailing under all circumstances. The kind of facility In which a juvenile Is de-
tained is determined, In large part, by state statutes. If the state places strict
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prohibitions on the placement of juveniles in jails or lock-ups, counties will be,
in effect, forced to provide alternative detention facilities or not to detain chil-
dren at all. The findings in Table 4 reveal wide variations among the states in
statutory provisions governing the placement of children in jail.

Table 4.-Statutory provisions governing jailing of Juveniles £

Number
Statutory Provision: * of Statea

Under no circumstances ---------------------------------------- 5
If approved by department of social services ----------------------- 2
With a court order ------------------------------------------ 13,
Without a court order if 15-16 ---------------------------------- 7
Without a court order if 12-14 ---------------------------------- 6
Without a court order if a "menace" ----------------------------- 4
In separate sections ------------------------------ 13
Any time, any place1------------------------------------------

IThese data are based on an analysis of all Juvenile codes in the 50 States and the
District of Columbia, as of Jan. 1, 1972.

The provisions which legislatures have enacted range from one Eastern state
where only a nursing infant of an adult prisoner Is allowed in jail to a neighbor-
ing state where there is no statutory prohibition in any form. Ten states require
a court order only for detention in jail. Two states require approval by the State
Department of Social Services. Thirteen states allow jail as a detention alterna-
tive if the child has reached a certain age. This age may be as low as twelve
years or as high as sixteen. Four states allow the juvenile to Ihe transferred to a
jail or lock-up without a court order if he is deemed to be a "menace" in the ju-
venile detention facility. Ten states allow a juvenile to be jailed merely if no
other other facilities are available, but add a requirement that they le kept in
separate sections away from adult prisoners. Five other states only require
separate sections. while two states have no prohibitions on jailing. As the find-
ings from the Mattick and Sweet (1969) study of Illinois indicate, separation of
juveniles may le largely fictious, for seldom is there effective inspection and
monitoring. Furthermore, in cases where there is separation, the result may be
solitary isolation, which apparently led to suicide in several instance (U.S.
Senate, Judiciary Hearings, 1970). The unfeasibility of separate sections in jails
was illustrated vividly in a recent report in Detroit where a 16-year-old boy was
jailed in the Wayne County Jail with older males while awaiting trial, despite
repeated attempts of his attorney for other arrangements. The jail administrator
said:

* * , because of jail overcrowding, the only alternatives for - are incar-
ceration with even older prisoners or remaining with his present group . . . a
completely separate cell for ---- was out of the question . . . the jail is caught
between courts wanting offenders treated as adults and statutes requiring them
to be specially cared for. (Benjamin, 1972)

Given the fact that juveniles are often assaulted, raped, or commit suicide In
jail, it is unlikely that an argument can be made to support the assertion that a
juvenile is jailed for his own protection. Moreover, studies have repeatedly re-
ported that juveniles who are detained for status or moral offenses are held for
longer periods of time than are those who commit serious felonies (Haarman
and Sandefur, 1972). There is little doubt that at least some of this jailing is
primarily for the convenience of the family or school.
Detention.

One statutory device used to keep juveniles out of jail is to require counties
to provide specialized detention facilities for juveniles entirely separate from
those for adults. This provision is not found frequently, however, probably due
to the uneven distribution of cases among counties in nearly all states. Ten
states require all counties to provide separate detention facilities, but as the
I'appenfort et al. (1970) findings indicate, these facilities may be adjacent to
adult jails In many locations. Seldom is there any specification in the statute
about the type or quality of facility that it Is to he provided. Eight other states
require counties with large populations (generally over 100,000) to provide
separate juvenile detention. Three states have state operated faciities. In the
remaining thirty states, facilities are not required, but there is some type of en-
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-abling legislation which permits county boards to provide facilities if they choose
to do so. Several states also have enabling legislation for regional detention cen-
ters. Thirty-six states specify that detention of juveniles is approved In court-
approved foster homes or In licensed child-caring institutions. Only a minority
of states have legislation wihch requires the segregation of dependent and ne-
glected from delinquent youth. Obviously a change in this practice could be
readily achieved through the use of foster homes were greater resources allocated
to the latter.

Also of importance in controllifig detention are the statutory provisions govern-
ing detention hearings, time limits for holding juveniles, and purposes of deten-
tion hearings. If a juvenile is taken into custody through the petition-summons
or arrest route, the findings in Table 5 indicate that nineteen states require that
a detention hearing be held within a certain period of time. There Is, however,
considerable variation as to the time period, with nine states requiring a hearing
within 48 hours, five with 96 hours, and live stating that it should be held"promptly." In one state, a hearing may be held If the juvenile requests it. Seven-
tee-n states require only a court order, not a hearing, to place a child in detention,
and again, there Is considerable variation among these states as to the length of
time in which a court order must be filed. In the remaining fifteen states, the
statute does not require a court order or detention hearing In prder to place a
child in detention. Furthermore, there are no time requirements in these states
as to when a petition need be flied apprising the juvenile or his attorney of the
offense he has allegedly committed.

TABLE 5.-Statutory Provisions for Detention Hearings
Number

Statutory provisions : of States
Hearing required within 48 hours ----------------------------------- 9
hearing required within 90 hours ----------------------------------- 5
Hearing required, no time limit ----------------------------------- 5
Court order only, within 96 hours ---------------------------------- 11
Court order only, no time limit ------------------------------------ 6
No hearing or court order required -------------------------------- 15

I These data are based on an analysis of all juvenile codes In the 50 States and the
Dlictrict of Columb!a, as of Jan. 1, 1972.

The sty tutes typically contain little information as to what is to be determined
In a detention hearing even if one is held. A detention hearing does not neres-
sarily determine whether there is probable cause to bleieve the juvenile (orn-
Initted an offense. More likely, and with son statutory justification, a detention
hearing determines only if there is reason to hold the child in detentlbn either
for hi, own protection or because it is likely that lie will flee from the jurisdic-
tion of the court. Because the criteria for detention are so ambiguous, it is lot
surprising that children are held in detention facilities or jails on vague grounds
and with no clear determination that detention is in fact necessary.

The often-proposed argument that juveniles are likely to flee. and thus require
detente ion. can be easily refuted by findings such as those from the Louisville court
study which indicated that only 2.7% failed to appear in court.' .More recently,
findings from a demonstration project on home detention in St. Louis indicate no
inslatices oC, a youth failing to appear and only 5% who committed new offenses
-while on home detention (Keve and Zantek. 1972). Furthermore. none of these
,offenses., were assaultive in nature. In In re John Doe, the Alaska Supreme Court
held that a child may not be detained pending adinldication if the court has been
give reasonable assuronce that le wili apl)ear unless "lie camnt remain at home
and no other alternative to detention remains." Obviously, in the latter situation,
foster hones and shelter care are preferable alternatives.

A recent federal district court case, Hamilton vs. Lore. held unconstitutional
many features of an Arkansas county jail. The judge's opinion deals with con-
stitutional isues which appen r applicable to juvenile jailing and detention. The
Judge enunciates the test of "least restrictive means:"

• having been convicted of no crime the (letainee should not have to suffer any
punishment as such, whether cruel or unusual or not . . . It is manifestly obvious

The poorer risks regarding failure to appear were females charged with status offenses;males w th a multiple offense history and charged with a serious felony were more likely to
commit offenses while on release. Knowing this, however, permits consideration of these
factors in detention decisions.
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that the conditions of incarceration for detainees must, cumulatively, add up to
the least restrictive means of achieving the purpose requiring and justifying
deprivation of liberty.

"... If the conditions of pre-trial detention derive from punishment rationale,
such as retribution, deterrence, or even involuntary rehabilitation, then those
conditions are suspect constitutionally and must fall unless also clearly justified
by the limited and stated purpose and objective of pre-trial detention.

"... If the state cannot obtain the resources to detain persons awaiting trial
in accordance with minimum constitutional standards, then the state simply will
not i e permitted to detain such persons."

There seems to lie little doubt regarding the applicability of these findings to
many instances of juvenile jailing and detention.

Because of the limited scope of a detention hearing, eleven states have enacted
provisions setting time limits ou the length of detention prior to the adjudicatory
hearings. However, with little effective monitoring of children in these facilities,
it would be expected that the time spent in detention would be longer In many
cases than the statute permits. Juvenile statutes typically contain no provision
that there be any regular monitoring of courts and detention programs. Without
such provisions, the system Is severely handicapped because children, more
so than adults, need to he located somewhere under some form of adult super-
vision. Thus. they are left in jail or detention because of the lack of referral to
other facilities. This problem is frequently most severe in the children who are
alienated and rejected by their parents and who are most in need of care. All too
often they are charged with juvenile status offenses-truancy, incorrigibility,
running away-not felonies. Such children may remain in jail or detention facili-
ties for lon, periods of time vith severe deterioration or death a far too frequent
outcome (.Judiciary lien rings, 1970, pp. 5077-5163). Few states iml)lement provi-
sions which permit alternatives to detention such as release on recognizance or
promise to apllear, bail, citations, or summons. Even where the statute encourages
alternative foras of detention, these alternatives are utilized far less for juveniles
than for adults. As Rosenhelm (1970) suggests, juvenile detention urnits serve as
"community storage facilities" for children who, for the most part, do not need
nor should have secure custodial supervision. It is often argued that detention
is necessary because the juvenile has "no place to go," but it is a sad commentary
on this society when humane and open shelter facilities cannot be available to
youth in need. Judge Tindsay Arthur of Minneapolis has stated that shelter homes
provide more than adequate alternatives to the detention for a large proportion
of lie youth who are brought before this court.

Statutory provision.4 governing detention thus provide few constraints, except
in a small number of states , against placing of children in jail or detention with-
out a hearing or court order. The results of a California survey (1967) Indicate
many minors are detained without hearings one day or over a weekend when
courts are not in session, and then released by probation staff or the judge Iecause
of unnecessary or inappropriate detention. Boches (1967) summarized this prac-
tice in his review of detention:

"In many counties, on every Monday. a large number of children who have been
detaine-d over the weekend are released without a petition being filed or without
a detention order being sought. In the absence of a bail system, no alternative to
comlel release exists."

Obviously, practices such as these can be eliminated most efficiently if the codes
are modified to prohibit explicitly the jailing of children and to prohibit assign-
ment to detention without a hearing and court order, processed within 24 hours.
In addition, codes can require, the use of alternatives to detention that do not
require any form of incarceration.

Action recommendations
The picture which has been presented of juveniles in jail and detention Is

sucl that the problem is not apt to be eliminated quickly. Our analysis, how-
ever, indicates that there are a series of steps which are imperative if jailing
is to he eliminated and the general use of detention constrained We recognize
that the states will continue to have primary control with respect to detenion
and jailing practices, but the federal government could do a great deal to
stimulate positive change through the provision of resources where such are
needed and through the withholding of funds when abuses are observed. The
recommendations which follow pertain to local, state, and in some cases, federal
legislation and government practice.
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1. Statutes should prohibit the commitment of juveniles to jail under any
circumstances. Only those states which have strong prohibitions or have state
control of jails have been successful thus far in eliminating the jailing of
juveniles.

2. Statutes should provide for mandatory detention hearings with counsel
provided and. the detention decision the responsibility of the judge. Such hear-
ings should be held within 24 hours of the juvenile's being taken into custody.
It must first consider whether there is probable cause that he or she has in
fact committed the act with which they are charged. The court then can decide
whether detention is necessary because of the danger to others or because they
are a serious risk in not being available to the court for subsequent processing.
Although statutory provisions for mandatory hearings are the exception rather
than the rule, such provisions are essential if detention and jailing Is to be
controlled (Ferster, 1969). Furthermore. it is now possible to develop criteria
as to what is a clear danger and who is a risk. This should be done so that
statutes can obtain the necessary provisions . We are in agreement with Rosen-
helm (1970) that jailing a child to protect hims inappropriate given the con-
ditions for children in adult jails. It is difficult to see why self-destructive acts
should ever be a basis for detention in jail. Hospitals and emergency clinics are
far more appropriate referral agencies for the child who is a threat to himself.

3. Criteria for detention should be explicit and limited solely to acts which
would be criminal felonies if committed adult. Wald (1908) has proposed
that special civil actions and quasi-judicial mechanisms be substituted for
juvenile court action In cases of truancy, incorrigibility, and other status
offenses. Obviously, for this proposal to be effective community resources would
need to be greatly enhanced, but implementation of this proposal would reduce
criminal handling of much juvenile misbehavior.

4. As indicated above, it is recommended that judges be given the respon-
sibility for decisions to detain, and constitutional rights available to adults
should also apply in the case of juveniles in this decision-making. The Hand-
book of Juvenile Court Judges (1972) criticizes the indiscriminate use of
detention as harmful to juveniles. They further specify criteria and standards
for arrest, arraignment, and hearing so as to protect the child and his par-
ents . . . . . . The juvenile court has the sole responsibility for admission and
release of these children and, therefore, should exercise caution and pay close
attention to this particular process. Abdication of this authority to police officers,
parents, educators and even detention personnel is inexcusable and will lead to
the abuse of personal freedom guaranteed the child and parents .. " (Hand-
book. 1972.21).

5. Rapid development of alternatives to incarceration of Juveniles charged with
criminal violations must be given high priority. Foster and shelter homes can
provide alternative 24-hour supervision but of equal or greater importance Is
home detention with supervision and consultation to parents. The use of release
upon the promise to appear could be implemented immediately In most juris-
dictions for the majority of cases as the findings from detention studies in
Louisville and St. Louis indicate. If this were done, the NCCD guidelines for
detention of no more than 10% of the caseload could be achieved Immediately in
most courts. Although bail is negatively viewed by most students of juvenile
law, it is available in more than twenty states. Some mechanisms are needed
to facilitate the Immediate release of juveniles who are charged with acts for
whiThli adults can be released on bail.

6. In view of the fact that there are seven states in which jail Is presently the
o iy available detention facility, It Is obvious that regional detention units are
needed for Juveniles in these states. It Is probable that some juveniles will have
to be detained for limited periods of time, but because such centers are likely
to be at a distance from the home of most offenders, the minimum age could be
set at 15 years.

7. Jail Inspections on a routine basis must be implemented in all states with
the necessary resources and with Inspectors responsible to the Department of
Social Services or Supreme Court, rather than to the Department of Corrections,
as Is the -case in many states today. These Inspections must be frequent and
mandatory so as to insure Juveniles not being held In jail.7 Frequent Inspections

?An attempt was madp to ascertain the number of suicide. and serious acts of self-
destruction by juveniles in Jail. All of the agencies contacted indicated that such acts
occurred, but no one had any data on their frequency.
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must be accompanied by a comprehensive system for state-wide Information col-
lection and processing, and feedback if accountability and quality control are to
be achieved. Such a system should permit randomized checking of detention popu-
lations and practices. The lack of routinely collected information about organi-
zational practice is probably the single' greatest constraint on change in correc-
tions today.

8. Obviously, the use of jails for sentencing juveniles also must be prohibited
explicitly. If it is necessary to sentence a juvenile to an institution, then a public
training school or a private residential facility Is where he or she should be sent
so that an appropriate rehabilitation program might possibly be provided for
him. It is overwhelmingly apparent that neither jails nor juvenile detention
facilities have the staff and other resources for even a minimally adequate reha-
bilitation program. Mandatory jail Inspection should Insure that this piactice
does not continue.

9. Given the development of various alternatives to the use of jails and deten-
tion, it appears likely that higher age limits (for example, 15 years) could be
established for detention. Such an action would mean that children 8-14 years
would not be placed with older adolescents who may have committed serious
felonies and might only socialize the younger person to deviant values and
behavior.

10. Court defined and state-wide detention standards need to be established
and distributed widely to all relevant agencies. Such information would reduce
variable interpretations of statutes and highly disparate detention practices.

11. Legal counsel should be available to juveniles and parents Immediately
after detention takes place. Similarly, social investigations should not take place
prior to a detention hearing and such Information, when collected, should be
made available to counsel.

12. The proposal of the National Task Force on Corrections for gradual state
assumption of responsibility for all county and local detention is recommended.
State consultation and supervision could begin immediately along with mecha-
nisms for monitoring and supervising detention practices. Several proposals have
been developed for statewide systems of approved and monitored facilities for
detention so their implementation should be relatively easy (Norman, 1969). To
encourage the development of alternatives for detention, the federal government
could make special grants available for such purposes. In some states, activities
of Youth Service Bureaus, for example, have resulted in the emergence of diver-
sion and detention alternatives that are highly innovative and yet viable.

There are a variety of other recommendations which one could propose to
reduce the jailing of children and excellent statements have been developed by
the NCCD and many noted juvenile authorities. Throughout, one needs to bear in
mind that far too often the outcome of juvenile contact with the criminal justice
system has been behavior and attitudes which are more dangerous than those
which led to the Initial contact. Somehow this pattern must be reversed. Limita-
tion of the mandate and domain governing juvenile detention along with modi-
fication of ineffective procedures, and of procedures which deny children funda-
mental civil and constitutional rights are at least the significant first steps to be
taken.
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PROBATE COURT,
JUVENILE DIvIsION,

Detroit, Mich., January 7, 1974;.
Hton. BIRcul BAYE.
Chairman, Subcommittee To Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, Committee on

the Judiciary. U.S. Senate, Wfishington. D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BAY1I: On September 10, 1973, a hearing was held by the Sub-

committee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency in Washington, D.C., at which
you presided.

On September 11, 1973, a front page story was headlined in the Detroit News
with a banner headline. The News story related that a 16 year old girl nanImed
Lynn had been presented to the Committee by Rosemary C. Sarri, Co-director of
National Assessment of Juvenile Corrections at the University of Michigan. The
sulbstaie o Lyn's statement was that 9t the age of 13 she had spent 17 days
in a jail In Detroit and also, at the age of 14, she was in the Wayne County Jail
in Detroit.

The Detroit News story quotes you as saying *** * available evidence indicates
the current juvenile programs have failed dismally."
. "Iow in Sam Hill are you going to help a 14 year old girl by putting her in

a jail c(,!l with prostitutes?" (End of quote)
I enclose a copy of a proceeding conducted in the Wayne County Juvenile Court

on January 4. 1974 and January 7, 1974.
The statements made by Lynn were grossly false.
First: On her first arrest she wvas not 13, but 15 years of age. and she wiis not

put in jail 17 days but rather was in the Wayne County Youth Home within
three hours after arrest.

There was no failure of the Juvenile Justice System and she was treated
properly and legally.
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Second: On her second arrest she was just short of 16 years of age and not 14.
According to Police records, she was arrested when naked in bed with two men
in a dope pad. She lied about her name and age and the Police kept her at Police
Headquarters 12 hours until she told her true Identity and age. She had repre-
sente(l herself as being 17 which is beyond the age of Juvenile jurisdiction in
Michigan.

The Police had her In the Wayne County Youth Home an hour after they
learned her age was 16. She was at all times treated properly. She was never in the
SVayne County Jail as she stated to the Committee.

A number of facts stand out:
First: The girl's statements were highly questionable and the situation was

of such a nature that it would be naive to accept her statements without question.
Second: She was presented to the Committee by Dr. Sarri who made no check

on the girl's statements.
Third: She was not cross-examined by you or any member of the Committee

and her statements, although grossly false, were accepted without question or
cross-examination.

Obviously, to cross-examine a 16 year old girl in such a setting would be cruel.
However, skillful questioning by a knowledgeable and competent person in a

private conference should have established Lynn's "credibility gap."
Of course, the proper way to check the fact would have been to check the record

In which case she would not have appeared before the committee.
Fourth: No one asked Dr. Sarri what efforts, if any, she had made to check

the girl's statements.
Fifth: I would have check ked the girl's statements had Dr. Sarri contacted

me. I would also have told her that to accept the allegorical tales of children of
the road is absurd. No person with any real knowledge of delinquency and of
those children would seriously consider putting them before a Senate Committee.

Sixth: Putting this girl before the Committee and having her know that her
false and absurd statements are accepted without question by social workers
and iy united States Senators is very damaging to the girl. It encourages her
to be a con artist. She needs to associate with mature, understanding people who
understand when she is obviously telling wild tales. She should be told to grow up.
She will never really mature and be a normal responsible person if the adults
around her believe her wildest tales.

Seventh: You received nationwide publicity on your comments relating to this
girl's statements and your statements were a sharp attack on the Juvenile
Justice System In Wayne County.

Eighth: The transcript of the proceeding of the Senate Subcommittee to In-
vestigate Juvenile Delinquency on September 10, 1973 shows you as making
sweeping charges against the Juvenile Justice System and criticizing the lack
of justice of the Juvenile Justice System. Yet the hearing of September 10, 1973
conducted biy you and purporting to be a fact-finding hearing was a witch hunt
with procedures less valid than are used in any Juvenile Court in the nation, or
it the witch trial in Salem In 1692. The true facts would have been disclosed by
very normal procedures used every day by the Police.

We do not put children in jail in Wayne County and I am proud of my record
in keeping them out of jail.

Unless the Comnmittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency can resolve itself
into an effective fact-finding committee, It has outlived any usefulness it may
have ever had.

There are things in the transcript of the proceerling I am sending you (Wayne
County Juvenile Court-January 4, 1974 and January 7, 1974) that might be of
assistance In resolving the Senate Committee into an effective fact-finding
committee.

As a beginning, the Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency
could Inquire Into the subject of Federal grants given for the purpose of estab-
lisldng facts concerning the juvenile justice system.

First : What are the criteria for awarding such grants?
Second : Who makes these studies?
Third : What criteria are they using for fact-finding?
Fourth: Does the level or standard of operation used to establish facts and

data even meet the minimal standards. of the physical scientist for determining

whether or not a car has defective lights?
Fifth: What measure of wisdom is being used in drawing conclusions from

data that is being accumulated?
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I raise these questions because Dr. Rosemary C. Sarri is Co-director of the
National Assessment of Juvenile Corrections which has a $500,000.00 LEAA
grant to study juvenile correctional facilities in the United States.

Te situation was one where a very eminent behavioral scientist was present-
ing a very questionable child witness to a Senate Subcommittee. This is a situa-
tion that does not absolve the Committee from questioning -what efforts, if any,
had been made to get collateral or supporting evidence of this child's statements.
Had any understanding person, really knowledgeable of children of the road
ever really questioned her closely about her tales? Some of our workers here
at Juvenile Court would have established Lynn's credibility gap In a private
conference. An eminent behavioral scientist may or may not be able to effectively
conduct such questioning.

in my opinion, one of the reasons that no questions were raised by you was
that you obviously assumed that Dr. Sarri would never present a Senate commit-
tee with any statements that were not factual and that she would also have made
the normal checks on the statements of any witness she presented.

Any policeman would simply have checked the records and files and have
quickly established Lynn's vast "credibility gap." This Is routine, simple every
day work that is being done by people in positions that are relatively low salaried
and whose performance is under sharp attack by Dr. Sarri as well as yourself.

You should read the entire transcript of the hearings held at the Wayne County
Juvenile Court on January 4, 1974 and January 7, 1974 relating to the- Senate
Subcommittee hearing on September 10, 1973.

Sincerely, JAMES IT. LiNCOLN.
Judqe of Probate. , irenile Divi.ion.

NoTE.-Transcript of the hearings held at the Wayne County Juvenile Court
on January 4. 1974 and January 7, 1974 may be found in the files of the Sub-
committee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JUVENILE COURT JUDGES.
Rcno, Nev., January 22, 197 .

Ion. BIRcH BAYTH,
U.S. Senator,
Senate Office Building,
1Ua.hington, D.C.

)EAR SENATOR BAYir: At the meeting of the Executive Committee of the
National Council of Juvenile Court Judges, which was held in San Antonio last

eek, Dr. Rosemary Sarri spoke and answered some questions in regard to a
witness whom she presented before your committee. Dr. Sarri admitted that the
witness, a 16-year old girl named Lynn. had not been checked for veracity, and
in all probability had lied to the committee. It aplpears at the very least that the
girl had a vivid imagination which stretched a 15-minute stay at a police station
waiting for her mother to pick her up to 17 days in jail. I was asked by the
Executive Committee to call this matter to your attention, so that, If possible,
the records can lie corrected and that, If further witnesses are called, closer
scrutiny will lie given to their veracity.

As you know, our Council has always been happy to cooperate with you In
legislation pertaining to needs of children, but the Executive Committee ex-
pressed a desire that we be given more opportunity to have input Into the sub-
stancpe of such legislation rather than being called to testify In support of legis-
lation already introduced. The chairman of our Legislative Committee, Judge
George Rais-in, is in Chestertown. Maryland, which is near Washington, and I am
sure lie would lie happy to sit in with your subcommittee. Judge Walter Whit-
latch of Cleveland is one of our Vice Presidents, who has had long experience in
drafting legislation, and I am sure that he would be happy to participate in any
efforts. I am also available at any time I may be needed.

I wish to assure you that our National Council continues ready to cooperate
with your committee in furnishing factual evidence for the purpose of enacting
federal legislation to provide adequate care for America's children

Kinde.qt personal regards.
Sincerely yours, ]IoI, lANI) M . GARY, Prcsidcnt.
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NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF JUVENILE CORRECTIONS,
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
Ann Arbor, Mich., January 23, 1974.

Mrs. ALICE POPKIN,
Staff, Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency,
Senate Annex Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR ALICE: Thus far I have not received a copy of the materials which Judge
Lincoln sent to your office although your secretary said it would be sent to me.
I need it if I am to prepare a reply.

When I was in San Antonio, tle juvenile judges gave me a copy of materials
which they received from him, but I do not know if it is complete or the same as
that which you received. It was pretty incredible and I guess I had better not
say more. The Judges In San Antonio were relatively lenient toward me despite
the fact that I could not reply since I had not read the material. In any event,
I must do something at least to protect the girl because the Superintendent at
the Adrian Training School where she now resides is fearful that the whole
thing might be released to the news media. There apparently is no longer any
disagreement about the fact that the girl was in jail--only about where and how
long. I am scheduled to see her again tomorrow evening in Adrian and will ask
her about what has been asserted and I will also interview her mother about the
events. If you have further suggestions, please let me know.

I regret that this occurred, but believe that it is pard of the whole juvenile
problem that we apparently do not wish to face in a straight-forward manner
today. Certainly Milton Rector is having some of the same type of attack for
the NCCD's position that status offenders should be removed from court
jurisdiction.

Sincerely
ROSEMARY C. SAnnI, Project Codirector.

FEBRUARY 7, 1974.
Prof. ROSEMARY SARRI,
Project Co-Director, National Assessment of Juvenile Corrections,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

DEAR PROFESSOR SARRI: Per our recent conversation would you please review the
attached transcript as well as Judge Lincoln's materials and provide the Sub-
committee with as complete a response as possible. Of particular concern are
the several alleged factual discrepancies in Judge Lincoln's letter of January 7,
1974, to the Subcommittee Chairman, Senatbr Bayh.

I-would appreciate an expeditious reply regarding these issues.
Sincerely,

JOHN M. RECTOR,
Staff Director and Chief Counsel.

Enclosures.

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF JUVENILE CORRECTIONS.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.

Ann Arbor, Mich., March 25, 197_4.
Mr. JOHN M. RECTOR,
Staff Accountant Director and Chief Counsel, Subcommittee To Investigate

Juvenile Delinquency, Senate Annex Building, Wasl ington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. RECTOR: I regret that it has taken as long as it has to provide you

with a reply to your letter but a considerable amount of information had to
be obtained. Since I have both teaching and research responsibililes, I was not
able to drop all other activities and engage in a full investigation. I an now
also well aware of the great disadvantages that a lay female has in trying to get
information of the type which you requested. Nonetheless. I have tried to provide
you in this statement with as much information ns I could obtain and also to
provide you with some additional sources of statements to collaborate testimony
given at the Senate Subcommittee Hearings.

First of all, It should be recalled, and I am sure that Mrs. Popkin wvill verify
this statement, that I was asked to bring two youths vith me to testify. It
was requested that I obtain youths who had some experience in adult jails. There
was no attempt made to secure formal written testimony in advance. In fact,
Mrs. Popkin specifically requested that I not prompt the youth or instruct them
In what should be said. She informed ine that the Senators and the staff would
informally question the youths about their experiences. I was concerned about
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the socio-emotlonal Impact of testifying on Lynn and Kenneth and was assured
by her that the experience would be an informal report by them. The statements
were not sworn staetments as suggested by Judge Lincoln, nor was there al
attempt to obtain collateral evidence in advance. We only verified that these
juveniles, Kennth and Lynn, had some experience in jail. This verification was
done with their probation and/or social workers or agency directors. We did not
attempt to interrogate other officials in advance. In the case of Lynn, I had veri-
fied through her probation and case workers that she had been in jail and was
assured by Mrs. Popkin that this was sufficient for purposes of the testimony
which they required. As the events have unfolded, there is no doubt that Lynn
was in several jails, regardless of the statements made by Judge Lincoln. The
question that remains concerns the number of days which she spent in jail in
Detroit and also the definition of what is in fact is a jail. It is clear in Appendix
4 which Is attached that the Michigan jail Inspector includes both city and county
jails on his official list of jails; lock-ups are also frequently classified as jail
facilities, particularly when persons are held for extended periods of time.
Thus, in the testimony which was provided when Lynn and Kenneth talk about
"jail," I am sure that their reference includes county and city jails and police
lock-ups.

In the report that follows I have attempted to go through the testimony state-
ments page by page and to indicate the corroboration which is provided to sub-
stantiate the statements that are made therein or further clarifications. Sub-
sequently, there will be specific reference to the statements prepared by Judge
Lincoln with respect to the testimony and the news story. It is apparent that
there is discrepancy between the testimony and the news story. Both of the youth
were interviewed by newspaper reporters following the testimony session. Those
interviews took place in the hallway outside the hearing room. I was not present
and cannot corroborate the type of information that was given but I do note that
there are differences between the news story and the transcript of tile hearing.
That should be borne in mind since the news story was the basis of some of the
statements made by Judge Lincoln. Ms. Sue Keagle. of the Adrian Training
School staff, officially accompanied Lynn to Washington and she was present
when the newspaper interviews took place.
Commentary on Te8tiMony

Page 10, please sce Appendix 1 for verification about the mid-western state
referred to here. Data were obtained from the state of Illinois and letters at-
tached from Anthony Kuharich, Chief, Bureau of Detention Standards and Serv-
ices In the State of Illinois, provided this Information as did Mr. Hans Mattick,
Director of the Center of Criminal Justice at the University of Illinois. Their
information was the basis of my statement about the increase in the jailing of
juveniles in a single mid-western state.

Page 12, The reference to the statement here about PINS offenders Is the
following study: NCCD, Regional Detention: Secure Detention Needs in Upper
New York State 1971, Sections 2.03-2.225.

Page 13, Edward J. Pawlak, "Administration of Justice In Eastern State,"
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1972.

Page 14, Reference: Governors' Crime Control Commission, "State of Montana
Jail Survey." December 1971. The remaining references are all documented in
my formal statement, copies of which were delivered in advance to the Subcom-
mittee. I have rechecked that bibliography Included in that statement and believe
that those references ore substantially reliable and valid.

Pages 25-30, in ordei to review the testimony and the allegations I visited Lynn
at the Adrian Training School which is one of the state training schools for
delinquent youth in Michigan. I interviewed her also on other occasions to secure
information about her experience and reports. She had the opportunity to read
the statement of Judge Lincoln that was submitted to you. She read it in my pres-
ence as did Ms. Sue Keagle, Director of Recreation at Adrian, who accompanied
Lynn to Washington as her official chaperone. She was given the opportunity to
read the statement because It has been circulated all over the United States;
therefore, it seemed essential that she know what had been said about her in a
situation which has great significance to her. She was quite upset about the de.
tails of several of the Incidents and of the words used to describe her, but as this
report indicates, she does not deny the events reported for 1972. She Informed
me that neither Judge Lincoln nor anyone from his staff asked her about her
experience in Jails nor did they make any request that she appear at the hearing
conducted in Detroit on January 4, 1974.
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The primary issues which have been raised regarding the testimony of Lynn
on pp. 25-30 and pp. 37-40 involve the following question:

Dates, juvenile's age, and period of time during which Lynn was detained
in jail;

Confusion about what is a "jail" in Detroit;
Length of time that Lynn was truant from her home or Oakland County

juvenile supervision;
Jailing practices and policies In Michigan.

Senator Bayh invited Lynn and Kenneth to report about the experiences in an
informal manner. One cannot verify Linn's age at the time of the various in-
cidents described In the testimony because she did not give her birthdate. Her
birthdate is 9/17/56, and at the date of her testimony she was 16 years of age.
She stated that she was in jail at age 12 but did not state where so her statement
cannot be categorically denied. It is stated at several points and accepted by
Judge Lincoln on the basis of his investigation that she was in jail in several
places in Michigan. These jails undoubtedly included several police lock-ups. Her
report that she was 13 at the time of her first Jailing in Detroit is perhaps incor-
rect. It now appears that she was 14 rather than 13 at the time of the events
described on page 25 and 26 when she reported being held in jail in Detroit, but
she was not 15 or 16 as alleged. Site does not state that she was held In the Wayne
County Jail per se but rather she uses the generic term jail and said that she was
held in Detroit. Based on our evidence, It appears now that she was held in the
women's section of the Detroit Police Headquarters, 1300 Beaubian Street,
Detroit, Michigan. The situation also was discussed with Robert McBride, Super-
intendent of the Adrian Training School.

Lynn strongly asserts that her testimony is true but that her stay of 17 days
took place in '1971 and not in 1972. She did not report a date in the testimony.
In all of his material, Judge Lincoln never dealt with 1971 except to say that
her first arrest occurred in 1972. This she categorically denies. All of his
testimony statements refers only to the 1972 processing. Her previous social
worker at the Oakland County Juvenile Court. Mrs. Judy Bielfus Suttle, 2070
Kingston. Pontiac. Michigan was contacted by me. She told in that she herself
picked Lynn lip at the Wayne County Youth lome and was aware that Lynn
had been held in the women's section of the Detroit Police Headquarters in
1972. Mrs. Shuttle reported picking up Janice Wasserman, a juvenile friend of
Iynn's at the vomlen's section of the police department. She is willing to testify
to you or to Senator Bayh to that effect, if desired. Mrs. Suttle also reported
that Lynn had a case worker prior to that time at the Oakland Juvenile Court.
Her name was Mrs. Judy Holnigren, now residing In Madison Heights, Michigan,
She was the case worker for Lynn at the Oakland Juvenile Court in 1971. ,.mie-
time in late 1971 or early 1972 Lynn was transferred to Mrs. 'Suttle as her case-
worker. Both of these women are no longer employed by the Oakland County
Juvenile Court and do not have access to their records. Mrs. Suttle also reviewed
information in the letter of Mr. John Dowsett in reply to the.questions sent to
Judge Moore by Judge Lincoln. (See Appendix 2) There were four questions
included in that letter and Mrs. Suttle responded that the information provided
was not accurate on the basis of hpr work with Lynn. She said that Lynn was
truant for several months at a time and that her story about being out vest for
S months was entirely possible for she herself often had difficulty maintaining
contact with her. She also stated that she was in custody for more than 205 days.
as so stated In that letter prior to August 25, 1972. Here It should be pointed out
that hi "custody" apparently has different definition than that implied by Judue
lincoln. The term "in custody" is used as stated in the Michigan Juvenile Code,
Section 14: "take Into custody does not refer to holding in a locked facility." In
other words the taking "into custory" refers to wardship or sunervislon not
merely to physical Incarceration. Suttle does not have access to the records at
Oakland Juvenile Court at this time. Therefore, she cannot corroborate the exact
dates of the events which occurred while Lynn was under her supervision but
she did substantially refute the information provided by Mr. Dowsett on the
basis of her knowledge of Lynn. It Is also apparent that 399 days exist between
July 22, 1971 and August 25, 1972, the two dates mentioned by Judge Lincoln
In his letter to Judge Moore.

Lynn did not have notes when she delivered her testimony. After reviewing
the testimony and Judge Lincoln's information, she Indicated that the information
on pages 28-29 refers to her experiences In 1972 when she was 15 years of age.
This Is the only time that she specifically refers to being In the Wayne County
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Jail and, again, she did state that she was not 'aware of the difference between
the women's detention section of the Detroit Police Department and the Wayne
County Jail. They are physically adjacent to eich other and connected by tunnels
so it is not surprising that a juvenile of that age could not differentiate between
the two facilities. She described being taken to the 8th floor of the building and
also described the physical surroundings that were later corroborated for us as
the women's detention section of the Detroit Police Department.

When Lynn refers to "detention homes," on these pages of testimony, she says
that she had in mind the Oakland County facilities, but she did recall being in
the Wayne County Youth Home on at least two occasions in May 1972 and
August 1972. She reported to me that the events, as described in the hearing
report on January 4, 1974 and the statement of Judge Lincoln on January 7, 1974.
were basically accurate except that there were certain modifications that she
wished to make regarding crucial details of the event. She said that regarding
the event on May 8. 1972 she was not the only juvenile, but also one Janice
Wasserman was picked up with her. She also said that a fight had not transpired
in the case as was described but rather that it had to do with a racial event,
but did not remember it accurately. Lynn denied the statement that 1972 was the
first contact that she had had with the Detroit Police Department. She said that
she had several contacts before 5/8/72. Her social worker, Mrs. Suttle. also
corroborated that she had such contacts prior to that time. Regarding the events
of 8/11/72, Lynn stated that she was apprehended by the police. but that the
description of her behavior and alleged Involvement with being in bed nude with
two males was not correct. She stated that she was living with one man at that
time and was with him and that the other person ran into the room during the
period of the police entrance.

On page 37 Lynn asserts that she was truant from Oakland County for eight
months. Mrs. Suttle corroborated that she was gone for several months but un-
less she is able to get to her files, she cannot verify the exact dates. However. it
apparently was for a much longer period of time than is implied in the state-
ments submitted by Judge Lincoln. It should also be pointed our that Lynn
talked to her mother who resides in Oak Park, Michigan on March 10, 1974.
Her mother reported that Lynn was in jail several times and that she was away
from home for months but she Is unable to establish specific dates in 1971 and
1972 when she was in jail or living in a variety of other places and circumstances.

Page 3, my statement about being in custody here, referred to the general
meaning of.custody in the Michigan Juvenile Code and it can be corroborated
that Lynn has been a ward of the court and/or of the state for the three-vonr
period of time. Page 39 and 40. referred to Lynn being held In the Police Head-
quarters In Ann Arbor, Michigan after she was truant from the Family Group
Homes in Ann Arbor.

Page 50. the statement made by me as follows: "Both Lynn and Kenneth. I
think Lynn altogether has neen in something like 26 jails and she is only sixteen
years of age .. " With respect to tilts statement, I did not have any written in-
formation about the number 26, but as best as I can recall, the 26 may have re-
ferred to the number of days that these juveniles wor' held in Jail. I have no
information to indicate that Lynn was in 26 jails. At this point in the hearing
there was no written statement covering this part of the discussion so that I
do not have a personal record of what was said. Kenneth had also spoken about
running away from home 27 times so since both of them are referred to in the
sentence, and I do not have exact reference for the number 26. I cannot corroborate
what it referred to. As a result I think that that particular sentence must be
discounted at this point in time. When you asked me earlier ab out the ts-tin1n-v.
I indicated that the reference to the number 26 should also be deleted since I did
not have substantiating information for it.

That then Is my commentary on the testimony of the hearing, hut additional
Information must be provided with respect to some of these statements made by
Judge Lincoln In his various documents. I will not attempt to refute the asser-
tions made by Judge Lincoln about Lynn, as that seems quite inappropriate and
would not accomplish anything. I made repeated attempts to obtain information
from the Wayne County Jail and from the Detroit Police Department about the
time spent by Lynn in either or both of their facilities. (See Appendix 3) I was
finally informed by the staff member of the Detroit Police Department that I
should have Lynn sign a written statement to be corroborated by the staff mem-
ber from the Adrian School who accompanied her to Washington and that we
should submit such a letter to the Detroit Police Department to obtain corroborat-

25--218-74-4
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Ing information. Such a letter'was submitted and a reply was received from
Lieutenant Wolinski indicating that we contact Judge Lincoln for further in-
formation despite the fact he does not control police holding. Similar responses
were given at other contacts. I have included copies of the previous inquiry
for your information (Appendix 3). The situation was discussed with Mr. Robert
McBride, Superintendent of the Adrian Training School of the Michigan De-
partinent of Social Services where Lynn is currently placed. He was referred to
several times in the testimony by Judge Lincoln.

Mr. McBride informed me that he talked with Lynn following receipt of the
material from Judge Lincoln. He said that without prompting she repeated the
story given in her testimony and he felt that her responses were plausible. Fur-
thermnore, lie felt that there was no reason why she should tell him erroneous
stories about her experience. She insisted to him that she was detained in an
adult women's facility in Detroit for 17 days for possession of heroin and barbi-
turates in 1971. She also indicated that she was held again a year later for several
hours. Mr. M.Bride also reported that he Informed Judge Lincoln of this Informa-
tion and also that lie had questioned other girls from Wayne County who were
placed at the Adrian School. Several of these girls reported having been held
in a jail facility in Detroit, either the Women's Center or the Wayne County
Jail. Frequently they were unable to distinguish between the two facilities. When
Judge Lincoln was informed by Mr. McBride of these statements by several
girls from Wayne County, he is reported by Mr. McBride to have said the fol-
lowing, "Yes..but they were not held for 17 days."

Given this information from Mr. McBride, I contacted two persons at the state
level in Michigan. One was Mr. Russell who Is the Inspector of Jails for the
Miliigan Department of Corrections. He has provided me with reports on the
number of juveniles held on probate order in county jails In 1972 and 1973 (See
Appendix 4). Copies of these reports are attached for your Information. The re-
port for 1972 has some additional information which was provided by Mr. Jake
Terpstra who is head of the Division of Licensing for the Michigan Department
of Social Services. That includes the number of juveniles in the report on jails
on probate order In 1972 and then subsequently obtained by Mr. Terpstra from
the juvenile courts report of the number that they had a record of having sent
to the juvenile court, Thus, it indicates that the jail inspector has a record of
2502 juveniles as reported in Column A of the 1972 Jailing of Children under 17
whereas in Coluni B the report by the Juvenile Court indicates 1095. When I
asked Mr. Terpstra for an explanation he indicated that the juvenile courts
tend not to report all of the juveniles who are in fact held In jail. Also enclosed
ix a coloy of a letter prepared by Mr. Terpstra for Sheriff Preadmore who testi-
fied at the same hearing session (Appendix 5). The main thing to be noted from
1oth of these reports Is that a total of 19 Juveniles were held at the Wayne
County Jail In 1972 and 8 at the Detroit House of Corrections under probate
order, and a total of 27 juveniles reported as being in the Wayne County Jail in
1973. This Information sharply contrasts with the statement entitled "Prepared
Statement of Judge James Lincoln" to be made part of the record of hearing dated
January 4, 1974 and January 7, 1974. On page 3 of that statement, he says the
following:

"Under Michigan Law, I am empowered to sign an order commiting a Juvenile
to Jail when he is awaiting trial in a youth home and when his conduct is such
that we are unable to contain him. This has happened approximately half-dozen
times a year. They are boys and not girls. I have probably ordered two girls
to jail in 13 years and no more. Even during the 1967 riot, I signed orders
committing only 7 boys to jail."

Moreover, In his letter to Senator Bayh he also states that children are not
put in jail in Wayne County.

The Information from the Jail Inspector's report clearly indicates that many
more Juveniles were held in both 1972 and 1973 in the Wayne County Jail. I
do not have the Information as to how many of these were girls and how many
were boys, but from the information provided by Superintendent Robert McBride
there apparently have been several girls detained in Jail facilities in Detroit.
We have not indicated anywhere that the jailing of these children is the
responsibility of Judge Lincoln nor have we indicated that he is taking action
to jail children. Nonetheless, children are apparently spending time in jail
facilities in Wayne County, and it is toward the elimination of this practice
that our activities have been directed. The letters of Mr. Terpstra and Mr.
Paul Spata provide information about the I)eipartment of Social Services, rules
governing the detention of children in Michigan (Appendix 6).
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I realize that you wish to have specific corroboration regarding the 17 days
statement of Lynn. However, I must inform you that I do not have Investi-
gation powers and so therefore, I am unable to proceed further with this
investigation without severe jeopardy to a number of persons. Since your
committee has investigative authority, I am sure that there are a number of
persons who can assist you in obtaining further information and would provide
sworn statements. Briefly I can Indicate the following persons can be contacted
for further information in this regard: Mrs. Judy Suttle, Pontiac, Michigan,
Lynn's case worker, has indicated that she is willing to provide you with
further information about her experiences with Lynn and also that she would
be happy to recheck her files if it is possible to do so. She has also indicated
that Lynn's mother would be willing to have her file opened for checking. Mrs.
Judy Holmgren, who was Lynn's case worker In 1971 in the Oakland Juvenile
Court and now resides in Madison Heights, Michigan, can also be contacted
for information about her work with Lynn. Mr. Harold Silver, Wayne County
Commissioner, apparently is very interested in the jailing of children in Wayne
County and could be of assistance, we understand, In your investigation in
this area. Mr. Gabriel Kaimowitz of the Michigan Legal Services for Children
in Detroit has had experience working with Juveniles In both Oakland and
Wayne County and can provide you with additional information. Mr. Jacob
Terpstra of the Michigan Department of Social Services would also be happy
to provide you with additional material about the state as a whole.

We had considered contacting Judge Lincoln directly on this matter, but Mr.
McBride and others indicated that the result might be a public investigation
of Lynn. They strongly discouraged any such investigation, because Lynn Is
now making excellent progress and such an experience would be traumatic for
her. Therefore. we have not talked with the Judge about any of these matters.
Regarding. Judge Lincoln's statement that the experience at the Hearing was
harmful to Lynn and Kenneth, Just the contrary appears to be the observation of
the two adults from their agencies who accompanied these two young people
to Was hington. Dr. Lichenstein, a clinical psychologist, said It was a meaningful
and helpful experience to Kenneth and Ms. Sue Keagle reported that it was
meaningful and significant to Lynn. Since her experience in Washington, she
has done exceptionally well in the school and group counseling program at
Adrian.

I hope this information is satisfactory for your purposes. Please let me know
if you need further material.

Sincerely yours,
ROSEMARY C. SARRI,

Professor and Project Co-Director.
Enclosures.
[Now.-Appendices 1 through 6 may be found In the files of the Subcommittee

to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency.]
Senator BAYH. Our next witnesses, are two young people who have

had experiences being in jail, Steve and Douglas.

STATEMENT OF STEVEN AND DOUGLAS [PSEUDONYMS],
FORMERLY JAILED YOUTHS

Senator BAYII. Steve, do you want to start?
As I have indicated , I have talked with a lot of young people, and

adults that have been in jails, but I have not been on the inside where
I had no alternative but staying there. So, I will just ask you fellows
to tell us what it is like. What has your experience been?

STEVE. I was arrested when I was 17 on narcotic charges, possession
of narcotics and narcotic paraphenalia and a $25,000 bond was put
on me, and I was placed in a tank. I was there for a few hours and
then I was placed in a juvenile holding center.

Senator BAYH. Whatever happened to the case? Were you tried
and convicted?
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STrVE. Yes; I was tried and convicted and I received a 3-year
sentence which I appealed and beat on appeal.

Senator BAYU. Were you sentenced actually to serve time in a
youth center?

STEVE. No; I was sentenced to serve it in the prison.
Senator BAYH. At age 17?
STEVE. Well, I was 17 when I was arrested and I went to juvenile

court. I was placed on 3 years' probation at first, and my probation
officer said I violated my probation. And I went back to court and
they gave me the original sentence back. And the reason for the
violation of probation was that I was working at the time because
the probation stipulated that I work. And I worked 20 miles from the
probation center and it was very difficult to get there on time because
I got off of work at the same time that the place closed, and was late
leaving my urinalysis. They didn't seem to make any other arrange-
ments. So, my probation was violated.

When I was arrested, I was using approximately $200 worth of
heroin a day, and I received no medication. I was incarcerated for 10
or 11 days until bond was raised by my parents, which was rather
high, and they would not allow any personal property bond. It had
to be a cash bond.

Senator BAYi. Were you convicted on possession and use, or sale?
STVE. Possession with intent to distribute, and narcotics par-

aphernalia. I was addicted at the time.
Senator BAYI. $200 a day ?
STEVE. Yes.
Senator BAYiT. Did you have financial means to support that kind

of habit?
STEVE. Well, I had to sell it to support it.
Senator BAYH. Then you went cold turkey in the jail cell?
STEVE. Yes; 10 days.
Senator BAYh. What happened when you got out again? Did you

find that that kind of therapy had broken your narcotic habit?
SiEvE. Not hardly. I got out at 3:30 in the afternoon on a Friday

and by 6 p.m. I was on it again.
Senator BAY. That is the old story. Although you can temporarily

break the narcotics habit by just locking someone in a jail cell, or a
bathroom, you really don't deal with the problem. That person is not
a different human being, able to break the habit when they get back
on the street. Have you had treatment since that time?

STEVE. Yes; I have.
Senator BAYH. Has that helped you to break the habit? Are you

now addicted?
STEVE. It helped me to break my habit and I'm not addicted now.
Senator BAYi. Tell us what it was like in the jail cell.
STEVE. When I originally went in, I was searched, and put in a

drunk tank. I was there for a few hours and then transfe-ed up to
a juvenile block.

Senator BAYH. Were there adults in the drunk tank?
STEvx. Oh, sure.
Senator BAYH. Did they make any of the normal kinds of passes

that I am told happen in that type of place?
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STv. The. usual fights; there are always fights. There are a lot
of sick people in drunk tanks. I was transferred up to the juvenile
block. They had taken most of my clothing. I didn't have shoes. It
was in November and it was starting to get cold. They left the windows
open in the cellblock and there was no heat. It was on the third floor
or the. jail so by the time the food came up, it couldn't be eaten be-
cause it was cold and, well, I couldn't eat it anyway because I had
no medication. The jailers were constantly threatening you-things
like cutting your hair, or throwing you in solitary confinement which
actually consisted of a 4- by 6-foot cell with a window in it which was
approximately 4 by 2 inches, and they rve you bread and water.

Senator BAYH1. You were 17 at the time.
STFEvE. Yeah.
Senator BAYr. What did that experience do to your head?
STv. I was pretty confused, you know.
Senator BAYR. You had to be pretty confused to be on heroin in

the first, place. You would admit that, wouldn't you?
STEVE. Sure.
Senator ,Yir. Did that help?
STvrm. No; not on top of everything else. It made me more bitter,

I would say, toward society. I had the feeling of wanting to strike
back.

Senator BAYr. Then your first brush with an institution of law
and order was when youi were arrested for heroin possession while
you had a $200-a-day habit? The first opportunity society had to do
something about that habit, it locked you in confinement for over 11
days. where you went cold turkey and received no treatment, and after
which you went back to the street, and to your habit again?

STEVE. Yes.
Senator BAY. Is there anything else you want to tell us about your

experience? We are trying to understand what it is like to be put in
a jail as a juvenile. Do you have any other experiences that you have
had that you could share with us?

ST ." 'ell, the jail cell was infested with roaches and they made
no attempt to improve conditions. There were several small-scale riots
about the conditions in the jail. And there was no attempt-the jailers
were quite contemp)uous and there was constant harassment.

Senator BR.Y. Have you been in jail a second or third time?
STEVE. 'Well, when my probation was violated, I was brought back

again. This time I was in an adult cell block. There were numerous
fights. I witnessed a man near beaten to death because he would not
take a shower. Ie was near beaten to death.

Senator BArH. By whom?
STvr. By other cellmates because he would not take a shower. And

the guards. they just didn't do anything about it. They knew it would
happen and they let it happen.

Senator BAy. What sort of contact did you have with your cell-
mates? Did any of them give you a hard time?

STEVE. Sure.
Senator BAYr. Were you fearful for your life and safety?
STEVE. Sure. I mean, I was in fights myself. There are people you

get put in with, people who have 16, 20, 25, or 30 years to serve with
no probation and they feel they have nothing to lose. They just feel
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they have nothing to lose later on and so it is a totally different en-
vironment. They will take your food and your blankets.

Senator BAYR. As someone who has been through this, do you feel
it is the kind of treatment that makes it easier not to return to drug
addiction or criminal violation? Does it give one the incentive one needs
to walk the straight and narrow?

STv,. No; not at all. It was just that I wanted to get out any way
I could.

Senator BAYI. You were in the jail because of narcotic addiction,
a terrible thing to be involved with. When you were in that adult
cell block with people who had 25- or 30-year sentences, who had
nothing to lose, were you familiarized with other types of crime, with
the "tricks of the trade," so that you could have gone out to the
streets and followed another pathway of crime?

STvEE. What else is there to speak about in jails but other people's
cass? That is the conversation in the jails.

Senator BAYJT. So, as a first-time offender, you were in a cell with
three-time losers who had been there several times before?

SwFmmr. Well, for instance, some of the cellmates were in there for
murder, and some for armed robbery. Sure, everybody talked about
their cases.

Senator BAY!!. Did they brag about what they were able to do, or
how it could be done better?

STFvE. How they did their crime? It was an education, in a way.
Senator BAY!T. it is not the kind of education you would recommend

for others. is it?
STm. No. I wouldn't.
Senator BAYir. Douglas. what has been your experience? -
DorcsxAs. Well. I was never in jail as a minor. I was arrested as a

minor and kept in a lockup, or drunk tank. for about 4 hours until
my parents came and got me, but that was the only experience I had
as a minor in jail. That was just the typical lockup, just a couple of
drunks and the stench and the smell. But not much else. I was only
there for about 31 hours.

Senator BAY!?. What were you locked up for?
DOUGLAS. Grand larceny and possession of stolen property.
Senator BAyr. A car?
DOUGLAS. No; tires and some things stolen from a gas station. As

for my most recent experience with jail, I have just left one and
entered a drug rehabilitation program. I was in jail for approximately
2 months as an adult. I knew of at least five juveniles in the jail. They
were just intermixed with the adults. There wasn't any separate place
or anything for them. There was one juvenile that was in my cell
block for awhile while I was there.

Senator BAYr. How old was he?
DoUOLS. He was 17, and there was another one that I met when

we went out for exercise. He was in another cell block but he was 17.
Senator BAY. What were the. offenses they were in jail for?
DO-GLAS. I don't kn:iow about the one out in the court., but the

one in the cellblock was from New York, had moved to Arlington.
and was in for grand larceny.

Senator BAY!. Were you in the jail in Arlington?
DOUGLAS. No; Alexandria.
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Senator BAYn. Alexandria. Were you there when that youngster
set fire to his mattress, and burned himself to death?

Douoas. Yes. In the cellblock above me.
Senator BAYH. How did that kind of tragedy happen?
DoUGLAS. You mean how did he do it or what brings it about?
Senator BAYH. Well, both.
DOUGLAs. He ripped open his mattress. You just get a fork or a knife

and rip your mattress open and light it.
Senator BAYH. How is it possible to have people in confinement

and pay so little attention to them, to let them set fire to a mattress
and destroy themselves?

DouGAs. There is really no supervision at all, you know. It's like
the guard is supposed to be making his rounds, at least the way I
understand it, every hour, and they just don't come around. Somne-
times when we finally catch one, we get him to turn the shower on,
because it has to be turned on from the outside, and it will be on for
2 or 3 hours sometimes before somebody else will come around. The
cellblock fills up with steam because it gets hotter and hotter. They
come around, I guess, when it is convenient.

Senator BAYH. What was the reaction of the other inmates when
this young man took his life?

DOUGrAs. It really wasn't surprising to anybody from the impres-
tion I got. Like somebody said "so the dude upstairs killed himself."
It was just typical. You talked about it, and it didn't seem to be to
anybody's surprise. It kind of surprised me.

Senator BxYr. You were barely an adult when you were put in
the jail. You testified that juveniles were in the jail cell with you. Was
there any kind of activity provided, any rehabilitative efforts pro-
vided for the juveniles that were in the jlail'with the adults?

DoUGLAs. No, there wasn't any different treatment. The treatment
was just the same for everybody. They didn't make. any exceptions. I
think the only exception might hav been when I was there I got
out on the methadone program in the jail. I was told that if I hadn't
been 18, if I had been 17, I wouldn't have been able to get on it.

Senator BAY1. I was in a facility in New York City, a juvenile
institution, where half of the ypung men were there for drug-related
offenses, and none of them could take advantage (if a method )me pro-
gtam. In fact, the im;titiition had no drug rehabilitation program at all.

DOUGLAS. Well, the first night that I rot in there, they took me
over to the, jail. The police over at the lockup had told me, you know,
that if I would act right and everything they would bring ine over
to the jail where I could get medicine and medication. As soon as I
got over to the jail they told me they would send somebody up from
the methadone program and take a urine sample. lie said'they have
to take it and analyze it, and then they come back the next day and if
it is positive give you treatment. I asked him what about tonight, to-
morrow, while you are waiting, and lie said, well, ve will do it as
quickly as we can. It will be sometime tomorrow or tomorrow eve-
ning. So, when it came time to go to the individual cells at 11 o'clock,
I said I wasn't going to go in until I got some medication. Thev
brought two guards in, and they dragged .me down to isolation and
left. I had no clothes on and there was no mattress or anything. They
threw me in there until the next day when my lawyer came and brought
people from the methadone clinic.
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Senator BAY!!. They threw you in solitary confinement without
a 11V clothes on?

DOUGLAS. Just my underwear. There was no mattress or anything.
,Just the cell, so you couldn't very well sleep.

Senator BAY!!. Is there anything else you care to say about how
the juveniles in the jail cell were treated?

DOUGLAS. I had already been there for about a month and although
about 75 percent of the people there were black and I had been living
with blacks in town, and I knew a lot of people so I didn't have it that
bad. But somebody who comes in on a marihuana charge or something
else where he doesn't have experience with real hard-core people,
doesn't really know what to expect. When he first comes into the cell,
you talk to hiim and see how he feels and just by the atmosphere, you
find out that this guy is vulnerable. Everything he has becomes vul-
nerable, like lie becomes a scapegoat for the entire cellblock.

Senator BAY!. What do they do to a juvenile in that situation? You
say he is vulnerable. What, does that mean?

DOUGLAS. Well, whatever he has, candy, cigarettes, he has to give
it up. If they don't like something lie does, they just keep his food andie doesn't get to eat. If anythiiig happens in the cellblock and the

guards come around, he takes the blame for it.
Senator BAxYi. What about physical beatings or sexual assaults?
DoUGLAS. I talked to one person out in the courtyard who had been

just busted the night before. Ie asked if there was anywhere where le
could be transferred because lie was only 17 years old. He got in about
10:30 and had been threatened with rape Qnd beatings if he didn't
submit to them and everything. Then, when 11 o'clock came, they locked
the cells up. So he came out the next morning, and he seemed really
scared to me, you know. I said there is nothing I can do. I didn't want
to associate w ith him because I was afraid for my own safety, you
know. I didn't make any efforts to try to fight the jail system. Anyway,
so he just expressed this to me. He was really scared and told me what
happened and I said there is nothing I can do. Everybody is mixed up
together in here, and I didn't see him again after that. I don't know if

he was released or taken to a juvenile detention center or just didn't
come back out to exercise. He is in a different cellblock and the only
time I had an opportunity to see him" was during exercise.

Senator BAY!. But he had been threatened with physical abuse or
rape or other kind of intimidation?

DOUGLAS. Yes. And he had only been in for half an hour, 10:30,
and at 11:00 they locked up the individual cells.

Senator BAh. I want to thank you young men very much. I ap-
preciate your taking the time to share with us the experiences that you
have had.

[Following is a letter dated September 7,1973, submitted by Douglas
(pseudonym).]

SEPTEMBER 7, 1973.
SENATE .UVENILE IPELINQUENCY SUBCO3M xrxTE,

302 Senate Annex,
Wa8hington, D.C.

On several occasions while I was In Alexandria City jail, it came to my
attention the mistreatment of certain juveniles. This mistreatment consisted
of sexual abuse, violence and unusual workloads.

As I stood outside In the exercise yard a young man who appeared to be ap-
proximately 16 or 17 walked up and told me he had just gotten busted the night
before and that he was a Juvenile and If I knew if there was any way he could be
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transferred to another place of detention or at least another cellblock because he
was scared to go back to his cell because he had been threatened with rape the
night before when he had arrived. He went on to tell me that he had arrived
late in the evening and individual cells close at 11 o'clock and thus he escaped
being molested, but they told him if he didn't submit he would not get his food
when it was brought around or he would not receive canteen. I don't know what
happened to him because a few' days later he stopped coming out to exercise. (The
only time I had the chance to talk with him was while we were both in exercise
yard.)

On another occasion a young man who was 1.7 came into my cellblock. He
was not sexually assaulted but he was used for every other purpose possible
such as to clean the entire cellblock (consisting of five individual cells with a
little outside walking space for the daytime when you were allowed out of your
cell), to supply candy and cigarettes to other inmates of the cellblock and as a
scape goat to take the blame for anything that went wrong. He did these things
as far as I could see out of fear. He was never beaten or raped in front of me but
it was the constant threat of such actiorthat scared him.

I guess I was lucky because I was never in that type of situation because
before going to jail I was associated with a lot of black people and lived with a
black person for a while so when I went to jail I already knew how to react to
blacks in general. But for most young white males coming into a jail they are
looked on first as sex objects and second, as a means to obtain cigarettes and
candy because they usually have money or parents and girlfriends keep them
well supplied.

DOUGLAS (pseudonym).

Senator B.\YI-. Our next witness is Louis S. AVtch. superintendent
of the Philadelphia County Prison. I understand that you are going
to be accompanied by Mr. George H1olland.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS S. AYTCH, SUPERINTENDENT, PHILADEL-
PHIA COUNTY PRISONS, PHILADELPHIA, PA., ACCOMPANIED BY
GEORGE HOLLAND, FORMER INMATE

Senator BAYI. We. appreciate your being with us, Mlr. Aytch.
MNr. AYTcH. Thank you very much.
It, is a distinct pleasure to appear before you and your colleagues of

the subcommittee to investigate juvenile delinquency. I am especially
pleased to see that these hearingors are intended as an inquiry prepara-
tory to the development of Federal legislation, aimed at. assisting local
and State jurisdictions in operating a meaningful juvenile justice sys-
tem. Discussion of any problem can produce certain positive outcomes,
but the translation of discussion into meaningful Federal legislation
is indeed a far more valuable undertaking.

I personally find it unfortunate that Federal guidelines and stand-
ards cannot increasingly be brought to bear on local jurisdictions
throughout many sectors of the criminal justice field. If the level of
public consciousness remains at the low level of enlightment character-
Istic of opinion during most of our history, I fear that Federal guide-
lines will conveniently be filed away-to die the slow but total death
of public indifference and official disdain. Whatever conclusions -our
committee may eventually operationalize into Federal legislation, I
hope that you will earnestly and vigorously utilize all the resources at
your command to generate local acceptance and compilance. Important
national problems such as juvenile delinquency bear no resemblance
to the artificial political boundaries separating the States and local
jurisdictions of this country. When the welfare of vast numbers of
human beings is involved, thie limiting perspectives and provincialism
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separating citizens must be abandoned in order to serve the interests
of all persons.

In appearing before the subcommittee this morning, I shall en-
deavor to offer a brief discussion of our involvement with juveniles in
the Philadelphia prisons and hope to respond to the specific areas of
interest noted in your invitation to appear today. I will offer a few
possibilities for effecting chances in the broader field of juvenile deten-
tion and treatment and will le pleased to respond to any questions
which you or the members of your subcommittee may have. I hope that
my testimony will be a frank appraisal and recognition of the problems
and tremendous deficiencies inherent in the area of inquiry which con-
cerns us this mornhig.

The Philadelphia prisons serve as one arm of a broad, complex and
entangled criminal justice system for an urban community composed
of over 21/ million persons. During the course of 1 calendar year over
24,000 men and women pass through our county prison system. The
majority of these persons are not convicted and sentenced felons, in-
deed, the vast number staying with us await the disposition of their
individual cases. On a given Tay, 85 percent of the population is in a
detentioner status. These are prisoners charged with a crime, but held
without bail, prisoners unable to pay the bail, prisoners charged with
violation of probation or parole, and persons awaiting sentence after
conviction. With only 15 percent of the prisoner population serving
short, county sentences of less than 23 months it is perhaps a misnomer
to consider our system as a prison in the traditional sense. The Phila-
delphia prisons serve primarily as the city jail and detention center
for the city of Philadelphia.

The nature and extent of our direct involvement with juveniles is
quite small when one considers the scope of the entire system. At pres-
ent less than 60 juveniles are being held in the Philadelphia prisons.
This figure represents slightly more than 2 percent of our total daily
population, and 2.5 percent of the detentioner population. You will
notice if you consult a chart of our juvenile population on page 18,
that we have experienced considerable shifts in the numbers of young
people sent to us by the courts. In past months we have noticed a
reduction of the juvenile population, but I cannot intelligently suggest
whether this is due to a general reduction in juvenile arrests or a con-
scious effort to keep younger persons out of the environment of an
adult corrections facility.

Regardless of the small size of the number it is a very definite fact
that during a calendar year over 600 persons under the age of 18 years
old will be detained in'the Philadelphia prisons, awaiting the d'ispo-
sition of the criminal cases pending against them. Preadjudication
detention in Philadelphia is an accepted concept of the criminal justice
process and still continues to be implemented, in part, through the de-
tention of young people in an adult environment. At this point it may
be helpful'to sketch the nature and boundaries of the detention en-
vironnent as it relates to our juvenile population.

Most juveniles accised of criminal acts are held at the city's youth
study center and should preadjudication detention be necessary. it has
been an accustomed policy to transfer juveniles to the. city jail when
extreme overcrowding exists at the youth study center. As overcrowd-
ing is a constant factor in the most extreme or unusual circumstances
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no juvenile under the age of 18 would be remanded to our custody.
In reality, the prisons serve not only as a facility to absorb overcrowd-
ing, but also as a place to send children or juveniles accused of severe
crimes. The population is quite fluid, with the majority of the ju-
veniles staying for a period of less than 6 months. All decisions re-
lating to the detention of juveniles are made by the juvenile division
of the family court.

Those juveniles held in detention have usually been accused of severe
crimes, predominantly relating to crimes against persons or crimes
against property involving firearms. Almost none of the young people
are first offenders, indeed many have passed through the Philadelphia
prisons on numerous occasions in the past.. Compared with the crimes
committed by our sentenced men and women, the crimes of which
the juveniles are accused loom as infinitely more serious. This is not
a value judgment on the issue of detaining these persons, but merely
a commentary on the increasingly serious nature of juvenile crimes.
Violence has'played a major role in the lives of most of our juveniles,
a fact which I will comment upon later as it relates to their behavior
and response to the adult detention environment of the prisons.

All juveniles sent to the Philadelphia prisons are held in the house
of correction. It is a medium-security institution built essentially in
the 1880's, and with modification in the 1920's and again in the 1950's;
The house of correction reflects the architectural imperatives of tra-
ditional Pennsylvania prisons with long cell blocks extending out
from a center rotunda complex. All juvenile admissions are placed on
the same cell block. This policy of segregation reflects the courts'
practical interpretation of our legislative proscription against the
incarceration of juveniles with adults. While the cell block is separate
from the remainder of the institution-including the dining room, in-
firmary, and other service areas-over 700 adult offenders and deten-
tioners are held in the other cell blocks of this facility. The law on
separation is no doubt open to judicial interpretations, but the reality
of the prison environment suggests that cell block segregation is not
and could never be true separation especially when one considers that
the entire operation of the house of correction relates to serving the
needs of adult prisoners.

Senator BAYI1. Let ne interrupt you here to ask you to elaborate
on that point because I think it, is probably the most'important point
in your testimony. I have read it carefully'and I am impressed. Three
or four years ago, the subcommittee heard testimony about the Phil-
adelphia system. I recall vividly the testimony of people being trons-
ported in metal-sided vans with; the sun shining down on the top, and
with various sexual assaults on the way to the cell block and to the
court and back. I want to compliment you )n the effort made to keep
juveniles separate from adults. You point out in your testimony that
most of the shortcomings described at that time have been eliminated,
or at least lessened. Could you elaborate on how, even with the effort
that you are presently making, it is still impossible to keep juveniles
wholly segregated from adults?

Mr. Anrc. Well, it is absolutely impossible because, I guess off-the-
cuff I can say a little something. I tried to research, when we began
accepting juveniles and, of course, the facts are very hard to come
by. But, as early as 1937 we were receiving juveniles and they were
referred to as "male offenders 16 years of age and above."
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The tragedy of this is that there is just nothing for 16 to 18 youthful
offenders to do. It is'difficult to keep them completely separ-ated. In
order to reinforce my own thinking of this, I visited the house of
corrections last night between 10 and 11 o'clock and there you see
young men who have been locked in the cells basically, since Friday
of last week when the school teachers went home. One-half is allowed
out to watch television, no opportunity to use the gymnasium, very
little opportunity to express the boundless energies they have. And'I
think this is the tragedy of it. It just shouldn't be in this day and age.

Senator BAYH. What is the track record of this treatment? Is it
really having any success in dealing with the problems that cause
young people to be locked up in the first place?

Mr. AYTCH. It has nothing, absolutely none, because we are limited
in terms of resources and they are not really our responsibility. This
does not mean that we do not have a responsibility to do the best
that we can for them while they are there. But, as I said, we just act
as an overflow for the youth study center and while we recognize the
need, I think I would rather have a real expert, and that is Mr. George
Holland, when he makes his comments, to just share with you some of
his feelings when he first came to our center as a juvenile. And I think
he has been with the system right on through until just a few months
ago when he was released from Holmesburg and I don't consider my-
self the expert. I can share with you the problems, but I think the
people who really lived there are the only people who really can give
the impact.

Senator BAYH. Then, as a professional wlo has given a large part
of your life serving in this capacity, you think it is fair to say that
tle way a young man is treated in tile Philadelphia prison system,
loes not, make the problem that brought him there any less severe,

but rather more severe, so by the time he has passed'through the
system he has a bigger problem than when lie was sent there to solve
h;is l)roblern

Mr. AYTCH. Indeed he does.
Facilities for the juvenile population are virtually nonexistent. Of-

ficial policy rightly delnands that the juveniles be kept separate from
the adults. Given the very limited facilities available for a, tilt activ-
ity it is virtually impossible to structure the physical environment
in a positive manner for this small sector of our total prisoner com-
munity. The major focus of daily life is the cell block. Except for
attendlin g classes, occasional use of the gyminasitum, and certain other
activities such as movies, all juveniles spend almost. their entire tenure
at, the house of corrections on their block.

I personally consider this as totally unacceptable, regardless of the
nature of their crimes and other behavior problems. So long as we
must utilize existing facilities for both an adult and juvenile popu-
lation the small juvenile population will be forced to suffer the major
pang s of prison idleness and intense boredom. To allow the juvenile
population freedom of access to existing facilities with the adults
would not, only be a violation of the law but could be also an evasion
of my responsibilities to maintain prison order and provide for the
personal safety of all incarcerated persons.

Juveniles remanded to the house of correction regardless of the
severity of their accused crimes, are adolescents, they are not adults.
At this stage of life their physical energy is boundless, and it is not
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surprising that physical confrontations and eruptions occur when this
energy must be suppressed through enforced segregation and confine-
ment on a housing unit. Access to recreational facilities does not begin
to meet the, needs of the population. This is perhaps one of the para-
mount problems of detaining juveniles in an adult setting. Cases of
sexual attacks and incidents, though few in number, may be related
in part to the enforced idleness and frustration of confinement.

One pervasive social subculture which touches almost every juvenile
held in detention is gang participation. Perhaps more than any other
urban center in the United States, Philadelphia finds itself compart-
mentalized and terrorized by a web of gang affiliations. Gang "turf"
is not a term of the 1950's and 1960's, but a pragmatic aspect of un-
official boundary divisions within the city. Juvenile gangs with con-
flict, orientations serve as the focal point for almost every young per-
son in the house of correction. The juvenile cell block becomes in effect
a microcosm of the gang world taken indoors under a common roof. At
any given time numerous gang allegiances will be represented on the
juvenile housing unit. The social dynamics of gang participation and
involvement, override every other pressure of institutional adaptation,
except perhaps the idleness of incarceration. Not even the system or
the prison appears more sigiificant as a focus of attitudes and be-
havioral adaptation. It is not uncommon for juveniles to hurl verbal
abuse and insults in a variety of sensitive areas at each other without
any recourse to physical confrontation. But should such abuse turn
to the subject of one's gang, a physical confrontation will almost cer-
tainly result. New admissions are met by fellow "corner boys" who
serve not only as reference points for adapting to the prison environ-
ment but also as allies and protectors should the situation demand con-
certed action on the part of the group.

The conflict subculture of the streets which demands the establish-
ment of status and heart among its participants is replicated within the
prison. Many juveniles will not be accepted on the block until under-
going some informal form of initiation which may involve conflict.
It should not be surprising to anyone that dominant social and be-
havioral variables transcend the mere walls and barbed wire of a cor-
rectional setting. To many of the young people gang participation and
conflict is indeed the only reality, the only status-bearing activity that
they know. While we are not dealing this morning with the causes
of gang participation, this social indicator does have substantial ramifi-
cations for the operation of the prison facility. As I mentioned earlier,
the lack of facilities, especially recreational facilities, only serves to
heighten the probability of releasing tensions and frustrations through
less acceptable channels. Considering that a gang conflict subculture
is the dominant social fabric among the juvenile population it serves
as the major outlet. No amount of facilities or planned activities will
remove the phenomenon of gang related conflict, but confinement does
absolutely nothing to alleviate it and more likely encourages it.

Senator BAY. This shows that we are really not coming to grips
with the problem. It is worse instead of better.

M r. AYTCI. Right, sir. One of the issue areas in your letter of invita-
tion to appear before the subcommittee was staff training. Working
with the juvenile population is certainly different from involvement
with adults. The corrections officers assigned to the juvenile housing
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unit at the house of correction have not received any specialized train-
ing related to youthful offenders and adolescents.

Senator BAYH. In your professional assessment, then, the problem of
treating juvenile offenders is different from treating adults?

Mr. AyrcT. Indeed it is.
Senator BAY1. Yet in your system, where you have been making a

real effort, those who are primarily responsible for attending to the
needs of juveniles have not had the special training necessary?

Mr. AYTcH. That is right, and I was happy to hear your comment
on the amendment I think you had to the LEAA bill. That, I think,
might address this problem.

Senator BAYH. That amendment was one part of our effort to pro-
duce a majbr overhaul of the juvenile justice system. S. 821, the Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act is another part. S. 821
would encourage juvenile institutions to provide specialized training
for those adults who will deal with juveniles. Do you feel that is an
important step in the right direction ?

Mr. AYrH. Yes; it is. I think it is. Once they are placed in a setting
outside or where there are no adults. I can't. overemphasize that.

Senator BAYH. One of the points that strikes me vividly in your
prepared testimony, is your statement:

If the only method available to society to get young people off the streets Is
detention, then we can expect support for this method.

Mr. AYTCH. That's right.
Senator BAYI. Could you elaborate on that? A lot of people are con-

cerned about increased crime. The feelings of a father who wants his
children and wife to be safe and secure in his home, and the fears of
the businessman who does not want to have somebody knock off his
establishment, are legitimate. Please give us your thoughts on recon-
ciling our concern about crime with our desire to keep youth out of
jail?

Mr. AyTcii. Frankly, I think it is imperative that we look for new
alternatives to the incarceration as a treatment modality. As a tech-
nique, imprisonment will not cure the social ills of young people. We
still are doing the same things that I guess we have been doing ever
since we have had a criminal justice system. We feel deterrence is the
main factor and I just sort of think that we, particularly those of us
in the field, that we had better begin looking for new alternatives. And
I think it is incumbent upon those of us who are in the field to come
up with recommendations and we should be given the latitude to
experiment with different methods of dealing with young people and
their problems. I think we have the professional know- ow.

The problem is getting through the bureaucracy, the personal feel-
ings of people so we can be able to implement.

Senator BAYJI. I would like to explore that particular point. We
have to recognize that some juveniles, like some adults, unfortunately
present an immediate danger to society. Our system of justice has the
responsibility of protecting society from the physical acts of human
beings that prey upon it. Of those juveniles that come through the
system in Philadelphia, do you have any way of assessing what per-
centage really need custodial care to prevent their preying on society
tomorrow, the next day, or the neit week?
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Mr. A-rro. Senator, I don't have any specific data, but I would
suggest that a very small percentage of the juveniles in our custody
would require the kind of security that is often uniformly provided.
And I am basing this on my personal experience at the house of cor-
rections where I was a warden where we had at one time some 68 young
men who were held as gang killers. They were considered very vicious
people. It so happened they were not involved in any school program.
We were able through a volunteer group to set up a school program
on the grounds in one of the cottages, and I think one of the most
successful attempts that we have ever made without one escape. I am
always reminded of the efforts of a citizen who happened to be a very
dedicated person who for 3 years took juveniles from the house of
corrections to a day camp each weekend. He never lost a child simply
because of his personal involvement with them, because of his concern.
The juveniles that were accepted for his program, he let them know
that any help that they needed in any area, this would be given. So, I
think while I do not have data to substantiate new alternatives, I think
from practical experience that I have seen it works in a very beautiful
fashion.

Senator BAYI. I am glad to hear you say that. I am a layman. I am
not a professional in this area, but I am very, very concerned about it.
I think I have studied it about as much as anybody on this side of the
table. I have worked with a lot of youth groups in my lifetime on a
voluntary basis. It is good to see someone like yourself who has had
living experience with this and with whom I can agree. I have been
having minor differences of opinion with the city administration in
Washington about a $6.5 million detention center that they want to
build. Judge Green has ordered that the existing detention home be
closed down and that alternatives, small local houses, be explored. We
were talking about spending $6.5 million to build a rigid, traditional
kind of institution for 120 young men, when I think you are never
going to have more than 20 or 40 who need maximum security, I think
40 is extreme. From your experience, would it not be in the best in-
teresc of the District to explore more compassionate, less expensive-
but with great potential for success-alternatives, rather than build-
ina a center to put 120 kids away?

XIr. Ancn. I would agree that it should be explored. And the adult
population, we know that approximately 1 out of every 22 requires the
kind of security that we uniformly attempt to provide to all. This, of
course, is a big factor in the construction.

Senator BAYH. One out of 22?
Mr. AYTOH. One out of 22 adults.
Senator BAYh. Less than 5 percent?
Mr. AYTCH. That is right. But, that is why it is very difficult to get

people to come up with the kind of resources necessary. I sort of think
that, of course, as a corrollary to this, we will need certainly some

VIP professional evaluation to determine who that one person is. It is a
very small percentage.

Senator BAYn. Let's look at what you said about the difficulty of
getting people to come up with the necessary resources. How much
economic efficiency is involved if you incarcerate 21 persons that don't
need incarceration? I imagine that the per capita expense locking
people in a secure, continual supervision situation like you have in
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Philadelphia is rather significant. Wouldn't it be more efficient to pro-
vide alternatives, and wouldn't you have a higher degree of success,
and more impact on the crime rate?

Mr Arrcm Ab AbsolutelAbsolutely. And this is my argument. And
I think it is a very key factor, and I think until we can recognize these
facts we will still be hung up on large sums of money to build institu-
tions that really provide more security than needed and lacking in
services we do need.

Mr. Chairman, you asked in your letter about governmental feel-
ings regarding juvenile detention. I believe that so long as creative
alternatives remain unexplored, so long as youth initiated crime con-
tinues to mount, so long as society at large continues to place its prior-
ities and energies in areas far afield of reversing the devastating cycle
of poveity-so long will government, especially local government, opt
for any method that provides the easiest solution to the immediate
problem at hand. The preadjudication detention of juenviles is but
one of a multitude of examples supporting this belief.

Each day I am aware of expanding interest, of the commitment of
more persons to help their brothers make a decent life for themselves.
Still the enormity of the problem seems continually to outdistance the
efforts for solutions. History offers us grand examples of great civiliza-
tions which collapsed from'internal decay rather than external attack.
That so many young citizens are not able to find meaningful alterna-
tives to obviously destructive and harmful life styles is a particularly
insidious form of such decay. If we are not able to solve this problem,
at some time in the future we may find that while we have not run
out of problem, we have run out of society.

Mr. Chairman, after having turned a rather critical eye toward the
issue of juvenile detention, it is incumbent on me to offer some recom-
mendations for your consideration:

(1) Federal guidelines should be developed to preclude any incar-
ceration of juveniles with adults. The scope of the prohibition should
extend far beyond intrainstitutional separation. Juveniles should not
be held, detained, or placed in any other type of custody where they
will come in contact with an adult corrections environment. So long as
any institution is forced to serve the needs of two distinct communities,
the well-being of both groups will suffer. So long as juveniles relate
to their detention as a step into the adult criminal world, no positive
rehabilitative functions can be served. I would urge that every means
available to you be employed in separating not only the physical loca-
tion of adults and juveniles, but also the criminal sanctions and
environment that characterize such settings. In other words, you can
still build a beautiful new place and bring in the same old ideas and
you have got the same old problems.

Senator BAY!!. I couldn't agree more. As chairman of the District
of Columbia Appropriations Subcommittee, I am fighting a battle
about a new jail and a new detention center because I believe that
unless you develop a more enlightened program, you will have a new,
sterile environment that produces the same depressive results.

Mr. AYTci. Right, sir.
(2) Federal control over the broad guidelines of funds distributed

under the Safe Streets Act should be expanded. When funds from the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration reach the utilizing agen-
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ties, regard for Federal guidelines is often buried under the weight of
local political interests and priorities. If taxpayers' money is to be
virtually handed over to juvenile justice authorities or any other au-
thorities in the criminal justice field, certain standards should be
mandatory. Local jurisdictions are increasingly dependent upon these
Federal funds for both new projects and the continuation of ongoing
programs. Your commitment and willingness to demand compliancewith certain guidelines as a prerequisite for initial and continuation
funding would be a major step in the right direction.

(3) Public officials such as myself an others should constantly be
held accountable for the operation of their various agencies. Public
investigation, backed with the power of the purse, should be utilized
to demand answers and meaningful explanations on an ongoing basis.
If Federal commitment is weak and ill defined, or local commitment
for that matter, you should not expect anything more from others.

(4) Federal resources should be made available for major research
efforts, especially those with distinct policy orientations. Research
efforts in the juvenile justice field should be interrelated and should
focus on the development of alternatives to any existing program or
strategy.

I guess in conclusion I can say that I do not have much confidence
in what we have been doing in the past. And if I may, Senator, I
would really like Mr. Holland, who has graciously agleed to come
with me, ald has been just recently released from our system, and
really wanted to share with you. I would like for him to just discuss
his feelings about his introduction to the prison system and what has
happened to him and some feelings he may have.

Senator BAYH. Fine. I appreciate your testimony, Mr. Aytch. Mr.
Holland. I appreciate your coming here to share your experiences.
As I said to the younger witnesses, we do not want to embarrass any-
one, but it is difficult for any of us who have not been in a. situation
where the door is closed, and there is no place else to go, to fully under-
stand. It is hard, not only for us here, but for the average citizen to
feel the consequences of our inability to come to grips with the problem
constructively. We can't fully appreciate what our system does to
human beings. I appreciate your willingness to help us understand.
Please proceed.Mr. HoLLAND. The first time when I was arrested as a. juvenile I

was about maybe 15, 14 or 15. and it was for truancy.
Senator BAYn. You were arrested for truancy?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes. But the first offense, the first time they sent

me for 30 days to the youth study center.
Senator IlxxYr. The youth stuZly center?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes. It was for psychiatric evaluation to see the

reason why I was missing school. And then in the time that I stayed
there, the only, you know, psycho-a lot of the help I got or received,
it was just the normal questions they asked and they ask that through-
out the whole system even through ioday. They still ask the same silly
questions to inc that really makes no sense to me, you know, as far
as they ask you questions like, you know, draw a tree, a house, a cat,
you know, and stuff like that. And the first time that I went to the
youth study center I spent all night on the floor because they don't
take you right up to the dormitory. What they do is they make you

25-21S-74-5
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sleep on the floor all night and they take you up the next morning with
the groups that they bring iii all throughout that day and that night,
regardless, I mean dependigon like I got out of court that particular
day, the first time, maybe about 5 o'clock. It was late that evening.
And I went to the youth study center to begin the 30 days. And I
spent the night on the floor. And the next day they took us up, you
know, and gave us clothes and everything put us into this room and
they spent 72 hours in the lockup without being able to talk to any-
body, or read any kind of reading material at all.

And after that, after the 72-hour lockup, the only activities that
you have at all is just really sitting around the room with the rest
of the guys that are in the jail, just merely reading comics or playing
pinoche or checkers and that is the whole day throughout the 30 days
that I was there the first time.

The second time I came back was for truancy again, and that was
for another 30 days and another psychiatric evaluation, and the same
thing all over again. And after that I went home again, and I got
arrested again for the same thing. And then they sent me indefinitely
to a place called Kis-Lynn. And I spent 21/2 years up there.

Senator BAYH. What is Kis-Lynn like?
Mr. HOLLAND. Well, it was a place, it was in a sense, you know,

thinking back on it, and considering as far as it in relation to the
juvenile situation now, because Kis-Lynn is closed, it is a lot better
than most. I mean, as far as learning anything, I didn't learn any-
thing, nothing there. I couldn't learn nothing there, but at least you
had more freedom of movement.

Senator BAY1. How many young men were there?
Mr. HOLLAND. At Kis-Lynn? Quite a few. There was at least 9

cottages there like housing areas, cottages and at least 30 or 40 in
each dormitory. And you didn't have no problem like homosexuality
there and things like that, a few runaways occasionally, really because
it was so far away from like Philadelphia, like. And, you know, this
was like a first experience for, like me, and two others which was our
first trip, going, you know, going away that far. And like two fellows
with me wanted to run away. I was scared to run away because neither
one of us or none of us, none of us knew the direction to get back to
Philadelphia even if we did run away. And there the bad part of it
was when you ran away from there, they put out a bounty on you,
and any farmer in the vicinity would shoot at you or take you in. Most
of them shot at you if they saw you instead of just taking you in. And
that was a hassle.

Senator BAYi!. Is that legal? I'm not saying it didn't happen, but
is it legal, Mr. Aytch, for juveniles running away from Kis-Lynn
to be open targets for anyone that wants to take a shot at them?

Mr. AYTCir. I am sure it is not legal, but nevertheless, I think if
you find a juvenile center in an urban community, and say it is full of
young kids from Philadelphia, a majority of whom may be of differ-
ent ethnic background, you get people uptight. And it is often that it
is conceivable that this kind of psychology would be understood.

Mr. HOLLA-ND. After I left Kis-Lynn I came home and stayed home
for awhile and tried to get back in school to finish school. But, con-
flicts arose again, like between-like because I wanted to stay in school
to get back into high school, right? But the same problems existed all
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over again, and so I was arrestexl again for truancy. This time I was
sent to the house of corrections, which was the first time I was ever
there. I was like-I was scared to death of going there. But, I didn't,
you know, I didn't know, because I didn't even know that I had any
friends up there that I knew at the time. And the situation that you
hear about in jail, you know, especially like the house of corrections, at
that time it was pretty heavy, you know. And I went, and when I first
went on the block the first night, I think I got there about 3 o'clock,
but you didn't get upstairs to the cell area until about sometime that
night, and even late as it was, everybody like I thought was probably
asleep, but everybody was hollering out to you as far as what corner
are you from, and this and that.

Now, through jail is where I believe I got most of my affiliation of
getting involved with gangs because inside of there, it is like a thing
where it's ahnost like a matter of survival. You have to do something,
you understand, or like I say, quite a few other dudes that are there,
like were in the area I lived in, and they was considered a different
or opposite corner from where I was. And there was more, and I was
the only one there, at least that is what I thought until the next
morning. There was another dude across from me who I knew was from
my way because we both got into a conflict and he was from Poplar
Street and I got together the next day with another one from Poplar
Street and we got together and we said that's where we was from.

Senator BAY'I. How long were you in the house of corrections?
Mr. HOLLAND. Three months that time.
Senator BAYH. Then what happened?
Mr. HOLLAND. After that I moved, they sent me to D block.
Senator BAYI. Where?
Mr. HOLLAND. To D block.
Mr. Arrcw. That is the security block.
MNr. HOLLAND. At this particular time I was on E block in the house

of corrections where you were waiting to go to court.
Senator BAYL. When you say 3 months, was that in the E block,

or was that the whole period of time you were in the house of
corrections?

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes; the whole period of time, I was in the E block
and I spent the rest there, because at that time a riot had broke out
down in the movie between I think Susquehanna Avenue and I think
this happened the night before or 2 days before I got sent to D block.
And then it started, it started between I think Susquehanna Avenue
and another corner and they had pulled the legs off the bottom of the
chairs to hit each other and this evolved into a whole jail riot, and it
was D block against E block.

It was when I got transferred and didn't know if I would be getting
in with anybody who came from E block. Luckily, I had two friends
that was there from down my way and because they was there, you
know, a corner in there, in a sense, then I didn't, I didn't get too munch
static from the rest of the block. But, I got along to the extent, there
are a lot of things that you see, happen, inside jail, because of the name
that my corner had at that time, it gave me protection. But, a lot of
dudes, young dudes that come through that didn't have the same thing
that I had, wasn't from nowhere, or couldn't say he was from any-
where, or was too scared to say he was from anywhere, they caught
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it, you know. What I mean is I was just lucky that I had friends that
I grew up with, that was down at my end that I knew, although I
wasn't from that corner at that particular time. I had a different cor-
ner, but to say that I wasn't, then I couldn't call on them for help if
I needed it in some kind of way.

See., there is a lot of dudes that come into jail who didn't, who don't
-0, want to get involved. If you are not already involved in a gang, when

y ou come in there you don't particularly want to get involved in it,
but it is a thing where you sometimes have to. You have to do some-
thing, you have to do one or the other, because you can't just go to a
guard and complain about, you know, somebody messing with you.
Like a cat from another corner decides to just come over, and, you
know, mess with you, because you might be from nowhere or some-
thing like that. You can't complain to a guard about something like
that because there is nothing he is going to do. He is going to look at
you like you are crazy and tell you, you know, you go back and deal
with it yourself the best way you can.

Other things, you know, would happen. Like one time just before
I got sent to D block I was on E block and they put me in a cell with
this guv from South Fulton or somewhere, and I guess the guy, you
know. I was at that particular time, I wasn't like inside, I wasn't in a
gang before I went there and considering everybody else inside of jail
or that was there, I just was considered to be what you would call
squareheaded because I didn't know the ropes. I wasn't from a gang
and I wasn't considered a tough guy, but yet all in all I could always
fight. I mean, I never had no problem as far as taking care of myself.

Well, this dude, for instance, the night we went, the first night I was
in the cell with him, the cat got. you know, kind of funny with me, you
know, because I guess the general way that I talked and all and the
way of my attitude and I mmess he figured, you know, he could take
advantage of me or something. The whole thing developed into me
having to hit the guy upside of the head with a table., and because of
that nothing happened, no ruckus, and they caught us on the block
and you know, I ran him out of the cell. The best thing they can do is
change cells, and that is all, they moved me to another cell with others
and that was just before I got sent to D block.

Senator BAYn. What happened when you got out of D block?
Mr. HOLLAND. When I got out of D block, when I first went on the

T) block, they assigned me to the Green House and I had to go for an
initiation which I got from South Fulton.

Senator BAYir1 What is an initiation?
Mr. HOLLAND. It wasn't really an initiation. That was just an excuse

that they use because of two friends that I had on t-he block had, you
know, had told them, told everybody on the block, you know, not to
mess with me, right, because of regardless of whether or not I just come
from E block or not, that I was one of their corner boys and not to mess
with me. So, they waited until I got assigned to the Green House and
while I was out in the Green Iouse they decided to come over there
and use that as an excuse and they told me that everybody gets an
initiation. They initiated me, and I think I had to fight about two or
three dudes, two dudes.

Senator BA.T An initiation is having to fight somebody?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes; I don't think it was an initiation, just an excuse

to see how good I was, to see if I could hold my own.
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Senator BAYT. What if you hadn't had the two friends to speak
for you?

Mr. HOLLAND. Then I would have been on my own and they wouldnt
have waited for me to get to the Green House by myself. It was just an
excuse really to get me out of there. Now, I was out of there already and
it is a thing where in other words, all I had to do really-I didn't
really have to go along with the initiation I could have gone back and
told them, my friends that they were trying to start a fight, which
would have started a lot of other confusion. But instead, I went along
with the initiation program, more so because I didn't know whether or
not they were telling the truth and I guess my idea at the time was I
thought maybe that that was a lie.

Senator BAty. Wiat happened after you got out of the house of
corrections?

Mr. HOLLAND. After I got out of the house of corrections I tried to
get back ii1 high school and I went to high school that Monday after
I got out and I tried to find out whether or not I was still enlisted.
And the counselor downstairs told me to sign these papers. Now, first
he sent me upstairs to the teacher, one of the teachers that I had and
told him to send down my record stating that I was still in school. So, I
went up and I asked him was I still in school and lie said as far as le
was concerned I was supposed to be in class that morning. So, I went
back downstairs again and I told him, yes, I was supposed to be in
class. She said, well, ask him to send dowl the records, and I will check
with the records here, right? So, I figured that I was still in, you know,
still in school since I had just come home and everything. And so thd'n
she brought back a piece of paper, and in the process while I was sitting
waiting for her to get the records and bring me back a piece of paper,
she asked me to sign it, and at the time I didn't know too much
about reading before I signed things, so I signed it. And I asked her is
that all, and she said yes, you can go now. And I said where, to my
room. And she said no, you just signed yourself out of school and that
was it. Then I tried quite a few places to get back in.

Senator BAYHi. Then what happened?
Mr. HoLux.D. Well, then after that I just started hanging with the

gang on the corner, with the corner gang, doing all of those things.
Senator BAYH. How did you get back into the prison system?
Mr. HOLLAND. After I grew up, after I grew out of the gang, I got a

job and worked at the Valley Forge Military Academy, and it was
around this particular time after Valley Forge and a few other jobs,
after that things really started, you know, getting hectic within the
community, in the neighborhood,*you know, I mean like I got like set
up with a lot of things, and so I weiit to a Job Corps and I stayed there
for about 6 months. And when I come home from the Job Corps drugs
was introduced in the neighborhood by the time I come home, this was
in 1967. And although when I came home I saw a lot of my friends and

-a lot of people I knew was strung out on dope, you know, and guys.
you know, but my mother and father, you know wasn't like dudes I
knew who might have hladthe family that was real clean, always real
clean and their mothers and fathers'would send them to school every
day with suits on like, you know, and they play, they go to play in
playgrounds, or something you know. And it is a thing where these
dudes that I knew, I seen when I come home in 1967 was really
going bad.
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So, I kept away from it I guess as long as I could and then curiosity
I guess, I guess you could say curiosity in a sense kept telling me, you
know, you say to yourself you see all of your friends being torn down
by it and you wonder what it is about that dope and stuff that gets you,
makes you go. And so I said, I had kept telling myself that it could
never happen to you. So, you try it. So, I tried it once with a friend.
He gave me a little taste of something he had and so that started it.
I kept away from it maybe for about that next week and then the next
week I wanted some more. And another friend gave me some more.
And you see, its funny, but drug addicts, it's funny, once they are
hooked like, you know, somebody else gives it to them, you know, so
I got booked on it before I realized it and I had to have it. So, that
started it.

And the first arrest I had for drugs was for sale, use and possession
and I was back in the jail again for that. No, the first arrest was for
carrying a deadly concealed weapon, a knife, and possession of mari-
luana, but I got out on bail that time.

Senator BAYT. How old were you then?
Mr. HOLLAND. I was about 23.
Senator BAYH. You were arrested for carrying a deadly weapon,

a knife, and possession?
Mr. HOLLAND. No; the weapon was the first one and possession of

marihuana where a cop stopped us for some old excuse, and they ar-
rested me for having-I didn't really at the time use marihuana. I
wasn't, I mean-well, I was over at the playground playing basketball
and some friends or a dude that was on the courts, I was watching the
game, because I don't usually play basketball, and one of the dudes was
playing and lie asked me to hold his personal effects. And I took the
personal effects that he had. And somebody asked me to do something,
and I stuck the brown envelope that he handed me in my pocket at the
time. I really didn't know too much about doing anything like mari-
juana or anything like that. I only had a few affiliations with dope it-
self and I stuck the bag in my pocket and forget about it. And when I
gave him all his personal effects back I forgot the bag. And that night
wse were riding in a car, me and a few others, about four or five other
dudes going to a party in West Philly and the police pulled us over.
And they said it was something wrong with one of the back lights,
which wasn't but anyway they pulled us over an" they took me to the
police station and they took me because me and another friend had
knives. And the knives we had we worked with, they were issued, issue
knives at work and I had put the knife in my pocket and I just didn't
think about it.

Well, anyway when they told us to take everything out of our
pockets, I just iook the brown envelope out because they told you to
make sure to take everything out of your pockets, and don't let us find
anything in your pockets. Right, so I took everything out. I don't
usually keep anything in this shirt pocket, but I just took it out and
threw'it on the table. I didn't even realize what it was until I looked
at it and lie said we got one and that was the charge for that.

Senator BAYIL You got probation for that?
M r. IHOLLAND. Yes; I got probation and $100 court costs and fine.
Senator B.Yir. Then what happened?
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M.r. HOLLAND. Then after that that's when really things got heavy
and I got arrested for sale, use and possession.

Senator BAYJI. Were you addicted then?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes, I was. Yes, I was definitely addicted by then.

When I got arrested for sale, I had to have it, but it wasn't a real bad
habit, but it was a habit. But it wasn't as bad as it got after I got over
the sale. I got off from the sale and it got worse.

Senator BAYI. How did you support the habit?
Mr. HOLLAND. Stealing, quite a few things. Robbing, burglary, some-

times. I didn't usually go in for burglary, but quite a few, you know,
the usual ways.

Senator BAYHR. Then, to summarize your experience, you started
with two 30 day trips to an institution that was supposed to psycho-
analyze you because of truancy?

Mr. HOLLAN-D. Yes.
Senator BAYK. Then you were sent to Kis-Lynn for truancy, and

when you got out you were sent to the house of corrections for truancy.
A fter all of that, you went back, tried to get in school, and mistakenly
signed yourself out of school. So all of your early experiences with in-
carceration were actually the direct result of not being able to cope
with the school situation?

Mr. HOLLAND. No, I wasn't-I wasn't able to cope with it. It was a
thing where I was-from elementary school all the way. up I was,
when I first started school, I was considered an A student. All of my
work, all of my school work and everything was done good. It was
(lone very good. And, in fact, I skipped over kindergarten and I was
placed in the first grade. And somehow I got pneumonia and chicken
pox and I was taken out of school and went to a hospital. And when
I come home from the hospital they skipped me up a few grades and by
them skipping me up a few grades I was behind in my work and I
couldn't keep up because I didn't know enough. It was mostly math,
reading I was always exceptionally good at.

So, I could keep up with reading and generally writing. The writ-
ing wasn't as good because I didn't know how to write that good, but
in the class that I was in when I come from the hospital they was writ-
ing and I just couldn't write but just so good and so the reading I
kept up with. I kind of kept up with it as long as I could and then they
finally said that I was too slow. So, they put me in the RE class. So,
in the RE class, the first one I went to was in elementary school and I
was doing all right. I had learned and picked up on my math and I
had considered-:well, the teacher I had at the time considered that I
was qualified to be sent back to my regular grade. But the principal
had changed and somehow the principal decided then any RE student
would have to continue through regardless. And there was no way that
you could get off, get out of RE class once you were placed in it.

Senator B.-YH. When you were taken out of the normal class and
put in the RE class, were you the youngest in the class?

Mr. HOLLAND. Some older and some younger, but not by that much
though.

Senator BA". But you mentioned they had moved you ahead.
Mr. HOLLAND. No; see, it wasn't that the kids were that much older.

Maybe a year, maybe a year and a half. RE class was like a separate
section from the rest of the school.
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Senator BATH. I understand. In the original class when they moved
you ahead, did they move you into a class with youth that were older
than you were?

Mr. HOLLAND. Yes; not that much older but a little older, say like
maybe a year.

Senator BAYH. At that age a year is a lot.
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes.
Senator BAYH. I appreciate your giving us your experience, Mr. Hol-

land. I think that your story rather dramatically emphasizes one of
the things we have heard stressed repeatedly, but never by someone
who has actually been through it.

Mr. HOLLAND. Can I say something else?
Senator BAYI. Certainly.
Mr. HOLLAND. You said as far as juveniles are concerned, what ef-

fect does the prison system have on juveniles right now, right? None,
besides creating a problem. When you send a juvenile to a place like
the youth study center with the conditions that was at the youth
study center when I was there, well, I don't generally learn anything.
If you had a mind or you had a thought to do better or even as a kid
then, I knew, I knew that I was generally wrong for leaving the school.
But I felt without being able to discuss anything, even though I felt
as though the reason as to why I was in school or wasn't, whereas if
you go to court and you stand in front of a judge and he doesn't ask
you why aren't you in school. You don't have time. And there isn't in-
terest enough to explain because you have the truant officer standing
there telling that you missed so many days and my mother was upset
and you don't get a chance to talk to nobody.

So, at least when you get sentenced to an institution like the youth
study center, it is not all what it is supposed to be, you understand.
And when you get there and you spend some time and you look for
some kind of help and you get none at all because there is no one near
you can talk to, no one there that will listen to you and it is not be-
cause like at that time that I didn't try. It was just the simple fact
that nobody actually cared. And then as far as the psychiatrist was
concerned, when you would ask him different questions he would just
stick to the same simple questions as far as what he asks and that was
it. After you see him, then you don't see anybody else. It is a routine
day everything, the same thing.

When I got sent to the house of corrections I was like forced into
a situation at the time that I didn't want to go into and that was getting
involved with the gang. I stayed away from the gangs in my neigh-
borhood up to the time that I got arrested and I got sent to the house
of corrections. But, because of being in the house of corrections and
being around them I had to get involved with the gang. And when I
got outside I stayed involved with the gang. You understand? Then
going to school is the same thing all over again and then when you
grow up and when you get sent back, I mean in the house of correc-
tions, I heard somebody say something about recreation or what does
it have as far as what do you learn. You learn a lot of things, all
wrong things within the house of corrections.

Althongh I was on the juvenile ward you still come in contact with
the older dudes. You know what I mean'? There was some dude on the
block on D block, in fact, that had put their age down because they
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looked young. And, you understand, like that was my first experience
and you learn pimping and hustling and all kinds of things. I knew
a lot about hustling and I didn't utilize it until after I got into drugs
because I learned it in jail. I learned a lot. I learned about homosex-
uality. I had my first contact with even seeing or being in contact with
homosexuality being in there, in the house of corrections. And the
guards there, I seen dudes, I mean dudes that was, you know, just
-didn't have anybody like I had friends in jail, and like here is a dude
and he ain't done nothing wrong.

He might have run away from home, right? And he is sent to the
treatment, and he might be involved with cats that might have, you
know, like I said, a gang, or he got busted for something like those
harder crimes, a young dude. And with a younger dude or a weaker
dude in jail. Well, these dudes prey on cats like that and take advan-
tage of that, especially when they are in a gang situation. And like in
jail where there is no'kind of things where anybody even tries to deal
with the tough problem of the gangs, not on the level as far as getting
down and really finding out the issues as to why there is a gang war.
If you ask in the jail the dudes today, like the day I got busted, some-
body got busted for homicide or something and you ask him what did
he kill the dude for, why did lie kill him, and lie won't know. He can't
answer. He can't tell you wh.

All he can tell you is that he was gang warring and he killed some-
body. The majority of them get into there today and it is like the
last time I was down there at Homesburg. And Homesburg is an adult
institution. but you have juveniles in Homesburg like 18 and they
consider at that age, they are being dropped down now, and 18 is
considered an adult. Riglt? But, still to me they are not adults, they
are still kids a lot of them. Some of them are 18 and 19 and are still
kids. I see some come through that's like say 17 and 18 and that comes
through Homesburg, and they get put in a cell with the qualified,
bona fled stuffer, junkie, you understand, that's been a stuffer for say
20 years. And his whole conversation is generally on the line of dope.
And then here's a cat that all right, he w 3 in here for gang warring
or something like that, which in itself, is bad but not really as bad as
what this cat might be into and because he is rapping on, lie's telling
him about his experiences and he is glorifying them more than what
it is.

And then this cat goes out and lie gets hooked up on drugs or some-
thing like that. I have seen that thing, and I know a dude, one cat in
particular, who listened to a guy and actually tried to pimp, you know
what I mean. and lie thought-he went out and lie did all kinds of
crazy things in the street when he got out because he listened to'some
weirdo in jail that's really, you know. talking out of the top of his
hat. About something he probably don't know nothing about and
something that he might have heard in jail. There are so many things
where the majority of dudes in jail, especially older dudes, a lot of
people, especially if they are on drugs, they have a habit of building
things up. And they tell like a lot of young'dudes who look up to a lot
of older dudes what has been around'and the ones that ain't on drugs,
some of them don't want to get involved with it but some of them
can't help but get involved with it because they run into it in jail.
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They run into it in conversation, especially, since something like
55 percent of the people arrested today are on drugs, or have got some
kind of affiliation with drugz. So you put all the drug addicts in jail
and then you have got the kids in and maybe they are there for gang
warring or something like that and they are into it. And, you know
they actually, the younger ones, it is like I say, maybe they are not
really into the drug scene but they get out of there and the only thing
they get from it is dope. The young boys in Homesburg, they ain't
conversing about gang war, they are conversing about dope or some-
thing like that.

Senator BAYII. Thank you. I appreciate both of you gentlemen let-
ting us have the benefit of your experience. Mr. Holland, I hope we can
profit by your testimony and your experience, and find ways to keep
others from having that same experience. I truly appreciate your
sharing it with us. Thank you.

Mr. AYTcH. Thank you, sir.
[Mr. Aytch's resume and prepared statement is as follows:]

SYNOPSIS OF R19SUMP- OF: Louis S. AYTCH

February 12, 1972-present, superintendent, Philadelphia prisons.
May 1970-February 12, 1972, Prison warden, Philadelphia House of

Correction.
. August 1959-May 1970, Associate Warden and Director Social Services, Phil-
adelphia House of Correction.

February 1956-August 1959, Social Worker, Philadelphio Holmesburg Prison.
November 1950-October 1954, Case Worker, Philadelphia County Board of

Assistance.
EDUCATION

High School, Richland Parish High School, Delhi, Louisiana Graduated 1940.
College, Southern University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 1940-1943 (incomplete).
Other, St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia, Pa. 1947-1953--B.S. Social Studies.
Numerous in-service courses with the Philadelphia County Board of Assistance
and Philadelphia Prisons. Certificate-1962 Temple University-courses in De-
viate Behavior-Tests and Measures and Group Counseling. Correctional Man-
agement Institute--170 Pennsylvania State University. Working knowledge of
Spanish.

MILITARY SERVICE

1943-1946 U.S. Army-Instructor Basic Education Corporal-Honorable
Discharge.

PERSONAL

Born February 6, 1923 in Mangham, La.; height-5'8"; weight-190 lbs.;
Married-1946 (four children), Wife is Special Education Teacher.

MEMBERSHIPS

Philadelphia Regional Planning Council of Governor's Justice Commission.
Penna. Association on Probation. Parole and Correction. The American Cor-
rectional Association. The Wardens Association of Pennsylvania, Corrections
Group: Health and Welfare Council. Member Training Advisory Board Center
For The Administration of Justice, Temple University. Middle Atlantic States
Conference on Corrections.

AFFILIATIONS

Chairman-South Morton Area Committee: president-Germantown Settle-
ment Homes. Inc.: member board of directors--Germantown Homes, Inc.; Com-
mittee member-Greater Philadelphia Federation of Settlements; Director-
Germantown Settlement; Active in numerous church activities.
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PREPARED TESTIMONY OF LOUIS S. AYTCH, SUPERINrENDENT OF THE PHILADEL-
PHIA PRISONS. BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE i'O INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELIN-
QUUNCY OF THE SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE, SEPTEMBER 10, 1973

Mr Chairman. It is a distinct pleasure to appear before you and your col-
leagues of Sub-Committee to investigate Juvenile Delinquency. I am especially
pleased to see that these hearings are intended as an inquiry, preparatory to
the development of federal legislation, aimed at assisting local und state Juris-
dictions in operating a meaningful juvenile Jutice system. Discussion of any
problem can produce certain positive outcomes, but the translation of discussion
into meaningful federal legislation is indeed a far more valuable undertaking.

I personally find it unfortunate that federal guidelines and standards cannot
increasingly be brought to bear on local jurisdictions throughout many sectors
of the criminal justice field. If the level of public consciousness remains at the
low level of enlightenment characteristic of opinion during most of our history,
i fear that federal guidelines will conveniently be filed away-to die the slow but
total death of public Indifference and official disdain. Whatever conclusions your
committee may eventually operationalize into federal legislation, I hope that
you will earnestly and vigorously utilize all the resources at your command to
generate local acceptance and compliance. Important national problems such as
juvenile delinquency bear no resemblance to the artificial political boundaries
separating the states and local jurisdictions' of this country. When the welfare
of vast numbers of human beings is involved, the limiting perspectives and pro-
vincialism separating cities must be abandoned in order to serve the Interests
of all persons.

In appearing before the Sub-Committee this morning, I shall endeavor to offer
a brief discussion of our involvement with juveniles in the Philadelphia Prisons
and respond to the specific areas of interest noted in your invitation to appear
today. I will offer a few possibilities for effecting changes in the broader field
of juvenile detention and treatment and will be pleased to respond to any ques-
tions which you or the members of your Sub-Committee may have. I hope that
my testimony will be a frank appraisal and recognition of the problems and
tremendous deficiencies inherent in the area of inquiry which concerns us this
morning.

The Philadelphia Prisons serve as one arm of a broad, complex, and entangled
criminal justice system for an urban community composed of over 2% million
persons. Durin gthe course of one calendar year over twenty-four thousand men
and women pass through our county prison system. The majority of these per-
sons are not convicted and sentenced felons; indeed, the vast number staying
with us await the disposition of their individual cases. On a given day, eighty-
five percent of the population is in a detentioner status. These are prisoners
charged with a crime, but held without bail, prisoners unable to pay the bail,
prisoners charged with violation of probation or parole, and persons awaiting
sentence after conviction. With only fifteen percent of the prisoner population
serving short county sentences of less than 23 months it is perhaps a misnomer
to consider our system as a "Prison" in the traditional sense. The Philadelphia
Prisons serve primarily as the city jail and detention center for the City of
Philadelphia.

The nature and extent of our direct involvement with juveniles is quite small
when one considers the scope of the entire system. At present less than sixty
Juveniles are being held in the Philadelphia Prisons. This figure represents
slightly more than 2 percent of our total daily population, and 2.5 percent of the
detentioner population. You will notice if you consult a chart of our juvenile
population on page 18, that we have experienced considerable shifts in the num-
bers of young people sent to us by the courts. In past months we have noticed a
reduction of the juvenile population, but I cannot intelligently suggest whether
this is flue to a general reduction in juvenile arrests or a conscious effort to keep
younger persons out of the environment of an adult corrections facility.

Regardless of the small size of the number It is a very definite fact that during
a calendar year over 600 persons under the age of 18 years old will be detained
in the Philadelphia Prisons. awaiting the disposition of the criminal cases pend-
ing against them. Pre-adjudication detention in Philadelphia Is an accepted con-
cept of the criminal justice process and still continues to be implemented, in part,
through the detention of young people In an adult environment. At this point it
may be helpful to sketch the nature and boundaries of the detention environment
as it relates to ouir juvenile population.
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Most juveniles accused of criminal acts are held at the city's Youth Study
Center, should pre-adjudication detention be necessary, it has been an accus-
tomed policy to transfer Juveniles to the city jail when extreme overcrowding
exists at the Youth Study Center. As overcrowding is a constant factor of ongoing
operations, so then is the transfer of persons to the city jail. Except In the most
extreme or unusual circumstances no Juvenile under the age of sixteen would
be remanded to our custody. In reality, the Prisons serve not only a facility to
absorb overcrowding, but also as a place to send children or juveniles accused
of severe crimes. The population is quite fluid, with the majority of the juveniles
staying for a period of less than 6 months. All decisions relating to the detention
of juveniles are made by the Juvenile Division of the Family Court.

Those juveniles held in detention have usually been accused of severe crimes,
predominantly relating to crimes against persons or crimes against property in-
volving firearms. Almost none of the young people are first offenders, Indeed
many have passed through the Philadelphia Prisons on numerous occasions in the
past. Compared with the crimes committed by our sentenced men and women,
the crimes of which the juveniles are accused loom as infinitely more serious. This
is not a value judgment on the issue of detaining these persons, but merely a
commentary on the increasingly serious nature of juvenile crimes. Violence has
played a major role in the lives of most of our juveniles, a fact which I will
comment upon later as it relates to their behavior and response to the adult
detention environment of the prisons.

All juveniles sent to the Philadelphia Prisons are held in the House of Cor-
rection. It is a medium-security institution built essentially in the 1880's, and
with modification in the 1920's and again in the 1950's. The House of Correction
reflects the architectural imperatives of traditional Pennsylvania prisons with
long cell blocks extending out from a center rotunda complex. All juvenile ad-
misions are placed on the same cell block, This policy of segregation reflects
the courts' practical interpretation of our Igislative proscription against the in-
carceration of juveniles with adults. While the cell block is separate from the
remainder of the Institution (including the dining room, infirmary, and other
service areas), over 700 adult offenders and detentioners are held in the other
cell blocks of this facility. The law on separation is no doubt open to judicial
interpretations, but the reality of the prison environment suggests that cell block
segregation is not and could never be true separation, especially when one con-
siders that the entire operation of the Iouse of Correction relates to serving the
needs of adult prisoners.

Facilities for the juvenile population are virtually non-existent. Official policy
rightly demands that the juveniles be kept separate from the adults. Given the
very limited facilities available for adult activity it is virtually impossible to
structure the physical environment in a positive manner for this small sector of
our total prisoner community. The major locus of daily life is the cell block.
Except for attending classes, occasional use of the gymnasium, and certain
other activities such as movies, all juveniles spend almost their entire tenure at
the House of Correction on their block. I personally consider this as totally unac-
ceptable, regardless of the nature of their crimes and other behavior problems.
S, long as we must utilize existing facilities for both an adult and juvenile popu-
lation the small juvenile population will be forced to suffer the major pangs of
prison idleness and intense boredom. To allow the juvenile population freedom
of access to existing facilities with the adults would not only be a violation of
the law but could be also an evasion of my responsibilities to'maintain prison
order and provide for the personal safety of all incarcerated persons.

Juveniles remanded to the House of Correction, regardless of the severity of
their accused crimes, are adolescents: they are not adults. At this stage of life
their physical energy is boundless, and It is not surprising that physical con-
frontations and eruptions occur when this energy must be suppressed through
enforced segregation and confinement on a housing unit. Access to recreational
facilities does not begin to meet the needs of the population. This is perhaps
one of the paramount problems of detaining juveniles in an adult setting. Cases
of sexual attacks and incidents, though few in number, may be related in part
to the enforced idleness and frustration of confinement.

One pervasive social subculture which touches almost every juvenile held
In detention is gang participation. Perhaps more than any other urban center
in the United States. Philadelphia finds itself compartmentalized and terrorized
by a web of gang affiliations. Gang "turf" is not a term of the 1950's and '60's,
liut a pragmatic aspect of unofficial boundary divisions within the city. Juvenile
gangs with conflict orientations serve as the focal point for almost every young
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person in the House of Correction. The juvenile cell block becomes in effect a mi-
crocosm of the gang world taken indoors under a common roof. At any given
time numerous gang allegiances will be represented on the juvenile housing
unit. The social dynamics of gang participation and involvement, override every
other pressure of institutional adaptation, except perhaps the idleness of incar-
ceration. Not even the "system" or the "prison" appears more significant as
a focus of attitudes and behavioral adaptation. It is not uncommon for Juveniles
to hurl verbal abuse and insults in a variety of sensitive areas at each other
without any recourse to physical confrontation. But should such abuse turn
to the subject of one's gang, a physical confrontation will certainly result. New
admissions are met by fellow "corner boys" who serve not only as reference points
for adapting to the prison environment but also as allies and protectors should
the situation demand concerted action.

The conflict subculture of the streets which demands the establishment of
status and "heart" among its participants is replicated within the prison. Many
juveniles will not be accepted on the block until undergoing some informal form
of initiation which may involve coifflict. It should not be surprising to anyone
that dominant social and behavioral variables transcend the mere walls and
barbed wire of a correctional setting. To many of tile young people gang partici-
pation and conflict is indeed the only reality, the only status-bearing activity that
they know. While we are not dealing this morning with the causes of gang par-
ticipation, this social indicator does have substantial ramifications for the
operation of the prison facility. As I mentioned earlier, the lack of facilities, espe-
cially recreational facilities, only serves to heighten the probability of releasing
tensions and frustrations through less acceptable channels. Considering that a
gang conflict subculture is the dominant social fabric among the juvenile popu-
lation it serves as the major outlet. No amount of facilities or planned activities
will remove the phenomenon of gang related conflict, but confinement does ab-
solutely nothing to alleviate it and more like encourages it.

A tangible manifestation of the idleness-conflict phenomenon is the extent to
which juveniles are involved in official institutional disciplinary proceedings. The
juvenile population accounts for approximately eight percent of the number of
persons in the House of Correction. They account for over twenty percent of the
disciplinary Infractions which eventually come before a formal hearing commit-
tee. A significant number of tile infractions involve conflict situations between
two or more persons. If the infraction is serious enough the person involved may
be sent to a disciplinary block where confinement is even more pronounced than
on the juvenile housing unit. Isolation from the population may serve to increase
tensions and frustrations which are acted out in additional behavior eruptions.
The cycle is a never ending circle so long as sufficient outlets are not available
to challenge the all too present option of real or imagined gang conflicts.

Incarceration, especially strictly regulated confinement, such as is necessary
at the House of Correction, produces a fantasy world for many of the juveniles.
They are often quite disoriented from reality to begin with, giving undue emphasis
to seemingly small or insignificant occurrences. Within the prison social system
nothing is insignificant, and almost any incident could serve as a catalyst for
aggressive behavior among one, two, three or more individuals.

The Philadelphia Prisons have been making major strides in the area of pro-
viding meaningful service to our adult population. Major changes have occurred
in the structure and personnel capabilities of the system which allow for numer-
ous professional services and treatment and training programs. Funds received
through the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration have given us the
opportunity to develop projects that sat on the shelves for years for lack of suffi-
cient resources and official motivation. Yet, almost none of the treatment and
training programs are available to the juvenile population. They do not come
under the full jurisdiction of the prisons, and all juvenile programs are developed
by other authorities.

It is a sad commentary on any system that it can provide social service assist-
ance, psychological counseling, vocational development, drug therapy, and numer-
ous other services to some of its residents, while having to deny them to others.
There is no overt intention to keep the juveniles beyond the pale of intensive
personal service contacts, but it Is impossible to alter a majority of hard-won
programs to serve people who do not really fall under our jurisdiction and who
we cannot mix with adults. Treatment and service opportunities which are cur-
rently being implemented for adults would certainly be much more efficiently
opened to juveniles in a setting of their own. The criminal justice system cannot
justify the lack of sufficient services on any grounds, and the doctrine of separa-
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tion serves only to highlight the necessity to provide assistance oriented toward
the specific problem areas of these younger persons.

Certain educational facilities are available to the juvenile populations. State
law makes school attendance mandatory, and the Board of Education operates
a reasonbly full eduction program in special classrooms at the House of Correc-
tion. Because of the small number of students and the lack of resources to imple-
ment diagnostic and achievement test batteries, persons of different capabilities
and aptitudes are placed in the same classes. Fortunately, due to the small number
of students and the large number of teachers the classes are quite small. One
Instructor carries out all instruction on an individual basis. Yet, whatever the
benefits of this personal instruction, the student must still return in regimented
fashion to his cell block after the conclusion of classes. 'Many juveniles indicate
that the only stimulus to attend school is the chance it provides to leave the
enclosure of the block. The education question points again to the negative impli-
cations derived from trying to provide a given service, however significant its
value, in an environment that is not conducive or appropriate in its totality.

Medical care Is available to every person in the Philadelphia Prisons, and
major strides have been made in this area. Sick-calls are held on a daily basis,
and emergency assistance is available on a limited basis. Many of our residents
come to prison with undiagnosed conditions, and we are not able to carry out
major diagnostic evaluations for each new admission. Emergencies do arise, but
increased staff training and awareness coupled with the presence of more pro-
fessional medical personnel have kept major problems to a minimum. One can
very realistically argue that there should never be a medical emergency which we
should not be able to handle, but given the problems of attracting an optimal
number of doctors and the lack of resources to retain them, we will always be
working with our backs to the wall in the field of medical services.

I have already noted the lack of meaningful rehabilitation programs available
to the juveniles at the House of Correction, but I would be negligent if I did not
reiterate that many of the people are not with us long enough for involvement
in any meaningful program.

One of the issue areas in your letter of invitation to appear before the 'Sub-
Committee was staff training. Working with the juvenile population is certainly
different from involvement with adults. The correctional officers assigned to the
juvenile housing unit at the House of Correction have not received any special-
ized training related to youthful offenders and adolescents. Yet, our correctional
staff is Increasingly Involved In advanced training with emphasis on the be-
havioral sciences. Over 120 officers have completed an intensive eight week course
which emphasizes the fields of psychology, sociology, psychiatry, and law. It has
certainly Increased their awareness and consciousness of the problems experi-
enced by persons in a custody environment. But since all of our staff work in an
adult offerender setting it is unfair to expect anything more significant than the
transference of Ideas about adults to the subject of juveniles.

Officers assigned to the juvenile block are a combination of youth and experi-
enee. Our day shift staff consists of two men who have worked with the juveniles
for over twenty years. They are older men who bring a wealth of practical ex-
perience to their assignment, but they still must operate within the environment
of the prison as a whole. Younger staff members who are able to relate in other
ways in the young population often find the lack of outlets and facilities are
frustrating. It Is grossly unfair to staff who must constantly perform a police
function without the benefits of having sufficient alternate options open to re-
Airect energies during long periods of idleness.

I would urge that any person who works with other human beings should be
selectively and carefully chfosen. It violates every principle of humane behavior
to inflict insensitive and uncaring staff on persons who have major problems of
their own. Once correctional workers have been selected, special care should be
taken to train them to recognize and respond to the peculiar behavior patterns
and problems of various age groups. We ask too much of any person to expect
him to be both policeman and counselor within the severe restriction of a single
cell block in the city jail. People who really care about other persons may find
their Initiatives and feelings considerably dulled by the restrictions and general
social dynamics of dealing with anyone in a prison setting.

Public and governmental attitudes concerning juvenile detention are difficult
to Isolate and it is perhaps presumptuous for me to speak for other authorities
or vast numbers of citizens whose opinions I can only guess at. Certainly there
are two conflicting groups on this question. Increases In violent street crime
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have led to understandably expanded calls for tougher enforcement measures.
Persons under the age of 21 now account for the largest percentage of all homi-
cides, and gang killings are certainly a daily issue on the streets of Philadelphia.
High levels of recidivism among juveniles suggest that individuals are com-
mitting repeated criminal acts, but with the length of time it now takes to dispose
of a criminal case, any person held in detention will In effect be serving a prison
term. Surprisingly, many persons serve more time in an untried or unsentenced
status than they do after a conviction. The public who experiences the output
of juvenile crime may only be arguing for incarceration for lack of other mean-
ingful alternatives. I believe that public support for any choice of alternatives
in the crninal justice field depends on the availability and success of the par-
ticular alternative. If the only method available to society to get young people
off the streets is detention, then we can expect support for this method. One
thing is certain; if public leadership does not move with dispatch to develop
options for the treatment and development of delinquent youths, public pressure
will crushingly be exerted for pure confinement policies.

Official government interest in these difficult problems is also elusive to Isolate
and define. The implementation of criminal justice In the United States has
become one of the most complex monsters for both our social system and
bureaucratic capability to cope with. So many people are in need of so many
services that numerous meaningful contacts and attempts to help are often lost
or destroyed by the larger environment in which they take place. Any gov-
ernmental structure feels the necessity to make the system work as well as pos-
sible. Unfortunately what is good for the governmental unit may not always
be good for the citizens. The virtual mountain of administration requirements,
responsibilities, and jurisdictional deadlocks inherent in criminal justice sys-
tems, most often finds even the most sensitive and caring persons fighting to
stay even.

Mr. Chairman, you ask about governmental feelings regarding juvenile
detention. I believe that so long as creative alternatives remain unexplored, so
long as youth initiated crime continues to mount, so long as society at large
continues to place its priorities and energies In areas far afield of reversing
the devastating cycle of poverty-so long will government, especially local gov-
ernment, opt for any method that provides the easiest solution to the imme-
diate problem at hand. The pre-adjudication detention of juveniles is but one
of a multitude of examples supporting this belief.

Each day I am aware of expanding Interest, of the commitment of more per-
sons to help their brothers make a decent life for themselves. Still the enormity
of the problem seems continually to outdistance the efforts for solutions.
History offers us grand examples of great civilizations which collapsed from
internal decay than external attack. That so many young citizens are not able
to find meaningful alternatives to obviously destructive and harmful life styles
is a particularly insidious form of such decay. If we are not able to solve this
problem, at some time in the future we may find that while we have not run
out of problem, we have out of society.

Mr. Chairman, after having turned a rather critical eye toward the issue of
juvenile detention, It is Incumbent on me to offer some recommendations for
your consideration :

(1) Federal guidelines should be developed to preclude any incarceration
of juveniles with adults. The scope of the prohibition should extend far beyond
intrasinstitutional separation. Juveniles should not be held, detained, or placed
in any other type of custody where they will come In contact with an adult cor-
rections environment. So long as any institution is forced to serve the needs
of two distinct communities, the well-being of both groups will suffer. So long as
juveniles relate to their detention as a step Into the adult criminal world, no
positive rehabilitative functions can be served. I would urge that every means
available to you be employed in separating not only the physical location of
adults and juveniles, but also the criminal sanctions and environment that char-
acterize such settings.

(2) Federal control over the broad guidelines of funds distributed under the
Safe Streets Act should be expanded. When funds from the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration reach the utilizing agencies, regard for federal
guidelines is often buried under the weight of local political interests and
priorities. If taxpayers money is to be virtually handed over to juvenile justice
authorities or any other authorities in the criminal justice field, certain stand.
ards should be mandatory. Local jurisdictions are increasingly dependent upon
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these federal funds for both new projects and the continuation of ongoing pro-
grams. Your commitment and willingness to demand compliance with certain
guidelines as a prerequisite for initial and continuation funding would be a
major step in the right direction.

(3) Public officials such as myself and others should constantly be held ac-
countable for the operation of their various agencies. Public investigation,
backed with the power of the purse, should be utilized to demand answers and
meaningful explanations on an ongoing basis. If federal commitment is weak
and ill-defined or local commitment for that matter, you should not except any-
thing more from others.

(4) Federal resources should be made available for major research efforts,
especially those with distinct policy orientations. Research efforts in the Juvenile
Justice field should be inter-related and should focus on the development of alter-
natives to any existing program or strategy.

PHILADELPHIA PRISONS

Juveniles held in Juveniles held in
detention detention

Total Total
Number number of Juveniles as Number number of Juveniles as
held in deten- a percentage held in deten- a percentage

custody on tioners of the total custody on tioners of the total
last day (system- detention last day (system- detention

Month of month wide) population Month of month wide) population

January 1967_____ 89 1,432 6.2 July 1970 -------- 130 2,065 6.3
April 1967 ------- 83 1,560 5.3 October 1970----- 120 1,975 6.0
July 1967 -------- 76 1,471 5.1 January 1971..... 120 2,047 5.9
October1967 ----- 91 1,536 5.9 April 1971 102 1,996 5.1
January 1968..... 77 1,634 4.7 July 1971 -------- 99 2, 229 4.4
April 1968 ------- 161 1,700 9.5 October 1971 ----- 135 2,083 6.5
July 1968 -------- 147 1,715 8.6 January 1972 ..... 99 2,303 4.3
October 1968-.-- 166 1,946 8.5 April 1972 ------- 64 2,324 2.8
January 1969 114 2,021 5.6 July 1972 ........ 90 2.357 3.8
April 1969 .... 123 2 200 5.6 October 1972 ----- 126 2,372 5.3
July 1969 ..... 137 2,263 6.0 January 1973 ----- 103 2,341 4.4
October 1969---... 169 2,234 7.6 April 1973 ------- 97 2,356 4.1
January 1970..--- 153 2,148 7.1 July 1973 -------- 70 2,089 3.4
April ------------ 167 2,159 7.7

SenatorlBAYI. The next witness this morning is the Honorable Lois
G. Forer, Judge of the Court of Common Pleas in Philadelphia.
Judge Forer.

STATEMENT OF HON. LOIS G. FORER, COURT OF COMMON PLEAS,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Judge FORER. Thank you, Senator Bayh.
Senator BAYI. We appreciate your taking the time to be with us.
Judge FORER. Well, it is a pleasure to be here. It encourages me to

know that you are in charge of this subcommittee and continuing to
work on this problem.

I am not going to read my prepared statement. You have it.
Senator BAYIT. We will place it in the record in its entirety at the

conclusion of your remarks.
Judge FoR ER. I do have some things that I feel I would like to say.
I have had the unusual experience, and perhaps I am one of the

few lawyers in this country who have represented more than 3,000
indigent children brought before juvenile court. If you don't mind,
I should like to call them children instead of juveniles, because if we
say juveniles, it is dehumanizing. And almost everything we do to
these children dehumanizes them, so at least let's call them people, not
juveniles. Children.
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Now, in addition to having had that extraordinary experience of
representing these 3,000 indigent children at a time when the juvenile
courts did not welcome counsel, part of this was before the Gaet
decision, part of it afterward, I am now a judge of a court of general
jurisdiction where I see adult criminals. Most of them, of course, are
graduates of our juvenile institutions. I should like first to call your
attention to the problems that bring children into the jails because
it seems to me that if we are concerned only with institutions we are
seeing only the last stage, perhaps tip of the iceberg as they sAy. This
last witness seems to me to typify the kind of child that I, in a bg
city, have dealt with. Your other witnesses are atypical, I might
say, to the big city person. This last witness is not typical either
because he is far more intelligent-and far more articulate than the
average person who comes before me as an adult accused of crime,
or the children whom I represented who were accused of delinquency.

I think the first problem that we have to face with children is the
fact of poor physical health. This may seem a long way from jail, bui
in my experience with these 3,000 young children, many of whom had
truancy problems, I found that they were sick a great deal of the time.
When I could prevail upon a neurologist to examine them without
fee, I discovered that many of them were brain damaged. When they
got to school they were called hyperkinetic. I am here to ask you,
Senator Bayh, and the committee to consider very carefully a medi-
care program for children, because it is my experience, in a large city,
and I have been all over the country watching what they do in other
cities, that most of our inner city children never see a doctor unless they
are in an accident, stabbed, shot, or run over. These children simply
do not have adequate medical care. This may lead to many of their
school problems.

Their second problem, of course, as our last witness dramatically
pointed out, is school. Now it is a question of trying to fit the child
to the Procrustian bed of the school system. There'is crime in our large
cities and, of course, crime is creeping out into the suburbs and rural
areas. But we have to recognize that we have compulsory school laws.
We live in a very complicated society, materialistic society, where
everybody wants things that cost money, where success is measured by
how much, how many things you have, like automobiles and so on.
And you have to be able to earn the money to buy them or there is a
temptation to steal.

Time and again, today, sitting in court, I will have a young man 20
years old before me and i will ask him if he has a job. He is up for some
kind of stealing. He doesn't have a job. He has either dropped out or
was pushed out of school at the 10th or 11th grade. What I do now is
put him on probation and make as a condition of the probation that he
get his general education diploma, his high school equivalency di-
ploma. But, why should we wait until he is 20 and already has a crim-
inal record? I think we have to have a radical change in the school
system so that it takes into account the wide variety of children we
have: Those who are brain-damaged, hyperkinetic, from deprived
backgrounds, academically untalented, unmotivated, as well as the
middle-class, upper-aspiring child with the concerned parent. We have
all kinds of children and we need alternative kinds of school for all
of these children. So, I am suggesting first that we need physical care

25-2180O-74----
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for these children because I think many of their problems arise out of
ill health.

We don't have adequate statistics. But certainly we know that there
is a close correlation between problems in school and problenis with
the law. Instead of concentrating on the law, let us concentrate on
making the school a place where a child can stay safely, with relative
happiness and learning something. When I say safely. I mean it as
physical safety. In Philadelphia, as in many large cities, and some
not so large, we do have problems of physical safety, gang problems.
Schools are like armed camps. And if you come from the 36th Street
corner and the Klan gang is sitting next to you, you are not going to
learn much arithmetic when you know the fellow sitting next to you
has a knife in his pocket or worse. These are things that it is not pleas-
ant to say, but they are facts of life which we have to recognize.

Then we get to the law itself. I have asked leave to append to these
remarks my proposed new juvenile court law, which I know you are
familiar with.

Senator BAYH. If I might interrupt, Judge Forer is referring to
the Columbia Human Rights Law Review article, "A Children and
Youth Court: A Modest Proposal," I have the good fortune of having
had an article, "Juveniles v. Justice," in that same edition. Also,
had the good fortune of writing a review of Judge Forer's book, "No
One Will Lissen."

Judge FoRm. Thank you, Senator Bayh. And I can't tell you what
a comfort it is, I think it should be, for all of those who care about
children, for the children themselves if they knew it, to know that you
are chairman of this subcommittee.

Senator BAYR. Let us just say that we share a common frustration.
Judge FoRMaa. I think there are certain things that we can do. Of

course, it is always easy to put the blame on the other fellow. But,
I think that we must have a new kind of a juvenile court law where
the court cannot treat a child as a criminal because he doesn't go to
school or because he runs away from home. I have often said that
there is justifiable homicide. If you kill somebody when you are being
attacked, you are not guilty of murder. If a child runs away from
an intolerable home, there should be such a legal concept as a justi-
fiable runaway. If a child is forced to go to a school that is intoler-
able, there should be such a concept as a justifiable truancy. I have
proposed a totally restructured court, not one that is just a misnomer
of a criminal court for children, but a count that also permits a
child to be the moving party, to come into court and to demand his
rights. This proposed law also includes a "Bill of Rights" for chil-
dren which gives every child the right to a decent home to a suitable
education, to medical care and to freedom. That is, freedom unless he
is convicted in a due process trial by proof beyond a reasonable doubt,
that he has committed an offense which if committed by an adult would
be a crime. And further, that he cannot be incarcerated for a longer
period than an adult who is convicted of the same crime. None of this
is the law today, despite the much talked about Gault decision.

Senator BAYR. Due process is a serious concern. Sometimes I think
that as far as juveniles a,-e concerned, many courts require proof of
innocence beyond a reasonable doubt, not guilt.

Judge FORMR. Right. This last witness said no one will listen and
the truant officer was there beside him. 90 percent of our children
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are indigent who come before the court. But, 90 percent of our funds
for free legal assistance do not go to children. It is more like 10 per-
cent. I don't have the exact figures, but we spend a disproportionately
small amount on the legal representation of children.

And if I may mention, just for a moment, on example of the im-
portance of legal representation. A warden of a prison in Pennsyl-
vania called me and said there was a child there that he couldn't do
anything with because he kept saying that he was innocent and he
would not conform to routine. Would you give him a new trial, he
said, and may1e we shall be able to do something with him? I was a
lawyer then, not a judge, and I represented the boy. Certainly there
was no evidence that he was guilty. He was, with great difficulty, I
might add, acquitted. Now this hardly promotes a respect for due
process of law or law and order or a sense of justice.

It bothers me very much that in many public schools in this country
children refuse to rise for the Pledge of Allegiance to the flag, because
they say it is not one Nation with liberty and justice for all. There is
no liberty and justice for them and they sit. This is a very sad thing, I
think, for people of my generation to see what has happened, I think
we must change that, not-by forcing them to stand, buttby giving them
equal justice.

Now, what can the Federal Government do? Obviously, enacting a
new juvenile court law is a matter for States. But, the Federal Gov-
ernment can certainly adopt a medicare program for children which
pays for medical care for children. Federal funds can be used, espe-
cially in the corrections field. Matching funds and grants, which re-
quire that the State enact or enforce a Bill of Rights for children, and
abide by it. If a child is supposed to get a hearing in 24 hours, and
he doesn't get one for 2 weeks, you don't just slough that off as a
malfunction of the system. The Federal Government's power of the
purse can be very compelling. With respect to the institutions them-
selves, I don't draw such a great distinction between adult institutions
and institutions for children. In an adult institution there is some-
body known as a jailhouse lawyer, a man who is wise in the ways of the
world who writes petitions for the other inmates. And that is how
Miranda and Gideon and many other people got out of jail. There
was a jailhouse lawyer for them. There is no jailhouse lawyer in an
institution for children.

When it comes to the question of child abuse in an institution it
is the word of the child against the word of an adult. And just the other
day, like my friend Mr. Aytch, I dt'opped over to the youth study
center for a visit. Our new director, who has made many changes, and
opened the institution up to volunteers showed me the wooden leg of
a chair that a guard had used to beat a child with. How did the director
find out about this? Because a volunteer in the prison itself told him.
And I would urge that in any grant program that you make for in-
stitutions and justice for children that you include a program of child
advocacy which makes enormous use of volunteers. The superintendent
of an institution, no matter how compassionate and understanding
he is and wants to be is limited. He can't be every place all at once.
The greatest safeguard for everybody is to open the institutions to the
public.

In a number of institutions we have volunteers who come in and
teach. They teach what is needed the most of all, remedial reading.
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I am always fascinated by jails that are sending their inmates to col-
lege. I don t disapprove of that, I think it is wonderful. But, I find the
most dire necessity is for basic elementary reading. We have 16-year-
olds who can't read at a third-grade level and they have normal intel-
lience. This is the kind of youngster who is in our institutions for
children. They will be unemployable. There is no question about it.
Therefore, I ask that in any program that the Federal Government
funds there be a requirement that there be. adequate elementary edu-
cation. Not just a teacher who sits there and nothing happens, but that
there be intensive remedial education, that there be volunteers who
are in and out of those institutions on a regular basis. Volunteer grand-
parents are a wonderful thing, especially for children who come from
broken homes, or homes where there is not match love. Here are older
people who themselves are lonely and they come in"for a couple of
hours a day or a week and become volunteer grandparents. They are
this child's lifeline to the outside world. If this child is abused, the
volunteer is his spokesman.

The public defenders go regularly to adult jails. They seldom go to
institutions for children, no matter what we call them, correctional
institutions, cottages and so forth. And so I believe that it is terribly
important that we have the public, through volunteers, in these institu-
tions to prevent abuses.

I also think that we must have speedy public trials for children. As
you know, in many States, it is still, by law and by custom the fact
that the public is excluded from these hearings, the "5-minute chil-
dren's hour" in court. Despite Gault, we still have 5-minute children's
hours where youngsters who have run away from home, or become
pregnant or have done something which is not a violation of the penal
code are sent to an institution or started on a life of crime.

In closing let me suggest that I believe juvenile justice is a Federal
matter because so much Federal money goes into supporting these in-
stitutions. I ask you first to consider physical health. Taking a child
to a free clinic is not the same as having'a doctor who gets paid a fee.
We do provide such medical care for older people. Then we have to
insure that children have rights, that they have a speedy public trial.
We have to have the public in the institutions to be the surrogate par-
ents for so many of our children. Because we live in a very complicated
and difficult society, the parents are often unable to cope with the
bureaucracy and the difficulties of society. Therefore, we must pro-
vide these substitute parents, these child advocates.

Senator BAYH. Judge, I appreciate your compassionate and compel-
ling testimony.

would like to get your response to a couple of questions. On the
basis of your work with juveniles, how would you assess the impact
of the "therapeutic" stay in jail, and of the philosophy that the prob-
lem is merely a lack of discipline. Is the kind of discipline that that
child gets in the youth study center or the house of corrections for
children over the weekend or for 21/ years really a prerequisite to
the beginning of rehabilitation in a meaningful sense?

Judge FORER. Well, of course, it is my experience that a stay in a
prison has no therapeutic effects. The things that happen we all know
are truly horrendous. A child who is small, physically small, is sub-
ject to enormous abuse. We do have, in many cities, severe racial
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antagonism, so a child who is in a mostly black institution who is
white is in danger. A black child who is in a mostly white institution
is also in danger. Nothing good can come of his stay in such an in-
stitution because he gets no education, no psychiatric. He may be
diagnosed, but he is not treated. And physically, his health, nothing is
done for him.

What I have found that has had an extraordinary therapeutic effect,
and which astonished me, was that if you give a child a fair trial, we
have found that fewer than 10 percent of the children whom we
represented, who had had a real meaningful, fair trial and some-
times they would say, my goodness, it is just like television, those
children had a low recidivism rate, less than 10 percent. I think there
are many things that we can do other than lock people up while im-
proving them.

And now as the judge in an adult court, I see people coming before
me with records that long. They have been arrested and convicted re-
peatedly and jailed maybe 20 times. It hasn't done them the least bit
of good. So, I think we have to start with what are their real prob-
lems, because this is just the manifestation.

Senator BAYH. Thank you very much, Your Honor. You have been
very thoughtful. I wish there were more judges like yourself who
could distinguish between therapy and compounding a felony.

Judge FORER. Thank you, Senator.
[Judge Forer's prepared statement and the article "A Children

and Youth Court: A Modest Proposal" is as follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUDGE Lois G. Fomm, BEFORE U.S. SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE
HEARING INVESTIOATINO JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

Senator Bayh, members of the sub-committee, ladles and gentlemen: I am
deeply grateful to you for the opportunity to come to this public hearing and
share with you some of my experiences with young people in trouble. It is most
encouraging to me and to the many people in the legal profession and the
general citizenry who are concerned with the rising crime rate among children
and the failure of our institutions to help them, to know that this Sub-commit-
tee is devoting its attention to this serious problem. Nothing will affect the
future of our country more than the way we educate, care for and treat the
young people of today.

I regret to report to you that, with a few notable exceptions, we are failing;
we are failing to give our young people an understanding of the importance.
of the rule of law in a democratic society; we are failing to educate our young
people to live in a highly technological, complex and difficult world; we are fail-
ing to provide them with the skills they need to earn an honest living in a society
which places so much emphasis on financial success and material possessions;
we are failing to give them the medical care and treatment necessary so that
they may grow up to be physically and emotionally healthy adolescents and
adults; we are failing to give them a sense of compassion, kindliness And love
toward other people because we do not treat our young people with compassion,
decency and love.

I have had the unique and not altogether happy experience of representing,
as a lawyer, more than 3,000 young people in trouble with the law under the
Office cf Economic Opportunity. The Philadelphia Office for Juveniles of Com-
munity Legal Services, which was the first and, I believe, the only law office
in the country to provide legal counsel for children, was established in 1966,
at a time when it was considered that a child accused of delinquency did not
need the services of a lawyer. Indeed, many juvenile court Judges and court
personnel were of the opinion that legal counsel for children was undesirable.

As you know, on May 15, 1967, the United States Supreme Court in the Gault
case ruled that children accused of delinquency, the euphemism for violations
of law by children, were entitled to be represented by counsel. Unfortunately,
both before and since Gault many children have been removed from their homes
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and placed in jail-like institutions who have not committed any acts of delin-
quency. Juvenile courts are still placing such non-delinquent children, home-
less and dependent children in jail-like detention centers and correctional in-
stitutions. In many communities a jail is the only facility available for an
innocent child in need of a home. These children are not constitutionally en-
titled to legal representation although the effects of placing them in institutions
are drastic, heartbreaking and deleterious. The effects on these children are, if
anything, more serious and harmful than on children accused of delinquency.

Under the Constitution an adult ik entitled to many legal safeguards such
as the right to trial by jury, the right to a preliminary hearing in order to
establish probable cause that he has committed a crime, a statutory limitation
on the sentence which may be imposed, innumerable motions to suppress coerced
confessions and illegally obtained evidence, and a wide variety of legal appeals
and post-conviction remedies. I find it incredible and shocking these same rights
that are not constitutionally mandated for all children.

A moment's reflection would indicate that children are the most vulnerable
members of society and least able to protect themselves, but under the law
they are afforded fewer protections than adults. It was my experience as counsel
for thousands of children which forcibly brought to my attention these defects
in the law, as well as the deplorable condition of many of our institutions for
children. I have seen the failure of many agencies in our society, both voluntary
and public, to provide children with the care and skills they need to survive
in our society. All of these institutions through grants and purchase of care
contracts are, in fact, supported by the taxpayers. But they are not accountable
to the citizens.

As a trial judge sitting in adult court, I se a steady parade of graduates of
our Juvenile institutions who have not been rehabilitated or helped through
their contacts with the Juvenile justice system and institutions in which they
were placed by the courts. On the contrary, many of them have been prepared
for a life of crime. A significant proportion of these adults accused of crime
have spent some part of their youth in institutions for juveniles and have had
at least one contact with the Juvenile justice system. In our inner cities, nine
out of ten nonwhite boys have been in Juvenile court at least once before the
age of 18. I hasten to add that this does not mean that nine out of ten crimes
are committed by such yougsters. The results of a survey reported by President
Johnson's Commission on Crime and Delinquency in a Free Society reveals
that nine out of ten college students, when questioned by a research team
admitted to having committed at least one act for which they could have been
arrested. The crucial difference between their lives and the lives of ghetto
children is, of course, that these predominantly white, middle-class youths were
not arrested. They had no contact with the Juvenile justice system.

The single, overriding attribute which characterizes children in trouble with
the law and in institutions for juveniles is poverty. That is their principal
crime. Other children, who are not poor, run away from home, play hooky from
school, break windows, shoplift and commit hundreds of other offenses. Under
our Juvenile justice system their cases are "adjusted". These children are rarely
brought to court and almost never institutionalized If they have middle-class
parents who are willing to keep the child at home or send him or her to special
school or to a psychiatrist. I am not, of course, referring to children accused
of serious crimes of violence like homicide and mugging. These offenses constitute
only a small but significant portion of the cases that come before the Juvenile
Court.

Let me give you a few rather horrifying statistics. We must bear in mind that
adult criminal statistics are unreliable and far from uniform. The same is true
with respect to criminal statistics relating to children. What is considered a
crime in one jurisdiction may not be a crime in another. Different communities
report offenses differently. For example, a woman complains thht she was raped
by one boy; seven may be arrested and charged with rape. In some communi-
ties this appears as seven rapes and in some communities it appears as one rape.
But with all these caveats, statistics can give us some Idea of the size of the
problem.

In 1968 there were 900,000 Juvenile delinquency cases handled in Juvenile
courts across the country, involving 774,000 children. This constitutes 2.5% of all
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children ages 10-17. Between 1960 and 1968 the number of juvenile court cases
increased by 76.4% as compared with a 24.5% increase in the child popula-
tion aged 10-17. The rate of increase was greatest in semi-urban or suburban
areas, second in urban areas and least in rural areas. There was a slightly
higher increase in girl offenders. But they still constitute fewer than 15% of
arrests. and many of these arrests are for essentially non-criminal acts such as
runaway. The combined increase from 1960-1968 for arrests of juveniles under
18 for criminal homicide, forcible rape, aggravated assault, larceny and auto
theft as reported by the FBI was 7&5%. The increase from 1960-1968 for violent
offenses against the person such as homicide, forcible rape, aggravated assault
and robbery was a horrifying 124.1%.

Clearly, all the forces of society-police, schools, welfare, the church and
the home are failing thesk children. One must concede that for children, who
commit such offenses--bearing In mind, of course, that an arrest is not the
equivalent of a conviction-must be placed In institutions. However, the majority
of children in Institutions have not committed violent or dangerous crimes.
Many are not even accused of crime. Approximately 70,000 children are confined
in jail-like institutions each year. In 1970 there were 7,800 juveniles confined In
4,037 adult Jails; of that total 5,158 children 66.1% were not convicted. These
children were either awaiting trial or were not accused of delinquency and
were in jail simply because there was no other place for them. Pennsylvania,
Indiana and Ohio alone have children in more than 200 adult Jails.

At least one-third of all children in Jails and jail-like institutions are there
not because they have committed crimes but because they have run away from
Aome, played hooky from school, have not adjusted to the school system or
simply do not have suitable homes.

For these statistics, inaccurate though they may be, certain facts are un-
deniable. Crimes committed by young people are increasing at an alarming rate.
Since at least two-thirds of all children who come through the juvenile justice
system are subsequently arrested, it is also evident that our court system, own
institutions for children have neither deterred crime nor rehabilitated these
children.

Before devoting all of our thoughts to institutionalized children and con-
sidering possible alternatives to jail, I should like to call your attention to some
of the conditions which I believe significantly contribute to the problems of young
people. These are conditions which society can remedy now, if we are willing to
revise our thinking and change our institutional patterns. In the long run, these
changes will not cost as much as our present self-defeating system of courts and
corrections. It is true that poverty, war, racism and political corruption all take
their toll on children as they do on adults. Unfortunately, we cannot abolish these
conditions in the foreseeable future. Nor can we restructure the family or
eliminate slums immediately. The conditions to which I wish to call to your at-
tention are susceptible of prompt remedial action.

First, is the matter of physical health. We are the wealthiest nation in the
world with the most advanced and sophisticated medical science, but fully one-
third of our children have inadequate medical care. The poor children whom I
represented in juvenile court were seen by a doctor only when rushed to a
hospital clinic in an emergency, having been stabbed, shot or run over in the
street. They were not regularly seen by a pediatrician. They bad little preventive
medical care and their nutrition was deplorable. Many children miss a great deal
of school simply because they are unwell and seldom are seen by a physician.
We do not know what their ailments are or if their poor health contributes to
poor school performance and antisocial behavior. We do know that the incidence
of brain damage among children in trouble with the law is high, but there are
no reliable comparative figures.

We also know that many of these children were battered babies and abused as
young children. In the early school years they are often diagnosed as hyper-
kinetic. Later on they become school drop-outs or push-outs, more statistics of
failure. They are also human beings who must go through life further disad-
vantaged and less able to cope with the problems of youth and adult life. How
many of these illnesses could be alleviated by proper medical care, no one
knows because these children are not diagnosed or treated. I am pleading with
you today to establish a system of medicare for the children of America. Cer-
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tainly, the health of the young is as important as the health and medical treat-
ment of the aged. Without some public means of providing for payment of medical
care for the children of America, we shall continue to have these problems.

Closely linked to physical health is mental health and emotional stability.
Even with the Community Mental Health Centers now in existence, we do not
have adequate care and treatment for emotionally disturbed children. In many
of our communities the only place for a seriously mentally ill child is an adult
psychiatric ward in a free hospital. Such wards contain adult alcoholics, prosti-
tutes, psychotics and many of the irremediable problem people of society. These
wards are no place for children and can only further contribute to their
instability.

It is a truism and also a fact that most children who are in trouble with
the law also have trouble with school. The records which I kept on the 3,000
children whom I represented, indicated that they were on the average two years
below their normal grade in school. Many of them were of normal intelligence;
but they were functional illiterate at ages 15 and 16. Often a child who could
not cope with his school situation because of illiteracy was sent to a correctional
institution as a delinquent. But in the correctional institution to which he was
sent there was no schooling, and certainly no remedial reading. Very few cor-
rectional institutions have intensive remedial education courses, although some
prisons make arrangement for inmates to attend local colleges. The vast ma-
Jority of our prison population need elementary and high school education.
For the majority of boys in trouble with the law, lack of education is one of
their principle problems.

Functional Illiteracy, of course, is directly related to unemployability. A great
number of offenses committed by young people are offenses of stealing. Boys steal
cars, hold up bars and gas stations; girls iihoplift. All of our children are prod-
ucts of a society in which there is a premium on having things, expensive
things. Children who realistically have no likelihood of getting a job and earn-
ing money to buy the desirable things that are advertised, that other people
have and that they see around them on the streets and in stores are tempted
to steal. Often such temptation proves irresistable.

The percentage of black males between the ages of 16 to 24 who are unem-
ployed and not in the labor force or in school is 24.5%; a percentage far higher
than for any other group in our society. This constitutes an increase of almost
5% in the two years from 1968 to 1070. Doubtless the rate has soared since then.
The national average of unemployment is less than 5%. This group of young
men has an unemployment rate more than 5 times the general population.

Therefore, before we can consider realistically the institutional needs and
problems of children, we must take into account those factors which bring
them into trouble with the law. I repeat: health, school and jobs are the three
principle contributing factors to juvenile crime. Since all of us pay for the pub-
lic schools, we have a right and a duty to demand that the schools be responsive
to the needs of the wide variety of children who, under the law, are forced to
attend school. We must have schools in which all of our children can learn the
essential skills needed to survive in our complex society. We must have schools
which are able to treat the emotionally disturbed, the academically untalented
and the unmotivated child from a deprived home background as well as middle-
class children. An adequate health care system for all children, a school system
responsive to the needs of all children and a job market in which young people
can find satisfactory employment would, I am sure, drastically reduce the
crime rate.

I do not mean to suggest that all of these necessary changes in society would
automatically eliminate crime. There are individual human factors of violence,
vengeance, hatred and fear which, unfortunately, neither the medical profes-
sion nor the social sciences know how to control.

In my own city of Philadelphia 27 young people have been killed by other young
people in the first 8 months of 1973. This kind of widespread homicide is a phenom-
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enon which, unfortunately, has not been substantially alleviated by any of the
anti-crime programs to date. It Is a fact of urban life that many children are
terrified, and with good reason, on the streets, in school, and in playgrounds and
parks. Neither the police nor the courts have been able to stop the slaughter of
children by children. Children who kill, maim and mug, however, are only a very
small percent of the more than one million juvenile cases handled in our courts
this past year.

If we turn to the 90% or more of children brought to juvenile court for less
serious offenses, we must look closely at the legal system and how it functions.
Does it deter crime? Does it teach respect for law? Does it rehabilitate? Unfortu-
nately, the answer to these questions is "No." As a lawyer and a judge, I suggest
that something is radically wrong with the juvenile court law. Something is wrong
with a law that permits incarceration in jail-like institutions of 7, 8, and 9 year
olds who have not committed a criminal act, by that I mean an act which if com-
mitted by an adult would be a crime. Under our juvenile court l.aws almost any-
thing can be considered an act of delinquency; for example, running away from
home, truancy, incorrigibility (which may mean anything from answering rudely,
staying out late or failing to wash the dishes), and leading an idle and dissolute
life.

For vague non-criminal actions children are brought into juvenile court and
placed in the same institutions with children who have committed serious crimes.
The courts of this nation provides one standard for adults and another for chil-
dren. I submit that this violates the equal protection clause of the Constitution.
In the case of Commonwealth vs. Dianne Brasher, the Massachusett's Courts
held in 1971 that a statute providing for punishment, including imprisonment,
for "stubborn children" is legal and constitutional. I also call your attention to
the case of Martarella v. Kelley, recently decided by a Federal Court, in New
York, which held that a child classified as a person in need of supervision, not a
delinquent, may legally be placed in an institution with children who have com-
mitted criminal acts. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court in the Wilson Appeal held
that a child may be deprived of his liberty and be incarcerated longer than an
adult who committed the same act if he is receiving rehabilitative care. But In
the very case in question the child was in the same institution as adult criminals
and treated in exactly the same manner as the adults. Recently, in McKiever v.
Pennsylvania, the United States Supreme Court has held that children are not
entitled to trial by jury. Lawyers and judges must seriously. question this sepa-
rate and unequal system of law for children.

The Gault decision by the United States Supreme Court has been hailed by
some as a Magna Charta for children. Many of us who see the daily operations
of the juvenile justice system are far less sanguine. It is interesting that the
United States Supreme Court did not see fit until 1966 to consider any case
involving the many constitutional problems of children under the Juvenile Oourts
even though we have had juvenile courts since 1900. Does this say something
about the priorities under the law of the rights of children, as compared with
the rights of adults and the rights of property? The most fundamental change
mandated by the Gault case was that children who may be incarcerated for
delinquency are entitled to representation by counsel. The Supreme Court also
ruled that a child was entitled to notice of the charges against him, the privilege
against self-incrimination and the right to confront and cross examine his
accusers. Despite this seminal decision, there has been really little substantive
change in our juvenile justice system. Only a few states have adopted new juvenile
court laws. None of these laws provides a child with the same constitutional
protections as an adult.

To see how disadvantaged a child is before the law let us begin at the beginning
of the process. First, one must note that at least 90% of -the children brought
before the juvenile court are indigent and do not have private counsel. Under
most juvenile court laws there is no requirement that a child be arrested with
a warrant. There are no provisions for challenging the legality of the arrest
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prior to trial or for motions to suppress illegally obtained evidence. In very
few jurisdictions Is there any procedure for a line-up, a critical procedure to
weed out mistaken Identifications. Frequently children are jailed because of
mistaken identity. Often when I represented poor black boys, I would have them
exchange shirts. The supposed eye-witness never recognized the boy by his
face but only by his clothes. I must point out that most clothing of poor children
consists of standard items which can be found on hundreds if not thousands of
other children. In few juvenile courts are there requirements that a child be
brought before a judge within a limited period of time. In those jurisdictions
which have such limitations, there are no procedures of release or suppression of
evidence if the time limitations are exceeded. There is usually no requirement
for a preliminary hearing at which probable cause for the arrest must be shown.

As for the trial itself, there are gross violations of many of the constitutional
rights afforded adults. One must remember that most of these children are semi-
literate, frightened and unaware of their rights. At least 90% of them are indi-
gent and do not have private counsel. They have little, If any, understanding of
court procedures. In very few Juvenile courts does a child see his lawyer before
the day of trial. It Is obvious that such a child, confronted with a total stranger,
who tries 20 to 30 cases a day, cannot possibly tell his so-called counsel what
his defenses are. If he has any witnesses, it is too late to summon them. The
trial itself Is all too often what the President's Commission on Crime and
Delinquency described as "the five minute children's hour".

Despite such perfunctory trials, the percentage of appeals from juvenile delin-
quency adjudications is astonishingly low. One reason is that unlike an adult
in prison who has the benefit of a "Jailhouse lawyer" to help him, a child does
not. Almost all of the children In correctional Institutions are Ignorant of their
rights. Few know how to write a letter to a lawyer or to whom to send such a
letter. There are no provisions for stationery and stamps. Although lawyers regu-
larly visit adult jails and detention centers, few lawyers ever go to juvenile insti-
tutions. The institutions frequently prohibit lawyers from seeing and talking to
the children.

With respect to the conditions at the institutions for children of course, there
is a wide variation. Some are new, clean and spotless. Others resemble the tiger
cages In Viet Nam. I have seen a teenage girl lying on a filthy mattress on a
stone floor in a bare cell. I have seen boys in solitary confinement, more familiarly
known as "the hole", which is a dark dungeonlike room in which a child is held
for days and even weeks without anyone to talk to, without anything to read
and without any therapy or help whatsoever. I have visited many Juvenile insti-
tutions. But I have seldom seen children outside playing even when the weather
is nice and the sun is shining: I have seldom seen children in classrooms, despite
law requiring that children in institutions receive an education. Children are
often deprived of fundamental privacy and decency. For example, children are
forced to shower with others under the eye of a guard. This rule is uniformly
applied to boys and girls. Girls are routinely examined Internally. They are sub-
Ject to many other physical and psychic indignities.

I have seen and spoken with many children who have been beaten and physi-
cally abused. A superintendent of one such institution showed me the leg of a chair
with which a counsellor had beaten a child. It is difficult for the most humane
and conscientious of superintendents and supervisors to exercise adequate con-
trol over employees who quite properly are civil servants and have job tenure
and legal rights. It is the word of a delinquent and often emotionally disturbed
child against that of a respectable adult

The first and most Important reform in Juvenile institutions is to remove from
these jail-like institutions all children who do not require a security facility. At
least one-third of all children in custody do not need such security either for
their owm protection or for the protection of society.

Eugene J. Montone, Executive Director of The Youth Study Center in Phila-
delphia, the detention center, states:
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"Youth Study Center statistics indicate that 5,558 children were admitted to the
Center In 1972. Further statistical evaluation disclosed that approximately 80%
of these children need to be placed at another facility other than at a detention
center. The 30% represent a large number of girls who are primarily mildly but
socially and emotionally maladjusted who would better benefit from a place-
ment in a Community Residential Treatment Center where close supervision and
appropriate treatment are available."

In a study of one New Jersey institute for girls, more than 60% of them were
incarcerated for runaway, pregnancy, truancy and acts which if committed by
adults would not be crimes. Holding children in such institutions is very expen-
sive. There is an almost one to one ratio of personnel to inmates. Three shifts
of guards and other custodial personnel are required. There is apparently never
enough money for teachers and therapists. But there is no shortage of funds
for jails. In Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, four million dollars has been
appropriated for a juvenile detention center. This money could be far more wise-
ly spent for small group homes for the majority of children who do not need a
security institution. These children should be receiving education, therapy
and guidance rather than being Jailed with children who have committed se-
rious crimes. Instead, the neglected, dependent and homeless children and those
who have committed minor infractions are receiving an advanced course in crime
from real criminals with whom they are Jailed.

In Massachusetts, the Correctional institutions for children were closed. There
was no appreciable increase in the crime rate. I do not advocate such drastic
measures. There are, unfortunately, some children who have killed, raped and
mugged and must be held in a secure facility. There are some children so seri-
ously disturbed that they are a clear and present danger to themselves and
society. For these children small, secure, but humane facilities which also pro-
vide education and therapy are needed. For all other children, supervised homes
in the community would be far preferable and much cheaper.

How do we safeguard the children in institutions? How do we ensure that chil-
dren who are not criminals are not deprived of their liberty?

The principal safeguards against abuses are not merely laws establishing
rights and setting standards for institutions, important as such laws are. The
greatest protection to the children and the public which is paying for these in-
stitutions and for the entire juvenile justice system is to open the courts and the
Institutions to responsible public scrutiny.

Many juvenile courts by law or by custom hold closed hearings. This is an
unfortunate relic of the hated Star Chamber proceedings of 18th Century Eng-
land. The Constitution guarantees every person a "speedy, public trial." This pro-
vision should apply to children regardless of whether we call the trial of a child
which may result in imprisonment a hearing, an interview or a conference. If a
child can be deprived of his liberty, he should have a speedy public trial.

In some juvenile courts, women of the community are "court watching".
Women in such organizations as the Junior League, the Fellowship Commis-
sion, the YWCA and the AAUW in chapters all over the country regularly attend
juvenile court. They visit institutions for children. They are truly the eyes, ears,
conscience and soul of each community.

I urge that this concept of citizen participation and surveillance of institu-
tions for children and of the juvenile courts be adopted nationwide. Citizens
should have the right and duty to visit every institution where a child is held.
I am happy to report the Philadelphia Youth Study Center, which for decades
closed its doors to the public, now welcomes volunteers in many capacities. Cit-
izen volunteers serve as teacher aides, foster grand-parents and simply friends
of children who are essentially without friends.

The 1970 White House Conference on Children recommended a Child Advocacy
Program in each community. In Philadelphia and other cities and counties, cit-
izens in poverty areas have established child advocacy programs. They see to it
that children who need help--whether it be legal, medical or just a home-get
that help. They are acting as temporary guardians for battered babies to see that
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these helpless infants receive necessary medical care and a decent foster home.
Children from the day of birth until adulthood need protection and help. If
their own parents are unable to provide such protection and care, this becomes
the obligation of society, especially In our nation that prides itself on being
civilized and humane.

In summation, I urge you to consider the following essential legislation. First-
a national medicare program for children; second-a Juvenile court law that
not only provides quasi-criminal proceedings and sanctions against children but
also establishes a bill of rights for children and affords them a forum in which
to assert these rights and obtain adequate remedies. I ask leave to append to
these remarks such a proposed model law which should be enacted in every state;
and third-an Act of Congress creating regional child advocacy offices to assist
volunteer citizens in serving as advocates for children in their own communities,
to monitor juvenile institutions and courts, to recommend needed facilities and
programs for children and to oppose unneeded and inhumane jails. For every
child who does not have parents who are capable of providing a good and lov-
ing home, medical care, suitable education and protection from the hazards of
the street and unfeeling bureaucracies, there must be a child advocate.

I believe that the adults of America will respond to these needs if they are
informed and given access to the institutions. I believe that we as a people do
care. By holding these hearings you attest to your concern. We must remember
that these are our children, our future and our nation.
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A Children and Youth Court:
A Modest Proposal

by
Lois G. Forer

IWTrODUCTION

Since the turn of the century and the enactment of the first Juvenile
Court Act,' juvenile courts have relied increasingly on the values inherent
in sociology, psychology and psychiatry, rather than law.2 This fact, com-
bined with a natural paternalism towards juveniles, has caused an almost
complete disregard by the juvenile courts of the constitutional rights and
legal safeguards to which, as American citizens, children ought to be entitled.
The sociological approach, though well intentioned, has been unsuccessful,
resulting not only in indiscriminate incarceration of children in jail-like ino
stitutions but also in contributing to disrespect for the rule of law.8 The

* Judge, Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia; author, No One Will Lissen:
How Our Legal System Brutalizes the Youthful Poor, John Day Co. (1970), Universal
Library (1971).

1. Act of April 21, 1899, ILuNoIs LAws 1 21 (1899).
2. "The early juvenile court statutes showed a surprising solicitude for the child's

legal rights." Clark, Why Gault: Juvenile Court Theory and Impact in Historical Perspec-
tire, in GAULT--WAT Now FoR te JuvNz Couirr 5 (V. Nordin ed. 1968).

3. The dimensions of this failure are startling. The Senate Subcommittee to In-
vestigate Juvenile Delinquency reported:

We know that over 100,000 children across the country are detained in Jails or
jail-like facilities, often together with adult felons, contrary to accepted correctional
standards and, in many cases, contrary to State and local laws.

We know that less than five percent of our institutional personnel are involved in
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shortcomings of the juvenile justice system can best be ameliorated by en-
suring that children receive the full privileges and protections of the due
process clause,4 and by establishing a comprehensive bill of rights for chil-
dren, with adequate procedures to enforce these rights.

The child, as I view him, is a citizen. The law must provide for him
both the full panoply of constitutional rights guaranteed to adults (including
those rights which one can extrapolate as coming into legal recognition),
and the benefits which contemporary society owes to those members who are
vulnerable and incapable of providing for themselves. This present juvenile
justice system has largely ignored the former and assumed that the latter
would be provided through its ministrations.'

Unfortunately, it is time consuming, wasteful and inefficient to attempt
the reform of the juvenile justice system through litigation. Both federal and
state courts properly refrain from rewriting state laws, and the decisions of
the Supreme Court are but slowly and grudgingly being effectuated. It is
almost five years since the Gault decision and, except for the increased pres-
ence of lawyers, the outmoded juvenile system has changed very little.'
In order to have meaningful reform, the State legislatures must repeal the
present juvenile court laws and enact new laws providing for a coherent
system based on the realities of life in the seventies. They must create a
court for children which functions like a court, its powers clearly defined
and limited.

This article will present a new model law for children-the Child and
Youth Act-designed to meet the needs and aspirations of young people
today, predicated both upon a different concept of the Juvenile Court and
upon a different concept of the rights and needs of children. It will begin

treatment or are even professionally qualified for rehabilitation. (92nd Cong. 1st Sen.
Report No. 92-176)

Richard W. Velde, Associate Administrator of the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration, before that same subcommittee stated that 72 percent of those arrested at
age 20 or under were rearrested within five years (March 31, 1971). Other studies indi-
cate that more than half of the children now in correctional institutions are not even
accused of a criminal offense. (Mangel, How to Make a Criminal out of a Boy, Loox
MAGAZ NE, June 29, 1971.) In addition to the failure to produce a better record of reha-
bilitation, this "socialized" judicial system--designea to ameliorate the harsh effects of
criminal law upon juveniles-has often delivered harsher penalties to juveniles than they
would have received in traditional criminal courts. Finally, as Justice Fortas noted in In re
Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (196), the benefit of the juvenile court system in preventing juvenile
indiscretions from unnecessarily haunting juvenile defendants in later years, has often
not been realized.

4. In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1968), although a significant breakthrough in estab-
lishing that children do have some rights, leaves many serious problems still undecided.

5. Waite, How Far Can Court Procedure Be Socialized Without Impairing In-
dividual Rights? 12 J. Cmu. L. & Qm. 339 (1922); H. Lou, JUVENU CouwRs i M
UMTE STATES (1927); F. Allen, The Borderland of Criminal Iut, 11 WAyNE L. Rv.
676 (1965).

6. Lefsteing, Stapleton & Teitlebaum, In Search of Juoenlse te: Gault and Its
Implementation, 3 LAw & Soc'y Rzv. 491 (1968); Nordin, oupra, note 2.
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with a short explanation of the new court's scheme, followed by a survey of
the procedures governing its operations, and an outline of a juvenile bill
of rights. The final section will be the act itself, with citations to the existing
Uniform Juvenile Court Act submitted in 1968 by the National Conference
of Commissioners for Uniform State Law to the American Bar Association.'

The Courts

The CYA's most visible change is in its court structure. The proposed
law establishes two separate fora-criminal and civil-with appropriate pro-
cedures and remedies (§ 3). This separation gives structural recognition to
the difference in philosophy and technique required for a judicial proceeding
to determine guilt or innocence of a delinquent act and one to determine
such civil matters as custody, health, school attendance and the like.

The Civil Division. In the past the juvenile court, despite claims that
it acts in the best interests of the child and community, has never seen its
function as that of providing a forum where a child could bring an action
to assert his claims against those who are allegedly infringing on his rights.8

Therefore, in addition to the traditional civil subject-matter jurisdiction of
juvenile courts-adoption and custody, mental health and parental rights-
the civil division of the Child and Youth Court will be empowered to enter-
tain "actions brought by or on behalf of a child to obtain redress for abuse,
denial of rights or entitlements" (§ 4-B-1). This will enable the child to
assert his rights against those who fail in their duty to him.

To accomplish this novel purpose, the civil division will have all the
powers of any other court of record including the power to issue injunctions,
mandamus and writs of habeas. corpus (§ 6-B-6), and the power to cite wit-
nesses for contempt.

The Criminal Division. The criminal division of the CYA will provide
for children the substance of due process safeguards of adult criminal courts.
In re Gault requires in juvenile delinquency proceedings the minimum com-
ponents of a "fair and equitable hearing."9 The CYA implements those mini-
mum rights and provides further safeguards which are found in other areas
of law.

7. Enacted almost verbatim in N.D. CENT. CODE § 27-20 (1969).
8. In most jurisdictions a juvenile must go to the civil division of the court and

establish a traditional cause of action. This is difficult both because juveniles lack many
rights that "citizens" have and also because their parents or guardians are protected by
law from being penalized for their violations of the juvenile's rights. Cj. In re Holmes,
175 Pa. Super. 137, 103 A.2d 454, (1954) aff'd. 379 Pa. 599, cert. den. 348 U.S. 973.
The court reiterated the traditional law that juveniles do not have a right to liberty but
only to custody.

9. Gault made (1) proper notice, (2) the right to counsel, (3) the right to
confrontation and cross-examination of witnesses, and (4) the right against self-in.
crimination, constitutionally required in criminal juvenile cases.
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The Gault Rights

Notice. The Supreme Court responded most emphatically to the lack of
notice given Gerald Gault and his parents. Justice Fortas, writing for the
majority, said, "written notice [must] be given at the earliest practical time,
and in any event sufficiently in advance of hearing to permit preparation."10

But a timely petition of notice is unsatisfactory if it is not sufficiently par-
ticular to enable the child and his representative to meet the issues intelli-
gently and competently. The CYA replaces the vague petition requirement
of the UJCA which asks only for:

a statement that it is in the best interest of the child and the public
that the proceedings be brought and, if delinquency or unruly con-
duct is alleged, that the child is in need of treatment or rehabilita-
tion. (§ 21)

with a petition specifying, with particularity:

the offense allegedly committed by the child-including the date,
time and place of the alleged crime or delinquent act. (§ 7-A-1).

Such particularity serves not only to put the defendant on notice of the
charges lodged against him but properly limits the jurisdiction of the court
to those specific charges.

Counsel. Consistent with Gault, the CYA requires that counsel be pres-
ent at all adjudicatory proceedings "which may result in commitment to an
institution in which the juvenile's freedom is curtailed,""' and that the child
must be notified of this right and of his right to appointed counsel if he
cannot afford his own (§§ 6-B4; 6-D). In fact, the CYA requires that the
petition include notice of these rights (§ 7-A-2). However, since representa-
tion of children is relatively new, many members of the bar have, themselves,
not discarded the notion of parens patriae.12 As a result they continue to
make social judgments rather than legal ones. Thus the CYA, standing alone
will not be enough; the judge must insure that the child not only have coun-
sel, but that he have one that will defend him "effectively."

Confrontation and Cross-exanination. The same rationale of "fair and
equitable hearing" led the Supreme Court to require confrontation by and
cross-examination of accusatory witnesses in juvenile actions."8 Many tradi-
tional juvenile courts either lack the necessary contempt power to compel

10. 387 U.S. 1, 33.
11. Id. at 41; See also Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 55 (1932); Gideon v. Wain-

wright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963).
12. The state has the power, under this concept of guardianship, over persons

under disability such as minors, insane and incompetent persons.
13. Cf. UJCA 1 58; Iu. Rzv. STAT. 1969, Ch. 37 1 704-6; People v. Y. 0. 2404,

47 Misl.2d 30, 291 N.Y.S.2d 510 (1968).

25-218 o - 74 - 7
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witnesses to appear or choose only to exercise that power to require the
accused child and his parents to appear. Few, if any, juvenile courts make
available to the child subpoena to obtain witnesses in his own defense.

Privilege Against Self-incrimination. Gault also extends the privilege
against self-incrimination to juvenile delinquency proceedings. The argu-
ments against "judicializing' the juvenile courts assert that the introduction
of due process interferes with the informal, "helping" nature of the couts
and violates the principle of parents patriae. The specific content of this
claim, as to the privilege against self-incrimination, is that juvenile confes-
sions are somehow therapeutic and should be encouraged.

Rather than rely on the statistics of general failure of the juvenile
court system, Justice Fortas attacks this argument directly. Citing a study by
Wheeler, Cottrell and Romasco, Fortas points out that juvenile confessions,
when followed by retribution, may cause a "hostile and adverse reaction by
the child" rather than having the supposed "cleansing effect."14 Furthermore,
the veracity of a juvenile confession is even more questionable than an
adult's, often coming, as it does, from a frightened child seeking approval
from his eiders. 15

The other half of the traditional argument agair-so. "udicializing" juve-
nile proceedings is that they are not criminal in nature but merely civil in-
quiries, leading to the conclusion that the Fifth Amendment does not apply.
The court wisely assays the reality of juvenile proceedings and says:

A proceeding where the issue is whether the child will be found
to be "delinquent" and subject to the loss of his liberty for years
is comparable in seriousness to a felony prosecution's ... (and
later) ... to hold otherwise is to disregard substance because of
the feeble enticement of the "civil" label-of-convenience attached
to juvenile proceedings."

The CYA clearly recognizes that juvenile proceedings in its criminal divi-
sion are more than "comparable" to criminal cases, but are equivalent.'$

Beyond Gault

The Supreme Court limited its consideration of juvenile court practice
to these minimal rights. It chose not to consider the pre-trial procedures, 1'

14. 387 U.S. 1, 51; ct. also Russ. SAcz FOUNDATiON, JuvEN u DELiNQU Ncy-
ITs PxvnTIoN AND ComoL (1966).

15. Gallegos v. Colorado, 370 U.S. 49 (1962); Haley v. Ohio, 332 U.S. 596
(1948). Cases holding exclusionary rule applicable to certain juvenile confessions.

16. 387 U.S. at 36.
17. d. at 50.
18. But see Appendix A of Pee v. United States, 107 U.S.App.D.C. 47, 274 F.2d

55 (1959) (cites decisions in 51 jurisdictions holding that juvenile cases are civil and
not criminal).

19. 387 U.S. at 36.
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post-trial penalties, and many aspects of the trial itself. The CYA provides
specific procedures to cover the entire spectrum of the delinquency pro-
ceeding.

Pretrial. Absent a new statute, there is nothing to protect the child's
rights during the early "critical stages" of a delinquency action.

The CYA changes the operative statutory language of offense from
'delinquent act," a phrase so miscomprehended and imprecise as to threaten
due process,20 to "crime" (§ 2-2). It also substitutes the constitutional re-
quirement for arrest-a warrant or probable cause-for the less demanding
and vague standards of the other codes (UJCA § 13--"reasonable grounds").

The Act abolishes the "intake interview" and limits the pre-trial hearing
to determining (1) whether a prima facie case has been proven and (2)
if it has, whether it is of such seriousness to warrant a trial rather than
counseling (§ 7-B). If a prima face case has not been made out or if the
offense is trivial, then the juvenile cannot be put to trial.

Trial. From In re Winship2 l1 the code takes for its criminal division
cases the now constitutional standard of proof-proof beyond a reasonable
doubt. In Winship, the Supreme Court, again recognizing that the essence
of the action was criminal, said that this standard is an "essential of due
process and fair treatment." 2 More importantly, perhaps, Justce Brennan's
majority opinion noted that the use of a more demanding standard would
have no effect on the informality, flexibility or speed of the child's trial.23
For the same reason the CYA requires the application of all the rules of
evidence in its criminal division ("No hearsay or other inadmissible evidence
shall be received.") (§ 7-E-9).

Jury Trials. The need for an act such as the CYA is nowhere more evi-
dent than in the discussion of the right to a jury for children charged with
a serious crime. In McKeiver v. Pennsylvania, 24 the Supreme Court rev-erted
to the discredited "parens patriae" concept, declaring: (1) that the jury trial
would "remake the juvenile procedure into a fully adversary process, and
[would] put an effective end to what has been the idealistic prospect of an
intimate, informal, protective proceeding,"25 and (2) that a juvenile trial is
not criminal, but civil. In addition, Mr. Justice Blackmun's plurality opinion
(joined by Chief Justice Burger, and Justices White and Stewart) based
its decision on the conclusion that a jury is not a "necessary component of

20. See Gesicki v. Oswald, 336 F. Supp. 371 (S.D.N.Y. 1971), af'd without
opinion 406 U.S. 913 (1972).

21. 397 U.S. 358 (1970).
22. Id. at 381.
23. Opponents of the judicialization of juvenile courts consistently cite increase

in cost of certain measures, both in time and money. This argument is not persuasive
in regard to adult proceedings, and in juvenile cases, where the court is avowedly going
out of its way to protect the interests of the child, it has even less weight.

24. 403 U.S. 528 (1971).
25.Id.
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accurate fact finding" and that a juvenile defendant's rights will be suffi-
ciently protected so long as there are conditions which guarantee his right
to a public trial.

McKeiver v. Pennsylvania, supra, has been the subject of extensive
criticism.26 Significantly, in 1968, the United States Supreme Court in Dun-
can v. Illinois upheld the importance of the jury in criminal trials. The Court
declared:

A right to jury trial is granted to criminal defendants in order to
prevent oppression by the government ... to provide] ... an
estimable safeguard against the corrupt or overzealous prosecutor
and against the compliant, biased or eccentric judge... Beyond
this the jury trial provisions reflect a fundamental decision about
the exercise of official power-a reluctance to entrust plenary
power over life and liberty of the citizen to one judge..

The saliency of this reasoning is no less strong in a trial of a child who by
reason of his youth, inexperience and lack of resources is especially vulner-
able to any abuse of power.

Public Trials. "[T]he right of the defendant to a public trial has long
been regarded as fundamental in criminal procedure."28 Many juvenile courts
operate in camera, limiting the presence in the court room to the child,
his parents and persons granted permission by the trial judge. In many
juvenile courts the press is excluded by statute or by court practice (UJCA
§ 24(d)). The reason given for in camera juvenile court trials is the protec-
tion of the child from unfavorable publicity. The CYA would give the
juvenile the right to a public trial in delinquency (criminal) charges. In civil
matters, the child may request that the hearing be closed (§ 6-E-5). Thus,
the abused child or the child with family problems could at his discretion
avoid the publicity of a public hearing.

Speedy Trials. The CYA is committed to the right to a "speedy trial."
The effect of a long trial period upon a young person can be overwhelming
and the disruption of the child's life by incarceration can interfere not only
with his schooling but also with his general development." To minimize
this effect, the CYA goes beyond Chief Judge Fuld's rule in New York

26. Juvenile Jury Trial Case-A Regrettable 'Policy' Decision, 32 LA. L. REv. 133
(1971); Juries for Juveniles.A Rehabilitative Tool, 11 J. Fud. L. 107 (1971); McKelver
v. Pennsylvania-Jures and Juveniles-Parens Patriae Revived, 5 IND. Lwo. F. 197
(1971).

27. 391 U.S. 145, 156 (1968). Since fewer than 5% of adults accused of a crime
demand jury trials, it is unlikely that the right to a jury trial would impose an excessive
burden on the Children and Youth Court.

28. People v. Jelke, 308 N.Y. 56, 61 (1954).
29. Ct. Appendix to Justice Douglas' dissent in McKelver, 403 U.S. 523, 563

(1970).
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(which-requires that criminal defendants bebrought to trial within six
months),80 and requires that children be brought to trial within sixty days
if they are not in detention and within ten days if they are (§ 7-E-1). Again,
the argument against such a plan is the unconvincing claim for judicial
economy. The Supreme Court's unanimous decision in Barker v. Wingos
not to set a "specified time period" which satisfies the constitutional require-
ment of speed for fear that it would be legislating or rule-making does not
impinge upon the right and duty of the state legislatures to make their own
judgments as to that requirement.3 2

Transcripts and Appeals. The CYA grants the right to appeal and to
receive the transcripts of the trial in juvenile criminal cases (§ 8-B-i, 2). In
Gault the Supreme Court refrained from passing on whether these protec-
tions were constitutionally required under the Due Process Clause. However,
a recent Supreme Court decision indicates that the Court might not find
that an appeal and a transcript of the trial are essential elements of due
process.38

The right to an appeal, which is granted to all adults accused of a
crime, is a necessary component of procedural due process. It provides an
essential means for correcting error, bias, or prejudice which are inherent in
all human institutions. When a child is deprived of his liberty, the need for
the right to an appeal would appear to be obvious.

Bill of Rights. Procedural rights are worthless, however, without sub-
stantive rights. Section 5 of the CYA establishes definite substantive rights
for juveniles, designed both to grant them rights as citizens and to insure
them proper care, treatment and education.

First, the Act grants generally all of the privileges, immunities and
protections guaranteed to adults under the Constitution, thereby statutorily,
at least, eliminating any distinction between a child and a "citizen" (§ 5-8).
Secondly, several provisions establish a broad array of personal rights ex-

30. In the spring of 1971 Chief Judge Fuld of the New York Court of Appeals
proposed an Administrative Rule which would have required that any defendant held in
detention for over 90 days be released on bail if the state could not bring its case
(Judicial Administrative Rule 29.1). This rule was to go into effect on May 1, 1972,
but the state legislature passed Chapter 184 of the 1972 New York Session Laws to
supersede Judge Fuld's rule. The legislature's rule calls for the prosecutor to bring his
case to the court within six months for a felony, 90 days for a misdemeanor punishable
by over three months imprisonment and 30 days for a less serious misdemeanor. If
the defendant is in detention, he must be released on bail in 90, 30 and 15 days respec-
tively. However, the legislature's bill only requires that the state's case be ready; the
trial may be delayed for a longer period if the court deems it necessary.

31. 407 U.S. 514 (1970).
32. See note 23, supra.
33. See Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12, 14 (1959). Grifin did hold, however, that

once a state grants the right to appeal generally, it cannot discriminate against some
convicted defendants because of their poverty.
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clusively for children: "the right to bodily safety and integrity and freedom
from physical and mental abuse" (§ 8-1);34 the right to medical, psychiatric
and dental care (§ 8-2); the right to an education (§ 8-3); the right "to a
home which provides food, shelter, clothing, care and recreation" (§ 8-4).
More than mere policy statements, these rights set the groundwork for civil
actions by the child himself to remedy the deficiencies in his life.

The Act specifically establishes rights and standards for the treatment
of children incarcerated or removed from their homes pursuant to court or-
der. The CYA extends the right to treatment doctrine 5 to require the provi-
sion of educational facilities and appropriate medical, dental and psychiatric
care to the child who is in custody (§ 7-F-5).

The Act also implements the equal protection concept by providing
in section 7-F-3 that "No order shall exceed the maximum period for which
an adult could be incarcerated for the same offense."86

The common practice in juvenile courts is to use indeterminate sen-
tencing. This practice reflects a philosophy which does not attempt to
make the punishment fit the crime but attempts to make the punishment fit
the criminal. The use of indeterminate sentencing both of children and of
adults has caused much dissatisfaction. 7 Neither the prisoner nor the state
knows the duration of the commitment nor the standards of conduct required
for release. In an effort to permit the early release of children whose con-
tinued custody is not required either for the safety of the community or the
rehabilitation of the child, the CYA requires that any order calling for over
six months' confinement be reviewed by the court every six months (§ 7-F-4).

The Youth Services Board. An essential component of the Act is a
comprehensive board composed of the Chief Judge of the Court, the county
secretary of Welfare, representatives of the various professions involved,

34. This right combined with section 6 (the civil division subject-matter jurisdic-
tion) will allow a juvenile the unprecedented right to sue to be released from parents
or guardians who fail to provide these basic amenities. Although this may seem radically
dangerous, the wisdom of the juvenile court judge should be sufficient to limit these
actions to cases where a benefit for the child could be achieved.

35. See Wyatt v. Stickney, 325 F. Supp. 781 (M.D.Ala. 1971).
36. Cf. In re Charles Wilson, 264 A.2d 614 (Pa. Super. 1970) in which the court

held that a child may be imprisoned longer than an adult only if three factors are present:
(1) the juvenile must have notification at the outset of the proceedings of
any and all factors upon which the state proposes to base its adjudication of
delinquency, (2) the ultimate conditions upon which the findings of delin-
quency are based, and the facts supporting each of them, must be clearly
found and set forth in the adjudication, and (3) it must be clear that the
longer commitment will result in the juvenile's receiving appropriate rehabil-
itative care and not just in his being deprived of his liberty for a longer time.
37. A. M. Schrieber, Indeterminate Therapeutic Incarceration of Dangerous

Criminals: Perspectives and Problems, 56 VA. L. Rzv. 602 (1970); D. A. Thomas, Cur-
rent Developments in Sentencing-The Criminal Justice Act in Practice, 1969 Cmm.
L. R. 235 (1969); Dilemmas of Sentencing, 44 CAJF. S.B.J. 332 (1969); D. Meure,
Indeterminate Sentencing in Tasmania, 3 TAsmANA U.L. Rzv. 329 (1970).
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and children. This board would be responsible for overseeing the institution
to which children are committed and the effectiveness of the various re-
habilitation programs, homes, training courses, and other social services
utilized by the Cort The board would provide for coordination of services
and institutions and accountability to the community.

PROPOSAL: CHILDREN AND YoUTH CoUtT AcT

Section 1. Purpose

The purpose of this Act shall be to establish a court for the adjudica-
tion of rights and remedies of children and transgressions of the law by
children, to declare the rights of children and to provide procedures for the
enforcement of said rights, and to provide interstate procedures to effectuate
such rights and remedies.

COMMENT

This section eliminates the social welfare phraseology which may
well be undtily vague as a standard. See Gesicki v. Oswald,
336 F. Supp. 371 (S.D.N.Y. 1971), affd without opinion, 406
U.S. 913 (1972). "Wholesome moral development", e.g., fails to
meet the accepted tests of statutory precision. The purpose clause
clearly establishes the court as a court to adjudicate civil rights
and prosecute violations of law.

UJCA

SEcON 1. [Interpretation.] This Act shall be construed to effectuate the following
public purposes:

(1) to provide for the care, protection, and wholesome moral, mental, and physical
development of children coming within its provisions;

(2) consistent with the protection of the public interest, to remove from children
committing delinquent acts the taint of criminality and the consequences of criminal be-
havior and to substitute therefor a program of treatment, training, and rehabilitation.

(3) to achieve the foregoing purposes in a family environment whenever possible,
separating the child from his parents only when necessary for his welfare or in the
interest of public safety;

(4) to provide a simple judicial procedure through which this Act is executed
and enforced and in which the parties are assured a fair hearing and their constitutional
and other legal rights recognized and enforced; and

(5) to provide simple interstate procedures which permit resort to cooperative
measures among the juvenile courts of the several states when required to effectuate the
purposes of this Act.
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Section 2. Definitions

1. "Child7 means an individual (1) who is under the age of 18 years.

COMMENT

This limits the jurisdiction of the court to the age of 18 rather than
21, and follows recent statutes establishing 18 as the age of major-
ity.

UICA

SECioN 2. [Definitions.] As used in this Act:
(1) "child" means an individual who is:

(i) under the age of 18 years; or
(ii) under the age of 21 years who committed an act of delinquency before

reaching the age of 18 years; [or]
[(iii) under 21 years of age who committed an act of delinquency after

becoming 18 years of age and is transferred to the juvenile court by another court
having jurisdiction over him;]

2. "Crime" means an act designated a crime under the law, including
local ordinances of this state, except summary motor vehicle violations, or
under Federal law.

COMMENT

Crime is defined as a violation of the statute and is similar to the
Model Act's definition of "delinquent act." However, summary
motor vehicle violations are excluded from the jurisdiction of the
Children and Youth Court.

UICA

SECTION 2 (2) "delinquent act" means an act designated a crime under the law,
including local [ordinances] [or resolutions] of this state, or of another state if the act
occurred in that state, or under federal law, and the crime does not fall under paragraph
(iii) of subsection (4) [and is not a juvenile traffc offense as defined in section 44] [and
the crime is not a traffic offense as defined In [Traffic Code of the State] other than
[designate the more serious offenses which should be included in the jurisdiction of the
juvenile court such as drunken driving, negligent homicide, etc.];

COMMENT

One of the difficulties of the present law is semantics. The court
is predicated upon the theory that it is not a criminal court, that
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children do not commit crimes and that they are not punished.
"These are patently legal fictions. To clarify the role of the child
and the court, obfuscating words are eliminated and the usual
legal terminology is used.

3. "Delinquent Acts." Any child shall be guilty of a delinquent act
who

1) Without cause repeatedly runs away from home; but there shall be
recognized justifiable runaway from an unsuitable home.

UICA

SECTION 2 (3) "delinquent child" means a child who has committed a delinquent
act and is in need of treatment or rehabilitation;

(4) "unruly child" means a child who:
(i) while subject to compulsory school attendance is habitually and with-

out justification truant from school;
(ii) is habitually disobedient of the reasonable and lawful commands of his

parent, guardian, or other custodian and is ungovernable; or
(iii) has committed an offense applicable only to a child; and
(iv) in any of the foregoing is in need of treatment or rehabilitation;

2) Without cause habitually refuses to attend school.

COMMENT

This section is in lieu of the "unruly child" provision of the Model
Act. It is strictly defined and permits a runaway child to raise the
defense that his home conditions are unsuitable and also that the
school conditions are improper, illegal, or unconstitutional.

4. "Deprived Child" means a child who
a) is without adequate physical care, subsistence, education or medical

and psychiatric care.

COMMENT

This subsection permits the court to take jurisdiction of a child
who is denied necessary care by reason of the poverty of the
parents. It does not permit a child to be removed from his home
solely because of poverty but to obtain proper medical and other
care.

b) has been placed for care or adoption in violation of law.
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c) has been abandoned, abused or mistreated by his parents, guardian,
or other custodian.

d) is without a parent, guardian, or legal custodian.

UICA
S -ncON 2 (5) "deprived child" means a child who:

(i) is without proper parental care or control, subsistence, education as
required by law, or other care or control necessary for his physical, mental, or
emotional health, or morals, and the deprivation is not due primarily to the lack
of financial means of his parents, guardian, or other custodian;

(ii) has been placed for care or adoption in violation of law; [or]
(iii) has been abandoned by his parents, guardian, or other custodian; [or]
[(iv) is without a parent, guardian, or legal custodian;]

5. "Shelter Care" means temporary care of a child who is not accused
of or convicted of delinquency.

COMMENT

This prohibits the mingling of non-delinquent children with those
accused or convicted of crime.

UICA
(6) "Shelter Care" means temporary care of a child in physically unrestricted

facilities;

6. "Detention means temporary care of a child who is accused of
crime or delinquency and awaiting trial or placement.

UJCA

SECTrON 2 (7) "protective supervision" means supervision ordered by the court
of children found to be deprived or unruly;

7C "Next Friend" means any person over the age of 18 who appears on
behalf of a child for the purposes of litigation, protection, or care.

COMMENT

This section specifically permits someone other than the court
officers or welfare department to act on behalf of a child. See
Sec. 6-A-1, infra.

8. "Children and Youth Court" means the Children and Youth Court
of this State.
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UICA
SE--noN 2 (9) "Juvenile court" means the [here designate] court of this state.

9. "Representative" means a parent, guardian, or custodian whose in-
terest is not adverse to the child, a next friend or counsel.

COMMENT

This section recognizes that the interest of the parent, foster
parent or agency may be adverse to the child and authorizes an-
other party to represent the child.

UICA
SECTIoN 2 (8) "custodian" means a person, other than a parent or legal guardian,

who stands In loco parents to the child-or a person to whom legal custody of the child
has been given by order of a court;

10. "Youth Services Board" means the Board established under Sec. 13
of this Act

11. "Mental Disability" means such defect of intellect, emotional or
psychiatric disorder which prevents the child from leading a normal life and
requires special treatment

Section 3. Court

The Children and Youth Court shall be composed of one or more
judges learned in the law. It shall sit in two divisions-a civil division and a
criminal division. The hearings of the two divisions shall be separate and
apart. The dockets and records of the divisions shall be kept separately and
labeled civil docket and criminal docket.

COMMENT

This establishes two divisions of the court with separate proce-
dures and standards of proof.

Section 4. Jurisdiction

A. The jurisdiction of the Court shall be confined to children under
the age of 18 and to persons charged with violating their rights or contrib-
uting to their delinquency. The jurisdiction of the Court shall cease when
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the child reaches the age of 18 and no order issued by the Court shall be
effective against a child after his 18th birthday.

B. The civil division shall have exclusive original jurisdiction over:
(1) All actions brought by or on behalf of a child to obtain redress for

abuse, denial of rights or entitlements.

COMMENT

This is an entirely new provision. It would permit a child to bring
an action for abuse, denial of care, change of custody, property
rights, welfare rights, etc.

(2) adoption,
(3) mental disability,

COMMENT

A court for children is the appropriate forum to make such deter-
minations and placements of mentally disturbed children.

UICA

SEcrmno 3. [Jurisdiction.]
(a) The juvenile court has exclusive original Jurisdiction of the following pro-

ceedings, which are governed by this Act:
(1) proceedings in which a child is alleged to ",e delinquent, unruly, or

deprived [or to have committed a juvenile traffc offense as defined in section 44;]
(2) proceedings for the termination of parental rights except when a part

of an adoption proceeding; and
(3) proceedings arising under section S9 through 42.

(b) The juvenile court also has exclusive original jurisdiction of the following
proceedings, which are governed by the laws relating thereto without regard to the
other provisions of this Act:

[(1) proceedings for the adoption of an individual of any age;]
(2) proceedings to obtain judicial consent to the marriage, employment, or

enlistment in the armed services of a child, if consent is required by law;
(3) proceedings under the Interstate Compact of Juveniles; [and]
(4) proceedings under the Interstate Compact on the Placement of Chil-

dren; [and]
[(5) proceedings to determine the custody or appoint a guardian of the

person of a child.]
[SrnoN 4. [Concurrent Jurisdiction.] The juvenile court has concurrent jurisdio-

tion with [ -] court of proceedings to treat or commit a mentally retarded
or mentally ill child.]

(4) judicial consent to the marriage, employment or enlistment in
military services, or medical, surgical or psychiatric treatment of a child
if consent is required by law,

(5) proceedings under Interstate Compact on Placement of Children,
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(6) proceedings to determine custody or appoint a guardian of the
person of a child,

(7) proceedings under the Interstate Compact of Juveniles if the
Juvenile is not alleged to be delinquent,

(8) proceedings for the termination of parental rights or emancipation
of minor,

(9) proceedings for a writ of habeas corpus, unless the child is charged
with or adjudicated guilty of an act of delinquency.

COMMENT

Many juvenile courts assume that they do not have the authority
or jurisdiction to issue a writ of habeas corpus.

(10) all adults and institutions and organizations against whom a child
has filed a pleading under this Act.

The Civil Division shall have concurrent jurisdiction with [...]court
for the appointment of a guardian of the estate or property of a child and
proceedings in which a child claims a right, interest, or entitlement in
property.

COMMENT

This is a new provision and permits the court to act to protect
the property interests of children.

C. The Criminal Division shall Lave exclusive original jurisdiction
over:

(1) all criminal acts allegedly committed in this State by a child
under the age of 18,

(2) all acts denominated delinquent under this statute and allegedly
committed in this State by a child under the age of 18,

(3) proceedings under the Interstate Compact of Juveniles in which
delinquency or crime is alleged,

(4) proceedings for a writ of habeas corpus arising out of detention
or a charge of delinquency or adjudication for an act of delinquency,

COMMENT

Many juvenile courts have assumed that they lacked the power or
jurisdiction to " sue writs on behalf of children illegally confined.
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The court would have the right and duty to determine whether
a child committed to an institution is in fact receiving education,
therapy and rehabilitation treatment.

(5) all adults alleged to have contributed to the delinquency of a
minor.

Nothing in this section shall deprive a federal court of jurisdiction
to determine the rights of a child.

Section 5. Bill o4 Rights [New]

Every child is guaranteed certain rights, privileges, immunities and
entitlements which shall be provided by the State if the child's parents or
guardian are unable or unwilling to do so, and which shall be enforceable
by appropriate proceedings in the Children and Youth Court.

(1) Every child shall have the right to bodily safety and integrity and
freedom from physical or mental abuse.

COMMENT

This permits a child to leave an intolerable home or institution
and/or bring a proceeding to compel his removal and transfer to
a suitable place.

(2) Every child shall have the right to medical, psychiatric and den-
tal care.

COMMENT

If the parents are financially able to provide health care for their
child, the court may order them to do so. If they are not, the court
may require the appropriate public authorities to do so.

(3) Every child shall have the right to an education suitable to his
intellectual, emotional and physical capacities.

COMMENT

This section would require the public schools to provide or
purchase educational facilities for educable children who are re-
tarded, emotionally disturbed, physically handicapped, or intel-
lectually superior.
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(4) Every child shall have the right to a home which provides food,
shelter, clothing, care and recreation in a non-coercive, non-penal setting.

COMMENT

A child who has not been convicted of a crime or delinquent act
could not be placed in a security institution. Group homes, foster
parents and other substitute facilities will have to be provided
for such children. The prohibition against peonage is significant
since many institutions for children fail to provide the equivalent
of a public school education and require the children to do the
maintenance work of the institution, work in a factory within the
institution or bind the child out to work on a farm, as a domestic
servant or in industry without any compensation or at substandard
rates of pay. The other provisions are necessary since it is not clear
that children are protected by the Bill of Rights and the 14th
Amendment.

(5) No child shall be arrested or apprehended without a warrant and
no warrant shall issue except upon probable cause.

(See Section 7.)
(6) Every child shall have access to the courts for enforcement of his

rights and to recover damages for wrongs suffered and for deprivation of
rights, privileges, immunities, entitlements and property.

COMMENT

This section is an entirely new provision. In view of recent U.S.
Supreme Court opinions and opinions of state courts, the legisla-
ture must declare that children have specific substantive and pro-
cedural rights and not rely on the assumption that the rights and
privileges guaranteed under the U.S. Constitution to all "persons"
will be extended to children under the equal protection clause or
the due process clause.

Section 6. Procedures under Civil Division [New]

A. Commencement of Action

(1) Every action by or on behalf of a child shall be commenced by
a pleading. A child may file a pleading on his own behalf or by a next friend.
He may appear by next friend and/or counsel or pro se.
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COMMENT

The entire civil proceeding brought by or on behalf of the child
is new. Actions on behalf of deprived children are the closest ap-
proximation of this function.

(2) The Court shall provide for service of the pleading on the re-
spondent and the subpoena of witnesses when the child, friend or counsel
certifies that the testimony of such witness is necessary to the presentation
or substantiation of the child's case.

COMMENT

Since most children are indigent or not in control of their own
property, they will be unable to obtain witnesses unless subpoenas
and service are provided by the court.

(3) The Court shall provide simple forms and assist the child in pre-
paring his pleadings.

B. Hearings

(1) The rules of civil procedure shall apply.

COMMENT

There is no provision for procedural rules in the Model Uniform
Juvenile Court Act. Few Juvenile Courts have adopted procedural
rules.

(2) Unless the child is ill or too young to be brought to court, the
child shall be present at all hearings.

(3) The child and/or his representative shall have the right to present
evidence, to compel testimony and to cross-examine witnesses.

(4) The child and/or his representative shall be represented by coun-
sel unless there is a knowing and intelligent waiver of the right to counsel.
In any case in which it is alleged that the rights of a child under Sec. 5
of this Act, or under the Constitution of the United States or the Constitution
of this state have been violated, and the child cannot afford to retain counsel,
the Court shall appoint counsel for hir. The child and/or his representative
may request the appointment of any member of the bar, which request
shall be honored unless good reason for not doing so is found.
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The provision of counsel for a battered baby or an abused adoles-
cent for protection of his life and safety, seems to be a proper ex-
tension of Gault and Gideon.

(5) All hearings shall be open to the press and public unless the child
or his representative requests that the hearing be closed.

(6) The Court may issue injunctions, mandamus, writs of habeas
corpus or take any other appropriate action to protect the rights and in-
terests of a child.

(7) The Court may appoint a referee to take testimony and report
to the Court. In all proceedings before a referee, the rules and procedures
established for hearings before the Court shall apply and all the rights and
privileges guaranteed to a child under this Act shall obtain.

(8) Decisions shall be made upon the preponderance of evidence ad-
duced in court.

(9) The Court may where appropriate order psychiatric tests for the
child and/or any adult subject to its jurisdiction and social investigations.
All test results and reports shall be presented in court and made available
to counsel for the child and other parties.

C. Adjudications

The court shall have authority to order appropriate parties (1) to
provide medical, psychiatric and dental care, (2) to provide a suitable edu-
cation, (3) to place the child in a suitable, safe non-penal home or shelter,
(4) to remove the child from the home in which he was mistreated, (5) to
terminate parental rights, (6) to appoint a guardian of the person and/or
property of the child, (7) to award damages, and (8) to issue such writs
and orders as may be appropriate to enforce the rights of the child and to
carry out the purposes of this Act.

D. Protective Custody

(1) A child may be taken into protective custody:
(a) pursuant to an order of the Civil Division of the Court entered

after a hearing.
(b) pursuant to an order of the Civil Division of the Court prior to

a hearing.
(c) upon the verified petition of any responsible adult alleging that

the child is being or has been abused, mistreated, neglected or abandoned
and that the child's health and welfare will be jeopardized if the child is
not taken into custody prior to a court hearing.

25-218 0 - 7T4 - 8
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UJCA

See § 13(3), infra.

(d) by any responsible citizen who sees a child being abused, mis-
treated or endangered.

UICA

SECTION 53. [Protective Order.] On application of a party or on the court's own
motion the court may make an order restraining or otherwise controlling the conduct of
a person if:

(1) an order of disposition of a delinquent,- unruly, or deprived child has been
or is about to be made in a proceeding under this Act;

(2) the court finds that the conduct (1) is or may be detrimental or harmful
to the child and (2) will tend to defeat the execution of the order of disposition; and

(3) due notice of the application or motion and the grounds therefor and an
opportunity to be heard thereon have been given to the person against whom the order
is directed.

(2) A child taken into protective custody shall be placed in a hospital
or shelter. His parent, guardian, custodian, or next friend shall be promptly
notified. The child shall be permitted to communicate with counsel and
friends. No child taken into protective custody shall be held in a jail, prison,
correctional institution, or detention facility for delinquent children.

Section 7. Procedures under Criminal Division

A. Initiation of Proceedings

(1) Every proceeding shall commence with the filing of a verified peti-
tion specifying with particularity the offense allegedly committed by the
child-including the date, time, and place of the alleged crime or delin-
quent act and a statement of the whereabouts of the child.

UICA

SECTION 8. [Commencement of Proceedings.] A proceeding under this Act may be
commenced:

(1) by transfer of a case from another court as provided in section 9;
[(2) as provided in section 44 in a proceeding charging the violation of a traffic

offense;] or
(3) by the court accepting jurisdiction as provided in section 40 or accepting

0,1 supervision of a child as provided in section 42; or
(4) in other cases by the filing of a petition as provided in this Act. The petition

and all other documents in the proceeding shall be entitled "In the interest of
a [child] [minor] under [18] [21] years of age."

SEcrioN 21. [Contents of Petition.] The petition shall be verified and may be on
information and belief. It shall set forth plainly:

(1) the facts which bring the child within the jurisdiction of the court, with a
statement that It is in the best interest of the child and the public that the proceeding
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be brought and, if delinquency or unruly conduct is alleged, that the child is in need
of treatment or rehabilitation;

(2) the name,- age, and residence address, if any, of the child on whose behalf
the petition is brought;

(3) the names and residence addresses, if known to petitioner, of the parents,
guardian, or custodian of the child and of the child's spouse, if any. If none of his
parents, guardian, or custodian resides or can be found within the state, or if their re-
spective places of residence address are unknown, the name of any known adult rela-
tive residing within the [county,] or, if there be none, the known adult relative residing
nearest to the location of the court; and

(4) if the child is in custody and, if so, the place of his detention and the time
he was taken into custody.

(2) The petition shall be personally served on the child and his parent,
guardian or custodian. Attached to the petition shall be a statement inform-
ing the child, his parent, guardian or custodian of his right to counsel and
how to obtain counsel if he is indigent.

(3) If the child is in detention, a preliminary hearing shall be held
before a judge or referee within 24 hours. If the child is not in detention,
the preliminary hearing shall be held not sooner than 3 days nor later than
10 days after the filing of service of the petition.

B. Arrest

A child may be arrested:
(1) Pursuant to an order of the Delinquency Division.
(2) Pursuant to the laws of arrest for a violation of the penal code of

this Act. Except for sight arrest, no child shall be arrested or apprehended
without a warrant.

(3) Every child who is arrested shall be notified of his right to remain
silent, his right to counsel and of the charges against him.

(4) Every child shall have the right to call a lawyer and his representa-
tive.

(5) The police shall immediately notify the child's parent, guardian,
custodian or representative that the child has been arrested, his place of
confinement and the charges against him.

(6) No statement given by a child who has been arrested shall be ad-
missible unless made in the presence of his counsel or representative.

COMMENT

The laws of arrest are made applicable to juveniles under both
statutes. There is no reason to use the circumlocution "taking
into custody."

The legalstandards for release on bail of adults are made appli-
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cable to arrest of juveniles. Under Uniform Juvenile Court Act,
Sec. 14, a child may be held in detention (jail), inter alia, "to
protect the property of others" or because he has no person able
to provide supervision and care. Protection of property is not a
legally cognizable ground for detention of an adult. If a child
has no suitable home, he should be placed under the "deprived
child" rubric through the Civil Division.

UJCA

SErCON 13. [Taking into Custody.]
(a) A child may be taken into custody:

(1)pursuant to an order of the court under this Act;
(2) pursuant to the laws of arrest;
(3) by a law enforcement officer (or duly authorized officer of the court]

if there are reasonable grounds to believe that the child is suffering from illness
or injury or is in immediate danger from his surroundings, and that his removal is
necessary; or

(4) by a law enforcement officer (or duly authorized officer of the court] if
there are reasonable grounds to believe that the child has run away from his
parents, guardian, or other custodian.
(b) The taking of a child into custody is not an arrest, except for the purpose of

determining its validity under the constitution of this State or of the United States.
SECTION 14. [Detention of Child.] A child taken into custody shall not be de-

tained or placed in shelter care prior to the hearing on the petition unless his detention
or care is required to protect the person or property of others or of the child or be-
cause the child may abscond or be removed fiom the jurisdiction of the court or because
he has no parent, guardian, or custodian or other person able to provide supervision and
care for him and return him to the court when required, or an order for his detention
or shelter care has been made by the court pursuant to this Act.

SECTION 15. [Release or Delivery to Court.]
(a) A person taking a child into custody, with all reasonable speed and without

first taking the child elsewhere, shall:
(1) release the child to his parents, guardian, or other custodian upon their

promise to bring the child before the court when requested by the court, unless
his detention or shelter care is warranted or required under section 14; or

(2) bring the child before the court or deliver him to a detention or shelter
care facility designated by the court or to a medical facility if the child is believed
to suffer from a serious physical condition or illness which requires prompt treat-
ment. He shall promptly give written notice thereof, together with a statement of
the reason for taking the child into custody, to a parent, guardian, or other cus-
todian and to the court. Any temporary detention or questioning of the child neces-
sary to comply with this subsection shall conform to the procedures and coRditions
prescribed by this Act and rules of court.

(3) If a parent, guardian, or other custodian, when requested, asks to bring
the child before the court as provided in subsection (2) the court may issue its
warrant directing that the child be taken into custody and brought before the
court.

C. Detention

(1) No child shall be held in detention pending an adjudicatory hear-
ing unless:
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(a) the offense charged is non-bailable, or
(b) there is substantial reason to believe that the child will flee the

jurisdiction, or
(c) there is substantial reason to believe that the child is a danger

to himself, or
(d) the child has no home.

COMMENT

This establishes the same standards for pre-trial detention of chil-
dren as the release of adults on bail. Since few children have
financial resources, bail for children would operate even more
harshly and inequitably than it does with respect to adults.

(2) While in detention a child shall have the right to communicate
with parents, friends and counsel and to receive regular visits at reasonable
times. No child shall be held in solitary confinement.

(3) No child shall be held in detention in a place where adults ac-
cused or convicted of crime are incarcerated.

UJCA

Section 16(d) A child alleged to be deprived or unruly may be detained or placed
in shelter care only in the facilities stated in paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) of sub-
section (a) and shall not be detained in a jail or other facility intended or used for
the detention of adults charged with criminal offenses or of children alleged to be
delinquent.

D. Preliminary Hearings

At the preliminary hearing the court or referee shall determine (a)
if a prima facie case has been established, (b) if so, whether the offense is
of such seriousness that an adjudicatory hearing is required, (c) if the charge
is not serious, the referee may refer the child to the Youth Services Board
for voluntary counselling and services. No referral to the Youth Services
Board shall constitute an adjudication of crime or delinquency or be deemed
a waiver of the child's rights. Any child may refuse the referral and no ad-
verse implications or consequences shall attach. If the Court determines that
the case should proceed to an adjudicatory hearing, the Court shall inform
the child of his right to counsel. If the child has no counsel and is indigent,
the Court shall appoint counsel. If the child requests the appointment of a
designated member of the bar, the request shall be honored by the Court
unless good reason is shown for not doing so.
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COMMENT

Since representation of children is relatively new, many members
of the bar are not prepared to defend a child but continue to
make social judgments as to their views of the best interests of
the child. The child's need for counsel who will defend him is
of crucial importance.

UICA

SECnoN 10. [Inormal Adustment.]
(a) Before a petition is filed, the probation officer or other officer of the court

designated by it, subject to its direction, may give counsel and advice to the parties
with a view to an informal adjustment if it appears:

( 1 ) the admitted facts bring the case within the jurisdiction of the court;
(2) counsel and advice without an adjudication would be in the best in-

terest of the public and the child; and
(3) the child and his parents, guardian or other custodian consent thereto

with knowledge that consent is not obligatory.
(b) The giving of counsel and advice cannot extend beyond 3 months from the day

commenced unless extended by the court for an additional period not to exceed 3 months
and does not authorize the detention of the child if not otherwise permitted by this Act.

(c) An incriminating statement made by a'participant to the person giving coun-
sel or advice and in the discussions or conferences incident thereto shall not be used
against the declarant over objection in any hearing except in a hearing on disposition
in a juvenile court proceeding or in a criminal proceeding against him after conviction
for the purpose of a presentence investigation.

SwcToN 19. [Petition-Preliminary Determination.] A petition under this Act
shall not be filed unless the [probation officer,] the judge or other person authorized by
the court has determined and decided upon the petition that the filing of the petition
is in the interest of the public and the child.

SECIroN 20. [Petition-Who May Make.] Subject to section 19 the petition may
be made by any person, including a law enforcement officer, who has knowledge of the
facts alleged or is informed and believes that they are true.

E. Trials

(1) Trials shall be held no later than 10 days after the preliminary
hearing if the child is in detention. If the child is not in detention, the ad-
judicatory hearing shall be held no later than 60 days after the preliminary
hearing. Unless the child requests a continuance or good cause is shown for
the delay, the criminal petition shall be dismissed and the record expunged
if the trial is not held within the times specified.

COMMENT

This follows the rule of the New York courts which requires dis-
missal of criminal charges if the case is not brought to trial.
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(2) Guilt shall be found only upon proof beyond a reasonable doubt.
(3) In all cases in which the child may be deprived of his liberty for

a period in excess of six (6) months he shall have the right to trial by jury.

COMMENT

The U.S. Supreme Court has held in McKeiver v. Pennsylvania,
403 U.S. 528 (1971), that the U.S. Constitution does not require
a jury trial in cases of juvenile delinquency. The legislatures of
the states are not precluded from granting a jury trial and, insofar
as possible, providing substantive and procedural safeguards for
children which approximte those Constitutionally guaranteed to
adults.

(4) All hearings shall be stenographically transcribed and the record
made available to the child and his representative without cost if the child
is indigent.

UJCA

Swcn-oN 24(c) If requested by a party or ordered by the court the proceedings
shall be recorded by stenographic notes or by electronic, mechanical, or other appropriate
means. If not so recorded full minutes of the proceedings shall be kept by the court.

(5) All hearings shall be open to the press and the public.

UJCA

Szcmor- 24(d) Except in hearings to declare a person in contempt of court, [and
in hearings under section 44,] the general public shall be excluded from hearings under
this Act. Only the parties, their counsel, witnesses, and other persons accompanying a
party for his assistance, and any other persons as the court finds have a proper interest
in the proceeding or in the work of the court may be admitted by the court. The court
may temporarily exclude the child from the hearing except while allegations of his
delinquency or unruly conduct are being heard.

(6) At the commencement of the hearing, the judge shall ascertain
that the child knows and understands the nature of the charges against him
and if he is not represented that he has knowingly and understandingly
waived his right to counsel.

(7) The state shall present its evidence against the child after which
the child may move for a dismissal of the charges.

(8) The child shall have the right to call witnesses on his behalf, to
cross-examine the witnesses and shall have the right to remain silent. No
inferences shall be drawn from the child's failure to testify.
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UJCA

SECrIoN 27. [Other Basic Rights.]
(a) A party is entitled to the opportunity to introduce evidence and otherwise

be heard in his own behalf and to cross-examine adverse witnesses.
(b) A child charged with a delinquent act need not be a witness against or

otherwise incriminate himself. An extra-Judicial statement, if obtained in the course of
violation of this Act or which would be constitutionally inadmissible in a criminal pro-
ceeding, shall not be used against him. Evidence illegally seized or obtained shall not
be received over objection to establish the allegations made against him. A confession
validly made by child out of court is Insufficient to support an adjudication of delin-
quency unless it is corroborated in whole or in part by other evidence.

(9) No hearsay or other inadmissible evidence shall be received.
(10) The rules of criminal procedure shall apply. The child shall have

the right to file pre-trial motions and to subpoena witnesses. If the child is
indigent the court shall provide without cost subpoenas and service of pro-
cess.

UJCA

[SE.-noN 18. [Subpoena.] Upon application of a party the court or the clerk of
the court shall issue, or the court on its own motion may issue, subpoenas requiring
attendance and testimony of witnesses and production of papers at any hearing under
this Act.]

(11) Upon conclusion of the trial the court shall make a finding of
guilt or innocence. If the court finds the child is innocent, he shall be
promptly released and the record of his arrest expunged.

UJCA

SECIoN 29. [Hearing-Findings-Dinissed.]
(a) After hearing the evidence on'the petition the court shall make and file its

findings as to whether the child is a deprived child, or if the petition alleges that the
child is delinquent or unruly, whether the acts ascribed to the child were committed
by him. If the court finds that the child is not a deprived child or that the allegations
of delinquency or unruly conduct have not been established it shall dismiss the petition
and order the child discharged from any detention or other restriction theretofore or-
dered in the proceeding.

(12) If the court finds the child guilty, the court may call for a pre-
commitment investigation and require such medical, psychological, and psy-
chiatric tests as may be appropriate. No such tests or investigation shall be
made prior to a finding of guilt. Pending such investigation the child may
be held in detention for a period not in excess of 30 days. The reports of
all investigations and tests shall be available to the -child's counsel and
representative. Upon a finding of guilt the Court shall inform the child
of his right to appeal and his right to have counsel and, if he is indigent
to have counsel provided for him,
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UICA

SECTIN 29(b) If the court finds on proof beyond a reasonable doubt that the child
committed the acts by reason of which he is alleged to be delinquent or unruly it shall
proceed immediately or at a postponed hearing to hear evidence as to whether the child
is in need of treatment or rehabilitation and to make and file its findings thereon. In
the absence of evidence to the contrary evidence of the commission of acts which con-
stitute a felony is sufficient to sustain a finding that the child is in need of treatment or
rehabilitation. If the court finds that the child is not in need of treatment or rehabilitation
it shall dismiss the proceeding and discharge the child from any detention or other re-
striction theretofore ordered.

(c) If the court finds from clear and convincing evidence that the child is de-
prived or that he is in need of treatment or rehabilitation as a delinquent or unruly
child, the court shall proceed immediately or at a postponed hearing to make a proper
disposition of the case.

(d) In hearings under subsections (b) and (c) all evidence helpful in deter-
mining the questions presented, including oral and written reports, may be received by
the court and relied upon to the extent of its probative value even though not otherwise
competent in the hearing on the petition. The parties or their counsel shall be afforded
an opportunity tb examine and controvert written reports so received and to cross-examine
individuals making the reports. Sources of confidential information need not be disclosed.

F. Pre-disposition Investigation

The Court may order an investigation of the child's background, family,
and school record prior to disposition and require psychiatric and other
tests where appropriate. No investigation or testing shall be made prior
to a finding of guilt. All such records shall be available to the child and
his representative and the child may require the presence of any person
making such reports and cross-examine him.

COMMENT

The investigation of children and their families prior to an ad-
judication is a gross waste of money and an invasion of privacy.
Often the results are made available to the court prior to the
hearing and affect the determination of guilt or innocence. There
is at present no requirement that such reports be made available
to the child's representative.

UJCA
SEcroN 6. [Power,'and Duties ot Probation Officers.]
(a) For the purpose of carrying out the objectives and purposes of this Act and

subject to the limitations of this Act or imposed by the Court, a probation officer shall
(1) make investigations, reports, and recommendations to the juvenile court;
(2) receive and examine complaints and charges of delinquency, unruly

conduct or deprivation of a child for the purpose of considering the commence-
ment of proceedings under this Act;

(3) supervise and assist a child placed on probation or in his protective
supervision or care by order of the court or other authority of law;
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(4) make appropriate referrals to other private or public agencies of the
community if their assistance appears to be needed or desirable;

(5) take into custody and detain a child who is under his supervision or
care as a delinquent, unruly or deprived child if the probation officer has reason-
able cause to believe that the child's health or safety is in imminent danger, or
that he may abscond or be removed from the jurisdiction of the court, or when
ordered by the court pursuant to this Act. Except as provided by this Act a pro-
bation officer does not have the powers of a law enforcement officer. He may not
conduct accusatory proceedings under this Act against a child who is or may be
under his care or supervision; and

(6) perform all other functions designated by this Act or by order of the
court pursuant thereto.
(b) Any of the foregoing functions may be performed in another state if autho-

rized by the court of this state and permitted by the laws of the other state.

G. Penalties

(1) Upon a finding of guilt the Court shall have the authority (a) to
commit a child to a suitable institution, (b) to place the child on probation,
(c) suspend sentence, (d) refer him to the Youth Services Board, and/or
(e) to order restitution within the financial capabilities of the child and/or
a reasonable amount of public service within the physical, mental and emo-
tional capacities of the child.

JJCA

SEC oN 31. [Disposition of Delinquent Child.] If the child is found to be a
delinquent child the court may make any of the following orders of disposition best
suited to his treatment, rehabilitation, and welfare:

(1) any order authorized by section 30 for the disposition of a deprived child;
(2) placing the child on probation under the supervision of the probation officer

of the court or the court of another state as provided in section 41, or [the Child Wel-
fare Department operating within the county,] under conditions and limitations the
court prescribes;

(3) placing the child in an institution, camp, or other facility for delinquent
children operated under the direction of the court [or other local public authority;] or

(4) committing the child to [designate the state department to which commit-
ments of delinquent children are made or, if there is no department, the appropriate
state institution for delinquent children].

(2) Any order of commitment or probation may require the child to
attend school and be conditioned upon the child attaining reasonable stan-
dards of educational proficiency and skills.

COMMENT
I

The Uniform Juvenile Court Act does not authorize restitution or
service. Although many courts require restitution and some juve-
nile courts order work such as the removal of graffiti and repair
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of vandalized property, the statutes authorize only incarceration
and probation.

(3) No order shall exceed the maximum period for which an adult
could be incarcerated for the same offense. The penalty for a delinquent
act shall not exceed six months commitment, probation or order requiring
service.

COMMENT

This act does not require a state to maintain juvenile correctional
institutions. Any state adopting the proposed act may follow the
example of Massachusetts and abolish such juvenile jails substi-
tuting community based treatment centers. Whatever institution
or supervision is provided, this limits the period of control to the
maximum penalty for an adult. See In re Charles Wilson, supra,
holding that a child may be incarcerated for a longer period than
an adult.

UJCA

SECnoN 30. [Limitations of Time on Orders of Disposition.]
(a) An order terminating parental rights is without limit as to duration.
(b) An order of disposition committing a delinquent or unruly child to the [State

Department of Corrections or designated institution for delinquent children] continues
in force for 2 years or until the child is sooner discharged by the [department or institu-
tion to which the child was committed]. The court which made the order may extend
its duration for an additional 2 years, subject to like discharge, if:

(1) a hearing is held upon motion of the [department or institution to which
the child was committed] prior to the expiration of the order;

(2) reasonable notice of the hearing and an opportunity to be heard is
given to the child and the parent, guardian, or other custodian; and

(3) the court finds that the extension is necessary for the treatment or re-
habilitation of the child.
(c) Any other order of disposition continues in force for not more than 2 years.

The court may sooner terminate its order or extend its duration for further periods. An
order of extension may be made if:

(1) a hearing is held prior to the expiration of the order upon motion of
a party or on the court's own motion;

(2) reasonable notice of the hearing and opportunity to be heard are given
to the parties affected;

(3) the court finds that the extension is necessary to accomplish the pur-
poses of the order extended; and

(4) the extension does not exceed 2 years from the expiration of prior order.
(d) Except as provided in subsection (b) the court may terminate an order of

disposition or extension prior to its expiration, on or without an application of a party,
if it appears to the court that the purposes of the order have been accomplished. If a
party may be adversely affected by the order of termination the order may be made
only after reasonable notice and opportunity to be heard have been given to him.

(e) Except as provided in subsection (a) when the child reaches 21 years of age
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all orders affecting him then in force terminate and he is discharged from further obliga-
tion or control.

(4) Any order exceeding 6 months shall be reviewed every 6 months.
Thirty days before the expiration of the six month period the child and his
representative shall be notified of -the forthcoming review and shall have
the right to appear before the court to request a modification of the order
and to present evidence with respect thereto or to submit the request in
writing with supporting information. Upon review the court may modify
the order but shall not increase the period of time in which the child is
under its orders.

COMMENT

At present there is no system of review of juvenile sentences, no
parole board, and no pardon for children. Their prolonged deten-
tion in jail or a jail-like facility is recognized to be detrimental
and counter-productive.

UICA
SEcON 37(b) Except an order committing a delinquent child to the [State De-

partment of Corrections or an institution for delinquent children,] an order terminating
parental rights, or an order of dismissal, an order of the court may also be changed,
modified, or vacated on the ground that changed circumstances so require in the best
interest of the child. An order granting probation to a child found to be delinquent or
unruly may be revoked on the ground that the conditions of probation have not been
observed.

(5) No child shall be placed in a detentional facility or a correctional
institution in which adults are held. Every child shall have educational
facilities and appropriate medical, dental and psychiatric care while in de-
tention and correctional institutions.

Section 8. Appeals

A. Civil [New]
(1) Every person aggrieved by an order of the Civil Division shall

have the right to appeal. A notice of appeal shall be filed within 45 days
of the adjudication.

(2) The Court shall have jurisdiction to grant a stay pending appeal.

B. Criminal Division

(1) A child shall have the right to appeal any order of the Criminal
Division, including the adjudication of guilt and/or the penalty imposed.
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The appeal shall be filed within 45 days of the adjudication and shall specify
the grounds for appeal.

COMMENT

An appeal on excessive sentencing has been recommended in
adult cases for many years to correct gross inequities.

UJCA
SzrmoN 59. [Appeals.]
(a) An aggrieved party, including the state or a subdivision of the state, may ap-

peal from a final order, judgment, or decree of the juvenile court to the [Supreme Court]
[court of general jurisdiction] by filing written notice of appeal within 30 days after
entry of the order, judgment, or decree, or within any further time the [Supreme Court]
[court of general jurisdiction] grants, after entry of the order, judgment, or decree. [The
appeal shall be heard by the [court of general jurisdiction] upon the files, records, and
minutes of transcript of the evidence of the juvenile court, giving appreciable weight to
the findings of the juvenile court.] The name of the child shall not appear on the record
on appeal.

(b) The appeal does not stay the order, judgment, or decree appealed from, but
the [Supreme Court] [court of general jurisdiction] may otherwise order on application
and hearing consistent with this Act if suitable provision Is made for the care and custody
of the child. If the order, judgment or decree appealed from grants the custody of the
dild to, or withholds it from, one or more of the parties to the appeal it shall be heard
at the earliest practicable time.

(2) The Court shall have jurisdiction to grant a stay pending appeal
and/or to release the child from detention pending appeal.

The transcript of any civil and/or criminal trial shall be made available
to the child without cost for the purposes of appeal upon certification by
counsel that the child cannot afford the cost of the transcript.

COMMENT

There is no reason to grant a trial de novo if the original trial has
been properly conducted and a transcript made. Retrial of a case
imposes an undue burden on the child and his counsel, Since the
rules of civil and criminal procedure are made applicable, ap-
propriate post trial motions are available.

Section 9. Records

A. No adjudication of crime or delinquency shall be considered a
criminal conviction. The records of the court shall not be released to any
individual, organization, institution, or governmental agency without the
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consent of the child and his representative if he is under the age of 18,
or without the consent of the child if he is over the age of 18.

UJCA

SFnoIN 33. [Order of Adjudication-Non-CriminaL]
(a) An order of disposition or other adjudication in a proceeding under this Act

is not a conviction of crime and does not impose any civil disability ordinarily resulting
from a conviction or operate to disqualify the child in any civil service application or
appointment. A child shall not be committed or transferred to a penal institution or
other facility used primarily for the execution of sentences of persons convicted of a
crime.

(b) The disposition of a child and evidence adduced in a hearing in juvenile
court may not be used against him in any proceeding in any court other than a juvenile
court, whether before or after reaching majority, except in dispositional proceedings after
conviction of a felony for the purposes of a pre-sentence investigation and report.

B. No civil records shall be made public or released to any individual
or agency, public or private, without the written consent of the child if he
is 18-years of age or older or with the written consent of the child's parent
or representative if he is under the age of 18.

UICA

SErCToN 57. [Sealing of Records.]
(a) On application of a person who has been adjudicated delinquent or unruly or

on the court's own motion, and after a hearing, the court shall order the sealing of the
files and records in the proceeding, including those specified in sections 55 and 5B, if
the court finds:

(1) 2 years have elapsed since the final discharge of the person;
(2) since the final discharge he has not been convicted of a felony, or of

a misdemeanor involving moral turpitude, or adjudicated a delinquent or unruly
child and no proceeding is pending seeking conviction or adjudication; and

(3) he has been rehabilitated.
(b) Reasonable notice of the hearing shall be given to:

(1) the [prosecuting attorney of the county];
(2) the authority granting the discharge if the final disc.Uge was from

an institution or from parole; and
(3) the law enforcement officers or department having custody of the files

and records if the files and records specified in sections 55 and 56 are included in
the application or motion..
(c) Upon the entry of the order the proceeding shall be treated as if It never

occurred. All index references shall be deleted and the person, the court, and law enforce-
ment officers and departments shall properly reply that no record exists with respect to
the person upon inquiry in any matter. Copies of the order shall be sent to each agency
or official therein named. Inspection of the sealed files and records thereafter may be
permitted by an order of the court upon petition by the person who Is the subject of
the records and only by those persons named in the order.

Section 10. Expungement

Upon application of a child the record of his apprehension, arrest, pre-
limninary hearing, hearing and/or adjudication may be expunged. Upon the
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entry of such an order the records shall be physically destroyed and a
certification of that fact shall be made to the court.

COMMENT

There is no right to a pardon for delinquency. This provision will
protect a child from having his juvenile records prejudice him
in adult life.

Section 11. Probation

The court of each jurisdiction shall appoint a chief probation officer who
shall be qualified by training, experience and temperament. He shall be in
charge of the probation services of the Delinquency Division of the Court
and shall employ, subject to the civil service laws, such probation officers,
assistants and supporting personnel as are authorized by law. The Chief
Probation Officer shall be responsible to the court and to the Chief Juvenile
Probation Officer of the state. Probation services shall be borne by the state.

The duties of the Probation Officers shall be to supervise children
placed on probation by the Criminal Division of the court, to render reports
to the court and to make pre-disposition investigations.

No social or other investigation of a child shall be made until after an
adjudication of crime or delinquency by the court.

COMMENT

The role of the probation officer is limited to pre-sentence investi-
gations and supervision of children found guilty who are placed
on probation. The present practice continued in the Uniform Juve-
nile Court Act of having the probation office conduct investiga-
tions for the prosecution, social investigations and act as the
"friend" of the child places incompatible and excessive powers in
the probation officer.

UJCA
SEc-noN 5. [Probation Services.]
[(a) [In [counties] of over population] the [ ]

court may appoint one or more probation officers who shall serve [at the pleasure of
the court] (and are subject to removal under the civil service laws governing the county].
They have the powers and duties stated in section 6. Their salaries shall be fixed by
the court with the approval of the [governing board of the county]. If more than one
probation officer is appointed, one may be designated by the court as the chief probation
officer or director of court services, who shall be responsible for the administration of
the probation services under the direction of the court.]
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[(b) In all other cases the [Department of Corrections] [state [county] child
welfare department] [or other appropriate state agency] shall provide suitable probation
services to the juvenile court of each [county.] The cost thereof shall be paid out of the
general revenue funds of the [state] [county]. The probation officer or other qualified
person assigned to the court by the [Department of Corrections] [state [county] child
welfare department] [or other appropriate state agency] has the powers and duties
stated in section 6.]

Section 12. Revocation of Probation [New]

A probation officer may file a petition to revoke probation specifying
with particularity the violations of law and/or the violations of the terms of
probation. Such petition shall be personally served on the child and his
parents or representative and shall contain a notice informing the child that

-he is entitled to be represented by counsel at the hearing to revoke proba-
tion and, if he cannot afford to retain counsel, how to obtain free legal repre-
sentation. Not less than 3 nor more than 10 days after the service of such
petition a hearing shall be held in the Criminal Division of the Court. The
procedures and rules applicable to all hearings in Criminal Division shall
apply. Upon a finding that the child has committed a crime or violated a
material condition of probation, the court may revoke the order of probation
and require the child to serve the penalty which could have been imposed.
An order of revocation shall be appealable in the same manner as any other
adjudication or order by the Criminal Division.

COMMENT

This follows recent court decisions requiring a due process hearing

for the revocation of parole of an adult.

Section 13. Youth Services Board [New]

A Youth Services Board shall be established in each judicial jurisdic-
tion of the state. It shall be composed of the Chief Judge of the Children
and Youth Court or his delegate, the County Secretary of Welfare, three (3)
adults designated by the Mayor, (county commissioners) one of whom shall
be a lawyer, one a doctor, and one a social worker or educator, three (3)
adults designated by the Governor, one of whom shall be a lawyer, one a
doctor, and one a social worker or educator, three (3) children between
the ages of 15 and 18 designated by the Superintendent of Public Schools
in consultation with the heads of the non-public schools of the jurisdiction.

It shall be the duty of the Board:
(1) To visit and oversee all institutions and facilities in which children

are placed or committed by the courts and to issue a public report annually.
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(2) To recommend the establishment or purchase of such services as
may be needed including, but not limited to, drug rehabilitation programs,
half-way houses, youth homes, recreational programs, vocational training,
psychiatric and counselling services.

(3) To oversee the operations of all services for children referred or
committed by the Court.

The Youth Services Board shall examine the needs of the children of
the community for group homes, foster homes, recreation, supplemental and
remedial education, employment and training, crime prevention, physical
and mental health care and render annual written reports to the governor
whihsa be public.

Upon the request of any child, parent, school teacher, social worker,
doctor, lawyer or other person, or upon referral by the court, the Board
shall ascertain the needs of the child and on a purely voluntary basis provide
such shelter, care, medical care, treatment, education and training as the
child requires. The Board may operate homes and shelters for children or
contract with other agencies to provide such facilities. It shall contract with
hospitals, mental health clinics, schools and other qualified agencies and
individuals to provide necessary services.

The Board shall maintain accurate records of the children served and
the services rendered. Such records shall be open to inspection but the
identities of the children shall remain confidential.

Section 14. Mental Disability [New]

A petition may be filed by any responsible person over the age of 21,
asking that a child be declared mentally disabled and that suitable educa-
tion, medical and psychiatric care be provided for him. If the child denies
that he is medically disabled or if the petition seeks to have the child placed
in an institution, the court shall appoint counsel to represent the child.

Section 15. Immunity of Next Friend

Any person who files a pleading on behalf of a child as next friend,
guardian, custodian or representative shall have immunity for any allega-
tions contained in said pleadings, testimony or exhibits. Such person shall
have access to the hospital records, school records, and other confidential
information germane to the pleading to the same extent as a natural parent
or legal guardian.

U)CA

SWcMN 51. [Guardian ad itemm] The court at any stage of a proceeding under
this Act, on application of a party or on its own motion, shall appoint a guardian ad

25-218 0- 74 - 9
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litem for a child who is a party to the proceeding if he has no parent, guardian, or
custodian appearing on his behalf or their interests conflict with his or in any other
case in which the interests of the child require a guardian. A party to the proceeding
or his employee or representative shall not be appointed.

Section 16. Counseling [New]

The Court shall appoint a Chief Counsellor who shall be qualified by
education, training and temperament to advise and assist non-delinquent
children. He shall be responsible to the Civil Division of the Court. The
Chief Counsellor shall appoint such assistants, and supporting personnel as
are authorized by law, who shall be qualified and subject to the civil
service law. The cost of counselling services shall be borne by the state.

The duties of the counsellors shall be, upon direction of the Court,
to investigate cases of alleged child abuse, dependency, neglect, mental dis-
ability and such cases in which the child and/or his representative seeks
the assistance of the counsellor in connection with any matter before the
Civil Division of the Court. The counsellors shall report to the court. The
counsellors shall at the direction of the court investigate suitable homes,
care, education, treatment and employment and assistance for children whose
cases are before the Civil Division and make reports to the court. Such re-
ports shall be available to the child's representative and counsel.

Section 17. Institutions [New]

Every child in an institution, foster home or other facility shall receive
the equivalent of public school education, medical, and dental care, and
psychiatric care if needed. Upon the request of the Chief Administrator of
the institution, or upon petition by the child and/or his representative, the
court shall conduct a mental health hearing. Upon finding that a child is
mentally disabled, the court shall order the child transferred to a suitable
mental institution. Children in institutions shall have the right to have visi-
tors and to communicate with counsel and next friend without censorship.

Any responsible citizen group shall have the right to visit and inspect
every institution for children at reasonable times. The privacy of the children
shall be respected.

Section 18. Referees

The Court may appoint referees learned in the law to conduct pre-
liminary hearings under the Criminal Division and under the Civil Division
to take testimony and report to the Court.
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COMMENT

Note that the Model Act permits referees not learned in the law
to conduct hearings and make final dispositions and adjudications.
Many juvenile court laws prohibit preliminary hearings. E.g., Pa.
11 P.S. § 246(3). However, most courts have a preliminary pro-
cedure called "intake" which is conducted by social workers or
probation officers not learned in the law. There are no rules or
standards by which proceedings are governed.

UJCA

[SECTON 7. [Relerees.]
(a) The judge may appoint one or more persons to serve at the pleasure of the

judge as referees on a full or part-time basis. A referee shall be a member of the bar
[and shall qualify under the civil service regulations of the County]. His compensation
shall be fixed by the judge (with the approval of the [governing board of the County]
and paid out of ( 1].

(b) The judge may direct that hearings in any case or class of cases be conducted
in the first instance by the referee in the manner provided by this Act. Before com-
mencing the hearing the referee shall inform the parties who have appeared that they
are entitled to have the matter heard by the judge. If a party objects the hearing shall be
conducted by the judge.

(c) Upon the conclusion of a hearing before a referee he shall transmit written
findings and recommendations for disposition to the judge. Prompt written notice and
copies of the findings and recommendations shall be given to the parties to the pro-
ceeding. The written notice also shall inform them of the right to a rehearing before
the judge.

(d) A rehearing may be ordered by the judge at any time and shall be ordered
if a party files written request therefor within 3 days after receiving the notice required
in subsection (c).

(e) Unless a rehearing is ordered the findings and recommendations become the
findings and order of the court when confirmed in writing by the judge.]

Section 19. Transfer of Cases to Adult Court

The Criminal Division may, after a hearing, transfer the case of any
child over the age of 15 who is accused of crime to the adult court. Before
making such a transfer, the Criminal Division shall find:

(1) That the child is mentally and emotionally able to understand
the charges against him and intelligently cooperate in his defense.

(2) That the charge is sufficiently serious to warrant prosecution as
an adult.

COMMENT

This section codifies the ruling in Kent v. United States, 383
U.S. 541 (1966), and establishes appropriate standards.
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UICA

SE=ON 34. [Transfer to Other Courts.]
(a) After a petition has been filed alleging delinquency based on conduct which

is designated a crime or public offense under the laws, including local ordinances, [or
resolutions] of this state, the court before hearing the petition on its merits may transfer
the offense for prosecution to the appropriate court having jurisdiction of the offense if:

(1) the child was 16 or more years of age at the time of the alleged
conduct;

(2) a bearing on whether the transfer should be made is held in con-
formity with sections 24, 26, and 27;

(3) notice in writing of the time, place, and purpose of the hearing is given
to the child and his parents, guardian, or other custodian at least 3 days before
the hearing;

(4) the court finds that there are reasonable grounds to believe that
(i) the child committed the delinquent act alleged;
(ii) the child is not amenable to treatment or rehabilitation as a

juvenile through available facilities;
(iit) the child is not committable to an institution for the mentally

retarded or mentally ill; and
(iv) the interests of the community require that the child be placed

under legal restraint or discipline.
(b) The transfer terminates the jurisdiction of the juvenile court over the child

with respect to the delinquent acts alleged in the petition.
(c) No child, either before or after reaching 18 years of age. shall be prosecuted

for an offense previously committed unless the case has been transferred as provided
in this section.

(d) Statements made by the child after being taken into custody and prior to
the service of notice under subsection (a) or at the hearing under this section are not
admissible against him over objection in the criminal proceedings following the transfer.

(e) If the case is not transferred the judge who conducted the hearing shall not
over objection of an interested party preside at the hearing on the petition. If the case
is transferred to a court of which the judge who conducted the hearing is also a judge
he likewise is disqualified from presiding in the prosecution.

Section 20. Transfer of Cases from Adult Court

Whenever it appears that a defendant in a criminal proceeding is under
the age of 18 the court (or magistrate, or alderman; or other judicial officer)
shall forthwith transfer the defendant together with a copy of all papers to
the Children and Youth Court, which shall promptly conduct a waiver hear-
ing under the provisions of See. 19 of this Act. If the defendant has reached
the age of 18 by the time of his hearing in Adult Court, that court shall re-
tain jurisdiction.

COMMENT

The Children and Youth Court has no jurisdiction over children
who have reached the age of 18. Compare U.J.C.A. § 3.
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UICA
SEornoN 9. [Transfer from Other Courts.] If it appears to the court in a criminal

proceeding that the defendant [is a child] [was uncler the age of 18 years at the time
the offense charged was alleged to have been committed], the court shall forthwith
transfer the case to the juvenile court together with a copy of the accusatory pleading
and other papers, documents, and transcripts of testimony relating to the case. It shall

' order that the defendant be taken forthwith to the juvenile court or to a place of de-
tention designated by the juvenile court, or release him to the custody of his parent,
guardian, custodian, or other person legally responsible for him, to be brought before
the juvenile court at a time designated by that court. The accusatory pleading may servc
in lieu of a petition in the juvenile court unless that court directs the filing of a petition.

Section 21. Emancipation [New]

A child may petition the Civil Division Court to be emancipated. If the
court shall find that the child is mentally, physically and emotionally able
to choose his own residence, to maintain himself, intelligently to direct his
education and training and employment, the court shall enter an order of
emancipation. An emancipated child shall be entitled to retain his own
earnings, choose his own residence and receive directly any rights, entitle-
ments and benefits to which he may legally be entitled. An order of emanci-
pation shall not terminate parental obligations.

COMMENT

This section permits a child of sufficient maturity to live without
parental supervision if the court shall permit him to do so. Such
emancipated child shall be entitled to receive his own public as-
sistance payment.

Section 22. Venue

A. Criminal Division

A proceeding in the Criminal Division shall be instituted in the county
in which the offense allegedly occurred. Upon request of the child and/or
his representative, the proceedings may be transferred to the county of the
child's residence. With or without the consent of the child, after conviction,
the case may be transferred to the county of the child's residence for dispo-
sition. Certified copies of all documents and records pertaining to the case
shall accompany the transfer.
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COMMENT

No social investigations or records are made prior to conviction
contrary to the procedure mandated under the U.J.C.A. The trial
must be held where the offense allegedly occurred.

UJCA

S ToIN 11. [Venue.] A proceeding under this Act may be commenced in the
[county] in which the child resides. If delinquent or unruly conduct is alleged, the
proceeding may be commenced in the [county] in which the acts constituting the alleged
delinquent or unruly conduct occurred. If deprivation is alleged, the proceeding may
be brought in the [county] in which the child is present when it is commenced.

SECTION 12. [Transer to Another Juvenile Court Within the State.]
(a) If the child resides in a [county] of the state and the proceeding is com-

menced in a court of another [county], the court, on motion of a party or on its own
motion made prior to final disposition, may transfer the proceeding to the county of
the child's residence for further action. Like transfer may be made if the residence of
the child changes pending the proceeding. The proceeding shall be transferred if the
child has been adjudicated delinquent or unruly and other proceedings involving the
child are pending in the juvenile court of the [county] of his residence.

(b) Certified copies of all legal and social documents and records pertaining to
the case on file with the clerk of the court shall accompany the transfer.

B. Civil Proceedings [New]

A civil proceeding may be initiated by or on behalf of a child in any
county in which the child is physically present, in the county of the child's
residence or in the county in which the events giving rise to the proceedi,ag
occurred. The Court may transfer the proceeding to any other county in
which venue lies unless the transfer will work hardship or inconvenience on
the parties.

Section 23. Non-resident Child

A. The Criminal Division upon finding that a child who has been
convicted is a resident of another State may transfer the child to the Juvenile
Court of that jurisdiction for disposition. The Court may not commit a child
to an institution in another state. Whenever possible a child shall be com-
mitted to an institution in the county in which he lives.

If a child, while on probation, becomes a resident of another state, the
Court may request the appropriate court of that state to accept jurisdiction
and to continue supervision.

B. The Civil Division upon finding that a child who is under its juris-
diction has moved or is about to move to another county or state, or who is
placed in the custody of a non-resident, may request the appropriate court
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of that jurisdiction to provide supervision and/or services. With the written
consent of the child's representative or counsel, the court may request such
court to assume jurisdiction.

Whenever possible, a child shall be placed in an institution, in the
county in which he lives. Placement with relatives or friends, whether within
the same state or not, shall be preferred to institutionalization.

C. Upon acceptance of jurisdiction by the Court of another county
or another state, the jurisdiction of the Children and Youth Court shall
cease. All records and certified copies of the orders of the court shall ac-
company the transfer. All appeals or other petitions shall be addressed to
the court accepting jurisdiction.

D. Where out of county or out of state supervision, care and protec-
tion is requested and granted, the requesting county shall bear the reason-
able costs of such services including transportation.

UJCA

SECTION 39. [Disposition of Non-Resident Child.]
(a) If the court finds that a child who has been adjudged to have committed a

delinquent act or to be unruly or deprived is or is about to become a resident of another
state which has adopted the Uniform Juvenile Court Act, or a substantially similar Act
which includes provisions corresponding to sections 39 and 40, the court may- defer
hearing on need for treatment or rehabilitation and disposition and request by any ap-
propriate means the juvenile court of the [county] of the child's residence or prospec-
tive residence to accept jurisdiction of the, child.

(b) If the child becomes a resident of another state while on probation or under
protective supervision under order of a juvenile court of this State, the court may request
the juvenile court of the [county] of the state in which the child has become a resident
to accept jurisdiction of the child and to continue his probation or protective supervision.

(c) Upon receipt and filing of an acceptance the court of this State shall transfer
custody of the child to the accepting court and cause him to be delivered to the person
designated by that court to receive his custody. It also shall provide that court with
certified copies of the order adjudging the child to be a delinquent, unruly, or deprived
child, of the order of transfer, and if the child is on probation or under protective super-
vision under order of the court, of the order of disposition. It also shall provide that
court with a statement of the facts found by the court of this State and any recom-
mendations and other information it considers of assistance to the accepting court in
making a disposition of the case or in supervising the child on probation or otherwise.

(d) Upon compliance with subsection (c) the jurisdiction of the court of this
State over the child is terminated.

Swcnor 41. [Ordering Out-of-State Supervision.]
(a) Subject to the provisions of this Act governing dispositions and to the extent

that funds of the [county] are available the court may place a child in the custody of
a suitable person in another state. On obtaining the written consent of a juvenile court
of another state which has adopted the Uniform Juvenile Court Act or a substantially
similar Act which includes provisions corresponding to sections 41 and 42 the court of
this State may order that the child be placed under the supervision of a probation officer
or other appropriate official designated by the accepting court. One certified copy of the
order shall be sent to the accepting court and another filed with the clerk of the [Board
of County Commissioners] of the [county] of the requesting court of this State.

(b) The reasonable cost of the supervision including the expenses of necessary
travel shall be borne by the [county] of the requesting court of this State. Upon re-
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ceiving a certified statement signed by the judge of the accepting court of the cost
incurred by the supervision the court of this State shall certify if it so appears that the
sum so stated was reasonably incurred and file it with [the appropriate officials] of the
[county] [state] for payment. The [appropriate officials] shall thereupon issue a warrant
for the sum stated payable to the [appropriate officials] of the [county] of the accepting
court.

Section 24. Non-resident Child

If the appropriate court of another state or county requests the Chil-
dren and Youth Court to assume supervision, protection or jurisdiction over
a child who has moved or is about to move into the territorial jurisdiction of
the Children and Youth Court, the Court may do so. Such child shall have
the right to petition the court for any remedies, relief or protection which
would be available to a child under order of this court and shall be entitled
to all the procedural and substantive rights under the Act.

The reasonable expenses of supervision, enforcement and protection
shall be borne by the requesting jurisdictipn.

COMMENT

This section avoids the difficulties of "residence" and enforcement
of orders which would not be legally permissible under this Act.
All transfers must be handled through the Children and Youth
Court and cannot be made by and between probation officers. A
child who has been transferred is guaranteed access to the Court
where he is physically present. There is no provision for return
of runaways, incorrigibles, etc., without court order. See, espe-
cially, U.J.C.A. § 43 which vests broad powers in the probation
officer.

UJCA

SEMCON 40. [Disposition of Resident Child Received from Another State.]
(a) If a juvenile court of another state which has adopted the Uniform Juvenile

Court Act, or a substantially similar Act which includes provisions corresponding to sec-
tions 39 and 40, requests a juvenile court of this State to accept jurisdiction of a child
found by the requesting court to have committed a delinquent act or to be an unruly
or deprived child, and the court of this State finds, after investigation that the child is,
or is about to become, a resident of the [county] in which the court presides, it shall
promptly and not later than 14 days after receiving the request issue Its acceptance in
writing to the requesting court and direct its probation officer or other person designated
by it to take physical custody of the child from the requesting court and bring him
before the court of this State or make other appropriate provisions for his appearance
before the court.

(b) Upon the filing of certified copies of the orders of the requesting court (1)
determining that the child committed a delinquent act or is an unrily or deprived child,
and (2) committing the child to the jurisdiction of the juvenile court of this State, the
court of this State shall immediately fix a time for a hearing on the need for treatment
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or rehabilitation and disposition of the child or on the continuance of any probation
or protective supervision.

(c) The hearing and notice thereof and all subsequent proceedings are governed
by this Act. The court may make any order of disposition permitted by tho facts and
this Act. The orders of the requesting court are conclusive that the child committed the
delinquent act or is an unruly or deprived child and of the facts found by the court in
making the orders, subject.only to section 37. If the requesting court has made an order
placing the child on probation or under protective supervision, a like order shall be
entered by the court of this State. The court may modify or vacate the order in ac-
cordance with section 37.

SECTION 42. [Supervision Under Out-of-State Order.]
(a) Upon receiving a request of a juvenile court of another state which has

adopted the Uniform Juvenile Court Act, or a substantially similar act which includes
provisions corresponding to sections 41 and 42 to provide supervision of a child under
the jurisdiction of that court, a court of this State may issue its written acceptance to
the requesting court and designate its probation or other appropriate officer who is to
provide supervision, stating the probable cost per day therefor.

(b) Upon the receipt and filing of a certified copy of the order of the requesting
court placing the child under the supervision of the officer so designated the officer shall
arrange for -the reception of the child from the requesting court, provide supervision
pursuant to the order and this Act, and report thereon from time to time together with
any recommendations he may have to the requesting court.

Section 25. Children without Proper Care

A. The Civil Division of the Court shall upon finding that a child is
without a proper home or lacks necessary care, after notice to the natural
parents, legal guardian or person with whom the child was residing, shall
enter an order placing the child in a suitable home and/or requiring that
necessary services shall be provided for him. In making such an order the
court shall be guided by (a) the best interests and needs of the child, (b)
the preference of the child, and (c) the desirability of placing a child with
relatives, friends, or in a home rather than in an institution.

Every order removing a child from his home shall be reviewed every
six months. Every order requiring the furnishing of services to a child shall
require regular reports to the court respecting the services rendered and
the condition of the child.

UICA

SECTON 30. [Diposition of Deprived Child.]
(a) If the child is found to be a deprived child the court may make any of the

following orders of disposition best suited to the protection and physical, mental, and
moral welfare of the child.

(1) permit the child to remain with his parents, guardian, or other cus-
todian, subject to conditions and limitations as the court prescribes, including
supervision as directed by the court for the protection of the child;

(2) subject to conditions and limitations as the court prescribes transfer
temporary legal custody to any of the following:

(i) any individual who, after study by the probation officer or other
person or agency designated by the court, is found by the court to be
qualified to receive and care for the child;
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(ii) an agency or other private organization licensed or otherwise
authorized by law to receive and provide care for the child; or

(iii) the Child Welfare Department of the [county] [state,] [or other
public agency authorized by law to receive and provide care for the child;]

(iv) an individual in another state with or without supervision by
an appropriate officer under section 40; or
(3) without making any of the foregoing orders transfer custody of the

child to the juvenile court of another state if authorized by and in accordance
with section 39 if the child is or Is about to become a resident of that state.
(b) Unless a child found to be deprived is found also to be delinquent he shall

not be committed to or confined in an institution or other facility designed or operated
for the benefit of delinquent children.

If the child has no suitable relative or next friend, the court may ap-
point an individual, voluntary or public agency to act as next friend of the
child and to report regularly to the court with respect to his condition. The
eburt appointment of a next friend shall not preclude the later appearance
of another individual or agency who wishes to act as next friend of the
child.

B. The Criminal Division, whenever it finds that a child is not guilty
of the offense with which he is charged but it appears that he is without
proper care, shall transfer the matter to the Civil Division for appropriate
proceedings.

No child shall be placed pursuant to an order of the Civil Division in
a place of detention or institution for children charged with or convicted of
criminal offenses or delinquent acts.

UICA

SEcsION 38. [Rights and Duties of Legal Custodian.] A custodian to whom legal
custody has been given by the court under this'Act has the right to the physical custody
of the child, the right to determine the nature of the care and treatment of the child,
including ordinary medical care and the right and duty to provide for the care, protee-
tion, training, and education, and the physical, mental, and moral welfare of the child,
subject to the conditions and limitations of the order and to the remaining rights and
duties of the child's parents or guardian.

(See UJCA J 30.)

Section 26. Mentally Disabled Child

If, at any time, it appears that a child under the jurisdiction of the Civil
or Criminal Division is suffering from such severe mental disability as to
require commitment, the court shall notify the appropriate authorities to
institute mental health commitment proceedings or appoint a guardian ad
litem for this purpose and shall suspend action on all pending matters. If the
child does not have counsel, the Court shall appoint counsel to represent him
in the mental health proceedings.
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UJCA

SwrzoN 35. [Disposition of MentaUy Ill or Mentaly Retarded Chal]
(a) If, at a dispositional hearing of a child found to be a delinquent or unruly

child or at a hearing to transfer a child to another court under section 34, the evidence
indicates that the child may be suffering from mental retardation or mental illness the
court before making a disposition shall commit the child for a period not exceeding 60
days to an appropriate institution, agency, or individual for study and report on the
child's mental condition.

(b) If it appears from the study and report that the child is committable under
the laws of this state as a mentally retarded or mentally ill child the court shall order
the child detained and direct that within 10 days after the order is made the appropriate
authority initiate proceedings for the child's commitment;

(c) If it does not so appear, or proceedings are not promptly initiated or the
child is found not to be committable, the court shall proceed to the disposition or trans-
fer of the child as otherwise provided by this Act.

Section 27. Termination ot Parental Rights

The Court may, upon petition by a child, his representative or any
responsible private or public agency, order termination of parental rights
when

1) the parent has abandoned the child or
2) the parent has willfully and repeatedly abused the child.
The parents shall be personally served with a copy of the petition and

notice of hearing and shall be informed of their rights to counsel. If the
child is illegitimate and the father has acknowledged paternity, the father
shall be notified. The child shall be represented by counsel. If the child does
not have a representative, the court shall appoint a guardian ad litem to re-
tain counsel and to protect the child pending the proceedings and to assure
his appropriate care and placement if parental rights are terminated. Any
responsible individual or public or private agency may serve as guardian
ad litem.

An order of termination of parental rights shall terminate all rights of
the parent to custody and control. The parent shall not be entitled to notice
of any future proceedings affecting the child and the parent's consent shall
not be required in any adoption proceedings. Such order shall not deprive
the child of any rights of inheritance or other benefits to which he may be
legally entitled from his natural parents.

COMMENT

Note that contrary to U.J.C.A. a child whose parental rights have
been terminated will continue to inherit from his parent and re-
ceive social security, military, pension and other benefits.
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UICA

SFnoN 47. [Termination of Parental Rights.]
(a) The court by order may terminate the parental rights of a parent with respect

this child if:
(1) the parent has abandoned the child;
(2) the child is a deprived child and the court finds that the conditions

and causes of the deprivation are likely to continue or will not be remedied and
that by reason thereof the child is suffering or will probably suffer serious physical,
mental, moral, or emotional harm; or

(3) the written consent of the parent acknowledged before the court has
been given.
(b) If the court does not make an order of termination of parental rights it may

grant an order under section 30 if the court finds from clear and convincing evidence
that the child is a deprived child.

SEcTIoN 48. [Proceeding for Termination of Parental Rights.]
(a) The petition shall comply with section 21 and state clearly than an order for

termination of parental rights is requested and that the effect thereof will be as stated
in the first sentence of section 49.

(b) If the paternity of a child born out of wedlock has been established prior
to the filing of the petition the father shall be served with summons as provided by this
Act. He has the right to be heard unless he has relinquished all parental rights with
reference to the child. The putative father of the child whose paternity has not been
established, upon proof of his paternity of the child, may appear in the proceedings
and be heard. He is not entitled to notice of hearing on the petition unless he has
custody of the child.

SEcTioN 49. [Effect of Order Terminating Parental Rights.] An order terminating
the parental rights of a parent terminates all his rights and obligations with respect to
the child and of the child to him arising from the parental relationship. The parent is
not thereafter entitled to notice of proceedings for the adoption of the child by another
nor has he any right to object to the adoption or otherwise to participate in the pro-
ceedings.

SECTION 50. [Commitment to Agency.]
(a) If, upon entering an order terminating the parental rights of a parent, there

is no parent having parental rights, the court shall commit the child to the custody of
[the State (County) Child Welfare Department) or a licensed child-placing agency,
willing to accept custody for the purpose of placing the child for adoption, or in the
absence thereof in a foster home or take other suitable measures for the care and welfare
of the child. The custodian has authority to consent to the adoption of the child, his
marriage, his enlistment in the armed forces of the United States, and surgical and other
medical treatment for the child.

(b) If the child is not adopted within 2 years after the date of the order and a
general guardian of the child has not been appointed by the [ ] court,
the child shall be returned to the court for entry of further orders for the care, custody,
and control of the child.

Section 28. Records

All records and files with respect to a child under the Civil and Crimi-
nal Divisions of this Court shall be kept separate and apart from the records
and files of adults under the jurisdiction of the Court. The records of the
child shall not be open to public inspection and their contents shall not be
disclosed to any individual or public or private agency without the authoriza-
tion of the Court.
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UICA

S TroN 54. [Inspection of Court Files and Records.] [Except in cases arising
under section 44] all files and records of the court in a proceeding under this Act are
open to inspection only by:

(1) the judge, officers, and professional staff of the court;
(2) the parties to the proceeding and their counsel and representatives;
(3) a public or private agency or institution providing supervision or having

custody of the child under order of the court;
(4) a court and its probation and other officials or professional staff and the

attorney for the defendant for use in preparing a presentence report in a criminal case
in which the defendant is convicted and who prior thereto had been a party to the pro-
ceeding in juvenile court;

(5) with leave of court any other person or agency or institution having a legiti-
mate interest In the proceeding or in the work of the court.

SECTION 55. [Law Enforcement Records.] Law enforcement records and files con-
cerning a child shall be kept separate from the records and files of arrests of adults.
Unless a charge of delinquency is transferred for criminal prosecution under section 34,
the interest of national security requires, or the court otherwise orders in the interest
of the child, the records and files shall not be open to public inspection or their contents
disclosed to the public; but inspection of the records and files is permitted by:

(1) a juvenile court having the child before it in any proceeding;
(2) counsel for a party to the proceeding;
(3) the officers of public institutions or agencies to whom the child is com-

mitted;
(4) law enforcement officers of other jurisdictions when necessary for the dis-

charge of their official duties; and
(5) a court in which he is convicted of a criminal offense for the purpose of a

pre-sentence report or other dispositional proceeding, or by officials of penal institutions
and other penal facilities to which he is committed, or by a [parole board] in considering
his parole or discharge or in exercising supervision over him.

Section 29. Expunge ment of Childhood Record [New]

When a child reaches the age of 18 and any time thereafter he may
petition the Court to have his record expunged. An order of expungement
shall operate to void and nullify the arrest and conviction.

COMMENT

This permits an individual, in effect, to obtain a pardon for child-
hood offenses. At present, since there is technically no crime,
there can be no pardon and an adult cannot rid himself of his
juvenile record.

Section 30. Costs and Expenses for Care of Child

(a) The following expenses shall be a charge upon the funds of the
county upon certification thereof by the court:
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(1) the cost of medical and other examinations and treatment of a
child ordered by the court;

(2) the cost of care and support of a child committed-by the court to
the legal custody of a public agency other than an institution for delinquent
children, or to a private agency or individual other than a parent;

(3) reasonable compensation for services and related expenses of
counsel appointed by the court for a party;

(4) reasonable compensation for.a guardian ad litem;
(5) the expense of service of summons, notices, subpoenas, travel

expense of witnesses, transportation of the child, and other like expenses
incurred in the proceedings under this Act.

(b) If, after due notice to the parents or other persons legally obli-
gated to care for and support the child, and after affording them an op-
portunity to be heard, the court finds that they are financially able to pay
all or part of the costs and expenses stated in paragraphs (1), (2), (3), and
(4) of subsection (a), the court may order them to pay the same and
prescribe the manner of payment. Unless otherwise ordered payment shall
be made to the clerk of the juvenile court for remittance to the person to
whom compensation is due, or if the costs and expenses have been paid by
the (county) to the (appropriate officer) of the (county).

(Cf. UJCA Sec. 52 for identical provision.)

Section 31. Children's Fingerprints, Photographs

(a) No child under 14 years of age shall be fingerprinted in the inves-
tigation of a crime except as provided in this section. Fingerprints of a child
14 or more years of age who is referred to the court may be taken and filed
by law enforcement officers in investigating the commission of a felony.

(b) Fingerprint files of children shall be kept separate from those of
adults. Copies of fingerprints known to be those of a child shall be main-
tained on a local basis only and not sent to a central state or federal de-
pository unless needed in the interest of national security.

(c) Fingerprint files of children may be inspected by law enforcement
officers when necessary for the discharge of their official duties. Other
inspections may be authorized by the court in individual cases upon a show-
ing that it is necessary in the public interest.

(d) Fingerprints of a child shall be removed from the file and de-
stroyed if:

(1) the child is not convicted of a criminal offense; or
(2) the child reaches 18 years of age and there is no record that he

committed a criminal offense after reaching 16 years of age.
(e) If latent fingerprints are found during the investigation of an
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offense and a law enforcement officer has probable cause to believe that
they are those of a particular child he may fingerprint the child regardless
of age or offense for purposes of immediate comparison with the latent
fingerprints. If the comparison is negative the fingerprint card and other
copies of the fingerprints taken shall be immediately destroyed. If the com-
parison is positive and the child is referred to the court, the fingerprint card
and other copies of the fingerprints taken shall be delivered to the court for
disposition. If the child is not referred to the court, the fingerprints shall
be immediately destroyed.

(f) Without the consent of the judge, a child shall not be photo-
gmphed after he is taken into custody unless the case is transferred to an-
other court for prosecution.

(Cf. UJCA Sec. 56 for identical provision.) -

Section 32. Rules of Court

The Supreme Court of this State shall within 6 months after the enact-
ment of this Statute adopt rules of procedure not in conflict with this Act
governing proceedings under it.

COMMENT

Many juvenile courts now function without rules of procedure.

UJCA

SECTION 60. [Rules of Court.] The [Supreme] Court of this State may adopt rules
of procedure not in conflict with this Act governing proceedings under it.

Section 33. Short Title

This Act may be cited as the Children and Youth Law.

Section 34. Repeal

The following Acts and Parts of Acts are repealed. (Juvenile Court
Law)

Section 35. Time of Taking Effect

This Act shall take effect 60 days after its adoption.
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COMMENT

Summary motor vehicle violations are excluded from the jurisdic-
tion of the Children and Youth Court. Other motor vehicle viola-
tions are dealt with in the same manner as other violations of law.

UJCA
[SECTnoN 44. (Juvenile Traffic Offenses.]
(a) Definition. Except as provided in subsection (b), a juvenile traffic offense

consists of a violation by a child of:
(1) a law or local ordinance [or resolution] governing the operation of a

moving motor vehicle upon the streets, highways of this State, or the waterways
within or adjoining this State; or

(2) any other motor vehicle traffic law or local ordinance [or resolution]
of this State if the child is taken into custody and detained for the violation or Is
transferred to the juvenile court by the court hearing the charge.
(b) A juvenile traffic offense is not an act of delinquency unless the case is trans-

ferred to the delinquency calendar as provided in subsection (g).
(c) Exceptions. A juvenile traffic offense does not include a violation of: [Set

forth the sections of state statutes violations of which are not to be included as traffic
offenses, such as the so-called negligent homicide statute sometimes appearing in traffic
codes, driving while intoxicated, driving without, or during suspension of, a driver's
license, and the like].

(d) Procedure. The [summons] [notice to appear] [or other designation of a
ticket] accusing a child of committing a juvenile traffic offense constitutes the com-
mencement of the proceedings in the juvenile court of the [county] in which the alleged
violation occurred and serves in place of a summons and petition under this Act. These
cases shall be filed and heard separately from other proceedings of the court. If the child
is taken into custody on the charge, sections 14 to 17 apply. If the child is, or after
commencement of the pro, edings becomes, a resident of another [county] of this State,
section 12 applies.

(e) Hearing. The court shall fix a time for hearing and give reasonable notice
thereof to the child, and if their address is known to the parents, guardian, or custodian.
If the accusation made in the [summons] [notice to appear] [or other designation of a
ticket] is denied an informal hearing shall be held at which the parties have the right
to subpoena witnesses, present evidence, cross-examine witnesses, and appear by coun-
sel. The hearing is open to the public.

(f) Disposition. If the court finds on the admission of the child or upon the evi-
dence that he committed the offense charged it may make one or more of the following
orders:

(1) reprimand or counsel with the child and his parents;
(2) [suspend] [recommend to the [appropriate official having the au-

thority] that he suspend] the child's privilege to drive under stated conditions and
limitations for a period not to exceed that authorized for a like suspension of an
adult's license for a like offense;

(3) require the child to attend a traffic school conducted by public au-
thority for a reasonable period of time; or

(4) order the child to remit to the general fund of the [state] [county]
[city] [municipality] a sum not exceeding the lesser of $50 or the maximum
applicable to an adult for a like offense.
(g) In lieu of the preceding orders, if the evidence indicates the advisability

thereof, the court may transfer the case to the delinquency calendar of the court and
direct the filing and service of a summons and petition in accordance with this Act. The
judge so ordering is disqualified upon objection from acting further in the case prior to
an adjudication that the child committed a delinquent act.]
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[SEcoN 45. [Traffic Releree.]
(a) The court may appoint one or more traffic referees who shall serve at the

pleasure of the court. The referee's salary shall be fixed by the court [subject to the
approval of the [Board of County Commissioners]].

(b) The court may direct that any case or class of cases arising under section
44 shall be heard in the first instance by a traffic referee who shall conduct the hearing
in accordance with section 44. Upon the conclusion of the hearing the traffic referee
shall transmit written findings of fact and recommendations for disposition to the judge
with a copy thereof to the child and other parties to the proceedings.

(c) Within 3 days after receiving the copy the child may file a request for a
rehearing before the judge of the court who shall thereupon rehear the case at a time
fixed by him. Otherwise, the judge may confirm the findings and recommendations for
disposition which then become the findings and order of disposition of the court.]

[SECT:ION 48. [juvenile Traffic Offenses--Suspension of Jurisdiction.]
(a) The [Supreme] court, by order filed in the office of the 1 1 of

the [county,] may suspend the jurisdiction of the juvenile courts over juvenile traffic
offenses or one or more classes thereof. The order shall designate the time the suspen-
sion becomes effective and offenses committed thereafter shall be tried by the appropri-
ate court in accordance with law without regard to this Act. The child shall not be
detained or imprisoned in a jail or other facility for the detention of adults unless the
facility conforms to subsection (a) of section 16.

(b) The [Supreme] court at any time may restore the jurisdiction of the juvenile
courts over these offenses or any portion thereof by like filing of its order of restoration.
Offenses committed thereafter are governed by this Act.]

25-218 0- 74 - 10
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Senator BAYH. We will recess our hearing until tomorrow at 10
o'clock.

[Whereupon, at 1:30 p.m., the hearing was recessed to reconvene at
10 am., on Tuesday, September 11.]



THE DETENTION AND JAILING OF JUVENILES

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1973

U.S. SENATE,
SuBcozr~rrr To INVESTIGATE JuvF.N DELINQUENCY,

COMMrE ON T JUDICIARY,
Wa8hingtmon D.C.

The subcommittee (composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Burdick,
Kennedy, Cook, Hruska, Fong, and Mathias) met, pursuant to notice,
at 10 a.m., in room 2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator
Birch Bayh (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh and Mathias.
Also present: John M. Rector, staff director and chief counsel;

Alice B. Popkin, special counsel; Mary K. Jolly, editorial director and
chief clerk; Nancy L. Smith, research director; B. Elizabeth Marten,
secretary; and Catherine van de Velde, secretary.

Senator BAYH. The subcommittee will come to order.
We are continuing our hearings this morning in our search to find

the whys and wherefores of incarcerating young people, juveniles, in
jails, the impact of detention itself as a therapy or as a punishment and
in our continued effort to try to reform the entire system of juvenile
justice.

Our first witness this morning is Prof. Philip G. Zimbardo of the
Department of Psychology at Stanford, accompanied by Mr. Carlo
Prescott, project consultant to Mr. Zimbardo, and a former inmate.

Professor Zimbardo, Mr. Prescott, -we appreciate your being with us.
Please proceed with your testimony.

STATEMENT OF PROF. PHILIP G. ZIMBARDO, DEPARTMENT OF PSY
CHOLOGY, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STANFORD, CALIF., ACCOM.
PANIED BY CARLO PRESCOTT, PROJECT CONSULTANT, FORMER
PRISON INMATE AND KGO COMMUNICASTER

Mr. PPxscor. Thank you, Senator Bayh. As a culprit on life parole,
I thank the Department of Corrections in California for making my
appearance here possible. I hope to be able to completely sustain why
youths become adult felons as a consequent of their previous experi-
ences in settings of police stations and detention facilities.

I am hoping I can relax enough to do so (because this committee
setting is like those in which I have been sentenced) to share the
profoundness of my experiences with all of you.

I am most aware of the fact that my experiences as a juvenile so
well groomed me for what was to become some part of my adult life,
a way of looking at things, a way of seeing your world, a way of not

(141)
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relating it if possible to the things that were dear to me--I was pro-
gramed to become an adult criminal.

I don't think I need to indulge the committee with the conditions
of the country in the period which I was a juvenile delinquent, 1941
1942, and 1943. My first arrest at 12 caught me in a specific kind ol
position which I really wasn't prepared for. I lived in an area in which
the people kind of took care of themselves, a neighborhood repre.
scented by a cross section of individuals from various ethnic back-
grounds, economic levels. I don't recall really developing any great
hostility or my opinions and attitudes being shaped so firmly until
after my induction to what was supposed to have been an experience
that would help me.

Every judge and magistrate I ever stood in front of in juvenile
court always said something about the community interests, or the
best interests of the boy. And the contradictions that invariably fol-
lowed after my booking and confinement in what they then called in
euphemistic terms, the detention hall, which gave way later to what
they called youth centers. There must be some distinction, but I didn't
see any in my trips back to the detention hall-they are all just prisons.

I found boys like myself compelled to attract the attention of in-
dividuals who had neither cultural appreciation or understanding of
their particular problem. There is a difference when an individual
stands up and says in effect, you have no rules or regulations in society
that I am compelled to respect. There is a difference when an individ-
ual stands up and says there are no rules of decency or of duty I must
live by. I did not begin my criminal career as a social revolutionary,
what I did was to steal two sandwiches from a truck. Part of my ex-
perience was to be lodged often in the city jail for a period of from 8
to 15 hours, dependng on how big their arrest quota for that night had
been, and to face the attitudes of the individuals who were working in
the station, who were working for that particular town, who were
working against me.

I've had misdemeanors, or what would be considered misdemeanors,
become felonies simply because the arresting officer felt that my atti-
tude was poor. I've been classified as unemotional, without feelings,
psychopathic, anew, distorted, evil, and I didn't really feel any of
those things. But then, perhaps, if you understood a bit more about
what it is to be arrested and be placed in a detention home in that
period-I'm certainly not suggesting that you don't have knowledge of
this; I'm simply saying from the standpoint of a child being booked
and placed in that sort of a confine.

It's not so much that one revolts against the punishments they incur,
but that the punishment doesn't seem to fit the occasion. I can't com-
prehend why the tLeft of two sandwiches would constitute being
stripped and placed in a gown, which is certainly something to be
questioned, but it is all the police allowed me.

Senator BAYH. Placed in a what?
Mr. PREscorr. Placed in a gown, cotton gowns, sir, and having your

clothes taken away, which is seriously in question since it places such
an emphasis on your manhood. And there, also, the State is proclaim-
ing, the first rule and foremost rule, take away whatever gives a person
a feeling of being important. I was held in a room without any contact
whatsoever with other people, any other individuals, during a quaran-
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tine period, depending on the appearance of the local doctor and then
you're hurried back into the main lockup, being placed in an environ-
ment where you're constantly in jeopardy of falling victim to the
whims of those prisoners who have learned to gain the confidence of
the guards there, who we called counselors. There is no way in which
to profit from such an experience.

One of the things I noted after looking at the papers yesterday was
that the young people who testified before this committee stayed away
very strictly from the little problem of sexual assault. Perhaps some
individuals think that only happens in adult prisons. Actually, doing
time in juvenile prisons, or detention homes, can be much more dan-
gerous, much more destructive, than if you are arrested and placed in
a prison for adults. I suspect that they stayed away from the sex ques-
tion because if you say that you were in such an environment people
ask, "What about you?1"

At the tender age of 12, 13, and 14 years, my keepers played a funny
game called Battle Royal, which if you were good with your fists, in-
variably got you a championship fight without pay with the toughest
guy in the jail, or your visits were forfeited, or you were called un-
cooperative, or you were locked in a cell and given tomato juice with
castor oil. If one was to say these things happened, then you would
really understand why there is no great inclination existing for any-
one to attempt to resist being pushed around.

And I resented having been programed by a system that calls itself
an aid-and a help, and for years and years having to blot out the pos-
sibility of reacting normally to a society that has certain sets of rules
for success. I don't think that any young person going into a youth
center that emerges angry, suspicious, or distrustful with the knowl-
edge that you must work with keepers, as marks, as fools who have all
the power, can conceivably give rise to an adult who makes meaning-
ful contributions to society.

There are other factors which I did not write about in my state-
ment that pxist. I hope that this esteemed tribunal will not construe
that I ran out of stories. I ran out of time, I ran out of space. I didn't
run out of stories.

What can I say about a system cruel enough to take the girl prison-
ers and place them directly across from the boy prisoners? Because of
their lack of supervision, the girl prisoners would then be permitted
to stand on chairs and show themselves (their genitals) outside their
cell windows, and the keepers of the boys would then determine who
should be trustees, who should mop and sweep outside the cell block
so as to enjoy this exhibit-this hardly seems to be an attempt to
change anybody's attitude in society's best interests.

I realize the era in which I went through juvenile detention centers
was a long time ago. But recently, going back into the detention homes
as an alleged rehabilitated prisoner from the Department of Cor-
rections of the State of California, I found the same ennui, the same
morbidity, the same psychologically torturous methods of making
young people, boys and girls, concede to rules and regulations which
are alleged to help them during the period of their confinement, are
still in practice. Boys sent to cells for not raising their hand to request
a slice of bread. I think it's too firm a discipline in an institution which
should be helping young people.
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The removal of an inmate from the general prison society, at least
the restricted liberty to go and come and to associate with the other
prisoners--to be put in solitary conAnement, is to me a punishment
too harsh for talkng loud or for horseplaying at the age of 13 or 14.

I emerged from this scathing encounter with a great deal of anger
and contempt. I think that now more important is that my anger find
a target with a constructive outlet, and I want to thank you sincerely
for gIving me a chance to express my feelings in this matter.

'Senator BAYH. May I ask a question of you now, or would you
prefer that we go ahead with the slides ?

Mr. ZIM cARDO. I think a question would be fine.
Senator BATH. I am trying to get an inside view, never having been

on the inside. Although I have heard, and try to understand, itis not
like having been locked up with no alternatives available.

You mentioned stealing two sandwiches. Was that your first con-
tact with juvenile authorities?

Mr. PaFscorr. No, sir. I think the first encounter was being in-
volved in a loud and boisterous argument on a bus that was going
downtown. And I was taken from the bus because one of the passengers
felt that the argument had gotten out of hand. Although I had said
nothing in the argument, I was taken off the bus and lodged in the
detention home, or in the juvenile home, for creating a disturbance. I
was detained there for 6 days.

The second time that I went to the detention home was a period in
which, on the way home from a basketball game, we opened a panel
truck door that was partially opened and took some day-old sand-
wiches from the back of the truck in a cardboard box. No guard; no
one was injured. There was no need to force entry. And for that par-
ticular incident, I was charged with my first felony, second degree
burglary.

Senator BAYH. I do not think you are saying that you need to post
a guard on a pickup truck to make it illegal to remove its contents.
Boys will be boys, but I do not think the owner of property has the
responsibility of stationing a guard.

However, the response to that act, a felony charge, is ridiculous.
What should be the proper response, in your judgment?

Mr. PREscorr. Well, I would think, Senator Bayh, since I very nat-
urally talked to my fellow prisoners, that if the white boys arrested
were charged with disturbing the peace for burning a car, or for an
assault in a theater foyer, that I stood a chance of going to the
youth authority at that time for a second degree burglary for two
sandwiches, I would think and I would hope that, at least, if the
punishment was going to be so severe, there would be equal punish-
ment. And perhaps that sounds a bit vindictive, but-

Senator BAYH. What do you think the response should have been?
Perhaps the boys that burned a car were not treated properly. I do not

000 know. I would like to hear your view of how society ought to respond.
Mr. Ptxscorr. Now that I understand your.question more com-

pletely, maybe I can be a bit more direct in answering.
First of all, society might conclude that any juvenile arrested that

encounters an adult sees that adult as a direct representative of the
entire society. It might take some precaution in being assured that the
political feelings and racial contempt in the attitudes of people who
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act out its interests, who safeguard its laws, do not bring their own
personality, their own hates, their own contempt into pla.

Society might realize that the detenion of even one youth for days
and weeks and months out of that youth's life, is not to be treated
lightly; that standing in front of magistrates who are sitting there to
determine tbi degree of your guilt, or the extent of your involvement,
or to consult your previous records to determine if you have been in
front of that court any time before--it is kind of farcical when you
compare it to the elaborate judicial system reserved for adults--not
to imply that that system is perfect.

I would suggest that the detention in certain areas for the young be
places where the most intelligent, the most compassionate, the most
understanding people are required--or, I should say, allowed to work.
It seems so frequent that that is the place that is the major attraction,
in terms of employment, to individuals that bring personal hangups
into the institution other than the rule book.

Senator BAYH. That is certainly our ideal. That is what we are
striving for. The question is, how do we achieve that ideal when we
are confronted with the present system.

I would like to hear as reflective a description as you can give of
that first or second confrontation. As parents, and as Senators, we
must strike a delicate balance in addressing ourselves to the competing
values of society.

On the one hand, you have society feeling that anybody ought to be
able to ride peacefully on a bus. On the other hand, you have the
normal inclination of children to get involved in a ruckus while on
that same bus.

You also have youth that, for plain devilment, tip over outdoor
toilets or throw rocks that go through windows. That conduct should
not be rewarded. Somehow, society must create a system that dis-
ourages that kind of act.

Our problem is when someone makes that relatively minor mistake,
we treat it in such a way that it becomes a felony.

As someone who can remember that first ruckus on the bus or that
first taking of the sandwiches, how do you think society should re-
spend? Putting somebody in an institution with compassionate people
is not a first step, is it? The very act of incarceration for those acts
that you describe would seem rather extreme. There ought to be some
other way of dealing with the youngster involved.

We talk about probation, counseling in the home, and other alter-
natives for the judge or arresting officer. Would that have worked
better in your case than locking you up?

Mr. PwwcoTr. Well, first of all, as has been implied several times,
if I interpret you correctly, I am not suggesting that the most in-
ifamous, disgusting act of stealing two sandwiches should go unpun-
ished. I am saying that it should not be a misdemeanor in Piedmont
and a felony in West Oakland.

I am saying wherever I am sent as a result of being arrested, I
should not have to put emphasis on protecting my asshole first and my
honor second.

I am saying that if, instead of following the bureaucracy and the
protocol that seems to land certain people a Job, that they hire some in-
dividuals that can distinguish between a need to beat upon and to
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subject to the most horrifying experiences the young people that come
into their grasp-

Senator BAYH. Apparently I am not phrasing the question cor-
rectly. I could not agree more with what you are saying.

What I am trying to learn is if there is a better response than lock-
ing you up? Should there have been a policeman or social worker
who could have talked to your parents and said, "Mr. Prescott, little
Carlo heregot into a ruckus. We do not want that to happen again,"
and handle this behavior out of the institutional framework?

Would that have helped?
What we-the establishment-did in that situation obviously did

not have the right impact. I am trying to learn if there is an alter-
native to the institutional structure, whether it is for 6 days or 6
months, or for a misdemeanor or a felony.

Mr. PRescorr. I understand specifically what you are saying now.
You are asking me can I give a possible solution, or can I offer a
panacea to the ills of the system. Yes, you are right, the system does
not work. But some youngster out on the streets stealing watermelons
out of a truck or breaking into a cleaners to take a suit because of his
economic sitation is not necessarily at that point a dedicated criminal.

To answer you, I guess you have to get heavy to some extent, because
your question is heavy. It would require that society stop putting
emphasis on those that can teach you to count and compute with great
accuracy and realize that in our midst are people who inspire trust
and understanding. They come in all colors and shapes; they know
how to work with people. They are catalysts.

And if these kinds of people in the community could run the kinds
of homes where they put children who they do not put in orphanages.
What do they call that, the-

Senator BAYH. The foster homes?
Mr. PRESCOTr. The foster home system has been such a failure that

I would emphasize-
Senator BAYH. Have you been in a foster home?
Mr. PREsco'rr. No, I have never been in a foster home. But most of

my constituents and colleagues in San Quentin and Folsom have.
What I would suggest is that there be some care in finding people in

the community who first have an interest in youngsters and that
youngsters then be permitted to compete-and that is what they do-to
become involved in a community kind of situation where they would
never have to go through the routinization and the methodical cutting
off of freedom-what jail seems to do is cut off what you are doing. It
teaches you to live with less freedom.

If they could be still left in the community, because, after all, coming
out of jail, you still have the same situation, food, shelter, and dealing
with people, not necessarily in that order. They can be placed in an
environment where individuals could be concerned with their par-
ticular kinds of problems, and the money was available not to hire the
cogs and those people to deal in more lucrative self-serving enterprises.

And in a sense, at least it could be determined what they want, what
is bothering them, what is troubling them. I think that would be su-
perior to the elaborate structures, the indifference, the kinds of bu-
reaucracy it takes to run those prison structures. The kids get lost in
the process.
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Senator BAYH. How long ago has it been since the sandwich episode?
Mr. PEscott. Let me think. 1943 or 1944, somewhere around there.
Senator BATH. I am trying to remember back to 1943 or 1944, to

some of the things I was doing at that time. Stealing a watermelon
wus sort of a male ritual.

Mr. PREscoTT. You would remember if you had to stand on your
tiptoes in the corner or run the risk of being hit on the kneecaps with
a club, land your father was finally called and told to come to the sta-
tion and pick up his "asshole" son. And they were honest and kind
enough in his presence to release me.

Senator BAYH. Suppose, when you had the bus incident, the authori-
ties had taken you off the bus, and down to the precinct house, had
booked you, and had taken you home. And suppose then the judge had
admonished you, put you on 6-months' probation, and talked to your
parents. -What kind of an effect would that have had?

Mr. PREscorr. Oh, they did that. But they did that after I rode
in the police car with the cops and they talked about ramming the
waterhouse up my rectum. That happened after I sat in the cold cell
with the cooler on the 13th floor. That happened after they com-
pounded a relatively minor incident into a felony. It happened too
late.

They did that. Oh, they let me go a number of times. My mother
was very eloquent, and they felt that I was perhaps underprivileged.
They certainly gave me breaks. But it was too late.

Senator BAYH. Did these breaks come after the 6 days in confine-
ment?

Mr. PREscorr. That came after I was detained in the hands of
individuals who were recruited from a whole damned community
with nothing but ex-cops, ex-probationary officers-I mean off-duty
probation officers, off-duty highway patrol. You could ride from 40th
and Telegraph up to Shattuck, and you could sit and watch the uni-
forms moving in this neighborhood. This is-b-efore the nonrestric-
tive covenant. This is before black folks could move into that area.

And they would hire people from that area with that kind of
mentality to come down there and work. I never knew anybody that
ever worked there that came from my n, ighborhood. I never encoun-
tered anyone that I had ever seen before in my life. It was like the
schools; the teachers seemed to parachute in in the morning and exit
at nighttime by underground tunnels or something.

Senator BAYH. I have not been there. That is why I keep asking
these questions.

Mr. Pnsoorr. I do not mind answering these things.
Senator BAH. What went wrong? Where was that first mistake

made? You say they returned you to the custody of your parents,
but it was too late. When did it become too late?

You mentioned a moment ago your first confrontation with au-
thorities on the bus. Did you not say that for 6 days you were--

Mr. Pu coa. Yes, I was detained 6 days.
Senator BAYh. Was that the first time that the police ever contacted

your parents?
Mr. PRESCOMr Oh, they did not contact my parents. It was a week-

end. I sat in jail in that gown in that room waiting for that stupid
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doctor to stick me in the ass with that pin. They did not contact
my parents until Monday.

Senator BATH. Your parents did not know where you were for
the whole weekendI

Mr. PMicorr. No, they did not. They had a policy, if you got ar-
rested over the weekend, if in the daytime they had time to make a
phone call, fine. They were vastly understaffed and there was no
money for counselors.

Senator BAYH. How old were you?
Mr. PpxscoTr. Twelve, thirteen.
Senator BAYH. And that was the first experience you had with the

police?
Mr. aEscorr. Oh, no, that was not the first experience I had had

with the police. It was the first experience that I had being taken
and booked and confined in a detention home.

Senator BAYH. What were your previous experiences?
Mr. PRuscor. Well, let's see. On one incident, a policeman came

to my house to arrest someone who was living in a room that my
mother had converted for living quarters. And directly after that,
when this policeman would see me on the streets he would call me,
preferably in front of my friends, and he would try to make it appear
as if we were friends. And he began to ask me questions about the
activities in the neighborhood. He wanted me to appear to be a stool
pigeon. That was one of the incidents that I recall.

I recall another, just standing on $an Pablo Avenue in a short-
sleeved shirt with a warm breeze, you know, around me, speaking
to a Caucasian girl that came by. A police car saw me, and came over
and the cop pushed me up against the wall, searched me, told me to
get my ass off the street, that he had better not see me in that neigh-
borhood any more.

I had had other encounters with the police. I had not committed
a serious enough offense to be arrested at that point. The bus ruckus
did it.

Senator BAYH. But the first time you were arrested was on the bus?
Mr. PNmscoTr. Yes.
Senator BAYH. The first time you were arrested, you were locked

up for 6 days and your parents were not advised until after the
weekend?

Mr. PPFscorr. Yes.
Senator BATH. And this was your fist experience being arrested?
Mr. Pmscorr. As I recall, that was the first incident. I must concede

that I have an arrest record. Most of my juvenile record, I never had
a violent episode. I never had anything-major crimes, as they are
called. They were all of that ilk, of that kind.

My whole juvenile record-well, for example, on one occasion, I
was arrested for allegedly hitting a girl in the head 2 days before

S with a baseball bat. And she appeared in court perfectly healthy. In
another incident-

Senator BAYH. Did you?
Mr. PREscorr. No; of course not. I hit her in the head with a base-

ball bat? I weighed about 130 pounds, and she was in court the next
day, or 2 days later with no signs of a such a blow? No, I did not.

I was released, by the way. I do not think they ever thought I did
it. It was one of the times when they gave me a break.
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Senator BAYH. I am sorry to keep prying, but I arfi trying to under-
stand. We have some missing links, and by getting your experience
and the experience of the youth we heard from yesterday we hope to
fill in those missing links.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Pizscxyrr. That is what I came for.
Thank you very much.
" enator BAYH. ProfessorZimbardo.
Mr. ZimBAwo. I am happy to be invited to testify before this com-

mittee, as a citizen concerned about the deteriorating quality of life
in our Nation, which, as far as I am concerned, is both the cause and
a consequence of the crime rate we see.

Also, as a research psychologist, my interest is in trying to under-
stand the determinants of antisocial behavior. That is, why do people
behave in ways which violate the property and life of other people ?

And in that capacity, I have become interested recently in why those
convicted of antisocial acts and incarcerated end up much worse after
their so-called "rehabilitation" in prison than they were before.

I should say right at the outset--I probably share this feeling with
you-that until very recently I had no interest at all in corrections,
prisons, or the criminal justice system. As I said, I am a professional
psychologist. Social scientists who are interested in prisons and crim-
inal justice are labeled criminologists and sociologists; they are inter-
ested in institutions. People who call themselves psychologists are in-
terested in people; and therefore, I, and most of my colleagues, have
never had any interest, really, in prisons or whatever happens in
prisons.

In the last few years, in a sense, I have become radicalized, so that
now I am personally dedicated to doing all I can to help transform.ails, penitentiaries and prisons. At a personal level, I have always
Ieen interested in prisons. I grew up in a ghetto in the South Bronx,
which, in fact, at that time was probably worse than West Oakland
where Carlo grew up. And many of my friends, in fact, were put in
prison and juvenile detention facilities.

I think, as I became a professional, as I became an academician, I
tried to forget about that seamy side of life. Two things changed, or
radicalized my consciousness. First, meeting Carlo very shortly after
he was released from San Quentin, having spent nearly half of his life
in prison, we being about the same age profoundly affected my think-
ing. And just seeing the difference between where oI was at my age
and he was at his age, coming from very similar backgrounds initially,
made it obvious that he had lost all too many productive years for
crimes and arrests that might have been avoided.

He made me aware of the reality that even though prisons are
institutions, what happens in prisons happens to people. Now as a
psychologist, I feel I should be interested in what prisons do, because
they are doing it to people. So part of my concern in being here to-
day and presenting the material I am going to present is to try to
raise the general level of consciousness not ony of other psychologists,
but of legislators and others who have too long thought o prisons as
a monolithic institution with rational goals and reasonable operating
procedures. Prisons are irrational and unreasonable and must be dras-
tically overhauled.
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The kind of research we have done and are doing is designed to
focus attention back on what happens to individual people, to human
beings, to brothers and sisters who are arrested, whether or not
guilty-and there is some evidence that they are not always guilty-
especially when you are talking about juveniles who can get arrested
when they are 12 or 13 and go through the system, invariably com-
ing out much worse than when they went in.

The second thing that affected my consciousness is sitting behind
a one-way screen watching unfold before me a kind of game, a game
of cops and robbers, a very horrifying game that I helped devise. In
this game, the Stanford Prison Experiment, we-Craig Haney, Curt
Banks, Dave Jaffe, and I-took some middle-class, normal, healthy
college students and had some of them play prisoner and some play
guar.

We put them in an environment which was constructed to look very
much like a jail. We did not tell the guards what to do, except to main-
tain law an order and to command respect of the prisoners. We gave
them no training at all. We did not tell the prisoners what to do, ex-
cept that they were to be prisoners.

The reason they were all doing this was to make $15 a day; the
fee we were paying them to be subjects. They all expected the experi-
ment to run for 2 weeks, which we too, expected. But I had to call an
end to the experiment in only 6 days. I had to terminate it abruptly,
because at the end of 6 days, there was so much evil, so much pathology
emerging in the behavior of the guards, and of the prisoners, and of
the staff that I could not allow the experiment to go on.

I should say, parenthetically, when we ended it the guards were very
distressed, because they said, that they had the situation in total con-
trol. At that point, they had become so much like guards in their
mentality that they thought the experiment was working beautifully
and should continue, rather than that the experiment-like our real
prisons in society-had become a nightmare and had to end.

Well, what I would like to do today is to try to share with this
committee the experience that I had in watching this event occur. And
I think it is especially important because, of the remark that you
made earlier, Senator Bayh, that you, as I and most middle-class peo-
ple, have never been in prison. So, in fact, what we have to rely on
are "war stories," stories from people like Carlo, the young boys wio
appeared before this committee yesterday, novels about prisons and
other indirect sources.

I testified before a House of Representatives committee in Novem-
ber 1971 on prison reform, which was instigated by the activities at
Attica. And one after another ex-inmate or prison lawyer would come
up and testify to the atrocities, while one after another, a guard or
corrections official would come up and say he had never seen any. And
here you have an epistemological conflict. Well, somebody must have
been lying or else there were two truths about the same event. 'Who,
w uld you side with?

Well, invariably, we side with the police. We side with the estab-
lishment, because all institutions are designed to protect society;
namely, those who have some affluence, some property, from peoplejudged dangerous. Some of these dangerous people are put in mental
hospitals, some of these people are put in prisons.
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People are dangerous if their political attitudes are deviant, as we
know from the current reports of suppression of outspoken critics in
the Soviet Union and other countries. They are also dangerous if they
want our property or other things from us which we do not want to
give them.-

Again, I, as you, have never been in prison. I did not want to harve
to rely on secondhand information, thus we decided to create a prison.
In addition, all too long we have had misinformed stereotypes about
the delinquent. It has been assumed by psychologists, sociologists, legis-
lators, and especially by the police, that the juvenile delinquent is a
phenomenon of the lower classes. These are minority-group kids,
blacks or Chicanos if you are on the west coast, blacks or Puerto
Ricans if you are on the east coast. They are slum dwellers who come
from broken homes, who operate in gangs, or are psychiatric loners.

In addition, we have been led to believe that detected delinquency
reflects undetected delinquency. That most delinquents get caught ana
learn to mend their ways after due process in the juvenile justice
system.

I want to recommend to this committee a recent report-the cita-
tion for which I have in my statement-of a very interesting study
done with 847 teenagers in a representative national survey, plus
another 522 from Flint, Mich. This survey conclusively refutes each
and every one of those assertions.

It turns out that only a very small percentage of delinquent acts is
ever discovered, less than 5 percent. That is, each of these youngsters
was asked on a checklist which of a series of criminal acts he had
done, and for which acts he got caught, and for which was he ar-
rested and sentenced. Only 5 percent of all of the delinquent acts
that these kids committed were ever detected.

Second, it turns out middle-class white adolescents, especially males,
commit as many or more delinquent acts, criminal acts, as do lower
class adolescents. However, they are significantly less likely to be ar-
rested for committing these acts. If they are arrested, the study shows
the parents buy their way out of the system, either at the point of the
police station or at the 'point of before trial or prior to sentencing
and incarceration.

The seriousness of delinquent acts committeed by higher status
white boys is even greater than the seriousness of the acts committed
by their'lower status peers. These acts are not done in gangs or by
psychiatric loners. Typically, it is a social activity, surprisingly very
much like that reported by Carlo, three or four boys together--call it
high jinks-doing their thing.

It turns out these kids do not come from broken homes. The thing
that predicts best the juvenile delinquency in this study is that these
are kids who have poor academic performance, who have learned to
be turned off in schools, thus are truants, and who have delinquent
friends.

But perhaps the most important finding of this investigation should
be summarized in the authors' words.

Whatever it Is that authorities do once they have caught a youth seems to be
worse than doing nothing at all, worse even than never apprehending the of-
fender. Getting caught encourages rather than deters further delinquency.

The last thing I would like to say before presenting the Stanford
Prison slide show, which I think would help give us some feeling of
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what could happen to these youngsters in a detention home, is some
statistics which I found to be startling in the extent that they reveal
injustice in our juvenile justice system.

It turns out that the majority of children who are arrested in Cali-
fornia, in 1971, 55 percent of them-over 379,000 juveniles were ar-
rested in California in 1971-were arrested for the charge of posses-
sing "delinquent tendencies."

Now, I have tried to check what that means, and it turns out there
is nothing more specific to this vague accusation. That is, in the 1971
statistics, where each of the major and minor offenses are itemized,
they account for only 45 percent of the juveniles arrested. The major-
ity of juveniles arrested in California, and it turns out, in other States
as well, are booked by the police on this imprecise, catch-all charge of
"delinquent tendencies." That means a policeman makes a judgment
that no psychologist, no responsible behavioral scientist, would dare
make; picking up a young boy or girl and on the basis of minimum
information, diagnosing the problem as one of "delinquent tendencies"

Senator BAYT. Is" delinquent tendencies" defined with any great
degree of specificity?

Mr. ZIMBARD0. No; it does not signify specific offense for which
the arrest was made. That is, a policeman might get to know a kid-
that is, to believe, for example, Carlo is a bad kid. He has seen him
around. But there is no specific offense that is any more informative
than someone thinks this child is bad generally. This is a very impor-
tant point to me, that there should be some standardization which does
not allow a policeman that much latitude in determining an arrest in
the absence of specific criminal, or law violating acts.

Second, which is even more amazing, if you look at the statistics on
the disposition of arrested juveniles, they further support the general
statement Carlo made.

There are three things that can happen whena juvenile is arrested.
The matter can be handled in the police station by the police; that is,
they can give the kid a talking to and release him/her. Or they can
refer him or her to another agency, or they can send the child to
court.

The statistics in the 1971 California Handbook of Crime and Ar-
rests provide us with F.n analysis of which of these three dispositions
are followed by each community. In Beverly Hills, Calif., and in Los
Altos, which are two of the most affluent communities in California, it
turns out only around 200 or 300 juveniles were arrested last year.
Whereas in communities of similar size, the average arrests were over
1,000. So fewer kids from the rich communities got arrested.

When they are arrested-and that is the point you were making,
Senator-only 25 percent of all the juveniles arrested in Beverly
Hills were sent to the court by the police. But in a neighboring com-
munity of El Monte, 78 percent of all the juveniles arrested were sent
to court.

Senator BAY1. Were the offenses the same? Are there any in-
dexes-

Mr. ZIMBARDO. These tables did not break it down that way. I will
try to follow upon this point in future research.

If you look at Los Altos, which is near Stanford, a rich community,
only 41 percent of juveniles who get arrested are sent to the court for
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processing. The rest get released by police after giving them a talking
to and talking to their parents. In nearby Sunnyvale, which is an in-
dustrial, less affluent community, 74 percent of the suspects are sent
to the court by the police.

The most amazing statistics that I have discovered focus upon San
Francisco County, where you have about the same number of arrests
in two communities, San Leandro and Hayward. In San Leandro
1,300 juveniles were arrested, and that is a more affluent community
than award. Only 31 percent of those kids were sent to court, and
then some smaller percentage of those get sentenced and processed
through the jails.

In 'Hayward, a neighboring community, 1,900 children were ar-
rested in 1971, and fully 99 percent of those were sent to the court.

Now, what that means is, it is not only affluence of the community.
Senator BAYH. Is the racial composition of the community an im-

portant factor?
Mr. ZimBARwo. The latter is a more mixed neighborhood than the

former. But, you see, it is not just race and it is not just affluence. It
means in some local jurisdictions, you have a variance in whether the
police chief or the mayor or the board of supervisors has a "get-tough"
policy and declares, we need everybody through, or-what I think you
alluded to earlier, Senator, on -our own childhood experiences-a
process whereby someone in the police station, or someone in the
probation office, can talk to a youngster, find out how dangerous that
kid is to the community, and if the child is really not dangerous, can
give him a talking to, a reprimand, then let him go, or talk to his
parents before letting him go.

The evidence from the study I cited earlier is conclusive in showing
that if you compare kids who have committed delinquent acts, one
group of which then gets arrested and goes to prison, the other group
commits the same adts and gets released on their own recognizance or
under parents' supervision, those who are arrested are significantly
more likely to commit more acts of crime subsequently. The experience
of imprisonment increases rather than reduces the probability a person
will commit a crime.

I think this again supports Carlo's statement with fairly good sta-
tistics that starting from the same point, with juveniles who have
cormmitted a delinquent act, how you handle them at the very first
stage, whether you are understanding and sympathetic can influence
the entire course of the child's life. I strongly believe we need somebody
in the police station, an ombudsman, somebody from the community
who either speaks the child's language and with whom the child can
identify, either in terms of racial background, or ethnic background,
or just somebody who treats the child like a person who is in trouble
rather than like somebody to 'be punished for delinquent tendencies.

Senator BAtH. You psychiatrists can analyze the ability to feel
right and wrong better than those of us who have not had that train-
ing. I do not know how you define trouble, but in hearing some of
Carlo's first experiences, Iremembered that when I was a teenager a
group of us went into an ice cream parlor after school to get cones.
I do not know whether it was the size of the dips, or the mood of the
girl dipping it out, or the mood of the kids involved, but we got in-
volved in a rather heated argument before we left. Apparently, this
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girl was so disturbed about the situation, although everybody paid
and it was at most a matter of verbal abuse, that she called the police.
They stopped us on the street, took our name, rank, and serial number,
and said they were going to call our parents. That is the last time I ever
gave an ice cream dipper any abuse. I wonder what would have hap-
pened if I had been locked in a jail cell over the weekend.

Mr. ZIMBARDO. That is exactly the difference I was trying to em-
phasize. I was not treated as if I had a problem. I was told I had done
something wrong. Let me retract the statement about a person in
trouble. I am not a psychiatrist, but a research psychologist, and one
of the things that I am very much concerned about is the way in
which some psychiatrists and clinical psychologists have misled you
and me into believing that social problems are caused by problem peo-
ple, rather than the other way around. They have focused attention
on personality and character traits and on problem people. My concern
is that wherever you have a social problem, the causes and solutions
lie in changing the social situation; that what the psychiatric social
workers have done and what psychiatrically-oriented criminologists
have done is really given us a false stereotype of the incorrigible, the
troublemaker, the problem child. And this is one of the ways in which
not only juvenile reform but all social reform has suffered; where we
now try to come up with a diagnostic profile of what the juvenile
offender is like, rather than analyze the components of the life situ-
ation in which that act was committed and treat it at that level.

I agree with you, Senator. I could not agree with you more; that
you should no- be focusing on what is the child's personal problem,
ut what were the social circumstances under which he did what he

did, and is he likely to do it again. All you really want to do is stop
him from doing antisocial acts again. Legislators and law enforcers
should not be in the business of trying to change values and character
structure.

By emphasizing supposed personality traits-which all the latest
research in psychology shows are not significant predictors of be-
havior-we commit a serious mistake. When you measure somebody's
personality on a test of some kind and then you analyze the kinds
of behavior that they engage in, it turns out surprisingly that know-
ing somebody's personality traits does not help you to reliably pre-
dict how they will behave in real life situations. On the other hand,
knowing something about the social situation enables you to predict
rather well how they will behave. But I think that gives me a perfect
lead-in into the study.

Senator BAYH. Yes. We are going to be here for a long time, and
it's getting late. I would like to continue to talk, but I think we had
better see your presentation.

Mr. ZIMBARDO. What we did in this study is to rule out the possi-
Ol, bility that any disturbance, any pathology that may have emerged-

the kinds of things we hear about in prisons--could be attributed to
the usual copouts that are given when people assign the blame to sa-
distic guards and psychopathic prisoners. After the riot at Attica
many people said well what could you expect, after all, these are
militant prisoners; they are psychopaths, otherwise they would not
be in prison. After inmates are killed in prison by prison guards it is
alleged that of course some guards are sadistic, bad apples in a good
bushel.
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We wanted to have a prison where everybody began perfectly nor-
mal; and so we interviewed them, gave them elaborate personality
tests, screened out anybody with a history of crime or drug abuse.
These were the cream of the crop of the middle class American youth;
and what I would like to show you in brief. :

Senator BAYH. These were Stanford students?
Mr. ZIMBARDO. No. These were students from all over the country.

In the summer we get a lot of students from all over the country in
the bay area; in fact, very few were Stanford students. Our sample,
though small, is a cross-national one.

It is important to this committee to point out that most of the prison-
ers were juveniles, 17 to 20; and what we really are going to see now
is the effects of pretrial detention. They were arrested by the Palo
Alto police, who cooperated with us in this study, and they were put
in pretrial detention for up to 2 weeks awaiting trial. So, in fact, this
is an experience of white, middle-class juvenile youngsters arrested by
the police, booked as you will see, and then put in pretrial detention.

And so, now what I want to show the committee and the others in
this assembly is just how severe that experience can be. Remember our
subjects know it is only going to last a short time, they are getting
money for it, and have not committed any crime. We will witness
the extent to which extremes of pathology can be brought out in good
kids. You do not need evil people to commit evil deeds; all you need
is the evil inherent in a detention or any total incarceration facility.

Mr. ZIMBARDO. The only thing I would like to say in conclusion is
that I believe that reform of the present juvenile justice system re-
quires more of the type of wisdom which I feel is beautifully articu-
latd in the Senate bill 821 proposed by yourself and Senator Cook.
And although I feel that the sweeping reforms purposed do require
allocation of a lot of new funds, what we need equally are more ade-
quate Federal regulations and guidelines for State and local treatment
of juvenile suspects.and offenders. In addition, I strongly urge you
to establish evaluation procedures to assess whether your reforms and
our tax money are doing what you hope they will. We must not allow
today's reforms to become tomorrow's social problems.

Reform of the juvenile system of justice demands a much closer
critical analysis of the psychological, social, and institutionalized
aspects of arrest procedures, disposition, detention, and especially the
legal aspects of due process which currently are being violated. The
goal of any new legislation must be to change the entire quality of a
child's experience when he or she becomes a juvenile criminal suspect.
And we must focus our attention on every stage of this process, not
only what happens after they reach prison, the conclusion of which,
unfortunately for too many, like my partner, Carlo Prescott, is to
end up in a place like San Quentin or Attica and end up with the
kind of situations with which we have become all too familiar. Preven-
tion of juvenile delinquency is where we must concentrate our efforts,
not on improving the quality of confinement.

I want to thank you for having me appear.
Senator BAYiT. I appreciate your letting us have the benefits of this

experiment. It is an eye-opening experience. Some people who have
considered the problems of incarceration think that the criminal jus-
tice system needs to take into consideration that, "Prisoners are mostly

25-218 0 - 74 - 11
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underprivileged, low intelligence, ethnic background, not average
American types," and that guards are "undereducated, racist, under-
paid, unsympathetic, callous individuals.'

Your experiment shows that the vehicle used to provide so-called
treatment drives anybody to fit one of those stereotypes; that you
could put the guards on the inside and the prisoners on the outside
and end up with the same.

Thank you both very much for letting us have your thoughts and
the benefit of your study.

[Mr. Zimbardo's and Mr. Prescott's prepared statements are as
follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF PHILIP G. ZIMBARDO To U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE
JUDICIARY SUBOOMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

I am happy to be invited to testify before this committee as a citizen con-
cerned about the deteriorating quality of life In our nation (which is both a
cause and a consequence of the escalating crime rate we are witnessing), and
also as a research psychologist Involved in trying to understand the determinants
of anti-social behavior and the reasons why incarceration of those convicted of
antisocial acts has been such a total failure.

I must admit that prior to two years ago, I had no professional interest in
prisons, corrections or criminal justice. That was the province of the criminolo-
gist and some sociologists.1 Now I am dedicated both professionally and person-
ally to doing all I can to help transform the nature of jails, prisons and peniten-
tiaries as drastically as is possible. This change In my consciousness was brought
about by two experiences. First, my extended personal contact with Mr. Carlo
Prescott, shortly after he was released from San Quentin, having spent nearly
half his life in California youth and adult correctional facilities, made me aware
of the reality that although prisons are institutions, the victims of imprisonment
are always individuals. They are people, 'brothers and sisters who suffer beyond
what any reasonable degree of retributive justice would demand, are often broken,
and turned loose worse off than before they were "rehabilitated." My second
radicalizing experience came from sitting behind a one-way screen observing
the incredible pathology which became manifest in a group of mild mannered
youngsters who were serving as subjects in an experiment I devised to simulate
a prison environment. Although, in a sense, they were playing a game of cops and
robbers, Incarcerating them in a restricted area, depriving the mock prisoners of
most of their rights, giving the mock guards institutional sanctions to exer-
cise control and domination over their peers led inexorably to a social and per-
sonal pathology which was frightening to behold. The pathology of Imprisonment
was built on a foundation of privation of human and civil rights, the delight in
exercising arbitrary control over others, institutional sanctions and rewards for
the powerful, while the powerless bad only rules and punishment for violation
of rules. It should be clear that what was most frightening was not simply what
I and my research colleagues saw emerging in these subjects but what we be-
latedly realized was happening to us and to virtually all those who were in vari-
ous -ways captives in this prison. Our human values imperceptibly changed to
justify almost any act of degradation of the powerful guards against the incor-
rigible, trouble-making prisoners.

My intention today is to share with the members of this subcommittee some
of the experiences and truths which this research generated by trying to recap-
ture the emotional impact which the Stanford Prison Study generated. I will
attempt to do so by means of an audio-visual presentation which chronologs the
events and results of our study.

Then I will briefly outline some recommendations for reforms in the adminis.
tration of justice to juveniles arrested for alleged -criminal activities.

(1) PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF RELEVANCE TO MY TESTIMONY BEFORE
THIS COMMITTEE

I am a professor of psychology at Stanford University (Stanford, California)
where I have taught and done research since 1968. After receiving my B.A. from
Brooklyn College, I was awarded advanced degrees from Yale University (M.S.

1 I could not avoid having a personal interest in what happened to juveniles Judged to
be delinquent since I was born and raised in a South Bronx N.Y.C. ghetto.
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in 1955 and Ph.D. In 1959). I have worked on the psychiatric ward of the West
Haven Veteran's Hospital for one post-doctoral year. In addition to regular staff
positions at Yale University and New York University, I have been a visiting
professor at Barnard College, University of Hawaii, and Columbia University
(ad Klingenstein Professor of Race Relations). I was also a Fellow at the Center
for Advanced Study In the Behavioral Sciences (Palo Alto, California, 1971-72).

My professional affiliations include memberships in the International Congress
of Psychology, the American Psychological Association, the Canadian Psychologi-
cal Association, and the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
among others. I have published over fifty articles in professional Journals and
have authored a half dozen books on psychology. My books include: Influencing
Attitudes and Changing Behavior (1970), Canvassing for Peace (1970), The
Cognitive Control of Motivation (1969), Psychology and Life (1971), and Psy-
chology for Our Times (1973).

My research program has been supported by grants from the National Science
Foundation and the National Institute of Mental Health, and is currently
funded by contracts from the Office of Naval Research. This research Is in the
general area of social-personality psychology. Specifically, my research has
been concerned with uncovering the variables which encourage anti-social
behavior, particularly violence and vandalism. My field studies of "car stripping"
of abandoned autos in New York City were widely reported in the mass media,
as were my studies relating anonymity and aggression. I have also studied
extensively the techniques used by police interrogators to elicit confessions
from suspects and admissions from witnesses. This research was reported in
Psychology Today magazine and was presented by invitation to the National
Conference on Law Enforcement (Boston, 1967). I have received a medal for
distinguished research on problems related to crime and criminal justice from
the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department (August, 1972). I was an invited
witness at a special Congressional Subcommittee hearing on Prisons and Penal
Reform held in 'San Francisco in 1971 (my statements appear in Vol. 1 of the
Committee's Proceedings).

Of further relevance to my expertise on prison-related issues are the following:
(1) Consultant to State Senator Michael O'Keefe (President of the Louisiana

State Senate) on Juvenile Penal Reform Program.
(2) Organizer of two Office of Naval Research Conferences on military justice

and military correctional systems.
(3) Participant in an American Association for the Advancement of Science

symposium on prisons (December, 1972), which was aired on nationwide Public
Television.

(4) Regular correspondent with over fifty Inmates in prisons across the coun-
try (over 300 letters exchanged In the last two years).

(5) Extensive contacts consisting of literally hundreds of hours with ex-con-
victs, parole officers, prison guards, a former prison superintendent, a former
prison chaplain, and correctional officers in Juvenile detention facilities.

(6) Organizer of university courses on the psychology of imprisonment.
(7) The research project investigating the impact of incarceration, hereafter

referred to as "The Stanford Prison Study" has been widely reported in the
media [NBC-TV Chronolog (11/71), Life Magazine (10/15/71), the Washington
Post and in over 100 other newspapers]. I am appending to this testimony a
copy of the article which I and my colleagues Craig Haney, Curt Banks and
David Jaffe published In the New York Times Magazine, 4/8/73). I have distrib-
uted over 400 copies of the formal report of this study in response to requests
from correctional agencies, government departments, and several Governors'
offices, in addition to criminologists and others Interested in prisons.

(2) THE STANFORD PRISON STUDY

The research to be described In my audio-visual presentation before this sub-
committee was conducted from August 14 to August 20, 1971. Preparatory pilot
studies, pretesting, interviewing of potential subjects began in April of that
year. This research was supported by the Group Effectiveness Division of the
Office of Naval Research, and took place at Stanford University's Jordan Hall.
The Palo Alto Police Department cooperated fully in the Initial phases of the
study (making the arrests, booking and detaining the "suspects" temporarily at
Police Headquarters, then putting them in the Pre-Trial Detention Facility we
had constructed at Stanford University).

In the Stanford Prison Study Interpersonal dynamics in a prison environment
were studied experimentally by designing a functional simulation of a prison in
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which subjects role-played prisoners and guards for an extended period of time.
To assess the power of the social forces on the emergent behavior in this situation,
alternative explanations in terms of pre-existing dispositions (that is, person-
ality and character traits) were eliminated through subject selection. A homo-
geneous sample of about two dozen normal, average, healthy American college
wales was chosen after extensive Interviewing and diagnostic testing of a large
group of applicants recruited through newspaper advertisements. The subjects
were from colleges throughout the United States and Canada who volunteered to
be in "a study of prison life" in return for receiving a daily wage of fifteen dollars
for a projected two-week period.

Half of these pre-selected subjects were randomly assigned to role-play prison
guards, the others to the mock-prisoner treatment. Neither group received any
formal training in these roles--the cultural mass media had already provided
the models they used to define their roles. The mock guards were impressed with
the "seriousness" of the experiment by the demeanor of the research staff; the
prospective prisoners began to take their roles seriously when they were sub-
jected to an unexpected arrest by the city police. After being processed and tem-
porarily detained at the police station, they were escorted to the experimental
setting. Uniforms and institutionalized differences in power further served to
differentiate the two groups of subjects. The ages of the mock prisoners ranged
from 17-20 years, most were juvenile.

Continuous, direct observation of behavioral interactions was supplemented
by video-taped recording, questionnaires, self-report scales and interviews. All
these data sources converge on the conclusion that this simulated prison developed
into a psychologically compelling prison environment. As such, it elicited unex-
pectedly intense, realistic and often pathological reactions from many of the
participants.

Our findings and conclusions are contained In the International Journal of
Criminology and Penology, 1973, Vol. 1, pp. 69-97 and in the New York Times
Magazine (April 8,1973), both of which are appended.
(3) The Stanford Prison Slide Show

The Stanford Prison Slide Show was conceived and executed by me with the
assistance of Gregory White.

The visual portion of the presentation consists of 104 slides (35 mm.) taken
by me or by an assistant in my presence during the course of the experiment;
they portray the actual events involved in setting up the study and the major
events which occurred each day. The photos of the ten mock prisoners and the
elevent mock guards, of he police arrests, and of the former prison chaplain were
all taken as these events and encounters actually took place during the six days of
the experiment and accurately portray the events they purport to describe.

The 30-minute tape-recorded narration which acceompanles the slides is my
voice with additional appropriate sound effects taken from tape-recordings made
during the experiment (e.g., Vhe "warden" greeting the new Inmates, the guards
leading a count, prisoner #8612 having a nervous breakdown, etc.). Thie letter
by mock prisoner #5416 and that by a real prisoner, Kelley- Chapman of Ohio
Penitentiary, were read verbatim from their original sources by my research
assistants.

The purpose of preparing the Stanford Prison Slide Show was to convey in
a relatively brief, inexpensive, and interesting format some of the basic con-
ceptions and findings of the experiment that took place during this period. It
was hoped that the visual and auditory impact of this presentation would aid
in conveying its message beyond that of the printed words used in the formal
documentation of the research. One objective of this presentation was to help
raise the awareness of the general public, especially college and high school stu-
dents to the need for their greater involvement in the administration of justice
in our nation's prisons and Juvenile facilities. Another objective was to convey
to correctional personnel and legislators the need to carefully reappraise what
the institution of prison is accomplishing by analogy to what our mock prison
accomplished in such a short time.

What makes this research and its slide show presentation unique is that it is
the first time anyone has demonstrated that a prison-like environment could
elicit pathological reactions in carefully selected, normal, healthy, average young
men. The power of this research lies in demonstrating how strong situational
determinants are in shaping human interactions. It is not possible to resort to
a correlation between "evil deeds" and "evil people"-our guards were not
sadists, nor our prisoners "psychopaths." The young men in this prison were
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all good to begin with, but when they were pitted against the evil Inherent in a
total environment of imprisonment, the situation overwhelmed the Individuals.
It is the use of a simple experimental design in this research which helps to
focus our attention to the pathology of social situations and away from the
traditional cop-out of blaming "problem people" for the existence of problem
situations. The study, which was scheduled to last two weeks, bad to be abruptly
terminated after only six days because the role-playing had so merged with
reality that half the mock prisoners had severe emotional disturbances (uncon-
trollable crying, rage, disorganized thinking, and somatic disorders), while all
but a few of the guards behaed consistently in aggressive, dehumanizing ways
toward the prisoners. These pathologies were completely alien In the medical,
social, and educational histories of the volunteer subjects. Since the mock guards
and prisoners were randomly assigned to one or another condition, there was
no prior basis or rational Justification fd* the behavioral and emotinal differ-
ences that emerged.

(4) SOME OBSERVATIONS, cONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE
JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

Our research essentially studied the consequences of short-term (preadjudica-
tion) confinement on juveniles and young adults.

We are forced to conclude that If real detention facilities and experiences
even approximate those in the Stanford Prison Study, then thousands of arrested
juveniles who are still legally innocent, are at this moment being brutalized to a
degree that should not be tolerated by any nation which claims to be civilized,
democratic and God fearing. Our mock prisoners, even with the knowledge of
their innocence, a preestablished termination date, payment for participation,
visits by parents, a chaplain and a public defender nevertheless, suffered real
anguish, learned to hate the mock guards and began to despise the other prison-
ers and themselves for being so helpless and worthless in the eyes of their super-
visors. Their emotional disturbance was transient because in part, the experience
was limited in duration, because our staff spent a considerable time in group and
individual "therapy" sessions with the subjects after the study was terminated,
and because they returned to a rather comfortable middle class life style, not
harassed further by the police.

Reform of the present juvenile justice system must begin with the type of
wisdom so beautifully articulated In Senate Bill S.821 proposed by Senators
Bayh and Cook. But though reform does require allocation of new funds and new
laws and regulations, reform of the juvenile system of justice demands a close,
critical analysis of the psychological, social and institutional aspects of arrest,
disposition, detention and due process. The goal of this new legislation must be
to change the quality of the experience a juvenile criminal suspect encounters
at every stage of the process.

Some brief comments to this point follow:
1. The majority of juveniles arrested by police in California (as in other

states) are charged with the offense of "delinquent tendencies" rather than any
specific major or minor offense. In 1971, 55 percent of the 379,454 juveniles ar-
rested in California were detained for this vague offense which allows to much
latitude for individual Interpretation by the arresting officer.

2. When a juvenile is arrested in California, as in other states, there are three
possible dispositions: the police may handle the matter and at their discretion
release the suspect; the matter may be referred to other agencies; or, the child
may be referred to Juvenile Court or Probation Court. It is instructive to note
that which of these alternatives is offered to a juvenile suspect depends not neces-
sarily on the seriousness of the offense nor the dangerousness of t'ie suspect,
but Is a function of the particular city or local jurisdiction In which the arrest
is made. The wealthier the community, the less likely a suspect is to be arrested
at all, and if arrested, the less likely the child is to be sent to trial. For example,
In 1971, only 25 percent of all juveniles arrested in Beverly Hills, California,
were sent to court by the police, while in less affluent El Monte (also in Los
Angeles County), 78 percent of the juveniles were sent to court. Similarly, in
Santa Clara county only 41 percent of those juveniles arrested in affluent Los
Altos reach the court stage for a hearing, while in neighboring Sunnyvale, 74
percent of the suspect are sent to the courts. It Is not merely differential affluence
which leads to one juvenile suspect being released by the police without trial,
possible conviction, sentencing and incarceration, while another arrested for the
identical offense is not given this same benign treatment. The variations from
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one city or county to another in the disposition of juvenile cases depend on a
variety of factors, some political, some institutional, some of convenience, and
some representing the prevailing attitudes of hard-line law enforcement versus
a more sympathetic brand of administration of justice. The enoromous disparity
between two nearby communities within San Francisco County in whether ar-
rested juveniles are released by the police or get processed into the courts is
revealed in the comparison between:

(a) San Leandro, where only 31 percent of 1,334 juveniles were sent by the
police to the'courts In 1971, and

(b) Hayward, where fully 99 percent of 1,916 youngsters were referred to
the courts.

(These statistics are from the 1971 reference tables of Crime and Arrests in
California).

Thus, there should be an attempt t& provide more adequate federal guidelines
to insure a more equitable initial disposition of juvenile suspects, to guard against
discrimination and Injustice (due to wealth, race, ethnic group, local police or
political policy).

3. In theory, there should be no difference between the treatment afforded
adult and juvenile suspects. Both should be treated humanly, their rights hon-
ored and protected not violated, and a speedy determination of disposition made.
Juveniles should receive additional attention and consideration only because of
the greater traumatic Impact arrest is likely to have on them.

4. Detention should be the last and least preferred alternative utilized in
handling a juvenile suspect.

5. Bail should not be a relevant determiner of release.
6. Every juvenile suspect must be arraigned within 24 hours; have access to

state-provided counsel at arraignment (if the family cannot afford counsel).
7. Determination should be made within 24 hours at to release eligibility.
8. The primary test for such release eligibility should be proof of having "roots

in the community."
9. Social service facilities shoUd be available in every community to readily

provide such proof or lack of it to referees or judges.
10. If the child does not have a stable home in the community, the state has to

provide a non-punitive home while awaiting trial.
11. New selection and training procedures must be developed and field tested

so "Juvenile counselors" available at each stage of pre- and post-trial detention
can be evaluated and certified as to their competency to act as an adult caretaker
representing the best values of our society.

12. Detention facilities must be built in close proximity to the chambers of
local judges and offices of referees so they may have ready and daily access to
the juvenile suspects. In Hawaii the juvenile court goes to the detention facility
every day to review the detention status of each juvenile there, to assess whether
the child can be returned to the community.

13. The major function of the referees or judge at pre-trial hearings should be
to assess the least restraint deemed necessary to Insure the child's appearance
at trial.

14. In all detention facilities, there must be an ombudsman's office, responsive
to the needs of the juveniles and not accountable to the local correctional or law
enforcement system. The detention facilities and all prisons of any type (juvenile
and adult) must be stripped of their cloak of secrecy. They must be much more
opened to the community than they are at present. It should be easy for any law
abiding citizen to have access to visiting a correctional facility being operated
on his or her tax money-and not the impossible burden it Is at present In many
states.

15. Every effort must be made to create and sustain local community Involve-
ment in juvenile justice, care and detention. A report released last week (9/4/73)

Opp revealed that nearly a thousand children from the State of Illinois had been
sent to Texas institutions In the last decade at a cost of about $8 million. Chil-
dren with emotionally disturbed backgrounds, unwanted In Illinois homes and
separated by the courts from their families were incarcerated in Texas.

The report by De Paul University law professor P. A. Kennan stated: Some
of the children were miserable; all were educationally depressed; all suffered
violations of their legal rights; many sustained permanent injury and will wear
life-long scars on their bodies or spirits. Some ran away and were never found.
Some died. These children "were banished to and wasted In Texas by an ef-
ficient, mindless, heartless bureaucratic monster Inexorably grinding its way
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through children's lives," Kennan reported. "Everyone is responsible. No one
is or will be accountable." These and other abuses can only be stopped by cam-
paigns designed to promote a new sense of community consciousness throughout
the land. If we can treat our helpless children with such indifference and in-
deed, with such inhumanity, what hope is there that we will treat each other
with any respect or care?"

16. Juvenile offenders should be separately housed in holding facilities by
age, maturity, and danger posed to the other juveniles. Repeated offenders
should be separately housed from first offenders. Those being held for criminal
offenses should be separated from wards of the state who are neglected and
abused children or runaways in need of supervision.

17. It is hoped that the recommendations of this subcommittee will help
to organize, integrate and humanize the local and state treatment of Juvenile
suspects and offenders. Due process safeguards for children must be made ex-
plicit and applied with greater uniformity to reduce the operation of prejudice
and victimization of children of minority backgrounds.

18. It is important for the purposes of this subcommittee to consider the con-
clusions of a recent report which dispel many of the myths about "the Juvenile
delinquent" (B. Haney & M. Gold, Psychology Today, September 1973, pp. 49-
55). It has long been assumed that delinquency is a phenomenon of lower-class,
minority group (especially black), slum-dwelling children from broken homes
who operate in gangs or are psychiatrically disturbed loners. In addition, we
have been led to believe that detected delinquency accurately reflects unde-
tected delinquency, and that most delinquents get caught and learn to mend
their ways after being duly processed through the Juvenile justice system. The
data from surveys of 847 teenagers in a national sample and of 522 juveniles
in Flint, Michigan conclusively refute each and every one of these assertions.

Only a very small percentage of delinquent acts is ever discovered (less than
five percent). Middle-class white adolescents commit as many or more delinquent
criminal acts as do lower-class adolescents, but are less likely to be arrested
for them. If they are arrested, their parents buy their way out of the system
either before they are tried or" before they are convicted and incarcerated. The
seriousness of the delinquent acts committed by higher status white boys was
even greater than that of their lower status peers. These acts were usually
in the company of a few friends-a shared social activity. Poor academic per-
formance and delinquent friends are better predictors of delinquency than
whether or not there is stability in the home. But perhaps the most important
finding of this investigation is summarized in the authors' own words: "What-
ever it Is that the authorities do once they have caught a youth, It seems to be
worse than doing nothing at all, worse even than never apprehending the of-
fender. Getting caught encourages rather than deters further delinquency."

19. Only children judged "dangerous" to themselves or their community by
mental health professionals, corrections-based clinicians and responsible, in-
formed representatives of the child's community should be incarcerated for
longer than 30 days. Under no circumstances should a child's ties with the com-
munity be severed, instead, the primary function of Juvenile detention facili-
ties should be to strengthen those ties.

I thank the Subcommittee for the opportunity to express this viewpoint and
wish to offer my services in any way they can be used to further the ideals
represented in the legislation to improve the quality of administration of Ju-
venile Justice.
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APPENDIX A

International Journal of Criminology and Penology 1973, 1, 69-97

Interpersonal Dynamics in a
Simulated Prison

CRAIG HANEY, CURTIS BANKS AND PHILIP ZIMBARDO
Department of Psychology, Stanford University,
California 94305, U.S.A.

Interpersonal dynamics in a prison environment were studied experimentally
by designing a functional simulation of a prison in which subjects role-played
prisoners and guards for an extended period of time. To assess the power of
the social forces on the emergent behaviour in this situation, alternative
explanations in terms of pre-existing dispositions were eliminated through
subject selection. A homogeneous, "normal" sample was chosen after
extensive interviewing and diagnostic testing of a large group of volunteer male
college students. Half of the subjects were randomly assigned to role-play
prison guards for eight hours each day, while the others role-played prisoners
incarcerated for nearly one full week. Neither group received any specific
training in these roles.

Continuous, direct observation of behavioural interactions was supplemen-
ted by video-taped recording, questionnaires, self-report scales and interviews.
All these data sources converge on the conclusion that this simulated prison
developed into a psychologically compelling prison environment. As such, it
elicited unexpectedly intense, realistic and often pathological reactions from
many of the participants. The prisoners experienced a loss of personal identity
and the arbitrary control of their behaviour which resulted in a syndrome of
passivity, dependency, depression and helplessness. In contrast, the guards
(with rare exceptions) experienced a marked gain in social power, status and
group identification which made role-playing rewarding.

The most dramatic of the coping behaviour utilised by half of the prisoners
in adapting to this stressful situation was the development of acute emotional
disturbance-severe enough to warrant their early release. At least a third of
the guards were judged to have become far more aggressive and dehumanising
toward the prisoners than would ordinarily be predicted in a simulation study.
Only a very few of the observed reactions to this experience of Imprisonment
could be attributed to personality trait differences which existed before the
subjects began to play their assigned roles.
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Introduction

After he had spent four years in a Siberian prison the great Russian novelist
Dostoevsky commented, surprisingly, that his time in prison had created in him a
deep optimism about the ultimate future of mankind because, as he put it, if
man could survive the horrors of prison life he must surely be a "creature who
could withstand anything". The cruel irony which Dostoevsky overlooked is that
the reality of prison bears witness not only to the resilience and adaptiveness of
the men who tolerate life within its walls, but as well to the "ingenuity" and
tenacity of those who devised and still maintain our correctional and
reformatory systems.

Nevertheless, in the century which has passed since Dostoevsky's imprison-
ment, little has changed to render the main thrust of his statement less relevant.
Although we have passed through periods of enlightened humanitarian reform,
in which physical conditions within prisons have improved somewhat and the
rhetoric of rehabilitation has replaced the language of punitive incarceration, the
social institution of prison has continued to fail. On purely pragmatic grounds,
there is substantial evidence that prisons in fact neither "rehabilitate" nor act as a
deterrent to future crime-in America, recidivism rates upwards of 75% speak
quite decisively to these criteria. And, to perpetuate what is additionally an
economic failure, American taxpayers alone must provide an expenditure for
"corrections" of 1.5 billion dollars annually. On humanitarian grounds as well,
prisons have failed: our mass media are increasingly filled with accounts of
atrocities committed daily, man against man, in reaction to the penal system or
in the name of it. The experience of prison undeniably creates, almost to the
point of cliche, an intense hatred and disrespect in most inmates for the
authority and the established order of society into which they will eventually
return. And the toll which it takes on the deterioration of human spirit for those
who must administer it, as well as for those upon whom it is inflicted, is
incalculable.

Attempts to provide an explanation of the deplorable condition of our penal
system and its dehumanising effects upon prisoners and guards, often focus upon
what might be called the dispositional hypothesis. While this explanation is
rarely expressed explicitely, it is central to a prevalent non-conscious ideology:
that the state of the social institution of prison is due to the "nature" of the
people who administer it, or the "nature" of the people who populate it, or
both. That is, a major contributing cause to despicable conditions, violence,
brutality, dehumanisation and degradation existing within any prison can be
traced to some innate or acquired characteristic of the correctional and inmate
population. Thus on the one hand, there is the contention that violence and
brutality exist within prison because guards are sadistic, uneducated, and
insensitive people. It is the "guard mentality", a unique syndrome of negative
traits which they bring into the situation, that engenders the inhumane
treatment of prisoners. Or, from other quarters comes the argument that
violence and brutality in prison are the logical and predictable result of the
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involuntary confinement of a collective of individuals whose life histories are, by
definition, characterised by disregard for law, order and social convention and a
concurrent propensity for impulsiveness and aggression. Logically, it follows
that these individuals, having proved themselves incapable of functioning
satisfactorily within the "normal" structure of society, cannot do so either
inside the structure provided by prisons. To control such men as these, the
argument continues, whose basic orientation to any conflict situation is to react
with physical power or deception, force must be met with force, and a certain
number of violent encounters must be expected and tolerated by the public.

The dispositional hypothesis has been embraced by the proponents of the
prison status quo (blaming conditions on the evil in the prisoners), as well as by
its critics (attributing the evil to guards and staff with their evil motives and
deficient personality structures). The appealing simplicity of this proposition
localises the source of prison riots, recidivism and corruption in these "bad
seeds" and not in the conditions of the "prison soil". Such an analysis directs
attention away from the complex matrix of social, economic and political forces
which combine to make prisons what they are-and which would require
complex, expensive, revolutionary solutions to bring about any meaningful
change. Instead, riotirng prisoners are identified, punished, transferred to
maximum security institutions or shot, outside agitators sought and corrupt
officials suspended-while the system itself goes on essentially unchanged, its
basic structure unexamined and unchallenged.

However, a critical evaluation of the dispositional hypothesis cannot be made
directly through observation in existing prison settings, since such naturalistic
observation necessarily confounds the acute effects of the environment with the
chronic characteristics of the inmate and guard populations. To separate the
effects of the prison environment per se from those attributable to el prior
dispositions of its inhabitants requires a research strategy in which a "new"
prison is constructed, comparable in its fundamental social-psychological milieu
to existing prison systems, but entirely populated by individuals who are
undifferentiated in all essential dimensions from the rest of society.

Such was the approach taken in the present empirical study, namely, to
create a prison-like situation in which the guards and inmates were initially
comparable and characterised as being "normal-average", and then to observe
the patterns of behaviour which resulted, as well as the cognitive, emotional and
attitudinal reactions which emerged. Thus, we began our experiment with a
sample of individuals who did not deviate from the normal range of the general
population on a variety of dimensions we were able to measure. Half were
randomly assigned to the role of "prisoner", the others to that of "guard",
neither group having any history of crime, emotional disability, physical
handicap nor even intellectual or social disadvantage.

The environment created was that of a "mock" prison which physically
constrained the prisoners in barred cells and psychologically conveyed the sense
of imprisonment to all participants. Our intention was not to create a literal
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simulation of an American prison, but rather a functional representation of one.
For ethical, moral and pragmatic reasons we could not detain our subjects for
extended or indefinite periods of time, we could not exercise the threat and
promise of severe physical punishment, we could not allow homosexual or racist
practices to flourish, nor could we duplicate certain other specific aspects of
prison life. Nevertheless, we believed that we could create a situation with
sufficient mundane realism to allow the role-playing participants to go beyond
the superficial demands of their assignment into the deep structure of the
characters they represented. To do so, we established functional equivalents for
the activities and experiences of actual prison life which were expected to
produce qualitatively similar psychological reactions in our subjects-feelings of
power and powerlessness, of control and oppression, of satisfaction and
frustration, of arbitrary rule and resistance to authority, of status and
anonymity, of machismo and emasculation. In the conventional terminology of
experimental social psychology, we first identified a number of relevant
conceptual variables through analysis of existing prison situations, then designed
a setting in which these variables were made operational. No specific hypotheses
were advanced other than the general one that assignment to the treatment of
"guard" or "prisoner" would result in significantly different reactions on
behavioural measures of interaction, emotional measures of mood state and
pathology, attitudes toward self, as well as other indices of coping and
adaptation to this novel situation. What follows is the mechanics of how we
created and peopled our prison, what we observed, what our subjects reported,
and finally, what we can conclude about the nature of the prison environment
and the experience of imprisonment which can account for the failure of our
prisons.

Method

Overview

The effects of playing the role of "guard" or "prisoner" were studied in the
context of an experimental simulation of a prison environment. The research
design was a relatively simple one, involving as it did only a single treatment
variable, the random assignment to either a "guard" or "prisoner" condition.
These roles were enacted over an extended period of time (nearly one week)
within an environment which was physically constructed to resemble a prison.
Central to the methodology of creating and maintaining a psychological state of
imprisonment was the functional simulation of significant properties of "real
prison life" (established through information from former inmates, correctional
personnel and texts).

The "guards" were free with certain limits to implement the procedures of
OW induction into the prison setting and maintenance of custodial retention of the

"prisoners". These inmates, having voluntarily submitted to the conditions of
this total institution in which they now lived, coped in various ways with its
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stresses and its challenges. The behaviour of both groups of subjects was
observed, recorded and analysed. The dependent measures were of two general
types: transactions between and within each group of subjects, recorded on
video and audio tape as well as directly observed; individual reactions on
questionnaires, mood inventories, personality tests, daily guard shift reports, and
post experimental interviews.

Subjects

The 21 subjects who participated in the experiment were selected from an initial
pool of 75 respondents, who answered a newspaper advertisement asking for
male volunteers to participate in a psychological study of "prison life" in return
for payment of $15 per day. Those who responded to the notice completed an
extensive questionnaire concerning their family background, physical and mental
health history, prior experience and attitudinal propensities with respect to
sources of psychopathology (including their involvement in crime). Each
respondent who completed the background questionnaire was interviewed by
one of two experimenters. Finally, the 24 subjects who were judged to be most
stable (physically and mentally), most mature, and least involved in anti-social
behaviour were selected to participate in the study. On a random basis, half of
the subjects were assigned the role of "guard", half to thd role of "prisoner".

The subjects were normal, healthy males attending colleges throughout the
United States who were in the Stanford area during the summer. They were
largely of middle class socio-economic status, Caucasians (with the exception of
one Oriental subject). Initially they were strangers to each other, a selection
precaution taken to avoid the disruption of any pre-existing friendship patterns
and to mitigate against any transfer into the experimental situation of previously
established relationships or patterns of behaviour.

This final sample of subjects was administered a battery of psychological tests
on the day prior to the start of the simulation, but to avoid any selective bias on
the part of the experimenter-observers, scores were not tabulated until the study
was completed.

Two subjects who were assigned to be a "stand-by" in case an additional
"prisoner" was needed were not called, and one subject assigned to be a
"stand-by" guard decided against participating just before the simulation phase
began-thus, our data analysis is based upon ten prisoners and eleven guards in
our experimental conditions.

Procedure

Physical aspects of the prison

The prison was built in a 35-ft section of a basement corridor in the psychology
building at Stanford University. It was partitioned by two fabricated walls, one
of which was fitted with the only entrance door to the cell block, the other
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contained a small observation screen. Three small cells (6 x 9 ft) were made from
converted laboratory rooms by replacing the usual doors with steel barred, black
painted ones, and removing all furniture.

A cot (with mattress, sheet and pillow) for each prisoner was the only
furniture in the cells. A small closet across from the cells served as a solitary
confinement facility; its dimensions were extremely small (2 x 2 x 7 ft) and it
was unlit.

In addition, several rooms in an adjacent wing of the building were used as
guards' quarters (to change in and out of uniform or for rest and relaxation), a
bedroom for the "warden" and "superintendent", and an interview-testing
room. Behind the observation screen at one end of the "yard" was video
recording equipment and sufficient space for several observers.

Operational details

The "prisoner" subjects remained in the mock-prison 24 hours per day for the
duration of the study. Three were arbitrarily assigned to each of the three cells-
the others were on stand-by call at their homes. The "guard" subjects worked on
three-man, eight-hour shifts; remaining in the prison environment only during
their work shift, going about their usual lives at other times.

Role instruction

All subjects had been told that they would be assigned either the guard or the
prisoner role on a completely random basis and all had voluntarily agreed to play
either role for $15.00 per day for up to-two weeks. They signed a contract
guaranteeing a minimally adequate diet, clothing, housing and medical care as
well as the financial remuneration in return for their stated "intention" of
serving in the assigned role for the duration of the study.

It was made explicit in the contract that those assigned to be prisoners should
expect to be under surveillance (have little or no privacy) and to have some of
their basic civil rights suspended during their imprisonment, excluding physical
abuse. They were given no other information about what to expect nor
instructions about behaviour appropriate for a prisoner role. Those actually
assigned to this treatment were informed by phone to be available at their place
of residence on a given Sunday when we would start the experiment.

The subjects assigned to be guards attended an orientation meeting on the
day prior to the induction of the prisoners. At this time they were introduced to
the principal investigators, the "Superintendent" of the prison (P.G.Z.) and an
undergraduate research assistant who assumed the administrative role of
"Warden". They were told that we wanted to try to simulate a prison
environment within the limits imposed by pragmatic and ethical considerations.
Their assigned task was to "maintain the reasonable degree of order within the
prison necessary for its effective functioning", although the specifics of how this
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duty might be implemented were not explicitly detailed. They were made aware
of the .fact that while many of the contingencies with which they might be
confronted were essentially unpredictable (e.g. prisoner escape attempts), part of
their task was to be prepared for such eventualities and to be able to deal
appropriately with the variety of situations that might arise. The "Warden"
instructed the guards in the administrative details, including: the work-shifts, the
mandatory daily completion of shift reports concerning the activity of guards
and prisoners, the completion of "critical incident" reports which detailed
unusual occurrences and the administration of meals, work and recreation
programmes for the prisoners. In order to begin to involve these subjects in their
roles even before the first prisoner was incarcerated, the guards assisted in the
final phases of completing the prison complex-putting the cots in the cells, signs
on the walls, setting up the guards' quarters, moving furniture, water coolers,
refrigerators, etc.

The guards generally believed that we were primarily interested in studying
the behaviour of the prisoners. Of course, we were equally interested in the
effect which enacting the role of guard in this environment would have on their
behaviour and subjective states.

To optimise the extent to which their behaviour would reflect their genuine
reactions to the experimental prison situation and not simply their ability to
follow instructions, they were intentionally given only minimal guidelines for
what it meant to be a guard. An explicit and categorical prohibition against the
use of physical punishment or physical aggression was, however, emphasised by
the experimenters. Thus, with this single notable exception, their roles were
relatively unstructured initially, requiring each "guard" to carry out activities
necessary for interacting wYith a group of "prisoners" as well as with other
"guards" and the "correctional staff".

Uniform

In order to promote feelings of anonymity in the subjects each group was issued
identical uniforms. For the guards, the uniform consisted of: plain khaki shirts
and trousers, a whistle, a police night stick (wooden batons) and reflecting
sunglasses which made eye contact impossible. The prisoners' uniform consisted
of loosely fitting muslin smocks with an identification number on front and
back. No underclothes were worn beneath these "dresses". A chain and lock
were placed around one ankle. On their feet they wore rubber sandals and their
hair was covered with a nylon stocking made into a cap. Each prisoner was also
issued a toothbrush, soap, soapdish, towel and bed linen. No personal belongings
were allowed in the cells.

The outfitting of both prisoners and guards in this manner served to enhance
group identity and reduce individual uniqueness within the two groups. The
khaki uniforms were intended to convey a military attitude, while the whistle
and night-stick were carried as symbols of control and power. The prisoners'
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uniforms were designed not only to deindividuate the prisoners but to be
humiliating and serve as symbols of their dependence and subservience. The
ankle chain was a constant reminder (even during their sleep when it hit the
other ankle) of the oppressiveness of the environment. The stocking cap
removed any distinctiveness associated with hair length, colour or style (as does
shaving of heads in some "real" prisons and the military). The ill-fitting uniforms
made the prisoners feel awkward in their movements, since these dresses were
worn without undergarments, the uniforms forced them to assume unfamiliar
postures, more like those of a woman than a man-another part of the
emasculating process of becoming a prisoner.

Induction procedure

With the cooperation of Palo Alto City Police Department all of the subjects
assigned to the prisoner treatment were unexpectedly "arrested" at their
residences. A police officer charged them with suspicion of burglary or armed
robbery, advised them of their legal rights, handcuffed them, thoroughly
searched them (often as curious neighbours looked on) and carried them off to
the police station in the rear of the police car. At the station they went through
the standard routines of being fingerprinted, having an identification file
prepared and then being placed in a detention cell. Each prisoner was
blindfolded and subsequently driven by one of the experimenters and a
subject-guard to our mock prisorf. Throughout the entire arrest procedure, the
police officers involved maintained a formal, serious attitude, avoiding answering
any questions of clarification as to the relation of this "arrest" to the mock
prison study.

Upon arrival at our experimental prison, each prisoner was stripped, sprayed
with a delousing preparation (a deodorant spray) and made to stand alone naked
for a while in the cell yard. After being given the uniform described previously
and having an I.D. picture taken ("mug shot"), the prisoner was put in his cell
and ordered to remain silent.

Administrative routine

When all the cells were occupied, the warden greated the prisoners and read
them the rules of the institution (developed by the guards and the warden).
They were to be memorised and to be followed. Prisoners were to be referred to
only by the number on their uniforms, also in an effort to depersonalise them.

The prisoners were to be served three bland meals per day, were allowed three
supervised toilet visits, and given two hours daily for the privilege of reading or
letterwriting. Work assignments were issued for which the prisoners were to
receive an hourly wage to constitute their $15 daily payment. Two visiting
periods per week were scheduled, as were movie rights and exercise periods.
Three times a day all prisoners were lined up for a "count" (one on each guard
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work-shift). The initial purpose of the "count" was to ascertain that all prisoners
were present, and to test them on their knowledge of the rules and their i.D.
numbers. The first perfunctory counts lasted only about 10 minutes, but on
each successive day (or night) they were spontaneously increased in duration
until some lasted several hours. Many of the pre-established features of
administrative routine were modified or abandoned by the guards, and some
were forgotten by the staff over the course of the study.

Data collection (dependent measures)

The exploratory nature of this investigation and the absence of specific
hypotheses led us to adopt the strategy of surveying as many as possible
behavioural and psychological manifestations of the prison experience on the
guards and the prisoners. In fact, one major methodological problem in a study
of this kind is defining the limits of the "data", since relevant data emerged from
virtually every interaction between any of the participants, as well as from
subjective and behavioural reactions of individual prisoners, guards, the warden,
superintendent, research assistants and visitors to the prison. It will also be clear
when the results are presented that causal direction cannot always be established
in the patterns of interaction where any given behaviour might be the
consequence of a current or prior instigation by another subject and, in turn,
might serve as impetus for eliciting reactions from others.

Data collection was organised around the following sources:

(1) Videotaping. About 12 hours of recordings were made of daily, regularly
occurring events, such as the counts and meals, as well as unusual interactions,
such as a prisoner rebellion, visits from a priest, a lawyer and parents, Parole
Board meetings and others. Concealed video equipment recorded these events
through a screen in the partition at one end of the cell-block yard or in a
conference room (for parole meetings).

(2) Audio recording. Over 30 hours of recordings were made of verbal
interactions between guards and prisoners on the prison yard. Concealed
microphones picked up all conversation taking place in the yard as well as some
within the cells. Other concealed recordings were made in the testing-interview
room on selected occasions-interactions between the warden, superintendent
and the prisoners' Grievance Committee, parents, other visitors and prisoners
released early. In addition, each subject was interviewed by one of the
experimenters (or by other research associates) during the study, and most just
prior to its termination.

(3) Rating scales. Mood adjective checklists and sociometric measures were
administered on several occasions to assess emotional changes in affective state
and interpersonal dynamics among theguard and prisoner groups.

(4) Individual difference scales. One day prior to the start of the simulation
all subjects completed a series of paper and pencil personality tests. These tests
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were selected to provide dispositional indicators of interpersonal behaviour
styles-the F scale of Authoritarian Personality [11, and the Machiavellianism
Scale [2] -as well as areas of possible personality pathology through the newly
developed Comrey Personality Scale [3] . The subscales of this latter test consist
of:

(a) trustworthiness
(b) orderliness
(c) conformity
(d) activity
(e) stability
(f) extroversion
(g) masculinity
(h) empathy

(5) Personal observations. The guards made daily reports of their observa-
tions after each shift, the experimenters kept informal diaries and all subjects
completed post-experimental questionnaires of their reactions to the experience
about a month after the study was over.

Data analyses presented problems of several kinds. First, some of the data was
subject to possible errors due to selective sampling. The video and audio
recordings tended to be focussed upon the more interesting, dramatic events
which occurred. Over time, the experimenters became more personally involved
in the transaction and were not as distant and objective as they should have
been. Second, there are not complete data on all subjects for each measure
because of prisoners being released at different times and because of unexpected
disruptions, conflicts and administrative problems. Finally, we have a relatively
small sample on which to make cross-tabulations by possible independent and
individual difference variables.

However, despite these shortcomings some of the overall effects in the data
are powerful enough to reveal clear, reliable results. Also some of the more
subtle analyses were able to yield statistically significant results even with the
small sample size. Most crucial for the conclusions generated by this exploratory
study is the consistency in the pattern of relationships which emerge across a
wide range of measuring instruments and different observers. Special analyses
were required only of the video and audio material, the other data sources were
analysed following established scoring procedures.

Video analysis

There were 25 relatively discrete incidents identifiable on the tapes of
prisoner-guard interactions. Each incident or scene w4 scored for the presence
of nine behavioural (and verbal) categories. Two judges who had not been
involved with the simulation study scored these tapes. These. categories were
defined as follows:

25-218 0 - 74 - 12
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Question. All questions asked, requests for information or assistance
(excluding rhetorical questions).

Command. An order to commence or abstain from a specific behaviour,
directed either to individuals or groups. Also generalised orders, e.g. "Settle
down".

Information. A specific piece of information proffered by anyone whether
requested or not, dealing with any contingency of the simulation.

Individuating reference. Positive: use of a person's real name, nickname or
allusion to special positive physical characteristics. Negative: use of prison
number, title, generalised "you" or reference to derogatory characteristic.

Threat. Verbal statement of contingent negative consequences of a wide
variety, e.g. no meal, long count, pushups, lock-up in hole, no visitors, etc.

Deprecation Insult. Use of obscenity, slander, malicious statement directed
toward individual or group, e.g. "You lead a life of mendacity" or "You guys are
really stupid."

Resistance. Any physical resistance, usually prisoners to guards, such as
holding on to beds, blocking doors, shoving guard or prisoner, taking off
stocking caps, refusing to carry out orders.

Help. Person physically assisting another (i.e. excludes verbal statements of
support), e.g. guard helping another to open door, prisoner helping another
prisoner in cleanup duties.

Use of instruments. Use of any physical instrument to either intimidate,
threaten, or achieve specific end, e.g. fire extinguisher, batons, whistles.

Audio analysis

For purposes of classifying the verbal behaviour recorded from interviews with
guards and prisoners, eleven categories were devised. Each statement made by
the interviewee was assigned to the appropriate category by judges. At the end
of this process for any given interview analysis, a list had been compiled of the
nature and frequencies of the interviewee's discourse. The eleven categories for
assignment of verbal expressions were:

Questions. All questions asked, requests for information or assistance
(excluding rhetorical questions).

Informative statements. A specific piece of information proffered by anyone
whether requested or not, dealing with any contingency of the simulation.

Demands. Declarative statements of need or imperative requests.
Requests. Deferential statements for material or personal consideration.
Commands. Orders to commence or abstain from a specific behaviour,

directed either to individuals or groups.
Outlook, positive/negative. Expressions of expectancies for future

experiences or future events; either negative or positive in tone, e.g. "I don't
think I can make it" v. "I believe I will feel better."
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Criticism. Expressions of critical evaluation concerning other subjects, the
experimenters or the experiment itself.

Statements of identifying reference, deindividuating/individuating. State-
ments wherein a subject makes some reference to another subject specifically by
allusion to given name or distinctive characteristics (individuating reference), or
by allusion to non-specific identity or institutional number (deindividuating
reference).

Desire to continue. Any expression of a subject's wish to continue or to
curtail participation in the experiment.

Self-evaluation, positive/negative. Statements of self-esteem or self-
degradation, e.g. "I feel pretty good about the way I've adjusted" v. "I hate
myself for being so oppressive."

Action Intentions, positive/negative including "intent to aggress". Statements
concerning interviewees' intentions to do something in the future, either of a
positive, constructive nature or a negative, destructive nature, e.g. "I'm not going
to be so mean from now on" v. "I'll break the door down."

Results

Overview

Although it is difficult to anticipate exactly what the influence of incarceration
will be upon the individuals who are subjected to it and those charged with its
maintenance (especially in a simulated reproduction), the results of the present
experiment support many commonly held conceptions of prison life and validate
anecdotal evidence supplied by articulate ex-convicts. The environment of
arbitrary custody had great impact upon the affective states of both guards and
prisoners as well as upon the interpersonal processes taking place between and
within those role-groups.

In general, guards and prisoners showed a marked tendency toward increased
negativity of affect and their overall outlook became increasingly negative. As
the experiment progressed, prisoners expressed intentions to do harm to others
more frequeu' tly. For both prisoners and guards, self-evaluations were more
deprecating as the experience of the prison environment became internalised.

Overt behaviour was generally consistent with the subjective self-reports and
affective expressions of the subjects. Despite the fact that guards and prisoners
were essentially free to engage in any form of interaction (positive or negative,
supportive or affrontive, etc.), the characteristic nature of their encounters
tended to be negative, hostile, affrontive and dehumanising. Prisoners
immediately adopted a generally passive response mode while guards assumed a
very active initiating role in all interactions. Throughout the experiment,
commands were the most frequent form of verbal behaviour and, generally,
verbal exchanges were strikingly impersonal, with few references to individual
identity. Although it was clear to all subjects that the experimenters would not
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permit physical violence to take place, varieties of less direct aggressive
behaviour were observed frequently especially on the part of guards). In lieu of
physical violence, verbal affronts were used as one of the most frequent forms of
interpersonal contact between guards and prisoners.

The most dramatic evidence of the impact of this situation upon the
participants was seen in the gross reactions of five prisoners who had to be
released because of extreme emotional depression, crying, rage and acute
anxiety. The pattern of symptoms was quite similar in four of the subjects and
began as early as the second day of imprisonment. The fifth subject was released
after being treated for a psychosomatic rash which covered portions of his body.
Of the remaining prisoners, only two said they were not willing to forfeit the
money they had earned in return for being "paroled". When the experiment was
terminated prematurely after only six days, all the remaining prisoners were
delighted by their unexpected good fortune. In contrast, most of the guards
seemed to be distressed by the decision to stop the experiment and it appeared
to us that had become sufficiently involved in their roles so that they now
enjoyed the extreme control and power which they exercised and were reluctant
to give it up. One guard did report being personally upset at the suffering of the
prisoners and claimed to have considered asking to change his role to become
one of them-but never did so. None of the guards ever failed to come to work
on time for their shift, and indeed, on several occasions guards remained on duty
voluntarily and uncomplaining for extra hours-without additional pay.

The extremely pathological reactions which emerged in both groups of
subjects testify to the power of the social forces operating, but still there were
individual differences seen in styles of coping with this novel experience and in
degrees of successful adaptation to it. Half the prisoners did endure the
oppressive atmosphere, and not all the guards resorted to hostility. Some guards
were tough but fair ("played by the rules"), some went far beyond their roles to
engage in creative cruelty and harassment, while a few were passive and rarely
instigated any coercive control over the prisoners.

These differential reactions to the experience of imprisonment were not
suggested by or predictable from the self-report measures of personality and
attitude or the interviews taken before the experiment began. The standardised
tests employed indicated that a perfectly normal emotionally stable sample of
subjects had been selected. In those few instances where differential test scores
do discriminate between subjects, there is an opportunity to, partially at least,
discern some of the personality variables which may be critical in the adaptation
to and tolerance of prison confinement.

Intitial personality and attitude measures

0Overall, it is apparent that initial personality-attitude dispositions account for an
extremely small part of the variation in reactions to this mock prison experience.
However, in a few select instances, such dispositions do seem to be correlated
with the prisoners' ability to adjust to the experimental prison environment.

6
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Comrey scale

The Comrey Personality Inventory [31 was the primary personality scale
administered to both guards and prisoners. The mean scores for prisoners and
guards on the eight sub-scales of the test are shown in Table 1. No differences
between prisoner and guard mean scores on any scale even approach statistical
significance. Furthermore, in no case does ,py group mean fall outside of the 40
to 60 centile range of the normative male population reported by Comrey.

Table 1. Mean scores for prisoners and guards on eight Comrey subscales

Scale Prisoners Guards

Trustworthiness-high score indicates belief in the
basic honesty and good intentions of others X = 92.56 J? 89.64

Orderliness-extent to which person is meticulous and
concerned with neatness and orderliness , = 75.67 R 73.82

Conformity-indicates belief in law enforcement,
acceptance of society as it is, resentment of
nonconformity in others X = 65.67 = 63.18

Activity-liking for physical activity, hard work,
and exercise 9 = 89.78 X 91.73

Stability-high score indicates calm, optimistic,
stable, confident individual 9 = 98.33 R 101.45

Extroversion-suggests outgoing, easy to meet person X = 83.22 k 81.91
Masculinity-"people who are not bothered by

crawling creatures, the sight of blord,
vulgarity, who do not cry easily and are not
interested in love stories" , = 88.44 * - 87.00
Empathy-high score indicates individuals who
are sympathetic, helpful, generous and
interested in devoting their lives to the
service of others = 91.78 , 95.36

Table 2. Mean scores for "Remaining" v. "Early released" prisoners on Comrey subscales

Scale Remaining prisoners Early released Mean difference
prisoners

Trustworthiness 93.4 90.8 +2.6
Orderliness 76.6 78.0 -1.4
Conformity 67.2 59.4 +7.8
Activity 91.4 86.8 +4.6
Stability 99.2 99.6 -0.4
Extroversion 98.4 76.2 +22.2
Masculinity 91.6 86.0 +5.6
Empathy 103.8 85.6 +17.2
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Table 2 shows the mean scores on the Comrey sub-scales for prisoners who
remained compared with prisoners who were released early due to severe
emotional reactions to the environment. Although none of the comparisons
achieved statistical significance, three seemed at least suggestive as possible
discriminators of those who were able to tolerate this type of confinement and
those who were not. Compared with those who had to be released, prisoners
who remained in prison until the termination of the study: scored higher on
conformity ("acceptance of society as it is"), showed substantially higher
average scores on Comrey's measure of extroversion and also scored higher on a
scale of empathy (helpfulness, sympathy and generosity).

F-Scale

The F-scale is designed to measure rigid adherence to conventional values and a
submissive, uncritical attitude towards authority. There was no difference
between the mean score for prisoners (4.78) and the mean score for guards
(4.36) on this scale.

Again, comparing those prisoners who remained with those who were released
early, we notice an interesting trend. This intra-group comparison shows
remaining prisoners scoring more than twice as high on conventionality and
authoritarianism (9 = 7.78) than those prisoners released early (9 = 3.20). While
the difference between these means fails to reach acceptable levels of
significance, it is striking to note that a rank-ordering of prisoners on the F-scale
correlates highly with the duration of their stay in the experiment (rs = 0.898,
P< 0.005). To the extent that a prisoner was high in rigidity, in adherence to
conventional values, and in the acceptance of authority, he was likely to remain
longer and adjust more effectively to this authoritarian prison environment.

Machiaveiianism

There were no significant mean differences found between guards (X 7.73) and
prisoners (9= 8.77) on this measure of effective interpersonal manipulation. In
addition, the Mach Scale was of no help in predicting the likelihood that a
prisoner would tolerate the prison situation and remain in the study until its
termination.

This latter finding, the lack of any mean differences between prisoners who
remained v. those who were released from the study, is somewhat surprising
since one might expect the Hi Mach's skill at manipulating social interaction and
mediating favourable outcomes for himself might be acutely relevant to the
simulated prison environment. Indeed, the two prisoners who scored highest on
the Machiavellianism scale were also among those adjudged by the experimenters
to have made unusually effective adapatations to their confinement. Yet,
paradoxically (and this may give the reader some feeling for the anomalies we
encountered in attempting to predict in-prison behaviour from personality
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measures), the other two prisoners whom we categorised as having effectively
adjusted to confinement actually obtained the lowest Mach scores of any
prisoners.

Video recordings

An analysis of the video recordings indicates a preponderance of genuinely
negative interactions, i.e. physical aggression, threats, deprecations, etc. It is also
clear that any assertive activity was largely the prerogative of the guards, while
prisoners generally assumed a relatively passive demeanour. Guards more often
aggressed, more often insulted, more often threatened. Prisoners, when they
reacted at all, engaged primarily in resistance to these guard behaviours.

For guards, the most frequent verbal behaviour was the giving of commands
and their most frequent form of physical behaviour was aggression. The most
frequent form of prisoners' verbal behaviour was question-asking, their most
frequent form of physical behaviour was resistance. On the other hand, the most
infrequent behaviour engaged in overall throughout the experiment was
"helping"-only one such incident was noted from all the video recording
collected. That solitary sign of human concern for a fellow occurred between
two prisoners.

.Although question-asking was the most frequent form of verbal behaviour for
the prisoners, guards actually asked questions more frr.qLently overall than did
prisoners (but not significantly so). This is reflective of thie fact that the overall
level of behaviour emitted was much higher for the guards than for the prisoners.
All of those verbal acts categorised as commands were engaged in by guards.
Obviously, prisoners had no opportunity to give commands at all, that behaviour
becoming the exclusive "right" of guards.

Of a total 61 incidents of direct interpersonal reference observed (incidents in
which one subject spoke directly to another with the use of some identifying
reference, i.e. "Hey, Peter"; "you there", etc.), 58 involved the use of some
deindividuating rather than some. individuating form of reference. (Recall that
we characterised this distinction as follows: an individuating reference involved
the use of a person's actual name, nickname or allusion to special physical
characteristics, whereas a deindividuating reference involved the use of a prison
number, or a generalised "you"-thus being a very depersonalising form of
reference.) Since all subjects were at liberty to refer to one another in either
mode, it is significant that such a large proportion of the references noted in-
volved were in the deindividuating mode (Z = 6.9, P < 0.01). Deindividuating
references were made more often by guards in speaking to prisoners than the
reverse (Z = 3.67, P < 0.01). (This finding, as all prisoner-guard comparisons for
specific categories, may be somewhat confounded by the fact that guards
apparently enjoyed a greater freedom to initiate verbal as well as other forms of
behaviour. Note, however, that the existence of this greater "freedom" on the
part of the guards is itself an empirical finding since it was not prescribed
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a priori.) It is of additional interest to point out that in the only three cases in
which verbal exchange involved some individuating reference, it was prisoners
who personalised guards.

A total of 32 incidents were observed which involved a verbal threat spoken
by one subject to another. Of these, 27 such incidents involved a guard
threatening a prisoner. Again, the indulgence of guards in this form of behaviour
was significantly greater than the indulgence of prisoners, the observed
frequencies deviating significantly from an equal distribution of threats across
both groups (Z = 3.88, P < 0.01 ).

Guards more often deprecated and insulted prisoners than prisoners did of
guards. Of a total of 67 observed incidents, the deprecation-insult was expressed
disproportionately by guards to prisoners 61 times; (Z = 6.72, P < 0.01 ).

Physical resistance was observed 34 different times. Of these, 32 incidents
involved resistance by a prisoner. Thus, as we might expect, at least in this
reactive behaviour domain, prisoner responses far exceeded those of the guards
(Z = 5.14, P< 0.01).

The use of some object or instrument in the achievement of an intended
purpose or in some interpersonal interaction was observed 29 times. Twenty-
three such incidents involved the use of an instrument by a guard rather than a
prisoner. This disproportionate frequency is significantly variant from an equal
random use by both prisoners and guards (Z = 316, P < 0.01).

Over time, from day to day, guards were observed to generally escalate their
harassment of the prisoners. In particular, a comparison of two of the first
prisoner-guard interactions (during the counts) with two of the last counts in the
experiment yielded significant differences in: the use of deindividuating
references per unit time (A't = 0.0 and Xt, = 5.40, respectively; t = 3.65,
P< 0.10); the incidence of deprecation-insult per unit time (X't, =0.3 and
,t'l = 5.70, respectively; t = 3.16, P< 0.10). On the other hand, a temporal
analysis of the prisoner video data indicated a general decrease across all
categories over time: prisoners came to initiate acts far less frequently and
responded (if at all) more passively to the acts of others-they simply behaved
less.

Although the harassment by the guards escalated overall as the experiment
wore on, there was some variation in the extent to which the three different
guard shifts contributed to the harassment in general. With the exception of the
2.30 a.m. count, prisoners enjoyed some respite during the late night guard shift
(10.00 p.m. to 6.00 a.m.). But they really were "under the gun" during the
evening shift. This was obvious in our observations and in subsequent interviews
with the prisoners and was also confirmed in analysis of :he video taped
interactions. Comparing the three different guard shifts, the evening shift was
significantly different from the other two in resorting to commands; the means
being 9.30 and 4.04, respectively, for standardised units of time (t = 2.50,
P< 0.05). In addition, the guards on this "tough and cruel" shift showed more
than twice as many deprecation-insults toward the prisoners (means of 5.17 and
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2.29, respectively, P< 0.20). They also tended to use instruments more often
than other shifts to keep the prisoners in line.

Audio recordings

The audio recordings made throughout the prison simulation afforded one
opportunity to systematically collect self-report data from prisoners and guards
regarding (among other things) their emotional reactions, their outlook, and
their interpersonal evaluations and activities within the experimental setting.
Recorded interviews with both prisoners and guards offered evidence that:
guards tended to express nearly as much negative outlook and negative
self-regard as most prisoners (one concerned guard, in fact, expressed more
negative self-regard than any prisoner and more general negative affect than all
but one of the prisoners); prisoner interviews were marked by negativity in
expressions of affect, self-regard and action intentions (including intent to
aggress and negative outlook).

Analysis of the prisoner interviews also gave post hoc support to our informal
impressions and subjective decisions concerning the differential emotional
effects of the experiment upon those prisoners who remained and those who
were released early from the study. A comparison of the mean number of
expressions of negative outlook, negative affect, negative self-regard and
intentions to aggress made by remaining v. released prisoners (per interview)
yielded the following results: prisoners released early expressed more negative
expectations during interviews than those who remained (t = 2.32, P < 0.10)
and also more negative affect (t= 2.17, P< 0.10); prisoners released early
expressed more negative self-regard, and four times as many "intentions to
aggress" as prisoners who remained (although those comparisons fail to reach an
acceptable level of significance).

Since we could video-record only public interactions on the "yard", it was of
special interest to discover what was occurring among p' isoners in private. What
were they talking about in the cells-their college life, their vocation, girl friends,
what they would do for the remainder of the summer once the experiment was
over. We were surprised to discover that fully 90% of all conversations among
prisoners were related to prison topics, while only 10% to non-prison topics such
as the above. They were most concerned about food, guard harassment, setting
up a grievance committee, escape plans, visitors, reactions of prisoners in the
other cells and in solitary. Thus, in their private conversations when they might
escape the roles they were playing in public, they did not. There was no
discontinuity between their presentation of self when under surveillance and
when alone.

Even more remarkable was the discovery that the prisoners had begun to
adopt and accept the guards' negative attitude toward them. Half of all reported
private interactions between prisoners could be classified as non-supportive and
non-cooperative. Moreover, when prisoners made evaluative statements of or
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expressed regard for, their fellow prisoners, 85% of the time they were
uncomplimentary and deprecating. This set of observed frequencies departs
significantly from chance expectations based on a conservative binominal
probability frequency (P< 0.01 for prison v. non-prison topics; P< 0.05 for
negative v. positive or neutral regard).

Mood adjective self-reports

Twice during the progress of the experiment ea:h subject was asked to complete
a mood adjective checklist and indicate his current affective state. The data
gleaned from these self-reports did not lend themselves readily to statistical
analysis. However, the trends suggested by simple enumeration are important
enough to be included without reference to statistical significance. In these
written self-reports, prisoners expressed nearly three times as much negative as
positive affect. Prisoners roughly expressed three times as much negative affect as
guards. Guardsexpressed slightly more negative than positive affect. While prisoners
expressed about twice as much emotionality as did guards, a comparison of
mood self-reports over time reveals that the prisoners showed two to three times
as much mood fluctuation as did the relatively stable guards. On the dimension
of activity-passivity, prisoners tended to score twice as high, indicating twice as
much internal "agitation" as guards (although, as stated above, prisoners were
seen to be markedly less active than guards in terms of overt behaviour).

It would seem from these results that while the experience had a categorically
negative emotional impact upon both guards and prisoners, the effects upon
prisoners were more profound and unstable.

When the mood scales were administered for a third time, just after the
subjects were told the study had been terminated (and the early released subjects
returned for the debriefing encounter session), marked changes in mood were
evident. All of the now "ex-convicts" selected self-descriptive adjectives which
characterised their mood as less negative and much more positive. In addition,
they now felt less passive than before. There were no longer any differences on
the sub-scales of this test between prisoners released early and those who
remained throughout. Both groups of subjects had returned to their pre-
experimental baselines of emotional responding. This seems to reflect the
situational specificity of the depression and stress reactions experienced while in
the role of prisoner.

Representative personal statements

Much of the flavour and impact of this prison experience is unavoidably lost in
the relatively formal, objective analyses outlined in this paper. The following
quotations taken from interviews, conversations and questionnaires provide a
more personal view of what it was like to be a prisoner or guard in the "Stanford
County Prison" experiment.
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Guards
"They [the prisoners] seemed to lose touch with the reality of the
experiment-they took me so seriously."
".. . I didn't interfere with any of the guards' actions. Usually if what they
were doing bothered me, I would walk out and take another duty."

looking back, I am impressed by how little I felt for them ... "
... They [the prisoners] didn't see it as an experiment. It was real and they
were fighting to keep their Identity. But we were always there to show them
just who was boss."
"... . I was tired of seeing the prisoners in their rags and smelling the strong
odours of their bodies that filled the cells. I watched them tear at each other,
on orders given by us."
... Acting authoritatively car be fun. Power can be a great pleasure."

During the inspection, I went to cell 2 to mess up a bed which the
prisoner had made and he grabbed me, screaming that he had just made it, and
he wasn't going to let me mess it up. He grabbed my throat, and although he
was laughing I was pretty scared. I lashed out with my stick and hit him in the
chin (although not very hard) and when I freed myself I became angry."

Prisoners
".... The way we were made to degrade ourselves really brought us down and
that's why we all sat docile towards the end of the experiment."
".. . I realise now (after it's over) that no matter how together I thought I was
inside my head, my prison behaviour was often less under my control than I
realised. No matter how open, friendly and helpful I was with other prisoners I
was still operating as an isolated, self-centred person, being rational rather than
compassionate."
".... I began to feel I was losing my identity, that the person I call

-------- , the person who volunteered to get me into this prison (because
it was a prison to me, it still is a prison to me, I don't regard it as an
experiment or a simulation ... ) was distant from me, was remote until finally
I wasn't that person, I was 416. I was really my number and 416 was really
going to have to decide what to do."
"I learned that people can easily forget that others are human."

Debriefing encounter sessions

Because of the unexpectedly intense reactions (such as the above) generated by
this mock-prison experience, we decided to terminate the study at the end of six
days rather than continue for the second week. Three separate encounter
sessions were held, first, for the prisoners, then for the guards and finally for all
participants together. Subjects and staff openly discussed their reactions and
strong feelings were expressed and shared. We analysed the moral conflicts posed
by this experience and used the debriefing sessions to make explicit alternative
courses of action that would lead to more moral behaviour in future comparable
situations.

Follow-ups on each subject over the year following termination of the study
revealed the negative effects of participation had been temporary, while the
personal gain to the subjects endured.
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Conclusions and Discussion

It should be apparent that the elaborate procedures (and staging) employed by
the experimenters to insure a high degree of mundane realism in this mock
prison contributed to its effective functional simulation of the psychological
dynamics operating in "real" prisons. We observed empirical relationships in the
simulated prison environment which were strikingly isomorphic to the internal
relations of real prisons, corroborating many of the documented reports of what
occurs behind prison walls.

The conferring of differential power on the status of "guard" and "prisoner"
constituted, in effect, the institutional validation of those roles. But further,
many of the subjects ceased distinguishing between prison role and their prior
self-identities. When this occurred, within what was a surprisingly short period of
time, we witnessed a sample of normal, healthy American college students
fractionate into a group of prison guards who seemed to derive pleasure from
insulting, threatening, humiliating and dehumanising their peers-those who by
chance selection had been assigned to the "prisoner" role. The typical prisoner
syndrome was one of passivity, dependency, depression, helplessness and
self-deprecation. Prisoner participation in the social reality which the guards had
structured for them lent increasing validity to it and, as the prisoners became
resigned to their treatment over time, many acted in ways to justify their fate at
the hands of the guards, adopting attitudes and behaviour which helped to
sanction their victimisation. Most dramatic and distressing to us was the
observation of the ease with which sadistic behaviour could be elicited in
individuals who were not "sadistic types" and the frequency with which acute
emotional breakdowns could occur in men selected precisely for their emotional
stability.

Situational v. dispositional attribution

To what can we attribute these deviant behaviour patterns? If these reactions
had been observed within the confines of an existing penal institution, it is
probable that a dispositional hypothesis would be invoked as an explanation.
Some cruel guards might be singled out as sadistic or passive-aggressive
personality types who chose to work in a correctional institution because of the
outlets provided for sanctioned aggression. Aberrant reactions on the part of the
inmate population would likewise be viewed as an extrapolation from the prior
social histories of these men as violent, anti-social, psychopathic, unstable
character types.

Existing penal institutions may be viewed as natural experiments in social
control in which any attempts at providing a causal attribution for observed
behaviour hopelessly confound dispositional and situational causes. In contrast,

" the design of our study minimised the utility of trait or prior social history
explanations by means of judicious subject selection and random assignment to
roles. Considerable effort and care went into determining the composition of the
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final subject population from which our guards and prisoners were drawn.
Through case histories, personal interviews and a battery of personality tests, the
subjects chosen to participate manifested no apparent abnormalities, anti-social
tendencies or social backgrounds which were other than exemplary. On every
one of the scores of the diagnostic tests each subject scored within the
normal-average range. Our subjects then, were highly representative of middle-
class, Caucasian American society (17 to 30 years in age), although above
average in both intelligence and emotional stability.

Nevertheless, in less than one week their behaviour in this simulated prison
could be characterised as pathological and anti-social. The negative, anti-social
reactions observed were not the product of an environment created by
combining a collection of deviant personalities, but rather, the result of an
intrinsically pathological situation which could distort and rechannel the
behaviour of essentially normal individuals. The abnormality here resided in the
psychological nature of the situation and not in those who passed through it.
Thus, we offer another instance in support of Mischel's [41 social-learning
analysis of the power of situational variables to shape complex social behaviour.
Our results are also congruent with those of Milgram [5] who most convincingly
demonstrated the proposition that evil acts are not necessarily the deeds of evil
men, but may be attributable to the operation of powerful social forces. Our
findings go one step further, however, in removing the .mmediate presence of
the dominant experimenter-authority figure, giving the subjects-as-guards a freer
range of behavioural alternatives, and involving the participants for a much more
extended period of time.

Despite the evidence favouring a situational causal analysis in this experiment,
it should be clear that the research design actually minimised the effects of
individual differences by use of a homogenous middle-range subject population.
It did not allow the strongest possible test of the relative utility of the two types
of explanation. We cannot say that personality differences do not have an
important effect on behaviour in situations such as the one reported here.
Rather, we may assert that the variance in behaviour observed could be reliably
attributed to variations in situational rather than personality variables. The
inherently pathological characteristics of the prison situation itself, at least as
functionally simulated in our study, were a sufficient condition to produce
aberrant, anti-social behaviour. (An alternative design which would maximise the
potential operation of personality or dispositional variables would assign
subjects who were extreme on pre-selected personality dimensions to each of the
two experimental treatments. Such a design would, however, require a larger
subject population and more resources than we had available.)

The failure of personality assessment variables to reliably discriminate the
various patterns of prison behaviour, guard reactions as well as prisoner coping
styles is reminiscent of the inability of personality tests to contribute to an
understanding of the psychological differences between American P.O.W.s in
Korea who succumbed to alleged Chinese Communist brain-washing by
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"collaborating with the enemy" and those who resisted [61. It seems to us that
there is little reason to expect paper-and-pencil behavioural reactions on
personality tests taken under "normal" conditions to generalise into coping
behaviours under novel, stressful or abnormal environmental conditions. It may
be that the best predictor of behaviour in situations of stress and power, as
occurs in prisons, is overt behaviour in functionally comparable simulated
environments.

In the situation of imprisonment faced by our subjects, despite the potent
situational control, individual differences were nevertheless manifested both in
coping styles among the prisoners and in the extent and type of aggression and
exercise of power among the guards. Personality variables, conceived as
learned behaviour styles can act as moderator variables in allaying or intenifying
the impact of social situational variables. Their predictive utility depends upon
acknowledging the inter-active relationship of such learned dispositional tenden-
cies with the eliciting force of the situational variables.

Reality of the simulation

At this point it seems necessary to confront the critical question of "reality" in
the simulated prison environment: were the behaviours observed more than the
mere acting out assigned roles convincingly? To be sure, ethical, legal and
practical considerations set limits upon the degree to which this situation could
approach the conditions existing in actual prisons and penitentiaries. Necessarily
absent were some of the most salient aspects of prison life reported by
criminologists and documented in the writing of prisoners [7, 8]. There was no
involuntary homosexuality, no racism, no physical beatings, no threat to life by
prisoners against each other or the guards. Moreover, the maximum anticipated
"sentence" was only two weeks and, unlike some prison systems, could not be
extended indefinitely for infractions of the internal operating rules of the prison.

In one sense, the profound psychological effects we observed under the
relatively minimal prison-like conditions which existed in our mock prison make
the results even more significant and force us to wonder about the devastating
impact of chronic incarceration in real prisons. Nevertheless, we must contend
with the criticism that the conditions which prevailed in the mock prison were
too minimal to provide a meaningful analogue to existing prisons. It is necessary
to demonstrate that the participants in this experiment transcended the
conscious limits of their preconceived stereotyped roles and their awareness of
the artificiality and limited duration of imprisonment. We feel there is abundant
evidence that virtually all of the subjects at one time or another experienced
reactions which went well beyond the surface demands of role-playing and
penetrated the deep structure of the psychology of imprisonment.

Although instructions about how to behave in the roles of guard or prisoner
were not explicitly defined, demand characteristics in the experiment obviously
exerted some directing influence. Therefore, it is enlightening to look to
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circumstances where role demands were minimal, where the subjects believed
they were not being observed, or where they should not have been behaving
under the constraints imposed by their roles (as in "private" situations), in order
to assess whether the role behaviours reflected anything more than public
conformity or good acting.

When the private conversations of the prisoners were monitored, we learned
that almost all (a full 90%) of what they talked about was directly related to
immediate prison conditions, that is, food, privileges, punishment, guard
harassment, etc. Only one-tenth of the time did their conversations deal with
their life outside the prison. Consequently, although they had lived together
under such intense conditions, the prisoners knew surprisingly little about each
other's past history or future plans. This excessive concentration on the
vicissitudes of their current situation helped to make the prison experience more
oppressive for the prisoners because, instead of escaping from it when they had a
chance to do so in the privacy of their cells, the prisoners continued to allow it
to dominate their thoughts and social relations. The guards too, rarely
exchanged personal information during their relaxation breaks. They either
talked about "problem prisoners", or other prison topics, or did not talk at all.
There were few instances of any personal communication across the two role
groups. Moreover, when prisoners referred to other prisoners during interviews,
they typically deprecated each other, seemingly adopting the guards' negative
attitude.

From post-experimental data, we discovered that when individual guards were
alone with solitary prisoners and out of range of any recording equipment, as on
the way to or in the toilet, harassment often was greater than it was on the
"Yard". Similarly, video-taped analyses of total guard aggression showed a daily
escalation even after most prisoners had ceased resisting and prisoner deteriora-
tion had become visibly obvious to them. Thus guard aggression was no longer
elicited as it was initially in response to perceived threats, but was emitted
simply as a "natural" consequence of being in the uniform of a "guard" and
asserting the power inherent in that role. In specific instances we noted cases of
a guard (who did not know he was being observed) in the early morning hours
pacing the "Yard" as the prisoners slept-vigorously pounding his night stick
into his hand while he "kept watch" over his captives. Or another guard who
detained an "incorrigible" prisoner in solitary confinement beyond the duration
set by the guards' own rules and then he conspired to keep him in the hole all
night while attempting to conceal this information from the experimenters who
were thought to be too soft on the prisoners.

In passing, we may note an additional point about the nature of role-playing
and the extent to which actual behaviour is "explained away" by reference to it.
It will be recalled that many guards continued to intensify their harassment and

OW" aggressive behaviour even after the second day of the study, when prisoner
deterioration became marked and visible and emotional breakdowns began to
occur (in the presence of the guards). When questioned after the study about
their persistent affrontive and harrassing behaviour in the face of prisoner
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emotional trauma, most guards replied that they were "just playing the role" of
a tough guard, although none ever doubted the magnitude or validity of the
prisoners' emotional response. The reader may wish to consider to what
extremes an individual may go, how great must be the consequences of his
behaviour for others, before he can no longer rightfully attribute his actions to
"playing a role" and thereby abdicate responsibility.

When introduced to a Catholic priest, many of the role-playing prisoners
referred to themselves by their prison number rather than their Christian names.
Some even asked him to get a lawyer to help them get out. When a public
defender was summoned to interview those prisoners who had not yet been
released, almost all of them strenuously demanded that he "bail" them out
immediately.

One of the most remarkable incidents of the study occurred during a parole
board hearing when each of five prisoners eligible for parole was asked by the
senior author whether he would be willing to forfeit all the money earned as a
prisoner if he were to be paroled (released from the study). Three of the five
prisoners said, "yes", they would be willing to do this. Notice that the original
incentive for participating in the study had been the promise of money, and they
were, after only four days, prepared to give this up completely. And, more
suprisingly, when told that this possibility would have to be discussed with the
members of the staff before a decision could be made, each prisoner got up
quietly and was escorted by a guard back to his cell. If they regarded themselves
simply as "subjects" participating in an experiment for money, there was no
longer any incentive to remain in the study and they could have easily escaped
this situation which had so clearly become aversive for them by quitting. Yet, so
powerful was the control which the situation had come to have over them, so
much a reality had this simulated environment become, that they were unable to
see that their original and singular motive for remaining no longer obtained, and
they returned to their cells to await a "parole" decision by their captors.

The reality of the prison was also attested to by our prison consultant who
had spent over 16 years in prison, as well as the priest who had been a prison
chaplain and the public defender who were all brought into direct contact with
out simulated prison environment. Further, the depressed affect of the prisoners,
the guards' willingness to work overtime for no additional pay, the spontaneous
use of prison titles and I.D. numbers in non role-relatl situations all point to a
level of reality as real as any other in the lives of all those who shared this
experience.

To understand how an illusion of imprisonment could have become so real,
we need now to consider the uses of power by the guards as well as the effects of
such power in shaping the prisoner mentality.

Pathology of power
O Being a guard carried with it social status within the prison, a group identity

(when wearing the uniform), and above all, the freedom to exercise an
unprecedented degree of control over the lives of other human beings. This
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control was invariably expressed in terms of sanctions, punishment, demands
and with the threat of manifest physical power. There was no need for the
guards to rationally justify a request as they do in their ordinary life and merely
to make a demand was sufficient to have it carried out. Many of the guards
showed in their behaviour and revealed in post-experimental statements that this
sense of power was exhilarating.

The use of power was self-aggrandising and self-perpetuating. The guard
power, derived initially from an arbitrary label, was intensified whenever there
was any perceived threat by the prisoners and this new level subsequently
became the baseline from which further hostility and harassment would begin.
The most hostile guards on each shift moved spontaneously into the leadership
roles of giving orders and deciding on punishments. They became role models
whose behaviour was emulated by other members of the shift. Despite minimal
contact between the three separate guard shifts and nearly 16 hours a day spent
away from the prison, the absolute level of aggression as well as more subtle and
"creative" forms of aggression manifested, increased in a spiralling function. Not
to be tough and arrogant was to be seen as a sign of weakness by the guards and
even those "good" guards who did not get as drawn into the power syndrome as
the others respected the implicit norm of never contradicting or even interfering
with an action of a more hostile guard on their shift.

After the first day of the study, practically all prisoner's rights (even such
things as the time and conditions of sleeping and eating) came to be redefined by
the guards as "privileges" which were to be earned for obedient behaviour.
Constructive activities such as watching movies or reading (previously planned
and suggested by the experimenters) were arbitrarily cancelled until further
notice by the guards-and were subsequently never allowed. "Reward", then
became granting approval for prisoners to eat, sleep, go to the toilet, talk, smoke
a cigarette, wear glasses or the temporary diminution of harassment. One
wonders about the conceptual nature of "positive" reinforcement when subjects
are in such conditions of deprivation, and the extent to which even minimally
acceptable conditions become rewarding when experienced in the context of
such an impoverished environment.

We might also question whether there are meaningful non-violent alternatives
as models for behaviour modification in real prisons. In a world where men are
either powerful or powerless, everyone learns to despise the lack of power in
others and in oneself. It seems to us, that prisoners learn to admire power for its
own sake-power becoming the ultimate reward. Real prisoners soon learn the
means to gain power whether through ingratiation, informing, sexual control of
other prisoners or development of powerful cliques. When they are released from
prison, it is unlikely they will ever want to feel so powerless again and will take
action to establish and assert a sense of power.

The pathological prisoner syndrome
Various coping strategies were employed by our prisoners as they began to react
to their perceived loss of personal identity and the arbitrary control of their

25-218 0 - 74 - 13
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lives. At first they exhibited disbelief at the total invasion of their privacy,
constant surveillance and atmosphere of oppression in which they were living.
Their next response was rebellion, first by the use of direct force, and later with
subtle divisive tactics designed to foster distrust among the prisoners. They then
tried to work within the system by setting up an elected grievance committee.
When that collective action failed to produce meaningful changes in their
existence, individual self-interests emerged. The breakdown in prisoner cohesion
was the start of social disintegration which gave rise not only to feelings of
isolation but deprecation of other prisoners as well. As noted before, half the
prisoners coped with the prison situation by becoming extremely disturbed
emotionally-as a passive way of demanding attention and help. Others became
excessively obedient in trying to be "good" prisoners. They sided with the
guards against a solitary fellow prisoner who coped with his situation by refusing
to eat. Instead of supporting this final and major act of rebellion, the prisoners
treated him as a trouble-maker who deserved to be punished for his
disobedience. It is likely that the negative self-regard among the prisoners noted
by the end of the study was the product of their coming to believe that the
continued hostility toward all of them was justified because they "deserved it"
(9]. As the days wore on, the model prisoner reaction was one of passivity,
dependence and flattened affect.

Let us briefly consider some of the relevant processes involved in bringing
aboutthese reactions.

Loss of personal identity. Identity is, for most people, conferred by social
recognition of one's uniqueness, and established through one's name, dress,
appearance, behaviour style and history. Living among strangers who do not
know your name or history (who refer to you only by number), dressed in a
uniform exactly like all other prisoners, not wanting to call attention to one's
self because of the unpredictable consequences it might provoke-all led to a
weakening of self identity among the prisoners. As they began to lose initiative
and emotional responsivity, while acting ever more compliantly, indeed, the
prisoners became deindividuated not only to the guards and the observers, but
also to themselves.

Arbitrary control. On post-experimental questionnaires, the most frequently
mentioned aversive aspect of the prison experience was that of being subjugated
to the apparently arbitrary, capricious decisions and rules of the guards. A
question by a prisoner as often elicited derogation and aggression as it did a
rational answer. Smiling at a joke could be punished in the same way that failing
to smile might be. An individual acting in defiance of the rules could bring
punishment to innocent cell partners (who became, in effect, "mutually yoked
controls"), to himself, or to all.

As the environment became more unpredictable, and previously learned
assumptions about a just and orderly world were no longer functional, prisoners
ceased to initiate any action. They moved about on orders and when in their
cells rarely engaged in any purposeful activity. Their zombie-like reaction was
the functional equivalent of the learned helplessness phenomenon reported by
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Seligman and Groves [101. Since their behaviour did not seem to have any
contingent relationship to environmental consequences, the prisoners essentially
gave up and stopped behaving. Thus the subjective magnitude of aversiveness was
manipulated by the guards not in terms of physical punishment but rather by
controlling the psychological dimension of environmental predictability [ 11 J.

Dependency and emasculation. The network of dependency relations
qC established by the guards not only promoted helplessness in the prisoners but

served to emasculate them as well. The arbitrary control by the guards put the
prisoners at their mercy for even the daily, commonplace functions like going to
the toilet. To do so, required publicly obtained permission (not always granted)
and then a personal escort to the toilet while blindfolded and handcuffed. The
same was true for many other activities ordinarily practised spontaneously
without thought, such as lighting up a cigarette, reading a novel, writing a letter,
drinking a glass of water or brushing one's teeth. These were all privileged
activities requiring permission and necessitating a prior show of good behaviour.
These low level dependencies engendered a regressive orientation in the
prisoners. Their dependency was defined in terms of the extent of the domain of
control over all aspects of their lives which they allowed other individuals (the
guards and prison staff) to exercise.

As in real prisons, the assertive, independent, aggressive nature of male
prisoners posed a threat which was overcome by a variety of tactics. The
prisoner uniforms resembled smocks or dresses, which made them look silly and
enabled the guards to refer to them as "sissies" or "girls". Wearing these
uniforms without any underclothes forced the. prisoners to move and sit in
unfamiliar, feminine postures. Any sign of individual rebellion was labelled as
indicative of "incorrigibility" and resulted in loss of privileges, solitary
confinement, humiliation or punishment of cell mates. Physically smaller guards
were able to induce stronger prisoners to act foolishly and obediently. Prisoners
were encouraged to belittle each other publicly during the counts. These and
other tactics all served to engender in the prisoners a lessened sense of their
masculinity (as defined by their external culture). It follows then, that although
the prisoners usually outnumbered the guards during line-ups and counts (nine v.
three) there never was an attempt to directly overpower them. (Interestingly,
after the study was terminated, the prisoners expressed the belief that the basis
for assignment to guard and prisoner groups was physical size. They perceived
the guards were "bigger", when, in fact, there was no difference in average
height or weight between these randomly determined groups.)

In conclusion, we believe this demonstration reveals new dimensions in the
social psychology of imprisonment worth pursuing in future research. In
addition, this research provides a paradigm and information base for studying
alternatives to existing guard training, as well as for questioning the basic
operating principles on which penal institutions rest. If our mock prison could
generate the extent of pathology it did in such a short time, then the
punishment of being imprisoned in a real prison does not "fit the crime" for
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most prisoners-indeed, it far exceeds it! Moreover, since prisoners and guards
are locked into a dynamic, symbiotic relationship which is destructive to their
human nature, guards are also society's prisoners.

Shortly after our study was terminated, the indiscriminate killings at San
Quentin and Attica occurred, emphasising the urgency for prison reforms that
recognise the dignity and humanity of both prisoners and guards who are
constantly forced into one of the most intimate and potentially deadly
encounters known to man.
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i ormdlit, ves dramaucy.

V the police arrata and procenwm wa ctd
with customary deAmt however. there -
am tllgs that didn't liL For ihem mem ae
now peat of very wwaal hd of pie4€o.
apr -nsel mock pris. crested by scil pay-
cimlelod11ts to etuady tin eftcta of Imprisonment
opm vtnteer re a eslcts. When we planned
ow two-week-long simuto of prm life, we
sought to understand mw aboethe process by
wbh I ocaved Prisoer loe their Liberty,
civil righ" independence and privacy. while thems
called "gards" gein social power by aceptilag the
responsibility for ceettolling and mnsging the
livas of their dependent charges.

Why didn't we pursue "tin reerch in a ea
prism? Miat. prison lyotem; oe fortresesa of
ocrecy.losed to inepeeltal obervaion. and there-

by imuns to critical ealils from ayme uet
alreMy pe.t of t Correcional authority. Second.
In any real priaoc, it Is inpoasble to epare
What each individual leings in the primm fom
What the pist brings out in *cb pern.

We peeUAited our mc prism With a m, ,gen
4010 grp ou pe P win could be comidaeg
'hoema-vra on the beok o clinical ter.
views and pWnOn l st. Out peiticipante (10- end 11 gards) were mined from Ame
tha 5 vo eers recruited Msg ada in the
city and campus nespapera. The appkiants war
mostly college students frm all over h tinkitd
Suan ad Canada who happened to be in the Stan-
ford ar" durin the sauvm and were attracted by
the t re of earning $1l a day for patpeting in a
study of pr.sea we elected only ee JUadged
to be emotionally stabin, physically health. mu.
law-abiding otla.

Tis sampe of averee. middle-clas. Cseca &
conwgeage mehe fplus aon riel atredeac) was
arbitraedy divided by the ft of a cot.. Htalf were
randomaly saigned to ptay the rote of guarda, the
ether Of pelenme., Thee, were so meaPAOr
diervaces between tbe guard and the prisoners
at the start of the eapeetmot. Aiiinugh Inlitl
warned tht a preeners thea privacy and other
civil rights would be vioiled end that they m t
he sublected to bema emmn. every *abect wae
completely conadt of hbi awty to ndure What-
ever the prion had to offer fr Me faL wo'we k-xeimna - 111Each subject ~aUnbwugly
Woed to give Ids -1a10me conson to pa t d-

Th* prison was constructed In tha hme mI ad
Stanford Unvesiy' PeridokW beildM&wh
wee deserted after the end of the samier.eciol
sealilos. A ong corridor was converted Ilo the
priman "yard" by partitioeing off both and. Three
wsel laboraory rem opening onto thin corridor
w made into co b by aeing meta bwrd
domes and revotacing citing rarilare with cots.
three to a ot1. Adjaent off-ee wm refurnished
" gu-ards' quarter Intrvl n etingl roema end
bedroom for the -w-rbes (Jeff) end the
'saperintendeet (Zkaearda) A coacsled video
camera and bldde ndropboee recorded much of

A Pirandellian
prison

I
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the actvty and coe satioe of guards ad prs-
mase. noe pbyical eaetecamet was om i whlch
"Utioen always be oeee by don staff,
the onl -xnc being wtse they were sedosied
in sollaty cainema (a SmaW . dark meerg
clout. labeled -nhe KalW-

Oue mock pris repreeted an attempt to sim-
ulate the pehogic stale of Imprisneent in
certain ways. We based our expeient on an I-
depth analy l of the prime situaton, developed
afear hundreds of bowr of disasn with Carlo
Pr,Ill. (our ex-con cosultant), parole officers
and correctional personnel, and after reviewing
much of the existing literature an prtiaos and con-
centrtin cape.

tRar Pi ee tycally re-et feeling power-
Ismn arbtrariy onstrolled, dependent. hrated.
hopeless, amaymous, debuannd and emascu-
tled, It wee no possible prngmaticallyor ecaly,

to create such chronic states in volunteer nabiet
who realze Out they amtI an experiment for
only a short time Racism. physical brutality.
Indelinilt cone!lement and enforced homoeexuality
wen not featurm of our mock pise. &At we
did try to reprodeceatoi dets of the prison
espersie that maned moo funda uetai

We promoted anonymity by seeking n mto mze
each pisones voe ad uniqueness and plor
identity. the pisonen were smocks an nylon
stocking caps they had to wee their ID numbers
their persa effects wr removed and they
were Poed in herrn cell. All of this made them
appear similar to each other And lndetinguleh-
able to oheervern. Th, r smocks. wb wen like
dresses. were worn without undergaiments. cous-
leg the priorm to be restruled in their plyical
atons and to move in ways that were more fem-
tolee than mcube. The prisoers wet loced to
obtain peemleon from the Suasd Ifoe Me M nd
Ampl activtes sch as wing letters. e a
cigarette or evn going to the toilet. this elicited
fron them a childlike dependency.

Tbe qeattern. though clea and ant. we
small. start end without anhetlk appeal. The leck
of window, re ed hn pow air circulation. and
peI-at od or an hren the unwashed bodies
of the pesonmer. Afte 10PM. lockp5 toiet p Vr-
lees were deed so prisoners who bad to reile v
themselves wauld have to etais" snd defeca e
in bucket provided by the gads Semetlsnee
the guards rfnd permission to bve em
cleaned ou and this made the prison sbell

Above all "rel" prIsons are sachdnee foe play-
lig tricks with the human conception of tim. in
owt whedowle prison, the paimern efteni dd not
ean kno whether it was day of Iht A fw
bour after felling ael, they were rt by
srll wbitlea for their coumt. TheU oetmakl
purpose at the aont was to provide a pubic ana
of the prikenn koledge of the rike and of
their ID member. Dt mere Important. the coe.
which occured atea~o each ad the three
different gaed shifts. provided a regu eccaion
for the guards to miela to the puisoners. over the
c-ure of tho tudy. the durat on of the counts was
epontaneeusly lIncressed by the guards frees these
ital perfunctory 10 minutes to a seemingly iater-

annbleh eovLie bourn Duing these conf dttaton
V, V&d who were boremcu find ways to euse
themeselvea. ridicuheg recalcirant prisoers, en-
forcing &ehry rein -a OPeny eagatIng
ay dissensioe asecag the painer
mhe guards were also "delodiduaksed; mewy

woretstical hAhl wilme and dive reflector
sunglasses that made t cent t with them .
peetible. mbet eyuhels of power ei~ billy cisbe,
whistles. hwAndcf and the heye to the cetand the

soqiehets Of seeckv-pre

form. e ,a dpr ue , left.
-rww blinded ith bwg

aedW a porole0-board hearigV
below. the oppressiveness of
loe-ups and wnik chav
bhetot a new primw i
ushered to his co.
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PREPARED TESTIMONY OF ANDREW CARLO PRESCOTT TO U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE
ON THE JUDICIARY SUBCOMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

INSIDE WEST OAKLAND

My first arrest as a juvenile came as a result of an argument that erupted
on a public bus between a middle-aged caucasian passenger and a brother of
mine (a term used in certain areas to connote a friend of indisputable loyalty
and devotion).

The argument centered on the Joe Louis vs. Billy Oonn prize fight to determine
the heavy weight champion of the world. Then as now, men chose sides on the
basis of skin color, regardless of other common ties or the philosophy two
individuals might share.

Fear and the typical anger spread through the bus. In Oakland the bus
I took with my two friends Artimis Coleman and Leon Gaultney passed in
front of the City Hall on Fourteenth and Washington Streets

As the bus stopped in front of City Hall, which also contained the jail, a
passenger went to summon the police.

The police came. My two companions and myself were physically removed
from the bus at gun point, and lodged in Juvenile Hall after being booked.
Being booked was always a trip. Amidst the strange language and attitudes
of a strange group (there were no Black agents of justice in 1943), I was
periodically questioned, fingerprinted and at intervals reminded that I should
have a foot put In my ass for being a smart outwardly unemotional Nigger.

I was only severely frightened and confused. It was to be made perfectly
clear, this was a typical approach to recording "serious" juvenile offenders.
The insults and occasional blows upside the head and rough abusive expression
were occupational hazards, the results-first, of being at the wrong place at
the wrong time and secondly, for being Black.

A particular trick that comes to mind was for a cop to offer you a cigarette
(even if you were less than 18), and a bench or stool to prop your feet on. If
the case In question was cleared up-no problems ensued. But if, as a matter
of course you chose not to Implicate yourself in the effort to extend a minor
offense into a felony-the policeman would use other techniques. For example,
loosening his pistol in its holster, he'd sit on your extended legs propped on
the stool or bench that he had given you. And dare you to move with the
implication of a recently loosened gun in holster to quiet your nerves as your
knees become numb. The message was clear. Confess and avoid torture!

I'm not referring to my treatment as an adult offender, that curious label
that must mean, that anything can be done to obtain a-clearing up of the mess, a
clearing of the books, in effect-a confession. No, the incident of which I refer
to here occurred somewhere between my twelfth and thirteenth birthday. And
the techniques employed by said guardians of the law were a system I found
throughout my alleged career as a juvenile delinquent.

At the Juvenile Hall, the best example of effects before the cause was made
manifest. Put in a room, my clothes taken, isolated from every other human
there in that youth "dungeon, I awaited the door to open twice a day. Once for
breakfast, usually oatmeal or yellow corn meal mush with no hint of sugar
and four ounces of milk in a paper cup. Dinner the last meal of the day generally
consisted of the most popular vegetables produced on the County Farm, cooked
for a minimum of six hours, and plain jello or a pudding. There were no books
in the room or cell, and nothing to do but sleep or amuse one's self in individual
sex games.

The horror of being arrested on Friday or Saturday can be explained here.
The doctor who examined the boy prisoners did not work on weekends. There
is no statistic to consult but I'm positive the Incidents of violence, even death,
inflicted by juvenile offenders on weekends to avoid solitary confinement for
the weekend would be considerable.

This quarantine procedure was supposedly to allow the doctor to do a blood
test and test you for hernia, whooping cough and measles. There was no exercise
period for a new boy recently confined, no showers or visitors permitted to
see you.

Juvenile Hall for male prisoners was divided into two sections. One area, a
dormitory afforded group living among the younger boys. There they were, as-
sumed safe from those factors that threaten the young and weak, but in practice
it provided no safety for the defenseless. The scene was that a guard or counselor
would determine who stayed in the dormitory. The game necessary on the part
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of an older boy In the dormitory was simply to make the guard think he was a_
law abiding citizen-much as the conspirators in the Watergate case.

This then placed the older, stronger boys in a sort of vicarious supervisory
capacity where they could extort: food, candy which we were allowed to pur-
chase-and sex favors!

While the dormitory was much more relaxed, less supervised, and had longer
exercise periods, it also resulted in more rapes among the younger, weaker boys.

For whatever reasons though arrested at twelve, I had barely time to select
a bunk bed and put towel and soap down before I was moved to the section I
shall write of now. It must be conceded I hailed from West Oakland (an area
which produced the well known Black Panther Party), and this may have con-
tributed to the decision. I sharpened my toothbrush handle the day I arrived
in Jail. This was discovered by an informer who raped children in the dormitory
with immunity. He was later to lose vision in one eye after a fight with a
youngster from my neighborhood... I didn't regret the decisions of my keeper
to move me to the older boys' section. There I was capable of avoiding the con-
stant harrassment for trying to survive the brutal setting.

The back cells or the section for boys up to "18" years of age were among the
most significant environments in altering my life style I was ever to encounter.

As indicated, the cubicles of the back cell were most secure. In that era there
was no Black or even token Minority hiring practices.

It was policed by guards from a totally different cultural experience than the
boys there of any ethnic background. Aside from whatever was necessary to
control 35 to 45 boys ranging from twelve to eighteen years of age, there was
no empathy nor could any begin, due to the unwritten code that the guards wor-
shipped.

If a guard hoped ever to secure permanent employment, he had to eliminate
any personal involvement with prisoners. It was imperative In the name of that
almost God-like term--seourity .... And security was maintained in a variety of
methods, from determining by a merit system which boy would be allowed to see
his Mother, the most frequent visitor by far to people in Jail; to how late your
cell door was open. Then the "culture" hour. An alley back of the row of cells
gave the guard a chance to peer in and observe the criminal in masturbation and
to deal with the infraction of the rules by cancelling visiting privileges.

Since the boys were confined from about six P.M. until 8 A.M. the next morning,
music being piped into the cells was most desirous. Though permitted to talk from
the cells, giving the guards a chance to consider your perspective on many levels,
they employed an arbitrary system of reasoning who made the louder noise.

And next morning the list announcing who had lost radio listening privileges
and depending on how Intelligent and persistent a youth's parents were, even visit-
ing privileges. This from guards who would attempt to Instigate the young prison-
ers to emote so as to classify them as to offense, potential violence, and ability
to adapt to society could be determined before sentencing occurred. Actually, none
of the youths excepting a small percentage had been tried. It was a nightmare
from which the coming of light does little to eclipse Literally, conning or convinc-
ing the guards you liked and respected them was firsi on the agenda.

To be shown a nude photo of a woman or a woman and man in a sexual ex-
change was to have achieved the first leg of the hurdle or obstacle course.

But that position was rarely obtained by other than caucasian prisoners Ob-
viously, to be light or friendly with such a boy was the only way to share the booty
of such a relationship: cigarettes, phone calls made to girls by some of the guards
who approved of the prisoner's attraction to girls and the crushing of petty in-
fringements, so you did not have to forfeit visiting rights or music piped into
your cell.

And nothing could be certain-you were never secure. After all, the lords of the
back cell for whatever whim, could cuff you alongside the head or create stories
of your masturbation feats making you prey for those who did sex with men.
Or even in certain Instances, finding rope or sheets In your cell and developing
an escape plot bringing the culprit to Justice. For years in my town of Oakland
before the Panther scare or the use of neo fascist groups to control and seek out
and destroy said groups, there existed an entire No Man's region of Police, high-
way patrol and various law enforcement agents.

The area extended from Telegraph and 40th Street to Shattuck Ave. Here to
ride by this strange village, this quaint province of armed people, was occasion
to observe them cleaning their weapons. This was before the non-restrictive
housing act, before Affirmative Action Groups let alone Fair Employment De-
partment.
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From this mania filled, blue suited ghetto came the counselors, the probation
officers I-dealt with in my youth, and in ways it was more deadly than the 88
specials they herded certain elements of society with.

There was a win for a youth caught up in Juvenile Court System. But the cost
was great in terms of spiritual development. All you had to do was become the
best lar, the most accomplished actor, expert psychologist, sensational fist
fighter and assassin-not caring, trusting, or attributing importance to the group
that condemns you.

The court room was a farce generally where a white haired pale skinned judge
decided the degree of my guilt and the punishment it harnessed!

I had not assaulted or even argued the Louis-Conn Championship fight. Every-
one knew in my neighborhood you did not address a white man first unless you
were going to ask for a job! What had I done.

My return to the juvenile jail was even less spectacular. Coming home from a
movie with three companions I opened a Dutches' Sandwich panel truck and
helped myself to a box of sandwiches--split between hungry boys. I can't recall
any ultra criminal intent. The truck was open, and it was parked on the street.
I did not consider this burglary which is what I was charged with. Burglary in
the second degree. Again the charge decided by a citizen from Policeville. My
first felony charge. Really then, I decided I had no control over my own record-
again no malice aforethought or criminal propensities went into either act against
the Sovereign State of California! It was as if a role was assigned me. A role
that called for an ever expanding performance. A role that is being projected
on to young boys and girls even today. The traditional guidelines, the basic con-
ditioning process is currently being employed.

Recently I was invited to Martinez Youth Center to speak to young people
as Prison Reform Lecture, Advisor to the U.S. Government on Juvenile Delin-
quency.

The building was new, the structure was larger and there were more girls and
boys than I ever thought could be naughty. The most striking thing was that I
expected at any moment to be asked for my clothes and be given a gown (like
years before) and led to isolation. The atmosphere is the same.

I witnessed a young boy sent to his cell for the duration of the meal by a Black
guard for taking a piece of bread without first raising his hand. It is obvious this
young caucasian boy is going to have even more things to work out sin6e I recall
my feelings about guards--his complexion, working on my case-I contend, for-
getting to raise one's hand at dinner after years of different experiencing is no
cause to forfeit a meal. I contend jail food, and what it lacks requires you eat
all meals! And indeed it is serious to take one away from a prisoner.

In the girls' section where in this enlightened age I was permitted and delighted
to speak, I found an interesting and intelligent group of girls being instructed
in elementary grade subjects by an instructor over 55, male, with a nervous tick.

Like myself in my detention home days (as youth centers were so entitled
then),. there was great anxiety, among the children about parents' reaction to
what is construed as flagrant misbehavior. Often with Black youth, the man
saying you have wronged society is testimony enough to bring wrath from parents.

Unfortunately a really stagnant scene is either reintroduced or never altered
by time, need, or the continuous failure of the system to society. While most
assuredly of no great value are the captives of the system. Ask them-anyone ask
them.

I am the son of peasants from the south, born in the depression years in an area
that consisted of the foreign born, and their first generation offspring, who came
looking -for the golden streets in America and found instead the bread lines, the
troop guarded warehouses of food, where disease with poverty and a multitude
of social disadvantages lurked in the dimly lited streets.

I liked neither the Italians better for their brisk manner in living nor the
Irishman, Jack Marshall, whose father sought comfort In a bottle along with my
own father, Woogie. The Jew no better than the Christian, the affluent no more
than the disinherited of this country, the irritable-who vexed us all, no better
than the pure of spirit. My mother, Indiana, taught me to give of myself gen-
erously and to receive of people.

I confess to being an active youngster, shy, prone to refuse a coin for going
to the store from the old. I was so ashamed and dismayed at what years could
do to the body and spirit. I spent my boyhood searching for an image a Black
boy could admire within the endless sequence of Tom Mixes and Mickie Roonies.
I harbored no larceny or contempt for society or individual.
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I grew up and vomited until the State stepped in and rescued me from the
spirit grinding transition of trying to -be accepted by White America. I was given
instead survival as a main theme in an arena of protesters of a social order that
extended hunger instead of hope. Dissolution in lieu of support, and death if you
failed the odbtacle course in prison. I lost myself to feelings away at college in
Quentin, Folsom, Chino and-Vacaville.

What happened to the boy who walked the streets of America clad only In the
denim clothes which was destined to be the uniform of his adult prison years?
Did the theft of a sandwich or arguing in public constitute sedition? How could
the folly of a few moments actually lead to frank brutality, open rage, murder-
ous supervision from a social order which quarantined, Isolated, brutalized, as-
saulted and labeled thereafter-bad and incorrigible-not even to be trusted with
a Job.

My first real crime was rebellion-against the establishment for denying my
humanity and thus creating a wall between myself and the people of a society
who willed my punishment *

By nature, I am not criminal-I only responded to the inequalities, defying
the oppression and invalidating the lies of my tribe's Inferiorities.

The Juvenile prison experience shaved me into a camp of confused, brutalized,
unhappy and unloved youngsters whose crimes were sometimes no greater than
my own-and they too were forced to hate to survive.

There was no place to run-no one to talk to-just rooms filled with souls
screaming out in the darkness-but no one cared. No one bothered to make real,
inquiries into the savage, perverted conditions--which were perpetuated by the
keepers of boy& The younger weaker boys became prey for the stronger and older
ones, unless their hate triumphed, and they became vicious quickly.

It was no wonder that most of our paths would lead to repeated acts of re-
bellion-for society had no procedure for really dealing with the so called "fallen"
except horrifying them with punishment and emphasizing how to live with less
freedom.

END OF EFFORT

In all of this ordeal the sustaining of what I thought my own worth gave me
courage and if I learned to hate In order to dispute what apparently was thought
of me I detested most the experiences that made It Impossible for me to respect
and regard the humanity of my keepers.

In time, my moods and causes alter, and surrounded by my sweet wife, Zel,
and brothers like Zimbardo, even with my mind and heart inscribed with
memories of youth prisons, I can still reach out.

I respect the humanity of all men-yet my humanity must and will be respected
or I choose to exist no more.

Senator BAYH. Our next witness is Prof. Peter Smith, the School of
Law, University of Maryland. Mr. Smith is going to be accompanied
by Mr. Ken Witherspoon, psychology student who participated in the
study of the Baltimore lockup.

Would you gentlemen identify yourself?
Mr. SisirTH. My name is Peter Smith. I am a professor of law at the

University of Maryland School of Law in Baltimore, director of the
Maryland Juvenile Law Clinic. On my right is Michael Elder, -an
attorney in Baltimore City, and deputy director of Maryland Juvenile
Law Clinic which has recently been created to provide a vehicle for
training law students, also doing some general work in the juvenile
area in Baltimore and Maryland in general. On my left is Kenneth

Witherspoon who is in his third year at Vassar College. I still cannot
get quite used to saying that. Ana Mr. Witherspoon will be testifying
in afew minutes.

Senator MATmAS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to take the oppor-
tunity to express particular welcome to Mr. Smith, Mr. Elder, and
Mr. Witherspoon. I have had some personal experience visiting and
inspecting some of the penal systems in Maryland. The work these
men have been doing can bear very valuable fruit, and I welcome
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them to the committee because I think it expands the area of the influ-
ence that they can have.

We are very glad to have you here.
Mr. SmITH. Thank you, Senator.

STATEMENT OF PETER SMITH, PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF MARY-
LAND SCHOOL OF LAW, BALTIMORE, MD., AND DIRECTOR, MARY-
LAND JUVENILE LAW CLINIC, ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL
ELDER, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, MARYLAND JUVENILE LAW CLINIC,
AND KENNETH WITHERSPOON

Mr. SMiTH. I think this committee has heard enough to know that
the juvenile justice area is one of the great neglected areas in this
country of major social problems. I think you also have heard enough
and know enough to know that the area of custody-what happens
to someone after he goes through the criminal or juvenile justice sys-
tem and later gets placed behind bars-of all aspects of the justic sys-
tem, is that the one that is farthest from public view.

Politicians do not appeal to convicted felons normally and for good
reason-they are not allowed to vote. And I suppose that, the juvenile
detention system, whether it be pretrial or whether it be postadjudica-
tion institutions, of all the institutions, are even further from public
view.

If you look at receiht litigation throughout the country, you begin
to see some attention-people suing the Baltimore city jail, the Dis-
trict of Columbia jail and so forth-but if you look at the litigation
going around the country, you are hard-pressed to find anything that
is going on in the area of the juvenile system. This area has almost
been beyond the examination of the so-called poverty lawyers and pub-
lic interest lawyers up to this point. So we are centering in on an
area where it would be hard to find greater neglect., or about which the
public knows less.

Now, I am going to talk to you only about my experience in Mary-
land, because I am going to give you my firsthand experiences, and
that is where I have had it as fir as the juvenile system is concerned.

As I am sure vou frequently brag, Senator Mathias, Marqland is
known as America in miniature. In fact, when it comes to the juvenile
justice system. I believe that Maryland tends to be very much on the
enlightened side in this country in terms of programs, in terms of the
outlook and philosophy of its juvenile justice personnel, and in terms
of its police officials and so forth.

So when I talk to you about Maryland, I want you to keep in mind
that I am not from Mississippi; I am not from Arkansas where we
have recently seen some of the most outrageous cases of brutality in
prisons. I am talking from the vantage point of one of the Nation's
largest cities in a rather enlightened State.

Now, your letter, Senator Bayh, asked me to comment on a number
of specific things. In view of how time is slipping by this morning, I
want to move right into them and be sure that I cover what you out-
lined in your letter.

Senator BAYJI. We will put the exhibits you gentlemen have pre-
pared in the record at the conclusion of your remarks, so just proceed
as you feel fit.
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Mr. SMITH. In 1970 the Federal district court in Baltimore ren-
dered a decision which is still having major ramifications. For approxi-
mately 30 years in the State of Maryland, if you were 16 and 17 years
old and you committed a crime in Baltimore, you were treated as an
adult; whereas if you were 16 or 17 and you committed a crime an-
where else in the State of Maryland, you were treated as a juvenile.
The historical basis for this discrimination is not well known and is
not terribly important at this date. The fact is that it was the case.

This court decision which I was rather involved with and still am
involved in seeking to implement, declared that distinction uncon-
stitutional. As a result, literally overnight, thousands and thousands
of persons who heretofore had been thought of as adults in Baltimore
City suddenly became juveniles.

Senator BAYI. Is that good or bad for a juvenile?
Mr. SmxrH. Well, there are a lot of answers that can be given to

that, and you have to distinguish between the short run and long run.
There have been many bad things that have happened in the short run,
and I hope in the long run there will be good things.

In any event, you have this massive population that suddenly shifted,
with the State not being prepared for it at all. Indeed, the State had
abolished the distinction in 1966 but put off the implementation to
1969, and in 1969 put it off until 1970 and in 1970 put it off until 1971.
That is when Judge Watkins said: "You are not putting it off any-
n1 ore."

One of the problems raised by this decision was what do we do with
juveniles who get arrested and have to be detained pending hearing.
I am going to be talking this morning exclusively about the pretrial
detention of juN eniles in jail-type facilities.

To meet this problem the juvenile court judge in Baltimore decided
to certify two sections of the Baltimore City jail as a juvenile deten-
tion wing. It was understood that the sections would be kept separate
and that certain special arrangements would be pnade in supervising
their operation.

This plan went into effect toward the end of the fall of 1970. By the
spring of 1971 those of us who practice in this area and who are con-
stantly talking with clients, which is the way you find out about these
problems, came to believe that the conditions were terrible in the city
jail.

So we went to the juvenile judge in Baltimore City, and he agreed
to make an unannounced visit to the Baltimore City Jail juvenile deten-
tion wing. There had been many unannounced visits at Baltimore
City Jail during the period, but I can tell you that this one really was
a surprise. I accompanied the judge on that visit.

Senator Mathias, I am going to introduce for the record a number of
documents which I will simply refer to by exhibit numbers, so that
.Oil will have them.

Senator MATHIAS. They will be included and printed in the record
at the conclusion of your-remarks.

Mr. SM ITH. Thank you.
Exhibit A is a memo fot the file that I prepared June 3, 1971, which

gives a factual account of what we saw during approximately 4 hours
in the juvenile detention wing of the city jail.

Now, I will go into just a very few of those details shortly.
25-218--74-14
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I am also including as exhibit B a memorandum to the juvenile court
judge from me stating what I thought ought to be done about the
problem, including an examination of some of the legal issues involved
in detaining juveniles pretrial.

In addition I am including as exhibit C, a followup letter to the
judge, which brings his attention to a survey we made at this time of all
persons in the juvenile wing of the jail to determine who they were,
whether they really were juveniles, and how long they had been there.
The results of this survey were very startling. We found, as this letter
indicates, many persons who were there for months. There was tre-
mendous comingling between juvenile and those who ho.d been waived
to adult authority. We found persorLs whose records had been com-
pletely lost. Indeed, w found one person who, according to the jail
printout, was there. In fact he was not there, and was supposed to be
at Crownsville State Mental Hospital, but was not at Crownsville,
either. Yet he was supposed to be in custody. We spent weeks trying
to locate him, and no one knew where he was.

Senator BAY1I. Excuse i.ie. Do you have any Lbeakdown in your
study relative to the number of juveniles who were retained compared
to the number who were arrested or brought to the precinct house,
perhaps admonished and put back in the custody of the parents?

Mr. SMriT. Not in this material. I can answer that generally by
saying that the practice of Baltimore City, until a change was insti-
tuted this summer, was for the police officer to make an initial deci-
sion when he arrested the juvenile, if this was during the evening
hours, as to whether or not he woui2 be detained. If the officer wanted
to detain him, he would contact a juvenile worker on the telephone,
frequently waking him up out of a sleep; the juvenile worker said
OK, he is detaineA. The child is normally brought to court on the next
court day.

As far as I know, no one keeps precise figures, although we might
be able to accumulate them, as to the number of juveniles who are
detained by the police pending detention hearings against those who
are not. We could do it by looking at overall caseloads.

Senator BAYI. I just wondered if you had that.
Mr. S miim. We might be able to supply that.
After this examination of the city jail and considering the recoi-

mendations that were made--in what was a rather unusual typ of
l)roceeding because it was essentially secret and ex l)arte-the juvenile
court judge issued a very far-reaching opinion on August 3, 1971,
which I include as exhibit D. I just wish to refer briefly to a couple
of paragraphs in that opinion.

He says:
The import of this opinion Is threefold: (1) That the conditions existing in

the juvenile detention center are extremely por and inimical to the well-Ieing
of tho:e detained there; (2) we are dealing with children under the law who
are on!y lwing (letained pending trial.

Wimoat any malice being intended, the totality of the exl9ting conditions for
these youths anounts to punishment which is cruel and unusual; and wherein,
under the c4nstitutton of the law punishment of any kind for those merely await-
ing" trial is prohibited.

And in his opinion, which is very lengthy-I just want to refer to a
coulm'c or' places-]e makes fiidin'gs of this type, and 1 am quoting.
Amid thi; is not an inmate talking, or even an advocate. This is a judge
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who has been a juvenile court judge in Baltimore city for a number
of years speaking in his written opinion.

Juveniles are totally mixed with those who are older, many who are awaiting
adult trials for murder and rape and similar offenses, and many who have lan-
guished in the jail for a great many months with the idea of the debilitating and
dehumanizing effects which it usually produces.

Which, I might add, you saw a few minutes ago in the slide
presentation.

Cell occupancy: Except for some juveniles confined in maximum security sec-
tion, almost all other juveniles are quartered two to each cell. The average cell
contains approximately 42 square feet.

He goes on to say:
The recommended minimal standard for the American Correctional Associa-

tion is one inmate for 50 square feet. If the cells being used for those juveniles
do not meet even minimal standards for one inmate, how totally inadequate
they must be for two.

Just one other statement from his concluding remarks on his.
findings:

General atmosphere: the general atmosphere which surrounds the Juvenffe"
delinquent detention center is one of almost total inactivity of young persons
in miserable surroundings. There was literally an odor which permeates the en-
tire area and which is very offensive in its nature. Although the inmates may
become inured to the odors and conditions generally, nonetheless this institution
is not a pleasant place in which to exist.

The atmosphere rather is one that is entirely unhealthy, dreary, repelling,
and depressing; and one which can absolutely stultify any reservoir of good-
ness and positive qualities which may lie within these young people.

I want to emphasize to this committee that just because we are talk-
ing about pretrial detention-which in Maryland ought not continue
for more than 30 days but for various reasons frequently does--is no
reason to pooh pooh the problem. My experience-and I speak from
the view of a practicing lawyer, not an experimenting psychologist,
so the perspective is diiferent-is that real life demonstrates that the
Stanford experiment that you saw this morning was not just a pe-
culiar thing that happens to be because a bunch of college students
were playing.

Now, it is interesting to note how difficult it is to make progress.
The judge's opinion ordered that conditions be rectified with 60 days
or else the jail would be closed, but in any event the authorities could
not use the jail as a detention center for more than 1 year. In other
words, they would have to close it August 3, 1972.

The legislature and the Governor of the State of Maryland, and
the juvenile authorities have been talking ever since 1966 when the
Rasin Commission report was issued-which studied many of these
problems-about creating new juvenile detention centers. Of course.
no community wants them, and it has never been done.

In October 1971, the judge issued a followup opinion which I have
designated exhibit E in which he' says he has reinspected the jail and
that conditions are sufficiently improved to permit use of the facility
for another 10 months.

On November 5, 1971, I received a call from someone who said that
ha had had ocasion to visit the Baltimore City Jail, juvenile deten-
tion wing, in connection with a Federal funding project lie was work-
ing with, and he described some conditions for me: That it was freez-
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iug cold, temperatures around 50, the food was ice cold and condi-
tions were generally miserable. This was 3 months or so after the ini-
tial decision, and a month after the decision saying well, now, the
warden has pretty much cleaned things up so we can go with it for
another 10 months.

The judge ordered an immediate investigation, instructing the
Department of Juvenile Services to submit him a memo the follow-
ing Monday, November 8, which the Department did. This report led
to an opinion of the judge on November 10, which I refer to as exhibit
F, announcing that a series of actions would have to be taken forth-
with, and that he was closing the Jail in 48 hours, and if they wanted
to. they could reopen it, but only if they took a series of actions. The
jail was closed within 48 hours. When I say the jail, I mean the two-
juvenile detention areas. All the juveniles were removed, and it has
never been used again to house juveniles.

I want to read a couple of sentences from the memorandum from the
)epartment of Juvenile Services that was sent on November 8, 1971, to

the judge, a copy of which is attached to this opinion. This is written
by the regional supervisor in Baltimore.

This morning Mr. Lang conveyed to me your concerns as related to you by Mr.
Peter Smith concerning conditions at the jail. Essentially tie information which
you have received is correct. With the change of temperature since last week,
it is Indeed 50 to 60 degrees in the jail. In no uncertain terms, it is cold in the
jail.

He goes on to say that feeding is accomplished by carting food to the
cells, and in most instances when the food arrives, it is cold.

Ile concludes by saying:
I am sending a copy of this memorandum t6 Mr. Hlilson, who is the State

director, because I feel strongly that the present conditions in the jail are In-
tolerable and bordering on the inhuman.

Now, this was I month later, you see. It is difficult to make progress.
So the jail was shut down, and the juvenile trainingschools were then
utilized more, but it was felt there was still a problem. How are we
going to handle juveniles who are arrested?

A program then began of using northeastern and southeastern police
district stations to house juveniles, and I want to address mysel f briefly
now to this natter because you can see how the problem goes from
bad to worse.

In Baltimore, as you know, Senator M athias, we now have a central
police district and eight districts called northeast, southeast, et cetera,
throughout the city. Each district has its own courtroom and has its
own police lockup facilities. Southeastern district was designated as
a place where 16- and 17-year-old males would go and northeastern
where males younger than that and females would go until their de-
tention hearing.

The detention hearing, under the law, must be held within 5 days
after arrest. Normally it is held the next court day, but in the case
of weekends and holiday weekends 2 or 3 (lays could elapse between
ai rrest and detention hearing and occasionally, if there is a slipup, even
longer could spent in the lockups.

Now, you cannot just walk in southeastern district and say, "I am
.\ttornev Smith and I would like to look around. I'm a public interest
lawyer," or "I am so and so, newspaper reporter," and if you could you
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probably wouldn't see it quite the way it is. So the way you find out
about these matters is talking to clients. In August of 1972 I had a
client who was transferred from Hagerstown adult correctional facil-
ity, where he had been illegally detained as an adult for 3 years because
he had been wrongfully prosecuted as an adult and should have been
prosecuted as a juvenile pursuant to the Federal court decision I
mentioned earlier. He was not discovered when the decision came down,
and continued until 1970 to be illegally incarcerated. So. after his 2
or 3 years of illegal incarceration, we'filed a writ of habeas corpus.
He was released and turned over to the juvenile authorities for
processing.

He was placed in the Southeast Detention Center.
Senator 'MATJILS. How old was he at that time?
Mr. SMITh. At that, time he was 21 years old, and I might say-Yin

not going to get into it here-but this has led to a whole series of other
legal problems about what happens when you make mistakes about
Juveniles and then you bring them back and by now they are over 21.
There is now a major case pending in the Maryland N'ew Court of
Appeals which we have litigated dealing with that. But that is another
kettle of fish.

Now, lie was sent there on Friday, and I had a funny feeling that
we had better go and check out what was going on at southeantern
district. So I sent a law student down there the following Monday
morning, and he interviewed seven people, my client and six others
who hadi been transferred pursuant to this problem, all of whom had
been there since Friday. Last night about 12:30 or 1 o'clock in the
morning when I was working on this material, I went to my file cabi-
nets and I pulled out three yellow sheets, and you are entitled to see
them here. These are my scribbled notes which I took in debriefing a
very able law student who interviewed separately, about 2 or 3 hours
earlier seven persons who -were aged either 20 or 21. Two to a cell from
Friday to Monday, cells of 6 by 8, feces and cockroaches over floor,
two dogs in the cell next door, fleas around. Cells, three solid walls,
barred front., not allowed cigarettes although families brought then.
Cell had wash basin, toilet, wooden bench. No reading material, no
mattresses, blankets and sheets. No toilet. paper until .Monday. Fan
on all night. Cold in cell. Turnkey refused to turn fan oir, and then I
have a name here, which just for confidentiality I won't read the name
of the respondent; one of the seven went to the hospital Saturday.
There is a city hospital which happens to lie located right next door
to this lockup. Was told to return 7:30 a.m. Monday. Had appointment
slip. We saw the appointment slip.

They refused to take him back and made a joke about it. Breakfast:
One egg, cup of coffee. Lunch: One hamburger, cup of coffee. Dinner:
Sli htly different every day. Looked like on a plate. One p erson
in each cell slept on floor. Some didn't sleep on bench because it was
rough. Visiting parents waited over an hour. Confined to cell 24 hours
except for visits. Not supplied soap, toothbrush, shaving equipment.
Thcv have no personal effects. No physical abuse, but mental harass-
ment. Gave them business, re their being juveniles. Dirt, trash and
organic matter all over the floor. Roaches. Given nothing to clean
cells.
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Now, one has to decide whether what he is hearing are facts or
fiction. One of the ways one does that is to evaluate witnesses He also
considers that when he speaks to seven different persons and there is
almost a total agreement when they are being spoker with separately,
and they do not know they are going to be interviewed, that there is a
substantial chance that the bulk of the information is accurate.

These cases brought home to me.the scope of this problem. It ap-
peared that conditions were far worse than they were at the city jail,
suggesting that we had won a great pyrrhic victory a few months
earlier. Ve decided to look into the lockup problem further, and this
past spring, in connection with the juvenile law seminar which I insti-
tuted this last spring at the law school, two students did a study of
'southeastern and northeastern lockup. I am going to introduce that
into the record as exhibit G. The study was submitted to me in May
of this year, and among other things, it has tables in it indicating
what all of the persons who were interviewed thought about a whole
series of lockup conditions.

Now, again these students cannot enter the lockups so the way the
material was gathered was by speaking Monday morning in the court-
room lockup with all of the persons who had spent time there during
the weekend, and doing this week after weekafter week until an
enormous amount of information had been accumulated which means
that inaccuracies are going to tend to cancel out.

However, we felt it was important to try to verify that things were
as they appeared to be on the basis of our empirical study. To do this
we arranged to have Kenneth Witherspoon, a college student, who is
sitting on my left, go into Southeastern District in such a way that
it would not be realized that he was anything other than a person
to be locked up there. If the committee please, although I can assure
you that this was done not only legally but in such a manner as to clear
everything at every step of the way, just as a newspaper reporter
doesn't like to reveal the way he gets his story, I think it is enough
said that this was expeditiously accomplished, and that the plan was
totally unknown to any but three or four human beings, and totally
unknown by anyone at Southeastern District.

The plan was for Mr. Witherspoon to enter Friday afternoon at ap-
proximately 2 o'clock or 3 o'clock and to stay there until Sun-
day evening when, according to a part of the plan, he would be taken
out, again by a totally legitimate process. Now, I emphasize that be-
cause I don't think you saw the slides that were shown early, Senator
Mathias. Perhaps the underlying message of the Stanford experiment
was that here it was an experiment witA the kids knowing they were
going to be detained, and yet the experiment had to be halted. Every-
body knew they would not be beaten. Exerybody knew it was only 2
weeks with pay.

Now, Saturday afternoon, pursuant to arrangement, Mr. Wither-
spoon was visited by a legal representative, and this was for the pur-
pose of seeing how things were going and debriefing him. He insisted
on leaving.

Now, I spoke with Mr. Witherspoon before this experiment started,
and you will have a chance to hear from him shortly. You will see
that he is a highly intelligent college student with an interest in this
area who decided he would give us a hand, by going into the lockup
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for the weekend. On Saturday afternoon he demanded out, and Obvi-
ously we took him out.

Now, I would like him at this point to describe briefly his experience
there, not in a mock, but in a real detention center, recently, and some-
one put there with no ax to grind, with no criminal record, put there
for the purpose of observing accurately and objectively. When he
finishes I have just a few other concluding remarks.

Oh, yes, why don't I introduce at this time as exhibit H a transcript
of the debriefing of Mr. Witherspoon which occurred within approxi-
mately an hour after he was removed from the detention facility on
that Saturday.

Senator MATHIAS. That will be included in the record at the con-
clusion of your remarks also.

Mr. WITHERSPOON. Senator, since my debriefing is going to be part
of the record, I won't go into all the details of that.

I thought you would be more interested in hearing those things
which affected me in such a way that I can still remember them very
clearly now, as opposed to what I wrote an hour after I got out of
the lockup. What I also want you to realize is that everything you hear
is not the statement of a juvenile who has been in some trouble, or
someone who has been picked up off the streets for stealing some
sandwiches, but instead someone who was placed there to give an ob-
jective viewpoint of the lockup. Since I am a psychology student,
I also looked at some of the psychological factors which were involved
in the lockutp.

The first thing I remember quite vividly is that when I went into
the lockup, where they detained you until they took you to the juvenile
detention center, someone stood up behind me with a chain while I was
being asked my name, my address, and being searched. This I remem-
ber quite vividly because I have a morbid fear of chains, especially
chains that are behind me and that I can't see. After that, I just sort
of wondered. I couldn't understand any purpose in it. When at first
he walked up behind me I thought that perhaps he was going to put
some sort of irons on me or the chain was for the door of the lockup
or something, but it wasn't. He held that, and he stood behind every-
body that came in while I was waiting in the lockup.

When I went to the jail-
Senator MN[ATHIAS. Just the sound of cold steel has a psychologi-

cal
Mr. WITHERSPOON. It doesn't even have to be the sound, just the

realization of cold steel behind your back does it.
First of all, let me give you a few remarks about the cell. I was in

there by myself. In my debriefing transcript you see a physical descrip-
tion of the cell. The distances I obtained from the fact that I know
I'm five eight and a half. I just put my head up against the wall and
estimate(] the rest. And everything else I just happened to remember.

Some of the things'in the cell which upset me were, first of all, that
there are no windows in the cell, and that the only way you could cal-
culate time was by your meals. If you happen to hear a radio, which
some of the guards or the turnkeys had, you might catch a time here
and there.

I fell asleep on Friday night, I can't be sure what time. I woke up,
once again I couldn't be sure what time, although it was some time
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later. Then I heard on the radio it was 2:30 on Saturday morning,
which sort of surprised me because I thought I had slept for longer
than that. The cells, as other people who spoke to Dr. Smith said,
were very cold. They were constructed of metal or some sort of
cement. It looked like a brick to me; I can't be sure. All I know is it was
very cold. The walls were cold and the cells were freezing. I actually
got chills in the middle of the night when I was there.

Senator MATHiAS. What time of the year was this?
Mr. WITHERSPOON. It was the day of the first Oriole game.
Mr. SMrrH. This was the first week of April, Senator.
Mr. WrrHERs OON. Even though there were no windows, you hadperpetual light. The light was around you in such a way that there

was no way for you to lay on that. bench, and I tried in numerous posi-
tions, without 'having a light hit you in your face. I eventually took
off my jacket and put my head face down into my jacket. The light
was tilted at approximately a 45 degree angle, which means that if
you slept away from the bars, the light would hit you in your face.
If you tried to sleep at the bottom, the light was right outside the
bars. And if you tried to turn your head to one side or the other, the
reflections would hit you. It was really sort of a lost cause.

When I went to thie lockup I had a piece of paper and a Flair pen
which I was curious to see if they would take. They took that. They
didn't search me well enough to get the piece of paper, and I also
had some lead for a mechanical pencil inside my shirt pocket. I used
the paper. I was going to use it for the dimensions of the cell and the
conditions inside the cell, but it got pretty boring after about 2 hours.
I used it to write poetry because there was'nothing else to do.

The turnkeys got into some really inane conversations with some
of the juveniles that were in the lockup. This is also described in the
debriefing transcript so there is no need for me to go into that.

The reason I had to have out is because I have a bad stomach, and
my stomach was acting up. I requested some milk from the turnkey.
I requested it three times. He ignored me three times. The first time,
he may not have heard me, because I didn't want to cause too many
waves. The second time I was a little more adamant about it because
my stomach was beginning to hurt more, and the third time I almost
screamed at him, so I am sure he heard me one out of the three times.
At hnch on Saturday after requesting this from the turnkey, the
kids in the other cells passed me down little tins of cream that caine
with the coffee. Five of them were given to me from the guy in the next
cell. My assumption is that they passed it down cell to cell to give it
to me because I requested milk

Other than that, I guess you can ask me questions. Everything else
is in the debriefing transcript.

Senator MATIFIAS. I think one of the paradoxes is that we call in
Maryland the prison system the department of corrections.

Did you feel corrected at the time you were released?
Mr. WITHERSPooN. The only tiie I felt correct was when I re-

quested Professor Smith to get me out.
Senator MAATIAS. We know as a matter of statistics that a very

high percentage of all felons who are convicted in this country na-
tionwide, have juvenile records, which would indicate the failure of
the juvenile system to do the job of correcting when it has an op-
portunity to do it.
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Now, presumably when a juvenile comes to a detention center for
the first time, that should be a moment when his threshold of con-
sciousness, his awareness of what is happening, the ability to correct
any attitudes that he may have acquired as a result of his previous
experience, would all be at the maximum. This would be the
point in his life when he would be most open to new ideas and new
suggestions.

Now, was there anything in the way you were treated at that point
which would lead you yourself or anybody else who was in that system
with you to believe that this was going to be a learning experience, or
an experience in which you might in fact be corrected or improved?

Mr. WrrHERsPooN. No.
Senator MATUAS. I think that is the measure of the failure of th

present juvenile system.
Mr. S43fnn. Senator, I think it ought to be emphasized that the

conditions in the Southeastern lockup which we discovered are condi-
tions which existed not 10 years ago, but as recently as a few months
ago. I think it should be pointed out that the individuals who were
played there last summer-and I have read from the interviews we
have had with them-were, at our request, transferred to the Balti-
more city jail, no.paragon of N irtue, which gives you an idea of what
these lockups are like.

Now, including-I call your attention to the document I will intro-
duce as exhibit I. It is a letter dated June 15, 1973, to the State director
of juvenile services from the juvenile court judge, in which he indicates
that he has examined the lockup, and there are going to have to be a
number of changes, or else the lockups cannot be tsed.

It was at this time that we had been working With the State depart-
ment of juvenile services. We had called their attention to the
study we were doing. They were aware of it, and they moved on this
matter. I am happy to report that, effective the end of July the North-
eastern and Southeastern lockups have now been discontinued
completely, and no juvenile is kept in the lockup at all. When he is ar-
rested and brought to the police station, a juvenile worker is imme-
diately contacted, and if the decision is made to detain him until the
next court day, a police officer then drives him to the Maryland Train-
ing School, a juvenile institution. So there has been a very substantial
improvement.

In addition, it is interesting to see what has happened as a conse-
quence of a more thorough screening that has taken place since this
program began in August.

Now, rather than a police officer calling up a juvenile intake officer
at his home at 3 in the morning and saying, "I have so and so here,
what shall I do with him," it is now mandatory that the juvenile officer
go to the police station where the child is, interview the child and make
a decision as to whether or not he should be detained.

In July there were 197 juveniles in Baltimore City detained pending
a detention hearing, for an average of 9.3 detentions a court day. In
August, with the advent of this new program, this has dropped to 141
persons or 6.3 a court day, which is a 50 percent drop.

The horrifying thing is to think that because of the lack of ade-
quate screening of juveniles, we have had very substantial numbers of
juveniles in the Northeastern and Southeastern lockup for a period of
time who never had to be there at all, even for 2- 6r 48 hours.
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Senator MATIIAS. Of course, let me digress for just a moment to
say that that is a terrible problem with the entire criminal system
across the country, not just with juveniles. The enormous prison
population which is incarcerated today in pretrial detention, many
of whom will not ultimately be convicted of the crimes of which they
are charged, and yet they constitute a very substantial percentage of
the American prison population.

Mr. SMrrn..Well, I'm sure you know that in Baltimore City itself,
where approximately 95 percent of the population of the Baltimore
City jail is pretrial, 5 percent serving time for convictions.

Senator MATHIAS. Let me pause for just a moment.
We will enter into the record the last exhibit, I.
Mr. SArTITr. Yes, that was exhibit I.
Senator .MATnAS. It will also be included as part of the record at

the conclusion of your remarks.
Mr. Smrrz. Now, in closing, I want to mention two additional items.

The first is the difficulty there is in making progress in this area,
despite the fact that we have a very enlightened director of juvenile
services in the State of Maryland. I think this is so because so much
of the problem is hidden from the public view. Indeed, many of the
worst features of the lockups and so forth are not even known to
those who administer these programs until somehow it is just showed
under their nose.

Secondly, I want to include the positive as well as the ne-gative. I was
told yesterday by an official of the State department of juvenile serv-
ices that commencing in November with what I believe is Federal
money an experiment is going to be commenced in Baltimore City
whereby 10 speial workers will be hired, each of whom will be given
a caseload of no more than 5 juveniles. The role of each of these
workers will be to supervise the juvenile between the day of his arrest
and the day of his trial, so that he may be released to his home instead
of being detained. This program is extraordinary because it is going
to require a minimum of three eyeball to eyeball meetings a day be-
tween the child and the juvenile worker. Hopefully, this will reduce
substantially the number of detentions that are necessary in Baltimore
City prior to trial. I say hopefully because you find that these could be
pyrric victories, too, i? the only result is that the judge and the inas-
ters place the best risks with the new workers and then detain just as
many of them as they have in the past. This would not be progress.
That is something we have to watch carefully.

Finally, in response to Senator Bayh's letter for information out-
side of Baltimore City, I point out that I am not personally familiar
with what the situation is. but I have tried to survey it in the last
few days, and it appears that in the major population counties, Mont-
gomery , Prince Georges and Anne Anindel, juvenile facilities are now
being used exclusively for pretrial detention. But in the rest of the
State, it is more of a problem, particularly Baltimore County, and
Worcester County-Ocean City-which of course in the summertime
is a problem. In Baltimore County, during the course of the year there
are several thousand juveniles detained, and in Worcester Countv last
summer the estimated figure I have here is 50 detained. In those two
counties, police lockups are used.
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Now, I haven't personally observed the four police lockups that
are used in Baltimore County, but from what I am able to gather,
they are better than the Baltimore City situation, but they are a far
cry from what I think this committee would consider to be minimally
acceptable levels. I have received just yesterday a not very optimistic
description of Ocean City.

Throughout the rest of the State jails are used, and a jail tends
to be a little bit better than a police lockup because at least there is a
kitchen there where hot food is prepared hopefully, and there are ex-
ercise facilities. But even here, of course, it is just a tragedy that we
still find it necessary, even for brief periods of time, to put juveniles
in adult jails, even if they are in separated facilities. I think it is
probably years ahead before the State department of juvenile serv-
ices has adequate facilities to take all juveniles out of jail facilities.

Now, I think I have come to the end, Senator. I hope I haven't
exhausted you. If there are any questions which Mr. Witherspoon, Mr.
Elder or I can answer at this time, we would be glad to do that.

Senator MATHIAS. I have just two very brief questions.
The first is again this question of where do we go from here. The

object of the correctional system is to correct, and there are very f right-
ening prospects for the future when you consider that in many metro-
politan areas 70 percent of all of the crime that is being committed
today is being committed by juveniles.

Now, if that is the case, and if the juvenile system continues to do
the kind of abominable job of correcting that it has done in the past,
then this large number of juveniles who are already engaged in crim-
inal activities will become the hardened criminals of the new, enlarged
criminal generation in the years just ahead now. This is the price
society is having to pay for its failure to attend to the juvenile problem.

It is not just a price that the juveniles themselves are paying: it
is the price that all of us will pay as the injustice is meted out to the
people immediately involved at the moment. But all of society will ulti-
mately bear the burden.

Now, do you see any steps that can be taken which will advance
the purpose of the system, the correctional purpose of the system?

Mr. SMITH. Well, Senator, that could occupy us, of course, for an-
other 6 weeks at least. We are going to have to recognize two things
in talking about steps. One is that we are going to have to break away
from old ways; and two is that it is not going to be cheap.

Now, if I were to concentrate resources, looking at the justice prob-
lem in this country, crime, et cetera, -%vhere I w would place it today would
be in the juvenile area if I had to make the choice. And the reason I
would do that

Senator MATIAS. Of course, that falls on very receptive ears here
because Senator Bayh, chairman of the subcommittee, Senator Cook,

wo and I have joined together in an effort to secure a larger share, for ex-
ample, of the safe streets funds, the law enforcement administra-
tion grants earmarked for juvenile problems.

It seems to me totally ridiculous that, if 70 percent of your criminal
problem is in the area of juveniles, only about 19 percent of the funds
are spent on that particular problem.

Mr. SMrrn. Well, it is a little bit like spending all of your money to
construct devices to catch the proverbial horse rather than to build up
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the barn. It is not only the 70-percent figure you mentioned, it is the
recidivism consideration. You look at your adult population; how
much of your adult population has had no kind of juvenile record.
Now, I cannot give you the figure, but I hazard a guess that it is not
very high. So where do you go? It is just like when you are talking
about legislation to deal with diseases. You do not forget all those
who now have cancer; but if you are looking at the long term, you
surely want to look for a cure. And if you are concerned about the
problem, it seems to me you put resources where something can
happen.

Now, as difficult as rehabilitation is, the older the person gets the
more difficult it becomes; and it is astounding to see how when a-and
I speak not only as a lawyer but as a parent-how firmly fixed attitudes
are in a 4- or 5-year-old. They are very hard to change. I think we are
going to have to give a lot of exposure to our juvenile system, to its
faults, which is just barely beginning to happen now.

We are going to have to break away from the notion that if we throw
children into the institutions then everything is going to be fine. I have
not addressed one word today to our juvenile post-adjudication in-
stitutions: and if you want to bl depr.essed, Senator, go to the Maryland
Training School and walk around and you will be depressed. Of course,
as you know it is now being phased out as a postadjudication facility.

Except for detention, very little happens in our juvenile institutions
by way of rehabilitation. There is not much difference between juvenile
institutions and adult institutions except there tends to be somewhat
less brutality and a little bit more concern; but sometimes I think it is
marginal.

And we are going to have to come to grips with the fact that we sim-
ply cannot, despite public opinion, which wants us to throw people
aw{ay, lock people up and throw away the key, because we do not throw
away the key. That is what people fail to understand.

Senator MATIAS. Right.
Mr. SMITI. The average period in Maryland in our juvenile in-

stitutions is 6 to 61/2 months. In the adult institutions it is about 18
months. So we know that in the relatively short period of time they
come out.

Senator MATHrAS. Almost 99 percent of the total prison population
is back on the street again some day.

M r. SnTi. That is right.
Senator MATHIAS. They are coming out, and the real question for

society is what do they look like when they come out, what kind of
people are they when they come out.

Mr. SmrTi. I was interested to hear the figure that the previous
witness gave about the survey shoving that 95 percent of juvenile
crime is not even reported; because what this tends to suggest is that
for a person who commits crime, whether it is a juvenile' or adult
level, he does not get apprehended for the vast ma ority of his illegal
acts. In the smal-numer where he does, the odds are against his
serving much time even if he gets convicted.

If we are putting people In prisons and juvenile institutions and
having them come out worse, it is not an outrageous thought to suggest
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that we would be better just closing the institution down and doing
nothing.

Senator MATIHIAS. In terms of the criminal generation which is
now in the process of being educated in advanced criminal activity.

Mr. SMITH. That is correct.
Senator MATHIAS. Well, do you want to say just one word about

the Maryland Juvenile Law Clinic?
Mr. SMITH. I would be glad to. This is a program which we just

created this summer by virtue of cooperation with the Maryland law
faculty which is contributing a good portion of my teaching time,
and as a result of a Federal grant from the Law Enforcement Assist-
ance Administration. We have establi hed a seven-credit clinical pro-
gram for third-year law students in Maryland in which we are going
to take 15 students each semester. I will be spending about two-thirds
of my time on this program and Mr. Elder will be full-time. We
have an administrative secretary. Essentially, we are going to have
an inhouse law firm in which the students, under our iiimediate su-
pervision, will be representing juveniles in the Baltimore City Juvenile
Court. In addition, students will be handling special kinds of research
and litigation projects.

The program has a twofold objective from my point of view. Pri-
marily, it is an attempt to do something with legal education that
I think is long overdue, by making it come alive for the student and
taking the student out of the classroom, tutoring him in how to
become a lawyer.

The other thing which I hope it will do is, by exposing the students
to some of the kinds of problems in this area, it will make them much
more conscious later when they become members of the bar. And I
hope as well that this clinic can become a focus in the State of Mary-
land for juvenile reform institutional reform, court reform, et cetera,
where we will have-anA I may be coming to you some day for more
money, Senator-where we would have the resources to not only teach
students, but to teach juvenile court personnel, to teach people in the
State juvenile services department, to have an ability to educate the
public as to what is happening in this area, and generally serve as a
resource in an area which is the seventh or eighth largest city in the
United States. I think this program holds great promise.

Senator MATHIAS. Well, I know I speak for Senator Bayh as well
as myself in hoping that you will give us a progress report on how the
committee. progresses and how it works. And I can assure you that if
you are making progress, we will do everything we can to see that you
have adequate funding.

Mr. SMrrH. Thank you very much.
Senator BAYH. Thank you very much, Professor Smith, Mr. Elder,

and Mr. Witherspoon.
Mr. SMrrH. Thank you, Senator.
We will leave the exhibits with you.
Senator BAYH. Thank you very much.
[Exhibits A-I submitted by Prof. Peter Smith, University of Mary

land School of Law, Baltimore, Md., and director, Maryland Juvenile
Law Clinic areas follows:]
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EXHIBIT A

MEMORANDUM
To: File.
From: Peter Smith.
Subject: Visit to Baltimore City Jail on June 2, 1971.

On June 2, 1971, I made an inspection of the Juvenile section of the Balti.
more City Jail in the company of Judge Robert Hammerman. The inspection
commenced at a few minutes after 2:00 p.m. and concluded shortly after 5:30
p.m. The tour included an examination of all of the cells in J section and K
section, the classroom, the recreation room, the exercise yard, and the shower.
During the course of the inspection, the judge and I talked to at least .50
of the approximately 180 persons incarcerated in J and K sections (the 50
figure is undoubtedly too low). Some of the conversations were brief whereas
others lasted for several minutes. During the tour, we were in the company
of one or more guards.

The following are some general and specific observations about conditions
I observed and which were related to me by inmates:

I. General Observations

A. LACK OF UNIFORMITY OF TREATMENT

Information supplied by inmates as well as personal observations reveal
a marked lack of uniformity in the operation of the facilities. For example,
there was substantial variations in the number and extent of occasions for
exercise in the yard, depending on the inmate who was speaking. Other dif-
ferences in treatment concerning items as varied as the kind of mattress
one received or the ease of obtaining pencil and paper, were sufficiently ex-
tensive so as to not to be explained simply by inaccurate descriptions by the
inmates. I had the feeling that what went on at any particular time depended
not so much on a firm policy fairly applied to all but on what guard might
be on duty and on what that particular guard might think of a particular
inmate.

B. AMALGAMATION OF WAIVED AND NON-WAIVED JUVENILES

At the beginning of the tour, I questioned the guard respecting the place-
ment of waived and non-waived juveniles. He indicated that. with only an oc-
casional exception, non-waived juveniles were in J section and waived juve-
niles were in K section. This statement turned out to be completely inac-
curate, as the guard later conceded to me after bearing the comments of
numerous boys. It Is plain that there Is a complete amalgamation of waived
and non-waived defendants throughout both sections and that frequently an
individual cell will contain a waived and a non-waived defendant. Except for
particular assignments in the maximum security cells of K section, which
is discussed below, where a defendant Is assigned Is the result of where there
is an empty bed at that moment.

C. BREAKDOWN IN THE JUDICIAL PROCESS

An initial discussion with ten or twelve boys in J section revealed that only
one of them was an unwalved Juvenile who had been in the City Jail less than
30 days. All of the others were either waived Juveniles who had been in the jail
for many months or had not been waived but were awaiting some further step
in the judicial process. Exactly what that further step was, many of them did
not know. Numerous boys commented that they had been there for many months,
had had no contact with a lawyer, and did not know where in the judicial process
they were. It is plain that the great bulk of persons in J and K section have been
there considerably longer than a month.

The facts are obviously relevant to the reason for our visit; namely, conditions
in City Jail, since the nature of those conditions is a particularly important
matter If juveniles are being subjected to them for lengthy periods of time which
they clearly are. Secondly, these facts cause one to ask some very serious questions
about what is happening to the Judicial process. How many persons presently
residing in J and K sections are, for the moment at least, lost at some stage in
th process? How many persons residing there have spent considerable time
simply because attorneys representing them have sought delays for reasons more
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related to the attorneys' busy schedule than the best interests of the client? How
many persons residing in J and K section have had no contact Whatever with
an attorney and have no one at all looking after their interest In speedy disposi-
tion? In this connection, it should be mentioned that four juveniles, James
Person, Robert Harris, Michael Stewart, and Walter Rich, have resided at the
City Jail ever since last December when they were transferred there from
Hagerstown as a result of implementing the Juvenile age decision.

II. Observations of Specifio Conditions

A. CONDITIONS INSIDE THE CELL

(1) Mattreses, blankets, and sheets
A number of boys Informed us that they did not have mattresses for a week

or more after they arrived at the Jail. In at least one case, we observed a mattress
which a boy was presently using, which was in fact a half mattress. The boy
stated that he had been using that ever since he was in the Jail. With respect to
blankets, each boy was issued one of them. The blAnkets were uniformly of an
extremely thin material, frequently raggy and worn through with holes. The
boys uniformly stated that the blankets were never cleaned. With respect to
sheets, the Jail policy seemed to be the issuance of one clean sheet every Wednes-
day evening. Most of the boys indicated that they did receive that sheet but a
number stated that significant periods of time went by when they were issued
no sheet or continued to use a dirty one for more than a week.
(2) Lighting conditions

To the extent that the cells are lit, there are two light bulbs at the back end
of the cell a couple of feet down from the ceiling and concealed behind a glass
or plastic cover. One of the bulbs remains on all night and the other one Is turned
on during the day. The lighting is extremely inadequate and reading would not
be an easy thing to do unless the individual sat or stood next to the cell door
where he could get additional natural lighting from the corridor. In a number
of cells, particularly maximum security cells in K section, there was no lighting
ait all. It was not clear from discussions with the guard whether there was an
intention to repair the lighting or whether it would simply remain in this
condition.

(3) Sinks and toilets
The sinks are provided with cold water only which makes the proper washing

of one's hands a more difficult task. Generally the sinks appear to be in working
condition although one sink was observed full of water and, according to the boy
in that cell, had been In that condition for several days. The toilets contain no
seats, are uniformly in a rusty and corroded condition, and appeared in many
cases to be dirty. In one cell, there was a considerable amount of water on the
floor around the toilet and this condition had existed for some time. In another
cell the toilet was continuously running after use and the guard informed us that
a guard would have to go behind the cell to shut it off. Several other cells were
not in use because the toilets were not functioning. Several boys stated that some
of the cells had been out of use for a period of weeks. One of the guards, when
questioned about this, indicated that it had been very difficult to obtain parts to
fix the toilets.
(4) Bugs

A number of boys complained about bugs being in the cells at night but some
others did not seem to have this problem. While we were observing the cells,
one boy killed two bugs and showed them to me. According to several boys, it
had been several weeks since an exterminator had been to the cell blocks.
(5) Temperature of celia

A significant number of boys complained that the cells were very cold in the
ignoring due to broken windows in the glass wall opposite the cell doors. I ob-
served numerous windows broken in the wall and was told by several inmates
that they had been In that broken condition for many months.
(6) Oeneral cleanlineess of cells

Several boys talked about the general dirty conditions of the cells and partlc-
ularly the toilets. Although the guard claimed that adequate cleaning imp!e-
ments were made available, a number of boys stated that this was not the case.
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One in particular mentioned that he had received a couple of days previously
some disinfectant for the toilet and that that occasion was the first time in
months that he had received such material. When I questioned the guard as to
whether toilet brushes were available, he left and came back a few minutes later
with a "G.I." brush which he said was used to clean toilets.
(7) Overcrowded condition of cells

Virtually all of the cells in J section and the bulk of the cells ifi K section con-
tain two boys. The cells are quite small, containing only a double decker bed,
a sink, and a toilet without a seat. The strongest impression that I received in
examining the cells was how small they were for one person, let alone two. Hav-
ing two boys in a cell of that size, particularly for those boys who are not on any
work detail and who spend virtually all of the day in the cells except for meals
time (for the first four months of 1971, all meals were served in the cells),
struck me as a living condition which most would not find acceptable for a large
dog. To confine two human beings to such a'small area for such a large amount
of time struck me as being an Intolerable condition.

B. HYGIENIC SUPPLIES

The boys uniformly stated that any hygienic supplies such as soap, toothpaste,
and toothbrush, can only be obtained by purchasing them from the jail. If a per-
son without any funds desires to purchase such Items, lie would be out of luck
unless he could borrow them or have then supplied from home. Similarly, no
inmate is supplied with a towel. Several of the boys stated that they had no
towel and simply put their clothes on over wet bodies when they got out of the
shower. One boy showed us a small cloth which purportedly was a wash cloth
but looked more like a rag. This was his only means of drying himself. Another
boy stated that he had not taken a shower in the three weeks that lie had been
in the Jail because he was still waiting to receive a towel from home. The guard
told me that he thought the reason the boy had not taken a shower was because
he was afraid (the boy was white). When I confronted the boy with this infor-
Ilation, lie vig o,'lls'y denied it and stated that lie would take a shower immiedi-
ately if someone would give him a towel.

C. TREATMENT OF MEDICAL CONDITIONS

Virtually every boy was questioned about the matter stated that it is very
difficult to get medical attention. Several stated that they had made numerous
requests to the guards to no avail. One boy stated that you have to be actually
bleeding in order to get medical attention. Another boy showed us a stitch In his
head which lie wanted the doctor to remove but he had not been permitted to go
to the Infirmary. Another boy told mae that he had been on narcotics when lie was
placed in the jail and that for his first night in jail he was kept tied down to his
bed for several hours as he went through withdrawal symptonks.

An inspection of the medical facilities and a discussion with the head nurse
revealed that nurses are on duty until 11:00 p.m. and that two doctors are present
during weekday mornings. For emergencies during the night time hours, a third
doctor is on call or the individual is taken to City Hospital.

D. EXERCISE AND RECREATION

For exercise and recreation, there is an indoor room containing a television
set and a ping-pong table. In addition, there is a small outdoor courtyard which
Is used by inmates in J and K sections and is separate from the larger court-
yard which is used by the general jail population. The extent to which Inmate.-
are permitted out of their cells for exercise vary considerably from inmate to
Inmate. A number of boys stated that they were out every day or almost every
day. Others said that they were permitted out as little as once a week. The most

e" typical case seemed to be one in which the boy was permitted to exercise two or
three times a week, or perhaps as much as every other day. The extent to which
the boys were permitted the use of the Indoor room with the ping pong table was
not clear. There were a number of boys in that room when we observed it and
it may be that the Individuals who use it with the most frequency are ones who
are engaged in some work assignment, such as delivering meals to the lock-up
section, and hence are out of their cells more frequently.
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E. FOOD

When questioned about the quality of the food, the reaction of most of the
inmates was to smile. When pressed for details, there were remarks ranging
from "it's not bad" to "there are little worms in the food". Several boys indicated
that milk was never served. Until early May, all meals were served in the
cells but now all persons except those in the lock-up in K section eat in the
cafeteria. We did not observe the cafeteria.

F. SCHOOL WORK

Immediately after arriving at J section, we observed a classroom adjacent to
that section. The guard told us that that was the room where the students re-
ceived their classroom instruction in English, Math, etc. Upon learning this fact,
we questioned a number of students about the classroom work and learned that
an unspecified number were receiving some type of instruction and that classes
took place every, week Oay. After completing my observations, I remained rather
unclear respecting the nature of this educational program and therefore checked
into the matter this morning. I talked at some length with a Mr. Robert Wilson,
a teacher with the City School System who is one of the teachers conducting
the classroom work at the jail. Ile explained to me that the program started on
March 1 and is designated School No. 740 of the City School System. Apparently
the program was to have had two classes, each with one teacher anditwo aides,
but that limits on funds and staff had resulted in there being one class. This
class meets every morning, five days a week, between 9:00 a.m. and 11:30 a.m.
The class contains 20 students and two aides. The students are taught English,
Math, and Social Studies. The class is supposed to be liimted to 15 boys but they
have let in about 20. In addition to the regular morning classes, two teachers go
to the jail in the afternoon between 1:00 and 3:00 p.m. and tutor certain of the
class members on either an individual basis or perhaps on a very small group
basis of two or three at a time. The tutoring is for those in the class who have
the greatest need for basic education.

According to Mr. Wilson, there has been a turnover of about ten places in the
class since it commenced in March. In other words, a total of about 30 boys
have received classroom instruction at one point or another since the program's
inception three months ago. Wilson tells me that there is a formal waiting list
of at least 20 more boys to get into class and that many others besides those
who have placed their names on the waiting list would sign up if they thought
there was any chance of their having the opportunity to join the class. In fact,
he says that his discussions with the boys in J and K sections reveal very few
who have no interest whatever in the classes. He believes that most of the interest
extends beyond simply being able to get out of one's cell during the period of the
class. There would seem to be little doubt, however, that at least some Interest
in the class stems from the fact that it is a lesser evil than continued incarcera-
tion in the cell.

G. LIBRARY FACILITIES AND WRITING MATERIALS

According to one guard, there is a library for the use of the general jail popu-
lation. The guard was not very clear in indicating the extent to which juveniles
could use that library but I received the impression that, if it Is theoretically
possible, it does not in fact happen. A number of inmates were questioned about
obtaining library books and at least one of them commented that there was not
any real effort made to bring books around to the cells. Except in the case of one
boy, the son of a minister, who was reading a pocketbook, and another by who
had a Bible belonging to the jail, there was little evidence of books. This par-
ticular subject was not one which we discussed with any substantial number
of boys and hence there may be relevant facts which we did not discover.

With respect to paper and pencil supplies, there appeared to be a variety of
answers. A boy we spoke to immediately after arriving in J section indicated that
he had no difficulty obtaining pencil and paper at no cost. lAter on in the tour.
a number of boys indicated that they could only get paper by borrowing it from
someone else, and one boy in particular commented that the teachers would not
permit the boys to remove pencils from the classroom.

H. MAXIMUM SECURITY CELLS

The maximum security cells J and K sections are located on one of the upper
levels of K section. The cells are exactly the same as the other cells except for

2-)- 21S -- 74-15
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the fact that in most of them the electric light was not working. The major
difference in routine of those persons in -these cells is that they are served all
meals in the cells, are permitted out only to shower, exercise, and see visitors if
visiting privileges have not been taken away. Persons are placed in these cells
for three reasons: (1) because they have been discipline problems, been In fights,
etc.; (2) because they are believed to be or suspected to be homosexuals and
(3) for their own protection. By far the largest number of persons in these cells
fell in the third category. Most of this third group was white. The guards stated
that because of their color or their small size, they would be beaten if they were
in the general population. A couple of the boys in this third category confirmed
that they were afraid of what others would do to them. One In particular
described an incident in which he was sexually assaulted by a much larger
white boy. A couple of boys, however, stated that they had previously been in
J section and had not had any trouble there. It appears that, at least with respect
to those falling in -the third category, they are kept in the maximum security
cells for the entire pre-trial period that they are confined to the City jail. The
result is that a group of individuals who have committed no infractions of
rules are the persons who are most continuously confined to their cells.

ExHrir B

MEM01NDUM
To: Judge Robert Hammerman.
From: Peter 'Smith.
Subject: Recommendations respecting juvenile detention facility at city jail.

In my letter to you of June 4, 1971, enclosing a memorandum to the file respect-
ing our visit to the City Jail of June 2, 1 stated that a second memorandum
containing recommendations would be forwarded to you shortly. You will find
those recommendations below, as well as a number of supporting attachments.
These recommendations are the result of consultations with Mr. Millemann
following the jail visit and constitute his recommendations as well.

Two additional documents which are relevant to the matter under considera-
tion are in preparation and I will forward them to you as soon as they are
completed. The first is a detailed examination of the status of all persons incar-
cerated in J and K sections of the City Jail as of June 12, 1971. This study
will indicate precisely why each person is being incarcerated, the stage of the
judicial process where his case now rests, and the length of the incarceration
in J or K section. This information is being compiled by personnel of the Juvenile
Court Clerk's Office with the assistance of persons supplied by Mr. Millemann
and me. The second document is a report by the Division of Environmental
Hygiene of the Baltimore City Health Department. That report will be based on
an unannounced visit to the City Jail to be made during the week of June 13.

I. Our Recommended Action

We recommend that juveniles no longer be sent to the Baltimore City Jail
for pre-trial detention or for any other purpose." This recommendation contains
no exceptions. We have come to the conclusion that, so long as a person is deemed
a juvenile and is thus within the jurisdiction of your Court, there are no cir-
cumstances under which it is appropriate for him to be incarcerated in the City
Jail. In making this recommendation, we put to one side the question of what
special treatment, if any, should be shown with respect to individuals who, al-
though initially treated as juveniles, have been waived to adult jurisdiction.
Since those individuals are beyorld the jurisdiction of your Court, recomimenda-
tions with respect to that group will obviously have to be directed to others.

This recommendation is based on the following considerations:

1 You have been urged on two occasions to permit the use of the City Jail as a facility
for detention of juveniles following a finding of delinquency. In our judgment you have
properly rejected this request, one which we believe to be unwise as a matter of policy and
also Illegal since the City JliI is not under the supervision and control of any of the
agencies sp ecified in Ann. Code of 31d., Art. 26, 1 70-19(b). I am advised by personnel In
the Juvenile Clerk s Office that there may presently be a few individuals incarcerated in J
or K sections who hve nlready been found delinnuent. Information now being compiled
will clarify thispossibility. If this turns out to be the case, such incarceration will also be
illegal under 5 70-19 since it is incarceration following. not preceding, the finding of
deli 1quency.
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(1) You have the clear power to take such action;
(2) Such action is Justified because of the nature of conditions in the

juvenile section of the jail;
(3) Any alternative course of action which does not go this far would prove

to be inadequate and very likely meaningless In light of the basic nature and
limitations of the physical facility itself and the personnel who run it.

Should you wish to follow this recommendation, there remains the additional
question of how much time should pass before it is implemented. The very reasons
which compel us to make this recommendation cause us to conclude that every
day which passes with juveniles being detained in the jail Is another day that
juveniles are living under intolerable conditions. Hence we believe that our
recommendation should be implemented in a matter of weeks at most. The ex-
perience during the past year with respect to the proposed new facility in Prince
Georges County Is all the evidence one needs to conclude that waiting for the
next facility to be built is not a tenable course.

II. Basis for Our Recommendation

A. THE JUVENILE COURT JUDGE CLEARLY HAS THE POWER TO TAKE THE ACTION
WE RECOMMEND

Article 26, . 70-12(a), which pertains to detention of a child alleged to be
delinquent, prohibits such detention In a jail unless (1) adequate facilities have
not been established and (2) "it appeared to the satisfaction of the court, or
other person designated by the court, that public safety and protection reason-
ably require detention." Although the statute does not make clear who should
make the judgment that adequate facilities have not been established, the statute
is clear that the second condition 2 must be passed upon by the "court". Al-
though the word "court" is not defined in the definition section (170-1), the
word "judge" is defined to mean "the Judge exercising juvenile court Jurisdic-
tion." Section 70-1 (f). I think a fair construction of the word "court" in § 70-12
(a) is that it should carry the same definition as the word "Judge". This being
the case, you, as the Judge exercising Juvenile Court jurisdiction, are the
person with explicit statutory power to rule that the second condition in § 70-12
(a) has or has not been met. Presumably juveniles are now being Incarcerated
in the City Jail, inter alia, because you previously ruled that the second condi-
tion of this subsection had been met. If you should now rule that you are no longer
satisfied that the public safety and protection reasonably require detention of
juveniles in the City Hall, such detention would be unlawful under statute even
though adequate facilities have not been established.

In considering whether your previous finding under the second condition of
§ 70-(a) -should be withdrawn, it is fair to ask whether you would be Justi-
fied in now concluding that public safety and protection do not reasonably re-
quire detention in the City Jail. To some extent, this inquiry founders on the
absence of sufficient emperical data. For example, it is hard to assert or deny
with certainty that juveniles presently detained In the City Jail would endanger
public safety if set at large unless they were actually set at large. I venture to
guess that there does not exist data with respect to acts by juveniles which en-
dangered the public safety during the time they were in the custody of their
parents. The fact is that considerations respecting what a person, juvenile or
adult, may do pending trial which would affect the public safety are usually con-
jecture. Thus, I think you would be wholly Justified, given existing evidence, in
concluding that there is not a reasonable basis for a decision that detention of
juveniles in the jail Is necessary for public safety.'

2 The two conditions in 1 70-12(a) are not written in the disjunctive.
'It should be pointed out that, to the extent that I 70-12(a) relates pre-trial detention

of a juvenile to the matter of protecting public safety, it is an unconstitutional "preventive
detention" measure In violation of the Fourth and fifth Amendments. Serious questions
have been raised, and indeed are now being raised in the District of Columbia, respecting
the constitutionality of statutes which condition pre-trial detention on considerations
other than those which relate to the likelihood of the defendant appearing for trial.
Naturally a juvenile, no less than an adult, enjoys a presumption of innocence and must be
proved guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. See In Re Wtnship 397 U.S. 358 (1970). In
order to avoid questions respecting the constitutionality of dhe "public safety" part of
* 70-12(a), It Is perhaps wise to give that section a narrow construction or at a minimum
require very substantial evidence respecting danger to the public safety before invoking
the provision.

In addition to this constitutional problem, you will no doubt be Interested to know that
the Committee on Rules of the Court of Appeals, which has Just completed drafting new
Rules for the District Court, has approved a pre-trial release rule which limits Judicial
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Furthermore, the words "public safety and protection" in 1 70-12 (a) should
be construed to refer not only to the narrow issue of whether a member of the
public will be assaulted by a juvenile prior to trial if he is not detained, but to
the broader meaning of those words. Article 26, 1 70, which sets forth the pur-
poses of the juvenile statute, makes it clear that the central feature of the law
Is to provide adequate care and protection to children through a program which
removes the taint of criminality. In considering the meaning of § 70-12(a), this
statement of purpose should -be kept in mind. Rightly or wrongly, the drafters of
the statute assumed that the interests of children would be better advanced by
treating them in a non-criminal setting. While such an objective is in the best
Interest of individual children, it must also be viewed as being in the best in-
terest of the general public on whose behalf the legislature acted. It is plain that,
if the legislature was correct in its basic premise respecting how children should
be treated, public safety and protection are advanced by not running the risk of
placing children, even for short periods of time, in adult penal facilities.

B. JUVENILES ARE BEING DETAINED AT THE CITY JAIL IN A MANNER WHICH VIOLATES
NUMEROUS PROVISIONS OF LAW AND MINIMAL STANDARDS OF DECENCY

(1) In considering the propriety of continuing to incarcerate juveniles in the
City Jail, we again refer you to the underlying purposes of the Juvenile Causes
statute as set forth in Art. 26, § 70. The statute seeks to provide for a wholesome
mental and physical development of the child and to remove from the child the
consequences of criminal behavior. We suggest that, given existing conditions in
the juvenile wing, incarceration of juveniles at the Jail for any period is at total
variance with these purposes.

(2) It is plain from our recent visit to the Jail that the provision of § 70-12(a)
requiring juveniles to be kept entirely separate from adults is being violated at
every turn. Not only are waived and non-waived juveniles in the same tier and
hence constantly becoming in touch with each other but they are even in the same
cell. It is obvious that either no effort has been made by Jail authoritiesto sepa-
rate the youngsters or such separations have proved to be administratively not
possible.

(3) Conditions in the Juvenile wing are in violation of numerous provisions
of the Minimal Jail Standards adopted by the Maryland Department of Cor-
rection.' For example, section 4.02 requires separation of juveniles from adults.
Section 6.02(b) provides that each inmate shall be provided with a clean mat-
tress, sheet, and blapLet. Section 6.02(c) states that each inmate shall be pro-
vided with cloth toveling. Section 6.02(1) provides that heating, lighting, and
ventilation shall be reasonably adequate. Section 7.01 provides that reasonable
medical complaints by inmates must be attended to by a doctor.' Section
9.03 states that visits by relatives, friends, and attorneys should b3 encouraged.
Our recent visit to the juvenile wing revealed substantial violations with respect
to all of these sections.' There nay be numerous other violations of these Jail
regulations as well. The inspection which is being made by the Division of En-
vironmental Hygiene should reveal Information respecting health and sanitary
conditions, particularly in kitchen and dining areas, which our inspection did
not focus on.

consideration solely to the question of likelihood of returning for trial. A provision ini-
tially inserted by a subcommittee, which would have provided for stricter rules on deten-
tion in those cases where there was a probability of the defendant inflicting serious bolil,-
injury or death upon himself or another person, was removed by the Committee. Inter-
preting I 70-12(a) to authorize or require pre-trial detention on the ground of public
safety would thus run counter to the most recent expression of public policy on this
question.

' A copy of those standards is appended to this memorandum.
5 Appended to this memorandum Is a copy of the letter of resignation submitted by Dr.

Daniel Wilkerson to the City Jail Warden on May 14, 1971. This letter calls attention to
some of the more serious deficiencies in the quality of medical care available at the Jail.

6 la one area, visits by outsiders, we had relatively few discussions with inmates. For
your information,. City Jaillpoliey permits Juveniles to receive visits from parents or
relat.ves for 30 minutes on Wednesday and 30 minutes on Saturday. The overall visiting
period on those days runs for a total of 2 hours but the time Is divided into 4 separate
periods for allocation to J Section East, J Section West,'K Section East, and K Section
West. Thus the total amount of parent or relative visitor time for any particular Indi-
vidual in the Juvenile wing is a total of one hour per week. In addition Inmates are
permitted to meet with attornere Monday through Saturday from 9:00 to 11 :00 or 2 :0n
to 8:00. The one hour per week for visits with relatives hardly seems to be a program
which could be characterized as encouraging visits. Although time permitted with attor.
neys is much greater, the 3 hours a day does not appear to an attorney with a very busy
schedule to be a policy which encourages contact between lawyer and client.
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(4) Conditions in the juvenile wing of the City Jail violate due process and
constitute cruel and unusual punishment. As previously indicated, certain con-
ditions in the City Jail are in clear violation of explicit statutory or adirinlstra-
tive provisions. Viewing conditions in this light, however, fails to put the focus
on the totality of the circumstances. The memorandum submitted to you prior
to our visit to the City Jail, entitled "Memorandum of Baltimore City Jail
Conditions", set forth an account of conditions generally In the juvenile wing,
on the basis of information which had come to our attention. A re-reading of that
memorandum following our Jail visit indicated to me that, while some conditions
are better and others worse, the general thrust of that memorandum was quite
accurate. We believe that locking up youngsters two to a small cell with release
only for meals and for an hour of exercise every two or three days, particularly
In view of the size and condition of the cells, is cruel treatment. In our view,
this would be so even If the Jail was living up to its legal responsibility to totally
separate juveniles from other persons. I refer you to my memorandum of June 8,
1971 which sets forth In more detail the observations made of the physical con-
ditions In the Jail.

It should be kept in mind that all persons detained in J and K sections (with
the possible exception discussed in footnote 1) are simply awaiting trial and
hence are presumed to be innocent. Whatever may be said about the right of
penal authorities to subject convicted persons to harsh conditions, there is no
such right to impose those conditions prior to trial on persons who are pre-
siimed to be innocent. Recent court decisions have pointed out the distinction
between pre-trial and post-trial confinement when considering whether that
confinement violates constitutional rights. See Hamilton v. Love, F. Supp.
(E.D. Ark., 1971), Anderson v. Nosser, 438 F.2d 183 (5th Cir., 1971), and Jones v.
Wittenberg, F.Supp., N.D. Ohio, 1971).' The Court in Hamilton points out that
it is not appropriate to judge the constitutionality of pre-trial confinement by
reference to the cruel and unusual punishment clause of the Eighth Amend-
ment: "Having been convicted of no crime, the detainees should not have to
suffer any 'punishment' as such, whether 'cruel and unusual' or not." Slip
opinion at 14. The Hamilton opinion goes on to point out that the only permis-
sible conditions of pre-trial detention are those which involve the least restric-
tive means of assuring the defendant's appearance for trial. Slip opinion at
14-18. See also Anderson v. Nosser, supra, at 190 and Jones v. Wittenberg, supra,
at 8 Crl 2440. We believe that, under this test, the incarceration of Juveniles
in the City Jail under present conditions violates due process. But even if the
test be the Eighth Amendment, the City Jail does not pass. Although what is
cruel and unusual in the constitutional sense is necessarily a subjective deter-
rmination, we suggest that present conditions In the Juvenile wing, particularly
when viewed against the background of the statutory purpose of the Juvenile
Causes Statute, can only be described as cruel and unusal.

An examination of the Jones opinion, which is attached, reveals a striking
similarity with many of the conditions presently existing in the Juvenile wing.
In soome respects the conditions in the Juvenile wing appear to be clearly worse.
For example, in Jones, visitors were permitted for three hours during the week.
Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that we are concerned with the pretrial
confinement of juveniles, whereas Jones concerned an adult facility, As the
Jones case makes clear, the fact that cruelty is of a more refined sort and does
not involve outright torture does not mean that it is cruelty any the less.

C. NO ALTERNATIVE COURSE OF ACTION SHORT OF REMOVING ALL JUVENILES FROM
THE CITY JAIL WOULD ACCOMPLISH DESIRED OBJECTIVES

We have considered whether alternatives less far-reaching than the one pro-
posed would accomplish the desired results. We have rejected such possibilities
on the ground that they necessarily involve continued incarceration in the City
Jail. We do not think that any directions that you might give respecting modi-
fication of treatment or living conditions would have more than momentary
effect, if that. We say this for two reasons. First, it must be remembered that,
whatever tinkerings can be made with respect to the Juvenile wing, it remains
part of a city Jail which is designed for the incarceration of adults under
penological precepts which, even for adults, would not be considered the most

7 Copies of the full text of the Hamilton and Anderson decisions are appended to hismemorandum. Also appended is an abridged version of the text of the Jones decision as
it appeared in a recent edition of the Criminal Law Reported.
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enlightened. The Jail is simply not set up to deal with the special problems
of juveniles. It is not a sufficient answer to say that the juveniles are (or at least
could be) kept in a special wing. The fact remains that the facility Is basically
and primarily a Jail. The personnel serve all portions of the Jail and it Is simply
not possible under these circumstances to expect one sort of approach in dealing
with sections J and K and another sort of approach In dealing with the remain-
der of the Jail. So long as the prime mission of the facility is other than the
treatment of Juveniles, this latter objective will play second fiddle regardless of
how many commands are given respecting oepration of juvenile tiers.

Secondly, putting aside the problem of the basic structure and mission of the
Jail, we have no confidence that the present warden has the will or the capacity
to accomplish the internal reform necessary to correct present conditions. You
are aware, of course, of the suit recently filed against the warden by Steve Sachs
and the Legal Aid Bureau. Although the allegations in the complaint have not
yet been proven in court, I can assure you that those allegations would not have
been made unless the counsel involved were confident that they were true and
could be proved. Since you are approaching this matter from the administrative
rather than the judicial angle, I think It is appropriate for you to give at least
some consideration to the allegations of treatment which are contained In the
complaint.

There are other examples of the warden's lack of willingness to rectify prob-
lems relating to Juvenile incarceration. For example, the one matter that was
supposed to have been very clear from the start was that juveniles awaiting
trials should be incarcerated separately from persons waived to adult Jurisdic-
tion. Even with respect to this Item, it is plain that the warden has taken no
sufficient steps to take care of this problem.

You may recall the recent incident involving attempts to obtain methadone
treatment for City Jail inmates who are suffering from narcotics withdrawal. I
am sure that Judge Harris, who sat on those cases, could give you some interest-
ing insight into the willingness of the present warden to comply with court
orders.

Finally your attention Is called to a letter to the editor written by the warden
which appeared in The Evening Sun earlier this month.' I think this letter, by
a man who looks forward to being voted "Jailor of the Year", speaks volumes
about the prospects of his taking the necessary steps to eliminate the conditions
that now exist for juveniles in the Jail.

If you should wish to have any further discussions or If I can aid you In any
other way prior to your deciding upon a course of action, please call me.

ExiiTin C
JULY 23, 1971.

Hon. ROBERT I. H. HAMMERMAN,
Court House, Room 130,
Baltimore, Md.

DEAR JUDGE HAMMERMAN: In connection with the statement that you are
now preparing on the Juvenile incarceration problem, I want to bring one addi-
tional matter to your attention. Because of the absence of time and the need to
put this information In your hands Immediately, it will of necessity be in a
very abbreviated form.

As I indicated to you in previous correspondence, your clerk's office in cooper-
ation with clerks supplied by Mr. Millemann and me, examined the nature of the
population in the juvenile wing of the city Jail sectionss 3 and K), using as a
basis for the study the city Jail printout sheet of June 11, 1971. As of that date
there were a total of 204 persons incarcerated In sections J and K. Of those
204, 41 appear, on the basis of our research, to have been juveni'es awaiting a
hearing of some sort, either a waiver or trial on the merits. Of these 41. 8
appear to have been, as of June 11, 1971, detained beyond the period of 30 days
allowed by statute. This latter statistic, while not directly relevant to the reason
for my supplying you tho dai, In th letter, Is obviously relevant to other
considerations Involving the proper working of the Judicial system.

The second major group of persons In Sections J and K on June 11, 1971 were
Individuals who had been given waiver hearings in Juvenile Court and had been
waived. This group totaled 107 Individuals. Of the 107, our Information indicated

a A copy of this letter is appended.
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that 12 were not actually waived until after being incarcerated more than 30
days. Since those 12 are now in fact waived, the legal period of detention is
passed but it is nonetheless a fact of interest for future administration.

The third major category Included persons awaiting hearings on the merits
in capital or life sentence charges which, of course, do not proceed through
Juvenile Court, at least in the absence of "reverse waiver". That group totaled
36 persons.

The remaining 19 individuals fall into a series of catagories as follows:
1. 1 person who had been charged with a capital offense, found guilty,

and was awaiting sentence.
2. 8 persons who appeared simply to be adults awaiting trial. It does

not appear in those cases that the individuals were ever waived from Juve-
nile Court. Nor does it appear that they were charged with capital or life
sentence offenses.

S. 4 persons who appeared to be juveniles, each of whom was indicted
for a non-capital, non-life sentence offense without any Juvenile Court waiver
having taken place.

4. 1 person who was transferred to the city jail in January. 1971 pursu-
ant to Long v. Robinson and who had, as of June 11, 1971, been given no
juvenile hearing of any kind, detention or otherwise.

5. 2 persons transferred to city jail pursuant to Long v. Robinson, subse-
quently given waiver hearings in Juvenile Court and waived, and presently
remaining in city jail following that waiver.

6. 1 person transferred to city jail pursuant to Long v. Robinson who
should not have been transferred since he had been originally charged with
a capital offense but nonetheless remains in city jail.

7. 1 person placed in city jail following a probation revocation. It ap-
peared that this person was tried as an adult in some municipal court
district, but we have not verified this fact.

8. 5 persons for whom no records could be found in either the Juvenile
Court or the Criminal Court of Baltimore City. Your clerk's office is presently
seeking to determine the reason for their incarceration.

9. 1 person who was carried on the printout sheet of the Juvenile
Detention Section but whose tier is not indicated. The city jail claims
that he was transferred to Crownsville and is not in the jail. Crownsville
claims that he was released from that Institution some time ago. Crim-
inal Court records indicate that he was sentenced to 5 years imprison-
nient in 1970. Thus far we have no idea where he is.

The above data is subject to further check and I am sure that certain
individuals have been placed in wrong categories. Nevertheless I am confi-
dent it presents a generally accurate pitcure of the makeup of sections J and
K. Numerous conclusions can be drawn and I will draw very few now. First,
it is obvious that the great bulk of the persons presently incarcerated in the
juvenile section are not juveniles. Putting aside for the moment the question
of whether waived juveniles (whether by hearing or automatically) should be
separately incarcerated from persons 18 and over,1 the fact nevertheless re-
mains that only a very small portion of those persons incarcerated in the juv-
enile wing are in fact Juveniles in the legal sense. This fact in turn leads to
two others. First, the fact that the true Juvenile group is so small further dem-
onstrates that juveniles are in constant daily contact with large numbers of
persons who are not deemed to be juveniles, all of which is in violation of
law and, presumably, of wise policy. Secondly, the fact that the true Juvenile
population is so small indicates the feasibility and practicality of totally
ceasing to use the city jail as a detention center for Juveniles since we are
not talking about a very large population, it cannot be contended that removal
of such persons from the jail and discontinuing further placement there is
an administrative impossibility.

Another conclusion to be drawn from the data is that detained Juveniles
are not only mixing continually with large numbers of detained non-juveniles,
but that many of the detained non-juveniles have been detained at the Jail
for long periods of time. Lack of time again prevents me from giving you a
statistical summary of the average length of time that persons in the various
categories have spent in the jail. We do have the raw data and I can assure

I I put this matter to one side not because I think it is unimportant but because I am
anxious to put this letter in your hands immediately.
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you that the time is substantial, running up to a year or more. We are all
too familUar with what tends to happen to individuals incarcerated in places
such as the city Jail. The whole theory of physical separation of Juveniles from
adults stems from our acceptance of the fact that bad things happen to peo-
ple spending time in our typical jails. Thus the fact that Juveniles are not
only mixing with non-juveniles, but are mixing with non-juveniles who have
spent substantial time In jail is an additional relevant consideration.

In conclusion, I can only again urge upon you the recommendations con-
tained in my June 16th memorandum. It seems to me that the above data
simply further strengthens the logic behind those recommendations. I look
forward to having your resolution to this problem.

Sincerely,
Prrn S. SurrIH.

P.S.-If you add up all of the sub-categories of individuals, you will note
that they total 203, not 204 as Indicated on page 1 of my letter. The dis-
crepancy of I is accounted for by the fact that, after the categories on pages
2 and 3 were enumerated, I discovered I additional individual on the printout
sheet for whom we have obtained insufficient information to place in any
category whatever.

EXHIBrr D

- SUPREME BENCH OF BALTIMORE CITY,
Baltimore, Md., August 3, 1971.

I am enclosing herewith a copy of my Memorandum Opinion dated August 3,
1971 with respect to the Juvenile Detention Center of the Baltimore City Jail.
This release is for Tuesday, August 3, 1971 at 11:00 a.m.

The Import of this Opinion is three fold:
1. That t he conditions existing in the Juvenile Detention Center are extremely

poor and inimical to the well being of those detained there.
2. That we are dealing with those who are children under the law and who

are only being detained pending trial-they are still presumed Innocent and many
will be so found. Without any malice being intended, the totality of the existing
conditions for these youths amounts to punishment which is cruel and unusual-
and where under the Constitution and the law punishment of any kind for those
merely waiting for trial is prohibited. In point of fact, these juveniles only await-
ing trial do not receive nearly as humane treatment as those who are actually
convicted and committed to institutions.

3. That for the Juvenile Court of Baltimore City to continue to use the Balti-
more City Jail as a Juvenile detention facility, numerous conditions will have to
be corrected within sixty (60) days; and in no event will the Court use the Jail
facility after one year from this date.

'MEMORANDUM OPINION, JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER--BALTIMORE CITY JAIL

On May 4, 1971 Joseph A. Matera, Esq., Michael A. Millemann, Esq. and Peter
S. Smith, Esq. met with me at their request to present and discuss a memoran-
dum outlining the poor and inadequate conditions which they felt prevailed in
the Juvenile Detention Center of the Baltimore City Jail. These attorneys were
counsel for the plaintiffs in the federal court law suit of Long vs. Robinson, 316
F. Supp. 22, which resulted in the Juvenile age being changed In Baltimore City
from under sixteen to under eighteen. In this capacity these attorneys have re-
tained an interest in the ensuing developments in the Juvenile Court as a result
of this ruling. Since the initial meetings the various contacts and communications
rega rding this matter have been with Mr. Smith who, without formal designation,
has in fact been the spokesman and representative of the group.

Shortly after the decision in Lonp vs. Robinson, decided August 6. 1970, this
Court. after inspection, authorized the use of the sections of the Baltimore City

r Jail known as J and K as a Juvenile detention facility in accord with certain
specific provisos. These sections have continued without interruption to be used
for this purpose. This Court acted under the authority vested in It pursuant to
Article 26, Sections 70-11 and 70-12 of the Annotated Code of Maryland (1966
Replacement Volume).

On June 2, 1971 without prior notice, Mr. Smith and I visited the Juvenile
Detention Center and spent three and a half hours observing conditions and
talking to approximately fifty youths housed there. At the request of Mr. Smith
certain Bureaus of the Baltimore City Health Department made Inspections of
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the entire Jail, including the juvenile sections, In June of 1971. As a result of
the observations made and the conversations held during the visit with Mr.
Smith and I made to the Jail and the.report of Mr. Smith of Mr. C. Edward
Sachs, Director of the Bureau of Environmental Hygiene of the Baltimore City
Health Department, dated July 1, 1971 (hereinafter referred to as the "report
of the Bureau of Environmental Hygiene"), conditions have been found to exist
which in the judgment of this Court are not satisfactory and cannot be tolerated.

1. FINDINGS

1. Integration with adults. The common condition which was found to prevail
was the complete assimilation of juveniles with those who were of adult age
(albeit young adult age) or those being legally treated through consummated
waiver proceedings as adult offenders. The truth Is that of the population in the
juvenile section only about 1 out of 6 to 8 at a given time are there as juveniles.
Juveniles are totally mixed with those who are older, many who are awaiting
adult trials for murder and rape and similar offenses and many who have lan-
guished in the Jail for a great many months with the debilitating and dehu-
manizing effects which this usually produces. This co-mingling exists through-
out-on the same tiers and often even in the same cells. It appears that little or
no effort is made by the Jail authorities to have the situation otherwise. This
is in clear violation of the mandate of this Court in August, 1970, Is in clear
violation of Article 26, Section 70-12(a) of the Annotated Code of Maryland
(1966 Replacement Volume) and Is in clear violation of Section 4.02 of the
Minimal Jail Standards adopted by the Maryland Department of Correction
(published October 4, 1967) (hereinafter referred to as the "Minimal Jail
Standards").

2. Cell occupancy. Except for some juveniles confined in the maximum security
section, almost all other juveniles are quartered 2 to a cell. The average cell
contains approximately 42 square feet. Each cell has in this space bunk beds,
a bureau, toilet and washbasin. It must be borne in mind that these youths do
not engage in any work detail and spend most of the 24-hour day confined to the
cell. Mr. Sachs, in his report of July 1, speaks of this condition as "the major
deficiency of Baltimore City Jail" and that the "overcrowding of the cells in that
2 persons are housed in a cell that does not meet the existing recommended
minimal standards of the American Correctional Association and the Maryland
State Department of Corrections for the incarceration of one Inmate." (Italics
supplied). The recommended minimal standard of the American Correctional
Association and the Maryland State Department of Corrections is 1 inmate for
50 square feet. If the cells being used for those juveniles do not meet even the
minimal standards for one inmate, how totally Inadequate they must be for two.

3. Illumination. To the extent that the cells are lit, there are two light bulbs
at the back end of the cell a couple of feet down from the ceiling and concealed
behind a glass or plastic cover. One of the bulbs remains on all night and the
other is turned on during the day. The lighting is extremely inadequate for read-
ing and would he very difficult unless the Individual sat or stood next to the cell
door where he might receive some additional natural lighting from the corridor.
In a number of cells there was no lighting at all and In some less than two bulbs
operating. In a letter to Dr. Neil Solomon, Secretary of the State Department of
Health and Mental Hygiene, dated July 19, 1971, Dr. Robert E. Farber. ('onm-
missioner of Health of the Baltimore City Health Department (hereinafter some-
times referred to as "Dr. Farber's letter of July 19"), states that in the nwaxi-
mum security section of the Juvenile Detention Center approximately 60% of
the electric lights are in need of repair. The report of the Bureau of Environ-
mental lyglene states that the "amount of light Is inadequate for reading" and
that with both lights burning it was an average of 4-foot candles as noted on
a G.E. Light Meter. The Bureau states that 30-foot candles is the nifnimum

___ that should be provided, thus pointing out that the present illumination i. less
than one-seventh of what the ifllnltan standards call for. Section 6.02(1) of the
Minimal Jail Standards requires reasonably adequate lighting.

The Bureau also found that the lighting conditions In the shower area were
"poor," testing only 3-foot candles on the light meter where 20-foot candles
should be the mitn imm.

4. Toilets. Complaint has been made of the condition of the toilets-none with
seats, some broken. The Bureau has found that the toilet and washbasins are
a one piece combination especially designed for correctional institutional use.
Although some cells had toilet : which were broken, these cells were not being
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used during our visit. Some leakage of water was noticed on the floor In one or
two instances. The responsibility for cleaning the toilets rests with each boy
and he is provided with the implements for this purpose. The Bureau found the
plumbing sanitation to be adequate.

5. Hot water. There is no hot water available in the washbasins of the cells.
The report of the Bureau of Environmental Hygiene recommends that there be
a hot water supply for each washbasin, the temperature of which can be con-
trolled for security purposes.

6. Mattresses. Although the professed policy of the Jail is to provide each
inmate with a mattress for his metal bunk bed, almost all of the Juveniles with
whom we spoke, said that this was not the uniform practice and that many
youths are not Issued a mattress when they enter and must wait until another
leaves to secure his. The mattresses are foam rubber and a number are in poor
condition and at least one was half of a mattress only. Section 6.02(b) of the
Minimal Jail Standards stipulates that each inmate shall be given a clean
mattress and replaced when necessary.

7. Sheets. As with the mattresses, the policy and the practice appear to dif-
fer, with every Juvenile not receiving a sheet immeditaely upon entering. Sec-
tion 6.02(b), hereinabove referred to, requires clean sheets for each individual.

8. Blankets. Each youth is appropriated one blanket. These blankets are uni-
formly of an extremely thin material, frequently ragged and worn through
with holes. With notop sheet available, the type of blanket provided does not
appear to give adequate protection in all cases.

9. Clothing. As far as can be determined, juveniles entering with clothes in
extremely poor condition will be issued a pair of outer pants and also possibly
a shirt. No underwear or socks are Issued however.

10. LaundrV. The laundry system appears to be a once a week proposition for
sheets and for that clothing which may be issued by the Jail. One's own clothing,
underwear and outer garments, is left to each individual to clean in his cold
water basin in any manner he is able-if he be so Inclined in the first place.
Thus, the cleanliness of the juvenile's clothing is a very haphazard and un-
certain matter.

11. Hygienio supplies. The youths with whom we talked uniformly stated that
any hygienic supplies such as soap, toothpaste and toothbrush can only be ob-
tained by purchasing them from the Jail. If unable to purchase these, the boy
must either borrow them or have them supplied from home. This contradicts
official Jail policy but the contradiction appears to have a basis in fact. Simi-
larly, the unanimous comment of the boys was that they were not supplied with
towels and if they could not provide their own from home then they would have
to do without. Numerous boys spoke of drying off from showers with their clothe.
a washcloth, rag or not at all. One boy stated that he had not taken a shower in
three weeks because he was still waiting for a towel from home. Hand towels
for use in the cells are not provided, which appears to encourage if not cause
a lack of proper personal hygiene. Dr. Farber in his letter of July 19 recom-
mends that hand towels be provided for each cell, acknowledging thus that this
is currently a hygienic deficiency. Section 6.02(c) of Minimal Jail Standards
stipulates that regular cloth toweling shall be provided each inmate for bathing
and personal hygiene and that soiled toweling shall be replaced regularly.

12. Broken ivindows. A significant number of boys complained that the cells
were very cold in the evening and early morning due to broken windows in the
glass wall about 8 to 10 feet opposite the cell doors. Numerous broken windows
were in fact observed and some reportedly have been in this state fr a period of
month. The report of the Bureau of Environmental Hygiene found that about
5r, of the window glazing in the entire Jail, but particularly in the Jvvenile
Detention Center, was broken, cracked or missing and recommended that this be
replaced.

13. Insect*. A number of complaints were made by Juveniles of insects being
present in their cells. Corroboration that this is so may he found in the report

wow of the Bureau of Environmental Hygiene and Dr. Farber's letter of July 19. The
former states that "the window screening was either missing or having a large
size screen opening that flying insects are permitted easy ingress, this would
account for the numerous flies noted in the Juvenile Detention Area." The letter
of July 19 speaks of the need of replacing missing and/or defective window
screening and providing the type of screening that could prevent the reentry of
flying insects.

14. MaarImnum security. One upper tier of Section K is devoted to maximum
security. The cells are Identical in physical layout with the rest of Sections J
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and K. The substantial difference in routine is that there is usually one to a cell
and that those so confined are kept in virtual isolation. Their meals are served
in their cells and the only opportunities to leave the cell confines are for a shower
(which is not daily), for exercise (also not daily), or to see visitors (the maxi-
mum being twice a week for a total of one hour) if visiting privileges have not
been taken away. Juveniles are placed into maximum security cells for three
reasons: (1) because they have been disciplinary problems; (2) because they
are or are suspected to be homosexuals; and (3) for their own protection. At the
time of our visit the overwhelming majority of those confined fell into the third
category. This was verified by an inspection of the records of each boy. A num-
ber of these youths acknowledged that they were indeed in fear of their safety
and well being in other sections of the Juvenile Detention Center. The net result
and terrible irony of the situation is that a group of boys who have committed
no infractions of regulations are the ones most consistently sent to the maximum
security section and continuously isolated in their cells. The analogy of killing the
patient to cure the disease would not be totally inappropriate here.

15. Shower#. There was no uniform comment as to the frequency of showers,
but it clearly appears that one averages 2 to 3 showers per week. It Is interesting
to note that in the training schools where boys are committed after conviction
of an offense they are given and required to take a shower every day. If the
Department of Ju:enlle Services feels that proper hygienic policy dictates this
with boys who are committed to an institution after conviction, it would appear
to be somewhat incongruous to feel that those just being detained before a trial
begins should need less.

16. Food sanitation. Several, but not most, of the boys spoken to complained of
the occasional presence of bugs in their food. That there Is likely to be some
substance to this view can be gleaned from the report of the Bureau of Environ-
mental Hygiene where it was noted that the re-inspection of the Jail on June 9,
1971 by the Bureau of Food Control of the Baltimore City Health Department
showed that its recommendations of June 2, 1971 were not fully complied with,
recommendations for proper rodent-proofing in the food areas and the elevation
of food in the storage room to at least ten feet from the floor. The letter of
Dr. Farber of July 19 indicates some improvement in the sanitary conditions sur-
rounding food service and preparation since June 22, 1971 but pointed out that
the Bureau of Food Control felt that more improvements were still needed in
rodent and insect proofing.

17. Medical treatmnet. It was the consensus, if not even the unanimous view,
of those boys spoken to that prompt attention to medical needs was hard to
come by. Several stated that their requests of guards for medical assistance were
ignored. One boy stated that only the letting of blood would achieve attention.
Another showed us a stitch in his head which he wanted a doctor to remove but
he had not been permitted to go to the infirmary. Another boy told of his first
night in the Jail where he was strapped to his bed while going through with-
drawal symptoms from narcotics.

Sick call is held oce a week.
An inspection of the medical facilities and discussion with the head nurse

revealed that nurses are on duty until 11 :00 p.m. Doctors are present during
weekday mornings and a third doctor is on call in the evening hours for emer-
gencies. Recourse may also be had at the Baltimore City Hospitals.

18. Recreation. The facilities for recreation and exercise Include a small open
yard of rather narrow dimensions for Juvenile use only which appears not to be
adequate for a soft ball game, indoor area for the entire Jail population and ade-
quate for basketball but used as well for chapel purposes, and an indoor recrea-
tion room for each of the two Juvenile Jail sections. Each recreation room has a
television set and a ping pong table.

There seemed to be little uniformity in the use permitted of the recreation fa-
cilities. Some boys seemed to have use daily or almost daily, some once a week and
most perhaps two or three times a week. The length of each use seems to vary
from an hour to three hours.

19. Visitors. A parent or relative may visit a Juvenile every Wednesday and
Saturday for a maximum of half an hour each time-one hour maximum per
week. Section 9.03 of the Minimal Jail Standards prescribes that visits by rela-
tives and friends to an inmate "should be encouraged."

20. Reading material. There seems to be no systematic attempt to make avail-
able to the ypuths reading material such as books and magazines. A library Is
present in the Jail for the entire population but no effort to circulate these books
among the boys was very evident.
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21. Pencil and paper. Here again there appears to be no uniform policy of dis-
tribution. Some boys say that they have no problem getting pencil and paper,
others say otherwise and that they must either get these supplies from home or
borrow them from others if possible.

22. Schooling. Since March 1, 1971 the Department of Education has operated
a school known as' school No. 740 in the Juvenile Detention Center. This school
is conducted in one room, five mornings a week from 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. with
20 students, one teacher and two aides. Subjects taught are English, mathematics
and social studies. In addition to the morning classes two teachers go to the Jail
during the afternoons between 1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. and tutor certain class
members either individually or in a small group of two or three.

23. General atmosphere. The general atmosphere which surrounds the Juve-
nile Detention Center is one of almost totil inactivity by young persons in miser-
able surroundings. There is literally an odor which permeates the entire area and
which is very offensive in its nature.

Although the Inmates may become inured to the odor and conditions generally,
nonetheless this institution is not a pleasant place in which to exist. The atmos-
phere rather is one that is entirely unhealthy, dreary, repelling and depressing-
and one which can absolutely stultify any reservoir of goodness and positive quali-
ties which may lie within these young people.

I. CONCLUSIONS

There are four major, fundamental principles and threads which underlie this
area and which must be fully understood and kept closely in the forefront:

1. That we are dealing here with children-with those whom the law explicitly
refers to, embraces as and concludes are children.

2. That the children we are dealing with are merely being kept in custody to
assure their presence at their trial, that they have not been found guilty of
committing any offense and are in fact at this point presumed to be totally in-
nocent of any wrongdoing. This presumption is the fountainhead of our legal sys-
tem. but one which receives consistent lip service but not as much service In
practice.

3. That the treatment of those juveniles in custody awaiting trial should at
least be the equal of and as humane as the treatment of juveniles who have bcen
adjudged guilty of committing an offense and who are committed to Institutions.

4. That cruel and unusual punishment even for those convicted of an offense
is unconstitutional and that punishment of any kind of one who has yet to be tried
is just as clearly unconstitutional.

The courts of our country, particularly the state courts are loathe to Interfere
with the internal operations of prison systems, requiring a very compelling show-
ing to warrant intrusion. However, there is manifestly a far greater duty and
obligation on the courts when we are dealing with conditions of incarceration of
children. This Is so by reason of the mandate of the Legislature and the fact that
the Juvenile courts of this state are equity courts, not criminal courts, with the
broad powers inherent in equity.

This Court finds as a fact from the totality of the conditions that the treat-
ment afforded juveniles In the Juvenile Detention Center of the Baltimore City
Jail constitutes cruel and unusual punishment. This is prohibited by the Eighth
Amendment of the United States Constitution which is made applicable to the
states by the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Even if it could
reasonably be argued that it is not cruel and unusual, I hardly think that it
could reasonably he disputed that, regardless of the labels and euphemisms
which may be attached and regardless of intentions, the net result is in fact the
infliction of punishment. It is well established that punishment may not be imi-
posed on even an adult, much less a child, who Is in the prc-adjudicatory stage
of proceedings. It is also firmly established by the law of this state that even
when we are dealing with children who have actually been convicted of an of-
fense, even at that point punishment is not the desirable alternative. Article 26.
Sections 70 to 70-26 of the Annntated Code of Miryland (196. Repla-o.ment
Volume) constitutes the juvenile court law of this state. It was overwhelmingly
enacted by the General Assembly in 1969 after much study and deliberation.
Thuq, the expression of intent by the legislators is a very contemporaneous one.
Section 70 Is the preamble and defines the purposes of the law. Subsections (1)
and (2) Rtate as follows:

"(1) To provide for the care, protection and wholesome mental and phys-
ical development of children coming within the provisions of this subtitle;
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(2) To remove from children committing delinquent acts the taint of
criminality and the consequences of criminal behavior, and to substitute
therefor a program of treatment, training, and xehabllitation consistent with
the protection of the public interest."

There have been three very recent federal decisions in the area of conditions
in local penal institutions. The cases involved adults and for the most part those
who have been sentenced after conviction, but did deal with the treatment of
adults awaiting trial as well. The thrust of these cases goes very directly to the
situation at hand and with even greater force.

On June 2, 1971 the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Arkansas (Western Division) published its opinion In the case of Hamilton vs.
Love, - F. Supp. - (E.D. Ark. 1971). The Court said, at page 18 of
the Slip Opinion:

"There can be no Justification for 'punishment' of detainees whether 'cruel
or unusual' under the Eighth Amendment, or not."

The United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit decided the case of
Anderson vs. Nosser, 438 F. 2d 183 (5th Cir. 1971) on February 10, 1971. The
Court spoke as follows:

"Where incarceration Is imposed prior to conviction, deterrents, punish-
ment and retribution are not legitimate functions of the Incarcerating offi-
cials. His role is but a temporary holding operation, and then necessary
freedom of action is concomitantly diminished . . . The purpose of Incar-
ceration of them was simply detention in order to assure presence at trial.
Punitive measures In such a context are out of harmony with the presump-
tion of innocence." Page 190.

The Flfth Circuit, at page 190, quoted with approval the language in Butler
vs. Crumlsh, 229 F. Supp. 585, 567:

"'It seems to be forgotten that an accused is not a convict and it is only
strong necessity that compels his detention before trial. There is a restraint
of liberty of his person which is unavoidable. It certainly should not be ag-
gravated by the infliction of any unnecessary indignity."' (Court's Italics).

Finally, on February 17, 1971, in the case of Jones vs. Wittenberg, 323 F. Supp.
93 (N.D. Ohio 1971), Judge Don J. Young wrote:

"When the total picture of confinement in the Lucas County Jail is ex-
amined, what appears is confinement in cramped and overcrowded quarters,
lightless, airless, damp and filthy with leaking water and human wastes, slow
starvation, deprivation of most human contacts, except with others in the
same sub-human state, no exercise or recreation, little if any medical at-
tention, no attempt at rehabilitation, and for those who in despair or frustra-
tion lash out at their surroundings, confinement, stripped of clothing and
every last vestige of humanity, in a sort of oubliette.... (Page 99).

If the constitutional provision against cruel and unusual punishment has
any meaning, the evidence in this case shows that it has been violated. The
cruelty is a refined sort, much more comparable to the Chinese water torture
than to such crudities as breaking on the wheel. The evidence also shows
that in this case at least, the punishment is unusual.... (Page 99).

Obviously, if confinement in the Lucas County Jail is a cruel and unusual
punishment forbidden to be employed against those who are in Jail to
be punished, it is hard to think of any reason why it should be permitted for
those who are only in Jail awaiting trial, and are, according to our law,
presumed to be Innocent of any wrongdoing. For centuries, under our law,
punishment before conviction has been forbidden. The Constitution does
not authorize the treatment of a pre-trial detainee as a convict." (Page 100).

Judge Young then went on to quote from Blackstone to show how deeply em-
bedded these concepts have been in our legal system over a period of centuries.

The conditions in the three cases cited above all have variances with those
found In the Baltimore City Jail---some of the particulars are better or worse, as

w the case may be. What is significant, though, as previously mentioned, is that
these opinions were directed at conditions In adult Institutions and where
most of the inmates had already been convicted of crimes. The courts spoke
very decisively about the conditions which must exist for adults awaiting trial-
how much more compelling and urgent their words become when we look at
children waiting for trial In an institution designed and operated for adults.

We are dealing here with conditions which most directly and immediately affect
the lives and physical and mental health of these youths. They should not and
cannot be allowed to vegetate. The whole import of our new juvenile court law
Is towards the rehabilitation of our young people who have ventured into trouble,
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and if we are not successful in our efforts with our young there is little hope
left to us. This is even more applicable to those awaiting trial and presumed
innocent-and many will be so found. Pre-trial detention is a necessity in a num-
ber of instances, but such detention must be of an enlightened sort which will
serve the ends which have been proclaimed by the people's representatives in the
Legislature and not cause debilitation or regression in these children.

When we have conditions where children still presumed innocent are ware-
housed two in one cell which does not even meet the minimal space requirements
for one inmate; where they are a minority mixed in with a large group actually
or legally being tivated as adults; where those who may be model Inmates but
who are guilty of being physically vulnerable by reason of frail stature or the
like, are sent to virtual 24 hour isolation for their own "protection ;" where
sanitary and hygienic conditions do not meet minimal standards of even adults
who have been convicted; where conditions of health, physical recreation and
contacts with family leave so much to be desired-then we have a system which
lacks wisdom, which lacks decency and humaneness, and which lacks due process.

Some may possibly argue that a mitigating consideration is the fact that
under the law a juvenile can be detained for no more than 30 days prior to trial.
The simple answer, I believe, to this Is that In many cases for good cause this
period is extended, but that essentially whatever the number of days may be,
the corrosive and destructive effects which, though not perhaps inevitable with
every child, are quite real and likely, can take hold of a youth in a matter of
just a few days or even hours.

An examination of the Minimal Jail Standards reveals the provisions of
Section 704(c) that there shall be an Inspection Officer of the State Department
of Correction Who shall at least annually inspect each Jail and similar local
facility in the state. If he finds conditions to exist which do not meet the
minimum standards promulgated he shall report this fact to certain specified
authorities. If these deficiencies are not substantially corrected within 180 days,
the Officer "shall order such place closed and all prisoners therein shall he
transferred to a suitable place of detention.. . ." For some inexplicable 'reason
Baltimore City Is exempted from this closing and transfer mandate (possibly
for the sake of expediency), and this raises the question of equal protection
under the laws. Nonetheless, what is significant about this provision is the fact
that the State through duly promulgated regulations has set forth a policy with
respect to adults who have been convicted that they shall not be allowed to be
confined In an institution which does not meet the minimum standards. Can any
less be arranged for juveniles not at the time convicted of anything?

What is s6 ironic Is that these juveniles who are prestumed innocent and are
awaiting trial are subjected to far worse conditions than their peers who have
been convicted and committed to Institutions. A juvenile who is convicted and
committed can never be sent to the Baltimore City Jail but only to a training
school. The conditions at the training schools leave very much to be desired
but In comparison are so infinitely superior- a regular bed with proper bedding;
clean clothing; proper sanitation; adequate hygienic supplies; recreation every
day; the open air every day, many diversions, entertainment programs and
field trips; regular religious worship; weekly family vi.its of we!l over an
hour; frequent home visits for a period of several days; mixing only with their
peers; adequate reading material; no solitary confinement for one's own pro-
tection. There can be no justification for this inconsistency and disparity of
treatment between those juveniles awaiting trial and those tried, convicted
and committed.

And how ironic indeed Is the fact that it appears pretty clearly that adult
inmates who live in the Death House at San Quentin Prison in California. who
have been convicted of murder and rape and who have been sentenced to the
gas chamber-that these men shall be living in an environment which is better
and more humane than the children of Baltimore City who have the mis-
fortune of being detained at the Baltimore City Jail even before they are tried.
The Death Row murderers and rapists at San Quentin have good fool, tele.
vision sets, piped-in radio, education courses for all of. them, access to nearly
any type book, magazine or newspaper they might wish, visitors, unlimited
correspondence, the right to purchase items from outside the prison and exer-
cise that lasts 3 hours each day. (Richard C. Welch, "San Quentin's Death
House" New York Times, July 23, 1971. page 31). This Court certainly does not
criticize the prevailing standards at San Quentin, but in all humaneness it is
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incomprehensible that we can justify a far less enlightened standard of con-
finement for the children who are awaiting trial on noncapital offenses.

I would want to point out with great emphasis the fact that although I
criticize the conditions which prevail in the Juvenile Detention Center of the
Baltimore City Jail, I do not necessarily criticize the Jail authorities primarily
for this. The Jail is an adult institution and not geared to maintain this type
of operation. It has not had this kind of responsibility before. The truth is that
the Jail, a Baltimore City agency, has undertaken this function at the request
of and as an accommodation for the Department of Juvenile Services, the state
agency charged with the responsibility for the pre-trial detention of juveniles.
It is the belief of this Court that the Department has failed in its responsibilities,
that after obtaining the consent and cooperation of Warden Hiram L. Schoon-
field and the authorization of this Court, the Department has paid scant if any
attention at all to what has been going on at the institution. This Court knows
of no effort by the Department to monitor the setup and the program at the Jail,
and this Court believes that to do so is the clear responsibility and function of
the Department under the law. It must be at least the minimum expectation and
promise to any Juvenile detained at the Jail that his life not be in jeopardy, that
he be free from any bodily assault, abuse or molestation, and that his physical,
mental and emotional- health be reasonably protected. The Department of Juve-
nile Services is the agency which is charged with the duty to assure that this
climate does exist in the Jail or anywhere else-and if the Jail is not able to
provide this, the Department must look elsewhere.

The common plaint that one hears is that existing resources, namely money,
inhibits if it does not actually preclude the availability of the desired facilities.
This cannot be accepted as a defense, for the lack of adequate resources cannot
deny the vested rights which he has under the Constitution and the law. The
Court, in Hamilton vs. Love, - F. Supp.'- (E.D. Ark. I971), addressed-itself
to this question, saying:

"Inadequate resources can never be an adequate justification for the
state's depriving any person of his constitutional rights. If the state cannot
obtiln the resources to detain persons awaiting trial in accordance with
minimum constitutional standards, then the state simply will not be per-
itted to detain such persons. The final decision may, indeed, rest with the

qualified voters of the governmental unit Involved. This Court, of course,
cannot require the voters to make available the resources needed by public
officials to meet constitutional standards, but it can and must require the
release of persons he'd under conditions Which violate their constitutional
rights, at least where the correction of such conditions is not brought about
within a reasonable time." Slip Opinion (page 19).

In a like vein, the notewriter in "Constitutional Limitations on Conditions of
Pretrial Detention" appearing in the Yale Law Journal, volume 79 (1970) at
page 955, writes:

"If the level of resources is always taken as given, it can justify any-
thing--even depriving detainees to the point of starving them, were the level
lower."

ir. MANDATE

For this Court to continue to use the Baltimore City Jail as a detention
facility for Juveniles, it is the mandate of this Court, as follows:

A. Concrete action shall be taken on each of the conditions enumerated in
Part I of this Opinion, in the following manner:

1. There shall be no integration or mingling of Juveniles with those who
are of adult age or who at the moment are being treated under the law as
adult offenders. There shall be complete physical segregation of these groups
at all times. A strong argument can he made for a Jail policy which segre-
pates the young adult offenders from the remainder of the Jail population-
this smaks of isdom-but it cannot be done in a way where they become
part of the juvenile Jail population.

2. There shall be no more than one occupant in each cell. Since the Incep-
tion of the use of the Jail In August, 1970. the average monthly strictly
juvenile population has been 27, the highest monthly figure being 38 in
December. 1970. This is a small enough figure to allow for -this occupancy
ne-ommodation, but even if the figure were larger the same requirement
would be made.
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3. The illumination of the cells and all other areas shall be kept in good
c,rder and repair and shall meet the minimum standards and requirements
.et forth in the report of the Bureau of Environment Hygiene.

4. The present condition of the toilet facilities appears to meet the sanitary
requirements of the Bureau of Environmental Hygiene. Although the Jail
requires the juveniles themselves to maintain the cleanliness of the toilets
and provides them with the equipment to do so, it shall be the responsibility
of the authorities to assure that the proper standard of cleanliness is main-
tained at all times.

5. Hot water shall be made available in the washbasins of the cells in
compliance with the recommendation of the Bureau of Environmental
Hygiene.

6. Every juvenile upon his admission to the Juvenile Detention Center
shall be issued a mattress which is in usable and sound condition, and
replacements shall be made'when necessary in accordance with the Minimal
Jail Standards.

7. Every juvenile upon his admission to the Juvenile Detention Center
shall be issued at least one clean sheet in good condition which shall be
laundered at sufficiently frequent intervals and which shall be replaced
when necessary.

8. Every juvenile upon his admission to the Juvenile Detention Center
shall be issued sufficient blankets in good condition which will provide
proper protection and warmth. These blankets shall be replaced when
necessary.

9. Every juvenile upon his admission to the Juvenile Detention Center
shall be issued those items of clothing which he may require to assure his
proper dress.

10. The laundry service of the Jail shall be made available at sufficiently
regular intervals for the cleaning of all bedding and of all clothing which
the juvenile may have, whether such clothing is the property of the authori-
ties or the juvenile himself.

11. The Jail shall provide each juvenile who may require the same, neces-
sary hygienic supplies, such as soap, toothpaste, toothbrush, clean towels
for the taking of showers and clean hand towels for each cell in accordance
with the recommendation of Dr. Farber in his letter of July 19.

12. The windows in the walls opposite the cells and in all other areas
(if the Juvenile Detention Center shall be kept in continual good order and
repair.

13. Defective window screening shall be replaced and all window screening
shall be kept in good order and repair and shall be of sufficient kind and
quality so as to protect the juvenile area from flying insects, all in accord-
ance with the recommendations of the Bureau of Environmental Hygiene
and Dr. Farber.

14. No boy shall be sent to the, maximum security section of the Juvenile
Detention Center for what is now termed "his own protection." With the
elimination of the mixing of juveniles with adults and the placing of only
one juvenile in each cell, many, if not most, of the problems affecting the
security of certain juveniles should be resolved. The maximum security
section shall only be used for those juveniles whose behavior Is so disruptive
that this action is an urgent necessity.

15. Each juvenile shall be allowed and required to take a shower every
day.

16. The recommendations of the Bureau of Environmental Hygiene and
Dr. Farber with respect to the sanitary conditions surrounding food service
and preparation shall be complied with.

17. Prompt and effective medical attention and treatment shall be avail-
able. We are dealing with children whose needs are different from adults.
There shall be sick call, as that term is presently understood and used,
every day.

There might be some abuses of this by certain juveniles but the strictest
and highest standards of health care must prevail, and what abuses there
might be will be a small enough price to pay for this service.

18. Big muscle exercise and recreational activity is to be made available
to all Juveniles every day for a period of at least one hour each day. This
is a necessary outlet for the physical and emotional health of youngsters
of this age. The Department of Juvenile Services has ample recreational
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facilities available within rather close proximity to the Jail which it could
utilize for this purpose if it wishes.

19. Each juvenile shall be permitted visits by members of his family for
a period each week totaling at least 2 hours.

20. The library facilities of the Jail shall be made available on a regular
and systematic basis to the juveniles.

21. The Jail shall make available to each individual pencil and paper
to meet the reasonable requirements of each youth.

2. Considering the relatively short period of detention for the average
boy, the school program conducted by the Department of Education appears
to be adequate. However, it shall be limited to juveniles only-because of
the requirement of segregation of juveniles and even young adults and
because of the fact that there is capacity for only twenty students at a
time and these places should be filled with the juveniles.

23. Every effort shall be made to make the physical atmosphere of the
Juvenile Detention Center as attractive as possible and to assure generally
that the physical, mental and emotional health of each child shall be
guarded and protected.

B. The changes directed to be made in paragraph A shall be done and com-
pleted within sixty (60) days of the date of this Opinion. For this Court to con-
tinue to use the Juvenile Detention Center at the Baltimore City Jail after that
date will require that these corrections be made to the satisfaction of the Court.
There shall also be a certificate in writing from the Director of the Department
of Juvenile Services that he is satisfied that all changes called for have been
implemented.

C. At the expiration of the sixty day period and assuming that this Court
does continue to use the Baltimore City Jail as one of its detention facilities,
the Regional Supervisor of the Department of Juvenile Services for Baltimore
City shall certify in writing to this Court on the first and fifteenth day of each
month that the conditions in the Juvenile Detention Center at the Baltimore
City Jail meet all of the requirements set forth in this Opinion. This semi-
monthly report shall also contain a list of the juveniles being detained at the
Jail, their dates of detention, their current status and a list of those being field
in the maximum security section with the dates and reasons therefor.

D. In no event shall this Court continue to use the Baltimore City Jail as a
juvenile detention facility beyond one year from the date of this Opinion. The
underlying necessity for the use of this Institution is that certain juveniles re-
quire detention In a secure place prior to trial. The need for such detention is
very apparent. However, I do not believe that the Baltimore City Jail is the only
resource available to the Department of Juvenile Services. As a necessary ex-
pedient immediately upon the heels of the Long vs. Robinson decision, the use
could I believe be justified. Ample opportunity, though, has existed for alterna-
tive plans to be made. One year from the date of this Opinion will be one week
shy of two years of the date of the federal court decision.

It should be borne in mind that we are talking of an average monthly popula-
tion over the last eleven months of 27 boys, not an extraordinarily high figure.
I believe that it is well within the capacity of the Department of Juvenile Serv-
ices to provide secure detention for this number in one of its existing juvenile
institutions in rather close proximity to Baltimore. When confronted recently
with the problem of aggressive youths at the Maryland Training School and
the need for secure measures for these boys, the Department has had the re-
sourcefulness to arrange for the conversion of two cottages from open to secure
facilities.

Article 26, Section 70-12 (a) of the Annotated Code of Maryland (1966 Re-
placement Volume) provides that no child shall ever be detained in a Jail after
January 1, 1972. In its 1971 session, the Legislature has extended this deadline
to January 1, 1975. The Legislature also orginally said that no child in need of
supervision (truant, runaway, ungovernable) shall be kept in an institution
where delinquent youths are housed after January 1, 1972 and this date was
also extended three years. However, the Department of Juvenile Services has
this month announced its policy to effect this separation of children in need of
separation and delinquent children on August 1, 1971, stating it thinks it im-
portant to carry out the originally expressed intent of the Legislature and not
delay any further although the law might permit it. I would think that the
Department would feel likewise in this similar situation and would want to treat
the legislative intent in a uniform and consistent way.

25-218--74-16
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To allow the Department to continue to use the Jail for an additional three
and a half years and perhaps even longer will never solve the problems which
an adult jail poses--where under the most optimum of conditions and with the
most genuine goodwill by all concerned, a Jail can never really be an adequate
and proper place to detain children, presumed innocent before trial. And those
who subsequently are found innocent will still bear scars. Mr. Smith has urged
upon the Court the proposition that the use of the Jail should cease immediately
because it cannot properly be shown that any Juveniles might be a threat to the
public safety and thus in need of secure detention under Section 70-12 (a). Tile
Court cannot agree with this thesis.

This Court is very much aware of the efforts which the Department of Juve-
nile Services has been making for a considerable period of time to have a regional
detention center established in Baltimore City. The establishment of this facility
would obviate the need for the Jail. The Department has been diligent In this
pursuit but no fruits have yet come forth. However, this Court sees no justifica-
tion in waiting until the cutting of the ribbon, which at its very earliest would
be two years away. There is no reason why in the 'nice of one year the Depart-
ment cannot make at least some temporary provision for the secure detention of
an average of 27 youths in a setting that Is far healthier in every respect than
the Jail. I would hope that the Department could do this in less than a year, but
keeping in mind budgetary problems, relocation of units and other difficulties,
this Court feels that one year is a reasonable period of time, particularly inas-
much as continued use after 60 days, in any event, would have to be on a com-
pletely different basis than heretofore.

In concluding, this Court wants to pay sincere tribute to Peter S. Smith, Esq.
Recognition is the last thing which Mr. Smith would seek and this is even more
reason why It is due him. Mr. Smith is an excellent lawyer, a vigorous and able
advocate, but above all one who has a keen social conscience and who has dedi-
cated his considerable talents and abilities to fulfilling the calls and demands of
that conscience. This Court and our entire community is in his debt and we are
fortunate to have him in our midst.

ROBERT I. H. IIAMMERMAN,
Judge.

EXiiIBIT E

SUPREME BENCH OF BALTIMORE CITY,
Baltimore, Mid., October 8, 1971.

JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER-BALTIMORE CITY JAIL

On August 3, 1971 1 filed an Opinion with respect to the Juvenile Detention
Center at the Baltimore City Jail and ordered that certain corrections would
have to be made within a 60 day period for the Juvenile Court of Baltimore City
to continue the use of this facility on a temporary basis. On Monday afternoon,
October 4, 1971, I made an un-announced visit to the Jail to inspect the condi-
tions. I spent two hours making iuch an inspection and I talked individually with
a number of the juveniles detained there and talked in a classroom with 29 of the
31 juveniles there in an open "give and take" session. No jail personnel were
present during my meeting with the group. Of the two boys not present, one was
in Court and one was working in the commissary. During this session I questioned
the boys and discussed with them each of the conditions which I spoke of in my
Opinion and which I ordered corrected.

In accordance with Section III-B of my Opinion, on October 4, 1971 I also
received a letter from Mr. Robert C. Hilson, Director of the Department of Juve-
nile Services, dated October 3, 1971, wherein he gave me a full report as to the
status of each of the corrections which I ordered.

As a result of the letter from Mr. Hhlson and my personal visit to the Jail, I
am satisfied that there has been almost complete compliance with my mandate of
August 3, 1971 and that as a result thereof, I find the conditions in the Juvenile
Detention Center to be sufficlently satisfactory to allow continued use of this
facility for the next ten months, which is the maximum period that I have allowed
for such use.

I found the Center to be extremely clean and I found each and every cell to be
very neat and tidy.

Integration with those waiting for adult trials has completely ceased. With
an infrequent exception each boy has a cell to himself. There are a total of
30 cells in the J-East section of the Jail which is exclusively for juveniles. The
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average daily population is 27. At the time of my visit there were 31 boys present
and two cells were not being used because of defective plumbing. Repairs were
to be made shortly. Thus on October 4, 1971 there were three boys who had to
share cells. The illumination of the cells has not reached the level recommended
but has improved considerably. Only two boys reported to me that they had
difficulty reading in their cells. All of the boys reported that they were given
adequate supplies to keep the toilets clean, and that hot water is now available
to them each day through a system of transporting it from the shower area to
the cells. Every bed contained a new or nearly new mattress, all the boys received
clean sheets which are laundered and changed twice a week and each boy is
issued a blanket in good condition. There were no complaints made to me by any
of the boys about any of the bedding material, although it appears that the
blankets are not being laundered on the regular basis that they are supposed to.
I have been assured that this will be done immediately.

Clothing is available to those boys who may not have adequate personal items,
but the complaint was voiced to me that they had difficulty in obtaining jail
clothes during the period when they would want to wash their clothes and have
them dry. I have been assured that this matter will be taken care of promptly.
The cleaning for personal things is done by the juveniles themselves and they
are provided hot water and the proper utensils for this need.

Arrangements for providing all necessary hygienic supplies have been made.
All boys stated that they receive an adequate supply of clean towels and soap,
although a few stated that they did not have toothpaste or a toothbrush. I have
been assured that this will be remedied immediately.

Approximately five to ten percent of the windows opposite the cells are broken.
A contract has been let by the City for repairs and the Jail is waiting for the
contractor to do this work. The window screening remains unchanged but the
Warden has requested the Board of Estimates to make the necessary repairs.
Only one boy told me he was presently being bothered by bugs or insects. I "would
expect that proper insect repellent could meet this need on at least a temporary
basis.

Maximum security is no longer being used for a boy's own protection but
only for a juvenile who may prove to be extremely aggressive and unmanageable
and thus a danger to the well being of others. At the time of my visit only one
juvenile was being detained in this manner. I spoke to him and he told me that
he would much prefer to be where he is than in the regular cell row. The Jail
authorities confirmed this and advised me that in his present confinement he is
happy and passive but when mingled with the others completely hostile and
aggressive.

The jail authorities tell me that each Juvenile Is permitted to take a shower
everyday although some choose not to. The boys tell me that generally they are
allowed to take only two showers per week. I have been assured that the daily
availability of showers will be implemented immediately.

Mr. Hillson has asked Dr. Robert E. Farber to make a further inspection
regarding the sanitary conditions of food preparation and service. My own inspec-
tion shows that there have been a number of improvements in this area and
that all of the food being stored is now elevated above floor level.

I am satisfied that juveniles are receiving adequate medical attention and that
their needs are being met as promptly as possible. I would not say that every boy
would always feel that his physical needs are given as prompt and thorough
attention as he would like, but no condition came to my attention which indicated
any substantial dereliction in this area.

Outdoor recreational activity for a period of at least one hour is provided
Monday through Friday, and during inclement weather the indoor gymnasium
is used. I have been assured that this recreational outlet will be extended into
the weekends with the imminent addition of a Juvenile worker.

Each juvenile is able to receive two visits per week which seem to average
about 30 minutes per visit. This does not conform to the two hours per week
which I ordered but I do appreciate the extreme scheduling problems confront-
ing the total Jail population. Furthermore, I have been told by the juveniles
that in situations of unusual importance boys are allowed to make telephone calls
to their families and receive calls in such situations. Also, if unusual circum-
stances dictate, a boy is allowed to leave the Jail for a visit with his family.

Although the library facilities of the Jail are not available to the Juveniles,
the Department of Juvenile Services has made provision to make available to
the youths appropriate reading material. The Department is also making avail-
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able to all of the juveniles paper and pencils where necessary. The one com-
plaint from the boys In this regard was the unavailability of stamps. I have
been assured by the juvenile worker that this will be remedied immediately.

The school program that has been instituted by the Department of Education
is available to the Juveniles but space limitations of the classroom do not permit
every juvenile to participate at a given time. Some also choose not to.

One of the most significant and enlightened changes which has come about
as a result of my August 3, 1971 Opinion has been the placing of a full time
juvenile worker into the Juvenile Detention Center whose sole responsibility
Is to serve the Interests and needs of the detained juveniles. The Department
of Juvenile Services selected Mr. Riley Simpson for this position. Mr. Simpson
is a veteran member of the Juvenile Probation Department and one who has
acquired considerable expertise in the drug area and other areas associated with
deliquent youth. He enjoys a good rapport with these young people. I am satis-
fied that Mr. Simpson has done a very excellent Job in representnig the interests
of the juveniles and in talking with them it is evident that he has their respect
and confidence. They were unanimous in saying that when he was on duty
things moved very smoothly. One of my sharpest indictments in my August 3,
1971 Opinion was that the Department of Juvenile Services never paid any
attention to what was happening in the Jail. By now assigning a full time worker
there it can be clearly seen what an Immense value such personal attention by
the Department can have.

One of the complaints of the boys was that when Mr. Simpson was not on
duty (he works Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.) their interests
and needs are not cared for as efficiently and expeditiously. I have no doubt
that this is true by reason of the severe shortage of Jail personnel. However, I
believe that the Department can rectify this situation. The time for lights out
for the juveniles is 8:30 p.m. Since my visit to the Jail on October 4, 1971 I
have, through our Regional Supervisor, communicated with Mr. Hilson and
have asked that an additional worker be assigned to the Juvenile Detention
Center to work Monday through Friday from 4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. and on
Saturday and Sunday for a full eight hour day. Because of complicating factors
such as the job freeze, wage freeze, etc. it will not be easy to accomplish this
but nonetheless I feel It is very important and Mr. Hilson has assured me that
such a worker will be made available and will be assigned. Because of person-
nel problems, this assignment probably will not be effected until three to five
weeks from now.

Although every detail of what I ordered corrected has not been fully met at
this moment, all of the matters of substance have been. Those areas which are
very basic and fundamental to the physical and emotional health of the juveniles
have been satisfied. We have no more integration with adults, there is one
Juvenile per cell, no improper use of maximum security, cleanliness in all of
the cells and the entire juvenile area, proper and sufficient hygienic supplies
and equipment, proper and laundered bedding items, hot water and the avail-
ability of daily showers, regular and sufficient physical recreation, adequate
medical attention, better Illumination, adequate clothing and regular com-
munications with their families by way of visits, telephone calls hnd correspond.
ence. The achievement of all of these important and meaningful improvements
in a period of 60 days has not been an easy task. I would pay tribute to the
Department of Juvenile Services and the Baltimore City Jail for this accom-
plishment. These two agencies have worked closely together and with great
diligence to effect these changes and their responsiveness and efforts are entitled
to respect and appreciation.

In conclusion, I must emphasize again that part of my mandate of August 3,
1971 whereby this Court will not use the Baltimore City Jail as a detention
facility beyond August 3, 1972. As I mentioned in that Opinion, even under the
most ideal conditions, a Jail Is not an adequate facility for the detention of
Juveniles who are waiting for trial and who are presumed Innocent of any wrbng
doing. As I also stated in my Opinion, the Department of Juvenile Services has
been attempting to secure the funds and the site for a regional detention center.
However, this Is still something that although desperately needed still remains
unconsummated. By August 3, 1972 the Department will have had two years from
the date of the Jurisdictional age change In Baltimore and one year from the
date of my Opinion to provide an alternative facility for pre-trial detention
among the other juvenile institutions which the Department operates. The
Department concurs with me that the Jail Is not a suitable facility and in view
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of such concurrence they certainly have more than sufficient time to provide this
alternative. It is true tlmt until a permanent regional center is constructed that
even the alternative will not be the ideal but it will still be more satisfactory
than continued use of the Jail. I would also point out that my authorization for
the continued use of the Jail for the next ten months is contingent on the
fact that I will receive the semimonthly reports calls for in my Opinion and
that the conditions in the Jail remain at least on the level which they are
at this moment.

ROBERT 1. HAMMERMOND,
Judge.

ExurBrr F

SUPREME BENCH OF BALTIMORE CITY,
Baltimore, Md., November 10, 1971.

JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER-BALTIMORE CITY JAIL

On Friday afternoon, November 5, 1971, complaint was made to me of condi-
tions adverse to health at the Juvenile Detention Center of the Baltimore City
Jail. The complaint centered on two conditions-the unreasonably cold tem-
perature of the area and the fact that all food being served juveniles was cold
on arrival. I immediately directed the Department of Juvenile Services to
investigate the situation and have a written report to me on Monday morning.

The crux of the first complaint was that the numerous window panes which
have been missing for a long time still have not been replaced, that because of
defects certain windows could not be closed sufficiently, and that coldness per-
vaded the area, requiring many of the juveniles to either huddle in the cells or
stand around with blankets draped around them. With respect to the food, the
criticism was that by the time the food wagons arrived from the kitchen to the
cell block area that all of the hot food had become cold.

I am attaching hereto a copy of the memorandum which I received on Mon-
day, November 8, 1971, from Mr. Robert S. Bagley, the Regional Supervisor of
the Department of Juvenile Services of Baltimore City. Mr. Bagley stated that
"in no uncertain terms it is cold in the Jail." Memorandum further states that
"the complaints of cold food are valid." Mr. Bagley concludes his memorandum
by stating that "I feel strongly that the present conditions in the Jail are in-
tolerable and bordering on the inhuman."

I paid an unannounced visit to the Jail on Tuesday morning, November 9,
1971, at 9:25, I observed the broken windows as I have before and the windows
that could not be closed properly. I spoke to a number of boys and observed that
many, if not most, of those on the first of the two levels (the tier most subject
to exposure from the windows) had moved to the top bunk so that the ceiling
and upper barricade of the cell would be an added buffer against the cold. They
also move as far back in the corner as they can. I noticed one boy huddled under
his blanket in the far rear corner. It should be noted that at the time of my
visit the weather was not as severe as other recent days or times of the day.

The advent of cold weather has just begun. It will naturally become far more
severe than it already is. In this weather each boy has only one thin blanket.

In my Opinion of August 3. 1971, I called for the elimination and correction
of all improper conditions within 60 days. At the expiration of that period I
found that there had been almost complete compliance with my original man-
date. The broken window panes were not replaced but I was assured that this
was imminent. Of course, the consequences of defective windows are substan-
tially different now than over the summer months. The representatives of the
Department of Juvenile Services in close contact with the Jail have advised
me this week that in their judgment there has been procrastination in fulfilling
the comnmitzi.ents made for improvements.

My Opinion of August 3, 1971 emphasized the fact that in the Baltimore City
Jail we are dealing with those of Juvenile age and those who are only awaiting
trial and not any who have already been adjudicated. I pointed out that in any
situation cruel and unusual punishment is unconstitutional, and that at the pre-
adjudicatory stage of the proceedings any punishment is unconstitutional.

I feel that the Baltimore City Jail and the Department of Juvenile Services
have had sufficient opportunity to make the Jail facility meet the minimum
standards necessary for the proper housing ofjuveniles while they are awaiting
a Court determination of their guilt or innocence. Efforts have been made to
achieve this, but it is quite apparent that they have fallen short.
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The most significant and revealing statement and position of all is that previ-
ously quoted-the observations of the Regional Supervisor of the Department of
Juvenile Services of Baltimore City. To me it is a ringing Indictment. It must be
remembered that it was the Department of Juvenile Services which asked me
in August of 1970 for the use of this facility and it is this Department which
has the responsibility of running it and supervising it. If the Department is
going to characterize its own facility as "intolerable and bordering on the
inhuman," then I think the next step is apparent.

With the conditions which have been reported to me and which have been
verified by the Department of Juvenile Services, with my own inspection, and
with the description of conditions at the Jail by the Department itself, my man-
(late, responsibility and duty is clear. I can no longer allow the use of this
facility for juveniles. Accordingly, I will sign an order transferring all juveniles
being detained at the Baltimore City Jail to another detention facility or facilities
designated by the Department of Juvenile Services, said order to be effective
on Friday, November 12, 1971. 1 will also state that in the event that conditions
are subsequently corrected in a completely satisfactory way, I will allow the use
of the Jail facility to be resumed, but in no event will any such renewed use be
allowed to continue beyond August 2, 1972 in accordance with my mandate of
last August.

ROBERT I. H1. HAMMERMAN,

Memorandum 
Judge.

NoV'EMBER 8, 1971.
Re Baltimore City Jail.

To: The Honorable Robert I. H. Hammerman.
From: Mr. Robert S. Bagley.

This morning Mr. Lang conveyed to me your concerns as related to you by
Mr. Peter Smith concerning conditions at the Jail. Essentially, the information
which you have received is correct. With the change in temperature since last
week it is indeed 50 to 60 degrees in the Jail. In no uncertain terms it is cold in
the Jail. However, Mr. Simpson states that he has never seen the youngsters
huddled together in cells with blankets to keep themselves warm. The fifty-eight broken windows have not been repaired and Lieutenant Ray of the repair
shop has not corrected the situation.

. Feeding Is still accomplished by carting the food to the cells. This involves
transferring the food across the courtyard and in most instances when it
arrives at J East it is cold. Therefore, the complaints of cold food are valid. Mr.
Conquest has advised me that at one point there was some discussion about
putting armchairs in the cells. He further indicated that the Warden vetoed
this idea, feeling that the youngsters could use the day room facilities just as the
other inmates do.

I have no concrete means of documenting my feelings. However, based upon
the reports which I have received from Mr. Simpson and Mr. Conquest, afid bymy own observation it seems that the Warden has a very definite negative at-
titude toward instituting the changes which we have requested. The requests
that we have made have all dealt with reasonable miscellaneous maintenance
and matters of staff management which determines the adequacy and quality
of supervision for our youngsters.

I am sending a copy of this memorandum to Mr. Wilson because I feel strongly
that the present coIlditions in the Jail are intolerable and bordering on the
inhuman.

EXHIBIT G
LOCK-UP FOR JUVENILES: A STUDY

(By Barbara Gold and Jeffrey Hannon)

PREFACE

Juveniles who are arrested in Baltimore City are held in lock-ups-large cages
sectioned off into smaller cages called cells. Sixteen and seventeen year old males
are taken to Southeastern Lock-Up in the police station on the grotwids of City
Hospital. Younger males and all females are taken to Northeastern on Argonne
Drive. They wait there until arraignments--which may be the next moi-nlng but
can be three or four days later if the Juvenile is picked up on a week-end.
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The conditions of these lock-ups are widely recognized to be deplorable-
but, until now, there has been no careful study of what they are like and no
careful examination of what might be able to be done about them. This study
describes the conditions in these places and suggests some of the legal analysis
that might be useful in changing or closing them. The study is based on inter-
vilews with about seventy-five juveniles at the Maryland Training School, the
iiale lock-up room at the Baltimore City Courthouse, the female lock-up there,
and the Group Home on Druid Lake Drive. Other interviews have been conducted
with various officials of the Department of Juvenile Services, social workers
who have visited clients at Southeastern, and lawyers who have also had clients
there. One member of the reporting team visited Southeastern on numerous
occasions, and an impartial adult observer-volunteer spent twenty-four hours as
a Juvenile detainee there. All of the information gathered from these interviews
and observations has been collated for the following report:

SOUTIIEAST

INTRODUCTION

"Ain't nothin' in there but a bench, a sink, and a toilet." And a sixteen or
seventeen-year-old boy-but it was rare that a speaker included himself in
the emphatic, guttural, angry, bitter, resigned, extraordinarily consistent descrip-
tions of the Southeast Lock-Up, holding pen for sixteen and seventeen year ol
males who have been arrested by the Baltimore City Police, who have run
away from some Juvenile Institution or other and been picked up, or who might be
CINS, "children in need of supervision," guilty of no crime, possibly incor-
rigible, generally unwanted by parents or relatives.

There is more "in there" of course--like roaches, the live kind and the
marijuana cigarette kind; and dirt-caking the base of the toilet and some-
times the seat, blackening the sink, darkening the walls; and graffiti all over
the walls; and noise-from drunks throwing up (there are adults brought in
here too on a regular basis, from kids yelling at turnkeys and from turnkeys
yelling back (mostly about each other's mothers), from keys clanging and gates
slamming.

And there's the smell-Southeastern stinks-no two ways about It-of urine,
and alcohol, and unwashed bodies, and greasy food, and dirt-and fear. The
sniell is part of the place-sometimes (generally on Saturday night) it's awful,
and sometimes just when you think you're getting used to it, it knocks you over
all over again.

The story of Southeastern is however, as that consistent description so
succinctly suggests, as much a story of what is not there as of what is: a youth
incarcerated in Southeastern Lock-up-for a period that can last from Friday
evening until he is taken to court on Monday morning (or Tuesday if the Monday
(locket is too crowded)--does not get to take a shower (there isn't one), or
brush his teeth (there is no toothbrush or toothpaste), or smoke, (no cigarettes
allowed for Juveniles), or read (no magazines or books), or write (no pencils
and paper allowed or provided), or change his clothes (to what?), or call anyone
(sometimes a kid who really begs will get a phone call but generally "they"
do it for him), or watch TV or listen to the radio (there aren't any). lie doesn't
even really get a chance to sleep--the light in the corridor keeps the cell lit
twenty-four hours a day; there is no mattress, no pillow, no sheets, no blanket.
There are no towels for washing or soap to wash with. There's no hot water, lie
only gets toilet paper if he asks.

Food comes in. generally cold hut sometimes warm, from a White Coffee Pot
Family Restaurant--egg sandwich, coffee, and donut or sweet roll for breakfast;
burger and coffee for lunch: burger or (sometimes) "platefood" for supper.

The food is shoved through a hole In the cell door.

SPECIFIC EXAMPLES

Andrew: white, sixteen, working a steady job, back to visit his family in
Highlandtown and attend a wedding, picked up for a breaking and entering
around the corner from where the police saw him walking, a little 'down' from
qualudes when he was brought in, a little confuLsed about what was happening.

The police thought Andrew was nineteen-he had a friend's I.D. as well as
his own in his wallet. So they put him In the adult section of the lock-up--a
center section not too different from the Juvenile section--except that adults
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get one phone call and are allowed to smoke-and they made plans to truck
him away to Baltimore City Jail (where the 'grown-ups' go) as soon as possible.

When Andrew "came to my senses the next day, and told them everything
they needed to know-including showing tatoos on his body with his correct
name on them-they wouldn't believe me. I tried all night to get to the turn-
key. I was hollering. And he came back and I asked if I could see the desk
sergeant and he said 'no.'"

That was Saturday. Sunday, Andrew sat In the lock-up while the wedding
went on without him. Sunday, a social worker who knew the family came to see
him, was sent away because the visiting room (actually a tiny cubicle with a
thick tiny pane of glass in a thick wall separating the prlzners' visiting room
from the visitors') was being used for a lock-up too, returned and waited an
hour until the room was cleared. Sunday, Andrew "laid paper over the toilet seat
because it was too filthy to sit on."

And he stayed in the adult section-where he heard the screams of a man
withdrawing from heroin, talked to a man who had been picked up for murder,
saw a man across from him 'pop a pill' and refused one that was passed to him,
and yelled through the walls to somebody he knew who had been locked into the
juvenile section.

How did he know the acquaintance was there? The cells are thick metal on
three sides, no windows. All an inmate can see is what's directly in front of his
cell and a little to either side.

"Well, you Just holler back and forth to see who's come in."
What else is there to do? "I just lay around. I asked for some heat, but they

wouldn't turn it on. I asked them to shut the lights out so I could sleep, and
they wouldn't. And the last two days I tried some push-ups."

On Monday, he saw the District Judge in the Southeastern Courtroom and
was able to establish he was a juvenile. But by then the truck taking boys to
the juvenile court in downtown Baltimore had left, and Andrew went back to
his cell-in the adult section. Nobody seemed to care then or when all the yelling
was going back and forth between adults and juveniles in the lock-up about
Article 20, Section 70-12 of the Maryland Code which says, "No child shall ever
be confined in a Jail or other facility for the detention of adults, unless in a
room or ward entirely separated from adults."

That section is titled "Detention or Shelter Care Facilities" and may or may
not have been originally intended to apply to lock-ups--but the authors of the
juvenile laws clearly thought keeping juveniles separate from adults was very
Important. Southeastern Lock-up may have rows of cells that are theoretically
separate-one row on the end for juveniles, two center rows for adults, and
another end row for women, but things don't always work that way. A public
defender intern who is at Southeastern every day laid out that theory for me
and then shrugged. "They can't keep the kids separate."

And they can't. The juvenile cell row is right at the entrance to the entire
cell block and kids can hear and sometimes see most everything that goes
on when someone is picked up and booked. One sixteen-year-old I talked to re-
cently heard every detail of how "one dude beat up a chick because she tore up
his pay check" and heard all the drunks who were brought in.

Andrew himself was more concerned at this point about his court appearance
the next day and the impression he was going to make on the judge than about
what cell he was in at Southeastern He asked "three or four times" for a comb
to straighten out his (short) blonde hair. He asked for a toothbrush and tooth-
paste since he hadn't brushed his teeth for three days. He asked for some soap to
wash himself as best he could. He didn't get any of it.

A lawyer, called by the social worker, came to see Andrew, was told first
he'd been taken to the Jail, then waited for an hour while the Southeastern
police went through papers to assure themselves Andrew was really there.

When I saw him Tuesday (he had not been taken, as expected, to Juvenile
Court yet), his face was puffy from lack of sleep, ridged from three nights on a
wooden bench, and smeared with dirt. His hair was a mess. He smelled. And
he knew it.

He was also scared: Almost 75% of the boys held at Southeastern end up
being detained until their adjudicatory hearings.

Then there was Gregory: He ran away from home In another state, got to
Baltimore, and wasn't sure quite what to do. A policeman picked him up late
one Friday afternoon for loitering, and Gregory found himself in the court-
house in Baltimore and shortly thereafter handcuffed in the back of a truck on
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the way to Southeastern-to await a Monday morning court appearance when
the authorities would decide what do with him.

I saw Gregory-seventeen, black, articulate, and scared-on Saturday at
noon. He might have been brave when he ran away, but he certainly wasn't
anymore.

"I woke up at 3 am-shivering and sneezing. Three cells down a gay was on
an acid trip or something, and he was banging the bars.

"There's no way you can lay down and sleep anyway without beILg bugged
by the outside light. And the bench is hard. I asked for toilet paper thuee times
before they gave it to me.

"And there isn't any heat-so I had to keep my jacket on so I didn't have a
pillow or a blanket or nothin. And the floor is cold, and the walls are cold metal,
and the cold comes up through the cracks in the bench.

"And that guy was screaming, and there were little creepy crawly r;hings,
like spiders, and a couple of unidentified small black bugs which might have
been lice or crabs or fleas between the slats of the bench."

He ran his hands through his hair, shook his whole body to rid himself of
the thought, peered at me through the thick glass square between us.

One night alone, in a cell, with nothing to do had been pretty upsetting. "I
measured the room by pacing and also my arms, and the room was approximately
51/, by 6 by 6% feet by 8 feet. I could say that was fairly accurate because
8 feet is just about my maximum for jumping, and I could touch the ceiling just
barely. I could get my fingers on it which would make it about 8 feet.

"Then I tried to get to sleep, tried to figure out a comfortable way to go to
sleep. First of all, I'm a very squeamish person, and it was very hard to go to
sleep with all that dirt between the cracks. But, by this time, it was fairly late so
I figured I could give it a try.

"But I couldn't find a position so the light wouldn't shine in my face.
"The way the light shined in you couldn't sleep toward the bottom of the cell'cause that would hit you right in the face, you couldn't really sleep on your back

toward the back of the cell 'cause the light could still come in and hit you in
the face, and if you tried to sleep on one side or the other you either got the light
that was a reflection off of the wall or reflections off of the toilet and sink.

"So the best way to sleep was to curl up your arms under your jacket and
put my face face down. But this didn't work too well 'cause the bench was so
hard I had to constantly change positions. I fell asleep for a while. And I woke
up and one arm and one leg was very, very numb so I got up and walked around."

And there was David who was picked up for assault on a Friday night In
July. David was a heroin addict, and, by the second day, he was "throwing up
and they didn't do nothin for me."

And there was Donald-seventeen with a carefully braided corn-row hair
style under a white knit cap. The turnkey didn't go for Donald at all, kept yelling,
"You're going to jail, boy," and "cussing out" Donald's mother in particular and
his relatives in general.

"The boys cuss right back," Donald was frank, "But they (the turnkeys) start
it."'

There was a "mental case" a few cells down from Donald, and "he talked and
kept hollering 'the Japs are coming' all night and shaking the bars."
, Donald himself was grubby from being out all night. Did he clean himself up

to go to court? "No. The sink was covered with grease and oil. And there was
this terrible odor. I had to get used to it."

And there was Michael, sixteen, black, tall, thin, picked up in the middle of
a fight. His face was bleeding. There was a cut on his leg. What happened when
he got to Southeastern? Did a doctor take a look at him just to be sure something
serious wasn't wrong? No way. "They took my things and put me in a cell."

And there was John who wanted a drink of milk. No way for that either.
Four kids passed their little containers of coffee creamer down the line of cells
to him.

COMMENT

There are no written laws against putting a boy by himself in a cell for one
to three nights with only a toilet and a cold-water-on sink for company. There
are no written laws against that cell being dirty and smelly. There are no writ-
ten laws that say a boy who is going to court should have a chance to shower,
comb his hair, brush his teeth, and put on clean clothes. 'Mere are no written
laws that say he should have more than a wooden bench with big metal studs
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holding it together to sleep on. There certainly aren't any written laws that say
he should have a drink of milk.

There was a memorandum opinion (C.C.H. Prov. L. Rep. $13,641) from Judge
Hammerman of the Supreme Bench of Baltimore City two years ago that laid
down minimum standards for the detention of juveniles at the Baltimore City
Jail, and those minimum standards included :

(1) "complete physical segregation of Juveniles at all times and no integration
or mingling of juveniles with those of adult age or those being legally treated
as adults;

(2) "maintenance of clean toilet facilities at all times as a responsibility of
Jail officials not Juveniles;

(3) "hot water provided for the cell washbasins;
(4) "a sound usable mattress;
(5) "one good clean sheet;
(6) "good sufficient blankets to provide proper protection and warmth;
(7) "necessary hygienic supplies such as soap, toothpaste, toothbrush, clean

bathing towels and personal hand towels furnished to each Juvenile;
(8) "proper rodent proofing;
(9) "prompt and effective medical attention and treatment with sick call

every day;
(10) "library facilities available on a regular and systematic basis;
(11) "writing materials available to each Juvenile;
(12) "every effort to make the physical atmosphere as attractive as possible

and to assure that the physical, mental, and emotional health of each child is
guarded and protected."

Judge Hammerman gave the authorities sixty days to comply with that di-
rective and, when they didn't, he issued a second directive on November 12, 1971.
closing the Baltimore City Jail juvenile detention wing. The only Juveniles held
at BCJ now are those who have been waived to the adult court.

There is a recent, frequently quoted case which makes no bones about the effect
lock-up has on Juveniles:

"It is difficult for an adult who has not been through the experience to realize
the terror that engulfs a youngster the first time he loses his liberty and has to
spend the night or several days or weeks in a cold impersonal cell or room away
from home or family.

"The speed with which relatively innocent youngsters succumb to the infec-
tious miasma of "Juvy" and its practices, attitudes, and language is not surprising.
The experience tells the youngster that he Is 'no good' and that society has re-
jected him. So he responds to society's expectation, sees himself as a delinquent.
and acts like one." In re William M., 89 Cal. Rptr. 33, 473 P. 2d 737, 747, n. 25
(1970).

Whether or not these cases can serve as precedents for doing something about
the Southeastern situation remains to be seen.

There are also regular rumors floating around the Department of Juvenile
Services and around the courthouse that "soon"-possibly "this summer some
time"-Southeastern will no longer be used for juveniles, that they will all lie
held at the Maryland Training School instead (phone conversation with Ed
Lang 5/7/73). But there are "transportation problems" of all sorts involved in
this--and the rumors always turn out to be just that anyway. Southeastern goes
on despite them.

NORTHEAST

Conditions at Northeastern Lock-up, the holding pen for juveniles under
sixteen, are physically the same as at Southeastern: immediate isolation for
juveniles, lack of all amenities, incarceration in a cell that is separated visually
but not verbally from adults.

The adults at Northeastern are almost all women which exposes the juvenile to
louder screaming and more hlgh-pit hed verbal aggression (pace the movement).

heree are, according to Tom McGee, intake officer at Northeastern, "rooms"
* in that lock-up which -are sometimes used to hold girls or apparently-docile boys.

These rooms are supposed to contain mattresses, blankets, and other amenities.
None of our interviews disclosed anyone who had been held In a room instead of a
cell however.

Despite the physical similarities of the set-up however, It does seem that, per-
haps because of the absence of adult males, conditions are not as brutal at
Northeastern as at Southeastern-or at least as physically brutal, Verbal ex-
pressions of contempt were far more freely expressed when prisoners were
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brought in at Northeastern than when they were brought in at Southeastern.
(But this observation is based on only a few hours of observing from the waiting
room and may be based on more variables than simply sex).

Ed Lang of the Department of Juvenile Services has suggested that separation
of juveniles from adult women might however be beneficial. On May 7, 1973, he
commented that it might be well to consolidate all juveniles at Northeastern if
the adult women could be moved elsewhere. His remarks, however, might have
been predicated on purely spatial considerations.

THE JUVENILE LOCK-UP: A NEW THEORY OF LAW "MAY BE NEEDED

INTRODUCTION

Attempts to change, Improve, or obliterate the current conditions of juvenile
confinement and detention necessitate taking Juvenile legal theory along a some-
what different path from that it has been following since the Kent decision in
1966. That decision laid the groundwork for a whole line of decisions granting
and Increasing procedural protections for juveniles, protections that concentrated
on the trial aspects waiver, adjudication-of the Juvenile process. That decision
and the line of following cases gave the Juvenile more and more of the protec-
tions the criminal law gave to adults.

That decision also represented a fundamental attack on the general "welfare"
philosophy of Juvenile law. Whereas pre-1966 juvenile law had assumed that
the Juvenile court was a beneficient parental sort of operation, an entity that
would protect the child rather than Indict him as a criminal, post-1966 juvenile
law began to question that assumption, began to assert that true protection for
juveniles could only be obtained by granting them the fundamental constitutional
rights all other persons enmeshed in the legal process were granted.

The situation is well_summarized by Sanford Fox who writes:
"The past decade has seen a number of objections voiced to the welfare

philosophy of the juvenile court, objections which do not, however, at all involve
or imply that the welfare of children is not a legitimate and priority concern
of the state. Among the earliest of these were the juvenile court acts in New
York and California, largely designed to respond to the objection that juvenile
courts had become so deeply involved In ministering to the social and psycholog-
ical needs of the children who came before them that they had lost sight of the
equally important need to do so with procedural fairness and in a form that
assured the accuracy of their determinations. The requiem for procedural in-
formality was exemplified by the statement of purpose In the New York law
which, instead of repeating the view that the courts were created in order to
help and protect delinquent children, intoned that "the purpose of this article
is to provide a due process of law (a) for considering the claim that a person
Is a juvenile delinquent or a person in need of supervision and (b) for devising
an appropriate order of disposition for any person adjudged a juvenile delinquent
or in need of supervision." "The Law of Juvenile Courts in a Nutshell" pp.
256-257.

Juvenile law reformers concentrated on obtaining procedural protections for
juveniles-just as the first criminal reformers had concentrated on obtaining
procedural protections for those accused of crimes. And then some Juvenile law
reformers, turned, as had some criminal law reformers, from procedural concerns
to the more substantive areas of conditions of confinement.

A. B. U. Law Review note succinctly summarized the shift in emphasis by
quoting one Juvenile law authority who remarked "that advances directed to-
wards assuring the juvenile greater procedural regularity in Juvenile proceedings
'may not matter as much' to the children incarcerated by the Juvenile courts
as would improvements in the institutions themselves." "The Courts. the Con-
stitution, and Juvenile Institutional Reform," 52 B.U.L.R. 33-34 (1972).

Doing something about conditions of confinement and detention in general
and about Southeastern Lock-up In particular takes account of this possibility.
and, because juvenile custodial law is still very much a developing area, taking
action about Southeastern must be based, as was the achievement of procedural
rights for Juveniles, on carefuly drawn analogies between the custodial cases in
the adult area and custodial cases in the Juvenile area.

The task will not be easy. Adult law is based on "retribution" and "punish-
ment." Juvenile law Is based on "rehabilitation" and the labels are rarely help-
ful. One writer suggests "that society needs to focus on achieving the funda-
mental objectives of decency and humanity, rather than on the abstract notion
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of 'rehabilitation.'" Allen, "The Juvenile Court and the Limits of Juvenile Jus-
tice,"-11 Wayne L. Rev. 676, 685-86 (1964).

We are at once precipitated Into a state of incipiency-not unlike that sur-
rounding Kent when Justice Fortas wrote, "These contentions... suggest basic
issues as to the justifiability of affording a Juvenile less protection than is ac-
corded to adults suspected of criminal offenses, particularly where, as here, there
is an absence of any indication that the denial of rights available to adults was
offset, mitigated or explained by action of the Government, as parens patriae,
evidencing the special solicitude for juveniles commanded by the Juvenile Court
Act." 383 U.S. 541 (1966).

We are once again in a time when realities must be faced and dealt with for
the first time.

STATUTES

In Maryland, one turns immediately to the repeated concern of Section 70
that children be separated from any taint of adult criminality:

Section 70(2)-"To remove from children committing delinquent acts the taint
of criminality and the consequences of criminal behavior, and to substitute there-
for a program of treatment, training, and rehabilitation consistent with the
protection of the public interest ;"

And Section 70-12(a)-"A child alleged to be delinquent shall not be detained
in a facility to which children who have been adjudicated delinquent may be
committed, or in a jail or other facility for the detention of adults, unless (1)
adequate facilities have not been established, and (2) it appears to the satisfac-
tion of the court, or other person designated by the court, that public safety and
protection reasonably require detention. No child shall ever be confined in a Jail
or other facility fpr the detention of adults, unless in a room or ward entirely
separated from adults. After January 1, 1975, no child shall ever be detained in
a jail or other facility for the detention of adults or in a facility to which delin-
quents have been committed." (emphasis added).

Do these sections suggest that Southeastern can be fought on the basis that
children and adults are not separated, that children incarcerated there are in
constant hearing and frequent sight of adults, that they are frequently housed
in the same aisle, that the general adult incarceration situation is inherently
damaging to children, and that other adequate facilities are available for holding
juveniles?

Something more is needed. Southeastern is not technically a detention or
shelter care facility.

PRETRIAL THEORY

One goes next to the pretrial theory of prison law, to a case like Affleck in
which the court, in analogizing the conditions in a Boys' Training School to those
held unconstitutional in a jail in Jones v. Wittenberg 323 F. Supp. 93 (1971),
observed, that the Jones case "involved adult inmates; the instant case involves
juveniles, who may not be treated like convicted criminals." Inmates of Boys'
Training School ct al. v. Affleck 346 F. Supp. 1354, 1365 (1972).

Affleck then went on to adopt the reasoning of another landmark prison case-
Hamilton v. Love 328 F. Supp. 1182, 1191 (1971). The Affleck court, quoting
Hamilton, observed,

"It may be that the only permissible purpose for confining these awaiting
trial juveniles is "to make certain that those detained are present when their
cases are finally called for trial." lbid, 1371.

The presumption of innocence attaches to juveniles awaiting trial. In re Win-
ship 397 U.S. 358, 363 (1970). It may well be possible therefore to import the
pretrial analysis wholesale into the entire Juvenile area.

A. THE COURTS AND PRE-TRIAL DETENTION

"To provide for the care, protection and wholesome mental and phvscal de-
velopment of children coming within the provisions of this subtitle: To remove
from children committing delinquent acts the taint of criminality and the con-
sequences of criminal behavior, and to substitute therefor a program of treat-
ment, training and rehabilitation consistent with the protection of the public
interest." Such are the overriding concerns and purposes of the Juvenile system
in Maryland. as expressed by the legislators in Section 70 (1).(2), of Article 26
of the Maryland Annotated Code. It is with these purposes in mind, that we
muqt evaluate the need for an imnrnvement in the conditions found at the de-
tention lock-ups in Baltimore City. Sections of the N.E. and S.E. police station
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lock-ups are used to detain juveniles pursuant to Article 26, Section 70-9 and
70-11. A child may be so detained for up to 5 days before he Is given a deten-
ton hearing and If at that time he is ordered into detention he Is held at the
Maryland Boys Training School.

Article 26 Section 70-11, outlines the reasons for which a juvenile may be
placed In detention. He Is not to be placed in detention prior to a hearing on
the petition unless; 1. The detention is required to protect the person and prop-
erty of others or of the child; 2. The child is likely to leave the jurisdiction of
the court; 3. He has no parents, guardian, or custodian or other person able
to provide supervision and care for him and return him to the court when re-
quired; or 4. An order for his detention or shelter care has been made by the
court pursuant to the provisions of this subtitle.

The important thing to keep in mind, no matter what the criteria used for
justifying detention, is that the juveniles detained are "still presumed Innocent
and many will be so found.' It is this factor, that the courts have found to be
the most significant when analyzing the need for a change in pre-trial jail
conditions. It is our contention that the conditions in Baltimore City lock-ups
(most especially S.E.) do not measure up to the Constitution under the tradi-
tional standards applied to prison conditions which exist in institutions re-
served for convicted felons.,Additionally, It is our feeling that one must apply
a much more demanding standard of constitutionality in the case of juveniles
detained prior to a hearing of any sort, all of whom are pre-trial detainees con.
victed of no crime or delinquent act and presumed innocent. As pre-trial de-
tainees, they are being held for one major purpose only, to guarantee their
appearance at trial. Thus, traditional prison policies and practices which derive
their support from concepts of punishment, retribution and deterrence are
totally inappropriate in a pre-trial detention facility. The use of lock-ups must
find rational support only from the legitimate right of juvenile authorities
to hold juveniles until their detention hearing, and, during such a holding
period, to maintain necessary security.

This standard of constitutionality is not novel but has been accepted by
several courts in very recent opinions. In Hamilton v. Love, 328 F. Supp. 1182
(E.D. Ark. I1) the court held unconstitutional many features of the day to
day administration of a county jail stating:

It is not really appropriate to judge the constitutionality of the conditions
of... (county jail inmates') incarceration by referring to the 'cruel and unusual
punishment" provisions of the Eighth Amendment. Having been convicted of no
crime the detainee should not have to suffer any 'punishment' as such, whether
cruel and unusual or not....

It is manifestly obvious that the conditions of Incarceration for detainees
must, cumulatively, add up to the least restrictive means of achieving the pur-
pose requiring and justifying deprivation liberty." Id. at 1191-1192.

•.. If the conditions of detainment are such that they can only be considered
punitive, or as punishment, then, of course, the subjecting of such detainees to
such conditions would violate the due process requirements of the Fifth and
Forteenth Amendments, as well as the quoted provision of the Eighth Amend-
ment. Manifestly, therefore, if the conditions of pre-trial detention derive'
from punishment rationales, such as retribution, deterrence, or even involuntary
rehabilitation, then those conditions are suspect constitutionally and must fall
unless also clearly justified by the limited stated purpose and objective of pre-
trial detention discussed above. It is, of course, true that any deprivation of
liberty, incarceration, or physical detention is, in reality, a form of punishment.
Nevertheless, its use may still be justified if it meets the 'least restrictive alter-
native' test described above." Id. at 1193.2

Thus, the policies and practices of pre-trial detention facilities must be
measured by a very demanding constitutional standard. This standard, the
"least restrictive alternative test", applied commonly in F'irst Amendment cases,
aee e.g. Shilton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479 (1960), requires that any denial of
liberty In the case of a pre-trial inmate must be either rationally related to
the object of pre-trial detention, assuring the presence of a person at trial, or
justified by another compelling state interest.

Other decisions have recognized this principle. In Jones v. Wittenburg, 323
F. Supp. 93 (D.C. Ohio, 1971) the court also invalidated, on constitutional

See Judge Robert Hammerman's opinion of August 3, 1071 on the Juvenile detention
section of the Baltimore City Jail.

'See generally, Comment, Consetitutional Limitations on the Condittion of Pire-TrialDetetton, 79 Yale L.J. 741 (1970).
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grounds many practices and policies of a county jail. Adopting a test very close
to that expressed in Hamilton v. Love, supra the court sitted that:

"For centuries, under our law, punishment before conviction has been for-
bidden. The Constitution does not authorize the treatment of a pre-trial detainee
as a convict, (Citation omitted) . . . 'Therefore, in this dubious interval between
the commitment and trial, a prisoner ought to be used with the utmost humanity
and neither be loaded with needless fetters or subjected to other hardships then
such as are absolutely requisite for the purpose of confinement only.' (Inmates)
• . . are not to be subjected to any hardship except those absolutely requisite
for the purpose of confinement only, and they retain all the rights of an ordinary
citizen except the right to come and go as they please.... Id. at 100.

Accord, Anderson v. Nosser, 438 F.2d 183 (5th Cir. 1971) ("The treatment
accorded plaintiffs . . . violated even those minimal 'standards of decency' man-
dated in the treatment of convicted felons . ., much less the standards which
must be afforded those as yet unconvicted of misdemeanor offenses." Id. at 191) ;
Palmigiano v. Travisono, 317 F. Supp. 776 (D.R.I. 1970) (The Court spoke of a
need to intervene to protect the constitutional rights of Inmates "in this case
especially . . . (since) the plaintiffs herein are in the waiting trial section of
the adult correctional institution and must be presumed Innocent while in such
status." Id. at 785) ; Scale v. Manson, 326 F. Supp. 1375 (D Conn. 1971) ("Of
particular significance in this case, and a factor that weighs heavily on the
scale, is that the plaintiffs are unconvicted detainees whom the law presumes
innocent. Unlike convicted persons, the State's only asserted interest with
respect to these inmates is to ensure their presence at trial. (Citation omitted).
Any limitation on the fundamental rights of unconvicted persons must find
justification in legitimate advancement of that interest." Id. at 1379) ; Hamilton
v. Schiro, 338 F. Supp. 1016 (E.D. La. 1970). Wayne County Jail Inmates v.
Wayne County Board of Commissioners, Civil Action No. 173-217, (Cir. Ct. of
Wayne Cty. Michigan 1971) ; Rhein v. McGratk, 326 F. Supp. 681, 600 (S.D.N.Y.
1970) ; ("The Inmates of the Tombs are awaiting trial and have not been con-
victed of any crime. They are of course entitled to Eighth Amendment protec-
tion as much if not more than convicted inmates . . .") ; Davis v. Itndsay, 321
F. Supp. 1134 (S.D.N.Y. 1970) ; Tyler v. Ciccone, 299 F. Supp 684 (W.D. Mo.
1969).

Additionally, in the most recent major jail case, Brenneman v. Madigan, 343
F. Supp. 128 (1972), the court fully accepted the doctrine of Hamilton, supra
Wittcnburg supra as it proclaimed the rights of those imprisoned;

"Lawful incarceration brings about the necessary withdrawal or limitation
of many privileges and rights, a retraction justified by the considerations under-
lying our penal system." (Citation omitted) Notwithstanding that imprisonment
may deprive the convict of certain rights which would otherwise be his to
enjoy, "A prisoner retains all the rights of an ordinary citizen except those
expressly, or by necessary implication, taken from him by law." (Citation omit-
ted) Thus, it has long been recognized that imprisonment cannot deprive him
,of the protection of the due process and equal protection clauses of the Four-
teenth Amendment.

It is well established that "Prisoners do not lose all their constitutional rights
and that the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses of the Fourteenth
Amendment follow them into prison and protect them there from uncon-
stitutional action on the part of prison authorities carried out under color of
state law." Id at 131.

As noted, security is considered a legitimate state interest but the courts
will not automatically accept the deprivation of rights on that basis;

"Rejection of the right-privilege distinction as a sterile form of words has
likewise cast doubt upon the logical difference between deprivations constitu-
tion 'punishment' and those presented as techniques for the maintenance of
'control' or 'security'. Presumably the consequence of labeling a deprivation a
matter of control is that it may be imposed without procedural preliminaries.
The distinction is unpersuasive. Substantial deprivations or rights even in
matters called civil where no misconduct is alleged have not been permitted
without due process. Reasons of security may justify restrictive confinement, but
that Is not to say that such needs may be determined arbitrarily or without
appropriate procedures" Landman V Royster 333 F. Supp. 621, 645 (E.D. Va.
1971).

These standards and tests have not been ignored in the juvenile pre-trial
detention setting. In Martarella v Kelly 349 F. Supp. 575 (1972) (USDC S.N.Y.),
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the court felt, "no doubt that the 8th Amendment prohibition of cruel and un-
usual punishment is not restricted to instances of particular punishment inflicted
on a given individual but also applik to mere confinement to an institution which
is "characterized by conditions and practices so bad as to be shocking to the
conscience of reasonably civilied people." (Citation omitted) at 597. The court
in LoI8is v N.Y. State Dept. of Social Servlces 322 F. Supp. 473 USDC S.D.N.Y.
1970) felt that "two tests have been applied to determine whether the 8th
Amendment applies "first, whether the punishment is disproportionate to the
offense, second, the severity or harshness of the sanction as measured by "broad
and idealistic concepts of dignity, civilized standards, humanity and decency"
at 476. In accord with these decisions is a recent decision of Inmates of the
Boys' Training School v Affleck, 346 F. Supp. 1354 (1972). Even in the opinion
of Judge Robert I. H. Haiinerman of the Juvenile Court of Baltimore found
conditions similar to those in the City lock-ups to in violation of the standards
of the 8th Amendment, when he closed down the juvenile detention center at
the Baltimore City Jail.

Thus, conditions and resulting mistreatment must be measured by a due
process standard embodying the concept of the "least restrictive alternative" and
by traditional notions of cruel and unusual punishment. We suggest that under
either test the lock-ups will not pass constitutional muster.

In particular some discussion is needed to evaluate the case law in five of the
major condition deficient areas. (1). The Denial of Reasonable Medical Atten-
tion ;

Authorities are under a Constitutional and common law rule to provide rea-
sonable medical assistance to plaintiffs and their class. Edwards v. Duncan, 355
F. 2d 993 (4th Cir. 1966) ; Talley v. Stephens, 247 F. Supp. 683 (E.D. Ark. 1965) ;
McCollum v Mayfield, 130 F. Supp. 112, 114-15 (N.D. Cal. 1955) ; Austin v. Harris,
226 F. Supp. 304 (W.D. 3o. 1964) ; Coleman v. Johnston, 247 F. 2d 273 (7th Cir.
1953; E8berry v. Haynes, 256 F. Supp. 736 (W.D. Okla. 1966). This right is
guaranteed by the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments and its denial may be tile
basis for a Sec. 1983 suit. See cases citedl directly above. The Fourth Circuit has
recognized these principles as forthrightly as any court. Re.s)onding to an in-
mate's 1983 suit alleging a denial of medical attention, the Court stated that:

"We need not now decide whether a prisoner. is entitled to every right not spe-
cifically taken away from him by law, and to judicial inquiry into alleged depriva-
tions of such rights. The hands-off doctrine operates reasonably to the extent that
it prevents judicial review of deprivations which are necessary or reasonable
concomitants of imprisonment. Deprivations of reasonable medical care and of
reasonable access to the courts are not among such concomitants, however.
Prisoners are entitled to medical care and to access to tile courts." Edwards v.
Duncan, supra at 994.

One court's statement that "prison physicians owe no less duty to prisoners
who must accept their care, than do private physicians to their patients who are
free to choose," Piscano v. State, 8 App. Div. 2d 335. 340 188 N.Y.S. 2d 35, 40
(1959), applies with even greater force to the obligation owed pre-trial detainees
as has been recognized by recent decisions. These decisions have recognized the
right of inmates to :
(1) Have a reasonable medical examination upon entry into the Jail

Wayne County, supra; Jones v. Wittenburg, supra; Hamilton v. Love, supra,
and a regular exam or access to sick call thereafter; Hamilton v. Love, supra;
Jones v. Wittenburg; (2) treatment for special medical problems, Jones v. Wit-
tenburg, supra; (3) availability of a physician at all times, Jones v. Wittenburg,
supra. Authorities have failed to provide any sort of medical services to juveniles
locked up in the stationnouse detention areas.
(2) An inadequate nutritional diet

A claim of an inadequate nutritional diet does raise a constitutional question,
see Ilolt v. Sarver, 309 F. Supp. 362 (E.D. Ark. 1970), and Hamilton v. Love,
supra. Juveniles locked up in the detention facilities do not receive a wholesome
nutritional diet though it will take a full development of the facts in this regard
to evaluate the claim.
(3) Denial to plaintiffs of visits and phone calls

The right of association is guaranteed by the First Amendment. Griswold v.
Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479,482 (1965). Jail, by definiiton, must interfere with
the exercise of that right. But because some limitations on association Inevi-
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tably flow from incarceration, it does not follow that any and all restrictions are
justified. Rather, as with all First Amendment rights, "any attempt to restrict
those, liberties must be justified by clear public interest, threatened not doubt-
fully or remotely, but by clear and present danger."Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S.
516 (1945).

Tbe extent to which the Baltimore City Jail removes a person from his
family and friends, far exceeds what may reasonably be expected from the fact
of detention. No phone calls are by many of the turnkeys. Nor is an Inmate
often allowed a visit from his family and friends and If so it seldom lasts
more than five minutes. In addition, many of the inmates parents do not even
know where there child has been taken.

None of these restrictions are called for, much less compelled by detention
itself. Again, such restrictions are particularly inappropriate for pre-trial
detainees. $ee, Jones v. Wittenburg, supra and Hamilton v. Love, supra, (order-
ing pre-trial detention facility to allow unmonitored phone calls at reasonable
hours): Hamilton v. Love, supra (ordering county jail to allow all inmates
reasonable visits from any visitors, regardless of age, except ex-felons or those
charged with a crime).
(4) Access to writing materials

In Jones v. Wittenburg, supra the court ordered that Indigent detainees "be
furnished, at public expense, writing materials and ordinary postage for their
personal use in dispatching a maximum of five letters per week." Accord, Wayne
County v. Bd. supra. Juveniles are allowed no writing materials whatsoever.
(5) Access to reading materials, and necessary hygieno materials

Also, constitutionally questionable is the refusal to supply or allow necessary
hygienic materials, literature and other essentials of a minimal subsistence
to plaintiffs free of charge. See, Jones v. Wittenburg, supra. Inmates are not
provided either reading materials or hygienic materials no matter how long they
are kept at the station house lock-ups.

As our study shows, the S.E. and N.E. lockups are seriously deficient in a
number of critical areas. The above cited conditions are not the only deficiencies
and it is evident thay some extensive changes must be made to make the condi-
tions acceptable under the above outlined tests.

B. THE PROBLEM WITH THE IMPORTATION

There is an unavoidable problem with this importation: A.0eek applied to
Juveniles who had been formally detained pending an adjudicatory trial. The pre-
trial cases apply to adults detained pending trial because of lack of bail or
because of the seriousness of the crime. In both situations there had been some
sort of hearing, a detention hearing-a bail hearing, an Indictment-that for-
malized the detention.

No such formalization exists in the Southeastern situation. The nexus be-
tween the adult and the juvenile situations, while tempting to adopt and pos-
sibly eminently adoptable, cannot be simplistically applied. What we are deal-
ing with Is not a post-hearing detention but a brief period between when a child
is taken into custody and when he is taken to that bearing. The situation during
that period Is equally distressing-and equally unmitigated-for adults. The
conditions of Andrew's detention in the adult section were not markedly differ-
ent from what they would have been had he been kept on the juvenile end of the
lock-up.

There Is statutory and case law governing when a child may be taken into
custody (See Section 70-9) and statutory and case law governing what hap-
pens at the detention hearing and afterward (See Sections 70-11 and 70-12).
There Is a list of "Duties of LawV-Enforcement Officers Upon Taking Child Into
Custody" in Section 70-10. But there is no law of the lock-up.

The B.U. Law Note seemed painfully aware of this deficiency when, at the con-
clusion of its analysis of the Baltimore Deteiftion case, It commented,

"Standards with respect to minimum physical comforts, medical care, dietary
sufficiency, and recreational facilities should be articulated on a case-by-case basis,
but comparisons among institutions in different jurisdictions and within the same
Jurisdiction, as well as the standards set forth in adult prisoner Itigation, can
all serve as gudelines to be used and followed by courts in specific cases." 52
B.U.L.R.83,56.
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0. THE NEED TO PUSH DUE PROCESS FARTHER BACK

What is needed to solve the Southeastern situation is a PRE-pretrial analysis,
and this may mean the recognition of a new way of emphasizing the procedural
rights of Juveniles, a way that pushes the due process rights back from the
adjudicatory area where Gault and its progeny have left them to a point im-
mediately after custody is taken.

Due process as the "sine qua non" of the juvenile process has been recognized
by Baldwin v. Lewis 300 F. Supp. 1220 (1969) (reversed on grounds of failure
to exhaust state remedies), a detention stage case.

D. FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS

Additional cases have stated specifically that youths may not be denied funda-
mental rights because they are youths:

"Certainly those entrusted with the care and training of youths must be per-
mitted some latitude in disciplining their charges. This does not mean, however,
that even constitutionally permissible punishment which imposes serious re-
straints upon an individual's liberty may be Inflicted without some measure of due
process." Wheeler v. Glass, 473 F. 2d 983 (1973) (holding that treatment of men-
tally retarded youths in an Elgin, Illinois hospital (the movie the seminar saw?)
was sufficient to state a claim of cruel and unusual punishment-may also be
useful as a nexus case in straight adult and juvenile prison conditions area).

EQUAL PR.YrECTION

A. NO OTHER FACILTIES

One of the primary objections to making changes at Southeastern and in the
lock-up situation in general is the claim that nothing else can be done, that there
is no other way to deal with the many people arrested, that every convenience
that can be expected during that short period of incarceration is being given.
There are juvenile cases that hold that Juveniles cannot be denied treatment
rightfully due them simply because the authorities claim facilities for that treat-
ment are not available. In holding that youths awaiting waiver summaries could
not be sent to the DC Jail simply because Lorton was overcrowded, the court
said, "There is no legal authority for diverting otherwise eligible youths to adult
institutions due solely to lack of space." U.S. v. Alsbrook, 336 F. Supp 973 (1971).

And in a comment on Alabrook, a DC judge in a later case said, "Individual
statutory and constitutional rights cannot be suspended or compromised due to the
failure of the criminal justice system to provide adequate facilities." U.S. v.
Lowery 335 F. Supp. 519 (1971)

This repeated reluctance to place youths in brutalizing adult facilities simply
because the District of Columbia had provided no viable alternative to those
facilities may be useful in arguing that dumping Juveniles in Southeastern lock-
up--until even the visiting room has to be used to hold them--cannot be justified
either.

Certainly the "no other facilities available" argument is used here to rationalize
continued placement of Juveniles in Southeastern. Transportation problems,
crowded conditions at Northeastern, and the need to wait until the police depart-
ment finds other ways to hold its adult women prisoners have all been invoked as
reasons why alternatives to Southeastern are all too complicated to be tried.

B. THE BEST WE CAN

The "no other facilities" argument leads inevitably into the last defense for
conditions at Southeastern: 'the custodians there are simply doing all they can

OP with limited resources and great problems of time to make life in the lock-up as
humane and as efficient as possible.' That sort of argument is becoming harder
and harder to make convincing however. Lack of funds has been held no Justifica-
tion for continued brutality in almost all the prison cases.

In holding that patients in the Massachusetts Correctional Institutional Treat-
ment Center at Bridgewater who were seeking heat were entitled to that heat,
the court gave as its reasons for holding that the deprivation be ended:

"It cannot be because the plaintiffs are confined prior to trial, as distinguished
from imprisoned after conviction, that their treatment is not to be noticed, nor
can it be any excuse for continuous, as distinguished from temporary accidental,
inhumane treatment, if there were such, that the representatives of the state were
doing the best they could." Rozecki v. Gaughan 0S9 F. 2d (1972) emphasis added.

25-218--74-----17
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ONCE MNORE THE STATUTE

Finally, however, the strongest argument against conditions at Southeastern
lock-up may be one that returns to the goals of the Juvenile statuteitself, to the
statutory urging that juvenile laws must "provide for the care, protection and
wholesome mental and physical development of children." Section 70(1). Incar-
ceration, however brief, at Southeastern certainly does not contribute to those
goals. tI may, in fact be damaging in ways that go far beyond the mere temporal
period of custody.

In the words of Dr. George Lynn Hardman, Staff Psychiatrist for the Roxbury
Court Clinic in Boston and consultant to the Massachusetts Department of
Youth Services. "Because the child's problems or problem are in no way being
dealt with during the period in which he is confined in isolation, the child's
behavior deteriorates rather than improves in the course of his isolation. The
isolation of a child only inhibits that child's emotional development." Inmates
of Boys' Training School et al. v. Affleck 346 F. Supp. 1354, 1366 (1972).

At Southeastern, boys are isolated in their cells from the moment of arrival.
Their only contacts are, after that point, the most brutal adult contacts-other
arrestees they hear being brought in, turnkeys, police department truck drivers.

CONCLuSIoNs ,

Considerations of humanity and law combine to mandate that juveniles taken
Into custody by the Baltimore City police no longer be incarcerated, however
temporarily, at Southeastern District Lock-Up. Every effort-beginning with
negotiation and discussion with the authorities in charge and progressing, if
necessary, to litigation with its attendant processes of discovery-should be bent
toward ths end. Conditions at Southeastern are so bad it is doubtful they can
be brought up to what ought to be the minimum standards for handling and
detaining juveniles.

Simply moving juveniles out of Southeastern to some other location will not
however solve the problem of custodial care after Juvenile arrest. There is no
guarantee--particularly in view of observations at Northeastern (admittedly
one of the least busy districts in the City) -that conditions in any other location
will be markedly better. Simple relocation will not be the solution. The problem
is more complex than that.

It is at once unreasonable to expect the City to abandon its current detention
facilities and unreasonable to expect the City not to detain arrestees until some
sort of hearing. It is also unreasonable to expect the City to create a Country
Club for such detentions.

It is not however unreasonable to expect some provisions for the basic amenities
of life. Such provisions can be Spartan, but they ought to be made. It is not un-
reasonable to expect a person-adult or juvenile-who has been convicted of
nothing, who has not even had a hearing-to have decent accommodations. They
can be along the line of an army barracks-but they ought to include a bed instead
of a board, hygienic implements, hot and cold water, sanitation, reading matter
(comics would be ok but something better could be made available) blankets,
sheets, pillow, a change of clothing, a chance to shower, and real food. (It is
likely that the present food situation is not only non-nutritious in its concentra-
tion on starches but also uneconomical for the City-the financial arrangements
(if any) made with the White Coffee Pot Family Restaurant would be Interest-
ing to check-is there a discount or rake-off arrangement?)

It is also becoming less and less unreasonable to demand that some more im.
mediate hearing and the possibility of bail be provided. These would at least have
the effect of providing an arrestee with his or her due process protections far
sooner than is now done. Businesses now operate until late hours, sometimes on
weekends, and sometimes twenty-four hours a day. Perhaps courts should do the
same. (This however is pushing much farther into the general need for improve-
ment of the Judicial process than the scope of this study permits.)

For now, it may be best to begin by seeking the list of amenities required by
the Baltimore Detention case--and to move from there to the consideration of
how procedural protections can be pushed farther and farther back in the
juvenile justice process. Perhaps this list may mean that juveniles cannot be
held anywhere in the lock-ups or jails of the City. If so, it is time to begin to
deal with that possibility.
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APPENDIX

STATISTICAL CHART FROM JUVENILE INTERVIEWS

Yes No

Juvenile-adult mingling .......................................................... I 46
Single occupant in cell ........................................................... 40 7Adequate lighting ......................... ................................................... 47

: Adequate ventilation ............................................................ 13 34
Issued bed clothes ........................................................................... 47
General cleanliness of facility ---------------------------------------------------- 21 26

Sink -------------------------------------------------------- -------------- 26 21
Toilet ----------------------------.--------------------------------------- 24 23
Bench -------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 44

Allowed toilet articles ..........---------------------------------------------------------------- 47
Toilet in operation .............................................................. 40 7
Sink in operation ................................................................ 37 10
Quality of food (lair or poor) -----------------------.---------------------------- 24 23
Presence of Insects ---------------------------------............................ 10 37
Visits allowed ------------------------------------------------------------------ 20 22
Pnone calls allowed ------------------------------------------------------------ 17 25
Writing materials provided -------------------------------------------------------------------- 47
Reading materials provided ..................................................................... 47
Amusements of any sort ........................................................... 7-----------47
Recreation facilities or Ume .................................................................... 47
Allowed showers .............................................................................. 47
Presence of hot water .............. ..................... 4.................................... 47
Medical personnel, or daily sick call ............................................................. 47

Good Fair Poor

General treatment by turnkeys ..................................... 10 1 26
General treatment by inmates .................................................................. 47
Temperature of facility .......................................................... is 1 29

I Cold.
Note: Number of medical problems reported 13 out of 47.

INTERVIEW OF WADSWORTHa RoBiNsoN (INTAKE SUPERVISoR-,--JUVENILE SERVICES)
FEBRUARY 1, 1973

The juvenile services offics receives complaints from varying sources such as
police complaints, walk-ins, schools, stores, and the dept. of social services. These
complaints are handled by 15 intake-counselors. 4 supervisors and three evening
intake supervisors (counselors). 'These are the people which can authorize de-
tention for up to five days w/o a hearing (Rule 909, MRP). The department
strives to bring the juvenile to court on the next court date. Male juveniles 16-18
are held at a juvenile lockup at SE police station. Female juveniles of all ages
and males 15 and under are held at NE police station in a special juvenile lockup.
Attached hereto is a sample of the detention form which must be filled out by
the person who authorizes the detainment. Part of this form is sent to the
parents and serves as notice to them of their siblings detainment by juvenile
services. This authorization must be gotten by the police.

Article 26, sections 70-9, 70-11 set out the guidelines followed within the de-
partment. But there Is still room for discretion. Every child detained has a peti-
tion written up on him or her. The court can authorize continued detainment
pending disposition for up to thirty days but this detention does not take place at
either NE or SE.

The courts hear approximately 20 cases a day, usually one master is designated
each week to handle emergencies which are In essence detentions. Between
Jan 1-15, 146 Juveniles were detained. Mr. Robinson feels that one should look
to a juvenile's past record of court appearances, whether he is a danger to person
or property, will he flee the jurisdiction and the exact nature of the offense.
Though the police have a brief course at the Academy dealing with the handling
of juveniles, they seem "prone to locking up". However, this is no rubber stamp
process, the counselors or super, use the criteria. But the police, who often use the
phone, read the case to the couns. and they can cloud the facts if they wish to
get authorization. This makes it sort of like a "game" and Is one of the reasons
for rapid detention hearings.

q
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The major deterrent against the police calling In detetnions or for that matter
holding Juveniles Is the immense paperwork involved. This is an inunense hassle,
a copy of the form which they must fill out is attached hereto, "police have to
fight 10 devils to lock-up a juvenile" then can be pretty sure he really wants to
do it. Mr. Robinson professed little knowledge of the actual situation at the
lockups, either the physical problems or the Inmate problems.

NE is also the home of police youth section and all the papers are kept there.
For this reason among others the night Intake-supervisor is stationed at the NE
station. During the week this man Is Tom McGee. Two other people fill in for
Saturday and Sunday night.

INTERVIEW WITH TOM MCGE_, INTAKE SuPrRVison FOR EVENINoS DuRING THE
WEEK FEBRuARY 5, 1973

There is a great deal of discretion by the police as to whom they pick up.
The officer must go through the following steps, 1. a policeman must fill out
the Juvenile custody report, which is attached hereto. There are three copies,
one original desk copy, one to juvenile court and the third to the district. He
must fill out one of these for every juvenile he stops whether or not he requests
detention. He can at this time release the child to his parents who might wait
six months for a court date. There were 21,000 custody shets filled out last
year. 2, he must also file a field report-offense report which is equally involved.
The system Is certainly not efficient for every juvenile gets a custody report
and a field report filled out on him even If he is just a suspect. Step 3, the officer
decides if he wants detention, recently there have been more calls for crimes
of a serious nature. McGee looks to the offense itself (violence, injured victim,
hospitalization, as opposed to pickpocket or shoplifting), prior record (officer
checks this before he calls), attitude of parents (may not want the kid). Addi-
tional circumstances (officer knows the kid or situation) also looks to threats
if any, time of the offense (4 or 3 A.M. looks bad), where living (pertains
to guarantee of appearance in court). There have been cases where young males
have been "making it on the run" at 16-or-17, living in the YMCA.

McGee feels there is no deterrent to force the parents to bring the kids into
court, since they are seldom held liable or fined. The child once detained, is
allowed only the clothes he is wearing. He is given a complete search. The
cells are clean and relatively bare "if you are going to have a deterrent, can't
make things all that pleasant." Even if held over the weekend there are no
showers, toothpaste (on back a map of layout of NE lockup). NE was chosen
to house Juveniles since It is not a busy district. There is a definite separation
of Juveniles and adults approximately one-third of total Juveniles detained go
to SE, there are too many guns--14 and 15 year old holdup men. The longest
stay is uslaally one night but often Juveniles are detained over the weekend.

Only about 3 times a month do complaints come in about CINS.
When detention is made, females and males under 16 go to NE and Males

16 and over go to SI. They are then sent to court on the next court date and
a detention hearing is held where the court reviews the detention and decides if
the child is to be detained or released to parents. The court is generally
inefficient cause of increased paperwork which prevents them from handling
more than 20 cases a day. During the week never more than 20 Juveniles are
detained. Double figures on a weekday is alarming.

FACILITES

NE 24 cells (12 for Juveniles), 6 rooms; toilets, sinks, and bench; toilets, sinks,
beds (1 or 2) ; 3 meals a day from a local restaurant.

Rooms are reserved for old woman, young kids who are not likely to be
destructive.

Cells no blankets or sheets, rooms yes, personal items taken and inventoried.
Well lighted, air conditioned and heated

Inmates are not given writing materials
May have visitors (parents, minister, brothers)
Medical-if arrive with Injuries go to hospital (Union), no sick call no incom-

ing medical officers, SE go to City Hospital
There is no recreation provided, however parents can bring reading materials

and magazines are provided. Inmates are fed in cell stay there the whole time
except for visits. Cell is 1(Y by 10'

McGee feels the system is accomplishing very little, he is more for punishment
and likes McDermott cause he is stern and strikes fear into the kids.
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A BRIEF NOTE ON WHAT W MAY BE DOINo TO JUVENILES BY LOCKINo THLm up
AND ON How Oua STUDY RzVEALS THAT

When our subject could only remain in the lock-up for twenty-four hours, there
was some speculation that either he was a "chicken" or the rock-up wasn't as bad
as it was reputed to be. Neither of those speculations will really do-and a prison
study reported at about the same time in The New York Times Magazine bear&
out that assertion. That study, based on a simulated prison situation, also found
itself with subjects who could not go on with the study-although they knew,
as did our subject, that the incarceration was strictly an experiment, that they
could definitely be released. The report included one telling observation:

"In less than 36 hours, we were forced to release prisoner 8612 because of ex-
treme depression, disorganized thinking, uncontrollable crying and fits of rage. We
did so reluctantly because we believed he was trying to "con" us-it was unimag-
inable that a volunteer prisoner in a mock prison could legitimately be suffering
and disturbed to that extent. But then on each of the next three days another
prisoner reacted with similar anxiety symptoms, and we were forced to terminate
them, too. In a fifth csse, a prisoner was released after developing a psycho-
somatic rash over his entire body (triggered by rejection of his parole appeal by
the mock parole board). These men were simply unable to make an adequate ad-
justment to prison life. Those who endured the prison experience to the end
could be distinguished from those who broke down and were released early In
only one dimension-authoritarianism. On a psychological test designed to reveal
a person's authoritarianism, those prisoners who had the highest scores were
best able to function in this authoritarian prison environment." Zimbardo, Philip,
"A Prandellian Prison," The New Times Magazine, April 8, 1973, pp. 38, 4.

Obviously this takes this study ITO -the psychological as well as the legal-
but the study is worth noting carefully. Gregory's reactions were exactly what is
described here: Although he is actually 22 years old, he nearly cried when he
saw me. Ills body shook. Ile was relieved I actually existed (although he had
sen me only the day before) ; he was laughing and crying at the same time.
Ile was not deranged, not out of control in any way. Ie simply had to get out
of prison.

What we may be doing to those juveniles who have to stay may be only
partially reflected in the oft-repeated statistics about recidivism and the crime
rate we see so often. What we may be doing may be cruel and unusual punish-
ment of the most extreme (and least documentable) sort. It may be the deliber-
ate destruction of the human mind.

ExiBrr I[

KW TRANSCRIPT DEBRIEFINo

BIARBAIA. From the time he was picked up at the court house at 4:00 p.m. to
4:10 p.m. when I extracted him from confinement. Now, Ken, why don't you tell
us what happened to you starting from when you were taken into the court
house locker. What was the first thing that happened to you there.

Ken. Well, okay, an interesting incident happened on my way into the locker
really, I walked past this guy who was standing at the door and he said, "Walk
over there." Since I had no idea what there meant I assumed he meant the
other desk.

BARBARA. This is the turn key who wore the green sweater?
KEN. Right.
BARBARA. Okay.
KEN. So I started walking over toward the other desk and there is another

guy. Ile was some old shriveled up white guy, I don't know what his name was
and he was holding a chain and he stood up.

BARBARA. The blond guy with the green sweater was pretty shriveled up too;
go ahead.

K N. The blond guy said I didn't mean that far. So I came back toward his
desk at which point he said I didn't mean that close either. So I figured out
about four blocks away would be the proper distance and he told me to empty
my pockets. And as I was emptying my pockets the shriveled up white guy came
over with the chain and he just like let me see that he had it and then he stood
behind me and from that point on I emptied my pockets and glanced back to
make sure the chain was where it was before and you know the guy at the
lock up.
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BARBARA. Okay, the lock up at the court house right.
KEN. The lock up at the court house kept a black flair pen that's all he kept.

And he gave me back my cigarettes. Oh, he kept my matches too. And he gave
me back my cigarettes, my change and some paper that I had. Okay . . . Then
I went to the lock up and I was only there for about two minutes and I played
a half a game of wist with some kids at which point he said: Now this old
black dude that walked me out to the truck-

BARBARA. You were wearing handcuffs.
KEN. I was wearing handcuffs, right.
And he was a pretty nice dude but he said: "You kept always running

away why did you run away. But I said something to the effect that well I just
couldn't stand my parents and he said well you know them better than I do. And
then one of the very funny things is that he walked past the guard and said sorry
that I do this about your cigarette and then he held me by the handcuffs and
he like took me to the truck and we drove to south eastern lock up. Wherever
that's at. Okay, once again on the way out of the truck he didn't grab my hand-
cuffs until he saw another policeman and then he grabbed my handcuffs and lie
like carried me inside. Okay, when I went inside I was frisked by this dude and
this was a-

BARBARA. A cop?
KEN. A cop, right and I can't really remember what lie looked like cause that

first dude was turning my body toward the desk sergeant and like he just felt
me up more and he took my cigarettes, that's all he took, he took my cigarettes.

BARBARA. They let you keep your paper and your pencil. He didn't feel my
paper and he didn't feel my pencil because my pencil was in the top and he didn't
(1o that thorough a search. So a little longer I went to a cell. Now chrono-
logically what happened in the cell, I sat down in the cell and the first thing I
started doing was just like observing the environment that I was in.

BARBARA. Where was the cell as you entered.
KEN. Okay, as you enter from the place where I was frisked It was two cells

down.
BARBARA. Okay.
KEN. On the right, cause actually all the cells are on the right. Now the cell

itself was room with three walls on the, okay as you enter the room on the left
hand wall there is nothing except-

BARBARA. Okay.
KEN. On the right wall there was a toilet okay, starting from left to right.

The toilet was about two feet off the floor. about from one foot from tMe top
approximately eight feet tall, about one foot from the top was a vent and I as-
suied it was a heat vent, basically I could see where it had been discolored
and cracked. And I assumed this was due to heat coming out of that vent.

BARBARA. Okay.
KEN. Okay, as you went over there was sink, both the toilet and the sink were

clean and they both worked.
BARBARA. Well what about the rest of the cell?
KEN. I'm getting to that.
BARBARA. Okay.
KEN. Let me continue my description.
BARBARA. Okay, go ahead, continue.
KEN. And then there was a bench, now the bench was constructed of sort of

a metal tray and suspended off the floor by five metal legs. Two in the front and
three in the back. Okay. Now the cell was not directly up against the wall, it
was about .Y of an inch or an inch away from the wall. Okay this metal tray
and there were four planks layed inside this tread. Now these planks were actu-
ally separated on they varied in degree but the average you know separation
between the planks was about % of inch sometimes it would be next would be
an inch, etc,, etc., etc.

BAPBAR.. Go ahead.
KE.. Okay, inside the grove, or inside these planks separation there was alot

of dirt. I mean like it was absolutely incredible, the planks by the way were
made of ,nie very, very hard wood, my guess, would be oak or maple. I don't
know wood so I wouldn't be able to give you facts one way or the other, okay,
there was alot of dirt, a couple of roaches that were in there.

BABRARA. Dead or alive.
KEN. I mean type of roaches when smoking joints.
BARBARA. Oh, oh.
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KEN. That were in there, I saw some bits of plastic in there. Later on I as-
sumed it was from spon, it was just a lot of dust and a lot of dirt. I'd say it
hadn't been cleaned out, the bed hadn't been cleaned out in a long time. Okay,
then I proceeded to like sit down and begin to examine the room more carefully.
The floor looked like it had just been scrubbed. I could tell that because mops
leave a very definite swirl mark, and you can feel the grit of dragged detergent
when you walk into a room, okay. I could tell that the floor had been scrubbed
by a mop but it had none been scrubbed that thoroughly. Now the way this room
was built the walls were metal, okay, and below, okay, the walls at the base they
came out ab-ut an inch and it was to me like a gigantic brick. I don't know what
substance is maybe its dry clay or colored cement. Like I'm not sure about
cement but like that's what the flcw was. And in the corners there was dust,
there's not as much dust at the base of the wall as it was from the top of this
little thing that came out. Okay, I'm not sure what you'd call that. What would
you call a thing that projects out from the wall there.

BARBARA. Base boards.
KEN. Base boards, right. The base board that out that was really dirty. And

that and the floor got dirtier and dirtier around the toilet and under the bunk
was filthy, absolutely filthy with dust, little creepy crawling things, like spiders
and a couple of unidentified small black bugs which I think might have been lice
or crabs or fleas. But I can't be sure because I didn't get close enough to look at
them. Under the bed was really dark if the hadn't been under there I would have
slept under there but that's another story and I tell you about that later on.
Okay, now as for the walls, the walls were very, very dirty and I was wondering
if the dirt was washable from the walls so what I did was I wet a piece of
toilet paper under the assumption that if I could take a piece of wet toilet paper
and get the dirt off.

BARBARA. Where did you get the toilet paper?
KEN. The toilet paper, I had a roll of toilet paper that had about four panels

left on because I also wanted to ask the guy for more toilet paper later on since
I didn't feel the urge right then you know, I used it. I took the toilet paper and
I just like went to various places on the wall and scrubbed and not only did a lot
of grime on the wall, I mean like this Is very difficult, the wall is also like two
shades darker than the dirt. Because on the toilet paper I was able to get a clear
shade of green than the rest of the wall. Okay, so this was just with wet toilet
paper. Okay, then I also tried to ascertain when the last time the wall might have
been cleaned was. I went around and I looked for alot of kids in there had marked
there dates on the wall, okay, was very very hard to determine but there was one
pencil mark which was 1/19, I think, 1/19 or 29/73 which I was able to wash off
which means if anybody had washed the walls before that they would have been
able to wash that off too. Okay.

BARBARA. What was written on the wall.
KEN. Some of them were pretty good like "they jailed me but there's a million

more".
BARBARA. Okay.
KEN. Okay, at this point I had a meal, okay, the meal consisted of
BARBARA. This is dinner right? Friday night?
KEN. Dinner, Friday night, right. I had a fairly warm turkey sandwich. The

food I got was not cold, it was warm. It was edible. A turkey sandwich with
gravy, mashed potatoes with the same gravy that was on the sandwich and
sauerkrat and this was served to me In a plastic three-part sort of plate, if you
know what I mean. Now, this was covered with a very, very thick sheet of
cellophane type paper. A type of paper you know you see hamburgers wrapped
in at the White Tower. Okay.

BARBARA. Where did it come from.
KEN . This came from Family Restaurant's White Coffee Pot.
BARBARA. How did you know that?
KEN. Cause I saw him take out of the bag. I wasn't sure of this until Satur-

day. Okay. But I knew the coffee came from there because it was on the cup, then
I saw them taking the coffee and the egg sandwich was out of the same bag on
Saturday morning.

BARBARA. Okay.
KEN. I think it is a fairly safe assumption that there Is where it came from.
BARBARA. Fairly safe, yeah.
KEN. Now, I tried to get to sleep then on Friday night. I had no idea. You

know I really lost track of time while I was in here. I tried to get to sleep
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well I guess it was late on Saturday night after dinner mostly all I did was
read the - and check out the floor. I measured the room by pacing and
also my arms and the room approximately 5 or 6 by 6% to 6% by 8 feet. I
could say that was fairly accurate because 8 ft. is Just about my maximum
for Jumping and I could touch the ceiling barely. I could get my fingers on it
which would make it about 8 feet. N6w, I tried to get to sleep, tried to figure
out a comfortable way to go to sleep. First of all, I'm a very squimish person
and It was very hard to go to sleep with all that dirt between the cracks. But
by this time it was fairly late so I figured I could give it a try.

BARBARA. What did you have to sleep on. Blankets, pillows or something.
KEN. No, I had the bench and my trusty yellow Jacket. So I tried to find a

position where the lights would not shine in my face. I bave to explain the
ht to you. The light was on the outside of the cell and the way the lights were

divided there was one light for approximately each two cells. At least for as far
as I could see down the hall and the chance that I had to look Okay, now this
light was approximately twelve feet from the floor this was outside on the
opposite wall facing the ells. This light was turned downward at approximately
a 45 degree angle. Now the way that this light shone into the cell, oh the bars
in the cell were about 6 foot. I approximated this because I'm 5'8 and It was
about 4 feet over my head not counting my hands, 4 inches over my head not
counting my hands. And, the way that the light shone in it you couldn't sleep
toward the bottom of the cell cause that would hit you right in the face. Now
I also discovered that you couldn't really sleep on your back toward the back
of the cell cause the light could still come in and hit you in the face and if
you tried to sleep on one side or the other you either got the light that was a
reflection off the wall or reflections off the enamel on the toilet and sink. So
the best way to sleep was to curl up your arms under my Jacket, cause that was
what I was using as a pillow and put my face face down. But this didn't work
to well cause the bench was so hard I had to constantly change positions. I feel
asleep for awhile. And I woke up and one arm and one leg was very, very numb
so I got tip and walked around. This was the only time I could tell what time it
was. I asked the turn key-

BARBARA. Turn key?
KEN. Turn key, right, I asked the turn key what time it was and he said

1:30 and I sort of flipped. Wow, you know I really thought It was about 5 or
6:00. Well, what I did then was I had some paper in my coat pocket and I Just
started, actually I started writing poetry because the statistics of the cell I could
remember and I was really in the mood because I figured I could sleep better.
And the turn key passed again and I think he saw me writing but he didn't
say anything. I can't be sure whether he saw or not. What I do know that
happened Is that I fell asleep later on I guess it would be about 5:00, no about
6:00 and I woke up at breakfast. Breakfast was an egg sandwich, coffee with
a container of sugar and cream and a wrapped donut. The donut was cold.

BARBARA. Was the coffee hot.
KEN. The coffee was drinkable hot. You know it was like the way you drink

it. You know it wasn't boiling hot.
BARBARA. I like it boiling hot, go ahead.
KEN. The turn key said came in and said I'd like that pencil and paper that

you have.
BARBARA. Was this the same turn key.
KEN. This was not the same turn key.
BARBARA. flow did the second turn key know you had it.
KEN. I have no idea. My guess is that the other turn key might have told

him. You know. or maybe the paper might have been somewhere where he might
have seen it. Because it was under my coat and when I sleep at night I really
twist and turn s lot, so he might have seen it while I was sleeping if he came
on duty before then. So like I'm not sure how he found it. So I gave him this
bNt there was only a couple of lines. I was composing a poem and that was about
it. So I gave this to him and I got no more hassel. Now let's say a word about-

BARBARA. Did he say why he wanted it?
KEN. No, he didn't I'd like to say a word about the night staff versus the early

morning staff.
BARBARA. Okay.
KEN. The night staff was the most popular, very cool, like there are a couple

of very interesting comments, for instance I guess around 3:30 or so they
brought In some people they'd seen and they were talking to them. These were
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drunks you know, I couldn't see them but I could hear part of what went on
and the end the drunks ended up telling the guards they were really much
nicer than the kids on the street. And the guard sort of laughed and went about
his business. And also they are very, very cool with the kids. Like a kid wanted
to use the phone and he would let thew use the phone. Like there would be no
hassel about it.

BARBARA. This was at night?
KEN. At night.

BARBARA. You're sure?
KEN . I'm very, very sure cause like I was in the cell right next to the phone,

okay, and I could hear a click and conversation, blab, blab, blab.
BARBARA. Like saying what?

KEN. Like saying "Mom, will you come and get me," or "mom, they picked me
up and they beat me on the way to the station", I heard that conversation very,
very clearly and you know like the kid was crying and I think that's what made
an impression upon me and then there were some cases that came in like that
weren't really that interesting, like one dude had beat up a chick because she
tore up his paycheck and there was that and there was also a?

BARBARA. Was that a juvenile?
KEN. No, this wasn't a juvenile, this was an adult.
BARBARA. How did you hear that cnse?
KEN. I heard it through the doors.
BARBARA. Okay.
KEN. At night it was fairly quiet about that time, okay, now let me switch

forward now to the morning, okay?
BARBARA. Well wait, what was the other case you heard?
KEN. This was just, this was a juvenile, this was just some kid who was

caught drunken driving and they told him to sleep it off and he would get a
$25.00 fine in the morning. You know, and then they ask him if he wanted to
call his parents then or if he wanted to call his parents in the morning when he
sobered up and he chose to call his parents in the morning when he sobered up.
They gave him that choice specifically as a matter of fact. Kay, now let me get
to the morning.

BARBARA. Okay.
KEN. In the morning some more kids were brought in, this was a ritual basi-

cally cause I knew two of the kids that were brought in. One was a kid that was
brought in for wandering around drunk. I'm not sure where they kept them but
I assume they kept them some place until morning when they brought them
through juvenile section. Yeah, that's what I think, cause they all came in at once
instead of one at a time.

BARBARA. Well, how many came in, ten, two?
KEN. Five that I saw.
BARBARA. Okay, what time was this? Was it daylight?
KEN. I couldn't tell, it was about five minutes after they served me my break-

fast. There was no window in my cell. It was perpetual what ever time the lights
happened to be on outside the lights would shine in my cell.

BARBARA. But it was after breakfast?
KEN. Five minutes after breakfast, I know that because the guard went back

and gave them breakfast, ask them if they want any. Okay, one kid been
picked up wandering drunk and another kid that I used to work with this was
when I was with a drug counselor in Baltimore was tripping out in nacitrite and
that really upset me basically because he kept on, like I versed this pretty well
he was flipped out and after awhile I felt he was getting more rational and
he said look send me to a mental hospital Just don't keep me locked up. I'm going
to go crazy if you keep me locked up, I have to have space. Don't lock me up or
if you have to lock me up put me in a straight jacket so I-don't hurt myself. Like
he just kept on repeating this and he took off his clothes and the only?

BARBARA. How do you know he took off all of his clothes.
KEN. Cause I heard the guards talking about it, you know, they were saying,

can I use his name.
BARBARA. Yeah.
KEN. Okay, they were saying "Mike, keep your clothes on, Mike why are you

taking your clothes off." Like the only comments they'd say were Yeah, wow,
we got a real noodle this time and comments to that effect. I happened to know
these kids and this really, really upset me.

BARBARA. Whose the kid, what's his name.
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KEN. His name was Mike Edwards.
BARBARA. Where's he from?
KEN. I'm not quite sure where he is from but I met him at the youth de-

velopment center at the YMCA.
BARBARA. Okay.
KEN. The other kid I also met at the Youth Development Center at the YMCA.

His name was William Craig. Okay, so,
BARBARA. Okay, so it's morning, you were talking about the morning staff.
KEN. Well, the morning staff, the difference between the morning staff and

the night staff was the night staff seemed to like keep things under control but
they also seemed to act more like staff. You know, the morning staff appeared
to me like over grown kids. They were caught in a lot of interchange with the
prisoners, childish,

BARBARA. Like what?
KEN. Back and forth, one kid said, this Is the kid in juvenile section, he said

I need a stick to stir my coffee. The guy said use your fingers and the guy said
I can't use my fingers to stir the sugar. The guy said what are you trying to be
sarcastic or something can you spell that. And it went back forth and the guy
said, the kid in juvenile said why can't you spell it that's why you're a pig
cause you can't spell. And the guard said that's why you're back there cause
I'm so dumb. And it was very childish. As I saw it it had no purpose except
to make more noise. Cause everybody was getting into It.

BARBARA. Okay, morning, then what did you do, you finished your breakfast,
you heard about these cases then what. What did you do for the rest of the
morning. I mean Its still breakfast time.

KEN%. Yeah, well what I did for the rest of the morning was sit back and
mentally compose poems because there was nothing else to do. Like I didn't have
any contact with the other prisoners. I could have yelled out into the hall but,
especially since there were two kids there that knew me anyway. Rather than
have them yell back at me I chose to keep quiet because they knew damn well
I wasn't juvenile.

BARBARA. Were other people yelling.
KE:,N-. Yes they were except like for the most part the yelling was like talking

to each other. Cause the only way to communicate with each other was to bang
on the cell next to yours and then yell at your door. It would carry but that
was the only way you had to communicate with someone in the cell next to you.

BARBARA. Could you hear anybody who was out.
KEN. Yes, I could, very definately.
BARBARA. How did you know they were out.
KEN,,. Well the first people I heard were adults, were people who came in at

night. That's because they were drunk and very, very loud. One of them made
a comment to the effect I've been In the state for 26 years and blah, blab, blah.
That s why I knew he was an adult and also his wife or the female he was with
sounded like very, very old.

BARBARA. What were they saying, IN addition to that.
KEN. This was just in conjunction with being picked up for doing something.

And also some of them were adults because their alibi was they had Just came
out of a bar.

BARBARA. Okay. so you sat there all morning. Did you ask for anything like
an aspirin or anything like that.

KEN. I had asked for aspirin and some toilet paper that night and I was given
it. I was given the aspirin Immediately. The toilet paper the guy said can you hold
off for five minutes. I said sure. Okay, when they first make their rounds they
would bring it to me. Which he did, almost immediately. In the morning, I have
a bad stomach. My stomach was acting up and oh maybe I better back up a little
bit.

BARBARA. Okay.
KEN. At night when I woke up It was freezing and I woke and I really had the

shakes. I was shivering very, very badly and I ask the guy for a blanket and he
said I'm sorry we don't have any. So like what I did was I sat up and pulled mejacket up and tried to make myself into a ball. One of thexeasons that this room
was so cold was because most of it was metal. Even under the wood Is metal. So at
night when the temperature drops you can not touch anything. I was shivering and
a lot of people were up at that time. I don't know maybe It was just because they
wanted to be up. I know I was up because It was cold. And I couldn't get away
from the light that was shining in my face. Later on that morning I had a case of
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the - that's why I ask for the aspirin originally. Cause I could really
feel my body was numb and I knew that I had to start - because I couldn't
really feel myself getting weak I could see my vision start to blur especially
wien I start to come down with a cold or flu. I ask the guard In the morning
for some milk. He Ignored me. Completely ignored me.

BARBARA What did he say?
KEN. I said my stomach is upset could I have some nilik please. And he ignored

me in such a way that I can't really be sure If he heard me or not. I know I ask
him for the milk twice.

BARBARA. What did he say the second time?
KEN. Well again he ignored me. I also ask him, if I could go to the cell with

Mike Edwards who was tripping out. I ask him that three times.
BARBARA. This was the morning guy?
KEN. This was the morning guy. What did he say?
BARBARA. What did you say?
KEN. I said-
BARBARA. People don't normally do that in jails, what did you say?
KEN. When I was up in Boston I had a lot of time in helping people tripping

out and could I go talk to him.
BARBARA. What did he say?
KEN. Nothing.
BARBARA. What did he say the second time?
KEN. Nothing.
BARBARA. What did he say the third time?
KEN. Nothing and also I remember that I passed my toilet paper down the cell

because like there was none there so I ask him about three times. He gave it to me
the third time.

BARBARA. How did you know to pass your toilet paper down the cell.
KEN. Cause the guy next to my cell banged on the cell and said hey can I have

some toilet paper. So I gave him my toilet paper and said I'm going to pass it
down cause people need it too. So I said that's alright.

BARBARA. Okay so he didn't let you go into the next cell and he didn't give you
any milk. Then what? Did you have a towel?

KEN. No.
BARBARA. A cup to drink out of.
KEN. No, the night guard told me to keep my coffee cup in my cell. Which is

what I did.
BARBARA. So that was really all you had to drink out of. What did you use for

spoons or forks?
KEN. They gave us plastic spoons.
BARBARA. Did you see any roaches.
KEN. Yeah.
BARBARA. Since we have already discussed the little black bugs jumping

around tell me about the roaches.
KEN. I killed six roaches and crushed them on the floor.
BARBARA. Okay, were there only six?
KEN. I killed all of them that I saw, I couldn't kill the whole population in the

jail.
BARBARA. What about the dirt, was it Just dust or was it real dirt?
KEN. Inside the cracks of the bench and on the walls it was real dirt, matter

of fact the only dust was on the bench.
BARBARA. Did you ask if you could slh.ave?
KEN. No.
BARBARA. Did you ask for wash soap?
KEN. No.
BARBARA. Did you ask for anything else that we didn't cover?
KEN. I asked for something to read in the morning but I was ignored again.

BARBARA. What did you ask specifically?
KEN. Hey, could I have something to read, could I have something to do man?
BARBARA. What did they say?
KEN. Well, it was the night turn key or It was the day time turn key and he

said nothing. As a matter of fFct he did that a lot. be just ignored people. Rather
than answer them either way he would Just walk by them.

BARBARA. Were there any racial comments or insults? Or remarks?
KEN. The insults weren't so much on a racial, more on the dumb kid line.
BARBARA. Like what?
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KEN. You dumb kids got yourself in this mess along that line. I can't remember
any specific remarks.

BARBARA. Okay, when they called you for your attorney visit what happened.
What did they say?

BAnBARA. This is the first time when I came in.
KEN. Okay, well before that let me say that when I went in on Friday and

they ask me my age I said [7. The guy said well you really don't look 17. And
the day turn key was giving breakfast and made a comment about my age and
I was just looking up so I really didn't hear it. I can't be sure what he said,
something about not looking 17 but I really can't be sure what the comment was
so I won't even try to do that. Then, when I was going to see you I think he
told me your attorney is in there and he looked at me and said you're an old 17.
During the course of your first visit, you couldn't hear it probably but the turn
key banged on the door and he made a comment to someone outside, I don't
know who it was, and it was to the effect of don't you think he had had enough
time in there with her. Which is when I told you, hey I think they're going to
be coming through there in a minute.

BARBARA. Okay, When you got out from the visit what happened?
KEN. Nothing much, I just went back to my cell.
BARBARA. And then what did you do for the rest of the afternoon. Did lunch

come?
KEN. Yeah, lunch came.
BARBARA. What was lunch, the butler brought your lunch, okay.
KEN. Lunch was a very, very strange hamburger, I swear if you cut it in

half the meat was, cause half of It was onion and mustard which I couldn't eat
anyway, so I threw it away, so I only ate the meat. And there was a hamburger,
a sweet roll and-

BARBARA. Did you ask for milk again?
KEN. Yeah, I ask for milk again and a very strange thing happened. I ask

for milk at breakfast and at lunch and the second time I ask for milk and I
don't know if that's what initiated it, but I got three cartons of little cream.
They just passed them down the cells and gave them to me, which was very nice.

BARBARA. You mean other kids just passed them down.
KEN. Other kids just passed them down.
BARBARA. Cause they heard you asking for milk.
KEN. Right.
BARBARA. But this had nothing to do with the guard.
KN. No, definitely not.
BARBARA. Okay, after lunch then what did you do. How did you get rid of

the rubbish from your lunch. Like the wrappings and things?
KEN. What I would do was stuff the stuff into one container, for breakfast

and lunch it was fairly easy, but you put your stuffings Into the cup and put the
lid back on it and they pick them up. They have like little holes through the bars
with a platform on It that you put your food on. And concerning the food the
night watchman was the only one who gave it to me. He gave me the food.
Like on the other side of the room he said here Is your dinner and be gave it to
me. The morning watchman who brought breakfast and lunch, I would just
happen to glance up and it was there.

BARBARA. Okay, then what did you do after lunch, how did you get the rub-
bish out of your cell. You didn't tell me that yet.

KEN. Well I put it up there and the turn key would eventually dispose of it.
BARBARA. Okay, then what did you do for the rest of the afternoon?
KEN. Well. I waited for you and I slept.
BARBARA. You did sleep, was it quiet?
KEN. No, it wasn't quiet cause someone was banging on the cell, but I just

thought and meditated.
EXHIBIT I

SUPREME BENcir OF BALTIMORE CITY.
Baltimore, Md., June 15, 1973.

Re Southeastern and Northeastern Detention Centers
Mr. ROBERT C. HILSON,
Director, Department of Juvenile Sertices,
Baltimore, Md.

DEAR MR. HrLsON: You are well aware of the recent publicity with respect
to the juvenile detention facility at the Southeastern Police District. As youj
may be aware this Court has been deeply concerned about the conditions at
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Southeastern for quite sometime and I have had a number of discussions with
Mr. Edward J. Lang, the Deputy Regional Supervisor for Baltimore City,
about the continued use of Southeastern. For sometime Mr. Lang has told me
that studies have been underway to see what changes could possibly be made.
In talking to Mr. Lang after the recent publicity I find that no plan has been
finalized although there is still some talk. I would emphasize to you that this
has been a matter of personal concern not only to me personally but to the
Masters of our Court and we have had discussions pertaining thereto.

On Tuesday afternoon, June 12, 1973, I paid an unannounced visit to both
the Southeastern and Northeastern detention centers. As you are aware the
Southeastern is for juveniles 16 and over and the Northeastern is utilized for
those under 16. I shall first address myself to Southeastern.

Captain Simon J. Avara, the Commander of the Southeastern District, was
not at the station when I was there but I did speak with the Acting Com-
niander, Lieutenant H. J. Weichert, as well as to Sergeant 0. N. Craig and
Officer William Rosteki, a turnkey. I also inspected the physical detention area.
I specifically questioned these gentlemen about a number of the conditions. I
will set forth each of these conditions, what the present situation is and what
I will require the condition to be if I am to continue to designate Southeastern
as a detention facility.

1. FOOD
Finding8

With respect to the food which is to be hot, Lieutenant Weichert acknowledged
that by the time it reached the juveniles "it might be cooled off" and "is not
what is called hot." It was shortly after these comments that Officer Rosteki
joined the conference and he maintained that the food was always hot.
My order

All Food which is prepared to be served as hot food shall in fact be served
to the juveniles in that condition or at least reasonably warm.

2. MATT1RESSES AND BEDDING
Findings

It was acknowledged that no mattresses are provided and that the juveniles
must sleep on a hard board. It was also. acknowledged that no pillows, sheets
or blankets are provided.
My order

Each juvenile cell shall be provided with a good and adequate mattress and
each juvenile shall be provided with a pillow, pillowcase, sheet and blanket.
New linens shall be provided at sufficiently frequent intervals.

8. TOILET ABTIOL
Findings

It was acknowledged that the juveniles are not provided with any toothbrush,
toothpaste, towels, soap or a comb.
My order

I find this to be a very intolerable and totally inexcusable condition which
certainly does violence to every basic percept of proper and civilized treatment
of all incarcerated individuals but certainly most particularly juveniles. Each
juvenile is to be provided with a toothbrush, toothpaste, a clean towel, soap and
a comb if needed.

4. WRITI MATERIALS
,'inding8

It was acknowledged that the juveniles are not provided with any writing
material of any kind-paper, pencil or pen.
My order

Appropriate writing materials and U.S. postage stamps where necessary shall
be provided each juvenile upon request.

6. TELEPHONE CALLS
Findings

It was acknowledged that no juvenile Is allowed to make any telephone call
at any time during his period of detention.
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MV order
I find this condition to be totally intolerable and inexcusable. Adults who

are detained at Southeastern are allowed to make at least one telephone call-
juveniles should certainly be afforded no less privilege. We cannot lose sight
of the fact that we are dealing not only with juveniles but with Juveniles who
have been convicted of no offense and who are at that moment presumed to be
innocent of any wrongdoing. It was stated to me at my conference that to
allow the Juvenile to make telephone calls also would provide a management
problem just too difficult for the one turnkey on duty to handle. Notwithstand-
irg, each Juvenile shall be allowed at least one telephone call and a second call
if he is detained more than two days. A telephone call shall mean a completed
call and there shall be no charge to the juvenile for making this call if he is
without funds.

6. ILLUMINATION
Findings

It was acknowledged that the three banks of florescent lights on the walls
opposite each cell row remain on during the night. It was stated that this was
for safety purposes in order for the turnkey to be able to determine that no
juvenile is doing harm to himself in his cell.
My order

I do not see how it is possible for most people to attain any proper degree of
sleep with a very strong illumination constantly on them. I do not believe that
the safety factor is any different here than it would be at any other detention
facility or in any juvenile facility for committed youths. Some modest illumina-
tion for security purposes would not be Inappropriate but glaring illumination
is. The illumination after 10:00 p.m. should be reduced so as to provide the
maximum assurance of proper conditions under which to sleep.

7. READING MATERIALS
Findings

It was acknowledged that there are no reading materials of any kind provided
the juveniles.
My order

This is not a healthy condition, Because of the nature of the detention facility
for the period of time that a juvenile is there he is confined ao all times to
the cell area-there Is no outlet of any kind provided for him. Although his
confinement may be for only a relatively short period of time, the evils and
consequences of boredom can very quickly manifest themselves. There Is to be
on hand a limited library of books and magazines which shall be made available
to a juvenile upon request. The juvenile shall be made aware of this available
service.

8. HANGINO OF CLOTHES
Findings

It was acknowledged that there are no hangers or hooks in the cell upon
which clothes may be hung.
.M11/ order

There shall be provided for each cell sufficient hangers or hooks for the
hanging of clothes.

9. SUPERVISION
Findings

It was acknowledged that the entire cell block area-both juvenile and adult-
is supervised by only one person-a turnkey. He Is responsible for all adults
and juveniles.
My order

I do not feel that this degree of supervision is adequate. As previously noted
in the paragraph on telephone calls, Officer Rosteki, the turnkey, stated that it
was impossible for one supervisory person to arrange for telephone calls by
adults and juveniles alike-particularly on weekends. It is also my under-
standing that beyond his duties in the cell block area the turnkey has duties and
responsibilities to perform for adult prisoners in the courtroom before judges
and/or commissioners. I believe that It is imperative that there be on duty dur-
ing the key hours a trained juvenile worker whose sole function and responsi-
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bility will be to aid the turnkey in the supervision and management of the
detained juveniles and who will function In the capacity of serving the various
needs of these juveniles as they may arise from time to time. This worker is to
be on duty Monday through Friday from 10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. and there shall
be a worker on duty on Saturdays and Sundays from 8:00 a.m. to midnight.

The above is the list of conditions which I feel must be changed in order for
this Court to continue to allow Southeastern to be used for detention purposes.
There have been some allegations of the existence of certain other conditions.
I am satisfied that the area is reasonably and sufficiently clean and in fact was
completely repainted prior to the recent publicity. It Is certainly Impossible to
expect total cleanliness at every point of every day but reasonable cleanliness
is expected and I believe is adhered to. It was acknowledged that at certain
times roaches or others of the bug kingdom might appear. However, it is the
practice to periodically spray the detention area and to give an extra spraying
whenever bugs are noticed. I am not convinced that there is any pronounced
infestation of bugs but rather their occasional appearance which is a condition
we find even In the best of homes and commercial buildings. At most times I do
not believe that the odor Is unusually offensive. There naturally will be certain
times when conditions make for a very undesirable and obnoxious odor. There Is
a complete physical and total separation of juveniles and adults although they
are in hearing range of each other. Although It might be more desirable other-
wise I do not find this to be unduly offensive. There has been complaint made
of Inadequate heat during the winter. The gentleman I spoke to denied that
this was a problem and I certainly was not able to make any independent judg-
ment on this at this time of the year. I was assured by the gentleman I spoke
to that whenever illness or an injury is apparent the juvenile is immediately
transported to the Baltimore City Hospitals which Is only a matter of yards
away.

It was reported to me that sometimes It is necessary to place more than one
juvenile in a cell. In my view this is totally unaceptable-there is no adequate
room for two-there is room for only one to sleep-and although this is not a
jail it is a temporary lockup and would not conform to the minimum jail stand-
ards of this state. It is my order that no more than one juvenile be placed in a
cell at Southeastern.

Tile situation at the Northeastern District is considerably different. As you are
well aware the detention area consists of two sections. One section is a reonver-
sion of the previous courtroom to five reasonably secure rooms where the non-
aggressive juveniles under the age of 16 are housed. Three of these rooms are
equipped for two juveniles each and the other two rooms for a single juvenile.
The double rooms are adequate in size and with provisions to adequately handle
two youths. The more aggressive juveniles and those where there may be an
overflow are housed in two separate rows In the principal cell block and are
physically separate and Apart from the adult cells.

I inspected both areas and fouid conditions in the cell block area to be
similar to those at Southeastern. The "courtroom" rooms were considerably bet-
ter. For example, there were mattresses on regular beds with A pillow, pillow-
case, sheet and blanket-and all of these were changed everyday. The illumina-
tion at night was not too unreasonable. I found that with respect to the
youths detained in both sections that one telephone call was allowed.
I was given assurance that food which is prepared to be hot is served in that
condition. I am also satisfied that the areas are kept In a sufficiently clean and
healthy state. Where medical attention is Indicated Union Memorial Hospital
is used. There seemed to be no complaint about heat.

On the other hand, with respect to both sections I found certain conditions pre-
vailing similar to conditions at Southeastern. These are the unavailability of
toothbrushes, toothpaste, towels, soap, combs, hangers or hooks for clothes,
writing materials and reading matter. I also was advised that there is only one
turnkey on duty who is responsible for both the juvenile and adult cell block
area and the "courtroom" section. A matron Is sometimes on duty as well. I do
not believe this to be sufficiently adequate supervision.

I do not intend to have this Court continue to authorize the use of the
Northeastern District until all of my orders with respect to Southeastern are
met at Northeastern as well.

I am well aware that the juveniles who are detained at these places are there
usually overnight although over a weekend it may extend to one or two days.
However, I feel that regardless of the length of a juvenile's confinement there
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are certain minimum, basic and civilized measures which should be In effect
at all times. I would reiterate what I previously mentioned-that we are
dealing with youngsters who in the eyes of the law are presumed innocent.
Even if these youngsters at Southeastern and Northeastern were convicted of
an offense I would insist that the same standards be present. How much more
compelling it is when we are dealing only with detained youngsters who are
waiting for a Judicial hearing. There is absolutely.no question in my mind
that even the most limited exposure by young people to some of the dele-
terious conditions which presently exist in these detention places can have
very damaging effects and impact on them. I am not unaware that in providing
some of the juveniles with some of the items which I would require will present
some problems. I am not so naive to not understand that giving to some of
these youngsters such things as books, magazines, writing implements, etc. that
there might be some malicious destruction of them and/or abuse of their use.
However, the possibility and even probability of some misuse and abuse cannot
negate the need for providing them and cannot negate the fact that at all
times and in all places those who are charged with the care and custody of
juveniles must provide these young people with a civilized atmosphere. We
must be concerned with their physical needs but must be just as sensitive and
perhaps even more concerned with the needs of their emotions, feelings and
reactions. This is where the greatest damage can be done in so many immeasur-
able ways if we fall in our duty to always treat civilly and humanely.

As you understand, Section 7-10 of Article 26 of the Maryland Code provides
that children shall be detained at those places designated by the Court. This
is to advise you and to serve notice that unless the conditions heretofore
enumerated are corrected in the manner which I have ordered within thirty
(30) days of the date of this letter, then at such time I will no longer designate
the Southeastern District and/or the Northeastern District as places of de-
tention for juveniles arrested in Baltimore City. If these conditions are met by
this date, then I will require a biweekly report thereafter from the Regional
Supervisor of Baltimore City certifying that the conditions in either or both
of the facilities still being operated fully conform to the requirements I have
set forth.

I am well aware that the directives contained herein may present certain
problems to your department. However, I would point out again that this
is a situation which I have discussed with your office over a period of many
months. I feel there has been more than adequate opportunity to remedy the
situation and I also ieel that it does lie within your present capability to either
correct the conditions or to provide an acceptable alternative within the period
of time I have allowed. I might also add that the fact that there might be
problems inherent in achieving a level of civilized treatment cannot in any
measure serve to excuse for one moment the realization of the necessary stand-
ards.

I would also make it perfectly clear that I know how hard and diligently
you have labored for a considerable period of time to try to secure a permanent
regular detention center for juveniles that would primarily serve the Balti-
more City youths. 1 know of your strong and complete commitment to the
proper handling of detained youths and commend you for this. It Is most
unfortunate that notwithstanding your tireless efforts and the efforts of others
that we have not yet succeeded in achieving the type of pure juvenile detention
facility that we so desperately need. Hopefully the steps we are now taking
may accelerate the achievement of our goal.

I am also anxious to state at this time that although I criticize some of the
conditions at Southeastern and Northeastern, I do not intend in even the slightest
manner to criticize the police officials who are responsible for these districts.
The temporary housing of these juveniles is not something which they sought
and is not something which they were happy to accept. At the very best these
facilities are simply not designed to meet the needs of a proper juvenile deten-
tion center. The police officials have done their very best with what they have
a:nd what they have Is terribly limited. Captain Simon J. Avara of the South.
eastern District, Major E. L. Lawrence of Northeastern, Lieutenant Leon
Fialkwicz of Northeastern and many other officers and men have been most
cooperative and most hard working in this entire undertaking. I commend them
for their dedication and am grateful to them for accepting a burdensome respon-
sibility that normally should not have to fall within their purview. My criticism
does not attach to them at all but rather to the fact that the State of Maryland,
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which under the law has the responsibility, has failed to provide these Balti-
more City youths with the type of temporary detention facility that they need
and must have.

in view bf the prominent publicity which conditions at Southeastern have
recently had and the very substantial concern and interest which has conse-
quently been evinced by so many citizens, I am taking the liberty of releasing
this letter for publication by the media on June 18,1973.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT H. HAMMERMAN, Judge.

Senator BAYH. Our next witness is Mr. Sid Ross, editorial con-
sultant for Parade magazine.

Mr. Ross, we appreciate your being here. I note with a great feal of
interest the article that you did about 10 years ago on this very subject;
and I understand you have had a chance to go back and see what, if
any, changes have transpired in that interim.

STATEMENT OP SID ROSS, EDITORIAL CONSULTANT, PARADE
MAGAZINE

'Mr. Ross. Yes, Senator, I wish there were changes. The story and
some of the pictures that you have before you represent situations
and conditions that I saw 10 years ago. I am sorry to say that during
a recent survey of jails throughout the country last spring, I saw little,
if anything, that had changed for the better.

During more than 25 years as an investigative reporter for Parade
Magazine I visited hundreds of jails, juvenile detention facilities,
and correctional and training schools all over the country. I might
also mention that I visited hundreds of mental hospitals and prisons
and institutions for retarded children.

And it is curious that in the mental hospitals I often saw children
as young as age 8 who were incarcerated for many of the same "of-
fenses"-and I use that word in quotation marks-for some of the
same behavior that puts kids in jails.

I have also attended innumerable conferences, conventions, work-
shops, seminars, and so on dealing with the juvenile justice and cor-
rections system; and the topics had not changed during the 25 years
I have been interested in the subject.

It has left me with a depressing feeling of deja vu, or, the more
things change, the more they are the same.

I will speak, however, briefly-I understand time is pressing-solely
of my personal knowledge of jails, and specifically of preadjudication
jailing of juveniles. I have seen juveniles in jails in almost 40 States,
in big cities, small cities, county jails.

I find it difficult to exclusively fault the sherifs and jailers. Jails
are the very lowest rung on the correctional penal institution ladder.
They usually get the leavings, the dregs, in terms of money, facilities,
and staff. And speaking of staff, usually the staff at jails for both
juveniles and adults are inadequate in every sense of the word.

Jails as they exist in this country offer only secure custody from the
standpoint of the jailers. For juveniles, the custody is often not very
secure. A recent LEAA survey revealed that 86 percent of U.S. jails
had no exercise or recreational facilities; 90 percent had no educational
or vocational programs; half of them had no medical facilities. This
is true, based on my experience.

25-218--74-18
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From my experience of what I 'have seen of jails and specifically in
terms of juveniles is that they are just cells and bars-a sterile, degen-
erating, and at times brutalizing environment for children who are
more often than not incarcerated not because they have committed
horrendous offenses, but because the conununity or State has nothing
else to offer.

So you find along with kids charged with burglary, robbery, as-
sault, and murder, the dependent and neglected kids, truants, runa-
ways, disturbed, retarded, victims of sexual abuse, victims of broken
homes and so on.

And I want to stress that from my experience the operative word is
victims, because again, many of these children, including those who
have committed criminal acts, are in a very real sense the victims of
society's failures.

In most of our jails-and this again is nationwide-the so-called
juvenile section is a separate cell or cells are designed to segregate kids
from older inmates allegedly for their protection. But depending on
what comes in over the transom, the juvenile section may also at times
house mental cases, aged, drunks, drug withdrawal cases, and so on.
As a whole, I would call our Nation's jails "flophouses with bars."

I would characterize benign neglect as the usual treatment for
juveniles in jails. Often they are literally kept in solitary confinement.
But sometimes when you have a number of juveniles in jail at the
same time neglect can turn into a frightening nightmare-intimida-
tion, beatings, robberies, and homosexual rape. Instead of protective
custody, you have a jungle, a ferocious jungle where the stronger and
more vicious prey on the younger and weaker.

Sheriffs and jailers are understandably reluctant and unwilling to
supply statistics or cite examples of assaults and robberies and rapes
occurring in their jails. Actually I believe they really do not know.
The victims are scared. Would-be squealers are not deterred because
of some alleged code of honor but because they are afraid of retribution
from other inmates.

As a 16-year-old boy in a southern jail whispered to me a few months
ago-this boy had recently been raped by three older inmates-and
I quote, "They warned me that they would split my ass way up to my
bellybutton if I squealed." And this is the truth, and this is why a lot
of the things that surface are only the little iceberg tip of what goes
on in jails.

In the outline of S. 821 it says that a large proportion of adult
arrests for serious crimes are those we failed to rehabilitate as juve-
niles. I agree. I agree, and would say that jail-that is, preadjudica-
tion jailing by juveniles-is starting off on the wrong foot as far as
any thought of rehabilitation is concerned. It is counterproductive.
It is also morally wrong, inhumane, and degrading in every sense of
the word. There are and should be alternatives for most--probably 90
percent of the juveniles who are presently held in jail prior to adjudi-
ication.

Senator BAYR. I appreciate your long-time concern with the prob-
lems of juveniles, and the contribution you have made to prick the
public conscience.

Let me ask your thoughts on that aspect. The very practical problem
which confronts us who are interested in this from a legislative stand-
point is how the Senate is going to keep people concerned.
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We have the Houston tragedies, and suddenly there is a great out-
cry. We had a great outcry after Attica, too, and almost nothing has
happened since then in terms of meaningful penal reform. How can
we keep nothing from happening after Houston? Can we use this
tragedy to get something positive done Everyone is concerned about
youth, their own youngsters and ostensiby others, but they really do
not translate the problems discussed here in past months and years
to a demand for legislative activity.

As someone who has spent a quarter of a century with a national
publication, do you have any thoughts on that?

Mr. Ross. Well, I do, but I beg to differ with you, Senator. I do not
think that people really care about kids. I think kids in general, along
with the aged at the opposite end of the spectrum-that is, kids in
trouble, aged in trouble-are probably the two most neglected ele-
ments of our society.

What we as a society have done in my opinion is that we have cre-
ated fig leaves-the juvenile justice system, for hypocritical, going-
through-the-motion exercise under the guise of allegedly protecting
children. In fact, we do not protect children in trouble; we brutalize
and victimize them.

And I think that-again, I am speaking only as a lay expert, not
as a psychologist or penologist or legislator-I think that what we
have to do is literally revamp the entire juvenile justice system just
as for example in the State of Massachusetts the former director of
the department of youth services, Dr. Jerome Miller, revamped the
juvenile corrections systems. People had been saying for years that
reform schools-that is, correctional schools or training schools are no
damn good, and that they had to be improved and "reformed." Dr.
Miller said the hell with that. What he did was close them, period. He
abolished them, so there are no more reform schools.

And I think that this kind of approach has to be taken. The reform
schools were not good, he closed them. And the State of Massachu-
setts is still afloat. The young hoods and young punks and muggers
are not running rampant through the streets of Boston or Worcester
any more than they were before, let alone any more than you find in
my own city of New York or places like Chicago or Philadelphia.

We have to get away from the punitive approach. We have to get
away from an approach which sees things in terms of justice and
penology. We have to talk of these problems as social problems that
society has a stake in; where we should not focus primarily on what
the kid has done but rather on how society can help the child to
straighten out.

Now, this is all very general, and perhaps not much help. But we
literally have to revamp our thinking. If we start, for example, from
the premise that the jailing of children is wrong morally and that it
accomplishes nothing, then we go out and look for other methods and
alternatives. In my statement I suggested some. None of these are
particularly new, but they really have not been tried or given a
chance.

Senator BATH. Do you think it is malicious abuse of children or a
misguided, subconscious desire to help that does the most harm in
our penal program for juveniles?

Mr. Ross. Well, I would not characterize it as malicious or subcon-
scious. Look, I am not a psychologist or a psychiatrist. But I find that
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in many social problem areas, we as a nation as a society, have a
tendency to say, well, it has always been done this way; we will keep
on doing it this way. And even where we find out that the way we do
things is a failure-the recidivism rates, the rise in juvenile crime;
we go on and on in the same old way-we just refuse to admit that
perhaps we literally have to change our system of juvenile justice
and corrections and try something else. We can no longer use the old
rationale that we do not have the money, we do not have the staff,
we do not have the facilities. I submit that is a lot of hyprocrisy. We
have the money, staff and facilities for things we deem important and
necessary.

I have heard a lot of talk when I went around visiting jails. A lot
of sheriffs and jailers were saying boy, we are going to have the prob-
lem solved. LEAA is giving us money for a new jail. Well, I say the
hell with that. New jails are not going to solve the problem for juve-
niles. Finding ways to keep kids out of jails-I would rather see the
money spent that way. I would rather see it spent on innovative pro-
grams, even cockeyed programs that sound like pie in the sky, to keep
kids out of jail.

Senator BAYI. You are familiar with S. 821. I notice a great deal
of similarity between some of your suggestions and the provisions of
S. 821.

Do you have any further suggestions or criticisms of that particular
piece of legislation.

Mr. Ross. Well, I will say this, Senator. I read the bill twice, and
the second time it almost put me to sleep because it is too danm long
for somebody like me.

But I think what I read in S. 821 is good. But I would like to try
to impress on this subcommittee one caveat. The Federal Government,
the U.S. Government is going to give out money and establish certain
standards and guidelines. Unless it really rides herd on all these pro-
grains we are going to wind up 25 years from now still trying to solve
tJw juvenile delinquency problem.

Politicians are politicians-jailers are jailers, and sheriffs are
sheriffs-you are going to have a tendency as with other programs in
nonpenal areas, that they will remain the prerogative, the fiefdoms,
the sat rabies of local groups and local politicians. If there is not the
old U.S. marshal up there constantly watching and supervising, you
are liable to run into trouble.

I also would think that what we need is for this Senate subcommit-
tee itsel f to get up on its hind legs, and not just in hearings, but per-
haps barnstorm the country and talk to people in different States; to
go on television and say, look, these are the things that are happening
to juveniles in jail. This is what it is costing us, not only in money
and broken lives, but this is what it is costing us as a society. This is
what we want to do via S. 821 to try to solve these problems.

I would like to see this subcommittee get public support. I think
that with tactics such as these, plus the support of the press, I think
we could really get somewhere.

Senator BAYL. I certainly hope so. I appreciate the fact that you
have been interested in these problems a long time and still have not
given up.
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Mr. Ross. No; I have not given up, and part of the reason is that I
am a pessimist but not a cynic.

I am not optimistic after 25 years, but I still feel you have to put
up a good fight for a good cause. I am very happy to see that this sub-
committee is trying to do something about it. Think that this bill,
if passed, will accomplish something.

Again I say, keep the kids out of jail. There are ways of doing it,
whether via governmental agencies and programs, or via nongovern-
mental groups---citizens, big brothers, wh atever. It can be done, and
should be done, and it should be done not only for the good of the
kids but for the good of society.

Senator BAYH. Thank you very much. I hope we can breathe a
little optimism into your viewpoint in the months ahead, although I
must admit our experience has not been without frustration and pes-
simisn. But we are going to keep trying.

Thank you, sir.
[Mr. Ross' prepared statement is as follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SID Ross, EDITORIAL CONSULTANT, PARADE MAGAZINE

The post-release period is critically Important in a former inmate's reha-
are under 18 and who are allegedly sex offenders or victims, children who are
retarded, disturbed, Incorrigible or beyond parental control, allegedly "pre-
delinquent" or "in need of supervision," have anything in common with juvenile
delinquents arrested for criminal acts or behavior? The answer is yes. In most
parts of the country all are subject to "pre-adjudication" incarceration in jail
for periods ranging from overnight to weeks and even months.

I do not imply that all, or even most of alleged juvenile delinquents clapped into
jail are Innocent angels. They have committed atrocious crimes and anti-social
acts against person and property ranging from aggravated assault and armed
robbery, to rape and even murder. Yet, thousands of juveniles are jailed yearly
for behavior that would not be considered criminal If Indulged in by adults.

Juveniles running afoul of the law are considered wards of society and are
enveloped by an umbrella of protective statutes and procedures not accorded
adults. But they are not entitled to bail, nor with few exceptions do they have
an attorney. They are "adjudicated" at closed juvenile court hearings rather
than tried In open court; again as a "protective" measure. In practice a juvenile
court hearing is merely a euphemism for a trial. And in truth a juvenile judge
possesses far more power over the fate of youngsters than an adult court judge
has over older offenders.

As noted, the alleged juvenile delinquent's inequitous treatment begins before
"adjudication." Although he is legally a child, he can be and is held in jail. This,
despite the opinion of a prestigious organization such as the National Council on
Crime & Delinquency that no more than 10 per cent of real or alleged arrested
delinquents need to le placed in secure custody.

The most recent National Jail Census by the U.S. Department of Justice's Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration noted that on March 15, 1970, a total of
about 161,000 Individuals were incarcerated in some 3,300 U.S. jails. Among
them were 7,800 juveniles. Just over half (52 per cent) of the 161.000 were pre-
trial detainees, but two-thirds of the juveniles were in this category.

How can a civilized society countenance the jailing of thousands of children
yearly for what are essentially non-criminal acts, or often only petty offenses? Or
for that matter how do we protect society, or the juvenile drug addict by jailing
him rather than handling him as a medical and social problem? I have no
statistics, but I believe that suicides and suicide attempts are proportionately
higher among juveniles in jail than for older inmates.

Ten years ago as an investigative reporter for Parad'e Magazine I spent
almost six months looking into local and county jails all over the country. The
results appeared In that publication's Issue of Nov. 7, 1963, in an article titled:
"Children In Jail." During a recent survey of jails I msde last spring. I was sorry
to find that little had changed. Yes, Improvements had been made, but juveniles
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were still being held in jail for the same behavior and offenses. Young children,
often charged with non-criminal behavior (truancy, runaway, Incorrigible, etc.)
were often held in the same cell or jail area with older juveniles charged with
robbery, burglary, car theft, assault, and so on. For the hardened kids it was no
sweat, but for the others it was a brutalizing, terrifying, and dehumanizing
experience.

Most juvenile courts, police, sheriffs and jailers I've talked to aren't happy
about the Jailing of juveniles, although I remember one law enforcement officer
who stated flatly : It teaches the little bastards respect for the law." While jail
incarceration may be necessary for some alleged juvenile offenders, I don't think
there are many people in the field who believe any longer that "a little taste of
jail" will have a salubrious effect toward causing the young transgressor to mend
his ways. Both the National Jail Association and the National Sheriffs Associa-
tion have gone on record as opposing the Jailing of juveniles, as well as of the
mentally ill and alcoholics.

The jails and jailers, of course, have no choice as to the guests they house.
They take juveniles because of archaic laws and practices, or because the coin-
naunity literally has nothing else available as an alternative. Even where specific,
non-jail juvenile detention facilities exist they frequently become overcrowded
so that the excess overflows Into local or county jail. This is true even in States
where existing legislation prohibits the jailing of juveniles, or their detention in
a penal facility containing adults.

Sheriffs and jailers usually make an attempt to "segregate" juveniles from older
inmates. They do this by a fiction called the "juvenile section," usually a cell or
area in another part of the jail. But there are the same bars, dirty sheets and mat-
tresses, inadequate lighting and ventilation, starchy and unappetizing meals, and
lack of any educational program whatsoever; let alone counseling or social
services.

In many ways juveniles are worse off than adult inmates. For their own "pro-
tection" they are often kept locked up all day long in what amounts to solitary
confinement. This practice is much more common for female juveniles, so that
the men "won't get them." They are usually not allowed to work In or around the
jail. condemning them to an even more sterile and monotonous existence than
that suffered by older inmates.

The aforementioned LEAA survey also revealed that 86% of U.S. jails had no
exercise or recreational facilities, and that 90% had no educational or vocational
programs. Also, half of the jails had no medical facilities. For the kids I saw in
jail, it was sheer, monstrous boredom or In many cases fear and fright. In several
jails I saw youngsters asleep, curled in a fetal position. Most jails hadn't even the
pretense of a library. It was comic books and a few magazines, sometimes a TV
or a radio, or a greasy deck of playing cards. In only two jails I visited were
Juveniles allowed to make a telephone call. A few wrote letters but most of the
time they slept, or tried to sleep.

"Hey, man! How about watering a nice, young human vegetable," a 17 year
old boy in a midwest jail quipped to me. After bumming several cigarettes lie
stopped smiling and said bleakly: "You sure get terribly depressed in here. It's
nothing, nothing, nothing to do and you get to feel that you're nothing, nothing,
nothing." Ile said that he'd been in jail more than two weeks awaiting "trial" on a
liurglary charge. Ie was not sophisticated enough to know that juveniles are not
tried, bt adjudicated.

Urban Jails are generally better, at least physically, than rural jails. Large
cities and more populous counties are also more apt to have non-jail juvenile de-
tention facilities, though in some cases these Institutions may be as bad if not
worse, than many jails. Most jails-at least those I have visited-are old, decrepit
and almost invariably dirty places. Some could be called skid-row flophouses with
bars. Many are overcrowded.

The Federal Bureau of Priqons and in some States, State jail inspectors check
out local and county jails. They rely on little more than persuasion and "rec-ommendations." The American Bar Association's Commission on Correctional
Facilities & Services also points out that one-third of our jails function without
any guidelines or legislative standards for inspection. Even where such laws and
standards exist they are often ignored. Most jails are the fiefdom of the county
sheriff or supervisor. Staff positions are often patronage appointments. In one
southern State I recently visited, several counties paid jail guards as little as
$60.00 to $100 a month. A State Jails inspector told me that his department visited
local and county jails "about once a year." But, he added: "We always notify
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them in advance to give them a chance to clean things up a bit. You know, if I
really was to enforce the new State standards I could just about close up every
damn local jail in the State."

Homosexual attacks on inmates have long been a seamy problem In Jails and
prisons. They are not uncommon on juveniles. In a southern jail I visited last
spring, a frightened boy--"I'm not 17 yet"-whispered that he had been raped
by three other inmates.

"They warned me that they'd split my ass way up to my bellybutton if I
squealed," he told me. Although "scared stiff" he did manage to complain to one
of the guards. He was later told that his assailants had been "bought up on
charges."

I talked to one of the veteran guards in this jail. "The big problem is that
there's quite a grapevine in this jail," the guard explained. "Inmates, especially
the younger kids, are afraid and too intimidated to make a beef about an assault
or rape. We're undermanned and can't watch the cells all the time, especially
at night."

There is no question but that there are brutal and sadistic jail guards. 'Aore
common, from what I have observed, are jail personnel who are calloused and
indifferent toward inmates. Juveniles are more vulnerable to intimidation and
attacks by fellow inmates. "In here you can get ripped off even for a bag of
potato chips, a 16 year old boy in a western jail told me. "The guards don't
interfere. Either they're not around or they let us knock hell out of each other.
The only thing they worry about is suicide. That would make the newspapers."

In a fortress-like eastern jail built in the 1870's, I first talked to the warden.
He told me that they incarcerated juveniles as young as 12 or 13. "We keep
them separate but that's about it," he said. The "kids" sometimes languished
in jail for weeks before the court could "work out some kind of disposition for
them," the warden told me. "Most of the kids we get aren't criminal kids. They've
got a rotten home situation or they're fed up with school, or they get busted for
drinking beer, and so on. The crimes they commit are usually peanut stuff. We
get some on sex charges but to tell the truth what usually happens you couldn't
really call rape, if you know what I mean."

The jailed "kids" are held in a separate juvenile room" which features two
large barred windows, bunk beds with lumpy mattresses and blankets smelling of
sweat and urine, and a door fastened by a cheap padlock. The "kids" are kept
locked up all the time. The door is only opened when meals are brought in.
There is no exercise, nor any educational program for juveniles-let alone the
older inmates. The county's probation and counseling service is a farce. At the
time of my visit the "juvenile room" held two boys. One was a 15 year old
picked i p for violation of probation-truancy. His original arrest had been for
robbery. The 17 year old had been charged with "runaway with a minor female."
There was a color TV set in the room, but most of the time, the boys told me,
they just "sat around." "You got to go crazy in here," the 17 year old said. "I
just wish they'd let me go home," the 15 year old kept repeating.

In one of the larger southwestern Jails I talked with a 16 year old girl, con-
fined in the "female" section with an older "sex offender" girl. The latter was not
present at the time--she was having her hearing. The cell was large but the
windows looked as if they hadn't been cleaned In years, if ever. The 16 year old
was a timid, frightened child. Guardedly, she intimated that the older girl had
made sexual "propositions" to her. She was afraid to tell the matron, a hard-
faced, middle-aged, unsympathetic woman who didn't attempt to conceal her
antipathy toward these "spoiled brats who shame their parents."

The 16 year old girl had been arrested as a "runaway." "I had a big argu-
nient at home and stayed two days with a school friend," she told me. "My
mother knew exactly where I was because she told the police where to go for
me," she said. "All right, I don't get along with my parents. But why should
they stick me in jail for that? This other girl here, she's stolen and so on. She's
been in jail before. It doesn't bother her one bit. But me, I'm no criminRl."

In a mid-south jail I saw a 16 year old boy who had been arrested for threaten-
ing to blow up his school. It was just bravado, actually. "I wanted to put a good
scare in them and have them kick me out," he said. He admitted to being a
chronic truant. Ile wanted to hitch-hike out west and get some kind of job there.

In this small and ancient jail there was no real "Juvenile section." The boy was
locked up in a downstairs "security room"-a small cell with a solid Iron door
except for a small heavy glass slit. The bedding was appallingly filthy--"Cock-
roach Playground," the boy called it. The barred window was closed and the
cell was stifling hot. The boy had been there, literally in solitary confinement,
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for more than a week, he had not left the cell once. His meals were brought in
and sometimes the jailer would talk to him for a few minutes. He had only a few
old magazines to read; no radio, let alone TV. With the thick door closed all
the time he couldn't even hear other human voices. He had not received any
visits by his family.

Ten years ago I saw many runaways in jail, some as young as age 11. The
runaway phenomena has become a flood since then. Police often used to "turn-
stile" runaway children on the theory that it Was better, and cheaper, for the
next town or state to pick them up, house them and feed them, and get In touch
with the parents. This isn't as comnlon these days. There are also far more run-
away girls than there used to be. Most of the runaways I saw in jail last spring
were in the 15 to 17 year old age bracket. Also new, at least in my experience,
were several boy-girl runaway companions.

Some had been picked up while attempting to hitch-hike, others while trying
to panhandle small change. A few had been arrested for petty shoplifting and
several for drug (marijuana) possession. For the most part they had com-
mitted no crime. They were "guilty" of being AWOL from the parental bosom,
though several told me that they were "on the road" with their parents' consent
or knowledge. Indeed, a few told me that their parents had said good riddance"
or words to that effect.

While I do not advocate complete free will for juvenile runaways, I can see
no justification for arresting and jailing them if they have committed no crime.
I would think that youth hostels staffed by sympathetic counselors would be
more appropriate in many cases; or immediate referral to Travelers Aid. For
some, a juvenile detention facility might be needed-but not a jail.

I agree with the National Council on Crime and Delinquency's estimate that no
more than 10% of arrested juveniles should be placed In secure custody. I would
go even further in stating that I feel that mktny so-called "delinquency" cases
need not, and should not be handled as law enforcement cases. Jail is a terrible
sdIgma, a traumatic experience for children. We neither protect them nor society
when we throw them into a jail cell, even for only a night. We have been using
jails far too often in the field of juvenile delinquency, as a sweeping under the
rug, cover up society's failure or unwillingness to deal properly and humanely
with the problems of children in trouble.

Too many times I have heard the rationale that the do-gooders and bleeding
hearts and starry-eyed idealists really don't know what it's all about; that the
community or state doesn't have the money or facilities or trained staff and so on,
to handle delinquent kids differently. Well, Dr. Jerome Miller, former head of
the Massachusetts Department of Youth Services, closed down all of that state's
training or correctional schools in 1972 because he was convinced that they were
no damned good as a "solution" to "reforming" delinquent kids. As far as I know
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts hasn't been overrun by young "punks, hoods,
and muggers" any more than my own New York City, Chicago, or Washing-
ton, D.C.

I submit that if we start from the premise that jailing of juveniles is wrong,
futile, and counterproductive, that we can find some answers and alternatives.
I can offer this subcommittee no blueprints or "magic bullets." But I do know
that somehow our Nation always seems to find the finances, facilities, and skilled
people to do the jobs we really deem important-be they Apollo moon shots or
more and more interstate highways. In the language of politics, it's all a matter
of priorities.

You here know, perhaps far better than I do, what must be done. If a com-
munity doesn't have good, non-punitive Juvenile services and detention facilities
and the properly trained people to staff them; it should get them. If juvenile
courts and probation departments need more money and staff; give it to them.
If the community or state can't or won't provide the necessaries, let the federal

Government step in with aid and assistance, while at the same time setting up
proper minimum standards for all programs and facilities it finances, and riding
shotgun to ensure that things are done right.

On a more immediate and modest level, I believe that police and juvenile au-
thorities should place more reliance on release of arrested juveniles in the custody
of parents, or iii the care of older juveniles, release on their own recognizance
pending adjudication. Even juvenile delinquents can be responsible people. Or,
one could try "Big Brother" or "Big Sister" voluntary probation officers match-
ing volunteer to child on a one-to-one basis, without putting the juvenile in jail.

We could make greater use of foster and group homes and child shelters; pro-
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vide better and more easily accessible psychiatric and counseling and "rap ses-
sion" services for disturbed and emotionally upset Juveniles.

We could provide immediate and practical counseling and even financial help
to troubled families; perhaps even have a round-the-clock "hot Une" in the Juve-
nile court via which families, or even kids themselves, could get help immediately.

I would be derelict in not uttering the cliche about community involvement and
concern to help eliminate the jailing of Juveniles, and to help provide better and
niore humane alternatives, after all, such concern and invQlvement might save
John Jones' wife from being mugged on the street later on, or Mr. Jones getting
his store ripped off.

I still remember two girls confined in a tiny cell in an Ohio Jail, ten years ago.
Aged 15 and 17, they had already been locked up for two days. Their "crime" was
going on an all-night joyride with four boys. They insisted that there had been
no sexual activity and wanted a doctor to examine them to prove it. They
did admit to being discipline problems at home, but that was all. The police
had picked them up on a technical charge of "runaway", on complaint of their
parents.

The 15 year old was in tears when she spoke to me. "I feel like a criminal,"
she said. "I don't know if I'll be able to live it down in my whole life. Why
couldn't they find another place to put us, beside Jail? How can I face people
again? Everyone will know I've been a Jailbird."

(The following articles "Children in Jail" by Sid Ross and Ed
Kiester, Parade Magazine, Nov. 17, 1963, and "Shut Down Reform
Schools?" by Sid Ross and Herbert Kupferberg, Parade Magazine,
Sept. 19, 1972 were subsequently received and marked "Exhibit No. 2"as follows:)

EXHIBIT NO. 2

[From Parade Magazine, Nov. 17, 1978]

CHILDREN IN JAIL

COULD YOUR FAMILY BECOME A VICTIM OF THIS NATION-WIDE SCANDAL?

(By Sid Ross and Ed Kiester)

The children on these pages symbolize a national evil, outrage and disgrace.
Each year in this enlightened nation, they and hundreds of thousands like them
are being thrown into the barred and gloomy cages we call jails. Children as young
as 7 are sometimes held under lock and key, fingerprinted, compelled to asso-
ceate with depraved adults and hardened older Juveniles, even clapped into
solitary confinement. Some remain in "temporary detention" a year or more.
And yet many have comnmitted only the most trivial offenses, while a large
lumber-retarded, neglected, dependent or abandoned-have done absolutely no
wrong at all. They are clapped into jail because there is no other place to put
hen.

These are the staggering findings of an exhaustive and thoroughgoing Parade
Investigation that covered every region of the nation. For six months reporters
talked to judges, social workers, psychiatrists, sheriffs, jailers and parents and
children about the problem of throwing youngsters into common jails. They dis-
close a shameful picture which indicts everyone and applies to almost every
state, great and small, urban and rural, and affects every race. religion and in-
come group.

They also found outrage pyramided upon outrage. In one Michigan town,
Parade discovered an 11-year-old retarded boy who had been in jail 12 months
awaiting admittance to an institution. In an Alabama county, Parade talked to
a neglected 10-year-old boy who had been in jail 5 months. And in Union County,
N.J., a reporter met a 15-year-old girl who had been incarcerated 6 months. The
victim of a sexual attack, she was, as happens in many communities, being held
for "her own protection" and to guarantee her appearance against the perpe-
trator in court.

This is not to say that reporters found our jails full of ruddy-faced innocents.
On the contrary, many were hard, tough and hostile. But even these should not
have been where Parade found them. To put them in an adult Jail, expert after
expert told Parade, frequently gave them "status" in the eyes of their vaeers.
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Moreover, the argument most often advanced, for jailing children-that, in
one policeman's words, "it teaches the little bastards respect for the law"-re-
porters found to be a failure. In two communities where "giving them a taste
of jail" was followed as a matter of policy for all juvenile arrests, crime rates
among the young had actually climbed since the policy went into effect.

JAIL IS NOT THE ONLY SOLUTION

Even more distressing was that the practice was so needless. Several com-
munities have shown by example how children can be handled properly when
they run afoul of the law. Interested organizations like the National Council
on Crime and Delinquency, the National Sheriffs Association and the National
Jail Association have urged that these special programs for handling youngsters
be used in other communities.

Yet according to Sherwood Norman of the National Council on Crime and
Delinquency, "the practice of jailing children is increasing, not decreasing-
and at a time when we are supposedly more enlightened and have far better facil-
ities than in the past." Norman estimates that 100,000 children are placed behind
bars every year. Some other authorities say the figure may be as high as 300,000.

Ironically, the situation is growing worse at a time when, according to law, it
doesn't exist at all In many places. A number of states have laws which say no
minor child may be incarcerated In a detention facility also used for adults. In
practice, however, this requirement is more honored in the breach than In the
observance. "Juvenles facilities" often consist of one or two earmarked cells in
the adult Jail. They are often indistinguishable from the others, down to the
bars on the windows.

Of course, not even separate juvenile detention centers are always a bargain.
Often they are primitive and backward, and are just as inadequate as jails in
failing to provide rehabilitative or treatment services.

Why does an advanced country like the U.S. allow the practice of jailing chil-
dren to flourish? Experts agree that the chief reasons are penny-pinching, archaic
laws, apathy and ignorance of the situation on the part of the public-and a
punishment complex.

Hennepin County, Minn., Is a stronghold of this kind of thinking. It has a 30-
bed juvenile detention center, but authorities are so punitive-minded that it is
always full, and last year 1,665 children "overflowed" into city and county Jails.
Minnesota law prohibits any child under 18 from being lodged in jail, but this
has been interpreted to mean that kids may be kept in jail until they receive a
hearing.

Yet the National Council on Crime and Delinquency maintains that not more
than 1 child in 10 arrested should be detailed in any type of facility. The NC0D
says that 90 per cent of the cases could be disposed of by wise police work. ef-
fective round-the-clock probation service or by release in custody of the parents.

TEENAGE PRE-LjSLINQUENTS

Yet, statistics show, in some places as many as 30 to 50 per cent of children
picked up are detained at least overnight; In certain parts of the country the
figure is 100 per cent! And these are usually children whose punitive treatment
may hurt them and society most: teenage pre-delinquents. "The young child
from a solid family background can shake off the effects of a jail stay," Sher-
wood Norman says. "But the hostile child from a broken home is merely con-
firmed in his belief that all society is against him."

Can anything be done to stop the jailing of children? To do so, the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency has been helping citizens to get approved de-
tention centers. Such centers already are in operation in such major cities as
Baltimore, Grand Rapids, Milwaukee and Oklahoma City. Moreover, they are
now being established to serve rural counties.

One good program is In Maryland. The courts detain only the minimum 10
per cent, then send them to a top-notch diagnostic facility, the Maryland Chil-
dren's Center, Baltimore. They stay 10 to 30 days, get complete psychiatric and
physical checkups. The staff then recommends further treatment. The majority
go back home for outpatient treatment.

But additional Improvement is needed. The NCOD recommends the following
four steps in every locality: (1) a program of admission control by courts and
law enforcement agencies, so that only the 10 per cent of arrested children who
need it should be placed in secure custody; (2) subsidized foster homes or other
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shelter facilities for dependent, neglected or delinquent children who need emer-
gency removal from home but not secure custody; (3) legislation to (a) establish
-uniform state-wide standards for detention, and (b) place responsibility in an
appropriate state agency for regional detention homes; (4) stronger probation
and clinical and child care services.

Meanwhile, the NCOD suggests that you should do the following:
1. Find out the situation in your community. If children are kept in jail, pro-

test. If they are kept in detention centers, visit the center; check on both physical
facilities and welfare services.

2. Talk the situation up at your club, civic group or church group; investigate
local and state practices; have speakers on the subject.

3. If state action Is needed, bombard legislators for laws to abolish jailing of
children and to provide proper centers and services.

"I feel like a criminal. I don't know if I'll be able to live it down in my whole
life." "Why couldn't they find another place to put us beside jail? How can I ever
face people again? Everyone will know I've been a jailbird."

The two girls talking were pretty young things aged, respectively. 17 and 15.
PARADE, found them in the Tiffin, Ohio, city jail. lodged in a locked cell with one
tiny window. They had been there two days. The "charge" against these girls
was that they had gone on an all-night joy ride with four boys. Both swore that
"nothing had happened" during the ride and agreed to a doctor's examination to
substantiate it.

The girls admitted they'd never gotten along with their parents. Now their
parents seemed to be getting back at them by letting then cool their heels until
they were good and ready to claim them. Under the law, officials of Seneca
County and Tiffin city had to hold them on a technical charge of "runaway" until
their parents took custody. "Holding" in this case meant jail.

The jail in Terre Haute, Ind., is a fright. It is laid out like a penitentiary, with
a hollow square in the center. Prisoners look out on the square from two banks
of cells, outfitted with sagging cots, filthy bedding and corroded plumbing fix-
tures. In the juvenile section, PARADE found tie five Dearborn, Mich, boys above.

They weren't angels. Throe had quit school, one had a record of two arrests
for auto thheft. In this case, however, all they had done was to borrow one boy's
father's car and set off for Texas. Terre Haute police stopped them at 4 A.M.
and put them in jail as "runaways." They had been there two days.

If these boys were ever to be saved, this was obviously not the way to save
them. PARADE found them bitter, bored and bewildered-especially by the dis-
covery that running away was a "criminal" charge. "We've done nothing wrong."
one boy said. "We have money, yet they say we're vagrants. They say this will
teach us a lesson and make us respect the law. That's a laugh !"

They call Harold Lee Bowman, 15, "incorrigible." When Parade discovered him
In a tiny, cramped cell in Hopewell, Va. ("you can take three steps one way and
three steps back"), he was in custody for the sixth time in five years. This time he
had stolen $7.

Harold had obviously never had a chance. The child of poor parents who
drank heavily and abused or neglected their children, he had often been shunted
aside to relatives. In one two-month period he had lived in five different homes.

During one short stay in a training school, Harold had responded well. Yet
back in his old environment, he got Into trouble again. And he was psychologically
defeated-"Everybody knows I'm worthless," he told a reporter. Obviously jail
was not the plae, for Harold. "What (-an I don" asked Mopewell juvenile officer.
Harold Copley. "The boy was stealing. The law says that he must be kept in
juvenile detention until it takes its course. In this part of Virginia, unfortunately,
that means jail."

Cora Tunney, 15, is a pretty and very intelligent girl. Parade found her weeping
copiously after a night in solitary confinement in the juvenile quarters of tie
Tarrant County Jail, Fort Worth, Tex.

The charge against Cora was that she was "willful" and "impossible to dis-
cipline." Her father, with whom she had been at swords' points for some time,
had her picked up after she had run away for the fourth time. She had been In
jail five days. The matron had clapped her in solitary after she hooked up in a hair-
pulling match with the two sex fenders who shared her cell.

Unofficially, Cora was llst'u as a "pre-delinquent." Parade found her shattered.
"They took my thumbprint," she exclaimed. "Just like a criminal! I'll never forgive
my father for putting me here. Or the rest of the community for letting him do it."

"We can't help a girl like Cora here," one of her jailers said. "All we can do Is
keep her locked up. To be realistic, there's no therapeutic effect in a Jail stay."
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Student inmates at the Maryland Children's Center, Baltimore, attend grade
school classes. This center is one of the nation's better detention facilities.

You do not have to be a psychiatrist to know that Zack Gallini, 12, is emotionally
disturbed. It's obvious from his agitated manner and uncontrolled crying. When
Parade saw Zack, however, he was not under mental care, but in Jail in Oregon
City, Oreg.

According to the record, Zack had thrown a tantrum at home, .broken furniture
and threatened his mother with a knife. Zack claims not to remember the last
incident. However he does remember the sheriff's patrol coming to take him away.
They put him in a cell with some other boys, at which time they took his shoes
away." "We have to go barefoot in Jail," he says.

Zack was kept in jail three days, then referred to a child guidance clinic.
Workers there found his father had been married three times; his mother four.
The report said Zack was a victim of "general family disintegration." There
was no telling what a stretch in jail might do to a thoroughly stricken and
frightened boy like him.

NOTE.-Names of all children used in these case histories have been changed.

[From the Washington Post, Sept. 19, 1972]

SHUTDOWN REFORM SCHOOLS?

MASSACHUSETTS HAS, AND HERE'S WHAT'S HAPPENING

(By Sid Ross and Herbert Kupferberg)

BosToN, MASS.-If Jerome Miller hd his way, every reform school In the
United States would be closed down tomorrow.

Who's Jerome Miller? He's a 40-year-old Ph.D. out of Minnesota who has been
Commissioner of Youth Services for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts since
October, 1969. In his three years in office, lie has abolished the Bay State's system
of training schools for youthful offenders. And he says the U.S. won't solve its
juvenile delinquency program until all the other states do the same.

"Reform schools are no damn good," he says. "They neither reform nor
rehabilitate. The longer you lock up a kid in them, the less likely he is to make
it when he gets out. They don't protect society. They're useless, they're futile,
they're rotten."

Dr. Miller has replaced Massachusetts' training school system with a network
of halfway houses, group shelters, foster homes, forestry work, special counseling
services, and community action programs. Of 2000 boys and girls who would
otherwise lie behind bars, only 100 hard-core, violent cases are still under confine-
ment. being treated in special psychiatric care facilities.

Miller, who has had to defined his reforms against a spat of Massachusetts
critic,z, cites killer Charles Manson as a classic example of the failure of train-
ing schools. Manson spent some of his adolescent years In a juvenile Institution.
Says Miller: "The lockup, ma.ximum-security training school escalates the
potentiality toward violence."

AMATEURS INTO PROS

Miller alsn cites the 60-S0 percent rate of recidivism-or backsliding to crim-
inal ways-among youths who have spent time In reform school. He agrees
with the thesis that bout all a reform school teaches "is how to make an
amateur ear thief a professional."

Ie charge that suC standard reformatory punlqhments as taking away
children's clothes, putting themin In Isolation, and making tbem scrub the floor
with a toothbrush, are not only degrading but self-defeating. "These things
don't change the kids,. and they don't contribute to law and order," he says.
"All they do iq nuike a kid a thing. not a human beine."

To get young offenders out of reformatories. Miller iq ready to take the
risk that they mn commit crimes, even seriou.q crimes, although so far there
have been no major incidents Involving youngsters in his program. "If any of
our kids o.eq too far, we whisk him off the street," he says. "We feel that there's
less. peril nd more potential in keeping him outside and working with him rather
than lned him up for a time and dumping him out again--over and over
ago li."

"FIRM BUT FAIR"

The youthful offenders whom Miller hn "sprung" from such solldtly estah.
lished Massachusietts penal institutions as Bridgewater, Shirley, Roslindalf,
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Oakdale, Lancaster, and Lyman haven't simply been turned loose onto the
streets. Miller, a psychiatric social worker who got his dergee from Catholic
University in Washington, D.C.. and worked with U.S. Army stockade prisoners
in England and later in the Ohio correctional system, says he opposes complete
permissiveness and favors "firm but fair" limits when a child gets into trouble.

Instead of forcing such youngsters into thQ institutioned lockstep, he is placing
many of them in approximately 100 "halfway houses" or "group houie." tlhrough-
out the state. These are run by private organizations and agencies ranging from
religious groups to a Black Muslim unit. They get their funds from Miller's
Department of Youth Services-which he says Is far less costly than paying
for penal institutions.

PUNISHMENT SYSTEM

Group homes still maintain a certain amount of discipline and punishment,
but Miller has found that residents are much more amenable to correction than
they would be In reform schools. "Meting out penalties for wrongdoing is the role
of the family," he explains, "and the group home is a type of family. If punish-
ment is called for, it's given out by your own."

Parade visited a typical group home, the Libra Halfway House in Cambridge.
Libra, which is for boys only, has a set of strictly enforced regulations, including
rules against liquor and drugs. Among its residents are black and white youths.
Some have jobs, some attend school, other are Involved in counseling and other
rehabilitation programs. All are on parole, and must check in every night. Viola-
tions of rules are punished with loss of privileges, confinement to the building,
and the like.

Libra's atmosphere is fairly homelike, with girlfriends allowed to visit. After
dinner, boys and girls alike sit around the kitchen table and talk.

"This is one of the things I like here," says a 17-year-old boy. "My girl can visit
me like it was my own home. Well, it is my home, really. I've been here two
months and I'm getting straightened out. I was in Shirley twice and Roslindale
a few times. You were a nothing there. There was fights and stealing and punish-
ment; it was like animals. I used to be bitter, but not now. I know I'll make it
okay. Here you don't fool around-you'd be hurting yourself."

WANTS HER BABY

At the Kennedy House for Girls in Jamaica Plain, an old frame dwelling set
back from the street, an unmarried 16-year-old mother holds her baby in her
arms and says: "My big thing was running away from home. Then boys. I got
pregnant. I want to keep my baby now-he's all I got-but my family is against
It. I don't know what I want out of life, or what'll happen to me. But here they
talk to you, they're straight with you, they understand you, and they've got a lot
of patience."

Among the most visible of the rehabilitation projects instituted under Miller's
let-them-out approach Is an East Boston ice-cream parlor which is manned by
15 youngsters with delinquency records. Under the auspices of a non-profit enter-
prise called Community Aftercare Program (CAP), the young parolees and others
are paid $1.75 an hour, 20 hours a week. "No one thinks of stealing," remarks a
15-year-old girl named Lynda, "because we'd be stealing from each other."

"It sure is great," adds 15-year-old Billy, originally picked up for car theft.
"It's the first time I ever got paid for working, or that anybody trusted me with
money."

The CAP ice-cream parlor is being bankrolled by a 21-year-old Harvard senior
named Tom Wolfe, who laid out $5,000 of his own money. A number of college
Youth Advocate Volunteers have enrolled in another one of Miller's programs,
usually working as "big brothers" to delinquents on a one-to-one basis.

SUPPORT FROM GOVERNOR

Miller has received solid backing from Governor Francis Sargent, who ap-
pointed him to bad the State's new Department of Youth Services following a
series of scandals in the 19W0s at several training schools, then run by the Youth
Services Board. "I told the Governor exactly what I wanted to do when lie was
considering me for Commissioner," says Miller. "I told him I wanted to move
away from punitive institutions to child care models. We want to be advocates
for children, not jailers. We want to help them right in their own communities."

Miller also has the support of Juvenile corrections experts throughout the
country, many of whom would like to see their own states shut down their
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reform schools, too. Milton G. Rector, executive director of the National Council
on Crime and Delinquency, calls the decision to abolish the Massachusetts insti-
tutions "a courageous step In the right direction."

Although Miller is convinced he's on the right track, his reforms have also
run into a barrage of opposition. His critics range from detention guards whose
job are In jeopardy, to legislators who favor sterner methods of dealing with
delinquents. He's been denounced as "permissive," "softheaded," and "a bleeding
heart,' and accused of "subverting the juvenile justice system" and "endangering-
public safety."

After heading up a legislative investigation of the DYS, State Representative
Robert J. McGinn declared: "1 think Miller is well-qualified and his Ideas are
good, but he's moving far too fast. There's not enough screening of the homes
to which kids are sent, and there's not enough screening of the kids themselves
before they're sent back into society."

State :Senator Francis X. McCann, chairman of a special committee on state
corrections, accuses Miller of making "a farce out of justice in Massachusetts"
and recently advised him to "get on his bike and pedal back to Ohio."

COMMUNITIES OBJECT

Opposition has spilled out of the legislature Into local communities. .. me of
which are up in arms against the idea of halfway houses operating in their areas.
In Malden last January an angry crowd at a meeting expressed such stiff resist-
ance to having even carefully screened, non-chronic offenders in a house operated
by a group called Adolescent Counseling in Development (ACID) that the
project had to be shelved. It's still in limbo.

Dr. Miller, a rumpled, boyish-looking man who's married to a psychiatric
nurse and operates out of a tiny, cluttered office in downtown Boston, is admittedly
impatient and scornful of his critics. He's especially irritated by the argument
that he's moving "too fast," and that he should have phased out the institutions
gradually rather than clamping them shut practically at once.

"You almost have to force the community to do its job," he says. "There'll never
lie real progress without turmoil. You've got to move fast. You just can't change,
or modify the reform schools. Any reforms you make will get watered down and
trickle away. The training schools are the backbone of the old system and have
to be abolished. They're going the way of the almshouse."

Miller points to a recidivism rate In the group homes of only 18-20 percent-
about a third of the reform-school rate-as evidence that the new approach Is
working.

SMASH OLD CELLS

A year after Miller took charge, he held a symbolic ceremony at Shirley In-
dustrial School to signify his drastic changeover. On a dark and rainy winter
night, 10 youngsters, at a signal from the new DYS chief, swung sledgehammers
into the walls and bars of solitary confinement cells In which each had spent
punishment time. They left the place a shambles.

In much the same way, Jerome Miller has made a shambles of the century-old
delinquency reform structure of Massachusetts. In its place he has erected some-
thing lie thinks will serve better and last longer-a system in which young
delinquents are treated not as hopeless criminals but as erring humans who can
win back their place in society.

Senator BAYH. Our next witness is Sheriff Kenneth Preadmore, rep-
resenting the National Sheriffs' Association from Mason, Mich.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH L. PREADMORE, SHERIFF, INGHAM
COUNTY, MASON, MICH., REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
SHERIFFS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. PREADMORE. Thank you very much for asking us sheriffs to
attend and to participate in this because I think we probably play one
of the most important roles in the detention of any organization in the
country. We house more inmates. In other words, we are the general
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wastebasket of the court system. What they don't lmow what to do
with, they dump on us and blame us for all the troubles.

One of the things of interest was the dissertations I have heard prior
to this time from the gentleman of Parade Magazine--I think that is
his publication-who did research 10 years ago and found that sheriffs
provided more humane detention. I'm winding up 29 years in the busi-
ness. I have worked in a Federal penitentary, State penitentaries and
operated a juvenile area, both as a placement and as a detaining factor.
If there is any answer to this, I think we would all be very happy.

One of the things which I, as representative of the Sheriffs of the
State of Michigan, am not in favor of is jails, to a lot of people's amaze-
ment. We do not like jails, and we don't like what jails are, and in
fact, most of the sheriffs wish that as we walk through our jail section
in the morning, we didn't have to look at the prisoners behind the bars,
and especially juveniles. But, unfortunately this is something that has
been with us and probably will be with us in the future, because when
society says that they no longer can do anything and the political pres-
sures accrue on the judicial system, they will take the juveniles and
place them in detention facilities.

If you talk to me about jails, a jail to me is anyplace where you
incarcerate individuals other than in their normal houses. In the state-
ment which I presented to-you, I wanted to be a little bit more lengthy
so you would understand my philosophy, but unfortunately, one of the
things is that you have to have a place to incarcerate people. I watch
the operations" of the do-gooders, the research psychologists, the psy-
cholog~ists, the social workers and the reform school area,, because my
county had the State reform school where they housed everything.
Ninety percent of them were people that. didn't want to take care of
the children, so they dumped them into reform school, and the other
10 percent was for crime.

The old fashioned type of foster home care where you place children
in an environment they are not used to. Blacks with whites and whites
with blacks and vice versa.

Senator BA-h. When you say foster home care, what kind do you
mean?

Mr. PREADMORE. Normally preadjudication in Michigan if you refer
l)ack to Michigan. Foster homes are where the court pays room and
board for people to take these juveniles in, when they have to be re-
moved from their own home. So this is prior to placing them in jail,
and in many cases these are just normal people who have maybe one
or two children of their own, and they try to carry on the same family
attitude but not recognizing what they are dealing with. They some-
times offer the child advantages that when they do return back to their
own home, these advantages are then not available. Their social struc-
ture maybe does not allow them to have that good a home, it is a shock
to the child, whether it be a foster home or a detention home or a jail.
There's no doubt about it. And I think that basically we have to pro-
vide alternatives for this concept.

My feeling and the sheriffs of Michigan's feelings are that one
of the hardest things in the business is the fact that the sheriff of the
community is the last one to receive financial assistance to change
the jail structures. The detention homes and jails reflect the attitude
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of the community, whether or not it's in Baltimore or elsewhere. If
they want a better jail, people should vote for it, but they don't.

Legislative-wise, I think that the mandates which you must present
here is that you are going to have to require certain standards for
the detention of juveniles. I serve on the American Bar Committee
also, on Standards and Goals for the American correctional system.

Secondly, I think you should not disregard the use of the county
jail system because after the court has failed to work with the social
workers, with the caseworkers, with the psychologists in providing
other alternatives, eventually they are placed in a jail setting simply
because they cannot get along in the setting which the court has used
prior to that time.

It is also notable that most jails are improperly staffed. The finan-
cial structure allows most jails to hire about the lowest caliber of
person you can find, simply because the scale does not call for the
high school graduate or the college graduate. I think we have to have
a mandatory training concept for police and correctional officials. I
think we have to have requirements before they can handle your child
or my child in any correctional setting, whether it be a detention home
or what it may be.

We have talents in ever community that can be used to keep this
child close to home. I think this is very important because only poor
people go to jail, whether you're a kid or whether you're an adult.
If you have money, well, you can hire a better attorney. You can
hire and provide other special guidances. But poor people are in jail.
Even at the juvenile level you must provide them with an alternative,
within the system. They must be able to continue their education. You
must be able to teach them proper habits. You must have them working
under child guidance personnel.

Senator BAYH. Sheriff, you mentioned a moment ago keeping youth
close to their homes.

Would you give us your assessment of the California subsidy system
which provides an incentive to keep the child in the county instead
of sending him to a State institution. Rather than the counties paying
the State to send the child to a State institution, the State pays the
county to have him treated locally.

Mr. PREADMORE. Well, I disagree with State systems completely,
because the Federal and State systems have failed completely. They
are bound to fail. When we in a local community can dump our prod-
uct in the State institution, they get the destructive portion. Otherwise,
we can do no more for them locally, then send them to a State
institution.

I think the most meaningful place to work is in the community.
This is where they have to return to. You can't move them from here
and help them down 100 miles from home and then someday bring
them back and interject them into the system. You have got to
work within the system locally, you have got to bring in the talent
which is there, through your educational system, through your social
workers, job placement drug treatment persons. These are all in every
community in the United States. Keep the child there and provide
alternative means of detention whether it be the foster parent concept
or a community based detention facility for the youngster. The minute
you remove them from the local community and place them in large
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groups of people, you are starting the destruction of that person,
whether it be in the Statd penitentiary or in the State training school.
You are removing him from the community where his roots are. You
are putting him in with people who do not reflect his community.
You are putting him in with a large group of people without the se-
curity capability where you could keep them separated from each
other, so that more things do occur. The larger the institution, the
more things happen.

I feel very seriously that the emphasis should be placed locally. I
feel that we should be working through the Health, Education and
Welfare, down at the level where prior to entry in school where they
can be looked at and to determine whether there's psychological or
physical problems with them, more emphasis on homes, more empha-
sis on parental control.

This is a frightening situation nowadays with the breakdown of
American life, and I don't know what's going to happen because the
majority of our people in jail reflect a broken home, something like
28 to 30 percent, and with the breakdown now of marriage, I don't
know what we are going to face in another 10 years.

So I feel we have got to place the emphasis locally. I have given
you some examples. I happen to be blessed with being a neighbor of
the Michigan State University, which is in my county. We've tied in
very closely with their correctional courses. Our jail is more or less the
field training area for the school of education, not only in the area of
the guard training but also ideas in jail rehabilitation. I feel that the
first thing that's got to be done is change the construction of the jail. All
the moneys are going to the State. We are getting very little. We have
to go to our taxpayers and fight like the dickens to get 5 cents, and
they are pouring moneys all over the State to make bigger prisons
or smaller prisons. Whatever the need might be.

We have problems hiring guards, getting the salaries up in order to
attack the proper people for the job. Before you can be hired on my
department, you have to be psychoanalyzed, and we have a very high
training requirement. I can offer bonuses for college education, and all
my night shift in my institution attends Michigan State University.
The head of my jail is a clinical psychologist. Our intake referral
person who studies inmates coming through the jail system is a
graduate of Mfichigan State University, and we are receiving students
who are earning their teaching degrees, to assist in our educational
programs.

I have nine teachers on staff, and we've bummed and borrowed out-
door classrooms from HEW and HUD and wherever I can get them,
and we conduct classes during the day. Model cities furnished me with
a television studio, whereby we are projecting rollcall training courses
for correctional personnel. We have a psychologist on staff who works
with the drugs-oriented inmates. We have people who are on staff to
work with the inmate when he comes in to determine whether lie is
mentally ill, whether he should be in jail or not, and these people have
daily contact with the inmates at our institution to try to provide re-
habilitation.

So far, we have reduced our daily population from 3 or 4 years ago
when inmate population was 250 a day, and now I'm down to 130 per
day, and we're running about 5,000 a year through the jail. Our re-
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cidivism factor is less than 28 percent. We have job placement. We're
signing contracts now with the industry whereby we are working to-
gether on the placement of our people and' helping their people who
have alcoholic and drug problems.

When our policemen or one of our deputies arrest a juvenile, they
must take him to a juvenile detention facility. They cannot take him
to jail. I cannot even have a detective question a juvenile in the county
jail system. They can't even come on the property unless they are in
the company of their parent, and that's the same with lockups and-

Senator BAL'. Is a juvenile any less locked up in a juvenile deten-
tion facility than in a jail?

Mr. PREADMORE. No; I don't think so. Anytime you remove him
from his home, he is being locked up, he is being removed from his lo-
cation.

We must treat juvenile delinquency locally, not at the State level.
The States have had all the moneys. Now you have got to put it down
where they live. You have got to work within the community with
people from the community. And I heard one of the gentlemen talk
about the food in jails. You know, one of the things that I had to
learn was what soul food is.

Michigan State University dietician prepares my menus, and black
inmates were complaining, and it wasn't because they weren't getting
enough. It was because I didn't have soul food. I requested our black&
psychologist to discuss this with me. He told me what soul food was.
And actually I could buy it cheaper, black-eyed peas, a little greens,
and cook it in with the other food.

Well, it's the same with the Chicano, and it made a difference. So I
think you have to work with the people in the community, so I can
learn about the community. And I think this is the system, and I think
the sheriffs play a very important part because whether they want to
complain-and I know you are a politician as I am-politics is the
name of the game, and that is dealing with people. If you are sensitive
to the people, I think that you can react to them better. I know even
in my jail alone we have 15,000 youngsters bussed in there from the
school system every year to see what we are doing.

I go to the schools to work with them. I work with their parents and
so on. I think that where you have got to work again is locally, decen-
tralize your State warehouses, put them down to smaller units, and
then we can start looking into the problem.

I don't want to go any further. I know that you have something
scheduled at 2 o'clock.

Senator BAY11. There seems to be a unanimous feeling in the minds
of witnesses, including yourself, that we need change.

An indispensable element of change, is the way we allocate our re-
sources, money, and budget. How do I, as a Federal legislator, establish
criteria that you, as a local public servant, can live with? In other
words, if moneys were to be sent from LEAA with certain conditions
on how they could be spent, such as a requirement that a certain per-
centage be "spent in the juvenile area for certain services, would it be
acceptable to you from a political standpoint?

Mr. PREADMIORE. I am not dissatisfied, Senator, with your procedure.
It may be a lot of people are; I am not. I think if you have got a con-
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struqtive program and constructive attitude, you can procure the
money. The problem is, as we get into the higher echelon, they do not
listen to the practitioners. We have a very difficult time presenting our
problem. We have theorists with the LEAA people at the top, and the
State will say, if you have a program going, it's very difficult for me
to get money now because my programs are working, and they say,
well, you don't need any more. Just send it somewhere else.

Well, if you get a program working, then you use that as a model
project for other programs that will work. We have just recently in
Michigan tried to adopt new guidelines for jails, and I worked very
hard on this particular project, and it was just taken to the legislature,
whereby to build a jail you had to have a gymnasium, you had to have
classrooms, you had to iave clinics for intake, separate housing quar-
ters so there is one person in one sleeping area, one cell area, many
things, but because of the financial cost, it was turned back.

Yet, wh en you apply for LEAA funding, which under the part E,
I think it's way down here somewhere, the chances of the local units
getting any help is very difficult. Most of your money is being syphoned
off to try to change the Atticas, you know, break the big prison up to
little prisons all over the place.

Again, I stress that the area changes at the kindergarten area. You
don't wait until a person graduates from college until you try to teach
him. You have to start at the elementary level. By the time we get
through destroying in the county jails and the city jails because of lack
of personnel and lack of program and lack of community involvement,
we just ship them down to the big place, and they haven't got a chance
because they're kind of loose around the belt from the time they get
there because they're exhausted. The prisoner has exhausted himself
trying to fight the system.

So again, I think the direction of Health, Education, and Welfare
on the preschool concept where you can work with the determined
problem children, working in the jail system where you can provide
educators into the jail or a detention home or wherever it may be that
the youngsters are housed to keep up their education.

I think the more money is needed-a lot of it to change the physi-
cal aspect of the detention facility, be it a jail or detention home. You
have still got to maintain security because these people are remanded
there by the court because they won't reform, so you can't eliminate
them, as much as we might like to.

Just like I heard here today, about the person who goes to jail. You
take away the right to freedom but they are going to move back, and
they are going to be yours and my neighbors someday, unless we can
give them alternatives to the way of li e that they are heading for, we
have no chance with them.

So I think what we are looking for is alternatives to what we are
doing.

Senator BAYLI. Thank you very much for taking the time to give us
the benefit of your experience. I compliment you on trying to provide
an enlightened program in your own local jail facility.

rSheriff Preadmore's prepared statement and appendix is as
follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KENNETH L. PREADMORE, SHERIFF OF INOHAM COUNTY,
MASON, MICH.

R9s5UMr

Kenneth L. Preadmore, Sheriff of Ingram County. Age 52, Born In Delhi Town-
ship, Ingham County. Married: Wife, Jacqueline; Daughter, Kathy, and Son,
Scott. Address: 630 N. Cedar Street. Masoh, Michigan. Graduate of Everett
High School, Lansing, MI Class of 1939.
Military service

Four years in the United States Marine Corps. World War II, wounded at
Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands. Received Purple Heart for wounds received and
was Honorably Discharged from the Marine Corps.
Police experience

Two years with the Naval Prison, Great Lakes, Illinois in Administrative
capacity.

One year at Southern Michigan State Prison, Jackson, Michigan as a Guard.
Trwenty-five years with Ingham County Sheriff Department, beginning as

Driver License Examiner; promoted to patrol duty, Detective, Chief Deputy
Sheriff and elected to the Office of Sheriff in 1960, presently holding the same
position.
Police training

Trained at Michigan State University In the following Courses: Police Ad-
ministration, Traffic Safety and Criminal Investigation.

Attended special police courses with F. B. I., Michigan State Police, Michigan
National Guard in Riot Training, Department of Natural Resources in Watez
and Snowmobile Safety and Enforcement plus other educational programs.
Police functions

Appointed by the Governor of the State of Michigan to the following: Michigan
Law Enforcement Training Council; Michigan Crime Commission and Corrections
Task Force with appointment to the Council on Drug Abuse & Alcoholism.

Appointed by the the American Bar Association to Commitee on Jail Standards,
Rules and Regulations.

Appointed by the Michigan Bar Association to Committees for the Revision of
the Criminal Code and the Criminal Procedure respectively.

Appointed by the National Sheriffs Association to the Committee for the Re-
vision of Jail Standards, Rules and Regulations.

Chairman of the Mid-Michigan Police Academy Council. Member of the Ad-
visory Committee of Lansing Community College.
Awards

Special Award from Michigan Association of Public School Adult Educators,
Jail Rehabilitation Program.

National Counties Association Achievement Award for the Jail Rehabilitation
Program.

Michigan Veterans of Foreign Wars Policeman of the Year Award for the Jail
Rehabilitation Program.

Mr. Bayh, Honorable Senators, I wish to thank you for your invitation to
appear before this esteemed Subcommittee to discuss the role of the sheriff and
the county Jail, and in particular, the experience I have had in the use of jails
for the detention of juveniles. I wish to inform the Honorable Senators that I am
not a scholar and therefore this statement may not be as elaborate or contain
the extensive research materials which are generally presented at a hearing such
as this.

You have in your possession a resume of my professional career. Please note
that my adult life has-been spent in the field of 'police and correctional services.
Therefore, the answers to your forthcoming questions will be drawn from my
experiences in dealing with the related problems that confront you gentlemen.
Hopefully, I may be of assistance to you In planning future legislative action
relating to the problem of juvenile delinquency.

Attached to my statement you will find sections of the Juvenile Code of the
State of Michigan that relate to the authority to detain juveniles in county jails
In Michigan. I have also attached a copy of the 1972 Report from the Michigan
Department of Corrections Indicating the number of juveniles confined in Mich-
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igan County Jails in 1972; together with a copy of the major recommendations
from the John Howard Associates, in accordance with a study of the Michigan
Juvenile Judicial System. I have also included three pages of information taken
from the Standards and Guides for the Detention of Children and Youth pub-
lished by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency.

As a scholar, I would concur with the attached information, agreeing to all
the recommendations from these studies. As a practitioner, I have to be more
realistic and recognize that the County Jail System in the United States is a
receptacle for the products of the judicial system. When all avenues of assistance
from social workers, probation workers, social "help" programs, and family dis-
cipline are exhausted, the court has no other alternative than to remove from
society this human product, and place It in a warehouse for as long as the Judge
so orders. This warehouse may be a county Jail, when no juvenile detention
facility exists, or a juvenile detention facility when one does exist.

The John Howard Associates, the National Council on Crime and Delinquency,
and many other groups and studies, recommend that juveniles not be placed in
a county jail. This signifies the beginning of the deterioration of the juvenile.
I believe that the placement of a juvenile In any detention facility creates a
different atmosphere than the juvenile is normally used to within his home. You
may call the detention facility a county jail, a juvenile home or a boys training
school, but In any case, if jails are outlawed, you must create another type of
Jail to hold a juvenile securely.

The County Jail System in the State of Michigan is being used as a detention
facility by the courts in accordance with the rules of the Juvenile Code. Refer-
ring to the enclosed Michigan Department of Corrections 1972 Report, 2,502 juve-
niles were housed in county Jails during 1972. In our approaching discussion
of this Report, you may be interested In the size of the counties and the number
of juveniles being held in these counties. For example, Berrien County, a medium
populated County in Michigan, housed 261 juveniles in 1972, while Wayne
County, the largest County in Michigan, housed 19 juveniles In the county jail
and 8 juveniles in the Detroit House of Correction. This would tend to indicate
that the larger counties have more alternative housing or detention facilities than
do the smaller counties.

To provide alternative detention facilities throughout the United States for
the majority counties, which are small, would require a tremendous financial
outlay and would require many years to accomplish. As a Sheriff, I know that
county Jails have to be used by the court system now and for many years in the
future for certain types of individuals who must be removed from society. I do
not feel that the county jail facility is necessarily any more harmful for the
detention of juveniles than is a juvenile or detention home. A county Jail, with
proper segregation from adult offenders, medical and psychological services, and
located in the community of the juvenile's family, could provide a more rehabilita-
tive capability than a juvenile or detention home, which is generally supervised
by a man and wife team. In the majority of cases, these people are not trained
social workers or counselors, but are merely used as substitute parents while the
juveniles are being detained away from their homes.

During my police career in Ingham County, I have had the opportunity to work
with the Boys Training School, which was located In this County and operated
by the Michigan Social Welfare Department. "Many programs and ideas were
placed in effect at the Boys Training School. During this period, it was necessary
for Inghm. County to hnuse many of the runaways from the Boys Training
School, and also, to detain juveniles from the age of 10 to 21 years because of
their nonconformity to the rules and regulations of that institution and/or be-
cause of the commission of new crimes which caused them to be waived from the
jurisdiction of the Juvenile court and placed in adult criminal court.

Many of the juveniles that we received from the School had already established
patterns of homosexuality, moral deterioration and lack of interest because of
being confined with large groups of youngsters, whose cultural backgrounds, race,
and religion were inconsistent with their own home environment. Many of the
juveniles from the School-committed criminal offenses and expressed preference
to be housed in the county Jail rather than being returned to the School. In con-
ferring with these Juveniles while they were committed to me for their safe-
keeping. I found that the conditions existing in state Institutions and detention
facilities were, In many cases, more harmful to them than being housed in the
county jails and protected by the sheriff.
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A problem area for the pre-adjudication detention of Juveniles in jails lies
In the fact that many Jails are inadequate and not able to provide proper seg-
regation or other related services that are so vital to the care of a Juvenile.
Inadequate segregation, which would allow the juvenile to be subjected- to
physical abuse by an adult offender, lack of proper medical services and exercise
yards where the Juvenile could safely receive physical exercise in the out-of-doors,
poor food services, unsanitary conditions within the institution, the lack of proper
budgets vrovlded to the sheriffs by boards of commissioners and supervisors
that do not allow the sheriffs provisions for decent bedding, clothing or launder-
ing facilities, or any of the above-mentioned needs of a county Jail, are the
primary reasons why many of our Jails are not fit to house Juvenile persons.

In Michigan, Jails in which Juveniles are detained are in most cases, less
than 20 years of age and do have proper segregated areas where they may be
safely detained. In the State of Michigan, all Jails, prisons, detention facilities
and lock-ups are under the direct supervision of the Michigan Department of
Corrections who promulgates rules and regulations which are then adopted by
the State Legislature and become laws. The laws relating to construction, medi-
cal treatment, food service requirements, and health conditions provide a safe
and sanitary detention facility needed to house both male and female prioners
in county Jails. These laws also require local Boards of Commissioners to
provide Sheriffs with sufficient funds to implement these services and to operate
the county Jail system. We are at the present time, through the Michigan De-
partment of Corrections, Initiating new rules and regulations that will require
county Jails to provide not only safe and human confinement areas with proner
sanitary, laundry and medical facilities, but also rehabilitative programs t, !e
available to the incarcerated persons.

Attached you will find a description of the Ingham County Jail Inmate Re-
habilitation Program, which outlines services that are provided to any incarcer.
ated person, juvenile or adult, in the Ingham County Jail. Our Jail is being used
by juvenile court Judges in sprceal cases for the confinement of Juveniles in lieu
of a detention home so that the Juvenile may receive psychological, medical and
counseling services, and continuing education programs that are not available
through the Probate Court.

The lack of trained personnel is the most serious problem throughout the cor-
rectional system in the United States, and Michigan is no exception. Low salaries
paid to the personnel within the institutions, not only in county Jails but in train-
ing schools, state prisons, detention homes, lock-ups, and mental institutions, hag
created a system that can allow a frustrated sadistic type of person to be placed
in a position of control in an environment where persons are held in custody.
I sincerely believe that this situation, with this type of person, makes criminals
out of those who are arrested.

In Michigan, we have established the Michigan Law Enforcement Training
Council and require academy training of at least 256 hours before a person can
become a police officer. These trainees must be of good moral character, men-
tally alert and meet certain standards, which include psychiatric and physical
examination in order to become police officer. These requirements do not pertain
to a person who is hired as a custorial officer. In 'Michigan, we have Just estah-
lished within the Department of Corrections, a division of jails and Jailer train-
ing that will be providing training capabilities to all custodial personnel. This
training, however, is not mandatory at this time.

Throughout the United States, the salary structure of custodial personnel is
generally much less than that of a police officer, which does not make this a
competitive position when attempting to hire the high caliber person needed
within the institution. As Sheriff of Ingham County, I have established a hiring
practice whereby all persons hired to work within the Institution must meet the
."me requirements as do those under the Mandatory Police Training Act of the
State of Michigan. The base pay is that of a police officer, with a $200.00 bonus
being paid for two years of college and a $500.00 bonus being paid for a bachelors
degree. Each applicant is required to appear before a Psychiatric Board which
determines if he is mentally alert and capable of assuming t e duties of a cor-
rectional officer. A physical examination is also required. In a ition, all persons
assigned to our night shift in the institution must be enrolled a Michigan State
University.

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Department t of Health,
Education and Welfare. Model Cities and the local Board of E mtcatinn have
assisted in creating programs for our detained Juveniles and adults.\%t is neces-
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sary that services be provided to our inmates by professionals so they may pro-
vide them wtIh alternatives to their present way of life. Examples of services
which can be made available are as follows:

High School Graduation, GED completion, Adult Basic Education.
Vocational training by the use of teachers on staff provided through the local

Department of Education.
Drug withdrawal and rehabilitation by medical assistance and psychological

counseling.
Job placement in the community.
Clinics and Follow-through counseling as provided through the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare.
Alcoholic treatment programs, under the direction of the staff psychologist.
Assistance from the Alcoholics Anonymous Organization.
Volunteer programs in the area of job placement, housing and education.
The use of an Intake-Referral Coordinator, whose primary function is to

Interview and test each incoming juvenile or adult inmate to determine the
needs of that person and refer him or her to an appropriate program. The
Intake-Referral Coordinator works under the supervision of the Jail Correctional
Administrator. In Ingham County, these positions were originally funded through
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, and are now a part of the
paid staff of the Ingham County Sheriff Department. The Jail Correctional
Administrator possesses a Masters Degree in Clinical Psychology and the Intake-
Referral Coordinator possesses a Bachelor of Science Degree.

These examples illustrate what is necessary to provide the talents needed
to deal with the detained juveniles in our courty jail system throughout the
United States.

In this statement I have touched very lightly upon the problems of the use
of a -ounty Jail as a detention facility for juveniles and have also highlighted
some good reasons for the use of county jails for the detention of juveniles.
As we discuss these various points, I will attempt to further elaborate for the
benefit of the Committee, problems that I have observed during my career and
my recommendations that might Improve detention facilities for juveniles.

It is important that this Committee realize that the most logical place of
detention for juveniles Is in their home community; that the finances to construct
proper facilities to house these juveniles must come from the tax base of the
community and, in many areas of the United States, there is not sufficient moneys
to provide the type of detention facilities that we are all in favor of. It has
been the policy throughout the United States to spend enormous sums of money
to create State Training Schools, State Prisons, State Departments of Social
Welfare, State Parole and Probation Officers. Very few funds have been expended
at the local level.

It is my belief that the State Institutions that we now have are, in most
cases, nothing more than warehouses where those who are incarcerated have
very little chance of rehabilitation. In every community in the United States,
there exists resources that can provide talents to work with the local county
jails and detention facilities. I recommend that the United States Congress
look more closely into working with the local units of government in financial
assistance, rather than supplying total funding to the States who then distribute
as little money as possible to the local units of Govdrnment.

I recommend that assistance in upgrading the county jails throughout the
United States be given top priority by this Committee so that they can assist
In providing detention facilities where the Juvenile may be detained safely
under the care and control of the Sheriff, who is responsible to the Community.
Ile has the ability to obtain all the talents which exist in the Community to
assist the young juvenile offender while he is detained.

I further recommend that this Committee urge the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare to spearhead a program to assist the sheriffs throughout
these United States in developing a trained and professional staff ii order to
provide services to the detained juvenile.

I recommend that this Committee sponsor legislation and/or request States
to sponsor legislation creating mandatory training acts for all custodial personnel
employed in prisons, jails, detention homes, mental hospitals and State training
homes for boyk and girls! Without this training these unskilled persons will
continue to destroy, intellectually and morally, the juveniles who are placed
In their custody.
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As I bring this statement to a close, I would like to call to the attention of
the Committee the fact that the Sheriff in these United States is the elected
police official of the County in which he serves. By statute, in many areas, this
Official must provide for the safety and well-being of the citizens in his com-
munity, whether they are in their homes, at" play, in school, or in jail. Therefore,
whatever assistance which may be rendered by the Federal Government or the
State Government in helping him to perform his duties is more than appre-
ciated... it is needed!

I feel that with the proper facilities, and the proper financial strength, and
with the Sheriff's specialized political knowledge of his community, he is the
most appropriate person in local government to bring all of these talents in to
play in order to help in the fight against one of this Country's most serious
problems: Juvenile Delinquency!

PROBATE CODE-JUVENILES

712A.14 Juvenile in custody; detention areas; release; hearing; order of court;
placement.

Sec. 14. Any municipal police officer, sheriff or deputy sheriff, state police of-
ficer, county agent or probation officer of any court of record may, without the
order of the court, immediately take into custody any child who is found violat-
ing any law or ordinance, or whose surroundings are such as to endanger his
health, morals or welfare. Whenever any such officer or county agent takes a
child coming within the provisions of this chapter into custody, he shall forth-
with notify the parent or parents, guardian or custodian, if they can be found
within the county. While awaiting the arrival of the parent or parents, guardian
or custodian, no child under the age of 17 years taken into custody under the
provisions of this chapter shall be held in any detention facility unless such child
be completely isolated so as to prevent any verbal, visual or physical contact with
any adult prisoner. Unless the child requires immediate detention as hereinafter
provided, the arresting officer shall accept the written promise of said parent
or parents, guardian or custodian, to bring the child to the court at a time fixed
therein. Thereupon such child shall be released to the custody of said parent
or parents, guardian or custodian.

If not so released, such child and his parents, guardian or custodian, if they
can be located, shall forthwith be brought before the court for a preliminary
hearing on his status, and an order signed by a judge of probate or a referee
authorizing the. filing of a complaint shall be entered or the child shall be re-
leased to his parents, guardian or custodian.

In the event the complaint is authorized the order shall also direct the place-
ment of the child, pending investigation and hearing, which placement may be in
the home of parents, guardian or custodian, in the boarding care of a licensed
child care agency, or in a suitable place of detention designated by the court.

History: Add. 1944, 1st Ex. Ses., p. 120, Act 54, Imd. Eff. March 6 :-Am. 1952,
p. 151. Act 133. Eff. Sept. 18 ;-Am. 1961, p. 31, Act 30, Eff. Sept. 8 ;-Am. 1966,
p. 67, Act 43, Eft. Mar. 10, 1967.

712A.15 Child under 19 year: detention, limitations.
See. 15. In the case of any child under the age of 19 years concerning whom a

complaint has been made as hereinbefore provided, or a petition or supplemental
petition or petition for revocation of probation has been filed, he court may ordet
said child, pending the hearing, detained in such place of detention as shall be
designated: Provided, That nothing herein shall prevent the court from re-
leasing the child, pending said hearing, in the custody of a parent, guardian, or
custodian, to be brought before the court at the time designated.

Detention, pending hearing, shall be limited to the following children:
(a) Those who.e home conditions make immediate removal necessary;
(b) Tlse who have run away from home;
(c) Those whose offenses are so serious that release would endanger public

safety;
(d) Thoqe detained for observation, study and treatment by aualifled experts.
History: Add. 1944. 1st Ex. Ses., p. 121. Act .54, Imd. Eft. March 6.
This section supersedes part of, See. 18 of Ch. XII of Act 288 of 1939 which

superseded part of Sec. 5 of Act 6 of 1907, Ex. Ses., Am. 1909, p. 762, Act 310, Eft.
Sept. 1;Am. 1911, p. 268, Act 164, Eff. Aug. 1 ;-Am. 1911, p. 450, Act 262. Eft.
Auz. 1 :-Am. 1913. n. 694. Act 363, Eft. Aug. 14;-Am. 1915, Y. 555, Act
308, EfT. Aug. 24;--CL 1915, 2015;-Am. 1921, 1st Ex. Ses., p. 797, Act 24,
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Eft. Sept. 19 ;-Am. 1923, p. 145, Act 105, Eft. Aug. 30 ;-Am. 1927, p. 181, Act 127,
Eft. Sept. 5 ;-CL 1929, 12838.

712A.16 Child under 17; confinement prohibited; exception, duration.
Sec. 10. (1) In case a child under the age of 17 years Is taken into custody or

detained, such child shall not be confined in any police station, prison, jail, lock-up,
or reformatory, or be transported with, or compelled or permitted to associate
or mingle with, criminal or dissolute persons. However, a child 15 years of age
or older whose habits or conduct are deemed such as to constitute a menace to
other children, or who may not otherwise be safely detained, may, on order of
the court, be placed in a jail or other place of detention for adults, but in a room
or ward separate from adults, and for a period not to exceed 30 days, unless
longer detention is necessary for the service of process.

Child care home, standards; use of Jails.
(2) Provision may be made by the board of supervisors in each county or of

counties contracting together for the diagnosis, treatment, care, training, and
detention of children in a child care home to be conducted as an agency of the
court or county, provided such home or facility meets licensing standards as
established by the state department of social services. The court or a comrt ap-
proved agency may arrange for the boarding of such children in private homes,
,subject to the supervision of the court, or may arrange with an incorporated
institution or agency approved by the state department of social services, to
receive for care children within the jurisdiction of the court; or may use a room
or ward, separate and apart from adult criminals, in the county jail in cases of
children over 17 years of age and under 19 years of age within the jurisdiction
of the court.

Detention home, superintendent, employees, compensation.
(3) In case a detention home is established as an agency of the court, the judge

may appoint a superintendent or matron and other necessary employees for such
home who shall receive such compensation as .shall be provided by the board of
supervisors of such county. Nothing in this section shall alter, or diminish, the
legal responsibility of the state department of social services to receive juve-
niles committed by the probate courts.

Private homes, institutions or agencies, compensation.
(4) In ease the court shall arrange for the board of children temporarily de-

tained In private homes or in an institution or agency, a reasonable sum, to be
fixed by the court, for the board of such children shall be paid by the county
treasurer out of the general fund of the county.

History: Add. 1944, 1st Ex. Ses., p. 121, Act 54, Imd. Eft. March 6 ;-Am. 1963,
p. 76, Act 65, Imd. Eff. May 8 ;-Am. 1968 P. 213, Act 150, eff. Nov. 15.

See Sec. 27 of Ch. XII of Act 288 of 1939, also C L 1929, 12841.
NOTE: See also Section 14 of this chapter and Compilers' §§ 722.553 and

750.139.
Sec. 16a.
History: Add. 1956, p. 227, Act 117, Eft. Aug. 11 ;-Rep. 1963, p. 311, Act 214,

Imd. Eff. May 17.
712A.17 Hearings; jury; bond; counsel to represent child.
Sec. 17. The court may conduct hearings in an informal manner and may

adjourn the hearings from time to time. Stenographic notes or other transcript
of the hearingshlli be taken only when requested by an attorney of record or
when so ordered by the court. In the hearing of any case the general public may
be excluded and only such persons admitted as have a direct interest in the case.

In all hearings under this chapter, any person interested therein may demand
a jury of 6, or the judge of probate of his own motion, may order a Jury of the
same number to try the case. Such jury shall be summoned and impanplled in
accordance with the law relating to juries in courts held by justices of the peace.

Any parent, guardian, or other custodian of any child held under this chapter
shall have the right to give bond or other security for the appearance of the child
at the hearing of such case; and in the event such child or his or her parents desire
counsel and are unable to procure sanle, the court in its discretion may appoint
counsel to represent the child. The attorney so appointed shall lie entitled to
receive from the county treasurer from the general fund of the county, on the
certificate of the probate judge that such services have been duly rendered, such
an amount as the probate judge shall, in his discretion, deem reasonable com-
pensation for the services performed: Provided, That the prosecuting attorney
shall appear for the people when requested by the court.

History: add. 1944, 1st Ex. Ses., p. 121, Act 54, Imd. Ef. March 6. See See. 12
of Ch. XII of Act 288 of 1939, also C L 1929,12835 and 12836.
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712A.18 Order of disposition of child.
Sec. 18. If the court shall find that a child, concerning whom a petition has been

filed, is not within the provisions of this chapter, he shall enter an order dis-
missing said petition. If, however, the court shall find that a child is within
the provisions of this chapter, he may enter an order of disposition which shall
be appropriate for the welfare of said child and society in view of the facts so
proven and ascertained, as follows:

Warning.
(a) Warn the child or the parents, guardian, or custodian and dismiss the

petition;
Probation in own home.
(b) Place the child on probation, or under supervision In his own home,

upon such terms and conditions (including reasonable rules for the conduct of
the patents, guardian, or custodian, designed for the physical, mental or moral
well-being and behavior of the child) as the court shall determine;

Placement in licensed boarding home.
(c) Place the child in a suitable board home, which if a home of persons not

related to said child, shall be licensed as provided by law;
Placement in licensed private institution or agency.
(d) Place the child in or commit the child to a private institution or agency

Incorporated under the laws of this state and approved or licensed by the state
department of social welfare for the care of children of similar age, sex and
characteristics.

Commitment to public Institution or county facility; religious affiliation;
reimbursement of cost; notice to revenue departments; special guardian.

(e) Commit the child to a public institution or county facility or institution
operated as an agency of the court or county or agency authorized by law to
receive children of similar age, sex and characteristics. In every placement
under subsection (d), or every commitment under subsection (e), excepting
to a state institution, the religious affiliation of the child shall be protected,
by placement or commitment to a private child-placing or child-caring agency/
institution, if available. In every commitment to a state or county institution or
agency under this subsection, except when all parental rights are terminated,
the order shall contain a provision requiring the parent or parents retaining
parental rights to reimburse the state or county monthly for the cost of the
care given the child to the extent such parent or parents are able so to do as
shall be determined by the court. The amount of such reimbursement to be paid
shall be included in the order of commitment of the child. It shall be the duty
of the superintendent to notify the department of revenue of the date any child
was received in the Institution or agency when the order committing such child
included an amount of reimbursement to be paid the state. The department of
revenue shall collect the amounts so determined and credit them to the general
fund of the state: Provided, That no collections shall be made after a child is
released or discharged except delinquent accounts. The court in every order
of commitment to a state institution or agency under this subsection shall name
the superintendent of the institution to which the child is committed as a special
guardian to receive any benefits due the child from the government of the
United States, and such benefits are to be used to the extent necessary to pay for
the portions of the cost of care in the institution would the parent or parents
are found unable to pay;

Jail confinement for 17-19 year old children; parole; separate care.
Mt) In the case of a child between 17 years of age and 19 years of age, com-

mit for a period not to exceed 30 days to the county jail, or commit said child
for such minimum term as the judge may determine to the Michigan correc-
tions commission for correctional treatment and care. Parole shall be granted,
rescinded, amended or revoked or discharge granted, by said commission in
the manner prescribed by chapter 3 of Act No. 232 of the Public Acts of 1953.
being sections 791.231 to 791.245 of the Compiled Laws of 1948, and any child
violating parole ,hall be treated in accordance with the provisions of said
chapter 3 of Act No. 232 of the Public Acts of 1963 and the period of time
between the date of commitment and the date on which said child reaches the
age of 21 years shall be considered in the maximum term: Provided, however,
That any child so committed shall be confined and cared for separate and apart
from person-, committed by courts of criminal jurisdiction, and shall not be con-
fined or subject to probationary or parole orders beyond his twenty-first
birthday.
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MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, LANSING, MICH.

Juvenieb held in jails on court orders for the calendar year 1972

Alcona--------------------
Alger
Allegan
Alpena--------------------
Antrim
Arenac ..........
Baraga--------------------
Barry ....................
Bay
Benzie--------------------
Berrien-------------------
Branch ___
Calhoun
Cass----------------------
Charlevoix-----------------
Cheboygan-----------------
Chippewa ------------------
Clare.....................
Clinton....................
Craw ford------------------
Delta
Dickinson------------------
Eaton.....................
Emmet
Flint
Genesee
Gladwin
Gogebic
Grand Traverse
Gratiot
Hillsdale
Houghton
Huron
Ingham...................
Ionia
losco
Iron
Isabella
Jackson...................
Kalamazoo
Kalkaska
Kent
Keweenaw
Lake

2
6

13

7

1

2
261
57
25
32
21
12

107
1

12
28
55
19
4

24
24

154
9

18
43
232
8

10
28
20
70
2

31
4
1
4
1
1

20

Lansing ---------------------- 96
Lapeer ----------------------- 6
Leelanau --------------------- 21
Lenawee ---------------------- 4
Livingston. -------------------- 87
Luce----------------------
Mackinac 19
Macomb ---------------------- 11
Manistee ---------------------- 19
Marquette --------------------- 3
Mason ------------------------ 14
Mecosta ----------------------- 32
Menominee ------------------- 20
Midland ---------------------- 71
Missaukee -------------------- 13
Monroe
Montcalm --------------------- 43
Montmorency ----------------- 8
Muskegon -------------------- 362
Newaygo --------------------- 18
Oakland ---------------------- 3
Oceana ------------------------ 2
Ogemaw ---------------------- 22
Ontonagon --------------- 10
Osceola ----------------------- 15
Oscoda ----------------------- 4
Otsego ------------------------ 33
Ottawa 30
Presque Isle ------------------- 5
Roseommon 90
Saginaw ---------------------- 3
St. Clair ---------------------- 4
St. Joseph_ - 68
Santlac ----------------------- 12
Schoolcraft ------------------- 17
Shiawassee ------------------- 77
Tuscola ----------------------- 16
Van Buren -------------------- 35
Washtenaw -------------------- 1
Wayne ----------------------- 19
DHC ------------------------- 8
Wexford ------------------ 9--- 9

Total ----------------- 2, 502

M1ICHIIOAN JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM SURVEY

(By the John Howard Association)

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The State of Michigan should develop, at the earliest possible time, a
uniform system for the administration of juvenile justice statewide.

Part of the system model would be the Michigan Juvenile Justice Commission
consisting of representatives from the Supreme Court, probate judges, probation
officers and OY'-DSS. (Seemingly, representative public members should also
be appointed.) This body would develop policies and standards which would
guide the development of uniform practices.

2. The basic organizational structure of the Michigan juvenile justice system
should be revised to provide a "mixed" administration that incorporates botlh
county-operated systems (in the large counties only) and State administration
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of all services in small counties. Policies established by the Michigan Juvenile
Justice Commission would guide both types of administration. •

This structure should be designed to guarantee minimum protections and
services for all Juveniles, while still allowing local initiatives to supplement
basic services in the counties. While minimum standards would be met under
either administrative structure, any county could provide services above mini-
mum standards.

Under either administrative structure, the ratio of financing by the counties
and State would be similar. Sharing on a 50/50 basis is recommended except
that by approval of the commission counties with inadequate financing, in order
to be guaranteed services meeting minimum standards, can be excluded from
meeting the 50 percent financing requirement.

3. All children in need of supervision ("status offenders": runaways, Incor-
rigibles and truants) shall be prohibited from confinement in detention homes
and jails and from commitment to State training schools.

(The National Council on Crime and Delinquency, the National Commission
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. and the John Howard Association,
among others, recommend that "status offenders" or minors in need of supervi-
sion 'be excluded from the jurisdiction of the juvenile court. Frequently these
youngsters will fall into either the dependency-neglect or delinquency status
areas. Otherwise, they would be serviced by public or private agencies on a
voluntary basis.)

4. Original complaints regarding dependency and neglect should be handled
administratively by the Department of Social Services, with only a minimal
amount of juvenile court involvement-when court orders are needed for custody
and resolution of legal issues.

5. The juvenile court age should be raised one year to age 18. Subjects would
be retained under jurisdiction for a maximum of two years but with cause
being shown could be retained to age 21.

Approximately 20 percent additional staff and resources would be needed by
the juvenile justice system to handle the 17 year old additions. Without the
providing of necessary resources it will be sheer folly to raise the age limit.

6. The law should be amended to prohibt Juveniles from being confined in
Jails, even as a temporary measure. This means that adequate resources must
be provided in order to provide alternatives. These include a State transporta-
tion system to utilize regional detention centers, the development of hold-over
facilities for short term care pending disposition or transfer to a regional deten-
tion facility, making some of the present non-secure "detention homes" secure
and providing recognized, workable alternatives such as shelter care and "home
detention."

7. The State law should be changed prohibiting juvenile courts from ordering
any juvenile under 12 years of age confined in a secure detention facility.

8. The juvenile courts of the State should be reorganized according to realis-
tic judicial caseloads. In some counties, several judges may be needed, while one
judge may serve several small counties. Incidental to this, the use of referees
should be greatly narrowed in both scope of responsibilities and actual numbers.

9. A comprehensive management information system should lie developed for
the State as a whole. The current CCPIS can serve as a basis for this. In addi-
tion, a county information system that allows a local inter-disciplinary review
of the efficiency of the system, incorporating feedback channels to all agencies
involved, should be developed.

10. The OYS/DSS trend toward decentralization (i.e., diagnostic processes)
and greater use of community based programs should be accelerated, with re-
gionalization of state-wide facilities effected.

11. All staff working in the juvenile justice system should be supported by a
strong training program. Professionalization of the many distinct specialities
within the system should be developed within the next two years.

12. Staff available to the 'Michigan juvenile justice system should be deployed
according to a comprehensive overall plan developed by the Michigan juvenile
justice commission, partly controlled by minimum and maximum standards and
partly by financing plans.

The State juvenile officer system should be abolished with these and all other
staff "grand-fathered" Into the county and State systems.
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WIY 'NOT "FOSTER HOME DETENTION"?

"Foster home detention" is a misnomer, a self-contradictory term. Foster
homes, boarding homes, and receiving homes are shelter facilities; they should
not have the restricting features of a detention home.

Temporary foster home or boarding home care for children picked up for de-
linquent behavior and requiring secure custody is not a satifactory answer to
the detention problem. Even when special diamond-wire screens are placed on the
windows (making the home into a detention facility), the foster family home
can keep only a limited number of the children who need to be held for court.
When foster family or boarding homes are used for detention, the more disturbed
and aggressive youngsters who have the greatest need for good detention care
and skilled guidance are usually kept in the jail, where they get neither.

Detention facilities are improperly used for many children who might better
have been left in their own homes. Other children, more'neglected than delin-
quent, need immediate removal from their homes but do not require secure
custody. Many of them can be better cared for by skillful temporary foster par-
ents under good agency supervision.

Most youngsters who need detention core are breaking away from parental
ties. They need vigorous activity and constructively directed group life. Neither
the jail nor the boarding home can supply these.

WHY NOT JAIL DETENTION?

The case against the use of jails for children rests on the fact that youngsters
of juvenile court age are still in the process of development and are still subject
to change however large they may be physically or however sophisticated their
behavior. To place them behind bars at a time when the whole world seems to
turn against them and belief in themselves is shattered or distorted merely con-
firms the criminal role in which they see themselves. Jailing delinquent young-
sters plays directly into their hands by giving them delinquency status among
their peers. If they resent being treated like confirmed adult criminals, they
may-and often do--strike back violently against society after their release.
The public tends to ignore the fact that every youngster placed behind bars will
return to the society which placed him there.

The case against jail detention today is stronger than it was fifty years ago
because we know more about the causes of antisocial and abnormal behavior.
We know that treatment is most effective when applied early. Should incarcera-
tion be necessary because effective treatment has not been applied early, we
know that the detention experience must be either positive or negative. Adoles-
cents cannot be held in a state of suspension.

One of the most common fallacies about jailing children and youths is that
it is damaging to the younger ones but may have a salutary effect on .the older,
more sophisticated offenders. The reverse is ihore apt to be true. The younger
or less sophisticated boy whose problems are not deep-seated Is nilore likely to
be shocked into reform by a jail experience than is a youngster with a serious
record behind him. But detention of the former boy is unnecessary and can
be demoralizing. In these cases, the prompt application of probation services
after apprehension for delinquency and during the process of social investigation
can do a more effective job than shock treatment. These services can discover
and begin to remove the underlying causes of the child's behavior. The release
of a child under these circumstances presents far less risk than the release on
bond of an adult apprehended for a serious offense.

The "young criminal" and the "young hoodlum" whose record is serious and
who is unlikely to respond to casework pending court disposition unquestion-
ably needs detention, but it should be the kind of detention that begins the treat-
ment process, not the type of Incarceration that pushes him further from it.

The answer to the problem is to be found neither in "writing off" the sophisti-
cated youth by Jailing him nor in building separate and better-designed juvenile
quarters In jails and police lockups. The treatment of youthful offenders must
be divorced from the Jail and other expensive "money saving" methods of han-
dling adults.

WHY SECURE CUSTODY?

Correctional institutions In the United States have been criticized severely
for their emphasis on locks and bars. Such criticism may well be deserved, par-
ticularly in our adult institutions where custody objectives overshadow reha-
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billtative programs. Most training schools for delinquent youngsters are open-
that is, they have no locks, bars, and high fences. Why, then, Is security recom-
mended for detention homes?

For two reasons: The community has a right to immediate protection if the
child cannot safely remain In his own home or be placed in a shelter facility,
and the child has a right to constructive group activity and individual guid-
ance pending court disposition. Children apprehended for delinquent acts or
caught in an attempt to run away are In a greater state of tension while
awaiting an uncertain future than they are after their longer-term placement has
been decided.

When a temporary care home or institution for delinquents awaiting hear-
ing has no locks and no window security, staff attention Is constantly divided
between program and alertness to potential runaway situations. Obviously, pro-
gram suffers. While tt is always possible to use a child's absconding as a means
of learning more about him, there is also the likelihood that he will commit
more serious offenses after he escapes. Obviously, the community suffers and
the child himself Is not being helped. -

In a secure detention home, staff anxiety over runways Is relieved for both
staff and children so that full attention can be focused on program and Indi-
vidual and group guidance to make detention a constructive experience.

VALUE TO CHILD, COURT, AND COMMUNITY

The value of a detention home to the child, the court, and the community Is
questionable if it Is considered merely a place to "put" children. If it is im-
properly staffed and lacks sound program and objectives, a new detention build-
ing is little more than a children's jail. Children cannot be stored without deteri-
oration unless program and staff are provided to make the experience a con-
structive one.

A good modern detention home offers specialized services to the child, the
court, and the community.

To the child, detention provides immediate protection against his own un-
controlled actions; protection from parents and others who would reject him
along with his behavior; things to do which challenge his interest; group guid-
ance which counteracts the ill effects of confining him with other delinquents;
individual guidance which helps him use the detention experience to under-
stand himself better so that he can come to grips with his problems; contact
with persons in authority who are as concerned with his well-being as with his
living within the law, thus introducing him to a new concept of authority.

To the court, detention provides assurance that the more disturbed boys and
girls will be held in secure custody pending their court disposition. It not only
assures their availability for interviews and court hearings, but provides oppor-
tunity for a report to the probation officer and the judge, based on short-term
but intensive study. The report supplements the probation officer's social investi-
gation and gives the court more complete information as a basis for the
disposition.

INOHAM COUNTY JAIL INMATE REHABILITATION PROGRAM

The Ingham County Jail Inmate Rehabilitation Program (ICJiRP) is com-
posed of various community agencies and organizations from Lansing, Michigan
and the surrounding area which come to the Jail and offer services to inmates.
Participation in the program is volnutary.

The inmates first contact with the ICJIRP is through the Intake-Referral
Coordinator. His primary responsibility is to interview every inmate arriving
at the Ingham County Jail. The interview serves a two-fold purpose; first, it is
important that the newly incarcerated inmate is aware of the ICJIRP services
available to him and secondly, it is used to ascertain which of these services
can be most beneficial for that particular individual. In order to accurately
assess the latter function, social, vocational, personal, educational and other
pertinent demographic or related information is routinely compiled during the
interview. Based on this information, the interviewer's evaluation, testing, and
the inmates expressed desires, a referral is made to the proper ICJIRP coordi-
nator, counselor or agency.

Services offered to the inmate include classes taught by certified teachers from
the Lansing School District. These classes range from instruction in basic
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reading and writing skills to high school completion classes in mathematics,
English, social studies, and art. A class in General Educational Development
(GED) preparation is also available. The Ingham County Jail is a GED test-
ing facility and the test can be administered during an inmate's incarceration.

The Drug Abuse Treatment Program offers services for inmates with drug or
drug related problems, The services provided by this program Include individual
and group psychotherapy, medical services including in-patient detoxification
where indicated and vocational placement services which include counseling and
vocational placement. In addition, the Drug Program provides liaison workers
between the Jail and the community as a part of the aftercare program.

The Drug Program at the jail is part of the larger Comprehensive Drug Treat-
ment Program which can offer additional services to former iziin tes through
the North Side Drug Center, West Side Drug Center, the Drug Education Center
ii East Lansing, a Half-Way House and a Multi-Lodge.

Additional psychological assistance, counseling and recreational therapy is
offered to inmates through Community Mental Health. Psychological counseling
Is available to inmates who do not have a drug or drug related problem. Recrea-
tional therapy is available to female inmates. The recreation programis seen as
an Integral part of the rehabilitation process

An Alcohol Program is offered through the Tri-County Council on Alcoholism
& Addictions in conjunction with Vocational Rehabilitation Services which oper-
ates under the State Department of Education. This program focuses on inmates
who have been incarcerated with charges relating directly to the use of alcohol
or inmates who have been found to have problems with alcohol in their past.

Vocational Rehabilitation Services provides significant input into the program
via a part-time coordinator with a criminal offender caseload. Services available
include mental and physical testing, vocational testing and training and a wide
range of additional follow-through services.

Input from volunteers has been significant. Volunteer activities include a
sewing class for female inmates, library services, advising for the inmate pub-
lished periodical "Rapport" and tutorial assistance In the education classes.
Volunteers are seen as "plugging holes" with respect to the total operation of the
program.

Medical assistance is provided to inmates through the Jail physician who
spends 70% of his working time at the Jail. The physician works closely with the
Drug Program staff and other ICJIRP staff for purposes of medical assistance
and referral.

Religious counseling is available to inmates through the Jail chaplain. The
chaplain provides inmates with regular Sunday services and is on an on-call
basis for religious counseling during the week.

A comprehensive oudio-visual system, complete with control room and studio,
is currently installed at the jail. The implementation and utilization of such a
system Is seen as having much impact on the program. It will:

1. Provide inmates with a wider range of educational experiences available
through commercial T.V. programming, educational T.V. programming, and
"canned" educational tapes.

2. Provide inmates with opportunities for educational programming during the
weekends and other times that instructors are not available.

3. Provide inmates the ability to attend class, who are otherwise unable to
attend due to sickness (an average of 12 inmates are In the hospital dorm at any
one time and are therefore, not able to attend class) or security considerations.

4. Provide inmates with a vehicle for artistic and self-expression through the
use of in-jail Inmate produced "mfnl-production ." This concept is seen as valu-
able for improving the self-image of inmates and thus contributes to a more
positive mental attitude created by that improvement.

5. Provide Inmates with physical fitness exercises (isometrics, etc.) which can
be accomplished In the inmate living areas with a minimum of supervision.
Sound physical conditioning contributes to the receptivity of rehabilitation
efforts.

Direct service and individualized attention Is provided during the pre-release
and most-release period through a Vocational Placement Specialist and Follow-
Through Counselor. These positions provide pre-release interviewing, testing
and vocational counseling. The pre-release portion of an inmate involvement
with the ICJIRP Is an important one. At this time, needs and goals must be
re-assessed as a result of an inmate's progress within the ICJIRP. Viable plans
and objectives must be formulated for implementation upon release. These plans
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are based on consultation with program staff, individual inmate needs and desires
and vocational testing and evaluation. Contact and coordination with existing
community services must be initiated before release so that an individual ap-
proach may become a reality.

The post-release period is critically important in a former inmates reha-
bilitation. It is during this time that the person must adjust to "society." Employ-
ment, education and drug problems are very real once again. Community involve-
ment is seen as being the key for the completion of the former inmates
rehabilitation. Various members of the ICJIRP staff are continually working
with existing community agencies for purposes of former inmate placement. In
many instances, former inmates are able to continue their involvement with the
organizations that have offered services to him while incarcerated.

Increased community involvement is seen as having the most impact for the
ICJIRP. Significant linkage is as follows:

1. Comprehensive Drug Treatment Program. Linkage with this organization
has been established for inmates with drug or drug related problems. Admittance
to the half-way house and multi-lodge, group and individual therapy sessions
and many other services offered by the Comprehensive Drug Treatment Program
are available to inmates who actively participate in the jail portion of that pro-
gram. Such services are invaluable in the areas of follow-through and aftercare.

2. Lancing School District. Inmates who enroll in education classes at the jail
are encouraged to continue their involvement upon release. A counselor from
the school district is currently working with inmates about to be released so
that there may be a smooth transition to classes offered in Lancing after release.
In some instances, Inmates are placed in classes taught by the same instructors
who taught them while they were in jail.

3. Youth Development Corporation. Linkage with this organization Is for
inmates in the 17-19 year-old range. Services offered will complement efforts in
the areas of follow-through including job training and placement, counseling
services, and cultural enrichment.

4. Vocational Rehabilitation Services. A part-time caseworker, who has been
assigned to a public offender caseload, Is currently working with clients in jail
and after their release.

5. Community Mental Health. A part-time psychologist from the Mason branch
of Community Mental Health is working with inmates who have psychological
problems which are not drug related. A recreational therapist Is working with
female inmates. Continued therapy is encouraged after an inmate is released.

6. Tri-County Council on Alcoholism and Addictions. A volunteer working under
the supervision of this organization Is currently working with inmates incar-
cerated for alcohol abuse charges. Involvement Is encouraged upon release.

7. Courts and Probation Department. Linkage with these departments are con-
tinually encouraged. Manifestation of such linkage is apparent through in-
creasing cooperation and communication.

S. Michigan Employment Security Commission. Contact with the M.E.S.C. has
been established. Information provided has been beneficial in the areas of job
placement and follow-through counseling.

9. New Way In. This newly established half-way house is currently accepting
referrals. A former Inmate was placed in employment in this organization.

Senator BAY1I. We will recess this hearing until September 17, 1973,
at 10 a.m.

[Whereupon at 1:25 o'clock p.m., the subcommittee was recessed
until Monday, September 17, 1973.]
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CO313ITr'EE ON TIlE JUDICIARY,
Wa8hington, D.C.

The subcommittee (composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Burdick,
Kennedy, Cook, Hruska, Fong, and Mathias) met, pursuant to notice,
at 10:45 a.m., in room 2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator
Birch Bayh (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

]'resent: Senator Bayh.
Also present: John M. Rector, staff director and chief counsel;

Alice B. Popkin, special counsel; Mary K. Jolly, editorial director and
chief clerk; Nancy L. Smith, research director; B. Elizabeth Marten,
secretary; and Catherine van de Velde, secretary.

Senator BAYH3. This morning we resume our inquiry into the prob-
lems of the preadjudication detention of young people in secure facil-
ities. Today we will be examining the extent, necessity, and conditions
of detention of youth in juvenile detention facilities. Over 12,000
youth are held in over 300 juvenile detention centers around the
Nation on any given day-almost 500,000 annually. Most of these
youth are incarcerated prior to any conviction for a wrongful act.
Frequently, they are not even accused of a crime, but only of running

away, or of being beyond the control of their parents. Much detention
is clearly unnecessary. Over 40 perwnt of detained children are re-
leased after appearing in court, often after a lengthy period in
detention.

Last week the subcommittee heard testimony about the dangers of
using jails for the preadjudication detention of Juveniles. We heard
moving stories from formerly jailed juveniles about brutalization
and abuse by older inmates, as well as about the boredom of isolation
in jails. Further, witnesses warned us that the solution is not merely
to remove juveniles from adult jails and-place them in juvenile deten-
tion centers. Any secure detention is traumatic for children and gen-
erally does nothing to discourage antisocial behavior.

Many juvenile detention facilities, like jails, do not provide the
services that need to 'be supplied during any lengthy detention of chil-
dren. Less than two-thirds of these detention centers have any form
of medical services. One-fifth of the detention facilities are always
overcrowded. Although the average stay of a juvenile in a detention
center is 2 weeks, with many staying months, 19 percent of the de-
tention centers offer no form of educational services. The same prob-
lems of brutalization, abuse and neglect of children may be as present
in juvenile centers as in adult jails.

(299)
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Even where detention centers have adequate facilities, provide ad-
vanced educational recreational, and therapeutic services, and employ
compassionate staff, the incarcerated youth is still removed from his
roots in the community, and still confined with others who are likely
to teach the youth more sophisticated methods of crime. Seventy-six
percent of these facilities do not separate dependent and neglected
youth-those who have committed no wrongful act and who know
little about crime--from those who have been adjudicated guilty of a
criminal act. In such cases, detention may foster, rather than reduce
crime.

The National Counci! in Crime and Delinquency has recommended
that only 10percent of juveniles arrested by police need to be detained.
Yet, in few States does the detention rate dip below 20 percent and in
some it is much higher. Moreover, the 1973 Report of the National
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals set
up by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration suggests that
secure detention should only be considered as a last resort.

Unfortunately, all too many children are thrown into detention
centers who could be returned to the community, often because there
is no other place for them. Few cities or counties are developing or
utilizing meaningful alternatives in the community to secure deten-
tion. In exploring these issues, we 'hope to find innovative solutions to
this problem. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act,
which I have introduced along with 24 cosponsors, will provide sup-
port for such alternatives. In addition, we are seeking other means
by which the Federal Government can help prevent the incarceration
of juveniles who have committed no crime, such as my Runaway Youth
Act.

It is our purpose to make the public care and make the Government
act. Only then will we be able to end the unnecessary detention of
children.

Our first witness is Mr. Wayne R. Mucci, director of the Bureau
of Institutions and Facilities, Special Services for Children of the
City of New York, accompanied by the superintendent of Spofford,
Mr. Ron Curylo.

I am glad to have you gentlemen here. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF WAYNE R. MUCCI, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF INSTI-
TUTIONS AND FACILITIES, SPECIAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN,
HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION, NEW YORK CITY, AC-
COMPANIED BY RON CURYLO, SUPERINTENDENT OF SPOFFORD

Mr. Mucci. Thank you very much, Senator.
Let me say at first inam most appreciative of the opportunity to come

down here and testify before the subcommittee because I have read
the bill which the subcommittee is now considering, and I think it is
a most important one, both to the detention programs which I am
here specifically to testify about, and to the whole field of juvenile
justice which has been a concern of mine for 4 or 5 years now.

I think briefly, if I might comment on juvenile justice in general,
that we are deeply concerned about the field of adult corrections, but
to the extent that juvenile justice has failed in this country, I think
we can continue to see the great failure of adult corrections, too. So,
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I think that juvenile justice is the most important step in the whole
system.

I realize my testimony is quite lengthy and I will attempt to sum-
marize it.

Senator BAYH. We will put it in the record in toto. You may proceed
to highlight your testimony.

Mr. Mucci. Thank you. I hope that there are some high spots.
Let me begin by saying the detention system in the city of New

York is a very large one.Last year we handled about 7,300 children,
and there have been years where as many as nearly 11,000 children
have gone through the system. And the system is primarily one for
the poor, for the disadvantaged, for the children who have failed in
school, or perhaps better put the schools have failed them. They are
primarily from minority groups. They have both educational and
in many cases social and psychological disabilities.

The job of running a detention system in the large urban area, and
I suspect there is no larger one in this country, iftruly a tremendous one
and a highly responsible one. I think we have made some progress,
frankly a great deal of progress in the system of New York. In 1970
we had four secure institutions for juveniles. Today as I speak before
you we have only one left. So, in the last 3 years the city has closed
down three of them. In the past year we have closed down two.
Actually Mr. Curylo, who sits beside me, has been with me in closing
down those institutions. He has closed down every institution he has
been the superintendent of.

Senator BAYH. What were the ages of the youngsters in these
institutions I

Mr. Mucci. For delinquents and PINS, the ages for New York are
7 through 15. Previously for girls that went up to the age of 18,
but a court decision, and I am sorry I do- not have the name of it,
of about a year ago, found that it was unconstitutional to treat girls
differently than boys, so the PINS jurisdiction was made the same
for girls as for boys, so it is now 7 to 15 for girls also.

Senator BAYH. What has happened to the youngsters who were in
those institutions now that they are closed down I

Mr. Mucci. Many of them are going into-well, the city has really
made a substantial effort here. We have developed a nonsecure pro-
gram, which I would like to talk about in more depth, and many of
them are going into the open shelters, which existed all along for
neglected and dependent children. The Office of Probation and the
City Department of Social Services have made great efforts first of all
to keep kids at home, because I think among most authorities, th pref-
erence is, wherever possible, to provide the family with support which
can keep children at home. Secondly, they are in our intensive proba-
tion programs, which has small caseloads which are working with
those children. Thirdly, as I said, our nonsecure program. So, children
are being diverted away from the institutional system with the prefer-
ence of keeping them with their families. But, if that is not possible,
they are placed in open setting, either shelters, and that is where the
majority of the PINS children go now, or in our own nonsecure pro-
gram which consists of foster homes and group homes. And I will get
into that in a little bit more length later on.
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Let me make one point about our existing institution; that is, Spof-
ford, which is a very large and I think well known detention center.
It may very well be the largest in the country. It unfortunately repre-
sents what is wrong with detention in this country. That is, it is a large
jail-like structure. I think one of its corridors is about a seventh of a
mile in length. It was built for custody and practically nothing else.
That is the kind of system and the kind of thinking that has predomi-
nated juvenile detention for too long in this country, and I think that
wa, will eventually phase out Spofford, too, just as we phased out the
ot er three secure institutions. But, right now it presents an extremely
difficult problem, both for the staff and for the children who are in
there. And I am not happy with that institution, and I do not think
anyone who sees it is happy with the institution.

Now, knowing the problems of institutionalization, what the city has
tried to do is to develop a number of mechanisms to divert kids from
these kinds of places. In the past year and a half we have opened up 83
beds for children outside of detention, the traditional detention sys-
tems, those which are institutions. These consist of foster homes, what
is called an agency operated boarding home which is basically an
al)artment which is leased by my agency, and four group homes where
children are placed awaiting their adjudication. As I said, these repre-
sent 83 beds, and we have had a great deal of success. What this shows,
and shows dramatically, is that kids who were normally incarcerated,
if you will, can now be placed in open settings and could have been
placed all along in open settings with supervision and controls on the
one hand, but where they are free to participate in the community
schools, where they can come and go and develop uses of community re-
sources. And let me say if you can keep a kid out of a detention institu-
tion, the chances are increased greatly that you will be able to keep
him out of the training school system which is, of course, a continua-
tion of the problem of detaining and incarcerating youngsters.

It, is interesting the way we have organized this I think, at least
I feel, that it represents an advance. What we hope to do, but which
we cannot do in every instance yet, is to keep kids from ever seeing
the inside of an institution whei. the determination is that there is no
need for it. And so children are interviewed right at the court. We
have courts in all of the five boroughs, and we have what we call an
assignment unit in the court. This consists of social workers who,
after the judge has determined, that the child needs to be placed out-
side of his own home, and detained for the subsequent court process
the child is interviewed and all of the records, such as they may be,
are gathered up by an assignment unit worker, and a determination
is made as to whether or not he can be placed in an open setting. If
that is the case, then he is taken to that open setting, and he is not
placed in Spofford. This, of course, always does not work. There are
children who come in very late in the day, or children who are picked
up by the police and come in on the weekends. But, in a year and a
half we have had many hundreds of kids go through this program
and it has worked.

We do have a re atively high rate of absconsion. That is the
youngsters from time to time run away from these homes, but they
always come back. There have been no serious incidents as a result
of this, and we plan to expand this program substantially.
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I think it is interesting to note that about 4 years ago we had an
average daily census of 300 to 400 at Spofford and perhaps 500 in
secure detention overall. The last set of figures that I checked spe-
cifically, were for August 31. We had 124 children, total, in the city
of Ne- York in secure detention, and we had been running for this
year at an average below 150. We have had a 30-percent decline in
admissions to detention during the past 4 years.

Senator BAYiT. The figures that you cited a moment ago are signi-
ficantly more than 30 percent. Maybe I am comparing apples and
oranges. You said you had 500 in overall detention and 300 at Spofford.
Were those the figures that you gave?

Mr. Mucci. Oh, let me try to explain that. What I was talking
about was yearly admissions. Let me go through the statistics which I
feel are impressive. In 1969, I think we had about 10,700, if I remem-
ber correctly, admissions into the detention system. In 1972, we had
7,300 admissions into the detention system. That represents a decline
of about 30 percent.

In addition to the number of admissions over a year's period, there
is also the other problem that you have to be concerned about, which is
the number of children who are in a secure facility at any one point in
time. If you have few admissions, but children staying for long
amounts of time, then, of course, the population will increase. Going
back to the period of time when we had that high number of admissions,
children were also staying longer. This meant that at Spofford, for ex-
ample, we had an average daily population of 400 children in 1969. In
1972, we had an average daily population of, I think, 167. It is in my
testimony. This is accounted for by two factors; the decline in the ad-
missions and the fact that children are moving out of detention much
more quickly. The average for boys, for example, has gone from 15
days to 11 days, and I think the average for girls has gone from 19
days down to 15 or 14 days. So, those two factors have led to a sub-
stantial decrease in the census. This year the number of children who
are admitted to the detention system in the city will be around 6,500.
It is still an awful lot of kids, but it would represent a 40- or 45-percent
decline in the past 4 or 5 years.

Senator BAYH. Can you compare the recidivism rates of those who
have first been before the court and then been released with those who
formerly were detained? I mean, have you, in this relatively short
period of time, a success or failure ratio that you can compare with the
previous manner of operations?

Mr. Mucci. Well, let me say this, that those statistics are just aw-
fully difficult for any jurisdiction to keep. I have reviewed the re-
cidivism rate as between say 1969 and 1968 and 1972. It stays fairly
constant, 50 percent of the number of youths who come into the system,
we will see back again. During this time I would find it very difficult to
think that the crime rate in New York City has increased because
of this kind of policy. My own personal opinion, and I do not have the
empirical evidence to back this up, so it is only worth what it is
worth, is that incarcerating kids often leads to their learning crime,
their becoming perhaps, more dangerous and more of a menace to the
community than keeping them out. I think one of the things that we
have found, for example, in the city is that there has been an increase
in juvenile violence. Much of the population that we had before in
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detention were so-called PINS, 50 to 60 percent of that population was
PINS. I know, Senator, you are very familiar with the juvenile laws
in the 50 States. PINS children in New Y1ork are what would be incor-
rigible perhaps, and defined as delinquents in other States. That is
they are, well, they are truant from school, their parents find them be-
yond their control, but they have committed no crime in the same way
that an adult has committed a crime. They are juvenile status offend-
ers. Those were what were going into detention before, and I think by
keeping them out we have probably decreased the criminality or the
potential for criminality in that population. So, again, I could not
relate it to any increase in crime. My impression would be, however,
that we are helping decrease the crime in the city.

But, what we do have in detention now is, I think, an increasing in-
cidence of very serious crimes. For example, I will give you a few sta-
tistics relating to homicide. Last year we had 76 homicides. My testi-
mony says 78,}ut it is 76 homicides, held in detention in the whole year.
This year, so far, through June we have had 72. If you look at the 30-
day list if you scan that list, which is attached to the end of this
testimony, you will see that nearly all of the cases are extremely serious,
and that is what we ar6 getting more and more of in detention now. If
secure detention has a purpose, it is for these kinds of cases.

Now, that is a long answer to your question, but I think that that is
the best that I can do, and that is really the way I feel about it.

Senator BAYH. How many young people, juveniles, do you have in
detention in New York?

Mr. Mucci. At this moment, today?
Senator BAYH. Yes.
Mr. Mucci. I did not check the statistics.
Senator BAYH. Just give me an average.
Mr. Mucci. Today we probably have approximately 130 children in

detention.
Senator BAYh. In the whole city of New York?
Mr. Mucci. In the whole city of New York. That is in secure deten-

tion. In our nonsecure program we probably have another 50. They are
the ones with open settings and group homes, foster homes.

Senator BAYH. The reason I ask is that I am having a friendly dif-
ference of opinion with the city administration here in Washington,
in my position as chairman of the District of Columbia Appropriations
Subcommittee. They want to build a juvenile detention center to house
120 youngsters only 10 fewer than you have in the whole city of New
Yor. I have temporarily persuaded them not to proceed, but there are
a lot of people down there determined to go ahead.

Mr. Mucci. Let me say, I think that is an issue I addressed in my
testimony in terms of one of my recommendations. Now, I find it hard
to believe, Senator, that the criminality of the youthful population here
in Washington is so much greater than the criminality of the youthful
population in the city of New York.

Senator BAYYT. Fortunately so does Judge Green and so does Senator
Bayh. At this point we have been able to head that off. It seems to me
the $6.5 million that they are going to put into that could be utilized
in a much better way.

Mr. Mucci. It certainly could. It would seen to me that no jurisdic-
tion, in terms of building new construction, secure construction, should
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consider anything over 50 beds, and if Washington feels that it has to
go ahead, then I would take a long hard look at what you have got be-
fore I committed 1 cent to bricks and mortar. And I would think you
certainly would set that as your outside limit here.

Senator BAYH. Well, you did not come here to testify on the problem
in Washington.

Mr. Mucci. No, I did not.
Senator BAYH. Proceed with your area of expertise.
Mr. Muoci. Well, as I mentioned, we have'had a great decrease in the

number of juvenile status offenders coming into our detention. Again,
on August 31, we had only six children, one boy and five girls, who were
not charged with delinquency. They were charged with PINS in the
detention system. They are all out now. We probably still have three or
four today, but that represents less than 5 percent of the population.
I would again predict that in 6 months to a year we will have no
juvenile status offenders in any secure institution in the city.

Now, there are children who the family court and the judges of the
family court feel must be taken out of their homes because of the family
situation, or because of other circumstances where they have not com-
mitted an offense. These children should go, it seems to me, and are
going to one of two places, either to our children's shelters, which have
been primarily for neglected and dependent children, or into the non-
secure program group homes and group residences. I eventually think
that it would be good if the jurisdictions did away with PINS and
CHINS and all similar kinds of labels, and treat them as children in
trouble, and not as children who have offended against society.

Let me turn briefly to some of the programing issues that we have in
detention. As you have gathered our goal in the city is to reduce to an
absolute minimum the number oi kids wbo have been in the security f a-
cility, while at the same time providing a community based alternative
for those larger numbers who need to be in those kinds of programs.
And I think we are well on the way to doing this, although one of the
problems we are beginning to face more and more, and one of the prob-
lems I think other jurisdictions are facing, and as they go into it will
face is a great amount of community resistance. Our success rate in
terms obtaining new sites for group homes or of obtaining sites for
boarding homes or group residences is only around 50 percent. Some-
times we spend as much as 9 months on a slte. We have a very compli-
cated bureaucratic process, and we also have, in New York City, as
you perhaps know, a great deal of community participation, and com-
munity control, and at any point we are apt to lose one of those facili-
ties. I'think that is going to be increasing in this country, particularly
as concerns about crime seem to grow.

Senator BAYM. Il other wor(s, it is the old syndrome of people say-
ing, "How terrible it is to lock youngsters up in the county jail. Some-
thing out to be done, but do not do it in my neighborhood."

Mr. Mucci. I just could not put it any better than that. That is it.
Let me turn though briefly, Senator, since I understand that this is

of particular interest to the subcommittee, to some of our institutional
programs and our problems, as I do not see in the city of New York
the chance, in the near future anyway, of doing away with secure
detention programs entirely. The city is too big, it is too complex, and
the social issues are too difficult. There will have to be a place for a
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number of children will come before us who have to be detained.
So, really what we have to do also, while we give our major emphasis
to getting kids out of the system, we also have to do something about
detention institutions for that small proportion who I think need them.

Wre have tried to do that in the city by attempting to instill perhaps
a new philosophy on the old system, and let me say that is not easy.
It is not something which is in no way an easy task. Mr. Cu rylo can
testify to that perhaps better than I can. It is difficult on the staff;
consequently it is difficult on the kids who have to relate to that staff.
But, where we had a philosophy that detention was solely custody;
that is, you held the child secure for the family court., you fed him
properly, and you got him to court on time. We have tried to take
a different approach; that is, we have tried to individualize pro-
graming. We have tried to give.children immediate accessibility to
social and clinical services, so any problems can quickly be identified,
and we can contact the court, or try and get him into a psychiatric
hospital, or to make plans for his placement and move him quickly out
of detention. We have tried to instill in our staff the idea that although
wedo not expect the average 12-day stay to be a rehabilitative one in
the sense of solving complex, long-standing problems, we expect it

-to be therapeutic. We expect if we are going to have a therapeutic
environment that the children are going to have people to counsel
with, and to talk to, that they are going to have access to good medical
services.

We also have attempted to do much more in terms of seeing a child
initially, and attempting to develop an inventory of his needs, his
problems, and then develop a program which is suited to him. This
is a great change from what has been previously done, and it is also a
great change over the days when there were 400*kids in the institution.
But now we are trying to do more. I think a problem with every deten-
tion center in the country that I am familiar with, is that you often
expect one person, who may be well motivated, but very poorly trained,
to deal with 15 or 20 or 25 children all by himself ;r herself as the
case may be. That just will not work. If you think of dealing with
your own children, and I only have two, that sometimes even two seems
to be too much for me. But, we have expected far too much of staff,
and we have got to reduce the staffing ratios. We are down to 1 to
10 now in counseling staff, about 1 to 8 in the social service staff.
We have 4 part-time psychiatrists for 60 hours where we had 12 when
I took over, and I still do not think that is enough. It is a step
though, and I think that our staffing ratios are better than most deten-
tion centers in the country. Our costs are also higher, but the juris-
dictions have to bear those costs.

Senator BAYH. When you talk about those staff to detention ratios,
do you count the youngsters you have in custody, or everyone who
is a ward of the court at a particular moment?

Mr. Muccr. In custody.
Senator BAYH. Couil you tell me what has been done, if anything,

regarding staff ratios for those who are not in custody ? In other words,
often probation programs fail. If you get a very well meaning and
dedicated and experienced caseworker, with 100, 150 or 250 young-
sters to supervise, it is doomed to failure.
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Mr. Mrccr. Let me say that while probation is not my respon-
sibility or under my jurisdiction, it is a family court related function,
there has been increasingly serious problems in the city iii that proba-
tion caseloads have been increasing. Consequently, to some extent,
the effectiveness of probation decreases.

Senator BAY11. Well, do not the two have to proceed together?
If we are decreasing the number of youngsters that are detained, then
the number that are, are at least temporarily wards of the court,
through probation or whatever, is going to go up. The need to have
some sort of supervision is going to be, greater as your custodial
population goes down.

Mr. Mrcci. That is true. What has happened in the city is that
the office of probation, through an LEAA grant, has tried to focus on
those children who present the highest, risk, and has developed, and
here again I hope I get it correctly, intensive caseloads. where the
caseload may be 1 to 15. which is a good ratio. They have also devel-
ol)ed a day and night program, really alternatives to schools.

And as I said, many of the children who have been placed outside of
their own homes, no longer go into detention, they go into the shelters,
which I am also responsible for. So, I suspect with the focusing on
that more difficult population that the city has succeeded in really
having a better ratio and more. care there, for a large number of
other children, the ones who perhaps do not really need a great deal
of service, they get less than before. But. I am not sure that, it does
not, work out to be a fairly good mix overall. I would think that where
we fall down in 'the cityv is providing support for families where
so much of the problem stems. Over 50 percent of the children in our
care come from families who are on public assistance, and from fami-
lies that are broken, and I do not think that we are providing through
the probation system or other systems either, the supports that are
necessary. But I would definitely agree that to the extent that we
shift, the population and the census from an institutional one to one
that is in the community, and that we do not increase the probation
services, that would have a negative, or what is most likely to have a
negative effect on a certain number of the children.

Senator B.kyi. Is it your responsibility to deal with those young-
sters who have been before the court and then returned home.

rt. Mrccr. No.
Senator BAYH. Then I suppose you do not have responsibility for

any supervision regarding the )roblem of truancy. That would not
b, in your regular field?

Mr. Mucci. No; it is not. But, of course. it is a very serious problem,
and it, is one that I think evervbdy in the field is concerned about.
So many of the problems sten front what. happens in the school. I
would say that the typical child who comes to us has literally been
not participating in school for 2 or 3 years, and this is a substantial
reason, it, seems to me, for his getting into the trouble with the law
in the first place.

Senator B.Yi. We had a man sitting right where you are last week
who had just gotten out of a long stay in an adult institution. In his
earlier middle teens he had three tri;s before the judge for truancy.
The first two times he was given a 30-day stay in a so-called benevolent
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institution for psychiatric treatment, and the third time he went to the
boys school. Then lie was up and he never came back down.

Of course, if we could deal with the problems in the home, and the
problems in the school, then we would put you almost out of business
which, of course, is what you would like to have happen.

Mr. Mucci. Almost out of business, and it is what we would like to
have happen. And really, you know, when you are talking about
detention you are talking about an ex post facto response to a social
problem, which to really get at the root of the problem should be
attacked elsewhere. The problem is that it seems to be so massive and
so difficult to do. I suppose it is easier for administrators like me to
come and talk about how we are reforming the detention system. Well,
we are reforming it, but, you know, those problems out in the commu-
nity are still going to exist. And I think it is a cause for concern to all
of us. But, how we attack it, I think far better minds than mine have
put their wits to it.

Let me review some of the new programs that we have initiated in
the detention. We now have a reception and orientation process so
every child is seen by an interdisciplinary team so that a special pro-
gram, if necessary, can be designed for him. We have begun drug
programs, and you might be interested in knowing that the incidence
of drug abuse among this younger population seems to be declining
in New York City. We have instituted one which is of particular inter-
est to me, a dramatic arts program and for the kids that participate in
it, it seems very therapeutic. They work with the staff, and I think
that it is an excellent thing.

We have developed an extended care program for children, those
who stay in the institution for 30 days or longer. We have decreased
the number of children who stay for a long period of time in deten-
tion substantially. I think that in 1969, again on August 31, we had
67 children in secure detention who stayed for longer than 30 days.
On August 31 of this year we had 27. They are listed on the list.
And for each one of them we developed a program which is more like
a traditional therapeutic and treatment program, because nobody else
is really dealing with these problems, and the court finds these cases
extremely hard to move to the proper treatment.

Senator BAYH. You mentioned drug programs. Rikers is in your
jurisdiction, is it not?

Mr. Mucci. No.
Senator BAYJI. It is notI
Mr. Mucci. No. Rikers deals with youthful offenders and they come

before the criminal court.
Senator BAYI. There were two things that alarmed me when I

visited Rikers with the committee a couple of years ago. First, there
was no drug treatment program on the island. Second, there was a
million dollars worth of equipment from the manpower training pro-
gram which had been purchased and run for 9 months, a year, or a
year and a half before. Because of the cutbacks by the President in the
amount of money available, that million dollars worth of equipment
was Just sitting there with no job-oriented skill development pro-
grams in the institution. If that is out of your jurisdiction, then I will
not ask you to comment on whether that has been changed or not.
But go ahead.
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Mr. Mucci. Well, of course, our hope is to keep them out of Rikers
altogether so we will not need that equipment anyway.

But let me finally say that we are now in the process of ap pointing
an ombudsman for our detention service. This really shouldbe hope-
fully a significant innovation. I think as you have perhaps gone around
the country and seen detention facilities, you see a great deal of de-
spair, a great deal of apathy among the children, and that is really

( because many detention centers are very large, and what you have is
an impersonality which permeates the whole structure. It is nobody's
fault, it just happens because we have been in the tradition of building
these large institutions for too long. My thought is that if we can have
somebody who is not seen as a part of the administration, somebody
who can relate to kids, who they can respond to and have free access to,
that many of the small problems, and the big problems too, can be
resolved by either administrative action of a superintendent, by his
advocacy before the other agencies that impinge so much on the kids.
These include the family court and the office of probation, legal aid,
or social services. This kind of humanizing influence is drastically
needed in detention centers, and I see the ombudsman as one way to
do it. I suspect that an ombudsman from time to time is going to give
me some problems, and I am sure that it is going to give Mr. Curylo
some problems, and probably that is the nature of the thing. Some-
body who is the child's advocate is going to be on the wrong side of
all of us at some time, but I think that it is absolutely necessary in
something we are totally committed to. We are going to have him
appointed by December 1. I think that this perhaps more than many
of the other things I have talked a bout will again change the tenor
and the tone of that facility.

But, while we have made progress in changing the nature of our
secure institution there are certainly some outstanding problems. The
problems that we have are very similar to the problems that other juris-
dictions also have. The first is the physical setting of Spofford. As I
.said, it is jail-like, and I think there is no getting around it. When
you have kids in a jail-like setting it is not conducive to either treat-
ment, rehabilitation, or perhaps even good child care. Again we are
trying to do as much as we can within that context. While I think a
great deal can be done, I do not think a facility like that should ever
be built again. Unfortunately the problem is that when jurisdictions
start building them, they are building them to last. Spofford is going
to last and last and last, and what we have got to do to eventually
phase it out is to find some way of trading it off so that it is put to
some sort of use within the city, because it was built in 1958, and the
city has an investment in it. But it should not have children in there.

But I am sure you are perhaps even more aware of the problems with
these large structures than I am. I would suggest and suggest very
strongly that no structure, secure structure be built for more than 50
children. And I would also say that where a jurisdiction confines chil-
dren in jails with adults, either charged or adjudicated offenders, that
has just got to be stopped. You know, it is a good way to turn a serious
criminal out in the community.

The second problem that Ihad in detention, and I suspect most of
my colleagues have, is the problem of education. In my opinion our
public school system, particularly in an urban area, has helped con-
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tribute to the problem that leads kids to detention settings, whether
secure or nonsecure, or leads kids before the family court in the first
place. I think that what education does inside of the detention center
only continues that problem, and the problems that children have had
with the educational system. As I said, by the age of 12 or 13 a lot of
our kids have not been going to school for 2 or 3 years, and in many
instances I get the feeling that because they have had a learning prob-
lem, or because they have not competed in the same kind of middle-
class ways that are so valued by schools, that they have, well, they have
certainly not been encouraged to stay in that school system. Some of
them have been pushed out in the streets, and then their serious prob-
lems with the law begin. But we have the same kind of programing
too often by the educational system within institutions and centers,
and so the kids are just turned off there too, and they become restless,
and the teacher becomes bored and restless. I would like to suggest to
this subcommittee that this should be an educational priority, lut that
the educational establishment, it seems to me, has shown little, if any,
interest in the problems of educating kids in institutions, unless it is
in a high-priced private institution where we have people who pay
lots of money for it. I would suggest that this subcommittee should
have a panel of highly qualified people to consider the problems of
education within the institution. This panel should develop a curricu-
luni, a way of doing things which is different from the old way, and
which can be distributed and disseminated to all of us who need this
so badly. I am not a professional educator, and I do not profess to
have any answers to this problem. But I know it is an extremely
serious one.

The next problem I would like to comment on is the problem of
mental health and psychiatric attention and facilities for children' As
I testified, the rate of homicide and violent crime among juveniles
seems to be increasing, while our overall rate of incarceration of juve-
niles is decreasing. Well, it is pretty much the case that we are going
to be holding these kids in some kind of program for a period of time.-

Many of the children, these violent offenders, seem to me to be seri-
ously disturbed. I am not a psychiatrist, but it also seems to me that
our "mental health system finds too many ways to exclude these youth
from it. I find that psychiatrists tell me when we have a child, a violent
or suicidal child, who may actually have hallucinations, that either
these kids are too violent so, therefore, they cannot be in a psychiatric
setting, or they are sociopathic, which means that they have been de-
fined by the mental health community as untreatable by psychothera-
putic means, or there are no beds for'them. And what they tell me all
too often is that these juveniles need a secure setting, and really what
they mean is something that has locks on the doors, and since I have got
some locks on the doors of the detention center, that is where these kids
should be. They need treatment more than any other class of kids that
I can think of, for their own, and for the community's sake but they
are just excluded. I do not know what or how legislation can help.
Perhaps fellowships or stipends should be spei fically awarded to
people who are getting training in mental health, for psychiatrists to
go into treatment of the offender. Scholarships and stipends could be
awarded to those who do work in the facilities and programs for people
who work in detention centers and training schools and adult correc-
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tional institutions. Maybe legislation should particularly encourage
the development of very small sychiatric and clinical units, with per-
haps no more than 6 to 10 violent offenders whose criminal behavior
seems to have come from psychiatric disturbances. Perhaps psychiatry
can solve 10, 15, or 20 percent of the problems that we have. For those
10, or 20 percent where it can make an impact, it does not now do so.
Our most serious offenders do not receive proper treatment from the
mental health community. This is a sad anddangerous state of affairs.

Finally, let me talk abut staffing and training. My experience has
been, particularly in New York, that while the civil service system
has great limitations, the selection standards that we have been able
to employ, that is, basically 2 years of college or an equivalent experi-
ence in child care, have enabled us to recruit highly from the minority
community. And 90 percent pf our population in detention is black
and Spanish-speaking. This is a poor man's system. We do not have
a problem with staff coming from different ethnic groups, or having
different value systems from the children who they are charged with
counseling and supervising, as is the case in many systems. We often
can recruit highly motivated and talented people. But what happens,
it seems to me, is that we have not been able to reinforce this basic
talent, this basic understanding, this basic sympathy. We have not
reinforced it with training. And I think this is a problem throughout
the detention system in this country. WVhat happens is that the stresses
and strains, the difficulties of interpersonal relationships, and the high
turnover of children, causes the job to become a frustrating one. There
are situations that come up time and time and time again that the
staff member is unable to cope with. His morale decreases, and pres-
ently you find the quality of child care decreasing. Incidentally, com-
bining all of that with systems that are subject to serious overcrowding,
then I think that one of the results that we have all been concerned
about throughout the country in detention centers and other kinds of
correctional programs, is violence of kids versus kids, staff versus kids.
While I believe that we have made real inroads in that, and I do not
think we have a brutality problem in New York, it is poor training,
overcrowding, disturbed children that fosters it. But to return to my
main point, I would like to suggest that there is a system for our
policemen where the Federal Government supports the training of
police officers through the FBI. Whether they do that on a large
enough scope I do not know. But so far as I can recall from my knowl-
edge of the field, there is no similar kind of program financed by the
Federal Government which would provide training for the counselors,
the social workers or for the psychiatrists and other personnel working
with children who are in detention. I would like to suggest that serious
consideration be given to providing some sort of an academy, or a
process by which good, high-standard training can be developed. As a
matter of fact, when I had first considered this testimony I had not had
an opportunity to read the bill which has been presented by this sub-
committee and introduced by Senator Bayh.

One of the elements of that bill would provide for this kind of train-
ing at the Federal level. I think that is sorely needed. While we have a
comprehensive plan for training in our own system, localities just have
serious problems in getting up the funds, and I think it is a Federal
responsibility, or it perhaps becomes a Federal responsibility by default
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because the localities do not seem to be able to do it. I think to the
extent that the bill, 7821, would encourage this approach, it is much',
much to be hoped for.

I have two things to say in conclusion. One is the problem of the
increasing violence which we face in New, York,- which leads me to
believe that we are going to hive a continuing need for a, secure deten-
tion setting. Such 'a setting should be much smaller, and all 'effotft
should be made to keep kids out of these:settings. I thihik that'there
should be a substantial increAse, as I aid, in the staff training in shp
port for mental health' resourees, particularly for these'disturbed nd
violent youths. And I think also that the Federal Government his alih
important role to play in this.

But second, I think also that we, should be seriously considering
how far we can go in our efforts :to' develop, community programs
We can go'much further in New York, and our plans for this year are
to expand our nonsecure program by approximately 30 moe beds, so
that about at any point in time of the kids detained in the city at least
40 percent will be detained in open settings. That would mean that we
will average somewhere around 125 or 130 kids in secure detention for
this year. It will be decreased next year.

The question is, for New York, how much farther can we go? 'What
proportion of those juveniles can be placed in commuinitiesV I really do
not know. It is to some extent going to be a question of learning and
taking what I think is a well calculated and justified risk in some in-
stances. But that is the serious issue which I think confronts us, and
one which I think that many more jurisdictions will be facing. In order
to get jurisdictions to perhaps confront and face this issue more di-
rectly, one suggestion I would make for, Federal legislation is that
monetary incentives should be given to developing community-based
facilities1I will take, for example, my own State of New York. At the
present the city and State share equally in the costs of detention care;
whether or not that care is in a secure, locked facility, or in an open
group home kind of facility. We each pay 50 percent. I think that a
two-pronged approach should be enacted legislatively. The subsidy,
the amount of money available for group homes, foster homes, and
other kinds of open community facilities should be greater than the
amount of money you can get for building a big, locked facility and
keeping kids in it. I would suggest for New York that the subsidy
should be 75 percent for open facilities and perhaps only 50 percent
for the ones that are not.

Secondly, if construction exceeds a certain size, and I put 50 as
the outside number for the largest jurisdictions, there would be no
financial support, because where you get financial support to build
bricks and mortar, people are tempted to use it because frankly, they
may think it is easier. The flack, the difficulty of establishing a com-
munity program has been great in the city, but in the end we have got
to encourage these efforts and the system will be much better off for it.
But to the extent that we still encottrage people to build these large,
old style jail-like structures, unfortunately the tendency is going tobe
to do it. We have had successes in really stopping that in New York,
and I do not think we will ever build a large one again. As a matter
of fact we are planning to close down our shelters now, and move
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into small reception'enters. Our first shelter is scheduled for closing
on November 13 of this year,.but it is a long an 'tedious task., ,.

Now, in reading the bill before the subcommittee I found that if-it
needs strengthening, and I would*giv6t a high endorsement in its
present state, but if it needs strengthening I w.tuild- ast g t that a
positive incentive for open programs be developed, a ' that large
construction be discouraged., I think I have ,gone on long enough,
and I certainly thank you., , , . ,

Senator BAYH. Thank you very much, Mr. Mucci.
Did Mr. Curylo bave anyj cbrments here t
Mr. CuRmo. No. Mr. Mucoi has amply discussed the problem and

the direction that we are taking.
Senator BAYH. We thank you, both for your tifhe and your'efforts.

I hope that you continue your .study of Our legislative efforts, and feel
free to make this kind of suggestion. The purpose 'of this bill is to as-
sist a system where there are almost no al trnatives available to the
judge. Perhaps we, should condition expenditure of funds in the dis.
incentive-incentive manner that you described. That is what we are
trying to accomplish, and the carrot and the stick approach is some-
times a very good one, and, unfortunately, necessary.

Well, thank you both, gentlemen. We appreciate your testimony
very much.

Mr. Mucci. Thank you, Senator.
[Mr. Mucci's prepared statement is as follows:]

PRXPAD TESTIMONY OP WAYNE R, Mucor, DiRiE'ToI, BUREAU OF INSTITUTIONS
AND FACILITIES SPECIAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINIS-
TRATION, NEW YOmK tCrry

I appreciate the opportunity to testify here, because in my opinion the pre-
adjudication detention of Juveniles is one of the most crucial elements of
the juvenile Justice system, and at the same time one of the most overlooked.
Because I believe that New York City's experience-its problems and successes--
is important, I will begin with a short overview of the present system, and the
changes which have occurred recently. During the past few years, these changes
have been far reaching. ...

I will attempt to keep my remarks brief.

DETENTION' IN NEW YORK CITY

Our City's system is a large one It now handles about 7,000 children a year.
These youngsters are primarily :from lower class backgrounds and minority
groups. Fifty percent of. them come from broken homes; a high proportion of,
them come from families who are receiving public aid, In general, we have seen
a continuing rise in the number of detained children who can be classed as
disturbed. Almost all of them are educationally deprived as well, and many
of them have learning disabilities. The rate of recidivism for this group verges
on 50%. These are not middle class, middle income children; these are children
from the urban ghettos who represent a multitude of problems in terms of
appropriate and effective care.

As I will explain later, until very recently our detention population was
much larger and based solely on secure institutions: In 1970 there were four
'of them. In the past three years three institutions have closed, two within the
past year. During this time the population held for detention has greatly
decreased, and the system's diversity in terms of alternative non-institutional
programs has greatly increased. The present detention system in New York
consists of only one large institution, Spofford Juvenile Center, which holds
both boys and girls, and a series of institutional alternatives consisting of
foster homes and group homes, of which we are most proud.

Spofford, completed in 1958, is a traditional detention center. It has a capacity
of nearly 300, and it is highly secure with locks, detention screens and a high
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wall around the outside. In general, it is a typically forboding, impersonal, overly
large institution where the maj6r design concern was secure custody. In my
opinion the construction of Spofford (one of its north south corridors measures
750 feet, 1/7 of a mile) was a terrible mistake, and no jurisdiction should ever
construct a like facility. Eventually, it will be* phased out just as the other
institutions have. Unfortunately, Spofford, while perhaps larger, Is similar in
design and concept to many if not most of the juvenile detention centers in this
country.

Our non-secure detention program was Initiated by a Law Enforcement Assist-
ance Administration grant to the New York City Office of Probation, through
the City's Criminal Justice Coordinating Council. At that time In early 1971,
the detention system was administered -by the Ofl, of Probation, and much
credit is due that agency for Its planning of non-secure detention alternatives.
The LEAA grant, along with three secure detention centers was transferred to
the Human Resources Administration, Special Services for Children In Novem-
ber of 1971. Since that time we have opened:

20 foster homes, with space for 40 children
1 agency boarding home with space for 5 children
4 group homes, with space for 38 children
From the time the first foster home opened in the winter of 1971, children have

been diverted from the secure facilities and into open settings while awaiting
court adjudication. This is accomplished by screening children for the program as
they come before the court while they are at the court. We have established an
assignment unit for this purpose In each of the boroughs of the City. The total
unit consists of nine social workers and two supervisors located in the Family
Courts as well as case aides who provide transportation and supplementary sup-
port and supervision. 'The unit reviews the records of and Interviews children
remanded for detention b the Court. Based upon guidelines which have been
developed over the past two years, a decision is made then and there at the time
of the interview as to whether a child can be placed In a foster or group home.
Arrangements are then made with the location receiving the child, and he is trans-
ported there, most often. by a case aide, but sometimes by the social worker who
interviewed him.

I should note that not all the children who should be in this program are im-
mediately placed there. There is the problem of children detained by the police -
at night and on the weekends, and there are children who are at first rejected
and go to the detention center but who later are seen as good candidates. To over-
come these problems as much as possible, we have stationed an assignment unit
worker at Spofford to further review the youths at the institution.

During the next six months, we plan to increase our non-secure capacity from
its present 83 to 112. This will mean that If we can operate the program at about
85% of capacity which is a difficult but obtainable goal, at any one time 95 chil-
dren will be in open settings. Thus, during the coming year I expect that at any
one point in time approximately 40% of the children who the Family Court de-
tains (either because in the court's judgement they may flee or commit a crime,
the legal basis for such a decision) will be held in open, home-like settings. In a
city as diverse and complex as New York-and frankly, a city with the poverty
and complex social problems as ours has--this strikes me as real progress. An

* extremely important question which I believe now begins to confront us is how
much further can we go in reducing our detained juvenile institutional
population.

DECLINE IN DETENTION POPULATION

Along with the developments of non-secure detention one of the most dramatic
changes has been the decline in children held for detention. The table below
shows the number of admissions into detention for the five year period 1968-
1972.

NUMBER OF ADMISSIONS

Boys Grds Totar

1968 ....................................................... 7040 3,039 10,079
199 ...................................................... 7.350 3,408 10 75&
1970 ............................................................ 6,159 2,856 9,0151971 ------------------------------------------------------- 5,679 2,568 8.3371972 .................. 5........................................ 5,111 2.200 7,311
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Inour years, the number of admissions has dropred by 30%. In 1969 the
average daily census in secure facilities climbed to nearly 500. The overcrowd-
ing-and Its effect on child care-was literally intolerable. At Spofford, for ex-
ample, the daily census in 1969 rose to over 400, and the average census was
over 300 for the whole year. By 1971 the average daily population at Spofford
had decreased to 167, so far this year (1973) it has been averaging less than 150.
On August 31st, there were 124 children held in secure detention in New York
City. While summer counts are usually low, the population at risk numbers ap-
proximately 1,000,000 children, and I believe that few jurisdictions of similar
size have a lower juvenile detention census than we do.

These changes can be attributed to two basic factors:
1. The conscious effort by the City and the Family Court to find alternative

placements for PINS children I during their adjudication, including Intensive
probation efforts, increasing use of open children shelters and increasing sup-
ports to families. Such children are not before the court for having committed
a crime, but were, in the past, often remanded to secure detention facilities in
great numbers. For many years, those concerned about the legal rights and treat-
ment of juveniles have raised serious questions about the rationale for placing
such children in detention centers (and training schools as well).a Adults, of
course, could not be held under such circumstances. Three years ago, from 50
to 60% of the children in detention centers consisted of PINS children. On August
31st New York City had six-i boy and five girls, or slightly less than 5% of
the population. If a PINS child is remanded to detention, it is our policy to place
him in our non-secure program. I think the judges of the Family Court have
learned a great deal over the past few years-namely that you don't have to lock
large numbers of youngsters up. In fact, in my opinion doing so represents a
highly irresponsible and destructive policy. It does the great majority of the
children no good whatever and many of them in fact are harmed by such an
experience. Further, it diverts scarce resources from those few who may need
such care. I should mention that such alternative placements for PINS are still
controversial among many within and without the juvenile justice system. My
own opinion, based firmly on practical experience is that genuine PINS should
never be placed in locked detention settings. Laws allowing this should be
repealed.

2. The second factor important in decreasing the secure census population is
that children stay a shorter length of time. In _969, for example, the average
length of stay in detention for boys was 15 days, for girls 19 days. At the present
time, the figure for boys has fallen to 11 and girls to 16. It should be noted that
the majority of children are held in detention for a much shorter period of time.
Approximately 50% of those admitted stay less than ten days. On the other hand
around 25% of the children are extended stays, which we define as over 30 days.
Such lengthy stays increase the average and represent a continuing concern.
But here too there has been substantial progress. At the end of August 1970, 67
children were being held in secure detention longer than 30 days, on the same
date in 1973, the number had fallen to 27. The speed up in dispositions has come
about through a cooperative effort by our Bureau, the Office of Probation and
the Family Court. For example, our caseworkers now encouraged to and do
become involved in the future planning for children who are likely to be difficult
to place, and consequently stay In detention too long. Previously, detention
social workers were only to concern themselves with-the child while in the in-
stitution and thus their valuable knowledge and insight was often lost. They
now are required to work closely with the probation officer, who is responsible
to the court for recommending plans and recently we began sending our recom-
mendations directly to the judge hearing the case. In addition we hare instituted
a "30 day list" which is sent to each court, the Administrative Judge of the Fam-
ily Court and each chief probation officer. I have attached a copy of this-which
serves to remend these officials that we are concerned that they take action, and
not leave a youth sitting in detention. Problem cases, i.e., children with difficult
problems, have a way of remaining on and on.

L PINS are Persons in Need of Supervision and may be remanded to detention by the
Family Court if the judge feels he or she may not appear for the hearing or may commit a
crime. Such children are not before the court for any crime but for truancy being "out of
control" or running away and the like. They are the so-called incorrigible children, who in
many other jurisdictions are still classified as delinquents.

s A recent New York Rtate Appeals Court decision held that PINS children could not be
held with delinquents in state training schools. That decision did not apply to detention
centers, but obviously must have an effect on a judge's willingness to remand a PINS to
detention.

25-218---74- 21
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The results of everyone working hard to get children out of detention have
been effective, as the statistics demonstrate. A perhaps more dramatic illust-ation
of this effect Is the extent to which the City's policy of phasing out institutions
has been implemented: On August 14, 1672, there were three detention iustitu-
tions for juveniles In New York City; Spofford, Manida and Zerega. On August 15,
1973, only Spofford remained. The target dates for closing zerega on August 15,
1972, and Manida a year later were formulated in the tall of 1971, at the time
the Human Resources Administration assumed jurisdiCtion oyer the detention
system. I think that everyone Involved was concerned as* tb whether the goal
was realistic; it was and our system Is much the better for the actions we have
taken. We now have plans to close one of dur oldest children's shelters in November
of this year: We've been able to close two locked institutlbnis duirng the past year,
and are clearly moving away from Institutionalizing children at a fairly rapid
rate. It is our intention to keep on doing so.

PROGRAMMING IN DETENTION

Let me turn now from this brief overview of the system, and the changes which
have been occurring in it, to some of the programming issues which we have faced
in administering detention in New York. Our overall goal has been to reduce to
an absolute minimum the 'number of children who are ever held in a secure
facility, and to develop and diversify the community based pitgrams available
to the court when it is felt. that the child must be temporarily placed outside his
home. Consequently our priority has been to expand the foster home and group
home program as rapidly as possible. It is a fact, though, that in a city such as
New York, there will undoubtedly be a continuing need for a secure setting and
thus attention must be given to providing the best possible care within that
context. Therefore, I would like to address some of the steps which we have
taken in our institution as well as to discuss some of the continuing problems.
Finally, I would like to examine some of the more general system-wide problems
in detention, and address as best I can, the questions raised by the Committee
which were not previously answered.

INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMS AND PROBLEMS

We have attempted to .strengthen the Institutional programming at Spofford
In a number of ways. It has not been an easy task, and I would be rpuch less
than candid if I were to tell you that I am satisfied now. In any large organization
old structures are rigid, ways of doing things, merely because they have been
done that way for years become their own justification. Questions about the
validity and effectiveness of the status quo Just are not asked. The inertia that
bureaucratic structures build up,. and the resistance to change, covert and in
some cases overt, is *well known. This inevitably makes change, and what I see
as progress slow.

When we took over, the detention centers in New York had for years been seen
as custodial facilities. Their main function was viewed as providing a secure
facility for the courts, clean and with proper food. This resulted In a highly regi-
mented, rigid atmosphere. I should say that when there were 400 youngsters at
Spofford-and in this regard I have had counselors tell me that they had to
supervise alone 40 or 50 or 60 children in a dormitory-there Is nothing else that
could be done but to provide secure custody.

But this attitude and resistance to change is one which we have had to confront.
In trying to instill a new philosophy we have not attempted the impossible,

i.e., to conduct a sophisticated traditional treatment program for children who,
on the average will stay with us for about 12 days On the other hand, far greater
stress is now placed on (1) individualization of programming, (2) accessibility
to casework and psychiatric intervention early, and (3) the development of a
more therapeutic environment. We have tried to insure for all children, good
child care practices. In doing this we have attempted to lessen the distance be-
tween resident and the staff, to make sure that when a child has a problem,
someone is there to listen, to make a good Initial assessment of each child's needs
and place him in living units and programs accordingly, to define classes of
children who need particular programming and provide the program-some of
which in long term cases in fact becomes a "treatment" program in the traditional
sense-and, as I mentioned before, to become more deeply involved in planning
for the ultimate disposition of the case. In addition, and this is particularly
important, the staffing ratios have been changed dramatically. For example, when
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we first assumed control over Spofford, there was one counselor for every 20
children. Anything beyond custody with this level of staffing is likely to be pure
luck. Now there Is at least one counselor for each ten children and often the ratio
is better. The social work staff has been doubled, from seven to. fifteen, and the
number of psychiatric hours available has risen from 12 to 60; we now have four
payt-time psychiatrists instead of one. . A

Given this far more favorable staffing, we have been able to Introduce a num-
ber of new programs designed to meet the goals we established:

A reception and, orientation process, where every child coming into the"In-
0 stitution has an opportunity to meet with. representatives from the (school,social services, counseling, recreation and administration for the purpose of

initially designing the best program for him taking into account any special
needs and special abilities. At this time, his initial medical examination Is also
accomplished. His rights, the family court process and the rules of the in-
stitution are also described to h im . I . ....... _

Specialized programs for particular kinds of problems have been begun.
For example we now have a special drug program, in coinjunction with Day Top,
a well known city program using professionals and el-addicts as counselors,
where youths participate In group therapy hnd plan with the court and Day
Top for their release. A dramatic ,arts program through Theatr" for the For-
gotten has proven highly.successful ai has l recreation prograum"concentrating
on crafts directed by Play Schools, a' wel) knowul educational imovator. •

An extended care program for children'detained longer than 30 days, has been
initiated. Each child is considered by an interdisciplinary team and ian in.
dividual program worked out, which may consist of any ione or' combination of
special school work, psychiatric counseling, additional casework, recreation,
etc. as the case may dictate. Each case is reviewed weekly so that whenever
necessary, the program can be modified. Hete, the program for soine is similar
to what would happen in long term treatment., Long term planning with the
court and Probation Office is emphasized, particularly In these cases.

We are now in the process of locating social services and caseworkers on the
dormitories where the children are-in the past, as has been the custom in far
too mhny Institutions-social workers and other "treatment" personnel have
lived in splendid isolation from their clients and from the counselors who deal
with the children day to day.

An ombudsman for the youth at the detention center will be appointed short-
ly. This, if it works as I hope, should be one of our most significant innova-
tions. Often, institutions become impersonal, mechanical places, and those in
them feel they have no one to talk to, no one to listen to them, or to right the
wrongs which they feel have been done. This is particularly the case in a large
detention center, where there is often little opportunity for a child to develop
a close relationship with a staff member. 'Children will' have complete access
to him and it will be his duty to listen and then act'to' solve their problems.
The ombudsman will of course be primarily concerned with problems in the
detention center, but I also expect that he will be an advocate on the child's
behalf with regard to other agenciessuch as the Family Court, Probation and
Legal Aid which also exercise such great Influence in the child's life at this
time.

I should add here that the whole process which we have been undergoing in
New York has resulted in a great strain on staff. None of the programs I've
mentioned existed 18 months ago, and, of course, two institutions have recently
been closed.

PROBLEMS IN DETENTION

Let me turn now to some of the specific problems which I find are common
to detention, particularly as regards Institutions. To a greater or lesser degree,
we experience them in New York.
1. Physical Setting

As I noted, the physical setting of Spofford Is poor, although it is fairly rep-
resentative of the type of construction, and thinking which unfortunately has
dominated the field of Juvenile detention. Perhaps the best thing that can be
said about these jail-like structures are that they were built to be permanent.
The atmosphere of these buildings, however, does not seem to be conducive to
a therapeutic milieu. It is probably unlikely that the need for secure settings
can be eliminated entirely-in New York anyway. I'm sure this is the case.
But the numbers of people in these settings can and should be reduced as
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should the size of such facilities. Large institutions for children have not pro-
vided satisfactory care for those in them. Their management Is extremely dif-
ficult, and the impersonality which seems Inevitably to occur is a major road-
block to a high standard of care for troubled children. I would suggest that
no Jurisdiction, even the largest, build a facility with a capacity greater than
50, and 50 would be an outside limit. Additionally, I don't think children should
ever be held in an adult jail, which I understand continues to be a practice,
particularly in more rural areas.

There are three extremely serious problem areas in detention programming
which must be nearly universal. They are among the most serious problems con-
fronting us.
2. HEdoation

The majority of the youth held in detention would, I suppose, be defined by
educators as educational failures. They just haven't made it in school, and are
far behind in the traditional academic subjects. It seems, unfortunately, that the
further they fall behind, the less Interest the school system has n them. Many
eventually, at the age of 12 or 18 spend far more time out of school than In it,
and this is often an important factor in their problems with the law. Too 6ften,
the only educational programming which detention centers offer is the very same
kind of classroom approach which the child has rejected in the community. This
is a serious problem in our own system, which is Independently administered by
the Board of Education. We have spent a great deal of time working with Board
personnel on this.

Individualization and creativity with regard to curriculum should be at a
premium in detention centers especially so because teaching conditions are ex-
tremely difficult; unfortunately they are not.

Although I am not an educator, I understand thht the technical problems are
discouraging-if 50% of the secure detention population is held for a period
covering only five or six school days, surely the task of having an educational
impact is Immense. But I think that education in detention settings has been of
little or no interest to the educational establishment. The result Is bored, restless
kids and bored teacher I would like very much to see a thorough study of the
problem under University auspices, and a model curriculum designed, which
could be circulated to each local jurisdiction and Board of Education.
3. MentaJ health and Ptyohatrto PaoltIies

One of the problems that detention administrators attempt to cope with is the
great diversity of behavior and psychological problems represented by the lnstitu
tionalized population for which they are responsible. A detention institution
which has open intake Is the end of the lbie; It readily becomes a dumping ground
for the problems other child welfare authorities cannot or will not handle. It Is
expected to be all things to all people, temporarily.

Unfortunately, the mental health community provides very little help to the
juvenile justice system. There seems to be a real reluctance to attempt to deal
with the juvenile offender. There are too many reasons for excluding delinquents
and alleged delinquents from the mental health system; suicidal children are
merely seeking attention, children involved in violent crime are either sociopathic
or so violent as to endanger others, those otherwise acceptable can't be accepted
because there is no bed space. Psychiatric hospitals therefore are hesitant to ac-
cept remanded children from the court, particularly when assaultive or violent
behavior is Involved. Often such children are in psychiatric programs only a short
time, or will not be accepted at all, because the setting Is not "structured," or be-
cause the child is "sociopathic" and therefore presumably untreatable by psycho-
therapeutic means. Apparently, It is better that he be kept In a detention center,
which has the structure (meaning that it is locked) and therefore Is more suited
to meet the child's needs. That attitude, it seems to me, denies treatment to those
who most badly need it.

Our experience with the psychiatric hospitals and the mental health profes-
sionals administering them has been unsatisfactory. Through cooperation with
the City Department of Mental Health we are now attempting to open up psychia-
tric facilities and programs to institutionalized children, and to the Family Court.
Day treatment programs are being established for court children, and a new
psychiatric unit for remanded children is being planned In one of the City's most
well known hospitals. But we still have a long way to go. This Is a nation wide
problem, and deserves to be addressed at the highest levels.
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4. Stafing and Training
A good program cannot be run without a carefully selected and well trained

staff. Yet, in my experience, detention systems throughout the coukitry are weak
In staff selection and trtining-particularly training for counselor& In New York,
our civil service qualifications for counselors require high school graduation and
at least two years of college, or a satisfactory equivalent in previous experience.
That standard allows an adequate selection of well-motivated, sympathetic, often
highly talented persons-the great majority of whom come from the Black and
Spanish communities. This is especially Important given the ethnic makeup of our
institution, where over 90% of the children are from minority groups.

But adequate selection must be re-enforced with good training. Only the-unique
person doesn't need it, and no large organization can ever be totally staffed with
unique people. The strains and difficulty in personal relations In institutions are
great, as are the range of children's problems and needs. Often, untrained staff
find themselves unable to cope with the problems with which they-must con-
stantly deal. Frustration Increases and morale decreases. In too many cases,
their work becomes just another job and In effect, they serve their time too.
Many, through virtue of passing civil service exams are promoted to super-
visory positions without ever having been trained in methods of management or
supervision. Thus the care, management and treatment of children readily
deteriorates.

Ideally, training should begin prior to the person's setting foot on a dormi-
tory, and continue throughout his tenure. Our institutions never had a strong
training system, and this remains perhaps our weakest area. We are beginning
to remedy this defect, but again, much more remains to be done. Efforts so far
Include I

(1) a two week orientation period, consisting of classroom and supervised
on the job training for all new employees.

(2) seminars conducted by our psychiatrists with counselors, social workers
and recreational personnel.

(3) case conferences on dormitories led by social workers in which all mem-
bers of the dormitory team participate.

We have also developed, with the assistance, of the Human Resources Admin-
istration's Office of Training a comprehensive training plan for all levels of staff,
with initial emphasis on middle management and supervisory personnel, and
subsequent focus on counselors. We want particularly to emphasize areas such
as adolescent development and psychology, coping with behavioral and emo-
tional problems, handling aggressive behavior, techniques of counseling and
supervision, and the legal rights of children.

CONCLUSION

Tn conclusion, I would like to consider briefly the changing nature of the City's
detention population, and some of the related issues.

The vast majority of children now held In secure detention are charged with
(-41linquency, not juvenile status offenses. The amount of violence, perhaps to

some extent associated with the re-emergence of gangs in New York City, seems
to be increasing. For example, in 1971, 59 children were held in detention on
homicide charges. The number rose to 78 In 1972, and through August of this
year, we have already held 72 children on such charges. This year will set a
record. Homicide cases present particular problems in detention, because they
tend to stay for lengthy periods. What has been designed as a temporary care
program thus has to adjust to providing long term care. A substantial number
need good psychiatric care and should be in such settings, yet, as I have noted,
such resources are extremely limited. Detention thus becomes the place where
they stay while ultimate disposition Is determined. Often, this is to their
detriment.

A second Issue relates to the continued expansion of community programs, and
reduction of institutional population. I previously noted that it was likely
that we will continue to require secure facilities. We do have to be concerned
with the safety of the community, and violent, dangerous offenders have to be
contained. They should of course, be smaller-than our present ones.

The question Is how many children are still being held In secure detention
who need not be. Put the other wai, how many more can be placed in the com-
munity consistent with their, and the community's safety? We plan to expand
our non-secure program In the City by about 30 more beds, and right now, I
think that this represents our present limit. We are presently handling extremely
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difficult children in open settings, and proving that it can be done safely. Group
homes for any class of kids are deeply opposed in many areas. As an illustration
we have developed a major group home prog-am for long, term placement of
basically dependent, and neglected children--n the face of stiff and growing
opposition. Of the sites we select, we lose over 50% because of community oppo-
sition. Many Jurisdictions will be confronting this problem in the future, and
Its a difficult one to deal with.

There is one further recommendation which I would make. Federal and
State Legislation should, in my opinion, encourage the development of com-
munity based detention programs and decrease the institutional census. Often,
this is not the case. In New York, for example, the State pays 50% of the cost of
detention care-regardless of the type of facility. A real incentive would be
to increase the reimbursement to 75%, and provide no support for any new
secure program over a certain size, depending upon the Jurisdiction's population.
Federal programs such as LEAA should also follow this policy.
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CHILDREN IN DETENTION 30 DAYS OR MORE AS OF AUGUST 31, 1973

Administra- Last remand Next remand Days in
Name Docket No. Birth date Charge tire date date date detention Court. parole officer and judge Reason for delay

Julio ---------------- D110592173.-. Sept. 3,1958

Anthony ------------- 180437 - -Jan. 13,1960

John ................. 179972 ----- Dec. 10,1957

Henry --------------- 178268 - -June 25.1957
William ------------ 574873 ----- Sept 4,1958

Hector -------------- 176931 ----- Feb. 22,1958

Raymond ------------ 956/73 ----- June 29,1958

Tyrone -------------- 146/73 ----- June 22,1957

Victor --------------- 2388/73 ---- May 10,1958
Theodore ----------- 221173 ----- Sept 29,1956

Elvin -------- -------180366 June 10,1959

Lisa ---------------- 648173 ----- Aug. 7,1957

Order of detention July 19,1973
and stolen car.

Warrant, robbery.... July 29,1973
Sodomy and July 1,1973

attempted rape.
Homicide --------- June 19,1973

----- do ----------- July 27,1958

Warrant. sodomy July 11,1973
and assault

Murder, attempted Mar. 20,1973
murder, posses-
sion of dangerous

Attp robbery Apr. 23,1973
and assault.

Homicide ---------- July 16,1973
Murder, possession Apr. 12,1973

of dangerous
weapon.

Violation of parole._- July 25,1973

Homicide --------- May 18,1973

Aug. 22,1973
Aug. 24,1973

Aug. 21,1973

Aug. 13,1973
Aug. 15,1973
Aug. 20,1973

Aug& 13,1973

Aug. 20.1973

Aug. 6,1973
July 18,1973

44
33

60

73
43

5o
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Sept 5,1973
Sept 21,1973

Sept. 7,1973

Sept 24,1973
Sept 4,1973

Oct 1,1973

Sept. 13,1973

Sept 4,1973

Sept 20,1973
Sept 4,1973

Aug. 21,1973 Sept 5,1

July 13,1973 Sept. 21,1

Blanca ------------- Unknown- Sept. 2,1958 PINS ----------- May 25,1973 Aug. 31,1973

Valerie -------------- 176918 ----- Dec. 10,1957 Delinquencies ----- July 30,1973 Aug. 17,1973 Sept. 10,1

Jerome --------------------------- Aug. 4,1960 Pardon withdrawn.- July 23,1973 Aug. 15,1973

Donald ---------------------------- May 30,1958 Warrant, burglary ------ do ----- Aug. 24,1973 Sept 7,1

Brooklyn, no parole officer, Boy goes back to court for
Judge Duberstein. disposition hearing.

Manhattan. Parole Officer Parole officer still exploring
Toone. Judge Often. possibility of Placement.

Queens. Judge Moshoff ----- Awaiting placement, pt. 4.

Brooklyn, Judge Zukerman.. - Remand for hearing.
Brooklyn, Parole Officer Mc- To be admitted to the new

Tawn. Judge Zukerman. lease program.
Bronx, Judge Matthew ----- Hearing, appintment of par-

ents. P/ father.
Manhattan. no parole officer, Awaiting placement at division

Judge Guererio. for youth.

220 Manhattan, parole officer For disposition and hearing.Jones, Judge Flecny.
47 Queens County ------------- Do.

109 Queens County, parole officer Awaiting placement, Job Csrps.
Boland, Judge Guardino.

cc,t-a

973 37 Brookl, n, parole officer Mc- For report privilege to advance.I ncre. "..
73 104 ing, parole officer Streeter, Finding of Manslauter or

Judge Roache. Aug. 15. Awaiting psyt
chiatrc teat for ploemee
plan..

(1) 99 Bronx County, parole officer Rejected by several plae-
Smith, Judge Releg. merts. Parents want her to

be placed. Parole officer
recommends placement at
DFY.

.973 31 Brooklyn, parole officer Youngster has been accepted
Forbes. by DFY. Vacancy.

(1) 36 Brooklyn, Judge Roache ---- Waiting 2 weeks for placement
and no further information
available.

1973 39 Queens. parole officer Ruben- Placement at Lincoln.
fielt



CHILDREN IN DETENTION 30 DAYS OR MORE AS OF AUGUST 31, 1973--Continued

Administra- Last remand Next remand Days in
Name Docket No. Birth date Charge tive date date date detention Court, parole offer and judge Reason for delay

Carmen----------- Unknown_-Sept.29, 1957 PINS ------------ June 29,1973 Aug. 20,1973 Sept. 4,1973 62 Kings, Judge Palmer------Aunt refuses to take onse
hom Pceen youngser-

PreseC Md referrato St. John's children service
for Poss. PI In Group H.

Valentine -------------------------- Apr. 5,1958 Rape and warrant.. July27,1973 Aug. 27, 1973 Sept 20,1973 33 Manhattan, Parole Ofcer Hall RE pL 4.
Judge Fleary.

C. Carter, Darrel --- 194073 ---- Dec. 4,1960 Assault, homicide.. June 26,1973 Aug. 28,1973 Sept. 19,1973 67 Bronxnoparoleofflicer,Judge No finding.
Mattmews.

Steven ------------....- 180392- Oct. 23,1957 Murder ------------ July 26,1973 Aug. 27,1973 Sept. 17,1973 35 Brooklyn no parole officer, Rem hearing.
Judge kukerman.

Geore -------------- 178319 ----- Jan. 15,1959 Homicide -------- July 12,1973 Aug. 17,1973 Sept. 7,1973 49 Brooiyn, Jode Zuermn.,.. Do.
Robert ---------------............. Dec. 21,1958 V.O.P ......------- July 24,1973 -- do ----- Sept. 4,1973 39 Queens, Parole Officer Mos- Awaiting placement at DFY.

bee, Judge Dickman.
Amanda .............. S/68673 ---- June 15,1958 PINS ------------ June 7,1973 Aug. 23,1973 Sept 10,1973 85 Manhatlan, Parole Officer Exploring placement

Plewden Judge Caputo.
Kenneth --------------------------- Oct. 14,1957 Reclss ending ---- July 31,1973 Aug. 17,1973 Sept 7,1973 32 Brooklyn, Judge Berman Awaiting reot to Project'

Return.
Stev e------------ 180371 ....... Sept. 20,1960 Warrant delin- July 25,1073 Aug. 28,1973 Sept. 11, 1%73 37 Bronx ....----------- .---- Ps. ATo to await DFY.quency.

Geor-e..---------- 976673 ....... Feb. 22,1958 Petty larceny, July 6,1973 Aug. 20,1973 -.. do ..... 57 Brooklyn, Parole Offier Fee- To be admitted to the new
cnmina chan, Judge Ramirez. lease program.miscellaneous.

Undsey --------------------------- Apr. 18,1960 Homicide and rape.__ June 26,1973 Aug. 28,1973 Sept 19,1973 67 Bronx, Judge Mitthews ...... For dispositon mad hearing.

' Unknown. s DFY PI pending.

No.-Subsequently, correspondence was received from Mr. Ruben
garding Mr. Mucci's testimony. The relevant materials follow:

Birnbaum, a teacher at Spofford School, re-
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YONKES, N.Y., September 24, 1973.

Hon. BIRCH BAYH,
U.S. Senate, Waahington, D.C.

DFAR SENATOR BATH: I address this letter to you to express some thoughts on
the recently reported (N.Y. Daily News, Sept. 18) testimony of Mr. Wayne R.
Mucci before the Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subconumittee.

My thoughts come as a teacher assigned to the Spofford Tuvenile Center and
as the Individual who In 1969 provoked and sustained the probes into the prac-
tices of the institutional management which eventually led to the removal of the
Probation Department and the succession by the Human Resources Administra-
tion and Mr. Mucci.

Historically it has been characteristic of each successive management to signal
its failure by flailing about irresponsibly at imagined causes near and far to
reality.

It is with great regret that Mr. Mucci's own frustrating experiences in running
the Juvenile centers seem to be ending with the same scapegoating.

Particularly, I am concerned with his negative appraisal of the Board of Edu-
cation facility which is one of the finest and most innovative to be found any-
where. It is significant to note in the context of his testimony regarding the
school that Mr. Mucci has never at any time been in the school !

About the time that Mr. Mucci's testimony was being reported, the news media
were also reporting the assault on five Juvenile counselors by Inmates, resulting
in the hospitalization of all five with grave injuries. Mr. Mucci was shortly after-
wards loudly drowned out before a meeting of Juvenile center employees who as-
serted to him that they bore no confidence in him and that they could no longer
function in an atmosphere of anarchy created by his failure to define rules of
conduct and order.

An effective administrator must create with resolve rules and structure within
which the institution and its ancillary facilities can function. Mr. Mucci has
promulgated no such rules, but has instead fancifully blamed the size of the
structure, the school, the psychiatric hospitals, and other blameless victims of
poor leadership.

His own so-called "open-failities" have been a secret failure in that large per-
centages of youths assigned have absconded, many within hours of arrival.

Reverend William Kaladjlan of the Bronx County Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children, a few days ago accused Mr. Mucci's administration of a
"blackout" on facts regarding these "open-facilities."

I would suggest to you that the committee has been grievously misinformed
and misled. May I further suggest to you that it would have been more worth-
whole and Informative for the committee to have heard testimony from certain
Impeccable legislators who spent months intensely studying the facilities, hear-
ing testimony, interviewing youngsters and employees, and drafting recommenda-
tions which were largely ignored by Mr. Mucci.

May I take the liberty to commend to you State Senator Abraham Bernstein
who served on the investigating Joint Legislative Committee. Also, and above all,
City Councilman Robert Postel of the New York City Council, and the Reverend
William KaladJian, mentioned above. These responsible persons and Judson Hand
of the New York Daily News whose award winning series spurred the reform
movement could better Inform a Senate Committee seeking guidance for future
legislation.

I appreciate your interest and hope that some thought will be given to these
brief comments.

Sincerely,
RUBEN BIRNBAUM.

OCTOBER 9, 1973.
M3r. RUBEN BIRNBAUM,
Yonkers, N.Y.

DEAR MR. BIRNBAUM: Thank you for your letter of September 24. It is vital to
our investigation of Juvenile detention that we continue to receive Information
from persons such as yourself. Wfth your permission, I would like to forward
your letter to Mr. Mucci for a reply, and to Include both your letter and his
response in the record of the hearings.

With warm regards,
Sincerely,

BIRCH BAYH, Chairman.
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YolqEs, N.Y., Orowza 14,1973.
Hon. BracH BATH,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BAYH, Thank you for your serious and concerned response to
my 24 September letter taking Issue with certain remarks of Mr. Wayne Mucci
in testimony before the Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee.

You state that with my permission you would like to forward a copy of my
remarks to Mr. Mucci for his reaction. Please consider that permission given.

My only regret In having written this previous letter is the extreme limitation
which a letter imposes on conveying the full picture of facts and historical in-
formation which bear on the subject.

However, if It were necessary to transmit that most salient point about which
the entire failure of the Juvenile detention system in New York revolves, I would
want to say to you that the complete and utter lack of a code of conduct and
behavior and goals is certainly the most eligible candidate. No ancillary service,
be it educational, medical; or psychiatric, can function in an air of complete
chaos and anarchy. To date, no code has ever been practically devised and im-
plemented to encourage structure and order in the lives of the youngsters com-
mitted to the care of the Juvenile detention system. Quite to the contrary, un-
bridled violence and acting out of the most terrifying kind has been condoned
by the simple act of negligence and failure to direct otherwise.

When I wrote my last letter, the newspapers carried accounts of the brutal
beating of five counselors by youngsters armed with clubs and chairs. Each was
hospitalized with grievous injuries.

As I write this letter, two weeks later, I must report to you that a teacher
was stabbed in the abdomen by a youngster wielding a fork. The Instrument
penetrated several inches, narrowly missing his lung.

Where I to write to you again in a week. I would be again able to report ano).her
one or two or more acts of equal gravity, all unpunished.

Last summer a teacher was bodily smashed head first into a wall by a oix
foot, two-hundred pound, youth. Somewhat later, following his release from a
hospital for a concussion, a female teacher's fingers were servered from her hand
by a youth attempted to snatch her keys for an escape.

The thumb and index finger of my own right hand are numb still after
several months following a bite which I have been advised by the Juvenile Center
physician, crushed a nerve.

These are incidental instances which come to mind hurredly.
Each and every day of every year, youngsters are beaten viciously by others,

and counselors, teachers, and medical personnel are assaulted verbally and
physically.

The teaching staff is composed of approximately forty persons, all licensed
personnel, none with less than a masters degree or its' equivalent, and at
least eighty percent with the equivalent of a doctorate degree in each specialized
area. They are family people of serious Intent and responsibility, as I consider
myself. By what stretch of anyone's imagination can a program of any sincerity
function in this atmosphere?

In my 1969 testimony before State Senator Abraham Bernstein's investigative
body, I outlined and recommended a program of behavior modification whereby
the inmates would be rewarded and penalizel for good and bad acts. I recom-
mended further that those of the inmates whose intent indicated a willingness
to live cooperatively with their peers and adult workers should have this
information submitted to court with the youngsters knowledge as an incentive.
The concept and the details of the plan which I recommended was adopted by
Senator Bernstein and subsequently by State Senator John Dunne's Joint
Legislative Committee. The subsequent Stone Commission investigation sub-
stantiated the facts and disorder which I originally brought to public attention
in 1969, as did the report of the Citizen's Committee for Children, and that of
Councilman Robert Potel, and several others.

Incredibly, to date, no such plan has ever been implemented. Free wheeling
violence and disorder is still widespread and the staffs of each function in the
center are deeply demoralized. Self-serving rhetoric and grandiose philosophical
speeches can not replace competent management.

Frequently incompetence, in my experience, can shroud the simple solutions
to a problem through a complexity of reasoning and logic, all quite irrelevent to
the problem.



The Spofford Juvenile Center is a modern facility with the Incredible ratio
of approximately five adults to each youngster. This Is an institution with a
fully staffed modern school, a modem infirmary, a swimming pool, and an
otherwise full potential to do an effective Job. How can anyone in seriousness
presume to testify before a Senate committee that the failure which we all
asknowledge, is due to a faulty building design, or Incompetent teachers, or
the "reluctance" of doctors to perform their duties?

I hope that my point comes through wtih sufficient clarity to encourage you and
ew your committee to seek the testimony of workers within the complex when

hearings of this nature occur.
With all respect I suggest to you that the legislators who concern themselves

with these problems need not hear excuses far afield from the truth, as it Is
known by those close to the problem.

The problems of juvenile detention In New York are soluble.. . . easily so,
and without money. The problem is competent administration at the heart ot
the problem, with Information and imagination.

Thapk you again for your Interest and attention.
Sincerely,

RUBEN BNBAUU.

NovEMBER 8, 1973.
Mr .WAYNE R. Mucox,
Director, Bureau of Institutions and FaolUtiea, Human Resources Adm4nistration,

New York, N.Y.
DEAR M. Mucci: I am enclosing copies of letters received from Mr. Ruben

Birnbaum, teacher at Spofford School, regarding your testimony before the
Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee. As part of our effort to gain a deeper under-
standing of the problems of Juvenile detention, and to view the problems from
all perspectives, we plan to include Mr. Birnbaum's letters In our hearing
record. I thought you would appreciate the opportunity to supplement your
testimony by responding to the criticisms of Mr. Birnbaum for the record.

With warm regards,
Sincerely,

BrOu BAYH, Chairman.
Enclosures.
NOTE: There was no response from the Bureau of Institutions and Facilities.

Senator BAY=. We next have two juveniles who have had experience
with the juvenile justice system in the State of Wisconsin. Linda and
Dennis.

Dennis, I understand you would like to be called Zig. Is that the
way you pronounce it? We appreciate very much your taking the time
to be with us. Could you just tell it to us like it is. Do you want to
start, Linda?

STATEMENTS OF LINDA AND DENNIS

LINDA. Yes. How I got in Madison was I had run away from my
dad. Me and Dennis were busted and we were brought to D.T. and
were there for a month, until our custody was changed to Wisconsin.
Toward the end of the month we had a court hearing, and I was
placed in a group home. Do you want to know about jails, for instance?

Senator BAYH. Well, first let me check this. Running away was
what caused you to be arrested?

LiNDA. Right.
Senator BAYH. Where was your home originally?
LINDA. The longest place I ever lived was in Minnesota. That is

where my mom is.
Senator BAYH. Were you living with your father?
LINDA. No. First I was living with my mother, and I had not seen

my dad for 3 years. I wanted to see what he was like, and so I went
down to Waukegan, Ill. That is where my dad was.
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Senator BAYH. And going from your mother's home to your father's
home was running away, and that is what caused you to be arrested?

LINDA. Right.
Senator BAYH. That makes a lot of sense, doesn't it? You do not

need to say yes to that.
So, then you were arrested, and then what happened?
LINDA. I was placed in D.T., detention.
Senator BAYH. What sort of a place is that?
LINDA. It is for juvenile delinquents that have been busted for

burglaries, running away, dope, et cetera.
Senator BAYH. What other kinds of people were in there? Were

there some pretty rough characters in there, or were they all like
you; did they all run away?

LINDA. Nobody that I knew was that rough.
Senator BAYH. What transpired inside of that cell? There you

were, placed in a cell for the first time. You had tried to go from
your mother's home to see your father, and you are arrested for run-
ning away. Then you were put in jail with all sorts of other characters.
What sort of conversation goes on? Is this the treatment that makes
you want to walk the straight and narrow? Do you tend to hear the
bad experiences of other girls? What happens there?

LINDA. A lot of conversation does go on. A lot of the guys are brag-
ging about jobs they have pulled off, cars-

Senator BAYH. Wait a minute. You were incarcerated in a deten-
tion center where the guys and girls are together?

LINDA. The guys-wait a minute. OK. I will explain this a little
better. You get up to D.T. It is the third floor, and the guys and the
girls are together. And then when they are not together, when it
is time to hit the sack, the girls went upstairs, and the guys stayed
downstairs, so we were together during the daytime.

Senator BAYH. And you had a chance to share experiences?
LINDA. Right.
Senator BAYH. Now, tell me about the experiences they shared with

you.
LINDA. Like I said-
Senator BAYH. You had committed the tremendous crime of want-

ing to go from your mother's home to see your father'. What were
the others in there for?

LINDA. Mostly being busted for dope, and pulling off robberies,
and ripping off cars, and maybe hitting cops or whatever.

Senator BAYH. Can you think of any specific tales that were told
that would be helpful in giving us an idea of the kind of experience
this was?

LINDA. Yeah. There are so many.
There are so many stories that go on up there.
Senator BAYH. Most of us have never had the experience of being

arrested and thrown in jail. I do not want to embarrass you, but
if you can give us an idea of what it is like, it will be helpful. I do
not think anybody on the outside can ever appreciate the conditions
or the kind of experiences that one has on the inside, particularly
when the act that put you there was the act of wanting to go see your
father after not having seen him for 3 years. That is why I asked
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the question, to give us the flavor of what it is like inside that de-
tention cell.

LINDA. Everybody is uptight for one thing. There was conversa-
tion about wanting to break out. There was plans to break out but,
that never went through.

Senator BAYr. What about the experiences of the other youngstersI
LINDA. I cannot remember the exact things because it has been

like a year since I have been up there. But like a friend of mine Tom,
rippedoff a cop car, and he got busted, and he smashed up de cop
car, and he came back and was really bragging about it. He was in and
out and just doing the same thing over and over. And some others
doing things like-a lot of dope was talked about up in the detention,
and the experiences they had with dope, and why they took it. There
was dope snuck up in D.T.

Senator BAYH. There was dope in the center itself?
LINDA. Right, right; if you want to do it, you know, you could do it.
Senator BAYH. How could that happen?
LINDA. Ways of sneaking up, crushing it up and putting it in your

shoes, or melting acid into a piece of paper or whatever.
Senator BAYH. Who put you in the jail?
LINDA. Who put me in the jail ?
Senator BAYH. Yes; were you ever before a judge? Were you tried?

Did you have a hearing before you were first put in that detention
center?

LINDA. No; no.
Senator BAYH. Who put you there ? Was it the arresting officer I
LI-DA. Right.
Senator BAH. How long was it before you had the opportunity

to see a judge?
LINDA. A month.
Senator BAYH. A month?
LINDA. Yes.
Senator BAYH. You just sat there ?
LINDA. Yes.
Senator BAYH. Did you have a lawyer? Did your parents com-

municate with you
LINDA. I hada legal aid lawyer, and the hassle, I guess, was chang-

ing the custody from Minnesota. My mom had custody in Minnesota.
That is what they said took so long. And meanwhile I did stay up
there.

Senator BAYH. And you did not see a judge at all during that period
of time?

LINDA. No.
Senator BAYH. Thirty days?
LINDA. Yes.
Senator BAYH. What happened when you did see a judgeI
LINDA. I was placed in a group home soon afterwards.
Senator BAYH. Where are you living now?
L DA. I am living in Sanburg House. It is a group home, and I

really like it a lot.
Senator BAYH. Are you going to school ?
LINDA. I am in my last year. I have a job, planning on going

to college.
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Senator BAYH. Is it better than sitting in the detention home?
LINDA. Really. Ij ust-I went crazy.
Senator BATH. I do not want to ask embarrassing questions, but

we hear all sorts of tales. We have had some personal documentation
from those who have been in jail about sexual abuse and misbehavior,
and about physical intimidation and abuse that is directed at some
of the prisoners and some of the inmates. Did youi experience this or
hear any of it discussed while you were in that detention center ?

L _IA. Well, when I got up there guys and girls were talking, and
one day there were some juveniles talking about a girl and a guy who
went in the kitchen and had sex.

Senator BAtH. In the detention center?
LiNDA. Right.
Senator BAyh. Is that part of the therapy?
LINDA. No; the staff did not know about it; but that is just what I

heard. But, that has gone on in jails.
Senator BAYH. Were the other girls you were incarcerated with at

night all young ladies?
LNDA. Like it is kind of hard to explain. You go upstairs, and you

get there and there is a cell block. In the cell block they have different
smaller celfs. We were put in the cell block, but there were women next
to us in other cell blocks.

Senator BAYH. One of the most tragic kinds of experiences I would
think a young lady like yourself could have was brought to our atten-
tion here last week. We had a girl who was kept in a jail cell or a block
where other women were being kept, some of whom were prostitutes.
So, instead of rehabilitation you had the older women telling the
younger girls the tricks of the trade, how not to be caught. That is
why Iasked the question.

LINDA. Yes; I was in jail before I was in Madison for running
away. It is a long story to tell my background because I have been all
over. I was in the Minnesota jail, and these guys were in there. I don't
know, they got to go out to school and that sort of stuff, and then they
weren't locked up until that night or something like that. I was lying
on the bed, and all of a sudden I saw a leg up on the top of the ceiling.
The ceiling startsocoming out, and they as& me if I wanted to escape.
I said sure, you know, and they brought me down to the cell block. I
was drinking pop and smoking cigarettes and everything. About 2
hours later one of the guys saidif you don't have sex with me we are
not going to help you out. It just so happened that the other guy was
cool, and he got me out of there and lifted me up back down to my
cell. And that has happened.

Senator BATH. That is a therapeutic experience.
Zig, what has been your experience
DENNIS. Well, basically the same.
I was with Linda at the time she got picked up. We were arrested

for hitchhiking on the interstate, and we were supposed to be behind
the fence. At the time the officer did not know we had been running.
away. So they took us up to the detention and found out later, which
is really what breaks me up, was because we really did not do a whole
lot wrong, you know. We just sat up there close to a month with noth-
ing to do, you know, except reading books wondering what are we
doing up there because we did not really do that much wrong. We were
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messed up. What were we doing with these other kids that, you know,
rip off and brag about this.

Senator BAYH. What other kinds of young people were they I The
only crime you committed was hitchhiking on the interstate highway,
and you were put in jail for 30 days. Did you have a chance to see a
judge?

DENNis. No. They found out the day afterwards that we were run-
ning away, you know, from Waukegan.

Senator BAYH. How old were you then?
DINNIS. Seventeen.
Senator BAYH. Why did you run away?
DENNis. From my old man, you mean?
Senator BAYH. You were out running away and I just wonderedwhyD&NNIs. Well, it just wasn't cool where I was at. I had just got out of

an institution and I went to visit my mother, and it didn't work out
there. So, I thought maybe I could give my dad a try, and it didn't
seem like it was working out there. I met Linda, after not seeing her
for about 3 years, and we just said well, this is really not cool. She
had some friends in Minneapolis, and so we said, "Let's go."

Senator BAYIT. What other institution had you just left?
DENNIS. You probably never heard of it. It's called Home on the

Range for Boys. It's a ranch-farm deal out in North Dakota.
Senator BAYH. Did you like that?
DENNIs. No.
Senator BAYH. How did you get there?
DENNIs. Well, I didn't really know about it at the time. It was all

set up for me, and I was just playing a dumb kid. The next thing I
knew, I was there. I didn't know why, but I was there.

LINDA. My mom had placed him in the home.
Senator BAYH. Your mom placed him in the home?
LINDA. Right, and got my uncle--he's rich-anyway, my dad was

supposed to come and get Dennis to go and live with him, and the same
day my mom got my uncle to get a helicopter, and they took him down
to the ranch. Like I had just found out that day that he was leaving,
and I was shocked.

Senator BAYh. Well, what sort of an experience was it in the deten-
tion center ? What other kinds of guys were in there with you ? Linda
talked about somebody stealing a police car. Just what sort of conver-
sations went on?

DENis. The other people were just bragging about what they had
done, you know, hitting stores and getting alot of money.

Senator BAYH. What is the impact on somebody like yourself who
has run away, if you are sitting there in a detention center for juve-
niles, and hear the stories from these other young.people who have
done other kinds of very criminal acts--not just running away or hitch-
hiking, but stealing police cars, and other things ? What sort of impact
does that have on you?

DENNIS. Well, it freaks me out, because it kind of affected me when
I got out. It was the first time I had been in detention. Hearing all of
the stories and things, I W-eught, wow. It just stuck in my head, be-
cause it was the first time, you know. And we sat up there for quite a
long time, just listening to these people rap around about what they
had done.
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Senator BAYH. Was that the first time that you had been arrested?
DENNIS. Was that the first time I was arrested? Yeah.
Senator BAYH. How long ago was that ?
DExIs. It was about a year ago.
Senator BAYH. Well, what has happened to you since that time?

Have you stayed out of trouble?
DENNIS. lro. I have been busted for, you know, things like ripping

off stores, you know.
Senator BAYH. Burglary?
DENNIS. Yeah, which I had never done until I came out.
Senator BAYJI. Where did you get that idea ? Was that related to

some of the things you had heard while you were sitting in that deten-
tion center?

DENNIS. I think it has to be, because, you know, before I went there,
I didn't rip off. Well, I would rip off a pack of cigarettes, but I didn't
bust window s and grab loot and money, you know. I think that it did
have some effect on me right after I got out. The idea stuck in my
head-well, why don't you give it a try, everybody else is doing it.

Senator BAYH. What are you doing now?
DE.NNIS.. I am going to school, finishing up my last semester in the

12th grade.
Senator BAYH. How old are you now ?
DENNiS. I am 18.
Senator BAYH. Thank you very much. I appreciate the insight you

have shared with us. I know this is not an easy thing to do, but it is
helpful to us in trying to keep this situation from happening and in
dealing in a more humane and intelligent way with the problems that
young people have. I thank you for helping us.

DENNIS. Sure.
Senator BAYH. Our next witness is Mr. Dan Starnes, the regional

director of the Southern Service Center, National Council on Crime
and Delinquency, Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Starnes, we appreciate your being
with us.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL P. STARNES, REGIONAL DIRECTOR,
SOUTHERN SERVICE CENTER, NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME
ANb DELIQ'U0,NCY, ATLANTA, GA.

Mr. STARNES. Mr. Chairman, I have been asked to give testimony
before this subcommittee to investigate juvenile delinquency on the
problems of. detaining youth because of my own experiences in doing
the samc thing i my own home State of Georgia. And I appreciate the
invitation to be here. I understand that you will have to be leaving
shortly, so I will not read the statement that I have prepared, but it has
been given to you.

Senator BATH. We will include it in the record, in toto, at the con-
clusion of your remarks. If you wish you may highlight your testimony.

Mr. STARNES. My testimony, sir, is really based on the experience I
had in directing the public education project in Georgia andl dealing,
or really delving into different problems in the criminal justice system.
One of those resulted in a documentary film on juvenile justice
entitled "Mission Possible?: Juvenile Justic in Georgia," which is
really asking throughout the documentary, is it possible for juveniles
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to receive justice through the system that exists in the State. And I have
taken from the script of that documentary several exmples, and I will
just touch on them.

Senator BAYU. Did you have anything to do with I think the CBS
documetary on the Atlanta Juvenije Justice System?

Mr. STARNES. I talked to the lady who produced that and pat her in
touch with several people that were in the film; yes, sir, I did,

Senator BAYH. I thought that was an exceptional film. It is too bad
it was not shown more frequentlY.

Mr. STARNES. I was glad that so m time was spent in Atlanta. It
is an hour long documentary, and I think about three quarters of that
focused on a particular problem in Atlanta, which is not all that
uncommon, really a

Senator BAYR. It is not unique to Atlanta. The presentation of the
broad scope of the problem was particularly apropos, since we too
often tend to look at juvenile delinquency as a lower income, ethnic
problem. The segment showing a ride through suburbia in a car with
the police chief, and the focus on the mother who had to work to sus-
tain a middle level of income, demonstrated that problems of middle-
class youth may lead to delinquency.

Mr. STARNES. You mentioned the CBS documentary, and I might
mention for your information there will be another documentary
called "The Juvenile Court." That is 21/2 hours in length, and it is
going to be on national educational television, nationwide, the first
day of October. And unfortunately, I am afraid it is very realistic in
that it shows how the Juvenile court operates probably in most places,
and I am afraid from what I have heard from someone who has pre-
viewed it, that it is "pre-Gault." It does not permit due process for
juveniles, and shows some very archaic methods of dealing with
delinquents. That would be of interest, I am sure, to you.

Several of the situations that we highlighted in our documentary,
which will be shown a little later, I understand, really describe some of
the inappropriate uses of detention. We started out with a review
of a national best seller, by Howard James. Pulitzer Prize winner,
"Children in Trouble; a National Scandal," and we reviewed what
Mri James found in the Fulton County Detention Center in Atlanta,
which describes some pretty bad situations, and then went to the
juvenile judge. We had a walk-through and a show-through of the
detention center and talked with the judge about the practices now.
And he stated that unfortunately conditions have been even worse
at times than described in the book.

Another situation was in one of the State-owned regional detention
centers which showed a 14-year-old boy and his older brother who
had been detained over a month at the time we visited there, for a
situation that everyone agreed was not a condition of delinqurncy
but a family problem, being dependent and neglected. The children
had been removed from their parents, who are separated, and the
boys went to visit their father, kept running away from their mother
to see their father, and eventually were detained, and over an extended
period of time.

The State officials feel that at least 75 percent of the children kept
in the regional centers are there inappropriately; that they need not
be detained, that they can be dealt with better in other ways in the
community.

25-218-74-22
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Another situation we encountered was in Macon, the county deten-
tion home, and I have got to add that I hate that term "home," at-
tached to any detention facility. I am afraid it connotes something
positive in the minds of most people, and they think of it in terms
of being a long-term placement; a place where a child lives. And it
is detention, it is not a home. It is a temporary secure ]?lace for a person
supposedly who is of a danger to himself, or to society, or who will
not in all probability show at the time of the hearing. But, the situa-
tion we encountered there was of a 15-year-old girl being brought in
in handcuffs. It was her first time to be apprehended. She was there
because he mother signed a petition against her charging her with
ungovernable behavior. As it turned out she cursed her parents, she
used abusive language to them, and the mother, in her efforts to head
off further trouble, had her picked up and detained. She was there
in isolation for 5 days until she had a hearing.

Conditions, the physical conditions, at most of the county-owned
facilities are bleak and barren, and very jail-like. They are lacking
in programs for children, and we found very little to be proud of.

n contrasting our State regional detention facilities with the county
facilities, I feel much better about what we found there in that they
are a part of a unified system that is well supervised and directed.
and it has standards for its personnel. Qualifications, certain qualifi-
cations are required for every position. They do have remedial edu-
cation programs with qualified teachers. They have trained social
workers in each of these regional centers, and there seems to be much
better effort to deal with the problems of children that come there.

Let me just briefly give you a history and a description of our sys-
tein-I use that term loosely-of justice for juveniles in Georgia, and.
I think a brief description and a history of how it developed is in
order. It illustrates, I think, one of the major problems, that being the
fragmentation of the system.

We have 159 counties, only 35 of these counties have juvenile judges,
and only 5 of the 35 are full-time juvenile judges. In the other 124
counties, the superior court judges wear two hats and sit as juvenile
judge es on occasion. The State provides supervision in all 159 counties
for the children who are released from institutions, ihe Youth Devel-
6Pment Centers, or training schools as they are better known. The
State also provides probation service in 139 of those counties, with
the other 20 counties having their own county-operated juvenile pro-
bation program. Seven out of these 20 counties have their own deten-
tion facilities, which they share with other counties, along with seven
regional detention facilities I mentioned, that are operated by the

State. Some of the counties, though, are so far from these regional
facilities and these county facilities, too, that they use the jail instead
of ti place designated for that county to place juveniles.

It goes back to 1967 when we had only seven county-owned facilities,
and that was when the State started building regional centers. The re-
maining 152 counties used the county jail to detain a Iuvenile unless
the county commissioners were willing to pay the per diem rate to one
of the seven county facilities. At a per diem rate, it was costly to the
nonowning county, and the. common jails were often occupied by
youth under 17. In fact, in 1963 a statewide survey indicated that on
anyv given (lay there were at least 100 children in common jails of the
State. In some of these jails turnkey fees were charged so that the
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-youth was not released to his parents until the parents were able to
pay room and board to the sheriff. In the majority of the common
jails, there was no separation of facilities, so the youths shared the
same cell or the bullpen with whoever happened to be detained, a
murderer, or whatever.

Senator BAYH. There were no separate facilities in a majority of
the jails?

Mr. STARNES. In the majority of the common jails, yes, sir, that
is right. They were separated from adults in many cases only through
the use of solitary confinement. And to further complicate this prob-
lem, in the rural parts of the State where the superior court judges
sat as juvenile judges, the youth remained in jail until the Judge made
his rounds of the circuit, and the circuits varied in size from one to
eight counties, the average being four counties in a circuit, so it
would not. be unusual for a juvenile to stay in jail for several months,
and almost always prior to his being adjudicated delinquent.

There have been several things to occur that have helped alleviate
that for the most part. First, we have a statewide court service worker
program now, where State employees are placed in each of these
judicial circuits to provide probation and after-care service, and they
make prehearing planning for juveniles, and help speed up this
period of time; essen the period of time from detention to hearing.

Another is the construction of regional detention centers to serve the
several counties in that area, and this is at no cost to the county of
residence of the child.

And another factor that has helped bring this almost to an end is an
annual grant by the State legislature to the counties that own and
operate their own detention centers in exchange for making bed
space available to children who live outside of that particular county.
These last two items have sort of helped create a network of detention
facilities so that there is a place of detention for juveniles, especially
designed for juveniles, designated for every county in the State.

Even though we have this network of detention centers, we still have
children being kept in the common jails, and on any given day, it
ranges from 30 to 50 children in jails in Georgia. We intend to spon-
sor legislation in January when the 1974 General Assembly of Georgia
convenes to prohibit the use of jails for detaining juveniles. I under-
stand there are only five States now that have a prohibition against
the use of jails for juveniles. We hope to be the sixth State, and I was
encouraged by your bill, S. 821, to see that there is included in that a
provision to prohibit the use of jails for juveniles.

There have been several developments in the State in recent years,
though, that offer some encouragement for the lessening of the use of
detention. There is being developed now a system of attention homes
based on the concept developed I bo, lieve first in Boulder, Colo., where
children who do not. need secure detention are placed in homes, just an
alternate place to stay. until their hearing comes up, until the court
makes a disposition of the case. We have five that will be opened 2
weeks from today, four more by the end of the year, and this is through
LEAA money.

At your request, I submitted to you back in January some informa-
tion about the other community-based services that were developed
during the past year in Georgia. That includes day care centers for
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delinquents, children who can stay in their own homes during the
night and come during the day. Many of these, most of these, in fact,
are children who have had school-related problems, and we are still
having children committed to our institutions in the State of Georgia
just because they are truant from school. There are remedial educa-
tion programs and well-rounded guidance and counseling programs for
these children, recreation and cultural enrichment programs.

We have group homes for delinquents, both in-house and half way
out of the institution type homes for children who need an alternate
place to live, something other than their own home. And the most
encouraging thing to me, though, is the intensive supervision units
where a counselor has a maximum caseload of 10 children to work with
on a very intensive basis in the community, working with children as
a group and as individuals, counseling with parents as groups and
as individuals, with very close supervisory relationships. More atten-
tion is being given to these children and families and it has resulted
in less trouble for these children, and they are only the higher risk
children. But there is less trouble with these children returning to
delinquency or acts of crime than the children who are coming out of
the institutions and going into the normal caseloads of 50 or more.
These programs were developed with LEAA funds. This is encour-
aging. We hope to see them expanded. I am encouraged by the attitude
of State officials there in Georgia to provide alternatives to incarcera-
tion, not only in detention centers but in training schools.

Senator BAYH. Your statement is very comprehensive. I believe your
record would prove that your approach is a lot closer to dealing with
the problem than the way we deal with it now. Is that a fair assess-
ment?

Mr. STARNES. I think so. Another thing that has helped us, and
would provide more help in the future so far as detention is con-
cerned, is standards for detention, such as have recently been adopted
by our State board of human resources, that take effect the first of
November of this year. I have added a copy of those standardsfor
your use. These were developed with input from people working in the
uvenile justice system, both at the administrative and the supervisory

level, and the line staff as well.
Senator BAYH. Have you given attention to what can be done to

help a child remain at home, by dealing with the problems of the
child, or the parents, or with the cornosite problems of the home?
Also, there is the problems of keeping the child in school, of truancy.
Do you have any special programs to deal with those two areasI

Mr. STARNES. Well, yes, sir. I concur in the statement made earlier
about the education system, and it contributing to the problem in the
juvenile justice system. I think too often the schools have used the
court as a dumping grounds and pushed kids out of school, and
rather than them being dropouts, I think many of them are kickouts
or pushouts. But, the school system in our State has not dealt posi-
tively with their behavior problems. I think more attention needs to
be given to this by the education system itself. School social workers
need to be in every school system to deal with the behavior problems
at the earliest point of recognition.

I think one encouraging development is the development of youth
service bureaus or programs such as the youth service bureau concept
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that try to divert kids from the system and deal with the problems
at the earliest level. The National Council on Crime and Delinquency
has helped promote these, and is continuing to, and this has been one
of the major efforts we have supported in our State in the past year.
Through LEAA money again we have developed five pilot projects of
this nature in Georgia. Unfortunately, this may be true in other States
as well, but in Georgia, a concept that is proven workable someplace
else is not accepted until it is tried and proven on a pilot project basis
in our State. So it is going to have to be proven over the next year
that this kind of approach in the community, dealing with the prob-
lem at the earliest point of recognition, keeping kids out of the court,
can be effective in reducing the referrals to the court.

You mentioned education. I think the education of our judiciary is
something that is very poor. Our history has been in Georgia of a
good training program for judges through their own associations, the
Juvenile Court Judges Association and the Superior Court Judges
Association, but those who need it the most, unfortunately, do not
participate in these programs.

Senator BAYE. I have talked to a lot of those judge.who are lead-
ing the way. It is not that we do not have the experience. It is not
that we do not have better ideas. It is not that we have not embarked
upon a better approach. The question is how do you shed light into
the darker corners?

Dr. STARNES. I think too many times they do not have the alterna-
tives, either, that they need at their disposal to make some intelligent
kind of disposition to provide the kind of service that they may
recognize as needed by a child. I think this is where our department
of human resources has led the way because most of our countries in
Georgia are too poor to provide services at the local level, and they
have bad to look to the State to provide these. And I think justice
for juveniles is an idea or concept that is beginning to take place,
take hold in our State. Our legislature has been a tremendous help.
They are slowly but surely becoming educated in this area and are
putting more money into these kinds of services. I think they set a
precedent in the last. session in the spring of 1973 for unifying our
system of detention. Maybe they did not realize they were doing this,
but through local legislation that was agreed to by the majority of
the legislators, they appropriated money for the State to assume the
administrative responsibility of one county operated detention cen-
ter. That county center is now in the State system, and other counties,
including Bibb County, which we focus on 'in the film, have had tre-
mendous problems and are now considering the same thing. Bibb
County wants to get out of the business of detaining children alto-
gether, and they are in negotiations with the State department of
human resources now to assume that responsibility for them. The
facility, unfortunately, is such that it cannot be used, and their local
legislators must ask for money to build the regional center in Macon
to replace that one.

That bothers me to some extent, this continued building. Whenever
a facility is constructed, unfortunately, it is used. Our regional centers
have been overused, and we show the one regional facility in the
film, and we focused on where the boys had to double up in their
rooms. They were built to hold a maximum of 80 children, and they
had taken more children than they could appropriately care for. And
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as of March 1, thispast spring, they have set intake controls popula-
tion controls, and they are now caring only for the number they were
designed to deal with. I think these alternatives, though, can be used
instead of detention. One fortunate thing about these centers, though,
is that they are all under the State department of human resources
which has responsibility for mental health programs, physical health
programs as well, and some of these facilities can be, or the programs
of these facilities can be shifted to focus on other needs such as the
retarded child. We have a tremendous problem of retardates being
committed to our juvenile problem. Retardation is, and that needs to
be addressed. But, there are a lack of facilities for retarded children.
There are already plans in the works now to convert one large train-
ing school into a facility to deal specifically with the retarded de-
linquent. So, there is that ability to refocus programs, and use facili-
ties for special programs or to make different kinds of use of facilities
that we have.

Senator BAYH. Mr. Starnes, I understand you are going to show
us a segment of this film related to the detention business. I appreciate
very much your sharing your experience in Georia, and I hope we
can work with you. Any other ideas you may save in the future
would certainly be welcome.

Mr. STARNES. Thank you, sir. Our office here in Washington, I
believe, works closely with your counsel.

Senator BAYH. We appreciate that very much. Let ts now turn
to your film.

[Mr. Starnes prepared statement and "Standards and Goals" for
the detention of- children and youth in the State of Georgia is as
follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY BY DANIEL* P. STARNES, STATE DmREros, GEORGAi COUNCIL
OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY

Mr. Chairman: I have been asked to give testimony before this U.S. Senate
Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency as it probes into the problems
of detained youth because I have recently probed into those problems in my
state-Georgia.

As State Director of the Georgia Council of the National Council on Crime
and Delinquency, I have directed a public education project for the past year
and a half that resulted in the production of several documentary films on
different aspects of criminal justice In Georgia. One of those documentaries
was filmed In Jan ary and February of this year and released in April. It is
entitled "Mission Possible?: Juvenile Justice in Georgia," a 29 minute look into
that system with a focus half of that time on detention facilities, programs and
problems. As the title implies we asked throughout the film if Juvenile Justice
in Georgia was a mission that is possible. The script for that film is being
submitted to you, but believing the old saying that a picture is worth a thousand
words It is my hope that you will view the film when it is shown later today,
for the bleak and barren conditions shown in two of the detention centers must
be qeen to be understood.

One of the basic problems of Juvenile detention in Georgia is that it is part of
the "Juvenile Justice system" that is terribly fragmented. A brief description
of that "system" and its development illustrates my point.

Of the 159 counties in Georgia, only 85 have Juvenile judges, and only five
of them are full-time juvenile Judges. In the other 124 counties Superior Court
Judges wear two hats and on occasion hear juvenile cases. The state provides
supervision in all 159 counties for children released from Juvenile institutions.
The state also provides probation service; in 189 counties, with the other 20 coun-
ties have their own detention facilities which they share with other counties.
along with 7 regional detention facilities operated by the state. Some connt1PA
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are so far from a juvenile detention center that they place their juvenile sus-
pects in Jails prior to trial.

Until 1967, the State of Georgia had 7 county-owned juvenile detention facili-
ties. The remaining 152 counties used the common jail to detain a juvenile unless
the Oounty Commissioners were willing to pay the per diem rate to one of the
seven county-owned facilities. As a per diem rate was costly to the non-owning
county, the common jails were often occupied by youth under 17 years of age. In
fact, a 1M63 survey indicated that on any one given day, more than 100 youths
were detained in the common jails of the state. In some jails "turn-key" fees
were charged so that the youth was not released until the parents were able to
pay room and board to the Sheriff. In the majority of the common jails, there was
no separation of facilities, so the youth shared the same cell and/or bull-pen
with the town drunk, rapist, murder, or whomever was detained, for whatever
reason. In some counties juveniles were separated from adult prisoners only
through the use of solitary confinement. To further complicate the problem in
the rural counties of the state, where Superior Court Judges sat as Juvenile
Court Judges, youth remained In jail until the judge made the "rounds of his
circuit." It was not unusual for youth to remain in jail for several months, al-
most always prior to the youth having been adjudicated delinquent.

Three major factors have helped to bring the above mentioned practices al-
most to an end. First, the state Initiated the Court Service Worker program
which placed full-time juvenile probation and aftercare staff In all the judicial
circuits. This staff assisted in bringing cases to the attention of the court and re-
ducing the length of stay in detention. Second, the state constructed 6 Regional
Youth Development Oenters to be used to detain youth for counties with no fa-
cilities, at no cost to the county of the youth's residence. In 1972, another county
built a detention center, two more regional centers are soon to be built, and as of
July 1 this year the state assumed responsibility at the request of one county for
its detention facility. Third, the seven counties owning their own detention faci-
lities were given annual grants through the State Department of Human Re-
sources to provide detention services to youth in certain selected counties.

Items two and three above resulted in the State of Georgia creating a "net-
work" of juvenile detention facilities made up of seven regional centers and
seven county-owned (and state subsidized) centers and there is now a detention
center designated to serve each and every county in Georgia. Georgia Is one of
the few states in the nation with such a detention system, and now no child
should have to be detained In a common jail. Yet some counties continue to place
their juvenile suspects in jail prior to trial. Despite attempts to keep children
out of jail there are still 30 to 50 children in Georgia jails on any given day.

I suspect that relative to her population, Georgia probably has more detention
resources than any other state.

Back to our findings wbile filming the documentary. We began our story with a
review of a 3 year old national best seller which made the Fulton County Juvenile
Detention Center In Atlanta Infamous. That book was Children In Trouble: A
National Scandal, by Pulitzer Prize winning author Howard James. I quote from
that book:

"In Atlanta I found a horrible detention home behind an attractive facade in
the shadow of a new $18,000,000 stadium. The home is constantly overcrowded.
On the February morning I was there 191 children were locked up In a place
built for 144. It houses delinquent children, retarded youngsters and those classi-
fied as dependent and neglected-including babies too small to walk. All children
over 10 years of age are mixed together-those who have been abandoned or
mistreated by parents and who have never committed a crime are locked in with
hoodlums. The boys section Is constantly being torn apart by angry youths who
sometimes seem to be in control of the institution. One boy was stabbed with a
plastic toothbrush handle that had been rubbed into a stiletto on a cement wall.
Rooms were built for one child but they housed two. Youngsters on the upper
buiiks kick the ceiling out. Security screens are constantly being ripped from
windows; there is only one man to make repairs and he is always days behind In
his work. I found one boy locked in a solitary confinement cell without a bed.
The room reeked with the stench of urine and feces. Garbage apparently several
days old littered the floor. The youngster insisted he was kicked in the stomach
because he refused to follow orders. The guard, a mammoth man, contended
that the child was pushed and not kicked."

We then asked Presiding Judge Tom Dillon if conditions In the Fulton Center
were really as bad as the book says they were and he stated that circumstances
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were often more serious than indicated in the book. There had been as many as
190 boys detained at one time in the area designed for 72. And while the
center had a mental health program, an academic program, a gymnasium and an
athletic field, the overpopulation prevented the use of those programs and the
boys were kept in their cells. Some of the children detained were not there for
criminal offenses but for such things as being neglected and dependent and they
were not always kept separate from those charged with crimes.

The first of this year Judge Dillon passed an order setting priorities of deten-
tion and separating the dependent and neglected children from those charged
with delinquency. Now more attention is being given to the need for using secure
detention for those children referred to court. Alternate plans are being made
now for some children.

In our filming we came across an all too common example of the inappropriate
use of detention-this time at one of the state's Regional Youth Centers. A 14
year old boy and his older brother had been locked up for a month on the day
we were there-locked up for something everyone agreed did not involve delin-
quency so much as family problems. The boys parents divorced and simply
swapped mates with another couple. The boys were ordered to stay with their
mother, but they kept running off to their father. Other problems led to their de-
tention which, due to court delays, dragged on until they were finally sent to
their father. The program at that detention facility is better than at many
others, but it is designed ,for delinquents, not victims of family problems.

State authorities indicate theft at least 75 percent of the youngsters detained
in their regional centers do not need that type for care. They feel that most chil-
dren could be dealt with more appropriately by not being detained. Too often the
courts rely on the use of detention because other services are not immediately
available-such as emergency shelter care or emergency foster homes, or too few
professional probation counselors or Court Service Workers to supervise chil-
dren in the community prior to a court hearing. These situations continue de-
spite the fact that detention is -designed to hold securely the youth who is dan-
gerous to himself or others, and/or those who are likely to abscond before a court
hearing is held.

Finally, such practices led the State Department of Human Resources to place
intake and population controls into effect March 1 of this year. Since then the
regional centers hold a maximum of 30 children-the number they were designed
to serve. Judges and court workers are now being forced to develop alternate
plans for many children.

The state is assisting by expanding Its community based services. Among those
services is a new program of "Attention Homes," designed to provide a tem-
porary place of abode for children who do not need secure detention, a place to
stay until a more stable living plan is developed. This will help avoid the stigma
that is attached to being detained. Through a federal grant from the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration (LEAA) 9 such "Attention Homes" will be
opened this year--5 two weeks from now, and 4 more by the end of the year.

Another county operated detention center visited was the Blibb County De-
tention Rome, which serves the Macon area. I personally detest the use of the
word "Home" attached to any detention facility. That word connotes a place of
permanent residence and positive feelings are attached to the word by many
people, when in fact detention is by law supposed to be short term security. The
situation observed and filmed at Bibb County was another example of the In-
appropriate use of detention.

A petition had been filed by the mother of a fifteen year old girl charging her
with using abusive language to her parents. Her mother wanted to head off
further trouble so she had the girl picked up and detained. She arrived In hand-
cuffs, even though it was her first time ever to be locked up. The charge was
minor-ungovernable. She was detained in a clean but barren and cheerless cell
for five days before the court hearing was held.

One teacher was employed and on that day he had five children who couldn't
read or write, and some bright children in the same class who wanted to talk
philosophy. That teacher has since left for further training, but the Superin-
tendent said that he himself had not had time for additional training. He is a
former paint and body mechanic and he and his wife have worked there day and
night for more than seven years and he said, "that's on the job training."

There is a small play area outside the Bibb County Center but the children get
out only an hour or so every week. The Superintendent told us there just weren't
enough people to keep children from Jumping the short fence 4nd running away.
Blbb County gets paid by the state to take children from five other counties. The
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state pays almost two thirds of the budget, but only about a third of the children
are from outside Bibb County.

Our film has had an effect on the Bibb C6iinty Detttoto Cnter. Officials there
were unaware of some of the conditions and practices and 'hen confronted with
them they were concerned enough to appropriate money fof four new 'staff posi-
tions. The Judge is taking a greater role in overseeing the practices of staff, and
county officials are interested ih abandoning the detention bttsifiegs altogether
and giving that responsibility to the state. That is also beihfg considered by onp
other county in Georgia.

oc I have been to eleven of the 14 codht* and state JuVenile detention centers in
Georgia, and have found personnel ti all to be Well intended and sincere tui their
efforts to deal with children in trouble, but in seteratl situations, such as the Bibb
County Center, they lack the direction and stipervisidti by well trained directors.
There has also been a lack of qualifications and Iiservcte training for personnel
in those centers. On the other hand, I have f6nd the Regional Centers operated
by the state to b well coordinated and unified in their approach, applying the
same standards And programs in all centers. Thoge programs include remedial
education, recreation and counseling by qualified social workers.

Beside the Attention Homes" development othet events liav# taken place in thb
past two years that have had a bearing on the future of detiton in GeOrgia.
Some of those events folloW.

The Georgia Council of the National Council Mi Ctrtni aO d D lhuttrcy
adopted the position in 1971 that there should be a unified system of detention
of Juveniles statewide, under state operation, in order to rectify some of the
problems mentioned.

Operating funds have been made available on an annual basis to the counties
owning their own detention facilities for seVeral yeats and the total amount
varied from $600,000 to $1,000,000 per year. There was no authority attached to
require that certain standards be met. Consequently, these county facilities have
operated with very little assistance in uniform administration. It is quite pbssi-
ble that the Georgia General Assembly, during the 1973 Se~ion, set a precedent
by allocating to the State Department of Huhan Resouies fund to take over
the operations of the Cobb County Detention Center. Cdne other couhti requested
"State take-over" but did not have its legislators pro~ld the funding. Several
other counties have expressed interest in moving to a unified system of state
operation.

Another positive development has been the allocation of Federal Funds through
the LEAA to the State Crime Commission of Georgia for an objective, profes-
sional evaluation of the needs of the county-owned and operated detention
facilities and their capability to satisfy basic objectives of detention care. The
proposed study is a comprehensive one covering: 1. secure custody with physical
care, 2. a constructive and satisfying program, 3. individual guidance through
social casework and Vroupwork, and 4. provision for observation and study
of children. The study calls for recommendations in the areas of admission con-
trol, detention (including program, medical care, physical hygiene, staff quali-
fications and training, school, and treatment), building modifications. and overall
administration and planning. The study has definite implications for the future of
the Independent county facilities and the state system.

Another encouraging development has been the formulation of Standards and
Guides For the Detention of Children and Youth of Georgia. These standards
were prepared by the committee composed of persona working in the field of
juvenile corrections and included personnel from both county and state oper-
ated detention facilities, probation and court service personnel, judges and their
representatives, licensing personnel, supervisory personnel from the Depart-
ment of Human Resources, and myself. These standard; have been adopted by
the State Board of Human Resources and take effect November 1 this year. The
Standards and Guides are attached for your inspection. I must add that they

Ow' are the minimum desirable standards for detention of Juveniles and were pat.
terned after the Standards and Guides for Detention developed by the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency.

The 1973 General Assembly of Georgia passed an Act to provide minimum
standards for every detention facility In the state that holds persons charged
with or convicted of either a felony, misdemeanor or municipal offense. The
Georgia Council of NOOD worked with a legislative Jail Standards Study Com-
mittee for 2 years looking Into the problems of jails and focusing attention on
the need for standards that would provide for full-time Jailers, security mea-
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urea, fire and health inspections and other matters. That law becomes effective
January 1, 1974. Coincidentally we will soon release'a documentary film on the
problems of Jails In Georgia. Meanwhile we still have 366 local Jails in Georgia
with conditions including overcrowdedness, lack of supervision, Idleness, and
intermingling of prisoners of all ages and degrees of criminality. Some of our
Jails do not even maintain full-time jailers even when there are prisoners con-
fined. That Is going to change.

Periodically some grievous occurrence brings attention to jail conditions, but
usually it takes only- a short time for the public t- forget it. Four inmates died
of smoke inhalation in the Rabun County jail la the spring of last year. The
riots in Augusta in the spring of 1970 were sparked by Jhe jail death of a retarded
Juvenile brought on by a brutal game being played by several unsupervised young
inmates. Jails are notorious not only in Georgia, but throughout the country
as a constant source of verified reports of filth, perversion, sadism, and cor-
ruption. In the nation, two million men and women go through these places every
year, Including at least 100,000 youngsters under 18. Most states have statutes
that recommend against placement of Juveniles in jail, but in only 5 states is
it prohibited by law. The Georgia Council of NCCD plans to sponsor legislation
in the 1974 General Assembly of Georgia that will add Georgia to that number
of states that prohibit the use of the common Jails for Juveniles.

As more states consider following that practice and as they mandate minimum
standards for detention of Juveniles, they will have to take a hard look at alter-
native ways of providing for youngsters in trouble. It Is my hope that the citizens
of this nation will realize that programs such as the attention homes described
above and the day centers like "The Connection," shown In our film are more
effective and more humane ways of treating juvenile offenders, as well as being
more economical to operate.

We must also begin to focus attention on preventing delinquency and divert-
ing children from the juvenile Justice system with programs like the Youth
Service Bureau, which Is operating In many communities throughout the coun-
try and proving to be successful in saving lives and money.

Change comes slowly, but in the area of detention we have made a good start
In Georgia. But the burden of responsibility to hasten change is on those of us
who are familiar with the problems that need :correcting. We must offer workable
solutions to those problems and ask for public support to bring about the neces-
sary changes. This is a job that must be done.

STANDARDS AND GUIDES FOR THE DETENTION OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH

IN THE STATE OF GEORGIA

FOREWORD

The Children and Youth Act, Section 14(p), places the responsibility and legal
authority for establishing detention standards for the State of Georgia In the
Department of Human Resources and Its predecessors and successors. The Com-
missioner of this Department requested that a committee be formed for the pur-
pose of drawing up these standards. This committee was composed of persons
working in the field of Juvenile corrections and included personnel from both
county and state operated detention facilities, probation and Court Service per-
sonnel, Judges and their representatives, lI!censing personnel, supervisory person-
nel from units providing services to youth in the Department of Human Re-
sources, and a representative of the National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
The standards which have evolved are the result of a number of meetings of
this group and are the minimum desirable standards for detention of Juveniles.

Before standards are established, it is first necessary to define "detention."
According to one definition, detention Is the temporarV care of children of Ju-
venile age, in a physically restricted facility pending court disrposition or trans-
fer to another Jurisdiction or agency. If detention is used properly, these are
children who have or are alleged to have committed delinquent acts and for
whom secure custody is required for their own or for the community's protection.
Detention Is nvot a final disposition of the court. The Juvenile Code, passed as
Act No. 697, Senate Bill 105, at the 1971 Session of the Georgia General Assembly
states, in Chapter 24A-14,, Section 24A-1401: "DETENTION OF CHILD. A child
taken Into custody shall not be detained . . prior to the hearing on the petition
unless his detention ... Is required to prcitect the person or property of others
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or of the child or because the child may abscond or be removed from the jurls,
diction of the court ... or an order for his detention... has been made by the
court pursuant to this Code." It is made clear that such detention is intended
only for the delinquent child for, after stipulating what the places of detention
for a delinquent child can be, the Code, Section 24A-1403, paragraph (d), reads:
"A child alleged to be deprived or unruly may be detained or placed in shelter
care only In (1) a licensed foster home or a home approved by the court: (2) a
facility operated by a licensed child welfare agency; or (3) any other suitable
place or facility, designated or operated by the court." This paragraph of the
Code specifically excludes a detention home or center for delinquent children as
a placement for deprived or unruly children. Definitions of the three classifica-
tions of juveniles as the Code applies are found in Chapter 24A-4, Section 24A-
401, paragraphs (f), (g) and (h).

Youngsters picked up for delinquency are susceptible to the Influence of other
delinquents and often seek delinquency status. To place them together in jails,
In jail-like or makeshift detention facilities, or even in new detention homes with-
out the right staff and program Is to promote delinquency. The Department of
Human Resources is responsible for the inspection of detention facilities to see
that minimum standards are being met.

Throughout these standards, reference to the "detention consultant" Is to the
person or persons designated by the Department of Human Resources to inspect
detention facilities in the State of Georgia; reference to the "administrator" is
to the person charged with the responsibility of running the detention facility;
reference to "children" Is to those of juvenile age who are placed in detention
under the authority of the Juvenile Code. Large type denotes required standards
and Italic provides explanatory philosophy.

STANDARDS FOR JUVENILE DETENTION

I. General statement of purpose
A. These standards apply to all facilities for the detention of juveniles with-

out regard to sponsorship.
B. Regular inspections, at least annually but preferably quarterly, will be made

by appropriate staff from the Department of Human Resources to Insure com-
pliance with these standards.

C. Reports of the detention consultant will be made available to the Adminis-
trator and other proper authorities, i.e., the judge or funding authority.

D. The administrator or his appointed representative shall report Immediately
to his immediate supervisor and the detention consultant the death or serious
injury of any child or staff member.

E. The detention consultant shall have the right of entry to any portion of the
facility at any time. He shall have the right to confer with any employee or child
in privacy without interference.

F. No child or employee shall be punished or threatened with punishment for
talking with the detention consultant.

G. If any serious abuses, derelictions or deficiencies are found and not cor-
rected within a reasonable length of time, determined by the consultant and ad-
ministrator of the institution, the commissioner of the Department of Human
Resources shall report the same In writing to the Governor.

H. Any appeals on the recommendations of the detention consultant should
be submitted to the commissioner of the Department of Human Resources, or
his delegated appointee, within 10 days.

I. A copy of these standards shall be posted In every juvenile detention facility
In the State.

J. Provisional approval of a facility not meeting minimum standards may be
granted for a period of twelve months. If, at the end of twelve months, there is
evidence of positive efforts to remedy deficiencies, a second period of provisional
appoval, not to exceed twelve months, may be granted.

K. These standards become effective November 1, 1973.
IL Admissions

a. Only children who are alleged to be or adjudicated delinquent (or unruly
under certain circumstances) in accordance with the Juvenile Code (revised by
1971 session of the general assembly) shall be detained in a detention facility.
Conditions prescribed in the Juvenile Code shall be met.

Neglected or abandoned children "with no other place to go" should not be
admitted to juvenile detention facliifei. It should be clearly established that
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detention facilities are staffed and programmed for the delinquent child, and
that this type of programming for the neglected or abused child is, at best, a form
of governmental abuse.

b. All money and personal property shall be surrendered upon admission of a
child. A written record of these properties shall be signed by both child and the
admitting employee and receipt given to the child. This list shall also be signed
by both the child and-the releasing employee upon the discharge of the child. The
receipt is to be relinquished at this time If the child still has it. Illegal articles or
weapons shall be turned over to local law enforcement officials or properly dis-
posed of according to local procedure. The proper receipt and care for personal
property of children In detention is the first means the detention center staff has
of letting the child know they care about him/her as an individual. Violating
a child's personal property rights, no matter how incidental the item, can only
lead to mistrust and resentment by the child.

c. Upon admission each child shall be given a shower and issued clean clothing.
This is an Indication of the detention center's role in the child's welfare. Clean
clothing .and a shower for each new admission also reduces the possibility of
infections and diseases.

d. Necessary linens shall be Issued upon admission and clean linens shall be
issued at least once weekly.

e. No child shall be admitted if intoxicated, visually under the influence of
drugs, or shows evidence of being ill or Injured, until examined by a physician.

f. Children remaining in care 72 hours or longer shall be given a medical exam-
ination, including a blood test for venereal disease, as required by law, and any
other tests deemed necessary by the examining physician.

G. Upon admission a record shall be compiled for each child: including the
following:

1. Date and time of admission
2. Full name
3. Date of birth
4 Sex
5. Race
6. Height
7. Weight
8. Color of hair and eyes
9. Home address
10. Name, address and phone number of legal guardian'
1.. Religion
12. Name of family physician
13. Any prescribed medication in use
14. Any physical defects, handicaps or unusual symptoms
15. Reason for detention
16. Names of persons delivering and receiving the child
17. Name of school and grade level achieved
18. Notification of parent and guardian that child is being detained
19. Name of assigned court representative and notification of same
20. Copy of authority to detain

III. Records
A. Children's recorda.-I. In addition to Identifying information obtained at

the time of admission, records shall be established for each child to include the
following:

a. Log of behavior, both positive and negative, adjustment and employee
observation

b. All disciplinary Infractions
c. Actions taken to adjust disciplinary or adjustment problems
d. Any accident, injury or health problems
e. Reports of physical examinations and health or medical attention provided
f. Visitations
g. Runaways
h. Participation in group disturbance or violence
I. Reports of social, psychiatric or psychological evaluations
J. Date and reason for discharge and to whom discharge was made
k. Parental permission for special privileges
1. Record of leave from fnstitution
2. Records shall be maintained in a confidential manner. However, they shall

be made available to juvenile court officials by request and shall be subject to
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review by the detention consultant. Pertinent information will be furnished
when a child is transferred to another child-care institution.

An important benefit from a child's stay in detention Is the opportunity for
trained staff to provide meaningful behavioral observations about him. Behavioral
records are also important to probation and court staff who must develop plans
for the child after his period of detention. Although behavioral observation is an
important function of detention stanf, it must be emphasized that children should
not be detained purely for observational reasons, nor should the detention home
be used as a referral resource for clinical observation.

B. Staff Reoords.--Records of Individual employees shall be maintained and
shall include:

1. Identifying information
2. Qualifications
3. Character and employment references
4. Employment history
5. Employment date
6. Evidence of pre-employment physical examination
7. Result of annual test for tuberculosis
8. Training record
C. Statiotics.-Dally, weekly and monthly population statistics shall be re-

corded and made available to appropriate officials upon request. A copy of the
monthly report will be sent to the youth services unit of the Department of
Human Resources on a standard form furnished by the State.

The maintaining of a central statistical file is extremely Important In meas
urging the needs for and of institutional services on a statewide basis. Sharing
of population information can also aid local facilities in projecting population
trends, budget needs and staffing patterns.
IV. Staff

A. There shall be at least two staff members on active duty at all times. When
girls are detained, one staff member must be female. It is desirable that a mini.
mum of three staff members be on active duty at all times.

B. There shall be a minimum of one full-time staff member for every two (2)
beds In the facility. This may include supervisory and administrative staff as-
signed to detention, child care attendants, teachers (if paid by court or local
board of education), clerical, and other staff carrying out duties directly concerned
with detention. Only staff assigned to tasks directly concerned with physical
care, examination, training and treatment of children In detention will be
counted.

It should be noted that these are minimum requirements for staffing Juvenile
detention facilities. Physical differences in building design and variations in
local programs and procedures may dictate additional staff patterns and
requirements.

Child care staff should be physically present with their assigned children dur-
ing their time of duty, except while children are sleeping. The use of mechanical
equipment, puch as monitoring devices and electric doors, are designed to supple-
ment staff, not replace them.

Child care staff should be carefully selected and specially trained to super-
vise daily programs for children in their custody. A physical body on duty does
not represent adequate staffing, nor responisible programming.

C. A forty-hour work week shall be established for all employees.
D. No child care staff shall "live in" the detention facility.
E. Administrators employed after January 1, 1974, shall have a college degree.
F. Child care staff employed after January 1, 1974, shall have a high school edu-

cation or G.E.D. certificate.
G. There shall be on duty in the facility at all times an adult who, by define.

tion of Job or delegated authority, is responsible for the administration of the
O facility.

H. Initial orientation and in-service training for staff shall be provided on a
continuing basis.
V. Child supervision and care

A. Dc dplfne.-l. Corporal punishment shall not be permitted.
2. No child shall be deprived of food as a method of discipline.
3. Isolation shall be permitted only in those situations where a child is out of

control, continually refuses to obey reasonable and lawful commands, is a
threat to himself or others, or upon the direction of a physician as a temporary
health precaution.
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4. No period of Isolation shall be longer than twenty-four (24) hours except
in unusual circumstances and wit,, the written approval of the administration.. 5. Any room used for Isolation shall be comfortable, well lighted and provided
with water and toilet facilities. The room shall be monitored.

6. Discipline which is dehumanizing shall not be permitted.
7. When a child is transferred to an adult detention facility, a complete report

must be made by the administrator and a copy kept as part of the child's file.
8. The authority of thd staff for administering discipline and privileges shall

not be delegated to the children.
An established policy of discipline is essential for operating any juvenile in-

stitution. The type of children who need detention require constant supervision
and firm but fair treatment. Limits for behavior should be established and main-
tained consistently between staff members. Disciplinary action should be admin-
Istered as soon as possible after the offense and have direct relation to the seln-
ousness of the act. Children should be given prior notice of the results of rules
and infractions and their consequences.

B. Work.-Required tasks are an important part of teaching responsibility to
children. A rewards system for children in detention is desirable. Work should
not be used as punishment.

1. Children may be required toperform such duties as:
a. Making own beds
b. Cleaning own rooms
c. Cleaning group living areas and activity areas
d. Cleaning institutional. offices and grounds
e. Helping in the kitchen
2. Children shall not lVe required to perform such duties as:
a. Personal services to staff
b. Cleaning or maintaining areas away from the detention 'acllities
c. Replacing employed staff
C. Reoreatio.-1. Supervised periods of time for both indoor and outdoor rec-

reational activities shall be provided daily.
2. Unless restricted for health, disciplinary or security reasons, all children

shall be encouraged to participate in planned recreational activities.
3. Arts and crafts supplies, books, current magazines, games and other indoor

recreational materials shall be provided
4. Appropriate athletic equipment shall be provided for outside activities and

kept in good A-pair
Large muscle play as well as quiet games and activities are necessary for any

age child. These activities should be planned and serve a daily program objective.
Activities that do no more than fill idle time should be avoided, although super-
vised free time should be allowed daily. It is recommended that the per diem
expenditure for arts and crafts and recreational materials be set at a minimum
of 104 per child.

D. Religion.-1. Religious needs of children shall be met in cooperation with
local religious groups and/or churches.

2. No child shall be required to attend religious, services. No punitive action
will be taken toward a child refusing to attend such services.

E. Education.--Children in detention are not exempt from the compulsory
school attendance laws; however, programs in the classroom should be adapted
to the needs of the individual child.

1. A program of academic and/or vocational instruction shall be provided for
children detained longer than 72 hours.

2. Every detention unit of 30 beds or more should have at least one full-time
teacher. It is recommended that this person have a college degree.

F. Visitation and correspondence.-It is Important that children In detention
maintain family ties and contacts. Supervised visiting periods provide an excel-
lent opportunity for children and parents or other family members to build more
positive relationships.

1. All facilities shall provide for visitation by parents, legal guardians, legal
representatives, and any other approved visitors. Parental visits will be encour-
aged as soon as feasible after admission.

2. Visiting privileges shall be subject to rules and regulations of individual
facilities and may be revoked upon violation of these rules and regulations. Rules
shall be posted in the visiting area.
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3. Visiting hours shall be scheduled on. a regular basis and schedules shall be
made available to children, employees and visitors.

4. No child shall be derived of or denied the right to see his attorney of
record.

5. All children shall be allowed to correspond in writing to parents and
family, legal guardian, court officials, attorneys, clergy, public officials, and the
detention consultant.

6. The detention facility shall provide writing materials and postage.
G. Daily routines.-l. Any male staff member entering the girls' quarters

shall be accompanied by a female staff member.
2. Any child confined to room or cell shall be visually observed at least once

every Y (one-fourth) hour. The administrator or designated representative shall
talk to the child at least once during each one-half (%) day to assess his need
for continued isolation.

3. Ample periods for rest and sleep shali be provided. Schedules shall not be
planned for convenience of staff but shall meet the needs of the children.

4. At least eight (8) hours each night shall be provided for sleep.
6. Soap, wash cloths, towels, toothbrushes, toothpaste, combs, toilet paper and

other comfort items and articles for body hygiene shall be provided for each
child. Types of above items should conform to security requirements.

6. All children shall be required to bathe at least daily.
H. Health.-l. There shall be available to each staff member a written plan

for appropriate actions in medical and dental emergencies.
2. There shall be provisions for psychological and/or psychiatric examinations

In cases where the administration deems this would be helpful in reaching a
decision concerning a plan of care for the child.

3. Arrangements should be made with at least one licensed physician for the
medical care of the children.

4. Standard first aid supplies shall be available in the facility and all staff
members should be knowledgeable in their use. This training is recommended
as a part of the staff development program. I .

5. In case of serious illness or Injury, parents or guardians and court officials
should be notified. •

6. All drugs and medical supplies should be kept securely lockedand adminis-
tered only in accordance with the directions of a physician. A permanent record
should be kept showing date, time, medication, ailment and person administer-
ing all medication.

7. If there is indication that a detained female is pregnant, a physician should
be consulted and his plan of care and treatment followed.

8. Payment for medical and dental services not provided routinely by the
detention facility is the responsibility of the detaining court.

VI. Physical plant
A. Each detention facility must provide secure custody and meet health and

safety regulations as prescribed by the division of physical health and the state
fire marshall. An evacuation plan, in case of fire or similar emergency, shall be
posted prominently.

B. Space must be provided for education, recreation, dining and living in addi-
tion to the rooms used for detention.

C. There must be a bed for each child detained. Each room must be designed
for single occupancy with a minimum of 500 cubic feet or air space and a mini-
mum of eight (8) feet ceiling height.'

D. Facilities must be kept clean and well lighted.
E. A secure outside play area with appropriate recreational equipment, good

visual supervision and a minimum of 150 feet by 150 feet for each 30 children,
shall be provided.

[The transcript for "Mission Possible'? Juvenile Justice in Georgia,"
is marked "Exhibit No. 3" and is as follows:]

Recommendations for standards on furnishings and design may bl) obtained from
"Standards and Guides for Detention of Children and Youth", published by the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency, Continental Plaza, Hackensack, N.J. 07001.
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EXHIBIT NO. 8

'#MtssioN Possnz?: Juvzwz JusTcE in GEoRGLA"

One of a series of documentary films on Georgia's Criminal Justice System

Written and Produced by Daniel P. Starnee, State Director, Georgia Council of
the Natioxal Council on Crime and Delinquency

Assisted by Gene Stephens, School of Urban Life, Georgia State University

Adapted and Narrated by Ray Moore, Senior News-Analyst, WAGA-TV Atlanta

RAY MooRE. This film is one of a series on Georgia's Criminal Justice Sys-
tem. In th* particular episode we'll look at the Juvenile Justice System in
Georgia.

Treating Juvenile Qffenders differently from adults--under the law-Is a
twentieth century innovation. Different treatment was begun for the human!-
tarian reasons of helping children instead of punishing them, but it has not
necessarily proven to be better. For one thing, differential treatment has meant
confinement for many children for behavior which would not be illegal If they
were adults, such as truancy tom school, or running away from home-even
if a child fled to escape drunken, abusive parents. It has only been since-1967
that juveniles have been afforded by law basic civil rights when charged with
offenses that could lead to curtailment of their freedom. Even today, in many
states--including Georgia, Juveniles still seem to get what exports call the worst
of the two worlds. That is, they are expected to behave better than adults and
they can be confined for many acts which would not be illegal if they were
adults. And In Georgia, as in other states, there is a problem of fragmentation
of the Juvenile justice system. Of the 159 counties In Georgia, only 35 have
Juvenile judges. In the other 124 counties Superior Court Judges wear two
hats and on occasion sit its Juvenile Judges. The state provides supervision in all
159 counties for children released from Juvenile Institutions, The state also pro-
vides probation services in 141 counties, but 18 counties have their own Juvenile
probation services. Eight of these 18 counties have their own detention facilities
which they share with other counties, along with 6 regional facilities operated
by the state. Yet some counties are so small and so far from a Juvenile deten-
tion system that they place their Juvenile suspects in jails prior to trial. Despite
all attempts to keep children out of Jail there are 40 to 50 children in Georgia
jails on any given day. Is Juvenile Justice In Georgia a mission that Is possible?

RAY MOORE. Let's begin our story with a review of a 3 year old national best
seller which made an Atlanta Juvenile center infamous.

"Some three and a half years ago Pulitzer Prize winning author Howard
JaIneq wrote about Atlanta's Juvenile Justice System in a book called Children
in Troble: A National Scandal. 'In Atlanta I found a horrible detention home
behind an attractive facade in the shadow of a new $18,000,000 stadium. The
home Is constantly overcrowded. On the February morning I was there 191 chil-
dren were locked up in a place built for 144. It houses delinquent children,
retarded youngsters and those classified as dependent and neglected-including
h.ibles too small to walk. All children over 10 years of age are mixed together-
those who have been abandoned or mistretaed by parents and who-have never
committed a crime are locked In with hoodlums. The boys section Is constantly
being torn apart by angry youths who sometimes seems to be in control ?f the
institfltion. One boy was stabbed with a plastic toothbrush handle that had lieen
rubbed Into a stiletto on a cement wall. Rooms were built for one child but they
honm ed two. Youngsters on the upper bunks kick the ceiling out. Security screens
Pre constantly being ripped from windows; there is only one wan to make
reumirs and he is always days behind in his work. I found one boy locked in a
solitary confinement cell without a bed. The room reeked with the stench of
urine and feces. Garbage apparently several days old littered the floor. The
youngster insisted lie was kicked in the stomach because he refused to follow
orders. The guard, a mammoth man, contended that the child was pushed and
not kicked.' "

RAY M1OORE. "Fulton Juvenile Judge Tom Dillon sees children in trouble dily
in his courtroom. He also oversees their incarceration in many cases. We asked
Judge Dillon If Fulton Juvenile was really as bad as the book says it was."

Judge DnroN. "Circumstances were often, over the past months, more serious
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than indicated in the bookc. We have had, in my experience, over 190 boys alone
on the floor in a facility built for 72."

RAY Moo"a. "How many today?"
Judge DILLON. "There are 51 boys on the floor, I believe, today."
RAY MooRn. "Which means in effect that you have no more than one person

to a cell now whereas you might have had two to three in a cell?"
Judge DILLON. 'That is correct."
RAY MooRE. "How has this come about ?"
Judge DILLON. "We passed an order, effective the first of the year, setting

'N priorities of detention. When the rooms are filled up the priorities go into effect
and those that must be detained are kept and those who do not have to be detained
are released. We haven't bhd to release anyone as yet, as a mktter of fact."

RAY MooRE. "Some of the children you have here are not for criminal offenses
but for such things as child neglect. Are they kept separate from other
children?"

Judge DILLON. "They are kept in a separate section from those who are
charged with crimes."

RAY MooRE. "That hasn't always been the case, though"
Judge DILLoN. "It was not the case until the first of this month." (January,

1973).
RAY MooRE. "How do you handle a child who is placed in solitary confinement?

What is in the room?"
Judge DILON. "There is nothing In the. room except the child who is placed

there. It's a barren room. The child is Ikep there typically for an hour, two hours,
three hours. This is the only means of severe discipline that we have; we do
not administer whippings or spankings at all."

RAY MOORE. "How would you snpu rize the difference in the conditions of
Juvenile detention home at Fulton Couhty three years ago versii the' wa they
are today ?"

Judge DzLON. "Now the County has a mental health facility here. The county
has a gymnasium, an athletic field and other programs available. But when there
is that kind of population we simply can't use the programs. All we can do is
simply incarcerate, and in fact, Jail the boys. Now we are using the recreation
field, we are using the gym and we are being able to use some of the behavior
modification programs in the mental health department."

RAY MOOR& "Judge Dillon deals with offenders who are 16 years old and
under. The 17 year olds are handled now In adult courts. But beginning July 1,
1973, a new law says the sometimes rough and rugged 17 year olds must be
judged and housed as children. Even without the added load, the Fulton Juve-
nile Detention Center near Atlanta Stadium has sometimes had 190 boys in
cells designed for a maximum of 72. The problem was so bad that the county
was considering spending a million and a half dollars to build a new addition,
but when Judge Dillon took over as Chief Judge late in 1972 he took drastic
steps to cut the population. For instance, if a boy can be released and his
parents are slow coming for him court officials just take the boy home. Or if
parents in New York don't send money for a bus ticket to get their son home
Fulton County buys a ticket and sends the parents a bill. Some pay, some don't,
but the bus ticket is often cheaper than housing the child for several days. These
and other measures have now cut the Fulton Center's population to well undpr
capacity. But what's going to happen when the 17 year olds are shipped into
here and other Juvenile centers around the state? Judge Dillon Is threatening
to turn away Inmates from five other counties which now use the Fulton Center:
Coweta, Carroll, Heard, Meriwether and Troup. But that will mean turning
away $300,000 a year that the state pays Fulton to house youngsters from out-
side the county. The Judge says Fulton loses money on the deal anyway, that
the legislature failed to put up all the money that was promised and that the
,.'at c. holdd P'ave gone ahead with plans to build a new state center in Elberton.

0V But the head of Georgia's Juvenile program, Charles Ray, admits that the state
is behind in its payments to Fulton. Still, he thinks the state has saved money
and young lives by not building another prison. Instead of two and a half mil-
lion dollars for an institution, a million dollars of state and federal funds were
spent on setting up facilities for treating delinquents in the community. And even
If the 17 year olds do come Into the system Ray says that through Increased use
of out-patient type community facilities, he feels these new youths can be han-
dled without overcrowding the system. Ray says truants, runaways and ungovern-
able children should be taken out of the Institutions. That space could then be'
used to handle the serious 17 year old offenders."

25-21R-74-23
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RAY MooRE. "The young man who has written his name across these walls as
well as his art work notes that he has been in 'Junile' 50 or 60 times, Jail once,
YDC twice." "Then he says 'this is my damn last time up here.' "I wonder if it is."

RAY MOOns. "A 14 year old Stephens County boy doesn't know it, but he is
lucky to be in a Regional Youth Development Center-In Gainesville. Tommy is
lucky because he's in the newest And one of the best of the six centers in Georgia.
Some years ago he might have wound up in a county jail, tender bait for a sexual
assault and a criminal education by the old timers. But in Gainesville his
quarters are neat, clean and bright. The boys have to double up, but the girls
have individual rooms. There's a classroom, more personal attention. Boys like
Tommy, who has failed four grades, often make some remarkable progress. The
State Department of Human Resources built and operates this center for chil-
dren from 22 counties. So the surroundings have improved, but the court system
has not. Tommy and an older brother had been locked up for a month on the
day we were there-locked up for something everyone agreed did not involve
delinquency so much qs family problems. Tommy's parents divorced and simply
swapped mates with another couple. The two boys were ordered to stay with
their mother, but they kept runjuing off to their father. And juvenile authorities
had been told that he drinks. During a family argument eighty pound Tommy
knocked out his 16 year old sister. So his mother had him arrested. That was on
Saturday, December 30th, and Tommy remembers what they told him then."

ToMMY. "What they told me before I come in was that both of us would go to
court Tuesday. That was Saturday."

RAY Moons. "The law says a chiid must have a hearing within 10 days, but
these boys waited 24 days. I was told their court Service Worker had the flu.
The Mountain Circuit has no juvenile judge, so the Superior Court Judge Jack
Gunter, who had just taken office, heard the case along with his other load. After
listening to the family fuss the Judge ordered more investigation, and the days
of (htention for the children dragged on until they were finally sent to their
father."

RAY MOORE. "Charles Ray, head of the Juvenile Justice Program in the State
Department of Human Resources, likes to visit "The Connection," in Decatur.
For here he can look with pride at a success story-a living demonstration that
some children who get in trouble don't have to be sent to reform school. They stay
in the community."

RAY Moons to unidentified boy at "The Connection.""-"When did you first get
in trouble?"

BoY. "I was about nine years old."
RAY MOORE. "What was that?"
BoY. "I was chasing chickens."
RAY MooaE. "Then last year Jimmy stole a motorcycle. In the old days he

would have been kept in a Reform School and perhaps graduated as a real
criminal. Instead he's at 'The Connection' during the day and home at night.
'The Connection' is one of four day centers operated by the State Department
of Human Resources. Fifteen year old Jimmy goes to school here, plays and
talks with his buddies."

JIMMY. "We have a group meeting from 11 to 12. The group meets and decides
things-like--if you are not going to school and you have been missing a lot of
school, they make a decision for you to go. The group pretty much has the
power over school."

RAY MOORE. "Who makes the rules around here?"
JIMMY. "The group; everybody in the school; all the boys."
R kY 3MooRv. "You make your own rules?"
JIMMY. "Yes."
RAY 1o0R. "What happens when you break the rules?"
JiM mY. "Go back to the group and go in front of the group and they decide

on something. It's usually pretty fair, though."
RAY M.NOORE. "Punishment, you mean?"
JIMMY. "Yea-like we can't hit ping pong-lke sometimes when the boys get

mad and throw a ping pong paddle down on the table and put a big old slice in
it. If you do that you can't play ping pong for a week, or something like that."

RAY .M1OORE. "On this day he has had a minor fuss with his parents because he
stayed away from 'The Connection' two days straight, even though the rules
say it's okay to skip two days a month."

SARA SCHMIDLIN. Director of The Connection-... Frequently a child, when
he gets into trouble, is really trying to give his parents a message. He's trying
to tell them something that he's not getting at home or that he wants. And what
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we're about is to try to help him tell he parents more directly, without having
to get into trouble."

RAY MooR. "How do you do that?"
SA"s SOHMIDLIN. "Well, this case in point: were going to take the child

home today, he doesn't want to go home, but we're going to take him home,
talk to his parents, show how their taking all of his privileges away from him
is only making him angrier and instead of trying to punish him now, now is
the time to maybe talk. Because he Is growing up. Part of his getting into
trouble was to say I want to be free too, and they have trouble letting go."

RAY Moopm to Jimmy. "Going to stay out of trouble from now on?"
JIMMY. "Yes."
RAY Mooans "What makes you think you Will?"
JiMMY. "My head-I don't think I'll go back."
RAY Moons. playing ping pong with Boy. "Jerry is 15 and has been arrested

eight times since he was 9 years old. He has only one eye but he is tough at
this table."

"See, I blew it.--Go ahead serve.-Your play."
RAY MooRE. "Across from the ping pong table one child has drawn a story.

'This is the cage the group was in;' that cage being the DeKalb Juvenile
Center, with the DeKalb Court placed here, 'where the group started.'

'Past here,' which is The Connection,-'respect people written here. And 'the
group ends here,' in the home--with this inscription, 'we came a long way baby,
to get where we got to today.'"

RAY MooaE. "Sixty years ago bad girls in Georgia, who were shipped to
Adamsville, used to take care of the hogs down In that hollow. There were
some complaints in the records of 1912 that the hogs weren'tbeing slopped prop-
erly... . And as late as 1961 officials were shaving girls heads to keep them
from running away. Now the toughest Job Is K. P., and not all girls at this
Youth Development Center are bad; most are runaway ,aa4 -hard to control
because their parents sometimes haven't known how or sOinetjines haven't tried.
Fourteen year old Gladys' father bought a dog chain and chained her to the
bed for two weeks. Alice could go home now, but she has no home and foster
parents are scarce for teenage girls. Fifteen year old Virginia has spent almost
her full pregnancy period here, while her husband was in Jail. She began labor
while we filmed these scenes. The next day she had a little girl. And you wonder
about the chances for her iaby'Thirteen year old Ruth is in isolation. She had
been promoted to a group home on campus, but when she felt she wasn't being
accepted by the group, she ran away."

RUTH. "Some of the girls that had a bad attitude up there said that, you
know, the social worker thinks I had a bad attitude, and I was talking to
my social worker and the social worker up there and they thought that I
needed to work on it within the next week and this was the next week, and
I didn't see how I could change my entire attitude in one week."

RAY MoonE. "Do you think you have a bad attitude?"
RUTH. "I think I had a bad attitude for two days--yesterday and day before,

but I think that was all. Other than that I thought I was getting along fine."
RAY MOOnE. "She's a bright girl, but she sat for hours staring at a wall

where obscenities are scrawled along side prayers. The prayers may have
worked. She's back In the group home now and accepted. And here's why one
teacher likes to teach them."

KAREN BRAND. "I prefer teaching out here to teaching in public schools for
two basic reasons. The most Important one is the kids themselves. These kids
are, to me, more honest and genuine in their loves and their angers than most
of the other children I have worked with. I find that there is not a dumb kid
in my class, and I find that I can, through the classroom situation here, prove
that almost everytime. The second season is the classroom situation; the classes
here are small, it allows us time for individual attention and to let each girl

woo progress at her own rate."
R.%y MOORE. "In the old days Adamaville used to be called a reformatory, then

a training school. And now it's one of four Youth Development Centers run by
the State Department of Human Resources."

RAY MooRE. "A South Georgia girl left this letter on the bulletin board-
'I know some girls here are saying their mother doesn't love them because they
were put here, but they're wrong. I'm thankful my mother loved me enough
to want the best for me, even if I found out the bard way,'
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RaY Moons. "So we see there has been progress at Adamville, both for the
girls who have always been there and the gew influx of boys. But what's the
situation in other posts of the State? Middle Georgia for example:

RAY Moons. "The Bibb County Detention Home, Just outside Macon, is about
to get a new tenant. Rer fifteenth birthday was two days ago and yesterday ber
mother filed a petition asking that she be picked up and brought here. She ar-
rives In handcuffs, even though it's her first time ever to be locked up. The charge
is mLior-ungovernahle. The Admissions Officer has tro~ible hearing her soft
answers to is questions. Tears rolled down her cheeks. Juvenile Probation Of-
fleer, Beatrice Simmons, says this girl comes from a good background, a well edu-
cated family. But zhe was using abusive language to her parents and her mother
wanted to try to head off more serious trouble. Mrs. Simmons wants her In cell
number 12, separated from the other children so she'll have time to think. The
court hearing comes In five days; meanwhile she will be one of about 27 children
housed in an old place built like a jail Instead of a juvenile detention center.
The cells are clean but brren and cheerless. A hulking teenager accused of
murdering a six year old chid is locked In one of them. 'There's a small play area
outside but the children get out only a hour or so every week. Superintendent
George Qick told me there Just weren't enough people to keep children from
Jumpipg the short fence and running. Apparently there is no mney to build a
better fence. Bl b County gets paid by the State to take childTen from five other
counties. The state pays almost two thirds of the budget, but only about a third
of the children are from outside Bibb County. On this day school teacher Larry
Pannell had five children who couldn't read or write, and some bright children
In the same class who wanted to talk philosophy. The teacher has enrolled for
special training to equip himself better for his job. Superintendent Quick says
he himself hasn't had tipae for additional training. He is a former paint and
bbdk iechanic akid he and his wife have worked day and night here for more than
seven years now. Quick says "that's on the job training.'"

RaY Moons. "Jim Parham Is the Daddy of Georgia's improved juvenile justice
system. In 1963 he wrote a report on Troubled Children. Among other things, he
discovered an average of 100 children a day were kept in Jail with common crimi-
nals, that there were only seven professionally trained people In the state pro-
gram, and that less than half the counties had foster care. Parbam wrote a pro-
gram to change that. Then Governor Sanders and the legislature bought it, and
now no child should have to go to a county Jail and most can be treated In their
own communities."

RAY MooRE. "What's the difference in putting a child In an Institution and
having him still based in the community?"

JIM PARHAM. "Well, in the community you have a chance to work more closely
with his family, you have the chance to work with the school situation, you have
a chance to get him employment, you have a chance to see how he functions in a
normal social situation. He has a chance to test hinself against temptation, you
have a chance to educate him and help him learn how to exercise that vital self
control, whch is really your aim-to-help him learn how to exercise self disci-
pline and self control. In fn Institution you obviously place him in a confined
situation and a regulated situation; he's not allowed the normal community con-
tracts--you don't have the kind of opportunities really to teach and share that
you have in a community setting. For the great majority of young delinquents
it's much preferable to have them in a community program, much preferable !"

RAY Moons. "What's the comparison of the costs?"
JIM PARHAM. "The cost of a community program will range from a thousand

dollar to a couple thousand dollars a year, depending on the intensity of personal
service you provide. An institution would run from six thousand to nine thou-
sand dollars a year per child to opeivte the program, that's not counting capital
outlay costs-which are ten thousand to twenty thousand dollars a bed."

RAY MooRE. "Ro you figure if you can keep a child in the community you save
WOW children and you save money ?"

JIM PARHAM. "Right. It's not only more effective and more humane, it's eco-
nomioal to the state."

RAY MooRE. "What's In the future for the Juvenllb corections in Georgia ?"
JIM PAIRAM. "I think we're going to continue to Improve. We have Improved

drastically over the past ten years, and we now have statewide juvenile deten-
ti,4 staatowide j uvenile probation. I think we are going to see a greater emphasis
on Improring comm)lw| y .1aseA lpgrias &9 alternatives to institutions. I think
we are going to see' the'development of Youth Service Bureaus to even divert
youngsters from ever having to get into Juvenile court or the Juvenile offender
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system because we know that once they get in and they are labeled, they are more
likely to stay in. So we are going to see the detelopitient of some preventive serv-
ices of that sort. We're going to see greater and greater emphasis on how to keep
youngsters out'of institutiois with itensiv progras, SUch aW we talked
about."

RAY MooaRI "The Youth Service BUreau idea is especially appealing to the
National Council on Crime and Delinquency, the nation's largest crime fighting
citizens organization. NCCD Youth Services Director, Sherwood Norman, ex-
pands on the concept."

SHERWOOD NORMAN. "The emphasis seems to be on getting the youngster to
change his ways and yet not to solve the problems which the youngster has In
the home, in the school and in the community. Phoie are the prxobleMs with
which he needs assistance and which the school itself and the home needs assist-
ance. Probation officers in these minor cases that would not bring an adult to trial
can t possibly give them that kind of service. The Youth Service Bureau is in
the community working with community problems as the court cannot-it isn't
set up that way. The court is-a judicial function."

RAY Moon2. "Now that we've seen the system, how do we analyze it? What
does it need? For answers to these questions we asked a couple of experts. Robert
Croom, a professor of criminal justice at Georgia State University, and Daniel
Starnes, director of the Georgia Council on Crime and Delinquency. First,
Professor Croom."

ROAST CROoM. "One of the major problems facing the juvenile court is that It's
called upon to work just with the individual child, separate from the family situ-
ation. A promising alternative to this is the family court sort of approach where
the court would be called upon to work with the totality of family situations,
including marriage counseling, pme-divore counseling, counseling that would con-
tinue throughout the divorce, and after the divorce also, offering contulutng sip-
port to the various family members In the changed family situation that existed
then. It would also be involved in the allocation of alimony, and the graatln# of
custody and a whole range of things related to family problems."

RAY MooRz. "Wouldn't that be pretty expensive?"
ROBERT CROOM. "Possibly so, but the only alternative Is to do things as we

are doing them now, and that might be expensive In terms of time and people."
DANIEL STARNES. '"There Is a need for citizen participation In this juvenile

.hstice system as volunteers in a one-to-one relationship with children who are
already under the official supervision of the court, children who ate on pr~ba-
tion or aftercare. We net-A professional people who have professional skills to
offer and Just lay citizen-- -anyone who has an interest and a concern, a love for
children-there is a way that they can be used. We could use them also as
volunteers In the diversion programs to keep children from the court, as well as
in the area of changing the system-to make it more responsive to the children
in trouble and to make it a more progressive system. For information on citizen
involvement or participation in the juvenile justice system, people can call the
National Council on Crime and Delinquency in Atlanta."

RAY MooRF. "So the mission to obtain justice for juvenile offenders may be a
possible one, but there are some road blocks. More than 30,000 children a year are
directly affected by decisions of the juvenile Justice system of Georgia. On any
given day 1,600 Georgia children are incarcerated: Fifty In county and city
Jails; a thousand In the state's four long term Youth Development Centes; and
the rest of the eight county operated urban detention centers or the six short
term state operated Regional Youth Development Centers. Another 8,500 children
are tinder probation supervision on any given day. Experts say that to Judge a
child delinquent destroys his self respect and his ego. To lock him up, they say,
is to give up the fight to save him. Statistics bear them out. Well over half of
the juvenile offenders are repeaters. Once the child begins to think of himself as
bad, he plays the role of the bad child. In many cases the child Is forced into this
role because of the sins of his parents. He's confined not because he steals or
assaults, but because he has no real parents or family life-he has no place
to go."

The answers then lie in some new approaches--a Youth Rerrnoea Bureau to
provide help for children in trouble, help without the necessity of laws and courts.
A Family Court ftstem, to 'handle all problems related to the family, to provide
expertise and domestic problem solving for the family. An expanded volunteer
services program involving thousands of Georgians in helping children in trouble
on a one-to-one basis. Three hundred more profeafoncl juvenile probation super-
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visors, so that the caseloads can be reduced from the present unmanageable load
of 90 children per supervisor to the recommended maximum of 35.

Expanded community based programs designed to provide needed individual-
ized services for troubled youth while keeping them in their own communities
and out of Institutions. State administration of all juvenile correction programs
to alleviate the current fragmentation, and the philosophy adopted by all
Georgians that labeling children delinquent, or confining them, should be last
resorts, used only after all else has been tried and failed. Adoption of this
philosophy and these programs may well determine whether this is a mission
possible, to provide Juvenile Justice in Georgia.

PLEAS.s NoTL-At the time this film was made, the Juvenile Court Act of 1971
was in effect and that law provided for the age limit for juveniles to be raised to
18 effective July 1, 1973. That law was changed by the 1973 Georgia General
Assembly which passed a bill on the last day of the 1973 session (the day this
film was released) that keeps the juvenile age limit at 17 rather than Increasing
it to 18 as Indicated in this film.

Senator BAyH. The next witness today is Dr. Iris F. Litt, assistant
director, Division of Adolescent Medicine, Montefiore Hospital,
Bronx, N.Y.

Dr. Litt, we appreciate your being with us and giving us your
expert testimony in this particular area as far as young people are
concerned.

STATEMENT OF DR. IRIS F. LITT, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, DIVISION
OF ADOLESCENT MEDICINE, MONTEFIORE HOSPITAL, BRONX,
N.Y.

Dr. Lrrr. Thank you for inviting me.
Senator BAYH. We re pleased to have you here.
Dr. Lrrr. Most of the testimony that you have heard today has

been directed toward the conditions within detention facilities for
children. I would like to shift the emphasis somewhat to the condi-
tions which exist within the children themselves.

The Division of Adolescent Medicine at Montefio e Hospital has
had the experience over the past 5 years of setting up and operating a
comprehensive medical program for the children within the juvenile
centers operated by the Human Resources Administration of New
York City. Our experience over the past 5 years has been with the
examination, treatment, and followup of 31,000 detainees, all under
the age of 16. 1 would like today to share with you some of our find-
ings, suggestions, and recommendations.

If I could draw your attention to the table 1, Senator, I think the
numbers in that table best describe what I am trying to say; namely,
that with comprehensive screening and evaluation, one finds that the
children who are admitted to the detention facilities are not well

hysicially. They are at risk for a number of diseases. They also suffer
isom preexisting .poor health and much of the preexisting poor health
is further complicated by an antisocial lifestyle and in addition to
these factors-

Seantor BATH. How does an antisocial lifestyle affect their health?
Dr. Lirrr. That would then be, in addition to those other factors I

mentioned, it would be the individuals who are involved in drug abuse
for one and suffer the medical complications that result from it, as
well as venereal diseases and unwed pregnancy in the adolescents,
which are other problems relating to that category.
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In addition to these two factors you have all of the common medi-
cal problems of adolescents regardless of socioeconomic backgrunds.
So the children, when we have seen them in the detention facilities,
really fit into these three large categories.

Now with that as background, we have found almost half of the
children admitted to the facility have some medical problems, to say
nothing of the dental problems, which are very common, and the
psychiatric problems-

Senator BAYH. Does your data include psychiatric problems?
Dr. Lrrr. No. Not including psychiatric or dental problems, we

found that almost half of them had a physical condition requiring
immediate or long-term medical care.

Senator BAYH. What percentage have psychiatric problems?
Dr. Lr-r. lVell, our program oes not include psychiatric care so

I really can't give you an expert estimate of that, but I would certainly
think that a number would be in need of psychiatric help as Mr.
Mucci indicated earlier.

The next number in the table indicates the illnesses detected
through screening tests alone. I really want to emphasize that point
because, in addition to comprehensive medical history and physical
examination, just by doing appropriate and rather simple laboratory
tests, we have detected almost 20 percent of the total group having
a condition which needs intervention either immediately or in the long
run. This would include illnesses like anemia, urinary tract infec-
tions, tuberculosis, liver abnormalities, particularly hepatitis and so
forth down the line.

The next number refers to those children requiring admission to
the infirmary, which is operated at the facility and run by the Monte-
fiore staff. And there were close to 2,000 admissions within that period
of 5 years.

The next to last category is that of the children admitted to the
inpatient adolescent service at Montefiore Hospital operated by the
same professional staff which operates the medical service at the de-
tention facility. That number of 369 represents the total in 5 years of
individuals who needed medical services that could not be provided
within the detention facility, namely, surgery or very intensive medi-
cal care.

The present comprehensive medical program was begun July 1,
1968, under an affiliation contract between Monetfiore Hospital and
Medical Center and the city of New York. The professional stand-
ards for the program, as well as the recruitment and training of the
health staff, thus became the responsibility of the division of adoles-
cent medicine at the Montefiore Hospital and Medical Center and the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine.

Accordingly, the facility was staffed and training programs were
set up for health professionals within the detention facility. These
consisted of a medical director and attending physician, pediatric
interns and residents rotating on a monthly basis from the Montefiore
training program, medical students, nurses, a dental hygienist and
dental intern as well as a part-time oral surgeon,pharmacists, labora-
tory technicians, and supportive secretarial and clerical personnel.
All of this, as I say, was funded with an affiliation contract between
the hospital and the city of New York.
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care for this population; it being at a very high risk population for
medical illness. In addition, you heard that the average length of the
stay for the children in this type facility was less than 2 weeks. Some
people might be surprised at that and question the validity of putting
all of these resources into this temporary detention facility. Our ex-
perience, however, has been that quite a bit can be accomplished
through medical care even within a 2-week period of time. Moreover,
we obviously found that a number of children left the facility with
medical problems still present or needing further long-term treatment.
As a result of that need, which vte, incidentally, appreciated after the
first year of operations of the progmm, *e designed, and were able
to establish, a program of care for the children after they left the fa-
cility. This program and adolescent after-care program was funded
through a grant from the Federal Emergency Employment Act to
the department of social services.

The last table, Mr. Chairman, table 3, indicates--and this is just
1 year; all of the other statistics are for 5 years--in the first full year of
operations of the program there were slightly more than 1,000 children
who were referred we needed care after discharge and 794 of them were
successfully linked up with a health facility in their own community.
For many others, members of the family were similarly referred for
care, hopefully before they would have to get to a detention facility
to receive such care.

Senator BAYH. How would that group that you studied-the 31,000
detainees and the 15.000 requiring medical care-compare with a con-
trolled population of young people walking down the street that were
not detainees? Do we have any data on that?

Dr. Lirr. That is a difficult number to come up with because all of
the experiences with adolescents are in medical centers where patients
have sought treatment because they felt acutely ill. In fact, none, or very
few, of these 15,000 children felt ill or would have sought medical care
were it available to them so it is hard to really draw a line to compare
it to any other population.

I would suspect that some of the problems common to adolescents
related to their rapid growth and development are problems which are
probably common to both groups, were a study to be made, but I would
suspect that in the other category, to controlled group category, chil-
dren who have congenital abnormalities not operated on at the age
of 15, I would suspect that would be higher in any group coming from
an inner-city arca.

Senator BAYH. I ask because I am trying to find the cause for those
first acts that lead to a ruined life. It would be helpful in understand-
ing these causes if we could find a controlled nondetainee group. Is such
information available? Has any study like that ever been conducted?

Dr. Lrrr. Not really. and we have looked far and wide for it. In
fact, before setting up the program we attempted to get some figures
so we could appropriately gear up our services and the only figure that
was quoted to me--and I really can't give you an authoritative refer-
ence to it-it was something like 15 percent of adolescents required
the services of a doctor in any one year, 15. Now our own experience
would suggest that it is truly closer to 50 percent but I really can't
know if it is a valid comparison.
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Senator BAYH. Were all of this 31,000 sampling of detainees inner-
city residents?

Dr. Lrrr. The majority. A very small percentage were runaways
from other States who may have been middle class but I wouldsay 99
percent probably would represent the inner city of Now York, all
five boroughs. In a few instances, we can perhaps .draw some infer-
ence3 about cause and effect in children who have congenital abnormal-
ities or have anemia or are suffering from subclinical condition. In a
few of them we have been able to see or postulate that their poor per-
formance in school and their truancy might have been related to their
health status but I really can't say this is true for all of them.

So that, in essence, our experience has been that the population in
the detention facility is very much at risk so far as medical conditions
and, second we feel that a lot can be done even within a short period
to meet the health needs of such a group, and third, that health pro-
vides a good handle for dealing with adolescents who might not be
otherwise amenable to professional intervention. For example, a
number of drug using adolescents we come across feel that they don't
have a problem and are really not ready for intervention with their
drug problem per so. When found to have a liver function problem or a
form of hepatitis, however, as we found in 39 percent of the drug users
coming into the facility-

Senator BAYH. Did you say 39 percent?
Dr. LirT. Thirty-nine percent of the drug users coming into the

facility who, by the way, appear to be healthy and have no symptoms
but with the appropriate liver function tests, which are simple blood
tests, 39 percent were found to have abnormalities of their liver, a form
of hepatitis.

Senator BAYH. How long does it take a person with that particular
form of the disease to go from looking perfectly normal to appearing
ill?

Dr. Lrrr. That is interesting, because the majority of them never
develop symptoms, and probably would never have had their problem
detected if it weren't for that test. They go on to have liver damage
but usually recover or they can continue to have these abnormalities
for as long as a year. It is a form of chronic persistent hepatitis ac-
tually which is quite common among drug users. And as far as what
their eventual outcome is, Senator, we really don't know parentheti-
cally because there has really never been a comparable group of adoles-
cents who were drug users who were studied with these tests; so it is
really unfair to draw conclusions based on experiences of others with
adults who are not drug users, which is the only group we have any
data on right now.

But getting back to my original point, that these particular individ-
uals who were not ready to accept help for their drug problem were
amenable to coming back and seeing the physician on a regular basis
because of their liver problem. Frequently, once a certain amount of
trust developed between the patient and *he doctor, we were then able
to draw upon the expertise of other people who might be able to help
them with their basic problem and so they were more amenable at
that point.

So that for many of the adolescents, focusing on their health prob-
lem proved to be a very worthwhile goal in terms of their eventual
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rehabilitation and some have continued to come back for medical care
after leaving the facility. Many children have had a positive experience
and for some of them it is the first positive experience with an author-
ity figure.

A number of organizations have become interested in the problem of
health care in detention facilities of late and amongst these is the
AMA, which is now looking into the problem, the Academy of Pediat-
rics youth committee also, which has done a survey of detention
facilities and their health programs and has now come out with health
standards for juvenile court facilities which will be published in the
September issue of the journal of the Academy of Pediatrics.

One of the items which I would strongly suggest is that these guide-
lines for care be made mandatory in facilities which received funds for
detention of juveniles, Federal funds, and that-

Senator BAYH. Would that requirement be applicable to nonsecure
detention institutions as well as secure?

Dr. Liir. Yes, we have recently expanded our program so that we
are serving the children in the nonsecure programs in the Bronx and
we found that this is very valuable because, when the nonsecure pro-
gram attempted to get medical care through ordinary means; namely,
through resources already in the community, they found that they
really had difficulty getting the kind of attention and kind of compre-
hensive care that these particular children really require. In other
words, the children who have had poor medical care in the vast and
really need more resources, I think, than the ordinary adolescent,
weren't getting them. So, yes, I think it is applicable to the nonsecure
programs as well.

Another part of that, and something that I didn't really write into
my prepared statement is that the formula for reimbursement to
municipalities who do have such priorities that they do sponsor good
health care programs in their detention facilities should really be
adequate. It is a credit to New York City's system, the Department of
Social Services, that they have found this to be a priority and have
placed the appropriate dollar value on having such a program and I
would guess that there aren't many other municipalities which could
afford to do this even if they were appropriately motivated.

The other part, of the problem is not only devleoping guiidelines for
health care and implementing them, but probably more importantly,
heina able to train health professionals in the special problems of the
institutionalized individual be it an adolescent or an adult. I strongly
suggest that enabling legislation be passed to establish within medical
schools free-standing departments, of institutional medicine or prison
medicine which would be taught by a group of physicians. lawyers,
criminologists, sociologists, et cetera, who would have expertise in this
area so that you could develop this as an area of special interest and
try to attract quality physicians to its practice.

T think you will find if you look at most detention facilities that the
practice of institutional medicine is a second job for many physicians
or it is the place where physicians go when they are about to retire.
This is obviously not true all over, but I think in the majority of
facilities.

Senator B.%Y. Let me ask you a nonmedical question. We have
heard that from 50 to 90 nercent-and I expect the range is actually
75 to 90 percent of those incarcerated, both young and old, can better
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be treated and rehabilitated in a noninstitutionalized setting. The
momentum of established programs however, is as near to perpetual
motion as we experience on this earth. Do you believe we are just
adding to the momentum of maintaining the established programs if
we provide a special institutional branch of medicine?

Dr. Lrrr. I think that it is a very valid question and certainly,. if you
could guarantee there would be no more prisons or no more prisoners
or detainees in the country 10 years from now, then it would be very
inappropirate to do this. But on the other hand, there are institutions
that aren't all punitive and these probably will always exist. For ex-
ample, we provide medical consultation to the Job Corps ii which there
are 50,000 adolescents in institutions. they are not detention facilities.
There are many such programs.

Senator BAYn. Is that the same kind of problem as trying to deal
with detainees?

DJr. Liar. Very similar. Anyway, it should be. There should not be a
difference.

Senator BAYT. Then that would be the same as the Army I
Dr. Lrrr. Yes. The Army you could say is another institution. I

think there is a special expertise really required over and above the
basic training in pediatrics or internal medicine that-well, for ex-
ample, just looking at one very small area in the hospital where all
doctors train, they are the ones who are responsible for the disposition
of their patients and, when they prescribe a diet, they expect that it is
going to be fulfilled. When yoi are working within an institution, it
is not the medical aspect that is the most important and it is not the
doctor who determines the disposition of the patient.

So he really has to know both sides; both the medical and the institu-
tional and really know enough about the system to really help his
patients within it.

Another recommendation which would hopefully improve the
quality of care within all institutions would be possibly establishing
sonie program for a medical school and tuition or post graduate train-
ing for individual physicians who would agree to give a certain amount
of time in actual institutional work following gaduation and com-
pletion of their training. Along with that possibly would be the fund-
ing for training in institutional and prison medicine. This is an acute
need these days, since most, fellowship training programs have been
eliminated due to cutbacks to NIhI funding. I would think it would
be an opportune time to attract quality people. to this area because
there aren't that many fellowships available in more recognizable
areas of post graduate training.

Senator BAYJI. In your table 2, breaking the type of affiction
into diagnostic categories, did you take into account vision difficulties?

From a noinedical staiidpoint, I wonder if vision should be as-
sessed also?

Dr. Lrrr. Table II is the breakdown for those who require admis-
sion to the infirmary or the inpatient hospital adolescent unit so that
it would not have included problems of vision which you are ab-
solutely correct are very common problems in the detained population.

Senator BAYir. Was there any effort made to see if there were vision
abnormalities?

Dr. Lrir. They are screened. ] 'm sorry but I don't have that figure
immediately available.
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Senator BAYH. Could you get them for usI
Dr. Lrrr. Yea
Senator BAYH. The reason I ask is that one major problem in the

uvenile delinquent population is truancy, and one apparent cause
is that the students aren't learning to read. You can't read unless you
have good eyesight. It would be interesting to find this out. We have
a number of case histories of Johnnie or Suzy being given a pair of
glasses and suddenly they were A or B students where previously
they caused the teacher all sorts of problems. It would be interesting to
got what number among those 31,000-

Dr. Lrrr. I can get that. There has also been a study done in the
Bronx, not by usTy where it indicated that they screened school
children in the Bronx and found a very high incidence of visual dis-
turbances, particularly in Puerto Rican females in the Bronx. I might
be able to supply you with that.

Senator BAYl Could you get that?
Dr. Lrrr. Yes; and similarly, hearing is another one that fits into

that same area.

VISUAL PROBLEMS DETECTED UPON ADMISSION SCREENING

January 1, 1972-December 31, 1972-187 of 3,745=5 percent.
January 1, 1973--June 80, 1973-150 of 1,778=8 percent.

Senator BAYH. What does this type of treatment that you provide
cost on a per patient basis?

Dr. Lrrr. We are up to close to $150 per patient per year, which may
seem like a lot but for the basis of comparison, Senator, the figures for
the Job Corps, which I am also familiar with in the other hat that I
wear, there the cost would be $331 per patient. per year. Admittedly
the patients stay somewhat longer but not really that much.

Senator BAY. Could you explain that per year figure?
Dr. Lr This would include the cost of the entire screening pro-

cedure which every individual who goes into detention receives so this
would be the 31,000 over the 5 years, yes.

Senator BAYH. That applies to the initial screening?
Dr. Lirr. Everything.
Senator BAYH. Does it also apply to the followup treatment?
Dr. Lrrr. Yes. It a applies to the followup treatment. The costs of

hospitalizing in the infirmary that $1,900 figure. It does not include the
300-some-odd who were admitted----r-

Senator BAY1. You mean the 369?
Dr. Lrrr. Right. The 369 admitted to the inpatient unit. It does not.

That is not included.
Senator BAYIr. The average stay at the detention facility was 2

weeks?
Senator BAYH. Does that include any followup treatment that may

be necessary after child X, who is there for 2 weeks, goes out on the
street and needs additional care for another 2 months? Is that in-
cluded?

Dr. Liar. No. It would include the cost related to getting the individ-
ual to a resource facility in his own community. In the ar care pro-
gram, the costs would be figured into that, but the ongoing care for
most of our detainees would be obtained from medicaid reimburse-
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ments. Most of our patients are medicaid eligible and would be funded
through that system.

Senator BAYH. I am concerned about the cost. I do not need to'be
sold on the value. I am convinced that that is a sound investment that
ought to be taken for granted. I am always searching for dollar and
cent figures to prove to those who don't believe in this kind of treat-
ment that it is still a good investment if you take into consideration
the $7,000 per year, which it costs to keep an average male in the Fed-
eral penetentiary.

I am also curious, Doctor, as to what the initial reaction of the medi-
cal staff and the professional people at the hospital was when they
were asked to deal with these youth?

Dr. Lirr. That is an interesting question As you can imagine, the
reactions were mixed. I think we in the division of adolescent medicine
were enthusiastic about the opportunity to, one, see what the incidence
of illness was in this population and have an opportunity to try out a
new model of delivery of health care. I am not sure that everybody
shared that enthusiasm with us, particularly the nursing staff in the in-
patient unit, who were initially worried about bringing these "crimi-
nals," and that is in quotes, into their hospital. I may add that the chil-
dren who are admitted to the adolescent in-patient service are treated
in exactly the same way as all of the other patients that are there. That
means there are no locked doors within the adolescent service area and
there has been a runaway rate of less than 5 percent over the 5 years.
But in any case, after a year the nurses got together and voluntarily
admitted-that they found there was really no difference and there was
no way that they could tell the children from the detention facility
from the other children admitted to the adolescent services. So that
they were won over during the first year.

Senator BAYH. Were there any stolen narcotics ? Was there any purse
snatching or nurse molesting or any of the horrors one might envision
with this kind of group ?

Dr. Lrrr. No. I really think there has been excellent rapport and I
think the adolescents responded very well to the type of care they got
and the attention they received. There really have been no major prob-
lems of that nature.

Senator BAYi. You have had a very impressive experience. I appre-
ciate your taking the time to bring it to us.

Dr. Lrrr. Thank you.
[Dr. Litt's prepared statement is as follows:]

STATEMENT BY IRIS F. LITT, M.D., MEDICAL DIREoToB, JUVENILE CENTER SERvIcE,
DIVISION OF ADOLESCENT MEDICINE, MONTEFIORE HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER,
ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

The testimony you will hear from others today will, for the most part, be
directed toward the conditions within detention facilities for children. The ex-
perlence of the Division of Adolescent Medicine at Monteflore Hospital and
Medical Center has had as its focus, rather, conditions within the children de-
tained in such facilities themselves. The five year experience of establishing and
operating a program of health care delivery within a children's detention facility
suggests that even a short period of detention may be appropriately utilized to
detect and treat health problems and may often serve as a pivotal point in a
youngster's total rehabilitation. We have further demonstrated that such a
model of health care delivery may be utilized by youngsters in Non-Secure
detention as well.
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The Juvenile Centers of New York City were established for the temporary
detention of children between the ages of 8 and 18 years from all 5 boroughs.
They are placed in secure detention because of alleged "delinquency" or their
classification as "persons in need of supervision" for an average stay of 14 days.
After first being operated by a private board of citizens, then by the Office of
Probation, the Centers are currently administered by the New York City Human
Resources Administration. Approximately 6,000 children are admitted per year
with boys outnumbering girls In a ratio of two to one. The average census of
the facility is now below 250 compared with approximately 400, five years ago.

After adjudication of their cases by the Family Court, the majority of teen-
agers return home on probation while approximately twenty percent are trans-
ferred to State Training Schools. The remainder may enter local drug rehabilita-
tion programs, homes for unwed pregnant girls or small school programs.

Prior to the Monteflore Hospital affiliation program, medical care was pro-
vided, in the typical pattern of most child detention facilities, by a local physician
who visited the center for a few hours each week and a small staff of nurses.
Medical evaluation of the children was cursory with no routine diagnostic screen-
ing program and no program of upgrading or education for the nursing staff.
Children who became acutely ill were sent to wait in the busy emergency room
of a nearby municipal hospital, often handcuffed to the accompanying guard.
The infirmary was small, poorly lighted, hot in summer and cold in winter and
dirty, with no system of communication between the children locked in their
rooms and the nurses' station.

THE PROGRAM

The present comprehensive medical program commenced on July 1, 1968 under
an affiliation contract between 'Monteflore Hospital and Medical Center and the
City, of New York, which included dental but excluded psychiatrlc.care. The
professional standards for the program, as well as the recruitment and training
of the health staff, thus became the responsibility of the Division of Adolescent
Medicine at the Hospital and the Albert Einstein College of Medicine, rather
than of the facility's administration.

The program is designed to provide quality patient care, professional and
patient education and a system of collection of health data. A modern, cheerful
health center was constructed within the detention facility comprised of a com-
plete dental unit, pharmacy, laboratory and recreation area for patients, a 17 bed
infirmary, as well as examination .and treatment rooms. As health needs of the
detained population were recognized, the original staff was expanded to its
present panel *of a Medical Director and attending physician, pediatric interns
and residents rotating on a monthly basis from the Monteflore training program.
medical students, 17 registered and 1 practical nurse; full time dental hygienist
and dental intern as well as part-time oral surgeon; pharmacist; laboratory
technicians and supportive secretarial and clerical personnel.

Patient care is provided in an ambulatory as well as in-patient setting. The
ambulatory program is divided into a screening evaluation of all new detainees
and a sick call and medication dispensation system for those in residence. In-
Patient care is provided within the facility's Infirmary or at the Adolescent
In-Patient l'nit at Monteflore Hospital (both operated by the same professional
staff).

Intake screening begins at the time of admission on a 24 hour basis. The
screening process is a Joint effort of the team of nurses, doctors, dental hygienist
and laboratory technicians. At the time of admission a complete medical record
is begun, or continued in the ease of the patient who had had a previous admis-
sion. All patients are routinely screened for anemia, urinary tract infections,
tuberculosis, syphilis and gonorrhea. All girls are tested for pregnancy while
drug users are screened for liver function abnormalities. Immunizations are
bromght up to date. Additional tests are done if requested by the examining
physician. The dental hygienist offers Instruction in care of the teeth and sched-
uh's the large number of patients requiring further dental care with the dentists
at the Juvenile Center.

.. eonplote medical history and physical examination are performed within
24 hrur; of adnm!sslon. Thirty-one thousand patients have been so evaluated since
th"' Ilncption of the Monteflore Program. For most of these youngsters, this
represents the first thorough examination since infancy. Consequently, the fact
th't approximately 50% of the healthy-appearing adoloeseents admitted for de-
tention are found to have physical illness, exclusive of dental or psychiatric
problems, may not be surprising. (Table I.)
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These health problems generally fall into three categories: First, those corn-
mon- to all adolescents during the period of rapid growth and body change that
in the essence of adolescence. In this category are the orthopedic, gynecologic,
endocrinologic and dermatologic conditions which plague teenagers of all socio-
economic backgrounds. The second category is that which encompasses the
medical or physical complications of the life style of some adolescent patients
and includes venereal disease, unwed pregnancy and complications of drug abuse.
Four and one-half percent of the girls, with an average age of 14.5 years were
found to be pregnant at the time of admission. Most were previously unaware
of their pregnancy and none had used any form of. contraception. One-third of
the adolescents admitted to the facility have been found to be users of drugs.
On the basis of screening liver function tets on those drug users who had no
symptoms of hepatitis and who had negative physical examinations,.39%or 3,700
were found to have a form of hepatitis. The third large category of illness in-
cludes those usually discovered at an earlier age but, because of the pattern
of poor medical care available to the youngsters' families, were not detected
until the time of their examination at the center. Congenital abnormalities, rang-
ing in severity from heart disease, kidney and endocrine defects to hernias re-
quiring surgery make up the bulk of this category. The majority of these defects
could have been corrected surgically at a younger age, at a lesser cost to the
patient and to society. In some cases, the presence of these defects may have
actually contributed to the youngster's school difficulty with resultant truant
behavior, and may have, in fact, been a factor in their difficulty with the law.

In addition to the screening process, ambulatory services are provided to
children in residence who feel the need to see a doctor or those who require
follow-up care for conditions detected at the time of admission screening. Much
of the usual frustration generated by difficulty in obtaining medical care within
institutions is eliminated by the system whereby a child need only write .hls
name on the daily "sick call" list in the dormitory to guarantee seeing the doctor.
A weekly surgery clinic as well as gynecology and prenatal clinics have been

-- established at the Juvenile Center in addition to the full range of consultative
and diagnostic services available to the Juvenile Center's patients at the hos-
pital proper. An efficient system of dispensing and recording medication doses
in each patient's chart was established and operated by the pharmacy staff
assigned to the center.

There have been approximately 2,000 patients admitted to the infirmary at
Juvenile Center and an additional 400 patients transferred to the Adolescent
In-Patient Unit at Monteflore Hospital in the five years since the program has
been in operation. (Table II) The high incidence of illness detected in these
detainees, coupled with the short period of detention, results In a number of
children leaving the center before their medical problems have been completely
treated or evaluated. To insure that this first step towards patient education
about health needs, detection of health problems and initiation of therapy would
not be the last, a program of medical after care was established. Through this
program, previously unemployed or underemployed workers, hired through a
Federal Emergency Employment Act grant, were -trained by our professional
staff to contact the adolescent and his family and arrange for ongoing health
care for him and other family members after his release from detention.
(Table III)

All the medical services available to detained children have recently been made
available to the children in the Non-Secure Detention Program within the Bronx.

In addition to quality health care delivery, the presence o; a discipline other
than law enforcement within a closed detention facility has had the advantage
of introducing innovations to the administration. For example, the refusal by the
medical staff to lock patients in their infirmary rooms was initially greeted with
concern, If not alarm, by the custodial staff. The subsequent experience that no
staff members were injured by this practice prompted an "open door" policy in
the rest of the facility. The admission of nearly 400 teenagers from the center to
the non-secure setting of the Adolescent Unit at Montefiore Hospital and the
subsequent escape rate of less than 5% also reinforced the concept that non-
secure detention may be an appropriate alternative for many of these youngsters.
Another, perhaps more subtle, implication of an independent medical staff is
the freedom to report suspected abuse of children by the custodial staff. More-
over, medical surveillance of all injuries sustained by the children In detention
has resulted in prompt correction of safety hazards and the creation of a health
and safety committee for the facility.
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SVUABY

In summary, the experience of the Division of Adolescent Medicine's affilia-
tion with a youth detention facility has shown that detainees suffer from pre-
existing poor health, further complicated in many by their anti-social life-style
This incorporation of a system of health care delivery Into a medical center-
medical school program has the advantage of supplying superior personnel, In-
service training and a multitude of services not usually available to a detention
facility. As a result, much can be done medically for detainees, even during a
short period of remand. Moreover, easy access to quality medical care tends to
reduce tension and frustration within a detention setting and, for the individual
adolescent, frequently represents a rare non-punitive experience with authority
figures. Lastly, we believe that such a program provides health professionals In
training with a valuable opportunity to be exposed to the turmoil and frustra-
tion, as well as the rewards of Institutional medicine.

SUGGESTIONS FOR PROPOSED FEIDER&L LEGISLATION

(1) Incorporating the guidelines for "Health Standards for Juvenile Court
Facilities" as promulgated by the Academy of Pediatrics Into requirements
for all child-caring institutions receiving federal funding.

.(2) Enabling legislation and funding to establish within medical schools,
free standing, departments of institutional (or prison) medicine which could be
composed of physicians, lawyers, criminologists, psychiatrists, psychologists,
penologists, sociologists, etc. who would teach a core curriculum to students of
the health sciences (medicine, nursing, dentistry, etc.).

(3) Federal stipends for medical school tuition or post-doctoral training to
those physicians who agree to give service within institutions following com-
pletion of training.

(4) Funding for followship training in Institutional or prison medicine.

TABrE I.--,July, 1968-Jqse, 1978: Health problems in juvele deta4see.

Detainees screened ------------------------------------------ 31,323
Total requiring medical care ----------------------------------- 14,976
Illnesses detected through screening tests alone --------------------- 6,049
Children requiring hospitalization in Infirmary --------------------- 1, 935
Children requiring admission to In Patient Adolescent Unit ------------ 369

TABLE I.-July, 1968-June, 1978: Diagmestio categories of health problems
identified in patients admitted to inflrmary or in-patient adolescent unit

Infectious ------------------------------------------------ 1, 107
Metabolic - -- -------------------------------------------- 134
Traumatic --------------------- 193
Neoplastie (tumors) --------------------------------------------- 35
Toxic ------------------------------------------------------ 1, 287
Congenital .............---------------------- 121
Allergic' - ----------------------------------------------------- 30
Psychiatric ---------------------------------------------------- 61
Miscellaneous ------------------------------------------------- 271

TABLE IIr.-June, 1972-June, 1973: Adolescent after cdre program

Total number referred following discharge --------------------------- 1,040
Total number lucces fally treated --------------------------------- 794

[Subsequent materials submitted for the- record were marked
"Exhibit No. 4 and 5" and are as follows:]
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EXHrMTT No. 4

Title: Prisons, Adolescents and the Right to Quality Medical Care: The Time Is
NoV.

Authors: Iris F. Litt, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Michael I. Cohen,
M.I)., Associate Professor of Pediatrics.

From: Division of Adolescent Medicine, Department of Pediatrics, Monteflore
Hospital & Medical Center, and the Albert Einstein College of Medicine,
Bronx, New York.

ABSTRACT
One of the many frustrations of prison life appears to be lack of access to

quality medical care. In an attempt to alleviate this problem, a comprehensive
medical program was established within a teenage detention facility through an
affiliation agreement between the municipal government and a university medical
center. The experience of the initial 42 months with 22,595 inmates has shown
that approximately one half of a detained population suffer from preexisting
poor health, frequently worsened by an antisocial lifestyle. Nonetheless, much
can be accomplished in the prevention and treatment of disease within a prison
setting. Moreover, practices within such a facility may be favorably Influenced
by the presence of a helping discipline such as medicine. In addition, training
opportunities exist for both health professionals and inmates which have not
heretofore been appropriately utilized.

Recent events at the Attica, Rikers Island and San Quentin penitentiaries have
focused attention on the frustrations and inadequacies of this country's prisons.
Among the problems highlighted has been the delivery of health care In penal
institutions. Medical care in such settings is typically provided by an Individ-
ual physician, assisted by a few nurses, and Is crisis oriented. Little health re-
habilitation is undertaken and programs of preventive medicine or of health edu-
cation are rare. A recent editorial In the medical literature ended with the plea
that physicians would "cast ... an occasional thought for the needs of the sick
and for the way of life of the healthy who are involuntary guests of our
society."'

The experience of the Division of Adolescent Medicine of Monteflore Hospital
and Medical Center over the past 42 months with adolescent prisoners suggests
that the medical needs of those in detention, whether adults or adolescents, may
lie well served by a team of health professionals with the backing of a medical
center. In addition, much Is to be gained in the area of staff education by the
medical center providing support for such a program. To encourage other medi-
cal centers to become involved in this heretofore largely neglected area of health
care, we report this experience.

A BACKGROUND

The Juvenile Centers of the City of New York were established for the tem-
porary detention of children between the age of 8 and 18 years from the five
boroughs of the City who are either adjudged "delinquent" or "persons in need
of supervision." They are placed in detention by the Family or Juvenile Courts
for an average stay of two weeks while disposition plans are completed by pro-
bation officers. The centers at present are operated by an executive branch of the
municipal government, the New York City Human Resouces Administration.

There are approximately 6,000 admissions each year. Boys outnumber girls in a
ratio of two to one. Between 200 and 400 teenagers are in residence at one time.
housed within two facilities located about 7 miles south of Monteflore Hospital
in a high population density, high crime, area of the Bronx, and relatively inaces-
sible by public transportation. The mandate of temporary ,yet secure, detention.
a high turnover rate and a small custodial-counseling staff, has precluded mean-
ingful rehabilitation programs within the centers to date, although all children
attend school and participate in recreational programs.

1 Robinson D: Prisoners as patients. New Eng J Med 287 : 101-102, 1972.

25-218-74- 24
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After leaving the center, a majority of the children return home on probation.
Twenty percent are transferred to State Training Schools (juvenile prisons)
and the remainder may be placed in smaller municipal or state penal programs,
either urban, suburban or rural in locale. Local drug rehabilitation programs also
receive a number of these youths.

Prior to the Monteflore Hospital affiliation program, medical care was provided
by a physician who visited the centers for one hour each weekday, assisted by
nurses. There was no program of upgrading or in-service education of the nurs-
Ing staff, no routine diagnostic screening program for the Inmates and medical
evaluation usually consisted of an apparently cursory physical examination.
Only "court-ordered" laboratory procedures such as the VDRL, vaginal smears
for gonococcus and pregnancy tests for girls who were home runaways, or elec-
troencephalograms on those who "acted out", were consistently performed. Those
in need of emergency care or hospitalization were cared for in the busy emer-
gency room of a nearby municipal hospital. The Infirmary was a small dark area
with peeling paint, poor ventilation, broken venetian blinds, dirt encrusted wi-n-
dow screens and an Illuminating system which was deemed secure, but offered
little light. There was no system of communication between patient rooms and
the nurses' area. Furthermore, the children were locked in their rooms at night
which contained neither sinks nor toilet. The program now operates- out of a
modern, cheerful area designed to meet patients' and physicians' needs. A com-
plete dental unit, pharmacy, laboratory, modern equipment for diagnosis and
treatment and a recreation room, now exist, in addition to an 18 bed infirmary
and appropriate examination and treatment rooms.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The Monteflore Hospital program, under an affiliation contract, commenced
on July 1, 1968 and consisted of three components: quality patient care, profes-
sional and patient education and health data collection. The service program
consisted of a system of delivering care to those more seriously ill teenagers in
need of hospitalization within the infirmary at the S. Center or on the Adolescent
In-Patient unit at Monteflore Hospital. An ambulatory program was designed
which segregated the general medical screening of new admissions and ongoing
care for those already In residence. The latter was divided into "sick-call" and
"medication call" programs and several specialty programs.

Intake screening was performed at the time of admission to the facility by
nurses who evaluated the need for immediate attention by a physician and If
none existed, they obtained and recorded vital signs, height and weight and
Implanted a tuberculosis screening test. The following day, or immediately If
indicated, the patient was seen by a medical house officer who obtained a medical
history and performed a complete physical examination. The following diag-
nostic tests were regularly performed on all inmates in a laboratory set up on
the premises and staffed by two technicians: urianalyss, hematocrit, sickle cell
anemia screening test, and VDRL. A pregnancy test and vaginal culture for
gonorrhea were obtained on all sexually active females, while liver function
studies were routinely obtained on all drug users. Immunization innoculations
were brought up to date. The patient was screened by a dental hygienist who
offered instruction on the care of teeth and referred those in need of further
dental care to a dental intern and oral surgeon within the center's health area.

Services to those inmates in residence consisted of a twice daily "sick call."
The centralized medical area and infirmary at S. Center staffed by nurses and
house officers also supplied a 24 hour telephone consultative service to the other
center. The infirmary was available at all times for emergency care with trans-
shipment of patients to Monteflore Hospital if the situation warranted.

Medications were dispensed by nurses and pharmacists utilizing a unit dose
system after preparation by the pharmacy staff from Monteflore located in the
prison. Weekly clinics were established at the center for surgical, prenatal and
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gynecologic problems. Daily dental clinics at the center to effect emergency, as
well as restorative, care are now in session.

The Infirmary was used for Inmates with communicable diseases, drug with-
drawal, severe infections, trauma, gynocologic disorders and a variety of medical
problems of a more serious nature. Those patients in need of surgical or intensive
medical care were transferred to the In-Patient Adolescent Unit at Monteflore
Hospital

An average of 2,000 patients leave the center each year who require after-care
for unresolved medical problems. Previously, the only mechanism available for
dealing with this problem was submission of letters to the patient's parents or
guardian with no method for determining whether adequate follow-up care was
being received. For this reason, a follow-up program utilizing family health
workers was designed and became operational in 1972. The program guarantees
that those teenagers found to have medical problems while at the center will be
enrolled In an appropriate health facility near his or her residence and that
other members of the family with the same condition will be identified and
similarly treated.

Training Is considered to be a vital function of this prison health program.
Twenty nurses, three pharmacists and two laboratory technicians are involved
in ongoing Inservice training through conferences, visiting attending physician
rounds and periodic rotations back to Monteflore Hospital where they received
their initial training. A resident, intern and medical student from the Albert Ein-
stein College of Medicine participate in the program, including a night call rota-
tion for a 4 to 6 week period. Staff phsiclans at the prison have full time academic
appointments at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine and participate in all
aspects of the Division of Adolescent Medicine at Monteflore Hospital.

RESULTS

In the 42 months since the program was Instituted 22,595 patients have been
evaluated. Forty-six percent of these presumably healthy teenagers were found
to have medical problems. A list of the most common of these, found on the basis
of laboratory screening alone, is found in Table I.

Of the drug users, 2,689 or 30 percent, were found to have elevations of SGPT
values at the time of admission to the center. Liver biopsy was performed on
49 of those whose chemical abnormalities persisted for at least three months
with the finding of chronic persistent hepatitis in most.' The diagnosis of venereal
disease was based either on the finding of a positive VDRL, confirmed by a
positive FTA test, or a positive culture for gonorrhea on Lester Martin media.
Only one patient was found to have active pulmonary tuberculosis but 427
adolescents received isoniazid therapy because of a positive tuberculin skin test
of indeterminate duration. Of 3,077 patients tested, 318 were found to have sickle
trait although no patients with homozygous sickle cell disease were detected.
Counseling of those with the trait was conducted by the Nursing Supervisor.

The diagnosis of pregnancy was made upon admission in 4.5 percent of the
girls with an average age of 14.5 years. None of these patients had used con.
traception. Only 19 percent chose to have an abortion, despite easy availability
of elective termination of pregnancy in New York State since 1970.

Asymptomatic urinary tract infection was diagnosed in 308 patients (245
females and 63 males) on the basis of a urine culture showing greater than
100,000 bacterial colonies performed after the screening urinalysis revealed
pyura.

One third of the teenagers entering the center have been Identified as drug
abusers on the basis of medical history and physical examination.8

* Litt. I F, Cohen M I, Schonberg, 8 K, Spgland 1: Liver disease in the drug-using
adolescent. J of Ped 81, No. 2: 238-242 197d s

$ Lltt I F Cohen M I: The drug.using adolescent as a pediatric patient. J of Ped 77.
No. 2: 195-102, 1970.
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There have been 1,427 patients admitted to the infirmary; In addition, 306 pa-
tients required transfer to the Adolescent In-Patient Unit at Monteflore Hospital
An analysis of admission diagnoses for these groups is found in Table II.

DISCUSSION

Rotation through the medltal service'of a detention facility exposes health
professionals from all disciplines to a group of patients who have had little prior
medical care tit a time when their social and emotional problems are of greater
concern to then than physical ills. As xiiany of the Medical problems are in-
extricably related to the patient's socitlI environment, the role of the health
professional goes beyond that within thb traditional hospital setting. It iS not
tUfficient, for example, to diagnose and treat peptic ulcer disease In the teen-
aged girl at the center. One must ask where the patient will go for follow up
medical care and how the court's disposition might affect the disease process or
its therapy. In addition, consideration must be given to whether incarceration
in a penal institution may effect disruption in patho-physology as in diabetes,
asthma, peptic ulcer and epilepsy, as well as complicate the differential-diagno-
sis of amenorrhea. The medical students ano house officers rotating through the
center rapidly become proficient iln identifying physical siglis of drug abuse, in
taking a drug abuse history, in trefttlng narcotic and barbiturate abstinence
syndromes and tit detecting and treating the somatic consequences and 'iom-
pllcations of drug abuse." Less tangible effects of this exposure accrue from the
inevitable process of introspection that accompanies a short, but intense; rela-
tionship with the young drug user, from the frustration of seeing a patient
detoxified and returned to his original environment, only to return again to
prison once mof'e addicted; from the conflict of the confidentiality of the doctor-
patlent relationship; as one relates to the courts and the importance of knowing
that the dis)osltion resides ultimately with the judiciary, not with the doctor as
in a traditional hospital setting.

Although our experience has been with teenage "prisoners", the system of
delivering medical care described herein could be equally applicable to a de-
tained population of adults. Adult prisoners, for the most part, also come from
inner city areas and would therefore be expected to suffer from many of the
same medical problems as the adolescents described here. Reports of medical
complications in adult heroin addicts, who might constitute a significant propor-
tion of the prison population, suggest that they have additional problems, such
as tuberculosis. ulcer disease, and tetanus.'

In a long-term secure detention facility a full-time staff of health professionals:
physicians, nurses, laboratory technicians, pharmacists, dentists, dental hygien-
ists, and social workers may also serve the inmates In a training capacity, teach-
Ing selected, responsible inmates to function as paramedical personnel and
health aides. This would not only provide additional skilled manpower for the
in-prison medical ser-vice, but would also serve as an excellent rehabilitation
program for some prisoners. It would offer meaningful work activities during the
period of their detention, as well as training and experience that would assist
themx in obtaining employment after release.

The presence of a discipline other than correction or law enforcement within
the closed detention facility has the advantage of introducing innovations to
the administration. For example, the refusal to lock adolescents in their rooms
in the infirmary area was initially greeted with concern, if. not alarm, on the
part of the personnel. Subsequent experience that no staff member was injured
by those whose rooms were not secured prompted the adoption of an "open
door" policy in the rest of the facility. The admission of more than 300 teenagers
frmi the center to the nonsecure environment of the Adolescent Unit at Monte-
flore Hospital with an "elopement" rate of 5 percent also reinforced in some
probation and correctional personnel the concept that many teenagers did not
need secure detention. Partially as a result of these observations, a program of
foster home and small group home placements for many of these adolescents
is now operational and expanding in New York City.

In summary, the experience of the Division of Adolescent Medicine affiliation
with a youth detention facility has shown that the detained population suffers
from preexisting moor health by virtue of lack of medical care prior to detention
and that certain medical conditions are by-products of the life-style of those

Litt I F. Co hen M I: The drug-using adolescent as a pediatric patient. 3 of Ped 77,
No. 2: 195-202. 1970.

4 Sapira J D: The narcotic addict as a medical patient. Am J Med 45: 555-588, 1968.
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who eventually become imprisoned. Much can be done mediCally for detainees,
even during a short period of remand and opportunities for epidemiologic sur-
veillance of Illness are great. Easy access to quality medical care also reduces
tension and frustration within a prison setting. It is suggested that certain
carefully selected prisoners detained for a long period of time may be excellent
candidates for training as allied health workers by the medical staff. Lastly,
we believe it is beneficial for health professionals in training to be exposed
to the turmoil, the frustration and also the rewards of prison medicine if we
hope to alter the life style of the imprisoned.

TABLE 1.-Health problems identified in 22,595 adolescents through medical
laboratory screening procedures upon admission to a youth detention facility.

1. Hepatitis, subclinical ------- -2, 68914. Pregnancy ----------------- 397
2. Venereal disease ----------- 5M 5. Sickle cell trait ------------ 318
3. Tuberculin positive --------- 427 6. Urinary tract infection----- 308

*Refers to abnormal serum chemical analyses performed on 7,272 drug users and not
necessarily acute viral hepatitis.

TABLE 2.-Diagnostic categories of health problems identified in 1,703 teen-
agers either admitted to the 'prison infirmary or referred to the in-patient
adolescent unit during a 42 mouth period.

1. Infections:
Respiratory
Cardiovascular
Dermatologic
Central nervous system ------
Venereal
Gastrointestinal
Hepatic--------------------
Genitourinary
Dental.....................
Other----------------------

2. Metabolic Problems:
Diabetes-------------------
Hematuria.................
Protelnuria-----------------
Hypertension
Other

3. Trauma:
Skull......................
Extremities----------------
Other----------------------

218
20
90

5
170
67

185
24

9
34

30
21
17
7

25

45
69
29

4. Neoplasms:
Malignant ------------------- 4
Non-malignant --------------- 22

5. Toxic Reactions:
Overdose syndromes -------- 45
Abstinence syndromes ------ *200

6. Congenital Malformations :
Genitourinary -------------- 66
Cardiac -------------------- 7
Other --------------------- 17

7. Allergic Problems:
Astlma -------- 22

8. Psychiatric disorders ---------- 45
9. Miscellaneous problems ------- 201

*An additional 701 patients were detoxified on an ambulatory basis.

ExIIISIT No. 5

PRELIMINARY REPORT

NATIONAL SURVEY OF HEALTH CARE IN INSTITUTIONS FOR DELINQUENTS,
vicTOR EISNER, M.D. AND ROBERT 1. SHOLTi, M.S.

Juvenile delinquents come largely from populations with lor health and
from families accustomed to receiving epii'Odic care for illness rather than con-
tinuous pediatric care for their children.' For this reason, one would expect a
high incidence of health problems among-institutionalized delinquents, similar
to the incidence among enrollees in job-training programs ' and other groups of

IP adolescents.' Traditionally, poor health has been seen as one of the causative
factors of delinquency 5 and although this view has given ground to sociological

MacIver, R. M. 'The Prevention and Control of Delinquency. New York, Atherton Press,
1966.

'DeJsher, R. W. and O'Leary, J. F. Early Medical Care of Delinquent Children. Ped 25:
329-335: 1960.

& Eisner, V.; Goodlett. C. B. and Driver, M. B. Health of Enrollees in Neighborhood
Youth Corps. Ped. 38: 40-43: (Jul) 1966.

' Salisbury, A. J. and Berg, R. B. Health Defects and Need for Treatment of Adolescents
in Low Income Families. Pub. H. Rep. 84: 705-711 : (Aug) 1969.

'U.S. Children's Bureau, Health Services and Juvenile Delinquency. Washington, U.S.
Dept. of HEW, C.B. Pub). No. 353: 1955.
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theories 0 several authors 7 " have described electroencephalographic abnorpali-
ties among groups of delinquents.

The Children's Bureau, in cooperation with the National Association of Train-
tug Schools and Juvenile Agencies, recognized these considerations when it pub-
lished standards for training schools in 1957. They recommended a thorough
examination of each child admitted to the school, comprising a medical history,
a physical examination, laboratory examinations, and eye and ear examinations.
These were to be followed by treatment, and if necessary, the institution was to
plan for continuation of the treatment after the child's release.

These standards apply only to training schools to which delinquents are sent
after adjudication. They apparently do not apply to detention centers in which
Juveniles are held pending disposition by courts. Standards for health care in
detention centers were published in 1961 by the National Council on Crime and
Delinquency.u Since detention is supposed to be a short-term process, they did
not demand extensive health services, nor did they prescribe more than a super-
ficial search for health problems. They recommended a brief examination of new
admissions for evidence of abuse or communicable disease, medical histories from
the child and from his parent, and dental examinations where possible. When
health problems were discovered they were to be reported to the court, and rec-
ommendations made to parents. Only emergency or short-term treatment was
to be provided.

Little is known about the effect of these recommendations. To our knowledge
there has never been a national study of health care in institutions for delin-
quents. Various communities have studied local Institutions, and in 1967 the
Minnesota Chapter of the Academy of Pediatrics, with the cooperation of the
Commissioner of Corrections, surveyed detention centers In that state."2 As a
result of this survey, other groups of pediatricians began to make similar studies
in their own states. At the same time, the Youth Committee of the American
Academy of Pediatrics interested Itself In the problem. In 1971 it authorized the
present study.

Approximately 50,000 children are confined at any one time in training schools,
and another 1( 000 n detention centers. "s' Since 2500 counties out of the 3100
in the United . -ttes do not have Juvenile detention facilities," other Juveniles
are held In county jails. The number of these is uncertain. While the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency 1, " estimates that 50,000 to 100,000 children
under Juvenile court age are held in Jails and police lockups, Low' estimated
the figure at about 18,000 and the U.S. Department of Justice, in its 1970 Jail
census I found only 7,800. Shifting definitions complicate the estimates: some
Jurisdictions include 17 and 18 year olds among adult offenders, for example, and
the Department of Justice's definition of a Jail excluded all lockups which did
not have authority to hold prisoners 48 hours or more.

The present study consists of site visits by pediatricians to a probability sample
of detention centers and training schools in the United States. No Jails or police
lockups were included nor were "youth" prisons in states where these are

4 Eisner, V. The Delinquency Label: The Epidemiology of Juvenile Delinquency. New
York, Random House, 1969."Jenkins, R. L. and Pacella. B. L. Electroencephalographic Studies of Delinquent Boys.
Am. J. Orthopsych. 13: 107-120: 1943.

' Low, N. L. and Dawson, S. P. Electroeneephalic Findings in Juvenile Delinquency.
Ped 28:452-457: (Sept) 1961).

' Williams, D. Neural Factors Related to Habitual Aggression. Ment. H. Dig. 2 : 14-16'
(Jan) 1970.

IoU.S.D.H.E.W.. Children's Bureau and Nat. Assn. of Training Schools and Juvenile
Agencies. Institutions Serving Delinquent Children: Guides and Goals. Children's Bureau
Publ. No. 360. 1957.

1 National Council on Crime and Delinquency. Standards and Guides for the Detention
of Children and Youth. New York, NCCD. 2nd Ed., 1961.

"Schroeder, A. J. Personal communication.
i Low, S. America's Children and Youth in Institutions 1950-1960-1964. A Demographic

Analvsis. U.S.D.H.E.W Welfare Adm.. Children's Bureau Publ. No. 435, 1965.
14 Jackson, L. T. anA Llgons. D. C. Statistics on Public Institutions for Delinquent

Children 1966. U.S.D.H.E.W., S.R.S.. Children's Bureau Stat Series No. 89. 1967.
is Brewer. B. W. Detention Planning General Suggestions and a Guide for Determining

Capacity. Washington, U.S. Dept. H.E.W.. Children's Bureau Publ. No. 381, 1960.
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distinct from juvenile facilities. At each institution in the sample, the pediatrician
looked for the presence of or absence of certain specific aspects of an ideal
health program, and made value judgements on other aspects of the program

%based on his professional experience. The results of this survey may be inter-
preted as a professional judgement of the status of health care of all delinquents
in these institutions in the United States.

METHODS

With the aid of an advisory group drawn from members of the Adolescence
Committees of the Northern California and Southern California Chapters of the
American Academy of Pediatrics, a questionnaire was prepared and pretested.
(Appendix A) The instructions used with the questionnaire (Appendix B) and
the questionnaire form itself listed the areas to be visited and personnel to be
interviewed. Surveyors were told that answers should reflect their professional
judgement and the standards of good pediatric practice.

A random sample, stratified by the type and estimated size of institution, was
drawn from thd most recent directories of detention centers 1 and training
schools.19 (The newer 1970 Directory of Correctional Institutions and Agencies 1
became available to us too late for inclusion in the sample frame. It listed 8
detention centers and 25 training schools opened since the directories had been
published. The combined population of these 83 Institutions was 2,016, thus the
sample frame actually contained about 97% of the children in detention and
training schools.) The sample consisted of 45 of the 322 training schools listed,
and 34 of the 272 detention centers.

Physician surveyors were recruited with the help of the American Academy
of Pediatrics, and its local chapter chairmen. Fifty-two physicians, of whom 42
were members of the Academy, volunteered to visit one to three institutions each.
They averaged 43 years of age, with none over 65 and only one under 30. The
majority (27) were in private practice. They had graduated from medical school
an average 17 years previously, with only one who had left school less than 6
years before the survey. About half (23) were members of Adolescence com-
mittees of their professional societies. Nearly all (46) were male.

Sixty-seven of the site visits were completed, giving a completion rate of 85%,.
Non-returns were distributed throughout the sample, so that all strata were
represented among the completions. Since the only known reason for non-comple-
tion was falhre to obtain a volunteer physician for the site visit, we do not believe
that the non-completions constitutes a bias.

RESULTS
A. Population 4n Intitutions

Calculations based on the populations of the institutions actually surveyed
allow us to estimate the total population in detention centers and training schools.
About 64,000 children were In these institutions in the Spring of 1971. Of these,
53,000 were in training schools and 11,000 In detention centers. These figures do
not differ significantly from our initial estimates of 50,000 in training schools
and 10,000 in detention centers. Table I shows that about 14% of the inmates of
training schools and 51% of the inmates of detention centers were In small insti-
tutions (arbitrarily defined as ones with Inmate population less than 100). Four
out of five inmates were boys, and 43% were white. (Table II)
B. Administration of Health Program

Seventy percent of the institutions studied had health programs administered
by physicians. Generally this was not the physician who rendered primary health
care in the institution. When a physician was not in charge of the program, either
a nurse or the superintendent of the institution was responsible.

The administrator had an active health council to assist him in only a quarter
of the institutions. All of the health councils included a physician and nearly
all included a nurse. Most of them also included a psychiatrist, a psychologist, a
social worker, a dentist, and the chief administrator of the institution.

The governmental body which ran the institution hired the physicians for most
of the detention centers and many of the training schools. About half of the

"I Carpenter, K.S. Directory of P r., c Training Sc'ools Serving Delinquent Children.
USDHEW, Welfare Adm.. Children's Bureau. 1968.

*0 American Correctional Association Directory : Correetional Institutions and Agencies
of the United States of America, Canada and Great Britain, The Association, 1970.
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training schools had physicians hired directly by the institution's superintendent.
About two thirds of the physicians were paid according to the time they spent. A
fee-for-service pattern of payment was used in about 40% of the small institu-
tions, but in only 20% of the large ones.

Deficiencies in the administration were noted in a substantial number of insti-
tutions. In about one institution out of five no permission for mndieal treatment
was obtained for inmates. Medical records were judged unsatisfactory in the
same number. One institution out of four failed to review medical records when
an inmate was discharged. In one out of five no arrangements were made for
needed follow-up treatment after discharge. These deficiencies were commoner in
small institutions than in the large ones; thus only half of the inmates in small
institutions would have some arrangement made for seeing that medical care
started in the institution would continue. The surveyors judged that tile adminis-
trative structure of the program interfered with effective health care in 22%
of the institutio-n.
C. Environment of Inetituttion

The surveyors reported that the general feeling within most -of the institutions
they visited emphasized rehabilitation rather than custory or punishment. Puni-
tive feelings were found only in a few of the large detention centers. These few
detention centers held only 1% of the inmates.

M3lost of the institutions had adequate physical facilities for their inmates.
Only a sixth were overcrowded, and most of these were the short-term detention
centers. Nearly all kept bedding and clothing clean. Diets were adequate in all
of the Institutions surveyed, whether or not there was a dietician (which there
was in over half of the Institutions). Food was attractively served in nearly all
of the training schools and three fourths of the detention centers.

The surveyors felt that many of the small institutions did not separate inmates
appropriately by age. The risk of homosexual assault did not diminish however,
when inmates were separated appropriately by age; precautions against such
attack were deemed inadequate in one out of seven of the large institutions and
and in only one out of 20 of the small ones. These figures mean that nearly
5,000 inmates are confined in institutions where these precautions were judged
inadequate.

Facilities for health care were generally good in training schools. Nearly all
had adequate facilities for emergency care and care of illness, including access
to laboratories and X-rays. Most also had adequate facilities (either in the in-
stitution or by referral) for dental care. With the exception of dental care, this
was true also of large detention centers. However, half oZ the inmates of small
detention centers did not have adequate facilities available for care of Illness
or for dental care. Large institutions generally had available adequate pharmncy
services and consultation with specialists. These services were unavailable to a
quarter of the inmates of small Institutiops.

Nearly all of the institutions had adequate recreation, general education, and
compensatory education programs, although detention centers were less likely
than training schools to offer compensatory education.
D. Medical Procedures at Admission

The overall impression of the surveyors was that most of the inmates had good
or excellent assessments of their health %hen they entered the institution. Only
9% of the inmates were in institutions where the health assessment was con-
sidered "inadequate": these children were mainly in small institutions, both
detention centers and training schools. However, nearly a third of the children
in the institutions with populations under 100 had inadequate health assessments.

Elements of the health assessment surveyed were the medical history, the
physical examination, and screening tests. Nearly all (94%) of the children
were in institutions where a medical history of some sort was taken, and the
overwhelming majority of the histories were taken by a physician or a nurse.
H owever, time surveyors judged that only 70% of the children were in institu-
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tions where the history was adequate. Detention centers and small training schools
frequently did not obtain a 'history. Parents were less available in training
schools, especially th large one's, than in detention centers, and more than half
of the inmates had 'to give their Medical histories themselves. In many Instances,
the total time allotted to the medical history was five minutes or less. (Table Ib'

Physical examinations (Table IV) showed more variability with the type of
institution than did the medical history. About 85% of the inmates received
adequate physical examinations, but only about half of those in detention centers
or small training schools. In the large training schools over 97% of the iinates
received adequate physical examinations. Nearly all of the examinations were
performed by physicians who took adequate time for the task. The major de-
ficiency in this area of health assessment consisted in not doing the examination
at all.

All institutions, even the large training schools, performed screening tests
less often than physical eamiuations. Table V shows the proportions of inmates
in each type of school who were in institutions which routinely performed various
types of test on each new admission. Heights and weights were usually taken,
and dental screening, tuberculin testing and vision screening were common. Hear-
ing screening and urinalysis for protein and sugar also were common procedures,
but 'a microscopic exami nation of the urine was routinely done for only aihitority
of the inmates.

Once lroblems had been identified, the surveyors found that they were handled
well. Practically none of the large institutions gave inadequate care for health
problems picked up at admission, and the smill institutions gave adequate care
to four out of five of their inmates. Altogether only 5',4% of the inmates Were In
institutions where inadequate care was given for problems found at entry.

The institutions were far less likely to provide immunizations than they Were
to provide treatment for specific problems. Table VI shows that nearly all the
training schools provided tetanus and smallpox immunizations when necessary,
bht other types of immunization were given far less frequently aiid detention
centers were much less likely to give immunizations of any sort than were train-
ing schools.
E. Treat ment of lilncs8

The quality of care for illness varied with the size of the institution. All of the
large institutions had regular sick cells. Small institutions were less likely to.io
so; 15% oif the inmates of small detention centers and 39% of the inmates 'of
small training schools were In institutions which had no sick calls, or s1k calls
less often than once a week. Institutions which held sick calls usually gave good
care at them; inadequate care at sick calls was nearly always found in small
institutions. Nevertheless, the surveyors thought that doctor-iatient relations were
mior in a third of the institutions, and that care was frequently given with inade-
quate consideration of the patients' dignity and feelings

Table VII shows the proportion of inmates who could expect good or excellent
care for drug problems, suicide threats, emotional problems, and learning prob-
lems. Large institutions were more likely to handle these problems well than
small, and training schools more likely than detention centers. Despite the
obvious need, a fifth of the inmates in detention centers could look forward to
inadequate treatment of acute drug toxicity, and a quarter would receive inade-
quate care if they threatened suicide.

Many institutions have standing orders covering medications for inmates or
treatment of minor illness. With a few exceptions, these were Judged to be
appropriate.
I'. Dental Care

As stated above, many institutions did not have adeqaute facilities for dental
care of the inmates. The observers Judged that two-thirds of the inmates received
good or excellent dental care despite this. Even detention centers, which nor-
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ally bold Inmates only for short stays, provided good dental care to about
40% of their inmates, and training schools provided it to three quarters. The types
of care given are shown in Tatle VIIL Emrgency care and extractions were
available to nearly all the inmates of training schools, and even prostheses were
available to two-thirds.
G. Overall Aaaeoment of Program

At the conclusion of the survey, the question was asked, "In your opinion, Is the
overall health program of this Institution inadequate, barely Inadequate, good,
or excellent ?"

The responses to this question are shown In Table IX, as percents of inmates of
each type of institution. Only 7.4% of the inmates were in institutions with inade-
quate programs and 81.4% were in institutions with good or excellent programs.
The inadequate programs were mostly in small institutions, both detention cen-
ters and training schools. Only half of the Inmates of small training schools or
detention centers were in institutions where the programs were rated "good"
or "excellent".
H. Effects of Survey

The very fact of studying a subject creates interest in it. For this reason, each
of the surveyors was asked what effect the survey had on practices In the In-
stitution. Most responded that they observed none, or that not enough time had
elapsed to tell. However, several specific results were reported. In two states,
authorities requested. consultation on health programs from the local Academy
of Pediatrics chapter for all of their institutions for delinquents, and in one other
state, they requested similar help from the State Department of Health. In six
other states, the surveyors reported that the superintendents of one or more
of the Institutions Included in the sample requested further consultation. In half-
a-dozen institutions, the surveyors were able to observe specific changes follow-
ing their Inquiries about such areas as sanitation, screening examinations, or
psychiatric help.

In addition to these specific effects of the survey, the need to recommend sur-
veyors led two local chapters of the Academy of Pedierirc"I to establish Youth
Committees.
Discussions and concluSion.

The first impression one obtains from the results detailed above is that the
standards for health programs are fairly-well met, especially by detention
centers. In general, detention centers provide for more extensive health services
than specified by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency.u Training
schools generally have adequate facilities and use them appropriately.

The present survey was not designed to measure health care against the
written standards, but to compare it to the "standards of good pediatric prac-
tice" (Appendix A). By-these standards, the health programs in all of the
large training schools were "adequate" or better. However, the story is different
in training schools and camps with less than 100 inmates, where 40% of the
inmates, about 3,000 juveniles, were in institutions with "inadequate" health
programs. Detention centers, were inmates stay for shorter times, had fewer
programs jidged inadequate but the 16% of Inmates of detention centers with
inadequate programs amounted to 1,700 Individuals.

In general, the physician surveyors found the technical performance of physi-
cians In the institutions to be satisfactory albeit frequently impersonal. Physical
examinations were generally done well, treatment was given, and standing
orders were appropriate. Deficiencies tended to be In other areas, ranging from
Inadequate facilities through inadequate provisions to handle problems that
were not strictly medical, to inadequate arrangements to provide continuity
of care after discharge. All of these problems were worse in small institutions
than in large ones. While published standards differentiate between detention
centers and training schools, the quality of health programs actually appears

ow to depend more on the size than the type of the institution. Obviously, large
institutions can more readily provide facilities of any type than can small ones.

But facilities do not need to be within the walls of an institution to be
available. To find Inadequate facilities at small institutions suggests that these
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institutions ara not making enough use of existing facilities in the outside
community. The quality of health care given to involuntarily confined children
should not depend on the size of the place of confinement. One might argue
also that it should not depend on the type of Institution. The rationale for
lower standards of care in detention centers comes from the temporary nature
of the child's stay in the institution. According to the National Council on
Crime and Delinquency' the average stay of a child in a detention center
Is twelve days. This means that half of the children in detention, or about 5,500
children, will stay twelve days or longer. One need only ask what health services
would be provided for children staying in private camps for twelve days to
see the need for health services beyond a superficial examination and emergency
treatment.

Standards for the care of children in Institutions for delinquents are a part
of the more general problem of standards for the health care of children away
from home, or in the custody of persons other than their parents. This is a
legitimate concern of pediatricians, although one to which little attention has
been given. This survey suggests a need to develop and promulgate new standards
for such care. Such standards should include guidelines for determining the
extent of medical care and other health program activities which must be
provided. They should also Include standards of program administration to
facilitate the provisions of comprehensive care, and they should be as feasible
for use by small institutions and foster homes as by large institutions.

It should not be necessary for a child to be imprisoned in order to obtain ade-
quate health services, but in the present state of distribution of health care in
the United States, a detention center or training school may provide a child's
first opportunity to receive comprehensive health services. The finding of "ade-
quate" services for most of the Juvenile delinquents in institutions should not ob-
scure the parallel finding that only a quarter of the inmates were in institutions
providing "excellent" care. Forty five thousand children are confined in Insti-
tutions where the health programs were rated less than "excellent".

Health programs for delinquents can best be improved by local action. This
survey, which visited only an eighth of the Institutions in the. country, has al-
ready stimulated improvements in a few programs. It has shown that superin-
tendents of training schools and detention centers will welcome help in these
areas, and will cooperate in improving health programs.
Summary

Physicians surveyed health programs In a random sample of United States
training schools and detention centers for Juvenile delinquents. The quality of
health programs and the health care given to delinquents were found to be
generally acceptable, but not optimal.

Health care in these institutions can be Improved by local action. However,
the published standards for health programs appear inadequate, and need re-
vision by appropriate national organizations.
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TABLE I.-POPULATION OF INSTITUTIONS FOR DELINQUENTS IN THE UNITED STATES BY TYPE AND SIZE OF
INSTITUT ION

,Small Large

institutionsI institutions's Total

Detentioncenters ------------------------------------------- 5,634 5,455 11 089
Training schools ------------------------------------------- --- 7,447 45,139 52. 586

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 13, 081 50, 594 63,675

1 tess than 100 inmates.
3 100 or more inmates.

TABLE II.-POPULATION OF INSTITUTIONS FOR DELINQUENTS IN THE UNITED STATES BY RACE AND SEX

White with
Spanish Other and

White surname Negro unknown Total

Male ------------------------------- 22, 077 5,170 18,636 6, 347 52, 230
Female ----------------------------- 5,200 751 3,895 1,599 11, 445

Total ----- _------------------- 27,277 5,920 22, 532 7,946 63, 675

TABLE Ill.-MEDICAL HISTORIES

[Expressed as percent of all inmates of institution of each type who are in institution which takes history in the manner
shown. For example, in the 1st column 100 percent would be all inmates in training schools: 73.4 percent of them were
in training schools where an adequate history was taken]

Training Detention Small . Large
school center institution I institution Total

Adequate history -------- ! ---------------------- '73.4 53.8 48.0 75.6 70.0
History taken by physician or nurse- -------------- 80.2 71.6 68.3 814 78.7
No history or Iistory taken in 5 minutes or less__ 51.3 35.9 48.5 48.7 48.6
History taken only from child -------------------- 61.7 28.6 35.3 61.2 55.9

1 Less than 100 inmates.
2 100 or more inmates.

TABLE IV.-PflYSfCAL EXAMINATIONS

[Expressed as percent of all inmates of institution of each type

Training Detention Small Large
schDCI center institution I institution ' Total

Adequate physical examination .................
Physical examination not done .................
Physical examination not done by physician ......
Physical examination done in 5 minutes or less-....

92.2
6.6
0
5.7

49. 7
18.0
6.8

30.8

s5.0 93.5 84.8
34.2 2.0 8.6
3.9 .5 1.2

15.5 8.7 10.1

I Less than 100 inmates.
1100 or mare inmates.

TABLE V.-ROUTINE PERFORMANCE OF SCREENING TESTS

[Expressed as percent of all inmates of institution of each typel

Training Detention Small Large
Type of test school center institutions' institutions' Total

Height and weight .-------- _--------- 94.6 68.7 72.5 94.7 90. 1
Dental ----------------------------- 8 9.4 39.8 50.5 88.5 80.7
Tuberculin --------------------------- 85.7 49.1 60.8 84.2 79.4
Vision ------------------------------ 82.5 53.0 47.6 73.2 77.4
Urine sugar -------------------------- 67.6 38.7 53.4 64.8 62.5
Hearing ----------------------------- 68.9 28.5 10.0 75.2 61.8
Urine protein ......................... 66.2 38.7 53.4 63.6 61.5
Urine microscopic-. ------------------- 38. 1 38.7 42.4 37.2 38.2

1 Less than 100 inmates.
1100 or more inmates.
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TABLE VI.-IMMUNIZATIONS GIVEN

lExpressed as percent of all Inmates of institution of each type

Training Detention Small Large
school center institution 1 institution I Total

Tetanus ----------------------------- 93.1 67.4 70.3 93.4 88.6
Smallpox ---------------------------- 82.3 37.9 65.3 77.0 74.6
Polio -------------------------------- 77.1 44.2 56.0 75.4 71.4
Diphtheria ---------------------------- 57.0 55.7 68. 7 53.7 56.7
Measles ----------------------------- 48. 3 33.4 45.6 45. 8 45.7

' Less than 100 inmates.

I 10C or more inmates.

TABLE VII.-GOOD OR EXCELLENT CARE OF SPECIAL PROBLEMS

[Expressed as percent of all Inmates of Institution of each type

Training Detention Small Large
school center Institution I Institution a Total

Emotional problems ------------------- 82.5 40.9 51.9 81.3 75.3
Learning problems -------------------- 75.1 29.7 44.3 73. 1 68.2
Acute drug toxicity ------------------ 63.1 62.2 46.6 67.2 63.0
Suicide threat ------------------------ 66.0 47.6 45.0 57.4 62.8
Chronic drug abuse -------------------- 65.2 48.9 35.3 69.4 62.4

I Less than 100 inmates.
2 100 or more inmates.

TABLE VII.-DENTAL CARE AVAILABLE

[Expressed as percent of all inmates of Institution of each type

Training Detention Small Large
school center institution I institution a Total

Emergency care ....................... 97.6 70. 3 75.2 97.4 92. 8
Extractions ........................... 91.0 34.3 66.7 84.9 81.1
X-ray ............................... 84.6 37.8 60.9 80.5 76.5
Fillings -------------------- ---------. 84.6 32.0 59.2 79.7 75.5
Prophylaxis .......................... 70.2 18.8 29.2 69.5 61.2
Prostheses ........................... 64.5 25.2 41.7 61.8 57.6

I Less than 100 inmates.
1 100 or more inmates.

TABLE IX.-OVERALL ADEQUACY OF HEALTH PROGRAM

[Expressed as percent of all inmates of institution of each type)

Training Detention Small Large
school center Institution I institution ' Total

Inadequate .......................... 5.6 15.7 32.9 0.8 7.4
Barely adequate ...................... 8.0 26.2 15.8 10.0 11.2
ood............................... 59.5 50.3 39.1 62. 7 57.9

Excellent ............................. 26.9 7.8 I.2 26.5 23.5

Total .......................... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

'Less than 100 Inmates.
100 or more inmates.

Senator BAYia. The last witness today is Mr. John T. Shope, director
of the Mecklenburg County Juvenile Diagnostic Center, Charlotte,N.C.Mr. Shop, we appreciate your being with us this morniiig and

again I am sorry for the delays that have inconvenienced you and de-
layed your testimony. We appreciate your staying with-us.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN T. SHOPE, DIRECTOR, MECKLENBURG
COUNTY JUVENILE DIAGNOSTIC CENTER, CHARLOTTE, N.C.

Mr. SHOPE. Thank you very much, Senator Bayh.
As I am sure all of the other people who have been before your com-

mittee today have said, I appreciate the opportunity of coming here
and appearing. Let me give a little background as to my experience in
the area of juvenile detention before I start.

I was the director of the facility in Atlanta when CBS did their
special there, also when Howard James did his publication showing
the trouble there. At present I am director of the Juvenile Diagnostic
Center in Charlotte, which is basically a juvenile detention facility
that provides some psychological testing services to children that are
in need of secure custody. So my experience has been basically in these
two institutions: One is a large 114-bed facility in Atlanta and then
there is the small 30-bed facility in Charlotte which, by the way, has
an average population of about 17.

My experience in the area of juvenile detention on a national scope
comes from me being immediate past president of the National
Juvenile Detention Association and being in contact with many, many
of the people working in detention facilities in the Nation. The first
thing I wanted to do was, well, would be to define what I feel as the
detention process and also to define what I feel is a juvenile detention
facility, of course, being the process of keeping a child in secure cus-
tody pending court disposition in this case. A juvenile detention facilit,
is any institution which provides secure custody for children separate
and apart from the adults pending court disposition or pending trans-
fer to another agency.

Senator BAnH. When you say secure, you mean a locked facility
where the stay is not voluntaryI

Mr. SHOPE. Yes; and the in the professional field I think there is a
problem here of semantics. I feel that juvenile detention facility means
per se that: secure custory. I disagree with the theory that every child
in our institutions now need this, but when I am saying juvenile de-
tention facility, I am talking about a secure custody facility and I
want to clarify that point. House detention or detention o the in-
dividual for probation services or detention for case services on a
preadjudication basis, to me this is not basically a secure custory-

Senator BAYH. What about 30 days in jail before seeing a judge?
Mr. SHOPr.. That is definitely a process of detention but it is not a

detention facility.
Senator BATH. But the impact on those that are detained is prob-

ably the same?
Mr. SHOPE. Yes; very much so. That is again the process of detaining

but yet is not a detention facility as I see it.
Now, I wanted to skim through the presentation that I have pre-

pared today. I would just like to make it a part of the record and just
then skim through some of the points I feel are very important.

First of all, 1? think the concept of having a juvenile detention
facility separate and apart from an adult facility is a direct conse-
quential outgrowth from the philosophy that created the juvenile court
system itself. If we are to be able to individualize the needs of children
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that appear before the juvenile court, then our institutions must be
geared basically to deal with the problems of juveniles and not adults.

I think, at surface value, the concept of providing juvenile deten-
tion facilities in lieu of adult jails, is a good one but that is at surface
value. If through the creation of a juvenile detention facility in a
community, children who need secure custody can be spared from the
criminal environment and stigma of the adult lockup and from all of
the negative things that go with being in an adult lockup, if these
can be eliminated by being in a juvenile detention facility in a com-
munity, then I think-we can accept that as being a positive reason for
creating such facility. Too often, however, the building of a physical
plant is the first step a community takes in establishing a system of
juvenile justice.

Alternatives to temporary incarceration as a resource to the com-
munity are very rarely tried. They are very rarely attempted until ex-
isting juvenile facilities become dangerouly overcrowded and then we
go to other alternatives.

I want to give the Georgia situation because I am familiar with that,
as an example. In the early 1960's, as Mr. Starnes' presentation shows,
the general citizens in Georgia became very alarmed at the number of
juveniles being detained in the local county jails in that State and, as
a direct result of this, the regional system was established and sud-
denly overnight we had six new regional detention facilities to sup-
posedly take care of the problems of juveniles on a predisposition
basis. Now the problem I think with this type of emotional reaction to
the problems of children being in jail is that with this creation of juve-
nile facilities to take the children out of jail, we guaranteed that more
and more and mort juveniles would be incarcerated simply becus
there were no intake procedures built into this system. Within a year's
period of time every new regional facility that was constructed was
overcrowded. The problem also was with the judges, the, 30 or more
judges that had authority to commit children on a temporary basis to
these institutions received no training and no orientation as to what
the use of these facilities should be. So what we did in Georgia, be-
cause of the planning aspect, was to expand from a situation where we
had some children being held in the county jail to one where we prob-
ably increased the number of children in secure custody threefold or
fourfold on an average daily basis.

So what I am saying here is that. in an emotional appeal to get
kids out of the jails, let's not create juvenile jails as the alternative.

Senator BAYH. You said the number detained was increased three-
fold, or fourfold as a rsult of this new benevolent approach?

Mr. SHOPF. Right; to get them out of jail we created institutions
that provided more bed space and so we put more back into juvenile
jail and to me I think we are harming more kids in secure custody than

OW. I think were harmed in the adult jails if you balance the good and bad
of adult versus juvenile. And the numbers we are now keeping in secure
custody-and when I say "We, I am not in Georgia any more--but the
number of individuals, kids in secure custody in Georgia has increase
because of this benelovent effort. That is what I am saying, that in
creating an emotional appeal to get the children out of the Jails, let':-
be sure we don't create juvenile jails in its place and guarantee that
more secure custody will be the result.
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In 1958 the National Probation and Parole Association which is
now the NCCD, had a publication called "Standards and g uides for
the Detention of Children and Youth" and it pretty well summed up
the status of juvenile detention in this country at that time. I don't
really think that has changed much on a national scope. I think it
has changed considerably in certain locations such as New York and
some other areas where detention populations have decreased, but in
other places there are also new facilities, constructed almost every
month. Again in many cases on the part of the community new faci I
ties are created after an emotional appeal to the community to, get
the children out of the adult jails.

Specifically I have been asked to discuss some of the areas I feel are
problem areas to the administrator of a facility. I guess my experience
in Atlanta will be a good background for problems in the area of ad-
ministrator of a facility.

Now, I think the main problem that a detention administrator faces,
and this is my own personal opinion, "is not in running his institution
but it is in continually redefining to the community, the police, to the
law enforcement, to the probation department, to the social welfare
people in the community, and to the general community as a whole, the
f unction of the facility to see that it is not misused and does not become
dumping ground for kids needing a variety of community services.

I think that the first function of the administrator is not to worry
about the day-to-day problems in house, but to see that his institution
is not misused. I think the problem of the detention administrator
carries an awesome moral responsibility to the children he has in his
care and I am particularly concerned with the move in this country
to provide children with legal rights, without, in many States, ouaran-
teeing that the moral rights of these children are also protecte. I will
go into that in a little bit.

I think legally every administrator in this country is protected if
he has a signed court order saying that child is remanded to his cus-
tody. I think since the Gault decision, proper due process procedures
have been applied in most juvenile courts.

I particularly know of no juvenile court that is operating in com-
plete disregard of Gault. There might be some on the verge of disre-
gard, but I know of none that have not been affected directly by Gault.
My whole concern about that decision and the legal implications that
are followed is that we have missed the whole point. We have been so
involved with developing legal due process for kids that we really
haven't develop the services that Gault needed.

We have passed legislation to establish due process but yet we haven't
created the services that Gerald Gault needed so he could benefit
through due process, The Gerald Gaults will probably still go to train-
ing school but in the situation we are operating in ir this country now,
Gerald Gault would have due process. This is my concern in the area
of legal process and legal rights of children.

Senator BAY. What wouldyou recommend we do in the disposi-
tion of Gerald Gault if it were done not merely according to due proc-
ess but according to a true concern for the moral rights of that young
lron ?
Mr. SHoP&. I think that that gets into my recommendations about

types of alternatives for the court system. We would have everything
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from youth service bureaus to foster care and get away from this tra-
ditional foster care of maw and paw with an extra bed and a per diem
of $3 pet day with each child that comes; with no program. There
are a variety of services that would keep Gerald Gault from going
to training school that I could recommend. I think that is the im-
portant point. Our juvenile system still sits in the position of a

C parent. We commit children to institutions and they are siill in our
custody in juvenile court. So, if we are going to do that, we are going
to have to provide the services that we would provide ou[r own chil-
dren. If our children were having a dental proble, they would get to
the dentist.. If our children were having a medical problem, they would
go to the doctor. If our children needed psychiatric care, they would go
and receive that. These are the types of things I am saying, are the
moral responsibilities we owe those children.

Getting back to the way a community somehow reacts to the legal
process involved to assure that children that are being detained, for
instance, have legal safeguards, Senator, in North Carolina they have a
statute that was just changed. It says that a child that is being held in
secure custody has to have a formal hearing within 5 calendar days.
It was changed from 5 days to 5 calendar days simply because the
attorney general interpreted 5 days to mean 5 days under the old civil
procedures system. So now we have to have a hearing within 5 days for
that child. Because North Carolina has some very rural areas, the
district court judge who sits as juvenile court juage and the chief
probation officer were the only two people in the local community that
could make detention decisions. In other words, they could make the
decision to detain a child or not. So rather than creating a system of
intake screening, the State passed this year a new law that allows the
clerk of the superior court to make this decision if the judge so desig-
nates. So really, what we have done is broaden the funnel in our State
for finding a mechanism to make it legal to detain children, and this is
the way the bill passed that a child cannot be detained without someone
who has legal authority to make that decision, making that decision.
So we passed a law that gave this legal authority to 100 different people.

Senator BAYIE. I am sure there are, a number of court clerks that are
very dedicated people throughout North Carolina, but what does that
statute giving the clerk the power to detain a child require of the clerk
in terms of training, experience, and educational background regard-
ing the problems of children, juvenile delinquency, and due process?

Mr. SHopy,. In North Carolina there are 100 counties and 100 differ-
ent clerks and it requires only that he be elected.

Senator BAYT. Only that he be elected ?
Mr. SHoPE. In all of the communities it, requires the district court

judge to designate him. In other words, he would designate him by
__ written order on file. Now in how many counties this is being done I

am not sure. We haven't had a chance to see what is happening. In my
county I know this is not being done. Our judges don't feel that re-
sponsibility should be passed down to the clerk of the superior court
because it'is a terrific responsibility. Probably the key to the whole
juvenile system is in the intake processing of children.

I think, probably, the second most important area from the stand-
oint of the administrator of the detention facility is the delicate role

he has in, No. 1, developing a good program within his institu-
25-219-74-25
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tion, and I am saying good, sound detention programs, but yet at'
the same time turning around and telling the community why some
children shouldn't be there simply because he has this good program. In
other words, this sounds rather redundant, I guess, but it is a terriffic
problem for the administrator. I would define a good program as being
a variety of things, everything from group counseling to medical care
to positive recreational activities to positive adult-child relationships,
then how can you convince the community that the child should not be
there in order to get those programs I

This is a tremendous ongoing problem of the detention adminis-
trator.

Chuck Simonson from Akron, Ohio, made a presentation a couple
of years ago entitled "Is a Good Detention Program Contributing to
Juvenile Delinquency?" It is the type of situation where the com-
munity feels, "look, we've got a terrific place to keep the children so we
will commit more there," and "they've got a good program there so
we will commit more."

My own personal opinion is this, and that is, it is detrimental to
confine a human being. It is just not the nature of man to be confined.
I look on juvenile detention-and it is my field-as a necessary evil,
but an evil that must be controlled and must be properly used. It is
my own personal opinion that from 30 to 50 percent of all kids that
are in secure custody in this country today do not need to be there.

At the particular point of intake there are some alternative pro-
grams that could be tried prior to that decision to place him in
custody-

Senator BAnH. 30 to 50 percent is about the lowest estimate I have
heard.

Mr. SHoPz. That is my opinion. Atlanta is 75, Charlotte is probably
about 25. That is my opinion of.Atlanta and Charlotte combined.

Senator BAYH. YOu work in Charlotte now ?
Mr. SHOPM. Ye& And I think New York City is a good example of

how alternative programs can be used rather than locking the kid
up prior to adjudication.

Now we haven't talked or I haven't heard much mentioned about
post-adjudication of delinquent children. That wasn't mentioned in
the letter to me, but to me that is another real touchy point and that
is the number of runaways and truants and ungovernables that we
have--and I noticed on Mr. Mucci's daily log there the number that
are just waiting in suspense for something miraculous to .happen
before they are released, you know, waiting for placement, is usually
the single most used line on a detention memo 'hold for placement;
probation officer trying to work out resource." And normally that is
not there. Maybe a relative will show up from out of town to take
the kid to live with him but normally it doesn't happen. And a lot
of these kids, after adjudication, after they have been found ungov-
ernable, after they have been found guilty of a status offense, they
are simply waiting for something to happen. In many cases, this is
done by the judges because they don't want to send the kid to a train-
ing school, and they don't want to commit him to a long-term institu-
tion, so the child spends a lot of his time just waiting in suspense.
And the detention facility, of course, catches the brunt of all the
emotional 'behavioral problems that are involved with the 30- or 60-
or 90-day stay.
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I think, on a national le-1el, there is a very, very critical situation
developing in the area of preadjudication detntion of children on
status offenses. I see it in our area and most of the administrators I
know of are seeing it in theirs. A large number of juvenile detention
facilities and juvenile courts are experiencing this community pres-
sure to "do something about the runaway problem." I think the situa-
tion and the incidents that happened in Texas have put a tremendous
amount of pressure and had a tremendous effect on the national image
and feeling of "we have to do something about runaways." I think
detention facilities are catching the brunt simply because they are
the existing facilities. The juvenile court system is the existing system
and the detention facilities are the existing facilities and they are
going to be misused unless alternative programs are created. Rather, I
should say they are going to be continued to be misused at a larger
rate simply because they exist..

I am very concerned about the philosophical justification for our
undisciplined and our ungovernable, what we call the status offense,
category of child. To me the philosophy is this and that is we have
laws in our statute books in the States that allow the courts to deal.
with these types of children simply because and the only logical reason
being, the reason we want to prevent children from running away and
we want to see that the children go to school and we want to see that
the children obey their parents is to prevent them from eventually
becoming delinquents or from becoming criminals; yet in most com-
munities the only institutions and the only facilities that these children
have to be served are the same institutions and the same services and
the same facilities that handle the delinquent children. So to use a
local expression, we are trying to prevent the kid from becoming
scratched by throwing him "right into the briar patch" so to speak.
There is no logic behind it. There is no philosophical logic behind the
statutes dealing with the undisciplined or the ungovernable or the
runaway children if it is not to prevent them from becoming juvenile
delinquents and yet the children use the same institutions that the
juvenile delinquent children use.

There is just no logic behind it.
Now this is the fourth major problem in the area of administrator

of the detention facility and that is the problem of staff and staff
training. I think Mr. Mucci put it real well as far as the problems
involved with keeping a well-qualified and well-trained staff. In
1969, in my own facility in Atlanta, I had a 75-percent'turnover rate
of male staff. It is just impossible to operate any type of effective
ongoing program with that type of turnover. I think many factors
contribute to this. I think the inability of administrators to provide
staff time for training is one factor. I think that pressures involved
in working in a lockup facility is certainly another factor. Where the
child care staff ratio versus the children is so high that physical
control rather than individual guidance becomes the watchword. It
becomes the only measurable quantity that a community can see, you
know, how many kids did you have run away from your facility I And
if you didn't have any you must be doing well. If you had some, you
weren't doing well. You know, the judge doesn't get upset if you don't
have any so this is how we measure the effectiveness of the detention
program. There is no way I know of measuring the negative psy-
chological effects that detention has on the children who shouldn't be
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there. I think the only national staff training program that I have had
experience with in the area of people working in the area of juvenile
detention was an LEAA funded-no, it was an HEW funded pro-
gram, at Southern Illinois University that lasted from 1968 1 think, to
about 1970. It lost its Federal grant, but I think it made a tremendous
impact. For one thing it did a complete survey of existing juvenile
detention facilities in the country and that was the first survey I know
of that was ever done which included everything from educational
level of staff to data capacities and so on. It was just a very compre-
hensive type of study on that. On top of that they did some real sincere
and some real good staff training for administrators and also for line
staff out of their campus at Southern Illinois University. But again,
their function has been removed and there is no national effort to do
training in the area of juvenile detention staffing. The National
Juvenile Detention Association, of which I was, and have been con-
nected since 1968, is trying to do it on a membership dues basis and we
have trained about 650 staff people in the last 21/2 years; but it is an
effort that requires financial contribution on behalf of all of us involved
as well as those that attend these training sessions.

The second area that I wanted to cover today was suggested in the
letter of invitation and was my evaluation of existing facilities in rela-
tion to physical conditions, recrational programs, medical programs,
and rehabilitative programs; that is, of juvenile detention facilities in
the country as a whole and that was ve y, very difficult to do. They
range in size from as little as 5 beds to te new facility in Chicago,
which will have a capacity, when it is open next month, of 550 juve-
niles. They range in physical description from those that are dungeon-
like,-and Mr. Starnes mentioned one in Bibb County, Ga.-to those
that are considered by local communities to be motels and get criticism
for being so nice and having such a good program.

I think that the Omnibus Safe Streets and Crime Act had a ter-
rific impact on improving facilities in the last 5 years, though I think,
that basically, construction funds will probably be cut off at this
point. I think probably that is a good thing to do too. I think it is
generally accepted that all detention centers should provide recrea-
tion, group discussion, schooling, individual guidance, and opportu-
nities for religious services on a voluntary basis and also constructive
work experience.

A survey of 167 homes conducted by SIU, in 1971 indicated that
a substantial number of detention homes are falling short of the recom-
mended program standards. I know this survey is 5 years old and I
am sure there have been some tremendous changes made in those 5
years, but I still think basically that statement is true. Of the 167
detention centers surveyed at that time 90 percent had organized
recreation programs, which is kind of unheard of, only 90 percent,
it looks like 100 percent would have recreational programs for the kids.
74 percent had school programs, 63 percent used volunteers, 81 percent
required constructive work, and only 20 percent used any type of group
treatment techniques. The amazing thing about this, I feel, is that 25
percent of detention homes surveyed at that time didn't have any kind
of school program at all and of those that did have schools it is very
questionable as to the type of school program they had.
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There have been some innovative school programs developed in the
coumtry in detention facilities. My concern in the area of school is
that every State now has a compulsory school attendance law yet 25
percent of detention facilities that operate aren't sending their kids
to school and we are keeping them in there for things like truancy
and ungovernable behavior and yet 'we turn around and violate the
law by not having an effective school program.

I think the availability of emergency medical services for children
in detention centers in the country is basically good, although many
facilities cannot afford nor does their size necessitate regular medical
staff. I think almost every facility has access to emergency medical
care, but what. I feel is lacking, in my own personal opinion, is the
medical diagnostic services that would discover medical problems that
could be contributing negatively to a child's normal adjustment within
the community.

I think that proper staffing and training of staff working directly
with children in juvenile detention facilities is an important and key
aspect to improving programs within facilities in this country. The
types of staff that I and most administrators I know and associate
with and are eager to recruit, must still possess a little trace of physical
prowess and a trace of being.camel-like in their ability to work long
hours for fairly meager earnings under tense secure situations. They
still must possess some of those characteristics, but, most importantly,
they must possess an extreme compassion for children, have the ability
to see behavior as an outward symptom of other problems, set liberal,
vet. definite, behavioral limits without the use of corporal punishment,
te able to counsel or rap with the poor ghetto delinquent child.and a
variety of others, possess writing and communicating abilities that
allow good observation summaries, project a father or mother image,
be able to make rough diagnoses of behavioral signs that indicate a
need for other agency resources, recognize medical problems and their
symptoms, and possess the ability to accept change.

Getting on down a little bit. io my evaluation of the necessity and
justification of the detention of alleged delinquent and status offenders
and neglected children, now. first. of all let me say this is my opinion.
In Atlanta I operated a facility that detained in excess of 6,000 chil-
dren per year. Our intake office was, in my opinion, the open end of
a large funnel. The intake unit was not staffed with workers trained
to provide proper screening processes for children. The atmosphere
was one of reversed screening. Children were brought directly to the
center l)y the local police departments, processed into the facility and
then some efforts made to release those whom the workers felt should
not be detained. So, as a result of this procedure, the police depart-
ment's apprehension rate had a direct immediate effect on the deten-
tion program and we detained as many there as they had detained in
the entire city of New York. This situation has been changed scme-
what, but. basically that is a good example of how some intake proc-
esses operate in getting children into secure custody.

Goinz down to the rate of detention of kids in the country, I think
basically somewhere between 10 and 20 percent of the number of police
referrals to the court is the recommended maximum rate of detainin.
This means that, if 5.000 children are referred to the court by the
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police each year somewhere between 500 and maybe 700 kids should
actually be detained. In the survey that SIU did in 1968, again 72
percent of all of the detention facilities contacted had detention rates
above this maximum recommendation and

Senator BAYH. When you say referral, does it denote some judicial
process?

Mr. SHOrE. Yes. A petition .or taking legal steps to see that he is
brought before the court.

Senator BAYH. How about these youths who were runaways, picked
up for hitchhiking and kept in the jail for 30 days ? Is that considered
a referral to court?'

Mr. SHOPE. No. What is considered as a police referral if they sign
a petition. In other words, if they make a copy of charges and arrest
ticket against the child and he came and brought the child to the court's
attention, well, that 10- to 20-percent figure applies to all lice refer-
rals. I see that as a fairly good indication and a fairly good percentage
to use in measuring rates of detention. Really what has the greatest
effects here is how many do the police refer and do they handle a lot
at the station captain's office and send the child home with a warning
or do they pass on everything that comes into the juvenile court?
That has a lot to do with it. Basically that 20-percent maximum
detention rate is fairly representative.

I would like to skip down to my recommendations and they cover
basically some of the topics that have been discussed. I think many
States are moving-well, first of all, most States that I now of have
moved to remove neglected children out of the detention facilities by
prohibiting it through State legislation. A few States are moving to
remove status offenders from the detention process. I agree with this
legislation and support it but I am not convinced that it will result
in services being developed for these types of children. I think the
tragic result of some of this type of legislation will be that children
will be reclassified one step. Neglected children will be charged with
being ungovernable if they don't stay in foster homes and ungovern-
able children who are put in foster child care and violate probation if
they run away will be charged with being delinquent. So you have to be
very careful in making legislation that prohibits detention of certain
types of children simply because of what they are called because that
can be easily changed by the local court system by calling them some-
thing else and then being able to detain them.

As a detention administrator I can assure that secure custody should
not be the first step that a community takes for the runaway, the
truant, or the discipline problem child.

Now, I respectfully make the following recommendations to you to
be considered by the committee:

First, Federal funding of institutional construction of juvenile fa-
cilities should be stopped until alternative programs are initiated in
the local communities. An example of which would be things like:
Programed and staffed group homes,' intensive preadjudictation su-
pervision serv;ies, the development of a system of emergency open care
facilities wits professionally trained staff and intensive daily pro-
grams, the development of youth service bureaus.

Second, a national training academy should be established for juve-
nile correctional personnel with specific emphasis on juvenile proba-
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tion, juvenile detention, community alternatives and long-term in-
stitutional care.

Third. a Federal funded accreditation program should be initiated
for local correctional facilities, including juvenile institutions.

The American Correction Association has an accreditation prgram
going now and juvenile facilities are having input on that and it should
be supported by the Federal Government.

Fourth, a professional consultant assistance program should be
initiated to aid local communities in developing effective juvenile jus-
tice programs and this could be a branch of theFederal juvenile train-
ing academy that I recommended.

I think most of this is included in your legislation.
Fifth, a system of financial aid to local school systems for providing

school programs in juvenile correctional facilities should be initiated.
I think juvenile detention has long been the black sheep of the

juvenile justice system. I am a true believer, if the wheel doesn t squeak
it doesnt get any oil. For that I apprecitae being able to appear before
this committee.

Senator BAYH. I appreciate your taking the time to be with us today
and allowing us to have the benefit of your experience. I hope we can
take advantage of your expert testimony and do something about
correcting the problems you have described from firsthand experience.
I hope we can continue to call on you for advice and counsel, and
that you will feel free to give it.

Mr. SHOPr. I give my advice too often.
Senator BAYH. That is like the fellow who told me advice doesn't

cost anything unless you use it, and then you proceed at your own
risk.

Thank you. We appreciate your being with us today.
[Mr. Shope's prepared statement is as follows :]

PREPARE STATEMENT OF JOHN T. HOPE, Dntm OR, M1F[ LENBURG COUNTY
JUVENILE DIAGNOSTIO CENTEM, CHARLOTTE, N.C.

Senator Bayh, distinguished members of this Subcommittee to Investigate
Juvenile Delinquency, Ladies and Gentlemen:

Let me preface my remarks bWfore you today by expressing my sincere grati-
tude to you for allowing me to appear before this important committee. Those
of us working in the area of Juvenile Justice appreciate your continued con-
cern and support.

As I understand thepurpose of these present heairngs, they are "to investigate
the extent, nature, and necessity of preadjudication detention of alleged juvenile
delinquents In Jails and Juvenile detention facilities"

I appear before you today as an individual with direct administrative experi-
ence in two types of juvenile detention facilities: a large 144 bed institution in
Atlanta, Georgia, and a 30 bed facility in Charlotte, North Carolina. My re-
marks to you will be based upon direct experience from operating these institu-
tions and Indirect experience accumulated by visiting, studying, and observ-
Ing numerous other facilities and programs throughout the nation.

To make cetrain that we have the same information base in our discussion of
Juvenile detention, I would like to offer a generally accepted definition of the
Juvenile detention process and a generally accepted definition of a juvenile
detention facility.

The process of juvenile detention Is "the temporary care of children In physl-
cally restricting facilities pending court disposition or transfer to another Jur-
isdiction or agency".

A Juvenile detention facility is "any institution that provides temporary secure
custody to children of Juvenile court jurisdiction, separate and apart from
adults, pending court disposition of their cases or transfer to another jurisdic-
tion or agency".
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The concept of having a facility for temporary care separate and apart for
adult f , Ilities is a direct consequential obt-growth from the philosophy that
created the juvenile court system. Certainly if we are to have a juvenile
court system that responds appropriately to the individual needs of children
who are brought before it, the institutions that are a part of its system must be
staffed and programmed to do likewise.

At the surface value, the concept of providing juvenile detention facilities in
lieu of adult Jails is a good one. If through the creation of a juvenile detention
facility in a community, children who need seevre custody can be -spared from
the criminal environment and stigma of the adult lockup, some justification for
its creation au be argued. I . (-

Too often, however, the building of a physical plant is the first step a com-
munity takes in establishing a system of juvenile justice.

Alternatives to temporary incarceration, as a resoure of the community,
available to the court, are rarely attempted until existing juvenile facilities
become dangerously overcrowded. They are rarely used as a first step, simply
because the community need is difficult to measure, and consequently, diflicult to
place an ecouomicvalue on.

An example-of how facilities are built before, alternatives are developed and
tried could be shown by the state of Georgia's system of regional detention
homes.

During the early 1960's several citizens' groups in Georgia became alarmed
at the number of juveniles held annually in the state's local Jails. An emotional
appeal was herd throughout the state to remove children from adult lockups.
The immediate response was not one of creating community alternatives for
children who weren't in need of secure custody, but the building of seven regional
detention centers to serve the state. As a result of their construction, alterna-
tive programs were never given an opportunity to, develop. The flaws in the
Georgia regional detention program were evident almost immediately: no intake
controls were developed, no specific guidelines .were established for the use of
these new facilities and no training as to the furieon of the facilities was given
to the more than thirty judges who had authority to place children in these
facilities. As a" result, 'all seven-of the faCItLeas ieteexriencing overcrowd-
ing within the idrst year of operation. Also, becapise no prohbitive.legislation was
passed by' the state legislature In Georgia, jail dete~bln of Jhveniles continues
in that state at the discretion of thQ local judges. In my opinion, the end result
of an emotional'ffort to remove children from jails in that-state Is'a hodge-podge
system of understaffed juvenile deteptosi:-feoiHtes' w]wose mere existence re-
sults in mis-use of the temporary secure custody facility and its function.

In 1958, the National Probation and Parole Association published Jjtayidards4
and Guides for the Detention of Children and Youth. This publication sum-
marized the problems of temporary secure custody for juveniles as it existed
at that time. .

"The detention of children and youth awaiting court hearings has been one
of the most neglected areas, irtthecorrectional field. Community efforts-to do
something about it on a 'stp by step' basis have seldom resulted in programs
beyond the first custodial step--a jail-like makeshlft,,or a fine new building with-
out satisfactory staff and program. Even when something has been done about
the facilities, their use has often, been takeni for granted instead of carefully
controlled". ..

I have been asked by this sub-committee to dtiscass some specific areas in my
testimony before you today.

The first is the area of problems arising from the preadjudication detention
of juveniles, from the point of view of both an administrator and the Juveniles
well-being.

In my opinion, the major problem that administrators of juvenile detention
centers face is the child-advocacy role that he must asume to see that his facility
does not become the dumping ground for children needing a variety of com-
munity services. The role of the facility must be continually re-defined to judges,
probation officers, welfare workers, and the general community. The value of a
detention center is not that it is a place to "put children", but for those children
needing secure custody, the facility should provide "immediate protection against
their own uncontrolled actions; protection from parents and others who would
reject them along with their behavior, things to do which challenge their interest;
group guidance, which, counteracts the ill effects of confinement with other
delinquents; individual guidance which helps them use the detention experience
to understand themselves better so that they can come to grips with their prob-
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lems; and contact with persons in authority who are as concerned with their
well-being as with their living within the law".

The job of a detention administrator ca rries with It an awesome zworal respon-
sibility to the childreri in his care. Legally, every administrator has protection if
the children in his custody are being held under a proper court order. Since the
(lault decision of 1967, proper due process procedures have been adopted to pro-
tect the legal rights of children in the juvenile court system. I know of no juvenile
court system that is operating, in complete disregard to the Gault decision. It
is my opinion that the basic problem--the development of effective services to
children like Gerald G(ault-have been shadowed by the~rush to protect the
child's legul rights.

To give you an example of how moral resionsibility can be ignored by a state's
concern to provide legal safeguards, I need go no further than my own State of
North Carolina.

In May of this year our State Legislature expanded the North Carolina General
Statutes relative to the decision making process for the detention of juveniles to
include, where approved by the Chief District Court Judge, the (lerk of the
local Superior Court. Thus. almost overnight, authority was given that could
eventually allow 100 different local government employees to begin making the
decision to detain childrenn up to five calendar days. Although these individuals
are familiar with the juvenile system in our state, they are not properly trained
to do effective detention intake screening.

Tie detention center administrator is placed in a delicate role of developing
good positive programs within his facility for those children who need secure
custody and then preventing mis-use of his facility for children who dont need
secure custody simply because he has a good program.

The longer I work in the area of juvenile detention, the more I am convinced
that the practice of detaining children unnecessarily, even in the best physical
facilities and even for as short a period of time as a few hours, may contribute
to, rather than prohibit, further delinquent behavior.

On the national level, an extremely critical situation is developing in the
area of pre-adjudication detention of children on "status" offenses, especially
children alleged to be runaways. A large number of juvenile detention facilities
and juvenile courts are experiencing increasing community pressures to accept
a larger number of these children. Many parents would rather have their child
in custody in a detention facility than to "not know where they are". It is
nif opinion that the traditional juvenile justice system, especially its institutions,
are not capable of offering the types of services these children need.

The philosophical justification for having "undisciplined" or ungovernable"
statutes Is to keep children from eventually becoming delinquent. It is raller
ironic, therefore, that in the majority of communities in this country the only
facilities, services and institutions that are available to this category of child
are those that also handle delinquent children. To use a local means of express-
Ing this "its like throwing a child in the briar patch to keep him from getting
scrat(-hed".

I list the fourth problem area of the administrator as that of staff and staff
training detention facilities have. in my opinion, one of the highest personnel
turnover rates in the corrections profession. During 19W9 I experienced a m1ah.
staff turnover rate In my facility in Atlanta of 75%. Many factors (ontribnte
to this, the inability of administrators to provide staff time for training: pres-
sures involved in working in a custody facility; a child staff ratio so high that
physical control rather than individual guidance, is the measurable ijuantity;
salary levels a scale below all othdr juvenile justice system employees (a 1971
survey indicated a minimum of $167.00 Iler month and a maximum of $1,050.00
per month).

Staff training of juvenile detention employees has been limited to programs
funded by I,. E. A. A. or programs developed by loeal institutions. In 19)69 and
1970, Southern Illinois University in Edwardsville conducted several training
programs for detention personnel under a federal grant. Since the expiration of
this grant project. the National Juvenile Detention Asioclation, a non profit
organization founded by detention eiiiployees In 1968, has been the only natloonal
organization involved In training (if line staff detention employees.

The second area suggested for discussion in my invitation to your com-
mittee is an evaluation of existing facilities in relation to physical conditions
and their recreational, medical, and rehabilitative programs.

Juvenile dentention centers in this country vary in physical size from the
liveni" home, serving as few as five children, to the large urban institutions with
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capacities of over 500. Their physical conditions span the extremes oir being
"dungeon like" to those that are critized by the community for being "motels".
With the availability of federal funds through the Omnibus Safe Streets and
Crime Act, however, physical conditions of those facilities In general have been
improved tremendously during the last five years.

It is generally recommended that all detention centers should provide recrea-
tion, group discussion, school, individual guidance, an opportunity for religious
services on a volunteer basis, and constructive work experience. The survey of
167 homes conducted by the S. I. U. project in 1971, indicated that a "substantial
number of detention homes are falling short of the recommended program
standards".

Of the 167 detention centers surveyed, 90.4% had organized recreational pro-
grams, 74.8% had school programs, 65.3% used volunteers, 81.4% required con-
structive work, and only 20.9% used group treatment techniques.

Thomas Hughes (A Study of the Educational Program that Exists for Juveniles
in Detention Homes in the United States, Southern Illinois University, 1972) has
indicated:

"Juvenile detention is a relatively isolated field. Education as a sub-system with-
in the detention experience reflects that isolation. Special programs, procedures,
education level, materials, and the like are unavailable information on any na-
tional scale. If the detention educational experience is to have impact upon the
positive development of the child's self concept, . . it will require a systematic
look at what seems to have a positive educational effect during a youngster's stay
in detention."

One of the amazing results of the 1971 surrey was the percentage of juvenile
detention facilities that had no regular school program (25%). This is especially
concerning when children are being detained for alleged law violations . . .
yet every state requires compulsory school attendance.

The availability of emergency medical services to children In detention In this
country, I feel, is basically good. Although many facilities cannot afford nor does
their size necessitate regular medical staff, almost every facility has access to
emergency medical care. What is lacking, In my opinion, is medical diagnostic
services that would discover medical problems that could be contributing nega-
tively to the child's normal adjustment within the community.

Proper staffing and training of staff workers directly with children in Juvenile
detention facilities is the important key to a sound detention program. For many
years, our society saw the role of all institution correctional workers as pure
custody oriented. The important feature in hiring staff was the individual's physi-
cal prowess, his ability to follow operational procedures, and a "camel-like"
characteristic of being able to work long hours under tense conditions, for meager
earnings.

The types of staff thtt I. and the majority of the administrators I know, am
eager to recruit must still possess a trace of these characteristics. More impor-
tantly, however, they must possess an extreme compassion for children; have the
ability to see behaviors as an outward symptom of other problems; set liberal yet
definite behavioral limits without the use of corporal punishment; be able to
counsel or "rap" with the poor ghetto delinquent child or the sophisticated
upperclass undisciplined child: possess writing and communicating abilities that
allow good observation summaries; have knowledge of behavior change techniques
that range from group counseling to behavior modification; project a father or
mother image; be able to make rough diagnosis of behavior signs that indicate
a need for other agency resources; recognize medical problems and their symp-
tomps : and possess the ability to accept change.

The child care staff in our Juvenile detention centers are usually the first adult
in the Juvenile system that a child has prolonged contact with. To be an effective
worker he must have a basic academic educational background, but most im-
portantly. he must have continued In-staff training to expand the before-mentioned
characteristics to adapt them to the custody situation.

The joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and Training in their study,
Juvenile Detention Manpower Surrey, 1968, gives the following educational level
background for the child care staff:

Percn t
Less than high school------------------------7

High school --------------------------------------------------------- 93
Some college --------------------------------------------------- 60
Bachelor's degree ----------------------------------------------------- 34
Master's degree ------------------------------------------------------ 4
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Staff training is the key to good continued program in any juvenile detention
center. The S. I. U. survey indicates that only 46% of the detention centers
surveyed had some sype of in-service staff training program. In some instances
staff training consists of a well organized, regularly scheduled program using
outside resource persons and professional trainers. More often, however, staff
training can best be termed staff meetings, with no professional resource persons
and more geared toward staff orientation.

My evaluation of the necessity and justification of the present degree of deten-
tion of alleged delinquent, status offenders, and neglected children is just that...
my own opinion.

It. however, is based upon my experience with children in detention facilities.
In Atlanta, I operated a facility that detained In excess of 6000 children per
year. Our intake office was, In my opinion, the open end of a large funnel. The
intake unit was not staffed-nor the workers trained, to provide a screening process
for children apprehended by the police. The atmosphere was one of reverse screen-
ing. Children were brought directly to the center by the local police departments,
processed into the facility and then some efforts made to release those whom the
worker felt should not be detained. As a result of this procedure, the police depart-
ment's apprehension rate had a direct Immediate effect on the detention program.

The S. I. U. Study of 1969 indicated approximtaely 488,800 admissions to
Juvenile detention facilities in the United States during 1968. (This figure ex-
cludes jail detention totals). The S. I. V. study recommends a 20 per cent deten-
tion court. Although this recommended percentage would vary slightly in the
urban areas where felony rates are higher, I feel it is a good percentage to use
in measuring rates of detention. If this percentage were applied to those homes
surveyed in 1968, approximately 72% had detention rates higher than this recom-
mended maximum.

The majority of states have now adopted legislation that prohibits placing
neglected- and abused children in detention facilities with alleged delinquent
children. A few states are moving to prohibit the detention of children charged
with "status" offenses. Although I agree with this legislation and its intent, I
am not convinced that it will result in services being developed to help these
children solve their problems. As a detention administrator I can assure you that
secure custody should not be the first step a community takes for the runaway,
the truant, or the undisciplined child.

I respectfully make the following recommendations to you for consideration by
this committee:

(1) Federal funding of institutional construction of juvenile facilities should
occur only after alternative programs are initiated in the local community. An
example of local alternatives to incarceration should include:

A. Program and staffed group homes.
B. Initiative pre-adjudication supervision services.
C. The development of a system of emergency open care facilities with pro-

fessionally trained staff and intense daily program.
D. The development of Youth Service Bureaus.
(2) A National Training Academy should be established for Juvenile correc-

tional personnel with specific emphasis on juvenile probation, juvenile detention,
community alternatives, and long term institutional care.

(3) A federal funded accreditation program should be initiated for local cor--
rectional facilities, Including Juvenile institutions.

(4) A professional consultants' assistance program should be initiated to aid
local communities in developing effective Juvenile Justice programs. (This could
lie a 'branch of the Federal Juvenile Training Academy).

(5) A system of financial aid to local school systems for providing school
programs in Juvenile correctional facilities.

In summary, juvenile detention appears to have become a permanent aspect of
our society's system for responding to juvenile law violators. Regrettably, In
many communities, it also fills a void in the Juvenile service system that tends
to attract every child that is "unattached" to non-existant services.

To quote from Tom Hughes:
"The detention home generally is considered the 'black sheep' in the family

of juvenile serving agencies. Juvenile judges often mlisue detention: juvenile
probation departments quite often regard the detention home as simply a 'pro-
viling ground' for persons they may later employ; many of the other community
agencies see detention an unnecessary evil; the general public is often misin-
formed concerning the purpose and function of detention."
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There are some indications however, that the situation may be Improving.
The advent of L. E. A. A. funds have provided the monetary incentive for li-
proved programs within the institutions as well as alternatives in the com-
munity.

The potentially most significant development is the formation several years
ago of tile National Juvenile Detention Association. The association h.s as its
goals:

"To interpret and promote the concepts of Juvenile detention services at the
national, state and local level ; to define the mission and Interpret the detention
process; to establish and review detention standards and practices; to develop
standards of personnel practices; to stimulate the development and olieration
of training property for detention staffs; to work for legislation in support of
adequate detention practices; to encourage more creative writing in the field;
to facilitate the collection and (issenhination of data: to stimulate research: to
serve as a form group and to provide liaison with other organizations and pro-
fessIonial groups".

Members of this commIttee, I appreciate your kind attention and yo r
concern.

Senator BAY. We will recess our hearings )endiIg the call of tile
Chair.

[Whereupon at 2:30 p.m. the subcommittee recessed subject to the
call of the Chair.]
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(Additional statements and articles submitted for the record)

APPENDIX NO. I

NATIONAL SHERIFFS' ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., September 5, 1973.

SENATE JUVENIE I)ELINQUENCY SUIICOMMIrIEE,
302 Senate Annex,
Washington, D.C.

The NSA feels strongly that juveniles should not be incarcerated in the same
facilities with adults. While recognizing that this is done in many jurisdictions
lIecanse of space and/or money limitations, we nevertheless strongly oppose this
practice and consider it to be detrimental to the entire criminal justice )roces.

This is not a new concept nor idea with us but was expressed In our Constitution
and By-Laws which date from 19O when our Association was founded. Enclosed
is a copy of these.

Please let us know how and when we may be of service again.
Cordially,

FERRIS E. LUCAS,
Executive Director.

A ttachment

OFFICIAL CONSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES OF THE NATIONAL bISERIFFS' ASSOCIATION

The name of said corporation shall be the National Sheriffs' Association.
The office of the corporation shall be in the Washington, D.C. metrolx)litan

area with the location to be approved by the executive committee, and the corpo-
rate office shall be in Columbus, Ohio.

The purposes for which said corporation is formed, are:
... To advocate the elimination of the county jail as a facility for detention of

juveniles, alcoholics, and mentally ill....

APPENDIX No. 2
I)EPARTMENTAL COMMITTEES FOR COURT ADMINISTRATION,

FIRST AND SECOND JUDICIAL DEPARTMENTS,
New York, N.Y., September 24, 1973.

Sen. BIRCIH BAY,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAt SENATOR BAYI: I ama pleased to enclose the following reports which were
recently released:

Problems related to detention and placement of children.
Report on legal representation of indigents in the family court within the city

of New York.
Cordially,

SHIRLEY 'MITOANO,
Cou. sel.

Enclosures.
(391)
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PROBLEMS RELATED TO DETENTION AND PLACEMENT OF CHILDREN

A Report prepared by The Subcommittee on Detention and Placement of Chil-
dren for the Subcommittee on Liaison with Public and Private Agencies of
the Departmental Committees of the Appellate Divisions, First and Second
Departments

SUBCOMMITTEE ON LIAISON WITH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE AGENCIES

Hon. Francis T. P. Plimpton, Chairman
(Bethuel M. Webster, Esq., former Chairman)

Hon. Lawrence H. Bernstein
Ruth Brooks
lion. Leo Brown
Hon. Eugene R. Canudo
Wirslow Carlton
Richard Charles, Esq. (resigned)
David F. Cohen, Esq. (resigned)
Hon. I. Leo Glasser
Joseph A. Grazier, Esq.
lion. Manuel G. Guerreiro
George H. Heyman, Jr. (resigned)

Hon. Anthony M. Maria
Walter A. Miller, Esq.
Hon. William H. Mulligan (resigned)
Hon. Jawn A. Sandifer
Elizabeth T. Schack
Hon. Hilda G. Schwartz
Hon. Joseph Stone
Hon. George A. Timone (deceased)
Hon. Joel J. Tyler
Hon. John A. Wallace
Hon. Jacob T. Zukerman

Hon. Jacob Markowitz, Liaison member, Subcommittee on Scope, Procedural
Program

SUBCOMMITTEE ON DETENTION AND PLACEMENT FOR CHILDREN

Ruth Brooks, Chairman
lion. 1. Leo Glasser
Elizabeth T. Schack
Hon. Joseph Stone
Hon. John A. Wallace
Richard A. Williamson, Esq., Consultant

Staff:
Shirley Mitgang, Counsel
Joshua Bar-Lev, Esq.
Jonathan T. Shearer, Esq.
Philip A. Greenberg, Law Assistant
Donald S. Klein, Law Assistant

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the course of its investigation of the Appellate Division's role In designationof detention facilities for children, the Subcommittee became aware of other

serious and Inextricably related problems. The Subcommittee therefore submits
the following report and recommendations to the Appellate Divisions, First and
Second Departments, and urges their immediate action to implement such of those
recommendations as are within the authority of the Appellate Divisions and to
give strong support to the implementation of all the other recommendations.

I. DETENTION

Detention Is defined as "the temporary care and maintenance away from their
own homes of alleged juvenile delinquents and persons in need of supervision held
for or at the direction of the Family Court pending adjudication of alleged juve-
nile delinquency or need for supervision by such court or pending transfer to in-
stitutions to which committed or placed by such court or while awaiting disposi-
tion by such court after adjudication." ' Detention facilities can be categorized
as two types: non-secure facilities and secure facilities. A non-secure detention
facility is defined as "a facility characterized by the absence of physically re-
stricting construction, hardware and procedures. Non-secure facilities may be
boarding homes, group care facilities or institutional facilities." ' A secure deten-
tion facility is, conversely, defined as "a facility characterized by physically
restricting construction, hardware and procedures. Secure facilities are limited to
institutional facilities." ' The term "non-secure institutional facility" is defined as
"a detention facility designated to provide care for more than 12 children and
which Is operated pursuant to Part 5 f"Child Caring Institutions"] of the rules

1 Social Services Law 1371(18) ; 18 NYCRR 19.1(a) (New York State Board of Social
Welfare Rules.)

'18 NYCRR 19.1(b) (2). See also Social Services Law J 371(19) (b). See 18 NYCRR
1 9.1 (g) (h) and (!) for definitions of boarding homes and group care facilities.

8 18 NYCRR 1 9.1(b) (1). See also Social Services Law 1 371 (19)(a).
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of the State Board of Social Welfare." ' The term "secure institutional facility"
is defined as "a detention- facility designed to provide care for more than 12 chil-
dren, and which Is operated pursuant to the provisions of this Part." [Part 9
"Facilities for the Detention Care of Children"] &

By statute, after a delinquency or PINS petition has been filed, a child may be
ordered detained in two situations:

"(a) there is a substantial probability that he will not appear in court on
the return date; or

"(b) there is a serious risk that he may before the return date do an act which
if committed by an adult would constitute a crime."'

The Subcommittee has found that In actual practice children are remanded
to detention facilities for reasons other than those authorized by statute. For
example, children are remanded to detention facilities because the chlid refuses
to return home or the parent of the child refuses to take the child home, or be-
cause the child requires medical care which would not otherwise be provided,
or because there Is a substantial probability that the child might engage in
conduct harmful to himself if returned home.

The lack of resources, both public and private, to aid a child and his family
frequently leaves the Family Court Judge with little or no alternative but to
order detention. Consequently, detention is necessitated by the grim realities
of the situation facing the Family Cosrt. The Judge Is confronted daily with cases
which do not meet the statutory criteria for detention but in which reasonable
persons might agree that it is not wise to send the child home.

The Family Court has, in effect, become the place to which children who may
be delinquent or persons in need of supervision are brought only because they
are beset with emotional, psychological and social problems which are rooted in
poverty, deplorable housing and a destructive home environment. The Family
Court Is resorted to because society hag not addressed itself to the causes of the
child's internal turmoil, nor provided community resources that would offer
the necessary remedial services. The Family Court has become the safety valve
through which the frustrations of a substantial segment of the community are
vented in the vain belief that the Family Court has the resources or the faci-
lities with which to alleviate these problems.

The problem is not solely resources for the Family Court but resources for
families and the Family Court at three crucial points--before families ever turn
to the Family Court; when families and children come to the Intake Bureau in
the Family Court; and when the Family Court has assumed Jurisdiction over a
family and children.

Preventive services in the community, readily available to distressed fami-
lies, could alleviate situations in which people now feel helpless and look to the
Family Court as the only potential source of help. The lack of such services
is documented.! Although the focus of this Committee is not the develop-
ment of preventive services but rather the service needs for families who do
come to the Family Court, we recognize that some services needed by children
before the court would, if provided In communities, help to keep some families
out of court.

Therefore, the Subcommittee recommends that:
1. Services be provided by public and voluntary agencies for children and their

families within their own communities that would enable a child to remain
at home when appropriate. These services might include specialized centers
which can provide intensive supervision and education during the day, 24 hour
homemaker services, and counseling. They should service children who are
before the court and those who are not.

For the child and his family who should temporarily be separated, whether or
not the family Is in court, there should be available residences to which a child
can go voluntarily for a brief span of time. Such a facility would help to relieve
family tensions and might thereby avoid the necessity for coming before the
court. For those children who are before the court, it would certainly relieve the
tensions intensified because of their court appearance.

Therefore, the Subcommittee recommends that:

4 18 NYCRR 19.1(J).
6 18 NYCRR # 9.1 (k).6 Family Court Act 1 739.
7 Committee on Mental Health Services Inside and Outside the Family Court in the City

of New York, Juvenile Justlce Confounded, Pretensions and Realities of Treatment
Services (1972).
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2. Residential facilities be provided for children in court on juvenile delinquent
or Pe rsons-in-Need-of-Supervision petitions who require a place to live but who
can continue in the community without being in a detention status. Similar
facilities must be developed also for children who are not before the court.

The development of these resources and those described in Recommendation 1
should reduce the number of children brought to court. They should certainly re-
duce the number of children who might otherwise be detained.

For those children who do require detention, the problem arises of secure
versus non-secure. Some children require secure detention because nothing short
of locked doors will prevent their absconding. Other children do not. Included in
this latter group are children who will run away if put in their own home but
not if given another place to stay.

Therefore, the Subcommittee recommends that:
3. The Department of Social Services be required to establish additional non-

secure detention facilities for children for whom a petition of delinquency or- of
Person-in-Need-of-Supervision has been filed.

Tie operation of detention facilities has basically been carried out by public
agencies, but now private agencies are interested in developing and operating,
under contract withl government, some non-secure detention facilities.

The private agencies have operated placement facilities (not detention facili-
ties) in which children have been placed by order of the Family Court, after a
dispositional hearing. The private agencies have always selected the children for
whoin they were willing to provide care and rejected the others. If private agen-
cies are to operate non-secure detention facilities, the right to assign children to
those facilities must be exercised by the government, not the private agencies.

Therefore, the Subcommittee recommends that:
4. To the extent that the Department of Social Services purchases non-secure

detention services from private agencies, the Appellate Division should require,
as a criterion for designation, that these agencies accept children from the Family
Court without restriction except as to age and sex.*

I. SERVICES TO ENABLE FAMILY COURT TO ItELP ALL CHILDREN

For families in court on juvenile delinquency, PINS, neglect and abuse peti-
tions, certain auxiliary service personnel, such as probation staff, psychiatrists,
physicians, and psychologists, are needed to provide information that would en-
able the judge to better understand the problems besetting the child and family
and to select, from the meager resources available to him, the most desirable
course for coping with those problems. Statutory provisions exist regarding these
s services ' however, those statutes have either not been implemented at all or have
been implemented inadequately.

It is the deplorable void of services that renders the Family Court ineffective
and constantly compels judges of the court to select the lcdst undesirable alter-
native. Detention or "holding" or placement often becomes necessary because the
Office of Probation has no staff to make home visits, or because there are no
home-maker services available or because there are no family counselling services
or because there are not the ninny other services, too numerous to list, which
would enable the Family Court to realize its true potential for serving the people
of this State.

A. Office of Probation
Although the State of New YOrk has established workload standards for proba.

tion officers and the City of New York has theoretically authorized sufficient pro-
bation positions, the effect of the job freeze has been to reduce the number of
staff in the Office of Probation, and thus sharply cut back the services to the
Family Court. The Subcomnttee notes that the staff of the Office of Probation
was reduced by some 50 positions in the 1972-1973 budget ; this was in addition
to maintaining controls which limit the amount of personnel that can be hired
despite the need for probation staff.

These cut-backs, freezes and controls have hampered the effective operation of
the Family Court and have seriously prejudiced the lives of children for whon
the Family Court bears responsibility.

*Sv4 Recommendation V, Designation of Facilitlc for the Qa estioning, Detention and
"Ilotling" of Children Under the Famiy Court Act, a report submitted by the Subcommit-
tee on Maitson with Public and Private Agencies of the I)epartmental Committees of the
Appellate Division, First and Second Departments, December, 1972 page 3.

6. family Court Act 11251 252. 253, 255 and 1027 (g).
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Therefore, the Subcommittee recommends that:
5. Strong efforts be made to obtain for the Office of Probation the necessary

funding and staffing so that it can render effective service to the court.
B. Mental Health Services

Freezes and cut-backs have also adversely affected the Bureau of Mental
Health Services of the Family Court. Despite the fact that a large federal grant
was secured for on-the-spot courthouse assistance to judges (the Rapid Interven-
tion Project), it must be borne in mind that the Rapid Intervention Project is only
an arm of the Bureau of Mental Health Services. It Is the Bureau of Mental
Health Services which still provides, and which will continue to provide, the
major portion of clinical services to the Family Court, and the Rapid Intervention
Project is by no means a substitute for that Bureau. Authorized positions of
psychiatrists and psychologists remain unfilled with the result that dispositions
in custody cases and in child neglect and child abuse cases are intolerably de-
layed and, again, the lives of children are seriously prejudiced.

The Subcommittee has been advised that even when psychiatrists and psy-
chologists in the Bureau of Mental Health Services of the Family Court have
completed clinical examinations, the reports of these evaluations have been de-
layed in going to the judges of the Family Court for as long as three months be-
cause of lack of clerical personnel to type them. Because of the unconscionable
delay caused by the lack of a typist, no dispositional plan can be begun or made,
and the life of the child hangs in limbo. For want of a typist, a child may be lost.

Therefore, the Subcommittee recommends that:
6. Strong efforts be made to secure for the Family Court the necessary per-

sonnel for its own Bureau of Mental Hygiene.
Authorization for the appointment or designation of physicians, psychiatrists

and psychologists has existed since at least September 1, 1962 but has never
been implemented at all.9 Medical examinations are not available to judges of
the Family Court except by Way of remand to a City hospital, the personnel of
which are neither responsible to nor responsive to the Family Court. Where such
remands are made, transportation to the hospital of the child or adult to be ex-
amined presents serious problems. When the child or adult to be examined does
reach the City hospital he is not infrequently summarily rejected for hospital
admission by an intern who furnishes no report to the Family Court of the
medical basis for the rejection. Not infrequently, admission to the hospital is
refused, without an examination, because the patient resides in another county.
If a panel of physicians were available, medical evaluations could be made on
an out-patient basis by a specific physician to whom the judge could turn and
hold responsible for information and reports.

Such provision as may be necessary for compensating physicians on the
panels should be made by the appropriate authority.

Therefore, the Subcommittee recommends that:
7. The Family Court appoint or designate (pursuant to the Family Court Act

§ 251) a panel of physicians, to conduct medical examinations when ordered by
a judge of the Family Court.* In the event that sufficient personnel is not au-
thorized for the Bureau of Mental Health Services of the Family Court, as
indicated in recommendation number 6, then the Family Court should also
appoint or designate (pursuant to Family Oourt Act 1 251) a panel of psychia-
trists and psychologists to conduct examinations when ordered by a judge of
the Family Court.

Authorization also exists by statute 10 for the designation by rule of court of
private institutions to )conduct medical (including psychiatric) examinations of
parties. This designation has not been made.

Therefore, the Subcommittee recommends that:
8. The Appellate Divisions designate (pursuant to Family Court Act § 251(d),

and 22 NYCRR 2501.8) private institutions "qualified" to conduct physical or
psychiatric studies or observations for purposes of the Family Court.

ilr DESIGNING PROCEDURES TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE CHILD RATHER THAN
THE AGENCIES

The Subcommittee has found that too often procedures are tailored to the
convenience of agencies, public and private, rather than to the needs of the
child. This sometimes causes unnecessary suffering which must be avoided.

' Family Court Act 1$ 251 and 1027(g).
*Such a panel would service all persons, adults as well as children, within the jurisdic-

tion of the Family Court.10 Family Court Act 1 251 (d).

25-218 0 - 74 - 26
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The Subcommittee notes that for years applications for placement with a
private agency have been sent to ouly one such agency at a time; this practice
has been at the insistence of the private agencies. Apparently the position of
the private agencies is that this reduces the duplication by their staffs in con-
sidering the child for placement. The result has been prolonged detention or
"holding" of a child in a shelter facility or in a destructive home setting. If tie
claimed Inconvenience to the agencies is measured against the proven harm to
the child, the necessity for terminating the practice becomes self-evident. This
practice is illustrative of procedures tailored to the conveniences of agencies
rather than to the needs of the child.

Therefore, the Subcommittee recommends that:
9. The practice that application be made for placement to only one private

agency at a time be abolished. Applications should be made simultaneously to
several agencies.

The Subcommittee has been advised that children sent to municipal hospitals
by an order of the Family Court have sometimes been refused admission because
the child and his parents reside in a county other than that in which the hospital
is located. For example, a child whose parents reside in Bronx County may be
brought before the Family Court In Kings County. The Judge presiding may then
direct a remand of the child to Kings County Hospital for a medical or psychi-
atric evaluation or care pursuant to Family Court Act if 232(b) or 251. The
child may be refused admission to Kings County Hospital for no reason other
than that his parents resides in the Bronx. This refusal of admission may exist
despite the opinion by the Family Court psychiatrists (upon which the remand
was predicated) that the child is psychotic and in need of hospitalization. The
child then spends the night in a police station or, if transportation is immediately
available, is transported to a municipal hospital in the Bronx.

The Subcommittee has also been advised that children sent to municipal
hospitals by an order of the Family Court have sometimes been refused admis-
sion either arbitrarily or because some hospital official is not present to approve
admission of the patients. For example, a qualified psychiatrist attached to the
Rapid Intervention Project may have diagnosed a child as psychotic and in need
of hospitalization. The child is remanded to the municipal hospital for a period
of up to thirty days based upon that diagnosis. Not infrequently the child may
be rejected for admission to the hospital after a cursory examination by an
intern or resident, The result is that the child will be returned to the Family
Court if that court is still In session. If the court Is not in session the child will
be taken to a shelter, a detention facility, a police precinct, or released inap-
propriately to his parents. In either event, the child will not have received the
medical attention which a qualified court psychiatrist determined to be
necessary.

Therefore, the Subcommittee recommends that:
10. Municipal hospitals in New York City should accept children remanded

by the Family Court irrespective of the county in which the child's parent
resides.

When a child within the jurisdiction of the Family Court is remanded to or
placed by that court with the Commissioner of Social Services clearance must
then be obtained from the allocations unit of the Department of Social Services

'for the physical acceptance of that child at a facility which that unit designates.
The responsibility for transporting the child from the courthouse to the designed
facility falls upon a uniformed court officer who generally uses his own auto-
mobile for that purpose. When a remand or placement is made in the late after-
noon it is not unusual for a child to be kept In the courthouse until 7 or 8 P.M.
before the necessary clearance is obtained. The court officer must then transport
the child to the designated facility which may be distantly located from the
courthouse.

It sometimes happens that the allocations unit will refuse to grant the neces-
sary clearance until it is assured that the child is not suffering from a communi-
cable disease and insists upon a prior medical clearance.before It will physically
accept the child or designate the facility to which the child should be brought.
There are no physicians in the family curt nor has a panel of physicians been
designated or appointed from which one could be selected to examine the child.
The court officer must then transport the child to a municipal hospital and wait
until an Interne or resident can examine the child. If the child is not In need of
hospitalization the court officer is then left with the child and is at a loss as to
what to do next. Judges of the family court have been called at home at all hours
of the night by frantic court officers who seek guidance and instruction.



In one recent case eight children were remanded to the Commission of Social
-Services by the family court in Kings County. The allocations unit refused to
grant clearance until the children were physically examined by a doctor. There
was no doctor in the Brooklyn Family court and there was no transportation
available for bringing the children (the oldest was nine and the youngest was
one year old) to a hospital. The allocations unit was finally, at 5 P.M. induced
by the Judge to clear the children for acceptance. The last child left the court-
house at 7:30 P.M. and seven court officers were obliged to transport the children
In their own vehicles to five different locations which were scattered between the
far reaches of the Bronx and Par Rockaway in Queens.

The implications of this deplorable practice are quite serious. For example:
(1) The liability -of the City of New York may be staggering if a child being
transported In the private automobile of a court officer was injured in a collision.
(2) The ability of the City of New York may be staggering If the child being
transferred was disturbed and jumped from the moving automobile. (a) The
liability of the City of New York may be staggering if an infant is suffered to
remain in an empty courthouse until late in the evening without food, without
trained supervision and something untoward were to happen to that child.

The subcommittee strongly urges that the Commissioner of Social Services
assume responsibility for all children remanded to or placed with him which
would Include the transportation of those children, the securing of medical clear-
ance and the provision of all other services which may be required for the health
or safety of the children.

Therefore, the subcommittee recommends that:
11. The commissioner of Social Services assume responsibility for all children

remanded to or placed In his care and provide the necessary transportation,
medical and other appropriate services immediately upon remand or placement.

The subcommittee has been advised that persons frequently abscond from
state hospitals to which they have been certified. The hospitals avoid continuing
responsibility for such persons by the administrative expedient of "discharging"'
them. No notice of their unauthorized departure Is given to the family court
nor is any effort made to obtain a warrant to secure the apprehension and
return of those persons. The mentally Ill who may be a danger to themselves and
others are thus permitted to remain at large. The family court becomes aware of
this circumstance when those persons again appear In court on new petitions
or when a frightened family is startled by their unexpected re-appearance and
reports that fact to the court. I

State hospitals must be impressed with the necessity of establishing elective
and orderly procedures for informing the family court when a patient who
has come Into their care by virtue of a family court proceeding absconds so
that a warrant may be issued to secure his apprehension and return.

Therefore the Subcommittee recommends that:
12. When a person who is mentally ill is in a State hospital by virtue of a

lTamily Court proceeding, a procedure must be established for Informing the
Family Court if that person abscond9 and for securing a warrant for his
return.

The subcommittee submits this report and its recommendations with full
awareness of the necessity for the increased expenditure of funds and of the
fundamental changes in existing practices and procedures which would be
required if the recommendations were adopted. The problems to which this re-
port is addressed, however, are urgent and portend serious implication for the
future of the family court and for the future of a substantial segment of the
community which that court was created to serve.

The subcommittee believes that the lives of children, the confidence in societal
institutions and respect for law as a positive force In shaping the destinies of
families should not be measured in terms of dollars nor be sacrificed to any
vested interest in preserving existing practices and procedures.

It is in that firm belief that the subcommittee hopes that its report will be
favorably received and that its recommendations will be adopted and swiftly
implemented. COcronas 9, 197&.
MS. SHMLn Y MrroAqo,
Counsel, Department Commfttees for Court Administration, AppeUate Dvt.ion

Court House, New York, N.Y.
DEAB Ms. MrMAXo: Thank you for the copies of the recently released reports

of the Departmental Committees for Court Administration. With your permis-
sion, I would like to include the report on "Problems Related to Detention and
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Placement of Children" in the record of the hearings On Juvenile detention
which we are presently conducting.

With warm regards,
Sincerely,

BIRcH BATH,
Chairman.

APPEN'DIX No. 3

CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND,
JUVENUL JUSTICE DIVISION,

New York, N.Y., October 2,1978.
Hon. BIRCH BATH,
U.S. Senator, Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee to Investi-

gate Juvenile Delinquency, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BAYH: I have been following the newspaper account of your

Hearings with interest. I hope that you will continue to open up many of the
areas concerning Juvenile delinquency which have been left in far too murky.
an atmosphere.

I was troubled by a report in the Daily News of September 18th on your hear-
ings of the preceding day, In which you were quoted as finding that:

New York's record, with only about 180 juveniles in pre-trial detention in the
entire city, (is) significantly better than in most of the nation.

I fear that this improved situation Is duo in large part to the fact that the
New York law gives Jurisdiction to the family court over delinquents only up to
the age of 16, as compared to the 18-year old jurisdiction in the majority of
cities. The result is, as the census figures show, an inordinately large number of
minors over 16 in city Jails.

I bring this to your attention only because the definition of Juvenile delin-
quency clearly affects whether children will be found in detention or Jails, and
I know that you are looking into the question of continued use of Jails for
children or youths.

With every good wish,
Sincerely,

JUSTINE WISE POLIER,
Director, Juvenile Justice Project,

Children's Defense Fund.

OcTOnER 9, 1973.
Hon. JUSTINE WISE POLICE,
Director, Juvenile Justice Project, Ch ildren's Defense Fund,
New York, N.Y.

DEAR JuDoE POLIER: Thank you for your letter of October 2. As you note, the
problem of the definition of "Juvenile" is a significant one, which must be con-
sidered In any investigation of the detention or Jailing of juveniles. In the Inter-
est of clarifying the New York practice in this regard, I would like to print your
letter In the record of our hearings on Juvenile detention. If you would like more
complete Information on this issue included in our record, do not hesitate to send
me an additional letter or statement.

I am very heartened by the work of the Childen's Defense Fund. I hope you
will continue to keep the Subcommittee informed of your valuable efforts to secure
Justice for Juveniles.

With warm regards,
Sincerely,

BIRCH BAYH,
Chairman.
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APPENDIX No. 4

(Zonrtszi'onaI IRecord
United States
s/Amer a PROCEEDINGS AND DZDATiS O1 THE 934 CONGRESS. SECOND SESSION

Vol. 120 WASHINGTON, MONDAY, MARCH 11, 1974 No. 31

S. I- -IT JUVN JUSTICE Al
EuLINQJKNCY PREV NTION ACT
OF 1974
Mr. BAYH. Wr. President. I am pleased

to announce that th Senate Subcomunit-
tee to Inveetiate Juvenile Delinquency.
on March 5. 1174, reported unanimously
to the full JudicLary Committee. 5. 31,
the Juvenile Justice nd Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974.

1 wae joined by my distiniguished col-
leaue from Kentucky. Senator UAtOW
W. Coot. the ranking minority member
Of tWe ubootnl4ee In Introducing S.
811 an February 3. 113. S. 91-au re-
ported by the gubcommltte. is subatan-
tafly similar to the b we Introduoed.
We ae grialied by w ocesponsogahlp of
th" bal by 13 diutingisahed conseegus:
Senatore Asoomiz. Sure. Sao=. Bull-
DIM Case CeawCa, CesWTero, OitYM

Muni, HviamiT. Isouira, Kit"MneT.
MAreTU. M0 . McOovila. MoxaAS.
Mourroa. M0111, PAsou, RAmuOLu,
flacor. TUursay. slid W- ,xusS

S. 21 provide. for Federal leadership
and coordination of the reuourcee necs-
tan to develop and implement at the
t and local community level effective

program for the prevention end treat-
ment of Juvenile delinquency. Thy bill
istabliahee a new Juvenile Justice and
X.einquency Prevention Admlninration
within the Department of Health, Educa-
tin. and Welfaxe to provide comprehen-
tire national leadershIp for the probItlem
of Juvenile delinquency wd to Insure co-
ordination of all delinquency activities of
tb Federal G overnent. The bul au-
tboriles eubetantial grant. to State.
local government., nd public and p.i-
vale agencies. to encouraged the develop-
ment of programs and services designed
to prevent juvenile delinquency, to dvet
JuvenlJe from the Juvenile justie tytem
Wmd to provide communlty-baemd alter-
natIves to traditional detention &aow
rectional faciitlee ueed for the cooflne-
ment of juvenies.

The bill creates a Natonial insttute foe
Juvenile Jlutie to serve Ls a cefter for
national effort n Juvenile delinquency
evaluation, data collection and dleeeml.
natUo. erch a a . The I.
aitute, through an Advisory Oommittee
on Standard for Juvenile Justice, will be
cherg*4 with developing recmmendi-
tion. on Federal actio to facilitate adop-
tin of stealards for the administration
of JuT enle justice.

833e6

he bil elso tmens the Federal Juve-
nie Detlinquency Act, virtuLy tn.
ched foe the pa o3 Years. to provide
baaic procedural rights for Juveniles who
come under Federal Jurledicton lnd to
bring Federal procedures up to the stand.
arda set by vWU"M model aets, many
State code., and court decisions.

The subcomnmittee held 10 day, of
bearing.a beard SO wtneeeee one. 821
andl 8. S14 a amUar bill which I in-
traduced In the M owgres, Te.
heartngs demcnstreted the need for a
comprehensive over aul of Federal )a-
venlge delinquency programs combined
with a i ance to States. loca aez vrn-
metite. a" private egenclee, to prevent
deloqtaency and to provide cononsemty-
baed alternatives Wo juvenile detention
and correctional facilities. The b01 bas
been er doreed by the Nationial Coeue
on Crime and Delinquency, the National
Council of Juvenge Court Judges, the
American Parents Committee. the BoYS
Clubs of America. the Gll Clubs of
America. the American Fedatmon of
St te, County and M nimical - p1o'
the National Cavss of Parente and
Teacher., the National Zierutive Com-
mitles of the Amerkcan eslon. the Ra-
tioal Leal Aid and Defender Aspocla.
tion. the Natloeal edertWon o Jewish
Women. the National Amoclation of
State Juvnile Dieinque Program Ad.
minlotrator . the National Association
of Social Workers, the Faijly Servica
Asociation of Amerlca. the National
Governors Conferenci, the Natoal
Leage of Citlee sod US. Conference at
Meyo- and many other toened or-

We cannot afford to delay any longer.
I UPe my coleaguee In the Congress to
gie' this bill careful ooralderation. I
hope that they Will act ezpedItioqely to
give thl country the comprehendie, oo-
ordinat d Juvenile delinquency program
It eo deeperat needs.

Mr. Preedent. I aek wunlamow con-
sent that S. 8321, No mended, be printed
In the PACO**.

There being no ob)cton. the bll-.
S. 821-wee ordered to he printed In the
Rzcoen, as follows:

That this Act may be olted s the "Jdv-
nte JuStlo. avnd Delinquency preventico Aeo
ot ;0374" . .. Let

Ti-mg 1-iriteme LD DSOLAAA77OO
or PU~leoaB

an 101. The OoClegr hereby Snda-
III tha lluveola account for 1lv'"04 half

the aTvea for settoue ciunes In the Unitel
atats tody;,

421 that undrtarled. oerowded Juve-
alia eouris proation serv, and oWrmc-
toedl factltrs we not able to provide ir,-
divitdualLsed titles or effective help;

131 that prsat juvenile corse. foster
and protective ce programsaend shelter is-
oiles ar Inadequate to meet the needs of
the countlem neglected, abandoned. and de-
Pendesnt children. Who, because of this fail-
ure to provide elective services. ma become
delinquents.

455 that eaitig programs have not ade-
quatuiy re pounded to Me pwrUctlaz problems
of the Increstng numbers of young people
who ere addicted to or who abuse drugs
particularly non-opte, or polydrug &aburs;

(6) tat state and lol communitiee.
Which experience the devastating faliurse of
the juvenile justice system. do not presntly
bave eufclent tecniel eupertlee or ade-
QUGA reeMneve to Gol o0capreheol wely with
the problems of Juventle dslinquency

(0) that the adverse impact of juverille
deLanuCy relts in enormous annual cot
a lmmeeeurhlo i ln human LIfe. per-
sonal security, and wted human resoues.

(7) that existing Fzral program have
004 provided the dtrerthoa. coordioanon. re.
aenece. and leadership required %o meet the
ors o tdelinquency: ad

(8) that Juvenlle delinquency conatltuee
a growing thlvat to the national welfare so-
qu8ivig Iamodl t. ocaprehnelve. and of.
fectivs action by the 1ed Oovernment.

SIC. 102 ft s the puroe of thim Act-
(1) to provide tMe nacessry resources.

leadership, and coordinatlon to Improve the
quality Of juvenile jusie In the United
S tte and to develop and Implement eaore.
t" pveontSo sad tWstmont programs and
@*rvON for delinquent youth and for poten-
ally detinqunst youth. 1in10i40 thboee who

arn dependent. abandoned. or na0l05ted.
(2) to Incoese the cap city of 50*1 and

1006 governmOnt., and public and private
ago ces. tustltutlona. and organlfttos to
eotaddt Innovative. effective juvenile )u.
tre and delnquency provenion @ad tre"-
met programs and to provide useful re-
atab. evalu tIon, and tretlng mrve 10 the
a of Juvenlle delinquency:

(I to develop and Smpleroent effective
pregame and services to divert Juventles
from the tr-aditional Juvenile justice system
nd to incoeas the cepealty of 41tate and I-wa

8oowtemento to proved crtically need l-
teenli to knotututionstllAteio:

(4) to develop and encourage tht Impls-
mealation of nauical standards for t. d.
mlaleaion of Juvenile Justloe, Including
reetmendatltons for admlnaLtrative, budg-
atery, and Logletlve action at the Federal.

.,LST,_ P0 AVAILABLE

t
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state, a" loc level to facilrtat the adop- TV "n-AMIdifl" l T O Tiss P.
Un. cc theen standard; E JAL -MVY ll dLA)4Q=WT ACT

(9) to guarantee certin beeo rights to toemwno
juvanlet who cone within Federal luidis- SEC M. section Sol cI UMn is, unite
tion &tee Cods. Is amended to read as 1011095

40) to establish s Oentrslied rematch et-
fot6 on the problems of Juvenile delinquency. "l tl. 11lttlonh.
including sn information clearinghouse to "For thbe purpoes CC this obapt. a 'juve.
diesminste the Sodngs fi mach research anid n".' is a pemon who haa nI jAtNad his
lt data related to juvenile doltnqueney; etlbleeoth birthday, or who has no attained

(7) to provide for the thorough sld his twenty-frt birthday sd Is alleged to
Proop t ev tuition of a11 federally sdated bsv somiss1m ito se of dqum1l4y prior
juvenile dellnquenev programs. to his Eigbteent b1rtrday. and 'Jl tle

(I) to provide technical asststane to pub- doilaquene41 IS the iooation of a law of the
lie "d private agelcies. 10etltutcts. ed In- VUslbsI Sato am~tied by a person Prior to
dividuals In developing and Implemening lhi ehtbseenth btuAday wicb would have
Juvenile deltquenry prpams: been a clms If ooutted by en adult"

(1) to establish tcrlnlag program for per- o 40011eocrace in PwY5W COVETS
000M. including profestOsias persprof

lonsal. and volunteort, who work With 491in- Sec so section 805 of tite is, Unitad
quanta or potenUsl delinquents or whose Bletes 00ds, is Amended to rUed U follows:
wor or actlvitle rotate to juvoIni bUn- "1 05. Delinquency proceedstngIn district
quency Progrnms; and coute. traufer for criminal prose.

(10) to SeNlsh A DO.W JUvenlUS JustIo cmut,
and D01iluency P1eventios A4mlaiistrstlon -A juwoulift %nosed to hae" commiitted so
in the Depe.tmet of leelth. Edu A on, slnd ac at JuTof N.y dolnqueacy ,sll not be pro-
Welfare to provide direction. coordination. seadad @@ht to Say Olurt of the lUnited
end re910-ew iell fedrely essNLet JuvenUs Stehe unless (h Attorney 0oenal, efa
delinquency program. Imvestmeii, l eertfiee to so appropriate die-

terrnoNS Uld oowt at tC o United States tht the
sec. itS. Fbr the purpose Of thin Act- Cuotfta or other appropriate couwl of

(I) the teem "comnuility-baeed" facility, & Stale (1) d e not ha" Jurisdiction or
program.or IVsvi mmm e smal, open group tsme to sesu Jurfudictio over sild J ,ve.
or horne ar other suitable place located near aLe wibh respect to such elisged set of JUTE-
the juvenile ho, or fam.y Mum programs mlle delinquency, cc () da not h ve
of eommunIty supervdon end eervioe which a prorms a"d service dequale for
matal. community and consumer perili the 101141MAiUMOS f luvenfenO
petio tn the planning. Operation. end evat- "U the Attorney oGeneal does not so e' -
aloo o4' thew programs which may Include. Juvenile shalt he eurodere to
but amreso limited to medicaL, edmutonal the appropriate leal authoritee of such
vocatonl. eola. end peychological guidance. ma
training. counseling drug tratmset and eff -0 eleged delinquent Is not surnender-
ether reablitative so Ime; ad to the eutharitlee of a slate or the Die-

(I) the term "o"nItructica" includes con- ic *I Co lumbia pursuant to this ctlon.
etruotten of new buildings sod ecquleoltion. soyl pMOIeedUW against him shell hei In so
eapeaslon, remodellng. and alteration or es- OPPcoeAi district coun of the United
hutng huildings. end initial equipment of any staks PFor sucli purposes, the eeurt may be
Such buildings. or any c0mbInation of such convueed at say tiac Laid place within the
ertvitiee (IncludIng erchitects' teae hut not district, In Chambers or otherwise. ?be At-
the Onst of scqutLltlon of land for new build- POISN Oeneral shall proceed by Information,
lg). Fr thMe purpose oi this paragraph End no criminal prosecution shall be nIgl-

the term equipmentn" Includes m nery toted for the alleged see of juvaeulle delise-
utilIies. , nd built-ta equipment and any quies '01090 a Provided below.
neceseury enclosures or otructure to house 'A juvoedie who is alleged to have m-n
them matted an act of juvenile delinquency and

($) the term "Perel Juvenile delinquency who Is 004 surrendered to State authorities
program" means eny juvenile delinquency ehel be proceeded against under this Chase
program which Is coductled directly or Indi. tot unien ha bu requested in writing upon
retly, or Is asslmed by any Federal depart- advise of counsel to he proe Idd aglinetS
Emot or agency, Includilng sy programs so adult opt that with respect to a )a.
fuded under tbis Act: vesile aisen years "n clder allege to

(4) the term "Juvenoe detUqoenoy pro- have omemlttod an act after his otqemnth
11110" menM say PrormM or activit realad bthday which It committed by en e411
to juvenie delinquency prevention. ootrol. Wouid be a felony punishable by a asse-
dIvei treatent. rehsbilltatloo, plan- mom penalty cc ten years lUnpataoaseN w
IIsg. education. trainIng,. ed rma.cb. In- more , U imprisonment, or deth. erhenil
eluding drug abuse progvs* the Improve. prosecution on the hee at the elisged eel
mast of the juvenile justre cyatems: and any may be begun by motion to tansfos at the
program or activity for negiected. ehaondened. Atteraey General in the appropriate tamiet
or de"Adent youth and Othr youth who are court of the United State f If mob oes
IS danger of becoming delinuent. lnde. efim hearimn tha there e oo roe-

IS) the tem "ocal govrnmt- memw able prspects for rsiabit taUlng suck Jo,
o City. county, township. beru1, borough, vnUe before We twenty-At birthday.

parila. villg.or otherOgenelprpocepa- I11 idencef C the following fact r all be
liIjct eubdivisicn Cc a Sle.n and a ise ocsdeed. aod Soinles withe regard to sec
tribe end any comsbination of two or more factor shall he made tn the record. Ina so-
ot sAuc it&11 ectl Jolnlly. sessded the Prospects for rehabillittiom; the

Such ^ yh e; the juvenile' u pr nient Ielle
6 alopetnt and p mycaolo turl turity:

(l the tos "AtIsa" mosne each of the a mature of pest treatment ofort and
eveal Blate o the Unted Sta, ths he0 tU wenle'e rspoose to seub eelrtr the
trctc olumabla the Comonw lth of vaeil y of pgr d d to tre
Puarto Ioo. the Vrgin Indas, Ousm nmer- the olleM bMavioral proams.
haS Same.. 4 ~u,' "Reseaaa DOW mClCo the transfer bring
Patton Islands. shall be given to the Juvenile. his percent.

(S) the teem "Seea. ,a- MGthboe , guardian, Or custodian en ho is, counsel
t11 Of MOU6 R U*4o and WOW1116, The jeveane shell be emisted by ecuneet

ductng thes Wsnoe hearing,. sad at rrr
other erg UCt st a a the pruceedIL

once s. Juvenie baa entered a1 pie With
respe to & Crime or a alleged act at Ju-
venule, delinquency esbeequent Crim606l pro-
secutle.t at )wesae Proecedings baed upoa
mac anega ee cc dalquency shl be
barred.

SIme s =6" by a ""vnil pritoi
cr durte a samsier hearing -do th Oft
lon WaI t be edatelble at subsequent
criminalt I , ,tie".

SEC. s. Section aI o titl Is U4. Is
amosd, to reed a folows:
.0 bow ouslody prior to appearance be-

fore magistrate.
"Whoftr A juvTnile is 1tjM Into custody

for an alleged Set aI Juvenue deliouenoy.
the rreetled cos shell immediately ad-
vbe such Juvenile of his legal rights. In lan-
guage oomproenele to a juvenile, End shell
Imaedintely bOdy the AlirNy Cenra and
te juvwles per ate, guardian, or custodn&

of such custody. Te rreetilg , oe dll
aso notily the pasens, garo"n or enas-
todia cc the rights. at the Juvanile and of
the nature of the aeed Odense.

Ibe jovetalle shell be taken before aG-
istrate, forthawith. to no Event ahali the ju-
vlene be detined taf Me th n twefnty-
ftu hue beifor being brought before

sac. 04. section Mo4 of title It USC. Is
amended to reed " iollows:
-, 5*01L D o4mrsl~te

"n coi s s ot retained for ts Juve-
sheG, or it bo not appea s t ouns will
be refined the meagistrate mal appoint

nseod ho go juvullne. Coune sball be
esiges to Pc es a juvwule 1 1 1 0
Jn and hi pIemte, imd61a. w ee- -
te"af are dsnemeally neble to obl tat -
qes represcahole. In mesa wher the Iu-
venIle and Is parents, guardtn. or cu0o-
diep are Sn&anc0 able to oblain adequate
eprmentatmo hut have nt rotaiod ounu-

mak the ;mogasat My fm te mat end
wo the peymanct of reasonable eaorns
ae or Sy dirert he Juvenle. his Peaet.
gujdesitee o ehodiant to retan privae"
counbe within a seeced perod of tSEE.

-'he magistrate -a appoItA a Cardia
ad Ru O a prat Or guardian of the Iu-
vmee is nat present, or V UN masltwste
bes ree to believe that the parents Or
gumd will t cooperate wtith the Jave-
niie tim preparing for trial. or that the inter-
est ag the pareats or guardian end temet C
Ube juveas awe adverse.

-u tse jutenlae nct been 4bUlaged
bsore his Icitin appearance before the meg-
isteat. the masrate shel release the Jo-

vwums t his parent guardian. eusodsn,
orsa ehr esteewi party (locludieg. but
not limited ', she director c a ShIle-
core fecity) upon their promise to bring
such juve"n before te appropriate court
Whe requested by such eourt union Ue
magistrate deterasmin, aftar bearing A
whichL this N1115100 IS cPeesated by coUnse.
ai tie detemon of such juvenile is re-

quIre to swur his timely appearance be-
fo the sap priat ourt or to lnas, his
safety or that of ethiee.

Sec. 05SOLtis11 am of thts title IS
ameded bo read as Follos:
-l Bs. tention prior to ellpoe.tio.

'A venlle alleged to be delLauent X0y
be detained el in a Juvenile faculty or
Such came sible piece Es the Attorney
dameal may dessgnate. Wheneve possible.
detbm shell be tn a foster haoe or eoos-
munity-bsed facility located In or new his
bcse sommwty. The AllorMy General
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haltl not case any juvenile alleged to be |inquency of the Juvenile. In the ease Of
delInquent to be detained or coofned in any an edjudloated delinquent. inch sagy sal
Institution in which adult pdrsoies convicted not be conducted on an Inpatient basns with-
Of S eri or awaiting tota en criminal out prior notice and being. The agency shal
charges are confned. Alleged delenquents mawe a complete study CC the aeg4 c e'
shl be kept separate trom adjudicated de. juelcated delinquent to &Mlevtl his per
tiquent. very Jureoile tn custody shall be tonal traits, his capablltle U111. bo qbrk ,
provided with adequate food beat, light. r ny previous delinquenC r imnl eIVe-
ea nta faclltles, bedd i . clothing. reo- rienoe, any mental or physical defect. ad
silos, education, and medical care inchladn any other relevant fattose The Attorney

sry paychintri,. pychological. or other General shall submit to the cour a the
Irstmet." attorneys for the Juvenile and ae e Caen-

rm ar TrOIL maul the results of te study ith Mth
158. 06SeCton S0M0 of this title W days ftnW the Commitment 01 the jMienQUl4e

amended to read as follows. mme the CCWt grants adlttae UmA.
"I ae epdy trial. ' ano

-It an alleged delinquent who haa been ow0. O0N. A new secton SMW U added, to
detLaIned Vending trial to not brought to trtal road AM IO-:
within thirty days from the date when such 11 BM. Us of JUvenile 100011

Tetfle wee fer"ted. the Informatosn shall -(a) IDpon te complointt of any forma
bedismissd with prejudice. on motion le dat j~nquency Vroueedlsg. the die-
the alleged deloquent or wt the direction t Court MhI order the entire W1e ad
of the oit. unlein the Attorney General . at Si praoeediog seaed. Aftsr such
abowe that eddltonal delay In unavoidable. *l the o wl Me ell hat seee" these
eased by the juvalle or his counsel. or o. re d esoept under the follwing clirutm-
sated to by the Juvenlle sad Noe counsel. stance:

sOVlWIabt deln ay noY00 indiua delays -(I~) Inquirlai received tro another court
atitfib e solely o court calendar congee' of law-.
tics "(I) Inquiries frot san agency peepering

11530m a presentence report for another co
am. 0, fectIon S0M7 of this title Is "(3) inquirn I rot lw enfrcemeat 8spa"

amended to read m follows: ese where the request for tboLf- t U
"I GM7. Ritse In general related bo tbe Inve gatlon cc a c10 Or a"Apsenl ition wIthin that age

"A jvenle cargdwih anacttO jvenle (4) Inquiries, in writing, fro the dibm-
dellaqucory shell he accorded the etnetiat- see cc a treatment agency or the director 09tinel rlgbtA gvusbateed an adlt tna c l.: a faculty be wbic the juveni bs been
Mal prosecution. with the excepti o In. omnitted by the court: a"
dCUMMSt grand lea Public trial shl be "(S) inquiries from a 04enc0 sonsec-
Limited to members Of the pre, who may tag the person for a poW 61t 6 Im 41d1Fioy
attend only an condition that they not die- dcrety agreothe notasMM ttY.
clasn Informeation. thail could reasonably heab drcI~atn hema b~h e urt
expected be rSeea the Identity of the alege ln~motfo 6*u the seale re"a y o
deliqunt. Any vlation at that oandjuon be rele-sed imen te request for laourstirs
my be pushed as a contempt of " ' 1 5616" toSappioto tot employment.

Iloonse. bo l civi r"Tgt Or pelvl
b. Aisg. Responses b uc quie s all not

Sec. 306 A new section GON s added, to be different re reaponees made about per-
read asefellew: on who have sver bean Involved mn a
-I SoM. Diopo cialhe boing. delinquency proeding.
* "4• If a -Uvanle In d)Udicate4d delis. '(b) 7Te ente fie "A recd of Juv9-

quest. a sepwaat dlspodoal hearing shle1 prOOsedias wherm an adjudican of
be hld no later than twent court ,y delinquency was not entered eh be do-
after trial unlm the court ha oered nu, stroed and obUteatod by oeder o the coat.
ther study in afoordecae wtb subsection "() District courts exerclang jauledietSo
10). Copf at M peswntense reurt ohall be over any juventle shl form h "unile
provided be the attorneys for both the june- an bin parent or guraa in writing, j
at]e and Me Overnment at IOet three ,u righ relsttng to the sealing of bi Juenile
days In @avon of the bring. record. The Information ia these emmuni-

"'th 'e court may Suspend th ajUdl- catione shall be stated In dearf an non-
ratton of delinquency or the dispoettlos aftechnica Duringte. umcus tGyJvnl o-
the delinquent on such conditions Me It deeme "(dl Inurta the course Of any juvenie-
proper. place him en probation. or Ccnctgt InU-ny prooedigll' n fouato ad
him to the crst of the Attorney General -- r relating e the proceeding, whic are
Probohe. commitment. or eomlaiesvent In stained or pepated In the adcare Of

edae t s o I hell t eibcla duty by an employee 09 the court Or
tend bund the Nveadvs Issy-fr en employee of ay oer goemat agency.
birthday or inesmasimaum term which could shal not he disclosed directly or ladheryl
he" been Imposed on an adult sorvtcted o to ayone otr than the Judge. ocums If
the same offee. whlabhevr Isooner, the Juvenile and the government. or ot41s

...... un der thisdsection trecei sealed-(ci I.t Le Court desres ton detailed In- recordsorat coencening an alleged deloient -(a) Unlees a child who In take Into ols-it me,7 commit ham alter Dnotc and hearing tody In prosecuted as an adult-.
t whic the feenlI - poese ted by win. '(I) neither the fegerpeInt nor a pho-see. to the rntody of the Attorney General graph shall he laken. -ithout tha wrIN&a

for ibmftlon and study by to conse t of the Judge, andagency, such toeserIo mand yaal (2) neither the name nor p!-arw CC bay
conducted on as outpatient bade. unlees hil shall be made pubill by any med iumthe court deterManee tAt lpatent Oher- of public information In conectio stlk aratia end study wet ert~l No alleged Juvenile dslinquacy proceeding.-delinquent may be commid t hecs
tody of the Attorney Geveeral for etudy and cnauw
oboe -atlos wttheet the consent hie at. Sec. 210. A new section ~04 In added, to
Mtene and bin Paent. cusodiain, or guard- read as follows:
ian, Uises Oie jewnisl spec advice at -1$040. 003omlsn-L
ecAsese senate *0 Y6110 who as read Or -A juveafe who has been committed to
beard soliei data, regeong a alleged Go- the Attorney General hse a rIght be Wrat-
linquent Me a rom of such Study. or In mni and In Onsted to custody. "Me sod
the ors or a trader insaring. shell pro- disegltne as bewly se ponihis euel
side ~e the hearing to adjudicate the de- In that whim d~pid have been proide _

h " by h- puete, Ne ju SO am
pisoed or retained be an ladult "a wor -

-1vey juvenlao who ha bee commmled
sall be provided wt adequate feud. bt.
light. AIrY facUinS, bd i21g. coth,
recreation. eduontico. sac medical ar II"
excluding nemary plydehetis. physbokg-
ca", o at ~ rare.

"Whenever possible, the Attorney General
shal commit a junatn to a faster bo r
eammunlty-beed fahity located lo or nea
bin bowie commounity."

Se. 211. A nw section 5041 Is added, to
reod as follows:
"15041. Support.

-The Attorney Oenl may co4dut with
any public or private agency or Inv dual
and scb oommunlty-baesd felile as heit-
way bosses and flter hcmes. for the cseer.
atoion Mad study and aw cusody and car

of Juveniles In his custody. Foir Ue pw-
po*es, the Attorney Osl' my promulga
iucl reul-oes ace ne= and mW
use the appropristts for at Uited
Mae petsonere' or waft other approgelatons
se be may deelgni"

Soc. 212. A new setion SM4 In added, to
read as follows:
"46042. Parote,

"Ihs Dowrd oc Paret shall reles from
custody, on such conditions Me It deem noo
tmary. < s4.ea j l deinquet who bee
beenUS00 Wohntd ass W ste Dosed t Mat-
lie-ed that be In lUlhey to remain at ibery
without violating the law."

Sec. 213. A new section M8 Is added to
read as follows:
If 504. ievocatics of paroleat or batioa.

'Any juventle poao or probationer shall
be aorI ded notice and a bearing with own-
ad before his parole or probation an be
revoked.'

Usa. 214. The tlble at section a cha"en
tW ofthis title I1sanended oreade allows:

Da€ll-Pia."806. De nitionofe."15.Delinquency roediW in distrit
comto transfer for criminal prooo-

Cato."811M. Custody prior to appearance beoren

"3,064. Duties or
"02. Detention prior to diepoostiont

"6111. Speedy itiL
GMT7. RAihts general..0"e. Depoaltb iownh ,ing.

"S0M. Use of juvenhe record&
"040. OnMMIment,
"6041. support.
"54O Parale.
"10IM. Revocation of parole or probato."
21111 IT--JUVi JUVrM1M AD DS-

LJQ MlU Cr PtZXV ON AIMCM -NA'
TION

mrrSdtUNEZ397 oV ABUeMCSI &ArWW

tc. $01(a) There to hereby heated within
the Deprmsut cc alth. Vduescaon. and
Welfare the Tuvente Auetie and Dolm-
queney Preventlio Admlntration (fer-red
So In t"hi Act s the "Admtntbatjon).

(b) TheM shall be at the hebd of the Ad-
minestratio a Director (referred so in th
Act an the "Director') who ell be appoatd
by the Proeid nk by nd with the advice snd
consent of the Senate.

(c) TIN Drttor sha be the chief enecu-
twT of t Administration and shall ewelse
all neceeacy poweS. subject only to the dl"
retoatt oc the Secretary ot m Departmentof Health. ducatios. and W Ure. The Dt.
incltor shall be Aesistant esoorwer.

(d) 7'here shell be in the Admiinistr'ation. a
Deuty DtUeto who shall be appointed by
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Mae Prmnsi by ad with the odvie an
coumt ca U S6ei The Deputy Direto

~id perform soch fcunctioO " the Dirctor
smI UInma ttime mlne" or delegseta ea"
6"amet e Directo amrta the abenoe or

dhehililY at1 the Director or In thes event of
16 Waftnbo in the odoe Clf the Duelle.

(0) There Al be tn lb. Admlnhstion
a Aosstt Director. who shall be oInted

by the Director. whams function be: to
goperve arid direct the National ][etittte
fot Juvenile Jstlf metabilad. MaMr ec-
lion $01 of this Act.
#ISOMe. OPSCtL. lgM16W oPome A"

0oll*U1.TAlrl
ec. 3W. () Tb. Secretary Sa sUiortsed

to select employ. and iz the oonpeamtkst
of mucl oters and employees, Including st-
lornebp 0 an ncessary to perfrM the func-
Ums vesto4 in him and to prescribe their
functional

b) Tb 8ecVtar7 I. utboeimd to select.
eppolat. an emp7 " 0t1o maseed theee
Comments and 6 n their ocnfeaion at
1l1te1 W4 to exceed i rbe 9oW Or hero-
ater prescribed fer OS-l1 ad %he General
Schedule by 'mellon LUZ3 of tI 60of the,
Vnited Sltli Code.

(e) Upon the request of th &-on &&ry, the
baed of any Federal agency Is Authoreed to
detail. on a relmburoabl. bean. any of 151
personnel ton the Direcltr to aeplat him in
OW71Tyl9 out ito ftuctloe UN thin Acl

(d) The Secretary may obtain service ew
authorized by section 3100 at iUe 5 or tee
United States Code, at ratse. not to emned the
raw now or hoeafter precrtbed ft OS-Ut at
the General Schedule by section &3M of title
* of the United Slab. Code. .

VOLUWW*, T SeTmt r .
Sec SW6 Tb. Secretary in antlertead to

Acoap t sad employ. in Carrying out the peo-
visone of this Act voluntary and untom-
peboated eervbcm notwthatendteg the pro-,l of section IMt(b) of the Mo
Stetutem (31 U0S O (b)).

CONCosfleArloe or miNa&i" o~
fte. 204. (a) Tb. Sec, try sba etoblish

ovr*all policy and develop obeutmve md
priorites for all ral Juvenile delinquency
program. and cutuetese relating o protvon
lien, diversion. talnIng. lreafant. rehabUt-
tlOn, evalustlon. cemeareb. mad Ioipoe-

m of the j uvlo Justoo smimtsem in the
Unitd Satm. In caring out hte fnotica
tUe Sec1etary ieall eontt with the La1or-
deoptmerate Oounil and the atioal Ad-
ohmry CommMtte for juvenile J006"c And
DInqWency Prev ntion.

(b) In eurylail out Ue purpomes or this
ct. the amectary Is autbored eand directed

(3) advise the Preeident e to ell mattae
rotattig to federLUy aemstted Jeitelt 6d-
quency prows=& ad redera policies e-
gIldng juvenne delinquency;

() ami opeatng agenclese Which bae
4*001 relponebllUe for the preventaon ad
troetment of Juvenile delUnquency in the das-

elopometl and peomulgatlon of refgutatione.
gubdline rqitremwote. Ceter. 0andade
pnedm and budget requmget tn mooaed-

UCPwith the pollee. prioriee and oh-
jetve be "btbusboaq

(6) onduat ad ouppoet evaluatloos and
eo.die ot U peororman d mit
achievd by P*Fedra juvenile, delinquency
peograim and ectivltie and or th proop c.
lie perfOFRance and remeite that mglht be
achbved by alternative program. and %t.vi-

Ito supplemetary to or In lieu of tahoe
eurrontly being adminered:,

(4) c" lame Floederal juvenile do-.
rltqueboy progprms a ed. tiute mem
Peeal depeemeta and aeies med be-
tasen Pederal Juvenile delonqueny pugrum
ea CtelIss a" other federal prem.
and a etitl whleb b.e deitee se maty ave,
a heprtal beefing an the meem of the
entire Feerl juTne delinquency oenec

(6) develop annually with the aflatmce
of the Advisory Oomt Lod submit So the
President am the Congre s th e re
year the leguaton W emcted prio to Sep-
tember K0 en analoysis and evlution of Ped.-
Od juvenile delnqueny a m -

duot d and emid byee"ral depairitme
and egencle,. the espendtur ee de, the re-
Sulu aC4ieved the plan developed. and
problem $n the tperstion. eand coordini-
Una.0 ectsth proeame. T2h report shoal In-
elude retammondatone for modldmaion tnis to . mnegme~mnt. peonl etd

req. ee4 and mpemnbe n
plain na y to Increem the eeotlieM
of tem programse

16) develop annually with the asistanceof thes Advimory Committee ad submit In the
Prewdent end the ongrma after the first
year the leglaaio In enacted, primr to
Marc 1, a Comprehensive plmb for Federal
Juvoenle deinquency programs. With per-
Ucr emphetse on the powmie rt 0 sjv-
nl4l delind and the development of
propem.e and emrrioein whk ich wID Wad
Inreemed d lof 01 juvenles fromthe

10.0 juvnfe juvenil uel ystem an
(7) provide ena mhac to Fed-

ea. Stle. and local govem t eom.
p iblie and prtv* ganeee. Inetitu , end
indivleiea In the planning, e 1th 0thn 6l
funding. operation or evaluation 01 jvene
delopon y prowm.

(1) The Semehey may requires departments
and agenem e p n ay sctty In-
vovtg any Fedra juvene aus,

r F to o him wle With onadis
o eprmte, and to omitnat 8t eudle

end smon em hse may dbms In bq em
ear to carry out tlbe prpem of th l .

Se) 7 aocretary may el ay O7 h
to under thi ti, ect te emog

oC regulation. to any eacer or m ee 01
thbe Administration,

(9) The Secretary 11e aUihcrtd te titlle
the sevsa end fadlattaee cc any egocy 01f
the Feoderal Geoemooment ua of any ohr
PuJh@i mgen3Oy Or instiutIonC I% aceordaince
with appropriate agreement. -nd to per for
raft merleee wthe In advance or by wMy o1
rebaburommat a sy be Sged wpmn.

(f) ts in iah d to ban"
funds appropeilted under Wbe Aol ino any
ageny 01 the Pedelol Govsonmet t devel.
op or demonstrate now metbods i ju-
Venie delinquency prevention a ro-lib-
atin and to muppement "ein ddn-

qumy prevent and rehabi l:P-
grme veth the Director Soad to be eemp.
tionai1y allocave or for which be Aod ther
exits exceptional need.

(g) 71e Sototery is auhoil"d to am"
smte to. or sno Into ocnterot with, any
publIde or pevtm agecy, inattulnn or teSS.
vdem to eery out the purpoem this Act

(b) All ftnoetios 01 fterotary under
this A4 and all functions ad the erta
uie the Juvenile Dellnquency PrevoloQ
Act (6 UAC. 8001 etq I-ael be adminle-
terd through the Juerr l. Justice ad e.
Unqueacy Prevention Admlnobealon.

jowl rueradoo
Sm E. iotwtbelaendine ny other pro-

vieon f law, lhere Media we mae aivaishl
by or than oe FedeM agep y k be md
btyanyargency. Orgenisation, Institution or
insdivrd"ato camv out a Federal Juvenil do-
llnu cy program or MotieIy AY one 01 tme
Fralw agencies providing fonda may he de"-
Ignated44 by the Sea y to at for all In ad-
ministerin the funds eidvnoed. In m0011
esee. a elogim noen-Fedeald ahece Ireeempt
may he established eccooring Is the
tiOn 01 fond advainoed by sc
0g6nm7. endl the Secretary marder any euh
agency to watv any technim penw or coo-
treat reqohemeana (em defind in och mog.
lotion) whic ieoteee~ds" wit the imi-
Inaoeieb 01- ae sao abortln agency

atW eohertg 4eay no.. not
impoee

£Mooeuse ; ena a.c wauw wrea m
Sc. $0. (a) FPmiupb (171 at section

"01 o 111116 t. ed Steem Code. is Semedad
so Woad I& fleft

"(17) aamieal Secrert. of Delb, l~u-
Cation. and Wlfet (8). em of wee at e
be the D nier o Juvnile Jumlic and

-iaquac Prevention Admoatis ,iOn.-
13) Section 5N18S titl 8,J United Statee

code, is smended by esdnl a the end tser.
cc Who Ilelag new paeagrph:

'(III) Deputy Director. Juveno, Justice
and Delinquency PMvento Amlet.

sOou oub) e smicx "b COVDICI 0e

mw. Se fem ezt roducitm . and
Wect. W, a ee" o Labor. Use etirb te"t nun opee copeedm 0 te t newey Gine
erel. th Seay0 Mmt, Uat end
cc the fecie LesOU 06" foer Dr"u Abea
Prevention. the Sq~oeee of Rousing and Vr-
ban Deopment, or theirespetieve deft.
needs, end iepreeentatiea of suc other
agencies A th.Peasidnt ean dmrgntle.

(b) The Seerel" 01 the Dopeetat 01
Ueetid. Ubefoati en Wafre aeall weve
em CaLisn m do 0oun cl.

(0) Tb. function 01 the Council &ball be
to coordinate all Fede Juvenile de inquency
program&

(d) Tb Council oehli mee a mnjIum of
Ilt am" per lw ad the ectivities a the
COuel eMIS be Joinduad in the anul m-

n rque by t 04()) 0d ft
Us.

(o) 7Te ChaIrman shall appoint an 1Emru.
Uive Secretery at the council and much per.
maw0 em an ecery to carry out lb. foae-
"o at the OOU"Nw.

sevenew COccurm
am. am (a) Thre In herby eete"lIsbad a

NKada Adyly Cuommltte for Juvoel
Justice eand Delnqsncy (bereinafter em-
trrad to at the "Advisory Oommliee")
wIhlc eh ook ad tMtTy-on members

(b) The emmbore of the Interdepartmental
Omua or tr ieespective dleoigee she be
eaico mmhrma of the ommnut.

(e) Thne Nagolr mimbeoe a the Adviewy
Caobmitle uot he appointed by tIh Presl-
dent from , -e who by virtue Or their
training or espinbenc have epeclel knowledge
eaooenlag the Peevetions eand ireatent of
jUTeAn delinquency or th e dmmou oin of
juenille jeome such me Juvenile or family
omut judges: Pobat u. earroctixnal. or law
onformossi pecesoet 804 Jewreetatlvee
of leivab voluntary OrgalmtIoe and or.-
mually-bmed prorsm.. 7he Preiddenot OAol
desanie, thOf aemn A major"t 01 the
mambet of the Advory 0mmltte. Includ-
ing th Chairman. @bell not be full.time
ep aeet of Federal. State. or loca govern.
mas. As least meven members eh not have

IAt d teetY-el Fare O agO on the dat
at pponiamnt, 0 whom at lea" three
001S hae been under the Purbliltlon of the
rjmSao jute. eeta.

(4) blemaber appointed by the Pnolet
to thin Cadmiltt shall Wave for term. of

M yee ad @bell be eligibe for reap.
po in e Iscet tha for the Am clpoel-
1180 lb. Advisory Conmittee, one-tird o
them mbers hIlil be appointed to one-year
teem. obt-Ube lo tw-year teem. a"d ome-
thirds o three-year terms: thereafter each
term dbali be four Perl. Any memb, ap-
pointed to all a vacancy ocoorrilg prior to
she expialon CC th Wem for which his

predecemor wee appointed, sall be Ap-
pointed for the remainder of euch t*rm

mwou ow rati aevea ossuimra
Sc. 00. (a) Tb. Advisory Coma ite shoal

Meet A the Call of the Clsairmein, hut riot
Isee then four Uio a yee.r

(b) Th Advi ory CommItte shall make
reooememsodetWa to the Osotote at limt
"nuay ith new t to planning, policy.
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dea oeatone, "a manaeoat of all ~ ncnor h aesel ()polofor a equitableW sroino
= =vendle nquency program. fund.dbl for rihpla&ml "4Sog 7 Poie a too

(0) The CoaMay degnate~ a qub mak* avallahi p"e uie a laa the asitace received Under swctot 401

oommitt** Of the 114010bof the Ad'~ 60 ail r tioI local o_ Ell Within the Stain.

C0mUM1ttee, to advtea on Wti hesae0 an eqnitea b s () sot forth a detaWe study of the tale

* ole fDOtholo Or moped. ad the work of &M* 1- S ATE VhAI app irach .to irw. cc.hade muc-
Admilttratlon Ilan. Go (a) in Order to receive pat A ",i,0 --nn n bekpo mr

(i) Th. Chaiman^ &ball designat a Sub- fOrMuld, gma-"a abState MMU aohad a pASa CC b t*VML luolajoetlo system This plean
comm,01ttee0 iv S.. mt, of the OM icntt". for carrying 0%A Lie pilrpeaft Is shell tortude seeimd estimated end for the
to amy a m Ibr Of an Advisory Coma- with reguittmn eSttlabd Uae this tift gayevewi~ "a tmpsmtatou CC each,
hottee for the NSUainstituate of Juytni*eb oh ~raw.-
Z10m11,0 to peroom the fuinctionaset fools In (if daegate a single StI a aegiuy Ma the 'P g .idfr aarle caotai
intl. ami. mome sedcr reaonIs for tas With and partOfyaia CC PrtITSW 09A - 111

(a) The thbUAD hall designate a soit- gag adaint~Woraiof thaea " Usd e dealcpcmat and exacou to of Wa ft"
commlliftCC Sii, WInMbar of the ComxIste a agor a fhe Nowe agency foM loW"aprovid for Dooriion ami mw-.
to sere as a Advteiy 06oaiittee to %be jvtO pfepWatlo end .4"1cWAnMO tChe oeUtlao r IUD anitd"
dOWNtar o Utandarda for the Admlolsira- p&Ian qacyvca
UMc of JuvllD hIustO to perform the tune.- (f)~e j: misnAtr ~,iac mft ranaoaalato matd Pro-

Slo smeat forth In section $07. Srita %aeny designated to ac ~coa with fare within the State: i
Oowwrn"aYOO ms xwmwWa paragraph (1) thereafterr Mrrfed 10 Is 00s (10) Provide thal t $0 le 311 the 7Per

Ba. 815. (a) blembae Of the Advisory Act soW Sim *86MO 1 sa ion b Or wi be"e canu ofi t m% SMnd. saabe o c Sbtale
onmlttee whe ae @employed by the Federal authority, by wleilaio If OWSU. 't06 under mection 401. Whether espended ineot
Goyernmati full Kids sael sue without plWM asuch Plan in owwwat i Wth by the Stat, or by thetcl.vrn or
eampeOlSU u t shall he rarimbured for pfipkiom~ h thi-ough coolrecte l w ubl ~o r p,1 Jr e
tweval, subiettee. anM other necesary on- (8) =aed for Uent=O hs r"alces. iaall to gd IN @4vs* ak
pi Incurred by then in OanytWIg out thte prociaG v~d. this Act by th S~ niques he da"Wing, 01lat-fatog a" a-
doatle of the Adyhory Cocmate. saeoo by a board eppotid bhe 0-14 Govermo ProVam .A "ai" 4941111d to

(b) Members of the Advisory Coott (or ade Chierr Meseuit) (A) which @all plnSju n aallaqeady. to dinert
not eoaplaWe full tim by the Psderal Co, MUM ai thteon aU twenty-c. and We Jonesdm frOM U JM - i ' I web
eanmt inhall o. 0 peneattori at a mc than th ~ r I~~ 1 Wh a to evtahtih prgrm eat forth is aalo
raft to ez ithe, fate nodw or hereafter waa~ exeince. or wjicia knOWlodi 4"m 1, n to Profi ilf~ m

fPW~ ow OS-_IM c the Oscarsa ached- covns erring o the -if ma - I - 01I(1), adit* The hamII& md or
UNm by emotion SM of ml.. 4 a the Volted.C i'a"O dciii a) hor h el Idic"o -e~ca *ai~is eayns ehl
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APPENDIX No. 5

United o nna R o
.ye/mrka PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OP THE93E CONGRESS. SECOND SESSION

Vol. 120 WASHINGTON, THURSDAY, MARCH 21, 1974 No. 38

Senate
S 321. THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND

DEULNQUZVCY PINV ON ACT
OF b194--SUWOARY
Mr BAYh. Mr. President, the Juvenile

Justlic end Delinquency Prevention Act
Is the product of a 3-year. biparlisan ef-
fort to Improve the quality of Juventle
Justice In the United State. and to pro-
vide a comprehensive expanded Federal
approach to the problems of juvenrie
delinquency.

I was joined by my distinhuished col-
league from Kentucky, Senator MAaLow
W. Coox, the ranking minority member
of the subcommittee In introducing 8, 821
on February S, 1973. 8 I1, as reported
unanimously by the Senate Subcommt-
tee To Investigate Juvenile Delinquency
Is subslantlally similar to the bill we In-
troduced, We an gratifed by the coepon-
sorshlp of this bill by 23 distinguished
colleagues: Senatore Asovami. BnaLe.
BsRoC, BU ADIoo , Con. Causru. Cum-
STON. OsoAvit, 11421. HitPinY. ZMOUItT
KENevoY, MATele. McOMe MCOovsIN.
MOnALti, MONTOYA, P(oIa, PaSyoAX. RA-
DOLPH. Risicoer. Tvxsey, and WILLAMae.

The subcommittee held 10 dan of
hea rings and heard 80 witne ses on 8.321
sm d 8 '3148. a simlar bill whlqh I intro-
duced in the 92d Congress. These hear-
lngs demonstrated the need for a com-
piehensive overhaul of Federel JuvenlUe
delinquency programs combined with wt-
cIstance to States and local governments.
and private agencies to prevent deln-
quency and to provide community-based
alIternatives to luvextile detentlon and
correctional facilities, The bill has been
endorsed by the NaUonal Council on
Crime and Delinquency, the National
Council of Juvenile Court Judges, the
Amcrican Parents Committee, the Boys
Clubs of America, the Oirls Clubs of
Amniei c, the American Pederation of
State, County and Municipal Employees,
the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers, the National Executive Com-
m$itee of the American Legion, the Na-
tiorel Legal Aid and Defender Assoc$a-
11O1. the National Council of Jewish
Women. the National AsociaUton of
Si vte Juvenile Delinquency Progralm Ad-
ministrators, the National AssocIaton of
Social Woiers, the Family Service As-
octation of America. the National loT-

enlors Conference, the National League
of Cities and U.. Conference of Mayor$,
and many other concerned origar.irator.

The Juveaiie Justife ed DellnQuene
Prevention Act represents a domniltenent
to our Nasti's future. I urge my col-
leagues in thet Owtgrea to support the
bill and hope that they will act expedl-
ticasly to provide the Pederal leadership
had resources so desperately needed to
deal with juvenile delInquercy. By enact-
Ing 8. 31 we will ontribute lgnijbcently
to the safety and well-being of all our
ciUesens, mtelarly or "uth.

Mr, Presldent, I at unanimous con-
sent that a summary of S. 21 as pre-
sented be printed In the P.coa1.

There ben no oection the summAry
ve ordered to be printed In the Reoa.
as follows:

starjav-8 821 As Aubrawao

D11EN ON19

Tsw ilns sOmaxnsspe th adveres nte-
Of joyssie deiinqoeacyen eouresiety and
the nees for a smprebe.5515 e-panded Fall-
sla approach to lab problems of juvenile

Thbe bt)mves at the Act laslode: seh- t
lshrsnIt cc a sew Joveuli JUStAc0 and De-
lUn40su Pa a to n Admistration i %
Department of Bam. Etduftb-ex and Wel-

review or o~ l juvenile "Il-
quaep pc am auLtoeeum of 64d11140416
""'e,~ inresgte Capacity of elate

tmd 10.2 goverameflS &ass pubite and pet-
vas egeslet sos develop and Implement ads,-

ye propa r to peeves delinquency, divert
I uveles froms Lh juvenile just syste
and Cabe eommunity-b sed alt erateis to
teditional juvenile e Soite.sl faIlthesO
creatios of cesiralled. sesesrokcIteste
Cearinghouse. training. Isebsicai andanos5,
sad evalluatile activities; developute do
sabiosa guidelune. foe %be adminlisation of
June"ile fiustd Istdin itl onso dm d oo -
OssesI.t and Ronnly. adeptiost of has pee-
abeduaral pea.eWse for jimee unde Fed-
seral jurstdiction.
aim fl-AMIS DM5EI5TT11eIR P IA

JuVVMel DU="QMKeCT ACTr
Thu s ble sets fort a Sol"e of etl

smendments to the Pedeval DOUG.eVels
quarney Act (38m. 1103-80037 ofTills l51 de-
Asone to o afes 0boedualet toe basgl
juvesilu de th .reilt of 01 ed-"
Arll Court tad f grant juvenls slihetiel-
banly the sae rights As aduls.

in mcow lsvolvl juveniles. Federal courts
would be required to 4de t0 slate comesis
u Won Mte Attorney Oeneal eertiand that lsM
btale does not have jurttdielida oe doe" 00
have artllable adequate rehbhflltiv* pra-

fa or juveniles This provide& recoeftlamt
that1 the Fedetisl esuils sasd 12e eralW our-
resebesal Aylt hae" asr ba property
equipped go handle juvesbe with 00 result

tat Fedeoral jltlsen deilaquensy te De-
quently transferred away from their bosme
eommunlle , for oeat ial.

U Federal cars. a juvesite alleged he have
committed a Crib "I U ! =oes&ed &bat
ss a juvenile Jettqu*At usmhe. setis fears te Ci der. Wher a rlukO. figs Is
ad older, 61 ted t have eonmmitted a tr-
oDue feloclso, I sat eMd be pesou ed eltea
esaj uvhtDe w u A eAlt a Fede.al DIsUIrt
judge would hreo qmrsd toen dut aet beauing
and end that "Mome are no reasoale prca-
peets for reallthation- bef ore a juveafle
Could be prosecuted eo an adult eriia.
Under the pesuent law, the Attoresy Gene"a
ha. Paloerb r tio n uket thisdetri
isost,

Thte title sat provides 08 so fivenge
under Ptdertl juraedieto may be detained
or confined with &d"lt. It also peeldeeitly
provides tat witenever P011i1101. the jue
must he tonfined tn a teetear home or sam-
mailty-bd facility located tin a near 11111
or bee home so ninmty.
,TrrLB M--JVVI.iB JurC1 ANO DR.

LINQ Vi CT pavimON ADISIIiST3A-
VON
This title etshis a forostus JustLes tand

DflnquOncy Pwvlos Administration In
r of RM. headed by a Di.

hr = e an Assistant Secrestar
Appointed by the Preildent with the advice
and Consest of the Sesale.

TIis bill remanboo that tbere Is a need
for a oesacAsed Federal repose to te
pirsuiing rate of jutn1eob Caros. Tlere needs

to be soe plao hi the Yedormi govrOnmns
where tusw ea And solutise to the trob-
Ie= raied at the slates ad Itel level by
juvenile delinquency.

Mhe Adnazlslstralin wil poide sverall
planning and poicy end aetaEbi ebjeotlvt
and prinritles for all Fed"Meennsule delis-
qutency pengesm a Atctivite celating he
proention. diversion. traincng, beataeat.
rehab.ila lio. ealutls., raeearh and pe.
,rams to lnn reve te imune ).tes tn
Th aiso l w betghv broad sarveetr
revlew ove the operation of prigame in
Other ageaC41ee. tad wouldI be rereptaiias for
ruperun s, their udeolivee"u aqo foe a-
lag budetary bad~esae rs

000"Ut.-n in im
tebliebes the terdspueinoUta 0ousbei en
JuTssne Deilaqoec, c011111001 of tas At-
sarsey 0Gena. the Secrees atKEW. tas
8ecretary of tabor. Mhe Diretor af the apec - l
Actin 41ce for Drug Abuse Preventsun, the

ofrear RousDanc and Urban Osretep.
11e1t16er thei reepe011v- desese. ad auth
r*eeseoativeea ad ether egasm us nuesi
deal 0 buiuab The es in I* eeordtl
all Ptdeeai jevealledulinqeeCY pee
and s met ale ti.e A year. The seretay

1'al serve us Chairman of the Cono. and
appoint sech staff as awe seceesacy.
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -SENATE

Haltaeea iAtearo COUSCil2 A Neational Ad-
vlscry ouil for jvenie Delinqency
Preiion of 11 mmhers ao members Of
the Interdepartmenial Ooun@l an clo II
cdsse the Dir etor with respect to the plan-
long, op rfatlan and rsaeagomeai of Federal
juvenle deliquency programs. A tuboa-
Mitte of ace members will serve sis an Ad-
visory Committee on the overall policy snd
operations ao the National. ntltule ot U-
i-nl iUce. Another sescommittte of Ore
members will serve s an Adva Oommitttr
cc Standards for the Admiistiration of Ju-
.vttle Jutice.

The National Advlaery Couoll will brig
C%.trn par leipsuois sl4 coopetrstso IIte
work of the Admtnlstra ol. The b i
reonla that we will only be able t So
something meaningful about juvenile delia-
qleat]y with the help and support of tle
public,
TrTLX tV-IMflAL ASISI"TANCIl FOR

STATES AND LOCAL PROORAMO
Int adtl0 tO exerciaing supervlsory

power over enleting Federl effort,, the
secretary Ia authorized to iake graltis nnd
enter tnt, contract to carry osu the pur.
poses of the Act

Stale eed Lare Formula 0eeds. NT3l1l,
approprlated under this par will be alloc tt
for ganto in States, basal on relative popula-
lheii under 15. which develop a Plan COG

lating the following fundioental requtr.
trents:

() deinase a Lngle elate agency super.-
vnd by a Board appointed by a overoor
consi lilg of persons, a majority of whom
hie not eoternrmetal employee Including
youth soi former deliquency snd who are
representative of local loveloment. juvenile.
justice alencles. socal series agencies, and
who are repreentaives ot private elenleeo
concerted with dellnquncy prevention,
neglect. Juvenile justice, education or socilI
series. volunters and employs orgaleis-
Sone;

1b1 provide for expenditure of at least 60
percent of the eate's funds through local
government programs;

(C) prove that tive chief execlve officerr
of tle L Ia government flall ssgn respon-
siblLty for the advtnlst tlon ot lhe lore
gICrnMlt'S part of the liste plan to a
eitle local aency superehed by a Snard
sleillar In the State Bard:;

(d) povide for expenditure of thre-
matters of ite funds a slatreeives a the
development snd use of advanced techniquee
designed to present juvenile delinquency, to
divert jtveoln from the Juvne jutice
seytem t efotbllthed proba ion ubald Y pro-
gma. and to prorta comounimlty.- aed
alternsieves to Lradltloeal deteaiotsi aid
cortctioAl tostiUUo,1. The advanced trch.
riqoes lnclue COmMunity-baed proven-
tioo, diversion sd reballi athn efforts
through darelomei ad foeor.ere sod
shelter cue falitlee. roup homs. halfway
hts. and youth servko bo"t ex.
pe4ng vi Of proati n ; funding of prob
eJon subaldy program: trattinig of proba-
teon personnel, other proe"sladas and pare-
pmefofes La 00 work with yott: end aom-
prehenale drug abuse preentelt and &du.

tion reas ad treatment and reabil.
Ititon yPregss for drug addicted and do-
penten poet. Ouch technique leo in-
dlude emmunity-based aonless to werk with
parents to retain the Juenhle t home and
educational or epportlIve srviee designed
to keep the juvenile In school or Slterna-
Sine learning oltu&Uoan and to provide wore

and recreaalo o a o e l f del-
nquet or youbth nger S beimlog

fe) provtie fo oontileteo wo segal
govereneenlte sod PrivsMs 0in9b"0 tohe
dovalopuet Ca the la a" ro or
otetsootl oordiaatlo n Wte a"1 .= t
existing juvenle delsquency progrant
Wtin ts sitw

(f I trevac heat within o yOMa after
the evibaflaitoat the Plan. juvsnllee o
nt floergel Wilt Or have ant OAemmtiel sub-
etatnve, aornal oeteam ell bat be
ptooedl in juvnafe eoracnl tacliee. ht
mint% ha Planed hniee teellIee

Igi proveds that jnrvtlle will not be to"i
In sny letitution 00 which they bave regUr
contact with adlt ortelsh or le4ed
crLminiss:

Ih) provide aisaose1 ta saloflase wilt
be available on an equitable balo to d
with SIl disadvantaged youth OA Mha pro-
redoe will be eethed to satire th
rigvt Of cockliote Of services;

(i provie %hait tedls an siuttahle U.
ranemeetl are made t protect the tlatov
ot employs sar¢ted by esleta Under thil
Act: and,

() provide for prudent Aa control ad
setnountia pec ers

to the aena thaSS at telsM to stfl
plan or hove ens, aprosed Si oaSis Ua

hoeing. ibs Geraer sha h the ett e
allotment aveilotle to pubuc aed private
agJnel en iat state far @pecil *mph*"e
Preveotiond owatmn progralsm

event Prnfrarid; Pad coder this Pert sW
be Used for d t Federal psona O fes-
tracts with puhea or Prietsageis n
tndividual to develop and implesat new
juvenile delnque y progress; to develop
and malntaln con-mulnty-l-baeed altrtelve4
to the neUtt WllAtk": to develop and
Implement means of diverting jiventi froee
the tirditotuA juvenile |Ictlis and ors-
tiol system; 00 Lcove the aapshblty of
public and pri ie aogonlU to ProvWd sees-
10t for delienquens and pout t danger a
becooting deonqunet; and to fatilithis Me
adoption of eoomendsiloe o the Adlv&n
committee On Sondarda for Juene Justice.

This irxei finding iuthotip Will provide
adliional overall resources particularly to
uttiha the erpefrleca and spabl lty of pi-
rote agencies on how eo handle Youth I
trouble and mlntain the finding Anet-
bility required so develop 1OVoSv eW
proaohes to the prolem Of diltqu9see.
flTtZ v--(AflONAL D5OflUtI Poll

JlfVIlf O JVSOTX
This UUe estlablihes a IfaUilonlW Institute

for Juvanile Justine whinh will be Wa 4-
search. tisdog nd lnfor1tAen area o
the Adnletlin under 20 direebls 41
an Asiant Die-cto of the AdMIDlitUet.
T-e Institute is sepaned to be Chisel? tied
to the operatlon of the AdadnU ln. This
title also provides %ht rnodseo the 0aelipt
of jlvollee which wen gt hered foe research
p roses my not be Wantlad to any pub
tin or private Inldvitaual or agency.

The institule ll sers as ean etnfa'lton
ciarvnghauee, onslesilag0 sIAW sltedi
juvenile delinquency. tnlU4l 08g Mtlil i 5"
mearsh resulted and valibilihy of reeoee
and AnsomloaUni It throslboot the 0ountry.

tesarch. dauionetrttlo and eSvauto
will be central etinas~ Of 20* tosINtuta
conducted by Institute peronses11 ad bp out-
side agencies. toetltuloor Indlosual.
The Iutat4ts ia expected to provide for the
evuluaUos of fulI programs funded Uder

at tae rquall a Sea
prove eriaeie as ase apted fer o
ot4 bread sal IS ve s ( l pac t It
so.

nos Ineillts 10 alesreepesell Car oca-.
dowsin 05101 Ptgr idharil at f
seamt) thMMMoge th e oaroy for pe.
wee worklna to iea t! JaIM a" 61-
liaqueney "A51 lie nteal p--
pr msal end vovlnter pereoet oe
wark With 756 people to pOevst N al sest

wneedad. me Jw $Re4 letted: Thet Is.
ifiutte. esder the rass'yblo-eS the Adv-
eny Cocslullfts on Ofsiers fer Juvenlle
Jisroe. Ws als vwpoeslhle fee verele o-
silos stude WWl top"eavsty elodyflt
it neemary, Ma aspect of th Iuveal$ vx-
Ui sates Vto e Va ted ileM. Xo Leter
than one year afe the pasae of Me s
thts OOMiti u c slso the rerees
anl Conress a Analoap wic-hl
1%o Seaidled itsenda for the slainl-
limmateo cisa eleJutille at thes Federall.

Vtotr and leal leveal-Il? nsemsnlr Ma.
oral eminbirsiva "~is and leglelative
stios to felslt* mee optim f the
anlaedoi. MWl (1I frsemt "Mae a

3Ma ats so faciltaMe she elotion of flies
staleS at the am a" Meal level.

Ttna V1-ADIWOSItOP OV

-Mis tile auithosin ase fooweing appro-

6ac mimes enr mesal rea IM1: tMl imines
for hetal peer IMI; al6mlSCUMfor ewa
Year ITf.

March 21, 1974 S 16l -
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APPENDIX No. 6

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Congressional Research Service

WASWNTON, D.C. 2)540

February 11, 1974

To: Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee

From: American Law Division

Subject: Juvenile Detention - State Case Law on Time and Conditio'as

The enclosed summary has been prepared pursuant to your letter

and our subsequent telephone conversations in which you requested a

compilation of citations and holdings of the various state courts on

the questions of: (1) How long may a Juvenile be detained prior to a

hearing before a Juvenile court judge or referee? (2) How long may a

Juvenile be detained between a detention hearing and an adjudication

hearing? (3) Under what circumstances, according to what criteria,

and by whom may a Juvenile be detained prior to adjudication? (4) May

a Juvenile be detained in a state, county, or municipal jail, or must

some other place be utilized? (5) Must juveniles and adults be pro-

vided with separate accommodations when incarcerated in such institutions

prior to disposition? and (6) What special provisions moat be provided

for juveniles who are ificarcerated in such institutions prior to disposi-

tion?

You will-note that reported cases on the above points are few

and far between. The reason for this has been suggested by the Alaska

Supreme Court in In re G.M.B., 483 P.2d1006, 1008(Alaska S.Qt. 1971):
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At the outset we are confronted with the
State's assertion that the occurence of this
dispositive hearing renders moot the issue of
the legality of the prior temporary detention
order. [The posture of this case is a result
of our refusal to stay the disposition hearing
in the children's court pending our considera-
tion of the Petition for Review. To have done so
would have prejudiced the Petitioner and hindered
his proper care and guidance.] .... Although ad-
visory opinions should be avoided this case falls
clearly within the public interest exception to
the mootneas doctrine. That exception permits
appellate courts to reach the merits of cases
normally considered most "capable of repetition
yet evading review" are raised. (Footnote of
the Court included in brackets.)

Most courts would probably not take the same position on mootness.

Because there are so few cases, we have included some which are

not directly in point but which suggest the posture which the courts of

a particular state might assume.

4Ca Doyle ;$

M. Elizabeth Smith
Legislative Attorneys
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THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Congressional Research Service

WASMNGTON D.C. 2osdo

JUVENILE DETENTION: STATE CASE LAW ON TIME AND CONDITIONS

Alabama

Our examination of the Alabama Digest, the annotations to the
Alabama Code, Corpus Juris Secondum, American Jurisprudence and articles
listed in the Index to Legal Periodicals has failed to uncover a single
reported Alabama decision of the questions of: "(1) How long may a
juvenile be detained prior to a hearing before a juvenile court judge
or referee? (2) How long may a juvenile be detained between a detention
hearing and an adjudication hearing? (3) Under what circumstances,
according to what criteria, and by whom may a juvenile be detained prior
to adjudication? (4) May a juvenile be detained in a state,.county, or
municipal jail, or must some other place be utilized?" (5) Must juveniles
and adults be provided with separate accommodations when incarcerated in
the same institution and (6) What special provisions must be provided for
juveniles who are incarcerated in such institutions prior to disposition.
Henceforth the absence of reported case law on these questions will simply
be characterized as "None".

Alaska

A juvenile court master "has no power... to order detention for
periods longer than are necessary to permit the superior court to review
the case and to enter its own order of temporary detention, release from
detention, or other appropriate disposition." In re G.M.B., 483 P. 2d
1006, 1010(Alaska S.Ct. 1971).

"[A) child has the right to remain free pending an adjudication
that the child is delinquent, dependent, or in need of supervision, where
the facts supporting the petition involve an act which, if committed by
an adult, would be a crime, and where the court has been given reasonable
assurance that the child will appear at future court proceedings. If the
facts produced at the inquiry show that the child cannot return or remain
at home, every.effort must be made to place the child in a situation where
his freedom will not be curtailed. Only If there is clearly no alternative
available may the child be committed to a detention facility and deprived
of his freedom.... Due process requires at the very least that detention
orders be based 'on competent, sworn testimony, that the child have the
right to be represented by counsel at tke detention inquiry, and that the
detention order state with particularity the facts supporting it. Doe v,
State, 497 P. 2d 47, 52-53 (Alaska S.Ct. 1971).
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We were unable to locate any reported Alaska cases discussing
any of the other questions, however, In re E.M.D., 490 P.2d 658 (Alaska
S.Ct. 1971) held that a runaway found to be in need of supervision could
not be Institutionalized in a correctional or detention facility; such
disposition being limited to those found to be delinquent, L..e., to have
violated a law of the state, or an ordinance or regulation of a political
subdivision of the state.

Arizona

None

Arkansas

None

California

"The architects of the Juvenile Court Law clearly sought to
remove California's lamentable practices as to excessive detention....
By requiring that the minor be released unless the case fell within one
of the specified categories, the Legislature indicated its intention that
detention be the exception, not the rule.... The procedure of the Juvenile
court in the instant case and its failure to release the minor resemble
the situation in In re Macidon(1966) 240 Cal.App.2d 600, 49 Cal.Rptr. 861.
There the juvenile court had notified the probation officer that a deten-
tion hearing was to be held in every case in which the Juvenile was charged
with the commission of a felonious act, whether or not the Juvenile had
theretofore been relased by the police or a probation officer. The Macidon
child had allegedly stolen a purse from a 12-year-old girl on December 17,
1965. Although the officers took the youth into temporary custody they
immediately released him to his mother's custody upon her written assurance
that he would appear in court.

The probation officer filed a request for young Macidon's deten-
tion which did not allege any factual basis to support it, aside from the
alleged commission of the offense. At the detention hearing the court asked
the minor only his name, age, and school. Merely aacgrtaining the presence
of the boy's mother, the court did not ask any questions of her or of the
minor or of the probation officer. Apparently predicating its ruling on
the material contained in the police report and a statement of the proba-
tion officer for two of the five youths charged with the offense, the court
failed to follow the mandate of section 635. On this record the Court of
Appeals released the boy because: first, the Juvenile court had failed
properly to conduct the detention hearing required by section 635; second,
the facts as set forth in the reports presented at the detention hearing
failed to provide any basis for detaining the minor; third, the court failed
to make the findings of fact required by section 636.... The probation
officer must present a prima facie case that the minor committed the alleged
offense; otherwise the court will lack the 'immediate and urgent necessity'

25-218 0 - 74 - 27
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for detention of a youth charged under section 602.... In addition, the
probation officer must state facts upon which he based his decision not
to release the minor prior to the detention hearing.

In the instant case the juvenile court failed to conduct the
detention hearing in the manner prescribed by the Mecidon decision and
the subsequently amended Juvenile Court Law. The court did not even
bear any testimony by the probation officer; it did not consider his
report under Welfare and Institutions Code section 628. Failing to
follow the requirements of section 635 the court did not examine the
young man, his parents, or his character witnesses. The court merely
asked the minor whether he understood the charges; the boy responded,
'Yes, sir." Neither the court nor the probation officer asked any
questions of the parents. On the other hand, the youth's attorney
presented an extensive offer of relevant testimony and evidence which
the court refused to admit or consider.

We recognize that the Legislature intended to create an
atmosphere of compassionate informality in juvenile court proceedings;
we note, however, that in this case the juvenile law's concern with the
best interests of the minor was irretrievably lost in the very beginning
of the hearing when the court adopted a steadfast posture that any young
person charged with the alleged offense would, regardless of the facts
of the case, be detained....

The nature of the charged offense cannot in itself constitute
the basis for detention ... 2 .Q[ 24. 'Although it is difficult to delineate
what does justify detention of a minor, it is relatively easy to set forth
a number of factors that do not constitute 'immediate and urgent necessity'
and are not relevant to detention. (1) Public outcry against the offense
allegedly committed by the minor; (2) The need to crack down generally
on juveniles in the area; (3) The nature of the offense per se; (4) The
belief that detention would have a salutary effect on the Minor (the juvenile
court does not have the right to exercise its jurisdiction over a minor for
this purpose, if at all, until an adjudication of wardship or dependency
has been made); (5) CommmnIace of the police, probation officer, or the
district attorney for investigation purposes; (6) Concern that the minor
will fabricate a defense to his case; (7) Inability of the minor to show
good cause why he should be released.' (California Juvenile Court Practice
(Cont.Ed.Bar 1968) 141, at p.52).]" In re M., 3 Cal.3d 16, 25-30, 89 Cal.
Rptr. 33, 39-43 (1970)(footnote 24 of the Court's opinion in brackets).

Colorado

In the case of In re People ex rel. B.M.C., 506 P.2d 409 (Colo.
App. 1973), the Court maintained that: "Children may be taken into custody
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for conduct which is not expressly prohibited by statute which requires
the State's intervention in the interest of the child or society, see
1967 Perm.Supp., C.R.S. 1963, 22-2-1(1)(d) and (e), supra. Thus a child
may be taken into temporary custody pursuant to 1969 Peru.Supp., C.R.S.
1963 22-2-1(1)(c), if he violates a statute or ordinance which makes
specific behavior by children unlawful even though such behaviour is
committed by an adult is not unlawful." 506 P.2d at 411.

Connecticut

None

Delaware

None

Florida

In Arnold v. State, 265 So.2d 64(Fla.App. 1972), the court up-
held the detention of a 15 year old child who had been held overnight
in a county jail rather than being placed in juvenile hall. The child,
charged with a capital offense, had been given over to the metropolitan
public safety department across from the county jail after 6:00 P.M., and
the juvenile hall was some distance away.

In Dep't of Health & Rehabilitative Serv. v. Patten, 277 So.2d
320(Fla.App. 1973), the court held that under certain circumstances under
the Rules of Juvenile Procedure, Rule 8.040, a court having competent
jurisdiction could provide for another person, other than an intake officer,
to make detention decisions.

Georgia

In A.B.W. v. State, 129 Ga.App. 346, 119 S.E.2d 636(1972), the
court held that: "IT]he provisions of 924A-2304 of the Juvenile Court
Code (Ga.L.1971, pp.

709
, 735) to the effect that 'in the event a delinquent

or unruly child is found to not be amenable to rehabilitation or treat-
ment, the court may commit said child to the custody of the Department
of Corrections,' is not in conflict with 124A-2401 thereof, which provides
in part that 'a child shall not be committed to a penal institution or other
facility used primarily for the execution of sentences or persons convicted
of a crime,' and a commitment of a juvenile to the Department of Corrections,
as was done in the present case, is not violative of 124A-2401.1 129 Ga.App.
at 346, 199 S.E.2d at 637.
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Hawaii

None

Idaho

None

Illinois

In People v. Hill, 133 Ill.App. 147, 272 N.E.2d 840(1971), L.le
court on the issue of the-State'a Juvenile Court Act, Ill.Ann.Stat. ch.37
S1701-708, did not question that the procedures themselves were proper.
As applied to the juveniles in this case, the detention authorized was
held to be valid for two reasons; 1. They were sent before a juvegile
officer before being detained. 2. Then they were brought before a
judicial officer within the 36 hours required by State law.

Indiana

In State ex rel. Imel v. Municipal Court, 225 Ind. 23, 72 N.E.
2d 357(1947), the Court held that a 15 year old boy held for let degree
murder did not fall within the provision of the state Juvenile act which
maintained that no child under 18 years of age could be detained in a
prison, jail or lock-up as it did not apply to minors held by other courts
for capital offenses.

Iowa

None

Kansas

None

Kentucky

None

Louisiana

In State v. Wesley, 285 So.2d*308(La.App. 1973), it was held
that a substation where a 14 year old was detained and questioned came
within the statutory prohibition against confining a child less than 15
years old in a police station, prison or jail, La.Rev.Stat.Ann. §13:1577.
This was maintained by the court even though the police substation was
located in a commercial building and had no cells, bars, or other in-
dications of confinement.

0
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Maine

None

Maryland

None

Massachusetts

None

Michigan

None

Minnesota

None

Mississippi

None

Missouri

None

Montana

None

Nebraska

None

Nevada

None

New Hampshire

None

New Jersey

In State ex rel. J.M., 103 N.J.Super. 88, 246 A.2d 536(1968),
the court asserted that, as concerns curtailing the liberty of a juvenile,
"Just as an adult defendant in a criminal action must be found guilty be-
fore he can be penalized, a juvenile in a juvenile proceeding must be
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adjudged delinquent (guilty) before the court can infringe upon his
freedom by institutionalization or otherwise. It would seem compelling
that there should be no distinction made as to the need for a reliable
guilty - finding process whether the proceeding be in the adult criminal
court or the juvenile court." 103 N.J.Super. at 93, 246 A.2d at 538-39.

New Hexico

None

New York

None

North Carolina

None

North Dakota

None

Ohio

In the case of In re Teesmilles, 24 Ohio App.2d 153, 265 N.E.
2d 208 (1970), it was held that a juvenile in custody, although already
adjudicated delinquent for committing an act which if committed by an
adult would be a felony and if being committed for training and rehabili-
tation must be kept absolutely separate from adult convicts.

Oklahoma

In Schaffer v. Green, 496 P.2d 375(Okla.Crim.App. 1972), the
Court set forth the following statement: "...[U]ntil new effective
legislation can be enacted we deem-it necessary to set forth the following
guidelines for the use of the courts, attorneys, and juvenile officers ....

(4) No child under the age of 16 years shall be confined in any
police station, prisc, jail or lockup, or be transported or detained in
association with criminal, vicious or dissolute persons, except.that a
child 12 years of age, or older, may with the consent of the judge or
director, be placed in a jail or other place of detention for adults, but
in a room or ward entirely separated from adults." Id. at 378.
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Oregon

In State ex rel. Juvenile Dep't v. Dunster, 95 Ore.1316, 501
P.2d 996(197), the Court maintained that the minors allegation, made
before decision to remand, that the Court did not have probable cause
to detain a Juvenile and then remand him to a second-court to be con-
sidered as an adult was untimely.

Pennsylvania

None

Rhode Island

None

South Carolina

None

South Dakota

None

Tennessee

None

Texas

None

Utah

In a case of a minor sentenced to jail for drunken driving,
Nelson v,. Green, 25 Utah 2d 219, 479 P. 2d 480(1971). the Supreme Court
of Utah cited Dimmitt v. City Court, 21 Utah 2d 257, 444 P.2d 461, saying:
"'***Minors must be at least 16 1/2 years of age before driving. In doing
so they are exercising the privileges of adults, and in the interest of
uniformity of law enforcement and equality of treatment they should be
treated as adults***"' 25 Utah 2d at 220, 479 P.2d at 481. Chief Justice
Callister dissented citing section 55-10-92 and stating: "The foregoing
provision constitutes a legislative mandate that a Juvenile shall not be
detained in jail or an adult facility without an order of the Juvenile
court. The opinion of the majority of this court is completely in-
consistent with this provision." 25 Utah 2d at 222, 479 P.2d at 482.
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Vermont

None

Virginia

None

Washington

None

West Virginia

None

Wisconsin

In State ex rel. Morrow v. Levis, 55 Wis. 2d 502, 200 N.W.2d
193(1972), the Court held that under state statute, an order detaining
a child more than 24 hours in a place of detention had to be made by
the juvenile court setting forth specifically the reason for detention.
This could not be done by a social worker who had been authorized by
the juvenile court judge.

Wyoming

None

Charles Doyle
M. Elizabeth Smith
Legislative Attorneys
American Law Division
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APPENDIX No. 7

why
children
are in

jail

II II
S Every year in this country, about 100,000 chil-dren under 18 are locked up in jails, according

to estimates of the National Council on Crime
and Delinquency.t Jail detention is not only harmful
to children emotionally and morally, and thus likely
to produce further delinquency, but it is also unneces-
sary. In fact, many children who are held in jail do
not need to be detained at all.

During the past 7 years, the Children's Bureau
has studied 18,000 cases of children in jail and the
police and court practices that put them there. These
studies show that-

1. In spite of State laws apparently intended to
protect children "from the evils of jail," most such
laws and the ways they are administered do not keep
children out of jail.

2. Most children held in jail do not need to be
locked up anywhere. They are unnecessarily confined
for many reasons, including the use of jail for punish-
ment or treatmentt," poor court policies in relation

\ND HOW
0 KEEP
HEM OUT

JOHN J. DOWNEY

to the detention of children picked up for delinquent
behavior, and the lack of open shelter care facilities
for children who need temporary care, but not secure
custody, while awaiting disposition of their cases.

3. Of the children in jail who do- need secure
detention, many require it for only a day or two.

4. Even the assumption of responsibility for deten-
tion by the State, through the provision of regional
detention facilities, does not keep children out of
jail.

Thee findings strongly suggest that children can
be kept out of jail, even in a small county, by the en-
actment and enforcement of laws prohibiting the
holding of children in jail, by establishing sound
court policies for admission of children to detention,
by making arrangements for open shelter care of
children accused of delinquency who need such care,
and by establishing facilities for holding children
up to 48 hours who need secure custody locally until
other arrangements can be made for them.
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The Children's Bureau investigated the 18,000
cases of children in jail in the course of 23 studies of
detention practice& Eight of these studies were state-
wide; two were studies of State regions, embracing
eight counties; and 18 were studies of individual
counties. In all, the studies looked into the detention
needs and practices in 299 juvenile court jurisdictions
covering 264 counties in 18 States. In 1960, these 264
counties had a total population of 17,324,429. High
density population areas were not proportionately
represented in these studies. Because most large cities
contain detention homes, delinquent children are less
likely to be held in jail in such ares.

The studies recorded the circumstances surround-
ing each child's jail detention, including the offense
that led to his apprehension, the length of stay, and
the child's destination upon release, all factors bear-
ing on the necessity for detention. The studies also
looked into the laws and practices under which the
children were admitted to jail and the reasons given
by the local authorities for putting them there. Be-
cause of the variations in availability of information
among the jurisdictions covered, the recording on all
the factors of interest was not complete for all juris-
dictions. However, sufficient data were recorded to
reveal why children are being placed in jail and to
indicate what action is needed to end this practice.

In this article, the term "delinquent" will refer to
the child who is alleged delinquent as well as to the
child who has been adjudicated as delinquent. "De-
tention" means the temporary care of children in
secure custody pending court disposition. "Shelter"
means the temporary care of children in physically
unrestricting facilities pending court disposition.

A question of legality
A review of the laws concerned with juvenile

offenders in the 18 States in which these studies were
made reveals an apparent intent to keep children out
of jail, for they all contained a phrase like "no
child shall be held in any jail, police lockup . "
This phrase, however, is usually followed by a quali-
fying phrase such as "unless ordered by the court,"
or "unless they are held in quarters separate and
apart from any adult .. " Such a qualifying
phrase provides the loophole through which children
can be legally placed in jail.

In several of the 18 States, however, the law clearly
prohibits placing children tnder 14 years of age in
jail. In one of these 18 States, children under 16 can-
not legally be put in jail. Even in these States, how-

22

ever, the studies show that the law is often ignored
and children under the permitted age are held in jail.

Furthermore, the studies show that many of the
children held in jail are not afforded the right of due
process They are placed in jail by law enforcement
or probation officers and later released without ever
having a petition filed with the oourt in their behalf
or without ever having a hearing in court.

Was detention necessary?
The children's offenses. The offense that has led to

the child's apprehension gives an indication of the
severity of aggression or rebellion in his behavior and
of whether or not he may be a danger to himself or
others. While the offense should never be the sole fac-
tor in the decision to detain a child, it should
certainly bear much weight in that decision.

The Children's Bureau obtained data on the spe-
cific offenses of 9,177 jailed children. Less than 4 per-
cent were "offenses against persons," such as assault
or robbery. On the other hand, slightly over 41 per-
cent consisted of acts that would not have been viola-
tions of law if committed by an adult-running away
from home, truancy, curfew violation, possession or
drinking of alcoholic beverages, and "ungovern-
ability." (See table 1.)

Runaways, it is true, need to be held until they can
be returned to their parents. Some of the children
called "ungovernable" may need emergency shelter
care. Since these offenses are not singled out in the
data, any specific conclusions as to the extent of un-
necessary detention cannot be drawn from these
figures. However, the low figure on offenses against
persons indicates that very few of the children who
were held in jail could be considered "dangerous."
And the high figure on children jailed in facilities

Tsk I.-OFFENSES OF ,117 CHILDREN IN JAIL

Number of Percent
Type of offense ehldren 100

9,177

Offenses against persons ----- 348 8 8
Offenses against property

and other violations of
taw ..............----- 5,011 5t 6

Acts that would not be
violations of law If com-
mitted by an adult ....... 3,818 41.6
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TId t-LENOTH OF STAY IN JAIL
Fr 15640 CMdre

Number of Peroet
L-Wthofetay (days) etlde 100

15,840

2 days or elae ------------- 11,148 T. 4
3 days r morte ------------ t n692 29.6

for adult offenders who if they had been adults could
not even have been arrested for their offenses suggests
in ironic discrimination against juveniles.

Igh of stay. How long a child is held in jail
shok some light on how necessary it was to confine
him in the first place, for a child who is a danger
to himsf or others is not likely to be released prior
to a court hearing unless he is to be removed to an-
other jurisdiction.

The Children's Bureau obtained data on how long
15,840 children were held in jail. More than 70
percent were held 2 days or less. (See table 2.)

Two days or less is an appropriate length of time
to hold children in secure custody who are to be re-
turned to other jurisdictions, such as out-of-county
and out-of-State runaways or parole violators. But
being held in secure custody at all hardly seems ap-
propriate for children who can be safely sent home
to their parents or someone else in the local commun-
ity in a day or two When children can be released
after such a short stay in jail, the necessity of having
locked them up at all is open to question.

These figures show that even if all the jailed
children Ad required secure custody, 70 percent of
them could have been kept out of jail if facilities for
holding children securely up to 48 hours had been
available locally.

Desdnatio on release. However, information ob-
tained on the children's destination on release from
jail strongly suggests that only a small proportion of
the children needed secure custody for even a short
time. The Children's Bureau obtained data on the
destination of 14,136 of the children. Of these chil-
dra4 2,739 were returned to other jurisdictions. Local
authorities disposed of the other 11,397 cases. Of
those whose cases were handled locally, about 80 per-
cent were allowed to remain in the community. (See
table )

VOLUME 17-NUMBER I

In addition to children who must be held for other
jurisdictions, those children most likely to require
secure detention after being picked up for delinquent
behavior are the extremely aggressive youngsters who
may continue making trouble if released to the com-
munity. One would, therefore, expect to find that a
high proportion of jailed children had on release
been removed from the community through commit-
ment to State agencies or institutions by local court
action or had been transferred to adult courts for
trial. However, the figures show that only about 20
percent of the children whose cases were handled
locally had bee committed to agencies or institutions
or transferred to adult courts.

Admission to detention

A comparison of court policies in 22 of the 23 areas
studied showed that fewer children were jailed in
areas where the courts exercised control of the admis-
sion of children to jail. (One of the States studied
was omitted froe the comparison because of the wide
variation of detention practices within its several
court jurisdictions.) In 12 of the areas, police had put
children in jail without making any contact with the
curt or the probation officer. Although these areas
contained only 26 percent of the total population of
the 22 areas accordingg to the 1960 census), they had
47 percent of the jail admissions of children. In the
10 other areas--with 74 percent of the total popula-
tion but only 53 percent of the jail detentions--the
police were required to check with court authorities
before putting any child into jail.

In 10 of the areas studied, one or more of the court
officials responsible for screening children for deten-
tion reported that they often sent children to jail as

* punislhment even though the children did not need
secure custody. In one State some of the judges had

T&e -DESTINATION ON RELEASE FROM JAIL
of 11,397 ChIln WeM Cases Wen Dspod of Lafly

Nu ber of Percent
Destdaution children 10011,397

Sent home or otherwise left
In community ............ 9.222 80.9

Sent to correctional insti-
tution or trnsferred to
adult court .............. 2 175 19. I

23
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such little confidence in the rehabilitative ability of
the State training school for delinquents that they
preferred.holding a chil in jail for a period of time
tocomnitting him toth, ,hool.

The existence of a di actionn home did not always
keep children out of ).A. In four of the counties
studied, detention home. wrere available but the courts
were holding children ;i jail by choice. In three of
these counties, the deter non homes were not equipped,
from. the standpoint t, program, building, or staff,
-o handle the kind ot oublesome adolescent who
teeds detention. In the : .,irth county, children were

.- utinely placed in jail before being sent to the deten-
zi-on home.

Children were also in iail--2, of them-in the
'wo States studied that operated regional detention
systems. They were put there by the court's choice,

through routine admission practices, or to await
']acement in the regional detention home.
The first step toward eliminating the jailing of

childrenn is the enactment (;f laws that would not only
Sroldbit this practice but ,'ould also assure the proper
c qe of detention or she! care. Where necessary, the
-atutes should be compiecented by appropriate court
,dles and policies. Togetlr, the law, court rules, and
,Aicies should provide-

1. Criteria for admission. A child taken into custody
.-'ould not be placed in detention or shelter care un-
.cs such care is required to protect the person and

',rolerty of others or of the child, the child is likely
to leave the jurisdiction of the court, or the child

.a. no parents, guardian, or other person able to care
'or him and return him tu the court when required.

2. Procedure to be followed. The law enforcement
officer who takes the child into custody should imme-
uiately: (a) release the child to his parents, guardian,
or custodian upon their promise to bring the child
beforee the court when requested unless his placement
;n detention or shelter care seems to be required for
his own or others' protection; (b) take the child to

John J. Downey has be detention consultant for the
'illdren's Bqrenii since iizsry 1961. Prior to that he
icLd a similar pi.ithn In State of New York, In the then
-rre Department of ,u. Welfare, for 4 years He pre-
viously spent 11 years It. - ild welfare work In the States
,e Maine and Kentucky. r. Downey received his bachelor's
ingree from Boston Colle-. and his master's degree In social
%,ri: from the Columbia Uiverslty School of Social Work.
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the court or place of detention or shelter designated
by the court and immediately give written notice of
this action and the reason for it to a parent, guardian,
or other custodian of the child as rell as to the court.

When a child is taken to a court or place of deten-
tion, the probation officer should review the request
for detention before admission and shodMl release
the child unless detention is necessary.

If the child is not so released, a petition for court
action in behalf of the child should be filed within 24
hours. A hearing on the necessity for detention should
be held within 24 hours after the petition is filed.
Unless the court finds that the child's detention is
required, it should order his immediate release.

3. Twenty.four hour intake. The court intake officer
should be available on a 24-hour basis--either on
duty at the court, the designated place of detention,
or on call-to authorize the detention, shelter, or re-
lease of children referred by the law enforcement
officers.

4. A prohibitionagainstjailing children. The legisla-
tion should set a date after which the placement of
children in jail would be absolutely prohibited. This
date would allow a short interval for the provision
of appropriate facilities for the temporary care of
delinquent children.

Shelter care

Specific figures on how many children needed
shelter care rather, than secure custody while await-
ing disposition of their cases are not available from
the Children's Bureau studies. However, the need for
facilities to provide this type of care was so obvious
in many of the communities under study that recom-
mendations for their establishment were contained in
18 of the 23 studies. In New York State, where there
are about 25 facilities for shelter care, the communi-
ties operating them have experienced a noticeable
reduction in the number of children in secure
detention.'

A shelter home differs from a detention facility in
having no security features such as locked rooms and
barred windows. It can be a group home owned by
a social agency such as the county welfare depart-
ment and operated by a salaried staff; or it can be
a foster family home subsidized with a flat monthly
fee for the foster parents' services, plus board for
each child on a per diem basis. In either case, the
shelter home should be reserved exclusively for tem-
porary care and should be ref- -y to accept children at

CHILDREN - JANUARY-FiEBRUARY 1970
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any hour of the day or night. A foster family horns
should be limited to caring for no more than six
c children at a time; a group home, to no more than 12.

While such shelter facilities are not secure lockups,
the children they serve are often difficult to handle.

* They need care from understanding adults who can
involve them in constructive activities and who are
capable of providing close supervision to a child
when he is upset, even if this means staying up with
him at night Adequate compensation and provision
for relief personnel are necessary to keep the group
homes staffed and the subsidized foster families will-
ing to continue in a task that provides few of the
satisfactions of long-term foster care.

Provision for the temporary shelter careof children
picked up by the police is necessary even where there
is an adequate detention home. Such provision can be
made on a small or large scale, depending on the se
of the community.

Holdover facilities
A facility providing secure' custody for appre-

hended children for no more than 2 days can allow
the court reasonable time either to dispose of the case
or to make arrangements other than jail for the
child. Such a facility is needed in every community
where a detention home is not readily accessible. It
can be in a separate building or in a building used
for other purposes, but never in a jail.

Because the children in its charge stay for such a
short time, the local holdover facility does not have
to provide space for large-muscle activity as does a
detention home, which may hold children several
weeks. Further,'since in most instances a holdover
facility contains very few children at any one time,
the children can be under constant supervision. 'thus,
while keeping the facility locked is important, there
is not the same need for the type of construction and
equipment required in a regular detention homc to
prevent P child from hurting himself or others

In Utah, local holdover facilities are being derel-
oped throughout the State. The Utah Department of
Public Welfare has established written detention
standards with 48-hour holdover facilities designated
as 'Type C." ' Such facilities are already in operation
in Cedar City, St. George, and Price and one is under
construction in Logan. Generally, these facilities have
from four to six individual sleeping rooms, a day
room, a shower room, and a supervisor's office. Each
facility contains a refrigerator and stove for prepar-
ing snacks and meals for, newly admitted children,

t 25
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but regular meals are brought in from other institu-
tions or consist of TV dinners.

Sometirqes such holdover facilities for children are
provided for in new buildings constructed to house
other activities. For example, in Cedar City, Utah,
the holdover facility is in the basement of a new
county hospital; in St. George, it is in the basement
of a new county office building. When a holdover
facility is located in an institution caring for other
people, it is important that the children be kept in
separate quarters out of sight and hearing of these
other people.

In a small community, a secure holdover facility
for children may not always be in use, thus posing
a problem of staffing. In Utah; the problem has been
solved by employing a couple in each community on
a standby basis. Each couple is paid a monthly salary
and is called to the facility for duty when children
are placed there.

A local 48-hour holdover facility is not a substitute
for a detention home that can provide secure care
for children for as long as 3 weeks, if necessary& Risks
are involved inoperting a short-term facilitwnless
such a detention home is available somewhere in the
State to which children who need to be held longer
can be transferred. If a regular detention home is not
available, the court will be forced to make a disposi-
tion of children in the local facility's care within 48
hours. When the child is well known to the court,

this should be sufficient time for a wise decision. In
other cases, however, a quick disposition before the
probation oicer has been able to complete his study
is risky. A child may be released to the community
who is not ready for community living and another
child may be unnecessarily committed to a State in-
stitution. However, even when a regular detention
home is not available, the establishment of a local
facility for holding children securely up to 48 hours
can eliminate the jailing of children.

Iv z jmao cm maow is to be stopped, there must
exist the firm conviction that jail is no place for
a child-a conviction followed up with the enactment
of appropriate legislation, the establishment of sound
court policies for admission to detention, the develop.
ment of local arrangements for shelter care, and the
provision of local 48-hour holdover facilities. Chil-
dren can be kept out of jail where there is a will to
keep them out.

I Nadonal COmacil an Czine ad Deti*quency: Corrections in the
United states: a surey tor the President's Commission on Law
Enforceeant and Administratin of Justice. Crime and Digeney
January 1967.

'Poa. Bruce X.: wenile deeeeion--he name ot the game.
Unpublished paper pr -ented at the Frederick A. Moca Memorial
tnstmture St. Lawre ce Universty, Canton N.Y., Jne 23. 1969.

'Uth Deprt ment af Pubic Weltare: Minimum standards of care
foe the detention of children. Walt Lake City, Utah. 1961.

We have juvenile delinquency when the young overeppreise freedom
in action. They believe that because they can think it, they can do it.
We have adult delinquency when the custodians of culture underap-
praise freedom in thought and speech. They believe that because they
can't do it, the young should not do it, or even think it. The adult variety
is the worse, for it crucified the life, the imagination, the fountain, veri-
tably, from which all values flow.

TbOWjs VOeO S19itb, Prof.,,Or EOm, ris1o P*e,8&7 SrM# UllifiOy, i0
Abe 1960 WM'e Howe Coelerae* as Children and Yob.
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"'I can't send him back to his whore
ole mother, His school has thrown
him out He has done nothing more
then try to run away from his mis-
erable home All I can offer this
Child is a jail."

-Magistrate David S Schaffer,
Chicago Juvenile Court

As I write this, soma 100,000 chil-
dren are sitting in jails and jail-like
institon throughout the country.
They are ea young as six. Most.
perhaps 60 percent, are not delin-
quents They have committed no
criminal acts.

They are in trouble with their
schools or victims of bad homes
or no homes or runaways or emo-
tionally disturbed or mentally re-
tarded or neurologically impaired

But they are in jails (thousands
of them illegally, without benefit of
court hearings or attorneys or spe-
cific release dates) because there
Is no place else for them to be.
These jails, which have many dif-
ferent names-detention center.
training school, even hospital-
have guards end lockc and. for the
most part. bat-a and high wall.

They pvt Bernie In one of these
jail at age six Because that's
when, as far as officials were con-
caned, he began to mess up.

Poster-alttractive except for a
pair of the moat badly crossed
eyes I have ever seen, Bernie was
picked up by a Chicago cop one
cool fall midnight wandering bare-
foot around a subway station.

He was already a veteran run-
away and a panhandler. Lost
among nine-coon to be ten-kids.
a semiliterate, rarely working fa-
ther, a childlike mother, he took to
the streets at four. He was hit by
cars twice that first year, suffering
a fractured skull both times

The policemen took Bernie to
the Audy Home that night, shortly
after his sixth birthday. (The Audy
Home s al for children ) He was
sent home the next day. turned
over to his parents and ordered to
report to school Kindergarten

He refused to attend Dishev-
eled, dirty, bull of jokea for his
crossed eyes, which were never
treated, he skipped 31 of hes first
40 days That set the pattern for the
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APPENDIX No. 8

Reprinted from the June 29,1971 issue of
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next four years Bernie j By age eight, the ex-
was to spend almost two IUWVU a mining psychologist
of those years could report-
in Audy on five bids decay in JAUL -s "His contact
d iffernt atys o with his environment

Continuing to run out of ten hhas decreased By
and to et d ln ane nine Bernie
picked up, he not ds getting de-
shuttled between his B th p.sed (He s beg n
home, aunne-reeking. rag- B , they nig to withdraw severe-
strewn three USe la ningll" fg lye The next
rooms. five sets . fastp m e year "It is quite
of foster parents and, inevitably,
when things fell apart. Audy After
years of being responsible to no
one, he was hard to control, each
foster home quickly threw him back

Because he was so handsome-
ash-brown hair, blue eyes, a quiet
smile-he became a favorite among
the staff at Audy Everyone felt
badly that he was disintegrating

Like all cities in this country.
Chicago offers little treatment for
children who need help-but lots of
testing During his repeated con-
finements at Audy. Bernie was fre-
quently evaluated Tested there
for the first time at aga six. he was
found to be of normal intelligence

possible he is deteriorating due to
lack of special academic compen-
sation land) experiencing extreme
emotional regression "

Several doctors recommended a
boarding home and school where
Bernie could get the attention and
firm guidance he desperately
needed "Unfortunately," noted
one laconic report in Bernie's ninth
year, "such an environment was
not obtainable for him" Illinois,
ike most states, pays $3,000 to

$8.000 per year for each troubled
child it is able to place in private
residential schools But these
schools reserve thi right to turn
down anyone they believe would

rVA fit into their program. linols
has no say Eight schools refused
Bernie Public residential schools
for long-term stays do not exist.

The rejection from the foster
homes "rendered Bemis ... chs-
otic," reported one psychologist
Back home. Berne's parents often
locked him in s closet to keep him
from running, and moved frequent-
ly to evade juvenile authorites

At ten, Bernie became, In the
eyes of the law. a delinquent

He wanted a bike. So he took
one, menacing a boy with a small
penknife He was returned toAudy.
He was now functioning at the level
of a retarded child. His H had
plummeted 30 points. He had spent
threat weeks of the prior 52 in his
neighborhood school. He could
not read, write, tell time. He wais
drifting away from the world.

The inevitable test, Hrwas now
retarded, it said. The court prompt-
ly and officially labeled him that.
even though a physician two years
earlier had said emphatically "He
is not retarded" (If Bernie was in
fact retarded at that point, he had
joined a large group The Presi-
dent's Committee on Mental Re-
tardation estimates that three out
of four of the six million retarded
in this country were born with
healthy minds Their retardation.
like Bernie's. was caused by the
failure of our society to provide
what a child needs to survive )
Bernie-age ten-wasa ordered to a
state institution for the retarded
Commented a probation officer,
"Ho will never come out "

Bernie's parents, meanwhile,
had had enough of Chicago. They
wanted to move to a relative's farm
in rural Florida Almost as an after.
thought, the day before they were
to leave, they asked if Bernie could
come with them He was released.
The only thing Chicago and Ilinoil
could figure out for Bernie was to
let him go Saved from a cage for
the retarded, he is now fack where
the pr blem began.

Bernie spent almost half of four
crucial years in a city detention
center. Harry, the boy whose pic-
ture is on this page, is farther
along Harry was 14, looked 12
and, when I first saw him, he w ain
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solitary confinement in Illinois'
maXimum-securnity prison for juve-
nes-a penitentiary for children

Hrs major crime an inability to
control himself

Sight. blond hair hanging over
,his Forehead in bangs, he could be
heard shrieking through the pris-
on building when we entered.
"Damned food, damned slop they
give us . Hey, whoas out there

7' As photographer Charles
Harbult and I approached and be-
gan to talk with him, he quieted
down He wanted attention

Harry had been a problem "since
he was nine months old' his moth-
er later told me He destroyed "ev-
ery toy he owned 'in fits of temper
Extremely bright. he had a low
frustration level and would ex-
plode withoutt warning' when he
didn't succeed immediately at any-
thing he wanted to do Even before
he started to talk he would grab a
household -weapon"-a vaSe, a
broom-when provoked by one of
his brothers or sisters

Harry's mother, ai good-hearted
divorcee concerned about her sev-
en children, married an order man
who wanted to take care of his new
family, but who quickly admitted
defeat with Harry Although obvi.
ously bright Harry could not be
controlled at home or in school He
tore apart his classes and virtually
destroyed his family

He walked into a liquor store at
age It and tolee several cartons of
cigarettes He didi't smoke and
didn't try to sell them He appar-
ently lust wanted to boast That
same day as a friend was set upon
by two boys, Harry waded in and
got so angry that he pulled out a
pocketknife end stabbed one of
the boys in the shoulder (When I
asked him why, he replied 'I just
got mad )

For the last two incidents the
court ordered him to a training
school Paroled 15 months later, he
was wilder than ever He lasted
three months at home

His parole was revoked He went
back to the training school was so
incorrigible that he was trans-
ferred to the maximum-security
school in the Inois system (In
any state in this nation, a child who
is for example, a runaway can, by
just running repeatedly promote
himself into a maximum-security
cell He is thus controlled ) Un-
able to stop lashing out at virtually
everyone around him, Harry spent
most of his time in soltary confine-
ment a five-by-teh foot cell Of the
three months follow-ng my visit he
spent 71 days locked up alone
When he was particularly trouble-
some the cage men (or control
men' ) injected him forcibly If nec-
esssry. with Thorozine Thorazne
's a powerful tranqui-i-er It .s com-

His mother had
him committedL

His "crime":
tiaey.

only used in the treatment of psy-
chotics No physician termed Har-
ry psychotic The cage men used
the drug to keep him groggy A
prescripton-a technical require.
met-was routinely provided
'One inection." the then superin-
tendent told me, 'often kept him
out six hours" -

Harry was examined by a psy-
chiatrist who reported 'This is a

. helpless little boy confused and
overwhelmed by his impulses and
environment The next few years
could be crucial as to whether he
goes into irreversible personal dis-
order' The psychiatrist asked that
Harry be given a medical evalua-
ton and then treatment based on
those findings Four months later.
the medical evaluations had not
been scheduled The same psychi-
atrist saw Harry again, and again
recommended the examination He
noted "H-s behavior has deterio-
rated His prognosis is poorer "

I took my notebooks to a peda-
trician who specializes in learning
and behavior problems in children
He suspected, based on what I
could tell him that Harry has suf-
fered since birth from a combina-
tion of primarily physical-not
emotonal- problems They made it
impossible for him to control hm.
self without the right medical help
Ahch no ore had given him

Until last November Then some-
thng strange' happened After
five years in and out of the state
correctonal system, Harry wus
transferred to a state hospital to
join an experimental program de-
s,gred for kids lust I ke him Sud-
denly aid poured in on Harry-

medication, psychological therapy
and Intensive personal counseling
He began to change Dramatically
Now, just seven months later, his
psychologist says, "I think he will
go home soon to stay " If that is
right if help did not come to Harry
too late. he is one of the very few
lucky ones "He was," says the
psychologist, "at the end of his

rope when he got here "
What happens to a boy who

grows into manhood in a jarl?
Chuck Paulson is 35 He has

spent 26 years in some kind of in-
stitution He has been a burglar, an
armed robber and. almost, a mur-
derer When I interviewed him. he
had just been released from a pen-
itentiary in an Eastern state He
had been out ten months, the long-
est period of time he had been free
since he was seven years old

' My mother put me in an or-
phanage when I was seven," he re-
called Why '"I don't know My
parents were both working I was
an only child I don't think they
wanted me around They were both
pretty young "

Chuck kept running away, trying
to go home to his parents After
three yeaiu the orphanage gave
up and sent him back But he didn't
want to go to school While truant
one day, he wandered into a variety
store picked up a hard-boiled Eas-
ter egg from a display and ate it A
neighbor told his mother

The next day Chucks mother
petitioned the court to have him
committed as an uncontrollable
child (in many states, rncorrig-
ble children solely on petition of
a parent school or police official
can be held until age 21 New jer-
sey last year imprisoned a boy un-
tI newspaper publicity forced his
release He was five ) Chuck, 12,
was sent to a reformatory He was
to stay there for most of the next
lour years He had done nothing
more serious than eat the egg and
play hanky

When you go into reform

school at 12 or so," he told me,"and you see a guy maybe a year
or two older in there for robbing,
he's a big man You look up to him.
You listen to him. I listened to
stories about lobs I just took It all
in my head "

"What did you learn?"
"I learned the best time to break

into a market, how to get Into a
closed gas station, how to empty
a jewelry-store window, how to
find out if a house is impty and get
in quietly, how to sell the junk you
steal " (Eight out of ten kids-
including those who enter these in.
stitutiona for non-delinquenl be.
havior-commit crimes after they
leave Three out of four ere back in
)ail within five years )

After a year at the reformatory,
Chuck got a two-week home leave
He could barely wait to test
his new knowledge "I hitchhiked
across the state line the first eight
out-they told me not to mesa with
your hometown-and crashed into
two closed gas stations I went
into the cash ragistare and the
vending machines I still remem-
ber. I got $50 in one and $20 in the
second That was big money for
me I was 13 and a half. I hit two
more when that money ran out.
Now I had some stories to tell
when my leave was up"

Chuck learned "how to stick a
knife in a guy, shoot a gun. They
taught me to fight, they made me
want to do it, to get revenge, The
kids said if you've got the guts to
stick it into a guy, then you're OK.
Otherwise, you're s punk. This
went on. day after day All we did
was talk They had pictures of guns
and showed us how to toad them,
use them Over and over, When I
got out and got a gun, I felt at
home with it "

Chuck saw his first gang rape in
the reformatory "A thin, blond kid
hung with me, and I watched out
for him One day, 16 bigger guys
caught him alone and raped him in
a classroom, beat him silly I saw
12. and 13-year-old kids rape
eight-yea, -olds I saw a gym mac.
tar rape a kid in an empty swim-
ming pool.

"Everybody does it Anyone
who's in prison for any time and
says he doesn't do it-by consent
or force-isa ear."

('Almost every slightly built
young man is sexually approached
within hours after his admit-
sion ," one investigator told a
Senate subcommittee "Many are

repeatedly raped by gangs of
aggressors Can anyone of us un.
deraisnd what degradation end ha-
tred a young man must feel when
he is released into the community
after being homosexually raped?")

Discharged at 14, Chuck formed
a three-boy gang and started
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breaking into houses, "We would
do 12 to IS houses in an afternoon
when people were out."

His career had begun It was to
take him into four different re-
formatories, Federal and state pris-
ons. through five knifinga of other
inmates-he tried to kill each,
but faded-through episodes with
drugs. When discharged the last
time, he had been out of confine-
ment a total of 13 deys In 13 and a
half years. Now he sat with me,
worrying about his future,

He had lost five jobs because
his employers learned he Is an ex-
convict; another because of his
temper. Although he is trying to
stay clean, he had broken into two
houses the week before %No talked.
He is trying to stay off pills and
liquor but may be losing He is
continually looking over his shoul-
der, afraid he'll be caught for those
entries, dodging friend he made
in prison who are looking for him
so they can get back to the only
real work any of them knows "I
get two or three offers a week."

Chuck doesn't know whet he will
do. He has the defenses of a child.
"He Is terror-stricken," a new
friend of his told me "He carries
a knife because he's afraid some-
one will stab him in the back He
doesn't know how to trust, He
doesn't believe anyone could love
fi,. He triad to con me uiiti he
realized I wasn't out to hurt him,
that I wanted to help. He doesn't
know what it is to be happy."

The only thing Chuck is sure
about Is "that it started in reform
school That's trade school, that's
where I learned it all" He pleads-
"Stop reform schools Eight out of
ten guys I saw in prison were in
reform school with me."

Bernie, Harry and Chuck Paul-
son are not isolated examples
They represent dozens of boys and
girls I met across the country, non-
delinquent or borderline delinquent
children who are committed to in-
stitutions for Indeterminate stays
under the guise of treatment But
only five out of 100 get it

Instead they find themselves in
a world governed by brutality (one
survey reported major physical
punishment in two out of three in-
stitutions) and a different code of
conduct. "Imagine," said one re-
searcher, "what can happen to a
ten-year-old boy, whose only of-
fense is having been deserted by
his parents, when he is assigned a
bed between a burglar and a
homicide suspect " Inevitably, they
learn a new set of rules.

No one. anywhere, demands ar
accounting of what happens to
these children Nobody touches
their lives Except on a hit-or-miss
basis, no hand exists to support a
stumbling child, no hand exists to

Our national
values: $14 million

for kids, '4
billion for roads

help good families that find surviv-
al Impossible without assistance I
interviewed poor parents of dis-
turbed or brain-intured kids who
committed their children in desper-
atron because they could find no
other promise of treatment Each
"Incorrigible" child went to jail
None got the promised treatment
Schools simply eject kids who do
not learn-90.000 under 16 walk the
streets all day in New York City.
60,000 in Philadelphia, 36,000 in
Detroit, 53.000 in Los Angeles

The glut of public and private
social-service agencies allows
children and their families to fall
between them because no one
agency, anywhere, is responsible
for anyone Six different Chicago
agencies had a shot at Bernie dur-
ing his four years, his probation-
department social worker and his
school social worker had never
contacted each other to discuss
his problems I asked his probe-
tion-department social worker
what she did for him "I visited him
and I brought him apples:" she
said "He loved apples"

Most judges refuse to visit in-
stitutions they sentence kids to
Three out of four juvenile courts
have neither diagnostic services to
seek out reasons for a child's be-
havior nor treatment services to
help a child before committing him
to an inslitution

Logic plays little part in our
treatment of children in trouble
We imprison a child of seven and
tell ourselves he is the failure We
maintain we will treat him, but only
one of 20 institution employees is
signed to rehabilitation We wor-

ry about the rising rote of crime
and acknowledge that serious (u-
vende crime is up 78 percent (half
of all major crimes are committed
by juveniles), yet our Federal Gov-
ernment spends $480 million for an
omnibus crime sct. end only $14 7
million tor delinquency prevention
-versus $4 4 billion for highway
construction. We complain and-
lessly about money, yet we will
spend as high as $12,000 to keep
one child In a jail cell for one year
when most could be helped in
small group homes for a third of
that sum, "Secure institutiOns are
necessary for only some ten per-
cent who are dangerous," says
Milton Rector of the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency.

We know our juvenile prisons
are failures, yet we plan to in-
crease their capacities by almost
50 percent We deplore the need
to put non-delinquents with hard-
core child criminals-and some
10,000 in with adult prisoners-yet
unblushingly continue to do it In
1961, New York state passed a
law forbidding non-delinquenta to
be placed in faciltis housing de-
linquents The tails started to emp-
ty Suddenly there was no need for
all those guards. Forty percent
were let go They protested The
legislators repealed the law and
returned to the old system

As a national community, we
know how to identify many kids
who are likely to get into trouble
by the time they reach the third
grade We are beginning to under-
stand that many children who mis-
behave flagrantly-perhaps as
many as half of them-have basic
medical problems that if treated
would allow them to control weird
impulses that lead to assaults,
even murder We have-watched
experiments in rehabilitation (Illi-
nois among the outstanding ones)
that indcate promising ways to re-
duce repeater rates-and costs-
dramatically

Yet we pass all this by as if it
does not exist, "Why are we so
willing to give up on the child in
trouble?" asks Lois Forer in No
One Will Lissan. "There are two
possible reasons The first is that
we don't want to help, the second.
that we don't believe we can help.
We know that the children who suf-
fer from lack of facilities are pri-
marily poor children-black, Puerto
Rican, Indian, deprived-in short.
not our chidren "

Few people feel any sense of
outrage I met in Chicago with a
group of lawyers, judges and so-
cial workers who spend their days
working with cflUr3n in court
They impressed me as decent men
and women They uttered all the
right words But they spoke with a
curious hollowness of feeling As

the evening wore on, I found my-
self being grateful that the future
of my children did not depend on
their concern

"The way things are now. it s
probably better for all concerned
if young delinquents were not de.
tected." says Milton Luger, former
director of the New York State
Division for Youth "Too many of
them get worse in our care " Not
one state in this country, adds the
National Council. is doing a proper
job of rehabilitating kids in trouble

We are a slipshod people We
tend to do nothing unless a crisis
is at hand, and then we seek sim-
phstIc, temporary measures We
wrap ourselves in our comforts.
tend to think the universe is where
we are end bhnk at those who are
cold, hungry sick. in trouble It ap-
pears the time of slippage may be
ending The time may ba beginning
when. compassion and purity of
purpose aside, we are going to be
hurt significantly if we don't reach
out to those aliens who dare not to
be self-sufficient "If you are
among brigands and you are silent,
you are a brigand yourself " a folk
saying goes Civilization is not a
matter of museums and global
communications It derives from a
quality of mind and of concern
And by that definition we, of
course, are not a civilized nation at
all, rather a self-centered, stupid
one And the soothing words of all
our politicians, all our churchmen,
all our "important" people matter
not We are incompetent

About a month before I reached
Los Angeles during the research
for this story, a nine-year-old
named Teddy had run from hs
mother there An alcoholic, she
used to leave him alone for days at
a time He was a chronic truant and
had begun to mug smaller kids A
policeman showed me his' farewell
note "Mom. I am sorry but you do
not care about me so I have to
leave you I don't care no more I
had.to go begging for food I can-
not go begging no more Love,
Teddy " The boy added an after-
thought "How am I going to liv?
Can you tell me that?" ENO

You Can Help
The President's crime commission
in 1967 recommended establish-
ment of Youth Service Sueaus. to
divert kids out of the luvenie-lus-
tice system into appropriate health
and social agencies Some c..r-
munities are now selling up these
bureaus They need volunteers and
money If you want to help, find out
if this bureau exists in your town,

information can be obtained
from National Council on Crime
and Delinquency. NCCO Center.
Paramus. N J 07652

25-218 0 - '74 - 28
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APPENDIX No. 9

The Future of Juvenile Institutions
Federal Probation, March 1968

By WiLLuM E. Amos, ED.D.
Chief, Division of Counselixg and Test Development, US. Employment Service, Department of Labor*

N RMNT YEARS, our society has exhibited more
concern about juvenile delinquency and the
treatment of youthful offenders than at any

time in our history. This concern has been ex-
pressed not only in the Congress of the United
States, by governors, and other leading citizens
in each of our states, but also by individual citi-
zens and private groups throughout the country.

The physical plants and facilities of institutions
serving delinquent youth have been updated.
Their capacity for housing adjudicated delin-
quents have increased three to four times. The
numbers of staff, both professional and custodial,
have increased proportionately. Unfortunately,
however, the effectiveness of these institutions has
not kept pace with either the demands of the com-
munity or the needs of the youngsters. And there
is grave concern as to whether the available re-
sources have been utilized efficiently and effec-
tively.

At the present time there are in our country
over 400 public and private institutions serving
approximately 65,000 boys and girls adjudicated
as delinquent' The impact made by our institu-
tionb is not limited to these young people, but ex-
tends to unknown numbers who are influenced by
the youths who come from our institutions. Often
we hear that only 2 percent of our youngsters are
delinquent, so the problem really i not as serious
as many believe and that we tend to condemn the
majority of our teenagers for the behavior of only
a few. This, of course, is only partially true. We
overlook the fact that the 2 percent refers only to
those of the total youthful population who are
adjudicated as delinquents by the court. It does
not refer to the significant number that appear
before some representative of the court other than
the judge. It does not include the large number of
youngsters who have contact with the police and
are not referred to the court regardless 1 f the
guilt or innocence. And it does not Include the
vast number of youngsters who commit the same

$ During 1%646 Dr. Ames was Asshtaat Direchte of the
PrFidat's Commission em Criime in 1 DbIriet of On-
lambla.

acts and exhibit the ime attitudes, values, and
behaviors as do their adjudicated friends or
brothers and, as a result, are as delinquent soclo-
logically as any youngster in our juvenile institu.
tions.

In some of our heavy delinquency areas, it is
estimated that as high as 70 percent of the young-
sters between the ages of 9 and 18 could legally be
adjudicated as delinquents if their offenses were
reported and they appeared before the court. The
ineffectiveness of our institutional programs is
partially to blame for these numbers because
many of the youngsters who return to their neigh-
borhoods, carry with them the added sophistica-
tion of a 1-year graduate course In delinquency,
manipulation, conning, utilization of the subeul.
tursl codes, and assume roles of leadership and
influence among other youngsters in their areas.

Seldom do we really know the effectiveness of
institutional programs.- Most institutions have
little knowledge of the recidivism rate of their
wards or any systematic way of evaluating
changes in their behavior. The general reaction to
these failures is that we are aware of them, but
do not have the adequate staff to develop evalua.
tive studies. There seems to be very little under-
standing or desire to use especially equipped
agencies to perform these followup studies and to
show how to make the most efficient use of their
facilities and personnel.

During recent years there has been criticism
throughout the country by both professionals and
laymen of the present-day efforts of our juvenile
Institutions. There is a tendency to even reject
many of the newer programs and Innovations
which have been developed In recent years. There
is a feeling that little can be done in juvenile cor-
rectional institutions and that the emphasis must
be placed on prevention since it would be a waste
of resources to attempt to modify, change, or alter
the current philosophy and programs of the insti.
tutional "establishment." Unfortunately there is
some validity to these views; however, the fact is

w AW f nft s
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overlooked by many com-inity organization ape-
cialists that institutions have a roie to play, deal in
many instances with the hard-core youngster, and
do have the capacity for needed change if the nec-
essary pressure is brought to bear. We have seen
the beginnings of change in many programs
throughout the country. Within the next decade
we will have to think through and accept a variety
of new programs, directions, and philosophies in
our institutional programs. Some of these include
the following:

I. ModiAcation of tratea. philosophy within
juvenile Intifutlea

Even though we give lipeervice now, very few
programs throughout the country are realistically
geared to provide a particular type of treatment
for a particular type of delinquent. In the future,
we will have to see more treatment typologies and
prototypes developed, understood, and utilized.
This, of course, is basic when we keep in mind
the purpose of committing a child to an institu.
tion, namely, changing delinquents into nondelin-
quents.

Until recent years, we have assumed, for the
most part, that a youngster who exhibits delin-
quent behavior could be placed in an institution
and receive certain educational and vocational ex-
periences, supplemented by some type of analyti-
cally oriented counseling or casework services,
and that a favorable change in behavior would
result. Unfortunately, this has not been the case.
We have voiced the fact that no two human beings
are alike and that all persons are unique, but we
have not really been able to instill ,this under-
standing into institutional programs.

In too many instances we have built large com-
munity-style institutions that fail to offer ap-
propriate treatment and rehabilitative experiences
for a particular type of youngster. We offer, in-
stead, uniform and. in some cases, oppressive ex-
periences that have completely lost the purpose of
diagnosis and individual treatment. I should hope
to see in the future, then, the development of a
classification system that would allow the place-
ment of youngsters in smller'institutions which
have individualized programs designed to Improve
the behavior of a particular type of child. One
example of a classification or typology system

SKOtM. S. Grffitb, "T% Ra of amestel" DePsewrs Chadrm in
J. sL C*e,-telf Iwr.4.GV4, WHH&M IL Am. ad, A Woo" L.
Manaft 4,dlt,,b. Spri.rM. IMek: Ckhan C. Theme,. So4.
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which will be useful as a guide In the planning of
treatment strategy is the interpersonal maturity
level classification which is used in the California
Youth Authority's community treatment project.'
In this system, there are provisions for different
levels of maturity, from infancy to adulthood.
Youngsters are classified, for example, in such
terms as an unsocializedd passive youngster," a"cultural conformist," or an "anxious neurotic."
The programs aimed at the rehabilitation of these
youngsters might, in one case, have a sociological
base, in another a psychological base, or a combi-
nation of several disciplines. Smaller institutions
that can offer specialized facilities and services
and specialized programs for a particular type of
child have become a necessity in medicine, educa-
tion, and other disciplines.

I would hypothesize that a majority of the de-
linquents In major urban areas would be classified
as "cultural conformists" and could benefit from
programs specifically developed for this type of
youngster whose delinquent behavior is a result of
a need for social static, peer associates, group
Identification, and the values and attitude of their
culture. There is research that indicates that
treatment which has value for the neurotic child
may even make the unsocialized delinquent worse.8

2. Mhasum .dcational requirements for pro.
feulonal staff

This point has caused considerable concern in
the last few years. Certain disciplines have been
threatened and- there has been real resistance to
accept the fact that some other discipline, or a
person with no professional training at all, might
be able to work as successfully and, in some cases,
more successfully than the so-called professional.

Research studies have demonstrated that some
of these disciplines are not successful with many
of our delinquent youngsters and, in fact, may
cause harm. There also is evidence that some of
our professional people, contrary to their claims,
are more inflexible and punitive than nonprofes-
sionals in dealing with the needs of youngsters in
institutions. At the same time, there is concern
among many of our leading educators that the
type of professional person we are turning out in
some cases actually knows less about the young-
ster they are dealing with than many of the people
who carry the title of subprofessional, I suspect
that in the next few years this will be an areas of
considerable study, but hopefully one demontrat-
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ing progress in our total rehabilitative program.
One of the principal problems involved here is

the conflict between the profesional and nonpro-
fessional. The term "professional" is not always
equated with a person's capability or sensitivity
to problems and needs. It is not equated with
knowledge of their young charges, their culture,
and living conditions. In many instances it has no
relationship to the fact that a person has a college
degree or even a master's degree. In too many
instances it Is related simply to the particular
discipline or subject area in which a person has a
degree. This is particularly true for the field of
social work where it is believed that a B.A. or
M.A. in psychology, sociology, or education, does
not qualify the person for entrance into the pro-
fe3sional ranks as a caseworker or a probation
officer. This is unfortunate since most authorities
recognize that neither probation nor parole is a
profession per se. As Barbara Kay states, "Pro-
bation is an essentially modern method for the
treatment of offenders and, as such, is rooted in
the broader social and cultural trends of the
modern era."'

The point that comes out here is that the type of
service which so many of these youth need is not
intensive casework as we know it but rather close
supervision in the community during weekend and
evening hours, help in obtaining community ser-
vices, and assistance in maintaining a good adjust-
ment in schools and on the job.

I certainly can sympathize with the need to
raise standards and improve services to youth.
However, I cannot find convincing research that
indicates that persons with an M.S.W. degree are
necessarily more effective in a correctional eet-
ting, when providing the typed of services just
mentioned, than persons of other disciplines.
Judith Benjamin, in her studies of new roles of
nonprofessionals in corrections, states that there
is some doubt that the social work approach best
equips a person to work with delinquent youth.
She points out that some experts feel that social
work "engenders an attitude of caution or even of
pessimism towards those who manifest serious
maladjustments or unstable work or family his-
tory."

Miss Benjamin further submits that the social
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worker, by recommending commitment, limits his
clientele to those for whom camework appears to
offer success. For this reason it has been aug-
gested that the work of the M.S.W. cannot b3
reliably compared with that of non-M.S.W. offi-
cers.

Some social workers tend to concentrate on
good-risk cases. In one agency, for example, it
was reported that probation officers who were col-
lege graduates but without additional graduate
training, performed better with cases adjudged
"hopeless" than social workers did.a

Since there are indications that institutionaliza-
tion may be more limited in the future than in the
past, and that delinquents will be placed in com-
munity-based programs, the social worker model
will require a reassessment. It may mean a revi-
sion of social work education or acceptance of the
other behavioral sciences in a cooperative profes-
sional relationship. In the very forseeable future,
the apparent need to develop a greater range of
services for young people, both within the com-
munity and within the institution, may shift the
emphasis away from a casework orientation.

In the past there has been some reluctance by
psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers to
work in the correctional field, believing it is impos-
sible to work within an authoritarian setting. The
error here is the assumption that authority ard
structure are necessarily hostile and punitive. It
is hoped that in the future, members of the vari-
ous professions will see treatment in a broader
sense than their training has allowed them to do
in the past.

3. Utilization of noninstitutional programs

We are becoming more and more aware that
there is little relationship between the time spent
in an institution and the degree of pcaitive re-
habilitation that results from the institutional ex-
perience. In the same vein, we can say that many
youngsters might benefit from a very short-term
institutional experience or even a weekend institu-
tional experience, and other youngsters might
better be returned directly to the community and
involved in a variety of treatment and supportive
programs based on their particular typologies.
This, of course, would require the services of our
newest type of juvenile facility-the reception-
diagnostic center.

The philosophy behind the reception-diagnostic
function is to identify the cause and motivations
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underlying the delinquent behavior and to provide
treatment that will allow the child to re-enter
society successfully. At present only about 10
states have such reeption-diagnoatic facilities. A
number of these states do not have the variety of
services that would provide individualized treat-
ment plans.

Theoretically, when a child is committed by the
court, he would go directly to the reception-
diagnostic facility where, during the next 30 to 60
days, the various disciplines would evaluate him
and would determine what treatment program
would be most appropriate. One example of this
type of program is the James Marshall Treatment
Program which is conducted by the California
Youth Authority.' Geared to the 15- to 17-year
age group, this program was designed to provide
an intensive treatment experience of approxi-
mately 90 days in lieu of institutional commitment
of adjudicated delinquents. The Marshall program
is a residential program, but officials of the Cali-
fornia Youth Authority believe the program might
be even more successful if the youngsters could
return to their own homes each evening.

The Marshall program is geared to the fol-
lowing :$

(1) Achieving more positive acceptance of au-
thority and limits. Involved in this process is the
whole gamut of concern related to the delinquent's
concept of authority and authority figures such as
parents, teachers, parole agents, and other signi-
ficant authority figures.
1 (2) Developing a greater degree of adequacy

in interpersonal relationships.
(3) Being forced to deal with the conflicts

which the demands of the conventional versus the
delinquent system place upon them.

(4) AccepUng responsibility for one's own be-
havior.

(5) Developing 2rood work habits.
(6) Identifying ai.d recognizing adjustment

problem areas.
(7) Learning how to handle stress, conflicts,

and frustrations.
The program involves 60 boys ot any one time.

The staff includes parole agents, remkdial teachers,
social workers, and a school psychologist. The pro-
gram includes group counseling, remedial educa-
tion, work experience, physical training, and
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group discussions. Parents participate in the pro-
gram and attend group counseling sessions with
their sons. There are various review programs
where a youngster's progress and his attitudes are
discussed with him. It is too early to determine
the success of this program, but at the present
time staff, parents, and students believe the pro-
gram has proved itself.

Another such program is the Community Treat-
ment Project in Sacramento, California.' Its spe-
cific goal is to determine the feasibility of release.
ing selected youngsters directly from a reception
center to a treatment control project in the com-
munity. Approximately eight youngsters are
assigned to a parole officer who provides close
supervision, support, and counseling. The pro-
gram consists of case conferences with the parole
agent, away-from-home placement where It was
necessary or appropriate, group or individual
counseling from one to four sessions each week,
and psychotherapy when needed.

Family counseling is also included as well as
special educational tutoring with the following
goals:"0

(1) To provide education as a substitute for
regular school programs for wards who have been
excluded from regular schools;

(2) To provide tutoring for wards who will
have difficulty in regular schools; and

(3) To provide basic remedial education for
older wards not returning to a regular school pro-
gram.

Special recreational and group activities are
provided and all wards are required to participate.
An interesting aspect of this program is that tem-
porary detention ranging from one day to several
days may be utilized by the parole officers to pre-
vent delinquency which may result from an emo-
tional crisis, and to demonstrate the ability and
intention of the parole agent to enforce control.
Research has indicated that the program has been
successful in preventing recidivism and is less ex.
pensive than regular commitments to juvenile
institutions.

Another prototype of a noninstitutional pro-
gram that is gaining support around the country
is a school-based program where the child is
placed in a special school which provides small
classes and remedial education. At the end of each
day an individual or group counseling session is
available followed by supervised recreation. Pro-
bation officers who work from 3 until 11 p.m. pro-
vide these services as well as close supervision
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during the evening hours. The evidence up to this
time has indicated that the behavior of the young-
sters involved has improved and that the rate of
recidivism Is relatively low.

These are but a few of the many creative and
challenging programs that are being developed in
lieu of institutional commitment. Since the results
to date indicate that such programs can be effec-
tive in changing delinquent behavior and at a
lower overall cost, there is every reason to believe
that this will be a very active area in juvenile cor-
rections during the next decade.

4. Use of community resources by bnaitutions
and agencies not only during aftercare but with-
in the institutional program as well

We have long contended that our juvenile Insti-
tutions are desirous of utilizing community re-
sources, but we really did not mean it if it was
intended that these agencies should actually come
into our institutions and assume certain program
responsibilities. Not only from the standpoint of
economy and efficiency will this change have to be
made, but also there is need to relate the experi-
ences of the institution more directly to those the
child will face in the community.

I am aware of the various administrative prob-
lems that may arise when agencies from the com-
munity enter an institution for delinquents.
Perhaps their lack of understanding of the admin-
Istrative problems Involved in 24-hour-a-day care
of hostile, aggressive youngsters and their lack of
a sense of responsibility for the total operation of
the institution, will undoubtedly create difficult
situations. However, in the forseable future,
these problems of administration must be over-
come and the resources of the community must be
utilized in developing more meaningful and com-
prehensive programs for the youth committed to
institutions. One of the principal agencies involved
will be the public school system and its relation-
ship to the educational and vocational programs
offered within the institution, A continuous rela-
tionship between the school experience in the In-
stitution and the school program in the community
must be provided if we are to return the young-
ster to the community better equipped to continue
his schooling.

Another agency that institutions should bring
into their programs is the state employment ser-
vice. State employment service counselors should
be actively involved in institutional prerelease

programs and In the planning of release programs
for youngsters. They can provide testing pro-
grams, help in job development, lead student dis-
cussion groups, and participate in staff training.
State departments of vocational rehabilitation
can also serve similar functions.

In many of our juvenile institutions there is a
lack of adequate mental health service. Public
agencies may provide these services if encouraged
to do so. In a number of states, representatives
of State Bureaus of Mental Hygiene or State De.
partments of Heslth are actively involved in in-
stitutioral programs and are responsible for
providing adequate professional staff. The U. S.
Public Health Service has long performed this
function for the National Training School as well
as other Federal Bureau of Prisons institutions.

In the past decade institutions have increas-
ingly utilized colleges and universities in their
programs, but even now their participation is at
a very superficial level. Universities should be en-
couraged to use the training schools as labora-
tories for research, for internships, for placement
of graduates, and as practice teaching sites for
students from educational departments. Hopefully
this would bring into the Institution a steady
stream of new blood, new ideas, and new enthu.
siasm. Under contract, universities can evaluate
programs and staff training and conduct research
projects.

The increased use of community facilities and
programs on a daily basis should be considered.
Here the child may leave the institution In the
morning, be involved in the community-based pro-
gram during the day, and return to the institu-
tion at night

During the last few years, various federal pro-
grams directed toward improving the educational
and vocational qualifications of disadvantaged
youth have been developed. An example of this
type of program is the Manpower Development
and Training Act. This Act will finance multiskill
training programs and provide vocational counsel-
ing and placement services. Efforts have been
made to encourage juvenile institutions to apply
for grants under this Act, but very few have
done so.

& More concern with the role of prevention by
Juvenile institution and Ike agencies that ad-
Minister them ,

Up to this time, juvenile Institutions and agen-
ies have assumed little responsibility for preven-
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tive services and programs in the community. As
a result, there has been a lack of continuity and
efficient use of the resources that are available.

The prevention of delinquency should be the
responsibility of every citizen, but at the same
time one agency should also be held accountable.
All delinquency prevention programs could not
possibly be placed under one agency, but the re-
sponsibility for the operation of selected preven-
tion programs, the determination of prevention
needs, the coordination of community efforts, and
the evaluation of prevention programs could be
the responsibility of a single youth-serving agency.

Authorities who have experience in working
with delinquents and with disadvantaged youth
recognize that continuity of service is important
in any program of rehabilitation and that this
continuity often is lacking in programs where
differing philosophies prevail, where it is neces-
sary to break through the bureaucratic framework
of various agencies, and where the delinquency
programs are watered down or diffused because
of the pressure of other programs.

6. A growing concern for the legal rigfihs and
protection of juvenile#

Since the emergence of model juvenile court
acts during the past two decades courts and insti-
tutions have played the role of an all-powerful
father and mother figure who had undeniable
rights over the life of the child. There is increas-
ing concern about court decisions that affect the
life of the child and the constitutional guarantees
that have been ignored, such as adequate notice of
the charges, right to counsel, the right to confron-
tation and cross-examination, and the privilege
against self-incrimination. These court decisions
will doubtless affect the procedures programs and
operations of both our courts and institutions.

For example, let's look at the practice of admin-
istrative transfer. In some localities it is now
possible to take a child from an institution for
dependent children and transfer him to another
institution for delinquent children. It is also pos-
sible to take a child who has bten tried in a juve-
nile court for involvement in an incident which
would not be a crime for an adult and transfer
him to an adult penal institution. 3oth of these
types of transfers can be effected without return-
ing the child to court. Both of these types of trans-
fers are receiving increasing attention from the

courts and others Interested In the constitutional
rights of the child.

Another matter concerns the duration of time
a child can be kept in a rehabilitation facility.
Most authorities agree that the term of a com-
mitment should be as flexible as possible. Those
who are in charge of treatment are in a better
position to determine when a child is ready to
return to the community. However, there are in.
stances where a child may be kept in an institu-
tion for years--sometimes because of no fault of
the child, as in the case of a poor home situation.
Some of the newer juvenile court acts place maxi-
mum time limitations so that a child may be com-
mitted for an Indeterminate sentence not to exceed
S years. The institution will have to justify to the
court why it should not release a child after the
3-year maximum.

In many instances a child released from an
institution, but still under the authority of the
particular department, may be returned to the
institution if his aftercare worker or parole offi-
cer believes his behavior and adjustment are not
satisfactory. This may occur on the parole officer's
recommendation sometimes without a hearing or
investigation.

7. Use of separate facilities for delinquents
During the past 30 years persons who have

been concerned with the rehabilitation of delin-
quents have fought the battle for separate facili-
tIeA and individualized services. This has been a
necessary battle, one in which considerable pro-
gress has been made. However, as any program
where chronological age is the principal guideline,
some flexibility is desirable.

Many people, however, have regarded flexibility
as s threat to traditional juvenile court philosophy
and program and also as being punitive. There
has been resistance to any procedure that allows
sophisticated, older, more aggressive delinquents
to be handled in programs outside the juvenile
setting. There has been an unwillingness to ac-
knowledge that this type of youth may be a threat
to other youngsters and may require an unusual
amount of resources to contain him and to protect
others. It seems that certain treatment-oriented
people have come to the conclusion that a youth of
this type may receive better rehabilitative experi-
ences in an institution which has the treatment
facilities of the juvenile institution as well as the
necessary security features. From this, I would
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submit, there will be in the years to come greater
utilization of youth facilities for the older, sophis-
ticated, more aggressive delinquenL This will not
be based on waiver by the juvenile court because
of a vicious crime, but rather on the basis of a
diagnostic determination that the youth will bene-
fit more from this type of setting both as to re-
habilitation and the protection of others. This will
not result in a mass transfer and must be done
with all legal protection for the youth concerned.

8. Evaluation of ongoing programs
As mentioned earlier, an evaluation of institu-

tional programs is almost nonexistent today. Our
requests for staff, programs, and physical plants

are based too much on the operational pressures
and on what we believe, and too little on what we
actually know. Changes in an institution, as in any
administrative structure, are a difficult process.
In the future, however, new programs and con.
tinuation of old ones must be based on their effec-
tiveness and need as shown by evaluative research.
Some believe that outside agencies, such as univer.
cities or separate research and evaluation agen-
cies, should perform this task. They believe It is
difficult for an ongoing operating agency to evalu-
ate its own programs objectively. Institutions will
have to develop this capability or call on someone
else to provide this service.
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APPENDIX No. 10

Future Trends in Juvenile and
by Daniel Skoler

IN RECENT years, we have seen
study after study, report after report,
and commission after commission, crit-
ize the failure of institutions in our
cnrrectonal system - the jails, the
prisons, the training schools and the
many other types of institutions that
have been built and operated over the
last two hundred years, ostensibly with
rehabilitation in mind. As undepend-
able as existing statistics are in the
correctional field, or for that matter in
criminal administration-at-large, they
appear nevertheless to repudiate the ef-
fectiveness of institutional treatment in
the rehabilitation of both adult and ju-
venile offenders.
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It was perhaps unrealistic to expect
that institutions could be effectise. An
institution, in itself, makes for an arti-
ficial situation, unrelated to circum-
stances which prevail in the outside
society that either contribute to lawful
behavior or produce delinquency and
criminality. The typical institution is
a substitute, forced into artificiality by
the very circumstances of confinemedt.

This situation has been compounded
by the fact that we commit to institu-
tions all types of offenders - the first
offender and the recidivist, the mis-
fits, the alcoholics, the addicts, and in
the cases of juveniles, even those whose
only offense may be that they were
neglected by parents and families. It
is further compounded by the fact that
in most places we staff these institu-
tions, and staff them skimpily, with
less educated and untrained personnel.

AN INSTITUTION, in sum, is not
an inspiring place in which to be con-
fined and it is not an inspiring place
in which to work. Ask an inmate. It
may be true that institutions do not
have to be as depressing and as de-
structive as they are. But the hard
facts are that it will take many years
- perhaps generations - and a good
deal of money to make them signifi-
cantly better. Some of the funds for
this purpose are now becoming avail-
able through federal sources, but our
most optimistic guess is that it will be
many years before sufficient quantities
have been infused to make much dif.
ference in the kind of institutions we
have.

There arc about 200,000 people in
prison in this country, and perhaps
300,000 more in jails and juvenile in-
stitutiuns. Nearly all of these facilities
are inadequate, merely from a physical
Iint Of iew, for purposes of rehabiti-
tion. With custs of construction now
running nearly $25,000 per patient or

innate, it appears that even at today's
prices, more than $12 billion would b.
required to rebuild our institutional
system. By the time we actually got
around to it, the costs would be much
higher. And this does not take into
consideration the money that would be
required for more and better personnel
and for new and improved institutional
programs.

IN ECONOMIC terms alone, then,
we have no alternative but to turn to
the community and its resources if we
are to do anything meaningful in the
rehabilitation of offenders. This is not
an undesirable prospect. It forces us
to abandon outmoded ideas of punish-
ment and retribution, and to focus
squarely tn rehabilitation. It also com-
pels us to turn to a more promising
setting in which rehabilitation can be
accomplished. The average commu-
nity in this nation possesss more re-
sources that can be used for this pur-
pose than the institutions which now
serve it. In any event, it is only in
the community that rehabilitation ot
the offender can ultimately take place.
Here is where he must live, if he is
to take his place in harmony with the
rest of society, and here is where he
must be adjusted to the habits and
styles of life which will enable him to
do so. These are hardly revelations to
anyone familiar with contemporary
corrections.' The insight has taken
root and, today, community treatment
is the "in-thing" - possibly a product
of the conceptual revelations of the
sixties linking delinquency inextricably
with community, environment, and ex-
ternal opportunity as opposed to indi-
%idual makeup or psychological de-
ficiency.:

Under the Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act, today's largest
grant-in-aid program directing federal
resources toward criminal justice im-
provement, most of the States are em.
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Adult Community-Based Corrections
phasizing community programs in
their planning and funding.' And if
the Safe Streets Act and counterpart
Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and
Control Act are to accomplish the goal
of reducing crime and delinquency, we
think this priority offers the most
promise. Let us examine some of the
new thrusts.

YOUTH SERVICE BUREAUS:
One of the major trends is toward the
use of youth service bureaus. But we
have noted no common agreement as
to what a youth service bureau is,
what services it should provide, or
under whose auspices it should be op-
crated. Some of them are operated by
the police, others by probation depart-
ments, sonc by the courts, and others
by the schools and a wide range of
public and private social agencies. The
prototype was, perhaps, defined in the
1967 reports of the President's Com-
mission on Law Enforcement and Ad-
ministration of Justice where creation
of "youth service bureaus" constituted
one of the key action recommendations
for delinquency control. There the bu-
reau was conceptualized, with con-
siderable latitude for flexibility, as a
neighborhood youth service agency
acting

"as central coordinators of all
community services for young
people. and providing set-
vices lacking in the commu-
nity or neighborhood, espe-
cially ones designed for less
seriously delinquent ju-
veniles."*

The agencies would be located, if
possible, in comprehensive neighbor.
hood community centers, receiving ju-
veniles (delinquent and non-delin-
quent) referred by police, parents,
schools and other sources as well as
the juvenile courts. Services would be
voluntary and thus, in the case of ju-
venile court referrals, the bureau was
expected, ideally, to have the authority

to refer back (30-60 day period) those
juveniles it could not handle effec-
tively. The major target was to get
at the child-in-trouble/predelinquent/
early delinquent group, not now ade-
quately handled by criminal justice
apparatus, with an agency having man-
datory responsibility to develop treat-
ment plans, voluntarily accepted, and
superintend their execution by purchase
of services, referral to helping agencies
(mental health, vocational, counselling,
etc.) and direct administration where
necessary.

THE SERVICES offered in bureau-
type projects to date vary considerably.
Some offer not much mote than coun-
selling. Others provide housing, sup-
port, training and education, and
medcKsl and'psychiatric services. At
this stage pf development perhaps a
diversity of approach is desirable. Dif-
ferent models can be tested, and their
effectiveness measured. But eventually
some tried and proven standards should
emerge. The Law Enforcement As-
sistance Administration, through both
block grants and discretionary grants to
state and local government, is funding
large numbers of these projects. These
projects will be observed carefully, and
when it -appears timely, appropriate
professional organizations will be com-
missioned to distill the standards,
guidelines, and alternate models that
appear to be the most productive. The
youth service bureau concept appears
attractive but, as yet, little knowledge
has been gained and little reliable
guidance can be given on such ques-
tions as ideal residential/outpatient
mixes, kind and quality of diagnostic
services, balance of "purchase of ser.
%ice" and direct service inputs, size of
caseloads, programming interface for
adjudicated delinquents and say, school
problem referrals, extent of community
a n d paraprofcssional involvement,
minimal and ideal staff needs, budget-
ary formats, e.. Yet these are ines-

capable issues f6r effective implementa-
tion of bureau efforts.

COURT DIVERSION PROJECTS:
In the juvenile delinquency field, the
past year has witnessed a particularly
heavy funding of court diversion pro.
jets. Most of them appear to be
modelled on the Vera Institute project
in Manhattan. This effort stops the
prosecution clock on less serious cases
at the arraignment stage, offers coun-
selling and job placement to the ac-
cused, and if he responds provides
dismissal of the case without trial and
adjudication. As of June 1970, more
than 1,000 offenders had been pro-
cessed with a success rate (charges drop.
ped) of about one in three individuals.

The diversionary projects depend on
the formulation of agreements between
the police, the prosecutors, the courts
and the probation agencies. Again,
the substance of these agreements vary
considerably in the types of offenders
who are eligible for diversion, and in
the kinds of services that will be pro-
vided.

AS WITH the youth service bu-
reaus, we are in the trial-and-error
process with ie court diversion pro-
jects. Out of this diversity of experi-
ence should eventually come the data
which will enable us to determine the
most productive models.

One of the more successful diversion
areas, collaterally related to corrections,
are the detoxification centers which
have been developed in the last five
years to remove alcoholic offenders
from the useless cycle of arrest, jail,
trial, fine, release, and rearrest. De-
toxification centers providing an op-
portunity to "dry out" in a medically
supervised residential setting with
prosecution waived and some oppor-
tunity for counselling and referral to
more intensive treatment, are operating
effectively in such large cities as Wash-
ington, St. Louis, New York, Chicago,
Houston, Wilmington, and Des
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Moines. The programs exhibit a
healthy degree of variation in approach
and techniques out of which may come
round specifications for standard di-
versiunary mechanisms for the arrested
alcoholic.

BROADENED PROBATION
Scope: Probation by now is a com-
monly accepted technique, at least as
far as the literature of corrections is
concerned and the forms that have
been adopted. But the comprehensive
law enforcement plans submitted by
the States over the past two years under
the Safe Streets Act indicate a surpris-
ing absence of this service - both for
adults and juveniles - in many areas
of the country. In many jurisdictions
it does not exist at all. In others, it
exists only in law, and has never been
implemented. In still others, probation
is so rudimentary and unsupported that
it cannot be said to have any effective
existence. It has been said thit pro-
bation has never really been tried in
this country. The State plans suggest
that this statement is substantially true.

Many experts are now even taking
issue with the traditional concept of the
probation officer as primarily a coun-
selor, although it must be conceded
that this role may have never had an
adequate trial in most probation depart.
mests. The very size of caseloads and
the responsibility for making pre-sen.
tence investigations and preparing pre-
sentence reports has commonly pre-
vented officers from fulfilling the coun-
selor role in any realistic sense.

But the offender needs more than
cuupselling. An effort to educate and
train the offender, to provide him with
housing, medical services, and other
support, should not wait until he has

.been committed to an institution.
These resources all exist in the com-
munity, and it is the opinion of many
experts that the probation officer
should marshal and coordinate these
community resources in the interests of
his clients. The probation officer
should also have the funds available
with which to purchase a wide range
sf services where needed.

4

WE OFTEN hear th ccosomic
argument that probation is much

cheaper than institutionalization. It
may cost only $250 a year per proba-
tiounr under present circumstances, in
contrast to institutional cost running as
high as five or six thousand dollars a
year for adults and as high as ten to
twelve thousand for juveniles. But
this begs the question. Probation
should cost much more, if the full
services needed by probationers are to
be provided.

The economic argument, however,
would still be valid. Certainly to pro-
vide needed rehabilitative services in
the community would still cost much
less than it would to confine offenders
in institutions, where the services are
largely absent or provided under cir-
cumstances that limit their possible
usefulness.

Under the Safe Streets Act, plans are
being laid this year for the beginning
of a major effort to beef up probation,
to make it truly a useful rehabilitation
tool, rather than what it is in too many
places today - a kind of suspended
sentence. The most important trend in
corrections over the next several years
may well be the full development of
probation, involving all possible com-
munity resources. Contrary to the situ-
ationt that prevails with respect to in-
stitutions, this kind of thrust could be
economically feasible. Substantial fed-
eral financial assistance has already
been ava liable from a number of
sources, e.g, the HEW Youth Develop-
ment and Ielinquency Prevention Ad-
ministration (and its predecessor grant
programs) and Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Administration (the later particu-
larly with respect t6 purchase of ser-
vices).

VOLUNTEER AND Para-Profes-
sional Services: Associated with the
development of various types of com-
munity-based programs, we find in-
creasing utilization of volunteers, para-
professionals, and ex-offenders. As
noted in other aspects of community
programs, there is yet no apparent
consensus as to the extent of the roles
these personnel can play, the kind of
persons who should he selected, or the
kind of training and supervision they
should have. In some places there has

been little attempt even at definition
although, as in the case of youth ser-
vice bureau, the general concept has
found acceptance and stimulated new
programs.

But out of this diversity should come
some hard lessons on which to formu-
late soundly based and needed guide-
lines and standards. The Law En.
forcement Assistance Administration
is currently working on contractual ar-
rangements for an evaluation of these
programs over the next few years.
Hopefully, this evaluation will be ob-
jective, realistic, and based on hard
data rather than subjective evaluations.
The old saw that if we "save even one
offender" is not enough. The standard
of cost-effectiveness must apply. The
time has come to pierce the mystique
of generaliry that has surrounded sub-
professional utilization. Are indige.
nous residents the only group that can
be effectively used? What about col-
lege students, middle class volunteers,
homemakers seeking a part-time chal-
lenge, and full professionals in one
calling who may be willing to accept
subprufessional status and service in an-
other? Which groups do which tasks
best, which require compensation and
which may be relied on for no-cost con.
tributiorns What roles m a y be
properly assigned to these groups in
determining program or agency poli-
cies?

A major and increasing contribution
in this area, particularly with respect
to indigenous and disadvantaged citi.
zens, is coming from the manpower
programs of the Department of Labor.
Both the "new careers" program and
the "public service careers" program,
for example, have focused substantial
resources on the development and train.
ing of paraprofessionals for meaning-
ful roles in corrections and other
criminal justice activities. Also, the
Department of Labor, through its Con-
centrated Esnptoyment Program and
the Job Opportunities in the Business
Sector (JOBS) program has experi-
enced considerable success in using
sub-professionals as job coaches in
working with the offender population
in training and job placement.

COMMUNITY CUSTODY: ..We
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have one prblesm of a particularly
serious nature that oust be resolved
in the immediate future. That is the
practice in at least 36 states of con-
fining children in local and county
jsi's along with adult criminals. The
State Law enforcement plans subititted
annually under the Omnibus Crime
Control Act are graphic in their de-
scriptions of this problem.

Under the Act, pursuant to both the
"block grant" and "discretionary grant"
authority,

t 
literally hundreds of half-

way houses, group homes, foster homes,
and ocher types of shelter care are being
funded. Funds are also available for
this purpose from a number of Federal
aid programs. But the solution is not
as easy as it sounds. Many of the half-
way houses, for example, are operated
on shoestrings, with a minimum of
personnel and a lack of supporting ser.
vices, Some of these places look not
much better, and their atmosphere is
not much better, than the jails them-
selves. Again, standards are needed,
and a contract to produce such stand-
trds, under the auspices of a national
pofessional organization, is about to
b, funded by the Law Fnfircement
Assistance Administration."

Another hard fact is that there are
some youngsters and some adults who
require confinement, at least for a time,
and this cannot be provided by the
types of shelter or residential care de-
scribed. We need community deten-
tion centers for juveniles, and we need
some type of community center to
replace the jails for adults.

But there is no point in merely con-
structing additional detention facilities.
Some juvenile detention facilities arc
merely jails for children, and new jails
for adults can le, and frequently are,
nut much better than old jails.

COMMUNITY/REGIONAL Cor.
rectional Centers: There has been much
written recently, and a good deal of
discussion, concerning the establish-
ment of regional or community cor-
rectional centers for adults. A number
of existing facilities have bseen given
such designations, but upon examina-
tion, they are often found to be the
same old jails. LEAA has searched the
country and identified almost no facili-
ties which have the range of programs

needed to meet this designation. How-
ever, a number of jurisdictions are
undertaking studies and making plans
to create such centers, several with the
support of Federal funds.

To assist in what may be a major
trend of the seventies, the Law En.
forcement Assistance Administration
has funded contracts to develop plan-
ning materials and designs for such
faculties. The emphasis in the plan-
ning phase is to minimize use of de.
trention facilities in the first place, this
by a review and examination of exist-
ing practices and how they might be
improved. The second phase is to de-
sign facilities for those who must be
held in detention and to provide these
facilities with additional services be-
yond detention. These include diag-
nostic services, probattun offices, class-
rooms, medical f:,cilities, and even pro-
vision for educaTional and training op-
portunities. A key feature of these fa-
cilities will be the development of
cxoperative arrangements with other
community agencies and services. The
objective will be to get the individual
out of detention as quickly as possible.
and involved in the community in a
productive program.

The LEAA contracts include an ef-
fort to produce planning and design
materials for community centers for ju-
veniles. -That project is now well
underway, and it involves a consider-
able -refinement of existing practice,
with-emphasis upon attention to the
client from the moment of referral and
the architectural realization of a truly
therapeutic community setting. Since
the average citizen and community is
snore receptive to innovation with re-
spect to juvenile programs, this pro-
ject may go farther than the adult pro-
jets in producing break-throughs in
community concepts and designs.

FOSTER CARE and Substitute
Homes: Community treatment means,
abuse all, living and adjusting in the
community. We have talked about
group facilities, detention centers, and
residential lograms as an alternative
to normal home life in a family set-
ting. The closest substitute to normal
family lifc in the disixpsition spectrum,
particularly as regards juvenile or
youthful offenders has been the tra-

ditional, perhaps, shopworn concept of
"foster care.

As the economics of community
treatment, in contrast to institutional
care, command larger claim on our
limited budgets, there may be room
for vast expansion of the use of sub-
st0ute parental homes as a strir.g to
our community corrections bow. This
would not necessarily take the form of
traditional "foster care" or child adop-
tion. One need not look far to discern
in our youth a new and laudable con-
cern for the welfare of their fellow man
outside the family circle and willingness
to "share, clothe, and feed" in the best
traditions of the Christian ethic.

IN AN affluent and problem-ridden
society, where the best of the new
generation will be seeking new per.
sonal challenges and "relevance," we
may be able to divert commitment and
interest, at least partially, from the re-
wards of a second home, a third car
and world-travel to the challenge of
adding troubled youths to the family
circle for substantial stays. Instead of
a limited, subsidized foster care sys-
tem, families who have "made it"
(our nation has many) may, perhaps,
be willing as volunteers to take on resi-
dential referrals of delinquent youths,
both to assist rehabilitation of the de-
linquent and to enrich the lives and
commitment of the volunteer family.
If this kind of movement came about
-admittedly a "Jules Verne" item in
this examination of future trends - a
remarkable correctional resource could
be added to the community treatment
concept, one with almost unlimited
placement possibilities for the many de-
linquents who lack any home or family
setting s'n which to build a rehabili-
tation program. Should we see the day
when middle class American families
actually wanted, in large number, to
Hiring juvenile a n d predelinquent
youths iito their homes as a service
comssnitment, there would, of course,
nced to ie maintained the full panoply
of standards, guidance, training and
sulisrtive resources needed to make
the system work.

MANPOWER FOR the New Wave:
These new trends in programs and
facilitics arc cncouriaging and hopeful,
but if they are to make a bottLr show.
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ing than traditional methods, more is
required. If they possess the poten-
tiality for success, this potentiality can
be realized only by commensurate im-
prover.-ns in personnel attracted to
the field ,"I crrcctions.

One need not review the findings of
the Joint Commission on Correctional
Manpower and Training in this re-
spect. We know that correctional per.
sonnel are relatively uneducated and
untrained. We know that the field is
lacking in leadership, and that its rank
and file workers are too often apathetic
and unmotivated.

SOME OF these problems can be
readily resolved. The money is at
hand to raise salaries, to improve the
education and training of personnel,
and to hire large numbers of personnel.
The motivation will be more difficult
to bring about but our society-at-large
holds hope that this problem is not
insurmountable. Increasing numbers
of youths are unsatisfied with pre-
dominantly materialistic drives. Citi-
zens of all ages are more and more con-
cerned with the way we have polluted
our physical environment. And the
concern over law and justice that pro-
duced the Safe Streets Act is really a
concern over pollution of our social
environment.

There is awareness in all segments of
society that we must improve the
quality of American life and, in the
process, undertake significant redefi.
nition of national values. Certainly the
objective of American corrections in
the salvage and redirection of offenders
is a high national goal. In any such
redefinition, corrections should emerge
as a more desirable and rewarding
field to devote one's career to than its
image has permitted in the pasi.

RESEARCH ROLE- In a "future
trends" presentation of this kind, we
cannot omit the subject of research.
As a requirement for corrections, it has
been talked about and written about
for decades, but little has been done.
Scientists in other fields have produced
television, the supersonic transport,
and the artificial kidney. But in cor-
rections we have not progressed much
beyond the days of the horse-drawn
carriage.

In a country where annua y we ,m-
mit billions of dollars to research that
produces more efficient military and
space equipment, we must afford some
fraction of that sum for research into
techniques for changing lives from
ways of criminality to patterns that will
conform to minimum standards of law-
ful behavior. Fortunately, these priori-
ties are beginning to find expression
in federal policy and r&d support'

WE KNOW that human behavior
can be changed, however difficult the
process may be. We know, for ex-
ample, that jails and prisons can make
individuals worse, insofar as criminal
disposition is concerned. As discourag-
ing as this knowledge may be, it
demonstrates the malleability of the
human personality. While the search
for constructive ways of improving
human behavior proceeds, we must
also apply research techniques to evalu-
ation of the corrections programs we
have practiced for so many years and
to the new community-based programs.
We do not yet have assurance that the
community-based programs will be
more effective than penitentiaries and
training schools. It has taken nearly
200 years to find that the traditional
institutions are largely ineffective. We
cannot await comparable time spans to
evaluate the usefulness of the com-
munity programs.

THE CRITICAL Need for Evalua-
tion: One of the deficiences of past re-
search has been the varying criteria by
means of which to measure the effec-
tiveness of programs. Usually evalua-
tion has been effected by the persons
administering the programs, a useful
component, but not the only one, of a
comprehensive evaluation research ef-
fort. It is, understandably, a rare ex-
perience to encounter among adminis-
trators operating experimental correc-
tions programs those who will ac-
knowledge that their programs are
failures or who cannot produce some
data purporting to demonstrate "suc-
cess." Yet we know from the gross
information available that the balance
for American corrections, in its totality,
falls on the side of failure.

A serious problem in prior years has
been the inability of projects initially

conceived as demonstration or experi-
mental efforts to maintain this posture
and produce a convincing showing one
way or the other. This has been due
to a number of constraints including
a lack of money and time, changer in
personnel or operating conditions (im-
pairing the integrity of the experi-
ment), and an evaluation without suf-
ficient controls or rigor to successfully
measure results. Unfortunately, too
many past demonstrations have been
structured as independently designed,
discrete experiments. In such cases,
the significance of encouraging (or
discouraging) results has been difficult
to discern, at least until a number of
successive efforts conducted over a
period of years have been completed.

An alternative technique, receiving
recognition in a few programs is to
conduct multiple efforts at the same
time, or, to promptly repeat in several
locations a promising initial experi-
ment, in each case under a commonly
administered reporting and evaluation
program. This is what is, in effect,
happening with the intensification of
experimental efforts and new ap-
proaches made possible by the infusion
of Crime Control Act funds. Signifi-
cant replication and joint evaluation
offer a better picture of what a given
demonstration can produce within a
compressed period of time and tend to
cancel out accidents of time, place, and
people often operative in any single
effort.

t

HOPEFULLY, LEAA and the cor-
rectional community will make the
most of the rich opportunity for sound
evaluation research which the seventies
should offer to our field. Old short-
comings must be remedied. Defini-
tions of "success" often involve rela-
tively short periods of follow-up. Or
they involve measures indicating "a
reduction in the seriousness of further
criminal behavior" or "a longer delay
in the onset of further criminal be.
havior." Criminal careers often re-
flect that this is the normal course of
events, as offenders learn to bargain
for pleas involving lesser offenses or
acquire the sophistication to avoid the
law for longer periods of time, The-
public is entitled to more clear-cut
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measures of "success." Evaluation tar-
gets should hypothesize that after an
offoider has gonc through a currec-
tions program, he will stay out of sig-
nificant trouble with the law indefi-
nitely. That means more extended and
more hardheaded approaches to re-
search.

It has been characteristic of this
country, in its search for ways and
means of reducing crime and deln-
quency, to seek some "magic bullet,"
some solution that is quick, easy and
inexpensive. Yet, if there is anything
that we have learned about crime and
delinquency, it is that there are per-
haps an infinite number of determina.
tive variables, and that the causes of
criminal behavior for one individual
may he much different than for an-
other. It follows, therefore, that ame-
lioration and solution of the crime
problem will be a complex under-
taking. It will take a long time, it will
be difficult to achieve, and it will be
highly expensive.

ALL INDICATORS show that we
are witnessing the beginning of a new
era and a new national commitment
in corrections - one rooted in the in-
creasingly accepted concept (mental
health, special education, problems of
the aged) that community responsi-
bility and settings are an ultimate and
necessary precondition for progress.
Nevertheless, the prediction may be
ventured-a safe one---that we are not
yet on the threshold of final solutions
to the problems of offender rehabili-
tation. There is a long road to travel,
and we have probably taken only the
first step.
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Chapter
22

SYSTEMS OF
INSTITUTIONALIZATION

OF JUVENILES

The system of juvenile corrections, as distinguished from the system
for adults, normally includes the juvenile court, juvenile probation ser-
vices, and after-care services for those released from a training facility.
Children coming before the American juvenile court usually (a) are
those who have been neglected or are in need of parental protection,
or (b) are juveniles who have participated in some form of unacceptable
behavior peculiar to children or have committed offenses which would
be punished by fine or imprisonment if committed by an adult., In
practical terms, the conduct of juveniles coming before the juvenile
court, according to William H. Sheridan,- may be classified into two
basic categories: (1) those who have committed acts which would be
crimes'if committed by adults; and (2) those who have not committed
such offenses. Approximately 26 percent of all cases coming before the
juvenile court in the United States involve children who have broken
no law but who are simply designated as "beyond control," "ungovern-
able," "incorrigible," "runaway," "minors in need of supervision," or "per-
sons in need of supervision."2 Others have been detained for violations

'Donald Sinclair, "rrainng-Schools in Canada," in William T. McGrath (ed.),
Crime and Its Treatment in Canada (New York: St. Martin's Press, Inc., 1965),
p. 245; and W. J. Chambliss and J. T. Lell, "Legal Process in the Community
Setting," Crime and Delinquency, Vol. 12 (October, 1966), p. 310.

S'William H. Sheridan, "Juveniles Who Commit Non-Criminal Acts: Why Treat
Them In the Correctional System?"' Federal Probation, Vol. 31 (March, 1967),
p. 27. Also see Sydney Smith, "Delinquency and the Panacea of Punishment,"
Federal Pr6bation, Vol. 29 (September, 1965), pp. 18-23; W. M. Headwell, "Lawyer
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of specific ordinances applicable only to children, such as breaking the
curfew, truancy, and use of alcohol or tobacco.

Nearly 686,000 cases of delinquency, 150,000 of dependency and ne-
glect, and 42,000 traffic cases were referred to the juvenile courts in
the United States in 1964.3 At a time when 20,377 persons were housed
in federal prisons, 201,220 in state prisons, and 141,303 in local jails
and workhouses, an additional 62,773 juveniles were institutionalized
in 1965 in public training schools (43,636), local juvenile institutions
(6,024), and detention homes (13,113).4 An examination of 10 studies
of state and local detention programs by the Children's Bureau disclosed
that 48 percent of the 9,500 children in these samples had not committed
adult criminal acts. Of the 1,300 children in the study group in jail
pending hearings, approximately 40 percent could be classified within
the noncriminal group; 50 percent of the children in the detention homes
also fell into this category.5

Such data, necessarily raise the question whether juveniles who com-
mit noncriminal acts should be treated in a correctional system. The
answer, William H. Sheridan suggests, is to be found in the application
of new remedies, including (1) the development of a greater number
of intervening services between the complainant and the court in order
to reduce the need for court intervention, (2) a better intake system
overseen by a responsible individual in a smaller court (or a separate
unit in a larger court), and (3) greater restrictions upon the placements
available to the juvenile judge in order to discourage his requests for
transfer of juveniles to state institutions. Juveniles who do not commit
criminal acts should be not treated in correctional institutions; minor

in Juvenile Court Dispositional Proceedings," Juvenile Court Judges Journal, Vol. 16
(Fall, 1965), p. 109.

" Children's Bureau, Juvenile Court Statistics-1964 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1965), p. 106. Note R. B. Eaton,
"Detention Facilities in Non-Metropolitan Counties," Juvenile Court judges Journal,
Vol. 17 (Spring, 1966), p. 9; "Juvenile Detention," Crime and Delinquency, Vol. 13
(January, 1967), p. 11; and Hugh D. Reed, The Detention of Children in
Illinois (New York: National Probation and Parole Association, 1952).

'The President's Commission, on Law Enforcement and the Administration of
Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1967), p. 172. Also refer to George M. Lott, "The Juvenile
Detention Home," Federal Probation, Vol. 6 (January-March, 1942), pp. 35-39;
Joe W. Hart, "The Use of the 'Gossip Group' in a Juvenile Home Setting,' Federal
Probation, Vol. 28 (December, 1964), pp. 57-59; William P. Dorney, "The Educa-
tional Program as a Part of a Detention Service," Federal Probation, Vol. 28 (Decem-
ber, 1964), pp. 55-57; Ralph C. Norris, "The School in the Detention Home Should
Be a Part of the Public School System," Federal Probation, Vol. 29 (June, 1965),
pp. 17-21; and Kenneth A. Griffiths, "Program Is the Essence of Juvenile Detention,"
Federal Probation, Vol. 28 (June, 1964), pp. 31-34.

'Sheridan, op. cit., p. 27. Also see American Law Institute, The Problem of
Sentencing (Philadelphia: American Law Institute, 1962); Model Sentencing Act
(New York: National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 1963); and Clyde B.
Vedder, Juvenile Offenders (Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 1963).

25 218 0- - -29
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violators, Sheridan argues, should not be punished by a "rehabilitation"
disposition' to a juvenile institution.6 Not only is such an approach in-
jurious to treatment but the projected increase in the number of juveniles
undergoing future correction makes such a solution impractical (see
Figure 22-1).

FIGURE 22-1
Average daily population in corrections

1965
TOTAL-, 282,386

1975 ESTIMATED
TOTAL- 1, 841,000

Juvenile

Source: The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice,
Task Fore. Report: Corrections (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Otfice, 1967), p. 7.

TREATMENT OF THE JUVENILE OFFENDER

The modern training school had its forerunner in the Lyman School
for Boys, opened in 1846 at Westboro, Massachusetts. It was followed
by the New York State Agricultural and Industrial School in 1849 and
the Maine Boys Training Center in 1853. Each sought to prepare the
juvenile for his eventual return to community living. Indiana, Maryland,
Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio, and Vermont later devel-
oped training schools, and by 1900, similar institutions had been created
in 36 states. Alaska, the 50th state, only completed its facility in 1960.

Since their creation, most institutions for juveniles have sought to

bid., pp. 28-30. Consult Sherwood Norman, Shelter Care of Children for Courtand Community (New York: National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 1963);
and Richard Allaman, "Managing Misbehavior at the Detention Home," Federal
Probation, Vol. 17 (March, 1953), pp. 27-32.

o$
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teach the skills necessary for future usefulness and to provide the juve-
nile'with a normative system which enables him to "follow the right."
In recent years, these goals have been expanded through the recognition
that nearly one half of those undergoing treatment in the juvenile train-
ing facility will be reincarcerated and that treatment can produce lasting
change only if the personal reasons behind the delinquent act are under-
stood. Recognizing somewhat belatedly that what may be deviant to
the larger society may be thoroughly normative for the juvenile at the
moment of his delinquency, treatment personnel have attempted to pass
beyond the mere "instillation" of values within delinquents and to re-
spond to the emotional need of the youth. Assuming that juvenile con-
duct can only be changed if the juvenile himself seeks change, the new
training school approaches emphasize personal reevaluation and be-
havior reorientation.'

Despite the emphasis upon personality change, training schools for
juveniles, like their adult counterparts, often emphasize custody rather
than actual treatment of the individual. Nevertheless, the training school
maintains the multiple responsibilities of caring for troublesome or dan-
gerous children, educating the youth in its custody, developing rehabili-
tation programs, resocializing youths for effective return to the ,com-
munity, and creating recreational or social programs designed to fill
the voids of institutionalization. Frequently, the goals of custody, educa-
tion, recreation, and treatment are incompatible." However, the training
school is supposed to offer the child under treatment a specialized pro-
gram designed to ameliorate his hardened or unstable condition. While
the institution strives to prepare the youth for his eventual return to
the community, its ultimate success depends upon the quality and char-
acter of the aftercare services provided upon his return.

David Street, Robert D. Vinter, and Charles Perrow find that juvenile
correctional institutions are "people-changing" organizations. While they
actively seek the resocialization of the offender, they do so within the
conditions of custody. Inevitably, therefore, they must seek the rehabili-
tation of the offender within a time-limited and an internally oriented
setting. Staffed by trained professionals and traditional functionaries,

'Robert W. Winslow, Juvenile Delinquency in a Free Society (Belmont, Calif.:
Dickenson Publishing Company, Inc., 1968), p. 199. See "Juvenile Institutions,"
Crime and Delinquency, Vol. 13 (January, 1967), p. 73; M. A. Zald and David
Street, "Custody and Treatment in Juvenile Institutions," Crime and Dclinquency,
Vol. 10 (July, 1964), p. 249; and A. C. Novick, "Institutional Organization for
Treatment," Crime and Delinquency, Vol. 10 (July, 1964), p. 257.

" Theodore N. Ferdinand, "Some Inherent Limitations, in Rehabilitating Juvenile
Delinquents in Training Schools," Federal Probation, Vol. 31 (December, 1967),

-pp. 30-34. Consult John B. Costello. "Institutions for Juvenile Delinquents," Annals,
Vol. 261 (January, 1949), pp. 166-78; Bertram M. Beck, Youth Within Walls
(New York: Community Service Society, 1950).
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.'penal institutions for juveniles frequently strive to reach the multiple
goals of confinement (custody) and of change (rehabilitation) in rather
ambiguous fashion.9

Generalizing from their study of six juvenile correctional organiza-
tions, Street, Vinter, and Perrow identify three major organizational
models within the custody-treatment continuum:

1. Obedience/conformity. Habits, respect for authority, and training are em-
phasized. The technique is conditioning. Obedience/conformity maintains
undifferentiated views of its inmates, emphasizes immediate accommoda-
tions to external controls, and utilizes high levels of staff domination with
negative sanctions. It is the most custodial type of. juvenile institution
presently found in the United States, for humanitarian pressures have
eliminated the incarceration-deprivation institution as a viable empirical
type.

2. Reeducation/development. Inmates are to be changed through training.
Changes in attitudes and values, acquisition of skills, the development
of personal resources, and new social behavior are sought. Compared to
the obedience/conformity type, this type provides more gratifications and
maintains closer staff-inmate relations.

3. Treatment. The treatment institution focuses on the psychological reconsti-
tution of the indi%"idual. It seeks more thoroughgoing personality change
than the other types. To this end it emphasizes gratifications and varied
activities, with punishments relatively few and seldom severe. In the indi-
vidual treatment-variant considerable stress is placed on self-insight and
two-person psychotherapeutic practices. In the milieu treatment-variant
attention is paid to both individual and social controls, the aim being
not only to help the inmate resolve his personal problems within the institu-
tion but also to prepare him for community living.0

The study of two institutions in each of these three categories led the
researchers to conclude that the implementation of the treatment goal
"remains elusive.""

'David Street, Robert D. Vinter, and Charles Perrow, Organization For Treatment
(New York: Free Press, 1966), pp. 1-15. Examine David Fogel, "Institutional Strate-
gies in Dealing with Youthful Offenders," Federal Probation, Vol. 3! (July, 1967),
pp. 41-47; Herschel Alt, "The Training School and Residential Treatment," Federal
Probation, Vol. 16 (March, 1952), pp. 32-35; and Leighton N. Dudley, "New
Horizons for the Institutional Treatment of Youth Offenders," Federal Probation,
Vol. 30 (June, 1966),pp. 50-53.

30Ibid., p. 21. .Refer to Frank R. Scarpitti and Richard M. Stephanson, "The
Use of the Small Group in the Rehabilitation of Delinquents," Federal Probation,
Vol. 30 (September, 1966), pp. 45-50.

"t Ibid., p. 279. See Esth er P. Rothman, "Teaching for a Positive Concept of
Authority in a School for Emotionally Disturbed Girls," Federal Probation, Vol.
28 (March, 1964), pp. 36-39; Carle F. O'Neil and David Gregory, "The Metamor-
phosis of a Training School," Federal Probation, Vpl. 28 (June, 1964), pp. 34-40;
and A. G. Novick, "'Institutional Diversification and Continuity of Service for Com-
mitted Juveniles," Federal Probation, Vol. 28 (March, 1964), pp. 40-47.
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Three institutions failed to implement treatment to any degree; two,
on the other hand, were overwhelmingly treatment oriented. If treatment
is to become a reality, staff members and units, Street, Vinter, and Per-
row concluded, must be given sufficient power over organizational opera-
tions. However, those implementing the treatment ideal must also recog-
nize that special external efforts must be exerted to neutralize community
hostility and to gain support from organizations of parents or other
agencies. Because treatment programs require a high degree of organiza-
tional flexibility, disruption in routine, ambiguities in criteria for staff
performance, and staff, inmate, and personnel conflicts must be ap-
proached with tolerance. Although meaningful change depends upon
capable executive leadership, leadership success in fulfilling treatment
goals is still subject to the limits imposed by the institutional 2 While
the obedience/conformity institutions produce negative results, the re-
education/development institutions, more conventional and open in their
program, reveal mixed but generally -more positive successes. "The con-
sequences for the inmates of the treatment institutions," Street, Vinter,
and Perrow conclude, "appear to be even more positive .with greater
development of personal and social controls and the acquisition of some
skills in problem-solving and self-understanding."13 Whether these skills
will continue without reinforcement after release, however, is another
question.

Most states have a limited program of juvenile institutional diversity.
While 8 states have one facility and 14 states have two serving juveniles,
six of the larger jurisdictions have nine or more juvenile institutions.
The growing use of small camps and reception centers has changed
the former pattern of the dual state boys' and girls' schools which domi-
nated juvenile corrections for many decades. The growth of camp pro-
'grams has partially been hastened by the lower cost of these operations
and the fact that the setting which small camps offer is more conducive
to treatment,.4 On the other hand, the, overcrowding of juvenile treat-
ment institutions has encouraged the parallel development of diagnostic
parole programs in which all juvenile court commitments are referred
either directly or after a short period of institutional treatment to a
reception center for screening for parole eligibility. Designed to redirect

Ibid., pp. 280-81. See Anthony Catalina, "Resolving 'Built-In' Staff Conflicts
in a Training School for Boys," Federal Probation, Vol. 30 (June, 1966), p. 60;
and John B. Leibrock, "The Houseparent and the Delinquent Boy," Federal Proba-
tion, Vol. 28 (September, 1964), pp. 59-60.

" Ibid., p. 282. Also see Eugene J. Mantone, "Walton Village," Federal Probation,
Vol. 31 (June, 1967), pp. 27-32; and M. E. Switzer, "Treatment in the Community,"
Trial, Vol. 4 (April-Nlay, 1968), p. 11.

"Winslow, op. cit., p. 203. Refer to Kenneth S. Carpenter and George H.
Weber, "Intake and Orientation Procedures in Institutions for Delinquent Youth,"
Federal Probation, Vol. 30 (March, 1966), p. 37.
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juvenile treatment attempts from training schools to short, intensive
treatment programs followed by parole in the community, reception
center parole and short-term treatment programs have grown immensely
in recent years.

Such screening in New York City's Youth House is carried out by
special aftercare staff while juveniles await entrance into the state school
system. Those selected return to the community and participate in an
extensive casework program. In Washington, D.C., juveniles are screened
in a central reception center for juvenile offenders, many being assigned
immediately to foster homes, halfway houses, or other community based
programs.1 5 California makes the greatest use of reception center release.
Approximately 20 percent of the boys and 35 percent of the girls pro-
cessed by the California Youth Authority upon a normal 30-day reception
center testing period are released to foster home placement or to regular
parole.

Youths referred to reception centers commonly stay in these locations
between 28 and 45 days. Children are frequently committed to state
training institutions for 4 to 24 months; their median stay is for 9
months.'" Three fourths of the total state institutional' systems, housing
nine tenths of the institutional population, commonly have an average
length of stay between six months and one year.' Nearly 42 percent
of the 233 probation departments examined in the National Survey of
Corrections reported that they commonly use foster home placement
as an alternative to institutionalization because these homes provide
the youth with closer identification with respectable community mem-
bers, carry less stigma than juvenile institutions, maintain the youth
within or near his own community, and are far less costly. Inasmuch
as the foster home implies the severing of family ties for a temporary
or permanent period, it must be used with discretion.

Many states have developed group homes as a middle offering be-

" Ibid., p. 230. Refer to Arthur W. Vitherspoon, "Foster Home Placements
for Delinquent Juveniles," Federal Probation, Vol. 30 (December, 1966), pp. 48-52;
Ruth Gilpin, "Foster Home Care for Delinquent Children," Annal, Vol. 261 (Janu-
ary, 1948), pp. 120-27; Helen R. Hagan, "Foster Care for Children," Social Work
Year Book-1954 (New York: National Association of Social Workers, 1954), pp.
225-32; and F. McNeil, "Halfvay-House Program for Delinquents," Crime and
Delinquency, Vol. 13 (October, 1967 ). p. 107.

Ibid., p. 204. See R. H. Levy, "Reception and Diagnostic Center of the Illinois
Youth Commission, Juvenile Court Judgcs Journal. Vol. 18 (Spring, 1967), p. 12;
Martin Gula, "Study and Treatment Homes for Troubled Children," The Child,
Vol. 12 (November, 1947), pp. 66-70; and jm'enile Division, Philadelphia's Youth
Study Center Annual Report (Philadelphia: Youth Study Center, 1964).

" Ibid., p. 204. For another facet. see "Transfer of Juveniles to Adult Correctional
Institutions," Wisconsin Law Review, Vol. 1966 (Summer, 1966), p. 866; and
"Facts and Law of the Inter-Institutional Transfer of Juveniles," Maine Law Review,
Vol. 20 (1968), p. 93; and R. Mills, "Delinquent Disabled Boys," Crime and
Delinquency, Vol. 13 (October, 19ti7), p. 545.
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tween the foster home and the juvenile institution. The Minnesota Youth
Commission, for example, pays a nominal retaining fee for each licensed
bed in seven group homes serving its programs'; when a youth is placed
in the home operated by independent parties, the amount paid per bed
is increased. Similarly, the Wisconsin Division of Corrections utilizes
33 homes for boys or girls. Placing four to eight adolescents in each
location, these homes serve the equivalent number of juveniles in one
institution at 25 to 33 percent less cost. While this approach is promising,
the fact that it allows county probation departments to avoid responsibil-
ity for a community-based juvenile treatment program remains a
drawback.'8

Approaches to treatment

Whatever the location of the correctional attempt, a number of ap-
proaches to juvenile treatment may be used in juvenile institutional
or other treatment programs. The psychological and ego-alien ap-
proaches, for example, emphasize individual treatment within a social
environment. The environment is evaluated in terms of its influence
upon delinquency rather than its relationship to group membership.
Therefore, the focus of treatment is placed upon the restructuring of
the individual's personality through the delineation of required roles,
the observance of discipline, and a regimentation of the daily institu-
tional program. Largely rejecting the possibility that delinquency may
be due to a feeling of self-satisfaction rather than dissatisfaction, the
supporters of the psychological treatment approach seek signs that the
juvenile has internalized stable response patterns through daily
interaction,

The ego-alien approach varies slightly. Franz Alexander and Lewis B.
- Shapiro, for example, relate delinquency to ego-alien impulses which

are frequently represented in aggressive antisocial nature behavior."
Delinquency, they presume, is a behavioral disturbance stimulated by
unconscious motivational forces which are eventually expressed in the
distorted substitute of the delinquent act. Possessing a weak superego,
the child is unable to repress and to control his unconscious drives
and therefore expresses them in overt delinquency. The youth may be

u Ibid., pp. 226-27.
" Franz Alexander and Lewis B. Shapiro, "Neurosis, Behavior Disorder and Per-

versions," in Franz Alexander and Helen Ross (eds.), Dynamic Psychiatry (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1952), p. 132. Refer to F. L. Faust, "Group Counseling
with Juveniles," Crime and Delinquency, Vol. 11 (October, 1965), p. 349; Marvin
Hersko, "Community Therapy in an Institution for Delinquent Girls," Federal Proba-
tion, Vol. 28 (June, 1964), pp. 41-46; R. C. Sarri and R. D. Vinter, "Group
Treatment Strategies in Juvenile Correctional Program," Crime and Delinquency,
Vol. 11 (October, 1965), p. 326.
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successfully treated only if he learns to understand his conscious and
unconscious actions.

The guided group interaction approach, a form of group counseling,
attempts to involve a number of juvenile offenders in frequent but inten-
sive discussions pertaining to motivation and behavior. Emphasizing
the evaluation of current experiences and problems, the guided group
interaction method strives to develop a treatment-oriented group "cul-
ture" in which participants may follow members in the solution of their
problems. Presuming the principle that peer recommendations are more
likely to be accepted by fellow offenders, the guided group interaction
approach permits the common sharing of anxieties and hopes necessary
for the eventual resolution of these personal problems. This method
emphasizes the individual's participation in seeking a constructive solu-
tion to the problems at hand.20

Experiments in guided group interaction.. An early experiment in
guided group interactions was inaugurated for 20 boys between 16 and
17 at Highfields, New Jersey, in 1950. All participants were assigned
directly by the juvenile court as a condition of probation. Juveniles
wbo were mentally retarded or deeply disturbed, or who had been previ-
ously committed to a correctional school, were screened from considera-
tion. Working on the assumption that the major impact of juvenile cor-
rections occurs within the first three months of contact, the program
provided for group members to work at nearby psychiatric institutions
during the day and to participate in group counseling sessions in the
evening. On weekends each boy cleaned his residence, received visitors,
participated in religious services, and shared free time. Encouraged to
confront the problems of his peers and his own person, each youth
was given as much responsibility as the staff believed he could manage
at the time. Release depended upon his peers' evaluation of his readiness
for release, itself a major change in the normal expectation that the
juvenile. may be released only upon the fulfillment of standards set by
his incarcerators.

An examination of the effectiveness of the Highfields experiment for
youthful offenders by H. Ashley Weeks indicates that the approach was
effective with a large number of the boys sent to the project. In com-
parison to 47 of every 100 boys from the New Jersey State Reformatory
for Males of Annandale, 63 of every 100 Highfields boys were able to
stay free of other violations which might lead to reinstitutionalization

* Stephen Schafer and Richard D. Xnudten, The Problem of Juvenile Delinquency
(New York: Random House, Inc., 1970). Consult %V. J. Granier, "Rehabilitation:
Theory and Practice," Juvenile Court Judges Journal, Vol. 18 (Spring, 1967), p.
16; J. E. Cowden, "Predicting Institutional Adjustment and Recidivism in Delinquent
Boys," Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology, and Police Science, Vol. 57 (March,
1966), p. 39.
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upon the completion of their treatment. This difference,21 however, was
largely due to the higher success rate for Negroes in the Highfields pro-
gram. Officially on probation at the time that they were included in
the Highfields experiment, approximately one fifth of the boys were
unable to maintain effective residence. Some ran away, viewed the pro-
gram as threatening, or worked to disrupt the progress of the stable
group. Despite these limitations, the Highfields program, Weeks found,
rehabilitated 28 more boys per 100 than the traditional male youth re-
habilitation approach. At Highfields, 8 out of every 10 white boys and
7 out of every 10 Negroes were successful.

Although Highfields white boys become more favorable toward obey-
ing the law and less favorable in attitudes toward law enforcement,
Annandale white boys showed greater favorableness toward general au-
thority and less toward law enforcement. Highfields Negro boys, on
the other hand, revealed a more unfavorable attitude toward parental

-authority and showed the greatest tendency for change, scoring favor-
ably on five scales and unfavorably in attitudes toward parental author-
ity. While the experience at Highfields and Annandale did not substan-
tially change the primary goals or basic drives of either group, the
Annandale group did not seem to recognize and to accept their basic
drives or to clarify their primary goals. Among the Highfields males,
on the other hand, primary goals were more clearly defined and basic
drives more fully accepted. Overall, the Highfields program rehabilitated
youth at a high rate of success at less cost over a shorter period of
time than at Annandale.-22

The success of the Highfields project encouraged the development
of other similar programs in Essexfields (New Jersey), Pinehills and
Provo (Utah), and others in San Francisco and Los Angeles and in
Kentucky and New York. The Provo, Essexfields, and San Francisco
variations permit each boy to live at horhe and participate in meaningful
community employment, daily group meetings, and rigorous programs.
The Provo experiment in its early years provided for the employment
of every boy by the city at 50 cents per hour during the summer. After
he had completed his assigned task, he participated in guided group
interaction sessions until released at 7 P.M. to return home. Assuming
that change must be shared by others if it is to be meaningful, the
youths defined and sought solutions to problems under the guidance
of group members and project staff.23 Although both staff and offenders

H. Ashley Weeks, Youthful Offenders at Highfields (Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan Press, 1963), pp. 118-19.

" Ibid., p. 122. Also see Howard W. Polsky, Cottage Six: The Social System
of Delinquent Boys in Residential Treatment (New York: Russell Foundation, 1962).

. " President's Commission, op. cit., p. 171. Also examine James A. Lucas, "Thera-
peutic Use of Limits in Dealing With Institutionalized Delinquent Boys," Federal
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were responsible for defining how much responsibility the violator shall
assume for his own life, he was forced to solve these problems in the
Essexfields and Pinehills programs within his own community in relation-
ship to his family, friends, teachers, and employers. Both projects
avoided the artificial characteristics of the normal training school and
encouraged juveniles to live at home.24

The Parkland project in Louisville (Kentucky), the Girl's Unite for
Intensive Daytime Education program, commonly called GUIDE, in
Richmond (California), and a second girl's program in San Mateo (Cali-
fornia) have posed variations of the guided group interaction approach.
In each instance youths involved in these projects meet jointly at a
designated center and participate in crafts, educational training, center
beautification and development, and individual and group counseling.
At Parkland, participants share in morning classes, afternoon work about
the Louisville Zoo, and evening dinner and group counseling sessions.25

Underlying this approach is the belief that work skills can overcome
the limitations imposed by deviant tendencies and can assist in the devel-
opment of self-reliance and institutional efficiency.2

The youth authority and treatment of juveniles

California, Texas, Illinois,. Massachusetts, and Delaware maintain
statewide juvenile correctional authorities. A number of other states have
established committees, boards, or commissions to deal with the prob-
lems of juvenile offenders. The majority of the states have been reticent
to utilize this approach due to the feeling of many judges that the
transference of sentencing authority to these boards is a threat to their
own sentencing power. Moreover, administrators and personnel in estab-.
lished institutions have been unwilling to modify existing procedures.
In addition, many legislators, believing the authority approach to be
an experiment, have refused to enact an authority measure without more
conclusive information concerning its benefits.

Under the authority approach, juveniles are placed under the super-
vision of youth authorities through the action of juvenile and superior

Probation, Vol. 28 (June, 1964), pp. 46--50; William Crain, "The Chronic 'Mess-Up'
and His Changing Character," Federal Probation, Vol. 28 (June, 1964), pp. 50-56;
and David L. Haarer, "Gifted Delinquents," Federal Probation, Vol. 30 (March,

jM' 1966), pp. 43-46.
"4 Winslow, op. cit., p. 224.
" Ibid., p. 225.
2, Schafer and Knudten, op. cit. See Norman C. Tolman, "Approaching the Institu-

tionalized Female Delinquent Through Group Therapy," Federal Probation, Vol.
25 (June. 1961), pp. 34-40; M. M. Crimes, "Group Counseling for Probationers.
and Staff," Crime and Delinqucncy, Vol. 11 (October, 1965), p. 355; and S. Silver-
stein, "'Vork Therapy Program for Delinquent Boys," Crime and Delinquency, Vol.
11 (July, 1965), p. 256.
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courts. Offenders are uauilly sent first to reception and diagnostic centers
where their particular needs are evaluated and treatment programs an-
ticipated. The California Youth Authority program, created in 1941 and
closely modeled after the Borstal system in England, permits the au-
thority to accept a limited number of cases, assume responsibility for
delinquency prevention, and maintain jurisdiction over juvenile and
youthful offenders to the age of 23. In 1961, the California Youth Au-
thority was incorporated into a new adult and youth corrections agency.
The Youth Authority Board was subsequently expanded from three
to six, each member being appointed by the governor and approved
by the state senate. Organized into administrative, field, treatment, and
research services, the California Youth Authority strives to provide the
best possible training and environment for the juvenile or youth under-
going correctional treatment":

One of its more interesting experiments has been the Community
Treatment Project for juveniles in Sacramento and San Joaquin counties,
which is designed for the gathering of hardcore data concerning the
effectiveness of treatment programs. After screening in a reception cen,
ter, boys and girls free of mental abnormality, serious offenses, or com-
munity objection to their participation are randomly assigned to, the
community project or are sent to a juvenile institution, eventually to
be paroled. Members of the experimental group thereupon undergo indi-
vidual and group counseling, group and family therapy, school training,
and other group activities in a highly developed and yet individualized
treatment plan. Working with a ratio of 1 staff to 12 youths at a program
center which houses the staff and provides a recreation area, classrooms,
and a music room, the staff attempts to correct the youths' problems.
The control group, on the other hand, follows the normal routine within
the traditional California juvenile institution.

The early success of the program was apparent when a check of
parolees at the end of 15 months' parole exposure revealed that 28 per-
cent of the experimental group as opposed to 52 percent of the control
group had their paroles revoked. When the program was extended to
the Watts area in Los Angeles and to Oakland in 1964, similar apparent
successes were also revealed. At the end of 15 months of parole exposure,
39 percent of the predominantly Negro youths of the Watts and Oakland
experiments underwent parole revocation in comparison to a statewide
revocation rate of 48 percent for juveniles of the same age categories.
While the $150-per-month cost per boy in the Los Angeles and Oakland
programs was three to four times as much as the cost of regular parole,

" Reed K. Clegg, Probation and Parole (Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas,
Publisher, 1964), pp. 154-57; and John R. Ellingston, "The Youth Authority Pro-
gram," in Paul %V. Tappan, (ed.), Contemporary Correction (New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1951), pp. 126-27.
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it was less than one half the average monthly cost of institutionalizing
the offender."'

In another experiment of the California Youth Authority, the Marshall
program was created to ease the pressure of juvenile institutions. It
consisted of a three months' intensive treatment program at the Norwalk
reception center and was founded on a therapeutic community concept.
Youths selected for the program participate in a half day of work in
institutional operation and maintenance, a few specialized education
classes, and daily group counseling. Rewards for active juvenile partici-
pation include progressively longer and more frequent home furloughs
and parent-youth participation in group activities. Early data reveal
that 44 percent of the Marshall youths as opposed to 47 percent of
a matched group undergo parole revocation within 15 months of parole
exposure. The revocation rate is based upon a three-month treatment
program at Marshall and an average eight- to nine-month training pro-
gram at the slate school. Although the apparent results of both institu-
tions were similar, the Marshall program represented a significant saving
to the public.29

Variations in programs for treatment of juveniles

Many other delinquency treatment programs have also been created
by other state or private agencies. The Institute for Behavioral Research
at Silver Spring, Maryland, for example, has created the Case Project,
a development on a predetermined scale. Each youth receives one penny
for each point to a maximum of $40 per week. From this amount, he
pays for his private room, food, recreation, books, toiletries, schooling,
and decorations. The philosophy undergirding the program implies the
belief of the counselors that "a well-designed environment can, by offer-
ing select and well-designed choices, help direct the behavior of the
students to those academic and Social goals -which are necessary for
successful participation in our democratic society."30 Under these provi-
sions, participating students may be employed by the Project according
to their educational backgrounds and level of competence. The student
in the Case program is encouraged to compete actively in order to
develop the skills necessary to compete effectively on the open market.

Another treatment variation was initiated in early 1968 as the National
Training School for Boys at Morgantown, West Virginia. Located on
a 340-acre campus, the school is designed to house a maximum popula-
tion of 354 boys. It closely resembles a prep school. Included are seven

Winslow, op. cit., p. 229.
Ibid., pp. 230-31.

N Robert C. Byrd, "Turning a Corner in Juvenile Corrections," Federal Probation,
Vol. 30 (December, 1966), p. 17.
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separate housing units, a junior high school, a senior high school, a
chapel, a clinical center, and outdoor recreational facilities .3  Among
the facilities are a library, hobbyshop, gymnasium, central dining hall,
warehouse, commissary, and barbershop grouped'about a community
square. Emphasizing the education of the youth, the School is designed
tO facilitate his educational advancement upon diagnosis of hii core
problem. The school's staff seeks to channel the juvenile's interests into
particular vocational and technical training programs.

The scope of institutions for juveniles

Overall, juvenile institutions are many and varied and serve a diverse
constituency (see Figure 22-2). For example, the 1965 survey by the
Children's Bureau of 220 state-operated juvenile institutions in 50 states,
Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia disclosed that an average
daily population of 42,389 youths participated in juvenile training pro-
.grams in these institutions. These institutions represent 8. percent of
the juvenile training school capacity in the United States. The average
daily population in 17 jurisdictions, the study uncovered, was more than
10 percent below, and in 11 was 10 percent or more above, capacity. 2

Thirty-one states reported the periodic or sustained use of private facili-
ties for the placement of delinquents. Although existing facilities in 1965
were highly strained, anticipated new construction by 1975 in all but
eight states would increase the present capacity by over 42 percent.
However, a capacity of 20 or less percent is planned in only 55 percent
of present construction, 63 percent of authorized construction, and 45
percent of projected construction.
. The American Psychiatric Association recommends that juvenile insti-

tutions be limited to 150 children in order to. maximize the value of
the treatment program. The greater majority of juvenile population, how-
ever, is currently institutionalized in facilities for far larger numbers.
The association recommends maximum capacity standards for living
units of 20 for homogeneous and 12 to 16 for heterogeneous groupings.
It also encourages the construction of private rooms for girls. Of all
1,344 living units in 220 juvenile institutions in the various states, how-
ever, only 24 percent maintain a capacity of 20 or less." Many of the

t Ibid., p. 14.
" Winslow, op. cit., pp. 202-3. See American Psychiatric Association, Quide to

Planning for Training Schoobs for Delinquent Children (Washington, D.C.: American
Psychiatric Association, 1952). ,

, Ibid., p. 209. Consult Joseph H. Kane, "An Institutional Program for the
Seriously Disturbed Delinquent Boy," Federal Probation, Vol. 30 (September, 1966),
pp. 37-44; 11. N1. Gary, "Help For the Retarded Delinquent," Juvenile Court Judges
Journal, Vol. 19 (Spring. 1968', p. 20; R. B. Miller and E. Kennedy, "Adolescent
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FIGURE 22-2
Juveniles under correctional supervision in the United States
(population projected to 1975)
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new juvenile institutions are reception centers and boys' camps. While
the reception center, found in 10 states, provides greater opportunities
for evaluation of juvenile needs before referral to one of the many state

Delinquenc'y and the Myth of Hospital Treatment," Crime and Delinquency, Vol.
12 (January, 1966), p. 38.
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juvenile institutions or agencies, the growth of youth camps for 40-50
boys have been stimulated by the lower cost of operation and their
generally higher success rate.

Of the 21,247 staff members employed in state' juvenile institutions
who served an average 1965 daily population of 42,389 trainees, only
1,154 were psychiatrists, psychologists, or social workers classified -as
treatment personnel. Although 282 psychiatrists were required to meet
the minimum standard of 1 psychiatrist per 150 children within the
average daily population of the 220 state-operated institutions recorded
in the survey, only a reported equivalent of 46 psychiatrists served juve-
nile interests. No more than four states provided the minimum standard
of psychiatric service. Of the 282 psychologists similarly required to
reach to the same ratio, only 182 equivalent psychologists were employed
by state juvenile institutions. While 12 states met the minimum ratio
standard, 9 states alone accounted for .106 (60 percent) of the psycholo-
gists employed. Of the 1,413 caseworkers -required to meet the minimum
standard of 1 for every 30 children, a total of 926, approximately 66
percent of the number necessary, were engaged by the 226 responding
institutions'

The recommended teacher-pupil ratio was I to 15; the overall
teacher-pupil ratio in the 220 institutions studied ranged from 1 to 17.
With 2,495 teachers employed, the teaching standard was more closely
realized than the standards in the casework, psychological, and psy-
chiatric service areas. In addition, 158 chaplains served the 220 state
institutions. However, 12 states offered no chaplaincy programs, 18 main-
tained less than half-time services per facility, and 32 employed one
chaplain per institution.3 ' Medical services were provided at 96 percent
and dental services at 94 percent of the training facilities. Recreational
services were available at 95 percent of the institutions, educational
programs at 88 percent, casework assistance at 86 percent, counseling
services at 79 percent, and psychological and psychiatric services at
75 and 71 percent respectively.

Per capita operating costs for the 52 jurisdictions in the survey
amounted to $3,411 per child, or a total annual operating cost of
$144,596,618, to house and care for an average daily population of 42,389
juveniles. The per capita cost varied widely, from $871 to $7,890 per

" Ibid., pp. 204-6. Evaluate Clifford A. Lawson, "What Services Do We Want
for Our Delinquent Children?" Federal Probation, Vol. 30 (March, 1966), pp.
32-36; and Povl W. Toussieng, 'The Role of the Psychiatric Consultnt in a State
Training School" Federal Probation, Vol. 25 (March, 1961), pp. 3--43.

"Harvey L. Long, "The Church's Mission and Delinquents," Federal Probation,
Vol. 27 (December,* 1963), pp. 26-31; and Marshall E. Miller, "The Place of
Religion in the Lives of Juvenile Offenders," Federal Probation, Vol. 29 (March,
1965), pp. 50-53.
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capita, in the 42 institutions which operate training facilities without
separate reception and diagnostic centers. Of the 42, 6 states reported

.per capita costs below $1,600 per year, 8 between $1,600 and $3,000,
13 between $3,000 and $4,500, and 13 above $4,500. In the 10 jurisdic-
tions that operated reception and diagnostic centers, per capita costs
varied from a low of $1,757 to a high of $5,723 during 1966-67. While
the average per capita cost was less than $2,000 in 3 states, it ranged
from $2,000 to $2,500 in 2, $3,900 to $4,500 in 3 states, and above $4,500
in 2 states. 36

The majority of treatment educational and administrative staff in juve-
nile institutions, a 1964 study by the Children's Bureau revealed, do
not possess the minimal educational requirements expected by the cor-
rectional profession. Educational background, the study disclosed, is
especially low for cottage personnel, social workers, academic teachers,
medical aides, and occupational supervisors. Not only are institutions
facing major difficulty in retaining sufficiently well-qualified employees,
but high staff turnover also reflected the failure of particular institutions
to implement recommended personnel policies and practices. 3

Although study recommends the 40-hour workweek for personnel
working in juvenile institutions, the average workweek is more than
40 hours in 16 states and more than 50 in 7 others. The majority of*
state training facility staffs are protected under the merit system, and
merit or civil service coverage is recommended for all training school
personnel, but superintendents in 30 states are commonly outside such
security guarantees. Superintendents are recommended to have com-
pleted graduate training in the behavior sciences or child development,
but many do not come close to fulfilling such criteria. Ten jurisdictions,
for example, make no formal educational demands and hire the best
personnel available at the needed time. Twenty-eight, however, require
college training, and twelve expect the superintendent to have completed
a graduate degree. Juvenile staff standards suggest that employed case-
workers be graduates of accredited schools of social work; 36 jurisdic-
tions require a college background and 11 require a graduate degree.
Although no standard has been designated for cottage staff members,
they have traditionally been at least high school graduates. Despite
the fact that cottage staff members are important persons in training

" Ibid., pp. 50-53.
" Children's Bureau, Personnel arid Personnel Practices in Public Institutions

for Delinquent Children: A Survey (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1966), pp. 1-29. Also see Frank Flynn, "First Steps in Solving Training
Needs of Court and Institutional Vorkers Who Treat Juvenile Delinquents," Training
Personnel for Work tvith Juvenile Delinquents (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1954).
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facility programs, low salaries have generally made it difficult to establish
sound educational requirements for such positions. 39

The disposition of delinquents in Great Britain

Delinquency sentencing alternatives and correctional methods in
Great Britain vary. They include such alternatives as absolute discharge
by the court, conditional discharge upon guarantees of good behavior,
fines imposed upon the child or his parents, probation, committal to
the care of a fit person, or detention in one of several alternative institu-
tions. These include remand homes, approved schools, attendance cen-
ters, detention centers, and Borstal institutions.3"

Remand homes. These homes provide offenders under the age of
17 safe custody as they await their court appearance, are remanded
to custody temporarily while the case is adjourned, or seek admission
to another institution. Used as 'a temporary detention center for a period
not exceeding one month, the remand home provides a custodial facility
in which the child's character, intelligence, and physical or mental condi-
tion may be observed.

Approved schools. These institutions are industrial schools created
in the 19th century for destitute and delinquent children and named
after the "approval" of the Secretary of State, who certifies specific
schools for residential child care and protection. These schools classify
children according to age and sex and offer "difficult" boys and girls
a meaningful educational opportunity within a controlled environment.
Emphasizing the remolding of character, the schools encourage the de-
velopment of a sense of social responsibility among its participants.
While the actual tenure of the boy or girl may be shorter for those
under '12 years of age, most juveniles are detained in the approved
school for a three-year period. After discharge they receive aftercare
services until 21 years of age. '0

Attendance centers. The centers are used as a means of disciplining
young offenders or delinquents by placing restrictions upon their liberty'
of action. If found guilty of an offense as an adult, British youths be-
tween 18 and 24 may be required to attend the center during their
spare time on Saturdays rather than serve a term of imprisonment. While
they may be required to attend for up to 3 hours on any one occasion,
they may not be restricted in their freedom for more than 12 hours.
The attendance center program, designed to encourage the proper use

"Winslow, op. cit.,- pp. 207-8.
" The Treatment of Offenders in Britain (London: H. M. Stationery Office,

1960), pp. 29-37.
". Schafer and Knudten, op. cit, p. 354.
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of leisure and to teach young offenders respect for law,"1 commonly
includes such activities as instruction in handicrafts, lectures on practical
topics and physical training, and hard physical work.

Detention center. If the offense is especially serious, the British youth
between. 16 or 17 and 20 may be sentenced under specific circumstances
to detention centers, Borstal training, or a prison. 42 For example, magis-
trates courts may send an English boy to a detention center without
requiring any fitness or other study pertinent to the treatment of the
offender, inasmuch as detention centers are primarily designed to main-
tain the custody of the youth. Originally conceived as a means of punish-
ment through a short, tough, and even unpleasant experience, boys in
detention normally work hard, have little recreation time, and "spend
quite a lot of time changing their clothes."" Serving the young males
guilty of slightly more serious offenses, they offer a longer and more
intensive residential training than found in the remand homes. Detained
in such a center for a period of three to six months, the juvenile lives

,a disciplined life and engages in a 44-hour workweek. Boys of compul-
sory school age receive regular schooling; evening classes are provided
for older youths. Designed to administer a "'short-sharp-shock" to the
juvenile offender, the detention center stimulates boys to participate
in the center's high-powered operation.

Borstal institutions. The Borstals offer personal remedial and educa-
tional training for those between 16 and o21 years of age. Part of an
overall system of reception centers, security Borstals and Recall institu-
tions, the Borstal permits long-term training, usually over a' four-year
period, which is divided into two parts. During the first nine months
to three years, the youth is treated at a Borstal for either boys or girls.
The average time spent in the first phase is 20 months. In the second
phase, which extends to the end of the four-year period, the offender
undergoes treatment in a controlled and supervised environment. At
first he may be placed in a reception center, where screening personnel
select the Borstal best suited for his treatment requirements. Upon arrival
at this location, he takes up residence in a homogeneous home of about
50 boys or girls under the supervision of a housemaster or housemistress
and house staff. Within this setting, he is encouraged to participate
in decision making, accept responsibility, and exert self-control through
daily participation in physical training, work, entertainment, reading,
and recreation.

41 Treatment of Offenders in Britain. p. 32.
a Charlotte Banks, "Borstal Prison -and Detention Centres," in Hugh Kare (ed.),

Changing Concepts of Crime and Its Treatment (New York: Pergamon Press, Inc.,
19W0), p. 117.

"0 Ibid., p. 122.
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The Borstal system was. an outgrowth of an 1895 practice of segregat-
ing young offenders in a wing of Bedford prison. By 1902, older offenders
serving sentences of more than 12 months were transported from
throughout England to the Borstal Prison in Rochester and later to
Dartmoor and Lincoln for basic training.44 Currently, the Borstal system
depends upon a system of graded classification which attempts to pair
each offender with a suitable open, intermediate, or closed security insti-
tution. About one half are "closed" or maximum security institutions.
Because many Borstals emphasize individual casework rather than group
counseling, the decision which is invoked becomes highly important
to the treatment process. 45 Borstal institutions at Aylesbury and East
Sutton Park serve girls.

All inmates share in hard labor while in their assigned Borstal. Physi-
cal training is provided in gymnastics, play activities, handicrafts, and
reading. Borstal youth may clear land, reclaim land from the sea, farm,
or participate in industrial or shop employment. Training periods, often
12 to 18 months in duration, provide the youth with useful employment
skills. Approximately 20 percent of the Borstal boys participate in voca-
tional training, at any one time. Upon release, the Borstal youth may
be placed under the supervision of an aftercare association which coun-
sels the youth and helps him to find employment and housing."6 A "li-
censee," the youth is released pending good conduct and is subject to
revocation of his license and to return to a Borstal facility for a period
between 5 months to a year for violation.

The judge of the magistrates court may commit a male youth to
sessions court for Borstal sentence if he meets the required age require-
ments and the court accepts the premise that Borstal training would
be in his best interests. Generally, most boys can be sent to the Borstal
only by a higher court.

While the Borstal sentence is indeterminate, it commonly includes
a minimum of 6 months and a maximum of two years of treatment,
the average sentence being between 14 and 15 months. Upon showing
proper motivation, he may be gradually released from the institution
so that he might be acclimated to the proper use of freedom. If he
fails to comply with the conditions of his controlled freedom, he may
be recalled at a later time to one of the Borstals or other rehabilitation
centers. 4' Early release may occur for good behavior as in the United

"States, the* decision resting ,with the authority of the Borstal Institutions.
While the Home Secretary reported that 60 percent of the youths re-
leased from Borstals were not recommitted within a five-year period,

" Clegg, op. cit., pp. 151-52.
Ban.s, op. cit., p. 123.

' Clegg, op. cit., p. 153.
" Schar and Knudten, op. cit., pp. 354-55.
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William Healy and Benedict S. Alper have reported success rates ranging
as high as 84 percent. 4

Today English magistrates courts may commit a boy over 17 convicted
summarily of an indictable offense triable by Quarter Sessions to a higher
court for sentence if they believe that it would best serve the needs
of the person and the requirements of justice. In the past, they could
sentence a boy directly to prison for not more than six months.49 Boys
sentenced to prison for less than three months generally served their
time in separate facilities from older prisoners at a local prison. Because
the very shortness of the sentence largely made any training or work
program of limited value, commitment for less criminal boys between
1961 and 1963 shifted away from imprisonment and toward the use
of detention centers.50 The Criminal Justice Act of August, 1963, how-
ever, abolished medium prison sentences for boys sentenced to terms
between six months and three years who had not been previously been
sent to a Borstal or to a prison for six months or more. Under the
new provisions, a sentence of 18 months or more could be given to
such youths. All short prison sentences were also eliminated and substi-
tuted with detention orders.

Of the 2,178 boys discharged from all British Borstals in 1958, 1,156
(53 percent) were reinstitutionalized and 1,506 (69 percent) reconvicted
within five years. Of the 3,438 boys discharged in 1961, 1,506 (45 per-
cent) were reinstitutionalized and 2,122 (64 percent) reconvicted within
a two-year period following release. Among senior British boys in ap-
proved school, 56 percent released in 1958 were reconvicted within
three years.5 Of 331 boys examined by T. C. N. Gibbons, 67 percent
similarly succeeded and 33 percent failed or were reconvicted within
one year following release from detention. Within two years, the success
group dropped to 52 percent. and the failure one to 48 percent. Of
300 boys undergoing Borstal training, however, 58 percent succeeded
and 42 percent failed after one year, and 44 percent succeeded and
56 percent failed after two years. Comparatively, 45 percent of the 307
youths sentenced to young prisoners centers succeeded and 55 percent
failed after one year; 31 percent succeeded and 69 percent failed after
two.

An examination of such findings leads Charlotte Banks to conclude
simply that prison "is least effective, detention most effective, and Borstal
between the two."52 However, the differing failure rates, she also points

'William Healy and Benedict S. Alper, Criminal Youth in the B)rsal System
(New York: Commonwealth Fund, 1944).

Banks, op. cit., pp. 120-22.
N Ibid., p. 135.
,Derek Miller, "A Model of an Institution for '1 seating A'3olescent Delinquent

Boys," Changing Concepts of Crime and Its Treatment, p. 97.
a Banks, op. cit., p. 124.
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out, are largely, if not entirely, "due to the types of boys sent to the
three kinds of institution.'5 Fewer boys convicted of indictable violence,
driving offenses, larceny, taking and driving away, or nonindictable
crimes are sent to Borstal institutions. Although a larger number of
"breakers and enterers" entered the Borstal in 1961, most sexual offend-
ers, frauds, false pretense participants, nonindictable assaulters, ma-
licious damagers, taking and driving away thieves and other "nonin-
dictable" offenders were transported to a prison.54

Treatment of juveniles in Canada

Most Canadian training schools fall-into one of two types of classifica-
tion. Usually, they are either common-theft types which place little em-
phasis upon clinical therapy or they are professionalist oriented and
emphasize the treatment capabilities of the psychiatrist, psychologist,
caseworker, or groupworker,5 The former emphasizes understanding
and a common humane approach to juvenile treatment; the latter utilizes
modern skills in the treatment process. Both have their limitations and
strengths, and professional and staff relations are often strained by the
conflict arising over the use of differing correctional methods.

The New Haven Borstal Institution of South Burnaby near Vancouver,
British Columbia, was, developed for delinquent use after World War
II. Patterned after the English Borstal system, the New Haven institution
provides a large house, dormitories, and workshops for use of youths
between 16 and 23 who are confined within its premises for six to nine
months56 Begun with 50 youths, the maximum enrollment has since
been placed at 40 in order to maintain a sense of intimacy and of com-
munity. The 16 staff roles at New Haven include those of the director,
assistant director house master, social worker, vocational instructor,
Borstal officer, and clerical assistant. Emphasis at the institution is placed
upon meaningful communication and a variety of activities rather than
upon formal counseling or casework. Trades are used as therapy, and
stress is placed upon vocational training as a means for encouragement
of self-reliance, initiative, and resourcefulness. Once the boy is oriented
to the institution, he works with the Borstal volunteer or association
to plan for his release upon discharge. These free agents also assist

Ibid., p. 124.
"Ibid., p. 125.

Sinclair, op. cit., p. 250. Also see R. P. Francis, "Training Schools Act, 1965,"
Saskatchcwan Bar Recicw, Vol. 31 (June. 1966), p. 117; and B. Green, "Trumpets,
Justice, and Federalism," Unicersity of Toronto Law Journal, Vol. 16 (1966), p.
407,

" John P. 'Conrad, Crime and Its Correction (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1967), p. 271.
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in finding housing and jobs and in integrating the youth into the com-
munity. One of the greatest assets of the New Haven program has been
the close cooperation engendered among the staff, detained youths, and
members of the Borstal association. 7

Although the New Haven Borstal administration is progressive, few
Canadian training school administrators have been willing to- break com-
pletely %vith past methods and traditions. A few have attempted to do
so, however. Although the Boscoville school in Quebec has developed
a "total staff involvement" treatment program, it has done so at a high
cost and high staff-pupil ratio. Staff members must be part teacher,
part social worker, part therapist, and part friend; they must be exceed-
ingly well-trained, able to lay bare their own feelings and attitudes,
and yet to absorb large amounts of hostility and aggression."8 Few
schools have enough trained staff to even consider such a program.
In Ontario, boys are generally separated from girls and Catholics from
non-Catholics. Girls are classified in relationship to the degree of super-
vision that each requires. Younger boys are segregated from older youths
and are housed in one school. Mature youths with academic bents are
sent to a second school; those with vocational interests to a third; and
those in need of confinement to a small maximum-security institution. 59

While Canadian training-schools have avoided many of the more no-
torious pitfalls of the American and British systems, they nevertheless
use several basic procedures which may undermine specific phases of
the school process. In some instances, one or more senior children are
permitted to apply corrective measures to other child offenders. At other
times, a group may be punished for the misdeeds or violations of a
single member, an act which serves to solidify relationships in the juve-
nile community at the expense of the treatment program. Finally, the
use of corporal punishment reinforces juvenile hostility against adults.
In order to overcome these and other limitations and to develop a suc-
cessful training school rehabilitation program for young delinquents,
Donald Sinclair recommends that Canadian federal and provincial au-
thorities adopt the following changes:

1. Place the responsibility for care and treatment of neglected, depen-
dent and delinquent children on the child welfare departments of
the provinces.

2. Commit to training schools only children who need the type of care
these schools provide.

3. Develop a wider range of alternative ferms of care, such as group
foster homes, and extending the present use of foster care.

" Ibid., pp. 271-72.
"Sinclair, op. cit., p. 251.
" Ibid., p. 256.
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4. Provide appropriate hospitals for children who are mentally ill or
seriously disturbed emotionally and adequate maternity care for preg-
nant girls, and seek to commit these children to training schools.

5. Reduce the size of training schools and drastically reduce the number
of children for whom each house parent or supervisor is responsible.

6. Establish juvenile courts on a regional basis and provide them with
adequate clinical facilities for thorough assessment and observation
of a child before disposition of his case.

7. Provide an aftercare service that can effectively work with the family
of a delinquent while he is receiving training.

8. Provide adequate training programs for training school staffs.
9. Intensify the drive to attract well-trained clinical workers to the

schools.,,

Even these reforms, however, may not be enough. The value of the
training school still depends upon the accurate evaluation of the range
of responsibility which the youth is able to accept and the degree of
punishment which in his case possesses a deterrent value.

AFTERCARE OF JUVENILES

The value of institutionalization of juveniles depends in large measure
upon the character and quality of aftercare services. Juvenile aftercare
refers to the "duty of society" to assist the delinquent to reenter normal
society and to resist future pressures toward deviance." Such services
may be provided by a state agency through training schools, by the
juvenile court, by public or private casework agencies, by an adult parole
authority, by a particular judge, or by volunteer organizations within
a specific community or state.62

Aftercare, the last step in the juvenile treatment program, is theoreti-
cally an integral part of the correction process. Because it is that aspect
of treatment which enables the juvenile to reenter effectively his own
community as a valued person, it is especially important to the successful
training of juveniles. In 1965, an estimated 59,000 youths, of whom

, Ibid., pp. 266-78.
" Schafer and Knudten, op. cit. Also see "Juvenile Aftercare," Crime and De-

linquency, Vol. 13 (January, 1967), p. 99; and D. Minge, "Youth Agencies Not
Found in the Yellow Pages," Juvenile Court Judges Journal, Vol. 17 (Fall, 1966),
p. 95.

P Charles L. Newman, Sourcebook on Probation, Parole and Pardons (Springfield,
Ill.: Charles C. Thomas, Publishers, 1968), pp. 230-31; and "Interstate Placement of
Juveniles," Columbia Journal of Law and Social Problems, Vol. 3 (June, 1967),
p. 171.
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12,000 wer girls, were under aftercare supervision, in the 50 states.
The number of juveniles cared for in state aftercare programs ranged
from 110 to 13,000 in 1965.03 Due to limitations of data concerning
these programs, the exact scope and coverage of aftercare services is
unclear. While 12 states maintain an active aftercare supervision program
for an average of less than one year, 25 offer supervision of one year
or more. Normally, girls are kept in aftercare supervision longer than
boys.

The average per capita aftercare cost approximates $320 per year,
even though costs in some states may range as high as $4,000 per year.
Overall, juvenile aftercare costs are estimated to be $18 million per
)-ear as opposed to the over $144 million spent annually to house a
daily population of 42,000 juvenile trainees at an average cost of nearly
$3,400 per trainee per year. The lower costs .of aftercare, however, are
somewhat misleading inasmuch as they frequently represent the lack.
of concern most states have for the reentry of the juvenile into society.
Aftercare caseloads may range as high as 250 adolescents to t% o or
three counselors, who themselves are frequently working in communities
far removed from the location of the juvenile's place of residence.

State departments which administer juvenile institutions also provide
aftercare services for juveniles in 34 states. Although local probation
departments frequently have no official relationship to the agency-admin-
istering training schools, they are often assigned aftercare responsibility
in five states. Several of the remaining states place aftercare programs
in local social welfare agencies."4

The median 1965 income of aftercare directors was $8,000 to $9,000;
of district supervisors, $7,000 to $8,000; and of aftercare counselors,
$5,000 to $6,000. Of the 40 states providing data concerning aftercare
personnel, 23 maintained a civil service or merit system coverage for
directors of juvenile aftercare services, 26 for the district supervisors,
and 29 for aftercare workers. Thirty-four of forty reporting states noted
that they required juvenile aftercare workers to possess a bachelor's
degree in social or behavior sciences, one year of graduate study in
social work or a related field, or one year of paid full-time casework
in corrections. Nevertheless, such minimum standards frequently had
to be waived in practice. The 40 reporting states employed 133 district
supervisors, 76 district assistant supervisors and 1,033 aftercare coun-
selors in 1965.

While it is recommended that juvenile aftercare counselors maintain
active supervision of a maximum of 50 cases, the median 1965 caseload

" Winslow, op. cit., p. 218.
"Ibid., pp. 216.
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range was 61 to 70. Because of the wide geographic distributions of
many aftercare counselors and services, aftercare supervision is often
crisis oriented in that the counselor contacts the child only in emergen-
cies. More commonly, supervision is maintained through the reception
of monthly reports from the juvenile by the caseworker.65

The problem of reentry

One of the basic problems in juvenile reentry to society is the reestab-
lishment of the youth within the public school system. At the time of
his detention, he is often already well behind the performance level
of many of his peers. Because he is commonly a poor student, detention
and institutionalization merely disrupt his marginal school experience
and may even retard his scholastic development. Consequently, upon
release and reentry into the school system, he faces problems in evalua-
tion of school credits and in reintegration into a student group which
may be somewhat younger than he is. Then, too, he may receive little
help from teachers, who prefer to work with better students and know
of his past troublemaking. Many of these teachers, Erven Brundage
believes, are the same persons who sighed with relief when he was
institutionalized."6 Consequently, when the student reappears at a class-
room for enrollment, the administrator is often placed in the difficult
situation of having to respond to the youth's needs while still maintaining
the support of the many teachers who are disinterested in working with
him. Because they are not oriented to the rehabilitation of offenders,
teachers and administrators alike, Brundage maintains, fail miserably
in assisting in reentry.

A solution, Brundage suggests, can only be found in programs like
that developed in the San Diego County (California) Liaison Procedure
Plan which assigns a specific person to juvenile contact and reentry
work in each county high school. These workers are charged with the
responsibility of gaining and maintaining rapport with detained or insti-
tutionalized youth and of assisting their adjustment to the school system.
Presuming that young offenders have been changed and now desire
to integrate themselves more fully into society, the contact person at-
tempts to reinforce changed attitudes of students and to aid them in
shifting their allegiances to valuable scholastic goals. In order to facili-
tate this transition for both the youth and the school, the worker origi-
nates relationships with the youth while he is still institutionalized.",

Ibid., pp. 219-20
"Erven Brund.,ge, "Htelping Institutionalized Students Re-enter Public Schools,"

-Federation Probation, Vol. 27 (September, 1963), p. 55.
Ibid., p. 'A. Also see Louis Berkowitz and Jacob Chwast "Community Center

Program for the Prevention of School Dropouts," Federal Probation, Vol. 31 (Decen-
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The continuing -problem

While such a program undoubtedly possesses value, it only represents
one facet of the juvenile delinquency problem and the quest for its
solution. The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Ad-
ministration of Justice maintains that juvenile delinquency can be over-
come only if youth become more involved, with those affairs of society
which affect them, and if modern institutions offer better educational
programs, strengthen family life, improve opportunities for employment,
and make "the activities of law enforcement and individual and social
services more relevant and more accessible to those who need them
the most."8 However, even these suggestions may be too simplistic an-
s.wers to the basic problem of delinquency. Charles H. Shireman ques-
tion-; whether the necessary backlog of knowledge concerning human
personality has yet been developed and applied to juvenile correctional
institutions in order to expect realistically the development of acceptable
treatment methods and a high degree of positive results. 69 The frustra-
tions of the delinquency problem, he assumes, may cause many to seek
easy answers and to attempt irrational solutions in the guise of treatment.

In arguing against those who would solve the delinquency problem
by a simple infliction of punishment upon the delinquent offender, Gar-
rett Heyns contends that the solution to delinquency is far more complex
than most laymen would have the public believe. In fact, punishment
and treatment cannot coexist, Heyns hypothesizes, because each tends
to undermine the effects of the other. What is needed, therefore, is
an attack on the causes of delinquency and a recognition that modem
progressive delinquency treatment programs are based upon years of
tested experience. Contrary to public belief, threats and repression do
not solve the delinquent's problems; they are more likely to aggravate
them. And yet, the public is generally apathetic to the more successful
positive prevention and treatment programs, which are finally necessary
for the effective control of juvenile deviancy. Can juvenile delinquency,

ber, 1967), pp. 36-40; Mortimer Krenter, "A Public School in a Correctional Institu-
tion," Federal Probation, Vol. 29 (September, 1965), pp. 50-57; and F. Weiner,
"Vocational Guidance for Delinquent Boys," Crime and Deliniquency, Vol. 11 (Oc-
tober, 1965), p. 366.

Winslow, op. cit., p. 231.
" Charles H. Shireman, "How Can The Correctional School Correct?" Crime

and Delinquency, Vol. 6 (1960), pp. 267-74. Consult W. E. Amos, "Future of
Juvenile Institutions," Federal Probation, Vol. 32 (March, 1968), p. 41; Robert C.
Byrd, "Turning the Corner in Juvenile Corrections," Fedcral Probation, Vol. 30
(December, 1966), pp. 14-17; and S. C. Averill and P. W. Toussieng, "Study of
Release from a Training School for Delinquent Boys," Crime and Delinquency,
Vol. 12 (April, 1966), p. 135.
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Heyns asks, ever be solved in such a situation?"0 His answer is a resound-
ing negative.

C'Carrett Heyns, "The Treat-'em Rough Boys are Here Again," Federal Probation,
Vol. 31 (June, 1967), pp. 7-10. Other sources of value include: Chester C. Scott,
"Can You Get a 'Peep' Out of People?" Federal Probation, Vol. 29 (March, 196.5),
pp. 13-18; John R.Larkins, A Study of the Adjustment of Negro Boys Discharged
lrom Morrison Training School (Raleigh, N.C.: North Carolina State Board of
Public Welfare, 1947); C. Eugene Mallory, !People Are Dangerous," Federal Proba.
tion, Vol. 29 (December,- 1965), pp. 36-40; David C. Twain, "Promising Practical
Research in Delinquency," Federal Probation, Vol. 28 (September, 1964), pp. 30-34;
Mabel A. Elliott, 'Trends in Theories Regarding Juvenile Delinquency and Their
Implication for Treatment Programs," Federal Probation, Vol. 31 (September, 1967),
pp. 3-11; A. E. Reed and W. C. Hinsey, "Demonstration Project for Defective
Delinquents," Crime and Delinquency, Vol. 11 (October, 1965), p. 375.; and
E. Preston Sharp and Ellis S. Grayson, "How Delinquent Children Think and Feel,"
Federal Probation, Vol. 29 (June, 1965), pp. 12-16.
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Saving and Controlling Delinquent Youth: A Critique

Anthony M. Platt*

Introduction

This paper employs an historical and comparative perspective to
evaluate the significance of recent polemics concerning the prevention
and control of delinquency.1 In recent years, we have witnessed a
variety of anti-delinquency policy proposals which claim to offer new
and original solutions to the "delinquency problem." Perhaps the
most concise statement of this new direction is to be found in the
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice (1967a; hereafter cited as Crime Commission). The following
analysis derives most of its data from this Crime Commission on the
grounds that the Commission's Task Force on Juvenile Delinquency is
generally regarded by government officials and scholars alike as a
progressive and authoritative policy statement. Moreover, the Crime
Commission's position acknowledges the idea of community-based
programs associated with the "war on poverty" and also incorporates
the recent decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in the Gault (1967)
case authorizing the introduction of due process into juvenile court.

It might be objected that the Crime Commission's policies are
not representative of operating anti-delinquency programs and that
most programs fall far short of the ideal policies proposed by experts
and scholars. This methodological objection is correct insofar as it
points to discrepancies between ideal goals and operating realities.
However, for the purposes of writing a critique I think it is appropri-
ate to assume that the most ideal programs could in fact be imple-
mented despite human fallibility and a lack of financial resources. 2

*Dr. Platt is an Assistant Professor, School of Criminology, University of California,
Berkeley, and a Research Associate, Center for the Study of Law & Society at the same
institution.
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This .paper further compares contemporary features of the
delinquency-control movement (DCM) with the enterprising refornis
of the child-saving movement (CSM) which, at the end of the nine.
teenth-century, helped to create special judicial (juvenile courts) and
correctional (reformatories) institutions for the processing and man.
agement of "troublesome" youth. Analysis of the CSM is based ofa an
earlier study by this writer (Platt, 1969).

Nature of Delinquency

Images of the nature of delinquency have changed little over the
last 70 years. Although there is a wide difference of opinion as to the
precipitating causes of crime, it is generally agreed among experts
that delinquents are abnormally conditioned by personality and
environmental factors. But even the earliest biological theories
assumed that most delinquent behavior was reversible and could be
modified by appropriate treatment and intervention. By the late
1890's, fatalistic theories of crime were generally discredited and
most experts agreed with Charles Cooley that "the criminal class is
largely the result of society's bad workmanship upon fairly good
material." In support of this argument, Cooley (1896) noted that
there was a "large and fairly trustworthy body of evidence" to sug-
gest that many "degenerates" could be converted into "useful citizens
by rational treatment."

Much of the optimism (and alarm) about controlling crime has
centered on the "youth problem." "America's best hope for reducing
crime," proclaimed the President's Crime Commission (1967a:55), "ki
to reduce juvenile delinquency and youth crime." There are two basic
reasons for this conclusion. First, it is generally believed that criminal
behavior is a developmental process, that adult criminality represents
the "maturing" of adolescent delinquency. Behavior patterns become
solidified with age so that adults are much less susceptible to chance
than children. It makes good sense, therefore, to focus attention on
the reformation of delinquents whilst they are still malleable and
receptive to change. This argument has been greatly influenced b%
public health principles which stress the importance of identifvin
and treating potentially contagious "diseases" before they spread and
multiply. The second argument (Crime Commission, 1967a) is based
on "alarming" reports from official, record-keeping agencies which
indicate that one in every six male youths is referred to juvclilt'
court in connection with a delinquent act before his 18th birthda.'-
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Although the Crime Commission (1967a:57) implied that
outh" and "delinquency" are almost synonomous ("self-report
dies reveal that perhaps 90 percent of all young people have com-

itted at least one act for which they could have been brought to
senile court"), they launch their investigation with th-V assumption
at "delinquents tend to come from backgrounds of social and
onomic deprivation." While acknowledging that the children of
iddle-class, suburban families often violate the law and antagonize
iblic officials, anti-delinquency policies usually proceed upon the
demise that "delinquency" is the sole property of the urban lower-
,asses. Suburban youth commit crimes; urban youth become
-linquents.

Thus the causes of delinquency are to be primarily found in the
organization of urban life. In this respect, the CSM and DCM are
-ounded in similar beliefs about the corrupting influences of the
,ty. The CSM may be understood as a conservative and somewhat
romanticc defense against "foreign" ideologies and an affirmation of
dth in certain aspects of the past. It was a nostalgic movement in
ie sense that its normative premises were essentially rural and Jeffer-
:nian in orientation (Mills, 1964). The participation of politically
onservative, middle-class reformers in the CSM served to reinforce a
ode of moral values which was seemingly threatened by urban life,
industrialization, and the influx of immigrant cultures. Central to this
perspectivee was the view that slum life is unregulated, vicious, and
picking in rules of social propriety; the inhabitants of slums are de-
,icted as abnormal and maladjusted, living out their lives in conflict
nd chaos (see Whyte, 1943). Many child savers felt that children
:ould only be rescued from delinquency if they were removed to the
ountry where they could not be "beguiled into wickedness" (Platt,
969:61-67).

Although the DCM, on the other hand, has come to terms with
irban life and does not advocate rural programs of rehabilitation,
hey are well aware that the "bad" urban environment offers count-
ess opportunities for delinquent behavior:

Many of the people and activities that bring slum streets and build-
ings to life are unsavory at best. Violence is commonplace.... Fight-
ing and drunkeness are everyday matters... . Drug addiction and
prostitution are familiar (Crime Commission, 1967a:62).

Beyond poverty and the hardships of urban life, other related
uses of delinquency are recognized. For example, adolescence itself

L intrinsically bound up with anti-social behavior because it is a tran-
sitional status which "withholds both the toleration accorded young
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people and responsibilities of adults" (Crime Commission, 19 6 7a:66).
With the "weakening of the family as an agent of social control" and
"the prolongation of education with its side effect of prolonging
childhood," adolescents seek security and identity through peer group
affiliation and defiance of adult authority (Crime Commission,
1967a:59). The Crime Commission (1967a:58-59, 68) observed that
adolescents are basically vulnerable and dependent and in need of
special protection from their environment and from their own innate
capacities for "dangerous" action:

The immediate need is to tide the youth over the most dangerous
age-the age at which adolescent frustration may combine with inner-
city alienation so that he strikes out at. society.... Adolescents
everywhere, from every walk of life, are often dangerous to them-
selves and to others.

It may be a short step from distrusting authority to taking the law
into one's own hands, from self-absorption to contempt for the rights
of others, from group loyalty to gang warfare, from getting 'kicks' to
rampaging through the streets, from coveting material goods to steal-
ing'them, from feelings of rebellion to acts of destruction.

This early waywardness on the part of urban youth is often
compounded by their experiences in schools which lack necessary
resources and a sense of commitment to their students. Delinquent
"careers" are sometimes triggered by insensitive teachers who create
the "conditions of failure" for some students. But the most signifi.
cant deficiency in the schools is their inability to offer moral leadcr-
ship and to govern their students through consensus rather than the
threat or use of sanctions:

The school may simply be too passive to fulfill its obligations as one
of the last social institutions with an opportunity to rescue the child
from* other forces, in himself and his environment, which are pushing
him toward delinquency (Crime Commission, 1967a:69).

Control of Delinquency

The essential preoccupation of the CSM was the definition and
control of youthful deviance. The child savers went beyond mere
humanitarian reforms of existing institutions. They brought attention
to-and, in doing so invented-new categories of youthful misbehavior
which had been hitherto unappreciated. They sought to extend
governmental control, without the safeguards of due process, over a
wide range of troublesome and danriv ,us behavior. The juvenile
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court and reformatory systems were part of a general movement
directed at removing adolescents from the criminal law process and
creating special programs for "troublesome" children. The blurring of
distinctions between "dependent" and "delinquent" juveniles and the
corresponding elimination of due process served to make a social fact
out of the norm of adolescent dependence (Platt, 1969). The unique
character of the CSM was its concern for pre-delinquent offenders-
"children who occupy the d.:batable ground, between criminality and
innocence "--and its claim that it could transform potential criminals
into respectable citizens by training them in "habits of industry, self-
control and obedience to law" (Illinois Board of State Commissioners
of.Public Charities, 1880:104). If children were to be rescued, it was
important that the rescuers be free to pursue their mission without
legal hindrance. "There is no essential difference," wrote the penal
reformer Frederick Wines (1888:198), "between a criminal and any
other sinner. The means and methods of restoration are the same for
both."

Thus the CSM sought broad powers of intervention and control,
and were for the most part not required to legally account for their
actions or be held responsible for their mistakes. Moreover, the child
savers were anti-libertarians in the sense that they believed in the
maximum amount and benign character of governmental intervention;
nor did they encourage independent action by adolescents. On the
contrary, the child savers were prohibitionists, in the most general
sense, who believed that social progress depended on efficient law
enforcement, close supervision of children's leisure and recreation,
and the regulation of illicit pleasures. "Delinquents" were depicted as
in need of firm control and restraint if their reform was to be suc-
cessful. One significant enterprise of the CSM, for example, was the
creation of new custodial institutions where juveniles were subjected
to severe personal and physical controls: military exercises, "training
of the will," and long hours of tedious labor constituted the main
program of "reform" in most reformatories (Platt, 1969: .Chapter 3).

Initiated from outside existing institutions, composed primarily
of civic groups and private citizens, and enjoying a broad base of
political and professional support, the CSM was capable of enormous
influence over the official management of delinquency. The first juve-
nile court act, for example, was passed with the help of influential
members of the judiciary, bar associations, elite civic and feminist
organizations, state and private child-saving organizations, and poli-
ticians interested in "worthy" causes. The CSM was a far-reaching
movement, its members active in such diverse issues as recreation,

25-218 0 - 74 - 31
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education, labor, and religious activities, as well as in anti-delinquency
programs (Platt, 1969: Chapter 5).

Opportunities for enterprising moral reformers are less and less
feasible in an age of specialization and expertise. It is significant that
the exclusion of amateurs and ,olunteers from decision-making posi.
tions was one of the first tasks undertaken by "professional" child.
savers (Platt, 1969: 148). With the growth of large-scale, "human.
service" and "pe!ople-changing" bureaucracies, the job of controlling
delinquency has become an esoteric craft outside the competence and
knowledge of ordinary citizens (Korn, 1964; Lubove, 1965; Martin.
son, 1966). Contemporary reforms in juvenile justice tend to be
generated from within established systems by persons with special
competence. 3

Aware of the failure of the child-savers to reclaim thousands of
urban youth, anti-delinquency specialists approach their task today
with caution and. modesty. Their goals are more likely to have their
origins in the more pragmatic considerations of bureaucratic life-
namely, a concern for efficiency, accountability, and- special compe.
tence. This is reflected in a distaste for sloppy and uncraftsmanlike
work, and a concern over faulty and irregular "production." But
modern experts still seek ways of extending and innovating institu.
tions and social arrangements for the control of delinquency.

The current preoccupation with controlling delinquency stems
from preconceptions about the recalcitrant and unregulated nature of
delinquent behavior. According to the Crime Commission (1967a:80),
for example:

Experts in the field agree that it is extremely difficult to develop
successful methods for preventing serious delinquent acts through re-
habilitative programs for the child. What research is making increas-
ingly clear is that delinquency is not so much an act of individual
deviancy as a pattern of behavior produced by a multitude of perva-
sive societal influences well beyond the reach of the actions of any
judge, probation officer, correctional counselor, or psychiatrist (Italics
added).

By all normal and reasonable standards, "delinquents" pose extrit-
ordinary problems for social control agencies. "Instead of turning out
men and women who conform to the American norm at least overtly,
at least enough to stay out of jail, the slums are producing the
highest rates of crime, vice, and financial dependence" (Crime Com-
mission, 1967a:59). "Delinquents" are less capable of controlling
their anti-social impulses, have more to gain by committing criminad
acts, and are consistently disrespectful to constituted authority. It is
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especially this refusal to comply with the orders of authorities that is
seen as the essence of "delinquency":

Their [delinquents'] clear belligerence toward authority does indeed
earn them the fearful deference of both adult and child, as well as
the watchful suspicion of the neighborhood policeman (Crime Com-
mission, 1967a:60).

The discipline associated with the loose organization and female focus
that characterize many inner-city families has also been related by
social scientists to the development of what has been termed 'pre-
mature autonomy' and to consequent resentment of authority figures
such as policemen and teachers (Crime Commission, 1967a:63).

It has also been found that a disproportionately large number of
aggressive delinquents have been denied the opportunity to express
their feelings of dependence on their parents (Crime Commission,
1967a:64).

It is much harder for the inner-city youth to find alternatives to a
rebel role (Crime Commission, 1967a:67).
Much youthful obstreperousness is best understood as a process of
'testing' those in authority and demonstrating-partly for -the benefit
of peers-one's toughness and masculinity (Crime Commission,
1967a:71).

It is also important that schools learn to understand and control the
child who arrives at school accustomed to autonomy and averse to
assertions of authority (Crime Commission, 1967a:73).

With these considerations in mind, the Crime 'Commission
(1967a:59) presents various recommendations for the "shoring up cf
socializing institutions in the slums." They focus primarily on the
family, school, police, local community, and juvenile court. Since
antagonism to authority and disrespect for the law accumulate over
the years, the family assumes critical importance in the socialization
process. "It is within the family that the child must learn to curb his
desires and to accept rules that define the tiime, place, and circum-
stances under which highly personal needs may ae satisfied in socially
acceptable ways" (Crime Commission, 1967a:63). This kind of train-
ing is often seriously neglected in slum families due to absent parents,
overly strict or overly permissive child-rearing practices, female-
centered households, and low family status in the community. These
attributes of lower-class families weaken the capacity of parents to
maintain "moral authority" over the conduct of their children (Crime
Commission, 1967a:64).

It is gen raliy assumed that the resentment of "delinquents" for
constituted authority has no basis in legitimate grievances but rather
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reflects incomplete socialization. This conception is grounded in
theories of abnormal psychology and learning theory which suggest
that lower-class youths are not properly taught how to accept and
respect authority because agencies of socialization operate imperfectly
and with reduced effectiveness in "disorganized" neighborhoods. The
result is that adolescents are thrust into delinquent activities which
are typically "irrational," "pathological," "irresponsible," and often
"non-utilitarian." Recent efforts to control these delinquent outbursts
have focused on the juvenile court and the development of com.
munity-based programs of prevention.

Juvenile Court

Criticism of the juvenile court system has come from a variety
of influential sources--state legislatures, the Supreme Court, and vari-
ous crime commissions. Most of the critiques have been couched il
constitutionalist arguments which direct attention to the fact that the
juvenile court violates constitutional guarantees of due process and
stigmatizes adolescents as "delinquents," thereby performing func-
tions similar to those of the criminal courts. In recent years, this
perspective has gained in authority and many states have passed new
juvenile court acts which, inter alia, seek to safeguard individual
rights.

The United States Supreme Court recognized the constitutional
argument for the first time in 1967 when it delivered an opinion onl
the juvenile court in the Gault Case. The Court added clear pr,,-
cedural guidelines to its earlier statement in the Kent Case (1966)
that the "admonition to function in a 'parental' relationship is not "M
invitation to procedural arbitrariness." Speaking for the majority ill
the Gault Case (1967:41), Justice Fortas held that juveniles arc 'n-
titled to (1) timely notice of the specific charges against thcm; 12
notification of the right to be represented by counsel in procecdin.-
which "may result in commitment to an institution in which tlhc
juvenile's freedom is curtailed;" (3) the right to confront and cr,,,,
examine complainants and other witnesses; and (4) adequate warnir"
of the privilege against self-incrimination and the right to rcimttl"
silent. The right to counsel is the fundamental issue in the Gault (,:
(1967:36) because exercise of the right is designed to assure pr.
cedural regularity and implementation of related principles:

A proceeding where the issue is whether the child will be found to be
'delinquent' and subjected to the loss of his liberty for years is com-
parable in seriousness to a felony prosecution. The juvenile needs the
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assistance of counsel to cope with problems of law, to make skilled
inquiry into facts, to insist upon the regularity of the proceedings,
and to ascertain whether he has a defense and to prepare and submit
it.

The Gault decision followed shortly after the President's Crime
Commission (1967a:87; 1967b:31,33) had made even stronger recom-
mendations concerning the right to counsel:

Counsel must be appointed where it can be shown that failure to do
so would prejudice the rights of the person involved.... Nor does
reason appear for the argument that counsel should be provided in
some situations but not in others; in delinquency proceedings, for
example, but not in neglect. Wherever coercive action is a possibility,
the presence of counsel is imperative.... (W)fiat is urgent and
imperative is that counsel be provided in the juvenile courts at once
and as a regular matter for all who cannot afford to retain their
own.... Counsel should be appointed.., without requiring any
affirmative choice by child or parent.

The consequences of introducing lawyer into juvenile court has
been discussed at length elsewhere (see Platt and Friedman, 1968;
Platt et al., 1968; Lemert, 1967). 1 will limit my comments here to
some general implications of the "constitutional domestication" of
juvenile court.

Problems associated with judicial intervention in the lives of
children have been noted for a considerable time. As long ago as
1870, a boy's father applied to the Illinois Supreme Court for a writ
of habeas corpus on the grounds that his son had been committed
ithout benefit of trial to an "infant penitentiary" and "a necessary

n~il, the neighborhood of which decent people desire to avoid." In
,ordering the release of the boy, Mr. Justice Thornton asked (People
%-. Turner, 1870):

Can the State, as parents patriae, exceed the power of the natural
parent, except in punishing crimes? These laws provide for the 'safe
keeping' of the child; they direct his 'commitment' and only a 'ticket
of leave' or the uncontrolled discretion of a board of guardians, will
permit the imprisoned boy to breathe the pure air of heaven outside
his prison walls .... Such a restraint upon natural liberty is tyranny
and oppression. If, without crime, without the conviction of an
offense, the children of the State are thus to be confined for the
'good of Society,' then Society had better be reduced to its original
elements and free government acknowledged a failure .... The wel-
fare and rights of the child are also to be considered... . Even crimi-
nals cannot be convicted and imprisoned without due process of law.

After the creation of the juvenile court in 1899, other "constitu-
,falt" criticism was occasionally heard. In an article in The Annals
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in 1914 (145), Edward Lindsey observed that, despite the sonorous
rhetoric of "socialized justice," there had been no effort to pro%'ide
proper care and protection for children. "There is often a very real
deprivation of liberty," said Lindsey, "nor is that fact changed b.
refusing to call it punishment or because the guod of the.child is
stated to be the object." But it was not until the 1950's that social
scientists, lawyers, and policy-makers focused their critical attention
on the juvenile court. Following the pioneering studies of paul
Tappan, numerous articles appeared in professional journals and for
the most part they espoused anxieties about the constitutional dc.
ficiencies of juvenile court. The Crime Commission's task force otn
"juvenile delinquency" reflected this concern by incorporating th,.
point of view of such scholars as Aaron Cicourel, Sanford Kadish.
David Matza, Edwin Lemert, Margaret Rosenheim, Carl Werthrnai.
Francis Alien, Stanton Wheeler, Marvin Wolfgang, and Joel Handler.
This critical perspective on the juvenile court system was further
legitimized by the U.S. Supreme Court in the Gault decision. 4

The response to constitutional arguments by professionals work.
ing in the juvenile justice system has changed considerably in recent
years. In the late nineteenth century, child-saving organizations re-
garded efforts to impose due process requirements in the handling mf
juvenile offenders as an irresponsible and dangerous attempt to dis.
credit and undermine their mission. Frederick Wines vigorousl%
opposed the Illinois Supreme Court decision in 1870, for he felt thait
it "greatly injured the morale and utility" of reform schools andW
"cast an irremediable blight upon the inmates" (cited by Pl:tt.
1969:104). Proponents of constitutional protections for children werv
rebuked for impeding the "systematic and adequate effort for th,
salvation of all children who are in need of savior" (Platt, 1969:13f;).
With the creation of the juvenile court system in 1899, the Cs.M
achieved successful implementation of its goals-comprehcnsi'
governmental control over -"delinquent" offenders, access to "pri-
delinquent" youth, indeterminate sentencing, and minimal judici..;
formality (Platt, 1969:137-145).

The DCM, on the other hand, has made every effort to form:allh
comply with the Gault decision and to make the required organic.,.
tional adjustments. Moreover, not only was the Gault decision antit:-
pated by juvenile court professionals and administrators, 5 but it al!,
complemented the ongoing reorganization of the system's priority,'
and procedures. As members of a judicial community, juvenile cou'
judges (especially in metropolitan areas) welcomed the Gault dcci.,'.

as an opportunity to upgrade the professional status and competet,"
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of their institution. There has been in recent years a gradual effort to
relieve the juvenile court of some of its welfare functions, or at least
to clearly distinguish its ajudicatory and "treatment" roles. According
to the Crime Commission (1967a:85):

(E) fforts to heal and help and treat, if they are to have any chance of
success, must be based upon an accurate determination of the facts-the
facts of the conduct that led to the filing of the petition and also the
facts of the child's past conduct and relationships. The essential
attributes of a judicial trial are the best guarantees our system has been
able to devise for assuring reliable determination of fact.

The juvenile court system seems to be moving towards the following
organizational and procedural changes: (1) Narrowing of jurisdiction
to include only delinquency and neglect cases; (2) Restricting "de-
[inquency" cases to acts that are considered a crime when committed
by adults, with the exception of truancy and curfew; and (3) Imple-
rdenting principles of due process in all formal, juvenile court hear-
ings. These changes are aimed at specializing the juvenile court's
operations as well as reducing its opportunities for "gratuitous coer-
cive intrusions into the lives of children and families" (Crime Com-
mission, 1967a:84). In this latter respect, today's policy-makers do
not share the child savers' faith in the benevolence of government:

The fact that the State's motives are beneficent and designed to pro-
vide what, at least in its view, the child and its parents need, should
not be allowed to obscure the fact that in taking a child from its
parents or placing him in an institution or even subjecting him to
probation and supervision, the State is invoking its power to interfere
with the lives of individuals as they choose to lead them (Crime
Commission, 1967a:85).

Community Control

Having reduced the intake and authority of the juvenile court, a-
scrious problem still remains: What is to be done about the multitude
of "special needs of youths with special problems" who do not re-
:,uire the coercive authority of juvenile court (Crime Commission,
196 7a:88)? If delinquency is growing at an "alarming rate" and if
iwer-class youth are especially vulnerable to disrupting influences,
low is delinquency to be prevented and controlled without recourse

'r the courts? The answer lies in the development of informal agen-
ies of social control.

In many important respects, this policy represents a return to
'hild.saving principles, for it assumes that there is a large portion of
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lower-class youths who need "help that is particularized enough to
deal with their individualized needs but does not separate them for
life." These adolescents pose special problems for social control
agencies:

They may already have delinquency records. They may be delinquent
but not seriously so. They may be law-abiding but alienated and un-
cooperative in making use of education or employment or other
opportunities. They may be behavior or academic problems at school,
or misfits among their peers, or disruptive in recreation groups (Crime
Commission, 1967a:88).

This position closely corresponds to the child-savers' concerns for
"pre-delinquents" or "children who occupy the debatable ground be-
tween criminality and innocence." The DCM, however, does not share
the child-savers' enthusiasm for removing adolescents from their home
or for committing as many as possible to reformatories.

The Crime Commission proposed that Youth Services Bureaus
(YSB) be established within local communities, primarily for the pur-.
pose of managing adolescents who are not "eligible" for juvenile
court. It is intended that the YSB receive most of its referrals from
the courts, police, schools. "The preference for nonjudicial disposi.
tion," writes the Crime Commission (1967b:16), "should be enui.
ciated, publicized, and consistently espoused by the several social
institutions responsible for controlling and preventing delinquency."
Screening procedures in juvenile court will guarantee that the "mor
serious and intractable offenders" are formally prosecuted, whil,
"marginal offenders" are exempt from "formal and authoritative sur.
veillance." The police and schools are similarly encouraged to send
routine and non-serious cases to the YSB.

The proposed YSB relies on extensive use of community-based
agencies with a view to (1) protecting juveniles from the "stigma of
being processed by an official agency regarded by the public as .n
arm of crime control," (2) involving local residents and their agcnci-,%
in programs to suit community needs, and (3) providing opportunities,
to employ laymen and volunteers to "augment the ranks of full-timc
professional staff in the official agencies (Crime Commissi,,n.
1967b:19-20). The Crime Commission (1967b:19-20) assumes that it
would take little effort to initiate and institutionalize such a prr,.
gram:

The variety of programs already existing testifies to the abundance of
creative ideas and the range of possible operational forms. A criterion
essential for guiding community efforts. is that services be local....
These [proposed] measures could be put into effect in the near
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future, with existing institutions and without major alteration of
policy.... The neighborhood centers supported by the Office of
Economic Opportunity and associated agencies, which now offer
social welfare, legal aid, and medical care, among other services, do
not appear presently to be making a sufficient impact on delinquency
control but could serve as the basis for the necessary institutions.

It i. clear, then, that proposals such as the YSB do not represent a
radical change in current policies but rather reflect a concern for
"coordinating" and "consolidating" existing operations. The concen-
tration of services and specialists within a "comprehensive community
center" is designed to facilitate the smooth functioning of the organi-
zation as well as to provide "troublemaking youths" with a wide
variety of counselling, case-work, educational, and remedial services-
"the compelling priority would be youth who have already demon-
strated their inability to conform to minimal standards of behavior at
home or in the community" (Crime Commission, 1967b:21).

The Crime Commission is not clear whether or not the YSB
should have coercive powers. Having recommended a sharp reduction
in the coercive authority of the juvenile court, the Commission is
well aware of the dangers associated with investing "informal" agent
cies with coercive powers. On the other hand, practical and political
realities dictate that "it may be necessary to vest the youth services
bureau with authority to rpfer to court within a brief time-not more
than sixty and preferably not more than thirty days-those with
whom it cannot deal effectively" (Crime Commission, 1967b:21).
This ambivalence with respect to the authority of YSB underlies
current policy debates and is a fundamental issue in the DCM. It re-
flects a proposition which has always characterized anti-delinquency
programs, namely that "delinquents" can only be successfully re-
formed if theii "treatment" is backed up by the threat or use of
force. It-is especially important that "delinquents" be made to ac-
knowledge and accept the moral authority of persons engaged in their
reclamation (Platt, 1969:137-145).

Some Conclusions and a Critique

The preceding discussion has presented in an abbreviated form
some current policy arguments with respect to the nature and control
of delinquency. To summarize, these policy proposals proceed from
the following assumptions: (1) The alarming increase in acts of
delinquency suggests a formidable, but not uncontrollable, social
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problem. (2) Lower-class youth, for the most part from "minorities,"
commit a disproportionately high percentage of all delinquent acts.
(3) The basic causes of delinquency are to be found in poverty and
slum life where there is little incentive to behave lawfully arid illegiti.
mate opportunities abound. (4) The more immediate causes of
delinquency are to be found in the decline of the nuclear family as
the primary institution of social control, the inability of the school
to meet the needs of urban youth, and the intrinsic vulnerability of
adolescents to social change and conflict. (5) Most delinquent be.
havior is characterized by a disrespect and resentment of constituted
authority resulting from the inadequate socialization of lower-class
youth. (6) Consequently, the prevention and control of delinquency
largely requires measures to remedy deficiencies in the primary agen-
cies of socialization-the family and school. (7) Official agencies of
social control-the police and courts-should be relieved of their
numerous informal duties with a view to concentrating their efforts
on "serious" delinquency. (8) Locally-based, specialized, and in-
formal agencies, using case-work techniques, should be established to
supervise marginal offenders and adolescents wlfio, if left unchecked.
are likely to commit serious delinquencies in the future.

These "new" policy directions can best be understood as an
inevitable development, and not a departure, from the programs (4
the child-savers. The assumptions of both movements are based fin
similar conceptions about the inherent dangerousness and malleabilii
of lower-class youth. Both movements proceed from the premise th.ai
the solution to delinquency lies in creating more systematic Jiid
pervasive institutions of control, together with making conventi<ti.d
activities more attractive to youth. This argument can best be undti
stood by examining some operational implications of recent propos.'0,
and by comparing them with programs of the CSM.

1. Due Process in Juvenile Court
Although the New York Times (5/16/67:1) greeted Gault a,.1

landmark decision demanding "radical changes," it seems unlikcL.
that the decision will generate anything more than a few mod'"
alterations in existing arrangements for handling delinquents. Whcr ..
the Gault decision may introduce some measure of due process,
juvenile court, it also runs the risk of making juvenile court II'.
orderly and efficient at the expense of substantive fairness. The "o,
stitutional domestication" of the juvenile court will mean, inter
that the intake of delinquency cases will be sharply reduced but ;'
unlikely to have much impact on the mechanical expedicin't
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lower-court justice nor on the penal character of juvenile institutions.
Furthermore, studies of defense lawyers in juvenile court suggest that
the implementation of due process will fall far 'short of the ideal
adversary system suggested by the Supreme Court. Lawyers in juve-
nile court bring to their job common sense notions about adolescence
and "troublesome" behavior. Their views on youth and delinquency
are really no different from those of other adult officials (teachers,
social workers, youth officers, etc.) who are charged .with regulating
youthful behavior. Juveniles get the same kind of treatment in court
that they get in school or at home, and lawyers accept this as one of
the inevitable and appropriate consequences of adolescence (see Platt
and Friedman, 1968; Platt et al., 1968; Lemert, 1967).

2. Stigma and Delinquency
Many of the recent polemics concerning the control of de-

linquency recognize the harmful and stigmatizing consequences of
labeling adolescent misbehavior as "delinquency." The Crime Com-
mission, for example, attempts to incorporate into their report the
findings of sociological studies of face-to-face interaction between
juveniles and public officials:

The transformation of gang boys into official 'delinquents' by police-
men, probation officers, and juvenile court judges is perhaps best
looked at as an organizational rather than a legal process since the
criteria used to contact, categorize, and dispose of the boys has often
little to do with breaking the law itself (Werthman, 1967:166; see
Cicourel, 1968).

Observing that delinquency is susceptible to aggravation by arbitrary
or insensitive handling, the Commission urges teachers, police, and
other persons in positions of authority to be sensitive to and guard
against the misuse of power. The larger point implied in this argu-
ment has been made by and since the child-savers-namely, that every
effort should be made to avoid fastening an "enduring stigma" on
persons charged with crime, for this, is likely to "perpetuate the evil
of association" and drive them into disreputable subcultures (see
Folks, 1891). The Youth Services Bureaus have been proposed, there-
',ore, to protect most juveniles from the stigma of a formal judicial
hearingg, while reserving juvenile court for the "hardcore" cases (see
Rosenheim, 1969).

There are two basic deficiencies in the reasoning of the Crime
Commission. First, having properly observed that there is a tendency
.n the part of public officials to arbitrarily impose sanctions on
,dolescents without due process of law, the Crime Commission then
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fails to provide adolescents with the channels and resources to redress
grievances against police, teachers, etc. The police are exhorted to
behave lawfully and professionally, and to demonstrate self-restraint
in dealing with youth, but no provisions are suggested for holding the
police and other Fublc officials accountable for their unlawful
actions. Since adolescents are especially vulnerable'to official arbi-
trariness, it would seem necessary to establish special grievance
procedures. The Crime Commission's trust in the benevolence of
government is a traditional theme in anti-delinquency polemics,
dating. back to long before the child-saving movement.

Secondly, as Robert Emerson (1969:275) has observed, thr
juvenile court generally deals leniently with "marginal" delinqucim.,
and "consciously tries to avoid stigmatizing them." The new pro.
posals, such as YSB, do not attempt to address the problem of
stigmatization of "hardcore" delinquents who are most likely t'.
suffer imprisonment. In other words, the juveniles who are likely t,.
benefit from the YSB are those who routinely do not suffer from
stigmatization. Furthermore, while it may be wise to protect juvenilcf.
from "degradation ceremonies" in juvenile court, it should be rc
membered that the law does not always have to be an instrument tit
degradation. According to Emerson (1969:275), for example:

In part the juvenile court produces delinquents by validating theprior
judgments and demands for action of local institutions encountering
problems of control from troublesome youths .... From this perspec-
tive, the juvenile court not only labels delinquents, but it also resists
labeling by refusing to validate complainant's judgments and to
follow their proposed course of action. This suggests that the goal of
minimizing court stigmatization requires not only limiting court juris-
diction and power by holding it to a doctrine of 'judicious non-
intervention,' but also maximizing its power and inclination to resist
and change established definitions and prescriptions about delinquents
and their situations.

3. Short-range Solution.
Part of the problem with the child-saving movement was th.:

goals were far too visionary and impractical. The activities of
child-saveri were essentially a "moral enterprise,' 6 for they 1
hoped to strengthen and revitalize the moral fabric of socict'
rescuing those who were less fortunately placed in the social ord;*
Prevention and control of delinquency was only part of a much l. "
effort to transform impoverished urban youth into respectab "
zens. Although this mission dramatically failed, it nevertheless T:
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albeit implicitly- important questions about the distribution of power
and class divisions in American society.

Contemporary reformers do not pay much attention to the
larger questions of public policy raised by the child-savers. It is occa-
ionally observed that delinquency will only be ultimately eliminated
through the "provision of a real opportunity for everyone to partici-
pate in the legitimate activities that in our society lead to or consti-
tute a good life: education, recreation, employment, family life"
(Crime Commission, 1967a:88); This assumes that there is consider-
able consensus in our society about what constitutes a "good life,"
that lower-class youth resort to crime and delinquency in order to
compensate for their inability to lawfully achieve the "good life,"
ind that it is possible to achieve political and economic equality
withinn the context of corporate capitalism. This is not the place to
debate the serious deficiencies of these three assumptions but merely
to point out that they are invariably taken for granted in con-
temporary polemics about delinquency. 7

While acknowledging in a rhetorical fashion that political in-
equality, poverty and racism underlie much of the anti-social be-
h.vior, contemporary experts argue that, since there is little likeli-
bood of far-reaching social changes, we should for the moment make
every -effort to rationalize and improve our methods of controlling
delinquency. It is not surprising, therefore, that this perspective terids
to encourage managerial and "methods-engineering" approaches, in-
Miably representing an elitist ideology (Horowitz, 1967:353). Given

--i rhetorical commitment to long-range solutions, the Crime Com-
mission then turns its serious attention to more immediate and prag-
m.atic considerations, particularly focusing on ways of extending
control over "hard-to-reach" youth and devising new methods of
control within existing institutions. This perspective brings to mind
,he warning recently made in the Skolnick Report to the Violence
Commission:

We may suggest as a general rule that a society which must contem-
plate massive expenditures for social control is one which, virtually
by definition, has not grappled with the necessity of massive social
reform. There are various possible levels of social reform, ranging
from merely token and symbolic amelioration of fundamental prob-
lems to significant changes in the allocation of resources-including
political power. We feel that contemporary efforts at reform in this
country remain largely at the first level. Precisely because society
leaves untouched the basic problems, the cycle of hostility spirals:
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there is protest, violence, and increased commitment to social con-
trol; as we spiral in this direction, the 'need' for massive social con-
trol outstrips the capacity of democratic institutions to maintain both
social order and democratic values. Little by little, we move toward
an armed society which, while not clearly totalitarian, could no
longer be called consensual (Skolnick, 1969:344).

4. Community Control
The child-savers believed that delinquents could only be full.

salvaged if they were removed from their unhealthy environment aud
"re-socialized" in cottage-style institutions in the country (PlItI.
1969:61-67). With the enormous growth in urban populations awd
the concentration of lower-class youth in urban slums, it soon bc-
came impossible to house and guard delinquents in the available pen;a
facilities. Confronted by problems of overcrowding and "revolvi.,,.
door" practices in institutions,'the child-savers recognized the practi-
cal need to develop techniques of delinquency-control in the comit
nity. Settlement houses, probation, and other programs were dc.
veloped to meet this need. For the child-savers, however, communit,
programs were second-best to institutional programs and were toler
ated as inevitable in an imperfect world.

Since the 1930's, the idea of community control of delinquenc
has predominated and the concept of institutionalization in th,-
country has become defunct. This was partly determined by the f.w,
that it would require vast financial resources for the building an-!
staffing of literally thousands of institutions in order to meet dh,
present needs of "delinquents." Few new institutions have been buil:
in recent years and many of the older reformatories which were ori:.
naly built in the country have become enveloped by suburbia.

The idea of community control is certainly not new to thr
Crime Commission and is perhaps most closely associated with th,
Chicago Area Project (Burgess et al., 1937:21-23) over thirty. )c..:
ago:

A fruitful program for the treatment and prevention of delinquency
and crime must necessarily address itself to the community environ-
ment, the local social world in which the delinquent and the criminal
have their genesis. The problem in realistic terms is one of achieving a
new organization of life in these local deteriorated communi-
ties.... Since delinquency and crime appear in concentrated forms
in particular districts in the city, these districts become the strategic
points at which intensive effort should be made to cope with the
problem.... Delinquency and crime in both their treatment and pre-
ventive aspects depend on developing within the local community,
among the fathers and mothers of the district, resources and attitudes
which will cope with the problem inside the home and neighborhood.
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The sensitivity of the Chicago Area Project to the importance of
respecting differences in cultural values and developing local leader-
ship has unfortunately been lost in recent years. There is little indica-
ion that the "consumer" perspective, as envisioned by Edgar and

Jean Cahn (1964:1317-1352), will influence the character of current
programs for controlling delinquency. Despite the use of fashionable
rhetoric-"local community," "decentralization," "community partici-
pation" etc.-the available evidence clearly suggests that the poor will
be given only a token role in the organization and development of
anti-delinquency programs. At best, they are consulted about their
needs and given low-status jobs as "non-professionials." They are not
given the resources and responsibility to manage their own programs.

Governmental programs for urban youth are even less likely to
involve young people in the decision-making process. Thus, a modest
program of job training in Chicago (Levin, 1968), which appointed
local youth leaders to positions of administrative responsibility, was
harassed by the police and discredited by a Senate investigation
(Hearings before the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of
the Committee on Governmental Operations, 1968). Rather than in-.
creasing opportunities for the exercise of legitimate power by ado-
lescents, public agencies have opted for closer supervision as a means
of decreasing opportunitie' for the exercise of illegitimate power
(Marwell, 1966).

Most new policy proposals for controlling delinquency are de-
rived from, or a modification of the poverty program. The possibili-
ties for community involvement in the formulation and management
of such programs is extremely limited, especially since the "maximum
feasible participation" clause in the original legislation incurred
enormous criticism from Congress, the President, and various influen-
tial Mayors. The more militant and adversary-minded community
action programs were quickly destroyed by the withdrawal of funds,
whereas those controlled by City Hall proved the most ineffectual
(.\oynihan, 1969:128-166). This resistance to placing the poor in
positions of power and responsibility was for the most part based on
political strategies. According to Daniel Moynihan's account
(1969:143), President Johnson felt that community action programs
were likely to "cause trouble for his friends rather than his enemies.
lie had no sympathy whatsoever for financing a conflict of the
Democratic poor against the Democratic mayors of the nation."

Aside from political conflicts attendant on community action
)rograms, there are other non-political arguments for excluding youth
rom decision-making positions. The primary argument, made since
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the days of the CSM, is that lower-class youth are unfit to make
mature decisions either by virtue of their premature independence OT
of their innocence. In both cases, they are unfit to make important
decisions about their lives-the former because they have an'unrealis.
tic sense of self-importance and the latter because they need to be
protected from their own unworldly immaturity. In many ways, this
perspective merely reflects larger cultural attitudes about the special.,
dependent status of youth in our society (Musgrove, 1964). "De-
linquents" require extraordinary measures of supervision, however,
because they have demonstrated their inability to conform to the
minimal expectations of adolescence, and to accept the authority of
adults. This perhaps explains why so many anti-delinquency agencies
are organized around recreational activities. Recreational prograni
make good sense given the assumption that the unattended activities
of youth groups are inherently dangerous, and can be quickly trans-
formed into anti-social behavior. Moreover, recreational programs coti.
firm the view that adolescents are primarily interested in non-serious
events, and that adolescence is a time for play and triviality.

It is widely recognized that most community programs for
youth suffer from bad planning, poor resources, and inadequate per.
sonnel. It is difficult to, see how proposals such as 'the Youth Service,
Bureaus will eliminate arbitrary and third-rate practices in agencies.
This is not to suggest, as Ronald Leifer (1966) and others have imi.
plied, that there is a deliberate and concerted attempt on the part o,.f
the "helping" professions to invade and homogenize the lives of thc
poor. On the other hand, it is quite likely that the development off
anti-delinquency agencies, as presently planned, will increase th.
possibility of arbitrary official action and will tend to consolidatc.
rather than change, the practices of established institutions. Moreover,
we can not be reassured by Gerald Caplan's observation (1966:241
that the poor can "surely rely on the legal machinery of our den.
cratic society" to redress grievances against the unlawful actions w
officials. There is considerable evidence (see Carlin et al., 1966) t-.
suggest that the poor, and especially the children of the poor, do i,,:
have the means or resources to wage successful legal action agai,:.'
bureaucrats, officials, or administrative agencies.

5. Saving and Controlling Delinquent Youths
Although it is true that current policy proposals represent .I

modification of the child-saving philosophy, it is also clear that tli.'
are likely to perpetuate similar elitist and tough-minded prograin" .
social control. The following differences between the CSM and )l'"
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are apparent. First, the DCM recognizes that solutions to delinquency
must be found in the reorganization of urban life, and not in a mass
movement to "cottage and country." Secondly, acknowledging the
practical and therapeutic limitations of penal institutions, the DCM
relies on community programs for the "re-socialization" of delinquents.
Thirdly, the DCM seeks to limit the responsibility of the juvenile court
to judicial issues rather than expand it into a "life-saving" institution.

These changes do, not address fundamental problems concerning
the political and institutional context of delinquency. They can best
be understood as efforts to professionalize and bureaucratize the
child-saving movement, to introduce rational management procedures,
to remove private citizens from the affairs of specialists, and to pro-
side new techniques for managing an increasingly recalcitrant and
hostile youth population.

The child-savers had hoped to save delinquents by committing
them to institutions in the country. Contemporary experts are de-
%ising new ways of bringing the prison to the community. Consistent
with this outlook, the police and social control agencies are increas-
ingly viewing themselves as the political and even military adversaries
of lower-class youth. With the rise of youthful black militancy in
recent years and the extensive participation of youth in urban riots,
there has been a corresponding hardening of official anti-delinquency
programs. Intelligence units are supplementing youth offices within
police departments, and the police are developing elaborate counter-
insurgency techniques to manage gangs (Lemert, 1967:32). The size
Of the gang intelligence unit in Chicago, for example, has been in-
creased from 38 to 200 (Chicago Tribune, 11/8/69:4). The capacity
Of urban youth to reject or change the institutions which govern their
lives has, if anything, been reduced, since some authorities feel that
"riots are unleased against the community" from high schools and
*'e granting of concessions to students will only encourage further
rime and disobedience (Momboisse, 1968).8

Correspondingly, many young persons are beginning to develop
"primitive" political organizations (Hobsbawn, 1959), to raise ques-
ions about community control of the police and schools, and to
appreciate that the juvenile justice system performs important func-
tions of political and social control. It is clear that anti-delinquency
strategies are incompatible with the new militancy of youth, for they
ire designed to maintain the dependent and powerless status of
south . Radical changes in programs of delinquency control are only
,kely to occur if urban youth develop a consciousness and organiza-
",ns which challenge the political assumptions of their dependency.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Research for this paper was supported by the Center for Studies in Criminal
Justice, University of Chicago. I am grateful to Elliott Currie and Sheldon Messinger for their
critical comments on an earlier draft.

2. This does not imply that I consider the Crime Commission's policies to be the
miost ideal. Nevertheless, it is clear that critics of the Crime Commission do not represent the
mainstream of academic and official thought.

3. For an argument against this proposition see Edwin M. Lemert, "Legislating
Change in the Juvenile Court" 1967 Wisconsin Law Review:421-448.

4. As Albert Cohen has observed, this does not suggest that the Supreme Court %Vj,
influenced only by a mass of scholarly research, for the "same opinion could have bern
written at least fifteen years ago with documentation somewhat less voluminous but hardly'
less cogent.... The correct inference would be, rather, that what has changed in the last
few years are the values and interests to which the court is responsive, that that rescar,h
data and scientific opinion are invoked because, they take on, in the light of these changes. .1
new relevance and meaning." An Evaluation of Gault by a Sociologist" 43 Indiana Law
Journal, 614 (1968).

5. In the early 1960's New- York, California, and Illinois passed new juvenile court
acts which, according to juvenile court administrators from these states, anticipated the
Gault decision. New York introduced legal counsel to the family court through the '14
guardians' system in 1962 and the Public Defender's Office in Chicago assigned a full-timr
lawyer to juvenile court in early 1966.

6. This term is used and analysed by Howard S. Becker, The Outsiders. Ne'%
York: Free Press.

7. This issue is treated fully in a forthcoming book by Herman and Julia Sch.
wendinger. o

8. Pertinent here is Lee Rainwater's comment (1967) that the "proliferation of
policeman in schools, of schools specially for 'incorrigible' children and the like, testify to
the prison-like functions that undergird the educational rhetoric and increasingly call into,
question the natural ideology that 'education cures all ills'."
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HEALTH CARE FOR JUVENILE DELINQUENTS

P EDZATICIANS have long interestedthemselves in the health of juvenile de-
linquents. The Academy first appointed a
Committee on Juvenile Delinquency in
1955. Although this Committee has changed
its title to the Committee on Youth and has
expanded its role to include other problems
and concerns of young people, it still con-
cerns itself with the health supervision of
youth in detention facilities. It has now de-
veloped, with the endorsement of the Na-
tional Council of Juvenile Court Judges,
written standards for health care provided
in juvenile court institutions.'IJuvenile delinquents come largely from
low income families, and often from fami-
lies with serious social problems. Children
from these groups generally receive only
episodic health care. As adolescents, many
suffer from serious, untreated, health prob-
Iems.3.4 Institutions which assume custody
of these adolescents often find that they
need extensive health care.

Many groups have taken an interest in
the health programs of detention centers
and training schools, but. 4 f recently,
few or no data existed to sho" 4he kind and
quality of health care provided to institu-
tionalized delinquents. In 1971, following
several local surveys made by Academy
chapters, the Committee on Youth of the
Academy authorized a nationwide sample
survey of health care in custodial institu-
tions for juvenile delinquents.' With the
cooperation of the Academy, it became pos-
sible to 'recruit volunteer physicians to
make site visits to each institution in the
sample, and thus to have professional opin-
ions not only of the types of care given, but
of the quality.

Viaron EisNEn, M.D.
ROBERT I. SHOLTZ, M.S.
School of Public Health
University of California

Berkeley, California 94720
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Despite these findings, few of the pro-
grams offer truly comprehensive services.
The programs emphasize examination and
treatment of illness, but they usually ne-
glect other aspects of health care. For in-
stance, many institutions fail to make provi-
sion for continued care when a child goes
home, and others provide follow-up of
health problems by overworked probation
officers rather than by proper health per-
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AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS
COMMITTEE ON YOUTH

HEALTH STANDARDS FOR JUVENILE COURT
RESIDENTIAL FACILITIESt

Young people who find themselves in
juvenile court facilities constitute a group
who traditionally have displayed a high
incidence of health problems. Many have
had inadequate care in the past, and enter
with preexisting medical and dental condi-
tions. Whether or not they are in good
physical health, they often are handicapped
in the area of mental health. The conditions
which necessitate removing them from
their homes and placing them in institu-
tions may aggravate, or even cause, physi-
cal and mental health problems.

When society undertakes to remove
children and youth from their homes and
place them in institutions away from the
care of their parents, it assumes certain
obligations. Among these obligations is
care of their physical and mental health.

Health programs in juvenile court facili-
ties must be broad and comprehensive and
must go beyond the mere provision of
medical care. The extent of the health care
which should be offered to an individual
will depend on td length of time he is in
the institution. But, every institution which
confines juveniles should have a health
program designed to protect and promote
the physical and mental well-being of resi-
dents, to discover those in need of short-
term or long-term medical and dental treat-
ment, and to contribute to their rehabilita-
tion by appropriate diagnosis and treat-
ment and provision of continuity of care
following release.

The standards given here are designed
to attain these goals.

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE
HEALTH PROGRAM

Health Council
1. Each institution should have a multi-

disciplinary health council to set the poli-
cies of the health program.

2. The council may be organized within
the institution or by the authority which
operates the institution.

3. The following persons should be
members of the council of every institu-
tion: (a) the superintendent of the institu-
tion, (b) a physician who cares for the
residents of the institution, and (c) one or
more mental health workers (a psychiatrist,
psychiatric social worker, or child psy-
chologist) with experience with children
and adolescents in a residential psychiatric
treatment facility.

4. The following persons, if available,
may be members of the council: (a) a nurse
working within the institution, (b) a den-
tist who treats residents of the institution,
(c) an educator who teaches residents of
the institution, (d) a dietitian working
within the institution, and (e) a vocational
counselor.

5. Other persons may also be members
of the council, depending on circumstances.
For example, if feasible, one or two young
people who are residents of the institution
should be members.

6. The council should meet regularly to
consider all matters concerning the physi-
cal and mental health of children in the
institution. It should establish policies and
operating procedures, direct the activities
of health programs in the institution, over-
see the maintenanc of high standards of
health care, and recommend necessary
changes to appropriate authorities.

Technical Advice
When appropriate, the health council

should seek advice either from technical

0 This statement has been approved and endorsed by the Academy's Council on Child Health and has
been endorsed in principle by the National Council of Juvenile Court Judges.

f Detention centers, training schools, and similar residential facilities.

PE-s.'Tcs, Vol. 52, No. 3, September 1973
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advisory committees consisting of suitable
professionals and other experts in the com-
munity, or from a list of experts (e.g., in
communicable disease or drug abuse) who
could be called on to consult with the
health council as needed.

Operation of the Health Program
1. One full-time or part-time person

should direct the health program and carry
out policies set by the health council. This
person should have administrative respon-
sibility for medical, dental, nursing, and
mental health personnel. The health pro-
gram administrator and his staff should not
be required to implement the custodial
or security functions of the institution.

2. The director of the health program
should designate a physician to: (a) ap-
prove all standing instructions for medical
care and instructions stating when a phy-
sician or nurse should be consulted, and
(b) approve all supplies of medications
kept within the institution and regulations
for their use.

Responsibilities Toward Patients
1. In most instances the court will have

legal authority to approve medical care for
residents. In addition, the principles of
rendering medical care with due regard-for
the dignity of the patient require appropri
ate permission to be obtained for the per-
formance of medical and dental proce-
dures. Preferably, an attempt should be
made to obtain this permission from the
child's parents. However, permission for
dental procedures and permission for rectal
and pelvic examinations, when indicated,
should also be sought from the child.

2. Medical and dental records should
be kept for each child remaining overnight
or longer in the institution. A written record
should be kept of the administrative in-
spection of the condition of each child at
entry (see discussion of Admission In-
spection).

3. Access to medical and dental records
should be restricted to persons caring for
the health needs of the patient.

4. Medical and dental records should be
reviewed prior to each child's discharge.
Procedures should be established for en-
suring the continuation and completion of
treatment begun in the institution and for
correcting health problems discovered in
the institution, whether the child returns
home or is transferred to another institution.

5. Health conditions which might affect
behavior, such as epilepsy or diabetes,
should be reported to appropriate authori-
ties in a manner compatible with medical
ethics and the rights of the patient.

6. All medical and dental care should be
rendered with consideration of the patients
dignity and feelings. Medical procedures
should be performed in privacy-with a
chaperone present when indicated-and in
a manner designed to encourage the pa-
tient's subsequent utilization of appropriate
medical, dental, and other health services.

Review Procedures
1. All complaints against the institution,

from any source, should be routinely
screened by the health council or a desig-
nated member of the council to determine
if they imply a deficiency in the physical or
mental health program of the institution.

2. The health council should investigate
and take appropriate action for all claims
of deficiencies in the physical or mental
health program of the institution, and
should inspect and review all aspects of
the program as required to maintain quality
standards.

3. Written policies should require a
formal case review by qualified profes-
sionals of any death within the institution
and other events and conditions which may
be specified by the health council.

HEALTH SERVICES
Admission Inspection

1. An initial inspection by the admitting
staff officer should be part of the admitting
procedure. It should include: (a) state of
consciousness (drowsiness, disorientation,
and so forth); (b) state of gross motor
function (severe depression, severe hyper-
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activity, difficulty in coordination, and so
forth); (c) fever or other signs of illness;
and (d) apparent injuries.

2. Written standing orders should define
conditions appearing at the initial inspec-
tion which require prompt medical or
nursing attention.

Health Assessment
All children should undergo a health

assessment at the first possible opportunity
after initial admission to the institution.
Exceptions should only be made for chil-
dren admitted with a written record of an
adequate assessment done elsewhere if this
assessment was recent enough that no sub-
stantial change would be expected.

Content of Health Assessment
Medical History

1. Sufficient time should be allowed to
obtain an adequate history of the child's
past illnesses and treatment, and. of any
health problems that are known or sus-
pected. The history should include appro-
priate behavioral, family, and social infor-
mation, including such items as source and
type of routine medical and dental care,
school performance, exposure to venereal
disease, and need for contraceptive in-
formation.

2. If possible, the medical history should
be obtained from a parent or other adult
with whom the juvenile customarily lives,
in addition to a history from the juvenile
himself.

3. Information about the child should be
requested from his source of routine medi-
cal care, if one exists.

4. The medical history may be obtained
by a physician, a nurse, a physician's as-
sistant, or a suitably trained health aide
who has no duties in the implementation of
custodial or security functions of the in-
stitution.
Physical Examination

1. A physical examination shduld be per-
formed as part of the health assessment of
all residents within 24 hours of initial ad-
mission to the institution.

2. The examination should include a
search for signs of communicable disease,
including venereal disease in all exposed
juveniles; for any correctable health de-
fects; and for any signs of medical condi-
tions (such as neurological disease or drug
abuse) which might influence behavior. A
dental inspection to identify children in
need of emergency dental care should be
included.

3. The physical examination should be
performed by a physician or a physician's
assistant.
Screening Procedures

1. All children should be screened at ad-
mission for vision and hearing defects, im-
munization status, tuberculosis, and such
other conditions as the health council or
its advisory committee may recommend.

2. All sexually active juveniles should be
screened for venereal disease.
Dental Assessment

1. In addition to the dental inspection
performed as part of the physical examina-
tion, assessments should be performed by
a dentist on all resident children, and a
plan should be made for correction of
dental defects.

2. The dental assessment should include
examination of each tooth, bite-wing x-rays
on all children, and periapical x-rays where
indicated. If available, a panographic x-ray
may be substituted for the bite-wing and
periapical films.

3. The dental assessment should classify
children according to the priority of their
treatment needs. The following priorities
are suggested: (a) Individuals requiring
emergency dental treatment for such con-
ditions as injuries, acute oral infections
(e.g., periodontal and periapical abscesses,
Vincent's infection, acute gingivitis, acute
stomatitis, and painful conditions. (b) In-
dividuals requiring early treatment includ-
ing extensive or advanced caries, extensive
or advanced periodontal disease, chronic
pulpal or apical periodontal disease, heavy
calculus, chronic oral infection, surgical
procedures required for removal of one or
more teeth, and other surgical procedures
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not included In priority a, insufficient num-
ber of teeth for mastication, restorations
for cosmetic reasons as part of rehabilita-
tive treatment. (c) Individuals requiring
treatment, but not of an urgent nature, for
such conditions as moderate calculus,
prosthetic cases not included in priority
b, caries (not extensive or advanced),
periodontal diseases (not extensive or ad-
vanced), other oral conditions requiring
corrective or preventive measures. (d) In-
dividuals apparently requiring no dental
treatment related to the type of examina-
tion or inspection performed.

Correction of Health Defects
1. All institutions should undertake cor-

rection of health problems identified at
entry to the institution.

2. Health defects should be corrected
wherever possible without cost to the child
or his family, either within the institution
or at suitable facilities in the community.

3. Arrangements should be made in the
community for ready access to all types of
health care not available within the institu-
tion, including outpatient and inpatient
care, diagnostic facilities, specialist con-
sultation, and pharmacy.

4. Referral should be made to health
care facilities in other institutions or to a
source of regular health care whenever a
child is discharged from the institution in
the course of treatment for any health prob-
lem. Following release, appropriate health
records, including x-rays, should be trans-
ferred as confidential documents to the new
source of health care.

Care of Illness and Emergencies

1. All institutions should provide for
routine care of illnesses. They should make
provision within or outside of the institu-
tion for care of emergencies, including
dental emergencies, arising within the in-
stitution at any hour of the day or night.
Written procedures should specify these
emergency provisions.

2. Illness and emergency care may be
provided within or outside the institution;

but, if outside, the source must be readily
accessible.

3. Care of illnesses and emergencies
must include all applicable types of health
care either at the point of primary care or
by referral. These should include outpatient
and inpatient care, diagnostic facilities,
specialist consultation, and pharmacy.

4. Care of illness should be provided
daily, at a time and place known and ac-
cessible to all the residents of the institu-
tion.

5. Routine provisions should be made for
serious or common problems, including
drug toxicity and withdrawal, pregnancy,
venereal disease, suicide threats and other
emotional problems, and learning dis-
abilities.

Dental Care
1. All institutions should make provision

for care of dental emergencies arising at
any time of the day or night.

2. Preventive dentistry should include at
least plaque control, fluoride treatment,
and counseling.

3. All institutions should undertake den-
tal treatment and restoration using the
priorities given in point 3 of Dental Assess-
ment. When children do not remain in the
institution long enough for proper treat-
ment to be accomplished, the institution
should make appropriate referrals for the
treatment to be done elsewhere and ar-
range for transfer of appropriate records,
including x-rays.

4. The extent of restorative dentistry
provided by an institution should be deter-
mined by the health council; however, it
should include, as a minimum, the restora-
tion of adequate masticatory function.
When feasible, quadrant dentistry is the
optimal method.

-HEALTH PROTECTION
The health council and the director of

the health program should make them-
selves responsible to ensure the following
minimal standards of a healthy institutional
environment.
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Health Service Facilities
1. Facilities for health services within

the institution should meet standards for
equivalent types of care give in the com-
munity. If direct care of illness is provided
within the institution, the following stan-
dards should be met: (a) A primary physi-
cian should be present at each session.
(b) A registered nurse should be present
at each_session. Licensed vocational nurses
may be used for general nursing duties
under the supervision of a registered nurse.
(c) Th- following laboratory studies must
be obtainable on the premises or by im-
mediate referral: hemoglobin and/or he-
matocrit; WBC or differential; urinalysis,
chemical and microscopic; serology draw-
ing; microscopic studies of exudates and
scrapings (e.g., gonococcus and tricho-
monas); culture (by transfer media where
necessary) of gonococcus and other com-
mon pathogens; urinalysis for narcotics.
(d) The-following procedures, although de-
sirable on the premises, may be obtained by
referral: x-ray, blood chemistry, hematology.

2. Preventive medical services such as
immunization and contraceptive service
should be available on the premises or by
referral.

3. All health service facilities should
have the following: (a) sufficient light,
heating, cooling, water, and toilet facilities;
(b) privacy for patient interviews with
nurse, physician, or other personnel; (c)
privacy of examination should be ensured;
(d) if there is one physician, there should
be at least two examining rooms, with
hand-washing facilities; if there are two
physicians, there should be at least three
examining rooms.

Dental Facilities
1. A dentist should be available for

emergencies.
2. A hygienist is optional for dental hy-

giene and dental health education.
3. If dental care is provided on the

premises, facilities must include operator
with equipment designed for four-handed,
sit-down dentistry.

Physical Environment of Institution
1. Adequate space should be provided

for each resident.1,2

2. Adequate ventilation should be pro-
vided for the number of people within a
building.'

3. Residents should be separated ap-
propriately by sex, age, and the type of
problem they present.

4. There should be sufficient facilities to
maintain cleanliness of residents, their
clothing, and their bedding.

5. Precautions should be taken to protect
children against sexual assault, against
violence by other residents or by them-
selves, and against physical or emotional
injury.

6. Food should be nutritious and attrac-
tively served.

7. A dietitian should be on the staff of
each institution, or available and used for
regular consultation. An outside consulta-
tion should include the dietitian's presence
during at least one complete meal cycle.
Mental Health Aspects of Environment

1. Recreation: (a) An adequate recrea-
tion program should be available for each
child. (b) The program should include
both gross motor and sedentary activities of
various kinds each day.

2. Education: (a) There should be an
educational program in each institution
making appropriate use of community fa-
cilities. It should include the following,
where appropriate: general education,
compensatory and remedial education, vo-
cational education, and vocational referral
and placement services. (b) Children in
institutions should receive the same educa-
tion as those who live in the community.
For those unable to profit from standard
educational programs-whose mental and
emotional problems necessitate modifica-
tion of the educational program-education
programs should operate a minimum of two
hours a day, three times a week.

3. All institutions should have con-
sultants in mental health (psychiatrists,
psychiatric social workers, or psychologists)
with experience with children and adoles-
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cents in a residential psychiatric treatment
facility. In addition to serving on the health
council, the consultants should be used for
(a) emergency consultation, and (b) in-
service training.

4. All institutions should have on the
premises, or by referral, facilities for diag-
nosis and individual and group treatment
of children with mental health problems in
accordance with recent court rulings recog-
nizing the right of children to appropriate
treatment.

5. Behavior control measures used within
the institution should be reviewed at regu-
lar intervals by mental health consultants.

Health Education
All institutions with education programs

should provide health education. The sub-
jects to be covered should include nutri-
tion, alcohol and drug abuse, communica-
ble disease (including venereal disease),
dental health, and sex education (includ-
ing contraception).

Employes
1. All personnel employed within insti-

tutions should meet health standards sim-
ilar to those required for school personnel.a

(See also the commentary on page 434, d

2. All food handlers should meet appro-
priate state and local requirements.
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APPENDIX No. 14
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A study was conducted to determine whether a program of
severe physical challenge can be more effective than a traditional
training school experience in reducing further delinquency by
adolescent boys adjudicated delinquent. Effectiveness was meas-
ured by comparing the recidivism rates between two matched
groups. An experimental group %N-60) attended Outward
Bound schools while a comparison group (N=60) was treated in
a routine manner by the Massachusetts Division of Youth Serv-
ice. One year after parole, the recidivism rates for the two groups
were compared. Only 20 per cent of the experimental group
recidivated, as opposed to 42 per cent of the comparison group.
Background variables such as age of first court appearance, pres-
ence of both parents in the home, first institutionalization, and
type of offense were important conditions affecting recidivism.
The results suggest that for some delinquents a program such as
Outward Bound, which presents a severe physical challenge, is
a desirable alternative to traditional institutional care and
should be considered as a model for improving current correc-
tional programs. It appears that those delinquents who are re-
sponding to an adolescent crisis rather than to a character defect
would profit most from such a program.

T HE FIRsr OUTWARD BOUND SCHOOL lying the program is that rather
was established in 1941 in Aber- thakn merely telling a young man he is

dovey,° Wahc0 to train merchant mittee of the Permanent Charity Fund, Bos-
seamen for sirvivnl during the battle ton, Mass. The authors gratefully acknuwl.
of the Atlantic. An assumption under- edge the contributions of John D. Coughlan,

former director of the Division of Youth
This study w.s funded in part by the Service, and his staff; Joshua Miner 111, Pres.

0Ice oi juvenile Delinquency, Childien's ident, Outward Bound, Inc.; and the direc-
bur au, U.S. Office of Health, Education and tors and staff of the Outward Bound Schools,
Welfare, Grant No. 66013: the Massachu- whose cooperation and support enabled the
atts Division of Youth Service; and the Corn- successful completion of the project.
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capable of more than he thinks he
can do, one must devise a set of
circumstances whereby the youth can
demonstrate this competence to him-
self. To accomplish this goal, Out-
ward Bound exposes adolescents to
severe physical challenge and pushes
individuals to their physical limit.

At the time of this study-there were
three Outward Bound schools in the
United States. Each school adapts a
26-day program according to its own
physical environment-mountains,
sea, or forest. All stress (1) physical
conditioning, such as running, hiking,
swimming; (2) technical training,
such as the use of specialized tools
and equipment, camping, cooking,
map reading, navigation, lifesaving,
drown-proofing, and solo survival;
(3) safety training; and (4) team
training, such as rescue techniques,
evacuation exercises, and fire fighting.
The participants in each course are
divided into eight patrols of twelve
boys each. Each patrol is supervised
by one or more trained instructors.

Since 1964 the Massachusetts Divi-
sion of Youth Service and Outward
Bound Schools, Inc., have collaborat-
ed in an effort to reduce recidivism in
adjudicated adolescent delinquents.
In the summers of 1964 and 1965,
delinquent boys from the Division of
Youth Service attended Outward
Bound schools in Colorado, Minneso-
ta, and Maine. Since these boys had a
relatively low recidivism rate after
returning from the program, further
research seemed appropriate. A
demonstration project was designed
to systematically examine the effect of
Outward Bound on adolescent delin.
quents. Its purpose was to determine
whether Outward Bound was more
effective in reducing recidivism in ad.
judicated delinquent adolescent boys
than current correctional practice.

Also, the study examined the relative
effectiveness of the different Outward
Bound schools to observe which ele.
ments in Outward Bound are the
most useful change agents. Effec.
tiveness was measured by comparing
recidivism rates in two matched
groups of adolescent delinquent boy&
One group attended Outward Bound,
while the other was handled in a
routine manner by juvenile correc.
tional authorities. Recidivism, here
defined as a return to a juvenile insti.
tution or commitment to an adult
institution for a new offense within
one year after parole, was determined
from a review of the Division of
Youth Service files and thoke of the
Massachusetts Commission on Proba.
tion, where all juvenile and adult
court appearances in Massachusetto
are recorded.

Participating Agencies

The Colorado Outward Bound
School is located on the western
slopes of the Rocky Mountains at an
altitude of 8.800 feet. The course in.
volves mountain walking, high.
altitude camping, rock climbing, and
rappelling (descending a sheer clif!
by means of two ropes wrapped
around the body). Each patrol climbs
at least one of the 14,000-foot peaks in
the area. As a climax, unsupervised
groups of three or four boys co
sixty to ninety miles of unfamiliar
terrain in three days.

The Minnesota Outward Bound
School is located in the Superior Na.
tional Forest near Ely, Minn., on the
edge of the Superior-Quetico Wilde.
ness. Participants are trained at tN
main camp for twelve days and th'.
leave on a two-week, 200.mile ctm.4
expedition. Selected readings, fitn.
and discussions related to the at.,
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dents' experiences are presented upon
their return from the expedition.

The Hurricane Island Outward
Bound School is located ten miles off
the coast of Maine at the entrance of

C Penobscot Bay. More than half the
program involves training in seaman.
ship and navigation. The course cli.
max is a five-day cruise in thirty-foot
whaleboats. Each group of twelve
boys must live together in these small
open boats without an instructor.

The three participating institutions
of the Division of Youth Services were
the Reception Center for Boys, which
is the receiving and diagnostic unit;
the Lyman School for Boys; and the
Industrial School for Boys. Lyman
and ISB are the training school facili-
ties in Massachusetts to which adoles-
cent male delinquents are assigned.

Subjects

The subjects for this study were 120
adolescent delinquents. Only boys
who were 1512 to 17 years of age, in
good health and without any severe
physical disability or severe psychopa.
thology, and who had a minimum IQ
of 75 and no history of violent assaul-
tive or sexual offenses were eligible
for selection. Eligibility also depend-
ed on a willingness to participate if
selected.

Sixty subjects from the Reception
Center and sixty from the Lyman
School for Boys and the Industrial
School for Boys were selected. The
experimental group, consisting of
thirty boys from the Reception Cen-
ter and thirty boys from the two insti.
tutions, attended Outward Bound.
The remaining sixty subjects, iden.
tified as the comparison group, were
handled in a routine manner, some
being institutionalized and some
immediately paroled.

The experimental and comparison
groups were matched on the basis of
the following variables: age at time of
selection for the study, IQ, race, reli-
gion, offense for which committed,
area of residence, and number of
prior commitments to the Division of
Youth Service. With respect to these
variables, the two groups correspond.
ed not only to each other but also to
the contemporaneous population of
adolescent males in the custody of the
Division of Youth Service.1

Procedure

Experimental group subjects from
the reception center were sent direct-
ly to Outward Bound and were
paroled immediately upon com-
pletion of the course. Subjects select.
ed from the training schools included
boys who were institutionalized for
the first time, as well as recidivist.

The complete social histories for all
subjects were reviewed and develop.
mental, medical, familial, education.
al, and delinquent background data
were recorded. The information
served as the basis for the initipf
matching of the experimental and
comparison groups.

Three psychologists served as parti-
cipant observers.2 One observer at-
tended at least one course at each of
the three Outward Bound schools.
The observer's function was to partic-
ipate in and observe the program and
to record his impressions of the course
and its impact on the participants.

I "Annual Rcport of the Division of Youth
Service," Mauachusetts Division of Youth
Service, Boson, 1965.

2 The detailed reports of these obsen'ers
are included in Francis J. Kelly and Daniel
J. Baer, Oulward Bdund: An Alternative to
Institution ligation (Boston, Mass.: FandelPress, 1968), pp. 95-174.
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Recidivism

Table I summarizes the incidence
of recidivism in the experimental and
comparison groups. The 20 per cent
recidivism rate of the experimental
group is half that of the expected rate
(40 per cent), for boys of this age
committed to the Division of Youth
Service. On the other hand, the 42
per cent recidivism found in the com-
parison group is consistent with the
base expectancy rate. On a chi-square
test of independence, the significant
result (x2 = 5.80, p < .01, one-tail
hypothesis) supports the expectation
that Outward Bound is more effective
in reducing recidivism in adolescent
delinquent boys than routine manage-
ment in public institutions.

TABLE 1
Rzcwrisvw RATES FOR

EXPEMJIIENTAL AND COMPARISON GROUPS

Experi- Compari-
mental son

Recidivists 12 (20%) 25 (42%)
Nonrecidivists 48 (80%) 35 (58%)
Total 60(100%) 80(100%)

Chi-equare - 5.80, df - 1 (p < .01, one-
tail hypothestay.

T9 explain this outcome it is neces-
sary to examine the program at Out-
ward Bound. The participant observ.
ers report that Outward Bound en.
courages change in the adolescent de-
linquent$ The opportunities for con-
crete impressive accomplishment, as
well as for excitement and challenge,
promote personal growth. The need
to pace oneself challenges the delin.
quent's impulsivity, while the require-
ment of persistence challenges his en-
durance. The necessity of obeying
safety laws and camp regulations

s Kelly and Baer, ob. cit. supra note 2.

causes him to question his concept
that laws and regulations are to be
ignored, and his dependence upon his
patrol leader for success and well-
being causes him to re-examine his
attitude toward authority figures.

Recidivism and Outward Bound
The participant observers report

that the programs at the three Out-
ward Bound schools differ in many
respects. The Colorado and Hurri.
cane Island schools emphasize severe
physical challenge, felt danger, and
high excitement. On the other hand,
these programs do not attempt to
meet the needs of individual partici-
pants but require all boys to adapt to
the standards of these schools. Anoth-
er important characteristic of these
schools is that they make little effort
to interpret verbally the meaning of
the experience to the participants.
However, the Minnesota school,
while stressing physical challenge, has
a relatively low objective danger and
excitement level. This program em.
phasizes concern for interpersonal rela-
tionships and stresses reflection and de-
velopment of a spiritual attitude.

The recidivism rates for the sub-
jects attending the three Outward
Bound schools is summarized in Table
2. It may be seen that the Minnesota
School had a higher recidivism rate
(42 per cent) than the Colorado (0
per cent) or Hurricane Island (11
per cent) school. These results ap-
pear to support the belief that delin-
quent adolescents are action-oriented
and respond to programs which chal.
lenge them in the sphere of physical
activity.4 Programs such as Colorado

4 See, for example. William C. Kvaraceua
and Walter B. Miller, Delinquent Behavior,
Culture and the Individual (Washington,
D.C.: National Education Asociation, 1959),
pp. 62-68.
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TABLE 2
RIcDIViSM RATES BY OUTWARD BOUND SCHOOL ATTENDED

School Recidivists Nonrecidivists Total

Colorado 0 (0%) 18 (38%) 18
Minnesota 10 (84%) 14 (29%) 24
Hurricane Island 2 (16%) 16 (33%) 18

Total 12(100%) 48(100%) 60

Chi-equare - 12.43, df = 2 (p < .002, one-tail hypothesis).

and Hurricane Island, which have a
high degree of physical challenge and
excitement-e.g., rappelling a sheer
cliff-followed by periods of relative
quiet when the participants can real.
ize, absorb, and accept their accom-
plishments, may account for the rela.
tive success of these programs. On the
other hand, programs which call for
consistent physical activity and endur-
ance but without periods of high
excitement or real danger are not
successful in reducing recidivism. Per.
haps if training schools incorporated
these elements of severe physical chal-
lenge with high excitement into their
programs, they would more realisti.
ally meet the needs of the adolescent
delinquent.

Background Variables
Although Outward Bound seemed

to have an important effect, one must

also consider several background vari-
ables when evaluating the recidivism
rate of the experimental and compar.
ison groups. The following five vari-
ables were most closely related to re-
cidivism: number of commitments to
the Division of Youth Service, type of
offense, presence of both parents in
the home, age of first court appear-
ance, and age of first commitment.
On the other hand, such variables as
IQ, race, urban-rural residence, reli.
gion, and whether subjects were se-
lected from a training school or the
reception, center were not important
predictors.

In Table S it may be seen that the
mean age at first court appearance for
the recidivists was significantly young-
er (t=5.88, p < .01) than for the
nonrecidivists. Also, the mean age for
first commitment for the recidivists
was significantly younger (t=5.20,

TABLE 3
Aot AT FIRST COURT APPEARANCE AND AT FIRST COMMITMENT FOR

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPARISON GROUP RECIDIVISTS AND NONRECIDIVISTS

Experimental Group Comparison Group

Recidivists Nonrecidivista Recidivists Nonrecidiviste

(N - 12) (N - 48) (N - 25) (N - 35)
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t

Age of first court
appearance 12.8 2.3 14.6 1.6 -3.88' 14.3 1.8 14.0 1.9 0.58

Age of first
commitment 13.9 2.2 16.0 0.9 -5.20b 15.4 1.7 15.2 1.8 -0.43

&p < .01. b p < .001.

25-218 0 - 74 - 33
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TABLu 4
RuwwzVMU AND NUMBIM OF COMMITMENTS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPARISON GROUPS

Group Number of Commitments
One Two or More

Experimental
Recidivists 4 (11%) 8 (36%)
Nonrecidivists 34 (89%) 14 (64%) 5.818
Total 38 (100%) 22(100%)

Comparison
Recidivists 13 (36%) 12 (50%)
Nonrecidivist. 23 (64%) 12 (50%) 1.14
Total 36(100%) 24 (100%)
X1 6.84 0.87
a p < .01, df - 1 (one-tail hypothesis).

p < .001) than for the nonrecidivists.
However, no such difference was
found within the comparison group.
This suggests that Outward Bound
may have a greater impact on the
delinquent whose first court appear.
ance occurs following the onset of
adolescence. Many writers$ have com-
mented on the employment of delin-
quency as a masculine protest and as
a device to assert independence. Per.
haps the severe physical challenge of
Outward Bound provides an opportu.
nity to resolve this identity crisis.

Those delinquents whose first court
appearance occurred before the onset
of adolescence may represent more
characterologically deficient boys who
do not respond either to currently
employed correctional practices or to
Outward Bound. The insignificant
differences in age at first commitment

5 See, for example, Erik Erikson, Nero Per.
sqectives for Research on Juvenile Delin.
quency (Washington. D.C.: US. Government
Printing Office, 1956); Louis Sontag, "Prob-
lems of Dependency and Masculinity as Fac.
tors in Delinquency." ,merican Journal of
Orthoprychiaty, October 1958; or Helen
Witmer, Delinquency and the Adolescent
Crisis (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Odce, 1960).

and age at first offense for recidivists
and nonrecidivists in the comparison
group, when compared with the ex.
perimental group, suggest that exist.
ing training school programs do not
realize positive change for some boys
who have this potential.

Number of Commitments
Table 4 summarizes the incidence

of recidivism and the number of com-
mitments for the experimental and
the comparison groups. It may be
seen that, in the experimental group,
four of thirty-eight (11 per cent) of
the first commitment boys recidi.
vated, while eight of twenty-two (86
per cent) of the subjects who had two
or more commitments were returned.
This significant outcome (X2 = 5.81,
p < .01) indicates that Outward
Botmd was more successful for those
who had at least one prior commit.
ment. On the other hand, for the
comparison group the number of
commitments was not a significant
predictor of recidivism. Further sup-
port for this finding may be seen from
a comparison of recidivism for the
first commitment boys in the experi.
mental and comparison groups.
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While four of thirty-eight (I I per
cent) of the first commitments in the
experimental group recidivated, thir-
teen of thirty-six (36 per cent) of the
first commitments in the comparison
group were returned &X2 = 6.84,
p < .01). From these data alone it is
difficult to discern whether it was the
positive effect of Outward Bound or
the negative effect of the training
school which contributed to this
finding. However, for the first com-
mitment boys, at least, the data sug-
gest that many have a potential for
rehabilitation which is not realized by
present training school programs.
They also indicate that severe physi-
cal challenge does not meet the needs
of delinquents with two or more com-
mitments.

Type of Offense
The offenses for which the subjects

were committed were grouped into
two categories: stubborn-runaway and
other. The first group was composed
of boys committed for being either
stubborn or runaway children. These
offenses have no adult counterpart
and usually reflect intrafamilial con-

flicts expressed in disobedience, incor-
rigibility, or running away from
home. The second group included the
remaining delinquents, whose offenses
were against persons or -property, acts
which, if committed by an adult,
would constitute misdemeanors or fel-
onies.

The incidence of recidivism and
type of offense for experimental and
comparison groups is summarized in
Table 5. The most dramatic contrast
between the experimental and com-
parison groups is found in the stub.
born-runaway category. Whereas six of
the fifteen (40 per cent) experimen.
tal group subjects recidivated, ten of
twelve (83 per cent) in the compari-
son group were returned. This signifi.
cant difference (X2 = 5.19, p <.01)
suggests that Outward Bound may
have a greater influence on those sub.
jects whose delinquency is a direct
response to h6me conflict than does
the traditional training school.

However, when comparing the re-
cidivism rate for the stubborn.
runaway category, we should note
that in both the experimental group
(40 per cent vs. 13 per cent) and the

TABLE 5
RxCIDIVISM AND TYPE or OENSEI FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPAMSON GROw

Group Type of Offense

Stubborn-Runaway Other x2
Experimental

Recidivists 6 (40%) 6 (13%)
Nonrecldivista 9 (60%) 39 (87%) 5.006

Total 15 (100%) 45 (100%)

Comparison
Recidivists 10 (83%) 15 (31%)
Nonrecidivists 2 (17%) 33 (69%) 10.71'
Total 12(100%) 48(100%)
X1 5.19b 4.25'
Sp < .05. bp < .01. a p < .001. df - 1 (one-tailed hypothesis).
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TABLZ 6
RUCWDIVZSM AND PstSUNCE or BoTH PARENTS IN THrE HoME

Experimental Group Comparison Group

Live with Live with
Both Parents Other Both Parents Other

Recidivists 2 (7%) 10 (33%) 10 (39%) 15 ("4%)
Nonrecidivists 28 (93%) 20 (67%) 16 (61%) 19 (8%)

Total 30(100%) 30(100%) 26(100%) 34(100%)
Chi-squares 6.67' 0.19

ap < .01, df I 1 (one-tailed hypothesis).

comparison group (83 per cent vs. S
per cent) the stubborn-runaways were
three times as likely as other types of
delinquents to recidivate.- Perhaps ac-
tion-oriented programs by themselves
fail to meet the needs of the stubborn-
runaway offenders, who often return
to the same home environment. It
would seem that these offenders, who
are perhaps more immature or emo-
tionally disturbed or who may be re-
sponding to some family pathology,
may require a more intensive and
psychotherapeutic care than either
Outward Bound or the training
schools provide.

On the other hand, when subjects
who committed offenses other than
stubborn-runaway are compared (Ta.
ble 5), it may be seen that the boys
who attended Outward Bound had a
significantly lower (X2 = 4.25, p <
.05) rate of recidivism (13 per cent)
than comparison group boys placed
in training schools (31 per cent). It
may be that severe physical challenge,
as represented by the Outward Bound
program, is more effective with delin-
quents who act out in the community
than it is with boys who act out
directly against the home.

Presence of Parents in the Home

An important finding of the
present study was the relationship be-

tween recidivism and the presence of
both parents in the home. From Ta
ble 6 it may be seen that subjects in
the experimental group who returned
to homes in which both parents were
present had a significantly lower (X2

= 6.67, p < .01) rate of recidivism (7_
per cent) than the rate (33 per cent)
for boys who returned to other types
of home conditions. On the other
hand, there was no significant differ.
ence in the incidence of recidi ism in
the comparison group for indi 'idual:;
returning to either intact or broker
homes. Since it is generally accepted"
that the presence of both parents in
the home is a favorabit condition for
growth, it may be that the boys front
intact homes were initially less likely
to become confirmed delinquents.
The severe physical challenge of Out-
ward Bound may provide ttem a
means of resolving some adolescent
crisis.

Implications
The results of this study suggest

that severe physical challenge may be
an effective method of reduci,,g re-
cidivism in adolescent delinquents.
Although the study involved sending

6 See, for example, Paul Glasser and Eliza.
beth Navarre, "Structural Problems of the
One-Parent Family." Journal of Social Issues,
January 1965, pp. 98-109.
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PHYSICAL CHALLENGE

delinquents to Outward Bound
schools, it seems that training schools
might profit from incorporating many
features of the Outward Bound ap-
proach into their own programs. Ac-
tion-oriented adolescents may respond
more to action programs than to cog.

nitively oriented counseling ap-
proaches. However, it should be rec-
ognized that although not effective
with all delinquents, this approach
could be of sufficient value to recom-
mend it as a supplement, if not an
alternative, to institutionalization.

445
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FOREWORD

To those working in the youth serving fields, it is a generally
accepted principle that detention of children pending court disposition
should rarely be used, except in those relatively few instances where
the demands of the individual case require its use. It is simply a %ad
fact of life that some youngsters will need detention. When such is
the case, every precaution must be taken to assure that the care they
receive is as efficient and humane as possible.

This booklet, a revisiort of an earlier published work, is offered in
the hope that the information it contains on providing adequate deten-
tion care will be of value to those working in this important field.
Special attention is given to the States' responsibility in this area.

The publication is authored by Mr. John J. Downey of the staff of
the Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention Administration.
Mr. Downey has had a long and distinguished career in child welfare
work and has produced a salient pamphlet on a vital topic.

ROBERT J. GEMIGNANI
COMMISSIONER
Youth Development and Delinquency

Prevention Administration

iii
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STATE RESPONSIBILITY FOR
JUVENILE DETENTION CARE

Detention is "the temporary care of children in secure custody
pending court disposition."' Because of the nature of detention, not
many children require such care. With few exceptions, individual coun-
ties do not have a sufficient number of detention cases to justify main-
taining a detention service.

A statewide regional detention plan, therefore, is necessary if all
children who require detention care are to receive an adequate detention
service, regardless of where they live or where they are arrested. Further-
more, the regional detention plan should be one in which a State agency
carries primary responsibility for providing the service.

In all but a few States, however, counties have carried the responsi-
bility for detention. In spite of their efforts to provide adequate services,
counties, with few exceptions, continue to fall far short of the detention
objective of the juvenile court movement: "to keep the child from the
evils of jail . . . (and to care for him) as a wise father would care for
his children." 2 In 1970, 11 years after the establishment of the first
juvenile court, we find the following conditions:

1. Children are still in jail. The National Council on Crime and
"-Delinquency estimates that about 100,000 children are held in

jail each year.3

Sheridan, William H.: LEGISLATIVE GUIDE FOR DRAFTING FAMILY
AND JUVENILE COURT ACTS. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Social and Rehabilitation Service, Children's Bureau,
1969. (Section 2-F.)

IWagner, Florence: JUVENILE DETENTION IN THE UNITED STATES.
Social Service Monographs, No. 20. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1933. (jacket.)

3 National Cjuncil on Crime and Delinquency: Correction in the United States.
CRIME AND DELINQUENCY, January 1967, Vol. 13, No. 1, p. 16.

1
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2. Children are in makeshift detention facilities which are virtually
child jails. These so-called detention homes often consist of a
barred room in a county court house, or home for the aged, or in
other institutions.

3. In some places, specially designed- detention homes have been
constructed - but, unfortunately:
a. the programs are so inadequate that they are little better than

jails, failing to meet their objectives of offsetting the potentially
damaging effects of confinement and beginning the process of
rehabilitation;

b. these detention homes are staffed and programmed in such a
way that they are unable to care for the seriously delinquent
children for whom they were intended, with the result that
these youngsters are still being held in jail;

c. mildly delinquent children and neglected children are being
detained unnecessarily, and harmfully, in close association with
sophisticated delinquents; or-

d. because of indiscriminate use, detention homes are often danger-
ously overcrowded to the degree that an adequate program is
practically impossible to achieve.

County responsibility for detention is not the only reason for this
discouraging situation. Some of the other reasons are the inadequacy
or lack of related services for children, trained personnel, and appro-
priated funds. These are serious problems to be overcome. But, regard-
less of how much improvement is made in these related areas, adequate
detention services cannot be provided to all children who require them
as long as counties carry the responsibility for detention. The fact is
that few (less than 4 percent) of the counties inthe United States have
a sufficient number of detention cases to justify establishing a detention
home.

THE NATURE OF DETENTION

Because of the nature of
detention, not many chil-
dren require such care.

As defined above, the distinguishing feature of detention care, as
opposed to other types of temporary child care, is that it is secure custody.
It suspends, at least temporarily, the child's right to his freedom and his
parents' rights to his care and custody.

2
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Being placed in detention may be harmful to the child. In detention,
he is confined with other, perhaps more serious, delinquents. Having
little confidence in his own ability to get along in a socially acceptable
manner, he may gain status as a delinquent and identify himself with
other delinquents in their hostile attitude toward any adu*. in authority
and against society in general. Not having been successful in other
respects, the notoriety of being placed in detention may give the de-
linquent child the recognition that he has been craving; this, in turn,
may confirm him in his delinquent pattern of behavior. As a result, his
rehabilitation may be much more difficult to accomplish.

The placement of a child in detention is, then, a drastic action. A
child should be detained only when a failure to do so would, place the
child or the community in danger.

Detention should not be used as a convenience to staff working with
the child. It should not be used for punishment or short-term "treat-
ment;" nor should it be used for all delinquent children who happen
to need care outside of their own homes but who do not require secure
custody. Such children should be cared for in shelter facilities such as
an open-type foster home.

The National Council on Crime 4nd Delinquency's STANDARDS AND
GUIDES FOR THE DETENTION OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH
gives the following as the criteria for admission to detention:

"Children apprehended for delinquency should be detained for the
juvenile court when, after proper intake interview, it appears that
casework by a probation officer would not enable the parents to maintain
custody and control or would not enable the child to control his own
behavior. Such children fall into the following groups:

1. Children who are almost certain to run away during the period the
.court is studying their case or between disposition and transfer
to an institution or another jurisdiction.

2. Children who are almost certain to commit an offense dangerous
to themselves or to the community before court disposition or
between disposition and transfer to an institution or another
jurisdiction.

3. Children who must be held for another jurisdiction; e.g., parole
violators, runaways from institutions to which they were committed
by a court or certain witnesses." 4

The NCCD maintains that the number of children requiring detention
should normally not exceed 10 percent of the total number of juvenile
offenders apprehended by law enforcement officers.5

4 National Council on Crime and Delinquency: STANDARDS AND GUIDES
FOR THE DETENTION OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH. New York: The
Council, 1961. (p. 15.) See also Sheridan, op. cit., Section 20.

s Ibid (NCCD), p. 18.

3
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CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN
IN DETENTION

Generally speaking, when detention is properly used, the children
in detention will be among the community's most disturbed and aggres-
sively acting-out adolescents. Because they are cared for under condi-
tions of confinement, they feel frustrated and confused. Believing the
world is against them, they are anxious and worried about the future.

The result is that these children are capable of suicide, escape, or
attack. Their detention experience cannot be a neutral one. It will be
either a destructive experience confirming them in a pattern of delin-
quent behavior, or a constructive one that will help redirect them into
becoming socially useful citizens. The mission of detention is to provide
a constructive experience.

OBJECTIVES OF DETENTION CARE 6

If detention is to be a constructive experience for the child, it must
accomplish the following four basic interwoven objectives:

1. Secure custody with good physical care in a manner that will offset
the damaging effects of confinement.

2. Constructive and satisfying activities, not merely to amuse the
child or to take up his time, but to provide an opportunity for him
to develop and recognize his strengths and to help him find socially
acceptable ways of gaining satisfaction. These activities can
provide hoth a basis for positive staff-child relationships and a
setting for observation and study.

3. Individual and group guidance to help the child use his detention
experience positively.

4. Observation and study, leading to a better diagnosis upon which
to build a better treatment plan.

6 Ibid, p. 36.

4
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THE DETENTION CARE PROGRAM,
PLANT, AND STAFF

The characteristics of chil-
dren in detention and the
objectives of detention require
a certain basic program, a
specialized physical plant, and
a minimum staff, regardless
of how few children are in
detention.

The Program

The purpose of a detention program is to offset the potentially damag-
ing effects of confinement and begin the process of rehabilitation. In
order to do this, the atmosphere that prevails within the detention home
should be one of acceptance of the child as a person. The youngster
"should feel in the staff a warm acceptance of himself and rejection
only of his anti-social behavior." 7

The program should have as major goals: to help these youth in deten-
tion to improve in their ability to get along with one another and with
persons in authority, and to help them learn how to cope with their
problems, as individuals and as members of the group.

The Physical Plant
Children in detention require a physical plant that is secure but

non-jail-like. It should be fire-resistive. The details of its construction
and the materials used must be such that the children will not be afforded
an opportunity for escape, hiding, suicide, or injury to themselves, other
children, or staff. The layout of the building should enable the staff
to maintain visual and auditory supervision of the children at all times.

Because children in detention have a low tolerance for being con-
tinuously in a group, each child should have a room of his own. This
gives the child a place of retreat from the group. In his own room, a
youngster can think things over; he can even cry, knowing he is safe
from ridicule.

7 Ibid, p. 36.

5
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There must be adequate space for a variety of activities, including
vigorous games and sports, quiet games and game room activities, and
arts and crafts; and there should be a place for group discussions.

In 1970, the cost of constructing such a specially designed detention
home was estimated at $25,000 per bed." This cost would pose a problem
for all but the largest counties.

The Staff
It is the child care staff who must implement the goals of the detention

program. It is they who must be able to communicate to the child at
all times that they accept him as a person and that it is only his un-
desirable behavior that is rejected. They must be able to carry on con-
structive activities with the children, encouraging them at every
opportunity to develop their skills and to discover new ones. In addition,
the child care staff should be able to systematically observe and record
the behavior of the youngsters in various situations for diagnostic use
by the caseworker and clinical staff.

The child care staff should be college graduates with a heavy con-
centration in sociology and psychology, or have the educational back-
ground and experience equivalent to that of a beginning probation officer
or child welfare worker.

Because children in detention must be under supervision at all times,
there must be, even in the smallest detention home, at least one man and
one woman group counselor with the children on a 24-hour basis. This,
then, would require about 10 group counselors," since 4.7 persons are
needed to cover one position on a 24-hour, 7-days-a-week basis.

To maintain a constructive detention program and to insure the smooth
operation of the physical plant, the child care staff, plus a maintenance
man, a cook, and a housekeeper, would call for the following minimum
complement:

1 Detention superintendent
1 Detention caseworker-Assistant superintendent
2 Senior group counselors
8 Group counselors
1 Maintenance man

8 In 1961, the cost of detention construction was said to be as high as $20,000
per bed. Construction costs since 1961 have been increasing at an average rate
of about 3 percent per year. Today's cost of detention construction wcvd approxi-
mate $25,000 per bed. This estimate would require adjustment in relation to
costs of land acquisition and local variances in construction costs. A half-million
dollars should cover the cost of a 20-bed detention home in most localities.
This does not include initial capital purchase which would run $20,000 to $30,000
in addition to construction.

9 Two of these group counselors should be senior group counselors. This
would qualify them to be in charge of the detention home in the absence of the
director.

6
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I Cook
I Housekeeper
1 Secretary-receptionist

16 Total staff
Every detention facility must be characterized by the kind of program,

physical plant, and staff just described, if the children in detention,
regardless of their number, are to have a constructive experience.

A MINIMUM ADEQUATE DETENTION
SERVICE

A minimum adequate detention
service is not practical unless
it can serve a minimum of ap-
proximately 300 detention
cases annually.

The estimated cost of maintaining a minimum staff for a detention
home in 1970 was about $97,00010 a year. The cost of food, utilities,
maintenance, etc., can safely be estimated at $18,000 per year, making
an annual budget of $115,000 for the smallest practical detention unit.

A minimum adequate detention service would have to care for both.
boys and girls. The maximum size detention home that could be operated
by the minimum staff listed above is one for 20 children, the standard
maximum size of a single unit detention home." Such a home could care
for a maximum average daily population of 12 children.'2 Such an average
daily population would result in 4,380 (12 X 365) days' care annually.
The per capita cost of care would then be $26.25 ($115,000 divided by

10 The estimate of $97,000 as cost of staff was based on the following estimated
salaries: superintendent, $10,500; caseworker-assistant superintendent, $9,000;
group counselors, $6,000; secretary-receptionist, cook, maintenance man, and
housekeeper, $5,000 each.

"1 NCCD, op. cit., p. 116, which contains NCCD Standard No. 207: "Capacity
of Units; Detention home units . . . with co-recreation facilities should have
the capacity of not more than twenty boys and girls under the supervision of
male and female staff at all times."

"1 The average daily population that can be served by a detention home with
a capacity of 20 with little danger of overcrowding has been calculated to be
10 to 12 by use of the method outlined in Brewer, Edgar W.: DETENTION
PLANNING. Children's Bureau Publication 381. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1960. (pp. 35-37.)
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4,380). If less than 4,380 days' care is given, the per capita cost would,
of course, be higher. Most appropriating bodies would not want to ex-
ceed this per capita cost. On the basis of an average length of stay of
14 days, it would require about 300 detention cases annually to result
in a 4,380 days' care.

Further variations are to be expected in a daily detention population.
If the average population became much lower than 12, it would be very
difficult to carry on the type of group activities necessary for an adequate
detention program.

AN ADEQUATE DETENTION
PROGRAM

Only counties with at. least
250,000 population would
have the minimum number of
cases to justify an adequate
detention program.

The figure 300 has been mentioned in the literature 3 as the minimum
number of children requiring detention annually to make practical the
operation of an adequate detention program. Little recognition, how-
ever, has been given to the implication of such minimum detention
units in terms of the population base. Detention continues to be planned
on a county basis, with the result that counties which do not have a
sufficient detention caseload fail in their efforts to provide an adequate
program. The results are jail-like, makeshift, or inadequate, small-
scale operations with little or no program; children are unnecessarily
detained and held too-long in order to build up justifiable caseloads;
and detention homes become a "catch all" for neglected, dependent,
and delinquent children. In this last instance, an attempt has often been
made to tailor the program to the needs of the nondelinquent and mildly

,M The New York State Department of Social Welfare (CHILD DETENTION
CARE IN UPSTATE NEW YORK: Albany, 1958, p. 13) uses the figure 310.
Norman, Sherwood (DETENTION PRACTICE: New York, NCCD, 1960,
p. 177) uses the figure 300.

8
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delinquent children. Ironically, this has often resulted in the jail deten-
tion of the serious delinquents for whom the detention home was orig-
inally intended; the so-called detention home is no longer able to care
for the serious delinquents or is overcrowded with children who do not
belong there.

MINIMUM POPULATION
In order to permit detention planning on a county basis, minimum

populations of 75,000 and 100,000 have been suggested. In the studies
conducted by the Children's Bureau, there has never been a county or
group of counties with a population of under 250,000 that had anywhere
near the 300 annual cases of children who required detention. A more
realistic minimum population would seem to be 250,000. But even here,
the implication should not be that in all counties with a population over
250,000, there would be a sufficient number of children requiring deten-
tion care to make practical the operation of an adequate detention pro-
gram. This figure of 250,000 can, however, serve to illustrate how few
counties in the United States can operate an adequate detention service
for their own use.

Of over 3,100 counties and other similar type political subdivisions
in the United States, only 122 have populations over 250,000 according
to the 1960 census. Another 169 counties have populations between
100,000 and 250,000. There are 2,840 that have populations under 100,000.
Very few counties, then (less than 4 percent) can plan even the minimum
detention service for their own use. Regional detention is necessary
if a detention service is to be available to all children who require it.

REGIONAL DETECTION

Regional detention must be
planned on a statewide basis.

Despite the extent to which regional detention has been discussed in
the literature, there has not been sufficient recognition of the implica-
tions of the need for a minimum volume of detention to justify a detention
home. According to the 1960 census, there were 12 States in which no
counties had a population over 250,000. Fifteen States had but one county
with a population over 250,000. Also, there were 7 States that did not
even have a county with a population of 100,000. Seven more had only

25-218 0 - 74 - 34 9
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one county in this category. Obviously, then, regional detention can no
longer be thought of as a plan in which 2 or 3 small counties use a single
detention home. In most States, a broad area including many counties
will have to be served by each regional detention home. A plan that will
provide statewide detention coverage will necessarily be a complex one.

REGIONAL DETENTION
HOMES

Studies of detention needs in several States confirm the fact that
in most States, regional detention homes will have to serve wide areas
in order that the volume of detention will be sufficient to make the opera-
tion of the home economically practical. In one State where the popula-
tion was in the 600,000-700,000 range, it was found that the number of
children who required detention would call for but one single-unit deten-
tion home with a capacity of 20; this would be sufficient to serve the whole
State. A similar finding was made in another State in the 800,000-
900,000 population range. In the third State of large population, there
were 6 adequate county detention homes with a total capacity of 150
beds. It was found that these 150 beds in the 6 detention homes could
have served a total of 57 counties with a population of 9 million if there
had been satisfactory detention intake control, and if a successful plan
of using these facilities as regional detention homes could have been put
into effect.

STATE PLANNING

A State plan of detention
cannot be put into effect
through the voluntary types of
regional detention. It re-
quires that a State agency be
given . primary responsibility
forproviding detention services.

A detention program is only one of a continuum of required services
for delinquent children. The effectiveness of a detention plan, to a large

10
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extent, will be dependent upon the availability and adequacy of related
services and facilities; such as, police work with children, probation and
other casework with children, mental health diagnostic services, treat-
ment programs and foster care and other placement resources. Children
are often unnecessarily placed in detention because of the lack or in-
adequacy of these other programs.

A State plan of detention must be applicable to all counties in a State.
It must provide that:

1. Children who can safely remain in their own homes will not be
unnecessarily removed from their homes.

2. Children who require diagnostic service will be able to receive
that service without being unnecessarily d.etined.

3. Children who need temporary care pending court disposition but
who do not require secure custody will be cared for in a shelter
facility and not be placed in the secure custody of detention.

4. Children who require secure custody prior to court disposition will
receive adequate detention care.

Essentials of the plan

1. Detention Admission Policies and Procedures

Detention admission policies and procedures must insure that deten-
tion care will only be used for the children for whom it is necessary,
and that shelter care facilities will be used by children who need care
but not secure custody. These policies and procedures should be clearly
defined by the court in writing. Such intake policies and procedures
should be required by the State regulations governing financial reim-
bursement and use of regional detention homes.

2. Shelter Homes for Delinquent Children

Often, among the delinquent children hel, in detention, there are
some who need temporary care outside their own homes pending court
disposition but who do not require secure custody. Unless special provi-
siox s are made for these children, they are likely to be unnecessarily
placed in detention. They should be cared for in a shelter (open type)
facility.

Whether or not a county should set up a shelter home for delinquents
for its own use will, of course, depend on the number of children requir-
ing such care. Not all counties in a State will need a shelter home.
Two or more counties can operate one jointly on a regional basis. The
advisability of a county establishing a shelter home for its delinquent

11
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children can best be determined through a review by the county probation
staff of its delinquency caseload.

A shelter facility may be an "agency operated group home", or a
"subsidized foster family home." An agency operated group home is a
home owned or leased and operated by the agency. The adults in the
home are responsible for the children. They may be paid a salary, a
subsidy, and/or a per diem board rate per child. A subsidized foster
home is a foster family home that is paid a flat monthly amount as a
subsidy, in addition to a per diem board rate per child.

A shelter facility should have no security features, such as locked
rooms and barred windows. Its capacity should be limited, to about 6
children. It should be reserved exclusively for the temporary care of
delinquent children awaiting court disposition. This type of home should
be open and ready to accept children on a 24-hour basis. Adults in
charge should be compensated for keeping the facility available for
emergency use.

The cost of operating the home will be substantially higher than for
the ordinary foster home, because the children to be. cared for are usually
more difficult to handle and require closer supervision. In addition, this
type of care does not give the supervising adults the satisfaction usually
derived from longer-term foster care. Provision should be made for
appropriate relief from care of the children.

The supervising adults should be capable of giving warm under-
standing and constructive care to difficult and upset delinquent children.
They must be able and ready to give close supervision to the extent, for
example, of staying with an upset child for hours, day or night, in an
emergency situation and keeping him within sight and sound at all times.
It is important that the foster parents be capable of involving the children
in a variety of constructive activities.

In selecting such a home, consideration should be given to adequacy
of the living room and to indoor and outdoor space for activities suitable
for teenage children, as well as the visual and auditory control permitted
by the layout of the building.. Although community recreation facilities
may be used, the home should be equipped with appropriate play and
craft materials. These should be provided by the agency.

A probation officer should maintain close contact with the children in
shelter care and with the supervising adults.

In some instances, the child should attend the school in the community.
If the period of temporary care is too short to justify transfer to the
local school, or, if for some other reason it is not feasible for the child
to attend school in the community, he should be served by a home
teacher. Children should have an opportunity to attend religious services
of their own faith in the community. Appropriate medical and clinical
services should be available.

12
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3. Regional Detention (Secure Custody) Services

Since there is no State in which all the counties have sufficient popula-
tions to justify a detention home for their own use, regional detention
will be necessary in all States. Regional detention homes will need to
be located so that each will be in a position to serve a minimum of about
300 annual cases of children who require detention care.

4. Local 48-Hour Holdover Facilities

In most instances, in counties located at a distance from the regional
detention home, it would be impractical to transport the delinquent
child who requires secure custody to the home immediately upon his
apprehension. A local 48-hour holdover facility would be necessary.
Such a facility providing care in secure custody could meet the needs of
children who require detention for 48 hours or less. These youth include:

a. Out-of-town and out-of-State runaways who can usually be returned
to their homes or local jurisdictions within 48 hours.

b. Parole violators who can usually be picked up by the State agency
within 48 hours.

c. Children who initially appear to need the secure custody of deten-
tion but who, after 48 hours, could be transferred ,o a shelter care
facility for delinquent children.

d. Probation violators and other children known to the court, the
disposition of whose cases could sometimes be made within
48 hours.

For children who need detention for the normal length of stay (of
from 3 to 21 days), a local holdover facility would allow the court and
probation staff up to 48 hours to interview the child, his parents, etc.,
before transferring him to the distant regional detention home pending
court disposition. The criteria for the use of this type of a secure hold-
over facility would be the same as for secure detention; that is, it would
be used only when to do otherwise would be likely to place the child
or the community in danger. It should not be a service in lieu of detention
service. Its use should be limited to 48 hours.

A local 48-hour holdover facility is different from the regular detention
home providing care for the normal period of from 3 to 21 days. Since
children are not held in the holdover facility for more than 2 days, the
need for space for large muscle activity will not be as necessary as it
is in a detention home. Further, since in most instances there will be
very few children held at the same time and they will be under constant
supervision, it is not as necessary that the physical plant be constructed
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and equipped in accordance with the "principles of psychiatric safety." 14

A 48-hour holdover facility should not be a jail or a police lockup.
It should be secure but non-jail like, and some room should be available
for activities. The children will require constant supervision. A building
may be specially designed for the purpose of serving as a holdover
facility, or it may consist of separate quarters in some other buildings.

The Utah Department of Public Welfare, in its detention standards,
has designated these holdover facilities as "Type C" 15 detention homes.
In that State, specially designed facilities are in operation in Cedar
City, St. George, and Price, with one under construction in Logan. These
facilities generally have from four to six individual sleeping rooms, a
day room, a shower room, and an office for the supervisor. Each facility
contains a refrigerator and stove, but usually meals are brought in from
some other facility, or "TV dinners" are used.

The holdover facilities in Utah are usually in new buildings housing
other activities. In Cedar City, it is in the basement of the county hospital.
In St. George, it is in the basement of a county building.

When a holdover facility is located in an institution caring for persons
on a 24-hour basis, it is important that it be in separate quarters, out of
the sight or hearing of the adults in care.

5. Transportation of Children to the Regional Detention Home

In many States, the transportation of a child from an outlying county
to the regional detention home would entail a long trip. Often, the police
agency could not afford to have one of its officers away from the home
community for the time such a trip would require. For this reason, the
State agency responsible for detention should make arrangements for
the transportation of children between courts and home communities
and regional detention homes and other child care facilities. In some
instances, the employment of a special deputy on a standby basis for
this purpose may be advisable.

6. Detention Casework ServiCes

Under ordinary circumstances, the court worker will have had an
opportunity to conduct a lengthy interview with the child before he is

""Principles of psychiatric safety" require that "materials and details of
construction shall be such that patients will not be afforded opportunity for
escape, suicide, etc. Care must be taken be avoid sharp projections of corners
of structure, exposed piping, heating elements, fixtures, hardware, etc." See
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE REGULATIONS, Revised December 22, 1959.
Washington, D. C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public
Health Service. [Section 53.147 (1), p. 31.1

13 Department (if Public Welfare: MINIMUM STANDARDS OF CARE FOR
THE DETENTION OF CHILDREN. Salt Lake City, Utah: The Department,
1961.
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taken to the detention home. When problems arise in the detention home
itself, when there is a need to interview the child for more information,
or when the child must be taken to a clinic, the caseworker at the
regional detention home can accomplish these tasks, making it un-
necessary for the probation officer from the home county to make the
trip.

7. Regional Detention Advisory Committee

Detention care is only one of several services that must be provided
for delinquent children. It should have a close working relationship
with the courts, probation staff, police, mental health clinics, public
and private social agencies, schools, etc. Officials and agencies must
agree as to the use to be made of detention, the length of stay in deten-
tion, the objectives of the program, and, generally, who will be responsible
for what. This is often difficult to achieve when a detention home is
operated to serve a single county. It can be most difficult when many
counties are involved. The coordination necessary can best be brought
about through detention advisory committees similar to those suggested
by STANDARDS AND GUIDES:

"Every regional detention home should have an advisory com-
mittee composed of lay persons, professionals, and the judges of
the juvenile courts served by the facility."
"A State advisory committee, composed of lay and professional
representatives from the regional advisory committees, should
work with the staff to see that sound standards of regional deten-
tion are applied." 16

It is well to have these committees established legally in the same
legislation that brings about the regional detention plan. Care should
be exercised that these committees remain advisory and not become
administrative bodies.

NEED FOR STATE RESPONSIBILITY
FOR DETENTION

Two types of regional detention are often suggested as a means by
which counties, unable to operate their own detention homes, could
obtain a detention service. These are courtesy regional detention
(sometimes referred to as "purchase of care" or "purchased service")
and intercounty regional detention (sometimes referred to as "joint
regional detention").

In courtesy regional detention, the detention facility is operated by
a large county, and the neighboring counties purchase service on a per

16 NCCD, op. cit., p. 153.
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capita and/or contractual basis. Generally speaking, the difficulty with
this plan is that the counties that own the detention homes often either
will not sell services or will sell them only on conditions considered
undesirable by the smaller counties.

When a satisfactory agreement cannot be reached by which the
smaller counties can purchase service, they are usually left in a position
where together they do not have a sufficient volume of detention to per-
mit a regional detention plan which does not include the large county.

In intercounty regional detention,, two or more counties work together
to construct and operate a detention home. One of several arrangements
is usually followed: joint construction and operation, joint construction
and county operation, county construction and joint operation, etc.
Although this type of regional detention is often proposed, and permissive
legislation has been passed in several States, only one such joint deten-
tion home has been constructed and is now in operation. This is the
Northern Virginia Regional Detention Home in Alexandria, Virginia.
Most authorities believe the degree of coordination required of the
officials of different counties to carry out such a joint endeavor is greater
than can be expected.

Several States have attempted to attain statewide detention coverage
through the "courtesy" and "intercounty" forms of regional detention.
In Utah and Virginia, financial assistance is available to individual
counties and groups of counties for the construction and operation of
detention homes that serve as regional detention homes to several
counties and which meet State standards. These States have been
successful in extending regional detention coverage, but they have not
been able to attain statewide coverage.

There seems to be little likelihood that a State detention plan,
applicable to all counties in a State, as outlined above, would be put
into effect through voluntary types of regional detention.17 It cannot
be hoped that the right counties or the right combination of counties
will voluntarily decide to construct and operate regional detention homes
offering service to other counties. The complexity of an effective State
plan of detention is such that it requires the direction of the State
agency to plan, construct, and operate, where necessary, the regional
detention facilities. State responsibility for detention, then, is no longer
a legislative choice, but a necessity if all children who require detention
care are to be provided adequate detention services, regardless of where
they live or where they are arrested. Only by meeting this responsibility
can a State fulfill its detention mission: that of providing a constructive
experience which can help to redirect delinquent youth into becoming
contributing members of society.

11 For more discussion of State responsibility for detention, see Brewer, op.
cit., pp. 6-16; Nroman, op. cit., Chapter 13, pp. 156-183; and Sheridan, op. cit.,
Section 19.
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APPENDIX No. 16

Practical Aspects of Reducing

Detention Home Population

By WALTER G. WHITLATCH

It ha% been estimated that aiboiut 90(0.0001
chilreo arc confided ycrly iti dc'tcnti on
fjcililes it the tiicld S.ilcs.i ()r cxeq'ri-
ence in Cuyahogai County, Ohio, (Cleve-
land) through a program begun in 1966 and
fully implemented in 1967 through 1971,
leads us to the conclusion that at least
200,000 of these children would not be in
detention facilities if admissions were prop-
cr1. screened and rele.Icas expeditti ,ily
cffctehd. From 1966 thrcoigh 1'71 "t. wtcv
able to reduce ad frioinns frm a hih of
4,4-9 children to 3,439. or by 23 per cent,
and to reduce the average length of stay from
15 days in 1966, to scven days in 1971. Re-
flecting both the decreased admission rate
and the reduction in average days care fur-
nished, each child admitted was a dramatic
60 per cent reduction in out average daily

Ii'aIter G. Whitlarch is a judge of the Juvenile
Court of Cuyahoga Countv, Cleveland, Ohio, cnd
Vice President of the National Council of
Jui enile Court Judges Judge Whirlatch received
his bachelor of arts degree in 1931 froin Western
Reserve University and a bachelor of laws degree
in 1933 from Western Reverve UniversitY Law
School.

Amtlhmr's ddres:
JUtvveiie Ctoli of Ctlydhmig.i (otity
2163 I'. 22nd St.
CIcvel.ucd, Ohio 44115

pip11,tiiii .oustitu tig a leclii from 172
children iii 1966. Io 6 in 1971

SilgIiifitc'.nll . this rTemhmtiomL Was accumn-
plished during a period when delinquency
and unruly complaints rose from 7,296 to
9,098, an increase of 2S per cent. Had our
admissions increased apace with the number
Of Complaints, we could have had approx-
iniatcly 5,000 admissions in 1971 instead of
the ,4119 hctuialy cpvricide. \\ while there
is a marked correlatio bhetweel the iniher"
(if dclinqucnoc and miruly umpimllaiints anid
the number of children detained, this rela-
tionship is distorted by the fact that many
of the detention home recidivists (in our
case, 50 per cent of the population) are fre-
quently admitted to detention a second or
third time on the initial complaint as proba-
tion violators or runaways from placenient.
I)trimig 1967. the first full \'ear of oor pro-
gram, we cxpericnccd only a slight decrcae
in admissions despite a share) increase in the
number of complaints. liowever, our effec-
tiveness in controlling the average daily
population was most encouraging, since we
were able to reduce the average daily popula-
tion from 172 to 150 children from 1966
to 1967.

If omtir detction practice Inior to the
beglillig (Ifoul denttiliol hollic populatiol

control program had beei an extraordinarily

August, 1973 / Juvenile Justice 17
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poor one, favoring detention, then our
results would be of little importance.
However. such was not the case. l"efinitivc
coitipirativc studies of admission practices of
dc'teittioti hotcts in ()hio tand comparisois
with other large urban e.'tities elsewhere
in the I Inited States show that our past per-

formance prior to 1%7 closely paralleled the
experience of other detention facilities. That
is, our detention home practices were
perhaps better than some and not quite as
good as others. l)uritig the period tinder
review. all of the counties included in our
comparative study experienced about the

GRAPH 1.- DELIMOUENCY AND UNRULY COMPLAINTS BY 1,000's ........... ADMISSIONS TO
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saoii ruldtic iiircaNI.2 ini dclinquciiev and
unruly filings. While Cuvahoga County
experienced a decrease of 23 per cent in
admissions, six of the other counties experi-
enced increases ranging from 6 per cent to
42 per cent. See Tables A and B on page
18.

"thcrc is no dearth of artielt. .rticulatig
the philohph (f proper (Itillii 'idprltivc. 2

But there is an absolute paucity of material
on the practical implementation of this
philosophy. It is, therefore, our purpose to
set forth just how we went about accomplish-
_ing this significant reduction in our deten-
tion home population.

Cuvahoga County, Ohio, with Cleveland
as its principal city, is a highly urbanized,
ixtistrializMl omntinity with .i population

61APH 2. - DILINIUENCY AND UNRULY COMPLAINTS IV 1.000's ....... PtOJICTID D.H. ArXISSIOIS
.... ACTUAL DH. ADMISSIONS ASO O 1965 AIl

10,000 1
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"ABII'. A
DETENTION HOME ADMISSIONS IN CUYAHOGA COUNTY

COMPARED WITi I FOUR OTHER METROPOLITAN COUNTIES IN OTHER STATES

County A County B County C County D Cuywahogm
County

484,000 606.000 833.000 924.000 1.800.000

1,620
) .684
1.618
1.098
1.714

1.361i
1.671
1.688
1,821
1.915

+-6% +41%

3,603
4,085
4.190
4.871
5.128

+42%

S.456
6,911
6.758
7,285
7.194

+32%

,IABI.I'; II
I)EITENTION I()IME AI)MISSIONS 1I IOUR

\IETROPOLITIAN COUN'rIES IN OTHER S'I''ES

Cuyahoga
County A County a County C County D County

793.590 939,,99 1.97.799 1,606.133 1.800.000

2.64
3.05
.31!5

3. )10

2.432
2,;537

2.415
2.440
2.133

-12%

2,089
2,542
2.816
3.016
2,760

+ 32%

3,289
3.446

3.859
3.328
3,094

-6%

4,479
4,165
4,342
3,947
3,439

-23%

(if Mo.wI1L)I00. \ 11 Il, Iilf of the popIl.I-
tioi is silthurI),ii railiiimilmg fr,,ii n middle to
itpper cls degreee of .ffluti'nc' A (onst.Imit
flow of iii-migranl% in the past 25 years has
added to the number of social problem
families normally found in such an
urbanized community. Tenty.five per cent
of the relief population of the state of Ohio
resides ii Cuyahoga County. One out of
vverC four per.ons in the city of CIcs clanid
receives public assistance.

In 1966 our detcntion home wa% bulging
"ith children and was comimomly charac-
tcri/ed h v the ic\s media a% a -Zoo" Mid
a "snake pit." The facility. m-hich had a rated

ca)aeity (f I SrO. frcquciitly housed as many
As 225 childrci. On occasmw, as milany as
29 additional children were placed il, the
county jail %%hen it became physically
impossible to house them in the detention
home. This overcrowdedness produced con-
ditions typical of all overcrowded children's
institutions That is, a strained and nervous
staff, a tinsion-rid&i atmospl-ere, frequent
escapes, homosexuality, physical assaults on
staff and physical abuse of children. An ever
increasing delinquency rate and the censure
of public opinion, coupled with our real
concern for the children in detention,
caused the rourt to abandon a "wve can't do

Populstlon

Adnissions

19681969

1971

Per Cent
Change.
1967-IQ71

4,479
4,165
4.342
3,947
3,439

-23%

Population

Admissions
1967
1968
1969
19-0)
1971
Per Cent
Change.
1197]
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anything about it," attitude and to substitute,
therefore, a positive attitude that something
had to be done

Avo% cdly, prior to our tontrol program,
shich had its initial bginuiig the latter part
of 19066. we followed the cnerally accepted
philosoph. that no child should be detained
u nlcss there was a suhsta ntiaI probability that
he would commit an act dangerous to him-
self or to the comunumity, or that he would
abscond pending court disposition. Achally
this policy was subject to the interpretation
of so mans individuals that it was never
intelligently implemented. In practice, chil-
dren were admitted to the detention home
uipom the rctutcst of social m rkcr%, iiitake

i probl iflatioull offlt'els, ixMilit v' ofil'k z

stluwul official aid parentts " itimoit arms %cll
defined criteria for adunissiom. Further, it
%%as only on rare occasions that any con-
certed effort ssas made to effect expeditious
releases. Obviously, what was needed was
the enforcement of the avowed criteria for
admissions mnd a concerted effort to speed
up releases. It ssams quite clear that there oust
be but one intcrpretjtion of the court policy
for the necessity for detaining childrc in
detention honmics In order to avoid having
the admission criteria subject to the personal
philosophy of divers individuals, we ap-
pointed an experienced probation officer
as intake referee \kith full authoritN to deter-
mine the necessity of admitting a child and
sith athority to order detcndion sith the
approved ofi iindg.. 'li oil\ court per' ,-
maul ninu \sc ;m horuit'd to adroit children
to the decntion horne, other than the intake
referee and his staff, were the judges, referees
and the court's chief administrator. We
instituted a training program for detention
home shift superintendents to train them as
to proper admission and release procedures,
and qualify them to serve as intake personnel
during the hours of 4:30 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.
We also employed a part-time person for the
day shift on Saturdays and Sundays and
holidays. All of the detention home intake
personnel worked under the general supc\vi-
sion of the intake referee.

We then began the difficult task of imple-

nienting our new admission and release pol-
icy. Naturally, we encountered much resis-
tance as we began to challenge the admission
or detention of each child on our interpreta-
tion of the child's need of detention. Social
workers, probation officers and police
officers, ssho had previously for all practical
pirposes made the decision as to the ncces-
sity of detaining the child, reacted strenu-
ously to our screening process. Probation
officers and social agencies, unaccustomed
to an'y urgency about placement plans.
resented the effort being made to expediti-
ously move children from the detention
home. Police officers throughout the county
pratcl that cl)ildr'iu we werc returning to
Irtii honics would commit further delin-
qucant acts pleading hearing.

'Get tough'
Naturally, these criticisms, those from

within the court and more especially those
from outside agencies, militated against
accptance of our new policy. We became
easy prey for that large and vociferous seg-
unent of the public who accuse the court of
"wrist slapping" and who maintain that we
should "get tough with juveniles."

Elected public officials who wish to be re-
elected cannot be oblivious to public criti-
cism. Neither can they tack to the right and
then to the left with every gust that comes
from their sometimes windy constituency.

)hvinusly. our course had to be the simple
onc of dceterniniiing the correct procedure
and demonstrating its correctness to our crit-
ics and the general public.

Interestingly enough, the most caustic
criticism came from the extreme end of the
spectrum: the police and the sophisticated
private agencies. The police, because of the
enonnous pressures of their job in control-
ling youth crime and the punitiveness of
soic individual officers, wanted us to detain
many children %%hose detention we deemed
unCcssary.

The social agencies which staunchly pro-
claimed their non-punitive philosophy
wanted us to detain children as a part of their
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"treatment" process. Although it took time
and much patience, we were able to demon-
strate to both the police and the treatment-
oriented agencies that our pohcy was a sound
one. R s during to the police was that with
our reduced population, there were no long-
er occasions when we were unable to admit
a child whose detention was necessary, or
when we had to "take a chance" by releasing
a child who should not have been released.

Helpful in diwouraging one of the social
.agencies front the over-use of detcnlimin was
our ncw requirement that an official coin-
plaint must be filed concerning each child
placed in the detention home. The law
requires that parents inus be notified shen
such a complaint is filed. 'The reaction of
ssell-to-do parents who had placed thcih chil-
dren in this treatment center hopefully to
prevent the child from becoming delinquent
is not difficult to imagine. This agency soon
found oithcr "treahient methods" to replace
disciplining children by a sta. in the deten-
tion home.

Our tei% detention practices found favor
with lawers and was helpful in improving
our relationships with them. '[he bar had
always been critical and skeptical of our
established legal authority to hold children
without Ixnd. Prior to the estblishmcit of
uir nmes detentioni police. lawvers frequently
'mullil cd .ihoult our dcteiiiii ortirer a l

souictinics challenged th-Jnm with writs (if
habeas corpus. Not only was our nmew policy
generally approved, but counsel actually
found little to complain about iii the
individual case where lie represented the
child who was detained.

Now policy
Many of our probation officers found the

new detention policy difficult to accept. It
had been a common practice for a probation
officer to place a child in detention who was
uncooperative, who failed to keep appoint.

'101 nents, ssho truanted from school, or who,
upon a complaint of the parents, was consid-
ered out uf control t hllime. Smljeetlig such
placeuiICliit to tihe %crttumv of the dtciitioin

referee, with strict adherence to established
admission criteria, brought about a substan-
tial reduction in admissions. The 380 chil-
dren admitted by probation officers in 1967
was reduced to 125 in 1971, a reduction of
six per cent.

The probation officer's conviction that he
has a real need to place a child in detention
is quite understandable. It is he who has the
primary task controlling the child and it is
he who must facv tip to the pressures of the
parents, the school and tie community to
take immediate action when the child is out
of control. Recognition must be givn to the
reality that there arc occasions when the
chikl does need immediate attention if he
and the communit% are to be afforded
requisite protection. Therefore, in lieu of the
probation officer putting the child in deten-
tion, the case was docketed for an early court
hearing. The service of the summons and
the child's anxiety a% to the impending court
hearing usually proved to be a control device
as effective as detention and at the same time
assured that the ncssity for detcntion
received judicial consideration.

Many judges sincerely believe that deten-
tion has therapeutic value and that confine-
ment serves as a deterrent to further delin-
tucncy. The writer of this article, prior to

the .onunienicemnent of our program. used
d(teitioit in certaiii limited instances for this
purpose. Promptcd by the desire to lessen
detention home population, the use of
detention by the writer for treatment was
gradually completely abandoned. It is our
conclusion that we lost nothing by giving
tip this dispositional alternative. On the con-
trary we conclude that there is no value in
detention as a deterrent to delinquency. The
child who will be deterred by a stay in deten-
tion is the same child who is affected posi-
tively by his court appearance before the
judge. In other words, the impact of the
court as an institution representing the law
will have the effect that is sought by deten-
tion if the child is amenable to treatment
and supervision in his own hone. In many
iustalnces there us no real ne'd to delaili a
lii hlI uKillg pleIment plans. Where there
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Ias a ksliting period bcthve'n disposition and
placement, the necessity of detention should
be determined by the same criteria as is
applied to detention pending court hearing.
That is, generally speaking, will the child
abscond or hurt himself or others if not
detained.

()ur iiitake and release )llicy became
firmly esthlihed wlcn, in 1909, ux our
initiative, it was written almost verbatim into
the law of Ohio. This statute, section
2151.31 Ohio Revised Code, insofar as
applicable. provides as follows:

-A child taken into cnstodl. shall nlot bc
dtaincd or placed in shelter care prior to
the hearing o1)n lt' coiipliiii Iildt%% Ilis

il titi,tt l n r tomt is rnjiiret tl pi'tic l t h
dut osrp .1td xlti' itv h0 tilc,1% ,fIt 1 m oi tht
(11110,*f 'l it ' li-t'.1t1141 Ill'i% ab ll)' Id (or

bc t oslicd from the ltrisdttion of the
court, or because he has 1o parents, guard.
ian, or custodian or other pcron able to
pros ide super is on and carc for him and
retotm hint to the coorfl %lhn required, or
hecaisc an orlr for his detention or shelter
tare h.ie b ie made i t'ie conrt pursuant
I' tll, ci.i ttt."

'lhc rcistance to onr )hey by those seck-
ing toplace children in detention quite mark-
edl% diminished with tile enactment of file
above cited statute. WheNt we declined to
admit a child, we ssere able to point out
that this sas not nierclv our personal deci-
sion. but rather one that was mandatory
under the lass'.

.,\s we besn (oir initial effort to reduce
p1 i4.1i,itioi, wt' finiid Ithit ninV childrct
\ tiC he i I I deti it d. ass Itsiti ng .iccept L Iiie.' l,
various statc, county., at i pri\,ntc' facilities,
who, often arbitrarily and for their own con-
venience, insposed quotas and admission
requirci scnts on the court. Instead of accept-
itg these limitations, we challenged then,
pointing out that tise delay and consequent
detentioni of the children in our crowded
facility sas daniaging to these childreii and!
had to bC Cli miltatL'd, Actually. in many
instances the request for amelioration of this
problem and a little friendly persuasion was
all that was necessary. As wc begai the pro-
gram, the Youth Commission of the State of

Ohio gave us immediate pennission to place
twenty-five children being held by reason of
a quota system and thereafter almost daily
quotas which enabled us to place a child
the day after his commitment.

Admission procedures
Other residential facilities similarly gave

us cooperation in varying degrees. Meetings
were held with private treatment centers,
-urging then to speed up their process of
passing on our applications for admission of
children. The admission procedures of these
treatment centers were particularly vexatious
since we sometimes 4'cre required to wait
tso or three weeks only to have the apjl)ica-
tion rcftscd and tht-en be faced with the
nccsity of processing another application
wNith perhaps an equally long period of
indecision. Generally, our meetings brought
about an understanding of our problem and
speedier decisions on our applications.

With our own probation staff and our
cosihy child welfare agency, our task was
to gct these people to accept the reality of
the alternatives available to them in their
plans for individual children. Commend-
ably, these social workers were desirous of
effecting a highN individualized placement
plan for the child of their concern.
Frequently, the consummation of such a
plan took weeks, sometimes months, or
finally had to be abandoned. In the mean-
time, the child languished ill detention. We
insisted that instead of this soictiines exer-
cise iii fitility of searching for perfection,
that the best plan available for the child be
implemented. We thus avoided long stays
in the detention home and lost nothing for
our children in general since there would
always be other children who could just as
appropriately use the individualized place-
ment if and when it became available.

Our experience indicates that girls arc
more frequently the victims of unnecessary
detention than are boys. lin 1966 when
delinquency anid unruly complaints involv-
ing boys exceeded those involving girls by
almost four to one, girls comprised almost
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33 per cent of otir average daily poittlation,
S5 girls compared with 116 boys. In 1971.
with the same four to one ratio prevailing
as to the number of complaints, girls com-
prised abott 28 per cent of tie daily popula-
tion - 19 girls compared with 49 boys. We
were thus able to effect a 65 per cent reduc-
tion in the average daily population of girls
compare d with a 58 per cent reduction in
boy popiIlahioI.

6RAPH I ............. GIRIS ADMITIID TO O.H. IV 1,0

Considering the factors involved, even
though we experienced a larger reduction in
girl population than in boys, these results
were somewhat disappointing. Boys are
generally detained because of their propen-
sity for criminal involvement, whereas girls
are only rarely detained for this reason. It
is indeed exceptional to detain a girl because
she is a danger to the person or the property
(of others. In the vast majority of cases, girls
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are detained for their own protection. It is
our conclusion that we are frequently over-
protective of girls. Where experience has
shown that a girl cannot be controlled in
her own home by counselling and probation
cs nicc and that pliccinent in a controlled

setting is lncC s,urv for her prtetion, it then
becomes necessarv to hold her ill (etentioll
until placement plans can he effected. Oil-
occasion short stays in detention or shelter

care, if available, may be necessary pending
the reconciliation of the girl arfd her parents.
In many instances the runaway girl, who is
the object of a police search, is not
apprehended until she returns to her home.
In such cases, there is no reason to place
the child ill detention even though there
wcll may 1c a need to go forward with the
court proceeding. While we believe that girls
are sometimes needlessly detained to their

GRAPH 4.- BOYS ADMITTED TO O.H. BY 1,000's
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disadvantage, we are firmly persuaded that
there are girls who sorely need the safety and
corifort of a controlled detention setting.

The most dramatic reduction in our
detention home admissions came in the
category of police referrals: 1,941 children
referred by the police in 1%7 compared with
1.086 in 1971, a decrease of 44 per cent.
This reduction took place during a period
%%hen delinquency increased from 7.853 to
9. 63 cases. A substantial part of thik rcduc-
tiwn was1 hroight about by tile detcitiolt
lion int.ikc officer imiidiatclv scr.elling
out childrcmn that were brought to the detcui-
lion honue b% the police The children were
Simply held pending communication with
the parents and an almost immediate deci-
sion to release them. As the police became
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more aware of our admission policy, fewer
children were brought to the detention home
by thcm. Instead, the police released the
children to their parents when appropriate,
as had been required by statute for many
years.

It has been our experience that those chil-
dren who are released from detention shortly
after being admitted and those who are not
admitted upon initial screening, rarely fail
to appear for the court hearing. In the early
part of our program, a review of several
hulndlrcd cases showed that less than onc per
cent of such children so released failed to
appear. It is our observation that the only
substantial risks as to appearance for court
hearings are those few children who have
good reason to believe that they will be
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institutionalized and those who are chronic
runaways.

The disposition of the cases of those chil-
dren who are ordered held pending court
hearing is good indication of the soundness
of the detention order. Of 43 cases detained
over a three month period, 34 were placed
in varying degrees of controlled settings and
nine were returned to their parents.

Noticeable among those children who fail
to appear for hearing are some who have
been released to parents by police without
first cor.sulting our intake referee. In some
such cases the child had failed to appear for
a hearing on a previous complaint. i these
cases by a telephone call to the intake
referee, who has acccss to court records, the
officer would have recciscd authorization to
place the child in detention. Close com-
munication with police departments is
essential, both in respect to those children
who should be detained as well as those who
should not be.

Arbitrary rules
The imposition of arbitrary detention

rules results in the unnecessary detention of
many children. These rules are generally
based on the seriousnes, of the alleged
offense- such offenses commonly arc
homicide, aggravated assault, armed rob-
bery, rape and possession of guns. Superfi-
cially, this appears to be a sound basis for
detention. Therefore, detention of children
held tinder such a rule frequently goes
unchallenged by parents and counsel, and
the screening process by staff ceases with the
information concerning the nature of the
charge. The obvious invalidity of such a rule
is that it takes into consideration only one
aspect of the screening process, albeit, an
important one. A classic example of such
unnecessary detention and an instance
%%here detaining a child is traumatic to the
extreme is the case %here a child has shot
and killed a friend while he and the victim
were pla ing with a loaded gun. Of course,
detention is sometimes necessary while
investigation the circumstances of the

tragedy, but this should be of brief duration
so that when the accidental nature of the
incident is determined, the child can be
released. To hold such a fear and guilt-
ladened child in detention can easily cause
psychological and emotional damage from
which he may never recover. Stabbing,
resulting in critical injury, which may have
been an incident of a fight between two boys,
is another common situation where a child
may be arbitrarily detained when, consider-
ing the circumstances and the child's dispo-
sition, there is little likelihood of a repetition
of the offense. Alleged rape, especially where
several boys are involved, is another instance
where the arbitrary rule should be sup-
planted by individual close scrutiny ai to the
necessity of the detention. An immediate
clinical evaluation to determine the degree
of the child's aggressiveness and impulsivity
can sometimes be quite helpful in ascertain-
ing the necessity of detaining children
involved in delinquency of an assaultive
nature.

In 1967, when we began our intensive
effort to reduce population, many children
were being held in our detention home for
the seemingly valid reason of clinical testing,
it being asserted that clinical assessment was
necessary before the child could be released.
Carefully subjecting these children to the
same detention criteria generally employed,
we found that the majority of them could
be released to parents pending testing.
Where this could not be done, we found
it more economical to speed up the testing
process by employing part-time psycholo-
gists. Instead of holding a child for a week
at an approximate cost of $200, ,se employed
a part-time psychologist at a cost of $40. The
backlog of children in detention awaiting
testing was further reduced by giving chil-
dren detained top priority in the clinic
scheduling.

Unquestionably, there is a direct correla-
tion between detention home population
and the facilities available to the court for
the care of children. Of the 3,947 children
admitted to the detention home in 1970,
2,066 or 52 per cent were readmissions. Five
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hundred of these rcadimssiins w%%ere wards
of the Ohio Youth Coi in i ssion. These were
children who, generally after an unsuccess-
ful probation experience, had been commit-
ted to the Ohio Youth Commission for
residential care and treatment. The majority
of them had been returned to their dissocial
home environment after an institutional stay
of fise or six months under the supervision
of thc ()hio You1th Co0mmissicul'S inIiMh.(jIdt'
aIt1d sometimes noi-cxistet "after care"
program. Had these children received the
benefit of a properly programmed residential
school for an appropriate length of time and
an adequate after-care program in keeping
with their acute needs, the necessity of
returning a substantial majority of them to
the detention home would have been
rohliviated. Wc single out the Youth Com-
mission's paroleess" simply because they
accounted for 25 per cent of the recidivists
in the detention home. Unfortunately,
because of failure to care for children,
repeated stays in a detention facility are all
too typical of many of the dispositional alter-
natives available to the courts, frequently
including the court's probation department.
Pcrhmp% "failure" is too harsh a word to
CelloIS i to the care of these rcc.idvists
wherc linitd adequate resources and chil-
dren whose individual problems, pe-
culiarities and circumstances greatly limits
the success of any plan and thus makes
planning by trial and error a grim necessity.
Unquestionably, detention homes under the
best of circumstances will always have
recidivists. but without doubt, the number
'iirl he inaterally lessened by the availnbilitv

of adcquatc facilities and their intelligent,
energetic and dedicated usage.

A scry proper and Idgical question to be
asked concerning our successful efforts in the
reduction of detention home population is:
"What savings were effected for the tax-
pa'crs?" Certainly this is a question that
count% commissioners are bound to ask and
it mcrit, an uricquisocal answer. flos ever,
vsrinlgis factors, sich is sist inipriEvcnilnt itn
the slaff-child ratio. subistaiiill sailnarv

increases, reducing the staff work %eek 44

hours to 40 hours, and paying time and one-
half for overtime, nakes a comparison of
costs for the years at the beginning of our
study (1966) and at its end (1971) meaning-
less and misleading.

During this period we experienced a 21
per cent reduction in detention home per-
sonnel. Certainly this reduction was not in
keeping with the reduction in population.
Il however, taking iito account that the
imnmhcr of children tider the care of each
unit supervisor was reduced from a range of
20 to 25 to a generally accepted standard
of 13. the real reduction of necessary person-
nel is more apparent. Also militating against
further staff reduction was the necessity of
having staff available for periods of peak
population. Periodic salary increases from
1966 to 1971 resulted in a 50 per cent
increase for almost all salaried employees.
l"or example, the average pay of unit super-
visors, the most numerous staff classifica-
tion, rose from $4,500 to 57,000 per
annum. Had we maintained the 1966 salary
scale, the annual expenditure for salaries
would have been reduced by $126,000 for
the year of 1971. Food costs were reduced
from $81,500 in 1966 to $60,000 in 1971;
this savings of about 26 per ccit is especially
significant considering the spiralling food
costs during this period.

Dollar savings
A highly important and very tangible by-

product of our program, resulting in great
dollar savings to the taxpayers, was the flh or
space we acquired for adiniistrative office
use by closing five detention home units.
\ith an ever increasing staff, occasioned by

a rise in case volume from 18,573 cases in
1965 to 22,635 in 1970, an increase of 22
per cent, our court administrative office
space, already cramped in 1965, simply had
to be expanded. In 1966, only the costs and
the logi-tics involved prevented us from rent-
ing space outside the court house. The space
acquired hs' reducing detention home xopu-
lation enabled us to house an augmented
probation staff (increased from 45 officers to
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75)and an enlarged clerical staff. Other floor
space dividends arising from closed deten-
tion home units Were two employee lounges
in the detention home, a game roomn for
girls, additional storage sp.ice and a much
c'pandcd iv t.mrit for court employees aid
the public. We now have plans for an
architectural survey of our court building
which wse are confident will enable us to
more fully and efficiently utilize the space
acquired from the detention home so that
our building will adequately serve the needs
of both the detention home and the court
for years to comue.

Had ssc been told as we began our pro-
gr.n that otur average daily ixpulation could
be rxluced from 171 children Oik 1966 to
68 in 1971. %se vould have been entirely
incredulous, especially so since we %kere in
a period of rocketing delinquency. As we re-
examine the entire process. %~e are amazed
at the simplicity of the operation which
brought about such saltutary results.

We employed no consultive services, nor
did se itrothicc any supcr-ophisticated
procedures. Basically, what we did was (1)
establish a uniform detention philosophy
embodying the criteria for admission and

detention, and had this criteria written into
the state law; (2) we insisted upon the prac-
tice of this philosophy without variations.
and (3) we strictly, uniformly and promptly
applied the detention criteria to the case of
each child whose detention was requested.
In a word, we challenged the necessity of
detaining every child for whom detention
was suggested.

As successful and as gratifying as our
experience was during this program, we are
persuaded that, as always, there is room for
improvement and that further refinement of
our practices and a more assidious applica-
tinii of these practices would result in still
fewer children being detained.

FOOTNOTES
'Thomas. "Humanizing the Detention Home,"

Federal Probation. September, 1971, p. 21.
SFcrtcr. Sncthen ,mid Cortlcss, "Juvenile ID)ctctiion-

I'rotcttn i, Pmnishmncnt," Fnrdham l.aw Review.
vii 17. no. 2. Dccintbr. 1969. "Juvcnilc DIcn-
tion. in Correction III the United States," 13 Ctimc
.Ind Delinquency, (1967); W. Sheridan. "Standards
for Juvenile and Family Courts." (U.S. Children's
Bureau Publication. No. 437, 1966.)
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APPENDIX No. 17

CLINICAL

LIFE IN A CHILDREN'S DETENTION CENTER:
STRATEGIES OF SURVIVAL

American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Volume 42, Number 3, April 1972

Susan M. Fisher, M.D.

CI1ril InIsructor, Harvard Medica[ School; Saff Psych'frist. Masuchuseds Menfal Health Cenft.

Young children and adolescents, held awaiting trial, are cared for by staff
of similar origins and character, who often use children to discharge complex,
unacknowledged impulses. Survival mechanisms of children and staff, and
institutional social structure are explored and related to perpetuation of
individual abuses and an ambiguous, chaotic atmosphere.

T he children come out of vans, hand-cuffed to Policemen. Their belongings
are taken, except a comb. They wait in
the lobby from ten minutes to half a
day. No one looks at them. From the
start, no one wants to know them. They
are there awaiting trial. Some for ten
days, some for three hundred, they never
know when they will go to court, when
they will see their probation officer,
when they will be visited. If convicted,
the time spent waiting does not count
in their sentence; time in the detention
center is not related to time before or
time that will come. A twelve-year-old
waits from October to June to be
screened. He has been forgotten. The
children are issued clothes, stripped, and
searched for drugs. Sometimes drugs are

in balloons, swallowed, to be vomited
up later. No rules are explained to them
They are put onto the units without in-
troductions. Girls are separated. The
boys are grouped by age, except the
armed offenders, and a special unit for
homosexuals, transvestites, and the rare
white boy. Segregation by race, poverty,
education, capacity to adapt, has oc-
curred already. One counselor watches
thirty children in space meant for fifteen.
Eight hours. Brick walls, naked light
bulbs, loud music; no solitude is per-
mitted voluntarily. They must stay to-
gether in the main room of the unit, yet
for any alleged infraction-smoking out-
side the allotted smoking period, cursing
back a counselor-or for no specific
violation at all, they can be put into iso-

This & a revLsed version of a paper presented at the Iternatonal Congress of Child Psychiatry,
Jermulem, Israc, A ugust 1970.
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lation. Officially all isolation detentions
are to be reported; reports are often not
made, and any child can be locked up
within the eight hours of a shift, and no
one will know. And with other such in-
stitutions it shares: one hundred degrees
in summer, smells of urine and un-
washed bodies. Twenty-three beds in a
sleeping room; some isolation rooms
have only a toilet bowl, and the coun-
selor can turn off the water supply. To
fight roaches, the rooms are heavily
sprayed. Physical abuse with no redress;
the word of a child is never accepted
against that of a staff member.

These children are innocent before
the law. Some are accused of major
crimes--assaults, armed robbery, rape,
murder. Others are not held for crimes
at all but for being unmanageable and
intractable in homes and schools where
rebellion may be a measure of vigorous
health; such children are designated "be-
yond control." Some are detained be-
cause mental hospitals refuse them and
they are caught in a circuit between de-
tention center, foster home, and hospi-
taL They have the same needs for "rules
of the game" as any incarcerated person,
the same needs to create an internal so-
cial structure in which to participate,
but it is hard to establish one when the
formal roles and relationships of the in-
stitution are undefined, illusive, even
contradictory. They are innocent but
treated as guilty. Counselors are to
maintain safety, watch, and protect them
but often abuse and threaten them. Held
within a legal system designed to insulate
them from depersonalized adult bureau-

PO cracies, they have no civil rights and are
isolated from the world of their origins.
The atmosphere within the detention
center is chaotic for the children and the
staff. The chaos mirrors the inner state

of the children and the social existence
they came from.

The children are almost all black, be-
tween seven and eighteen. White chil-
dren are not so quickly picked up for
similar offenses. Frequently, black par-
ents are not called from the station house
and their children are detained before
the parents know where they are,
whereas white parents are usually lo-
cated and the children released into their
custody.

Some common perceptions of the
world unite these children before they
reach the detention center. They have
learned to view social authorities as per-
secutory and punishing, coming at them
with prejudged expectations of their re-
sponses and performances-guilty, stub-
born, irresponsible, unlovable. They
have been faceless objects to be manipu-
lated, as others are to them; and manip-
ulation is effected through behavior, not
language. The establishment figures of
their world--teachers, police, welfare
workers, storekeepers, bus drivers--are
to them arbitrary and rejecting, while
their sources of food and shelter, the
intimate associates to count on, are pre-
carious. Psychiatrists might call these
children paranoid, except that their per-
ceptions are accurate most of the time;
and the model for dealing with outer
danger and uncertainty perpetuates a
style of projection of internal distress.

On the units they are passive. They
lie on the floor, near or on each other,
sometimes playing games. Occasionally
they riot, fight, or gang bang. Sudden
swings from immobility to violence are
part of accepted and expected behavior,
for staff and children alike. They pass
in lines from unit to school to meals to
recreation. Unexplained shifts in sched-
ule for work, school, and play occur
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almost daily; rules vary according to
the counselor on duty.

One's fate is sealed on arrival day.
Each new boy is physically challenged.
If he doesn't defend himself, he will be
beaten up or threatened sexually. If he
fights but loses he will still be accepted.
He must not back off or cry. Group
homosexual assaults are common among.
the older boys. Younger boys are simply
taken sexually; sometimes they offer
themselves. A shrewd newcomer can
ally himself with tougher kids by being
a good "cracker," a style of speech to
be discussed later. The genuinely inno-
cent kid--the eight- or nine-year old
who is not street-wise and is physically
weak-gets it in every way and learns
fast.

Throughout the system, anger is vented
on weaker members, and weakness is
defined in physical struggles. A. tough
counselor can alter the threats of vio-
lence on a unit by being the strong man
himself. Often a less punitive counselor
will ally himself with the toughest boy
to maintain order and survive. A rare
counselor interrupts this pecking order
by engaging children in group activities
and loyalties and presenting different
values of strength. Such counselors,
though respected by the children, usu-
ally do not last long.

O nce a child has entered the unit,
what are his strategies for survival?

The only method with positive rewards
is to con the system. This means being
deliberately friendly with counselors and
administrators, thereby getting jobs in
the kitchen, the offices, school, and laun-
dry. This gives extra privileges-more
food, smoking, new contacts, and, most
important, movement off the unit. All

conning activities are safe as long as
they are perceived by the other kids
as tongue-in-cheek, as long as a child is
not thought a "patsy" or a "ratter."

The second major tack to survive, by
far the most prevalent, is to disappear
into the woodwork, to be utterly passive,
faceless, non-existent. Even bizarre be-
havior is not seen. I learned from one
therapy group of a sixteen-year-old boy
drinking his own urine, burning his fore-
head with cigarettes, and calling himself
"black Jesus." He was not noticed by
the staff. From another, I met a group
member who used different names each
time he came to the detention center
without anyone ever recognizing it was
the same child.

Only rarely will a child beat down
the system. These are big kids who are
good "crackers" and physically over-
bearing. They are the brightest boys, who
supersede whatever alliance a counselor
makes with other tough kids and become
a kind of spokesman. They are feared
by the staff because of their cunning,
their power to disrupt. The hostility to-
ward them is intense but they are left
alone. The system often expels them
and, for some, the penalty is high.
Sammy was a master at this, and intimi-
dated the staff to its limit. Having trav-
eled between hospital and detention cen-
ter, he was released to his home, where
he was stabbed to death by his father.

Closely tied to survival is the informer
system. The administration corrals,
bribes, and frightens certain children
into informing on their peers. The rules
are strict. If discovered, informing is
tolerated by the other children if suffer-
ing would have been the penalty for
silence-if you would have gotten more
time, or been severely punished. But
one can never inform to gain something.
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The penalty for this is physical abuse,
rape, or ostracism.

An important aspect of survival is
called "cracking." It is a mocking, jeer-
ing, joking use of language that estab-
lishes with words the same pecking order
as physical strength does initially. You
crack on someone, you don't crack with
him. "Ass-kissers," boys who con about
going straight when they get out, are
particular targets. This is vicious humor
and in therapy groups it is important to
cut through it but not threaten its effec-
tiveness on the units. It is the major non-
physical cohesive force that allies them.
Cracking represents an implied ability
to fight and to withstand and dish out
verbal abuse. You put people down, put
feelings down, always mocking tender,
ness and sentiment. Feelings are hidden.
Language is not a neutral vehicle for
contact or communication. When not
cracking, the boys sit silently on the
floor. It is the only conversation.

When is there tenderness? When is
there protection? Only under extreme
circumstances. Most of the time, extreme
physical helplessness is protected. A se-
vere stutterer on a very tough unit can-
not be teased. I learned of a boy in
isolation for twenty-four hours in severe
drug withdrawal. The administration had
refused to send him and several others
to the hospital, accusing them of malin-
gering; some were, but some weren't. He
lay with his head on a roll of toilet
paper, his face in his vomitus, shaking
under blankets. Outside the door, keep-
ing check, was a boy from the unit who
had watched him throughout the day,
keeping him warm.

Psychological helplessness is not so
protected, and the disturbed are good
subjects for cracking. Out of fear, the
extremely bizarre are left alone; some-

times boys will point out to a mental
health consultant sick kids, ignored by
the staff. Vince had been in isolation for
six days and had not been visited except
for food put in his room. He was locked
up to finish an isolation punishment
meted out a year before in a previous
period at the detention center, unfinished
because he had gone to court and been
released. When I saw him, he was inco-
herent, babbling, drooling, terrified; his
ravings soon became comprehensible to
me. He wanted a particular doctor every
day-a man who had been Lindi to him
four years before. He had held the gun
during an armed robbery because he
wanted "those guys" to like him and he
couldn't say no. He was afraid to go
back to the unit because he would be
raped.

The primary defense mechanisms op-
erating on every level in the detention
center are projection, denial, and disso-
ciation. One's internal wretchedness,
when experienced at all, is "because of
them." Children are tormented by coun-
selors, counselors are threatened by ad-
ministrators, administrators are endan-
gered by "downtown," and "downtown"
is harassed by the legislators. Too often,
they are right; the concrete realities of
these people's lives makes interruption
and examination of these defenses al-
most impossible. Few people within the
detention center distinguish external and
internal sources of misery or notice any
personal difficulty in tolerating painful
feelings.

Who are the counselors and adminis-
trators, and how do they function? Like
the children, they have no options. Their
supervisors and senior administrators
offer them no intimacy, no range of
techniques to handle problems; only au-
thoritarian strength or deflection of re-
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sponsibility to a vague "other." As the
counselors fail the children, so the senior
administrators permit no identifications
or sharing, acknowledge no conflictual
feelings. Like the children, counselors
receive no positive rewards, only nega-
tive reinforcement. If they fly through
a window to prevent an escape, that is
expected behavior. If they are five min-
utes late, it is written into their record.
They are frequently spied upon and lied
to.

Like the children, they wait-for pro-
motions, commendations, course certifi-
cates that don't ever come or are delayed
without explanation. They too have no
privacy. Personnel files lie open, rumors
abound and threaten everyone. Counsel-
ors rarely protect each other, and chil-
dren are pawns in staff rivalries. Three
boys were left naked in one isolation
room in a struggle over which counselor
would get them clothes.

The relationship between counselors
and children is a deadly game, and the
main rule is "beat them or they'll beat
you." A drug user is caught by a coun-
selor. In the morning statistical repo,
without intended irony, is printed, "Con-
gratulations, Mr. X. You are the biggest
drug catcher of them all." Counselors
try to outguess and outfox the children,
as in a ruthless sport. Understanding,
empathizing, helping is emasculating.
Fundamentally, the children must never
be seen as like themselves; they cannot
imagine their own children in such a
setting.

Respectful intimacy is non-existent in
the detention center and the counselors
use the children in different ways. Like
objects of pornography, they are erotic-
ally used. Some stimulate the kids by
teasing them and egging them on. One
counselor has the boys talk about homo-

sexual exploits into a tape recorder.
Some female counselors are visibly titil-
lated by illegitimate pregnancies and
stories of prostitution. Occasionally, a
counselor rapes a child, with or without
consent. One senses that the children
are discharging the forbidden aggressive
and sexual impulses of the staff, who re-
establish their self-image, distance, and
self-control by massively suppressing the
children.

Most counselors cannot tolerate any
physical and verbal show of aggression in
the children, and some hit and even beat
them at the first sign. Once, a counselor
called a psychologist for himself because
he was putting a child into isolation for
no apparent reason, yet he knew he was
going to hit him unless he got rid of him.
That amount of self-observation is rare.
Encouraging and watching violence is
irresistible for some, and their fascina-
tion is not acknowledged. A female
counselor stood and impassively watched
a girl bite out a piece of another girl's
cheek and told me later, "Nice girls
don't fight."

A lways there is the reality of actual
danger working with severe over-

crowding. This too is used, and coun-
selors often flirt with danger, provoking
avoidable situations that excite them,
and provide an opportunity to watch,
experience unacceptable behavior, 'and
then divorce themselves from it entirely.
When overcrowding occasionally dimin-
ishes, there is no change in staff behav-
ior.

The counselors use language as the
children do-bitter cracking with each
other; they rarely have shared, matter of
fact exchanges. With their senior author-
ities, they retreat into sullen silence.
Meetings between them reveal similari-
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ties with the children on the units. Coun-
selors are impassive, talked at, immo-
bile, and then break into fits of temper,screaming, physically threatening, bang-
ing chairs. These outbursts by coun-
selors are dealt with by their bosses as
tangentially and immaterially as the
fires and riots of the children. I once
dared a senior administrator to risk tell-
ing the counselors at such a meeting that
he was sometimes depressed working
there. They fell into an astonished calm.

Occasionally more flexible persons
are hired. Senior administrators don't
want to hear their complaints and sug-
gestions, and will harass them until they
quit. Often such men cannot tolerate
the frustration and depression. A power-
ful clique of authoritarian counselors
makes life miserable for a more flexible
person, and very few remain. The deten-
tion center is a place to get out of-or
everyone who can. What remains is a
group of people who feed on the chaos
within the center to avoid facing their
own doubts and fears, and issues of
their own competence. Tactics to im-
prove working conditions are never
gripped and applied vigorously; they
hide behind the system's inadequacies
and extrude more effective people. What
is rewarded is security, passivity, immo-
bility, no overt conflict. And the staff
lives with a sense of impending destruc-
tio--each television interview, meeting,
call from a judge is potentially the loss
of safety, job, promotion, status, perhaps
reflecting deep projected guilts.

Although of different backgrounds,
staff, lce the children, are locked within
constricted character structures with lit-
tle internal mobility. Almost all black,
with some higher education, the staff
struggles to maintain a middle-class
identity in jobs that have little social

status. Significantly, a large number
come from the rural South, farms or
small towns, where angry outbursts were
often forcibly suppressed, and the need
for control was related to the dangers
of white society "out there." Rarely, a
counselor will admit his outrage at see-
ing these urban boys doing what they
never could; sometimes senior adminis-
trators, who spend far less time with the
children, connect their dislike of the new
music, new haircuts, new freedoms to
the compromises they made to "make it"
in a white bureaucracy. Their hatred of
the children, which is felt after a few
hours in the detention center, is a neces-
sary piece of the delicate equilibrium
required to maintain their self-esteem.

Cracking, the only language effective
on every hierarchical level of the deten-
tion center, is also a metaphor for the
cracks, the split, the dissociation that
mark this institution. Everywhere one
meets the illusion of infinite distance and
difference. These children are a different
species, not human. Top administrators
are unreachable, unknowable bosses.
Distance between castes is experienced
-as a non-crossable space. Yet each level
is partially identified with and living
through the other, dependent on the
other; the illusion of infinite separation
masks an unconscious fusion between
the groups based on mutual projection
-a partial symbiosis. Fusion versus in-
finity--on every level the same image is
reflected, like facing mirrors.

No one trusts here, and everyone is
hungry. In therapy groups, in consulta-
tions with senior administrators, in talks
with counselors, the imagery is oral. Be-
neath the hatred, the backbiting, the
projections, the chaos, lie enormous res-
ervoirs of depression. Ultimately, the
maintenance of the chaos may itself be
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defending against the hopelessness and
lack of mobility in their lives, which gets
perpetuated throughout the institution.

At the core of several decisions by
the United States Supreme Court has
been its recognition that the juvenile
court system, established to protect the
special interests of children before the
law, has violated not only their civil
rights under the Constitution, but has
perpetrated those very abuses of human
growth the special systems were created
to avoid.

This detention center represents the
failure of all structures in urban society
-family life, schools, courts,. welfare
systems, organized medicine, hospitAs.
It is a final common pathway to wretch-
edness. Occasionally a scandal in the
newspaper, an outraged lawyer, an in-
terested humanitarian judge makes a
ripple. The surface smoothes rapidly
over again, because, locked away in a
distant part of town, society forgets the
children it does not want or need.
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APPENDIX No. 18

Humanizing the Detention Setting
Federal Probation, September 1971

By THOMAs R. HUGHES
Inst rudor, Delinquency Study and Youth Development Center,

Southern Illinois University

CcOR-DING to the National Council on Crimeand Delinquency, "Detention for the juve-
nile court is the temporary care of children

in physically restricted facilities pending court
disposition or transfer to another jurisdiction or
agency."' There are more than 300 detention
facilities in the United States, in addition to
regular jail facilities used to hold yodth in the
absence of a home.-

The construction and use of detention homes
occurred around the turn of the century in con-
junction with the concept of government bene-
volence toward youth, an exemption of youth
from criminal responsibility. Thus, the juvenile
court syst.-r was developed which includes
separate confinement, hearing, and probation for
youth. This differential handling of juveniles
implies E positive program of diagnosis and
treatment chat serves the child's best interest
Until recently, little in the way of Supreme Court
guidelines had been handed down to the juvenile
court, the result of which was tantamount to
local dictatorship in the courts. Although the
Kent and Gault decisions and the implications
of those decisions were geared to youth being
afforded basic legal rights, in some respects it
has compounded the plight of the detention work-
er,. It has increased the average length of con-
finement in the home. Kent and Gault have raised
perplexing ;.uestions that relate to the policies
of the detention home, the right to "treat" de-
tained youth prior to adjudication, and it has
initiated an examinationn of the role of the de-
tention home worker.

The Need To Control Inhake
It is axicmatic that among the approximately

500,000 youngsters who are confined yearly in
, tentior facilities, a large proportion of them
ne,. not be there The problem is further compli.
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cated due to the fact that some children are
victims of secure custody not only out (of .ense
of punitiveness, but benevolence as well.

In many communities, detention is isl, as u
panacea for youth with problems. The ioca. euv.
nile officer may well tell a youngster, "if you
don't straighten out, l'il send you to the detention
home," using secure custody as a threat, This
is a flagrant abuse of the function oi det ntior,
However, it is a rather straight-forward misuse
of detention and is highly visible to -oncerned
professionals. But probably the mc.*: rt.,,
intake policy to defeat is the attitude on thL
of court personnel that says if we don't
this poor, helpless, homeless youngster, he
have no place to go.

Unfortunately, "no place to go" is otter tna,
the detention home in almost every ase. ?ri,.
ciples such as contagion and labeling are ,rv',ri
ably the end result of such an attitude It is
no secret among competent professionals that
the mixing of delinquent, dependent, and ne-
glected youngsters is certain to have deleterious
effects upon them. In this context, the response
to the kind soul who would lock up a youngster
for having no where else to go is that it is irt-
humane. It Is inhumane to expose youngsters
needlessly to the degradation that accompanies
secure custody. It is inhumane to pace the child
in an atmosphere in which delinquent skills are
likely to be learned. And so long as detention
facilities continue to accommodate these kinds
of youngsters, the community will provide little
in the way of suitable alternatives. Detention
administrators must take the position that
children with emotional problems are the re-
sponsibility of psychiatric services and need a
different kind of attention. Children without
parents need parents, not 3 days in the :ocal
detention home. The community must provide
a system of youth services that addresses itself
to a wide variety of youth with problems and
makes provisions for foster care, group homes,
psychiatric services, and the like.

There is also the problem of labeling. Once a
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child enters this detention home, a curious process
begins. A line is added to his record which says,
"I'm a bad youngster. If you qe even the most
remote sign of trouble, lock me up again." And
usually he is accommodated.

All of this business of labeling would not be so
ominous If the efforts demonstrated some measure
of success, but they don't. It is often stated that
juvenile corrections has not reached the stage
where it is helping young people more than in-
flicting damage. A cursory glance at recidivism
rates among youth seem to bear this out.

For at least the two previously stated reasons,
it is important that detention i used as a last
resort and imposed upon a limited population.
As stated by the Special Task Force on
Correctional Standards:

No child should be placed to any detention facility
unless he is a delinquent or alleged delinquent ad ther
Is a substantial probaility that he will commit an
offense dangerous to himself or the community or will
run away pending court disposition. He should not
be detained for punishment or for someone's conven-
ience.4
In order to make a reasonable determination

as to the likelihood of the child abusing himself
or others, or whether there is a strong possibility
of running away, a skilled intake officer should
Interview both parents and the child.' Criteria
for detention should include the nature of the
alleged offense, assessment of the family situation,
and an evaluation of the child's stability. It
would be simple if there were "pat" answers,
but each child brings a unique personality into
a unique set of circumstances and must be handled
in that context. Detention of youth must be taken
out of the realm of habit or inappropriate
criteria. Professionals with responsibility for in-
take need to understand that detention is neither
punishment nor rehabilitation, but rather a
holding process for a select group of young people
who need a supportive but restricted environment.

The Right To Trial
Treatment using a correctional definition is not,

at this point in history, a proper function of juve-
nile detention. It will be increasingly difficult for
correctional personnel to deal with youngsters
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In a treatment relationship prior to the child
being adjudged delinquent. Formal treatment or
rehabilitation as a function that begins after the
child has been adjudicated and has been placed
on probation, in a training school, camp. or mental
hospitaL It could be argued that using a strictly
legal interpretation of the child's rights will im-
pede the possibility If his receiving adequate and
proper care. However, the juvenile court has had
over 70 years to prove its intentions, and the
results of the movement are meager at best.

The foregoing discussion of the right to treat
presents an Interesting dilemma for well-inten-
tioned correctional personnel who work in the
detention setting: "How can I help this young-
ster if I can't 'treat' him?" The answer to this
problem is a very simple one: As a human service
worker in a detention home, one has not only a
right but a responsibility to react in human ways
to the behavior of the children in his care.

The following excerpt reflects a behavioral
posture that would be tenable in the detention
setting:

Behavior may be analysed and controlled eperi-
mentally, when one considers that behavior Is fun-
tinally related to certain variables. One can divide
what Is happening in any interpersonal relationship
Into two discreet domains. When relating to a person,
whether he is an inmate in a prison or detention home,
or your wife. or- your children, that individual's be-
havior Is hi domain and you don't make dmande on
that domain, because in all probability, the Individual
is responding in accordance with the laws that govern
human behavior. There are, however, certain environ-
mental events and consequences over which you have
control. One such set of events Is your behavior and
tMt is your domain, If you want to help a yountiter.
you don't tell him. "damn it, you moat do this or t at."
If you are interested in helping, what you have to
change Is your domain, your environment or your be-
havior, in such a way as to i,ease Ae probability of
the desired change in the younrater you are concerned
with at the time. This is the basic principle Involved
here. It is a matter of domain. He has his domain
and you have yours, and don't get them confused.'
Stated in another way. what you are as a

human being will have a great deal to do with
how the child perceives his own unique worth and
dignity. An Interesting statement related to this
question was made at a recent conference. "When
dealing with a detained youngster, what you say
is not important; how you act has some relevance;
but what you are is the crux of helping young
people during a time of nees1 and crisis."

The detention home, at its best, begins a pro-
cess of helping the child with his situation.
Formal therapy does not take place in most
cases (and-rightly so), but it is possible to ini-
tiate an informal pattern of helping relationships.
To examine and develop these relationships, in
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maximally fruitful ways, is a major frontier in
juvenile detention.

Children In detention urgently need concern
and care from adults who are acceptant and en-
couraging. Thtfio not need condemnation and
moralizing. They need to relate to whole human
beings who will have positive regard for them
as persons of dignity and worth.

Juvenile detention is an intense experience.
For many youngsters, it is their first encounter
with the forces that administer justice to youth.
The nature of the detention experience .iay
strongly influence the child's perception of khe
juvenile court and the services it dispenses.

The child's behavior is based on this view of
the situation. If he believes a child care worker
is unfair, he behaves accordingly. He may leave
the detention facility with attitudes and behaviors
that are more hostile and negative. Hopefully,
however, the child will have favorable and satis-
fying experiences with adults in the detention
setting.

The writings of Arthur Combs, Donald Snygg,
Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers, and others
suggest that the concept a person has of himself
is the most important factor in his behavior. The
views that children have of themselves are not,
however, developed in a vacuum. Their percep-
tions of themselves are reflected in the mirrors
of human relationships. If a child is treated as
having the propensity to succeed, it enhances
his chances of doing so. If young people are
treated with dignity and worth, it is likely that
these characteristics will become a part of their
personality structures.

Several years ago I interviewed a number of
slow-learning youngsters in a special program
for the adolescent, dropout-prone in Quincy,
Illinois. The research project was designed to
identify qualities of the child-care workers (in
this case teachers) which contributed toward the
success of the program; that is, school completion
and acquisition of social adjustment skills. Many
of the sample had encounters with the law and
were representative of the kind of youth who
populate detention homes.

Several qualities were readily identifiable from
the interviews. A recurring theme identified by
the youth was independence. The youth often
spoke of the teacher's willingness to defend the
youngsters in the face of adverse criticism.
Support was also frequently mentioned in the
sense of someone to lean on during a time of

crisis. A number of responses indicated that
ftexibility was a desired trait, an ability to respond
to a variety of individual needs and group prob-
lems. Vibraney, or a quality of active interest
and involvement, was alluded to, a feeling on
the part of the youngsters that they were not
beirg ignored. A large proportion of the sample
discussed senkftliity, an understanding by the
teacher that a youngster saying, "I don't give
a damn" could mean quite the opposite. Honesty
was given a high priority, a willingness to state
a position in a straightforward manner. Patience,
realistic, and shock-proof were also mentioned,
but the overwhelming response of the youth was
the quality of caring. Not only were they able
to identify those teachers who cared, but sug-
gested it was a powerful influence upon their
behavior.

There are skeptics who contend that since the
length of stay in juvenile detention is such a brief
one, there is little need to program conscientiously.
But detention may very well be a "turning point"
experience in the life of the child. The Important
factor Is the quality of the human relationships,
rather than the duration, while the child is in
a period of stress and anxiety.

The Admisslon Experience

When A juvenile is brought to the detention
home, there is a certain amount of paper work
that needs to be done. There are the matters of
name, alleged delinquency, and relevant histori.
cal facts. In gleaning this information, the intake
officer should be prepared to listen to a child
who may be either frightened or hostile. Prob-
ably the most damaging thing the intake officer
can do is to read coldly a series of questions and
to demand appropriate responses. This behavior
often increases the fear of the frightened child
and solidifies the animosity of the hostile child.

There is a tendency in recently constructed
detention facilities to lean In the direction of
management efficiency and to disregard the
human element. Hence, during admission, all de-
tainees are issued identical uniforms, are stripped,
showered, and searched, are given a cursory
physical examination, and their constitutional
rights are read to them.

In the casetof clothing, at only a mildly in-
creased cost, a detention facility can provide alter-
nate colors in trousers and sport shirts. There
are obvious health reasons for showers and phy-
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sical exams but this can be done with some
vestiges of dignity.

There is no need for a detention officer to watch
while a young man or woman showers. At this
point in the legal process the child is guilty of
nothing and, given a properly constructed shower,
is neither a danger to himself nor to his com-
munity. The searching process can be conducted
in the context of the physical exam, and contra-
band or evidence of contagious disease can be
discovered during that activity.

One administrator proudly Indicated that,
during the child's shower, his constitutional
rights were read to him via a tape recorder
in the stall. This procedure absolves the admin-
istrator's legs) responsibility, but it is not a
satisfactory way to deal with a human problem.
What happens if the child wishes to ask the
tape recorder a question? What occurs if thi child
doesn't hear one key phrase? Children who are
good listeners seldom confront the court system.

Programming for Growth
The function of the daily program is to provide

for the child in custody a system of positive
activities or experiences while he Is awaiting a
determination as to his future. This necessitates
a wide range of activities related to the unique
needs of the detainees. A diverse and positively
oriented daily program can be viewed as a first
step in the rehabilitative process If the youngster
is sent to a training school or camp. For the
child who returns to the community, a flexible
program that meets differing needs and inter-
eats can be seen as a tool of prevention.

With the possible exception of school for those
who are within legal age limits, all programs
should be voluntary. Few young people will sit
in their rooms if attractive alternatives are
available. If a child chooses to sit in his room, It
is likely that there is at valid psychological reason
for doing so, and the child's reluctance may prove
to be a wise course of action at that point in time.

Punishment hits no pliice in detention. If a
child teatrs4 up his room, the problem is not how
to cle.an up. the area but rather what was in it
for him to destroy his living area. Once the
adult Lnderstands the dynamics of the child's
beh;ivior, attempts can be male to help. Child
carc workers should be tuned in to the message
that is laing sent, not to the act itself.

Detention fricilitie.s holdd be trying to approxi-
mate the normal living routine, and it is for this

reason that coeducational activities, within limits,
should be encouraged. Under close supervision,
the mixing of boys and girls at mealtime, at
school, and for certain games and sports is highly
appropriate.

School programs are the major activity in most
detention homes. In many facilities, At "special
education" teacher has been provided by the local
school board. What is needed Is a "special"
teacher in the sense that they are good teachers.
It is important to have teachers who can give
individual attention to differing age levels and
academic abilities. Teachers are needed who can
quickly discover where children are and build
successful educational experiences upon that
level of readiness.

There is no reason why a teacher in the de-
tention setting should not be in close contact
with the school where the youngster has been
enrolled so as to discover the curricular level at
which he is functioning. Additionally, since the
students in a detention facility are a hetero-
geneous group, resource materials will be re-
quired that range from approximately the third
grade level through high school. These materials
include all the audio-visual aides and tools of
learning associated with the public schools. Work-
ing closely with the public schools will ease the
transition back to the community if the child
returns.

There are many reasons why a broad recrea-
tional program should be Included in the detention
setting. Adolescents need a healthy release of
energy. Physical sports are one means of pro-
viding this release. It is probably wise, however,
to qualify the type of physical activity. To en-
courage boxing, judo, and other competitive
physical contacts could be an invitation to
disaster. Many of the participants are in deten-
tion because they cannot exercise restraint, and
it is unwise to place them In explosive situations.

Sports requiring cooperation like basketball
and volleyball, under close supervision, are worth.
while endeavors. A kind of a socialization process
occurs in team activities that is a useful learning
experience.

A variety of indoor games should be available--
along with books, magazines, television, radio,
and movies. These activities need not be forced
on the detainee.&, nor is it possible to do so.

An occasional party or live entertainment is
not out of the question. To be sure, the function
of the detention home is not the same as the local
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teen town. Conversely, there is no point in denying
young people in temporary custody some amount
of fun. It is obvious that many youngsters who
wind up in institutions have not had much fun
or joy in their lives.

There are certain daily maintenance work ex-
periences that are useful for the adolescent to
learn. It is important that the boys and girls take
care of their own living areas. This is part of the
growing-up process, and it is not unrealistic to
require it.

The trouble begins when one invents useless
work activity for the detainees. If it is a matter
of digging one hole to fill another, chances are
it is a contribution to a smouldering resentment.

There are special situations in which it is a good
educational experience to engage in a purposeful
work activity. If some trees and brush need to be
cleared to build a basketball court for the deten-
tion home, it may be realistic to ask for volun-
teers. On the whole, however, it is necessary to
select these activities very carefully.

There is a great deal of fervor concerning
counseling these days. Sensitivity training, guided
group interaction, reality therapy, and the like
are often discussed in relation to treatment pro-
grams. Certainly, detention personnel need to
listen to and understand the problems of youth
in secure custody.

The problem is that therapy prior to adjudi-
cation is not only presuming guilt, but sickness
as well, and has no place in a detention home
that is attending to its proper function. In part, it
is a question of semantics. Certainly, detainees
need to be convened in small groups with a
trained counselor; however, the discussions
should focus on general problems adolescents face
in the growing-up process, rather than detais
relating to specific delinquent acts. It is impor-
tant not to confuse a child-care worker's role
with that of a psychotherapist, especially while
there is some question as to the child's future.
In a general way, all detention personnel need
to possess certain skills. They need to react-in
human ways--to the needs of youth with
problems.

Most correctional personnel are wary of the
word solitude. It conjures up such things as
solitary confinement, "the hole," Pad other ugly
connotations. But in its best sense,, solitude noeans
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a sense of privacy or preservation of human
uniqueness and dignity.

A means through which a child can be alone
with his thoughts should be built into a daily
program. During this crisis period, some young.
sters will need this time to themselves., Deten-
tion facilities should provide for this basic need.

The overall program, then, should be growth-
oriented and geared to the needs of the individ-
ual child. School activitie, recreational oppor-
tunities, work experiences, and other program
components can build feelings of adequacy,
dignity, and worth.

Getting the Job Done
Juvenile detention facilities, in the main, are

terribly understaffed. The kind of program pre-
viously described requires staff. Flexibility in pro-
gram necessitates supervision in several activi-
ties as well as areas. The familiar cry is, "We
cannot afford to hire staff."

Communities in this country need to be told
that the price is too high not to hire additional,
well-trained staff who care about youth with
problems. Recidivism costs money. In most states,
it costs more to maintain a child in a correctional
institution for a year than to send him to Har-
vard. Detention is a timely opportunity to inter-
vene in this cycle of state subsidy and human
waste.

One virtually untapped manpower source is
volunteers. More and more, volunteers are finding
satisfaction in their work with juveniles. Ap-
proximately 50,000 unpaid citizens are presently
helping more than 1,000 courts to provide more
adequate probation services. A word of caution is
appropriate. Recruitment, screening, and selection
of volunteer staff should be no different than that
conducted for paid personnel. Volunteers should
be skilled and interested in the specific task for
which they have been selected. They should not
be people who are trying to impress the officers
of their social club.'

Summary
It is largely true that juvenile detention in this

country has been ignored. It has been stated that
detention is the "black sheep" of the juvenile
court and its function has been to serve as a
proving ground for future probation officers. This

25-218 0 - 74 -36
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is unfortunate In that for many youngsters de-
tention could become a turning 'point experience
in their life.

Training for detention personnel, with the ex-
ception of the Southern Illinois University's
limited involvement, is virtually nonexistent.
This leaves some 6,500 detention personnel who
handle approximately 500,000 youngsters a year
with little educational opportunity to upgrade
their professional standing.

At this point In history, given the rise of
authoritarian forces In this country, there will
be pressure to remove young people from the
community and place them in the detention
setting. In this context, it Is extremely important
that detention personnel look carefully at the
function of juvenile detention, the legal posture
of the child, and develop Institutional programs
that will limit the damage done to young people
awaiting court confrontation.
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APPENDIX No. 19
Children, published by H.E.W.

a DIFFERENTIAL USE

of GROUP HOMES

For DELINQUENT BOYS

JOHN W. PEARSON

In recent years there has been a nationwide
emphasis on the treatment of juvenile delin-
quents in their home communities.'- Along

with this emphasis has come an increasing use of
group homes. On the theory that different types of
boys need different types of homes, the California
State Youth Authority, under a grant from the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health, has carried out a
3-year study of the differential use of group homes for
teenage delinquent boys, called the Group Home
Project: Differential Treatment Environments for
Delinquents (MH 14979). This study was conducted
between April 1966 and October 1969 as an integral
part of the Community Treatment Project, a compre-
hensive research and demonstration project jointly
sponsored by the Youth Authority and NIMH.3

The concept of group homes is not new; such homes
were first used in New York City in 1916.4 Group
homes vary in definition, staffing patterns, and use.
Some are owned and professionally staffed by agen-
cies and provide complete care and casework services

-to children in residence; others are basically foster
'homes in which a family offers care and supervision
within its own life style to several foster children.
The Group Home Project has been an attempt to
t'min a more complete understanding of one pattern of
u-e of group homes for delinquents.

The project produced a mixture of experiences that
ra - d as many questions as it answered. While the
"lilt '-emains convin-ed that group homes are fre-
'i'ently preferable to foster homes for delinquents,
'Ile experience in the project has indicated that the
,,-c of group homes as the only method of treatment

offers no panacea for the rehabilitation of delinquent
teenagers.
' The Community Treatment Project, of which the

Group Home Project was a part, was designed to
compare the effectiveness of an intensive treatment
and control program in the community with the
Youth Authority's traditional programs of institu-
tionalization and parole under the supervision bf pa-
role officers who carried an average of 70 to 80 active
cases. The first two phases, carried on from late 1961
to October 1969, involved boys and girls 13 to 18
years of age committed for the first time to the Youth
Authority by juvenile courts in metropolitan areas
of Stockton, Sacramento, and San Francisco.

The subjects were randomly assigned either to
the Community Treatment Project for treatment in
the community by a parole agent carrying an average
caseload of 12, or to a State training school as $ con.
trol. Becalte smaller baseloads have not themselves
guaranteed adequate treatment,' other ilimensions
were incorporated. These included:

I. Classification of the young people according to
their level of maturity under the Interpersonal
Maturity Level Classification for Juveniles, or the
I-level system.' (See box, p. 145.)

2. Matching of the delinquent and parole agent
according to the delinquent's personality traits and
needs and the agent's personality, style, and pref-
erence in dealing withyoung people.

3. Planning an individualized treatment program
for each young person, based on his unique needs,
his personality, and on short- and long-range goals.

4. Using the relationship between the young per-
son and the agent as the major vehicle for change.

The parole agent's role has been to work closely
with each youngster assigned to him, providing in-
dividual, family, or group and casework treatment
services and using available resources for care--in-
cluding out-of-home placement, training, counsel-
ing, education, and recreation. The effectiveness of
the Community Treatment Project has been demon-
strated by lower recidivism, greater changes toward
more positive attitudes, and a greater proportion of
successful discharges from parole among the young-
sters in the community.based treatment than among
those in the control group.'

Parole agents in this project realized that many
young delinquents need living situations that would
permit nondelinquent behavior and that would en-
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hance-or at least not actively interfere with--the
treatment program. For example, a young person
who relates to his world through conformity, or "al-
legiance" to friends who put pressure on him, may
have little or no alternative to becoming delinquent
if he lives in a neighborhood of high delinquency.
Another youngster may escape neurotic conflict
within his family through delinquent acting out. The
use of out-of-home placements by the Community
Treatment Project staff was therefore markedly
greater than the state average for all parole agents.

Problems arose in locating and maintaining suit-
able foster homes within the Community Treatment
Project. Many parole agents saw the need for a more
controlled atmosphere than available foster homes
could provide. Temporary housing was often needed
on an emergency basis. These circumstances sug-
gested the need for different kinds of placement fa-
cilities for different purposes. Group homes were seen
as one means of meeting these needs.

The idea of the Group Home Project began to
take form as early as 1962 with a limited, largely
nonsystematic use of group homes within the Com-
munity Treatment Project'a Adding impetus to the
idea was the recommendation from a statewide study
that the Youth Authority "immediately proceed to
set up a significant number of agency-operated group
homes .. .with the particular purpose of learning
as much as possible about their operation. - '

The group homes
The goals of the Group Home Project were: (a)

to determine the feasibility of establishing and main-
taining different types of group homes; (b) to de-
velop a taxonomy of environments describing the
important aspects of such environments in treatment-
relevant ways; and (c) to evaluate the impact of the
group home experience on the young people on
parole. All these goals relate to the attempt to assess
the relative worth of each home as a placement alter-
native and treatment resource and its implications
for use in other settings.

Five types of group homes were defined in the
original proposal in 1965, based on the concept of
differential treatment." A sixth type was added by
the project staff in 1968. Types I, II, IIn, and VI
were designed as long-term care homes to meet the
different treatment and control needs of many young-
sters in the three major I-level categories (I,, I,, and
14). Home types IV and V were designed for short-
term care of delinquent youngsters of all subtypes.
Following are brief descriptions of the models.

Type I-Protective (for four boys classifed as pas.
sive asoclalized or immature conformist). This type
of group home for very Immature, dependent young.
sters is intended to approximate normal family liv.
ing as closely as possible. It is designed to be operated
by a married couple with training and patience to
offer intensive support and -upervision for pro.
longed periods of time. (Because the number of boys
classified as low-maturity subtypes in the ComMu-
nity Treatment Project was smaller than anticipated,
the Type I home in the project was opened in Sep-
tember 1967 to compatible high-maturity youngsters
in the anxious and acting-out subtypes. For the most
part this arrangement worked satisfactorily.) .

Type li-Contalnment (for six boys classified as
manipulator or cultural conformist). This type of
home represents concrete and realistic demands for
conforming, productive behavior. Opportunity for
growth is fostered through the formation of healthy
relationships with adults within the context of au-
thority and control.

Type Il-Boarding (for six boys classified as
acting-out and anxious neurotic, situational emo-
tional reaction, or cultural identifier). This type of
home is for more mature boys with relatively com-
ples personalities who are in the early stages of
emancipation from their own families, but who do
not have enough strength to be on their own. The
group home provides a base from which to work as
the boys continue to deal with the resolution of in-
ternal conflicts, problems of independence, identity,
and the like. The group home parents maintain an
atmosphere of comfort without threat, allowing the
boys to form meaningful relationships with them if
the boys so choose.

Type IVW-Temporsry Comnuoity Care (for six
boys of any subtype). This type of home meets the
need for temporary placement when custody or inde-
pendent living is inappropriate or unnecessary. Sup-
port, rather than custody or restrictios, is empha-
sized. The home can be used for: (a) housing while
another placement in the community is being changed
or developed; (b) short-term counseling away from
a stressful situation; and (c) housing while treatment
plaas are being formulated or reassessed.

Type V-Restrictioa (for six youngsters of any
subtype). Thie type of home was conceived as a sub-
stitute for detention in juvenile facilities for boys
needing fairly strict behavioral restrictions. (Because
no suitable group parents were located, this type of
-home was not developed.)
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Type VI-lndividualized (for six youngsters of
high-maturity subtypes, primarily neurotic acting-
out and anxious). This type of home is designed for
boys who may benefit from a familylike situation and
healthy adult relationships while resolving conflicts
within themselves and with their own families. A
great deal of flexibility is allowed in regard to the
purpose of placement and the nature of the relations
the boys may develop with the group home parents-

The faster parents
The Group 11orsie Project recruited its candidates

for group home parents in much the same way that
foster parents are usually recruited. The group ]tome
coordinator screened out unsuitable applicants, and
the research worker conducted in-depth interviews
with those remaining and administered two written
questionnaires. The c6ordinator and research worker,
first independently and then jointly, rated the can-
didates on 52 items relating to personality traits and
behavior."

In a team conference, parole agents, staff members
of the Community Treatment Project, the coordi-
nator, and the research worker evaluated information
about the candidates to determine their: (a) appro-
priateness for foster care in general; (b) strongest
areas of compatibility with specific subtypes of
youngsters, home models, staff members, and current
concepts of treatment; and (c) flexibility and poten-
tial for growth.

Under a contract with the Youth Authority, each
couple selected to be group home parents provided
a house with acceptable facilities and equipment in
addition to care and maintenance of the youngsters
placed in their homes. As reimbursement for their
services and expenses, group home parents received
a retainer st the beginning of each month, plus an
additional fee for each boy who had been in the home
during the preceding month. Monthly payments
ranged from a $200 retainer plus $125 per boy to a
$500 retainer plus $110 per boy, depending on the
budget allocations for each type of home.

In all, seven sets of parents were employed to oper-
ate eight group homes: two each, protective, con-
lsinment, and temporary care homes; one boarding
and one individualized home. One couple operated a

protective home and a temporary care home at differ-
Pit periods. At least 1 year's experience was obtained
"ili each type of group home, except the restriction
tle.

E'ccpt in a few areas prdetermined by the re-
-'--rh design, attempts were made to handle issues

and decisiontnsking through a team approach. Thus,
procedures for everyday operation and resolution of
problems of training, management and continuation
of the homes, staff meetings, evaluation, and termina-
tion of contracts were designed to involve everyone
concerned-parole agents, supervisors, the coordi-
nator, and research worker. Parole agents were pri-
marily responsible for day-to-day communication,
advice, and the like. Group home parents were in-
volved in regularly scheduled meetings as frequently
as possible to enhance their image as part of the team.

Boys placed in group homes remained with their
original parole agents, so that existing or developing
agent-boy relationships were not broken and agent-
boy "matches" were not disturbed. It most homes
this meant that more than one agent was working in
the home at the same time.

For the most part group homes were allowed to
operate within the natural life styles of the group
home parents, with parole agents and the coordinator
offering direction and advice. For example, some

I-Losd Clasikalt

The Interpemonal Maturity Level Classification
system, or -level system, has been used as a tool
in th Group Home Project and the Community
Treatment Project for ses eral purposes, including
treatment and placement planning. This system
distinguishes seven levels of maturity in interper-
sonal relations. The vast majority of juvenile

-delinquents have been found to fall within the
middle three-I, (low), Is (middle), and 1,
(high). Within these three levels nine delinquent
subtypes have been identified.' They are-

I-Level Subtypes

I, (low) . Asocialized, aggressive
Asocialized, passive

Is (middle) Conformist, immature
Conformist, cultural
Manipulator

1. (high) Neurotic, acting-out
Neurotic, anxious
Situational emotional reaction
Cultural identifier
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families set up formal written "rules of the home" for
the youngsters; others did not. None of the homes
developed time-structured schedules for activities
except for meals.

Parole agents worked out with each boy the out-of-
home activities that were required and those that were
optional. Most boys attended classes, either in a pub-
lie school or the parole center, or both, individual
and group therapy, and organized recreation.

Placement in a group home was always a planmed
aspect of treatment, reflecting a basic tenet of the
Community Treatment Project: individualized, ra-
tional, treatment-relevant decisionmaking. The use of
group homes was considered one element of the pro-
gram, not neceoarily Mec major vehicle for treatment.
A request for admission to a group home was made
by the teenager's parole agent in conjunction with the
agent's supervisor. If placement in a long-term care
homo was requested, the parole agent, -upervisor, co-
ordinator, and research worker met to determine
whether the young person involved should be placed
in a particular group home. In the temporary care
homes, however, arrangements were made so that
youngsters in need of emergency care could be placed
at any hour of the night or day.

Placement in a group home could occur at the time
of a boy's initial assignment to the Community Treat-
ment Project or at any time during his period of
parole. A decision about the length of stay in, or
removal from, a home always took the boy's treat-
ment needs into consideration.

Experlences ond observations
Because of the nature of the project, its relation

to the Community Treatment Project, and ali the
variables involved, it has been difficult to isolate the
impact of group home placement on the boys. How-
ever, the project has contributed to a better under-
standing of many of the complex dimensions in the
use of group homes in treating delinquents.

The discussion here is an overview of selected areas
of the eight homes operated within the Group Home
Project. More complete discussion is contained in the
project's reports."-" Final data analysis and report-
ing will be completed in the summer of 1970.

Overall, staff members regard the experiences of
the Group Home Project positively, in spite of nu-
merous problems. The homes frequently provided a
much-needed service to youngsters. In the opinion
of most parole agents, the group homes-although
not meeting the "ideal" criteria for treating all young
delinquentzs-offer-ed many boys better living condi-

tions and better treatment than any available alterna-
tive. Boys frequently were able to become stabilized,
behaviorally as well as emotionally.

By June 30, 196, a total of 39 boys representing
51 different placements had been placed in the long.
term care group homes. (Some were placed in more
than one home.) The average age at the time of each
separate placement was 17 years, 2 months. The boys
reprinented all I-level subtypes except for the asocia-
lized subtypes of the I, or low level of maturity and
the situational emotional reaction subtype of the I, or
high level of maturity. The majority-57 percent-
were classified either as the acting-out or anxious
neurotic subtypes of the 14 level. The boys had spent
an average of 9.8 months on parole before group home
placement and had been living either with their own
parents, other relatives, or in foster homes. How-
ever, 49 percent of the group home placements were
made within the firt 6 months of parole. The average
length of stay in all the long-term care group homes
was 162 days (5.4 months).

Twenty-four boys representing 42 different place-
ments were placed in the two temporary care homes.
The average length of stay was 3.5 weeks, the average
age at time of placement was 16 years, 9 months, and
the average duration of parole before temporary care
placement was 11 months Most of the boys placed in
these homes-72 perceit--represented either the act-
ing-out or anxious neurotic subtypes in the I-level
classification.

Comparisons of scores of average expectancy of
continued delinquent behavior" indicated that the
group home boys, as a whole, tended to be worse
parole risks than boys in the Community Treat-
ment Project who were not placed in group homes.

Behavior ratings

Group home parents and parole agents made sepa-
rate behavior ratings of boys in long-term care honiec
Types I, II, II, and VI, using the Youngster Be-
havior Inventory." The parents ratings reflected
each boy's behavior in their home, whereas parole
agents' ratings included the boy's behavior both
within and away from the home. The first rating-
were made after a boy had boen in a home for 2
months, with further ratings at 2-month intervals.

Using the first ratings as a base for identifying be-
havioral change, group home parents perceived:
(a) at 4 months the boys had made significant
changes for the better in terms of an increase ill
positive, healthy behavior and decrease in negative.
disturbed behavior; (b) at 6 months the indices nf
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positive behavior were even more significant and in,
dices of negative behavior had changed for th
worse-but not significantly; (c) at S months the in,
dices of positive behavior, although down from the
6-month rating, were still higher than the first rat.
igs, but no longer significantly so, and negative be,
havior indices had significantly changed for the
worse: (d) at 8 months for positive and negative in.
dices combined, ratings in general reflected significan
changes for the worse. This last finding is in marked
contrast to the combined indices of significant chang
for the better at 4 months.

The parole agents* rating reflected a more consis-
tently positive pattern of behavior, but none of the
changes they observed reached statistical signih.
cancer. Although the parole agents perceived change!
for the worse at 6 months and 8 months on positive
behavior indices, they perceived rather consistent
changes for the better in 4-, 6-, and S-month rating
on negative behavior indices, and on negative and
positive indices combined.

The Group Home Project staff is presently n.
vestigating whether there are significant difference!
between different rating groups in terms of the
background and other characteristics of the boys
ComparLsons are also being made of the manner in
which the breakdown occurred in group homes that
were terminated. If this investigation does not ac.
count for the findings given here, it might be con.
eluded that there appears to be a "point of diminish.
ing return" in the value of group home placement.
at least as perceived by the group home parents al.
though not by the boys' parole agents.

Termintion oF homes
From November 1966 through June 1969, the pe

riod that data were collected for the project, th
project's arrangements with four of the seven sets ol
group home parents were ternuinated-all by stafl
'loeision.

No single factor fully accounts for the terminatior
of lhe project's use of four sets of group home par.
eate. In a very general sense, staff members reached
:a pint at which they felt that the couples" philoso.

!'hlie, personalities, and styles had fallen below mini
-,*11 acceptable standards for meeting the needs ol
the loiys or had not adapted to treatment changes.

h. 1h first home terminated, the parents simple
.l1t,, provide the level of care and supervision thai

W Nys required. More complex factors were in
; ,ed in the other three homes: they seemed to g(

'r. ,gh a similar sequence of events before culminat

John W. Peauson, acramento, Calif.. was w'W
e the only ful-Uwe research worker for the

Stats Youth Authority's Group Home ProJ-
ect from Its Inception In 1966 until Its A
completion lut year. He Is now associate T

- research analyst foe phase 3 of the Com-
* munity Treatment Project and a consultant

on group homes to Saeramento's Institute
for Stody on Crime and Delinquency. He baa been a Juvenile
probation officer In Arizona and parole agent In California.

Sing in termination. Their operations were, on the
* whole, encouraging and acceptable during early pe-
Sriods, only gradually and then more rapidly to go

"downhill," both in regard to staff assessments and
te parents' own feelings of competence.

With some exceptions, the boys provided relatively
little positive feedback to the group home parents,

I either directly or in terms of noticeable, long-term
change. The group home parents' reacted by com-

- plaining to--or opposing-parole agents while put-
ting more pressure on the boys.

- Once the parole agents began to sense that boys in
* a home were having detrimental experiences, they

became dissatisfied with their efforts to alter the at-
t mosphere in the home or became uncomfortable in
* dealing with the group home parents. Then their
- support for the group home parents usually dropped
* off and the home passed the "point of no return."

Most of the group home parents were blue collar
* workers with a high school education. They ranged.

from 25 to 74 years of age, with an average age of 43.
Five couples had preschool age children or adoles-
cents of #.heir own living in their homes. Four cou-

* ples--induding two with whom group home arrange.
- ments were terminated-had had previous experience

as foster parents.
Adding to the problems and frustrations was the

fact that no effective system of relief time away from
the boys was established for the group home parents,

. partly because of lack of funds and partly because of
I the couples' reluctance to let a "stranger" take care
* of their house.
- In retrospect, it appears that different or more ap-

propriate assistance could-and in some instances
should-have been provided for the group home par-

r ents. The extent to which group home terminations
t and other problems might have been affected by such
- :! i'tance has been the subject of much debate.

Overall, the longevity of the group homes seemed
- to be equal to, if not better than, most foster homes

eLso PLA AIUBLE
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in the Community Treatment Project. The lack of
a single request for termination from the group home
parents contrasted with CTP's experience in having
many such requests from foster parents.

Tentative conclusions
Among the tentative conclusions that may be

drawn from the project's experiences are these:

1. Some couples who have provided satisfactory
foster home care for individual children cannot han-
dle the increased demands of caring for several seri-
ously delinquent and frequently disturbed young-
aters, particularly when they are expected by the
treatment staff to fill complex roles.

2. Parole agents and group home parents, although
selected to match the youngsters they serve, may not
be a "good match" with one another.

3. To maintain or develop their nat. rri strengths,
group home parents require a substantial commitment
of the staffs time and effort to provide them with
support, information, and exper.-nces relevant to
where they are as people.

4. Group home parents who have an inlu,tive feel
for, and acceptance of, the "adolescent ttinioil" apart
from delinquency, appear better able to weather crises
with the boys and to "boune back."

5. Relief is important for group home parents or
live-in staff members: some spontaneously arranged
time off is also desirable. Relief, as nell as other
assistance, should be flexible.

6. For some of the older, more seriously disturbed
young people, group homes operated by the agency
with salaried and professionally trained staff may
provide better rnntiniity of treatment and stability

'of atmosphere than any- of the models tested. While
this type of operatior wculd he more expensive than
the type described here and would sarifie some
"home" atmosphere, it could avoid much of the tur.
moil that arises from changes in physical placement
when group homes are terminated.

In spite of the difficulties experienced, almost all
parole agents and other statf members developed a
general feeling that group homes should have a con-
tinuing role in the Community Treatment Project.

In view of the relatively high proportion of group
home terwnirathons and other problem, thin attitulde
may seem po doxir.al. Bw the grtl,-eu d;d tend

to provide better, more predictable, and more readily
available sen-ices than the foster homes tsed in the
Community Treatment Project. The is of the tem-
porary care home also prevented the institutional
detention of many young,-ers. Most boys were less
resistant to placement in group homes, which they
saw as part of the Community Treatment Project,
than to placement alone with foster families.

Group homes thus offer a complex and sometimes
difficult, but also important, variable in the treat-
ment of delinquents. Only after careful planning in
relation to the needs of the young people to be served
and the goals of the agency and professional staff can
the use of group hotes bring maximum effectiveness .
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Research and Evaluation

Gross Research Efforts

Until recent years only the grossest methods have been applied to assess the
results and the effectiveness of correctional programs. As but one example, the
Illinois Youth Commission, like most state correctional agencies, weighs
recidivism purely on the basis of the safe return of former inmates to the
commission's own facilities. Its former older adolescent wards who are later
committed to an adult correctional institution do not figure in its recidivism
statistics, and therefore such boys are not considered "failures." The commis-
sion's forestry camps claim a lower failure rate than the commission's other
facilities, but any comparative evaluation of the success rates of camps versus
closed institutions is without validity because the selection process which takes
place at time of intake sends only the less serious offenders to open
institutions.

Most state correctional agencies do not undertake controlled surveys,
reporting rather in the most general terms on their rates of success without
consideration for random assignment, matched groups, or comparison with the
effectiveness of other agencies. The New York Division for Youth, characterized
by progressive programming, announced in 1964 that for every twelve children
leaving its camps, START centers and "urban homes," only one was later
committed to a custodial institution, and only one out of every eight was
arrested and convicted. 2 While such results on the aftercareers of 441 delinquent
children are impressive, they are too general to make possible any comparison
with other correctional programs. Selective in its intake policy, the Division
accepts children who are still on probation, if they agree to accept such
placement. The Division, in turn, can reject those whom it deems unsuitable for
its programs.

Problems of Empirical Rtesearch

California has been unique, at least until recently, among all the states in
creating highly competent research programs within its adult and juvenile
correctional agencies. Staff in these programs operate independently of other
agency personnel, and have published studies which are of value to the

00 correctional field. Recent years have seen the beginning of similar research in
other states largely through grants from foundation and federal sources. Every
project funded by the Federal Department of Health, Education and Welfare is
required by the terms of its grant to incorporate within it a research plan.3

All too often, however, treatment considerations take precedence over
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research requirements and, as a result, few useful findings have to date emerged.
The major obstacle to carrying out scientifically based research designs in the

correctional field is the inability (and frequently the downright impossibility) of
assigning equal numbers of persons to the experime ital as opposed to the
control group, on any consistently random - or matched - basis. This is
especially true for those halfway houses which receive probationers directly
from the court. Highfields, the New Jersey residential center, was geared to such
a research effort when it first opened, but since it was up to each judge to
determine whether a boy before him went to Highfields or to the Annandale -

reformatory, random assignment was impossible.4 The research study attempted
to find a control subject to match each Highfields boy by using several gross
variables characteristic of those boys committed to the reformatory. But
without completely random assignment to the two programs, a basic prerequisite
of valid research was violated.

A similar experience was had at Pinehills in Provo, Utah and at Southfields in
Louisville, Kentucky, - both programs based on the Highfields model. At Provo,
the judge, whose concern for children had brought about its establishment in the
first instance, simply would not follow the random selection plan, which called
for his selecting one of three envelopes each containing one of three possible
destinations - probation, reformatory, or halfway houses At Southfields ,a
political change removed the judge who had agreed to the random assignment
plan and his successor could not be persuaded to cooperate with the necessary
procedures.

6

The original research design at the MacLarcn Center in Portland, Oregon,
called for three groups of boys to be drawn at random from a population pool.
One group of boys was assigned to the halfway house. A second group was
placed on parole in their own homes or in foster homes, but with equal access to
the vocational services provided to the halfway house residents. The third group
represented a typical parole caseload, to receive no training or employment
benefits other than those customarily obtained for them by their parole ageni..
Staff at the training school objected to random assignment of boys for whomi
they believed other placement was preferable; parole agents for the third group
wanted access for their boys to the same training and employment opportuniti-..
that were available to the other groups, with the result that:

While the research design specified random a.signment to produce equivalency of the study
groups, in practice we found this difficult to achieve ... The research design, itself, simply
did not allow for the multiplicity of factors that emerged to complicate the selection
process.

This project emphasized for us the difficulty of establishing research within a social
action setting.7

As research projects based on the principle of random assignment fail as a
result of such complications as these, resort has been had to alternative
procedures. One method matches its control group as closely as possible
according to the variables of family history, delinquency record, school
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performance, ethnic background and socioeconomic level. One of the most
recent of such undertakings involves three residential group centers in New
Jersey: the nonresidential Esscxficlds center, the Annandale Reformatory and
the Essex County Probation Department. Groups of boys were matched on the
basis of the variables just listed as well as in subgroups from all six programs, in
accordance with the pretreatment scores obtained on the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory.!

Another alternative research procedure, when attempts at random assignment
have failed, is the follow-up study. When it was apparent that Highfields'
experimental population was comprised of less serious offenders than the
population which the judges committed to the reformatory, a second control
group was selected. This consisted of boys sentenced to Annandale three years
prior to Hlighfields' establishment from among those whose records indicated
that they would hive been considcrcd as candidates for llighfields had it existed
at that time. The later adjustment of these boys in the community was then
contrasted with those boys who had later actually passed through the Highfields
program. Results of this post hoc projection are open to criticism on at least
several counts: validity of the matching procedures, time differences, changes in
patterns of delinquency no less than in correctional programs.

The inability to furnish a sufficient number of subjects for both the
experimental and the control groups is another hazard. The Provo research team
could not turn up enough boys in each of the three programs they were studying
- the halfway house, the state training school, and probation - to compose a
statistically adequate population. Departing from their original design, therefore,
the researchers then filled the training school control group with boys in
institutions who had been committed from other counties but who seemingly
resembled the Provo experimental subjects in other important particulars. 9

In much the same way, Shaw Residence in Washington could not produce a
sufficiently large number of men to form a control group, compelling the
research team to select its controls from among men who either had no desire to
be placed in Shaw Residence, or who were unaware of its existence. 10

Another problem in conducting valid controlled research in this area arises
from a comflict in aims:

The demands of research designs usually require that there be sonic interference with the
normal decision-making and treatment process... In other words, in seeking to select boys
randomly for placement, the judgment 6f the regular staff was bypassed. Perhaps it is asking
too much of a staff member to continue to have responsibility for a boy bnd then let
research endeavor make, an important decision about the boy's program.

On more than one occasion, a research staff may be found to hold itself aloof
from those in charge of program. This results in resentment, deriving, if only
partially, from the understandable curiosity of the latter to be kept informed of
the progress of the study. The mere presence of a research team can have direct,
though unmeasurablc influence on the programi 2 At oae alifornia residence
for offenders, administrators of the program requested information about the
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research results, but the study personnel, viewing their function as one of
observation and analysis rather than of consultation, refused. Tension between
the two staff groups grew to the point where necessary communication between
them was substantially reduced. 13 To overcome this, the research staff had no
choice but to play a role in developing the program, in addition to their
responsibility to test and evaluate it. When treatment personnel introduced new
elements into the program, the researchers in turn provided whatever feedback
they could obtain, in recognition of the fact that they had to ". . . accept the fact
that both the experimental and the control programs are bound to change and
grow if they are to be effective; therefore, it will be hard to measure them in the
rigorous ways of science."' 14

The effect of the introduction of a research effort upon an existing program
can also be considerable. Prior to the establishment of Provo, the probation
officers in this part of Utah claimed a success rate of 55% with what they termed
their persistent offenders. When they realized that their results were being
compared with those of the halfway house, they apparently felt compelled to
exert themselves, for in a later cvaluation their percentage rate of successful
performance rose to seventy-three.' s It is also conceivable that the probationers
themselves, aware of their role in the experiment, may have wanted to perform
better than they might have under ordinary circumstances.' 6

Difficulties of Comparison

Comparison of the effectiveness of the programs of a particular halfway
house in one state with one in another area is not feasible because of the large
numbers of variables (and the interaction between them): population, program,
location, admission criteria, method of assignment, and the period of time
selected for evaluating their relative effectiveness. Then, too, definitions of
successful adjustment after release from treatment, differ. Experimental and
control samples tend to be extremely small, in itself a potential source of
statistical error, with the result that conclusions drawn from them are at best,
tentative.

Another potential area for studying the results of treatment (other than
postrelease recidivism), is available in a review of those who leave or are released
before they should be. For obviously not all children assigned to a halfway
house can - or will - complete the program. These "in-program terminations"
include both runaways and those returned to court or institution hy reason of a
staff, or joint staff-resident, decision that they are unsuitable. Such reasons
might include homosexual exploitation of another resident, physical attack,
consistent refusal to perform the assigned tasks, verbal threat to maim or knife,
use of narcotics, persistent late return, or failure to return from furlough.

The original Highfields study reported its rate of AWOL's and other
in-program failures at 18.6% of all boys admitted.'17 A more recent research on
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guided group centers reports for three New Jersey residential centers for boys,
an average in-program failure rate of 27%, with Essexfields (a nonresidential
center) scoring 23%. " Few guided group centers in other parts of the country
report such favorable results. Walton Village reported an in-program termination
rate in 1967 of 19.5%.19 This was not based on any research effort involving a
control group. It is further significant that the sixteen boys who were terminated
for unsatisfactory conduct, running away, or other reasons were not thereafter
institutionalized, but permitted by the court to remain in the community.

Halfway houses which admit seriously delinquent adolescents and which also
adhere to careful statistical procedures report a rate of in-program failure which
is generally higher than that just cited. Southfields in Kentucky reporting in
March, 1966 on its first four years of operation gave an in-program failure rate
of 48%,20 comparable to -that of Silverlake, started in 1964 in Los Angeles.2

Of those who failed, 35% ran away and approximately 15% were returned by
staff as unsuitable for open programs - for further court disposition. Southfields
in its attempt to discover the reason for its high failure rate ascribes it to lack of
competent staff, inadequate support from the local court, failure of halfway
housc and court' staff to work together, incompetent administration, and.poorly
designed program. 22

In-program failures occur within differing periods of time, some within the
first weeks after arrival, others after several months. Those who ran away, or
were returned to court as uns-uitable for the 2-Highfields program. vere ir.
residence there an average of ree weeks or less. A recent New Jersey study
suggests that failure is more likely to come within the first twelve weeks. 2 4

Characteristics of In-Program Failures

Efforts have also been made to discover the characteristics of those who fail
to complete the halfway house program, in order to modify it in such a way as
to reduce such failures. The original Highfields study found many of these to be
small town boys, boys from disrupted family situations, whites more readily
than blacks. In contrast, Southfields with blacks comprising approximately
one-fourth of its population, reports precisely the opposite with respect to race.
Those blacks who did not make it at Southfields were more likely to be returned
to court for failure to adjust suitably in the program rather than for
absconding.

2 S

The Southfields research Aso found mniong their in-program failures a large
number of boys with IQ's below 90, as well as those with five or more prior
appearances before the juvenile court. 2 6 These findings as to intelligence are
echoed in recent New Jersey findings that boys doing well in school were less

N likely to be program failures. 2
7 This was particularly true for the probation

group.
The Minnesota Multiphasik Personality Inventory has been used to help in

differentiating in-program successes from failures,2 8 with significant differences
also found in the probation group. Otherwise:
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In thee groups, there are practically no significant differences between program successes
and failures as determined by the MMPI tests. However, failures in both programs generally
score more negatively than do successes on most tests . . Although many of the
success-failure differences in the Essexfields and Group Centers programs are in the same
direction as those found in Probation, they are milder and less able to distinguish between
the criterion groups.

29

At Southfields, younger boys, those with an IQ below 90, and those with
histories of running away were found to be the most frequent absconders. 30

Most boys who ran from Highfields were readmitted; those only were not
permitted to return "who kept running away every week for several weeks, each
time taking with him an additional boy."31 This lenient policy, applied in the
beginning, became far more rigid as time went on, in both Southfields and
Highfields.

During adolescence, an age difference of two or three years can have great
significance in terms of sophistication, physical strength, coordination and
emotional maturity, with the younger boys less able to tolerate demands made
upon them by adults and by fellow group members. The high rate of association
between age and in-program failure may to some extent be explained by the fact
that younger boys are intimidated and exploited by their elders, and, as a result,
have a stronger motivation for running away. 3 2

Despite the contradictory nature of many of these findings in regard to
success or failure within community-based programs, further studies of this type
will and should be made. Certainly not every resident n eds this form of
supervision, and it is evident from at least one source that s( me types of boys
may actually be harmed by a halfway house experience as, for example, those
who find themselves completely unable to live harmoniously with others of their
own age. The unauthorized departure from the program of such a boy may be
the result of his own misc'ry, rather than of any persistent delinquent drive, Ind
probation or parole supe-vision would therefore seem preferable for him. By
studying and recording the reactions of different types of boys to the various
halfway house programs, correctional authorities should in time be able to
individualize the process to make it increasingly effective. Such studies might
also aid in determining thc role which staff members play in tile eventual success
or failure (f their efforts.

Success uit Failure: In-Prograai and Post-Relcase

The usual measure for gauging the effectiveness of the halfway house program
continues to be the recidivism rate of its graduates. The question then arises:
should in-program terminations be counted as failures, or only those who have
completed the program and fail after release to the community? 3 3

The original llighfields study and the Provo experiment of a few years later
appear to be the only careful research efforts which report success and failure in
terms both of those who completed the program, and of those who entered but
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never finished. Using the Annandale reformatory for comparison, the llighficlds
research concludes that, when both groups are counted, the overall success rate
for Ilighfields was 63%, as against 47% for Annandale. 3 4 Of 229 Highfields
boys, 145 had not been committed to a correctional institution within a year
following their release (63%). The Annandale control group contained only 116
boys, of whom 55 had similarly succeeded.

When the experimental group is studied according to its racial composition,
the success and failure rates take on another significance. There was no statistical
difference between the failure rates of white boys at Highfields or Annandale;
only in the case of the black boys, who comprised a very small percentage of the
Highfields population, was the difference between the two groups pronounced:
"Thus the overall differences in the success rates were almost wholly due to the
large discrepancy between the rate for Negroes sent to Highfields and that for
Negroes sent to Annandale. "3 s.

The Provo experiment research followed the Highfields example by studying
both the in-program failures and those who failed after leaving the program.
Here the boys at the Utah Industrial School were used for comparison. When
in-program and post-release failures were grouped together, Pinehills' success
record surpassed the correctional institution, but equalled the results obtained
by probation supervision.

A recent Walton Village report based its success-failure percentages both on
in-program terminces and boys who completed the program. Several unusual
features of this study make it difficult to relate its findings to others, in th.tt no
control group is available; no time period is specified for the duration of the
follow-up period; its population contains boys who are officially designated as
dependent rather than delinquent; and, finally, the criteria for failure include
both commitment to a correctional institution, or consistently unsatisfactory
adjustment in the community even if no conflict with the law is reported. With
these considerations in mind, the report proceeds to find that 67.3% of all its
graduates have been successful. The study conjectures that inasmuch as at least
one-half of those now performing unsatisfactorily, but still not in difficulty with
the law, will eventually improve their adjustment -- this success rate "will
increase to approxi nately eighty per cent or more when we include the
successful borderl;, cases. 3

Effectiveress of Guided Group Interaction

Research leaves the efficacy of guided group interaction still open to
question. Some years after the original Highfields program was begun, two
claims were made that its results were more successful than those of the
reformatory, in the treatment of older youths. 3 7 These claims were based
largely upon comparative violation rates of graduates of the two places, claims
which have been criticized for their failure to utilize control and experimental
groups. 3 a For some years thereafter no further efforts seem to have been made
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to evaluate either these New Jersey centers or similar programs which appeared
in other states. In 1967, a Rutgers University study of more than one thousand
delinquents gave credence to the original Highfields claims.3 9

A number of factors appear to support the finding that guided group
interaction programs do measurably improve the attitudes and behavior of
adolescent offenders. No research effort based on recidivism studies alone can
be conclusive, if only because a finding of recidivism - or of its absence,
does not tell the whole story. If involvement in a guided group interaction
program ian, within a period of four to six months, reverse long-held antisocial
standards, then later re-exposure to the delinquent culture outside can be
expected with time, to undo - at least partially - these effects. Until aftercare
programs are available which will offer reasonable continuity of treatment to
persons who have undergone immersion in group processes in either residential
or nonresidential situations, no assertion as to the effectiveness or ineffectiveness
of such programs can be made with any validity or finality.

Using a variety of treatment approaches, including group programs, the
research plan of the Community Treatment Project of the California Youth
Authority has meticulously followed 4 0 the requirement of random assignment
to experimental and contol groups. 4

1 Its findings lend far more credence to the
value of community-based correctional programs than any others which have so
far appeared in the literature. The project consists of two phases. The first - for
children from Stockton and Sacramento - was completed in 1964; the second,
which also involves children from San Francisco, is expected to continue into
the 1970s.42 Findings are presently available, therefore, only for Phase 1.

Boys and girls from the Stockton and Sacramento areas are eligible for the
project, as long as they represent first commitments to the California Youth
Authority, and have not been adjudicated for a serious assault or other act which
has aroused the community. 4 3 Such cases are placed in a common pool at the
Authority's northern diagnostic center where they are randomly assigned either
to the Community Treatment Project or to a state training school. Of the
children received at the reception center, 90% of the girl first-timers and almost
75% of the boy first commitments have been eligible for the experiment: "By
December, 1966, 270 experimental cases had entered the Phase I community
program in Sacramento and Stockton, and 357 comparable control subjects had
been assigned to the traditional Youth Authority Program.'"4 4

After five years of study, the research division of the Authority reports, for
the community-based program, demonstrably greater success. Fifteen months
after their return to the community only 28% of the experimental group had
failed on parole, as contrasted with a failure rate of 52% for'the controls.4 This
fifteen-month period began somewhat later for the control group than for the
experimental group; for the latter, as soon as they left the reception center; for
the controls, not until they had been released from the trailing school to which
they had been assigned from the reception center.

The girls seem to have fared particularly well in the community-based
program, only 13% of them failing on parole, as contrasted with 57% for girls in

25-218 0 - '14 - 3'7
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the control group. Success for boys in the experimental group was not as
outstanding as for the girls: a 30% failure rate as compared with 51% for boys
who had been routed through the training schools. 4 6 After they had been in the
community for two years, 61% of the controls had been returned to institutions,
as compared with only 38% of the experimentals. 4 7 No breakdown by sex is
available for this twenty-four month period of observation.

The California Youth Authority has also been concerned with the effect of
different forms of treatment on different types of offenders, based upon three
levels of interpersonal maturity which includes nine subtypes as described
carlicr. Of these nine subtypes, the ninth - or the highest in respect to level of
maturity - is the only one to show "a failure rate difference in favor of the
control program." 4 8 This type of youth has been classified as the "cultural
identifier (Ci)":

Ci's are viewed as "normal" youths who need to learn that crime does not pay. Project
results suggest that perhaps the more efficient way of teaching this may be to deprive the Ci
of something which is very important to him - his freedom - by a short stay in an
institution.4

Without disparaging the excellent showing of the project, at least one
observation may be warranted. The Youth Authority permits its agents to return
certain of their wards to the institution for periods of temporary detention,
which may range from a few days to a month. Such children are not deemed to
be program failures, even though they may be placed in detention more than
once, at the discretion of the parole staff. The research summarized above notes
that the community treatment subjects have been placed in temporary detention
more often than the control subjects.5 0 Although the reason for such detention
was often the commission of a minor offense such as "placement failure, poor
home or school adjustment, truancy or runaway,s"5 1 it is also possible that some
agents may have used "suspension of parole" on occasions which, strictly
speaking, may have warranted revocation of parole.

A research report from the MacLaren Vocational Center in Portland, Oregon,
a halfway house which functioned for a year and a half, sought to ascertain
whether boys living in a group situation and exposed to intensive vocational
training would perform better on parole than those paroled directly to their
homes. Its results while interesting, are hardly encouraging:

The index of community adjustment was whether or not a boy failed to adjust in the
community and had to be returned to MacLaren. This would normally involve persistent
violation of parole regulations or the coinmitment of law violations. Forty-three per cent of
the boys in the Vocational Center were returned to the campus, during the study period, as
compared to thirty-one per cent of the control group.s2
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Group !onic Research

The effectiveness of the foster group home program has also been assessed. S3

Three groups of boys were released from Wisconsin training schools to three
types of aftercare: their own homes, boarding homes (either singly, or with one
or two others), and group care homes. Each sample contained approximately 65
boys, released for the first time from institutions, between 1959r and 1963.
Adjustment was evaluated six months after depar.2Jre from the training schools.

All indications pointed to the fact that boys Mdaced in the group care foster
homes were more difficult and more disadvantaged than those released to their
own homes. Of the group home boys 62% came from families broken by death,
divorce or desertion, as compared to only 16% of boys returned to their own
homes. Of the group home boys 51% came from lower-lower socioeconomic
levels compared with 19% for the "own home" sample. Of the group boys 41%
had been institutionalized more than eight months, as contrasted to only 13% of
boys who went back to their parents.

Both the Wisconsin Juvenile Review Board and the training schools had
expressed some hesitancy about the chances for success of the boys recom-
mended for the group program, predicting a 52% failure rate for them as
compared to 36% for boys about to return to their own homes.

Little difference in outcome between the boarding home and group home
samples emerged, but the research did find that boys placed in group homes had
a failure rate of only 30%, while those who returned to their own parents failed
in 48% of the cases. The two samples virtually reversed the predictions made in
advance by the institution staff.

Other signs of progress for the group home boys are also reported. Prior to
commitment, only 3% of the group home boys were said to have adjusted well in
public school, but six months after release, 25% of them won satisfactory school
ratings for both adjustment and scholarship. One of the most surprising findings
was that the group home boys were more likely to select nondelinquent
companions than those in the "own home" sample. While at the time of
commitment 23% of them were rejective of adults, only 4% still revealed this
hostile attitude six months after placement in a group foster home: "Boys
placed in group homes also had less disruptive use of alcohol and were less
assaultive after release than the own home sample."s 4 An Ohio study also
supports the Wisconsin research results: ". . . institutional return is significantly
lower for youth in foster care than for youth placed in their own homes' s

The Bureau of Prisons has published considerable data on its prerelease
guidance centers both as to program effectiveness as measured by recidivism or
other measures as well as on characteristics of its populations. One of its first
studies disproved the criticism that transfer to a prerelease center entailed a
longer period of confinement than would otherwise be the case.s5 6 Placement in
a prerelease center permitted the prisoner to leave institution custody 90 to 120
days earlier, but if he failed during his stay and then h.id to be returned, he did
serve on the average an additional year in custody. 17

Recidivism rates as a measure of success or failure disclosed that of 145 men
placed in the three prerelease centers in 1965, 109 were placed under parole
supervision after several months at the centers, while 36 were returned to the
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institution - 14 for failure to adjust, 9 for escapes, and 13 for a new offenses a
The 109 men released on parole were then studied after one year of supervision,
recidivism being defined as "any offense leading to either a new commitment in
a state or federal institution or suspension of parole."s9 A new misdemeanor
resulting in a brief jail period but not in parole revocation was not considered to
constitute a failure.

Based on these criteria, the failure rate was either 30.3% or 47.6%.6o The
former figure applied to men sent back to prison while still under center
supervision who were not counted as parole failures; the higher figure applied to
those so regarded. In either instance, the recidivism figures after one full year of
prerelease center operation did not differ from the overall federal institution rate
which ran between 30% and 40%.61

A more charitable view of performance holds that the young center residents
were not representative of the general run of federal prisoners. Because they
were persons sentenced under the Federal Youth Corrections Act or the Federal
Juvenile Delinquency Act, they were an atypically young sample. Thc overall
fhiltird rate for other federal prisoners of the same age is not this 30% to 40%
range, but 40% to 50%. "Turthermore, the Center residents had a higher
proportion of urban and a smaller proportion of Southeast, South Central, and
Northwest state residents than are found in a cross-section of federal prison
rclcasces."' 2

Several -additional explanations of the results obtained are that the three
centers were still so new that many difficulties had not yet been resolved.6 3

(Center personnel may have needed more time to adjust to the novel
community-based program. At the same time, the level of supervision the men
received was far more rigorous than that of normal parolees being returned
for transgressions which might very likely have remained undetected had they
not been on parole.64

Factors usually associated with successful adjustment in other places and
programs were not found to be operative with prerelease residents, nor were
efforts to predict recidivism successful.'a Many men who should have
succeeded, failed, while many of the least likely appearing candidates were not
returned to prison:

This failure to find factors associated with recidivism - extremely unusual for this type of
study -- suggests the possibility that the Centers have had a differential impact .upon
at sidcits Iiy which prismners wilh iorn:lly poor characcs of suvc'.s ipon rcle:,se were
LI)ISideriddly helped at the Centers while prisoners with normally Kood chances of success
uponi release may actually have been harmed by transfer to Centers. 6

Results of a later study supported the earlier research hypothesis that
prerelease guidance centers may have had differential impacts on various types
of offenders.67 Federal prisoners, totaling 285 released during 1964 from four
centers were followed up after a minimum of two years' parole supervision.
I)cfinition of success and failure now differed somewhat: "failure" was defined
as commitment to an institution of any kind for one or more days, or issuance
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of a parole violation warrant; "success" meant no arrests, as well as arrest
without conviction and even conviction without commitment.

Using a 1961 Base Expectancy Study, in which the characteristics of prior
commitments, offense, and number of codefendants were found to be related to
rates of recidivism, research results reported that prerelease centers appeared to
be helpful to young car thieves who had been previously committed, but might
actually be harmful to men with no previous commitments, or those in prison
for offenses other than car thefts.6 s Nor did this latter group with a potentially
high success rate do so well upon leaving the center. Car thieves with previous
records, on the other hand, did much better than their anticipated high failure
rate would indicate.

Excluding the 54 men returned to institutions for "in-program" failure at the
centers, 57.6% of the 231 men released to the free community on parole were
judged "successes," while 42.4% were considered "failures." The anticipated
overall failure rate for the groups had been estimated at 52.3%.69 The difference
between actual and expected failure rate according to the federal researchers was
"an index of increased program effectiveness attributable to the prerelease
guidance centers." 70

Performance of prisoners in the community upon release from prerelease
centers also involves their ability to survive the three to four month stay in the
center. In the course of a little over a year and a half, of 456 men who had spent
time in one of the four centers, 361 (80%) were released to the community 41
(9%) were returned to institutions prior to parole; and 52 (11%) abscondec( 7t

More of the young men in the "returned to institution prior to parole" group
were sentenced under the Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act and had also been
arrested at an earlier age. During their nine months in prison or reformatory
prior to placement in the centers, they had received more disciplinary reports,
were more likely to be nonwhite, and to score lower on IQ and achievement
tests than men in the other categories. The absconders, in comparison with other
groups, included more probation or parole Violators, more auto thieves, and
persons with a larger number of previous commitments. 72

Of the 361 who completed the prerelease program and were released to
parole supervision, both race and educational level showed a high corre ation to
the amount of money saved at the time of release. White boys wit i higher
scholastic ratings not only participated more actively in the program, but wee
also rated most likely to succeed in parole. Conversely, black boys with less than
a tenth grade education rated low on both of these counts.73

A final finding casts an interesting sidelight on the vocational training
program in the federal correctional institutions which is admittedly superior to
that of most state systems. The Bureau of Prisons also places great em )hasis on
locating employment for men in its prerelease centers. All this gives added point.
to the comment that: "Only twenty-six per cent of the total group had jobs at
the time of release which were considered to be related to the vocational training
received during the service of the current sentence.,,74
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A British Comparison

A study by the Research Unit of the British ome Office affords an
interesting comparison with the findings just cited. 7 S follow-up study on 327
releases from Dartmoor Prison in 1961 included some men who were placed in
halfway houses, and some who were released direc y into the community.
Those in the first group were released from maximunl custody some six months
before those who composed the control groups. ITis research discovered no
major differences in the community adjustment of th4 two groups, or any great
validity in staff prognoses regarding future behavior.

The tendency for community centers to relax tl eir admission criteria is
confirmed by the British study that ".... selection boards tend to become more
daring as the hostel scheme becomes more firmly established.",7 7 It likewise
suggests that much of the public anxiety concerning the danger of admitting
murderers and sex offenders to halfway houses is not well founded. "Men
serving sentences for murder, manslaughter, homo- or hetero-sexual offenses and
also fraud were less often reconvicted than were those convicted of the more
common kinds of offense." 78 In fact, those most likely to fail in the community
were the more typical offenders - men who had committed crimes of violence
and larceny, with many previous convictions and prison experiences, who in
their youth had also spent time in juvenile institutions. 7 9

The research study compensated for the fact that the better risks were sent to
halfway houses by means of the base expectancy score ratings which attempted
to equate the halfway house populations more fairly with the prison
populations, with the result that: ".... even when allowance has been made for
the hostel selection, there is still a very favorable outcome for the hostel grcup
compared with the prison group.' 4 0

When Recidivism Is-Most Likely to Occur

Both the studies of recidivism made in New Jersey during the 1950's and in
the mid-1960's disclose a markedly similar finding: that the months immediately
following release are the crucial ones, with from 56% tp 75% getting into trouble
before the end of their first year out. If not involved with the law during the
first two years of life in the community, however, they were not likely to get
into trouble thereafter.$ 1

Do Attitudes Change with Treatment?

Since attitudes may be viewed as latent actions, it would be fair to assume
that as attitudes improved during the course of treatment, so would behavior.
When measures for predicting recidivism (the eight attitude scales, the Army
Psychoneurotic Screening Adjunct, and the sentence completion test) were
employed by the first Highfields research team to test this hypothesis, their
conclusions were that:
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There is veWry little evidence that Highfields boys, over the length of their treatment, change
their attitudes toward family and toward law and order, and their outlook toward life ...

From the measuring instruments used, there is no indication that, in general, Highfields
boys change more in different directions than do Annandale boys.' 2

A rather different picture is presented by a book written by the originators of
lighfields who, basing their findings on the same tests, found that:

The Highfields boys moved in the direction of frankness, expressiveness, and recognition of
social values (not always acceptance, but at least awareness). The conventional reformatory
boys in contrast became more guarded, covered their thoughts under cliches... and avoided
coming to grips with issues of importance - social or personal ... Whereas the conventional
reformatory group developed quite uniformly a bleaker, darker and more depressed
outlook, the Highfields group showed a generally positive and more varied, more realistic
outlook.

83

All in all they showed, that although there is no reason to conclude that
"primary goals or basic drives of either groups wcrc substantially changed," the
Highfields boys gained in self-respect and made greater progress than did the
Annandale boys in relating to authority.8 4

The results with regard to the boys' personality obtained by the extensive
New Jersey study of 1967 found that although the changes revealed by the
MMPI test were not great, "general improvement in attitudes and ego strength"
was found in all programs except that of the reformatory.8 s In addition, boys in
the three residential centers and in the nonresidential center were found to
evidence less anxiety than those who had been in the reformatory. Although the
pretest profiles of the boys on probation were the most favorable consistent
with their less serious delinquent histories, their overall improvement was below
that of the boys in the halfway houses:

The more marked changes in Essexfields and Group Center boys and the relative absence of
change in Annandale boys ... suggest that the nature of the treatment may have had some
influence on the post-treatment MMPI's... If the posttests represent simply a replication of
the pretests, conditioned by the more favorable circumstances under which the posttests
were taken, the probation boys should have shown the most improvement.8 6

Personality changes have also been reported in the Silverlake research study
based on a control group from a small (130 boys), private, correctional
institution, where the lack of reliance on security and custody is at variance with
most larger, state-operated training schools. Although scores on the Jcsncss
Inventory were available for only 37 halfway house graduates and 21 institution
releases, the Silverlake research found that both groups had changed in a
positive fashion during treatment, becoming more trusting and also less alienated
from persons in authority. Their emotional control improved, as did their
attitudes toward social conventions and rules. Post-treatment test results
revealed that some lower class values had been discarded in favor of an ability to
deal with the demands of the environment in more acceptable fashion. 8 7
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Despite the slight differences between the two groups in relation to the changes
that had taken place in them, the institution controls appeared to be somewhat
less alienated than the Silverlake boys. The research team ventured the opinion,
as a result, that this difference might have been related to the fact that boys
remain in treatment at the institution much longer than at Silverlake - an
average of 16.5 months as compared to a stay of 6.5 months, respectively.8 a

The findings of the California Community Treatment Project research
resemble to some extent the Silverlake data, using the same Jesness Inventory to
test experimental and control groups both before and after treatment. Results
showed that children in the community-based program and those committed to
institutions "both were more likely to show a positive than a negative direction
of change" at the time of the posttests. As at Silverlake, the institution controls
here did rather well on the Jesness Inventory, showing a "more positive posttest
score on two of the eight scales," while the experimentals had a more positive
score on only one of the scales. Controls and experimentals were tied regarding
"greater degree of positive change," with each group scoring well on two of the
eight scales. In regard to those "more likely to change in a positive direction,"
the community treatment experimentals did well on four of the eight scales, and
the controls on three. 8 9

In addition to the Jesness Inventory, the California Psychological Inventory
was also employed. 9 0 Here the experimental group did far better than the
controls from the institutions. While community treatment children "showed
significantly more positive posttest scores than the control wards on eight of the
fourteen scales," the controls revealed no improvement: no positive change on
any of the scales as against experimental group gains on three out of eight. The
research concludes that children in the community-based experimental program
demonstrated "more positive change, together with a higher level of personal
and social adjustment at posttest," than did those who had been in institu-
tions.9

Formal testing has not been the only measure of attitudinal change. At both
llighfields and Southfields, for example, probation officers were asked their
impressions of boys released from halfway house treatment. These reported that
the majority of the Highfields graduates seemed to show improvement in all
areas.9' Although the least improvement was noted in the area of work, over
one-half the boys were considered to have developed a more positive approach
toward employment. Interestingly enough, the greatest positive change related
to the boys self-image. 9 3

The Ashley Weeks' account of the original Highfields experiment discloses
that a composite picture was sought regarding each boy admitted to Highfields
and the reformatory. Weeks writes:

During the second year of research, five persons who knew each boy intimately were
interviewed at the time he was sent to one of the facilities and again after he was released. A
comparison of the interviews concerning Highfields and Annandale boys shows that, in
general, Highfields boys were considered to have improved. 94
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Summary

Many halfway houses, particularly those under private auspices make no
attempt to measure the effectiveness of their programs. Even when funds are
available, many research designs are unable to achieve truly random assignment
to an experimental and to a control group. In others, population samples are too
small to make valid any conclusions based on them. More than one instance has
been reported of conflicts developing between research teams and staff. Changes
in program which take place during an evaluative study make research results'
based on a previous program no longer completely comparable.

On the basis of available research results, no single halfway house program
can be rated as superior or inferior to any other, not only because programs
vary, but also because no group of residents is precisely comparable to any
other. Intake criteria also differ widely. In some places commitment to a
halfway house may be mandatory, in others voluntary. Definitions of later
successful community adjustment also differ, and there is no agreement as to
whether in-program failures should be included in any evaluative program.
Periods of time in the community as a basis for follow-up studies range from a
few months to several years. In short, "In human situations, knowledge is not
necessarily exportabk'. What works one place may not apply elsewhere.'9s

With the cxccption of the data from California's Community Treatment
Project, virtually all credible research has come from halfway houses which
apply guided group interaction procedures. Findings from several studies as to
their effectiveness are nevertheless contradictory. Black boys may be found to
adapt easily to halfway house life in one program; another place may indicate
precisely the opposite result. Efforts to predict recidivism have also led to
contradictory results. Highfields research in the 1950's found that boys who
committed property offenses, especially car theft, were prone to fail. Silverlake,
however, discovered an association between low social status, number of
runaways, and seriousness of past criminal behavior with later failure.

One conclusion which seems to have validity is that the residential halfway
house is not necessarily an alternative to standard probation care. Where a
delinquent child can possibly live at home under the supervision of a probation
officer, there is no necessity for committing him to a residential center. In fact,
some boys seem clearly unable to adjust to group situations, and are therefore
better off under some other form of treatment. The rather high in-program
failure rate of some halfway houses supports the finding of the California
Community Treatment Project that different types of offenders benefit from a
variety of treatment styles. The Silverlake research finding that boys with
extensive delinquent histories can adjust satisfactorily to community-based
programs is strengthened by the research result that: ". . . there ii some
indication that boys usually considered poor risks in general may be especially
appropriate candidates for the guided group interaction programs."'96

In addition to research programs aimed at evaluating treatment results on the
basis of recidivism rate, attempts have also been made to assess attitudinal
changes. One of the two original Highfields studies found no attitudinal
differences during halfway house treatment, but a later study indicated that
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change had actually taken place. Southfields and Crofton House observed no real
difference between pretreatment and posttreatment scores, while a study of
Silverlake found improvement in both the experimental and control group
attitudes.

The rather elaborate California Youth Authority research efforts and those
from Rutgers University report improved attitudes as a result of community-
based treatment. The former, using both the Jesness Inventory and the
California Psychological Inventory, reported for the experimental (community-
based) cases "more positive change than for the control cases, together with a
higher level of personal and social adjustment.9 7 The latter, employing the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory and claiming only "modest
changes," found halfway house treatment ". . . somewhat successful in reducing
the boys' anxieties, hostilities, and doubts, and in building their confidence and
self-esteem. These programs are certainly more successful in these respects than
Annandale (reformatory) and very probably probation as well." 9 8

Despite the inherent difficulties in conducting valid research, the gravity and
proportions of our national crime problem demand continued efforts to assess
the value of different correctional programs. Sums appropriated for research
purposes in the past have been infinitesimal in comparison to the millions of
dollars which every year are appropriated to traditional forms of treatment.
Annual compilations of statistics on prisoner populations* are hardly research.
Research necessitates a constant and statistically valid process of comparing the
results of various programs. At the probation level, where the attitude of the
court makes random assignment unlikely, subjects can still be matched on the
Base Expectancy Scores which are drawn from variables associated with
community adjustment.

Further research must also be pursued with respect to specific categories of
offenders who are likely to adjust well to community-based programs, as well as
those who are sent to institutions and later released to the community.
Knowledge applicable to one situation cannot always be transferred satisfacto-
rily to another, but exploration in greater depth of the variables associated with
good and poor adjustment in various types of agencies under a wide variety of
treatment programs must continue to be made.

The classic follow-up study of recidivism, Five Hundred Criminal Careers,
although published almost forty years ago, still stands as the model for studies of
the success of institutional treatment. Its reported failure rate of 88.2%, which
shocked the pe.1l fleld wlien first .im minced. Iroughr dcip.liciation both of its
mveihds atud of it% defiudH of" wh.at pr cisely was meant by failure.
Unfortunately, the failure of the treatment method which was revealed was
never subjected to either the same criticism or degree of denunciation as the
methods followed by the Gluecks to uncover it. Many of our large penitentiaries
and reformatories are over one hundred years old. The methods they employ -
and the attitudes expressed by program and all too often by staff - are equally
outmoded. No approach to the handling of any other basic social problem
(mental health, hospital care, welfare administration) which had so consistently
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proven itself to be such a failure would have so long been permitted to endure.
The pressure upon government to protect society against the depredations of the
lawless has forced it to fall back upon measures of restraint and repression in the
namc of "security" (or "law and order"), despite the obvious fact that almost
every single person presently in confinement will some day ag.Tin take part in the
life of the community.

The conclusion should at this point be obvious: if society continues to permit
institutions to contain people in accordance with programs which every
evaluative study has shown to be productive of a rate of failure of one-half to
two-thirds of its graduates, then the halfway house facility, whether residential
or nonresidential, should not be held to a higher standard of critical
sclf-examination. First it must be permitted to extend its efforts to help
influence the behavior of offenders either instead of, or after, a period of
institution custody. This is not to argue that the halfway house should not
continue to attempt to evaluate its results with all the care and accuracy that it
can muster. It asks only that other considerations be borne in mind while it is
being given the chance to prove itself one way or another as alternate weapon in
the armamentarium of crime control.

These considerations are two. The first is that costs - in the way of buildings,
staff and money - are appreciably lower in the halfway house than in prison or
training school. The second is that, granted a success rate which is not
demonstrably higher than that bf these traditional places, dedication to an
atmosphere and program which aims to be truly and consistently rehabilitative,
is productive of a correctional way of life for offenders which is demonstrably
more civilized, more humane, and less destructive. In the process, the values of
the larger society in which it makes its contribution, through its influence on
those committed to its care, are sure to be enhanced, however difficult it may be
to measure that influence with precision.
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APPENDIX No. 21

So You Want To Open a Halfway House
Federal Probation, March 1972

BY RICHARD L. RACHIN*

HE HALFWAY HOUSE is Intended to meet a
need for client services between highly su-
pervised, well structured, institutional pro-

grants and relatively free community living. In
-its popular function the halfway house has been
a kind of decompression chamber through which
institutional releasees are helped to avoid the so-
cial-psychological bends of a too rapid reinvolve-
ment in the "real world." Although increasing
numbers of halfway houses include treatment
components, many are still limited to providing
bed and board, assistance in finding employment,
and help in locating more permanent shelter.

The need for short-circuiting unnecessary insti-
tutional commitment has led to the development
of the "halfway-in" house. Utilized primarily at
this time for youth, treatment considerations and
responsibility-oriented, reality-bound, program-
ming have been the hallmarks of these facilities.
In addition to its traditional function, then, the
halfway house can provide a means for diverting
people from the institutional mill which, as so
many have pointed out, has more often harmed
than helped. As we are coming to learn, the need
for removing anyone from community living
should be confined to persons of legitimate danger
to themselves-and how often this has been
abused--or others. There are no other sensible
reasons for doing this. The halfway-i% utilization
of the program for delinquents has catalyzed a
movement away from the stark, antiseptic, emo-
tionally uninvolved, and spiritually suffused pro-
grams which traditio.illv operate under the
halfway house rubric. The small therapeutic com-
munity ha' -,-olaced the way station, much to the
advantage of people involved. This article dis-
cusses the utilization of the halfway house for
delinquent youths. The principles, however, are
generally applicable to other groups ivhose need
for thi- type of program are no less apparent.

The hallway House: What, Who, How
At one end of the residential correctional spec-

trum the training school best meets the require-

'Mr. Ieatcin i, thief, Itureau of Group Treatment, Divi-
%ion of uulh F.r,, Florida department of Ifealth andithahilililti%, -, Tallhan,Nee.

ments of relatvely large and seriously problem.
ridden populations. The institution is designed
ideally to be self-contained and largely self-suffi-
cient in its day-to-day operations. Highly struc-
tured programming and security considerations
are most appropriately met in this setting. The
group foster home, at the other extreme, best
accommodates children whose remaining in the
community is jeopardized primarily by their own
poor home situations. Provided with , parent
surrogates in warm, supportive, home-like set-
tings, children with these needs require little or
no planned treatment services.

The halfway house is a versatile program pro-
viding meaningful placement alternatives for
youths with needs between these extremes. Its uti-
lization can safely hasten release from institu-
tions. It offers practical and realistic opportuni-
ties for testing out one's ability to deal responsibly
and in a socially acceptable manner with the
stresses of the "real world." It improves
significantly upon traditional institutional assess-
ments of readiness for parole or unsupervised
discharge which frequently bear little relationship
to the realities of conventional community Ii,,tng.
Youths failing on probation or with needs beyond
that of foster or group homt-s can be placed in a
halfway house and helped while still remaining
in their own communities. The halfway house can
also assist parolees whose behavior indicates the
need for closer or more intensive treatment ser-
vices than they can receive under ordinary parole
supervision. In some cases, revocations or recom-
mitments can be made more suitably to a halfway
house than to the institution from which a youth
was paroled. In effect its utilization is appropriate
for a variety of needs within a broad middle-
range of the correctional spectrum.

Youths, and not referral sources, should be
considered in selecting program residents. It
should make no difference whether one is "half-
way-in" or "halfway-out" of an institution. Al-
though offense data alone are a poor index of
suitability for this type program, heavy emphasis
is still placed here both by the public and correc-
tional administrators. The same ttndue stress
seems to have been laid on clinical impressions
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of personality difficulties. For some, diagnostic
impressions have too frequently become self-
fulfilling prophecies. With many youths, it has
become interesting to speculate which came first,
the disorder or the diagnostic impression. More
dependable are selection procedures which mini-
mize the past and focus on strengths, motivation,
capacity for change, and more productive living.

Halfway house candidates should be mature
enough and have the capacity for participation
in confrontative, probing, and anxiety-provoking
examination of their day-to-day behavior. Equally
important, they must express some interest in
doing this. It is unimportant how sincere a youth
may be in professing his concern about examining
the utility of his behavior. Candidates, however,
must convey some uneasiness about their lives
and indicate at least a willingness to consider the
possibility of doing things differently. They
should be able to acknowledge an ability to cope
responsibly with daily, unsupervised, community
living. It should not matter whether they were
successful in doing this previously.

The importance of the peer group In influenc-
ing and directing behavior should not be ne-
glected. For a treatment-oriented halfway house
to operate effectively, residents must be able to
concede that others with whom they live can
understand their problems and empathize with
their feelings, even though they might not agree
with their explanations about them.

Much can be gained by house membership
which is representative of the "real world" in
which residents are usually involved. People must
learn to deal with life as they knew it and to
which, realistically, they must be expected to
return. Homogeneous groupings which therapeu-
tically detour offenders from Auch "real life"
exposures are, at best, apprenticeships from
which most offenders must be expected to gradu-
ate. Variables such as socioeconomic class, race,
clinical impressions of emotional disturbance,
offense, and intellectual (nonmentally defective)
capacity offer no serioUs obstacles to effective
group participation, interaction, and the develop-
ment of cohesive group cultures.

Age, however, cannot be discounted in design-
ing group programs for adolescents. A variance
of more than 2 or 3 years should be avoided in
selecting youths for a halfway house. Program
expectations, the kinds of responsibilities placed
on residents, and peer pressure toward exacting
norm-adhering behavior, require a degree of ma-

turity and impulse control which youths less than
16 years of age do not usually possess. Emotional
maturity is a more important consideration, how-
ever, than chronological age.

Youths whose behavior appears, both to them-
selves and others, to be beyond their ability to
control, or who genuinely seem unconcerned about
responsible decision-making at the time when
interviewed for the halfway house, should not be
admitted. By the same token, the unreliability
and questionable validity of diagnoses and conven-
tional personality measures warrant consideration
of applicants otherwise ordinarily screened on the
basis of their past records alone. While a youth
who evinces a current inability to control his be-
havior might make a poor program candidate,
nevertheless, his concern about this behavior and
what has been happening to his life may be more
important considerations.

Rather than establishing exclusionary criteria,
a more realistic and productive approach would
be to admit youths who possess certain positive
characteristics, regardless of other considerations.
These attributes should include: (1) a feeling of
uneasiness, unhappiness, or discontent with one-
self or his life and some concern about doing
something to change it; (2) recognition and
acceptance that one does or can control what
happens to him, even though the past may have
indicated he was unable to do much about it; (3)
a willingness to examine things about himself
with others, even though it may make him angry,
unhappy, or embarrassed to do so; (4) a belief
that other residents, and the program itself, will
benefit from his participation.

A preplacement "peertake" meeting (one's
peers take part in selecting youths for the pro-
gram) is helpful in cleai'ly and forcefully convey-
ing-"the program means something to us" and
"we make decisions" nature of the group norms.
Residence should be limited to young people who
both choose to be involved and are found accept-
able by youths in the program. 4n addition, the
newcomer should be required to make his own
decision whether he can accept the responsibilities
which participation entails.

There are few delinquents who will not opt
for what they perceive to be the more desirable
of two alternatives placed before them. This does
not mean that it the time he makes his decision,
a youth should be expected realistically to choose
between changing his behavior and remaining a
delinquent; rather, in return for being in the com-

25-218 0 - 74 - 38
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unityt, under near conventional living circum.
stances, a candidate must at least verbalize his
acceptance of group programm) norms, values,
and expectations. Of course, many youths will be
doing little more than choosing between what they
define as something which they want little part
of (the halfway house) and something else which
they want even less (the training school). Cer-
tainly, the more sophisticated youths should be
expected to opt for admittance not as a willing
challenge to some ingrown delinquent attitudes
and values, but rather as a conforming game-
playing exercise at which many are quite experi-
enced and adept.

Changes in behavior do not usually occur unless
some doubt is perceived about the efficacy of one's
present conduct in satisfying his needs and some
alternative Is identified with which the person can
experiment. Enduring changes do not result un-
less another mode of conduct is experienced as a
more certain or desirable means for goal attain-
ment.

It is not Important, therefore, that a candidate
be truthful in discussing his "wanting," but
rather his "willingness" to take a "good hard
honest look at himself" and the utility of his be-
havior. To be accepted into the program, however,
should be understood clearly by the newcomer to
mean that he will be held to the terms of a "con-
tractual arrangement" to which he must first
agree. Stated succinctly, the following must be
carefully stressed:

1. Residents will be accepted only after they fullyunderstand what the program involves, what will beexpected of them, and providing that their participation
Is approved by youth and staff with whom they willlive. No one can be sent against his will. Everyone
makes his own decision to come.

2. A youth cannot "stay the same" and remain In theprogram. Everyone must be expected to be doing more
with himself tomorrow than he did today, and lesstomorrow than he will do the day after.

3. Not doing anything "wrong" (irresponsibly) should
not be considered an indication of progress and maymore properly be interpreted to mean just the opp0-
site. What a person does "right" (responsibly) is what
counts.

4. "Good" or "bad" behavior has no meaning. Onlyresponsible kinds of behavior have any value (utility).
Everything a youth does or does not do he will be heldaccountable for from the day he enters the program.
Self. &feuting, escapist, or excuse-ridden antics shouldbe viewed to be as deviant (irresponsible) as the more
customarily recognized, overt, antisocial actions.

5. The halfway house is neither a prison nor a sanc.
tuary. Residents should neither be able to "do time," nor
avoid doing the most with the time available to them
to complete treatment. Residence should be indetermin.
ate. with the actual length of stay being a decision in
which a youth himself, his peers, and staff should par-
ticipate. No one should be permitted to remain beyond
a maximum length of residence (which can vary from

program to program) and there should be no fixed mini-
mum period of time required or permitted.
We have conceptualized our halfway house

model as a residential treatment alternative for
youths whose problems and needs, while beyond
that of other community programs, are short of
their requiring institutionalization. Our therapeu-
tic community includes as the core of its program,
intensive (daily, hour and one-half) responsibil-
ity-oriented, reality-bound, group treatment meet-
Ings In which the focus is on the "heie and now"
and the primary change agents are one's fellow
program residents.

The self-help treatment model is believed to
offer advantages over more traditional treatment
approaches in working with young people. Youth
are much mori responsive to the encouragement
and pressure of their peers (with whom they can
identify) to change their attitudes and behavior
than they are to the ministrations of adult profes-
sionals. An atmosphere of trust and concern is
required and the emotional involvement of resi.
dents and staff far exceeds that customarily
expected or found in traditional correctional pro.
grams. It is the intensity of everyone's (staff and
residents) involvement that distinguishes our
treatment model from most others.

The voluntary nature of program participation
must be emphasized. Admittance should not be
automatic and alternatives to acceptance must be
clearly spelled out. It must be stressed with the
newcomer that he does not have to be in the pro-
gram but rather has to want to be in the program.

Residence of approximately 4 to 6 months may
be anticipated in order to accomplish treatment
goals. Candidates should clearly understand that
residents must believe themselves to be capable
of "solving their problems" within this period of
time. Program expectations should be made ex-
plicit. Progress must be expected each day. The
longer a youth is in the program, the less need
there should be for his remaining in the program.
Responsibilities can and should Increase with the
length of residence. It should be emphasized that
there are no privileges but only added responsibil-
ities which are expected to accrue as one remains
involved in treatment. Indeed, the longer a youth
is in the program, the more demanding and diffi-
cult should his participation become. The expec-
tations which staff have for residents-what they
believe them.to be capable of accomplishing, and
the time in which they feel they can do this---can
either enhance or inhibit goal directed behavior.
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Size Considerations
The size of the program should be limited. An

optimum population may range frokn 20 to 25
youths. Several factors are considered in deter-
mining this number:

1. Per Capita cost which, of course, changes as
a variable population numerator is placed over a
fairly stable fixed-cost denopnintor.-Approxi-
mately the same costs will be incurred for certain
expenses (staff, utilities, communications, office
equipment, building repairs, etc., give or take a
range of about 18 to 25 residents).

2. Dcveloping and retaining the advantages of
small group intcraction.-While face-to-face rela-
tionships are essential, the number of residents
could vary depending on staff skills, architectural
considerations, programming content, location,
and other site considerations. Nevertheless, It
appears that 30 is about the maximum number
beyond which the attributes of close peer group
interaction become jeopardized. Below 20, cost
considerations become a problem.

S. Not overwhelming a community with large
numbers of new residents.-Community accept-
ance, which we will discuss later, must be care-
fully considered and courted. It is not realistic
to ignore the very real, if not too legitimate, fears
and anxieties which people have when confronted
with a halfway house opening in their neighbor-
hood. While there is no simple relationship be-
tween program size and the crescendo of commu-
nity concern, it is wise to assume that the more
"threatening" the type of population-that is, the
greater its number, the more visible the facility,
and the more "problem-ridden" its residents-the
more anxious and less tolerant Is a community's
reaction likely to appear.
"4. Given the many important and different

consideration& involved in selecting appropriate
sites for a halfway house there is an inverse rela-
tionship between the size of the population and
the available number of desirable sites.-Site
location committees frequently must choose
second, third, and even less desirable alternatives,
not because of the unavailability of facilities
within the preferred area, but because considera-
tions of importance to the local community often
have been neglected, if not ignored. A well-
planned and meaningfully organized community
relations campaign looms large as the most impor.
tant consideration in planning halfway houses (or
other community programs).

Insufficient funding may require changes from
an optimum size. At times, this may mean that
larger (more than 25), or smaller (less than 20)
residents must be considered. The advantages of
face-to-face interaction, however, must always be
balanced against budgetary concerns.

Site Selection

Site selection is extremely important. As much
time as possible should be met aside for this pur-
pose. The time allotted can vary depending on the
nature of the program, the particular area being
considered, whether the structure Is to be built,
or leased, and the actual construction or renova-
tion time contemplated. Six months should be a
minimum and a year ideal. Plans must be drawn,
contracts let, and changes made. An unhurried
pace permits careful and important planning.

Community leaders should be contacted early
and informed of an agency's plans. This is par-
ticularly true when programs are designed for
offender groups. To do otherwise is to omit gain-
ing and risk alienating the support of people and
agencies whose acceptance and Involvement is
essential. It makes little sense, and it is unlikely,
that efforts to confront a community with a faith
accompli will succeed. This simply polarizes com-
munity resistance and hinders understanding and
cooperation.

Site selection requires planning and care.
There are few, if any, ideal locations. Both the
advantages and disadvantages of a site should be
carefully evaluated and weighed against each
other. Once a target area Is chosen, it is helpful
to consider the following:

* Brokers familiar with the area can be en.
gaged.

* If the agency has a field staff In the prospec-
tive target area, its assistance should be enlisted.

* Community leaders are well informed about
available real estate. Their help in site selection
is invaluable. In addition, their involvement
makes it more likely that the program will gain
recognition as a cooperative, community-agency
venture to which all can more easily become com-
mitted. The expense in time and cost of site loca-
tion efforts may be lowered appreciably by the
cooperation and assistance of community leaders.

* Public agencies in particular should seek out
and contact other governmental agencies in the
target area for a discussion and appraisal of the
"do's" and don'tts" Local social agency directors
are usually privy to the kinds of information
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which indigenous leaders may be reluctant to
furnish or find it difficult to be objective about.
Directors of these agencies are important, there-
fore, to call upon for an assessment of the com-
munity pulse and the likely reactions of local
leaders.

0 Agency staff, who are residents In the target
area, can also provide important leads and infor-
mation. These people should not be overlooked for
other reasons--they can be of assistance, or on
the other hand, they may make it difficult to es-
tablish positive community relations.

Selecting a site within the target area requires
careful attention to several matters:

I The neighborhood chosen must be zoned
properly. It is important to have a statement in
writing from the zoning board that the use in-
tended for the property is not in conflict with
local zoning regulations.

0 Public transportation must be accessible and
within walking distance of the facility. Residents
should be able to travel (to work, school, clinics,
recreation, etc.) during most times and days of
the week. If osaible, locations which offer access
to alternative means of public travel are prefer-
able. The office vehicle should not be required to
transport residents for any reasons other than
emergency trips or group outings.

* Residents should be able to come and go and
mix in with the neighborhood as much as possible.
Program participants must feel relatively com-
fortable and safe in the area selected. A racially,
culturally, and economically diverse community
offers advantages to mixed populations.

0 The architecture should be planned to blend
in with that existing in the area selected. For ex-
ample, a 25-bed multistory, ultra-modern building
would not be suitably located on a block of modest
single family residences.

0 Signs, flag staffs, or other official-looking
designations should be avoided. The facility will
be no stranger to block residents who can, when
necessary, quickly direct visitors to the building.

0 Offender groups are not readily received in
quiet residential communities. Commercial-resi-
dential areas or locations adjoining light indus-
trial sections are preferred. Areas in transition
also provide good sites in which to locate. The
community, however, should not be disorganized
or deteriorating, but could be one where this proc-
ess ha4 stabilized or been reversed.

0 Commercial services (barber, shoe repair,

snack shops, cleaners, etc.) should be within walk-
ing distance of the facility.

Community Relations
The halfway house should be designed to make

maximum use of local resources including educa-
tional, religious, vocational, recreational, and
medical services.

Community programs have both an opportunity
and obligation to tap In on the skills, counsel, and
support of volunteers, local citizen groups, and
service organizations. Local colleges are usually
willing to develop mutually beneficial relation-
ships.

As community-based programs, halfway houses
must be community integrated and involved, and
responsive to the concerns, fears, and anxieties
of their neighbors. Halfway houses which fall to
establish close and effective community relations
may expect, at best, suspicion and frequent mis-
understandings of their program. Open hostility
is equally as likely an occurrence. It is unwise and
mistaken to regard the community as a necessary
evil into which the facility has been thrust. There
are only advantages to be gained from open, regu-
lar, and responsive community relations.

Certainly, a careful assessment should be made
of a community's probable reaction to a proposed
halfway house. There are very few desirable areas
to locate where much deliberate and time-consum-
ing planning need not be spent in developing pre-
program community relations. Some people and
organizations will be antagonistic. Others may be
equally as opposed but less open about it. People
will be resistive; probably most will be auspicious
and uncertain about whether the halfway house
will not depreciate property values, result in a
crime wave, or simply be a burden on already
existing community services.

It is always helpful in the planning stages to
meet individually with community leaders to
discuss the program and their reaction to it. They
must be permitted and encouraged to air their
questions and misgivings. It is not likely that
those who favor the proposal will acknowledge
this at large community meetings. The numbers
opposed initially are not nearly as important as
determining who the opposition is, its following,
and motivation.

Community leaders approached individually
may be expected to react favorably in most cases.
Their position as community leaders, however,
must be considered and recognized as a factor
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which makes it difficult to gain their open support.
Realistically, the problem of enlisting community
support lies in assuaging the anxieties of the least-
informed but potentially most vocal community
groups. Community leaders often are placed in
the difficult position of reconciling their profes-
sional judgments with their roles as the represent-
ative voice of their communities. Planning a half-
way house requires recognizing the difficult
position in which community leaders are placed
when their support and assistance are solicited.

Communication is an ongoing and two-way
process. It Is extremely important to appoint staff
early to assume responsibility for building and
maintaining positive community relations. Enlist-
ing community support requires recruiting indig-
enous spokesmen of whom and with whom citizen
groups will be much less auspicious and more
likely to cooperate. Early consideration should be
given to organizing local leaders into a community
relations committee. Their involvement serves
quickly to establish a positive agency image. The
committee's importance later on as a buffer
between the program and community should not
be ignored. Its value is inestimable in times of
crises. A community relations committee can be
employed for fund-raising, obtaining special ser.
vices, and other important purposes. In a nutshell,
forming this committee is probably the single
most important task facing new program admin-
istrators.

Programs that are successful in establishing
effective working relationships with local agency
and citizen groups have carefully planned and
systematically organized their efforts to enlist
community support. It pays dividends to meet at
least once monthly (once every two weeks before
the program opens) with the 'community rela-
tions committee whose advice and assistance
should be sought regularly. It must be made clear
in the beginning, however, that this Is not a
policy-setting board.

A helpful sequence for establishing sound com-
munity relations is as follows:

* Meet individually with local leaders of gov-
ernment, planning boards, private and public
social, health, and welfare agencies, fraternal,
church, and neighborhood improvement groups.
Local police support is essential. If school-age
populations are involved, school authorities should
be contacted. This list is not inclusive and is only
suggestive of the many important groups to
contact.

* A steering committee of local leaders should
be formed. It is helpful to have this group meet
regularly to permit recognition and assurance of
their mutual Interest and support for the pro-
gram.

* The program should be explained honestly.
It is inadvisable and mistaken to not discuss the
program in all its ramifications-this means
difficulties and problems expected, as well as
benefits and advantages.

0 The assistance of neighborhood leaders,
whose support has been enlisted previously, will
do much to temper community antagonism and
help avoid negative opposition forces from polar-
izing.

* Regularly scheduled meetings should be held
both during the planning stages and after the
program opens. It is helpful to think of annual
or semiannual community meetings (open houses)
to which all who are interested may come to visit,
meet staff, and learn of the progress, problems,
and needs of the halfway house.

Administrators should realize that there is a
relationship between what is "put into the com-
munity" and what one expects to "get out of it."
The halfway house should not only be able to
utilize community resources, but it also should
provide some reciprocal measure of service to the
community. It is good practice to encourage vari-
ous community organizations to hold their regu.
larly scheduled meetings occasionally in the facil-
ity. The dining room or lounge may be large
enough to lend itself for this purpose. Neighbor-
hood block associations, civic improvement clubs,
and fraternal organizations are examples of the
many groups which could be scheduled period-
ically. The advantages to this type of community.
center involvement far outweigh any inconven.
ience.

Given a sensitive and community-responsive
staff, a halfway house can help strengthen the
fabric of community organization and relations.
The community should be encouraged to look upon
the halfway house as intimately and meaningfully
involved In neighborhood affairs---regardless
whether the facility is directly affected by partic-
ular issues or not.

It is a mistake for community programs not to
be concerned about day-to-day neighborhood prob-
lems and activities. Communities will not accept
halfway houses and offer their support until and
unless the agency and its staff can convince local
people of their concern and interest in neighbor-
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hood affairs. For this reason, It behooves admin-
istratore of community programs ,to avoid isolat-
Ing themselves or even giving this appearance to
their neighbors. It Is ais nrealiatie to expect
residents to benefit from halfway house programs
in which the administration itself avoids rather
than confronts the realities and responsibilities
of community involvement.

Space Requiremnsms
* Two youths to a bedroom is a desirable num-

ber. Although some raise questions about sexual
problems where two youths share a room, experi-
ence would likely demonstrate that staff anxieties
and expectations are a more Important consider-
ation. When space or economY reasons do not per-
mit two to a room, as many as four youths in a
single room could be accommodated.

0 The rooms can be small, but should allow
enough space for furniture and lounging. It is
important that each room have its own window.
When more than two youths occupy a room, bunk
beds are fine space conservers. Two youths can
share a single dresser and one large table (In
addition to having space available In some other
part of the building) for school work, letter
writing, etc. A single closet or clothing bar can be
shared to hang garmets.

0 Steel furniture is- a much more practical
investment both in terms of its durability and
cost. Durable plastic chairs, table tops, etc., are
also worth consideration.

5 Sleeping two to a room, 12 double and three
single rooms would be ideal for 25 youths. The
two additional single rooms should be available
for emergencies (unexpected visitors, unantici-
pated admittances, and postponed releases). The
single rooms would be multipurpose quarters.
Youths for whom some program crisis, Illness, or
other reason made It important for them to sleep
alone, could have this space available. In addition,
three larger, single sleeping rooms should be re-
served for staff, trainees, and guests. Each of
these rooms should also have its own toilet and
shower.

0 When the sleeping rooms are above the first
floor, brick or masonry construction should be
preferred. Horizontal construction offers many
advantages over vertical designs. The building
should permit quick and easy egress in case of fire,
especially from sleeping areas. At least three exits
from any part of the building should be available.

* Space should be provided for adequate stor.

age of household supplies, clothing, recreation
equipment, etc. These rooms should have adequate
ventilation and be located In places where access
and purpose is considered. Space should also be
set aside for combustibles which meets with the
approval of the local fire department It Is impor-
tant to invite the fire marshal to inspect the
(plans) building, and make periodic recommen-
dations. Local fire regulations should be complied
with and fire drills held regularly.

0 Both the dining room and kitchen should be
situated In areas that can be closed at times other
than when meals are being served. The kitchen
should be large enough for a commercial freezer,
refrigerator, and stove, as well as offer adequate
working space f9r the cook and helpers. If a.
building is being constructed, some of the larger
pieces of equipment should be delivered before the
door-bucks and partitions are installed. Large
equipment should not be ordered until all perti-
nent dimensions are known.

*,Conference rooms are intended primarily
for the daily group treatment meetings which
form the core of our halfway house model. Their
use, however, should be multipurpose (staff meet.
ing rooms, classrooms, and quiet study areas).
A location should be chosen which is away from
the noise and hub of building activities. The offices
must also afford some privacy and quiet, but
should be easily and readily identifiable to visitors
and permit visual control of the main entrance.

* There are many advantages to having a
resident superintendent. It is not likely, however,
that such a job requirement will interest qualified
applicants unless salaries are made attractive, and
modern, pleasant, living accommodations are pro-
vided. If residence Is required, it should be made
available without cost.

Approximately 9,000 square feet in suggested
for a 25-bed halfway house. Construction costs
vary but can range from $20 to $30 a square foot
in the types of communities discussed. Facilities

.can also be leased. Per capita operating costs for
the halfway house model discussed are about
$11.15 per day. Properly planned, halfway houses
can still be built for less than half the cost and
operated at about two-thirds the amount per bed
of traditional institutional programsL Large in-
vestments in buildings, time-consuming architec-
tural planning, and relatively long construction
periods can be avoided by leasing which also
makes it possible to open these programs with
comparative ease.
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Where Do We Go From Here?

Cost considerations alone should make it nec-
essary to explore alternatives to institutionalizing
people. Studied in the light of any fair appraisal
of the benefits derived from traditional correc-
tional systems, our weary dependence on institu-
tions would likely evaporate. The bulk of our
offender populations (adult and juvehile) do not
belong in institutions. An increasing number of
legislators and correctional administrators have
become aware of this and appear committed to
see changes brought about. Our prisons and con-
ventional juvenile institutional programs are as
much an anachronism as a social cancer. One of
these days we may understand that our horror and
fear of crime and criminals is by no meats unre-
lated to our ignorance and apathy as to its causes
and our "medicine man" approach to its cure.
Unwittingly, criminal behavior has been nurtured
and exacerbated by the public's ignorance about
the consequences of traditional correctional prac-
tices. In this regard, poorly located, punitively
designed, and primitively programmed institu-
tions, in which far too many offenders spend time,
are monuments to our ignorance.
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We are not discovering anything new. As Hans
Mattick pointed out in a volume which should be
required reading for anyone apprehensive about
the failings of our correctional system, some of
the sano points were made over a century ago.'
Mattick reminds us that, "The thirty-seven prin-
ciples enunciated at that time (1870) by the fore-
most prison administrators in this country
touched upon every significant phase of imprison-
ment and many of the recommendations made
still remain to be implemented by most of the
prisons existing today."3 Not too much has hap-
pened since Mattick wrote this. There are excep-
tions, however, where dramatic progress, no
ntter how long overdue, Is being made. The

move toward community programs and more
socially and psychologically productive living
seems to be catching hold.

While institutions have become much more
humane in treating offenders, vested interests
which many have in jobs, contracts, and payrolls,
remain as the most obvious and difficult problems
with which reformers must struggle. When the
needs of offenders, as well as the public, are placed
above paro-hial Interests and concerns, the use
of community programs should Increase signifi-
cantly. Until this happens, halfway houses will
remain a sorely needed, underutilized, albeit read-
ily available correctional "Best Buy."'

O N, BASiC FAcT in the correctional process justifies continued work byother than institutional means. This is that offenders who had had
difficulties in adjusting to society before commitment can hardly be ex-
pected to resolve them by being isolated from society. From this it follows
that unless somewhere within the training-treatment experience the of-
fender is helped to develop a positive social experience and to identify with'
the aims of his society, the custodial experience Is very likely to continue
to result in failure.-OLIvER J. KELLER, JaL, and BZNrDIcT S. ALPaa In
Halfway Houeu: Community-Centered Correction ead Treatment.
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APPENDIX No. 22

Criswell House: An Alternative to Institutional
Commitment for the Juvenile Offender

Federal Probation, December 1970

BY JOHN M. FLACxETr AND GAlL FLACKFT -

J UVENILE DELINQUENCY is the single most
pressing crime problem In the United States.'
A public aroused by crime statistics and the

rhetoric of law and order is demanding Instant
solutions to a threatening yet complex phenome-
non. In this transitional era It is not surprising
that traditional modes of correction for juvenile
offenders are failing. Therefore it is essential that
society invest a great deal of thought, effort, and
money to support innovation and experimentation.

Juvenile courts were established primarily for
the purposes of protecting and rehabilitating
juveniles, yet today judicial officers are dismayed
by the great number of repeaters. At the present
time, youngsters adjudicated by the court as de-
linquent can be given a suspended sentence, pro-
bation, or can be incarcerated in a training school.
Because of the limited rehabilitative value of the
first two alternatives, a youngster who may need
a more intensive treatment program is often sent
to a training school. No matter how euphemistic
the title, such a facility is an institution of con-
finement, with all the problems of regimentation,
impersonality of staff, and undesirable contact
with very serious offenders.

2 
Also the very fact

of removal from the community creates barriers
to eventual reintegration. Most authorities agree
that the training school should be avoided as
much as possible and be considered only as a last
resort.'

Today, some jurisdictions are trying to expand
their probation services. Metropolitan areas,
where the crime rate is especially high, can no
longer rely on the grossly inadequate surveillance
form of probation; and probation officers are en-
couraged to utilize all available community
resources. For the youthful offender who is estab-
lishing a delinquent pattern, however, the limited
expe-ience that probation can provide may not be
adeq jate. Therefore, it is imperative that society
explore every reasonable alternative to the "awe-
some pru-4pect of incarceration."

Within the past decade some creative authori-
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ties In the field of corrections have taken up the
challenge: the most dramatic innovative break.
through being community-based treatment pro-
gramming for the juvenile offender.

Highflelds, the most influential treatment ex-
periment in the development of community-based
facilities, and one of the first to apply the concept
of rehabilitation.through group process ironically
is not community-oriented. The Highfields Resi-
dential Treatment Center, established in 1950 in
New Jersey as an alternative to institutionaliza-
tion, is a relatively small facility for 20 boys. It
is situated in a rural community on a former
estate, and is designed to accommodate youngsters
for a 4-month period. During the day all the boys
work at a nearby farm.

The Highfields experiment, created by Lloyd
W. McCorkle and F. Lovell Bixby, is grounded in
the sociological view that it is necessary to form
a nondelinquent culture among the boys In order
to change the individual. A basic assumption
underlying their treatment approach Is that a
delinquent will be more responsive to change if
pressure comes from his peers and not from cor-
rectional authority.

The core of the treatment program Is "guided
group interaction." developed by McCorkle. These
sessions are held for 90 minutes five timft

3

week. It is by way of these sessions that the
nondelinquent culture develops and is maintained.
These are intense discussion groups designed.
first to enable boys to honestly discuss and share
their problems, thereby shedding rationalizations
for delinquent behavior; second, to form a pres-
sure group to Inculcate conventional values; and,
third, to reinforce conventional behavior. Once
the culture is formed it becomes somewhat self-
perpetuating because the turnover rate at any
one time is deliberately limited.4
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A major criticism of the program is that High-
fields does "not provide a reintroduction to
society, nor . .. (place] sufficient'emphasis on
community programming."' Despite its limita-
tions, Highfields has been a major innovative
force in corrections, and has spawned similar
facilities around the country. Some of these pro-
griams have utilized guided group interaction, but,
in a departure from Highfields, have situated in
local communities.

Provo, one of the beat known programs to
follow in the Highfields tradition, was designed
specifically to help habitual delinquents who
would ordinarily be candidates for a reformatory.'
It adapted the Highfields guided group interaction
program to a nonresidential community-based
facility. Thus a boy's behavior is judged not only
by how he behaves while in the group, but also
by his behavior in the community and among his
former peers. Provo was subject to rigorous
research and study. Compared to a control group
of boys incarcerated in a training school the
Provo experiment had a substantially higher
success rate.t

The California Youth Authority is presently
developing community-based facilities on a state-
wide scale. The Community Treatment Project,
started in 1961 by the Youth Authority, is a com-
bined experimental and demonstration project
designed to study the feasibility of substituting
intensive treatment in the community for institu-
tional and residential programs.'

In this contemporary spirit of experimentation
the State of Florida (through the guidance of
State Senator Louis De la Parte) in 1967 estab-
lished the Division of Youth Services. Responsible
for all state juvenile delinquenc; programs--e.g.,
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training schools and aftercare--rthe division con-
templates treatment complexes for metropolitan
areas throughout the State which would include
halfway houses, forestry camps, group foster
homes and nonresidential centers, all to treat
youths within a delimited geographical area.'

Guided group interaction treatment programs
will be an inherent part of each facility. Thus the
Division of Youth Services will provide an inte-
grated and consistent program for an entire
statewide juvenile correctional system.

The Director of the Division, 0. J. Keller, Jr.,
strongly believes in the wisdom of community-
based facilities. His first achievement was to
establish Walter Scott Criswell House, a com-
munity.based residential treatment center for
male juvenile offenders." Incorporating im-
portant elements of the Highfields and Provo
Programs, the program is modeled after the
J. Stanley Sheppard Youth Rehabilitation Center
of the New York State Division for Youth;

Waller Scott Criswell House
Criswell House is a demonstration project de-

signed to be one possible alternative to te train-
ing school. Developed by Richard L. Rachin, chief
of the Bureau of Group Treatment, who also d--s .
veloped and formerly directed New York's Shep-
pard Center, the program will assist youngsters
whose needs are midway between institutionaliza-
tion and remaining at home. Thus it is not
specifically geared to rehabilitating delinquents
who have served time in training schools, a tradi-
tional function of halfway houses In this country.

Criswell House not only represents innovation
in rehabilitation of the juvenile offender, but also
reveals the philosophy of the Division of Youth
Services. Its success may be crucial to the future
development of state-supported community-based
facilities.

Located on the outskirts of Tallahassee, Cris-
well House provides an intensive group treatment
experience in a residential setting for boys ad-
judicated delinquent. The comparatively unstruc-
tured atmosphere reflects the basic concepts of
the program:.(1) to provide an environment in
which a boy can develop responsibility for making
decisions affecting his own life and those with
whom he lives; and (2) to orient him to his
responsibilities itn the community. These goals are
achieved through formal group discussions in
which the boys themselves crystallize their prob-
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lems and suggest solutions. With the guidance of
the staff the peer group definpe and inculcates-
high standards of performance.

The boys must attend PiblW school, thereby
maintaining ties with the community. For the
purposes of this program, school is the most Im-
portant medium through which the boys test the
reality of societal demands. Thus from the time
of his arrival a boy is made aware that his
presence is geared towards successful reintegra-
tion Into responsible society.

Criswell House accepted Its first residents In
February 1968. Originally built as a law enforce-
ment academy"t it appears more like a small hotel
than a house. It Is an attractive modern structure,
and is designed to accommodate 25 boys, although
it is usually two or three over capacity. The cost
of maintaining a boy at Criswell House Is ap-
proximately $9.46 a day compared to $13 needed
to keep a boy in the training school at Marianna.
The House In designed to accommodate boys from
the locale, but because it is at present one of only
two state-operated residential treatment centers,
boys from all parts of Florida reside there.

The House routine, except for daily treatment
sessions and study hours, has a minimum struc-
ture. There are no compulsory education or rec-
reation programs, and the boys are encouraged
to seek their own entertainment. There are two
boys to a room and they are expected to keep it
in order. The boys do their own laundry, and they
share kitchen assignments and maintenance re-
sponsibilities on a rotating basis. When they
return from school they are free to pursue their
own interests. Guided group interaction sessions
begin after dinner, followed by treatment teams,'"
study hour, and household chores, after which
time the boys usually go to bed.

There is an easy-going attitude about the House.
In general, the boys are a personable, lively group
and seem to enjoy being there. For example, on
their own initiative they raised funds to renovate
and furnish a building donated by a member of the
community for use as a recreation hall and-in
which they frequently entertain their young
friends from town.

Mr. Rachin, a sociologist with 15 years' experi-
ence working with juvenile delinquents, organized
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the treatment program. He Is a man of consider-
able warmth and enthusiasm. His positive caring
attitude toward the boys created mutual trust
and respect. This atmosphere made it possible for
the boys to identify with the goalsof the program
from its very Inception.

Rachin employed as superintendent a young
aftercare counselor, Mr. Guy Moore. He is in
charge of all the administrative duties of the
House and is responsible for the welfare of the
boys. Some of them see him as rather stern, and
missed the easy-going atmosphere created by
former houseparents. Moore's policy "is to be fair
and firm," for he does not see his role as a pa-
rental substitute. This disavowal does not de-
tract from hlq deeply felt commitment to the
boys. His vitality and forceful personality have
a considerable impact on all facets of the program.

Other full-time professional staff include an
assistant superintendent, one group treatment
leader (a young graduate of the Sheppard Center
program), and an assistant group treatment
leader (a Florida State University undergraduate
student). In addition, a secretary, a cook, and a
weekend relief cook (a young adult court proba-
tloner who is also a regular program participant)
are employed. Only the superintendent and relief
cook reside at the facility. Despite the peer orien-
tation of the program, the staff does develop close
personal relationships with the boys. This has
helped them to be more open In the group discus-
sions.

The Treatment Program
The guided group interaction sessions form the

core of the treatment program. These guided
group discussions are held 5 days a week for 90-
minute periods; attendance is compulsory. The
boys have much of the responsibility for develop-
ing the discussions which focus on their behavior,
their past delinquent record, their feelings regard-
ing each other, and their daily experiences. A
major emphasis Is on school performance.

These are often searing, passionate exchanges
which make considerable demands on a boy's
fortitude and self-reliance. Any form of verbal
expression is permitted, so the language is some-
times earthy and violent. In this intense critical
environment the need for group acceptance forces
a boy to be honrct. It is expected thnt this involve-
ment in a confrontation will foster the erosion of
delinquent defenses and values, and inculcate
more positive and socially acceptable alternatives.
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For example, when a boy casually related to his
group that he had struck a girl in school that
morning he met a solid wall of disapproval and
concern for his irresponsible conduct. His peers
did not just condemn him but also suggested more
acceptable behavior and what steps he should take
now to control his bad temper.

Thus an essential technique of guided group in-
teraction Is that the boys themselves are invested
with the task of effecting change among their
peers. Donald Cressey calls this important process
"retroflexive reformation." This means that when
a delinquent attempts to reform others he accepts
the relevant common purpose of the group,
identifies more closely with those engaged in
reformation, and then places status upon antide
linquent behnvior.13 Thus a pressure group is
formed which condeiins irresponsible conduct.

A boy who has recently arrived finds himself
in an atmosphere that is totally different from
that to which he has been previously exposed.
According to-Rachin:

He becomes involved in a program where he see
others who are concerned about themselves, and con.
earned with him. They say, "it is up to you, there's
nothing in it for u-; we want to help you, but first you
have to want to help yourself." A new boy hears othe
bo talking about things that he feels he could not
talk about. How can you reveal Inadequacies and be
bonsat without beinf laughed at, punished, or somo.
thing equally as bad How can you ahow that you cars
about others, and how can others care about you?
Conegm and involvement are contagious things. He
hears other guys asking for this. He am
who came In with equally poor feelings about t -
selves beginning to talk and act In ways which in-
dicate to others that there ix apparently something In it
(the program) for them. Apparently you don't have to
be here. rather you have to want toe here.

Freedom can be a frightening thing. What he (the
boy) sees I a largely anorphous, unstructured at-
mosphere where no rule or gute book Is available.

He must begin to do things, to learn things, to fAgur
things out from the minute he arrive. People will help
but not relieve the newcomer of the responsbility for
mai ng kis own decisions.
The lack of traditional authority and structure

achieves the objective of producing feelings of
anxiety whereby the boys must search for new
ways of defining and handling their situation.
These feelings of anxiety are revealed by way of
guided group interaction which lays the ground.
work for communication and subsequent group
cohesion. Guided group interaction thus creates
feelings of group responsibility for the boys as
well as for Criswell House.

For instance, one session centered on a boy's
failure In school. The boys were upset because he
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refused to respond to their questions. What came
through was the fact that the boys cared about
him and offered suggestions to improve his diffi-
culty. However, some said that not only was he
letting himself down but also that his poor atti-
tude toward school reflected adversely on them
and on Criswell House. Several boys expressed
the fear that if he were unable to change he might
have to leave them and go to the training school.

The residential aspect of the program permits
involvement in treatment without the possible
inhibition from family and neighborhood pres-
aure. Also, the inevitable tensions and hostilities
that develop during the meetings can be "worked
through" during other periods of more casual re-
latIonships with the same boys.

Recent Innovations in Treatment
The boys are divided into three groups of ap-

proximately eight or nine each. All groups meet
for guided group interaction sessions each eve-
ning. A boy is assigned to one of the three goups
immediately upon his arrival. Earlier in the pro-
gram the pressure from these sessions proved too
threatening for some of the boys and after a
series of runaways the staff decided to form small
treatment teams to ease newcomers into the pro-
gram.

These teams of four or five older residents meet
every other day with one or two new members
to facilitate their adaption to the problem-oriented
group culture. After the guided group sessions
the teams meet for 1 hour; the focus of discussion
is solely on the progress of the two new group
members. Junior counselors, who are mature boys
In the program, act as team leaders. Each team
eats, works, and lives together. This division into
snall units creates a more familial atmosphere
which is designed to encourage personal involve-
ment.

Special meetings are also regularly held. These
meetings are called whenever a resident wishes
to deal with a problem which cannot wait for a
regularly scheduled meeting. Mobile groups in
which the boys structure the membership them-
selves to handle everyday "living problems" are
held on the days the treatment teams do not meet.
"Peer courts" can also be convened by the boys
to deal with serious rule Infractions which po-
tentially Jeopardise the safety or welfare of
other residents.' When crises appear from time
to time which may affect everyone, the entire
population will meet in a marathon session until
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the issue Is successfully resolved. While a staff
member serves u a group leader in the regular
group meetings, the treatment teams have no staff
direction, although staff will occasionally sit in
to observe. However, regular weekly conferences
are held in which the progress and problems of
the treatment team are closely monitored and
sometimes redirected as a result of staff-youth
discussion of the week's events.

Criteria for Selection
Because thp program places responsibility on

the boys for their own behavior, and because the
usual rewards and punishments found In a more
structured setting do not exist at Criswell House,
a certain degree of maturity on the part of the
boys is considered necessary. They must be able
to communicate verbally and exhibit a sense of
dissatisfaction with their lives. According to
Rachin most delinquent boys have the capacity
to benefit from this type of program:

We cannot say at this point what kind (of boy) would
work out best n this kind of program, so we decided
to say that we would take any and all referrals, and
experiment . . . we took then on first come first
served basis. So this ran the smut from dependency
and neglect all the way up to drug, grand larceny and
assault canes. I think offense is meaningless in terms
of evaluating a youth's potential for this kind of
treatment program. To become Involved one has to be
mature enough to accept many demanding responsi-
bilities. He has to be able to sustain a very difliuit and
demanding type of confrontation. I think It means that
we can accommodate many youngsters who go through
the judicial mill, so I don't believe we are talking about
a very select group.
As employment opportunities for youth are

minimal in Tallahassee, the Division favors ac-
cepting youngsters who have the capability to
handle school. At the present time several boys
do not attend school because of behavioral dift-
culties. Most youths are admitted, however, with
the plan of school participation. Individual voca-
tional plans are developed, though, where employ-
ment seems both a more realistic and desirable
goal.

Psychotic youths and true mental defectives
are the only youngsters automatically excluded
from participating in the program. Regularly
accommodated are boys with serious drug prob.
lems (including intraveneous heroin users),
youths diagnosed as seriously emotionally dis-
turbed, youths with homosexual problems, boys
with a history of multiple training school com-
mitments, and parole failures. A youth is never
denied admittance on the basis of offense alone.

is only one oot oft 144 ,owths it" been "etted is An "pae"."

A brochure published by the Division describing
the structure and function of Criswell House was
sent to all the possible referral sources. Despite
Rachin's desire for experimentation, the referrals
may, In fact, be self-limiting. Referral sources can
interpret in a variety of ways the type of boy who
would benefit, and may not agree that the ma-
jority of youngsters who appear before them have
the ability to cope with this type of program.

Referrals
Boys are referred from juvenile courts, training

schools, and aftercare. All boys who enter Cris-
well House are adjudicated wards of the Division
of Youth Services, and if a boy chooses not to
complete treatment, he usually is either sent or
returned to a training school.

When a boy is accepted at Criswell House he
makes a commitment to stay for the duration of
his treatment program. This is an individual
process that usually does not exceed 8 months.
The average lerigth of stay is expected to be re-
duced to about 6 months.

After a boy has been referred, he is placed on
trial by the boys in the House for a 2-week period.
He is integrated into a treatment team and at-
tends the sessions. During one session there is a
"peertake." This means that his peers take part
In deciding whether or not to accept him per-
manently." The group focuses attention upon the
boy, asking him questions about himself, ivhat he
hopes to gain from being there, and what he
thinks he can contribute. A boy also makes his
decisions as to whether he thinks he can handle
this experience.

New residents are introduced to the program
on an individual basis in order to retain the exist-
ing integrity of the House.

I School Performance
School attendance and satisfactory performance

are important for the boys at Criswell House.
Most of the boys come to Criswell House with a
history of academic failure and are usually one
or two grades behind. This is due to a combination
of discipline problems, Irregular attendance, and
poor motivation.

Of the present population, five boys are now
in their appropriate grade. Older boys with con-
tinuing school problems attend an adult vocational
school where they can work at their own rate. One
youth is now attending a local junior college.

Criswell House enjoys close cooperation with
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school authorities. One of the residents gathers
detailed weekly reports from school' counselors
and teachers on the boys' progress. School
teachers who initially raised questions about
sharing this Information with anyone except
adult staff are now fully accepting and supportive
of this procedure. This Information becomes an in-
tegral part of the treatment program. For ex-
ample, If a boy Is reported to have been sleeping
in class, the group may decide to withdraw en-
tertainment privileges and require an earlier

-. -,ping-itf. "Unsatisfactory grades may result
in loss of a free weekend and, if they persist, the"problem" would certainly be examined by the
group.

The majority of the boys are now performing
productively in school for the first time in their
lives.

Releawe Procedgre
Release occur in a series of stages and the boys

are expected to begin planning their future from
the time they arrive. Overnight or weekend passes
are normally arranged 6 to 8 weeks after a boy
assumes residence. This trip home is a combined
decision made by the boy, his peers, and the staff.
It is expected that when he returns from his
weekend at home he will relate his problems to
the group. These passes are designed for their
therapeutic value, and not as a reward for "good"
behavior. After several weekend passes the boy
is then usually eligible to go on furlough. Each
succeeding furlough is for a longer period of
time. The procedure for release Is designed to be
a gradual process.

A boy does not leave Criswell House until he,
his group, and staff believe he Is ready. Ideally,
he should have convinced himself thoroughly that
he can deal with himself responsibly. Because this
is a treatment facility a boy cannot stay on in.
definitely. Many of the boys express feelings that
this is the most adequate home they have ever
had, and would like to stay. A boy, however, must
learn to deal with the reality of leaving.

The aftercare counselor receives regular pro-
gress reports during the period of residence. The
most important reports are the boys' own self-
evaluations which are sent to the committing
judge, parent, and aftercare worker. When the
group is not satisfied with a self-report, a "ma.
jority report" Is prepared by the other boys which
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will accompany the self-report. Aftercare plays
a continuing role In postprogram plans, such as
arranging for foster home placement.

The boy is encouraged to remain in contact
with Criswell House and occasionally attend the
group meetings; but, of course, this is feasible
only If he lives in the locale. Some of the boys
who graduated have assumed rolcs as group
leaders or seeders in Initiating new group pro.
grams throughout Florida. A new graduate pro-
gram which Is totally supported by local people
and the boys themselves has also recently opened.

To date there are inadequate data on boys who
have completed the program. A minority 'have
been in further difficulty or returned to training
school." Many of these "failures" were runaways
and several stole automobiles.

Of 144 boys admitted to the program with
long and serious delinquent histories, only four
were arrested for new offenses while residents
of Criswell House. Even more noteworthy is
that of the graduate group to date, approximately
80 percent are making satisfactory community
adjustments having been on aftercare an average
of 7 months.

A Demmotration Project
Criswell House is a demonstration project and

therefore, in some respects, boys and staff live
a fish-bowl existence. Its doors are open to all in-
terested persons, and the guided group interaction
sessions accommodate observers. Judges, state
officials, and Division personnel are encouraged to
visit. Also, Criswell House Is the designated
center for training workshops in guided group
interaction. Personnel attend from courts, after-
care, and training schools.

The boys appear to be proud of being a pioneer
group In this new treatment program for Florida,
and want to help to develop other halfway houses.
There is a demonstrable esprit de corps at all
levels.

Comm"mi Respou
Criawell House has been fortunate in securing

the cooperation of the Governor's office, the
Florida Legislature, several state agencies, pnd a
supportive local community in arranging both
summer and part-tme employment for the boys.
Several boys have also served as pages in the
Legislature. This is Indicative of Tallahassee's
response to Criswell House. Many civil organiza-
tions and church groups have donated their ser-
vices. Remedial classes are given by Florida State
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I
University studies; sports trips and many other
activities are led by volunteer, Local families
have invited individual boys to their homes to
spend weekends, and accept fotAer placement
after graduation from the program.

There has been considerable public relations
activity designed to stimulate continued local
involvement and to Interest new communities in
this type of program.

Discusaon
An underling premise for the establishment

of Criswell House is that traditional methods of
correction are Inadequate in treating juvenile
offenders. This model alternative, Influenced by
the Sheppard Centei and the Hlghfields programs,
represents the belief that delinquent boys can be
entrusted with the responsibility for effecting
change in themselves and others. A unique feature
of the Florida Division of Youth Services is that
this philosophy will be integrated into a compre-
hensive juvenile correctional system.

In light of the above, it is not surprising that
the residents and staff of Criswell House regard
guided group Interaction as the soul of their pro-
gram. Demands of participation are great and the
boy's pride in mastering both self-knowledge and
the adjustment to nondelinquent norms is strik-
ingly apparent. However, if guided group inter-
action is to succeed, it must not only produce
acceptable modes of behavior, but also assist a
boy in developing inner strengths to handle re-
sponsibly the many problems he will encounter in
daily life.

It may be asking a great deal to expect a boy
to sustain these new found abilities when he no
longer has the support of his group. Thus no
matter how excellent the program, it cannot go
it alone. Without considerable expansion of op-
portunities in the community and a more accept-
ing attitude on the part of the public, successful
reintegration will be limited.

The fact that Crisv.'ell House is community-
based has certain ramifications. Firstly, the pro-
€ms of reintegration begins immediately because
school attendance and adequate performance is
required. In addition, the boys in their daily con-
tact with the local community appear to be nor-
mal teenagers, and this helps society to soften its
preconceptions about delinquents.

On the other hand, some aspects of Criswell
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House restrict ay commerce with the cor.
munity. Des to its location on the outskirts of
town the boys have limited casual contact with
life outside the House during the week. Also, the
lack of public transportation frustrates regular
work opportunities and Independent experiences.

The fact that most of the boys are not from the
vicinity prevents active family Involvement and
inhibits reintegration into their home communi.
ties. This is a serious setback to the goals of the
program. Hopefully, this will be a temporary
problem because the Division plans a network of
treatment facilities to serve metropolitan areas.
This cannot, of course, become a reality without
subtantial legislative support.

The most crucial factor for acceptance at Cris-
well House Is a boy's ability to handle school.
Therefore, only a limited group can participate.
However, the program has already led to further
innovations affecting a broader spectrum of de-
linquents.

-The Fort Clinch camp, intended specifically for
boys who have serious school problems, is the
Division's most recent facility. Incorporating
features of Highfields and New York's "START,"
this program combines guided group interaction,
group work experience, and academic and voca-
tional attention. Thus the Division regards educa-
tion as the key to adult success. Also, in an
attempt to breathe new life into existing institu-
tions, guided group interaction has been intro-
duced into Florida's training schools.

Hopefully, the success of Criswell House will
stimulate a variety of alternatives to incarcera.
tion, e.g., nonresidental treatment centers, more
elaborate probation programs," and locally
operated halfway houses. Thus ideally it will act
as a change agent for the whole juvenile correc-
tional s3.stem.

Research design Is essential for an accurate
evaluation of the program. We need to know more
about the type of youth most suited for this type
of treatment, what are the significant elements
for producing change, what is the role of the com-
munity in assisting change, and what is the long-
range impact of the guided group interaction
technique on a boy's attitudes and behavior. To
date no such research has been built into the pro-
gram. This lack of information may inhibit de-
velopment of similar projects. However, tentative
approval has recently been obtained from the
Office of Juvenile Delinquency of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare for a 39-month,
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$334,000 comprehensive evaluation of the Cris-
well program, its techniques, and effectiveness.
The research will be conducted by the University
of South Florida's Institute of Exceptional
Children and Adults.

Flexibility and experimentation, exemplified
by the innovations regarding newcomers, are evi.
dent in the program. These qualities are necessary
for growth and improvement.

It Is all but Impossible to assess the significance
of the various elements that contribute to the
dynamics of Criswell House. The operation of
group process, loving care, unique experience,
sense of responsibility, haven from an inadequate
environment, and an esprit de corps, together,
form an organic whole.

Whatever its limitations, the most striking
aspect of the Criswell House experience is the

quality of life enjoyed by the boys. They receive
considerate humane treatment, live in pleasing
surroundings, and their lives are enriched with
new opportunities. The boys have developed an
ethos of attending school regularly and doing
well there. This is a remarkable achievement in
the light of their previous attitudes and feelings.
For the first time many of these boys are asked
for opinions which are considered by others; and
they honor this trust.

A sense of human dignity pervades all aspects
of the program, and contact with the people in-
volved in Criswell House is an exhilerating ex-
perience, Our support of such innovative measures
is essential for the erosion of delinquency.
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APPENDIX No. 23

Inherent Treatment Characteristics in a
Halfway House for Delinquent Boys

Federal Probation, March 1971

By ROBERT C. TROJANOWICZ, PH.D.*
Assistant Professor, School of Criminal Justice, Michigan State University

ALFWAY H= as supportive services be.tween the institution and independent com-
munity life, made their first appearance in

this country, not for delinquents, but for mental
patients. Halfway houses for delinquents are very
recent. "There are increasing Indications, how-
ever, that the appropriateness of this type of
facility In a treatment program for delinquents is
beginning to be recognized."'

Halfway Houses in Michigan

The Idea for a halfway house program in Michi-
gan began early in 1964 when there was consider-
able newspaper publicity regarding the need for
additional bed space for delinquent children
within the Institutional program. One solution to
the crowding at the State's Boys Training School
was to provide living in the community for certain
wards within the school who were ready to leave
but had no place to go. Thus the halfway house
concept in Michigan originated.

The first house opened in Detroit on July 1,
1964. The second and third houses were opened at
Flint and Kalamazoo In August of the same year.
The fourth house, the only one for girls, was
opened a month later in Detroit. No additional
houses were opened until May 1965, when the
house at Lansing was opened, followed in June by
the third house in Detroit. Shortly after two ad-
ditional houses were established, one in Muskegon
and a second house at Flint.

Halfway houses in Michigan are operated by
the Department of Social Services and are an in-
tegral part of the total aftercare program for
wards released from the Boys Training School.
They are utilized for those children who do not
need the stringent controls of an institution yet
need limits and supervision while moving back
into the community to face its responsibilities and
prem.ures.
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Halfway houses appear to be of the greatest
benefit to children who show an interest in the
halfway house program and exhibit a willingness
to utilize Its resources; who are able to accept
some limits; who are able to adjust to a group
living situation; who for many reasons cannot go
home; and who need more personalized living
than can be achieved in an institution setting.

Pine Lodge Halfway House

This article will deal specifically with an inno-
vative program at Pine Lodge halfway house at
Lansing, Michigan. The reason for selecting Pine
Lodge House is because Mr. George Logan and I
directed the program at different periods in time.

Pine Lodge halfway house is located in a resi-
dential area close to shopping, recreational, edu-
cational, and employment facilities. It is a large
two-story, six-bedroom home with a full basement
which serves as an ample recreation area.

Like the other halfway houses in the State,
Pine Lodge serves a maximum of 12 boys and Is
programmed to provide a school and work experi.
ence in the community. It accepts boys between 13
and 19. The average stay in the program is ap-
proximately 71/2 months.

As with the other halfway houses, Pine Lodge
is staffed by a caseworker, who is the director,
and five child care workers (one who serves as a
cook) who work on an 8-hour shift. All staff per.
sonnel are administratively responsible to the
caseworker. He, in turn, Is supervised by the
supervisor of social services in the respective
county and receives assistance from John E.
Miller, director of group homes for the State of
Michigan.

The child-care worker must pass a State civil
service test, have a high school diploma, and be of
high moral character and in good physical health.
The caseworker must have at least a bachelor's
degree and preferably a master's degree in social
work.

Staff members who like children and have the
ability to tolerate and understand aggressive be-
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havior are the most successful. They must be
mature, responsible, positive identification models
and able to work with other staff members. They
must be understanding and flexible in their think-
ing, yet firm and consistent in using their au.
thority.

A person who is negatively motivated can
disrupt the program. Such an employee tends to
satisfy his own needs and accomplish his own
ends without regard for the boys, the staff, or the
program.

Other traits to guard against are extremes in
permissiveness or discipline, a lack of commit-
ment and dedication to the program, and a
general inability to effectively communicate with
the boys, the staff, and the community.

Although the halfway houses of the State are
administratively a unit of the State Department
of Social Services, there is flexibility to develop
new techniques and methods of treatment in each
house.

Pine Lodge Prior to Its Innovative Approach
All of the child-care staff at Pine Lodge had

prior institutional experience and were well ac-
quainted with the problems of working with social
deviants. Moreover, the staff was aware of the
friction that exists many times between the
"treatment" staff (caseworkers) and the "cus.
todv" staff (child caseworkers).

The following policies, procedures, and prac-
tices characterized Pine Lodge prior to its 'new
approach in dealing with its residents:.

1. The child-care staff considered their func-
tion as mainly custodial.

2. Custody terminology was used, e.g., maxi.-
mum security, etc.

3. Their concern was largely with behavior
generally as it affected the security of the house
and the community.

4. The boys considered the child-care staff only
as "guards."

5. The boys manipulated the caseworker and
the child-care staff against one another.

6. The entries in the daily log were sterile; they
reported mainly security aspects of the program
and rarely gave an account of social Interaction.
Seldom did one of the staff members give an
opinion as to the possible etiology of the boys'
behavior.

7. Staff meetings were exemplified by discuss
ing almost exclusively house management aspects
of the program.

8. There was a hierarchy among the child-care
staff .with the "head child-care worker" being the
recipient of most of the manipulation by the boys
in the absence of the caseworker.

9. There was much subversion in the program.
For example, a particular staff member may tell
a boy, "I agree with you and not the caseworker
and the rest of the staff on this particular griev.
ance, but I do not have any decision making
power." This had implications both from the
standpoint of the particular staff member not
being cohesively identified with the entire staff
and the program and also from the standpoint
that the particular supervisor felt impotent in re-
gard to his Influence In the decision-making pro-
cess.

10. Because of lack of identification with the
program, the staff was comprised of small sub.
groups.

11. The "train of thought" among the staff was
that a "tougher security line" should be taken.

Deusion of the Problems
The Treatment-Custody Dilemma.-The major

problem at Pine Lodge was a communication
breakdown between the child-care staff and the
caseworker, namely, a symptom of the age-old
treatment-custody dilemma. This phenomenon had
been observed to varying degrees, in a number
of institutional settings in Michigan. Reviewing
the literature in this area it was readily observed
that this problem was by far not peculiar to insti-
tutions in Michigan, but generally a universal
phenomenon.

Briefly, the above-mentioned dichotomy exists
because institutional staffs have historically been
segregated by function and by training. On the
one hand, there is typically the treatment staff
whose function it Is to "treat" (however this is
interpreted). These personnel usually have ex-
tensive formal training. Also implied in the treat.
ment-custody dilemma (either directly or indi-
rectly) is the fact that the treatment staff usually
holds most of the decision-making power in the
institution. The custody individual is typified by
his role as the "watch dog" and "inhibitor" of
privileges while the treatment person is the "giver
of privileges." The animosity that can arise in a
situation like this can readily be seen. This con-
cept not only affects the relationship between the
custody and treatment personnel but also has im.
plications for the treatment of the clientele. The
dilemma affords a "natural" and opportune situs-
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tion for the clientele to manipulate the staff
against one another which can only have a nega-
tive effect on the total administration of the
treatment program.

Appropriate questions to be asked in relation to
this dilemma are: Is the treatment-custody di-
lemma inevitable? Will it always exist because of
the division of labor by function and training?
What can an administrator do to alleviate this
problem?

These questions and additional questions will be
discussed later.

The Tvlpe of Clientfee.-Another problem that
exists is the type of clientele served at Pine Lodge
and generally in correctional institutions. Persons
adjudicated as social deviants do not usually
voluntarily seek treatment for their problems. Un-
like neurotics and psychotics who are plagued by
anxiety and distress, most social deviants are
usually not aware of their problems. They usually
are very manipulative. Because of their psycho-
logical makeup and learned social behavior they
can be an effective "con man." Being manipulative
and "slick" is many times an Integral and desired
part of their value system. Manipulation is more
than merely a prized and desired asset, it is a tool
with which most social deviants "ply their trade."
Hence, they have an extraordinary ability to ma-
nipulate people and, as can readily be inferred,
the treatment-custody dilemma "plays right into"
this pathological process and perpetuates it.

Furthermore, the social deviant throughout his
life process has not had positive identification
models who could transmit the values of the
larger society. The result is that there is many
times a social and moral void in his conscience
structure. Hence the attitude, "Take what you
can get," and "It's only wrong or immoral if you
get caught."

If, then, the social deviant is different from the
neurotic or psychotic, should the techniques for
treatment be different as well as the personnel
performing the treatment?

Helping a Human Being.-Another factor that
can have implications for a treatment program is
that these boys are not "commodities" that are
being produced and serviced in correctional set-
tings, but rather are human beings. Human beings
have the innate ability to affect other human
beings in many and varied ways. An assembly.
line worker receives instructions and orders from
his supervisor and then he performs, for example,
his task of riveting the right front fender of a

new automobile. The fender does not respond In
a manner that can cause an emotional reaction In
the worker. However, this is not the case when
the worker (child-care staff member) is dealing
with a human being (social deviant). The worker
may get his instructions from his supervisor but
a second element is involved, namely, the worker
not, only performs an action but the object on
which he performs the action is capable of pro-
ducing a reaction in the worker. Thus a reciprocal
emotional connotation evolves. The social deviant
accentuates this emotional reaction in others
many times because of his aggressiveness and
antisocial attitude. Often he exhibits behavior
which is boisterous, aggressive, and "cocky" in an
attempt to disguise his feelings of worthlessness,
fear, and insecurity. In effect, he actively attempts
to antagonize society so that he will be rejected,
thus reinforcing his own self-concept that he is
worthless and a social outcast. The social deviant
has been hurt emotionally and hence does not
usually want to take the chance of being hurt
again. The dynamics of rejecting before being
rejected Is a defense against "getting close" to
people.

The questions to be asked are-' "How can posi-
tive communication be facilitated between the
staff and the boys?" "What effect does an emo-
tionally charged situation have on both the boys
and the staff?" "What techniques can be utilized
to keep negative reinforcement and reactions at a
minimum?"

Personnel.-Persons attracted to the correc-
tional field can also present certain problems.
This does not mean that all persons attracted to
this field are negatively motivated. It is readily
recognized that people satisfy their emotional
needs in a variety of ways. In most instances,
social deviants are vulnerable to displaced hostil-
ity and negative reinforcement from persons
working in correctional settings. It is possible
that some persons are attracted to this field so as
to overassert their authority.

Conversely, there Is the person who masks his
intense hostility by being overpermissive and
oversolicitous even to the point where he en-
courages the social deviant to "act out." If the
staff member also has a problem accepting au-
thority, he can receive vicarious satisfactions
when the social deviant acts out against society
and specifically against the correctional adminis-
tration.

Some questions to be asked at this point are:
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How do delinquents affect persons who are
negatively motivated and attractedto the correc-
tional field and in turn how does this affect the
treatment-custody dilemma? Do some staff mem-
bers prefer and even perpetuate the treatment-
custody dilemma? What are the ways in which
staff members can be utilized most effectively?

The Treatment Concept.-Another problem in
correctional administration Is the defining of the
word "treatment." Many times "treatment" per.
sonnel are not clear as to what Is meant by the
concept and what It entails. Treatment usually
varies with the "treater" and the situation. Can
"treatment" personnel expect custody personnel
to understand and accept the treatment concept if,
In fact, it is not clearly defined and changes like a
chameleon depending on the circumstances? Does
treatment mean being extremely permiarive? Is
treatment dependent on the treater's ability to
use superfluous psychological Jargon? Is it neces.
sary that treatment be practiced in a clinical
setting?

Isn't the definition of treatment really a
definition of the particular organization's purpose
and goals? Isn't it possible to transform theoreti.
cal concepts into manageable and practical terms
for the "line staff'? The area of training also can
present problems for the administrator. The
training concept has implications for the treat-
ment goals. If the goals and purposes of the
organization are clearly defined and the treatment
methods delineated, techniques for training' will
be a logical sequel.

Just as training will have to fit the organization
so will the trainer have to be acquainted with the
problems peculiar to that organization. What are
the implications and attributes of an effective
training program? Also should 'he trainer (treat-
ment person) stay removed from the "firing line"
so as not to taint his "humanitarian Image"?

The Community.-The relationship to the corn.
munity can also pose certain problems. A direct
correlation between the amount of aggression ex.
hibited in Pine Lodge and negative behavior in
the community was observed. Those boys who
would verbalize and rebel In the house had less of
a tendency to displace their aggression onto the
community. Therefore our general philosophy was
that we would rather have the boys "act out" in
the house because we could deal with the problem
"on the spot" and hence there would be less of a
tendency for them to displace their aggression
onto the community. This did not mean that the

boys were free to "express themselves" In any
manner they desired. They could not, for example,
destroy the furniture, but they could express
verbal anger and discontent to the staff.

Concomitant with this philosophy, of course, Is
the implication that the major emphasis was not
on regimentation. Hence on various occasions boys
would rebel by not making their beds and doing
their chores, etc. Pine Lodge, however, usually
never looked any worse than if a "normal" group
of teenagers were living in It.

It was interesting to note that even though the
visitors to Pine Lodge appeared to accept our
philosophy of "controls but not regimentation,"
they many times, nevertheless, expected to see a
"shiny irstltutlon." The staff was In a dilemma.
On the one hand they were attempting to operate
according to the philosophy of the program and
on the other hand they were being evaluated ac-
cording to criteria with which the philosophy did
not adhere. What effect could 0s paradox "save
on the operation of the program? How could this
situation be alleviated?

8.latoe to the Problems: Developing
a New System

It was believed the staff should not have to be
so stringently dichotomized into treatment and
custody. It was also believed the same person
could serve as both the "giver" and the "taker,"
the "controller" and the "liberator." In effect,
with adequate staff selection and training, one
person could make the decision as to the proper
treatment technique that should be utilized at any
given time.

Employing staff members who will perform
what some people would consider a dual function
(treatment and custody) implies certain altera-
tions in the classical correctional concept, namely,
the decentralization of authority from the case.
worker (administrator) to the 'line staff."

It was felt that if the new concept of decentral.
ization of authority, which involves decision-mak-
ing by the entire staff, was introduced into the
Pine Lodge program, the child-care staff would
see their role more favorably and would feel a
part of and identified with the total treatment
program. Hopefully, this would specifically result
in better communication between the caseworker
and the staff and generally result in a more effec-
tive treatment program.

Also assumed was that each staff member
would be given authority commensurate with his
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-responsibility. Even though the major decisions
would be made by the entire staff at the weekly
staff meeting, there would still be day-to-day de-
cisions that needed to be made. These day-to-day
decisions would be made by the particular staff
member who was on duty. His decision would
never be reversed by the caseworker and if a
difference of opinion arose, the problem would be
discussed eioer privately or at the staff meeting.

In addition, the entire staff was kept informed
and involved in every phase of both the house
operation and the particular boy's status in terms
of past, present, and future diagnosis, treatment.
and planning.

Finally, because the boys had also witnessed the
treatment-custody dilemma prior to their coming
to the halfway house, it was felt Important that
some tangible administrative responsibility be
given to each staff member to reinforce the con-
cept that the entire staff was Involved In decision
making and also to increase the status of the
child-care staff In the eyes of the boys. Hence
each staff member was given a major adminis-
trative responsibility. For example, one staff
member was responsible for all monetary trans-
actions in the house while another staff member
was responsible for programming all house activi-
ties.

Administrative Structure.-Under the old sys-
tem the head child-care worker did most of the
actual staff direction but the caseworker made
most of the decisions. The decisions were cate-
gorized Into treatment decisions (made by the
caseworker) and house management decisions
(made by the child-care staff). This was a very
hazy line, however, and conceivably the case-
worker could (and sometimes did) reverse a de-
cision made by the child-care staff using the
rationale that it was a treatment decision. For
example, if a boy was Involved In a drinking
escapade within Pine Lodge and the child-care
staff restricted him to the house, the caseworker
could reverse the decision on treatment grounds
and allow the boy to go on a home visit because
"the boy's drinking was the result of an exces-
sive amount of pent-up frustration and anxiety."
It can readily be seen what effect this can have
on the morale and motivation of the child-care
staff and the treatment of the boy. The staff
would undoubtedly feel impotent and the boy
would be able to utilize the situation for manip-
ulative purposes.

Under the new organizational system the case.

worker is the director and Is responsible for
supervising the staff, providing casework for the
boys and administering the total program. How-
ever, in addition to the organization revision, the
total structure of the house is considered the
major therapeutic agent. This means that house
management activities and house controls are
considered as much a part of the treatment pro-
gram as are direct casework services.

Differences in Treatment.-It was mentioned
earlier that the treatment techniques in correc-
tional settings need to be different because the
boys are different. Also, treatment with the boy
in the halfway house is a 24-hour-a-day job. In
a clinical situation a boy may relate to the
therapist that he was Involved in a "beer blast"
at home. The therapist will discuss the situation
with him and try to determine the etiology of the
problem and what psychological dynamics are
present. In a halfway house, the staff does 'not
have the luxury of merely discussing the problem.
In addition to being concerned with the psycho-
logical dynamics of the boy, the staff also has to be
concerned with controlliihg him. Obviously, the
boys. cannot be allowed to Lave a "beer blast,"
let alone on state property.

When the treatment is viewed from this
philosophy, It Is not feasible nor desirable that
the house be divided into treatment ,areas and
house management areas. Hence, decision-making
cannot be dichotomized into decisions that are
made by the caseworker and decisions that are
made by the child-care staff. The entire staff has
to be involved in all of the decisions.

This, however, does not necessarily mean that
there Is no differentiation of duties according to
the staff members' position, as determined by
their civil service classification. There is still a
hierarchy of varying responsibilities, the head
child-care worker having more responsibility and
so on. The responsibility, however, relates to ob-
jective administrative functions such as making
out the staff payroll and being responsible for
calling repairmen, etc., and not to decisions con-
cerning the boys. Hence, the caseworker or the
head child-care worker are not the only staff
members who give boys permission, for example,
to go outside of the house on "free time."

The more pronounced the hierarchial structure,
the more the boys will have the opportunity to
manipulate the "boss" against the "staff" and the
more they will manipulate. A flattened hierarchial
structure with equal decision-making power for
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all eliminates much of this manipulation and thus
interrupts one of the boys' major pathological
processes.

Even though the treatment objectives and pur-
poses should be specifically delineated and de-
fined, the techniques for attaining these speci-
fically defined goals should be kept flexible to en-
courage the staff to btilize their own initiative and
personal assets. It also is believed that this facili.
states decision-making because the staff member
does not necessarily have to be concerned about
using the "right" technique.

There are, however, specific guidelines under
certain circumstances. For example, if a boy is
placed on restriction by the entire staff, a staff
member cannot make the decision on his shift to
allow the booy to go out on "free time." This, how-
ever, refers more to the concept of consistency
in decision-making than it does to flexibility in
the particular technique utilized.

Another point also needs clarification. Even
though each staff member has the authority to
make decisions that arise on his shift, he can
always call another staff member for advice
(usually the caseworker). Initially the staff fol-
lowed this practice, but when they became confi-
dent and comfortable with their decision-making
ability, consultation via the telephone decreased.

It is also emphasized to the staff that treatment
does not necessarily mean a clinical setting and
the use of psychological jargon. Treatment can
be taking a boy shopping for clothes, giving him
advice on dating, or helping him with his home-
work. Treatment can take place over a pool table
or at the dinner table. In other words, treatment
is considered anything that relates to the boys'
total life process.

The Treater: Facilitating Communication.-It
was mentioned previously that people are at-
tracted to work in the correctional field for many
reasons-psychological, educational, monetary,
etc. It was also pointed out that since the social
deviant is clinically different from the neurotic
or psychotic, it follows that the "treater" does not
need the same clinical experience. It was proposed
that the clinical difference between the social de-
viant and the neurotic or psychotic is that the
social deviant lacks an adequate conscience struc-
ture as a result of Inadequate Identification
models. Hence the major treatment device should
not be the use of clinical jargon and knowledge
to alleviate guilt and anxiety because, In fact, the
boy has a minimal amount of both, but should be

able to provide him with a positive identification
model. Positive Identification models can be found
in every walk of life. We did not look for persons
with a particular educational background. In fact
(according to our definition and requirements)
formal education is not a prerequisite to being an
effective "therapist." In addition to being a posi-
tive identification model, it is mandatory that the
person be mature and understand his own per-
sonal dynamics. This will enable him to transmit
to the boy that he is genuinely concerned. If a
staff member's actions toward .a boy are inap-
propriate, it is important to determine whether he
is displacing negative feelings from other persons
or situations on to the boy. Hence the need to be
constantly introspective.

It was observed that certain boys were at-
tracted to, confided in, and communicated with
certain staff members. This natural attraction is
encouraged because, as was mentioned before, a
relationship with a positive identification model is
the most important way in which the boy modifies
his socially deviant behavior. A positive relation.
ship with a particular staff member is very bene-
ficial because it not only accelerates the treatment
process, but it also affords the boy a positive
identification model whom he can emulate and
please via socially acceptable behavior. In effect,
the "natural" channels of communication are
utilized and perpetuated. The caseworker still
provides supervision to the particular staff mem.
ber, but the actual casework Is performed by the
staff member the boy trusts and has chosen as his
friend. The caseworker's supervision mainly in.
volves interpreting the meaning of various be-
haviors and helping the staff member understand
what dynamics are present and operating in the
boy.

Hence, because a particular type of formal edu-
cation or a particular type of personality is not
required to work in Pine Lodge, the staff Is com-
posed of a variety of personality types.

As mentioned previously, a person's positive
personality characteristics are utilized to the
program's best advantage. For example, an
athletic staff member Is used in programming
athletic events for the boys. In many cases, this
means altering the organization to fit the em.
ployee. Altering the organization to fit the em.
ployee Is done by choice, as in the above mentioned
case, but it is also done by necessity. Some staff
members also hve negative personality charac-
teristics but these can also be utilized to the pro-
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gram's advantage. For example, there may be a
staff member who has difficulty exerting even
minimal controls for fear that he will lose his
"nice guy" image. This person can be put on a
shift that has the greatest amount of flexibility In
regard to controls. He can also be used effectively
to perform duties that involve being "nice" to the
boys. Conversely, a staff member who is exces-
sively controlling can be utilized effectively in
another phase of the program where, for example,
the setting of the controls and limits is beneficial
to the program.

The boys have reached adolescence with many
of the same likes, dislikes, and pressures as nor-
mal adolescents, but with far fewer social, Intel-
lectual, and occupational skills. They have
experienced but little success in life. The staff
attempts to intervene in their life process and ac.
quaint them with positive life experiences.

Staff members are encouraged to react spon.
taneously. If they are angry at something a
particular boy has done, it is better to express
the anger than to suppress it, displace it and
have it come out in a subtle, punitive, passive-
aggressive manner that the boy can neither accept
nor understand.

Because the boys are extremely impulsive,
hedonistic, and unable to tolerate much frustra-
tion, they need constant support and encourage.
ment to stay on their jobs, in school, and to
retrain from acting-out behavior.

The staff is always willing to give a boy a ride
to and from work, advance money from the house
fund until he receives his first paycheck, and
allow him much freedom in purchasing, with his
pay, such items as record players, guitars, bi-
cycles, and radios.

This action not only supports the boy while he
is experiencing the first few frustrating days on
the job, but it also helps to satisfy his need for
immediate gratification and illustrates to him
that through employment, it is possible to acquire
pleasurable items legally.

It is not naively assumed that a boy who has
already utilized almost every state and local ser.
vice available, will suddenly succeed in the com-
munity because of some deep psychological insight
into the nature of his behavior. If he refrains,
for example, from shoplifting, it is probably due
more to the fact that he has money in his pocket
earned from a job to purchase the items, rather
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than any insight Into the nature of his "oedipal
problem."

The approach with the boys Is direct, always
emphasizing the reality of the situation. We do
not attempt to delve into the unconscious, mainly
because of the type of boy with his impulsivity
and need for immediate gratification. Time is
also a factor.

If, for example, a boy has the "urge" to steal a
car, we emphasize the reality of the situation,
rather than the boy's "unconscious conflict."
Stealing the car Is the Important event. We have
neither the time nor the boy's desire to intro-
spectively look at the unconscious conflict. We
have to deal with the present event and its con-
sequences because otherwise, unlike the neurotic
who has an anxiety attack, the boy will act out
in the community and be in conflict with the law.*

The structure of Pine Lodge is constantly uti.
lized in the treatment of the boys. There are not
many rules, but the ones that exist are enforced
consistently and firmly.

The boys also have the opportunity to go on
home visits. This assists them in experiencing
home and community prefsures in a less intensi-
fied manner. It gives them the opportunity to test
out new skills and attitudes and then return to the
halfway house to share their experience with staff
members. The staff not only supports them in
their responsible home behavior, but also assists
them in seeking and implementing alternative
socially acceptable solutions to problems.

Training.-Utilizlng the personal assets of the
staff also has implications for staff training. Even
though staff training Is usually geared to impart
certain general principles and techniques for the
entire staff, training also has to be geared to in-
dividual needs and abilities. Some staff members
have Innate, intuitive, and empathic qualities
that assist them In relating positively to the boys
and reacting appropriately to emotional laden
situations. Others don't have these innate per-
sonal assets and, In effect, have to be "condi-
tioned" to act in a certain manner even though
they don't "feel like It" Of course, It isn't merely
a matter of either having the qualities or not
having them. It should be viewed on more of a
continuum with some individuals having both
more innate assets and a better ability to be intro-
spective. Training can accentuate a person's posl-
tive traits andprovide him with new skills.

One of the trainer's major responsibilities is to
transform abstract theoretical concepts into prac.
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tical terms so they can be more readily accepted
and utilized by the staff. Working with delinquent
boys cr-n be very frustrating and many times the
staff needs something tangible to look at In terms
of what they have accomplished. The trainer is
much more effective if he points out to the staff
that a particular boy has improved a great deal
because he is staying in school or on the Job
regularly for the first time in his life, rather than
saying the boy has Increased "frustration tol.
erance" and "impulse control."

The trainer also has to be realistic and able to
empathize with the staff. The caseworker covers
at least one shift a week so as to have an op-
portunity to observe what takes place "on the
firing line." After having experienced various
situations it is easier to be more tolerant and less
judgmental of a staff member who may have re-
acted angrily in a particular situation. To say the
least, it affords the trainer new insights into the
dynamics of human behavior and interaction.

In relation to the caseworker covering a shift,
many persons have the faulty idea that the "treat-
ment person" should not become Involved in the
areas of disciplining and controlling. If the thesis
concerning the staff (including the caseworker)
acting as parental substitutes is extended, In how
many families is one parent the "good guy" and
giver and the other parent the "bad guy" and dis-
ciplinarian? Hence, the same parent can perform
both functions effectively and the child readily
accepts and wants this. Why, then, can't parental
substitutes perform the same dual function? It
realistically illustrates to the boys that adults
play many roles, and perform many functions,
some pleasing and'some displeasing.

Learning the System.-It was mentioned that
-after the boys are in residence'for a few weeks,
they begin to 'learn the system." Although every
organization has a system, we attempt to keep
some aspects of our system unpredictable because
many times the boys spend much of their time
trying to 'beat the system" and a minimal portion
of their time trying to positively increase their
social and personal functioning. The structure of
the house with its consistent enforcement of the
rules is an asset, but a system that is completely
predictable can eliminate all anxiety and place a
premium on conformity and "playing the game"
to attain a release.

It is important to point out that the organize.
tion and the organization's system have to be

constantly evaluated in terms of the implications
the system might have for the program.

In the case of Pine Lodge the system is unlike
that of an institution which many time places a
premium on conformity and regimentation. How-
ever, the boys learned quickly-what is emphasized,
namely, expression in the house rather than in
the community and some of them begin "playing
the game" in regard to our system. In other
words, they express themselves in the house so as
to elicit the response, "Well, at least you must be
improving because you are able to express your-
self directly (in lieu of displacement) In the
house." However, this same boy may also be "ex-
pressing" himself in the community. In effect
much of his energy may be expended In playing
"our game." Thus the need for constant organi-
zational evaluation.

Relation to the Commuit-ln the first part
of the article it was mentioned that there were
many community visitors. This in Itself was not
a problem. The problem arose when the visitors
transmitted to the staff surprise and disappoint-
ment that there was not more uniformity and
regimentation.

Quite naturally the staff wanted to operate
within the philosophy of the program, but they
were also concerned that the visitors would in-
terpret the "lived in" look as being a symptom of
poor functioning.

Even though much of the negative communica-
tion from the visitors could be interrupted, the
problem took care of itself. As the staff identified
more with the treatment program and was com-
mitted to the philosophy of the program, they
were less concerned with negative comments and
were more enthusiastic aboutthe program and the
special techniques we utilized in the treatment of
the boys. This Increased enthusiasm and "esprit
de corps" made a positive impact on the visitors
with the resultant effect of fewer negative com-
ments about the lack of uniformity and regi-
mentation.

Evaluation
From June 1965 to June 1969, 80 boys were

accepted at Pine Lodge. Eleven boys were re-
turned directly to the Boys Training School after
a short stay, 12 were residents at the Ume of the
evaluation, ano the remaining 67 were released
to the community.

Of the 67 bays released from Pine Lodge to
their home communities after an average stay of
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,71h months, 11 (19.8 percent) were released to
independent living arrangements, 3 (5.8 percent)
enlisted in the Armed Forces, 27 (47.4 percent)
were released home, and 16 (28 percent) went to
live with relatives or at a foster home.

Eleven of the 57 (19.3 percent) had contact
with law enforcement officials necessitating a re-
turn to the Boys Training School or some other
form of incarceration (an adult institution, Jail,
etc.). The remaining 46 boys (80.7 percent) did
not become Involved ir f-ture negative behavior
in the community. Some td the boys have been re-
leased for up to 31 years. All of the boys, as
mentioned earlier, have been released at least I
year.

Although some of the boys may not have gained
any additional insight into the etiology of their
behavior, they have experienced some success and
gratification In the areas of employment, educa-
tion, and recreation. Most hve been able to delay
immediate gratification and tolerate unpleasant
situations even though the temptation to become
involved in deviant behavior is ever prese it.

Some Guiding Principle'
1. The most Important aspect of the program

is to have a competent staff dedicated to the
philosophy that delinquents are persons worth
helping.

2. The entire staff should be actively Involved
in the treatment process.

3. There should be a sound administrative
structure with clear lines of communication.

4. There should be a minimum of rules and
regulations but a firm and consistent enforcement
of the rules.

5. There should be a refined selection process
for accepting boys to the program. It is important
to be alert to each boy's individual needs as well as
the group interaction and the problems that can
result from either overplacement or underplace-
ment.

6. There should be adequate programming with
good working relationships with various agencies
such as the police and the schools.

Conclusion
Halfway houses are no panacea for the treat-

ment of the delinquent. They cannot serve all
children and in particular those who need a good
institutional treatment program, with more
stringent controls and at least partial separation
from community pressures. However, the halfway
house does introduce a new resource which seems
to be a better answer for certain children.'

o MUwtm Oua. As= Operated Goup Rome." Us Dovtmot
o. N a4. Edgea. a Weitfa. allar, Adalmlstratia. 11dm.
barest. iNI4. P. St.
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APPENDIX No. 24

PORT: A New Concept of Community-Based
Correction-

Federal Probation, September 1972

By KENNLrH F. SCHOEN'

ORT, an innovative program in Rochester,
Minnes.ota, was born to ill it nieed-the gap
in the contemporary correctional system be-

tween probation and institutionalization. An ac-
ronym for Probationed Offenders Rehabilitation
and Training, PORT began operating in October
1969. It is a live-in, community-based, community-
directed, community-supported treatment pro-
grarn for both adult offenders and juvenile de-
linquents. It serves three counties in southeastern
Minnesota-Olmsted (Rochester), Dodge, and
Fillmore.

PORT provides an alternative for those of-
fenders-currently only males-who require a
greater change in their lifestyle than probation
can accomplish and who, except for PORT, would
end up in a prison or training school. Most insti-
tution superintendents and wardens estimate that
60 percent to 90 percent of their inmates could
be controlled in the community with an inter-
mediate program such as PORT. Of course, if
PORT is the alternative, to be successful the pro-
gram must control that behavior which the com-
munity found objectionable. In addition, the goals
of PORT are to reduce commitments to the State
Department of Corrections and to demonstrate
that rehabilitation through PORT is both cheaper
and more effective .than through commitment to
an institution.

Inception of PORT

The force behind the inception of PORT was the
strong dissatisfaction felt by two district court
judges in Rochester with the frequent lack of a
desirable choice for offenders who came before
them. This led them to an experiment with com-
munity-based corrections, using the local State
Hospital in cooperation with the medical director.
The success of this initial effort ecLournged them
to undertake a 2-year community organizational
attempt to Interest people in supporting a com-
munity-based facility.

In mid-1968 they sought my Interest in the
directorship of the program. At the time I was
surerlntendent of a 175-bed correctional institu.
tion for juvenile offenders at Sauk Centre, Minne-
sota. During the 10 years in which I directed two
correctional institutions, it had become Increas-
ingly apparent to me that the goal of rehabilita-
tion was not readily, if at all, attainable in that
setting.

Increasingly professionals are viewing delin-
quency and criminality as being a byproduct of
defective social relationships. Ironically, the in-
stitution, by its nature, isolates the offender and
thus cuts off opportunity for effective repair of
those relationships and for testing the success
of our treatment efforts. Furthermore, we find
that most offenders possess many more assets
than they do liabilities. Institutionalization is a
response primarily to the negatives, and hence
custody instead of rehabilitation becomes its pri-
mary function and concern. Eighty percent of the
Nation's correctional employees are used to guard
inmates. Recognition that the system needs chang-
ing interested me in the developing program.

Location and Staffing
PORT provides a live-in facility located within

the city limits on the grounds of the Rochester
State Hospital. A former nurses' residence, it is
leased from the State for $4,000 per year. Staff
consists of an executive director, program direc-
tor and a secretary, plus two recent college gradu-
ates, an ex-Peace Corpsman and an ex-offender,
both being trained in the skills of staffing a com-
munity-based program. Increasingly, they are as-
suming program responsibilities to fill the gap
created by the demand on the executive and pro-
gram directors to assist other communities and
agencies ill u tlblishinig similar programs. Vital
to the program are 12 to 15 male and female
resident counselors, mostly college students, who
live in the btilling, and, in the case of the males,
room with the offenders. I effect they replace the
guard/counselor staff of the institution. In re-
turn for board and room, they provide three pri-

* Mr. Schoen ia assistant commi.ioner fur community
services. in the Minnesota Department of Corrections. At
the ti ethis article was written he was executive director,
PORT of Olmsted County. Rochester, Minnesota.
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mary functions: (1) They cover the building
during off-duty hours in the capacity we call
O.D.; (2) having been selected for their general
competence and positive value system, they help
develop and maintain a "healthy" culture in the
program; and (3) along with the residents, they
n lu vain the mil, itimg.

Residents (Offenders)

Through December of 1971 PORT has accepted
60 residents, ranging in age from 13 to 47; their
offenses range from truancy to armed robbery.
Of these 60, 34 have been discharged, 6 as failures
(sent to correctional institutions), and 28 who
now are living in the community. With the ex-
ception of 3, all residents admitted would have
ben sent to prion or training school. In addition,
15 people have been admitted for short-term (4
days to 2 months) preventive or diagnostic stay,
a service to the local probation and welfare de-
partments. No one is turned down because of of-
fense or past record. During the past 22 months
all those referred who met the criteria of resi-
dence and were not candidates for probation were
arceled. Earlier, because referrals were oc-tiring
frister than the new program cousl accept them.
some were turned down.

Entrance Into PORT is voluntary. Referrals
come primarily from the juvenile and district
courts. The candidate spends a 3-week evaluation
period in residence at PORT during which time
he and the Screening Committee evaluate and de-
termine if the program is the choice of both
parties. The Screening Committee is comprised
of six Ip'ople, u'tth with one vsofi', a lisychialtrit.
i probation ollicer, a lay Iw'rsoii of the comnunity,
the executive director, and one representative each
from the resident and counselor groups. In prac-
tice, the Screening Committee acts more as a
catalytic process rather than a screening out.
Thus far no applicant has been eliminated by the
committee. Its importance is in the proce&% of the
candidate's presenting himself to the members
individually, demsrilling why he frels POlt' is the
choice he desire.. 'is is in sharp 6usitiast to his
being thrust into a correctional program, often
in manacles, and then being expected to develop
an " want to be helped" frame of mind. The Com-
mittee also has the function of relating the pro-
gram to the community.

Bill, a 22-year-old school dropout, aft r pleading
guilty to armed robbery, was deferred to 1ORT by
his ,'fense attorney with the reti'rit cv rc ,rls o l'I t, l
the judge. The nerlullsnews of his crile (itewr Ii wotvk

in residence in PORT, he revealed another armed roll.
hery in therapy group), disturbing elenlvntlLef his
bak ground, including attempted suicide with a I'l,
a mental hospital stay, and a history of traffic anll
property offenses, his delinquent associates, plus a
home situation of elderly pants living in a caldn
in the winh% made successful probation imprnll,,04.

lInwevr. h h i judges w% pirtiilnrly concernid iluptit
,,, 11 11' .1iilliv,' ir i ilpj' l '.u- ilt'li , ll h p l l ins
til 'l' wat, T i ll tli i l' li , 'li 1ii ti li, u-11%'vs1y4'3l the

rcepnimndatliin to the judge iling with a p an to avert
adverse reaction.

When news of the sentence was out (probation on
condition that the offender participate in the PORT
program , a screening committee member, who reccnLly
retired as director of the local IBM plant, called upen
the victim of the robbery. lie described plans for re-
habilitation of this man, using community resources.

Rill stayed at PORT for 141, months. Initially he
spent the summer participating In the "in-house" pro-
gram and working as a busboy at a local restaurant.
Through the combined efforts of the Vocational Re-
hluptlittin Division. local sophuol aid lORT, he was%
cull',le in the webling program at th, Vocttioni
School in the fall. Since release from PORT in late
fall, he continues to visit the program once a week,
weekly school reports are received at PORT from his
sceral vocational teacher-, and periodically he st's
his regularly assigned probation offi cr. According La
iifermation received from ihese sources, after 3 months
out of PORT, his adjustment remains very good. Ths
it appears that in the int vst of community protection.
both short snd long term. which was the principal
concern in this case, I'ORT u son alternative In impris-
c'omtnt was the proper lii.poLtiill.

Tine i'rngrania

The core of the program is a combination of
group treatment and behavior modification. The
residents meet as a group Sunday, Wednesday,
and Friday evenings with the program director
and the two trainees. Confrontation. frankness,
honesty, trast, care, reality-testing, and decision.
making are the ingredient. nf the group process.
The silnality of the cultur' at PORT Is primarily
elfe'ted ly the success: of this phase of the pro-
grtai. The behavior unification feature was
added after a year of operation when we found
that the group :lone was insufficient. Group ses-
sions were spending too much time on individ-
ual's problems in school and job performance, in-
consistencies develoll in :scrertai niljg acceptable
levels of performance, avid the newcrner's as-
socialion with oliside grmips iii their often vary-
ig v itie s Items rou1S fisl's404 hint . st. t ;I fI.t

that the program was Pxperiencing some fIilire.s
led to the addition. A point system Is used to mete
out levels of freedom systematically, based npon
measured performance in tangible arena. These
include weekly school and work reports, bliilliig
c'eantp, managing a budget, plullig mill car-
rying olit sts'it

l 
activities su'c'ssfiull~, atuu sinli-

llr alvlo I I indii ,,lit .
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Operationally the newcomer starts off at the
bottom rung of a group-evolved classification sys-
tem which has categories ranging from I (mini-
mum freedom) to 5 (rriedom commensurate with
that of an individual of the same age in the com-
munity). Working up the ladder is accomplished

-- through a combination of earning points and
group decision. Through the process of demon-
strating performance to the group and earnings
on the point system, the resident gradually weans
himself from PORT, increasingly gaining the
freedom and responsibilities accorded the "nor.
mal" person of his age.

Of course, backsliding frequently occurs. If it
did not, the question of the need for PORT in the
first place would arise. Furthermore, without
symptomatology it is difficult to focus the helping
effort. The problems experienced, however, are
seldom criminal or delinquent acts. The com-
munity would consider most of them insignifi-
cant. By focusing on the seemingly minor, albeit
highly significant, aspects of behavior, we inter-
vene itt lower levels before deviatcy escalates
again to antisocial heights.

The case of Roger, a 15-year-old who had been
on parole for a chronic history of assault and
who was placed at PORT on referral of the pro-
bation office, illustrates the kind of "backsliding"
seen at PORT, plus other aspects of the program.

Roger had lxon out of a state institution for I
months when he nain lo-nne involved in a nuonlr
of fights antd sssults. This, plus lxatr adjuttment to
hofn, schiml, and parole supervision, would have re-
nulttl in his return to an institution had PORT not
been available.

During the initial several months at PORT his ad-
justment was poor. When frustrated, he cried, when
collected, he "conned" the therapy group, which they
pointed out to him. The fighting continued culminating
rn his being expelled from school. When that occurred,
instead of returning to PORT, he ran off, which he
had done on two other occasions. Some days later,
through the help of other PORT residents, he was
picked up by the police and jailed.

The "group" and staff recognized that Roger's as-
siviotstc. were the etronge.t force in his life, moth
stri'ngcr than 'tltT, ani if we wi-re going to inter-
rupt this prugressini, of negative Iohavior, it would
be necessary to alter the nature of their influence. Ihis
associates were informed that Roger would not be re-
tensed from jail until he met with the PORT program
director, Jay Lindgren. and members of the group at
the jail and unless they promised that they would sup-
port only responsible behavior on his part. They ap-
peared at the appointed time but the setting created
so much teni'n that another session was scheduled for
the n xt day nt P4 litT. Iteulits uie lsyond texl 'ta-
tion. Fo esimloii|I, the hahr of tho gitoip fof frivrnolo,

imtild to ltigir dtitil g the ni-ting anw said that Jay
wosit't as bad a guy as he, Roger, had made hint out
to be

Ati this writing, some 5 months later, Roger is in
class 5 and asking the group to leave PORT. lie has

been maintaining a "C" average In school where his ad-
justment has been satisfactory; he works part-time at a
service station. A month ago he was picked up drink-
ing with his frkndm. Ilowever, after they explored the
il-havitr with hins, the group enrludv'd that the an'i-
dint was o're a i st'tilg expers'te than a rigresslon.
lie spends Itn and lems time at PORT ad probably
will be released stn. The question of PORT's being
able to afford the necessary controls and help for Roger
was raised several times during the course of his stay.
If the special school operated by the public schools at
Rochester State Hospital had not been available to take
the boy when he was expelled, Institutionalization would
have occurred, because he was of school age. Each time
he had a problem, help, care, pressure, and loss of free-
doms emanated from the group and the program, and
he enrrgt'd stronger after every ex'rlience.

i'l'cenlsIf lsfe listo(Tesnfillgj
Prior to opening PORtT, months of preparation

and community involvement took place. A key to
the success of the program, both in providing real
life experiences and dollar savings, is the heavy
use of existing community resources. Public
schools, employers, mental health center, voca-
tional rehabilitation, the sheltered workshop, the
State ]lspital, and the various resources of the
commluity ar d a s nethl. Significantly, these
resources ai-e not duplicated in l'o'i' a they are
in an institution.

Without the support of those community
elements essential to the operation of the pro-
gram-the criminal-justice system, schools, em-
ployers, rehabilitative agencies-Port would fail.
Schools. for example, can be particularly Inflex-
ible and re;lily cxliel sttidents who do not coi-
form to a fairly narrow rnuge of expectations.
Unless schools are willing to participate in is
treatment program and to accept some deviation
as the effort proceeds, as they are in Rochester,
the rehabilitation of juveniles is seriously ham-
pered.

The community actually runs PORT through
a corporate board of directors who hire staff and
set policies. On the Board, in addition to a cross
section of ilifltentiil people of the community,
aM' juttdges of thi- artita served by PORT, th, chief
of police, sheriff, and the area probation super-
visor. Thus, in effect, the program is responsible
to the criminal justice system, which largely ob-
viates the problem of PORT being that "program
over there," considered guilty until proved inno-
cent.

Support in the itens of s'licationi, employment,
su'il iii\'ttlv ni'it, gislatit aud ittit', jildic
uwaretIS, ttlt. prevelitioli tonie through the
PORT Advisory Committee, a group of some 65
Rochester citizens. The Employment C(ommittee,
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for example, assists in job finding. That commit-
tee, recognizing the problem of summer employ-
ment for the teenage resident, this past summer
developed and directed the program of a PORT
lawn-service crew, securing the donation of a van
from the telephone company and tools from pri-
vate contributions.

The Finance Coammittve IrOvhdtld a volunteer
from the local Credit Bureau to counsel a 25-year-
old man with three children who had a long his.
tory of delinquency and institutional commit-
ments. It was quite apparent that his burglaries
and fencing of the loot were directly related to
the horrendous state that he and his wife had
irresponsibly allowed their financial condition to
reach, in spite of his holding a fairly good job
as a meat cutter in a good restaurant. The volun-
teer worked out a budget and financial plan with
the man. The "teeth" to see that it was carried
out came from PORT. As with all newcomers to
the program, he deposited all of his income in a
special PORT account, which is then disbursed in
accordance with the agreed-upon budget. The
goal, of course, is increasingly to shift the respon-
sibility for his financial affairs back to him and
his wife.

Stages of Development
Three stages of development have been identi-

fied in the evolution of the PORT program. In the
first, the pilot stage, the treatment model was
tested to see if it was feasible. During this period
we learned many things which are described
below. We date this period from October 1, 1969,
to January 1, 1971.

The second (January 1, 1971, to June 31, 1973)
is the research stage. In this we determine,
through a longitudinal study, how successful the
program is in controlling the antisocial behavior
of the clients for an extended period of time, in
reducing commitments to the State Department
of Corrections, and in holding costs at a level
con.siderably lower than those of inlsttiitionaliz;L-
tion. A research unit of a state college has been
hired to measure these factors. The first report
is scheduled for completion by October 1972.

The third and final stage is the operational
phase when the program ran lx nilipt,,d is a
model for others to be set up throughout the
State and Nation. We anticipate that this period
will begin about July 1, 1973.

Conclusions Drawn Front Feasibility Stage
During the feasibility stage we have learned

the following:
(1) The PORT program affords the controls

necessary to allow the offender to operate in the
program and in the community largely free of
the deli nquenit twhavior previously displayed.

(2) The mixing of juvnis aid adults is not
only practical but preferred. !1'he more mature
element tends to minimize troublesome antic be-
havior of the younger set, while the youngsters'
presence makes immature performances on the
part of the older resident look more ridiculous.
Furthermore, the adult is helped by frequently
being in the role of helper. The vounger resident.
while being the recipient of this helping interest,
benefits from the relationship with someone who
has been through it. It also allows the program
to keep minimal the geographic area served; i.e.,
overlapping of juvenile and adult programs is
obviated. Interestingly, there has been no serious
qucstionin!r of this practice by the community at
large, by legislators, or by the many visitors to
the program. The greatest number of perplexed
looks are seen on the faces of correctional vet-
erans steeped ini the t'aditional notion th-at sich
a practice can result only in the younger set being
misguided and sodomized by the older offender.
No doubt this problem exists in the institution
because of its perverted nature caused by a one.
sex population and a generally prevailing nega-
tive culture. It is refreshing to see th strengths
and maturity of the adult directed toward as-
sisting younger members rather than corrupting
them.

(3) College students satisfactorily replace the
custody/cottage staff. When they are. as they
must be, carefully screened and well supervised,
they are an extremely valuable adjunct to the pro.
gram. As former clients become available, they
also will be used in this role.

(4) The preliminary and ongoing organiza.
tional efforts of the community are well rewarded.
('ommunity itvolvement and suiplrt must be
obta i ild and m tintitad.

(5) Most existing community resources can be
utilized and need not be duplicated in the pro-
gram. Schools present the greatest challenge, as
mentioned earlier.

() l':citt.4 should Im, houkvtd upon us a r-
source rather than as an wliit to the. lrobhttn
and a deterrent to rehabilitation -prticultrly
with younger residents. We have leaned that it is
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important to work with them, preferably in a
group setting, a program on which we are cur.
rently embarking.

(7) The program can be operated at a cost
of less than $3,000 per year per bed.

(8) Generally, the juvenile delinquent requires
more structure and consumes more resources of
the program than does the felon.

(9) The dual treatment method of group
therapy and behavior modification seems to be
the most successful both in affording control and
in achieving individual goals.

(10) The concept tends to unite the elements
of the criminal justice system. The working cli-
mate is improved by the composition of the board
and the advisory committee, and by the fact that
the program involves a lot of contact with the
referring courts, the probation office, and law
enforcement officials often informally yet effec-
tively.

(11) Experience as a counselor is effective in
recruitment of employees for corrections. Of the
22 counselors who have worked in the program
thus far, over half intend to go into the field of
corrections.

(12) The program makes available to that in-
dividual who does not have access to influential
pielo ind power the many resources available
in the community, thereby avoiding the corrtec-
tionul institution route. Thus it helps provide
equal justice regardless of social position.

(13) The policies and procedures of the various
community institutions which tend to extrude the
troublemaker are illuminated through the PORT
program. Steps can then be taken to encourage
agencies such as schools to work with the non-
conforming individual rather than to throw him
out.

(14) Two resource. essential in a community
to operate a PORT-type program are a college
and a cooperative jail. The latter is frequently
used to bring an individual back into contact with
the program when behavior is impulsive rather
than responsible.

Funding
litiirdly Ihi' projIct wits fihtidiI :lmost etlirtly

from. private sources, including the Hill Family
Foundation of St. Paul, the United Fund of Ro-
chester, The Rochester Foundation, and a small
sum from LEAA. The 1971 session of the Minne-
sota Lagislature was approached to extend the
program for the 2-year research phase and fund-

ing at 65 percent of cost was granted. The county
supplies 25 percent. Residents in the pr,,ram are
charged $15 a week tuition, which brings a little
over a thousand dollars a month. Whoever was
supporting the individual prior to his entrance
into the PORT program is expected to continue
this support. With the younger clients, it is gen.
erally the parents or welfare, and with the older
their own jobs. The 65/25 formula is applied
after the clients' fees are deducted. The balance
is being requested through an LEAA grant.

After 2 years, we hope to develop and en-
courage passage of legislation whereby the State
would reimburse communities to the extent that
their use of the various state institutions is re-
duced. Currently, the commitment process to the
state institutions works in the reverse. There is a
dollar savings to the community to remove of.
fenders and place them in an institution. The
legislation we desire ultimately includes the fea-
ture of the government contracting with a pri.
vate, nonprofit agency to reach specific goals and
rewarding them only if the goals are achieved.
Such a system should make sharp inroads into
bureaucracy and inefficiency.

Replication of the Model
The goal tf PORT is not only to provide it

effective corectional service in Rochester but to
develop a model program which is transferable
to other communities throughout the State and
Nation. The communities of Columbia, Missouri,
and St. Paul, Minnesota, have set up programs
modeled after PORT. However, it is too soon to
say with assurance that the concepts employed
at PORT work, not because of the special com-
munity or personilities involved, bitt because the
concepts are sound and can be duplicated.

In advising communities considering PORT-
type programs, we have stressed the following
points. Probably the most important single task
is laying the ground work and organizing the
community or neighborhood in larger cities to
support the program. The ultimate goal is to de-
velop a feeling of proprietorship on the part of
thow, irtlividuals who are necessary to the sir-
vival if l11' In tlilititmn to lhe eivnenm,
of the criminal justice system, the involvement of
those whose opinion counts in the community and
have initiative should be sought. Politicians are
not necessarily required to be brought into the
fold initially, but rather are asked to join after
momentum has been gained. The desire' to start
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intake tob soon must be resisted until the under-
pinning is well established. Failure to gain ade-
quate community support has caused the failure
of some potentially excellent programs . even those
that started out functioning well.

Location of the program in the community is
important. It can neither be thrust into a cohe-
sive, stable residential area nor located out of
town away from easy access to public transporta-
tion and the variety of resources necessary to the

operation of the program. Residential areas ad-
joining a university and at points where once
residential areas are becoming encroached upon
by nonresidential activities are examples. This
facility need not be a single building, but could
be two or more adjacent residences, since custody
is not a function of brick and mortar. The facili.
ties need not be palatial, but certainly middle-
class standards of housing should be sought and
developed. Broken-down and unattractive sur-
roundings do not convey a "we care" attitude.

Locating staff -who have community organiza-
tion and administrative and treatment skills is
a perplexing task. Neither departments of corrLc-
tions nor schools of social work prolu,.e, ip.so
factor, personnel to MLJLff PORT programs. rhe
ability to relate to clientele and to the community
Is a basic requirement. Realizing the quandaries
that the prerequisites for PORT-type staff create,

we are now in the process of developing a train-
ing program in conjunction with a university.

The Fulure

Whatever an individual's reason for attempting
to improve the correctional process-be it finan.
cial, humanitarian, for improved effectiveness, or
for convenience of operation-the PORT concept
tends to satisfy them all. We are not so naive as
to suggest that PORT will eliminate all correct.
tional institutions, but in conjunction with. PORT,
we can reduce their siz' and make them more
effective.

In addition to providing a comprehensive cor-
rectional resource, includLng services to females
in the near future, in the Rochester, Minnesota
area, PORT has the further goal, indeed responsi.
bility, to provide services to other communities
to establish community-based programs, to de.
velop and gain support for legislation which will
"institutionalize" community-based corrections in
the State, and fAnlly to develop resources to train
personnel to staff the programs. The interest ex.
pre..ssd in the project by the community, the
vssriosus elemeis or the criminal justice system,
lawmaker, yoting people who are looking for new.
solutions to old problems, and the offender him.
%elf is a great help In assuring success In achiev.
ing these goals.
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APPENDIX No. 25
[From Hospital and Community Psychiatry, vol. 22, No. 3, March 1971)

PORT or OLMSTED COUNTr, MINN.

COMMUNITY REHABILITATION FOR LEGAL OFFENDED

(By Francis A. Tyce, M.D., Medical Director, Rochester (Minn.) State Hospital)

This paper is based on a presentation at the 22nd Institute on
Hospital & Community Psychiatry held September 21-24, 1970, in
Philadelphia.

PORT stands for Probationed Offenders Rehabilitation and Training. It is a
community-based, community-supported, community-directed treatment facility
for criminal offenders and juvenile delinquents. We see it as an analogue in the
corrections field to the mental health center in the field of psychiatry. Like the
mental health center, the PORT program serves as an alternative to institution-
alization. In addition, it also serves a specific catchment area, namely the three
counties that fall under the jurisdiction of the two district courts in our area.

The PORT program, located on the campus of Rochester (Minn.) State Hos-
pital, was two years in the making before it accepted its first clients in October
1969. The Idea grew out of my relationship with two district-court judges, the
Hon. Russell 0. Olson and the Hon. Donald T. Franke. As humane, thoughtful
jurists, they were troubled by the unsatisfactory alternatives for handling a
convicted offender: prison or probation. Prison bred recidivism, and often pro-
vided only graduate training In crime. Probation frequently consisted of ir-
regular and inadequate supervision by an overworked probation officer; it also
meant placing the offender back into the environment that had contributed to
his delinquency, with no means to produce positive change In his behavior. Be-
cause of the dilemma, the judges often opted for the safer solution and committed
the offender to prison.

Some nine years ago, the judges asked if our hospital could accept offenders
for psychiatric study before sentencing. The judges wanted a report that would
not only address itself to the particular behavior of the accused and attempt to
explain it, but also would offer definite recommendations for psychiatric treat.
ment, if indicated.

One of the early referrals was the son of a police chief. The father was a suc-
cessful, honest cop; the son was a most successfully unsuccessful and dishonest
22-year-old whose antisocial behavior had embarrassed his father for years. The
young man had just been convicted of burglary, but the sentence was stayed for
psychiatric examination.

In the interview, he emerged as a highly intelligent young man with a com-
passionate understanding of his father's detestation of his behavior. He revealed
a long-standing estrangement between him and his father, which was based
on his inability to compete with an athletic and academically successful elder
brother. Although the accused was physically large, he had never been athletic
because he had lost an eye in an accident at the age of seven. Interestingly
enough, his father had regarded the injury lightly at the time It occurred, and
when medical help was sought a day or so later, it was not possible to save the
eye. Estrangement grew over the years, and was intensified after the policeman
father had to arrest his own son on several occasions.

Our recommendation to the court was to place the young man on probation. He
was admitted to our day hospital and slept in the jail at night. After about six
months he was placed in a vocational school for radio broadcasting. He was
graduated at the top of his class and immediately obtained a job as a broad.
caster in a neighboring state. After he had held the job successfully for several
months, his father learned of his whereabouts, and on weekends he and his wife
would drive some 50 miles to the state border, park their car, and listen to their
son broadcast. Later the reconciliation was completed.

That case was particularly interesting because the court had acted in the face
of the great hostility the local law enforcement agencies had for this young
man. Success with his case did much to gain their support for new approaches to
the treatment of criminal offenders. The courts referred a few other cases to
us for rehabilitation, and although they were not many in number, the results
were good-good enough to give birth to the concept of PORT.
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About four years ago, the two district-court judges called a meeting of In-

tested people to consider the possibility of a community-based facility to treat
selected criminal offenders. Subsequent meetings were held, and the group was

enlarged to include police and probation officers, attorneys, psychiatrists, and

representatives of the sheriff's office, the city government, the press, the munici-

pal court, and the county welfare department, as well as interested citizens. These

meetings began to prepare the community for the concept of PORT.
Surprisingly, there was little opposition from areas in which we most expected

it. We had thought the police would not welcome the idea of a group of criminals
living together in the community instead of being safely tucked away in prison.
However, the police were unexpectedly receptive to the idea of a community
facility. The probation officers also thought It would be infinitely better than
the existing system of having a probationer live at home, with no one knowing
where he was most of the time. They felt that a residential program of rehabilita-
tion would make their work easier.

Gradually, as the concept of PORT was formulated, community awareness of
it grew. There was little opposition or apprehension encountered among the local
citizens. Instead, we found a great deal of positive support. I am sure that had
something to do with the mounting anxiety felt by most citizens about the
increase of violence in our society, in the streets and on the campuses, and about
the general decline in social discipline.

Community support was more than vocal. When the decision was made to start
the'program, the community contributed almost half the first year's budget; the
rest came from the Hill Foundation of Minnesota. Legislative approval was ob.
gained for PORT to lease state buildings, and the program secured a building
on the Rochester State Hospital campus. The director of PORT was hired from
the administrative staff of the State Department of Corrections.

At present there are 23 residents in the PORT program, ranging in age from
13 to 32; their offenses range from repeated running away from home to arson and
burglary. It must be clearly understood that PORT is not a sheltering home
for wayward boys; all but one of the present clients would be in a reformatory
or prison were it not for PORT. The exception is a predelinquent 16-year-old who
was on the verge of adjudication.

Referrals to the program come from district, juvenile, or municipal courts.
After a candidate spends a two-week evaluation period in residence at PORT,
a recommendation about whether or not to admit him is sent to the court for
final decision. If the court decides to offer him the opportunity to enter PORT,
the offender must make the choice to do so. If he does, the court will place him on
probation to PORT or sentence him and stay the execution of sentence with the
stipulation that he enter the PORT program. All but one of those offered the
opportunity have chosen PORT over a prison sentence. The exception was a man
with a history of multiple admissions to reformatory and prison; he refused the
chance to enter PORT, saying he did not think he could tolerate the freedom
inherent in the program, and did not want to be the first to foul it up.

The paid staff of PORT consists of the director, the assistant director, and a
secretary. There are also ten to 12 resident volunteers, young men who live in
the PORT facility; most of them are Junior-college students. In return for room
and board, they assume certain responsibilities. The volunteers take turns as
duty officer in charge of the facility on evenings and weekends, when the other
staff are not there. Clients who demonstrate the ability to handle freedom and
responsibility can advance to the status of client-volunteers, serving the same
functions as the resident volunteers. At present, four are doing so.

During the two weeks that a prospective client is being evaluated, he is inter-
viewed individually by members of a screening committee. It consists of all the
clients and resident volunteers, the director, a probation officer, a local business-
man. and a psychiatrist. The groups of clients and resident volunteers each have
one collective vote, and the other members have one vote apiece. The committee
meets as a group only if any member casts a dissenting vote, to allow him to
discuss his objections to the candidate. Interestingly, the psychiatrist member
may be considered the professional expert on the committee, but he has been no
more astute in his recommendations than the other members--which indicates to
me that the program can function without a psychiatrist. The screening commit-
tee's report is transmitted to the court as its recommendation about admitting the
candidate to PORT.

When a client is accepted, he is assigned to a resident volunteer, who acts as
a peer model in a mirror-image fashion for the offender. A daily course of activi-
ties is outlined for the client. If he is a Juvenile, he may attend junior or senior
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high school or junior college. If he has a job, he goes to work; if necessary, the
state vocational rehabilitation agency will train him for a job.

Other than the group meetings described below, there are few formally planned
activities in the PORT building. The volunteers and clients work together on the
necessary housekeeping and minor maintenance chores and engage in Informal
social activities, and their interaction is felt to have therapeutic value. Clients
who need psychotherapy arrange for it through the local mental health center, the
Mayo Clinic, a private psychiatrist, or me.

The core of the PORT program is a group process and the pressure it exerts on
each member. The clients meet as a group three times a week with the assistant
director, and the resident volunteers meet weekly with the director. Both groups
meet together once a week. The meetings are frank, gut-level interchanges In
which every attempt is made to help each member see himself and his behavior
honestly. This has been a maturing process for the clients, the resident volunteers,
and the staff.

Extra group meetings are called any time a crisis occurs. The object Is to
deal with deviant behavior Immediately and In its present context. Deviant be-
havior must be expected to occur from time to time in a group of offenders; it
represents the symptoms of their social pathology. As the group process in PORT
has gained strength, actual acting-out behavior, such as using drugs or drinking,
has decreased, and the underlying problems are expressed verbally instead.

Because the group deals with problems as they occur, the peer-group pres-
sure begins to develop internal controls in the offender. That is in contrast to
the practice in institutions of applying only external controls to modify behavior;
the result is that the model prisoner (like the model patient) is one who is exter-
nally conforming, but too often has undergone no internal change whatever.

The total group makes all decisions about members, including the amount of
freedom each may have. The group has developed a classification system with
ratings from 0 to 5, each specifying a varying degree of freedom a client may
have. Newly admitted clients must demonstrate through their behavior that they
can be trusted before the group permits them more than minimal activity outside
the building. When they demonstrate sufficiently responsible behavior, they are
permitted to go home on overnight and weekend visits.

UNLIKE PRISONERS, PORT CLIENTS PAY FOR THEIR REHABILITATION AND SUPPORT
THEIR FAMILIES, WHO MIOUT OTHERWISE BE ON WELFARE

Clients are gradually weaned from PORT, spending an Increasing amount of
time in the community. When they move out of the building, they return for
group meetings for as long as considered necessary. Throughout a client's stay
in PORT, and for the duration of his probation, he maintains regular contact with
a probation officer, who advises him about such matters as buying a car, getting
married, or locating a place to live. The probation officer is vitally Involved with
the PORT program ana Is kept advIted of his client's progress in it through regu-
tar reports.

Each client pays for his own room and board, except for juveniles, whose
imrents must pay the $15 a week charged. Any client who is not working is
extended credit until he obtains a job and can repay what he owes. In a sense,
clients are paying for their own rehabilitation, quite the opposite of what would
happen if they were imprisoned. Furthermore, if a client needs medical care, it
is provided by local medical facilities; it he works, it is at a real job; if he is a
student, he attends local schools. POR'S use of community facilities is in con-
trast to the necessity of replicating them within the walls of a correctional
Institution, always an inadequate arrangement.

Some of the juveniles in the PORT program have had truancy problems.
Unfortunately, schools tend to deal with the persistent truant by making him a
permanent truant-that is, by throwing him out of school for good. The local
school system has agreed to retain truant students who are in the PORT pro-
gram. We had some episodes of truancy with three young clients, but it stopped
when the group decided that three of the older clients would accompany the tru-
ants to school and sit in class with them. They did so, and the problem disap-
peared. That experience illustrates the healthy concern the adult clients have for
the juvenile ones. Again, it is quite unlike the situation in correctional facilities,
which have a fixed and necessary principle that you cannot and must not mix
adult and juvenile offenders.

The cost of maintaining an offender In the PORT program is $3000 a year,
compared with $11,000 in the state Juvenile diagnostic center, $7000 in the

25-218 0 - 74 - 40
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reformatory for adolescents, and $5000 in the adult reformatory and the state
prison. Furthermore, the PORT client not only pays for his own room and
board; if he is married he supports his family, who would most likely be on
welfare if he was in prison. He also pays his taxes--city, property, state, and
federal-whereas in prison he would be supported by taxes.

One such client was a 28-year-old professional engineer, who was convicted of
burglary. He was admitted to PORT in January 1970, rather than being sent to
prison. Had be been imprisoned, he would have lost his job and would have found
it extremely difficult to obtain a similar one after being released. Furthermore,

his wife decided to divorce him if he went to prison. Instead, in PORT, he
retained both his wife and his job; he worked steadily and continued to support
his family and pay his taxes, as well as paying for his own rehabilitation. He
received psychotherapy for the sexual hangup that was the cause of his
burglarizing, and the cost of treatment was covered by the excellent compre-
hensive medical insurance provided by his employer. The client did well in the
PORT program, became a client-volunteer, and was discharged in October. He
was one of the six clients discharged to date whom we consider successfully
rehabilitated; four others who left the program were sent to Institutions for
varying lengths of time, and three of them are expected to be readmitted to
PORT later.

We anticipate that PORT will eventually become part of the Department of
Corrections. At present it is a private nonprofit corporation, with a board of
directors consisting of two district-court judges, an attorney, a local banker, a
psychiatrist, the director of PORT, one of the clients, and one of the resident
volunteers.

Providing support for the board is a citizens' advisory committee, a self-
formed group of some 350 local residents who are interested in the program.
They are subdivided into a number of working committees, dealing with such
matters as education, employment, social rehabilitation, prevention, and new
legislation. For example, the employment committee, which consists mostly of
local employers, finds jobs for PORT clients, and the education committee works
with the local school system concerning educational arrangements for juvenile
clients. The education committee is also trying to work out some way that
resident volunteers enrolled in college can get academic credit for the time they
work in PORT.

The citizens' advisory group will eventually provide the local board of directors
for PORT when It becomes supported by local and state matching funds. The
PORT corporation Is making plans to approach the state legislature during the
current session for support to extend the program. It will seek two-year state
funding of 75 per cent of the cost, after Income from client fees is deducted, with
the county supplying 25 per cent. After two years, PORT expects to develop
sophisticated legislation, based on what is being done in the states of California
and Washington, whereby the state would reimburse communities at the rate
their admissions to various state institutions are reduced.

We expect in that way to build into the financing mechanism enough local
concern that the community sees to it that PORT does what is says-keeps
people out of prison. There Is no better way to ensure that a community con-
tinues to be earnestly interested in a program than to nail the success or failure
of the program to the community's tax dollar.

Thus If by some miracle the PORT program should be completely successful
and there have been no admissions to the correctional institutions from the three
counties, the state would assume the total cost of PORT. However, to be
realistic, we recognize that certain offenders require greater security than PORT
is designed for. Nevertheless, it is foreseeable that PORT can appreciably decrease
the need to send offenders to reformatories or prisons, and may have considerable
Impact on reducing recidivism. During the last six months of 1970. one of the
district courts committed no offenders to prison.

Our future plans for' PORT Include admitting female offenders; we expect
that most would be Juveniles, because few women appear before the courts on
criminal charges. We also plan to have young women as resident volunteers,
whether or not we have female clients; we believe they would add much to the
program and can be expected to behave as maturely as their male counterparts.
We also expect to make more use of PORT as a nonresidential program for pro-
bationers who have a healthy family situation and can live at home; these
clients would attend PORT activities during the evenings and weekends.
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THE CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM IN THIS COUNTRY Now STANDS WHERE THE MENTAL
HOSPITAL SYSTEM STOOD 15 YEARs AGO

The rationale for the creation of a program like PORT lies in a comparison
of correctional and mental institutions. Historically, there was only one institu-
tion for persons with aberrant behavior, whether due to mental illness or to an
inclination to thieving-and that was prison. Gradually, as the antisocial be.
havior of the mentally ill was accepted as a manifestation of disease, separate
institutions called asylums were built to accommodate them.

The prisons and mental hospitals developed separately but similarly. Whether
an individual was sent to one or the other, he was removed from society by
due process of law, and deprived of all his civil rights. Both institutions were
given two charges by society; security and rehabilitation. However, money was
made readily available only for the first charge, and some of the formidable fort-
resses built as prisons and mental hospitals still stand. Only lately have we in the
mental health field been able to convince the providers of funds that to neglect the
second charge is uneconomic, both socially, biologically, and fiscally.

The institutions' attempts to carry out rehabilitation required them to try to
replicate the community's educational, vocational, and recreational facilities, but
they seldom had the resources to do an adequate Job. It was perhaps some 15
years ago that the two types of institutions began to become less similar. With
the advent of new drugs and new programs, the hospitals began to practice
selective security as they found that fewer and fewer patients needed to be
kept behind locked doors.

As the hospitals became more open, they began to interact more with the
community. They found that they could use the community's resources to re-
habilitate patients-the schools, employment opportunities, and medical, recrea-
tional, and vocational facilities. That has proved to be far more effective as well
as more realistic and humane. It has also proved to be essential to the concept
of continuity of care.

In contrast, the prisons still have security as their primary charge. In most
cases they must provide total security for everyone in their keeping, whether it is
necessary or not. Because of that emphasis on security, rehabilitation efforts
are still carried on in inadequately equipped and staffed, poorly replicated fa-
cilities within the institution. In addition, the correctional system has nothing
resembling continuity of care. It lacks dispositional planning and community
resources for rehabilitation. However, that is not the fault of the system itself;
society gets the kind of correctional system it is willing to support.

My contention is that the correctional system In this country now stands where
the mental hospital system stood some 15 years ago. I believe that it can profit by
the hospitals' experience in changing from custodial, security-oriented institutions
to active rehabilitation centers with community-based supportive facilities. The
correctional system could adapt that course to its own goals and introduce
changes that would be acceptable to society. By profiting from the hospitals'
experience. I believe it could move ahead in far less time than it took them.

As a beginning, I suggest a program like PORT--a community-based, commu-
nity-directed, community-supported domicilary treatment facility for the crim-
inal offender as an alternative to prison. We have in our communities many citi-
zens who are concerned about the pressing social issues of our day-poverty,
racial unrest, crime, and violence. They realize that the old solutions are no
longer effective-if they ever were-and will accept the idea that institutional-
ization can be at least partially superseded by community care for the socially
sick. We have a generation of youth searching for a cause who have a positive
stake In the future: they can be brought into PORT programs as resident vol-
unteers, where they can help bring about the social reforms they seek. As our ex-
perience in Minnesota has demonstrated, these citizens can provide strong, active
support for programs like PORT.

APPENDIX NO. 26
[An editorial from Hospital and Community Psychiatry, March 1971]

THE NEED FOR COMMUNITY REHABILITATION FOR LEGAL OFFENDERS

(By Paul W. Keve, Commissioner, State Department of Corrections, St. Paul,
Minn.)

As an administrator of correctional institutions, I think it would be nearly
Imlssible for any thoughtful person to administer a prison these days without
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becoming strongly convinced that many of its prisoners simply should not be there.
Furthermore, of those who do need to be there, most have served previous prison
terms. Undoubtedly many of them would not be in their present situation except
for the criminogenic effects of their earlier incarcerations.

In other words, much as we need a drastic improvement of our prisons, it will
be more important in the future to establish intensive and effective community-
based programs that will keep people out of prison-programs like PORT, in
Rochester, Minnesota, which Dr. Francis Tyce describes on page 74. I doubt if
most social scientists adequately realize what deleterious effects even the "good"
prisons have on personality.

Take, for instance, the young man who comes to court charged with a sex
offense. A diagnostic study would likely show that he is reacting to deep-seated
doubts about his masculinity, that he is trying in a tragically clumsy way to
convince himself that he is competent and masculine. If the court sends him to
prison, that institution, just by its normal structure and operation, will give him
daily experiences that are essentially the opposite from the therapy needed.

Where he needs help to develop a sense of individuality, we respond with
regimentation that permeates every hour of his life and reduces him to a face-
less, numbered unit. Where he needs a bolstered belief in his competence as a
masculine person, we suggest that he is anything but that; he is denied the op-
portunity to be a husband, father, breadwinner, or head of family.

He is denied many of the other social activities of a competent person as well.
He "nnot vote or pay taxes. He cannot choose his own clothes, his Job, or his
companions. He no longer even sets an alarm clock to get up for work. We return
him to a childhood state as we make all his decisions for him in the noncom-
petitive, monotonous world of the prison. He is expected somehow to prepare
himself to return to outside society by embracing for the time being all the dis-
torted values that are necessary for survival inside. These features are bad
enough in the best of prisons, but in the poorer ones men commit worse crimes
every day, just as a matter of survival, than those that brought them there.

The high recidivism rate for ex-prisoners is no surprise to me. I am more
surprised at how many manage somehow not to come back to us. For most people,
the deterrent value of prison is not the threat of confinement or the living condi-
tions, but rather that we would have too much to lose by being confined there.
We would lose reputation, social status, career prospects, and, most of all, the
respect of others and ourselves. But once a man has gone to prison, he has lost
all those assets anyway; what more has he to lose by being imprisoned again?
No longer is the threat of prison any deterrent. So our major goal in corrections
must be to keep him from going to prison the first time.

Such negative aspects of the conventional correctional process certainly sug-
gest why I am enthusiastic about the advent of the PORT program. It presently
harbors about 20 young men who would otherwise be in my institutions. I
naturally dream of the future when duplicates of the PORT program will be
developed throughout Minnesota-particularly in the Twin Cities, where the
bulk of our commitments come from. When that happens, our prison and reforma-
tories finally may be able to carry out their more proper function: providing
security and control for Just those few offenders whose threat to society is so
considerable, and whose personalities are so invulnerable to therapy, that the
only current solution for them is secure, humane storage.

Over the last half-century we have tried persistently to sell the idea of pro-
bation as a sensible alternative to incarceration. We have made some gains, and
the increased use of probation and parole has eased the strain on our prisons.
Although we have often felt that these field services have not been accepted fast
enough, they actually have gained more acceptance than they deserved, con-
sidering their often poor quality. Too often we in corrections have been far too
complacent about caseloads of 200, 300, or even 400 probationers per officer. But
even when a caseload has been cut to 50, to permit "Intesive" services, there is
not a convincing improvement in effectiveness. Decreasing a caseload to 50 still
does not mean that real help can be given each client. It means only that the
amount of surveillance can be increased by a small measure.

We are now realizing that both economy and effectiveness can be achieved only
when caseloads drop to the point that we can actually give daily, all-out help
to each client. It means caseloads of about a dozen probatoners or parolees. It
also means intensive rehabilitation programs--such as PORT-for clients who
can benefit from guided daily relearning experiences in a residential setting that
does not take them out of the community.
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Until now the barrier to such intensive probation programs has been their high
cost. But now we are beginning to show legislators that such treatment can offset
the still higher cost of the prison, and thus become the economical alternative.
Therein lies the hope for accomplishing the massive changeover from the prisons
in which society already has such tremendous financial investment.

You might wonder why a community would so fully accept a radical program
like PORT for serious offenders. But Rochester is not quite a typical community.
As the location of a progressive state psychiatric hospital and of the famed Mayo
Clinic, it is uniquely capable of a sophisticated approach to social problems. It
was a fortunate place for PORT to get its start. Now that Rochester is showing
the way, I thiuk that this kind of program will become a bit easier to establish
in other communities.

At the same time, I would insist that it is not necessary to have a community
like Rochester to get such a program started. In most states there are far more
foundation funds available than most correctional leaders realize, and many
influential people who are deeply concerned about finding a better way to correct
offenders. Wherever there are people with leadership ability and a personal
commitment, such a program can be accomplished. The future effectiveness of
corrections will be closely related to our establishment of such intensive rehabili-
tative programs in the community.
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FOREWORD

These standards have been developed in accordance with Section 509.5
of the Welfare and Institutions Code, which directs the Youth Authority
to adopt minimum standards for the operation and maintenance of juve-
nile halls. They include revisions developed in 1969 and should be used by
counties operating juvenile halls as minimum guidelines in administering
hall programs. They will be used by Youth Authority staff to determine
suitability of juvenile halls in accordance with Section 509 of the Welfare
and Institutions Code.

The Youth Authority is indebted to the many persons who have par-
ticipated in developing these revised standards. A particular expression of
appreciation is extended to members of the California Chief Probation
Officers Association who reviewed the final draft and suggested changes.
Special recognition is given to Leroy Ford, County Probation Officer of
Yolo County, Joseph J. Botka, Chief Juvenile Probation Officer of San
Francisco County, William L. Jones, Chief Probation Officer of San Joa-
quin County, and Peter J. Capovilla, Chief Probation Officer of Tehama
County, who served as the Chief Probation Officers Committee on Juve-.
nile Hall Standards Revisions.

These standards represent the minimum requirements for operation of
a juvenile hall and should not be viewed as illustrations of an "ideal" or"optimum" program. They are intended to be dynamic, fluid, and subject
to revision to meet changing circumstances. It is recognized that operat-
ing practices vary so greatly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction that consider-
able flexibility must be used in their application.

In carrying out inspections of juvenile halls, Youth Authority staff will
be guided by the general philosophy that most administrators want to
provide the highest possible level of service and welcome the state's offer
to assist them. It is our intention, where deficiencies are discovered, to
assist in bringing juvenile hall programs up to required level of service
rather than forbid use of the hall.

ALLEN F. BREED, DirectorJanuary 1973
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NOTICE

The standards incorporated in this revised is-
sue will not cause additional costs to accrue
(pursuant to Section 2164.3, Revenue and Tax-
ation Code) to local units of government which
presently maintain and operate a juvenile hall
or which are contemplating the construction of
a new juvenile hall facility.
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I. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

In 1955, the California Legislature amended Section 1760.7 of the Wel-
fare and Institutions Code authorizing the Department of the Youth Au-
thority to establish standards for the operation and maintenance of
juvenile halls and for the training and qualifications of personnel who are
to serve in such halls.

The first edition of "Standards for Juvenile Halls," published in May,
1958, was developed cooperatively by the Youth Authority and county
officials responsible for the operation of juvenile halls. The second revised
edition was published in January 1965. It was intended that the standards
in both publications serve as minimum guideposts for those counties that
had not yet achieved a minimum level of service.

During 1968, Section 509 of the Welfare and Institutions Code was
amended, making it mandatory that the Youth Authority conduct an an-
nual inspection of each juvenile hall which, during the preceding calendar
year, was used for confinement for more than 24 hours of any minor under
18. Section 509 specifies that if the inspection determines that a juvenile
hall is not suitable for confinement, proper notice shall be given, and the
juvenile hall shall not be used for confinement unless a reinspection by the
Youth Authority shows that unsuitable conditions have been remedied;
and the juvenile hall is then a suitable place for confinement of minors.

Section 509.5 was added to the Welfare and Institutions Code in 1969,
making it mandatory for the Youth Authority to adopt and apply mini-
mum standards for juvenile hall operation and maintenance. An edition
of standards entitled, "Guidelines for Inspecting Juvenile Halls," was pub-
lished in July 1969 to comply with the intent of this new legislation.

The revised standards in this publication are intended to supplement
and clarify those in the 1969 edition, as well as to make those additions
which changed circumstances have proven to be necessary.

There are other points, standards, and details which might well be
included, but only minimum standards are covered here. However, it
should be emphasized that these minimum standards are not to be inter-
preted as the ultimate of detention care provided for children in juvenile
halls.
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II. PURPOSE OF A JUVENILE HALL

The purpose of a juvenile hall is to detain children in accordance with
the provisions of the Juvenile Court Law. Because of the nature and
problems of detained children, more than physical care and custody must
be provided. Children cannot be merely "stored" however short a time
they may be detained.

Section 502 of the Welfare and Institutions Code describes the intent of
the Juvenile Court Law as follows:

The purpose of this chapter is to secure for each minor u-ider the
jurisdiction of- the juvenile court such care and guidance, preferably in
his own home, as will serve the spiritual, emotional, mental, and physical
welfare of the minor and the best interests of the State; to preserve and
strengthen the minor's family ties whenever possible, removing him
from the custody of his parents only when his welfare or safety and
protection of the public cannot be adequately safeguarded without re-
moval; and, when the minor is removed from his own family, to secure
for him custody, care, and discipline as nearly as possible equivalent to
that which should have been given by his parents. This chapter shall be
liberally construed to carry out these purposes.

Ordinarily, juvenile halls are not designed, nor should they be used, for
commitments; but under certain conditions, juvenile halls can be used for
commitments in accordance with Section 730 of the Welfare and Institu-
tions Code. However, such use ofjuvenile halls for long-term commitment
of children should always be accompanied by an appropriate educational,
activity, and counseling program. A more appropriate facility for commit-
ment of court wards would be a county juvenile home, ranch, or camp
established in accordance with Article 15 of the Welfare and Institutions
Code.

A juvenile hall is specifically intended to provide temporary care for
children pending court dispositions or transfers to another jurisdiction or
agency. Such temporary care involves four basic functions:

a. Secure physical care that prevents damaging effects of confinement
b. Constructive individual and group activities, including a well-

balanced school program
c. Counseling and guidance to help the child with the immediate prob-

lems of detention
d. Study and observation to produce a professional report that provides

a better understanding of the child to the probation department and
the court

Although these four functions are interrelated, all are specifically de-
pendent on the first-secure physical care. Unless a child needs secure
custody, he should not be detained merely as a means of imposing regulat-
ed activities, guidance, or observation. However, if secure physical care is
required, all four functions must then be integrated into the program.

The juvenile hall should not be expected to undertake other functions
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that are beyond the scope of a detention program. Those functions as-
sociated with police operation, such as fingerprinting, lineups, etc., are not
functions of a juvenile hall program.
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Iii. PLANNING A JUVENILE HALL

As a minimum, a juvenile hall, whether large or small, must provide
each minor:

1. A place to sleep
2. A place to eat
3. A place to study and go to school
4. A place to play, both indoors and outdoors
5. A place to visit with parents
6. A place to talk things over in private with the police, the probation

officer, the juvenile hall staff, and other concerned professional staff
7. A place for needed medical attention
8. A place to worship
9. A place for personal hygiene

Also necessary to the operation of a juvenile hall are:
1. Food services
2. Laundry services
3. Storage space
4. Office space

In addition, the juvenile hall environment must be so planned as to
assure that a minor is not stripped of individual dignity and privacy. It
must also provide safety, protection, and proper supervision for each and
every minor in detention.

It would be extremely difficult to attempt to standardize the initial steps
necessary to the planning of a juvenile hall; but certainly, costly mistakes
will be avoided if a thorough study of detention needs is made before
building plans are even considered. Present and future juvenile hall ca-
pacities should be determined that are consistent with anticipated
changes in the size and structure of a particular community. A building
schedule should then be established to provide detention space as it is
needed, rather than to expect an original allocation of detention space to
serve a growing community "forever."

To provide for increased safety for child and staff, as well as to facilitate
movement of food carts, laundry carts, supplies, etc., it is generally recom-
mended that new juvenile hall constructions be single story. Buildings
should be designed to allow for whatever expansion may be needed later,

,, and sufficient land should then be designated to prevent encroachment
by housing and industry. However, expansion should not occur unless
there is proven justification for such expansion.

Decentralization of detention facilities should be a consideration in
larger communities. Otherwise, a single, centralized detention facility can
grow so large that detention services are no longer consistent with the
purpose and functions of a juvenile hall. If detention facilities are decen-
tralized, there should also be a corresponding decentralization of related
services.

Building materials are subjected to severe tests in a juvenile hall.
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"Cheap" original construction usually results in heavy maintenance costs
later. Function and durability should be a major consideration in choosing
structural materials, equipment, and hardware.

Even though closed security areas in which minors are housed must be
Type I* construction, building designs that accentuate an institution-like
atmosphere should be avoided. Colorful decoration, special lighting, and
careful selection of building materials help to achieve this purpose.

Security should be uniform in all areas in which detained minors will be
present; i.e., living units, interview rooms, dining rooms, school areas, etc.
Locks should be master-keyed and sub-keyed to facilitate control and
security throughout the building. Heavy duty locks are recommended for
security areas, but the key slot of a sleeping room door should not be
accessible from inside the room.

Security sash should be used for all windows in security areas. Tempered
glass panes are recommended to prevent danger of shattering. Where
tempered glass cannot be used because of fire safety regulations (as along
a corridor which provides egress in case of fire), wire-glass should be used.
Where wire-glass is required, steel sash must also be used.

Air conditioning not only provides more comfort and, hence, less ten-
sion during hot weather but when used with tempered glass or heavy plate
glass, it permits installation of non-ventilating and tamper-proof windows.

In detention living units, a control center should be located to give staff
maximum visual supervision of hallways, activity areas, and shower areas.
Consideration should also be given to installation of an intercommunica-
tion system as an aid to supervision in detention living units, and to assist
communication throughout the building.

Many other aspects of security could also be reviewed; however, the
result could easily be an over-emphasis on security as the only require-
ment for a juvenile hall. A governing factor of planning must be that the
building is designed to serve a program; and security, though important,
is but one of many program requirements. But to translate all possible
program requirements into a concise building standard is impractical, and
perhaps impossible. The necessity for medical services, food services, visit-
ing arrangements for parents, laundry services, administrative services,
etc., is self-evident. Possibilities for providing such services are many and
should be subject to flexible guidelines that assure the service rather than
to precise physical standards that have little meaning when universally
applied.

To assist architects and planning groups with the variety of details in-
volved in planning a juvenile hall, consultation services are available
through the Division of Community Services, California Department of
the Youth Authority.
0 Title 24, California Adnunistrative Code
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IV. BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
AN OVERVIEW

Since the primary function of a juvenile hall is to provide secure physical
care, buildings and grounds must be planned accordingly. Within this
secure physical setting, each juvenile hall must be prepared to assume
total responsibility for providing a minor all the necessities for construc-
tive living, 24 hours a day, each day of the year.

Structural standards that govern juvenile hall construction are outlined
in state and local building regulations. Such regulations are necessarily
extensive, often are hard to understand without specialized knowledge,
and may vary somewhat from county to county.

A licensed architect should be relied upon to plan buildings and
grounds; and county building departments, county health departments,
and the State Fire Marshal must then be relied upon to assure compliance
with those minimum standards that apply to a particular situation.*

LEGAL PROVISIONS
A. Each county in California must have a juvenile hall. (Section 850

W&I Code)
B. As an alternative, two or more counties may establish a joint juvenile

hall to serve combined detention needs. (Section 870 W&I Code)
C. The juvenile hall shall be in a location approved by the judge of the

juvenile court. (Section 850 W&I Code)
D. It is not to be in, or connected with, a jail or prison. (Section 851 W&I

Code)
E. It is to be as nearly like a home as possible. (Section 851 W&I Code)
F. Plans for any construction in excess of $1,500 are to be submitted to

the Board of Corrections for review and recommendation." (Sec-
tion 6029 Penal Code)

STANDARDS
1. Building Safety

STANDARD: Buildings shall be approved by the county building de-
partment or by the person designated by the board of supervisors to
approve building safety.

COMMENT: Approval of buildings involves not only new construc-
tion or remodeling, but also periodic inspections of juvenile hall buildings
and grounds to assure that minimum standards are being maintained. A
copy of all such reports shall be submitted to the Director of the Youth
Authority by the county probation officer.

Building standards are not the only factors that must be considered in
planning a juvenile hall. The architect responsible for planning must also
be thoroughly familiar with the purpose and functions of a juvenile hall.
His is the task of combining standards, purposes, functions, and other
"An existing juvenile hall, built in accordance with construction standards in effect at the time of construction, shall be

considered as being in compliance with minimum standards, unless the condition of the structure is determined to be
dangerous to life, health, or welfare.

"0 By administrative action, the Board of Corrections has delegated responsibility for this review to the Department of the
Youth Authority.
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necessary ingredients to produce a plan that best serves an individual
community.

2. Fire Safety
STANDARD: Fire safety shall be approved by the State Fire Marshal.
COMMENT: All juvenile hall facilities shall conform to rules and regu-

lations adopted by the State Fire Marshal to establish minimum standards
for prevention of fire and for the protection of life and property against
fire and panic.

Plans for new construction and additions and alterations to existing
facilities shall be reviewed and approved by the State Fire Marshal.

All juvenile halls shall be inspected at least annually by the fire authority
having jurisdiction under the provisions of Section 13146, Health and
Safety Code, to determine that minimum standards for fire safety are
currently being maintained.

A copy of all reports shall be submitted by the county probation officer
to the Director of the Youth Authority.

3. Health and Sanitation
STANDARD: Health and sanitation shall be approved by the county

health department.
COMMENT: Plans for health and sanitary facilities must be approved

by the county health department or designated medical officer. The
county health officer is required to conduct an annual inspection of the
juvenile hall in accordance with Section 459 of the Health and Safety
Code.

All reports concerning conditions of health and sanitation in a juvenile
hall shall be submitted to the Director of the Youth Authority by the
county probation officer.

The extent of provisions for medical areas within a juvenile hall is large-
ly dependent upon the number of minors requiring medical services and
the resources, or lack of resources, for medical services from outside the
juvenile hall. A nearby clinic or hospital that is available for medical
services, and a limited number of minors requiring such services, may
justify the transportation of patients to services. However, this arrange-
ment may involve considerable staff time and also increases escape pos-
sibilities.

In any event, if it is determined that the time required for outside
medical services exceeds one hour per day, medical services should be
provided within the juvenile hall. Plans for providing medical services and
medical facilities in a juvenile hall necessarily involves the county health
officer at the beginning of planning.

4. School Building
STANDARD: School buildings shall be approved by the county super-

intendent of schools or the district superintendent in which the juvenile
hall is located, one of whom shall be designated for this function by the
board of supervisors.

COMMENT: Approval of plans for school buildings shall be in accord-
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ance with the provisions of Chapter 2, Article 14, of the Welfare and
Institutions Code, and Title 21, Chapter 2, Subchapter 1, Group 1, of the
Administrative Code. A report of such approval shall be submitted to the
Director of the Youth Authority by the county probation officer.

5. Academic Classroom Area
STANDARD: Classroom space shall contain a minimum of 160 square

feet for the teacher's desk and work area, and 28 square feet per student.
COMMENT: School rooms should be separate from living units, but

placed to keep movement of children to a minimum. To insure individual
instruction and evaluation, a classroom should be designed for no more
than 15 students.

6. Detention Living Unit
STANDARD: A detention living unit shall be designed to provide

living accommodations for no more than 30 minors:
COMMENT: Although a detention living unit may be designed for a

maximum of 30 minors, a designed capacity of 20 minors is recommended.
A 20-bed living unit provides much greater opportunity for programming
and supervision than does a 30-bed unit.

7. Plumbing Installations
STANDARD: Each detention living unit shall contain a minimum of-
One shower per lve minors
One washbasin per five minors
One water closet per four girls, or
two water closets and one urinal per ten boys
COMMENT: Standards for plumbing installation in a detention living

unit are intended to provide for "surges" in usage during breaks in the
daily program.

All sleeping rooms in which minors are locked should be equipped with
a drinking fountain, washbasin, and toilet. Plumbing should be arranged
so that repair may be made from outside the room.

There should also be a hallway drinking fountain centrally located so the
area can be readily supervised by staff.

8. Interview Rooms
STANDARD: There shall be a minimum of one interview room for

each detention living unit.
COMMENT: At least one interview room is needed for each detention

livir.g unit for private interviews with attorneys, law enforcement officers,
probation officers, ministers, counselors, etc.

The interview room should allow privacy, yet permit visual supervision
by staff.

9. Hallways
STANDARD: Hallways in detention living units shall be at least 8'

wide. If rooms are located only on one side, or if room doors are staggered
and the hallway is shorter than 40' a minimum width of 6' may be used

25-218 0 - 74 - 41
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COMMENT: Hallway width is determined by the amount of traffic to
be accommodated. Generally speaking, a corridor serving 10 or more
occupants should have an 8' width.

Hallways in office areas, etc., should be 5-6', depending on corridor
length and amount of traffic.

10. Activity Areas
STANDARD: A minimum of 30 square feet of clear space per minor

shall be provided in the activity room in each living unit.
COMMENT: Activity rooms should be located to keep movement of

minors at a minimum and provide adequate supervision without addition-
al staff.

Accommodations should be made for programs to be provided for popu-
lation during inclement weather. More than minimal activity space may
be needed in localities with extremes of weather conditions that limit
outdoor activities. An area should also be provided for assemblies, movies,
religious services, and large group activities. In addition, provisions should
be made for other smaller indoor areas to allow quiet recreation.

Every juvenile hall should have an enclosed outdoor play area arranged
for good visual supervision. Staff of a juvenile hall without an adequately
enclosed outdoor play area usually avoid outdoor activities altogether; or
select minors not likely to run away, leaving others locked up. Neither
situation is satisfactory. There should be an area for basketball, volleyball,
and similar games; and a large grass area for softball and other field sports.

A 16-foot wall or chain link fence is recommended for perimeter secu-
rity when this type of security is required by the nature of the population.
If a fence, the top six feet should be covered on the inside with heavy-
gauge, close-mesh hardware cloth.

11. Dining Space ond Kitchen Area
STANDARD: At least 15 square feet per person shall be the minimum

allowance in the dining room or dining area.
COMMENT: In addition to provisions for the maximum number of

minors that utilize the dining area, allowance should be made for staff or
guests who may use the dining area at the same time.

The dining area can either be located in each living unit or can be
centralized. However, large dining areas should be compartmented to
permit minors of each living unit to eat together and to facilitate control.

In a smaller juvenile hall, it may be more feasible to arrange for food
services to be supplied from outside the juvenile hall. However, food
services of this type often are not intended for the needs of growing boys
and girls. Care should be taken that menus are planned specifically for
children.

If food is prepared in the juvenile hall, a centralized kitchen* is recom-
mended. When children are to be used as helpers in the kitchen, addition-
al work space is required beyond that needed for paid staff. Layout design
*A Juvenile hall kitchen shal comply with ,ll requirements of the latest revision of the Cadiornia Restaurant Act. (See

Sec. 28600-286, Health and Safety Code)
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should eliminate blind spots which prevent visual supervision when chil-
dren assist in the kitchen.

The amount of space needed for the kitchen is affected by such variables
as type of food service, location of dining areas, number of people to be
served, complexity of the menu, equipment placement, storage of mobile
equipment, and traffic aisles.

Space should be designated for exclusive use of refrigerated and dry
food storage. It should not include accommodating mechanical or electri-
cal equipment in the food storage areas. The procurement system used
determines, what period of storage is required. Generally, a 30-day supply
provides an adequate quantity on hand.

The kitchen should be near the dining room, storage and loading areas,
and garbage disposal facilities.

Plans for a kitchen, food storage, refrigerator space, etc., should involve
the county health department at the very beginning of planning. Assist-
ance with planning can also be obtained through the California Depart-
ment of the Youth Authority.

12. Sleeping Rooms
STANDARD: Single sleeping rooms shall contain a minimum of 5W

cubic feet of air space and 60 square feet of floor space. Mult'occupancy
sleeping rooms shall contain a minimum of joe cubic feet of air space and
50 square feet of floor space per person.

COMMENT: The majority of sleeping rooms in units intended for
high security should be designed for single occupancy. Recommended
floor area for single rooms is seven feet by nine feet (or equivalent),
planned to eliminate any projections or exposed utilities.

13. Doors
STANDARD: The door of every sleeping room shall have a view panel

that allows complete visual supervision of all parts of the room.
COMMENT: For the protection of both minors and staff during the

time that minors are locked in sleeping rooms, staff must be able to ob-
serve all parts of the room without opening the door.

Doors should be flush-type, of heavy gauge (16) hollow metal with a
sound deadening agent inside (glasswool, etc), and set in metal frames
with sound cushioning strips on the jamb. Doors should swing into the
hallway, with hinge pins outside the room.

Sleeping room doorways should not be placed opposite one another
along a hallway.

14. Lighting
STANDARD: Lighting installation in sleeping rooms shall provide no

less than 75 foot candles of illumination at desk level.
COMMENT: Lighting in an individual room must be sufficient to per-

mit easy reading by a person with normal vision. Also, sleeping rooms
should be equipped with nightlights that are sufficient for night supervi-
sion, but are not so bright as to interfere with children sleeping. The
illumination provided by a night light in a sleeping room should be no
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more than two foot candles at bed level.Switches should be provided for central, as well as individual, control of
illumination. Fixtures, switches, and conduits should be tamper-proof.
Conduits for TV antennas should be provided even though the purchase
of a TV set may not be contemplated at the time construction is started.

15. Storage
STANDARD: For each minor, there shall be a minimum ofnine cubic

feet ofsecure storage space for personal clothing andpersonal belongings.
COMMENT: Usually, in planning a juvenile hall, little thought is given

to the many storage requirements involved in the juvenile hall operation.
The result is that few existing juvenile halls have adequate provisions for
storing supplies and equipment necessary to the daily operation of the
institution.

Locked drawer space is necessary to store money and other valuables,
and shelf and hanger space is necessary for personal clothing. Such storage
can be in a detention living unit or centrally located in the receiving area
of the juvenile hall. In either case, provisions must be made to assure that
storage space is secure but accessible at all times to staff having respon-
sibilities for intake or release of minors.

A centralized storage room is also needed for general storage of new
clothing, athletic equipment, bedding, personal supplies, paper products,
dishes, and utensils. An allowance of 12 square feet of floor area per child
should be planned.

Each living unit should have a total storage area of six and one-half
square feet of floor space per child for storage of clean clothing and linen,
cleaning supplies, recreation equipment, etc.

Since the juvenile hall building is owned by the public, it may be neces-
sary to provide storage space for civil defense supplies. Consideration
should be given to this possibility at an early stage of planning a new
juvenile hall.

16. Maximum Capacity
STANDARD: Eachjuvenile hail shall establish a maximum capacity in

accordance with minimum standards established herein.
COMMENT: Beds in an infirmary or in similar specialized areas

should not be included in the rated capacity of the juvenile hall.

17. Public Lobby
STANDARD: An area designated a public lobby or waiting area shall

be provided for visitors.
COMMENT: A public toilet, drinking fountain, and public telephone

should be accessible to persons using this area.
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V. ADMINISTRATION
AN OVERVIEW

The county probation officer, as the administrator of the probation
department, must take the initiative in developing broad overall policies
concerning administration of the juvenile hall operation. Within this
framework, it is essential that the superintendent of the juvenile hall have
delegated responsibilities and authority appropriate to his role as the
administrator of juvenile hall. Organizational structure, administrative
controls, and normal channels of communication should be formulated
accordingly.

In turn, juvenile hall administration should be based on a structure of
relationships in which appropriate responsibilities and authority to make
decisions are distributed throughout the juvenile hall staff. Each staff
position should be delegated authority to make such decisions as are neces-
sary for fulfilling responsibilities assigned to the positions. Neither regi-
mentation resulting from over-emphasis on rules, nor irresponsible
exercise of individual judgment resulting from lack of agency direction,
should be allowed a place in the administrative structure.

LEGAL PROVISIONS
A. The juvenile hall is under the management and control of the proba-

tion officer. (Section 852 W&I Code)
B. If the juvenile hall is jointly operated by two or more counties,

management and control may be the joint responsibility of the pro-
bation officers of the counties involved, or may be delegated to one
of the probation officers. (Section 870 W&I Code)

C. Operational expenses of a juvenile hall must be listed by the proba-
tion officer and filed with the county board of supervisors. (Section
855 W&I Code)

D. The board may establish a school, either under the jurisdiction of the
school district in which the juvenile hall is located or under the
county superintendent of schools. (Section 856 W&I Code)

E. If under the local school district, the governing body of the school
district provides school facilities, teachers, and school supplies to
conduct an accredited school. Teachers are then under the jurisdic-
tion of the regular school officials. (Section 860 W&I Code)

F. If the school is under the county superintendent of schools, the
county board of education has the same powers and duties concern-
ing the school program as would the governing board of a school
district. The county board of supervisors then has the power to re-
view and revise academic budget proposals. (Section 857 W&I Code)

STANDARDS
18. Orponizationol Structure

STANDARD: Compliance shall be given to all legal provisions that
establish and control the operation of a juvenile hall.

COMMENT: Juvenile hall is a major division of the probation depart-
ment, and its superintendent under the direction of the county probation
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officer is responsible for its internal management.
The superintendent's primary function is to integrate all segments of

the operation into a unified system that provides maximum assistance to
children in the detention program. This entails coordinating the activities
of persons or agencies involved in the school program, recreational activi-
ties, religious activities, professional services, business services, as well as
supervising staff directly under his jurisdiction.

He may delegate authority over a wide range of activities, but his is the
basic responsibility for developing and implementing a productive organi-
zation. The superintendent is responsible for interpreting the detention
program to the community and in helping to maintain useful and harmo-
nious community relationships.

For most juvenile halls, an assistant superintendent is included in the
staffing pattern. In some juvenile halls, he serves primarily as business
manager to relieve the superintendent of time-consuming details of serv-
ices and supply; however, he should never be removed entirely from line
responsibility for staff engaged in the care and supervision of children.

Other staff necessary for proper operation include personnel for super-
vising and counseling of children, professional services, housekeeping,
food services, clerical services, and maintenance services.

To insure that policies governing the juvenile hall operation are clearly
understood, the county probation officer and the juvenile hall superin-
tendent should develop a policy statement defining functions, procedures,
and responsibilities involved in the operation. Such a policy statement
should include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following items:

Relationship to the juvenile court
Responsibilities of the juvenile justice commission or probation commit-

tee
Responsibilities of the probation officer
Responsibilities of the superintendent
Staff structure
In-service training
Relationship with other probation department personnel, school per-

sonnel, and personnel of other agencies that may be involved in the
juvenile hall program

Principles pertaining to community contacts, use of volunteers, and
donations

Instruction for release of information to parents, the public, and the
press

Principles for intake and release
Counseling services
Work program for minors
Control and disciplinary measures
Escape procedures
Medical problems and medical emergencies
Visiting regulations
Religious activities
Emergency evacuation procedures
Personnel management procedures
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Supply procedures
Statistics and record procedures
Budget procedures

19. Administrative Controls
STANDARD: The countyprobation officer, through the superintend-

ent of the juvenile hall, shall establish such record-keeping and channels
of communication as are necessary for the efficient operation of the juve-
nile hall, the legal and proper care of minors, and the supplying of re-
quired information to probation staff

COMMENT: Internal records of the juvenile hall should include, but
not necessarily be limited to:

a. Departmental accounting, personnel, supplies, budget records
b. Legal records
c. Record of juvenile hall behavior
d. Health and medical records
e. Statistical records: religious affiliations, race. referring agency, reason

f.
g.

for admission, physical description and condition on entry, family
data, length of stay, releasing authority.
Record of possessions: money, clothing, personal items
Unit daily logs for recording special situations or conditions, visits,
interviews, staff on duty, admissions, and releases

Information should flow freely between the juvenile hall and probation
officer staff. Flow of information from juvenile hall to probation officer
staff should include:

a. Behavior reports on a regular and requested basis
b. Special reports: AWOL, physical contact, special observations, acci-

dents
c. Medical and/or emotional problems developing or discovered during

detention
d. Social and family information
e. Reports of parental contacts (staff and parent, minor and parent)

Flow of information from probation officer staff to juvenile hall should
include:

a. Medical information and consents necessary for properly dealing
with the minor

b. Social history; only such history as would affect the method of dealing
with the minor

c. Knowledge of action planned or initiated which may affect the mi-
nor's behavior during detention

d. Information by which juvenile hall counselors may augment efforts
to counsel the minor regarding placement or other problems.

e. Special behavior and emotional problems; aggressiveness, homosexu-
ality, enuresis, suicidal tendencies, runaway patterns, etc.

Interchange of information must be extended to minors and their par-
ents so they will understand the rules and regulations and the reasons for
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detention. Also, under a policy established by the probation officer, efforts
should be made to develop a well-informed public. Pamphlets and du-
plicated material can be a helpful means of issuing such information.
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VI. PERSONNEL
AN OVERVIEW

It is extremely important that a staff of experienced, well-trained, ade-
quately-paid people be recruited to carry out the functions of the juvenile
hall. No amount of investment in buildings and equipment alone can
replace a qualified staff in attaining the objectives of a detention program.. -

If a merit system is not provided by law, the same objectives may be
reached by adoption of, and adherence tp, minimum standards of qualifi-
cations. If not already provided under a merit system, a probationary
period of at least six months should be established for all employees before
an appointment is made permanent.

LEGAL PROVISIONS
A. The county board of supervisors shall provide a suitable superintend-

ent and other necessary juvenile hall employees. (Section 853 W&I
Code)

B. The board shall also provide suitable salaries from the general fund
for such employees. (Section 853 W&I Code)

C. Juvenile hall employees are appointed, or removed for cause, by the
probation officer in accordance with civil service or merit system,
unless a county charter specifies an alternative method of appoint-
ment and tenure. (Sections 854 and 576 W&I Code)

STANDARDS
20. Personnel Management

STANDARD: Approved principles ofpersonnel management shall be
followed in planning, organizing, staffing, training, and directing staff.

COMMENT: The juvenile hall staff will be concerned with adminis-
tration, supervision, health and clinical services, counseling and guidance,
physical care, recreation, education, meal service, housekeeping, laundry
services, and maintenance. In large juvenile halls, a specialized staff
should be available for each of these functions. In small units, many of the
specialized functions will be combined.

Staff hired as group counselors or group supervisors should spend their
time supervising the activities of children, and should not be assigned
maintenance, housekeeping or cooking duties.

The promotional pattern should be broad so juvenile hall staff members
are eligible for promotional opportunities, both within the juvenile hall
and in other divisions of the probation department.

21. Staff-Child Ratio
STANDARD: Child supervision staff positions shall be budgeted on

estimated child care days per year, applying the appropriate staff-child
ratios. There shall be sufficient staffpositions to provide continuous wide-
awake supervision at all times. The superintendent will determine how
child supervision staff is to be deployed and may vary staff assignments
slightly from the staff-child ratios listed below.

a. During the hours that minors are awake, there shall be one child
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supervision staff member * on duty for each 10 minors in detention.
b. In ajuvenile hail in which boys and girls are not detained in separate

living units, during the waking hours there shall be one child supervi-
sion staff member on duty for each 8 minors in detention. "

c. During the hours that minors are asleep, there shall be one wide-
awake child supervision staff member on duty for each 30 minors in
detention.

COMMENT: Normally, the hours children are awake are from 6 a.m.
to 10 p.m.; during this period, the staff-child ratio of one to ten applies.
Normally between the hours of 10 p.m. to 6 a.m., the staff-child ratio of one
to 30 is applicable.

During periods of extremely low or high population', the number of staff
positions should be adjusted to maintain approximate conformity to staff-
child ratios. It is considered good budgetary practice to hire full-time staff
only for the lowest anticipated needs; and then hire extra help as needed
to handle peak loads.

The superintendent must be given flexibility in deploying staff because
the physical setting of each juvenile hall frequently dictates slight varia-
tions from generally accepted staff-child ratios.

22. Stoff training
STANDARD: Each staff member shall be properly oriented to his

duties, the decisions he must make, the person to whom he is responsible
for his performance, the persons who may be responsible to him, and the
persons to contact for decisions that are beyond his responsibility.

New employees shall have a minimum of 40 hours in-service training
before being given responsibility for supervising minors.

a
COMMENT: At least four hours per month should be devoted to in-

service training. Training should be directed towards professional growth
of staff and a better understanding of child development and behavior.
There should be budgeted training time of 24 hours per year for each staff
member to attend professional institutes and meetings.

General staff meetings for all staff, as well as unit meetings, are useful
in evaluating programs, coordinating staff efforts, and in planning and
judging effectiveness of techniques, activities, and total program.

23. Solaries
STANDARD: Salaries shall be commensurate with the duties and re-

sponsibilities of each position.
COMMENT: Salaries must be based on the principle that like salaries

be paid for comparable work. Consideration should be given to the pre-
vailing rates for comparable service in other public and private employ-
ment. In order to attract and hold qualified personnel, job experience,
* A chld supervision staff member is one whose duty Is primarily the supervision of children or the immediate supervisor

of child supervision staff. This would not include teachers, cooks, tradesmen, etc. whose child supervision duties are
incidental to their primary responsibility.

0In a juvenile hall in which boys and girls are not segregated during wadng hours, the staff-child ratio of one to eight
is necessary because the group requires much closer supervision,
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education, etc., should be considered when setting salary schedules.

24. Stoff Qualifications
STANDARD: Alstaffshallpossess the basic skldls and education neces-

sary for the proper performance of assigned duties.
COMMENT: All staff must possess the general qualifications of integ-

rity, sensitivity, honesty, sobriety, dependability, industry, thoroughness,
accuracy, good judgment, initiative, resourcefulness, courtesy, ability to
work cooperatively with others, good health, and freedom from disabling
effects.

Candidates for staff positions should have a knowledge of the causes and
treatment of juvenile delinquency; an aptitude for, and interest in, work-
ingwith boys and girls; an ability to keep records and prepare reports; and
the'ability to analyze situations accurately and to adopt an effective course
of action.

Recommended qualifications for the various staff positions are listed
below:
Superintendent, Director

Experience: Not less than five years of full-time paid experience with
an agency dealing largely with children or youth with behavioral prob-
lems, two years of this experience in a supervisory capacity.

A superintendent or director should have the ability to apply principles
and techniques of personnel management; have ability to plan, organize,
and direct the work ofjuvenile hall staff; and be able to maintain property
inventories and prepare budget estimates.

Education: Equivalent to graduation from an accredited college or
university with major work in one of the social sciences.*
Assistant Superintendent, Assistant Director

Experience: Not less than three years of full-time paid experience in
juvenile hall group work, or as a group worker in a 24-hour child-care
institution for emotionally disturbed or delinquent children. One year of
paid experience in probation or parole work could be substituted for one
year of the institution group work experience.

An assistant superintendent or assistant director must have the ability
to assume responsibility for the operation of the juvenile hall in the ab-
sence of the superintendent. He must also have the ability to assist the
superintendent or director with personnel management, staff supervision,
record-keeping, and budget preparation.

Education: Equivalent to graduation from an accredited college or
university with major work in one of the social sciences.
Supervising Group Counselor

Experience: Two years of full-time paid experience in one or a combi-
nation of the following fields:

A. Supervision of minors in a residential correctional institution.
B. Counseling, guidance, or rehabilitation work with individuals or

groups. Experience should demonstrate an increasing ability to suc-
* Education equivalent to graduation Is considered as 135 units.
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cessfully supervise and direct the work of other staff members.
Education: Equivalent to graduation from an accredited college or

university with major work in one of the social sciences.
Group Counselor or Group Supervisor

Experience: One year full-time paid experience with responsibility for
any one of the following:

A. Supervision of a group of minors in an institution or personal guid-
ance of minors in an organized program.

B. Supervision of a group of employees including responsibility for the
assignment and review of their work.

C. Counseling, guidance, or rehabilitation work with individuals or
groups.

D. Public or private social work in a recognized agency with major
responsibility for assisting in the social adjustment of minors.

Personal qualifications must include emotional stability, ability to take
hostility without reacting in a hostile manner, leadership ability, tolerance,
and alertness and sensitivity to group situations. A group counselor or
group supervisor must be in good physical health, and at least 21 years of
age.

Education: It is desirable that education be equivalent to graduation
from an accredited college or university with major work in one of the
social sciences. A candidate with an A.B. need not have qualifying experi-
ence.
Recreationol Director

He should have the qualifications of training and experience demanded
for a director of recreation in schools or municipalities. He should be
familiar with institutional life and possess ingenuity and resourcefulness in
dealing with troubled children.
Housekeeping Personnel

This includes cooks, laundry workers, seamstresses, and janitors. Qualifi-
cations should begin with the basic skills necessary for the performance
of their assigned tasks. They must be able to see their services as important
contributions to the welfare of the detained children.
Clerical

In addition to the technical skills required, these workers must have a
genuine interest in children. To incoming youngsters, for example, the
receptionist typifies the juvenile hall and the authority it represents.
*Normaly, this is the position designated as "child supervision MO."
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VII. INTAKE AND RELEASE OF MINORS
AN OVERVIEW

It is imperative that the judge of the juvenile court and the probation
officer take active steps to establish policies and procedures for control of
detention intake and release which assure compliance with the extent of
the juvenile court law. Such policies and procedures should extend to all
persons and agencies involved in the detention process.

A peace officer has authority to deliver a minor to juvenile hall if he
decides to proceed in accordance with Section 626(c) of the Welfare and
Institutions Code. The person responsible for the operation of the juvenile
hall must accept custody of the minor. After delivery, responsibility for
further detention then rests with the probation officer.

At any time when the population of the juvenile hall approaches the
maximum number of minors that can be detained in accordance with
minimum standards, law enforcement agencies, the juvenile court, proba-
tion department staff, and the juvenile justice commission or probation
committee should be alerted in order that appropriate measures can be
taken to avoid overcrowding.

LEGAL PROVISIONS
After a peace officer has taken a minor into custody in accordance with

Section 625 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, and delivered the minor
to juvenile hall in accordance with Section 626:

A. The officer must notify the minor's parents. (Section 627 (a) W&I
Code)

B. Upon delivery, the probation officer shall immediately permit the
minor to make two phone calls (see 627 (b) W&I Code) and; investi-
gate and release the minor to the custody of the parent, guardian,
or responsible relative, unless one or more of the following condi-
tions exists:
a. The minor is in need of proper and effective parental care or

control and has no parent, guardian, or responsible relative; or has
no parent, guardian, or responsible relative willing to exercise or
capable of exercising such care or control; or has no parent, guard-
ian, or responsible relative actually exercising such care or con-
trol. (Section 628(a) W&I Code)

b. The minor is destitute or is not provided with the necessities of
Vo life or is not provided with a home or suitable place of abode.

(Section 628(b) W&I Code)
c. The minor is provided with a home which is an unfit place for him

by reason of neglect, cruelty, or depravity of his parents, or of his
guardian or other person in whose custody or care he is. (Section
628(c) W&I Code)

d. Continued detention of the minor is a matter of immediate and
urgent necessity for the protection of the minor or the person or
property of another. (Section 628(d) W&I Code)

e. The minor is likely to flee the jurisdiction of the court. (Section
628(e) W&I Code)
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f. The minor has violated an order of the juvenile court. (Section
628(0 W&I Code)

g. The minor is physically dangerous to the public because of a
mental or physical deficiency, disorder, or abnormality. (Section
628(g) W&I Code)

Children in shelter care in the juvenile hall and minors in detention in
the juvenile hall must be separate from each other at all times. (Section
506 W&I Code)

After a minor has been placed in juvenile hail, unless a petition is filed
within 48 hours, excluding non-judicial days, the minor must be released.
(Section 631 W&I Code)

If a petition is filed within the prescribed period of time, the minor must
then be brought before a judge or referee of the juvenile court no later
than the next judicial day for a detention hearing; otherwise, the minor
must be released from custody. (Section 632 W&I Code)

If it is decided at the detention hearing that the minor is to be detained
further, the period of detention prior to the hearing on the petition must
not exceed 15 judicial days. (Section 636 W&I Code)

After the hearing on the petition, a ward of the juvenile court may be
ordered detained in the juvenile hall until an order of commitment or
other court-ordered disposition is carried out. In any case where a minor

* is detained pending execution of the order of commitment or other dispo-
sition, the court shall review the case at least every 15 days regarding the
reasons for delay in disposition. (Section 737 W&I Code)

STANDARDS
25. Admissions

STANDARD: Policies andprocedures forjuvenile hail admissions shall
comply wth all legal provisions that govern detention intake and release
of minors.

COMMENT: Legal provisions make it clear that a minor shall be de-
tained onlywhen release would be destructive to the minor or dangerous
to the community. A minor shall not be detained simply for the conveni-
ence of an individual, a law enforcement agency, the probation depart-
ment, or the court. Further, there is no legal authority for detaining a
minor solely as a material witness in a criminal trial.*

Probation staff shall be assigned to screen all children admitted to the
juvenile hall, and every effort shall be made to return children to their
home, unless further detention is found to be absolutely necessary. If
possible, a probation officer should be on duty at the juvenile hall (or on
call) 24 hours a day, seven days a week. If this is impossible because of staff
limitations or other reasons, intake screening is to be done early each
working day.**

Even though the officer who delivers the minor to juvenile hall is re-
quired to notify parents, guardians, or other relatives of the minor's deten-
tion as soon as possible, probation staff should verify that proper
* In Re Singer, 134 Cal. App. 2d 547
"California Attorney General's Opinion 62/90
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notification has been given.

26. Releases
STANDARD: No minor shall be released from detention without an

appropriate order of the court or designated court offcer.
COMMENT: If a minor has been ordered detained by the juvenile

court, only the juvenile court or persons designated by the court have legal
authority to order the minor's release. If the minor has not been ordered
detained by the juvenile court, a designated. court officer may authorize
release.
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VIII. PROGRAM
AN OVERVIEW

Modern concepts of rehabilitation demand that treatment begin at the
time a minor is taken into custody and placed in detention. However, at
no time is the juvenile hall expected to undertake an all-inclusive rehabili-
tation program; the legal function of the juvenile hall sets the limits within
which treatment goals must be established. The task of the juvenile hall
is to provide emergency care and treatment while field staff work at the
problem of devising a plan for long-term care and treatment.

LEGAL PROVISIONS
A. A juvenile hall is not to be treated as a penal institution. (Section 851

W&I Code)
B. Custody, care, and discipline are to be as nearly as possible like that

which should be provided by parents. (Section 502 W&I Code)
C. Cruel, corporal, or unusual punishment is forbidden. (Section 681

Penal Code)
D. Minors between 6-18 years of age shall attend school unless specifi-

cally exempted by other provisions of the Education Code. (Sections
12101, 12102, 12551 Education Code)

E. The juvenile hall school is to be conducted as nearly like other
schools as possible. (Section 858 W&I Code)

F. With the exception of certain designated days, the school is to oper-
ate on a 12-month basis. (Section 858 W&I Code)

G. Medical or dental services for a minor in detention may be author-
ized by the judge of the juvenile court or the county probation
officer, but such authorization is not intended to limit the right of
a parent to provide such services. (Section 739 W&I Code)

H. If a petition has been filed, the juvenile court may order that the
services of psychiatrists, psychologists, or other clinical experts be
utilized to assist in determining and implementing appropriate
treatment of minors. (Section 741 W&I Code)

STANDARDS
27. Admiltonce Procedures

STANDARD: At the time of admittance to the juvenile hall, every
minor shall be provided:

a shower or bath
a clean towel
clean clothing
clean bedding
necessary toiletry articles

COMMENT: The reception the minor receives when he enters the
juvenile hall will influence his entire detention experience. That which
happens during the admission process will either acknowledge him as an
individual, or indicate to him that adults lack respect for his feelings and
needs.
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At the admissions des-t e interview should be objective, but not imper-
sonal. Reasons for obtaining required information should be explained as
necessary. However, too much expression of welcome is as much out of
place as a cold, authoritarian "jolt."

Valuables, clothing, and other belongings should be listed by the staff
member in the presence of the minor and the listing signed by both the
staff member and the minor. The minor should be given an opportunity
to verify the listing.

Valuables should be stored in a safe, or in locked drawer space, and
clothing and other belongings stored in the designated storage area.

The process of showering or bathing and issuance of juvenile hall cloth-
ing, toilet articles, and bedding is not to be conducted as an embarrassing
ordeal, forced upon the minor as a means of subtle punishment. However,
at this time the supervisor will have opportunity to make observation of
bruises or other injuries that may need medical attention and to proceed
accordingly.

The issue of juvenile hall clothing includes socks, underclothing, and
outer clothing.

The issue of clean bedding includes a mattress, mattress cover, pillow,
pillowcase, sheets, and blankets in sufficient number to maintain warmth
under prevailing climatic conditions.

Toilet articles would include soap, toothbrush, toothpaste, and comb.
If a minor is hungry due to lack of food or because of improper food prior

to admission, he is to be given sufficient food to sustain him until the next
regular meal. Frozen, ready-to-serve meals that can be quickly heated
without further preparation are especially useful for late-at-night arrivals.

There is no sound reason for routinely isolating children immediately
upon admittance. Some children can be placed in a group almost immedi-
ately; others require more time to make this adjustment.

28. Segregation of Children
STANDARD: Where possible, children shall be separated into groups

based upon such factors as age, maturity, sophistication and sex.
COMMENT: This separation will help protect the younger and/or less

sophisticated child from the older, more sophisticated child.

29. Counseling and Casework Services
STANDARD: Appropriate counseling and casework services shall be

available to each minor in detention.
COMMENT: After a minor has been accepted at juvenile hall, show-

ered; and issued clothing and other essentials, he should not then be
locked in a room with no further explanation and isolated with his own
thoughts. The minor probably has many anxieties and questions concern-
ingjuvenile hall that need to be resolved. This is the time, or possibly even
sooner during routine admittance procedures, that staff must take time to
orient the minor to the ground rules of his new surroundings, and provide
appropriate counseling to help the minor utilize detention in a positive
manner.

All orientation and counseling must be kept within the. proper frame-

25-218 0 - 74 - 42
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work of the immediate problems of detention. No attempt should be made
to delve into, or provide answers for, all of the minor's problems. The
minor's rights must be respected in every way in accordance with legal
provisions; he has been placed in temporary custody and delivered to
juvenile hall, but it is not to be presumed that this action establishes a
proven case.

Juvenile hall staff should not attempt to interrogate the minor concern-
ing the reasons for his detention, nor offer solutions for disposition of his
case. Unauthorized and illegal probing, empty promises, and distorted
statements invariably result in problems for both the minor and those who
will assist with the case later.

Juvenile hall staff members who supervise and counsel minors must be
able to identify individual problems related to detention and deal with
minors according to these problems. They should conduct effective indi-
vidual and group counseling sessions as needed; and discuss observations
with probation officers, clinical staff, and others in a team effort.

Psychiatric and psychological services should be available for detained
children as needed. These services should not be limited to individual
techniques and treatment. Ample consultation time should also be allotted
to the juvenile hall staff to help them develop insight and understanding
of minors' problems.

30. Medical and Dental Services
STANDARD: Necessary medical and dental care shall be available to

each detained minor.
COMMENT: It is emphasized that juvenile hall staff must never at-

tempt to make decisions concerning health that are rightly those of the
medical profession. Medical care and treatment is to be available to all
detained minors in need of such services. If there is no medical staff at the
juvenile hall, medical care must be provided through arrangements with
other agencies in the county qualified to provide such services.

Within 48 hours after admission, it is recommended that each minor
receive a medical examination .by a physician. If visual examination or
other information at the time of admission indicates that medical attention
may be needed, the minor shall be examined at once by a licensed physi-
cian.

In the event of serious injury, illness, or accident, the parents and proba-
tion officer shall be notified immediately. Medical consent forms, signed
by parents, should be obtained when possible. Otherwise, consent of the
court should be obtained prior to administering medical care. However,
in extreme emergencies, medical care can be provided in accordance with
the provisions of Section 739 of the Welfare and Institutions Code.

Usually, dental care in detention is limited to emergency dental care.
However, if examination indicates that remedial dental care should be
undertaken immediately, the juvenile hall should be prepared to make
arrangements for such needed service.

As a health measure for detained minors, all juvenile hall staff should be
required to have tuberculosis examinations at regular intervals.
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31. Behavior Control
STANDARD: Rules for behavior and control techniques shall be de-

signed to foster a positive, non-punitive detention program.
COMMENT: Measures used for behavioral control in any detention

facility should be positive and non-punitive. The basic premise underlying
good detention and correctional care provides that program, not physical
restraint or its threat, is basic to maintaining order within the institutional
environment.

Self-discipline and inner control on the part of the detainee is the result
of guidance and non-threatening care based on example and rational
conduct by adult staff.

Reasonable limits on behavior designed to maintain order should be
governed by a system of rules and regulations that are consistent and
easily understood by both staff and detained minors.

Meal restrictions, corporal punishment and cruel, degrading punish-
ment, either physical or psychological, shall not be permitted.

Discipline is to be administered by staff. It must never be delegated to
other detained minors.

Aggressive, physical contact between staff and detained minors, either
through acts of self-defense or the use of force to protect a child from
harming himself or others, should be immediately reported in writing to
the administrator of the detention facility. A copy of the written report
should be entered in the minor's official case record for the protection of
both the staff and the minor. Staff should then be prepared to provide
appropriate counseling designed to reduce tension and promote under-
standing arising out of conflicts within the juvenile hall.

Removal from the group should be resorted to only when a minor is out
of control and must be removed for the protection of himself or the
protection of others. The duration of restriction shall be determined on an
individual basis. Any isolation shall be used only in conjunction with effec-
tive casework services.

Withdrawal of privileges should be used only for specific constructive
purposes.

Corporal punishment should not be confused with the right of staff to
protect themselves from attack, nor should it be confused with the exer-
cise of such physical restraint as may be necessary to protect a child from
harming himself or others.
32. Academic Progrom

o STANDARD: The juvenile hall academic program shall comply wth
all academic requirements that pertain to minors 18 years of age and
under.

COMMENT: Minors in detention must be in school the minimum
time prescribed by law, unless properly excused. Curriculum should be
designed to help develop favorable attitudes toward learning, to evaluate
potential for education, and to assist each minor to maintain or improve
his studies in his regular school.

Classes should be limited to 15 students to assure individual instruction
and evaluation. Classes should be conducted in rooms specifically de-
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signed and equipped as school rooms.
All teachers shall have state credentials. It is desirable that they also

have training in the education of the exceptional, the emotionally dis-
turbed, and the mentally retarded child.

There should be periodic meetings of the chief probation officer and the
county superintendent of schools, or the district superintendent if he is
responsible for operating the juvenile hall school, to discuss administrative
problems related to the juvenile hall school that are of mutual concern.

33. Recreation Program
STANDARD: Opportunity for recreation shall be scheduled a mini-

mum of three hours a day during the week and six hours a day each
Saturday, Sunday, or other non-school day.

COMMENT: Every juvenile hall must have necessary equipment for
conducting an appropriate recreational program. The recreation program
should be varied, and each minor should be encouraged to participate in
activities within the limits of his own capabilities. The recreation program
should be designed to contribute to the normal growth and development
of the minor. It should provide normal outlets for energy and emotion,
teach a minor to get along with others, build confidence, and stimulate
new interests by introducing a minor to a variety of skills and hobbies.

In some larger juvenile halls, the services of a recreation director or
consultant may be necessary. In smaller halls, the services of a recreation
director may not be obtainable. Usually, assistance and information can
then be obtained through local recreation departments.

A recreation program can assist in diagnosis by affordng observation of
play behavior; however, the main purpose of the recreation program
should be relaxation rather than clinical observation.

34. Religious Program
STANDARD: Each minor shall ha ve opportunity to participate in reli-

gious services of his faith at last once each week, but attendance shall be
voluntary and not required.

COMMENT: In addition to regular religious services, there should be
arrangements for individual religious counseling. No minor should be
denied the right to religious counseling by a clergyman of his choice.
However, such religious counseling must be voluntary and not required.

35. Work Program
STANDARD: Minors shall not be required to do maintenance or other

work assignments as substitutes for regular juvenile hall staff.
COMMENT: Work can be a constructive experience for a minor, but

a work program should not be utilized as a means of cheap labor. A minor
may be expected to do necessary housekeeping in his own room and
possibly assist with general housekeeping, laundry services, kitchen work,
etc., if assignments assist rather than replace regular juvenile hall staff.
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36. Food and Nutrition
STANDARD: All minors shall be provided a wholesome andnutition-

ally adequate diet based on no less than three meals per day.
COMMENT: Food shall be of quality, kind, and amount to meet the

nutritional needs of the sex-age group fed. Resource information for plan-
ning the three meals per day pattern is found in Home Economics Re-
search Report #35, published by the United States Department of
Agriculture, entitled FOOD SELECTION FOR GOOD NUTRITION IN
GROUP FEEDING, dated October 1968.*

Food should be palatable and attractive in appearance. It should be
served in pleasant surroundings, and each minor should be allowed
enough time during meals to enjoy his food.

Withholding of regular meals or desserts, or cutting down the amount
of food as a disciplinary measure shall never be tolerated. Diets shall never
be restricted except by a physician's order.

The food service staff should receive supervision or consultation from
a dietitian. The services of such a person for regular consultation can often
be obtained from a state or local governmental agency.

37. Laundry Services
STANDARD: Each minor shall be supplied with clean changes of

clothing, bedding, and towels as needed
COMMENT: Clean underclothing, socks, and towels shall be issued

daily. Outer clothing shall be exchanged twice weekly, or more often if
necessary.

Mattresses should be cleaned and sterilized as required. Plastic covered
mattresses are recommended for best service. If mattresses are not plastic
covered, they should be cleaned and sterilized at least every 90 days.
Blankets and pillows should also be cleaned and sterilized at least ever 90
days.

Pillowcases, mattress covers, and sheets should be exchanged at least
once a week, or more often if necessary.

38. Personal Hygiene
STANDARD: Each minor shall be given opportunity to bathe or

shower daily.
COMMENT: In addition to opportunities for daily bathing, a minor is

to have ample time before each meal to wash his hands and face; and after
the meal, to brush his teeth.

Included in the daily schedule, should be periodic breaks in order for
minors to use the restroom, use the drinking fountain, etc.

39. Visiting
STANDARD: The schedule of the juvenile hall shall provide at least

weekly visits by parents or other relatives.
COMMENT: Visiting hours and length of visits must be determined

by the administration. However, special arrangements should also be
0 Available from United States Government Printing Office. Washington D.C. 2D40--price 40 cents.
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made for parents who work odd and unusual hours and parents who come
long distances to visit.

40. Correspondence
STANDARD: Each mnor shall be given the opportuA'ty to write at

least two letters a week to parents or other relatives.
COMMENT: Minors should understand that incoming and outgoing

letters may be read by either the probation officer or by a member of the
juvenile hall staff appointed by the superintendent.* If a letter is not
approved for mailing, it shall be returned to the minor with a reason for
not being sent. Incoming mail that is not approved shall be turned over
to the minor's probation officer and then returned to the sender, along
with the reason that the letter was not delivered to the minor.

41. Voluntory Assistonce
STANDARD: The superintendent of the juvenile hail in accepting

voluntary services of any kir dshall make certain that these ser vices rt into
a planned approach to meet the needs of the children for whose care he
is responsible.

COMMENT: Juvenile hall contacts with the community are many and
varied. Service clubs, women's clubs, church groups, and private individu-
als are all genuinely interested in the welfare of detained minors. Many
offers are made of help, usually in the form of donations; but frequently,
in the form of services. Before offers of service are accepted, volunteers
and the superintendent together should carefully explore the conditions
surrounding the service offered.

New volunteers seldom realize the nature of the juvenile hall program.
Many will be critical of the control measures required to maintain orderly
living within the juvenile hall. Others will want to become individually
involved with the personal problems of detained minors.

Volunteers in a juvenile hall need indoctrination as surely as the newly
hired worker needs orientation and in-service training. To provide this
indoctrination requires a great deal of tact and understanding. Volunteers
take time from a usually busy schedule; but when properly supervised and
directed, volunteers are a definite asset to the detention program.

Part 15461 of the Postal Manual states -Mad addressed to patients or inmates at InstitutiorA unless otherwise directed
by the addressee. is delivered to the institution authorities, who in turn will deliver the mal to the addressee in
accordance with the institution's rules and regulations."
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California's Community Treatment Program
For Delinquent Adolescents

Journal of Research in Crim, and Delinquency, January 1971, Vol. 8, No. 1,
NCCD

TED B. PALMER
Principal Investigator, Community Treatment Project

(Division of Research, California Youth Authority)
Ph.D. (Psychology), 1963, University of Southern California

Since 1961, the Community Treatment Project (CTP) has handled
seriously delinquent male and female offenders who have been
committed from juvenile courts to the state correctional system
from four California communities. Rather than being institution-
alized for several months, these youths, ages 13 to 19 at intake,
are placed directly into a small caseload, intensive, commun ty-
located parole program: CTP. There, after being "matched" with
a parole agent, they receive "differential" or relatively individual-
ized, as well as long-term, treatment. An "interpersonal maturity
level" s, !er is used to classify youths and as one important basis
for estab .hing treatment objectives and techniques.

Compa, 'ive effectiveness of the experimental (CTP) and control
(traditional) programs was evaluated in terms of six separable out-
come measures: suspensions, recidivism, discharge, psychological
tests, etc. E-C comparisons indicate that the E program has been
able to hatidle a large majority of eligible youths (89 percent) at
least as effectively as has the traditional program, while ten percent
do better within the traditional program. Close to 25 percent do
rather poorly within both types of program. A major objective of
CTP-Phase Three (1969-1974) is that of developing more effective
techniques and settings for working with this latter, rather sizable,
"unsuccessful" group. Another objective is that of determining
whether the CTP approach can be applied successfully to a wider
range of offenders than have been handled to date - e.g., those
committed from adult courts and/or for seriously assaultive
offenses. Five main factors are mentioned as having made a sub-
stantial contribution to the comparative. effectiveness of CTP
during 1961-1969.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the community-

based approach to the handling of
0 delinquent adolescents has been.

taking root. Treatment of adolescent
1P. Lerman, "Evaluating the Outcomes of

Institutions for Delinquents: Implications
for Research and Social Policy," Social Work,
13(3):55-64, (luly, 1968); R. M. Stephenson
and F. R. Scarpetli, "Essexfields: A Non-
residential Experiment in Group Centered

offenders within the environment
into which they will have to be
reintegrated is increasingly viewed
as a viable as well as humane alter-
native to traditional incarceration.'
A further development within cor-
Rehabilitation of Delinquents," American
Journal of Corrections, 31(1):12-18, (1969);
L. T. Empey and S. G. Lubeck, The Silver-
lake Experiment (Chicago: Aldine Publishing
Company, 1971).

t£
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rections centers around the use of
offender typologies as a basis for
determining the type of treatment
which might best be used with given
individuals. During the past decade,
support has been gained for the view
that no single, across-the-board ap-
proach to treatment is equally effec-
tive with all types of delinquents.2
A third development centers around
the concept of "matching" the type
of treater with the type of offender
as one way of increasing the effec-
tiveness of treatment.' There are, of
course, other emerging trends (e.g.,
use of group homes and half-way
houses; work furlough and work re-
lease; use of volunteers, indigenous
p e r s o n n e I, and ex-offenders as
workers and aides).

Relative to the above three lines
of development, the major, single
"pioneer" treatment program within
juvenile corrections has quite pos-
sibly been California's Community
Treatment Project (CTP). This pro-
gram, jointly sponsored by the Cali-
fornia Department of the Youth
Authority (CYA) and the National
Institute of Mental Health (MH

2S. A. Adams, "Interactions Between In-
dividual Interview Therapy and Treatment
Amenability in Older Youth Authority
Wards," California State Department ol Cor-
rections Monograph, 2:27-44, (1961); T. B.
Palmer, Types of Probation Officers and
Types of Youth on Probation: Their Views
and Interactions, (Los Angeles: 'Youth Studies
Center, Project Report, University of South-
ern California, 1963), (mimco); M. Q. War-
ren, "The Case for Differential Treatment of
Delinquents," Annals American Academy of
Political and Social Sciences, 381:47-59,
(January, 1969).

3T. B. Palmer, Personality Characteristics
and Professional Orientations of Five Groups
of Community Treatment Project Workers:
A Preliminary Report on Differences Among
Treaters, (Sacramento: California Youth Au-
thority, 1967), pp. 29-32, (mimeo); R. B.
Levinson and H. L. Kitchener, Treatment of

14734), has for several years com-
bined the features of (1) community-
based treatment, (2) differential
treatment based upon a typology of
offenders, and (3) matching of work-
er (treater) and offender (client). It
may be of value to review the major
elements, structure, and findings of
CTP relative to its first eight years of
existence (Phase One: 1961-1964;
Phase Two: 1964-1969).

OBJECTIVES AND SAMPLE
Phase One of CTP (1961-1964)

was focused around questions con-
cerning (1) the overall operational
feasibility of a community-based
approach to the handling of delin-
quent.youth and (2) the comparative
and differential effectiveness of this
approach as compared with tradi-
tional institutionalization for specific
kinds of youth. After CTP's basic
feasibility appeared to have been
established, and once a certain de-
gree of program effectiveness had
been shown, the focus shifted:
Phase Two (1964-1969) goals includ-
ed (1) better identification of those
factors which might be contributing
to the program's relative success and
(2) an assessment of the ; eneraliza-
bility of Phase One results.

The Community Treatment Project
handles male and female offenders
whom the local (cityand county) pro-
bation departments have in effect
"given up on." These youths, ages
13 through 19 at intake, have been
committed to the rather vast, state

Delinquents: Comparison of Four Methods
of Assigning Inmates to Counselors, (Wash-
ington, D.C.: National Training School for
Boys, 1965), pp. 1-10, (mimeo); S. Foulkard,
et al, Probation Research: A Preliminary
Report, (London: Home Office Studies in the
Causes of Delinquency and the Treatment
of Offenders, Report 7, 1966), pp. 34-40,
(mimeo).
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correctional system - the CYA -
within which the CTP parole units
have operated. The CTP program
has operated one experimental unit
in Sacramento (population of
275,000) and one in Stockton (popu-
lation of 100,000) since 1961.4 Two
units have operated in San Francisco
(population of 750,000) since 1965.
In all, four separate community-
based parole units are involved-
three of which also contain the fea-
tures of differential treatment and
matching. The fourth, located in
San Francisco, is a Guided Group
Interaction (GGI) unit. From this
point on, the term "experimental
group" will not include GGI, except
as specified.

Nearly all youths eligible for the
project are rather heavily involved
in delinquency. They average close
to five known arrests prior to their
CYA con mitting offense. The latter
offenses are classified: property-60
percent; person (battery, etc.)-five
percent; other (incorrigible, run-
away, etc.)-35 percent. Eighty per-
cent of the youths are from lower
socioeconomic (S.E.) backgrounds,
and two percent from upper S.E.
backgrounds.r' Racial composition
varies gr'-atly across differing set-
tings: in the Sacramento-Stockton-
Modesto area, the study population
consists of: Caucasian-58 percent;
Mexican-American-20 percent; Ne-
gro-18 percent; Other-four per-
cent. The figures for San Francisco
are 25 percent, four percent, 65 per-
cent, and six percent respectively.
Their average age at point of CYA

4The Stockton unit has handled youths
from the nearby city of Modesto (popul-
ation of 55,000) since 1967.

SA. J. Reiss, Jr., and A. L. Rhodes, "The
Distribution of Juvenile Delinquency in the
Social Class Structure," American Sociolog-
ical Review, 5:26, (1961).

intake is fifteen and one-half. The
mean IQ is 89 (California Test of
Mental Maturity, Nonlanguage score

Ordinarily, youths committed to
the CYA undergo a period of insti-
tutionalization - one which, during
the 1960's, fluctuated between eight
and ten months. Upon completion
of the institutional program, youths
would be returned to their com-
munities on parole status, within the
context of a traditional, nonintensive,
large-sized caseload. As an altern-
ative to this traditional sequence
of events (control group), youths as-
signed to CTP (experimental group)
are paroled directly back to their
home community after having spent
about four weeks at a CYA reception
center. (Controls also experience the
reception center phase,) Once on
parole, experimentals immediately
begin the CTP program of intensive
supervision and treatment within the
context of a small-sized caseload. As
is the case among controls, success-
ful completion of CTP generally
takes two and one-half to three
years.

Relative to specified geographic
boundaries, all first commitments to
the CYA from the juvenile courts are
considered for eligibility to either
the experimental (E) or control (0i
program. For all geographic area
combined, 65 percent of the mal,.
commitments and 83 percent of the,
females have been found eligible by
the Youth Authority Board for ran-
dom assignment to either the F or (:
program. In line with pre-estab-
lished criteria, ineligibility is chiefly
a function of (1) the nature of the
committing offense and/or (2) the
intensity of negative reaction on the
part of official community agencies
(chiefly police and probation) to the
possibility of returning the youth to
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the community without a prior per-
iod of institutionalization. The most
typical CYA commitment offenses
among the 35 percent male ineligi-
ble group include armed robbery,
assault with a deadly weapon, and
forcible rape. Factors such as chron-
ic or severe neurosis, occasional
psychotic episodes, apparent sui-
cidal tendencies, marked drug in-
volvement, homosexuality, etc., do
not, in themselves, constitute
grounds for ineligibility.

All eligible cases are, by a strati-
fied random procedure, assigned to
either E or C status. During phases
One and Two some 686 E's (includ-
ing 165 GGI subjects) and 328 C's
Were studied - 79 percent of whom
were males. This is illustrated in
Table I. The assignment procedure
resulted in the E and C groups being
equated on each of the following
variables: age, IQ, socioeconomic
status of family, race, type of CYA
committing offense.

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
During Phases One and Two, the

following approach has been used
relative to each experimental sub-
ject. Primarily by means of inter-
viewing, the youth is first classified
according to ihe Sullivan, Grant, and
(;ranit theoretical scale of inl(,rl)er-
sonal maturity" and elaborations
thereof. (The classification system is
reviewed below.) He or she is then
assigned to a small caseload -
twelve youths for each parole agent
("treater"). A treatment-strategy is
then developed which reflects the
youth's overall level of maturity, ma-
jor pattern of response to others,

OC. E. Sullivan, M. Q. Grant, and J. D.
Grant, "The Development of Interpersonal
Maturity: Applications to Delinquency,"
Psychiatry, 20:373-385, (1957).

self-image, and various unique fea-
tures of his personal life situation.

All parole agents (1) have been
selected for CTP with the aim of
their being able to work with youths
on an intensive or extensive basis;
and, all male agents (2) are assigned
to work only with those kinds ("sub-
types") of youth with whori they ap-
pear to be especially well.suited, or"matched." (Mainly during 1961-
1966, workers sometimes had to be
assigned youths with whom they
were not well-matched.) lach male
agent's caseload generally contains
no more than two youth subtypes.
Each CTP unit consists of one treat-
ment supervisor, one ca.;e-carrying
assistant supervisor, and six line pa-
role agents (usually live males and
one female).7

The Classification Sytem
A communily-|ased r r o g r a m

could, theoretically, be ( perated as
such without .the use ot a classifi-
cation system, whether formal or
more intuitive. However, a program
which contains the features of differ-
ential treatment and matching does
require the use of classification. In
terms of overall programming and
individualized treatment planning,
the implications of this distinction
may become clearer after a brief re-
view of the classifications which
have been used at crP between
1961-1969.

The CTP classifications are one
part of a general theory of individual
development, first outlined in the
late 1950's." The theory distinguishes
seven successive levels of interper-

tWithin any given CTP unit, the single
female worker must, of necessity, work with
all female subtypes, whether closely matched
or not.
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Table I

RESEARCH DESIGN AND SAMPLE SIZE

Sacramento-Stockton'
Phases 1 and 2 (1%1-69)

ELIGIBLE POOLl

E~rj CONTROL
I IoL

No. Of
Eligible
Cases

Boys 338 241

Girls 58 64

Total 396 305

fIncludes City of Modesto: 9/67 to 7/69

San Franisco
Phase 2 (119 4-69)"

ELIGIBLE PO

IIGII ~il CONTROL
No. Of
Eligible
Cases

Boys 89 115 19

Girls 36 50 4

Total 125 165 23

"Operations began in 10/65

**$Guided Group Interaction Unit

sonal maturity, known as "i-levels"
or integration levels. (Some 99 per-
cent of CTP's delinquent adolescents
have been found to fall within either
the second or "lower," third or
'middle," or fourth - "higher".-
level of integration.) Each I-level re-
fers to certain dominant ways in
which individuals interpret their en-
vironment. A classification manual
provides detailed descriptions of
many of the central, personal con-
cerns and interpersonal desires of in-
dividuals who are currently function-
ing at the second, third, or fourth
levels.9 Additional distinctions are
made within each level. These relate

SSullivan, Grant, and Grant, op. cit., supra
note 6, pp. 373-385.

9M. Q. Warren, et al., Interpersonal Ma-
turity Level Classification: Juvenile. Diag-
nosis and Treatment of Low, Middle, and

to noteworthy or conspicuous ways
in which delinquent youths who are
functioning at the given level express
underlying needs and feelings when
interacting with their external envir-
onment. In all, nine groups of youth
("delinquent subtypes") are distin-
guished relative to I-levels two
through four. In practice, cach such
classification is used as a way of
starting to focus in on ",Ahere the
client is at" as an individual, both
in terms of his overall development
and that of his outstanding or at
least distinguishing patterns of adap-
tation.

The following i% a capsule account
of Ihe "lower" (.), "middle" (I.,),
and "higher" (14) maturity levels, to-
High Maturity Delinquents, (Sacramento:
California Youth Authority, 1966), pp. 1-52,
(mlmeo).
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gether with the nine delinquent sub-
types:10 (For each subtype, the per-
centage of representation within the
total Phase One and Two sample is
shown in parentheses-first for boys,
then for girls.)

Maturity Level Two (12):, An indi-
vidual whose overall development
has not progressed beyond this level
views events and objects primarily
as sources of short-term pleasure or
else frustration. He distinguishes
among individuals largely in terms of
their being either "givers" or "with-
holders," and has little conception
of interpersonal refinement beyond
this. He has a very low level of
frustration-tolerance together with a
poor capacity to understand many of
the basic reasons for the behavior
or attitudes of others toward him.
The delinquent subtypes are:

1. Asocial, Aggressive (Aa)-
often responds with active de-
mands, open resistance, "mali-
cious mischief," or verbal and
physical aggression when frus-
trated by others. (1 percent, 0
percent)

2. Asocial, Passive (Ap) - of-
ten responds with passive resist-
ance, complaining, pouting, or
marked withdrawal when frus-
trated by others. (3 percent, 0
percent)
Maturity Level Three (6): More

than the 12, an individual at this level
recognizes that certain aspects of his
own behavior have a good deal to
do with whether or not he will get
what he wants from others. An in-
dividual at this level interacts pri-
marily in terms of oversimplified

10This is a partial revision of the sum-
mary account which appears in: M. Q. War-
ren, The Community Treatment Project After
Five Years, (Sacramento: California Youth
Authority, 1967), pp. 2-4, (mimeo)

rules and formulas rather than from
a set of relatively firm, generally
more complex internalized values.
He understands few of the feelings
and motives of individuals who are
organized differently from himself.
More often than the 14, he assumes
that peers and adults operate mostly
on a rule-oriented or intimidation/
manipulation ('.ower") basis. The
delinquent subtypes are:

1. Immature Conformist (Cfm)
- usually fears and responds
with strong compliance and oc-
casional passive resistance to
peers and adults *whom he
thinks have "the power" at the
moment. He sees himself as de-
ficient in social "know how,"
and usually expects rejection.
(11 percent, 2 percent)

2. Cultural Conformist (Cic)
- likes to think of himself as
delinquent and tough. Typical-
ly responds with conformity to
delinquent peers or to a speci-
fic reference group. (7 percent,
1 percent)

3. Manipulator (Mp) - often
attempts to undermine or cir-
cumvent the power of authority
figures, and/or usurp the power
role for himself. He typically
does not wish to conform to
peers or adults. (9 percent, 3
percent)
Maturity Level Four (14): More

than the 1., an individual at this level
has internalized one or more sets
of standards in terms of which he
frequently attempts to judge the be-
havior and attitudes of himself as
well as others. 1 He recognizes In-
terpersonal interactions in which in-
dividuals attempt to influence one

IlThese standards are not always mutually
consistent or consistently applied.
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another by means other than prom-
ises of hedonistic or monetary re-
ward, compliance, manipulation,
etc. He shows moderate to much
ability to understand underlying rea-
sons for behavior and has some abil-
ity to respond to complex expecta-
tions of others on a moderately
long-term basis. The delinquent
subtypes are:

1. Neurotic, Acting out (Na)
-typically and actively at-
tempts to deny - and distract
Wmiivi '111d Vtfte#% (wtv - hi.;
conscious feelings of inadequa-
cy, rejection, or self-condemna-
tion. Sometimes he does this by
verbally attacking others, or by
"gaming" and conning. (19 per
cent, 6 percent)

2. Neurotic, Anxious (Nx)
frequently manifests various
symptoms of emotional disturb-
ance - psychosomatic com-
plaints, etc.-which result from
conflicts produced by feelings
of failure, inadequacy, or con-
scious guilt. (21 percent, 8 per-
cent)

12

3. Situational-Emotional Re-
action (Se)-responds to imme-
diate family, social, or personal
crisis by acting out - although
his childhood and preadoles-
cent development seem fairly
normal in most respects. (2 per-
cent, 1 percent)

4. Cultural Identifier (Ci)-
expresses his identification with
an anti-middle class or with a
non-middle class value system

12An additional 1 percent of the male CTP
population are classified as 1lNx.

1 1Warren, et al., op. cit., supra note 9,
pp. 1-52.

14 T. B. Palmer, "Recent Research Findings
and Long-Range Developments at the Com-

by occasionally acting- out his
delinquent beliefs and/or by
"living out" in commonly unac-
ceptable ways. Often sees him-
self as competent and, some-
times, as a leader among peers.
(4 percent, 0 percent)
These subtype classifications have

undergone continuous operational
and conceptual refinement since
1961. Several years' experience has
shown them to be manageable and
communicable, particularly in their
mos t ,VCVnt f1o) torm." While
many CTP youths show few changes
in I-level over a period of years,
change from one level to the next
higher level is not at all rare - at
least among k's and la's.1 The treat-
ment plan and overall operation
must be flexible enough to reflect
changes and growth which take
place among youths-in I-level, and
otherwise-while on the program.

Strateoles and Program Elements
A number of underlying princi-

ples, strategies, and tactics are fol-
lowed in the case of nearly all CTP
youths, irrespective of I-level and
subtype. These relate to: (1) devel-
opment of a treatment plan which
is individualized to the extent of
being consistent with (while not
necessarily focused around) the
youth's main strengths, limits, and
ifiterests; (2) commitment on parole
agent's part to long-term involve-
ment with youth - two to four
years if necessary; (3) ready access
to the agent whenever felt need
arises, on youth's part; (4) careful
placement planning, particularly
during initial phases of the youth's

inunity Treatment Project," Community
treatment Project Research Report No. 9,
tart 2, (Sacramento: California Youth Au-
thority, October, 1968), pp. 1-10, (mimeo).
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parole program; (5) parole agent
contacts -on behalf of youth, with.
any of several community or volun-
teer agencies - probation, employ-
ment, school, etc. Under conditions
of 1a) relatively small caseload size,
(b) a moderate degree of program
flexibility, and (c) an absence of spe-
cific, theoretically derived con-
straints - a number of these fea-
tures could probably be utilized
within a variety of community-based
treatment programs.

Several program elements and fea-
tures are potentially available to
nearly all CTP youths, again, irre-
spective of subtype. The number of
elements which may actually be
utilized relative to any given indi-
vidual can range from two or three
to nearly all of the following: (1)
group homes and other temporary
or longer term out-of-home place-
ments (foster home; independent);
(2) individual, group and/or family-
centered treatment and counseling;
(3) flexible agent-youth contacts
(office; streets), on daily basis if
necessary; (4) as needed, extensive
surveillance (days, evenings, week-
ends) by agent relative to youth's
community activities; (5) accredited
school program located within the
project's' community-based treat-
ment center, including individual
and ,mall group tutoring, plus arts
and crafts; (6) ncrealional and coed-
ucational activities both within and
outside of the treatment center; (7)
short-term, treatment- and/or con-
trol-oriented detention at a nearby
CYA facility.'

''While each such feature is associated
with the community-based approach, it is, in
itself, not necessarily tied in with a small
caseload, differential Ireatment-oriented op-
eration as such. Yet, the small caseload ap-

The particular program elements
and combination of elements which
are actually utilized are likely to
reflect, not only the current limita-
tions, conscious interests, and speci-
fic life circumstances of .the youth
as an individual, but his underlying
I-level and subtype classification as
well. As a result, certain program
elements and combinations of ele-
ments are far more likely to be
utilized, or utilized to a much great-
er extent, in the case of given sub-
types as compared with other sub-
types."0 This is particularly the case
with o program elements, and sub-
items within (1), (2), (4), and (7)
above. Within CTP, this is the basic
operational expression of the "dif-
ferential treatment" concept. Thus,
for example, it is very unlikely that
the initial treatment prescription for
any I., manipulator will involve an
independent placement or, for that
matter, primary emphasis upon indi-
vidual or family counseling. On the
other hand, early utilization of any
one or more of these elements is not
uncommon with reference to Nx's.
The particular form which some of
these elements are likely to take is,
often, also tied in with the youth's
particular subtype. Thus, for ex-
ample, only certain kinds of group

proach helps to render feasible the utiliz-
ation of more than three or four such ele-
ments it the pn point in time In response
tn needs of given individuals. It also adds to
the flexibility which is needed relative to
making major, even rapid shifts in program
emphasis across time. A delinquency caus-
ation-oriented, differential treatment model
can supply the rationale for selecting and
emphasizing given elements with given types
of youth. Beyond this, the factor of "match-
ing" may increase the likelihood of one's
making a timely, appropriate, and integrated
selection and utilization of given program
elements.

10Palmer, op. cit., supra note 14, pp. 27-31.
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homes are likely to be prescribed
for particular youth subtypes, where-
as other such homes are more likely
to be reserved for individuals be-
longing to differing subtypes. This
applies to particular forms of group
counseling as well.

Matching
Within CTP, matching is concep-

tualized and utilized as one way of
hopefully capitalizing upon the spe-
cial talents, sensitivities, and areas of
greater concern on the part of given
treatment personnel and of minimiz-
ing the possible effects of their areas
of lesser sensitivity, talent, and/or
relative disinterest in certain kinds
of problems or personalities. The
bases and specific variables involved
in matching were made relatively
explicit beginning approximately
1964, although assignment of sub-
jects to "matched" workers has been
a feature of the experimental pro-
gram throughout Phases One and
Two."

CTP parole agents who work with
specified youth subtypes are found
to have a number of professional
orientations and to express certain
personal characteristics which sta-
tistically distinguish them from the
remaining CTP workers (grouped
together).1 8 For example, compared
with other CTP agents,1" Nx workers
(1) show a greater degree of interest
in working with youths' feelings

ITT. B. Palmer, "Types of Treaters and
Types of juvenile Offenders," California
Youth - Authority Quarterly, 18(3):14-23,
(1965); T. B. Palmer, An Overview of Match-
ing in the Community Treatment Project,
(Sacramento: California Youth Authority,
March, 1968), pp. 5-8, (mimeo).

18T. B. Palmer, Personality Characteristics
and Professional Orientations of Five groups
of Community Treatment Project Workers: A
Preliminary Report on Differences Among

about both self and others in refer-
ence to guilt, hostility, aggression,
or rejection; (2) express a lesser de-
gree of "firmness-finality" (exacting,
"hard-nosed," demanding closure
... in contrast to being more easy.
going and prepared to tolerate am.
biguities) in their relationship with
youths. Mp-Cfc workers (1) are
more likely to focus upon issues re-
lating to external controls and limit
setting; (2) maintain a greater degree
of social distance (formality . . . in
contrast to familiarity or informality)
in their relationship with youths; (3)
are more likely to be forward, direct,
outspoken (in contrast to being re-
ticent, indirect, etc.). Is workers (1)
are less likely to focus upon issues
relating to external controls and limit
setting; (2) show lesg interest in
working with youths' feelings about
self and others in relation to guilt,
hostility, aggression, or rejection.

MAJOR FINDINGS
Comparative effectiveness of the

E and C programs was evaluated in
terms of six separable outcome
measures: (1) average number of
suspensions per unit of time;" (2)
"recidivism": rate of removal from
parole (revocation, recommitment,
etc., within :!4-month parole follow-
up); (3) rate of favorable discharge
from CYA (60-month parole follow-
up); (4) -rate of unfavorable dis-

Treaters, (Sacramento: Calitnrnia Youth Au-
thority, 1967), pp. 33-51, (mimeo).

19The items which follow refer to com-
posite scales, each of which consist% of an
average of six individual variables.

20Excluded were violations and offenses
of relatively minor severity (traffic, curfew,
runaway, possession of alcohol or drinking,
fighting without weapons, etc.)-levels
"One" and "Two" as defined by a Severity
of Offense Scale. (Palmer, op. cit., supra
note 14, pp. 71-74).
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Table II

COMPARATIVENESS OF SACRAMENTO-STOCKTON
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL PROGRAMS

CTP: Phases 1 and 2
Sacramento-Stockton
E - Experimental
C - Control

++: Far Ahead
+: Ahead
): Slightly Ahead
0: No Difference Between Groups

Parole
Suspensions* Recidivism

Favorable Unfavorable Psychological
Discharge Discharge Test Scores

Boys (C) E+ 0 E E+ (E)

Girls C+ 0 0 0 0 0

Total C E4+ 0 E E+ 0

' Excludes minor offenses (traffic, runaway, drinking, etc.)

charge from CYA (60-month parole
follow-up); (5) psychological test
score change;2 1 (6) rate of post-dis-
charge arrests22 (24-month follow-
up).23 A variety of statistical tests
have been used relative to these
measures-chiefly Chi-square, Mann-

2 Refers to (1) a scale-by-scale analysis
uf the California Psychological Inventory
(CPI) and Jesness inventory in the case of
San Francisco comparisons and (2) blind
Q-sorts of CPI profiles by Dr. Harrison
Gough in the case of Sacramento-Stockton
comparisons. Results from the latter, .1969
Q-sorts were very similar to those obtained
in 1966 relative to a CPI and Jesness scalh-
hy.scale analysis of many of the same Sac-
ramento-Stockton subjects who appeared
in the present analysis.

2 Op. cit., supra note 20.
-"Criterion number six applies only to that

subsample which had received a favorable
discharge from the CYA relative to the co-
hort cutoff date. This involved 35 percent of
.1l E's (30 percent of all boys, 69 percent of
all girls) and 24 percent of all C's (22 per-
cent of boys, 32 percent of girls) who had
been on parole long enough to be potential

Whitney U, and t. A summary of
main findings is shown in Table II,
relative to the total group of E's and
C's-i.e., all delinquent subtypes
combined. While the findings refer
specifically to the Sacramento-Stock-
ton sample, they are similar to those
for San Francisco."4 (Recidivism rates
for Sacramento-Stockton are com-

favorable dischargees relative to the present
follow-up. Thus, a broader cross-section of
E's than C's was included within the post-
discharge analysis.

24This applies to criteria (2), re idivim,
and (5), psychologicatl test scores. Relative
lo criterion (1), parole suspensions, the San
rrancisco E boys compared slightly more
favorably with the C's than was the case
with the former's counterparts within Sac-
ramento-Stockton. (Op. cit., infra note 25.)
Even so, the C boys remained slightly ahead
of E's. San Francisco E girls did substantially
better than the C's-this being a reverse of
the situation in Sacramento-Stockton. How-
ever, the sample size for C girls was very
small. For boys plus girls combined, San
Francisco E's came out slightly ahead of C's.
The figures (including GGI) are: E - 1 sus-

Post-
discharge
Arrests*
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Table III

COMPARISON OF SACRAMENTO-STOCKTON AND SAN
PAROLE FOLLOW-UP FAILURE RATES

FRANCISCO

15 Mos. Follow-up 24 Mos. Follow-up

Program Location Boys Girls Boys Girls

Sacramento-
Stockton CTP 34% 27% 42% 34%
San Francisco

CTP 32% 21% 46% 33%
Sacramento-

Control Stockton 52% 46% 64% 48%
Control

& San Francisco
Control 47% * 64% *

San Francisco
GGI 55% 63% 66% 59%

CYA,
Overall Statewide* 53% 35% 62% 42%

*Too few female Control cases.
"Rates are for comparable group of youths.

pared with those for San Francisco in
Table III, relative to 15- and 24-
month parole follow-up.)

On the whole, E's (boys and girls
combined) appear to be doing better
than C's: the former are ahead, or
far ahead, in terms of pre-post psy-
chological testing as well as recidiv-
ism. They are also doing better with
regard to rate of unfavorable dis-
charge from the CYA. C's ire doing

pension per 12.1 months (boys: 9.5 months,
girls: 31.3 months); C - 1 suspension per
10.6 months (boys: 10.7 months, girls: 10.0
months); GGI - 1 suspension per 11.9
months (boys: 10.4 months, girls: 20.9
months). Because the San Francisco experi-
ment began four years later than that of
Sacramento-Stockton, the former samples
have only recently attained an adequate size
relative to various statistical analyses. Thus,
for the former samples, it was necessary
to use somewhat shorter parole follow-up

Figures exclude CTP, Control and GGI s.ubjects.

better than E's in terms of rate of
parole suspensions. (This is some-
what different in the case of San
Francisco. See fn. 24 and 25.) Finally,
no overall difference is found be-
tween E and C relative to rate of
favorable discharge from the CYA
and rate of postdischarge arrests.

E girls perform as well and, in
some cases, better than boys in terms
of the above six indices (see fn. :!5

periods than in the case of Sacramento-
Stockton (e.g., favorable as well as un-
favorable discharge within 24 months). For
this same reason it was not yet possible. to
do a postdischarge analysis relative to the
San Francisco experiment. Finally, the sample
size amorg San Francisco control follow-ups
precluded any meaningful E (CTP) versus C
comparisons relative to criteria (3) and 14).
However, it was possible to use the later
criteria relative to E (CTP) versus CGI coiii-
parisons.

25-218 0 - 74 - 43
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and fn. 27). This level of perform-
ance is found in San Francisco as
well. However, E girls do not com-
pare as favorably with their C coun-
terparts as do E boys: E boys are
ahead or slightly ahead of C boys on
four of the six outcome measures,
while the latter are slightly ahead on
one of the two remaining indices.25

Integrating all six outcome measures
separately for each subtype, some 39
percent of the boys (mostly found
among Na's, Cfc's, and Mp's) appear
to do better within the experimental
program, while 10 percent do better
in the control program. Some 27
percent appear to do equally well
within both the experimental and
control programs, whereas about 24
percent do equally poorly within

25Relative to boys, the main findings are:
(1) parole suspensions per month (severity
levels three to ten): E- 1 per 13.4 months,
C - 1 per 15.8 months; (2) recidivism: find-
ings appear in Table III; (3) rate of favorable
discharge from CYA: E - 53 percent of boys
are discharged within 60 months on parole,
C - 48 percent; (4) rate of unfavorable
discharge from CYA: E - 8 percent of boys
discharged within 60 months on parole,
C - 22 percent; (5) psychological test
scores: E boys are significantly better ad-
justed at post-test than C boys, both as to
level of social adjustment (S.A.) and that
of personal adjustment (P.A.), E boys show
significantly more positive change from
pre- to post-testing than C boys, as to
degree of S.A., also, they tend to show a
greater degree of positive change as to P.
A.; and (6) postdischarge arrests within 24
months (severity levels three to ten): E -
0.82 offenses per dischargee (includes total
discharge sample, whether arrested or not),
C - 0.81 such offenses, E - 1.65 offenses
per dischargee with one or more arrests,
C - 1.81 such offenses. As a group, the
performance of E's appears slightly better
than that of C's in view of the latter sample's
significantly lesser level of parole risk in
terms of a standard base expectancy formula.
(R. F. Beverly, A Comparative Analysis of
Base Expectancy Tables for Selected Sub-
populations of California Youth Authority

both programs.28 As a group, E and
C girls are doing about equally
well:2 7 only one clear-cut difference
-in favor of the C's-is found on
the above indices relative to girls.
However, a number of converging
trends within this data, observable
only at the subtype level, results in a
general advantage for the three most
common E subtype.. In all, some 26
percent of the girls (mainly found
among Nx's and, to a much lesser
extent, Mp's and Na's) appear to do
better in the experimental program,
while 10 percent do better within the
control program. Some 38 percent
(mainly found among Mp's, Na's,
and Nx's, in addition to Se's and
Cfm's) do equally well within both
programs. Approximately 25 percent

Wards, Research Report 55, (Sacramento:
California Youth Authority, December, 1968),
pp. 1-25, (mimeo).

26Boys who do better within the experi-
mental program comprie about 45 to 55
percent of all individuals who fall within the
Na, Cfc, Mp, and Ap categories, respect-
ively, and approximately 30 percent of those
within the Nx and Cfm groups. Those who
do better within the control program com-
prise about 20 percent (of the Ci's, 15 per-
cent of Cfm's, and 10 percent of Nx's, Na's,
Mp's, and Cfc's. Boys who do about equally
well within both prograins comprise about
70 percent of Se's 40 percent of Cfm's,
and some 20 to 30 per,:ent of Nx's, Ap's,
Na's, and Mp's. Youths who appear to do
equally poorly within both programs com-
prise virtually all the Aa'., about 40 percent
of Ci's, 25 percent of the Mp's, Na's, and
Nx's, respectively, and some 20 percent of
Cfc's.

2TRelative to girls, the main findings are:
(1) parole suspensions per month (severity
levels three to ten): E- 1 per 24.9 months,
C - 1 per 38.8 months; (2) recidivism: find-
ings appear in Table I11; (3) rate of favorable
discharge from CYA within 60 months on
parole: E - 91 percent, C - 78 percent;
(4) rate of unfavorable discharge from CYA
within 60 months on parole E - 0 percent,
C - 17 percent (only 11 E and 18 C
girls are involved in the favorable and
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seem to do equally poorly within
both programs.

28

In all, approximately 53 of every
100 youths (40 boys, 13 girls) appear
to perform equally well (and, in
some cases, equally poorly) within
the CTP program and the traditional
program of institutionalization fol-
lowed by regular parole. Some 36 of
every 100 youths (31 boys, five girls)
seem to do better within CTP, while
ten out of every 100 (eight boys, two
girls) do better within the traditional
program."

DISCUSSION
The question of overall operation-

al feasibility of the community-based
approach has been fairly well settled
since the mid-sixties, relative to
CIP's eligible sample. Adequate
support or, at a minimum, a relative-
ly free hand, has been given to CTP
by key agencies (police and proba-
tion) within all settings in which it
has operated. The CYA no longer
views community treatment in lieu
of institutionalization as, largely, an

unfavorable discharge analysis; (5) psycho-
logical test scores: no significant differ-
ences are found when comprising E girls
with C girls, either as to level of personal
and social adjustment at post-test or as to
amount of positive change from pre- to
post-test; (6) postdischarge arrests within 24
months (severity levels three to ten): E -
0.27 offenses per dischargee (whether ar-
rested or not), E - 1.00 offenses per dis-
chargee with one or more arrests, C - 0.00
offenses per dischargee, C - -(i.e., not ap-
plicable since none were arrested) offenses
per dischargee with one or more arrests.
(Only 11 E and 11 C girls are involved in
the postdischarge analysis.)

28The latter girls comprise approximately
35 percent of the Na's and Cfm's, respec-
tively, 25 percent of the Nx's, and 15 percent
of the Mp's.

2As a corollary, some 89 of every 100
youths (71 bo)s, 18 girls) do as well or better
within CTP as compared with the traditional

"experimental" venture. Beginning
in the mid-sixties, it has operated a
number of community-based and
community-focused programs which
incorporate several features of CTP.30

In terms of finances, one very prac-
tical basis of feasibility, the state has
saved several million dollars in capi-
tal outlay: when a correctional sys-
tem is capable of handling a large
proportion of offenders within the
community per se, fewer institutions
then have to be built. This has re-
sulted in strong support from bud-
get-conscious legislators. Apart from
capital outlay savings, there is the
average yearly cost of maintaining
youths - approximately $2,300 in
CTP as compared with $5,800 within
CYA institutions and $400 on regular
parole, toward the close of Phase
Two:" In view of the fact that youths
who "fail on parole" are sent back
(or, in the case of E's, sent) to a CYA
institution, the rather high recidivism
rate among C's takes on added sig-

program. At the same time, 63 of every 100
(48 boys, 15 girls) do as well or better within
the traditional as versus the CTP program.

30Locations have included Lo,. Angeles
(four separate areas), San Francisco. Oakland,
and Stockton, California. These isnits have
usually operated with caseloads oi about 2t,
youths per worker. E. M. Pond ind C. B.
Davis, Annual Progress Report of the Com-
munity Parole Center Program, (Sacramento:
California Youth Authority, December, 1969),
pp. 1-3, (mimeo); E. M. Pond, The Los
Angeles Community Delinquency Control
Project, Research Report No. 60, (Sacra-
mento: California Youth Authority, Septem-
ber, 1970), pp. 1-6, (mimeo).

informationn Systems Section Staff, Some
Statistical Facts on the California Youth Au.
thority, (Sacramento: California Youth Au-
thority, January, 1970), pp. 29-30, (mimeo).
It will be recalled that youths who go
through the regular CYA program spend an
average of approximately nine months with-
in an institution prior to first release to
parole.
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nificance relative to the present con-
text."'The significantly higher rate of
unfavorable discharge among C's has
further bearing upon the cost factor,
what with more than three-fifths
of all such dischargees being sent
directly to a state or federal correc-
tional institution."

The situation which relates to fea-
sibility of differential treatment ap-
pears to be more complicated than
that which centers around the oper-
ation of a community-based pro-
gram per se: 34

(1) Within CTP, implementation of
the differential treatment concept
has taken place in the context of a
relatively well-defined, nine category
classification system. Relative to this
system, a fairly high level of clinical
skill-or a number of months direct
experience in utilizing I-level con-

3 2The average cost per youth for each
period of institutionalization was $4,400
toward the close of Phase Two. As shown
in Table III, 64 percent of male C's are re-
institutionalized on at least one occasion
within two years after having first been re-
leased to parole. Some 31 percent of C's
(34 percent boys, 21 percent girls) are re-
turned to an institution on two or more
occasions during their CYA career, and
approximately 15 percent are reinstitutton-
alized on three or more occasions. T. B
Palmer, Community Treatment Project Re-
search Report No. 8, Part 1, (Sacramento:
Calilornia Youth Authority, September, 1967),
pp. 9-12, (mimeo).

3T. B. Palmer, Community Treatment Pro-
ject Research Report No. 9, Part 3, (Sacra-
mento: California Youth Authority, October,
1968), pp. 9-10, (mimeo). Also see- B. Cantor
and S. Adams, "The Cost of Correcting
Youthful Offenders," D. C. Department of
Correction Research Report No. 6, (Sep-
lember, 1968), pp. 1-12, (mimeo).

34Since these two features, differential
treatment and community treatment, have
operated simultaneously within CTP, it is
not possible to entirely separate one from
the other in the present review of feas-
ibility and operational requirements. -This
applies to matching as well.

cepts and/or observing representa-
tive youth subtypes-one or more of
these appear to be needed in order
to achieve or exceed, primarily by
means of interview techniques, the
80 percent level of diagnostic accur-
acy. 5 Depending upon the subtype
composition of the particular delin-
quent sample, certain combinations
of psychometric testing, followed by
a short interview, have been found
to approach this figure with respec(:t
to I-level accuracy, but not in terms
of subtype accuracy.8 0 Similar find-
ings and considerations 'apply with
regard to interview-based level of
accuracy at the termination of an in-
tensified, five- to nine-week course
of training in differential diagnoss
and treatment relative to line and
supervisory staff outside of CTP.T

(2) CTP's treatment pr,,scriptiors
relate to long-term intensive involve-

35T. 8. Palmer, Reply to Eight Questiors
Commonly Addressed to California's Com-
munity Treatment Project, (;acramento: Cali-
fornia Youth Authority, Oc ober, 1970), pp.
3-5, (mimeo). The particular differential
treatment framework which is used at CTP
requires high levels of diagnostic accuracy
(aclu.tly, greater than 80 percent at the sul'-
typ level, and 90 percent in terms of "-
l-vel). Thi; is needed for purposes of trea -
inent planning al an individual level; and . s
a result, second ratings of tape recorded,
intake interviews are often required.

.36 C. F. Jesness aind R F. Wedge, S, -
quential I-level Classification Manual, (Sa, -
ramento: California Youth Authority, Auf.-
ust, 1970), pp. 29-48, (mimeo).

3 "M. J. Molof, "I-level Cl-issification at the
California Youth Authority Clinics," Interim
Report, (Sacramento: California Authority,
Itily, 196)), pp. 20-38, (mimeo); personal
(onmunication: Center for Training In Dif-
ferential Treatment (CTDT), Sacramento,
California, Fall, 1970; Interview-based "sub-
type accuracy" (nine categories: Aa, Ap, etc.)
generally ranges between 50 to 70 percent at
the close of CTDT training and 70 to 85 per-
cent relative to "level accuracy" (three cate-
gories: 12, 13, and 14).
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ment with youths, as versus shorter-
term and/or nonintensive involve-
ment. Prescriptions of the former
type" quite possibly require a
greater degree of agency support
and organizational flexibility than
would the latter. Thus, for example,
the given agency must come to
terms one way or' another with such
issues as (a) allowing and helping
program administrators to carefully
select and, where necessary, further
train their treatment staff and treat-
ment supervisors; (b) establishing
small or moderately small-sized pa-
role caseloads; (c) supporting parole
agents' rational treatment decisions
to the extent possible, even in the
face of occasional delinquent acting
out on the part of youths or persist-
ent objections on the part of guilt-
ridden, confused, self-serving, or
anti-agency parents; (d) making
available specialized program fea-
tures (e.g., community center, out-
of-home placements, recreational
opportunities, coeducational activi-
ties). To be sure, it is not known pre-
cisely which among the above fac-
tors and features are actually indis-
pensable in terms of helping to make
CTP a generally successful approach.
However, some leads have been es-
tablished.

Within and outside of CTP, line
and supervisory staff frequently state
that there seem to be certain advan-
tages in attempting to utilize the dif-
ferential nd relatively individual-
ized prescriptions which have been

38 Not all classification systems would be
associated with treatment prescriptions of
this type. As a result, some might be easier
to implement than others; but this factor,
of course, .needs to be distinguished from
that of utility.

'0During Phases One and Two, approxi-
mately one of every four or five interviewed

outlined in the treatment manual
relative to given types of youth.
Included are: (a) helping agents and
supervisors specify and interrelate
the role of various kinds of program
resources (e.g., school, out-of-home
placement) from the vantage point
of stated, long-range goals which
seem appropriate for given youths;
(b) obviating the use of irrelevant
or ineffective methods, thereby in-
creasing overall case efficiency, con-
serving program resources, and re-
ducing parole agent, as well as youth
frustration; (c) familiarizing staff with
danger signs and with ways of pro-
ductively intervening during decis-
ion points or critical phases in the
youth's life. Any such utilization
would, among other things, be con-
tingent upon the availability of an
accurate subtype diagnosis or, in
certain instances, at least an accurate
I-level diagnosis.

Selection and training of staff may
be of considerable importance in
terms of adequately implementing
the concept of matching, at least
withir the framework of long-term,
intensive, or extensive treatment 9

However, no systematic investiga-
tion has been done in this regard-
involving, e.g., random assignment
of selected as well as unselected
parole agents to the CTP program.
To date, the overall impression has
been that clinically skilled or inter-
personally sensitive individuals are
needed to carry out the task of
selecting and matching job caridi-"
dates for the purpose of adequately

CTP worker-candidates were seen as "well-
matched" and were accepted into the ex-
perimental program. Control agents under-
went no special selection procedure beyond
those which they had already completed
relative to civil service and CYA require-
ments for the category of parole agent.
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implementing CTP's particular, al-
beit flexible, treatment prescriptions
relative to the various I-level sub-
types. It is difficult to tell whether
much the same level of "selection
and matching skill" would be need-
ed with reference to differing pre-
scriptions and classification sys-
tems.4

0

Some aspects of the community-
based, differential treatment and
matching approaches would prob-
ably be difficult to implement with-
in areas of !ow popu.lation densitv.
ThM rm'.1w lo wmroris ZaML-W. cir-
Sanizational and treatment consid-
o2rations-e.g., youth's overall de-
gree of access to program resources
in light of distance or travel time to
a community center; caseload dis-
tribution of a possibly full range of
youth subtypes with regard to a
small number of workers, each of
whom cover relatively wide geo-
graphic areas; etc.

Various indices of effectiveness,
together with research observations
which extend over several years,
point toward the following factors
as having made a substantial con-

40Within CTP, a 105-item rating scale
developed in recent years shows promise of
lessening to at least some degree the level
of clinical sensitivity required for accurately
matching agent and youth and, in part, of
objectifying the process pf matching. How-
ever, skillful Interviewing would probably
still be required in terms of eliciting the
type of Information which is used when rat-
ing CTP agent-candidates. Palmer, op. cit.,
supra note 14, pp. 44-45. A self-report inven-
tory was developed for agent-candidates, but
has worked out only.minimally well. T. B.
Palmer, Community Treatment Project Re-
search Report, No. 10, (Sacramento: Califor-
nia Youth Authority, November, 1970), pp.
4J-44, (mimeo).

4t Given indices of effectiveness are assoc-
iated with some but not all of the "con-
tributing factors" which are listed. For ex-

tribution to the comparative effec-
tiveness of CTP:11 (1) matching of
given types of agents with given
types 'of youth; (2) level of ability
and perceptiveness of agents who
have been selected for the CTP pro-
gram; (3) treatment prescriptions
and individualized programming
which may involve intensive and/or
extensive intervention by agents
relative to several areas of youth's
life (e.g., family, school) and which
first becomes operationally feasible
within t canLfof smal cSInad
assignrrents: A4 decision-making--
(a) differential decision-making and
(b) treatment relevant decision-mak-
ing as an expression of differential
treatment prescriptions, maximum
utilization of augmented program
resources, sufficient flexibility to
shift treatment directions and em-
phases during and after times of
crisis, and accumulated knowledge
of given youth subtypes' patterns of
acting out;* (5) emphasis upon a
working-through of the agentlyouth
relationship as a major vehicle of
treatment t.

42

The relative importance of each
such factor appears to vary from

ample, factor (5), working through of agent/
ward relate( nship, is best reflected In terms
of E versu. C psychological test scores,
whereas fal-tor (4a), differential decision-
making, is tiot. The latter factor is best re-
flected In terms of (and Is itself a contributor
to) comparative rate of recidivism, particu-
larly at 15-months follow-up. At the same
time, facto (4a) is hardly reflected in (and
makes little, contribution to) comparative
rates of ivorable and unfavorable dis-
charge-sin e these are a function of rela-
tively cut-aiid-dried, uniformly applied CYA
standards.

42Palmer, op. cit., supra nte 14, pp. 91-60.
The factor of "differentia! decision-making"
is described in: CTP Research Report, No. 9,
Part 3, op. cit., supra note 33, pp. 1-33.
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subtype to subtype.4 3 An account of
the derivation of these factors must
be reserved for a separate report.
However, one set of data may be
mentioned relative to the factor of
matching: CTP E males who were
not closely matched with their
parole agent had a parole failure
rate of 43 percent on 15-months
follow-up, while those who were
closely matched with their agent had
a failure rate of 19 percent (p < .01
in favor of the "matched" E's). The
same substudy showed orly a slight
tendency in favor of the former, not
well matched, E males as compared
with C males."

Present evidence provides little
support for the hypothesis that E's
perform better than C's simply as a
result of having avoided institution-
alization (Ins.): for example, when
the factor of Ins. is held relatively
constant across E and C programs
(through a comparison between E
youths and C "direct parolees" plus
"early releases to parole")4" the com-
munity-located E program is found
to perform better with reference to
24-months follow-up than what may
be termed the community-located
C program (traditional parole, with

4&The research design of Phases One and
Two did not make possible a quantitative
and systematic assessment of the absolute
and relative contributions to outcome var-
iance on the part of these five factors, a
number of which are mutually interacting

44Parole failure rates are 43 percent and
53 percent, respectively, at 15-months follow-
up (p < .20 > .10). (C youths were as-
signed to C agents on a geographic basis.)
Palmer, op. cit., supra note 14, pp. 46-48.
Recent figures for matched versus un-
matched E males are 23 percent versus 49
percept parole failure rate at 15-months
(p < .01), and 34 percent versus 57 per-
cent at 24 months (p < .0S).

45These youths comprised 21 percent of
the Sacramento-Stockton sample. Most such

prior institutionalization omitted or
greatly reduced). At the same time,
the direct parole/early release group
of C's perform slightly but not signif-
icantly worse on parole follow-up
than C's who have experience the
regular Ins. program. 46 Along this
same line, comparisons between
Guided Group Interaction (GGI), a
community-based operation, and
control suggest that avoidance of in-
stitutionalization does not invariably
result in lowered rates of recidivism
(Table Ill). As a -corollary, compari-
sons between GGI and CTP suggest
the presence of a range of effective-
ness among differing community-
based programs themselves.47

Other factors which have been
suggested as possible contributors to
comparative effectiveness of the
Phase One CTP program include (1)
type and/or size of city (Sacramento-
Stockton as versus larger, more ur-
banized settings) and (2) type and
amount of prior education and prior
experience on the part of CTP
agents. Data which became available
during Phase Two suggest that these
factors have contributed very little
to overall effectiveness of the E pro-
gram. 48

subjects were returned directly to the com-
munity setting from the CYA reception cen-
ter within less than ten weeks after having
first entered the CYA.

40Parole failure rates at 24 months fol-
low-up are 59 percent (66 percent boys,
50 percent girls) and 50 percent (49 percent
boys, 51 percent girls), respectively.4TAlso see Palmer, op. cit., supra note 40,
pp. 25-34.

48(a) For example, see Table Ill relative
to the factor of setting-semiurbanized
versus highly-urbanized. (b) A separate sub-
study revealed no significant differences be-
tween E and C agents with regard to edu-
cation and job experience. Palmer, op. cit.,
supra note 3, pp. 15-22.
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The Community Treatment Pro-
ject has had considerable impact
within California corrections at both
the local and state levels. Several
states outside of California, primar-
ily Western states, have sent line,
supervisory, and/or administrative
staff to be trained at the Center for
Training in Differential Treatment"'
located in Sacramento. A number of
programs which incorporate certain
features of CTP have already been
established outside of California (e.
g., Kennedy Youth Center, West Vir-
ginia; Ormsby Village Treatment
Center, Kentucky; Federal Probation
Officer Case Aide Project, Illinois) or
have recently been funded (e.g.,
Bronx Community Counseling Pro-
ject, New York; Camden Community
Treatment Center, New Jersey). Con-
siderable interest has been expressed
in Canada and elsewhere outside the
U.S.A.5 The concepts of community
treatment and, to a lesser extent,
differential treatment and matching,
are just now beginning to be ex-
tended into the area of delinquency
prevention as well.51

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Since 1961, the Community Treat-

ment Project has handled seriously
delinquent juvenile offenders who
have been committed to the state
correctional system from four Cali-

491ointly sponsored b) NIMH (MH 10893),
the American Justice Institute (formerly the
Institute for the Study of Crime and De-
linquency), and the California Youth Au-
thority.

50M. Q. Warren, Correctional Treatment in
Community Settings: A Report on Current
Research, prepared for the Sixth Annual
International Congress on Criminology, Ma-
drid, Spain, pp. 10-22, September 21-27,
1970.

51H. Ohmart, "An Exercise in Rationality,"
California Youth Authority Quarterly, 23(2):

fomia communities. Rather than be-
ing institutionalized, these youths
are placed directly into the small
caseload,* intensive CTP parole pro-
gram. There, after, being "matched"
with a parole agent, they receive
"differential" or relatively individ-
ualized, as well as long-term treat-
ment. An "interpersonal maturity
level" system is used to classify
youths. Specific variables have been
identified for the purpose of match-
ing parole agents with youths.

Experimental-Control comparisons
indicate that the CTP program has
been able to handle a arge majority
of eligible youths (8') percent) at
least as effectively as has the tradi-
tional program of nstitutionaliz-
ation followed by routine parole su-
pervision. (The advantages of CTP
over the traditional program are
much clearer in the case of boys
than girls, in part because most girls
perform moderately well within both
types of program.) Some 36 percent
of the sample perform better within
CTP than in the traditional program,
while 10 percent do better within
the traditional program. Close to 25
percent do rather poorly within both
types of program. A major objective
of CTP, Phase Three (1969-1974; MH
14734) is that of developing more ef-
fective techniques and settings for
working with this rather sizable, "un-

16-24, (Summer, 1970); M. Q. Warren, A
Differential Intervention Model Aimed at
Predelinquent and Other Vulnerable Chil-
(ren, presented at the Delinquency Preven-
tion Strategy Conference, Santa Barbara,
California, February 17-20, 1970; T. B. Pal-
mer, California's Community Treatment Pro-
ject in 1969: An Assessment of Its Relevance
and Utility to the Field of Corrections, pre-
pared for the U.S. Joint Commission on
Correctional Manpower and Training, March,
1969, pp. 45-67, (mimeo).
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successful" group. Another objective
is that of determining whether the
CTP approach can be applied suc-
cessfully to a wider range of of-
fenders than have been handled to
date--eg., those committed from
adult courts or else for seriously as-
saultive offenses. Attempts are be-
ing continued relative to isolating
the factors which may be contribut-
ing to program effectiveness (e.g.,
worker sensitivity and personal qual-
ities; specific treatment techniques
and program components). Since
1968, CTP research staff have con-
ceptualized treatment processes and
products in terms of at least four
very broad interacting variables: type
of program, type of treatment en-
vironment or setting, type of client,
and type of worker. 2 The process of
defining and refining these several
"types" is continuing.

The utility, and operational feas-
ibility, of a communky-based ap-
proach to the handling of serious
adolescent offenders has been dem-
onstrated at CTP and elsewhere.

52Paimer, op. cit., supra note 14, pp. 58-59.

Thus far, there appears to be con-
siderable utility with regard to
matching and intensive differential
treatment as well, particularly in con-
nection with given youth subtypes.
The operational feasibility of these
latter approaches has been estab-
lished at CTP and in a few other
places within and outside of Cali-
fornia. However, full-scale imple-
mentation of these latter features ap-
pears to be a matter of considerable
complexity, despite the fact that a
good deal is thought to be known
regarding which particular factors
need to be taken into account. At
the present time, comprehensive im-
plementation of differential treat-
ment and matching appears to be
somewhat beyond the reach of most
probation and parole departments
within the United States on anything
other than a relatively limited scale.
On the other hand, modifications
and adaptations of the CTP approach
seem to be within the realm of pos-
sibility, particularly in terms of com-
munity-based treatment per se. One
can only speculate as to what may
be feasible within another five years.
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INTROUCTORY RENMKS

Increasingly, group homes are being utilized as an out-of-home
placement resource for troubled and troublesome youths. This Is largely
due to the part which they seem able to play In helping avoid unnecessary
removal from the community setting and In facilitating an earlier release
from Institutions as well. All In all, group ho es appear to fit right
I., with today's emphasis upon the strategy of "diversion", In general--
and greater.usage of coamunity resources, In particular. They are also
less expensive then various forms of Institutionalization.

A great deal remains to be learned about the effective use of group
homes, and group home staff. Despite (and, because of) today's limited
knowledge and experience, a "panacea phase" has emerged within recent
years in connection with group homes. This "phase" has been characterized
by high hopes, a relatively undifferentiated usage, and, quite probably,
an over-usage of group homes. In the final report of the California Youth
Authority's Group Home Project, an effort Is made to delineate some of the
Issues and limitations which may have to be faced when the current wave of
enthusiasm begins to subside. Hopefully, one product of Projects such as
this will be a more discriminating, efficient and Integrated utilization
of this potentially valuable, yet potentially very troublesome, tool:

group homes.
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THE GROIN USE OF GROUP FOTER HONES

Since 1967, group hoes have Increasingly been vleemd as a
significant resource for meeting the placement and developmental needs'
of delinquent. predelinquent, dependent, and neglected children, and
adolescents as well. Between July, 1969 and June, 1970 alone, the
Youth development and Delinquency Preventionj AdmintstratIon (YDOPA)
Issued 24 separate federal grants to state and local agencies within a
total of 20 states, to facilitate the establishment, expansion, and
evaluation of group homes.I This trend Is also observed outside of
the USA, e.g., In England, Australia, Now Zealand, and Israel. By the
late 1960s England, Australia, and Now Zealand each had between 20 and

40 state-administered "youth hostels" or "family homes". Recent books
and reports have provided soe historical perspective, and pertinent
research data as well. related to the use and Implications of out-of-home
placements.

Group homes usually accommodate from 4 to 8 youngsters at any one
point In time, although some are built to house as many as 10 or 14
Individuals. Typical age-groupings within a.y given home are: 8 to 12,

12 to 15, and, most common of all, 15 to 18. A few homes accept Individuals
In their early 20s. Referrals mey come from one or more of a variety of

sources, Including local courts (in lieu of, or as a condition of. parole;

IJuvenile Delinquency Prevention and Control Act of 1968. Fiscal Year 1970
Grants. Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention Administration.
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Washington, D.C. 1970.
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In lieu of, or subsequent to, Institutlonallzation), state agencies,
private agencies, comnlty mental health centers, relatives, and self.
Individuals ordinarily receive an Intermediate-length placement
(2-5 months) or, ore cammnly. a long-term placement (6-12 months, or
more). However, It Is not uncommon for individuals to be accepted on

an emergency (1-3 days) or short-term (5-25 days) basis. The staff

typically consIst of a full-time, non-professionally trained husband-

and-wife, supplemented by part-time (e.g., culinary or domestic) and/or

relief personnel. Professionally trained staff, together with volunteer

and/or 'paraprofessIonal" personnel, are by no means uncommon, whether
s adjuncts to, or full-time substitutes for, the more typical husband-

and-wIfe pattern.
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THE GROUP HONE PROJECT

lltu' and Oblectives

From April, 1966 through September, 1969 the California Youth Authority

(CYA) and National Institute of Mentel Health sponsored a Group Hom
Project. This was a demonstration program which focused upon the

feasibility of establishing specified types of group homes for seriously

delinquent male adolescents. It was also concerned with describing the

nature, and assessing the impact, of these homes. The hcv.s were operated

within the structuce of California's Community Treatment Project (CTP).I

CTP is an intensive, 0.he-caseload, coemunlty-based program for juvenile

court commitments, ages 13 through 19 at Intake; it has operated continuously

from 1961 to the present.

The study sample consisted of adolescents who had been committed from
local courts to the state correctional system, after an average of five
police arrests. (These Individuals comprised that I out of every 13 or 14

youths who had not "made it--i.e., did not "succeedi'--on probation alone.

In this respect, they were quite un-representative of the typical, local

probation population.) Seriously assaultive cases--those comtted In

connection with armed robbery, forcible rape. etc.--were excluded. 2

Between 1961-1969, CTP (NH 14734) was an experiment In the Intensive treatment
of delinquent youths within their home coamunltles, and without arlpbrlod of
prior Institutionalization. (Average caseload size was I - 12 youths per
parole agent.) This is In contrast to the traditional CYA program--viz.,
Institutionalization for several months, then followed by non-intensive
parole (60 - 70 cases per agent). CTP was operated mainly In Sacramento and
Stockton, California. It operated In San Francisco (1964-1969) and Modesto
(1967-1969) as well. The utility and/or effectiveness of the 1961-1969
coimunity-based CT? program, as compared with the traditional program, was
evident particularly in relation to: lower rate of recidivism (revocation
of parole); greater positive pro-post psychological test score change; lower
proportion of unfavorable discharge from parole; and, major reduction In
capital outlay costs with regard to construction of now residential facilities.

2 Three of every 10 male comtments weru thus excluded from the study sample.
4.
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The 215 page final report Is a summary and review of the experiences

and findings of the Group Home Project. The Incentive for this Project

emerged from early experiences within CTP. For example, as early as 1962

CTP parole agents were utilizing out-of-home placements at least five times

more often than agents with regular caseloads, outside of CTP. While far

from ideal, Independent out-of-home placements seemed to pose few unusual

difficulties within CTP. However, problems were frequently encountered In

relation to individual foster homes--e.g., problems with reference to

obtaining and establishing suitable homes, maintaining them, and Integrating

them within the overall operation. Operations staff began to feel that--if

carefully coordinated with other CTP activities--specified group homes could

probably provide a more controlled and, hopefully, a reasonably appropriate

living environment for youths who, while not yet ready for Independent

placement, were in need of a long-term, out-of-home living arrangement.

They visualized possible advantages of a group living arrangement over that

found within the typical, individual foster home. Beyond this, staff began

taking note of the several Instances in which, on the one hand, (a) formal,

secure custody (e.g., Juvenile hall) seemed neither essential nor appropriate--

yet., on the other hand, in which (b) temporary housing did appear to be needed

(and, often, at unpredictable times).

InJ965, a proposal--"Oifferential Treatment Environments for Oelinquents

(OTED)"--was drawn up by CTP staff.] It utilized, as its theoretical frame

of reference, the I-level classification system which had been pioneered at

'Look, L. and Warren, 1. (1965), "A demonstration project: differential
treatment environments for delinquents". Proposal submitted to NIMN.
California Youth Authority.
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CTPI and which constituted an essential part of the letter's existing2
research design. The Group Home Project sought to establish five types

of group homes--three for long-term care (Types I, Ii, and 111) and two for

temporary care (Types IV and V). The five homes would differ from one

another in specified ways. For example:

Type 1--Protective: Would be designed for conspicuously
Immature and dependent youths, whose femi ly background has
Involved many elements of neglect or brutality. The home
would attempt to approximate normal, non-disturbed faml ly
!ivlig as closely as possible. A maximum of four youths--
Ap's and Cf.as--could be served at any point In time.

IA given IndivIdualls position within this sytem Is determined primarily by

-- eans-of a lengthy, In-depth interview. The I-level designations, and
related youth-subtypes, are:

1-Level

Lower Maturity0 2)

Middle Maturity
(13)

Higher Maturity
(14)

Subtype

Asocialized, Aggressive
Asoclalized. Passive

Conformist, Immature
Conformist, Cultural
Manipulator

Neurotic, Acting-6ut
Neurotic, Anxious
Situational Emotional Reaction
Cultural Identifier

For rief definitions, see: Palmer, T. (197i), California's community treatment
program for delinquent adolescents. J. Res. In Crime and Dellna., 8,
No. 1: 74-92.

2 Sullivan, C., Grant, M., and Grant, J. (1957), "The development of interpersonal
maturity: applications to delinquency". Psychiatry, 20: 373-385.

25-218 0 - 74 - 44

Code

An
Ap

Cfm
Cfc
Hp
N&
Nx
So
Cl
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Type 11--Containment: Would be designed for youths who are
often labeled 'defective characters', 'psychopaths', and/or
'culturally conforming deliii untsl. The home would provide
clear structure and firm limits. It would operate on a
'non-family' basis and would emphasize concrete, attainable

demands for socially acceptable, constructive behavior. A
maximum of six youths--Np's and Cfc's--could be served.

Type 1ll--Boarding: Would be designed for the more Inter-
personally mature youths--those who might soon be able to
maintain themselves In an Independent placement. The home
would attempt to provide a 'YMCA hotel' stmsphere--while
also allowing for personal relationships to develop on the
youths' Initiative. A maximum of six youths--chiefly Na's
and Nx's, but conceivably Ci's and So's in addition--could
be served.

Type IV--Temporary Care: Would be designed for youths who
have a te porary placement need, but for whm both custody
and Independent living are viewed as neither appropriate
nor a placement of choice. Where possible, youths in this
home would be allowed to continue their regular CTP program
(e.g.. counseling, school, work, etc.)...and, if appropriate,
to even 'do very little' If this might help them 'calm down'.
A maxlwm of six youths--from any I-level or subtype--could
be served.

Type V--Short Term Restriction: Would be designed for youths
In need of fairly restrictive behavioral limits, yet not
necessarily in need of detention within local juvenile halls,
CYA facilities, local jails, etc. A type of 'house arrest'
rather than on actual 'locked door' policy would prevail.
Placement would be limited to about one week--during which
time at least some of the youth's treatment program would
hopefully be continued. A maximum of six youths--from any
I-level or subtype--could be served.

Some of these homes would be established within the Sacramento area
(pop. 250,000) while others would be established In or near Stockton
(pop. 100,000).
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As It turned out, two additional types of homes were studied during
the Project period: A long-term care model which had not been described
In the ITED proposal was defined, by group home staff, during the Project's

second year. This type of home--'Type VI, Individualized"--was established

shortly thereafter and remained in operation for thirteen months.

The Type VI home was designed to accommodate up to six
higher maturity youths. In the main, these would be
No's and Nxs who were not in e position to concentrate
upon the Issues of physical and/or emotional emancipation.1

yet who seemed In need of a healthy. 'family-life'
situation In which at least one of several types of
relationshIps--with adults--could theoretically be made
available to them. The scope and focus of the relationships
would vary as a function of the needs, interests and
limitations of the Individual youth. Much flexibility
would be allowed relative to expectations placed upon
youths within the home (individually and collectively).

Finally, a Girls Group home (Type Vii) was studied for a period of nine
months. This took place during the final thlrtee" months of the Project.

The girls home--for long term care--had been In operation within CTP for

eleven months prior to its being officially focused upon by group home

staff.

The oblectlives of the Prolect were:

(I) to determine the feasibility of establishing and maintaining

the Type I - V group homes;

(2) to develop a taxonomy of relevant environments;

(3) to evaluate the impact of group home experiences upon youths
placed within them.

ITheoretically. this would be the most significant developmental distinction
between youths who were to be placed within the Individualized home and those
within the Boarding home.
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An additional, Implicit objective was that of assessing the general worth or

utility of each of the given homes, and of the group home concept per se.

The assessment of Impact--i.e., objective (3)--would necessarily be 'global'
rather than precise. This mainly reflected the fact that no control group

would be built Into the program--I.e., no random assignment Into the group

homes, father individually or collectively. IIt also reflected the fact

that--for any given youth--the group home experience would represent only
2M of several 'Inputs' and/or program components available within CTP.

Operations and Main Results

The Group Home sample was made op exclusively of youths who were part

of CTP, and whose parole agents were regular CTP personnel. Touring the

former Project's three years of existence, 8 boys homes were studied (6 for-

long-term placement; 2 for temporary care). Four long-term homes and I

temporary care home lasted over a year;2 the others were short-lived. One

girls home was studied; It lasted close to two years. Ho homes were "mixed",

I.e.. coeducational. Virtually all homes were large, private dwellings.

located well within the city limits of either Sacramento or Stockton. They

housed a maximum of six youths at any one time; the average number of youths

was four.

)As vs. assignment Into, or placement within: (a) individual foster homes,
(b) own natural (family) home. Cc) Independent plaement, (d) local juvenile
halls, Jells, or CYA holding facilities, (a) other specified environments.

20f these,.three lasted 20 months or more; one lasted 18 months.
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For the four long-term homes which remained In operation at least
year, the average duratioci per placement was 6.0 months. Of these placements.
36% lasted 0 - 2.9 months, 37% lasted 3 - 7.9 months, 15% lasted 8 - 11.9
months, and Wj lasted 12 months or more.

All homes were operot%4 by a non-professionally trained, husband-wife
"tea', known as "group home operators". There were no supplementary

personnel withlb the home -- e.g.. culinary, domestic or relief. Nor were
there any volunteers and/or "paraprofessionals".

Collectively, the group home operators tended to come from the loer-
middle class socioeconomic segment of the community. On the average, they
had not quite completed eleven school grades. Although 21% had continued
beyond high school, none had completed college. While all "races" were
represented, a sizable majority (71%) were Caucasian. A wide age-range
(25 to 74) was Included; the average age was 44. 29% were under 30; 71%
were 40 or older; 36% were 50 or older. All home operators were married
couples. Most couples had two or more youngsters of their own living within
the home. 57% of the home operators had had at least one year of prior foster

home experience.

All group home operators worked In conjunction with one or more CTP
parole agents. These agents-always had primary legil responsibility for
all youths on their caseload regardless of the letters' particular placement-
status. Nevertheless, efforts were made to operate the homes on the basis
of a "team approach" (e.g., joint agent-operator involvement; joint decision-
making). Differential (but generally limited) success was achieved In
this regard, depending upon the particular home and the specific area of
Involvement.

IWhether full-time or part-time.
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A small research staff was responsible for data collection ad analysis,
plus liaison with Operations staff ano :%ome operators.

The following related to the total Project-period. Across all homes.
63 boy were placed (39 , long-term placements; 24 - temporary care).

Several youths were placed Into a given home on more than one occasion.
(This was especially true of those who hod been placed Into the Temporary
Care ham) In all, there were 93 separate placements (51 - long-term;
42 - temporary care). In addition, 11 girls (12 placements), were Involved
with respect to the Girls Group home.

During the three years of group home operation, 18 maIe parole agents
utilized the 8 boys homes (collectively). At any point In time, the typical
nui ber of agents making use of any one home was three.-

Although the number of group home candidates was generally low, all
but one of the "group home-models" (I.e., specified environments for specified
youth-subtypes) were relatively easy to establish.I Negative community
reaction was virtually absent throughout the Project's existence.

Long-term group homes were used to a moderate, but by no means large
extent. (These homs were utilized approximately half as often as traditional,
Individual foster homes.) When used, they seemed to represent a very
plausible out-of-home placement alternative for the given youths. In
retrospect, possibly one-third of these youths might have done about equally
well within adequately staffed, Individual foster homes. 2  However, with
few exceptions, Individual foster homes were not available at the time of
maximal placement need; nor were they likely to be available within the near
future.

The Short-Term Restriction home was never established.
2 Apart from this, some youths In foster homes could probably have done
equally well within a group home setting.
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Considerable use was made of the Temporary Core home. Relative to a
number of youths and situations, this type of setting appeared to have
definite advantages over most others (e.g..: Independent placement;
relatives; individual foster home). In some respects it was used as a
two-way, "satellite station".

CTP boys who were placed into lorg-term homes (Group I) performed
somawhet better than CTP boys who were not placed (Group 2). The figures
for Groups I and 2, respectively, were 17% vs. 31% "parole failure" at

15-months followup, and 33% vs. 43% at 24-months follmeup. Controlling
for age and "type" of youth,2 the comparable rates were 9% vs. 33%, and
27% vs. 43%. Neither set of figures attained statistical significance.
probably because of the small number of subjects involved. When specified,

ad hoc analytic restrictions were lifted--thereby increasing both the
Group I and Group 2 seaple-sizes--statlstical significance was more closely
approached, again in favor of Group I youths.3

From an overall operational standpoint, there appeared to be two quite
successful boys group homes--the "Boarding" home, for higher maturity youths,
and the "Temporary Care" home, for all types of youth. (The Girls Group
home was also found to be successful and satisfying.) The "Protective" and
"Individualized" homes were only moderately successful. Under different,
specified conditions, these homes could probably be more successful and
substantially more efficient. At least two of the 8 boys homes were unsuccessful.
The "Containment" home for Pp's ("manipulators") and Cfc's ("cultural conformists")
was able to achieve initial stability with respect to the former youths--but
not much else. The originally described model for this type of home required
major modifications. A "mini group home" approach was suggested relative to
Cfc's and Mp's.

IThis Included: recommitment by the courts, revocation 6f parole, or
unfavorable discharge from the California Youth Authority.2 This resulted in slightly different samples (parole followup cohorts).

3p < .10 and p < .20. for the 15- and 24-months followups, respectively.
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As coa red with middle maturity youths (particularly Cfcs nd Hp's),

higher maturity Individuals (chiefly Nx's) seemed more likely to profit

from long-term placement within specified group homes.

It was clear that certain youth-subtypes could profitably be

Intermingled, within specified long-term homes.2  it was also possible to

mix together carefully selected, middle and higher maturity youths, 3

However, the letter might not represent an "Ideal" situation, at least not

usually.

Considering .11 boys homes, collectively: Despite the occasional
emergence of moderately serious or serious problems, dally living proceeded

In a predictable, relatively smooth, and generally acceptable manner from the

standpoint of most youths, home operators and agents. Serious difficulties

seldom materialized, particularly wen one considers the many areas of

potential difficulty. -However, when they did emerge, at least some such

difficulties evolved Into major bones of contention in relation to certain

operator-youth combinations. These, In turn, were sometimes capable of

adversely affecting other areas of daily living, and altering the general
home atmosphere as well.

Perhaps surprisingly, the optimal number of youths within most long-term
homes appeared to be 3, or 4.4 Beyond that, the number of operational
drawbacks seemed to rapidly escalate. This number would very a little

(e.g., rise) as a function of specific youth-subtype, or combinations of youth-
subtype. In any event, the original estimate--viz., 6 youths--would probably
be more than most non-professionally (and, quite possibly, professionally)

'E.g., Ma's ("neurotic, acting-out") and Mx's ("neurotic, anxious").
2Thls applied to short-term homes, as well.
3 Eg., Cfm's ("Immature conforhlsts") and Nx's. Various other subtype-"mixea"
would probably not work out too well.

4 This excludes the home operators' own children.
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trained Individuals could handle--i.e., handle successfully, on a

relatively intenuive. long-term basis. Home operators who could handle

even four or five youths at any one time, within the context of a
conglex and active group home pror, .l, would probably be characterized
by a rather uncommon degree of overali "stre.'gth", and skill. In this
respect, the Issues of recruitment and training become crucial.

The optimal number of parole agents who would make simultaneous use
of a home seemed to be 2 (and, under some conditions, 3).

It was felt there would be advantages to having professionally trained
Individuals operate group homes. These might or might not be husband-wife
"team". Most, though not all of the present youths seemed able to profit
from an extensive or Intensive exposure to a husband-wife combination.

Group homes would probably remain of relevance to many If not most such
individuals, even in the absence of this particular feature.

Questionnaires and tests (self-ratings, staff-ratings) showed moderate
promise in connection with the selection and general matching of adequate
home operators. It seemed that Increased emphasis should be given to the
Issue of operator-youth (and operator-agent) matching.

The following ware mng the remaining areas covered In the final report:

Iroup home atmospheres and group home personnel were described on the
basis of relatively well-standardized measurement devices--primarily the
Moos Social Climte Questionnaire and the Parental Attitude Research Instrument.

An extensive list was provided in connection with the main problem areas,
and non-problem areas, which were encountered as part of everyday living within
group homes for boys.

The report concluded with a lengthy review and discussion of the major
operational Issues which emerged across a number of hones.
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FOREWORD

Crime and delinquency have become the most serious problem facing
America today, and Americans are demanding that something be done to curb
its increase.,, Professionals in the criminal justice system are veil aware
of this and are beginning to realize that if they are to meet this challenge
they must critically review their various operations to determine what is
working, what will work vith modification, and what should be discarded.
Indiana is no exception in this matter.

Over the last few years, the Indiana Department of Correction has made
some notable efforts at critical self-evaluation in a number of areas. Un-
fdrtunately, none of these efforts has involved county jails or city lockups
in the state. In January, 1972, Commissioner Robert Heyne, well aware of
this situation, directed that an intensive statewide study be made of the
jails and loc%.ups of the state.

Fortunately for the Department, a study of a more limited but similar
nature had juait been completed under the direction of Mr. Charles J. Holmes,
Commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Correction, who was at that time
Director of Region VII, Indiana Criminal Justice Planning Agency. The-report
entitled "Jails in Southern Indiana" limited itself to Region VII and was
largely the work of Mr. Holmes' assistant, Mr. Richard L. Martin.

In the interest of expediency, the Department of Correction utilized
the questionnaire that was designed for the Region VII study. Copies of the
questionnaire were sent to the District Parole offices requesting that parole
officers make personal contact with a responsible person in each county jail
or city lockup in their districts to obtain the necessary information. The
information from the questionnaires was then compiled by central office
personnel and forwarded to the Indiana Criminal Justice Planning Agency for
their review and comment.

Due to other Departmental demands and the lack of computer facilities
it was necessary to put the study aside for awhile. Then, during the sumer
of 1972, arrangements were made through the Criminology Department of Indiana
State University, Terre Haute, Indiana, to have a faculty member and a student
analyze the data, draft. the report, and have it printed foi distribution. It
is questionable whether this study could have been completed during this
calendar year without their assistance.

The Indiana Department of Correction feels the reader will agree that
this study on the existing services and conditions of all the county jails
and city lockups in the state is significant for a number of reasons. To
begin with, it represents entry into an area that has been neglected for far
too long; an area which should be a fruitful research area. Also the study
is timely insomuch as the data gained in it constitutes a crucial input for
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the Department's comprehensive ten-year plan which is presently being
developed. And, finally, the study represents a cooperative effort by
individuals from the Department of Correction, Indians State University,
and the Indiana Criminal Justice Planning Agency.
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Laycroft, Jerry Westerhouse, Frank Hall, Patrick Mulligan, Don McGuire, and
William Howard; (2) Ihdiana Criminal Justice Planning Agency: George
Stultz, Corrections Coordinator; and (3) Indiana State University: Robert
G. Culbertson, Assistant Professor, and James A. Decker, student.

Special appreciation is slso extended to the many jail administrators
and other jailpersonnel who took time from their busy days to provide in-
put for this study. Without their assistance this study could never have
been a success. It is never easy for one to take a critical-look-st himself,
but their response demonstrates that this group did not shirk from its duty.
Unfortunately, space does not allow Individual identification of the mbers
of this group.

The Department is grateful to all those people for helping make this
study a reality.

Jeffrey L. Schrink, Ed.D.
Research Director -

Indiana Department of Correction
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I. INTRODUCTION

Any discussion of jails functions to personify the gross neglect of

penal institutions in general. The neglect reflects society's lack of con-

cern for those men and women who have been convicted of crimes, and tragi-

cally, an even larger number of individuals who have allegedly committed

crimes and are awaiting trial. The neglect in the case of the jail exceeds

that which is flagrantly obvious in studies of prisons and reformatories.

The decentralized structure of the jail system has functioned to hide the

jail from public view which has enhanced the lack of public concern. While

prisons and reformatories have often been used for political exploitation,

that exploitation is not comparable to the jail situation.

The political system does not provide positive rewards to officials who

administer jails and lockups in a humane manner. In fact, the opposite is

the case. Officials can find themselves finanalally rewarded if they minimize

services to jail inmates. The jail system is the only penal system in the

United States which legally provides profits to those who operate the jails.

The fact that the system provides profits for the "keepers" at the expense of

the "kept" has resulted in legalized exploitation of thousands of men and

women on a daily basis with society demonstrating little, if any, concern.

On any one day in the"State of Indiana, there are more men and women in-

carcerated in jails than In the largest penal institution in the State. The

deteriorated state of the jails is made inconspicuous by the fact that the

jail population is spread over 142 jails and lockups in the Ites. While the

jail system is in a formidable position to provide individualized program to
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@sell groups of inmates, the simlpopulations have apparently been used to

avoid responsibility in this area.

In many ways, this publication speaks for itself. Even a cursory exam-

ination of the tables describing the 142 Jails and lockups will convey a lack

of concern for the emotional and physical yell being of the Individuals Incar-

cerated in those Jails and lockups. In an effort to present a meaningful

discussion of Jails in Indiana, the authors have focused on the social situa-

tion of the jail inmates, and the physical condition of the Jails. Each sec-

tion will therefore include a brief discussion of the data describing the

social situation for the jail inmates prepared by Robert G. Culberteon, and

a brief discussion of the data describin)g the physical condition of the Jails

prepared by James A. Decker. It will become most obvious to the reader that

there is a total lack of consideration for the inmate while Incarcerated in

Indiana's Jails and that the Jails and lockups, as physical plants, are

generally deteriorated and grossly inadequate.

It is impossible to discuss each individual jail and lockup in the State.

To obtain this detailed information, the reader is referred to the table des-

cribing the county jail or city lockup in which he is interested. The follow-

ing presentation will begin with a general discussion of the Jails on a state-

wide basis, followed by a,brief discssion analyzing the data for each of the

eight Districts established by the Department of Correction. The map on page 34

provides an outline of the counties included in those Districts.

The survey suffers from a number of limitations. The authors of this

publication feel that the reader should be cognizant of these limitations when

reading the sumaries of the data for the State and the Districts, and when

interpreting the tables for the individual counties and cities.

2
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First, we were not involved in the development of the Instrument used to

collect the data. In some respects it is unfortunate thet the Instrument

used by Hr. Holmes in Region VII of the Indiana Criminal Justice Planning

Agency was not revised prior to its use on a state-wide basis. This does not

reflect an error in judgment as much as it reflects the criminal justice

system's lac% of data, and the resultant crisis which seemingly surrounds data

collection projects In the criminal justice system. Concepts were not specifi-

cally defined, Items were included which have little meaning, and as a conse-

quance the findings can be easily criticized by the research methodologist.

Second, we did not collect the data, and for this reason, we cannot assume

responsibility for this area. It appears that the data was collected with care

and the coding was generally quite accurate. We made a number of random checks

in this area and did not find any serious errors.

Third, while considerable time and energy has been expanded by James A.

Decker in preparing the 142 tables for the jails and lockups, there vas little

time to prepare the summaries of the findings. The analyses are therefore

nqcessaril7 brief, and the reader should use our analyses as a starting point

in developing a complete profile of the jail situation in the respective

counties and districts.

In our discussion we have deleted the term lockup, and the term jail is

intended to include both jails and lockups. Also, we have rounded the date to

provide for a more concise discussion. The study was conducted in January,

1972. Item 10 which reports the "number of deaths over past two years" in-

cludes the period beginning two years prior to the actual date the data was

collected. The same is the case for escapes,

3
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1I. SOCIAL SITUATION OF JAIL INMATES IN INDIANA

Penologists have long advocated the importance of separate facilities

for juvenile and female offenders, as well as the segregation of hardened

criminals from first offenders. This is sound penal philosophy for a number

of reasons including the fact that we enhance criminality in the young by

integrating then with the older criminals who function as role models. This

policy has been ignored in Indiana's jails as indicated by the finding that

47 percent of the jails in the State do not provide facilities for juvenile

and females that are completely removed from the adult male facilities, and

70 percent of the jails do not separate hardened criminals from first offenders.

The same problem exists in the case of mental patients. The survey

indicates that 66 percent of the jails are used to house mental patients and

89 percent of the jails do not have padded cells for mental patients. It is

doubtful If any other special provisions are made for mental patients.

Other jail studies indicate that a siseable majority of the offenders

are incarcerated for public intoxication, or offenses related to the abuse of

alcohol. A study currently under way in Region VI of the Indiana Criminal

Justice Planning Agency supports this contention. It is therefore tragic to

note that 96 percent of the jails and lockups do not have the desperately

needed special programs fo alcoholics. In fact, only 56 percent of tj1a Jails

indicate that a member of Alcoholics Anonymous is available on request. The

situation is much the same for drug offenders. Officials and the public are

seemingly alarmed about increasing drug problems, and at the same tim 97 per-

cent of the jails do not have special program for drug addicts.

Further evidence supporting the authors' contention that the physical

and emotional health of the innate is ignored is reflected in the finding that

4
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98 pefdent of jail inmates are not given a physical examination by a physician

when admitted. When one considers the socioeconomic status of the jail popula-

tion, and the disease correlates for this population, it appears that county

health departments and medical associations have been practicing gross neglect.

The fact that percent of the jails do not have physical exercise program

only adds to the extent of the Oeglect. It should be noted that there were

45 deaths in Indiana jails for the two year period covered by the survey.

Counseling with jail in-ates is a myth as 75 percent of the jails indicate

that counseling services are not available. Even if such services were avail-

able, 75 percent of the jails do not have special visiting rooms where coun-

seling could take place. This would seem to support our contention that jails,

as presently constructed, were never intended for rehabilitation, but have

rather functioned for the exclusive purpose of punishment. This finding also

appears to indicate that the professional social work community has had a

share in the neglect.

Neglect of the inmates' religious life is also obvious as 58 percent of

the jails do not have religious services that are held on a regular basis,

though 93 percent of the jails do provide for unlimited visitation for ministers.

While visitation policies for ministers are most liberal, it is interesting to

note that this has not resulted in regular religious services. Religious ser-

vices are.certainly not prohibited by the 58 percent of the jails and lockups

that do not have such services. Rather, this finding reflects our contention

that the religious community has also practiced neglect.

Finally, the poor work records of jail inmates would seemingly point to

the need for vocational training and work-release programs. The survey indi-

cates that 98 percent of the jails do not have any form of vocational training

5
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programs, and 92 percent of the jails do not have work release program. As

a consequence, men and women are turned back into society with less opportunity

for employment than existed for then prior to incarceration. Any employment

they may have had has in all probability been terminated by the jail sentence,

and they have the additional stigma of having been incarcerated to cope with

on release. There would seemingli be some support for a contention that labor

and management have also practiced neglect.

In summary, the survey constitutes solid evidence for a case of neglect

in the area of jails and apparently every segment of the community has had a

share in this neglect.

IllI. PHYSICAL CONDITION OF JAILS IN INDIANA

A sizeable number of jails in Indiana were built before the turn of the

century, the oldest being built in 1823, seven years after Indiana became a

state. Heating, ventilation, lighting, and plumbing are adequate in most of

the State's jails. However, in approximately 10 percent of the jails, heating

system are defective. Ventilation is inadequate in 15 percent of the jails,

and 20 percent have poor lighting. The plumbing does not function properly

in 21 percent of the State's jails, and the locks do not work in 13 percent

of the jails. Critics of the penal system speak of inmates living in luxury

as they pay their debt to society. However, when jails do not meet the mini-

mum standards for living conditions, these critics seem out of place. Inmates

deserve to be treated.as human beings even while in jail, and inadequate plumb-

ing, lighting, ventilation, and heating are not measures of humane treatment.

When most of the State's jails were built, the penal philosophy in vogue

at the time was one of punishment and retribution. It is not surprising then

6
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that rehabilitation and resocialization programs are the exceptions rather

than the rule. One reason for this may be the outdated physical plants them-

selves. Since the design of the jails' physical facilities was a reflection

of a punitive philosophy, the jail environment is one of oppression and degra-

dation. This type of environment has a psychological effect on both staff

and inmates. The resultant psychological effects are not conducive to reha-

bllta.Ye effer:3.

The rated capacity for all the jails and lockup, Including female and

juvenile facilities, is 6,436 inmates. At the time the survey was conducted,

the total inmate population, Including females and juveniles, was 2,689. This

is only 42 percent of the rated capacity for jails in Indiana. The total

estimated average population is 2,881 inmates, or 45 percent of the rated

capacity. These figures indicate that money has been wasted, and is being

wasted on building and operating jail facilities which are not utilized. A

clear case of neglect on the part of county government and the citizenry seem

evident. Perhaps if facilities were maintained for slightly more than the

average estimated population, those responsible for jail maintenance could

then focus on the inadequate heating, ventilation, lighting, and plumbing

which characterizes a number of jails. The money saved could also be directed

into rehabilitative programs, counseling program, recreational facilities, or

other treatment-oriented projects.

A further indication of neglect is demonstrated by the number of employed

jailers. In 62 percent of Indiana jails, a jailer Is not employed. This indi-

cates that in many instances there is no one responsible for the day-to-day

welfare of the inmates. Although the sheriff is legally responsible for the

inmates, a sheriff and his deputies have other responsibilities which necessi-

7
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tat* absences from the jail facility. In the remaining 38 percent of the

Jails, which employ jailers, it is not known if these jailers provide twenty-

four hour supervision. If the philosophy is that the inmates are dangerous

and must be kept separated from society, it is logical to assume that there

should be a guard to protect society from the escape of such dangerous persons.

If the philosophy is that these men are human beings, whatever their accused

crimes, it stands to reason that there should be someone always available in

case of sickness or other emergency. In Indiana, in case of sickness, fire,

or'other emergency, there may or my not be somone in the jail to handle the

problem. It in interesting to note that there were 126 escapes from Indiana

jails during the two year period covered by the survey.

People are often placed in jails for alleged violations of the law. Some

are sentenced to serve a period of time as punishment for violating the law.

In this new, ambiguous setting, prisoners are expected to obey the rules of

the jails. However, 81 percent of the jails in Indiana do not provide their

prisoners with copies of the jail's rules. Evidently the prisoners are expected

to know the rules automatically, or are expected to follow the principle of

"experience - the best teacher" and to learn the rules by trial and error.

This built-in lack of definitive regulations can lead to exploitation of

prisoners by staff members, by stronger inmates, or by older more experienced

inmates. If it is desirable for the inmates to follow the jail's rules, then

they should be informed what those rules are. If there is a system of punish-

ment for infractions of those rules, it seems only fair and logical that the

prisoners be forewarned. If there is no system of punishment for breaking the

rules, the rules are probably meaningless. A partial solution lies in pro-

viding the rules to all inmates at the time they are admitted. Those interested

in good jail management should accept this as a reasonable directive.

8
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Those who are incarcerated in jails are human beings and should be

treated as human beings. However, in 69 percent of the jails in Indiana,

no laundry facilities are provided for the Inmates. Thus, inmates are forced

to make their own arrangements to be provided with clean clothing from fe.m-

lies or friends, or they must live in soiled and unsanitary clothing. Given

a jail with no laundry facilities and inadequate plumbing and ventilation,

the claim by prisonrs in soma jails that they are treated like animals does

not seem unbelievable.

IV. SOCIAL SITUATION FOR JAIL INMATES IN DISTRICT 1

District 1 includes Benton, Boone, Carroll, Case, Clinton, Fountain,

Grant, Hendricks, Howard, Miami, Montgomery, Putnam, Tippecanoe, Tipton,

Warren, and White County.

In many respects, the jails in District 1 do not differ significantly

from the jails in the State. For example, 56 percent of the jails do not have

separate facilities for female and juvenile offenders, and the same is true

for 47 percent of the jails in Indiana. Also, 75 percent of the jails in the

District do not segregate hardened criminals from first offenders, and the

same in the case for 70 percent of the jails in Indiana.

The situation of the mental patient is considerably worse in District 1

than in the State as 100 percent of the jails in the District house mental

patients, while 66 percent of the jails in the State house mental patients.

The availability of padded cells for mental patients does not indicate as much

variation as 81 percent of the jails in District I do not have such facilities

while 89 percent of the jails in the State do not have padded cells for

mental patients.

9
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The situation for the alcoholic and the drug offender is iuch the same

in District 1 as it is in the State. Not a single jail in the District has

a program for alcoholics while 96 percent of the jails in the State also

report the absence of such a program. A member of Alcoholics Anonymous is

not available in 38 percent of the jails in District I and the same is true

for 44 percent of the jails in the State. The situation for the drug addict

is similar in that 100 percent of the jails in the District do not have prozrs

for drug addicts, and the saw is true for 97 percent of the jails in Indiana.

Neglect of the inmates physical health in the District is similar to that

which exists throughout the State as 100 percent of the jails indicate that

prisoners are not examined by a physician at the time of admission. and the

sam is true for 98 percent of the jails in the State. Physical exercise

program are not provided in any jails in District 1, and this is also true

for 95 percent of the jails in Indiana. The mean number of deaths over the

two year period covered by the survey is .25 for District 1, as compared to

a man of .32 for the State, the District reporting a total of 4 deaths.

Counseling services are slightly more available in District 1 than in

the State as 31 percent of the jails indicate the availability of such services

while 25 percent of the jails in the State provide counseling services. The

potential for the development of counseling services in the District is less

than that for the jails in the State as 88 percent of the jails in the District

do not have special visiting rooms, while 75 percent of the jails in the State

do not have special visiting room. It is interesting to note that 63 percent

of the jails in this District have regular religious services while only 43

percent of the jails in Indiana have such services. On the other hand 81 percent

of the jails have provided for unlimited visitation for ministers while 92 per-

cent of the jails in the State have provided for unlimited visitation for ministers

10
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The availability of vocational training programs and work release pro-

grams in this District are similar to the State. Vocational training program

are not provided in any of the jails in District 1, and such programs are not

provided in 98 percent of the jails in the State. Work release program are

not provided in 94 percent of the jails in the District and the same is the

case for 92 percent of the jails in the State.

V. PHYSICAL CONDITION OF JAILS IN DISTRICT 1

The mean age of the jails in District 1 is 56 years, slightly higher than

the mean age of the jails in the State which is 49 years. The Jails range in

age from 1 to 104 years old. The ages of the jails in District I are similar

to those found throughout the State.

The rated capacity, including facilities for females and juveniles is

555 persons for District 1. The population at the time this survey was con-

ducted was 161, including females and juveniles. This figure represents 29

percent use of facilities. The total estimted average population was 214

Inmates or 39 percent of rated capacity. It is difficult to imagine the need

for such a surplus of space. It would appear that the money used to support

these unused facilities could be better spent on improving the treatment pro-

gram in these institutions.

In regard to the condition of the physical plants, District I jails seem

to be doing well. Almost 94 percent of the jails and lockups In the District

have proper heating, adequate lighting, and plumbing which is in good working

order. All the jails In the District have adequate fresh air ventilation,

and all the locks are in good condition. It would appear that while there is

some over-spending in terms of actual facilities utilized, District I is

11
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allocating funds for the proper upkeep of their facilities. There were 21

escapes In District 1 during the two year period covered by the survey. A

meager 19 percent of the Jails in this District provide their inmates with

a copy of the Jail's rules on admission.

Few jails in the District provide laundry facilities for their inmates.

Eiglaty-,ight percent of these Jails have no laundry facilities available for

their prisoners' clothing. Although District 1 has been conscientious in

providing its inmates with adequate heatlnS, lighting, and plumbing, the

simple physical comfort of clean clothing is apparently ignored.

VI. SOCIAL SITUATION OF INMATES IN DISTRICT 2

District 2 includes Adam, Allen, DeKalb, Huntinston, Kosciusko, LaGrange,

Noble, Steuben, Wabash, Wells, and Whitley County. The District also includes

the following cities: Auburn, Fort Wayne, Garrett, LaFountain, North Manchester,

and Warren.

The profile for District 2 also appears to be quite similar to the pro-

file for jails in Indiana, and in several respects it is more imLilar than

District 1. Female and juvenile facilities are not separated in 59 percent

of the Jails and the same is true for 47 percent of the Jails in the State.

Hardened criminals are not separated from first offenders in 65 percent of

the jails in the District, and the same is true for 70 percent of the jails

in the State.

The situation fjor the mental patient is somewhat better in this District

than in the State as 53 percent of the jails in the District house mental

patients, while 66 percent of the jails in the State have similar policies.

12
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Ninety-four percent of the jails in the District do not he padded cells

for mental patients and the saw is true for 89 percent of the jails in the

State.

The lack of prosrm for alcoholics in District 2 and the State to about

the sm as 94 percent of the jails in the District do not have such progr m

and the same is true for 96 percent of the jails in the State. A member of

Alcoholics Anonymous is not available in 53 percent of the jails in the

District, and the saw is true for 44 percent of the jails in Indiana. Ninety-

four percent of the jails in District 2 do not have programs for drug addicts

and the same is true for 97 percent of the jails in the State.

District 2 is also si ar to the State in the areas of physical exom-

nations and physical exercise program for inmates. Ninety-four percent of

the jails in the District indicate that prisoners are not given a physical

exsmination by a physician when admitted, and the sam is true for 98 percent

of the jails in the State. Physical exercise program are not provided in

any of the jails in the District as compared to an absence of exercise pro-

srams in 95 percent of the jails in the State. The umea number of deaths over

the tvo year period covered by the survey is .35 for the District and .32 for

the State, the District reporting a total of 6 deaths.

Counseling services are not available in 71 percent of the jails in

District 2 and the same is true for 75 percent of the jails in the State.

Forty-one percent of the jails in the District have special visiting rooms

while only 25 percent of the jails in the State have such facilities.

There is a lack of religious services in the jails in District 2 as indi-

catd by the finding that 71 percent of the jails do not have regular services

as compared to 58 percent of the jails in the State which do not have regular
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religious services. However all the jails in the District indicate that

ministers have unlimited visitation while 92 percent of the jails in the State

provide for unlimited visitation for ministers.

Vocational training and work release programs are virtually absent In

District 2 as 94 percent of the jails indicate that they do not have vocational

training programs, and none of the jails in the District have work release

progrm. Ninety-eight percent of the jails in the State do not have vocational

training program, and 92 percent of the Jails do not have work release programs.

VII. PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE JAILS IN DISTRICT 2

The mean age of the jails in District 2 is 65 years, sixteen years higher

thmn the State mean of 49 years. The jails range in age from 1 to 98 years old.

Viewing the range, .it can be assumed that many of the jails in this District

are of an older vintage to produce such a high mean.

The rated capacity, including facilities for females and juveniles, is

523 for District 2. The population at the time this survey was conducted was

154 inmates, Including females and juveniles. This figure represents 29 per-

cent use of facilities. The total estimated average population was 224 inmates,

or 44 percent of rated capacity. Here again the unused space which serves as

a drain on tax dollars is noted.

The condition of the physical facilities in District 2 needs improvement.

Although 94 percent of the district's jailp are properly heated, 24 percent

do not have adequate fresh air ventilation or adequate lighting. An even

greater number, 29 percent, lack plumbing which is in good working order.

Twenty-nine percent of the jails in the District do not have locks which are

in good condition. It should be noted that there were 4 escapes from jails
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in District 2-for theftwo year period covered by the survey. Thirty-five

percent of the jails in the District supply their inmates vith a copy of

the jail's rules on admission.

Forty-one percent of the jails in the District provide laundry facilities

for the inmates' clothing. A concerted effort should be put on providing

similar services for the District's remaining 59 percent which do not have

this type of facility.

VIII. SOCIAL SITUATION OF JAIL INMATES IN DISTRICT 3

District 3 includes Hamilton, Hancock, Johnson, and Marion County. The

District also includes the following cities: Edinburg, Indianapolis, and the

Marion County Juvenile Center.

A profile of the Jails in District 3 indicates that in a number of areas

the social situation for the prisoner is consideraby better than in the Jails

in the State.

Seventy-one percent of the jails in District 3 provide separate facilities

for females and juveniles while this is the case for only 53 percent of the

jails in the State. In addition, 43 percent of the jails in the District

separate hardened offenders from first time offenders while only 30 percent

of the jails in the State have separate facilities.

On the other hand, the situation for mental patients is not as favorable

as all of the jails in District 3 house mental patients, and only 14 percent

have padded cells for'mental patients. Sixty-six percent of the jails in the

State lfouse mental patients and 11 percent have padded cells for mental patients.

Program for alcoholics are also absent as all the jails in District 3 indicate

that they have no programming in this area. The same is true for 96 percent
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of the jails in the State. Also, a member of Alcoholics Anonymous is avail-

able in 43 percent of the jails in the District as compared to 56 percent of

the jails in the State which have a member of Alcoholics Anonymous available.

The situation for the drug addict is similar as 100 percent of the jails in

the District do not have programs for drug addicts and the same is true for

97 percent of the jails in Indiana.

Fourteen percent of the jails in the District provide physical exaai-

nations by a physician for prisoners when admitted, while only 2 percent of

the jails in the State provide physical examinations for the prisoners when

admitted. Fourteen percent of the jails in District 3 provide physical exer-

cise programs for prisoners, and this is the case for only 5 percent of the

jails in the State. While it would appear that there is greater concern for

the physical well-being of the prisoner in District 3 than in the State, the

percentages for services provided in these two areas are relatively smell when

we consider the importance of limiting comunicable diseases. The mean number

of deaths over the two year period covered by the survey is 1.0 for District 3

as compared to .32 for the State,. with the District reporting a total of 7

deaths.

Counseling services are available in 29 percent of the jails in the

District as compared to 25 percent of the jails in the State, and special

visiting rooms are available in 57 percent of the jails in the District as

compared to 25 percent of the jails in the State. Religious services are held

on a regular basis in 43 percent of the jails in the District and the same is

true for the jails in the State. Ministers have unlimited visitation in 71

percent of the jails in the District as compared to 92 percent of the jails in

the State which provide for unlimited visitation for ministers.
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Vocational training programs and work release programs are available in

14 percent of the jails in the District. Only 2 percent of the jails in the

State provide vocational training programs, and 8 percent provide work release

programs.

IX. PHYSICAL CONDITION OF JAILS IN DISTRICT 3

The mean age of the jails in District 3 is 50 years, quite close to the

mean age of all the jails in the State, 49 years. The jails range in age

from 7 to 103 years old. The age of the jails in this District are similar

to those found throughout the State.

The rated capacity, including female and Juvenile facilities, is 1760 in

District 3. The population at the time this survey was conducted was 1123,

including females and juveniles. This figure represents 64 percent use of

facilities, a noticeable improvement over Districts I and 2. The total esti-

mated average population was 1073 inmates, or 61 percent of rated-capacity.

Although these figures indicate greater use of physical facilities than those

previously noted, a surplus of space is still in evidence.

The condition of the physical facilities in District 3 falls short of

expectations. In 43 percent of the jails in the District, fresh air venti-

lation is not adequate. Twenty-nine percent of the jails do not have adequate

lighting or plumbing which is in good working order. Fourteen percent do not

have proper heating or locks which are in good condition. There were 12 escapes

in District 3 for the period covered by the survey.

Only 29 percent of the District's jails supply their inmates with a copy

of the jail's rules on admission. While proper standards of living should

be the first priority of a jail system, those aspects of jail life which are

concerned with proper behavior and conduct should also have a place of importance.
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Fifty-seven percent of the jails in the District provide laundry facilities

for the inmates' clothing. This is commendable when compared to other Districts

and shows an interest in the personal hygiene of the prisoners.

X. SOCIAL SITUATION OF JAIL INMATES IN DISTRICT 4

District 4 includes Clay, Daviess, Dubois, Gibson, Greene, Knox, Martin,

Oven, Parke, Perry, Pike, Poseyr Spencer, Sullivan, Vanderburgh, Vermillion,

Vigo, and Warrick County.

Jails in District 4 vary considerably and are more favorable in som e

areas than the jails in the State and less favore.ble in other areas.

Female and juvenile facilities are completely removed from the adult male

facilities in 67 percent of the jails in -the District, while 53 percent of the

jails in the State provide separate facilities for females and juveniles.

Sixty-seven percent of the jails in the District do not separate first offenders

from hardened criminals, and the same is true for 70 percent of the jails in

the State.

Seventy-eight percent of the jails in the District house mental patients

and the same is true for 66 percent of the jails in the State. Only 6 percent

of the jails in the District provide padded cells for mental patients while

11 percent of the jails in the State provide padded cells for mental patients.

It is interesting to note that not a single jail in District 4 provides

either a physical examination by a physician for prisoners when admitted, or a

physical exercise program for prisoners. However, this finding becomes less

significant when compared to jails in the State. Ninety-seven percent of the

jails in Indiana do not provide a physical examination for persons at the t1me

they are admitted, and 95 percent of the jails in the State do not provide a
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physical exercise program. The mean number of deaths for the two year period

for the District was .44, while the mean number of deaths for jails in the

State was .34 for the same period. There was a total of 8 deaths in the

District for the two year period covered by the survey.

Eighty-three percent of the jails in District 4 do not provide counseling

services to prisoners and the same is true for 75 percent of the jails in the

State. This situation Is made even worse by the finding that 94 percent of the

jails in the District do not provide special visiting rooms, while 75 percent

of the jails in the State also fall to provide such facilities.

Thirty-nine percent of the jails in the District provide regular religious

services and all the jails in the District provide unlimited visitation for

ministers, while 42 percent of the jails in the State hold regular religious

services, and 92 percent of the jails in the State provide for unlimited

visitation for ministers.

A member of Alcoholics Anonymous is available on request in 50 percent

of the jails and the same is true for 55 percent of the jails in the State.

There are no special programs for alcoholics or drug addicts in the District.

Ninety-six percent of the jails in the State do not have special programs for

alcoholics and 97 percent of the jails in the State do no have special programs

for drug addicts.

a7!I t~erLe are vaIrC:rz: ;rzgrz= ! the jails in District

4, 50 percent of the jails have work release programs. Two percent of the

jails in the State provide vocational training programs and 8 percent provide

work release programs.
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XI. PHYSICAL CONDITIONS OF JAILS IN DISTRICT 4

The mean age of the jails in District 4 is 54 years, five years above

the mean age of all the jails in the State. The jails range in age from 2 to

105 years old. The ages of the jails in this district are similar to those

found throughout the entire state.

The rated capacity, including female and juvenile facilities, is 1034

persons in District 4. The population at the time this survey was conducted

was 267 inmates, including females and juveniles. This figure represents 26

percent use of facilities. Such a surplus of room is difficult to understand.

Again) considerably less than half the facilities are actually used.

The condition of the physical facilities in District 4 seems fairly

satisfactory. Eighty-three percent of the locks are in good condition. There

were 40 escapes in District 4 for the two year period covered by the survey.

Eighty-nine percent of the jails have proper heating and adequate lighting.

Ninety-four percent have fresh air ventilation which is considered satisfactory.

Unfortunately, 28 percent of the District's jails have plumbing which is not in

good working order.

Twenty-eight percent of the jails in District 4 provide their inmates a

copy of the jail's rules on admission. Steps should be taken to further this

practice in the remaining 72 percent of the jails.

Thirty-nine percent of the jails in District 4 provide laundry facilities

for their inmates.

XII. SOCIAL SITUATION OF JAIL INMATES IN DISTRICT 5

District 5 includes Bartholomew, Brown, Clark, Crawford, Dearborn,

Decatur, Floyd, Franklin, Harrison, Jackson, Jefferson, Jennings, Lawrence,
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Monroe, Morgan, Ohio, Orange, Ripley, Scott, Shelby, Switzerland, and

Washington County, as well as the following ci ies: Aurora, Batesville,

Charlestown, Crotheraville, New Albany, and Seymour.

Jails in District 5 generally appear to provide less services to

prisoners than the jails in the State.

Female and juvenile facilities are completely removed from the adult

male facilities in 71 percent of the jails in the District, while 53 percent

of the jails in the State provide separate facilities for females and juveniles.

Thirty-six percent of the jails in the District separate hardened criminals

from first offenders, as compared to 30 percent of the jails in :he State.

Fifty-seven percent of the jails in the District house mental patients,

while 66 percent of the jails in the State house mental patients. Padded

cells are provided for mental patients in 14 percent of the jails in the

District as compared to 11 percent of the jails in the State which provide

padded cells for mental patients.

Jails in District 5, like District 4, do not provide physical examinations

by a physician for prisoners at the time they are admitted, nor do the jails

in-District 5 provide any form of exercise program for prisoners. Physical

examinations are nt given in 98 percent of the jails in the State, and 95

percent of the jails in the State do not have physical exercise programs. The

mean number of deaths for the two year period covered by the survey for the

District was .29 while the mean number of deaths in jails in the State was .34

for the same period.' During that period there were 8 deaths in District 5.

Ninety-six percent of the jails in the District do not provide counseling

services to prisoners while 75 percent of the jails in the State also fail to
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provide services in this areas. Furthermore, 86 percent of the jails do not

provide special visiting rooms and the sane is true for 75 percent of the

jai1e.,in the State.

Ministers have unlimited visitation in 96 percent of the jails in the

District as compared to 92 percent of the jails in the State, and 50 percent

of the jails have regular religious services as compared to 42 percent of

the jails in the State which provide regular religious services for prisoners.

A member of Alcoholics Anonymous is available on request in 46 percent of

the jails in the District as compared to 56 percent of the jails in the State.

Special programs or services for alcoholics are non-existent in the District,

the same is true for 96 percent of the jails In the State. The situation for

the drug addict is about the same. Special programs or services for addicts

are non-existent in the jails in this District, and the same is true for 97

percent of the jails in the State.

Vocational training program are also non-existent in the jails in

District 5 and the same is true for 98 percent of the jails in the State.

Ninety-six percent of the jails in the District do not provide work-release

programs and the same is true for 92 percent of the jails in the State.

XIII. PHYSICAL CONDITION OF JAILS IN DISTRICT 5

The mean age of the jails in District 5 Is 52 years, quite close to the

mean age of all the jails in the State which is 49 years. The jails in this

District range in age from I to 149 years old. The oldest jail in the State

is in District 5. This particular jail was built seven years after Indiana

attained statehood.
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The rated capacity, including female and juvenile facilities, is 653

persons in District 5. The population at the time this survey was conducted

was 248 inmates, including females and juveniles. This figure represents 38

percent use of facilities. The total estimated average population was 299,

which represents 46 percent use of facilities. Again it can be noted that

less than half the facilities are actually used.

The condition of the physical facilities in District 5 seems fairly

adequate. Eighty-six percent of the locks are in good condition. Ninety-

three percent of the Jails are properly heated. Eighty-two percent have

adequate fresh air ventilation. Eighty-nine percent have adequate lighting

and plumbing which is in good working order. There were 14 escapes in

District 5 for the two year period covered by the survey.

Of the Districts discussed at this point, District 5 has the worst record

in terms of providing their inmates a copy of the Jail's rules on admission.

None of the Jails in the District follow this practice. In a period of time

in which being informed of individual rights is held to be important, it is

incongruous that these Jails do not deem it necessary to inform their inmates

of the rules and regulations concerning their conduct while incarcerated.

Thirty-six percent of the Jails in District 5 provide laundry facilities

for their inmates. Sixty-four percent of these Jails have no laundry facili-

ties available for their prisoners' clothing. Although District 5 has been

fairly conscientious in providing its inmates with proper heating, lighting,

and plumbing, greater attention should be paid to individual inmate comfort

and physical hygiene.
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XIV. SOCIAL SITUATION OF JAIL INMATES IN DISTRICT 6

District 6 includes Jaspers Lake, LaPorte, Newton, Porter, Pulaski,

and Starks County, as veil as the following cities: Dyer, Zast Chicago,

East Gary,' Gary, Griffith, Hamlet, Hamiond, Highland, Hobart, Knox, LaPorte,

Michigan City, Munster, North Judeon, Portage, Schererville, Whiting, and

Winamac.

Jails in District 6 generally appear to provide more services to

prisoners than the Jails in the State with som exceptions.

Juvenile and female facilities are completely removed from adult male

facilities in 44 percent of the Jails in the District as compared to 53

percent of the Jails in the State. The situation Is quite similar for first

offenders as only 24 percent of the Jails separate first offenders from

hardened criminals, while the same is true for 30 percent of the Jails in

the State.

On the other hand, only 40 percent of tha Jails in the District house

mental patients, while 66 percent of the Jails in the State house mental

patients. Also padded cells are available for mental patients in 16 percent

of the Jails in the District, while padded cells are available for mental

patients in 11 percent of the jails in the State.

Physical examinations by a physician at the time of admission are non-

existent in District 6 and the same is true for 98 percent of the Jails in

the State. However, 8 percent of the Jails in the District provide physical

exercise programs for prisoners, while the same is true for 5 percent of the

Jails in the State. The mean number of deaths for the two year period covered
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by the survey was .36. while the mean number of deaths in the State was .32

for the same period. During that period there were 9 deaths in District 6.

Counseling services are available to prisoners in 44 percent of the

jails in the District, while counseling services are available in only 25

percent of the jails in the State. Furthermore, 36 percent of the jails in

the District have special visiting rooms as compared to only 25 percent of

the jails in the State which have such facilities.

Religious services are held in 32 percent of the jells in the District

on a regular basis as compared to 42 percent of the jails in the State which

hold regular religious services. Ministers have unlimited visitation in 96

percent of the jails in the District, and the same is the case for 92 percent

of the jails in the State.

A member of Alcoholics Anonymous is available on request in 72 percent

of the jails in the District as compared to 56 percent of the jails in the

State. Also, special programs are provided for alcoholics in 12 percent of

the jails in the District as compared to only 4 percent of the jails in the

State. Eight percent of the jails in the District provide special program

for drug addicts while only 3 percent of the jails in the State provide

programs for addicts.

There are no vocational training programs or work release programs in

the District. Ninety-eight percent of the jails in the State do not have

vocational training programs, and 92 percent of the jails in the State do not

have work release programs.

XV. PHYSICAL CONDITION OF JAILS IN DISTRICT 6

The mean age of the jails in District 6 is 29 years, twenty full years

below that of the mean age of the jails in the State. The jails in this
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district range from 1 to 100 years old. It can be assumed from the low mean

age, that many of this district's jails are not very old.

The rated capacity, Including female and juvenile facilities, is 768

persons in District 6. The population at the time this survey was conducted

was 401 inmates, including juveniles and females. This figure represents

52 percent use of the facilities. The total estimated average population was

436 inmates, which represents 57 percent use for facilities. A surplus of

space Is again in evidence, suggesting a waste of funds.

The condition of the physical facilities in District 6 seems fairly

satisfactory but needs Improvement generally, and particularly in one area.

1itost ine-third of the jails in District 6 have inadequate lighting, an

unfortunate circumstance which should be remedied as soon as possible. Eighty

percent of these jails have plumbing which is in good working order, and 84

percent of the jails have fresh air ventilation which is considered acceptable.

Eighty-eight percent have proper heating and locks which are in good condition.

Twenty-four percent of the distrLc:'s jails provide their inmates with copies

of the jail's rules on admission. There were 11 escapes from jails in District

6 for the period covered by the survey.

Only 20 percent of the jails in the District provide laundry facilities

for their inmates. Concern for adequate personal hygiene for all prisoners

should motivate these jails to provide the necessary facilities.

XVI. SOCIAL SITUATION OF THE JAIL INMATES IN DISTRICT 7

District 7 includes Blackford, Delaware, Fayette, Henry, Jay, Madison,

Randolph, Rush, Union, and Wayne County, as well as the following cities;

Alexandria, Cambridge City, Dunkirk, Eaton, Elwood, Farmland, Hagerstown,
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Knightstown, Losantville, Madison, Montpelier, Muncie, Penville, Richmond,

and Union City.

The profIle for the jails in District 7 sam to indicate that in many

respects the jails provide fewer services than any District in the State.

Female and juvenile facilities are completely removed from adult male

facilities in 35 percent of the jails in the District, as compared to 53

percent of the jeils In the State which have separate facilities. Also, 81

percent of the Jails in the District do not separate hardened criminals from

first offenders, while the same is true for 70 percent of the jails In the

State.

Mental patients are housed in 69 percent of the jails in the District,

and the same Is true for 66 percent of the jails in the State. Padded cells

for mental patients are available in 8 percent of the jails, while padded

cells for mental patients are available in 11 percent of the jails in the

State.

Prisoners are given a physical examination by a physician at the time

they are admitted In 4 percent of the Jails In the District, while the same

Is true for only 2 percent of the jails in the State. Physical exercise is

provided in 12 percent of the Jails in the District and this is the case for

only 5 percent of the jails In the State. The mean number of deaths over

the two year period covered by the survey for the District was .04 while the

mean number of deaths for jails in the State during the same period was .32.

During that period, there was 1 death in the District.

Counseling services are available to prisoners in only 15 percent of the

jails In the District as compared to the availability of such services in 25
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percent of the jails in the State. Special visiting room are available In

23 percent of the jails as covered to 25 percent of the jails In the State.

Religious services are held on a regular bes in. 35 percent of the

jails in the District as compared to 42 percent of the Jails In the State

which hold regular religious services. Ministers have unlimited visitation

in 55 percent of the Jails in the District and the same Is true for 92 per-

cent of the jails in the State.

While a member of Alcoholics Anonymous is available on request In 54

percent of the jails in the District, there are no special program for

alcoholics. Fifty-six percent of the jails in the State provide a mmber of

Alcoholics Anonymous on request, and 4 percent of the jails in the State have

special program for alcoholics. Special programs for drug addicts are non-

existent in the District and the sane is true for 97 percent of the Jails in

the Stete.

Vocational training program and work release program are also non-

existent in the District. Only 2 percent of the jails In the State provide

vocational training program while 8 percent of the jails provide work release.

XVII. PHYSICAL CONDITION OF JAILS IN DISTRICT 7

The mean age of the jalls in District 7 is 48, slightly lover than 49,

the mean age of the jails in the State. The jails in this district range in

age from less than 1 year to 101 years. The jails in this District are

similar to those found throughout the State,

The rated capacity, including facilities for females and juveniles, is

672 persons in District 7. The population at the tim this survey was con-

ducted was 220, including females and juveniles. This figure represents 33
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percent use of facilities. The total estimated average population vs 241

or 36 percent of rated capacity. Once again a surplus of space can be noted,

as almost to-thirds of the jails' facilities are not in use in District 7.

In terms of the condition of tIw physical facilities, District 7 is

doing an excellent job of keeping their locks in good working order. Ninety-

two percent of the jails' locks are in good condition. However, lighting and

plumbing are considered adequate in only 69 percent of these jails. Fresh

air ventilation is adequate in only 81 percent of the jails, and there is

proper heating-in 88 percent of the jails. It should go without saying that

the deficiencies noted should be raised to acceptable standards for the bene-

fits of the inmates who must live under these conditions. It should also be

noted that there wire 24 escapes from the jails in District 7 for the period

covered by the survey.

A sparse 12 percent of the jails in the District supply their inmates

copies of the jail's rules on admission. Such a practice should not prove

to be a burden financially. It then becomes important for the jails' managers

to explore the reasoning employed to veto this practice. Twenty-esven percent

of the jails in this District provide laundry facilities for their Inmates.

When the deficiencies in plumbing, lighting, and other areas are resolved,

suitable laundry provisions should also be explored.

XVIII. SOCIAL SITUATION OF JAIL INMATES IN DISTRICT 8

District 8 includes Elkhart, Fulton, Marshall, and St. Joseph County,

as well as the city of Elkhart.

The profile for the Jails in District 8 seems to indicate that in almost

every respect the District is superior to other Districts In the State.
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Facilities for females and juveniles are completely removed from the

adult male facilities in 80 percent of the jails in tAs District, while 53

percent of the jails in the State have separate facilities for females and

juveniles. First offenders are separated from hardened criminals in 60

percent of the jails in the District as compared to 30 percent of the jails

in the State which separate first offenders from hardened criminals.

Unfortunately, 80 percent of the jails in the District house mental

patients while 66 percent of the jails in the State house mental patients.

Also, there are no padded cells available for mental patients in District 8

jails, while 11 percent of the jails in the State have special padded cells

available for mntal patients.

Physical examinations by a physician are not provided for prisoners

admitted to any of the jails in the District, and only 2 percent of the jails

in the State provide for physical examinations for newly admitted prisoners.

On the other hand, 20 percent of the jails in the District provide a physical

exrcise program for prisoners while only 5 percent of the jails in the State

provide physical exercise program. The mean number of deaths over the two

year period covered by the survey was .40 for the District, and the mean num-

ber of deaths for jails in the State was .32 for the same period. There were

2 deaths over the two yeai. period covered by the survey in District 8.

Counseling services are available in 80 percent of the jails in the

District and such services are available in only 25 percent of the jails in

the State. Special visiting room are available in 60 percent of the jails

in the District while only 25 percent of the jails in the State have special

visiting rooms available.
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Religious services are held on a regular bats in 80 percent of th6

jails in the District as compared to 42 percent of the jails in the State

which provide regular religious services. Ministers have unlimited visit-

ation in 100 percent of the jails in the District and the same is the case

for 92 percent of the jails in the State.

A miber of Alcoholics Anonymous is available on request in 80 percent

of the jails in the District, while this is the case for 56 percent of the

jails in the State. Forty percent of the jails in the District provide

special programs for alcoholics, while only 4 percent of the jails in the

State provide special programs for alcoholics. ' Special program are provided

for drug addicts in 20 percent of the jail" in the District while special

programs for drug addicts are provided In only 3 percent of the jails in the

State.

Vocational training program are provided in 20 percent of the jails in

the District, while only 3 percent of the jails in the State provide vocational

training program. Work release program are non-existent in all the jails in

District 8, while the same is true for 92 percent of the jails in the State.

XIX. PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE JAILS IN DISTRICT 8

The man age of the jeils in District 8 is 50 years, quite similar to

the mean age of all the jails in the State. The jails in this district range

in age from less than I year to 85 years old.

The rated capacity, including female and juvenile facilities, is 471

persons in District 8. The population at the time this survey was conducted

was 115, Including female and juveniles. This figure represents 24 percent

use of facilities. The total estimated average population was 131 inmates,
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or 28 percent of rated capacity. These figures represent the greatest waste

in the Stats in terms of use of facilities. The jails indicate that almost

75 percent of the available facilities are not in use at any given time.

In terms of the condition of the physical facilities, District 8'is

doing yell. One hundred percent of these Jails have proper heating and

adequate fresh sir ventilation. However, only 80 percent have adequate light-

ing and plumbing which is in good order, or locks which are in good condition.

In these are" there is room for improvemnt. Forty percent of the jails in

the District supply their inmstes copies of the jail's rules on admAssion.

The sam percent of jails also provides laundri facilities for their inmates.

There were no escapes from the jails in District 8 for the period covered by

the survey.

XX. CONCLUSION

As we noted earlier, the data speaks for itself. While It Is difficult

to understand the lack of services to Inmates, it is even more difficult to

understand the waste of funds to maintain unused facilities in such a tax-

conscious State.

Our analysis of the data leads us to sake the following recomandatiost

1. The present system of county jails should be abolished. It

appears that they are remnants of the past and are no longer

functional when one considers the lack of services to the

inmates, and extent of unused facilities.

2. There is a need for the establishment of regional jail facili-

ties. The location of these facilities should be determined
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by projected populations for the different regions of-the

state, and the resources which could be utilized in the

communities where the jails might be located.

3. The administration of the regional jails should be under

the jurisdiction cf the Indiana Department of Correction

with a centralized budget system.

4. The Legislature, in providing for a system of regional jails,

should outline in detail the requirements for all aspects of

the physical plants, and the services which must be provided.

It is our opinion, after reviewing statutes pertaining to

jails in a number of States, that the Michigan Statutes provide

an excellent model for legislation.
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Detention Facilities and

Temporary Shelters

MARGARET K. ROSENHEIM

Almost three-quarters of a century after the establishment of the
first juvenile court, it is widely believed that this judicial mechanism
f6r "child-saving" has not yet attained its stated goal of providing
justice for the child. The following discussion of detention and tem-
porary shelter care will, because of the nature of the problems, ex-
amine the juvenile court's functions more generally: it will argue
that the widespread misuse of detention care (and the resulting em-
ployment of grossly inappropriate arrangements) is a direct conse-
quence of a juridical flaw, a defect in the jurisdiction of the court.
After examination of current standards for use of detention and
shelter care, and following a description of the continued misappli-
cation of detention facilities (and of jails), this paper will assess the
reasons currently being thrust forward to explain the observed defi-
ciencies, and will show that these causes are insufficient. A radical
transformation of the court itself and of the organization of deten-
tion care are both prerequisite to achieving a system that is at the
same time just to the child and to the intent of the law.

The emphasis here is on institutions that respond to requests for
the temporary care of juve Res who, in the eyes of the community,
have done something."wrongr."se minors enter residential care

I gratefully acknowledge the research assistance of Wayne Arrowood and
James Landau in preparation of this paper. The paper was supported in part
under Grant CRD-RI.1004-0, Social and Rehibilitation Service, Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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254 Policy and Planning Issues: Types of Institutions

following apprehension for the commission of crime or proscribed
-but noncriminal behavior. Detention-or jail-may be their first
step in an extended journey through the correctional process. We
should therefore ask whether those detained are those who should
be and what that confinement is like.

Juveniles in Detention

"No Man Loveth His Fetters, Be They Made of Gold."
John Heywood, Proverbs

Why do boys and girls find themselves in temporary substitute
care? What marks the juv,,eniles who are in secure custody? Are
there clear-cut differences between those who are in jails or deten-
tion homes and those in shelter care? These are some of the ques-
tions that come to mind in initially considering the operation of
institutions for short-term "holding." It is equally important to un-
derstand as fully as possible the "paths to placement"' that affect
conditions and quality of care, legal consequences of holding for both
child and parent, and allocation of community resources.

DETENTION DEFINED

The first point to consider is the purpose of detention, for only
against a picture of its proper function can current practices be ex-
amined profitably. Among standard-setters, there is general agree-
ment upon the definition of detention as the physically restrictive
temporary custody of children who await hearing and disposition by
the juvenile court.2 Whether they are alleged to be delinquent in
the narrow sense of the term (that is, accused of acts that would be
crimes if committed by adults) or are before the court for threaten-
ing but noncriminal conduct, the appropriate test is asserted to be
the need of the child or of the community for his secure custodial
care. By contrast, juveniles who require emergency care owing to
the collapse of family living (or some other disruptive circum-
stance) are to be referred to shelter care, where security is not of-
paramount importance. This form of provision, also intended to be
temporary (as the very term "shelter care" implies), is physically
nonrestrictive and is available to children who do not require juve-
nile court intervention as well as to those who do.
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Unlike either detention or shelter care, the third type of custodial
provision commonly encountered is not expressly designed for mi-
nors. This is, of course, the jail or police lockup, used as a place of
confinement for juveniles as well as adults. Many juvenile court acts
forbid their use for juveniles under a specified age. Although the
exact age varies from state to state, 14 to 16 is the range within
which the cutoff point usually falls. It is widely thought that the
states disregard the prohibition by jailing at least a few "underage"
juvenile cases each year, but it is impossible to say how widespread
the violation is or what particular circumstances generate it. The
public policy, however, is clear: nearly all jurisdictions have stat-
utes that provide special places of detention for juveniles and re-
quire separation of juveniles from adults when the former are
jailed.

Over the years, detention has been evolving from its original
function of providing a separate facility for the undifferentiated
group of children brought to the attention of juvenile authorities
into a type of custody distinguishable from other forms of tempo-
rary care by virtue of the population served and the controls built
into the program. In a sense, detention can be seen as the organiza-
tional pivot between child welfare measures, on the one hand, and
the custodial arrangements of criminal justice, on the other. This is,
at any rate, one way to express the theory. Let us now turn to the
facts.

The Extent ol Detention. To start with, although most states au-
thorize juvenile detention homes, there are a number of
jurisdictions3 in which no such facilities have been established. In
these ten jurisdictions it is fruitless to search for criteria governing
detention use; rather, the questions there become what stop-gap
measures are employed and how does the absence of detention
homes influence policy with respect to jail confinement of juveniles?
Moreover, in eight 4 of the ten states that lack a detention facility,
temporary shelters are also unavailable; there are, in brief, no facili-
ties of any kind specifically designated for temporary holding of
children and youth.

In 1966 the National Council on Crime and Delinquency collect-
ed information for the President's Commission on Law Enforce-
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ment and the Administration of Justice. According to its findings
there was an average daily population of 13,000 delinquent" chil-
dren in all places of detention. The annual figure exceeded 400,000.

These data, quickly compiled for the Crime Commission from
existing records, leave several important questions unanswered. For
example, how many of those detained in the course of a year were
detained more than once? How do the numbers divide as between
those detained owing to a need for secure custody and those de-
tained who evidence mainly a need for temporary safekeeping?
What proportion of detention days was pre-adjudicative? What pro-
portion post-dispositional?

Perhaps, the most severe limitation lies in the inability from cur-
rent data to derive a person-count from the annual count of admis-
sions, though in the juvenile justice system, quite as much as in the
criminal justice or welfare systems, the reasons for doing so are
compelling. Consider, for example, data on average daily popula-
tion. These figures tell us how many to expect in custody on a given
day. The NCCD data indicate that turnover is great, since a
320,000 annual total in specialized juvenile detention facilities is
many times the daily average. Yet neither statistic reveals the
chances of finding "returnees" among the total annual population.
In other words, how many of the year's admissions to detention
have been detained before? If a majority of the home's annual ad-
missions are "repeaters," the general implications for screening
costs and for programing within the facility would be substantial.

TABLE 8.1. Estimated number of children detained in 1965, by place
of detention'

Juvenile Detention Homes 317,860
Jails 87,951
Other Facilities 3,407

TOTAL: 409,218

4Figures based on 250 counties surveyed, with the rest of the counties
prorated. Where annual figure% were unavailable, statistics for the fiscal year
1964-65 were used.

souacF: NCCD Survey' on Correction in the United States, reprinted in
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of
Justice, Task Force Report on Corrections (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1967), p. 121.
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The Census of Children's Institutions is another source of -data
on detained juveniles and on their institutional managers. Accord-
ing to this census of facilities taken on a given day of operation,
10,875 children were in detention. Nearly 90 percent were adoles-
cents; 6,260 were between 12 through 15 years of age, and 2,990
were 16 through 20. Nearly 900 primary school children were in
detention, as were 254 children under six, (of whom 81 were infants
under two). As one would expect, the number of boys greatly ex-
ceeded that of girls; there were twice as many boys detained as girls,
but the median age of both was 14 years, seven months.s

The Census collected no information on race. Other studies,
however, reveal a disproportionately high number of minority-
group children in detention." We also believe that the economically
deprived are more likely to be detained.8 This'evidence gives rise to
concern that detention is used arbitrarily-without adequate guide-
lines or effective review-and that the net impact of current prac-
tice is to discriminate against the poor and racial minorities.

What Are They "In" For? These comments lead to the broader
question of how detention is used-for whom and why. While we
have less data than we would want, certain facts of detention prac-
tice are well established. Nearly one-half of the facilities accepted
responsibility for functions in addition to detention care. We may
conclude that the institutions were serving heterogeneous popula-
tions, as measured not only by age or behavior of the children but
also by the type of professional resources they required. It appears
that some detention homes were serving as community "storage fa-
cilities." Consider the range of functions they were performing in
addition to detention: care of the dependent and neglected and of
the emotionally disturbed; psychiatric care of mentally ill or emo-
tionally disturbed children; care of unmarried mothers during preg-
nancy; temporary shelter care; and care of mentally retarded chil-
dren. Contrary to common-sense expectations, these "extraneous"
functions were not concentrated among the institutions serving non-
metropolitan areas. Indeed, certain functions, such as care of the
mentally retarded and psychiatric care of mentally ill children, were
performed by a greater percentage of institutions in the larger met-
ropolitan areas than in facilities located elsewhere.9

These findings suggest that Kahn's observation at the beginning

25-18 0- 74 - 48
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of the 1960's is still pertinent: "While many of the direct-service
functions once assumed by courts, particularly for dependent and
handicapped children, have by now been assigned to public welfare
or health agencies, there are still courts that retain such functions
alongside their fundamental jurisdiction in delinquency and neg-
lect." Is this still because, as he argued then, "many courts regard
themselves as the nexus of community services for children in
trouble"?10

The census data highlight the persisting problem of detention
misuse for lack of the accepted alternatives. Other studies, state and
local, demonstrate that even when detention is theoretically accept-
able-that is, when the juvenile is a putative delinquent or incorri-
gible-large numbers are "unnecessarily" detained in the sense that
the case for secure custodial holding has not been established. This
is not to deny that officials have their reasons for detention. They
range, it appears, from wanting to provide a "short, sharp shock" to
holding a juvenile for convenience while processing a court action
affecting him.

The fullest picture of local practice probably comes from Califor-
nia. There the Governor's Special Study Commission on Juvenile
Justice reported in 1958 that "more than 50,000 juveniles charged
with delinquent acts were detained in juvenile halls, and several
thousand more were held in police lockups or jails." Not only were
three-fourths of all alleged delinquent juveniles being detained, but
a substantial number were detained for minor offenses. Further-
more, "a significant proportion of minors placed in juvenile halls
were later released without having juvenile court petitions filed."' 1

These ten-year-old findings still warrant repetition, for, while
there has been "substantial improvement in the practices prevailing
in California prior to 1961, it has not been sufficient to relieve Cali-
fornia of the ignoble distinction of having one of the highest deten-
tion rates in the country.""' So stated a juvenile expert in 1967.
His conclusions were based on a San Francisco study and a deten-
tion survey conducted by the California Youth Authority. The lat-
ter reveals wh .' appears, from other reports as well, to be a fairly
typical national pattern:

Out of 21,321 minors detained, more than 20 percent were brought
Into detention one day and released the next. 65 percent of the chil-
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dren detained were released within four days. Only fifteen percent of
those detained were released the same day."

Moreover, in the absence of bail, the existing system provides no
means to bring about release during the first 72 hours (or a time
period as long as six days, if nonjudicial days fall within the period)
after arrest. Again, to cite California practice:

In many counties, on every Monday a large number of children who
have been detained over the weekend are released without a petition
being filed or without a detention order being sought. In the absence
of a bail system no alternative to compel release exists."

This general pattern of detention overuse is recognized in other
parts of the country. It has been documented in many major
cities.15 Apart from its civil liberties aspects, what does it mean?
That is to say, what is invested in detention homes by way of staff
and program facilities? What does it all cost?

What Is Detention Like? The case for detention rests on two
points: the specific developmental needs of juveniles and the degra-
dation and deplorable conditions of jail. Thus was the case put for-
ward originally, at the turn of the century, and so is it justified to-
day. The NCCD Standards sets the tone, so far as treatment goals
go:

The importance of treatment during detention is often brushed aside
because, it is said, detention care is short and the court does not have
enough information to determine just what treatment, if any, should
be given. The diagnostic aspect is frequently ignored unless the court
is at its wit's end.

The law says little or nothing about either treatment or diagnosis
for detained children ...

(But] more explicit legislation is not necessary for the supervision
and treatment of detained children according to the best available
knowlege, which clearly indicates that growing youngsters cannot
merely be "stored" or held in a state of suspension during a crucial
time in their lives ...

Instead of being merely a "waiting period," detention should begin
the process of rehabilitation and lay the groundwork for later treat-
ment. Above all, the detained youngster should feel in the staff a
warm acceptance of himself and rejection only of his antisocial be-
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havior. The staff's belief in the child must be - ief In his best char-
acteristics and, on the basis of this belief, in his capacity for change.
Although the detention home is not a training school, staff attitudes
can and should begin the training process."

To what extent, therefore, can we claim that detention facilities
measure up to these professional standards or-more modestly-
that they even reach an acceptable level of health and discipline?

Forty years ago a study of the detention of 17,045 children in 141
areas of the country concluded with these observations:

Detention is usually presumed to be the care of children pending dis-
position by the court. It is the method . . . which was inaugurated
when children were taken out from under the old criminal law and
given into the jurisdiction of the juvenile court with chancery pro-
ceedings. Under the parens patriae philosophy of juvenile court,
children in detention would be cared for as a wise father would care
for his children. Accordingly, it would be evident that a wise father
would not place his children in jails where they would be exposed to
adult offenders. But the practice has not followed the ideals of the ju-
venile court, for a considerable number of children, even children
under twelve years of age, are held in jail. . . . A wise father would
not place his dependent or younger problem children in a congregate
institution where they would mingle with older, delinquent children
who might contaminate them morally or injure them physically. A
wise father would not lock his child in a room and keep him in soli-
tary confinement, which is considered severe punishment even for
adults. A wise father would protect his children from many of the
places where children are detained in the various communities."

There is no avoiding the fact that detention involves jail-like fa-
cilities. Quarters are locked, barred, or screened; "inmates" are of-
ten searched, stripped, reclothed; the daily routine is marked by a
rigid insistence on schedule that is a distinctive trait of "total insti-
tutions." Though the population is selective in the sense of being
age-graded, the homes are too often storage facilities for a mixture
of difficult youngsters. Size itself appears to be a negative factor in
that management of a large population justifies (if it does not de-
mand) routinized handling. And there is always that pervasive con-
cern about the chance of a sudden eruption of defiant behavior that
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will sweep out of control. Jail-like features of the physical sur-
roundings are therefore mirrored in the managerial routine.

There are mundane aspects of detention to consider as well: the
question of plant maintenance, for instance. The March-April
1971 issue of NCCD News highlights this problem with a report on
the findings of a panel appointed to investigate New York City's
three juvenile detention centers:

At the Spofford Juvenile Center . . it found inadequate light and
heat, a dangerously warped gymnasium floor, and a fire alarm system
in disrepair. It also reported finding wet and falling plaster, cracked
ceilings, faulty plumbing, and poor lighting at the Manida Juvenile
Center and leaky roofs, cracked hot-water pipes, and inadequate
building insulation at the Zarega Juvenile Center."

Examples of overcrowding, inadequate diet, questionable disci-
plinary measures, and overly long confinement1' could be added to
extend the list of conditions often found in detention, conditions
which stand as silent rebuke to the optimistic child-savers. But the
fact is that the complaints rendered against detention are too often
carbon copies of indictments against imprisonment in general-or,
for that matter, against public institutionalization of all forms.

Yet there is a special horror about the shortcomings of detention.
Enforced idleness surely strains the endurance of children, especial-
ly adolescents, more than adults. Commitment to detention is too
frequently time on ice. For example, in the District of Columbia,
"except for one small group, children at the Receiving Home were
provided with only ninety minutes of instruction daily because of a
shortage of teachers and classroom space." According to the panel
report on New York City detention centers previously cited, "teach-
ers in the centers are allowed to select the youngsters they want in
class and to return the others to their dormitories-in violation of
the state's educational laws."'o To a visitor to detention homes the
large-screen TV bolted high up to the wall and the dog-earred com-
ics and old magazines testify to the way in which many hours are
spent. And the Census of Children's Institutions, indicating the ab-
sence of desirable activities and the ubiquity of untrained staff too
few in number, demonstrates the poverty of resources brought to
bear on detained juveniles.
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One of the most startling findings of the census was that less than
half of the institutions gave all children physical examinations at the
point of admission. Furthermore, only 20 percent made dental ex-
aminations available to all children at admission, and virtually none
routinely utilized psychological or psychiatric evaluations. Care of
detained juveniles, then, often proceeded without the staff having
basic information on the health or stability of their charges. 21

The census' findings on the range and availability of activities
were equally sobering. Given the age spectrum of the juveniles in
detention, one is immediately moved to inquire into educational
and recreational programs. How do the children occupy them-
selves? Answers to this question are relevant to discussion of the
trauma of separation from home, of control and orderly conduct
within the institutional population, and of the extent to which the
detention period can be purposely shaped-in the manner of "crisis
intervention" treatment principles-to a reorientation of the juve-
nile to the demands of community life (to which, in all probability,
he will shortly return).

Twenty-five institutions lacked school facilities on the grounds.
These were, not unexpectedly, the smaller institutions. The larger
detention facilities tended to use institutional schools to the exclu-
sion of community schools, to rely heavily on public school teachers
to staff their classes, and to regard educational facilities on the
grounds as essential to the program. Fewer than half of the institu-
tions offered classes in art, music, creative dancing, and the like, or
had a program of religious education, and only about one-fourth of-
fered vocational training. Over one-third of the facilities lacked a
program in physical education, and one-fifth of all the children in
detention were not participating in this kind of activity. In all these
instances, the lacks were most noticeable among institutions in non-
metropolitan areas, and varied programing was the most apparent
in institutions serving metropolitan areas of 500,000 and over.2

At the same time, other evidence suggests that institutions in
large metropolitan areas erected the firmest barriers against com-
munity contact with detained juveniles. Thus, while school, church,
or other groups were sometimes invited in for organized activities,
the institutional program was apparently self-sufficient for daily
purposes. Visits out to community facilities were of a kind that lent
themselves to organized touring (e.g., museum visits, use of parks
or recreational centers). Very few of these children attended
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schools or had paid jobs or did chores in the community or visited
the homes of neighborhood or school friends. In two-fifths of the
detention homes, in fact, there was a total prohibition against com-
munity contacts as a matter of policy. The practices of smaller insti-
tutions and of the institutions located in the nonmetropolitan areas
were less restrictive on these measures.u

As would be expected, detention staffs varied in level of educa-
tional attainment and mix of professional background. Few facili-
ties boasted full-time professionals of any type, though there were
more caseworkers than any other single category of professional. A
full clinical team (i.e., social worker, psychologist, and psychiatrist)
was a rarity. Fifty percent of the facilities had no one on staff from
any of the three professions, and where the full team existed its ef-
forts were directed to a small proportion of children.2'

More important, routine staff review of juveniles in detention oc-
curred in only 40 percent of the institutions.2 5 We know that most
institutions did not have caseworkers on staff. This leaves open the
question of who assumes responsibility for assessing the juvenile's
assignments and needs while he is in detention and who proposes
school adjustments, treatment plans, or other forms of service upon
release to the community or transfer to other institutions. The data
suggest that either the planning leverage is vested outside the deten-
tion facility (in the juvenile court judge or his probation staff, for
example) or the planning occurs ad hoc, as circumstances dictate
case by case. Without deciding whether the clinical team model is
best suited to a detention facility, one may note with concern the
absence of a review and planning mechanism in many places. Pre-
sumably such a mechanism is as important in terms of the on-going
institutional regimen as it is in disposition of individual cases.

Educational requirements for child-care staff were in effect in
over one-half the responding institutions; where they existed, they
were associated with a higher level of educational attainment for
the typical staff member. Sixty percent of the detention homes with
minimal requirements could report that the least qualified staff had
some college, if not all four years. By contrast, in facilities lacking
educational standards, over 70 percent had staff members with no
college (and 13 percent without a high school diploma). In-service
training-potentially a form of compensatory as well as continuing
education-varies to a point that defies a general comment.26

The .,aff-child ratio was greatly superior in smaller institutions.
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Two-fifths of the facilities with 25 or fewer children reported ten or
more full-time employees for ten children. None of the largest insti-
tutions reached this ratio, the modal ratio here being four workers
for ten children. This may be in part a function of a low level of ac-
tivity in small facilities. To open its doors, a facility requires a cer-
tain minimal complement of personnel, and in the smaller homes
possibly vacancies would automatically produce a favorable juve-
nile-staff ratio. Census data showed that nearly half of the small de-
tention homes had a child-care staff complement all of whom had
at least one year's tenure; this stability of staff pertained in only
three of the largest facilities. How to weigh the relative merits of
more professionalized staffs, which have higher turnover and fewer
staff in relation to numbers detained, against the greater informality
of program, greater staff stability, and more favorable staff-child
ratios of smaller facilities calls for insights we do not possess.

In addition to program and staff, there are other aspects of de-
tention-home treatment on which we would like to be informed.
Some relate to housing and nutrition, matters on which NCCD
Standards states detailed positions How frequently are detained
juveniles fed, and what kind of food? What privileges, if any, do
they enjoy, in the way of having visitors, using the telephone, send-
ing and receiving mail, retaining their own clothing? What discipli-
nary measures are allowable and under what circumstances is isola-
tion permissible?

These important questions of institutional life must be dealt with
in each facility, but statutory or statewide administrative standards
are notably absent. The information we have derives from studies
of specific detention homes. Because the investigations were often
undertaken in response to community outcry over an incident, it is
difficult to assess the extent to which reported findings are a fair re-
flection of routine, either in the facility in question or within facili-
ties in general. Yet there is little reason to believe that the criticisms
implicit in these studies have been overstated. To cite one example,
the comments in the NCCD study of the Cook County Audy Home,
bearing on use of isolation cells in that facility, refer to a set of
chronic problems:

"Blackstone" is used in part as a result of inadequacies in the physi-
cal plant itself. Units too large for effective staff direction of ade-
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quate program, and the lack of activity space and equipment within
living units, contribute to its perpetuation.

Th lack of sufficient staff with children in living units, their lack
of knowledge and skills in handling deviant behavior, and the lack of
sufficient clinical and casework service available within detention to
handle behavior problems without resort to the repression and sepa-
ration inherent in the use of "blackstone" are also responsible."

Even at the present level of detention care, the costs per child are
higher than per capita costs of less secure care (shelter care) and
much higher than the costs of supervision while at home. The
NCCD Survey calculated "an average cost of $130 per child" for
the more than 409,000 youngsters held in detention homes and jails
for an estimated national average stay of 12 days, or a total annual
cost of more than $53,000,000.29 Freed and Wald, writing in
1964, say:

The cost of detaining a child frequently runs from $10 to $20 a day.
In a large city, a census reduction of 20 per day would save about
$100,000 a year. This would be enough to pay the salaries of IS pro-
bation officers not only to supervise the release of more children, but
to provide necessary investigation and casework for others as well."

In sum, then, information on detention practice points to physi-
cally degrading care; severe lacks in program, whether viewed from
the vantage of education, therapy, or range of activity; and poorly
trained, insufficient staff forced to cope with problems for which
they are neither prepared nor have the support of professional ad-
vice. This will not be news to many readers. Why do these problems
arise and why have they, to date, resisted our efforts to solve them?
Is there anything fresh to say on the subject of the cure, care, and
feeding of detained youngsters?

Are We "Condemned to Repeat"?

"Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it."
George Santayana, The Life of Reason

A repetitive theme in the history of detention discussions is the
harm its too-quick employment does to the juveniles detained. In
more recent writing, the theme has been modernized by reference
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to the proposition that a delinquency-reinforcement process is at
work. One is referred to the degrading ceremonies inherent in con-
finement and the labeling process that official definition as delin-
quent (or "wrong-doer") sets in motion. The net impact, it is
argued, is to cause a self-redefinition as a deviant, a criminal, in the
world's eyes. By this theory, the case against detention rests,partly
on the proposition that, by our official actions, we commit the juve-
nile to a pattern of crime.

This general argument has been advanced in support of judicious
use of law enforcement powers; it is a cardinal element in the ra-
tionale underlying proposals to divert juveniles from court.31 The
proposition is even more powerful, it can be claimed, when not only
acquisition of a "record" or the application of a mildly coerceive
sanction (e.g., probation) is at stake but when a total disruption of
living is involved. Current theory states that this event-with its ac-
companying traumas of "stripping" (symbolic, if not actual) and
locking-up--produces an ineradicable shock, a never-to-be forgot-
ten experience." Of necessity, a person so denuded and confined
confronts the question of what he is that warrants such intrusive
and degrading action. And, it is asserted, for many the response to
this experience is to strengthen the separation between "we" and
"they," reinforcing the delinquent's alignment with fellow deviants
in opposition to the unfeeling figures of authority. Though the em-
pirical support for these explanations is slight, what exists is consist-
ent with the general line of argument

THE PERSISTING MISUSE OF DETENTION

With the evils of detention in mind-its inhumanity, its price tag,
its delinquency-reinforcing potential-let us consider how it comes
to be relied upon. It has long been agreed that it is overused and
misused. Why should this be? Admittedly, what is "unnecessary"
placement of children in detention depends upon one's point of
view. Failure to delineate criteria limits the comparability of studies
that have included reasons for placement among the aspects of op-
eration evaluated. Nonetheless, despite lack of agreement at the
margins of detention practice, there is a core consensus to support
the argument that, nationally and chronically, detention has been
overused even by the most tolerant standards.

Detention is misused in three different ways. Detention is resort-
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ed to when another form of care would be more appropriate. De-
tention is used for the convenience or to satisfy the cautious in-
stincts of officials when the child should not be separated from his
family prior to his day in court (if then). And detention is used for
punishment. Each of the misuses of detention has been known for
years. At the risk of ignoring local exceptions in order to sketch a
national picture, we can point to the following evidence.

Detention as "Second-best." Other contributors to this volume
have pointed out the shortage and inadequacy of various child-car-
ing facilities, and those that exist, moreover, are seldom distributed
around the nation with a fine regard for areas of highest need.
These facts affect detention-home populations-as we have already
indicated-and they have done so throughout detention's history.
Consider the comment by the Illinois Crime Commission in 1927,
which found that the Cook County facility contained "a great mix-
ture of tremendously varying children, held for a variety of rather
unnecessary and unidentified purposes."4 Or turn to the persistent
practice, only recently prohibited by order of the Presiding Judge of
the Juvenile Court of Cook County, of intermingling the neglected
and dependent with the delinquent in the same secure-custody facil-
ity, the Audy Home. Despite the judge's order, a subsequent news
account referred to a "loophole being used to get neglected and de-
pendent children in" and noted that there were "still sixteen retard-
ed youngsters at Audy- seven months after the judical order-be-
cause there iso place for them to go."'3$

Data from the Census tell us how many detention homes per-
formed additional functions, not how many children they cared for
in discharge of these other roles. But the fact to be stressed is that
we do not know, from one day to the next, whether juveniles who
are detained need another form of care nor, if they do, how many
do. In view of the evidence that has appeared from time to time,
perhaps we should maintain a measured skepticism towards any
claim that detention serves only those who, by local definition,
should be detained.

DETENTION FOR PEACE-OF-MIND OR COMFORT

This involves the use of detention for what may be loosely termed
administrative convenience. The distinction should be drawn be-
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tween detention overuse for punitive reasons (as expressed by
the detainer) and for protective reasons (again as the detainer sees
them). It is the latter reasons that are dealt with here.

A chronic difficulty in detention practice has been its use in the
service of clinical personnel, probation officers, and other "con-
cerned" adults. Detention is resorted to in order to protect the run-
away, to shelter the material witness, to aid police investigations or
probation inquiries, to guarantee availability of the child for psychi-
atric or related examination on the appointed date and hour, to
hold the truant pending diagnostic sorting out of the source of diffi-
culty. Detention is remarkably effective as a guarantee of accessi-
bility to the child. One suspects that at times this attribute is irre-
sistibly tempting to the officials and professional experts, ever
undermanned and overburdened, who try to approach a case with
some degree of individualization and to make a stab at a profes-
sional, rather than a mass response to the juveniles whom they
see.36 Ferster's review of detention literature and her field study in
"Affluent County" indicate the currency of these considerations as
of 1969.31

The overuse of detention for convenience or for protection
against criticism (which would be expected, for instance, were the
runaway not to be detained, only to run away again) has a contem-
porary grounding. Inferential evidence to back this charge is avail-
able in court statistics. We know that most of the detained juveniles
-even if adjudicated wards of court for one reason or another-
receive community-based dispositions. That is, the majority who ex-
perience a prehearing confinement are not held beyond the time of
disposition but are dismissed, continued or placed on probation
(under supervision). This suggests that judges, at disposition, will
take risks that neither police, probation officers, nor even the judges
themselves will take before the case is fully "proved." Leaving aside
the punitive connotation of such patterns of practice, the fact that
substantial numbers of cases flow through detention to ultimate
community release generates the possibility that overprotective, over-
cautious official reactions are influencing detention practice, re-
gardless of what the formal criteria direct.

Detention as Punishment. Though the studies of detention are
circumspect about identifying specific instances, there is widespread
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agreement that some judges some times use detention as punish-
ment in some cases. Nor are they the only persons so inclined.
Studies in Massachusetts and Texas indicate the belief of probation
officers that giving a child "a taste of confinement could serve as a
deterrent to further delinquency." 8 The California Commission
Report of ten years ago probably still stands as the most thorough
survey of state detention practices. That investigative body was un-
equivocal in its indictment of certain California counties for detain-
ing a high proportion of juveniles for minor offenses and releasing
a substantial number of them without a petition being filed. That
practice, in itself, is usually interpreted as evidence of punitive use:

This is further proof of excessive detention because, gcaera~ly speak-
ing, if a minor's delinquency is serious enough to require juvenile
court action, a petition will normally be filed. The facts show that al-
most half (48 percent) of the 49,000 juveniles initially referred to
probation departments for delinquent acts last year did not have a
petition filed. In a majority of instances they were detained in juvenile
halls anywhere from a few hours to several days."

Additional evidence of misuse comes from the blanket reliance on
detention for certain offense categories. This practice defies the ex-
pressed intent, found in several statutes and universally emphasized
by standard-setters, that the detention decision be an individual de-
termination based on careful investigation and evaluation of the
facts of the case. A "rule"-written or oral-to the effect that all
drug violators be detained, for example, would slight the individual-
istic bias of statutory detention criteria for what appear to be puni-
tive or-at the least-deterrent considerations. So concluded the
California Supreme Court in a recent opinion.40

The persistence of overuse and misuse of detention deserves
some serious attention. If, as is true, the criticisms pointed to above
are familiar ones, the question is why past efforts to control deten-
tion practices have not brought about the desired result. An impor-
tant clue may be found in the nature of the detention decision itself.
Modem statutes and guidelines have attempted to shape it, but the
basic stages have been identifiable for decades.

THE DETENTION DECISION

Analyzing several steps of decision that govern detention should
help to clarify the actors involved in the process and the influences
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to which each is subject. The actors are specified in a few, but not
most, juvenile court statutes. They include the law enforcement of-
ficer who determines where to refer for detention, the staff (proba-
tion or other) who screen cases at intake, and the judge who re-
views the decision, often at a separate detention hearing. Where
detention facilities, as such, are not available, the steps toward, and
the actors in, the decision regarding removal from home are likely
to be somewhat different. Statutory standards applicable to the de-
tention decision vary from one state to another, but in general they
show the influence of standards articulated by the Children's Bu-
reau and NCCD. Most often, these include children who will run
away while their case is under consideration by the court; children
who must be held for another jurisdiction; and children "who are
almost certain to commit an offense dangerous to themselves or to
the community before court disposition." Sometirn-.s added are
children who require detention for their own protection.4'1

The police are typically the first to get involved, for there must
always be an intiator of action, either to remove juveniles from
home or, where they are already absent, to respond to their conduct
or their situation. The official most likely to initiate this action is the
policeman. Second, there must always be a respondent who either
takes full responsibility for accepting the child into care (as in the
case of placement in a temporary shelter arranged, or agreed to, by
the parent) or shares the responsibility with another decision-maker
(as in the case of a jail warden, whose authority to turn the juvenile
away or to "keep" the juvenile is set forth in criminal law).

Even where special detention facilities exist and are heavily used
for juveniles manifesting all sorts of behavior, the foregoing outline
oversimplifies the choices that must be made and the influences that
can shape them. For example, the initial determination to refer to
detention is ordinarily made by a police officer. Yet within the law
enforcement agency, that officer may be a patrolman or a youth
specialist; he may be acting under detailed departmental guidelines
or exercising a considerable professional discretion; and he may de-
pend upon the concurrence of a superior at the local station or be
able to act independently under color of his specialist-youth-officer
authority. The decisional process is complex within any one of the

010" several organizations involved.
Modern statutes attempt to control the threshold judgments
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about suitability for detention. At the various stages of handling, a
statutory burden is placed on each official to justify a recommenda-
tion to detain. Several state laws establish presumptions in favor of
a minor's return to his parent, guardian, or other custodian. The
law may provide slightly different criteria for retention or release at
different stages of handling. The ultimate responsibility of permit-
ting detention, however, is clearly laid upon the judge, and no one
else.

Thus, the policeman is directed to release whenever possible or
he must promptly notify the parents of the juvenile's location and
deliver the juvenile "to a place of detention designated by rule of
court." Similarly, the personnel who screen admissions to the deten-
tion facility provide another filter; guided by a legislative preference
to release all possible minors, they too are directed to detain only in
conformity with the standards governing detention.

The final step toward a formal decision to hold is the judicial de-
tention hearing. Several requirements surround it. First, it should
occur within a specified time following initial admission to the facil-
ity. Second, a petition alleging juvenile court jurisdiction over the
minor must be filed. Third, the formal detention decision expressly
turns on statutory criteria for detention; modern laws specifically
call for release where the stated conditions are not found to exist.
Fourth, it is not unusual for state law also to designate preferential
treatment for detained juveniles by demanding that they be sched-
uled for hearing ahead of others.

Yet, for all the recent attempts tc narrow the volume of and jus-
tification for detained cases, the impact of legislative change is
problematic. The central fact is that today, as previously, the initia-
tive to send a juvenile to detention typically falls on the police. Po-
lice powers comprehend all minors who might reasonably fall with-
in juvenile court jurisdiction. Since the sweep of that jurisdiction is
far-reaching, it legitimates an initial detention referral in a large
number of police-juvenile encounters. As a result, the police effec-
tively control the flow of cases to the detention facility. Any review
by its personnel necessarily partakes of "second-guessing" the judg-
ment of the man on the firing-line, and he is that very person on pa-
trol in the local community, charged with peacekeeping responsibil-
ity. He is, in brief, a hard act to follow!

It is important to recognize that the location of intake officials at
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both geographic and temporal remoteness from this first, prelimi-
nary policy judgment in favor of holding puts the detention person-
nel at a decided disadvantage in undertaking an uninhibited, de
noro review. Yet recent statutes rely heavily on this type of review.
Structurally. so to speak. detention intake personnel are poorly situ-
ated to contradict the original judgment of law enforcement
officials.

The same consideration seems applicable to judges. It is true that
judges. compared to detention personnel, are more powerful figures
in the community. Yet though they are somewhat insulated from
the immediate influence of community power blocs, they appear to
be sensitive to the concerns of local groups. As decision-makers
whose verdicts acquire high visibility in controversial cases, judges
have a fine appreciation of the salient features of unpopular deci-
sions. More than intake or probation officers, judges are aware of
how limited are their resources for fact-finding yet how crucial are
the particulars in arriving at defensible judgments about detention.
They cannot go out aid gather information, but that is by virtue of
their role; intake personnel may not be able to gather (much) in-
formation either, but if so that is because of their caseloads.

An official quickly learns that excessive caution rarely provokes
adverse community reaction. It is risking the debatable release of
young people, not risking the delayed-fuse inherent in confinement,
that arouses public criticism. Despite the statutory rhetoric favoring
release, the structural pressures applicable to various stages of the
detention process favor custodial holding over release in borderline
cases. Or so it appears.

THE "CONVENTIONAL WISDOM" OF REFORM

This observation leads directly to consideration of ways of affecting
the detention decision. There appear to be several: offering alter-
natives to detention, strictly monitoring its use, and redefining its
function. With respect to alternatives, there appear to be "good" al-
ternatives and "bad" ones. Detention, as earlier noted, may be re-
lied upon in despair; it is better than nothing. On the other hand,
detention itself may be better than what is used-and used, as we
know. in the majority of jurisdictions of the United States where no
specialized secure custodial holding for juveniles is available.
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Juveniles in Jail. Let us consider jails. Readiness to use this type
of holding is no doubt influenced by the ubiquity of jails and lock-
ups. Few counties lack them, whereas few counties possess special
juvenile facilities for brief holding. The extensive use of jails and
the damaging conditions therein scarcely need exegesis. The-un-
lovely story has been told before, and it is closely tied to the origins
of juvenile justice.

The impetus for the court's founding largely came from a public
awakening to the evils of imprisonment of juveniles. "During the
1880's, penal reformers in Illinois shifted their interest from the
general physical conditions of jails to the effect that these condi-
tions had on particular groups, especially children." One interested
philanthropist suggested, as early, as 1884, "that Chicago needed
special institutions-detention homes for before trial and reforma-
tories for after trial."' 2 Platt, in his account of "The Invention of
Delinquency," draws attention to the important role of the Board of
Public Charities in identifying evils in the Illinois jails and- makes
the following claim:

The Board of Public Charities found little public or political support
for its efforts to reform conditions in county and city jails. , . .
When the Board turned its interest to the problems raised by the de-
tention of children in jails, it found allies in other child-saving orga-
nizations and a potential bas from which successful reforms miSht
be achieved."

Attention to jails generated interest in other kinds of contaminating
experience in the courts and their environs, and led to the introduc-
tion of separate hearings, separate dockets, court records, and pro-
bation service for juveniles in several states prior to 1899.

The movement finally culminated; as we know, in the passage of
the Illinois Juvenile Court Act. From the outset, there were difficul-
ties in implementing the statutory ban on confinement to a jail or a
police station of children under 12, for the legislature had failed to
provide the funds to establish "some suitable place. . . outside of
the inclosure of any jail or police station" for juvenile holding, just
as it had also failed to fund the probation services regarded by the
founders as essential to the new rourt concept.' 4 By 1903, howev-
er, a group of private child-saving organizations managed to estab-

25-218 0 - 74 -49
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lIsh a detention home. and from that date forward Cook County has
had one of the now 242 specialized 'facilities of some size and
shape.

We currently have two national surveys-the 1966 NCCD esti-
mates, previously mentioned, and a report from the Department of
Justice on a National Jail Census-as evidence of the persistent and
substantial practice of holding juveniles in jails. On March 15,
1970, 7,800 juveniles were among the inmates Over 5'000 of these
juveniles were either awaiting arraignment or action by other au-
thorities or were arraigned and awaiting trial. Those convicted and
awaiting further action (either sentencing or appeal) numbered
484. A substantial number, however, ,were serving sentences.:-1,-
365 serving sentences of less than one year and 853 serving longer
terms. According to a preliminary report on the Jail Census, about
52 percent of all inmates were confined "for reasons other than
being convicted of a crime"-that is, held pre-arralgnment or
awaiting trial. By comparison, the proportion of juveniles confined
without conviction was considerably higher-66 percent were
awaiting arraignment or trial.4"

We also have recent information from one state as a result of the
Illinois Jails Survey of 1967-68, undertaken by the Center for
Studies in Criminal Justice of the Law School, University of Chica-
go. The juvenile inmate population of Illinois jails at the time of
survey was 6 percent.

The highest percentages of juveniles are found primarily in smaller
jails; most larger jails detain I to 5 percent of juveniles while greater
numbers of smaller jails fall in the '6 to 10 percent range .... Six-
teen city jails either do not hold juveniles at all or at least do not lock
them in cells; 97 of the county jails do hold juvenile offenders. Nev-
ertheless, the percentage of juveniles is somewhat lower in county jail
populations [5.8 percent as compared to 6.4 percent). This suggests
that fewer juveniles are convicted in regular criminal courts, that ju-
veniles are sent after adjudication to juvenile facilities which are not
included in the survey, and/or that many of the juveniles detained,
such as runaways, are not charged.'

The juvenile population reported in the National Jail Census was
about 5 percent of the total inmate population of all institutions
(some 4,037 in number) that met the census criteria. Since one cri-
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terion for inclusion in the National Census was authority to detain
for a minimum of 48 hours' duration, facilities like "drunk tanks"
and lockups were excluded. The count of persons detained in local
places of confinement is consequently understated in this census for
both juveniles and adults. Thus, he reported 7,800 juveniles ex-
cluded those who were held in other familiar places of confinement
with adults. It should also be noted that the count took into consid-
eration local variations in legal definition of juveniles so that minors
of 17 years of age--to cite examples-would not be counted as ju-
veniles in New York but would be so included in Oregon. The age
groups for whom detention is available differs from state to state.

These data do not tell us what proportion of juveniles, if any,
were held in places of adult confinement in contravention of state
law prohibiting confinement of juveniles.47 Nor do we know, when
confinement is permissible for juveniles under certain conditions,
whether the conditions were being generally enforced. Suffice it to
say, jail detention affects a sizable number of juveniles--estimated
by NCCD at 88,000 in 1965.4s

On superficial inspection of the Jail Census findings, it is not
clear that the existence of specialized juvenile detention facilities di-
rectly affects the rate of jail detention for juveniles. It can be said,
however, that the only jurisdictions that reported no juveniles in jail
were found among the few states possessed of statewide detention
facilities. Several states with developing statewide powers over jails
(i.e., of inspection, state standards, and conditioned subsidy) re-
ported low juvenile populations.4' But these are crude appraisals,
and they do not alter the force of the finding that juvenile jailing ex-
ists, as it long has. The ultimate policy issue remains: what is the
best response to juveniles deemed to require secure custody pending
adjudication? It may be that this issue should not be cast in terms
of jail versus detention home--but this anticipates discussion in the
final section of this paper.

Juveniles in Temporary Shelter Care. Another frequently advo-
cated approach to misuse of detention, short of the creation of a
variety of specialized facilities, is to siphon off from the secure-custo-
dy population all those who need emergency care but of a nonres-
tricting type. From the beginning of juvenile detention, efforts have
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been, undertaken to sort the detained into different living groups,
one persistent push being to segregate delinquents from neglected
and dependents. More recently, strenuous efforts have been made
to limit the intake of detention facilities to those juyenlles referred
to court who require secure holding in the interim. For the rest, the
common prescription for meeting urgent custodial problems is tem-
porary shelter care. This is identified, as we have already noted, to
be "temporary care in a physically unrestricting facility pending the
child's return to his own home or placement for longer-term care."
While available for dependent and neglected children, it is also
widely advocated by standard-setters as suitable for juveniles "ap-
prehended for delinquency whose homes are not fit for their return
but who, with proper handling, are not likely to run away and
therefore do not need secure custody."5°

In theory, shelter care need not be institutional care; it can as
well be provided in individual or group foster homes. It is, in the
eyes of many, properly conceived of as a "broader child-welfare
service not only for the court but also for child and family agencies,
both public and private." 5' To what extent temporary shelter is
purveyed through foster homes-or through less formal means,
such as a probation officer's or the sheriff's spare bedroom-would
be nearly impossible to determine, but it seems unlikely from the
chronic complaints about overuse of detention that these resources
ara generally available for nondelinquents, let alone alleged delin-
quents who do not need secure custody. Otherwise, why would the
lea to expand shelter facilities for the nonthreatening delinquent
aid the incorrigible child be reiterated over and over again, were
such temporary care arrangements now widely utilized? In any
event, we should remember that the following data from the Census.
of Children's Institutions relate to institutional resources, not the
foster-family-based type, which is increasingly mentioned with fa-
vor.

It was abundantly clear, at the time of census, that shelter care
facilities were not, and were incapable of, meeting the potential de-
mand for physically unrestrictive care of juveniles. In 1965 there
were but a handful of shelters-54 in all-and they held 1,832
children, as compared to the nearly 11,000 in detention. Twenty-
eight states had no temporary shelters at all, and several populous
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states (e.g., Florida and Michigan) had only one such institution to
serve the entire jurisdiction. By sharp contrast to detention facili-
ties, 236 of which were public and only six under private auspices,
two-thirds of the temporary shelters wer private. These private fa-
cilities cared for about pne-half of the 1,832 children in shelter
care. Among the states with these facilities, few had more than two
institutions in the state. The exceptions were Nebraska (3), New
York (10), Ohio (5), Pennsylvania (4), and Tennessee and Texas
(3 each). New York State clearly cdrnered the shelter care market
in number of institutions, number of children so served (91,8, or
half the national total), and proportion under private auspices. Stu-
dents of welfare history will recognize the impact of a system of
state subsidy to sectarian agencies as a partial explanation of the
New York profile.

There was a marked difference in the median ages of children
living in these two types of institutions. Those in temporary shelters
had a median age of seven years ten months while the median for
detained juveniles was nearly twice as high-14 years seven
months. In age, then, the institutional populations were very differ-
ent.

What of other features? Reasons for placement were not sought
in the census, but all institutions were queried as to the functions
they would perform in addition to their primary one. In the case of
detention homes, we have already seen the wide range of other re-
sponsibilities assumed. By comparison, the temporary shelters were
more selective. None was offering care to the physically handi-
capped or the mentally retarded, or psychiatric care to the mentally
ill. More important for oar purpose, none gave detention care.
Thus, although 20 percent of the detention facilities indicated that
they performed a temporary shelter function, none of the shelters
served as a place of detention.

These facts are not hard to understand. The lesser risk-the
child who is regarded as neither threatening nor demanding of close
control-is readily accommodated within a "maximum security"
environment, so far as the institution's managers and staff are con-
cerned. From an organizational perspective, the harm to the juve-
nile of close-security custody is not as pressing (nor as demonstra-
ble) a consideration as ease of institutional accommodation.
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This census, as well as other reports, points to overlapping func-
tions between shelter and detention facilities. Nevertheless, the In-
terfaces are more relevant to dependent or mildly disturbed chil-
dren than to those who are allegedly delinquent or unruly. Com-
pared to 40 years ago, temporary shelters now serve fewer children
and there are fewer institutions'than formerly existed. As a resource
for children who are seen to be difficult, the temporary shelter may
be useful theoretically, but in' practice it is seldom so. We should
also be restrained in estimating the gains that would accrue were
shelter care more widely available. A transfer of youngsters from
present-day detention facilities to temporary shelters (as we know
them now) would represent a limited advance. The juveniles con-
cerned would presumably experience a greater sense of freedom
and a lessening of stigma, but it cannot be said, in terms of program
or staffing, that the quality of care would be markedly superior to
what is found in detention homes.

Legal Remedies: Bail, Statutory Standards, and Counsel. In view
of the "judicializing' trends in juvenile justice, it is no surprise that
a number of proposals for improving detention practice concern le-
gal standards and procedure. Many raise important matters of prin-
ciple and may be defended on this ground alone, irrespective of
their practical impact on the several stages of decision that result in
a detention experience. As will become apparent below, we have
little evidence as to the impact of legal reforms owing to their re-
cency. Nonetheless, some of the evidence at hand suggests that the
principal avenues of reform-bail, statutory criteria, and provision
of right to counsel--will be of limited utility in curbing the historic
evils associated with juvenile detention.

For the first half-century of the juvenile court's life, bail was not
an issue. The statutes of a few states have always given juveniles the
right to release on bail; most states have not.52 Over the past 10 to
15 years case law has developed that challenges the denial of bail in
juvenile court proceedings. The attempt to extend such a right met
with apparent success in Trimble v. Stone, 187 F. Supp. 483
(D.D.C., 1960), a frequently cited federal case from the District of
Columbia in which a youth charged with sexually assaulting several
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women was held in detention awaiting a trial date over one month
away. The court interpreted the Eighth Amendment to confer a
right to bai in juvenile court. But a later case from, the Distric o
Columbia Circuit Court, Fuiwood v. Stone, 394 F 2nd 939 (D.C.
Cir., 1967) modifies the force of Trimble. Here the court said, In
responding to the argument that the Bail Reform Act of 1966 ap-
plied to the juvenile, that it found it unnecessaryy to reach the ques-
tion whether there is a 'constitutional right to bail' in juvenile pro-
ceedings, since we believe that an adequate substitute for bail is
provided by the Juvenile Court Act itself." In footnote, the court
suggests another reason for its decision: "Money bail might be
anomalous in juvenile proceedings, since the juvenile's right to
pretrial release would depend on the economic position of his par-
ents rather than considerations relevant .to the goals of the Juvenile
Court Act." (394 F. 2d 939, 943 n. 13.)

This disposition to snlve the prerelease issue in juvenile court
without importing bail has been expressed by other authorities, too.
The Crime Commission was forthright in its opposition:

The institution of bail. .. may be seriously questioned as a rational
solution to the problems of pre-hearing custody despite its ancient
and constitutional lineage.., it is one of those attributes of the
criminal process that it is wise for the juvenile court system to be
free of."

Although the cases are too few to permit anything but a most cau-
tious ascription, the dominant view appears to be that, where the
detention decision itself meets the requirements of due process of
law, "the interest of the juvenile is protected and he is not subjected
to the arbitrary confinement which the Eighth Amendment is de-
signed to protect."4

Nonetheless, bail rights are increasingly being tested in the
courts. This strategy will probably persist. Several law review au-
thors, writing post-Gault, have treated bail as an indispensable, if
not a constitutionally required right.U Moreover; detention hearing
legislation does not wholly cover the problems of pretrial confine-
ment. Under current California law, for instance, in the absence of
bail there is "no means of insuring release within the first seventy-
two hours after arrest. . . . As undesirable as bail is," concludes
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one observer, "it is the most effective check on the refusal of pro-
bation officers to, exercise their discretionary powers of release prior
to the detention hearing.""

It is not clear what final solution will emerge. What is clear is
that, for juveniles as well as adults, bail is far from a panacea. And
from the community's perspective, there is the same need, whether
juvenile or adult cases are under consideration, for a rigorous ex-
amination of release-and-detain practices to identify "the factors
relevant to the risk of flight before trial. . . and bearing on the'
likelihood of persons' committing various offenses while released
pending trial."I?

As we have already pointed out, modem juvenile court acts es-
tablish standards and procedures in an effort to control the use of
detention. Characteristically, the newer statutes distinguish shelter
care from detention and favor the formulation that the child be "re-
leased unless," in contrast to many earlier statutory prescriptions
that he be "detained unless." Increasingly, there is provision of
stringent time limits between initial confinement and the hearing to
review its continuation and specification. of the content and conduct
of the detention hearing. Generally, however, statutes do not set
forth criteria for detention, or the standard of proof required to
support a decision to detain. At the same time, there is a disposition
among the lower courts to recognize, on constitutional grounds,
rights to a detention hearing and to a decision to detain based on
adequate evidence. In Baldwin the courtnoted: "The record is..
barren of anything that would indicate that petitioner is not likely to
appear at any further court proceedings, or. that would justify fur-
ther detention under ar~y criteria set forth in §48.20."r" Several
cases have also required that there be a finding of probable cause
that the juvenile has committed an offense and substantial evidence
of legal grounds for holding the child.8'

In the absence of routine monitoring of (unreported) detention
decisions, it is not easy to say whether the development of standards
and strengthening of procedures has made a difference. Obviously,
judging by a few case reports and statutory changes, there has been
activity that would of necessity affect some juveniles, but whether
the proportions are significant is a presently unanswerable question.
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Furthermore, the visible activity involves creation of substantive
and procedural rights, but these are not automatically self-imple-
menting.

The best available evidence comes from California, not surpris-
ing in view of its protracted efforts to improve detention practice.
Studies there in 1965 and 1968 indicated that the intercounty varia-
tion in detention rates was still notable and the rates still in excess
of nationally recommended standardsYs' Considering the detention
hearing qua hearing, two observations from Sumner's recent re-
search deserve repeating: "far more cases go through juvenile court
[detention hearings] without benefit of legal counsel than with it"
and "most hearings were exceedingly brief-some lasting no more
than two or three minutes." On the latter point, Sumner observes
that a "minimum of thirty minutes would probabWy be a realistic al-
lotment of time for many, if not most, detention hearings."' 1

What are Sumner's findings with resepct to the qualitative prob-
lem we are dealing with? That is, what inferences can we draw
about the effect of formalization of standards and procedures on
this vital decision whether or not to detain?

Since the study found evidence that non-legal factors in many In.
stances influence detention rates in the counties under study, the ini-
tial research hypothesis [namely, that these factors were Influential]
is supported. Furthermore, the study findings highlight the Issue of
accountability. The study did not set out to prove that adult attitudes
carry the lion's share of responsibility for varying detention rates, nor
is such proof implied at any point. Nevertheless, there is plentiful evi-
dence that* detention practices and beliefs among decision-makers
vary widely. Must not, then, the question of value standards be
raised? Are not decision-makers imposing personal value standards,
whether or not they are appropriate, and callously ignoring those of
the child?"

Formal statutory requirements had apparently failed to improve de-
tention practices substantially--or at least as much as hoped.

At least two features of the legislation may account for this. One
is the breadth and vagueness of the standards for detention. Almost
without exception, statutes or proposed model acts demonstrate a
preference for release prior to hearing but display neither the preci-
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sion of language that identify the "necessary" detention cases un-
mistakably (probably an unattainable goal) nor the type of ma-
chinery that affixes accountability for decisions as they are made.

Officials daily face a stated general policy favoring release-a
preference all of them doubtless share in the abstract--and a series
of specific cases in which, by the very fact that police or court ac-
tion is being sought, alternatives to detention appear to have dried
up. As Warner pdt it in 1933, "most courts profess a general policy
of detaining children only 'when necessary.' This is a subjective
phrase capable of a wide range of meaning, and what is 'necessary'
in the estimation of one court may be uncalled for in the interpreta-
tion of another." Warner's comments on the courts may be read as
equally applicable to police and detention intake personnel."

Not only do the values that shape the detention decision vary
but, it should be noted, the values of each decision-maker are influ-
enced by his particular role as short-contact processer. To put the
point another way, neither police nor probation officers serving at
intake nor judges have the time or the capability of mounting inde-
pendent investigations of circumstances relevant to the release-or-
detain decision. They must come to decision quickly; they must act
on the basis of information passed along or retrievable in short or-
der by phone or brief "house call." Caseload pressures materially
limit their ability to do as they have been urged to do for decades
-namely, to make of detention "not. . . a routine procedure, but
a selective process, where the personality of the child and all of the
factors entering into the problem are considered.""

There is another statutory trait to be reckoned with: it goes to
the jurisdiction of the juvenile court. So long as the courts are em-
powered to deal with the several common classes of juveniles-the
dependent, neglected, delinquent, and "so-forth"-the pressures for
misuse of detention will persist. While it is not uncommon for juve-
nile court legislation to distinguish between detention and shelter
care, the distinction is usually left unrelated to the classes of chil-
dren subsumed under the court's jurisdiction. That is to say, deten-
tion is available for all children who meet the specified custodial
test, whether or not they are alleged to be delinquent or incorrigible
or neglected. With a few exceptions,"', detention can also be used
for juveniles charged with status offenses and for care of that mis-
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cellaneous group of children who are potentially wards of court and
may be so classed when no other effective community response ex-
ists. Thus, out-of-wedlock infants, the mentally retarded, the psy-
chotic, the truant and out-of-control cases--the whole lot---can be
justified for detention in terms of the court's jurisdiction. Where lo-
cal conditions seem to permit no other disposition; the tendency to
place these children in detention apparently is irresistible.

There remains to consider extending the availability of counsel as
a legal strategy for guaranteeing better detention practices. In theory,
the contributions to be made by counsel at this stage of the juve-
nile justice system are as considerable as those at the better-publi-
cized stages of adjudication and disposition. Issues of statutory in-
terpretation can be presented, due process arguments offered, writs
of habeas corpus sought. On the face of it, lawyers have a valuable
role to play. From this perspective, the challenge is economic and
organizational: that of increasing and allocating the supply of law-
yers to make them available for round-the-clock (or regular) cov-
erage of the detention facility.

Rosenheim and Skoler, writing in 1965, questioned the feasibility
of such a scheme so far as assigned counsel systems are
concerned." While feasibility remains a salient consideration, an
unanticipated difficulty is presenting the right to counsel at the de-
tention hearing in a compelling manner. Sumner's observations on
this point are germane:

Not once did any judge fail to advise a juvenile offender of his right
to counsel at the beginning of each detention hearing. But time after
time the information was given in lifeless, dreary fashion, often so
hurriedly that not even the research observers could be certain what
was said. As for parents and children, many appeared too frightened
to make any reply whatsoever to the mumbled legalities"

Thus, assigned counsel systems must not only cope with how to de-
ploy limited resources so that they are available when crucial deten-
tion decisions are made but must also be concerned with how to
communicate to the child and his parents the important potential of
lawyer representation at this stage.

Furthermore, there are the questions of what counsel can do, in
fact, and under what circumstances he will be willing to play the
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part of advocate and to act as the abrasive challenger of practices
that the officials he meets are prepared to defend or shrug off. And
because he too can seldom offer a concrete alternative, the attor-
ney perhaps will be particularly vulnerable to the arguments favor-
ing detention, as compared to the challenges he may be willing to
assert at the later adjudicatory hearing, a forum that presents him
with less personal responsibility and a more familiar role.6s Law-
yers have been active critics of juvenile court philosophy and proce-
dure but their voices have been more muted on the subject of de-
tention than on other facets of juvenile justice.

In this respect, assigned counsel face a special problem. The ju-
venile who cannot afford his own attorney is less likely to com-
mand alternatives to detention than his middle-class counterpart.
And public defenders in juvenile court are also thought quickly to
become part of the "system."68 Here the lawyer is drawn into
weighing the strategy of attack in a detention case against the issues
at stake in other cases on his work sheet. The detention decision
does not "hurt" in the same way as an ill-founded verdict or a dis-
position directing indefinite confinement, and it means that the ju-
venile is more accessible to counsel, too. For these considerations,
extension of formal right to counsel (appointed if need be) seems
unlikely to bring about significant change in detention practice.

Other Remedies for the Shortcomings of Detention. Of a some-
what different order from the reforms discussed above are sugges-
tions for organizational change that relate to, statewide detention
planning and internal administration of the facilities. These are the
aspects of detention to which two standard-setting agencies, NCCD
and the Children's Bureau, have directed much of their attention.
NCCD, in particular, has advocated regional detention under state
auspices, backing its case by reference to the larger capacity, both
fiscal and personnel, of state government, which can assure reason-
able distribution of detention centers and effective control over
admissions. 0 At the time of the 1966 NCCD Survey, 14 states
took some responsibility for detention, ranging from standard-set-
ting and subsidy of selected costs of detention (e.g., construction,
salaries, or planning) to the actual operation of regional detention
centers (a pattern in eight states). The movement to state responsi-
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bility has been slow but conspicuously more successful in the east-
ern seaboard states than in other regions of the country.71

Both NCCD and the Children's Bureau1" have argued the case
for varied programs, trained and supervised staff, and coordination
of policy between detention facilities and juvenile courts. Quite re-
cently, they and other groups have focused on standards for internal
administration that would establish minimal levels of diet, disci-
pline, and activity for those admitted to detention. It is ironic that
the subject of disciplinary abuses has tended to be associated pre-
dominantly with jails;73 the California Commission Report illus-
trates this concern in its recommendations for closer control over
jail confinement:

A. Require specific court approval each time a juvenile is to be
detained for a period in excess of 24 hours in any locked facilities
other than a juvenile hall.

B. Require annual inspection and approval by both the juvenile
court judge and the California Youth Authority of any jail lockup fa-
cility in which juveniles are detained more than 24 hours."

Yet, as noted earlier, overly severe discipline in detention facilities
is not unheard of. States are now moving to formulate standards for
confinement, whether or not the facilities in question are state oper-
ated. NCCD summarized for the Crime Commission progress to
that date (1966):

Ten states have developed their own standards for detention. Six of
these documents are concerned with building construction; the others
deal with program, personnel qualifications, or health and safety.
Most of the State standards are minimal and have proved so difficult
to enforce that they have done little to offset the damaging effects of
confining delinquents together.'

Since then, efforts have been made to draft general correctional
standards, and we may hope to see both statutory and administra-
tive rules worked out to raise a level of care and activity that now is
characteristically low."6

The standard-setters' work may be classified as improving upon
an existing pattern. But questions may be raised about the sound-
ness of the conception of detention and should be related to the
overall ferment in juvenile justice.
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A Propomal
"Manners with fortunes, humours turn with climes,

Tenets with books, and principles with times."

Alexander Pope, Moral Esays

If cases, statutes, and articles are accepted measures of activity,
the juvenile justice system is in a state of frenzy. Its philosophical
foundations have been cracked. The trinitarian doctrine of depend-
ent, neglected, and delinquent as one, unified in vulnerability to evil
and responsiveness to the wise father, has been breached. Now they
are as three-and sometimes four or five.

The fashions of the day run to distinctions: the dependent child
is classed apart from the neglected, who in turn is distinguished
from a minor in need of supervision (MINS or PINS), and he (or
often she) from the "true" delinquent. And, although legislation
currently defines "delinquent" to include a thick catalogue of
crimes, there are adherents to the further proposition that serious
offenses should be distinguished from minor ones. In the colorful
language of one juvenile "defense" lawyer, "Someday someone will
have to force the system to distinguish between the kid who takes a
candy bar and the one who shivs someone in the back.""

The drive to reclassify the potential subjects of juvenile justice is
part of a broader movement to assert "due process" concepts for
minors. Paul Tappan and Francis Allen number among those who
first saw the juvenile court, not as the child-savers wanted it to be,
but as it is and necessarily must be-a court that "must perform
functions essentially similar to those exercised by any court adjudi-
cating cases of persons charged with dangerous and disturbing be-
havior."78 These views have influenced the substantial revision of the
juvenile court acts in several populous states; the land marks of
Kent and Gault have stimulated or (where beginnings already ex-
isted) further strengthened provision of counsel for the child in
juvenile court; and the court reports currently reflect a continuing
assault on the unresolved issues of juvenile law.

Attention so far has centered on the adjudicatory hearing, but
other aspects of the juvenile justice process have not been above
criticism or immune from statutory revision in anticipation of con-
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stitutional attack. Detention is one such phase, in which California
led the nation by establishing detention hearing provisions in 1961.
While statutory provision remains the exception, not the rule, it is
true that "most commentators consider mandatory detention hear-
ings as a constitutional requirement or a practical necessity to con-
trol detention effectively.""

But so long as certain distinctive features of juvenile court juris-
diction remain, changes sought by statute, case law, or administra-
tive fiat are apt to be of modest impact. The primary problem with
detention is the age-and-behavior group it is charged to handle, and
this in turn is a product of the conception of juvenile justice. It re-
flects the "unitary" theory of parens patriae. Under it, detention-
physically restricting custody of children-is permissible for those
who threaten themselves as well as those who are putative threats to
the persons or property of the public. Provided that the statutory
tests can be met-and, as we have seen, the law is broad and elastic
-detention encompasses the neglected child or MINS as well as
the delinquent. And, as we have also seen, many facilities are bur-
dened with the secure custody of juveniles over an age span as wide
as minority. Even if detention were confined to those alleged to
have committed crimes, the detainee population would be extreme-
ly diversified simply because the delinquent acts of 12-year-olds are
qualitatively different, on the average, from the delinquencies of
17-year-old "repeaters."

The problem with detention, in short, is not just with the screen-
ing process or the lack of alternative resources, important though
these factors' are. It lies with the premise that the jurisdictional cate-
gories of juvenile justice afford a rational basis for institutional
classification. The proposal here consequently has two parts, one
dealing with the court's jurisdiction and the other with changes in
detention proper.

REDEFINING JUVENILE COURT JURISDICTION

Critics of juvenile justice have tended to nibble at the edges of the
issue of jurisdiction. While recommendations have regularly been
made for tightening statutory language, reclassifying the juveniles
subsumed under the court's authority, and strengthening the meth-
ods of diversion from the court, it is still the exceptional commenta-
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tor who advocates major surgery. The Crime Commission brought
the possibility to the public's attention:

The movement for narrowing. .. jurisdiction should be continued.
Specifically, the Commission recommends that any act that is con-
sidered a crime when committed by an adult should continue to be,
when charged against a child, the business of the juvenile court. Seri-
ous consideration, at the least, should be given to complete elimina-
tion of the court's power over children for non-criminal conduct."

Morris and Hawkins go the final step and recommend confining the
court's jurisdiction to "pure" delinquency, that is, acts that would
be criminal if committed by adults.51

There are two reasons for endorsing this approach. One stems
from the belief that the broad sweep of power over the conduct-ille-
gal-only-for-children has not accomplished the reclamation that was
intended by framers of the juvenile court. As the Crime Commis-
sion noted: "In declining to relinquish power [over this type of
conduct), we must bluntly ask what our present power achieves and
must acknowledge that at most we do not really know, and in at
least some cases we suspect it may do as much harm as good."s
Further, it does not necessarily follow that eliminating juvenile
court jurisdiction over the neglected or the incorrigible-type cases,
which are so often identified as serious social problems, would leave
society utterly powerless to respond.

Wald, for one, has proposed special civil actions as a substitute
for juvenile court intervention. As she explains it:

One approach might be to convert the legal remedy for truancy, in-
corrigibility, into a strictly civil action aimed solely at achieving a
limited kind of result. Such civil actions might be pursued in a family
court or other equity branch, but would not involve any status adju-
dication of the child as delinquent, PINS or any other kind of ward
of court. For instance if the child is truant, society's objective would
be achieved by a court order directed to him or his parents that he
attend school. Failure to obey such an order would invoke specific
judicial remedies oriented toward the single goal of school attend-
ance, including attendance at a residential school.., escort service
to and from school, acceptance of special tutorial help, etc. Parents
could also be ordered to assure their children's attendance in school
on pain of contempt for willful failures."
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She also proposes other responses to the issues of control or protec-
tion that a number of noncriminal misconduct cases unquestionably
present. The object is to substitute limited civil remedies for the
gross powers juvenile authorities now have to deal with nondelin-
quents. In place of a status determination there would be a legal
remedy analogous to the remedies available to adult civil actions of
support, separation, divorce, etc.

Such a proposal could never work, as Wald as well as Morris and
Hawkins freely grant,84 without complementary development of
community programs-Youth Service Bureaus, special educational
programs, neighborhood facilities for pregnant girls, etc. On the
other hand, if development of community resources is a key to cor-
recting ills presently afflicting every aspect of juvenile justice, why
should we bother with jurisdictional changes? With or without
them, it might be argued, expansion of resources is the critical
need. Here we must return to the consequences of the prevailing
conception of the juvenile justice system.

The conjoining of welfare and criminal cases within its jurisdic-
tion has repercussions throughout the entire system. It enlarges po-
lice authority; it provides intake and judicial officers with a choice
of grounds for action and dispositional order." It affects the role
of detention. It is, as Morris and Hawkins noted, "a false unity,"
and "we should, for the welfare of children and of society, break
that unity."8'6 Thus, the proposal involves a severe truncation of
existing juvenile court jurisdiction.

REDEFINING DETENTION

Shattering the unity would lead to two major results, under the fol-
lowing proposal. Children who had not committed criminal acts
would be ineligible for detention. As for those who were allegedly
law violators in need of secure custody, the age grouping would be
rearranged: detention would normally be prohibited for juvenile of-
fenders under 16 (or 15?) and a determined effort made to house
together not only the remaining older adolescent offenders but also
young adults up to age 23 (or 25). The policy of releasing or "shel-
tering" as many as possible of delinquents awaiting hearing would
continue.

The recommendation to prohibit detention of nonoffenders flows

25-218 0 - 74 - 50
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from the proposed restriction in juvenile court jurisdiction. It re-
flects a belief that confinement as a method of "treatment" should
be limited to persons accused of socially dangerous behavior,
whether they are minors or adults. Self-destructive acts would not
form the basis for the type of detention we are discussing here.
Even so, officials are not helpless; there are hospitals and emergency
commitment powers to meet extreme cases.

The runaway might sometimes fall through the cracks. If he or
she is ineligible for detention, as under this proposal, and uncon-
tainable in an open institution, what would we do? The proposal as-
sumes we would keep on trying-in open institutions., Not unless a
prima acie case existed for hospitalization would there be another
choice. This possibility reflects a considered view of our realistic ca-
pabilities. Detention of runaways is a prime example of surgery
where first-aid will often suffice and-failing that-where surgery is
apt to kill. The primary function of juvenile detention facilities is,
and should be recognized as, protection of the orderly processes of
trial (by assuring the child's presence) and protection of the
public.$? Protection of the juvenile himself is better attempted un-
der other auspices.

The second recommendation calls for more elaboration. What
can possibly commend a move to hold a certain group of juvenile
offenders with young adult offenders (read, "hardened crimi-
nals")? Wouldn't it destroy the advances sought since the founding
of the juvenile court and reintroduce juveniles on a large scale to
the evils of contamination and degrading care associated with jail
confinement? It should first be said that the recommendation pre-
supposes, as resources for the majority, a development of short-stay
centers to which admission is both by voluntary placement and by
court order but which are, in any event, "open" facilities and ori-
ented to community life to the maximum possible extent. This point
should be stressed because it helps to identify the detention-vulner-
able group that would remain: the putative offenders who are likely
to abscond or to be serious threats to community safety. Typically,
these juveniles are physically mature, sophisticated in crime, and
more oriented toward the interests and approval of young adults
than of children.
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The argument is, in short, that the age range for juvenile court
delinquency jurisdiction, which runs from childhood to late adoles-
cence, is far from suitable as a classificatory base for an institution-
al program. We may defend the age band in terms of judicial action
on the grounds that a juvenile court is able to adopt policies and
take actions which are foreclosed to run-of-the-mill criminal courts
by community pressures. The introduction of Gault-type protec-
tions need not detract the juvenile courts from their search for ways
to individualize cases and fashion imaginative dispositions, preserv-
ing the values of the child-protective, educationally oriented philos-
ophy that shaped juvenile justice originally. And, in any case, it
should be stressed that a consensus on a proper age-or-behavior
grouping for adjudicatory purposes does not dictate the appropriate
classification for treatment and custodial purposes."

These are points against the status quo; what can be said in favor
of the proposal? First, there is an argument in favor of dividing the
age groups. It has been hinted at already. The younger delinquent,
we believe, does not usually require secure custody prior to his
hearing. If he is held, it is usually for the wrong reasons. This kind
of situation can best be dealt with by prohibiting his detention (and
penalizing violation of the statute).

There will certainly be need for substitute care, not only for the
nonoffender but also for the younger, alleged offender. Both
groups will sometimes call for brief housing or diagnostic evalua-
tion. Temporary shelter-cum-reception centers should be estab-
lished to respond to a wide variety of short-term service requests:
emergency shelter; holding prior to court hearing for several classes
of juveniles; diagnostic work-up; "cooling-off" periods of removal
from home. Their populations would reflect the incidence of low-
level "nuisance" behavior, minor crimes, and the unhappy accidents
of illness, death, and family turmoil that make for intolerable dis-
ruption of the child's environment. Some centers could focus on the
school-aged, some on school-leavers in work.

It seems reasonable to think that these centers could fill the ma-
jority of requests for short-term care from any source. To do so,
however, they must be able to look to certain back-up facilities.
These would include institutions for the retarded, psychotic, and
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physically handicapped. The centers can perform as open institu-
tions only If other facilities are available to deal with the very dis-
turbed or dangerous.

The choices for the older delinquent would be these: release pro-
hearing, a policy whose strengthening should be sought, ala the
Vera Bail Project and other pretrial release experiments; placement
in an open institution on a short-term basis, for shelter, evaluation
or both; and commitment to a detention center. In the third situa-
tion, criteria for detention and procedures applicable to the holding
process should be spelled out in law, and administrative measures
developed to assure their implementation. There is no- intention, in
offering this proposal, to dampen the growing insistence on a meas-
ure of due process at this phase of juvenile justice.8 ' Rather, the
purpose is to render the younger delinquent altogether ineligible for
this type of custodial holding and to preserve for the older delin-
quent the several alternatives that presently obtain.

What, then, is the reason for suggesting that this older "juvenile"
population be confined with young adults? The advantages for such
an arrangement run principally to institutional management. The
first concerns the characteristics of the population. The proposed
facility would contain a group of active, physically mature juveniles
and young adults, given to a style of aggressive behavior that is mark-
edly different from either the activity of the eight- or eleven-year-
old, on the one hand, or the passivity of the older chronic offender,
on the other. This old-adolescent/young-adult population has need
of educational remediation and stimulation, strenuous physical ac-
tivity, a substantial diet (with snacks). In sexual interests, in lan-
guage, style of behavior, "in" jokes, these ages better relate together
than to the younger spectrum of present detention-home popula-
tions or the older group of jail inmates.

This reclassification presumably would produce a larger popula-
tion-at-risk than that of the detention facility under current law and
organization. Indeed, one reason so few detention homes exist is the
reluctance of many localities to commit resources to the mainte-
nance of a specialized facility that only a small number will use.
Reclassification would lead to review not only of age groupings-
and the use of jail and other ad hoc arrangements in the absence of
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a detention home-but also of the governmental unit for adminis-
tration of secure custody units. The earlier suggestions for regionali-
zation of juvenile detention homes can be extended to the proposed
type of facility. Serious consideration should be given to creating re-
gionally-based, state-administered units for the detention of the 16-
to 23-year-olds.

Since age cut-offs are inevitably arbitrary, provision should be
made for exceptional cases. We have already indicated that place-
ment in an open facility would continue for the older delinquent,
and the "prematurely" sophisticated, overly aggressive, or persist-
ently absconding younger delinquent can likewise be accommodat-
ed in the proposed detention center. But only under exceptional
circumstances. 90 These would seem to require provision for judi-
cial review, on the law side, and segregated housing, on the institu-
tional side.

There is a final point to be made in favor of the proposal. It is in-
tended to strip us of any lingering illusions about the primary pur-
pose of detention by so structuring the short-term, secure-custody
institution to make its purpose unmistaable. Detention is not treat-
ment, that is, not its basic aim now or for the foreseeable future. If
treatment occurs, it is a serendipitous byproduct, not a cardinal
objective. This is not to say that secure custody must be purchased
at the price of abandoning "the basic objectives of decency and hu-
manity in dealing with the misbehaving child."9' Nor need we re-
linquish efforts to learn who should be detained and how to treat
those who are. But it is important, as many commentators have
stressed, to back off from "the vast rhetoric of benevolence"92 lest
we continue to confuse what we are doing with what we think we
ought to do (whether or not we know how!).

If this be cynicism, then the proposal is vulnerable to attack. I
prefer to call it realistic. It is hard, admittedly, to think of flying a
flag that bears the following inscription, but perhaps if every reader
of this chapter tried it once, it would set an enduring fashion:

Our goal is the "altering of the conditions and practices that render
children worse and more dangerous as a result of their contacts with
the official agencies."'
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"Perhaps we cannot prevent this world
from being a world in which children
are tortured.

But we can reduce the number of tortured
children.

And If you don't help us, who else In the
world can help do this?"-CAMUS
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